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AN INDEX FOR: 

CWSA 1, 6-8, 12, 13, 15, 17-32, 35, 36 

(MOST OF THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO) 

 

 

 

“A face of rapturous calm” 

“A face of rapturous calm” – The rapturous calm of the supreme consciousness, 27-334 

“A Panergy that harmonised all life” 

“A Panergy that harmonised all life” – The “Panergy” is a self-existent total power, 27-

308 

“A thousand icons they have made of her” 

“A thousand icons they have made of her” – “They” means nobody in particular, 27-

306 

“a world of gloom and terror” 

“a world of gloom and terror” – The very nature and constitution of the world, 27-335 

“absolve” 

“absolve” used in its Latin and not in its English sense, = “to pay off a debt”, 27-643 

“All evil starts from that ambiguous face” 

“All evil starts from that ambiguous face” – I prefer to keep the “face”, 27-301 

“All he had been and all towards which he grew” 

“All he had been and all towards which he grew” – The evolution of the inner being, 

27-309 

“All in her pointed to a nobler kind” 

“All in her pointed to a nobler kind” – This passage is the Overmind Intuition at work, 

27-289 

All in her pointed to a nobler kind, 27-287 

“All reeled into a world of Kali’s dance” 

“All reeled into a world of Kali’s dance” – All reeling in a clash and confusion, 27-305 

“altar hills” 

“altar hills” – An essential and central feature of the thing seen, 27-337 

“an errant marvel” 

The word “solicited” is the past tense and the subject is “an errant marvel”, 27-310 

“And griefless countries under purple suns” 

“And griefless countries under purple suns” – Purple is a light of the vital, 27-300 

“And Strength her crowned and mighty reveries” 

“And Strength her crowned and mighty reveries” – It is not any particular “reverie”, 

27-305 

“As might a soul fly like a hunted bird” 

“As might a soul fly like a hunted bird” – Anyone in need of spiritual comfort, 27-292 

“aspire for” 

As for “aspire for” – Less correct than “aspire to” or “aspire after”, but it is called for, 

27-640 

“Bande Mataram” 

His great song Bande Mataram – The mantra had been given. The religion of 

patriotism, 1-640, 6-319 
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The mantra of “Bande Mataram” which is the cry of awakened love of Motherland, 6-

877 

The song “Bande Mataram” – Not only a national anthem but a sacred mantra, 6-845 

“Bliss into black coma fallen, insensible" 

“Bliss into black coma fallen, insensible” – “bliss into” as a dactyl, 27-303 

“calm immensities of spirit space” 

“calm immensities of spirit space” – “Immensities” helped to give the whole soul-

scape, 27-296 

“cloak” 

The passage about Dawn – The rift as a slit in the “cloak” which becomes a big tear, 

27-311 

“day and night’s pursuit” 

“day and night’s pursuit” – “day and night” are here one double entity, 27-307 

“Discovered suddenly Hell’s trademark there” 

“Discovered suddenly Hell’s trademark there” – Hostiles assuming a familiar face, 27-

303 

“disperse” 

I don’t think “disperse” as an adjective can pass – I think “diffuse” will do, 27-648 

“drab” 

Drab realities – “drab” gives the more correct colour, 27-301 

“Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs” 

“Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs” – Earth does come into the dawn, 27-

312 

“empyreal” 

The adjective “empyreal” – Having the same alternative accentuation as the noun, 27-

639 

“empyrean” 

The noun “empyrean” is given two alternative pronunciations, each with a different 

stress, 27-638 

“face” 

“All evil starts from that ambiguous face” – I prefer to keep the “face”, 27-302 

“false adaptation” 

“false adaptation” means misapplication with regard to ideas, activities, or anything, 

35-116 

“flame-word rune” 

The “flame-word rune” is the Word of the higher Inspiration, Intuition, Revelation, 27-

256 

“Gleam” 

“Gleam” and “glow” are two quite different things, 27-298 

“gloam” 

“gloam” – If it is in the big dictionary, that is sufficient, 27-644 

“glow” 

“Gleam” and “glow” are two quite different things, 27-298 

“Halo-moon” 

“Halo-moon” – One ecstatic splendour as when one is merged in ecstasy, 27-245 

“He armed untruth with Scripture and the Law” 
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“He armed untruth with Scripture and the Law” – “he quoted Scripture and Law”, 27-

302 

“He felt the invasion and the nameless joy” 

“He felt the invasion and the nameless joy” – Joy as in as a vague hint of the Ecstasy, 

27-298 

“high boughs” 

The high boughs praying in the revealing sky – Silent figures of prayer, 27-338 

“immensitudes” 

“Immensitudes” – I take upon myself the right to coin new words, 27-299 

“In the world which sprang from it it took no part” 

In the world which sprang from it, it took no part” – The two “it”s coming together, 27-

306 

“larger Mind” 

“larger Mind” – A play of some combination of cosmic Mind-Forces, 35-119 

“last finite” 

The Life Heavens – “last finite” is the material finite where finiteness reaches its acme, 

27-247 

“light” 

“truth and joy and light” – “light” indicating the conditions for “truth” and “joy”, 27-

301 

“Lone on my summits of calm” 

“Lone on my summits of calm” – The calm of the highest spiritual consciousness, 27-

333 

“Mother of the universe” 

“Mother of the universe” – The “void” is only a mask covering the Mother’s cheek, 27-

310 

“Mysteries” 

“Mysteries with capital M means mystic symbolic rites, 27-303 

“nation” 

The pronunciation of words like “nation” and “ration” – Now “gnashun” and “rashun”, 

27-640 

“Never a rarer creature bore his shaft” 

“Never a rarer creature bore his shaft” – The r-effect is deliberate, 27-286 

“new fair world” 

“New fair world” – The attempted conquest of earth by life when earth had been 

created, 27-300 

“no man’s land” 

The two lines with “no man’s land” – There can be no capital in the first line, 27-302 

“occult” 

“the original Ukase” – I have accented on the first syllable, as often with “occult”, 27-

297 

“One dealt with her who meets the burdened great” 

“One dealt with her who meets the burdened great” – The Master of the Evolution, 27-

295 

“opaque Inane” 
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The repetition of “sombre Vast”, “unsounded Void”, “opaque Inane”, “vacant Vasts”, 

27-341 

“Our prostrate soil” 

“Our prostrate soil” – The revealing light falling upon the lower levels of the earth, 27-

329 

“Over thy breast of gloom” 

“Over thy breast of gloom” – The rains of deluge over the breast of the sea, 27-334 

“Pale blue” 

“Pale blue” is the colour of the higher ranges of mind up to the intuition, 27-255 

“Panergy” 

“A Panergy that harmonised all life” – The “Panergy” is a self-existent total power, 27-

308 

“ration” 

The pronunciation of words like “nation” and “ration” – Now “gnashun” and “rashun”, 

27-640 

“reboant” 

“reboant” from Latin reboans. Reboare in Latin means “to cry aloud again and again”, 

27-644 

“reef” 

In Nirvana, “reef” is a long rock, 27-254 

“Resiled from poor assent to Nature’s terms” 

“Resiled from poor assent to Nature’s terms” – Used for withdrawing from a contract, 

27-297 

“reverie” 

“And Strength her crowned and mighty reveries” – It is not any particular “reverie”, 

27-305 

“solicited” 

The word “solicited” is the past tense and the subject is “an errant marvel”, 27-309 

“sombre Vast” 

The repetition of “sombre Vast”, “unsounded Void”, “opaque Inane”, “vacant Vasts”, 

27-341 

“spirit’s immensities” 

“spirit’s immensities” – The word “spirit” might be spiritistic and not spiritual, 27-296 

“Still dolorously nailed upon a cross” 

“Still dolorously nailed upon a cross” – Not Christ but the world-soul, 27-303 

“stillness” 

The line about the“stillness” and the “word” – The transcendental element in Savitri, 

27-291 

“struck from the starry list” 

“struck from the starry list” – The sentence of being struck from the starry list, 27-295 

“swords of sheen” 

“swords of sheen” – Swords that emit brilliance and seem to be made of light, 27-335 

“taking” 

“taking” – Charm or beauty that takes the mind, 27-644 

“the bound soul’s contract" 
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“the bound soul’s contract “ – Liberty is very often taken with the last foot nowadays, 

27-304 

“The incertitude of man’s proud confident thought” 

“The incertitude of man’s proud confident thought” – Its truth is uncertain, 27-297 

“The Issue” 

“The Issue” – The incarnate Light, the Sun Goddess, and Death the Creator and 

Devourer, 27-278 

“the original Ukase” 

“the original Ukase” – I have accented on the first syllable, as often with “occult”, 27-

297 

“The white-fire dragon-bird of endless bliss” 

“The white-fire dragon-bird of endless bliss” – The Bird with its dragon tail of white 

fire, 27-294 

“the wide-winged hymn of a great priestly wind” 

“the wide-winged hymn of a great priestly wind” – The voice of the wind, 27-336 

“There is a darkness in terrestrial things” 

“There is a darkness in terrestrial things” – The intuitive inner mind with the psychic, 

27-295 

“To unify their task, excluding life” 

“To unify their task, excluding life” – A transitive verb with an unexpressed object, 27-

306 

“today” 

The use of the word “today” for a past time – To express more vividly the actual 

thought, 27-652 

“Travestied with a fortuitous sovereignty” 

“Travestied with a fortuitous sovereignty” –The images here are all concrete, 27-307 

“truth and joy and light” 

“truth and joy and light” – “light” indicating the conditions for “truth” and “joy”, 27-

301 

“unsounded Void” 

The repetition of “sombre Vast”, “unsounded Void”, “opaque Inane”, “vacant Vasts”, 

27-341 

“vacant Vasts” 

The repetition of “sombre Vast”, “unsounded Void”, “opaque Inane”, “vacant Vasts”, 

27-341 

“word” 

The line about the“stillness” and the “word” – The transcendental element in Savitri, 

27-291 

1.2.34 

1.2.34. It is supposed to be always a year of manifestation, 35-327 

15th August 

The period of the 15th is a period of great descents but also of great resistances, 35-524 

16th October 

Bengal one and indivisible came into existence on the 16th of October, 8-285 

On the 16th October the threatened unity of Bengal was asserted, 6-622 

The 16th October – The landmark of the progress of our movement, 8-276 
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The 16th October is our sacred Day of the Worship of the Indivisible Mother, 8-177 

The 16th October is the idea of unity, the worship of the Mother one and indivisible, 8-

176 

The 16th October was the day when that awakened nation declared its individuality, 8-

274 

The 7th of August will be recognised as a more important date than the 16th October, 

6-622 

The publication of the People’s Proclamation on the 16th of October, 8-286 

1789 

The principles of 1789 were not false – Falsely stated and selfishly executed, 8-56 

1879 

In 1879, at the age of seven, he was taken to England – For fourteen years, 36-5 

1892 

I knew nothing about Yoga in the year of my departure from England – 1892, 35-231 

1893 

Sri Aurobindo passed thirteen years, from 1893 to 1906, in the Baroda Service, 36-5 

1902 

The political action of Sri Aurobindo covered eight years, from 1902 to 1910, 36-6 

1904 

I started the Yoga in 1904 and all my work except some poetry was done afterwards, 

35-238 

1905 

1905, I think, was the year in which I began the practice of Yoga, 35-238 

Sri Aurobindo began his practice of Yoga in 1905, 36-9 

1906 

Sri Aurobindo passed thirteen years, from 1893 to 1906, in the Baroda Service, 36-5 

1906 – 07 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-312 

In India – The year began with Barisal. It closes with Comilla, 6-314 

The second feature of the year has been the rapid growth of the Nationalist party, 6-314 

1908 

Since 1908 it is always in the wideness generally above the head that the thoughts 

occur, 35-259 

1910 

In the beginning of April 1910, he sailed for Pondicherry in French India, 36-8 

The political action of Sri Aurobindo covered eight years, from 1902 to 1910, 36-6 

1914 

In 1914 after four years of silent Yoga he began the publication of the Arya, 36-9 

1926 

In 1926, Mother took up the work completely when I retired, 35-29 

The descent in 1926 was rather of the Overmind, not of the Supermind proper, 35-270 

19th of April 1908 

For Nationalism a new era begins with the 19th of April 1908, 6-1057 

2.3.45 

2.3.45 is the year of power – When the thing manifested gets full force, 35-327 
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24 November 1933 

The deep red light ‒ Came down into the physical before the 24th November 1933, 30-

134 

The deep red light – The Power that descended before the 24th November, 1933, 30-

133 

24th April 

The 24th April is the day on which Mother came from Japan to Pondicherry finally, 32-

39 

24th of November, 1926 

The 24th of November, 1926 – It was the descent of Krishna into the physical, 35-270 

What happened on the 24th of November1926 prepared the possibility of supermind, 

35-273 

3 x 3 

3 x 3 means the descent from above and the answer from below, 30-188 

4.5.67 

4.5.67 is the year of complete realisation, 35-327 

7 

7 is the figure of realisation, 30-188 

The number 7 is the number of realisation, 30-188 

7th of August 

A national festival is the symbol of the national vitality – The Seventh of August, 8-174 

On the 7th of August Bengal discovered for India the idea of Indian independence, 6-

622 

The 7th August is our sacred Day of Awakening, 8-177 

The 7th of August – The birthday of the boycott, the birthday of the new spirit in India, 

8-105 

The 7th of August is the idea of separateness, the worship of the Mother free, strong, 8-

176 

The 7th of August was the day of the awakening of the nation, 8-274 

The 7th of August will be recognised as a more important date than the 16th October, 

6-622 

There was a great importance in the nation’s response on the 7th of August, 8-106 

A. E. 

A clearer totality in the two great Irish voices –Yeats and A.E., 26-203 

A. E. – When the hearing comes the full spiritual intonation rises up, 26-181 

Four other forerunners strike great new notes – Meredith, Phillips, A. E., Yeats, 26-173 

A.E. 

A.E. – One of the two or three nearest to spiritual knowledge and experience, 27-417 

A.E. as a man and a seer was far superior to Yeats – Spiritual-mental heights, 27-416 

Yeats – His great artistry in language and verse in which he is far superior to A.E., 27-

416 

Yeats’ contact, unlike A.E.’s, is not so much with the sheer spiritual Truth, 27-431 

abandonment 

If indeed you choose to abandon riches physically as well as in spirit, that too is well, 

17-190 

The abandonment demanded is not necessarily a physical abandonment, 17-189 
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The abandonment of the world means that we give up our own petty personal joy, 17-

188 

The law of spiritual abandonment in preference to mere physical abandonment, 17-192 

abdomen 

In the abdomen is the lower vital centre, 28-241 

abdominal centre 

(2) Commanding the small vital movements, the small sense-movements, 28-230 

(2) The abdominal centre, six petals, deeper purple red, 28-230 

The abdominal centre, svādhiṣṭhāna, governs the lower vital, 28-230 

Abercrombie 

Abercrombie – I cannot participate in the general admiration, 27-417 

abhiman 

Jealousy and abhiman ‒ A survival from the past movements of the nature, 31-245 

The sooner you get rid of abhiman the better – A part of the vital egoism, 31-245 

abnormal 

The abnormal abounds in this physical world, the supernormal is there also, 28-346 

absences 

We have never found that such absences do any spiritual good, 31-200 

Absolute 

An Absolute as the origin and support and secret Reality of all things, 21-684 

An Absolute seeming incapable of relativity and exclusive of all relatives, 21-391 

How can it be said that a society of distinct selves are collectively the Absolute?, 28-

372 

If there is an Absolute it must surely exist in its own absolute right, 28-373 

Indian thought calls it Brahman, European thought the Absolute, 21-391 

Making an unbridgeable gulf between the Absolute and the relative, 21-391 

The Absolute as the foundation of its being in the unity and the differentiation, 21-163 

The Absolute can be approached through negation or affirmation in many ways, 21-493 

The Absolute holds an essential, integral, multiple and separative concentration, 21-604 

The Absolute is an expressibly positive, not a merely negating absolute, 12-190 

The Absolute is beyond stability and movement, unity and multiplicity, 21-85 

The Absolute is not a mystery of infinite blankness nor a supreme sum of negations, 

21-335 

The all-view of the Absolute – No such irreconcilable opposition or separation, 21-400 

The first view – The Absolute as a reality void of all relations and determinations, 21-

663 

The positives and the negatives of the Absolute – The truth of the Absolute, 21-394 

The second view – The Absolute as neither positively nor negatively limitable, 21-663 

The supreme reality of God – The Absolute is for us the Ineffable, 21-391 

The Upanishad knows of the ineffable Absolute – Of That it proceeds to speak, 18-74 

We can arrive at the Absolute through both a supreme affirmation and negation, 21-663 

We must discover an Absolute which can be so known that all truths can stand in it, 21-

590 

absolutism 

Absolutism and the suppression of liberties – The reviving idea of the State, 25-380 

An inevitable attempt – The rationale of absolutism, aristocracy and theocracy, 25-459 
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The absolutist view of reality, consciousness and knowledge, 21-661 

The mark of the absolutism of the monarch – The subordination of the other powers, 

25-455 

This absolutism is not the whole of spiritual thought, the supreme spiritual experience, 

21-661 

absolutists 

The absolutists of the spirit yearn after a pure spiritual existence, 19-567 

The message to those absolutist seekers of the Infinite, 19-570 

absorption in work 

Absorption in work is inevitable. It is enough to offer it when beginning and ending, 

29-258 

abstention 

Abstention will not help, will not prevent the fulfilment of the destroying Will, 19-385 

An abstention from all purchase of articles not genuinely Indian “as far as possible”, 8-

399 

We advocate abstention from all association with the Government, 6-178 

We advocate abstention from Legislative Councils and other Government bodies, 6-

178 

abstinence 

Sex-abstinence can be physically very beneficial, 31-506 

abstinence. 

Mankind has used two powerful weapons to destroy its own powers and enjoyment, 

wrong indulgence and wrong abstinence (378), 12-473 

abstract painting 

Modern painting has become either cubist or abstract – The truth behind the object, 27-

679 

abuses 

It is only by exposure that abuses can be killed, 6-257 

Abyssinia 

The circumstances augur a reverse for Spain as the Italian overthrow in Abyssinia, 8-

192 

accent 

A major and true accent (as opposed to minor and fictitious ones) is sufficient, 27-253 

Accent cannot be ignored in English rhythm – In my attempts at quantitative metre, 27-

143 

Accent is disregarded for metrical purposes except when it coincides with stress, 27-

749 

Accentual weight – A metrical length producer only when it coincides with stress, 27-

757 

All unaccented syllables are treated as short, all accented syllables as long, 27-135 

I always count a strongly accentuated syllable, even if the vowel is short, as a long one, 

27-143 

Three different weights, accent weight, stress weight, quantity weight, 27-757 

accentual verse 

What one usually means by accentual verse is verse with a fixed number of accents, 27-

132 
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accentuation 

The adjective “empyreal” – Having the same alternative accentuation as the noun, 27-

639 

acceptance 

A certain amount of acceptance, of forms too, some imitation, is inevitable, 20-45 

A path long and full of difficulties – To be admitted, a call and the capacity to follow it, 

35-557 

A special path – I do not accept disciples unless they have a special call, 35-554 

There is no formal initiation, 35-551 

But the question is what we do with them – An acceptance and an assimilation, 20-46 

Descent and ascent, calmness, quietude and vastness within – Accepted as disciple, 35-

549 

I accept only those who are found capable and who are drawn or who are prepared, 35-

554 

In that connection I spoke of the acceptance and assimilation from the West, 20-43 

It is possible to hold that no acceptance of anything Western is called for, 20-43 

No one is accepted as a disciple unless the Mother has seen him, 35-548 

No specific qualifications except the call, the spirit to sacrifice all, the recognition, 35-

559 

One must have a special call or a certain capacity before he is accepted, 35-595 

Owing to the difficulty of the path, only some who have a call or a capacity are 

accepted, 35-560 

Sadhaks outside practising Yoga who have started without asking even for acceptance, 

35-552 

Sri Aurobindo does not admit unless there is a special call and an evident capacity, 35-

555 

Sri Aurobindo’s path is a special one to which few are admitted, 35-558 

This is not a Yoga one can start today and leave tomorrow, 35-559 

Those whom we receive – If one part in them sincerely desires the Divine, 35-548 

What we mean by acceptance and the actual effect of assimilation, 20-43 

acceptation 

Those who sincerely give themselves to me, cannot be rejected, 36-407 

accidents 

Accidents or interventions of mischievous forces, 31-800 

Small forces from outside that amuse themselves by creating small accidents, 31-800 

The hostile forces bring about an accident like this, 31-800 

There is no such thing as a mere accident, 31-800 

These accidents happen only to disturb you, 31-801 

When the protection is there – Accidents minor in their results, 31-801 

achar 

By achar it understands all moral discipline by which the heart is purified, 1-551 

Its watchword is not kriya, but karma, not shastra, but jnanam, not achar, but bhakti, 1-

551 

Yet it accepts kriya, shastra and achar, not as ends, but as means, 1-551 

ache 
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A stage when any wrong thought or feeling or movement brings an ache or uneasiness, 

31-374 

achievement 

Every poet has to regard present achievement as steps – The true artistic temper, 27-12 

acquisition. 

He who acquires for himself alone, acquires ill (208), 12-453 

Acroyd 

Sri Aurobindo dropped the “Acroyd” from his name before he left England, 36-36 

action 

(1) Watching your movements in such a way that you see the impulse to action coming, 

29-261 

“Action clingeth not to a man.”, 17-384 

A calm or silence which can support or produce action, that is what I have had, 28-150 

A mere intellectual habit untranslated into action is of no value in after life, 6-455 

A something silent within that looks at outer talk and action, 31-93 

Action binds no more than inaction, if we are free from attachment to our works, 17-

491 

Action can and should be continued even after perfection and freedom are won, 19-585 

Action can have no binding power upon the soul which originates & determines it, 17-

504 

Action done for the Divine and more and more in union with the Divine, 29-217 

Action done in Yoga is not only the highest but the wisest, the most potent, 19-103 

Action in the world is the condition and outward result of living in the Brahman, 19-

237 

Action is shunned because it is thought to be inconsistent with freedom, 17-20 

Action is the motion of man, motion is the action of Nature, 17-485 

Action may be any action, not necessarily an action resembling that of the Gita, 29-443 

Action must always be done as a sacrifice to the supreme Spirit, 19-535 

Action should be rightly regulated action, in harmony with the truth of one's being, 19-

510 

Action solves the difficulties which action creates. Inaction can only paralyse and slay, 

8-227 

Action would continue, but no initiation or participation in it, 28-141 

Actions devoted to God, these only do not cling to a man nor bind him, 17-200 

All action is surrounded by a complexity of forces, 28-563 

All that is needed is that the action should be dedicated, 29-222 

All the action will be executed by the power of the Spirit in a divine freedom, 19-561 

All this insistence upon action is absurd if one has not the light by which to act, 28-444 

Also, if an action can be done with self-control without desire – The better way, 31-486 

An example of how things have to be dealt with from the Yogic point of view, 35-31 

At once a spiritual, cultural, educational, social and economical action, 13-511 

Be free from bewilderment by the three guṇas and action can continue, 19-108 

But moral force can only be forged and tempered in the workshop of action, 8-185 

But when we have realised it, what then? – How can we still act & live in this world?, 

17-371 

But why act? – The dharma of this highest spiritual condition, 19-244 
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By action, by works, not by inaction comes the knowledge and the release, 19-178 

By merging the individual in the Cosmic Will, one can act with the divine freedom, 17-

20 

Continuance of action is the continuance of God’s will in the universe, 17-483 

Do action in yoga, and then you rise above ignorance, and sin cannot touch you, 8-50 

Do action in yoga. The first element is samata – The work which you are given to do, 

8-50 

God acts or rather produces action without being bound, 17-516 

Hastiness of speech and action is a matter of temperament, 31-95 

His action becomes the divine action and his status the highest spiritual status, 19-581 

How action can be a means of reaching this highest spiritual condition, 19-538 

How can action continue? – Whether it matters what work is done?, 19-256 

How it is possible to institute a really desireless action, 19-110 

Human beings are less deliberate and responsible for their acts than what it seems, 28-

561 

If desire ceases, we are told, action also must cease, 23-266 

In action it is always more difficult to keep a higher state of consciousness, 29-257 

In all three stages the fundamental character of the liberated action is the same, 23-219 

In this Yoga some kind of action is necessary for all, 29-225 

It is of character in action that the bureaucracy is afraid, not so much of mere ideas, 6-

457 

It is the spirit and the consciousness in which it is done that makes an action Yogic, 29-

232 

It is this quiet and spontaneous action that is the characteristic divine action, 29-272 

Krishna lays far more stress on action and far less on quiescence, 1-324 

Let us by every means dispel first the unspeakable oppression of inertia, 6-796 

Man dwelling in Nature is compelled towards action and demands rest, 17-485 

Man embodied in the natural world cannot cease from action, 19-107 

Mr. Wells still believes that a political and social action is sufficient, 1-586 

Next a sort of stillness within and a drawing back from the outward action, 29-261 

No outward action can be for us sure of success unless behind it is Yogic power, 35-31 

One can do action without entanglement in desire, 17-20 

Our action arises out of a universality of which we are not aware, 23-188 

Our business is to prepare ourselves by all kinds of knowledge and action, 6-711 

Outward action can be done ‒ Taken up by the higher Consciousness entirely, 31-235 

Refraining from action or escaping the physical life cannot be a means of liberation, 

17-19 

Right action – Upon a right understanding of ourselves in relation to our environment, 

6-52 

That only by struggle could our strength be educated to action and victory, 6-525 

The action done with self-knowledge and as a sacrifice to the Divine, 19-593 

The action of the Yogin will not be as the action of the ordinary man, 13-58 

The better way is to act from within outwards, not from outwards within, 17-470 

The compatibility of a complete human action and a complete spiritual life, 19-564 

The continual assertion to the very end that action should be preferred to inaction, 19-

30 
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The doer, the instrument and the work done hold the action together, 19-500 

The emphasis with which the Seer enounces the necessity of life and action, 17-490 

The enigma of human action – The ascetic solution and the real solution, 19-527 

The genius of the Hindu is not for pure action, but for thought and aspiration, 6-1019 

The Inactive and the Active Brahman are simply two aspects of the one Brahman, 17-

88 

The integral knowledge which makes one capable of liberated action – Devotion, 19-

536 

The Kena - The problem of harmonising our personal activity with the universal Will, 

18-297 

The man who acts, and action is to be the note of our future political energies, 6-202 

The man who has knowledge acts in communion with God, 8-53 

The moment's will and act – An immensely increased meaning and importance, 13-354 

The moral and psychic value of the act  lies in the nobility of the motive, 28-432 

The motive of action can only be the holding together of the peoples, 19-138 

The objective truth of form and action derives from inner quality of nature, 19-348 

The offering of all action – An inner giving up of works into the Brahman, 19-201 

The question of physical action or inaction, 23-347 

The rejection of the error of egoistic free will does not imply a cessation of action, 19-

226 

The renunciation of the egoism of action is the most important element in this change, 

23-228 

The right way is a controlled action of the subjective and objective organism, 19-108 

The Sage next proceeds to establish the foundations of action in the liberated soul, 17-

423 

The same Force that works in meditation can also take up your action, 29-262 

The soul in us shall always refer itself & its actions to the high universal Self & Deity, 

18-297 

The true automatic action – When one gets into touch with the supermind, 29-264 

The whole range of human action – The spirit in which action is done is different, 19-

139 

Then the Prakriti also is not disturbed by the action of the gunas, 28-46 

Then the whole being is without desire or attachment and still action is possible, 28-46 

There can be a desireless or liberated action, 28-46 

There is really nothing incompatible between the inner silence and action, 29-255 

There must be no aversion to unpleasant, undesirable or ungratifying action, 19-497 

This consummation of the Yoga will destroy at its roots the problem of action, 19-591 

This is the whole teaching of the Gita. It is yoga which gives utter perfection in action, 

8-53 

This nature is itself affected by the trend and spiritual effect of our action, 19-251 

Those who have an expansive creative vital or a vital made for action, 29-222 

To accept the action proper to your nature, 19-587 

To ask for strength and light in one's action – Not an egoistic movement, 29-235 

To become conscious of whether an action is right or not – Several ways, 29-260 

To refer our thought and action to the Lord secret in the heart-lotus, 23-805 
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To refer our thought and action to the veiled truth of the Divinity above the mind, 23-

805 

We are accustomed to regard Nirvana and action in the world as incompatible, 19-235 

We must devote our actions to God & through that rise to complete surrender, 1-326 

When a man has to do anything he must know that the fruits are with God, 8-51 

When a Yogi engages in detached action, 28-46 

When action is done without desire and ego – A fundamental calm in the whole being, 

28-48 

While life remains, action is unavoidable, 23-265 

You must learn to act always from within, 29-254 

Action 

A contradiction between the aloof divine Silence and the all-embracing divine Action, 

23-256 

action being slow 

The depth of the plunge is the reason why action has become so slow, 30-357 

action. 

Act out thy part, whether it be to fail or to prosper (265), 12-459 

All speech and action comes prepared out of the eternal Silence (276), 12-460 

Asceticism is no doubt very healing. Nevertheless do thou act in the world as God 

intended thee (305), 12-463 

If thy aim be great and thy means small, still act (264), 12-459 

Not result is the purpose of action, but God's eternal delight in becoming, seeing and 

doing (330), 12-466 

So is it with the liberated soul in the midst of violent action. The soul does not act 

(277), 12-460 

There are times when action is unwise or impossible (267), 12-459 

What is the use of only knowing? I say to thee, Act and be (369), 12-472 

actions 

Entering the Council as an elected member – Actions speak more strongly than words, 

8-379 

In a yet higher attainment, there is the utter liberty of the soul in its actions, 23-213 

It may well be said, therefore, that Matariswan is that which arranges actions, 17-255 

Remembering the Supreme in all actions, offering them to Him as a sacrifice, 29-234 

Shankara takes apah in a somewhat unusual and peculiar sense – Actions, 17-252 

The actions are of importance only as expressing what is in the nature, 29-241 

The Karmamargin will not try or wish to abandon actions while he is in this world, 17-

210 

The realisation of the Divine in all one’s inner activities and outward actions, 23-575 

The sadhaka has first to feel that all her actions are those of the Divine, 23-763 

To see our actions as not our own but those of the divine Shakti helps powerfully, 23-

762 

actions. 

Purity is in thy soul. But for actions, where is their purity or impurity? (281), 12-461 

active men 

Active men and intellectuals ‒ The first stage of Yoga is long and difficult, 30-366 

activities 
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“false adaptation” means misapplication with regard to ideas, activities, or anything, 

35-116 

Apart from this division, all activities of knowledge that seek after or express Truth, 

23-141 

First, the natural mental activities are taken up or referred to the divine service, 23-145 

Only in the Yoga realisation one feels all one’s activities to be from the one source, 35-

487 

The central Consciousness will take up more and more the outer mental activities, 23-

147 

The division into categories of the activities of mind in its pursuit of knowledge, 23-

139 

The one thing needful is to subordinate the lower activities, 19-121 

The question of the ordinary activities of life and their place in the Yoga, 23-185 

The realisation of the Divine in all one’s inner activities and outward actions, 23-575 

The succession of the states of progress – A possible extension of the activities, 23-146 

What then becomes of the present activities of our being?, 23-135 

You have to limit your fields and concentrate in order to succeed in them, 35-53 

activity 

A many-sided activity would be the best, but as yet it is not always practicable, 32-423 

All activity becomes interesting not for itself but because of the consciousness, 29-250 

Any activity can be taken as part of the sadhana if it is offered to the Divine, 29-290 

Some kind of activity and service to the Divine is also a very necessary element, 29-

380 

You must try to keep the true consciousness always, even in activity, 29-314 

activity of mind 

The activity of mind is necessary so long as a higher activity cannot be reached, 31-54 

actor 

As for the actor, that is quite a different art – Depending on its public, 27-669 

actualities 

The actualities are only a selection from the potential truths, 23-838 

Adam 

The fall of man in the poetic parable of the Hebrew Genesis – Adam and Eve, 21-56 

Adam & Eve. 

The Semitic Eden was well enough, but Adam & Eve were too grown up (476), 12-490 

adesh 

Adesh and darshan are elements of a stage of sadhana, 29-364 

Adhar 

The Adhar has to be steadily prepared for the supramental Descent, 28-301 

The Adhar means the mind, life and body as instruments of the expression of the being, 

28-167 

Adhara 

The Adhara is that in which the consciousness is now contained, mind-life-body, 28-

167 

adharma 

Dharma is all that helps us to grow – Against it stands the adharma, all that resists, 19-

172 
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Adharma 

The outer struggle – Between the Dharma and the Adharma in the human collectivity, 

19-175 

adhibhūta 

Adhibhūta, all the result of mutable becoming, 19-292 

adhidaiva 

By adhidaiva is intended the Purusha, the soul in Nature, 19-292 

adhiyajña 

Adhiyajña, the Lord of works and sacrifice, the Purushottama, 19-292 

Last, the secret of the cosmic principle of works and sacrifice, adhiyajña, 19-291 

adhyātmacetasā 

Adhyātmacetasā amounts to what we would describe as a spiritual consciousness, 13-

93 

Aditi 

Aditi – The Cow, the primal Light manifest in seven Radiances, 15-123 

Aditi gives birth to Daksha and is herself born to Daksha, 15-473 

Aditi in the cosmos is delivered by the divine or illumined Mind Mind born of her, 15-

474 

Aditi is originally the pure consciousness of infinite existence one and self-luminous, 

15-473 

Aditi is the infinite Light – The gods make the light of the Truth to arise, 15-475 

Aditi, infinite Mother of the gods, comes first, 15-381 

Aditi, the Mother of the Gods, is described both as the Cow and as the general Mother, 

15-131 

An original cosmic antinomy – Aditi the infinite, Diti, the division, 15-473 

In the cosmos Aditi is the undivided infinite unity of things, free from the duality, 15-

474 

It is the vast Truth and the infinite being of Aditi, 15-197 

The Gods are born from Aditi in the supreme Truth of things, 15-232 

The gods, the sons of Aditi – The luminous powers for our growth into the godhead, 

15-202 

The higher existence – The shining Cow, the infinite Mother, Aditi, is the symbol, 15-

243 

The Knowledge is Aditi – Existence in its infinity and the mother of the gods, 15-207 

The seven rays or cows are Aditi the infinite Mother, Prakriti or Shakti, 15-98 

There are eight sons of the cosmic Aditi – The eighth son is Martanda, 15-478 

Usha as the mother of the cows is a power of the supreme Consciousness, Aditi, 15-131 

adjectives words 

The difference from prose – A turn in the use of adjectives words and the rhythm, 27-

339 

admission 

Admission to the Asram – Only those already accepted as disciples, 35-561 

For certain natures residence in the Asram from the beginning is helpful, 35-586 

Here only those should come who feel a definite call and are sure, 35-567 

One must first be admitted to the Yoga – Afterwards whether admitted to the Asram, 

35-561 
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There are only disciples who give their lives and all they have to the Asram, 35-595 

Those who come here must have grown already so far that they are ready, 35-594 

When people are accepted here, they are given a chance of a great Divine Grace, 35-

580 

adoration 

Adoration must bring an increasing consecration of the being to the Divine, 23-572 

All action, all creation must be turned into a form, a symbol of the adoration, 23-164 

An inner adoration and longing for oneness or feeling of oneness, 23-163 

But one must be very sure of the purity of one’s adoration and seeking, 28-135 

Emotionally, the first form which this turning takes must be that of adoration, 23-572 

Life as an act of adoration to the Supreme by the spirit in one’s works, 23-162 

The adoration in the act is a great and complete and powerful sacrifice, 23-165 

The soul ineffably drawn towards the object of its adoration, 29-12 

adultery with God. 

To commit adultery with God is the perfect experience for which the world was created 

(412), 12-481 

advanced sadhaks 

“Advanced sadhaks” – This claim resolves itself into an egoistic assertion of 

superiority, 35-670 

The Mother never speaks of advanced sadhaks, 35-670 

Adversary 

The Adversary, or the Censor, presses with all his might wherever there is a weak 

point, 31-784 

This critical hostile voice in everybody's nature – The voice of the Adversary, 31-769 

adverse force 

Each sadhak has to push the adverse force out of contact with his being, 28-465 

The adverse force is the Power that keeps up ignorance and darkness in the world, 28-

465 

adverse Force 

Feelings, suggestions of depression, wanting to die, are the workings of an adverse 

Force, 31-789 

If an adverse Force comes, one has not to accept and welcome its suggestions, 31-799 

Negative thoughts and feelings ‒ Attacks from an adverse Force, 31-788 

The adverse force coming in with a contrary movement, 31-760 

The attack of illness after seeing the woman ‒ The result of an adverse Force upon you, 

31-781 

The more the Truth descends, the more furious this adverse Force becomes, 31-789 

You ask whether the adverse Force is stronger than the Divine Force, 31-799 

adverse forces 

A pressure of adverse forces – The impression given to the senses is often distorted, 32-

547 

A progress made often stirs the adverse forces to activity, 31-770 

Adverse forces may throw illnesses upon the Yogi, 35-58 

Fear is the one thing that one must never feel in face of adverse forces, 31-782 

For attacks by adverse forces to become impossible in one’s work, 29-244 

In the grip of adverse forces – Not a condition in which to come to the Asram, 35-602 
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It is not sincerity to express only what the adverse forces suggest, 29-52 

Refuse to accept the adverse forces and suggestions that try to disturb the system, 32-

318 

The adverse forces cannot touch or be victorious unless there is some defect, 31-780 

The adverse forces use that loss of balance for attacking, 31-806 

Whatever point the adverse forces choose for attack becomes a crucial point, 31-759 

When there is an attack from the human instruments of adverse forces, 31-780 

You think too much of adverse forces – Much unnecessary struggle, 32-322 

You think too much of the adverse forces – Fix your mind on the positive side, 31-760 

adverse Forces 

So long as the Overmind intervenes – The opportunity for the adverse Forces, 35-326 

So long as the Overmind intervenes, the law of struggle remain - The adverse Forces, 

28-275 

When there is the opening to the Light, the adverse Forces become active, 30-202 

adverse influence 

The sadhak when under the adverse influence prefers to hide up these movements, 31-

152 

adverse movement 

The sense of humiliation because of an adverse movement, 35-378 

adverse Powers 

The adverse Powers make use of the Forces of the Ignorance, 31-766 

advertisement 

I don’t believe in advertisement except for books etc., and in propaganda, 35-71 

advice 

Sri Aurobindo does not as a rule give any advice in secular affairs, 35-527 

Sri Aurobindo makes it a rule not to advise people in their mundane affairs, 35-526 

Sri Aurobindo seldom gives directions or advice in specific matters, 35-527 

Adwaita 

According to the Adwaitins God is only the reflection of Brahman in Maya, 29-450 

Adwaita asserts the One – It dismisses the Many as an illusion, 17-576 

Adwaita is not identical with Mayavada monism, 29-392 

In a realistic Adwaita Saguna and Nirguna are equal aspects of the one Reality, 29-394 

Monistic Adwaita – Mind mind needs a truth opposed or superior to all others, 12-209 

The Adwaita of the Gita – The utmost undividing Monism, 19-448 

The Adwaita or Monistic Vedanta affirms the entire unity of these two, 17-96 

The Buddhist Nirvana and the Adwaitin’s Moksha are the same thing, 29-431 

The denial of the Transcendent Personality is a tendency of the present-day Adwaita, 

17-407 

The Mayavada and the modern teachings about the Adwaita, 13-88 

The philosophy of The Life Divine is such a realistic Adwaita, 29-393 

The real Adwaita which makes no least scission in the one eternal Existence, 19-448 

The real Monism, the true Adwaita, is that which admits all things as the one Brahman, 

21-35 

The Scripture interpreted by Shankara wholly in the light of Adwaita, 17-202 

The self-immersion of the Adwaitin in his absolute being is the self-same aim, 23-441 

The Shankara idea of the Supreme – The Vedanta Adwaita (Mayavada), 29-447 
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The sole existence of the Turiya Brahman is the basis of the Adwaita philosophy, 18-

401 

The teaching of the Vedanta – Adwaita, Vishishtadwaita, Dwaita are true, 13-66 

The Visishta Adwaita or modified-Monistic Vedanta – A limitation of the Oneness, 17-

96 

There is possible a realistic as well as an illusionist Adwaita, 29-393 

Adwaita Nirvana 

In the Buddhistic Nirvana – In the Adwaita Nirvana, 29-432 

Adwaita process 

The Adwaita process of the way of knowledge, 30-328 

Adwaitic Mayavada 

In the Adwaitic Mayavada there was the admission of a Jivatman – But no real self, 21-

781 

Adwaitin. 

Then hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest the emancipation of the 

Adwaitin (475), 12-490 

Adyā Shakti 

The Adyā Shakti – The supreme Consciousness and Power above the universe, 28-455 

The Transcendent Mother is what is termed the Adyā Shakti, 35-106 

Adyashakti 

Adyashakti is the original Shakti, therefore the highest form of the Mother, 32-66 

aeroplane 

Aeroplane, steamer and train – A rapid progress or forward movement, 30-162 

Aeschylus 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

Aeschylus’ manner has in it the strength of tapasyā and cannot be called ucchvāsa, 27-

180 

aesthesis 

It is the universal Ananda that is the parent of aesthesis, 27-41 

Overmind has a greater aesthesis – That is true of its perception, of its creation, 27-75 

Poetry, like all art, serves the seeking for this aesthesis, this Rasa, Bhoga, Ananda, 27-

40 

The overmind aesthesis – By aesthesis is meant a reaction of the consciousness, 27-40 

aesthetic 

Even on a higher plane the sense of virtue is very largely aesthetic, 1-442 

The aesthetic motive in conduct limits and must be exceeded – Not in rejecting, 1-443 

The aesthetic use is of immense importance – Art purifies by beauty, 1-439 

The insufficiency of the aesthetic view of life – Italy of the Renascence, 25-100 

The third activity of the aesthetic faculty – The direct purifying of the emotions, 1-444 

To enjoy its eternal beauty and delight is the aim of our aesthetic nature, 25-155 

aesthetic being 

The ethical being and the aesthetic being are two elements – A higher principle, 25-100 

The ethical is like the aesthetic and the religious being a seeking after the Eternal, 25-

154 

The highest aim of the aesthetic being is to find the Divine through beauty, 25-229 

aesthetic culture 
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There can be too a predominantly or even exclusively aesthetic culture, 25-95 

aesthetic delight 

Intellectual or aesthetic delight can also be an obstacle to the spiritual perfection, 31-

496 

aesthetic knowledge 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

aesthetic life 

We have next the moral being and its ethical life, and the aesthetic, 25-84 

aesthetic man 

A side of sensibility to the beautiful which creates the artistic and aesthetic man, 25-95 

aesthetic mind 

The aesthetic and emotional mind and aesthetic forms are used by Yoga, 23-517 

The ethical mind, the aesthetic mind, the mind of knowledge, the will are perfected, 23-

668 

aesthetic sense 

At a certain stage of human development the aesthetic sense is of infinite value, 1-440 

At the present stage of progress this element is losing much of its value, 1-440 

It raises and purifies conduct, 1-440 

aesthetics 

Mental idealisms, ethical strivings, aesthetic finenesses – Put as things spiritual, 28-417 

The causes of the aesthetic downfall, 28-400 

The Overmind and aesthetics cannot be equated together, 27-27 

affection 

All forms of affection come no doubt from it, but not consciously, 31-297 

Human affection is obviously unreliable – It is a flame of the ego, 31-296 

Human affection whatever its value has its place ‒ Emotional experiences, 31-296 

In Yoga all attachments have to be given up, but love and affection can be there, 31-

295 

Love and affection must be rooted in the Divine, 31-297 

Pleas about affection etc. are the usual tricks covering up the mind and deluding it, 31-

537 

The vital affection and the vital physical sex-emotion are entirely close, 31-490 

When the psychic is able to get into the movement – Some unselfish affection, 31-297 

affections 

It is not that these affections cannot last – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic affections, 31-296 

One must be prepared to renounce at the higher call the natural affections, 36-369 

affinities 

Affinities – All relations with others must be relations in the Divine, 31-290 

affinity 

One is drawn to another by a certain feeling of affinity, 31-300 

Other parts of the nature are felt with which one is not in affinity, 31-300 

Afghanistan 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-313 

AG 

I do not use the initials AG, 35-8 
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Agastya 

Agastya gives up all that is realised in him into the hands of Indra, as offerings, 15-256 

The traditional attribution of the so-called Agastya Shastras to the Vedic Rishi, 1-580 

age 

Difference of age only serves to diminish or increase the amount of help and guidance, 

1-384 

The greatest works in literature usually done at an advanced age – 40 or 50 or after, 27-

619 

Age of Reason 

If from the first freedom of thought is denied – The end of the Age of Reason, 25-212 

If this trend becomes universal, it is the end of the Age of Reason, 25-206 

In that case the curve of the Age of Reason may prolong and complete itself, 25-206 

The Ages of Intuition were passing away into the first dawn of the Age of Reason, 15-

16 

agents provocateurs 

Agents provocateurs – A kind of dirty work no Indian gentleman is likely to undertake, 

8-416 

ages 

The knowledge and the achievement of the ages that have gone before us, 13-182 

This general evolution has its own natural periods or ages – Lines and turns, 26-45 

Ages 

Each human religion, society, civilisation has its four Ages, 12-55 

Ages of Intuition 

Some interesting speculations – The last testament of the Ages of Intuition, 15-12 

The Ages of Intuition were passing away into the first dawn of the Age of Reason, 15-

16 

aggression 

Aggression is necessary – When a force ceases to conquer, it ceases to live, 8-62 

Aggression must be successful and creative if the defence is to be effective, 20-63 

By an aggressive force alone can the defence itself be effective, 20-62 

The necessity of a defence and a strong, even an aggressive defence, 20-75 

aggressive resistance 

Aggressive resister – To bring about positive harm to the Government, 6-281 

agitation 

Bankim understood the inutility of the method of political agitation which prevailed, 1-

639 

He understood the inutility of the methods of political agitation which prevailed, 6-317 

Our agitation in the nineteenth century – Its methods were unsuited, 6-203 

Our nineteenth century politicians clung to the method of agitation, 6-274 

Our political agitation in the nineteenth century – Partial and ineffective measures, 6-

270 

Prayer, petition and protest can never be an effective method of political agitation, 6-

1085 

The assertion by the people of their right to carry on the agitation in every lawful way, 

6-178 

The hope of gaining rights by constitutional agitation has been given up, 6-566 
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The lingering faith in constitutional agitation is an illustration, 6-589 

The only device the Government can think of – To make peaceful agitation impossible, 

8-439 

The public criticism creates public agitation, 8-421 

There is still room for the open agitation for which we have always stood, 6-432 

We have always advocated open agitation and peaceful resistance, 8-443 

agitations 

Agitations which are not only Indian but Asiatic, not only Asiatic but worldwide, 8-442 

Agni 

A vision of the man and the fire at his feet – A vision of the God Agni, 30-155 

Agni – The illumined Energy which builds up the worlds and which exalts man, 15-56 

Agni – This divine Will-force works in the world as a universal Soul of power, 15-392 

Agni and Indra, are not greater than Vishnu and Rudra, 15-345 

Agni burns out in us – The mental will approximating more and more to the divine, 17-

81 

Agni finds the source of the honeyed plenty and pours them out on our life, 15-120 

Agni first – That flame of Agni is the seven-tongued power of the Will, 15-380 

Agni generates the Maruts – They prepare the action of Indra, the luminous Mind, 17-

78 

Agni in the form of an aspiration full of concentrated calm and surrender, 30-372 

Agni in the Veda is always presented in the double aspect of force and light, 15-65 

Agni is also the Will in the mind and clarifies it by aspiration, 15-278 

Agni is also, like the Soma, an indispensable element of the sacrifice, 15-147 

Agni is at once a fire of aspiration, of purification, of tapasya, of transformation, 30-

371 

Agni is at once the flame on the altar and the priest of the oblation, 15-388 

Agni is described ascending from earth to his own seat, the Vast or Truth, 15-119 

Agni is equally the Will in Prana and in that energy performs the same functions, 15-

277 

Agni is found visible and easily born in all his strength and in all his knowledge, 15-

119 

Agni is he who has made life and mind possible and developed them, 18-81 

Agni is knower of the worlds – He will foster the illumination in these Aryan seekers, 

15-284 

Agni is the burning force of Light – The Angirases are burning powers of the Light, 15-

165 

Agni is the divine Will, in all things always present, possessed of the Truth, 15-280 

Agni is the flame, the power and the priest of the sacrifice, 15-144 

Agni is the heat and flame of the conscious force in Matter, 18-81 

Agni is the initiator of the upward effort of the mortal towards Immortality, 15-286 

Agni is the leader of the sacrifice – Flaming upward to meet the divine Dawn, 15-388 

Agni is the most important, the most universal of the Vedic gods, 15-277 

Agni is the power of conscious Being effective behind the workings of mind and body, 

15-282 

Agni is the priest man puts in front doing for him the works of the sacrifice, 15-388 

Agni is the psychic fire, it is not the Divine Presence, 30-374 
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Agni is the seer-will in the universe, the Will, the Knowledge-Force of the Deva, 15-

387 

Agni is the supreme Angiras, the flame from whom the Angirases are born, 15-243 

Agni meets men who are not leading the religious life at all but who have Agni, 30-372 

Agni possessed of diviner & less palpable masteries, 17-321 

Agni the divine will and power in man increases in the truth-consciousness, 15-68 

Agni, Indra, Brihaspati, Soma are all described as winners of the herds of the Sun, 15-

243 

Agni, the Angiras power, manifests itself also in the rays of the Dawn, 15-171 

Agni, the father of the Angirases, is the fount and origin of these divine flames, 15-164 

Agni, the priest of the offering greatest in sacrifice who brings to us the all, 15-206 

Agni, the Seer-Will, has come to be the means of accomplishment of the mortal, 15-

203 

Agni, the truth-conscious seer-will, is the principal godhead, 15-202 

Agni, then, is the god who has to become conscient in the mortal, 15-279 

At once the psychic joy and the kindling of Agni in the psychic centre, 30-373 

But it is a fact that Agni is the basis of forms as the Sankhya pointed out long ago, 35-

386 

Even when Agni emerges, he is outwardly obscure – First, a vital Will, 15-389 

His divine birth-place and home is the Truth – The truth, the Right, the Vast, 15-278 

His first work is to give its full form and extension and purity to the middle world, 15-

119 

His workings act between the superconscient and the subconscient, 15-204 

In proportion as we learn to subjugate the ego, Agni himself takes form in us, 15-281 

In the body Agni initiates a response to the things of physical life, 27-85 

In the mind Agni creates a light of intuitive perception and discrimination, 27-85 

In the physical world Agni is the devourer and enjoyer. He is also the purifier, 15-277 

In the vital Agni is kindled as a fire of right emotion and a kind of intuitive feeling, 27-

85 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

It is followed by a lightness or an emptiness, 30-372 

It is said in the Veda that Vayu is he who brings down Agni from Surya, 17-78 

It is the Mother’s Force that works in the Agni, 30-373 

Knowledge is incomplete without action – The prayer to Agni completes, 17-76 

So is Agni, Fire, a selection from Matariswun and the Waters a selection from fire, 17-

128 

Surya and Agni – Two lines of knowledge and action which lead to the supreme vision, 

17-68 

That does no harm. It only clears away what should not be there, 30-372 

The approach of Agni fire, or of love or Ananda, or a touch of the Force, 30-372 

The ascent of Agni from the mortal and physical consciousness to the immortality, 15-

118 

The birth and ascent of Agni is also the upward journey of man and the Gods, 15-121 

The birth of Agni is associated with a manifestation or vision of luminous herds, 15-

141 
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The burning of the Agni in various parts of the being prepares for transformation, 30-

373 

The fear of the fire you saw is misplaced ‒ The fire of purifying Agni, 30-372 

The fire you feel must be what we call Agni, the fire of purification, 30-370 

The force of the vital breath is propelled by Vayu, it is formed by Agni – The agents, 

18-20 

The individual Agni fire has its starting-point in the psychic, 30-373 

The light is concealed – Agni shall be born by the pressure of the upper on the lower, 

15-389 

The luminous Agni and the luminous Maruts are by their light seers of the knowledge, 

15-166 

The mental and physical consciousness in the human being accept him as their lord, 15-

120 

The name of this flaming godhead, Agni – Significance, 15-387 

The name, Agni, is translated here Power, Strength, Will, the God-will, or the Flame, 

15-392 

The pressure of the Agni fire around the head and shoulders as the heat, 30-372 

The right clue – To fix the psychological function of Agni, Divine or Cosmic Will, 15-

117 

The sacrifice travels led by Agni up the divine path to the gods, 15-242 

The same movement of illumination by the aid of the fires of Agni, 15-333 

The supreme Deva – Thus Agni, Indra, Soma are hymned as the supreme Deity, 15-353 

The three gods Indra, Vayu, Agni approach the Brahman, 18-81 

The three powers radiant, electric and gaseous of Agni – The agent in producing 

matter, 28-386 

The Vedic deity Agni contains all the other godheads in itself, 15-387 

There are many forms of Agni, 28-458, 30-155 

Therefore is he the priest of the offering, behind the human will in its works, 15-281 

This aspiration of Agni – The conditions in mind, life and body, 15-334 

This Will is Agni, Force of Consciousness – He is the worker of the divine Work, 17-

77 

Who is this god Agni, this guardian of the Truth, whose will is the will of a seer, 15-64 

Agni Angiras 

In the conception of Agni Angiras there are two ideas, knowledge and action, 15-165 

Agni’s own home 

The explanation of the own home of Agni, 15-68 

The Truth, the Vast and Agni's own home are identical, 15-68 

Agnimitra 

Pururavus is the poet’s second study of kinghood – He differs from Agnimitra, 1-196 

Agnostic. 

He has justified by His word the Illusionist & the Agnostic (472), 12-489 

agnosticism 

By an inevitable process we reach the atheistic or agnostic cult of secularism, 20-142 

Agnosticism 

Agnosticism - A premiss that the physical senses are our sole means of Knowledge, 21-

12 
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Agnosticism extends the limits of the unknowable – It comprehends all the unknown, 

21-12 

Agnosticism is subject to this objection that it may be our refusal to know, 21-588 

At the end of European thought there must always be Agnosticism, 28-351 

If the intellect is our highest instrument Agnosticism must be our ultimate attitude, 28-

352 

The Victorian agnostic – A doubtful existence and, if existent, an Unknowable, 28-381 

The Victorian agnostic viewpoint – The opposite viewpoint to the spiritual, 28-380 

The work of Atheism for the Divine and the service rendered by Agnosticism, 21-14 

agreement 

To agree is easy if we are willing to sacrifice our principles, 6-1053 

We have tried to emphasize points of agreement, ignore points of difference, 6-919 

agriculture, 1-708 

Improvement in agriculture is necessary – Science is our great hope, 1-703 

In a country like India the agricultural question cannot be separated from the industrial, 

1-703 

One great obstacle – The ignorance and apathy of the agricultural classes at present, 1-

703 

Our agriculturists should have cottage industries, 1-708 

Something might be done by agricultural associations, 1-708 

Ahambhava 

Ahambhava is a formation of Prakriti, it is not a being or a Purusha., 28-112 

Ahana 

Ahana is mostly work of the poetic intelligence, 27-229 

Ahankara 

Ahankara, the ego-sense – The Purusha is induced to identify himself with Prakriti, 19-

73 

ahańkāra 

The conscious mentality – Four powers, citta, manas, buddhi, ahańkāra, 23-647 

ahankara of the instrument 

The ahankara of the instrument ‒ One of the most sticky of the ego’s self-deceptions, 

31-231 

Ahimsa 

Ahimsa does work (though not invariably) with animals, 35-188 

Ahimsa had nothing to do with the Yoga, but with the path towards liberation, 28-435 

Sri Aurobindo is neither an impotent moralist nor a weak pacifist, 36-48 

The doctrines of Ahimsa and non-violence and altruism are early steps on the road, 28-

434 

There is a truth in Ahimsa, there is a truth in Destruction also, 28-435 

aim 

All depends on the aim of the life, 29-16 

Ancient Indian thought – Our aim must be to grow into our true being, 21-712 

But all that is not easy to do unless you resolve to give an aim to your life, 31-626 

But is then a complete oblivion of the external the goal? – This is not inevitable, 18-86 

Dividing one’s life between the Divine and some outward aim and activity, 29-15 

Existence, not annihilation is the whole aim and pursuit of existence, 12-144 
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How to attain to the Brahman becomes then the supreme aim, 18-16 

If then we know this of God and ourselves, to recover that oneness becomes the aim, 

18-421 

In this Yoga the aim is not only the union with the higher consciousness, 31-420 

It is a Yoga whose aim is to bring down a supramental consciousness, 35-556 

Its aim is to effect a spiritual transformation, 13-71 

Love for the Divine, oneness with the Divine become the sole aim, 31-229 

Make its development as a portion of the Divine your aim in life, 31-652 

Making fulfilment, liberation, bliss etc. the aim encourages an ego-centric attitude, 29-

22 

One of the principal aims of the yoga is to find the psychic, 28-111 

Our aim as human beings must be to rise through the pure Idea into divine bliss, 17-444 

Our aim is a divine perfection – If we fall short or whatever our immediate success, 12-

98 

Our aim is to bring the secret forces out and unwalled into the open to pour down, 27-

460 

Our aim is to move towards a more divine working which will replace what now is, 35-

813 

Our aim of self-fulfilment is a complete evolution of the hidden divinity, 25-126 

Our object of pursuit is the supreme Existence that has originated all, 18-33 

Returns according to the development of the aim and consciousness, 13-425 

Self-affirmation is not the aim, the formation of a collective vital ego is also not the 

aim, 35-752 

Spiritual freedom, spiritual perfection presented as the highest human aim, 20-166 

Supernature our aim in Yoga – The perfection for which we were created, 12-114 

That something is the All-Bliss – How to seek it is the one question that matters, 18-17 

The aim ‒ To be in union and contact with the Divine through love and surrender, 31-

233 

The aim – To realise God transcendent of the Universe, God in the universe, 12-102 

The aim is not to get away from earth into a higher world or some supreme Absolute, 

28-359 

The aim is union through every part of our nature and in many ways, 23-587 

The aim of human existence – The escape through Nature to God, 17-444 

The aim of Nature is also the aim of Yoga – Great and dangerous processes, 12-121 

The aim of our Yoga is Jivanmukti in the universe, 12-104 

The central realisation must be the one central aim, 28-373 

The cosmic principles – To find their own supreme aim and absolute movement, 18-93 

The divine fullness is the sole real aim of humanit, 12-101 

The goal of the ascent – The infinite existence and beatitude of the soul, 18-91 

The highest and most legitimate aim possible to man upon earth, 21-6 

The integral aim – The possession and power and joy of our integral self-knowledge, 

13-498 

The knowledge to arrive at and the ultimate aim of our life, 21-712 

The method and aim of our existence – The interaction of the three elements, 23-20 

The reiterated admonition “That Brahman seek to know and not this”, 18-28 

The result – Knowing and possessing Brahman as the supreme Ananda, 18-89 
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This, then, and no other is the means to be seized on and the goal to be reached, 18-78 

Three states of existence – We must direct our search to the Brahman, 18-92 

Thy work and the aim of thy being is to become the divine superman, 12-150 

To be and to be fully is Nature's aim in us, 21-1060 

To be in full union with the Divine is the final aim, 29-24 

To return to the truth of the Divine is the soul's aim in life, 28-5 

To rise towards and into the superconscient Existence is our goal, 18-68 

Truth of being must govern truth of life – The aim of life, 21-693 

Truth of knowledge must base truth of life and determine the aim of life, 21-684 

aim in life 

The ideal of human life is to enthrone the rule of the purified and sattwic buddhi, 36-

303 

The object of the divine life is to realise one’s highest self or to realise God, 36-303 

The ordinary ideal involves the building of mind and character – A difficult process, 

36-304 

To determine your aim in life according to your capacities and preferences, 36-303 

Two ideals – The highest ideal of ordinary human life and the divine ideal of Yoga, 36-

303 

aim of life 

“To take the guiding principle of the universe” – “The perfect aim”, 1-33 

The aim of life – “Duty, I presume”. “We do what we ought to do.”, 1-11 

aims 

A different sense and direction to all the aims of human life – Spiritual culture, 20-35 

Aitareya 

The Aitareya has for its subject the workings of the Self in the world as creator, 17-370 

Aiyar 

Two follow the lines or the methods of European research – Tilak and Aiyar, 15-31 

Ajanta 

The art of Ajanta – The remarkably inward, spiritual and psychic turn, 20-303 

ājñācakra 

The centre between the eyebrows, ājñācakra, governs the dynamic mind, 28-230 

ajnachakra 

The ajnachakra open – Between the higher consciousness and the inner and outer mind, 

28-236 

Ajnachakra 

The Ajnachakra – The centre of the inner will, also of the inner vision, the dynamic 

mind, 28-238 

The Ajnachakra – The pressure can be felt in all the forehead and the eyebrows also, 

28-238 

Ajnana 

A vaster action of the Sanjnana and of Prajnana, Ajnana and Vijnana, 18-56 

Ājñāna 

Ājñāna is the operation by which consciousness dwells on an image of things, 18-51 

Akash 

The ethereal condition of matter – Akash or Vyom (sky), 17-249 

The image of the Akash is often seen by sadhaks in Dhyana, 30-276 
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Akenside 

Gray, Collins and Akenside are the chief representatives of the school, 1-136 

akṣara 

“In Sanskrit each consonant letter (akṣara) is supposed to make a separate syllable”, 27-

149 

The three Purushas – The akṣara, the kṣara, the Purushottama, 13-52 

akṣara puruṣa 

Between the Jiva or kṣara puruṣa and the Supreme stands the akṣara puruṣa, 13-53 

The same soul in the Brahman is the akṣara puruṣa, the immutable self, 19-294 

This akṣara puruṣa is our real self – The kṣara puruṣa is all creatures, 13-53 

akṣara-vṛtta 

It is according to this rule that I have hitherto scanned the akṣara-vṛtta, 27-150 

Akshara 

Akshara, the immobile, the immutable, is the silent and inactive self, 19-79 

In the Akshara Nature falls to silence and rest in the Soul, 19-229 

Man must, to be free, get back from the Nature action to the status of the Akshara, 19-

231 

The Akshara – The immutable Being, 19-229 

The Akshara – The immutable, immobile and imperishable, 19-437 

The distinction between the Akshara Purusha and the supreme Soul, 19-399 

The Purushottama is both Akshara and Kshara, and yet he is other, 19-441 

The same soul into pure silent self and essential spirit is the Gita's Akshara, 19-530 

The soul of man, in the Akshara, identifies itself with the Impersonal, 19-229 

The whole-knower unites the Kshara and the Akshara in the Purushottama, 19-448 

There is a status then which is greater than the peace of the Akshara, 19-434 

This Akshara is the self higher than the buddhi, 19-437 

Akshara Purusha 

Akshara Purusha is standing back from the changes and movements of Nature, 17-32 

By Vidya one may attain to the state of the Akshara Purusha or of Chit in Sat, 17-53 

Purusha Prakriti is the Kshara Purusha – Standing back from it is the Akshara Purusha, 

28-114 

Alexander 

Alexander of Macedon & Napoleon Buonaparte were poets on a throne, 1-198 

alexandrine 

The loose alexandrine – Here accents can be of any number and placed anywhere, 27-

132 

Alexandrine 

The Alexandrine – Its normal tendency to fall into two monotonously equal halves, 27-

131 

The Alexandrine is an admirable instrument in French verse – Not so well in English, 

27-131 

alien bureaucracy 

A kind of tranquillity was essential to the preservation of an alien bureaucratic control, 

6-219 

A selfish few, whom the alien bureaucracy seek to humour for victimising the rest, 6-

336 
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alien forces 

Not letting alien forces or influences enter into the conscious being, 31-331 

alien government 

An alien government hurried us into a new and unfamiliar world, into a state of 

fluidity, 6-55 

alien rule 

A reliance on the foreigner and a habit of appealing to him – The logical outcome, 6-

459 

An unbridgeable gulf between the aliens in possession and the people of the country, 6-

424 

In this country, there is a class of wise men who preach acquiescence in alien rule, 6-

358 

Alipore jail 

Alipore Jail where he remained for a year, 36-60 

But in the jail I had the Gita and the Upanishads with me, 36-98 

During this period his view of life was radically changed, 36-61 

I was hearing the voice of Vivekananda speaking to me for a fortnight in the jail, 36-98 

In the jail – Reading the Gita and the Upanishads, meditation and the practice of Yoga, 

36-60 

Alipur Case 

The judgment of the Appeal Court in the Alipur Case – A few remarks, 8-331 

Allahabad 

But the united Congress has been suffocated with a creed at Allahabad, 6-1081 

The Moderates – At Allahabad a betrayal of the country dictated by fear and self-

interest, 6-1082 

All-Bliss 

That something is the All-Bliss – How to seek it is the one question that matters, 18-17 

allegory 

A living symbol and a mental allegorical symbol are not the same thing, 27-90 

Allegory comes in when a quality or other abstract thing is personalised, 27-89 

Allegory shows a tendency to invade again the domain of poetry, 26-36 

There is a considerable difference between symbolism and allegory, 27-89 

all-gods 

The all-gods are the powers of Truth entering into the outpourings of the Ananda, 15-

89 

All-Gods 

The hymn of the Rishi Vamadeva to the All-Gods – The high-aspiring hope, 15-499 

alliances 

Apparent alliances can only be temporary adjustments of self-interest or of policy, 6-

424 

When the crucial moment comes, each must stand in opposition to his recent ally, 6-

424 

Allies 

Speculating intellectually about Allied reverses is not a right movement, 35-220 

The Allies are at the moment the instruments of the evolutionary Forces, 35-215 

The Allies stand on the side of the evolutionary forces, 36-464 
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The first was in relation to the second World War – On the side of the Allies, 36-65 

The victory of the Allies would keep the path open for the evolutionary forces, 35-216, 

36-465 

alliteration 

There is no reason why one should not use assonance and alliteration, 27-118 

All-love 

All-love has sometimes a powerful effect in conciliating automatically, 35-189 

allopathic medicine 

Allopathic medicine – There is much fumbling and guesswork, 31-582 

allopathy 

Allopathy, homeopathy, naturopathy, osteopathy – Each has its successes and failures, 

35-514 

Even an allopathic doctor has often to intuit what medicine he should give, 31-584 

Plenty of cases of illnesses cured by other systems when they had defied the allopaths, 

35-510 

The Mother and I have no preference for allopathy, 35-512 

The working of both the systems, allopathy and homeopathy, and of others, 31-583 

allusions 

To attack people by half-veiled allusions – A cowardly method, 6-141 

alone with the Divine 

To be alone with the Divine is the highest of all privileged states for the sadhak, 31-311 

aloofness 

Aloofness is very necessary at certain stages of the sadhana, 31-325 

The state of consciousness when one is aloof from all things even when in their midst, 

29-264 

alterations 

Dangerous to alter a perfect line or passage of poetry from a mere intellectual motive, 

27-504 

In a poem a slight change makes all the difference, 27-609 

In all writing, prose or poetry, indeed in all art, a few slight alterations can alter the 

whole, 27-499 

It is better not to make any small alterations in a thing that has come out well, 27-596 

When a perfect inspiration comes, to alter it is a crime, 27-610 

alternations 

Alternating moods because there are two different elements, 31-640 

Alternations of bright and dark periods are almost a universal experience of Yogins, 

31-662 

Alternations of emptiness and fullness are a quite normal feature, 30-72 

Alternations of states of light and states of darkness are the lot of human beings, 31-650 

Due to the nature’s habit of persisting in a movement ‒ Usually an alternation, 31-148 

Even later on there are alternations of the level of experience, 30-59 

Everyone has these alternations – In the intervals there should be quietude, 30-59 

The alternations ‒ A struggle which every sadhak has to go through, 31-149 

The alternations happen to most people in one law of rhythm or another, 30-69 

The real reason of the difficulty and the constant alternation, 31-663 

The reason why there are these alternations, 30-59 
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There are always alternations in the intensity of the Force at its work ‒ Also stages, 30-

479 

These alternations are almost inevitable, 30-66 

These alternations are the result of the nature of human consciousness, 30-57 

altruism 

Altruism and indifference are often the most effective disguises of egoism, 23-331 

Altruism in the light of this one truth becomes natural, right and inevitable, 17-187 

Altruism, philanthropy, humanitarianism – Not truly liberative from ego-sense, 23-152 

Altruism, philanthropy, the service of mankind are in themselves mental or moral, 23-

358 

Another kind of egoism that prides itself on its own unselfishness and altruism, 28-428 

Ethics and altruism, the correctives resorted to, and a higher law to discover, 25-628 

Even charity and altruism are often essentially egoistic, 13-454 

It is not the rule of a large moral and intellectual altruism, 19-136 

Most human altruism has really this ego basis, 31-322 

Not altruism, but rather a self-recognition based upon mutual recognition, 25-628 

Philanthropy, altruism, service to mankind are represented as the true spiritual things, 

28-417 

The altruist is really ministering to himself even in his altruism, 1-335 

The doctrines of Ahimsa and non-violence and altruism are early steps on the road, 28-

434 

The increase of his altruistic tendencies prepares the enlargement of consciousness, 19-

127 

altruism. 

Altruism is good for man, but less good when it is a form of supreme self-indulgence 

(352), 12-470 

Altruism, duty, family, country, humanity are the prisons of the soul when they are not 

its instruments (234), 12-456 

But take care that your altruism does not kill the souls of others (225), 12-455 

By altruism thou canst save thy soul, but see that thou save it not by indulging in his 

perdition thy brother (353), 12-470 

Very usually, altruism is only the sublimest form of selfishness (226), 12-455 

Alwar 

The Tamil word, Alwar – One who has drowned himself in the divine being, 13-466 

Amal 

Four here whose work seemed a possibility – Dilip Kumar Roy, Arjava, Amal, Harin, 

27-454 

ambition 

A clinging element of pride and spiritual ambition – Never any real surrender, 36-367 

All ambition, pride and vanity must disappear from the thoughts and the feelings, 32-

382 

Ambition and vanity have to be pushed out, before one is far on the path, 31-239 

Ambition has to be outgrown, if one wants to succeed in sadhana, 27-598 

Ambition is always a force of the vital, 31-239 

Ambition is ambition and it is necessary for most for an energetic action, 28-506 

Do you want fame? If one succeeds, it means much, 27-601 
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In your spiritual aspiration a clinging element of pride and spiritual ambition, 32-143 

Nothing can be more futile than for a poet to write in expectation of contemporary 

fame, 27-667 

Suggestions of ambition etc. are always born in the vital mind, 31-239 

The will to use the energies as a work for the Divine must replace ambition, 27-598 

There can be no liberation without overcoming ambition and ego, 31-239 

There should be no “desire” to be a “great” writer – A means of service to the Divine, 

27-601 

When strength comes down, personal ambition and pride have to be kept far away, 31-

491 

America 

America – A sufficiently widespread eagerness and openness of mind to new things, 

36-388 

America has forsworn her past imperialistic policies, 36-465 

America has forsworn her past imperialistic policies – A sort of financial imperialism, 

35-214 

America must be able to receive freely India’s riches and to give freely in return, 36-

388 

America with her commercial energy, 6-1019 

America, France, England created these ideals or did most to create them, 36-464 

England and America have most systematically neglected their social development, 6-

45 

Europe and America are full of free sex indulgence, 35-720 

Fighting for the Divine against the threatened reign of the Asura, 35-213 

I have been for some time desirous to bring out my works in America, 36-384 

In America – The true Truth, the great Path has to be opened to them, 36-389 

India and America stand prominent at the two poles, the spiritual and the material, 36-

388 

The happiness which America began to enjoy after her secession from the British 

Empire, 6-552 

The increasing infiltration of India's spiritual thought into Europe and America, 20-62 

The reeling back into the beast is in progress in Europe and America, 13-36 

The spiritual future of America is not yet decided – A great possibility before her, 36-

388 

To the Englishman or American – Intellect, happiness are not of primary importance, 

6-38 

Wiser, as far as concerns England or America, to start impersonally, 35-690 

American idealism 

American idealism was always governed by a shrewd sense of American interests, 25-

531 

American literature 

Such are the American literature, the modern German literature, 1-146 

Americans 

Why many Americans want Yoga – It may make them successful in all they undertake, 

27-552 

amour-propre 
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Amour-propre is different and belongs to the sattwic type of ego, 31-243 

Amour-propre means at its best the feeling not to make mistakes, 31-243 

At its worst amour-propre means to try to appear well and without mistakes or faults, 

31-243 

This is accompanied by an excessive amour-propre, 31-152 

amrita 

The Soma-plant yields the divine essence – An offering to the divine Powers, 15-260 

Amrita 

A flow of sweet liquid in the mouth ‒ Called Amrita when it takes a quite physical 

form, 30-462 

anāhata 

The heart centre, hŗtpadma or anāhata, governs the emotional being, 28-230 

analogy 

The habit of correct analogy is an indispensable aid in the acquisition of knowledge, 1-

406 

While engaged in comparing and contrasting the centre of analogy is certain to 

develop, 1-406 

analysis 

What the Mother spoke of was not analysis, but a seeing of oneself ‒ Observation, 31-

26 

Ananda 

(2) How can the luminous eternal Ananda be something cold and dark, 29-347 

A certain consciousness in which all things become full of beauty and Ananda, 27-702 

Above us – A high-uplifted Presence, a great infinite of Ananda, 23-597 

Ananda and Bhakti are part of the deeper consciousness, 29-352 

Ananda cannot remain in the system so long as the system has not been prepared for it, 

31-168 

Ananda is a thing to be felt – Not mere joy, but something much more deep and 

essential, 28-27 

Ananda is not ordinary mental or vital delight in things, 27-702 

Ananda is of the essence and Beauty is a power or expression of Ananda, 27-701 

Ananda is the divine counterpart of the lower emotional and sensational being, 17-29 

Ananda is the presence of the Self and Master of our being, 23-598 

Ananda manifesting itself in the mental and vital, 30-462 

And even Ananda one cannot demand or make it a condition, 31-166 

As the supramental light grows, a greater Ananda comes, 23-726 

Asking for Ananda – The things that lead towards the Divine, 29-13 

Beauty is Ananda thrown into form – Ananda is watered down in the dullness, 27-700 

Delight in Ananda is pure – Our business is to dissolve the dualities, 12-101 

Ecstasy is a sign of a return towards the original or supreme Ananda, 27-41 

Equally good is the emerging of the self-existent Ananda from within, 30-224 

I mean by Ananda something greater than peace or joy, 31-167 

If a too intense Ananda is allowed before the purity and peace are in the nature, 30-461 

If then you want Ananda and go on wanting, you will surely have it in the end, 29-10 

In Ananda there is no excitement, it is a calm and happy and intense spiritual state, 29-

157 
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In our system, Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 

28-83 

In the Ananda, the centre disappears – An absolute identity in innumerable oneness, 

23-505 

In the tops of the gnosis and in the Ananda the Purusha is one with the Prakriti, 23-510 

In the Upanishad – There is an ether of Ananda in which all breathe and live, 28-27 

It is not a fact that one can seek union only for the sake of Ananda, 29-11 

It is possible to have some kind of Ananda on all the planes, 29-333 

It is the true Ananda and there is nothing in it of the old vital nature, 31-121 

It is the universal Ananda that is the parent of aesthesis, 27-41 

Light, Peace, Force, Ananda constitute the spiritual consciousness, 30-449 

Man’s supreme tendency is Ananda of which peace is only the flooring and the 

threshold, 17-488 

More difficult for Ananda to be kept permanently than for peace to remain abidingly, 

30-54 

My own experience is not limited to a radiant peace. I know very well Ananda, 35-46 

Not to press for the constant Ananda immediately, 29-10 

Not unfit because you want the Ananda, 29-9 

One can arrive at Ananda through the Vasudeva consciousness, 29-484 

One is her Personality of that mysterious and powerful ecstasy and Ananda, 32-23 

Only by this Ananda at once transcendent and universal man can be free, 17-19 

Peace is a sign of mukti – Ananda moves towards siddhi, 29-157 

Peace is the Divine static, Ananda the Divine dynamic – They are one, 12-207 

Sat, Chit-Tapas and Ananda – A superconscious existence, 17-28 

Spirit is Sat, Chit, Ananda – A triune basis of all conscious being, 17-68 

The active Ananda can culminate in the shanta Ananda, 29-157 

The Ananda comes by the inrush of a larger Might and Delight, 29-270 

The Ananda of existence is reflected in the instinctive pleasure of existence, 28-27 

The coming of Ananda when the mind is at peace and the heart delivered, 29-156 

The direct transformation of the triple vibration into Ananda is less easy, 21-118 

The ecstasy of the spirit's calm – Transformed by the ecstasy of the soul's Ananda, 19-

460 

The essence of Chit is Ananda or delight of self-existence – For us also, 23-389 

The essential condition for a permanent Ananda is a change of consciousness, 29-9 

The Force, the Light, the Ananda that come down need a great stillness, 30-450 

The highest divine Ananda – By bringing down the supramental Truth, 29-333 

The joy of creation – The Ananda when one is freely used by a greater Force, 27-588 

The one Ananda (the true thing) can manifest in any part of the being, 30-462 

The psychic Ananda and the desire of the vital cannot go together, 31-253 

The pure spiritual joy of the liberated man – The eternal Ananda, 19-461 

The Self first manifests as Will or as the Rishis preferred to call it Ananda, Bliss, 17-

234 

The self-exceeding of the sattwic nature – The spiritual joy, the absolute Ananda, 19-

506 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-355 

The surface hunt after Ananda or what else was only an excuse, 29-11 
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The transcendent Ananda could descend only after the complete Supramentalisation, 

28-300 

The triple delight by the integral knowledge – The Ananda in the Jiva, 19-588 

The true divine Ananda in the physical has a different quality and movement, 31-500 

The true solution of the problem – Ananda and the overmastering will-to-be, 21-109 

The universal Ananda takes three major forms, beauty, love and delight, 27-41 

There are two conditions, one of Ananda, another of great calm and equality, 29-157 

There is such a thing as a universal Ananda and a universal beauty, 27-702 

These three, Sat, Chit and Ananda are Brahman – It is all we need to know, 12-85 

This Ananda is the best enjoyment – It carries man through to the goal, 15-303 

To bring the Divine Love and Beauty and Ananda – The Supramental as its support, 

35-837 

To get the universal Ananda – Our instruments must learn the essential joy, 23-717 

Tyaga within, bhoga without – Ananda, the divine delight of the purified soul, 8-450 

What comes from above is the Ananda of the higher consciousness, 29-336 

When the Ananda comes into you, it is the Divine who comes into you, 29-14 

Ânanda 

The Supreme is, finally, Pure Ecstasy, Absolute Bliss, Ânanda, 18-369 

ānanda 

The triple term in which ānanda may be stated is Joy, Love, Beauty, 1-440 

Ananda Brahman 

All joy, beauty, love, peace, delight are outflowings from the Ananda Brahman, 23-594 

But to reach the Ananda Brahman in itself the mental reception must be subtilised, 23-

594 

Object of our constant thought and contemplation – The universal Ananda Brahman, 

23-595 

The adoration of an impersonal Delight and Beauty – The Ananda Brahman, 23-593 

Ananda consciousness 

It is possible and normal to feel some form of Ananda consciousness on any level, 28-

299 

Ananda of creation 

The true Ananda of creation is not the pleasure of the ego, 29-270 

Ananda of love 

The secret of the self-existent Ananda of love, the Ananda of love’s own pure truth, 29-

348 

Ananda of work 

Ananda of work – If work is well done, it is the Force that did it, 29-270 

ānandamaya puruṣa 

The all-blissful being or all-enjoying Soul – Ānandamaya puruṣa, 17-33 

Ananta 

The serpent Ananta is the infinite energy in infinite Time-Space, 30-171 

The snake Ananta is the Energy of the cosmic manifestation of the Infinite, 30-156 

Ananta-guna 

A second in which He is the one real Person, the All-Personality, the Ananta-guna, 23-

382 

Anantam 
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Anantam, Endlessness, including all kinds of Infinity – From His absolute bliss, 18-371 

anapaest 

Both trochee and anapaest are surely quite natural to the language, 27-141 

anapaestic verse 

Four syllables in a foot instead of three – Not allowed in normal anapaestic verse, 27-

135 

anapaests 

Iambics and anapaests can be combined in English verse at any time – No free verse, 

27-136 

anarchism 

A spiritual or spiritualised anarchism nearer to the real solution, 25-219 

Freedom of thought would mean a criticism taking the direction of anarchism, 25-511 

Three successive stages are possible, individualistic, socialistic, anarchistic, 25-193 

Anarchism 

A gospel of Anarchism might enforce itself and break down the world-order, 25-522 

Anarchism – A thing as yet unknown either in practice or in theory to India, 8-451 

Anarchism – Philosophically, it is the negation of the necessity of government, 8-452 

In practice, it is often the use of assassination to destroy all government, 8-452 

On the other hand, a period more inspired by the principles of philosophic Anarchism, 

25-414 

The Anarchist sees in Government and Society the enemy, 1-547 

The misapplication of the word Anarchists to the Indian Terrorists, 8-451 

The rational and democratic Idea may fall back upon a third form – Anarchism, 25-202 

This is Democracy, this Socialism, this Anarchism – Evolution proceeds relentlessly, 1-

435 

This static order would at long last be broken – An extreme philosophical Anarchism, 

25-22 

Anarchism. 

Anarchism is likely to be the protest of the human soul against the tyranny of a 

bureaucratic Socialism (340), 12-468 

The anarchic is the true divine state of man in the end as in the beginning (320), 12-465 

anarchistic thought 

An intellectual anarchistic thought, not the vitalistic or violent anarchism, 25-216 

Anarchistic thought must be necessarily subversive of the socialistic order, 25-212 

Anarchistic thought supervening upon the collectivistic, 25-215 

Intellectual and vital dissatisfaction may take the form of anarchistic thought, 25-212 

The highest anarchistic ideal – Free equality and spontaneous cooperation, 25-218 

anarchy 

If anarchy and suffering are the necessary passage, he is ready to bear, to expose to 

them, 6-1112 

Last, Kali Yuga – A period of anarchy and conflict and dissolution of the dharma, 20-

404 

Strength will be a security against “anarchy, rapine, desecration and bloodshed”, 6-427 

Anarchy 

If he embraces Anarchy, it is as the way to good government, 6-1113 

anathemas. 
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There is one thing especially in which creeds and churches surrender themselves to the 

devil, and that is in their anathemas (456), 12-486 

Anatole France 

Anatole France – Ironising about God and Christianity or about man or Humanity, 27-

554 

Prose styles achievements – In French literature, Voltaire, Flaubert or Anatole France, 

27-548 

ancestors 

A man’s style expresses himself, not the sum and outcome of his ancestors, 27-111 

Many things are inherited from the father and mother or other ancestors, 28-521 

Ancestors 

The Ancestors have done the work for the race that the way may be known, 15-191 

The human journey that the Ancestors accomplished, opening the way, 15-188 

ancient 

The ancient Hindus claim to have found a principle of knowledge superior to reason, 

17-343 

ancient Rishis 

The ancient Rishis have woven for the race the Truth-consciousness, 15-320 

Those who like the ancient Rishis enter into contact with the Truth-consciousness, 15-

321 

ancient sages 

He may evolve himself from plane to plane of his being – The most ancient sages, 23-

400 

Such was the supreme aim of the ancient sages, 25-154 

ancients 

The ancients – Their first preoccupation was to live according to their knowledge, 17-

342 

Ancients 

That ascension has already been effected by the Ancients, the human forefathers, 15-

383 

The conquest of the Truth by the human fathers, the Ancients, 15-320 

The great Rishis – The seven original Seers, the seven Ancients of the world, 19-347 

Andal 

The poetry of Andal – Entirely occupied with her passion for the divine Being, 13-466 

anger 

A formation of force which falls on the man against whom you are angry, 31-268 

A part of the external vital nature on the surface feels anger and is severe, 29-281 

Anger and jealousy fall away from the sense of spiritual oneness, 32-288 

Anger and quarrelsomeness always tend to spoil the liver, 31-571 

Anger and strife are in the nature of the human vital, 31-275 

Anger comes from the vital nature or if it has been driven out from there rises back, 31-

273 

Anger creates an atmosphere which spreads and gets hold of those around, 31-348 

Anger immediately opens the door to hostile forces, 31-267 

Anger is harmful both to the person himself and to the one on whom it is thrown, 31-

267 
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Anger is largely or often a sensational response translated into terms of emotion, 23-

650 

Anger when reading some false statements about Sri Aurobindo made by a journalist, 

31-276 

Anger with yourself also as well as the other tendency to sudden anger with others, 31-

267 

Anger, desire etc. can only be got rid of if you do not accept them, 31-273 

Anger, vindictiveness and antipathy – God uses them for His purposes, 8-63 

Because anger etc. once used to come, it does not follow that they cannot die down, 31-

270 

But no personal anger, no violent language or violent actions are needed, 8-412 

Feel them as not yours, then by degrees you can get free of anger, desire and other, 31-

274 

For some sex is more difficult to conquer than anger, for some greed, 31-271 

I have never said that sex, anger, jealousy etc. were easy to overcome, 31-198 

If it were so, there would be a daily struggle with anger and desire, 31-601 

If the anger did not come – Because the vital force of the attack is diminishing, 31-269 

If the psychic being becomes entirely awake ‒ Anger can entirely disappear, 31-274 

Infinite peace, universal love can remove anger, 31-271 

Inner detachment is the right thing when anger or anything else rises, 31-275 

Is it true that anger invariably produces physical signs of it?, 31-270 

It is a very good sign that the anger when it comes is brief and subdued, 31-269 

It is necessary to remain quiet and reject the anger or whatever else comes, 31-272 

It is rather perilous to think of anything like that – “Now it [anger] is finished”, 31-270 

Nothing can spiritually justify individual violence done in anger or passion, 31-277 

Otherwise it is difficult to get rid of such things as anger in the vital, 31-276 

Rejection is the way to get rid of anger and sex desire, 31-273 

The anger comes from outside – It is a rush of force from the universal Nature, 31-271 

The equivalent of anger in the higher nature ‒ The warrior force of Mahakali, 31-271 

The reason why quietness is not yet fixed and anger returns, 31-268 

The rising of this anger – The absurdity of such movements, 31-268 

The very first step towards weakening the power of anger and getting rid of it, 31-272 

Then the tendency to anger would have no ground to rise at all, 31-269 

These things, hard forms of speech, anger etc., are very difficult to change, 31-267 

This anger was a form of loyalty to the Divine ‒ A current of righteous anger, 31-276 

To get rid of all movements of anger, impatience or dislike, 31-312 

To refuse all expression to anger in act or speech, 31-272 

When it is the psychic that rules anger completely disappears, 31-274 

anger. 

In my ignorance I thought anger could be noble and vengeance grandiose (209), 12-453 

Krishna laughs at thy foolish anger, thy more foolish scorn or loathing and thy most 

foolish terror (296), 12-463 

Men slay out of uncontrollable anger, hatred or vengeance (229), 12-455 

Power is noble, when it overtops anger (210), 12-453 

Angira 

Angira is the Rishi who represents the Seer-Will, 15-240 
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Angiras 

Angiras regarded as one of the original sages, deified human fathers, 15-159 

Brihaspati is the seven-rayed Thinker, the seven-faced or seven-mouthed Angiras, 15-

181 

He is so associated as Brahmanaspati, as the Master of the sacred or inspired word, 15-

167 

In the second place, the Angiras is a power or at least has the power of Brihaspati, 15-

168 

Indra, the Lord of Swar, is also described as becoming an Angiras, 15-169 

The Angiras is in the first place a flame of the puissance of Agni, the seer-will, 15-168 

The Angiras is not only an Agni-power, he is also a Brihaspati-power, 15-168 

The Angiras win the wealth of illuminations and powers of the Truth, 15-240 

The meaning inherent in the word Angiras and the light it sheds, 15-161 

Angiras legend 

The two principal parables of the Veda – The Angiras legend and the Vritra mythus, 

15-241 

Angiras myth 

The interpretation of the Angiras myth – The spiritual significance of the Rig Veda, 15-

245 

Angiras Rishis 

At once divine and human, but also the human fathers and the discoverers, 15-174 

But they are also described as Navagwas and Dashagwas, 15-174 

The Angiras Rishis are bringers of the Dawn, rescuers of the Sun out of the darkness, 

15-241 

The Angiras Rishis are invoked for the great human journey, 15-188 

The Angiras Rishis are ordinarily described as seven in number, 15-174 

The Angiras Rishis being powers of Agni share this manifold function, 15-164 

The legend of the Angiras Rishis, 15-138 

The part of the Angiras Rishis in the sacrifice is the human part, 15-187 

The physical imagery and the psychological indications for the Angiras Rishis, 15-173 

The seven original Angiras Rishis discovered the Light and ascended to the Truth, 15-

159 

The symbol of the earthly dawning – The mystic parable of the Angiras Rishis, 15-483 

Two classes of Angiras Rishis, the Navagwas and the Dashagwas, 15-175 

Angirasas 

The seven sages, the Angirasas, are waiting still and always, 15-383 

Angirases 

Agni is the burning force of Light – The Angirases are burning powers of the Light, 15-

165 

Agni, the father of the Angirases, is the fount and origin of these divine flames, 15-164 

But it is especially the Word that the Angirases possess, 15-184 

In the Veda the recovery of the Light is first effected by the Angirases, 15-154 

Indra strong with the Soma wine and the Angirases, the seers, have to defeat the Panis, 

15-141 

The achievement of the Angirases is the conquest of the Truth and the Immortality, 15-

202 
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The Angiras in a double form, the divine Angirases and the human fathers, 15-187 

The Angirases are at once the divine seers and the ancient fathers, 15-242 

The Angirases are in their origin closely connected with Agni – The lustres of Agni, 

15-162 

The Angirases have to chant the true word, the mantra, 15-141 

The Angirases kindle this Flame on the altar of sacrifice and maintain the sacrifice, 15-

242 

The conception of the Dawn and the legend of the Angirases, 15-124 

The conflict of Indra and the Angirases with the Panis is a principal episode, 15-242 

The identity of the divine Angirases with the flaming lustres of Agni is revealed, 15-

163 

The legend of the Angirases takes up and combines all these three essential features, 

15-183 

The path of the Truth created by the Angirases and followed by the hound Sarama, 15-

202 

The seven Angirases, whether human or divine, represent different principles, 15-198 

The seven divine Angirases are sons or powers of Agni, powers of the Seer-Will, 15-

242 

The seven mouths are the seven Angirases who repeat the divine word, 15-181 

The supreme goal follows upon the complete achievement of the Angirases, 15-215 

Their seerhood is their most distinguishing characteristic, 15-184 

They are various forms of the power of Agni – The question is of what Agni, 15-163 

This divine word is the thought by whose truth the Angirases bring the Dawn, 15-167 

This is the finding of the Sun that was dwelling in the darkness by the Angirases, 15-

154 

Two explanations of the double character of these seers, divine and human, 15-160 

Anglo-Celtic mind 

A turn and power brought about perhaps by the Anglo-Celtic mind, 26-199 

Anglo-Indian 

But the Anglo-Indian bureaucrats have set out on the slippery path to shame and blood, 

6-707 

Anglo-Indians 

Our appeal ought not to be to the opinion of the Anglo-Indians, 6-19 

The Anglo-Indians are very commonplace men put into a quite unique position, 6-18 

The Anglo-Indians saw themselves confronted with a body pushing for power, 6-57 

Anglo-Norman mind 

The Anglo-Norman mind in poetry – English poetry until Chaucer and beyond, 26-54 

Anglo-Saxon 

A robust muscular and masculine poetry suitable to the Anglo-Saxon genius, 26-229 

Ancient Rome – A strong affinity to the Anglo-Saxon temperament, 6-40 

The Anglo-Saxon is not usually capable of understanding Irish character or humour, 

27-535 

The Centre and the South – The home of the conservative, slow-natured Anglo-Saxon, 

8-430 

The chief danger of failure – The external direction of the Anglo-Saxon mind, 26-306 

The culture of the Anglo-Saxon is the very antipodes of Indian culture, 6-1087 
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The dominant Anglo-Saxon – A national mind remarkably dynamic and practical, 26-

51 

anguish. 

I rose through cruel & incessant anguish to a blissful painlessness (495), 12-493 

animal 

In the animal the prāṇamaya puruṣa is the leader of mind and body, 28-113 

Is it right to allow an animal to suffer when you can relieve it by an euthanasia?, 28-

524 

It is the same with the problem of the taking of animal life, 28-524 

The animal – The predominance of rajas and the emergence of sattwa, 19-219 

The animal being takes a mentalised sense-view of its vital and physical existence, 21-

743 

The animal has a rudimentary reason, a soul, a will and keen emotions, 23-80 

The animal like the atom acts according to the mechanism of its Nature, 19-220 

The beings of the vital world appear with animal heads or features, 30-108 

The concession of an animal soul existence and of its past subhuman births, 13-312 

The individual animal – An imperfect but growing surface awareness, 21-635 

The psychic being cannot go back to the inferior animal consciousness, 28-550 

The soul in the animal evolves its manifestation, 28-550 

The transition to the mind and sense that appear in the animal being, 21-741 

There is an animal in us as well as that which is characteristically human, 23-388 

There is much that is psychic in the plant, much that is psychic in the animal, 28-115, 

28-117 

When the vital gets broken up, some strong movements of it – Into animal forms, 28-

550 

animal birth 

Part of the vital personality may join an animal birth, 28-534 

animal food 

Those who are ready to give up animal food, should certainly do so, 31-433 

animality 

“Man ought also to evolve the qualities and powers native to his animality”, 1-63 

The obligations and compulsions of its animality must cease to be obligatory, 13-542 

animals 

A very strong time sense in animals, at least some of them, 28-407 

Animals are predominantly the vital creation on earth, 28-406 

Animals have an initial power of reasoning, 28-403 

Animals must enter the human stage first before liberation, 35-312 

Even the animal is more in touch with a certain harmony in things than man, 28-406 

Human life and mind are neither in tune with Nature like the animals nor with Spirit, 

28-406 

Man's only superiority over the animal – A more complex consciousness and capacity, 

28-406 

Many animals, even if ill-treated, do not lose their love, 28-406 

Most animals do not usually attack unless they are somehow made angry, 28-407 

Most men are, like animals, driven by the forces of Nature, 31-251 
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Not by beating, but by patience and a persistent will, work can be taught to animals, 

35-795 

That of the animal is a more simple and honest consciousness, 28-406 

The action of the instinct in animals – Some particular and restricted utility, 23-479 

The emotional being of animals is often much more psychic than that of men, 28-406 

The plant world, even the animals can be much better than human beings, 28-407 

To watch the animals with the right perception of their consciousness helps, 28-407 

We cannot say that animals have no ideas, 28-404 

What animals desire – The satisfaction of their emotions, desires and bodily needs, 28-

406 

Animism 

Animism is the obscure memory of an ancient discipline – Nature-worship is another, 

17-312 

What are the Animistic, Totemistic, Naturalistic and superstitious beliefs, 17-311 

Aniruddha 

Aniruddha – Desire is His manifestation. Bodily enjoyment and worldly reason, 1-532 

Aniruddha is the Sudra, 1-532 

Aniruddha, the Sudra, reigns in the Kali – He breaks the ancient moulds, 1-533 

God in His fourfold manifestation – Srikrishna, Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, 1-

532 

Anna 

As Prana is the first term, so Anna, Food or gross visible matter is the second term, 17-

238 

Prana & Anna, Vitality and physical form are, spiritually, the Waking-State, 17-239 

Annam 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-355 

annamaya puruṣa 

The material being – Annamaya puruṣa, 17-33 

annexes 

Also – The soul may linger for a time in one of the created annexes of the other worlds, 

21-830 

Any residence of the soul in annexes could be only a transitional stage, 21-831 

annihilation 

Existence, not annihilation is the whole aim and pursuit of existence, 12-144 

annuity 

An annuity serves the purpose of securing a man of ability against want, 6-948 

In modern times the State – A pension or annuity or a vote of money, 6-948 

anstract paintings 

Abstract paintings – Suppress exactitude of form and replace it by more significant 

forms, 27-418 

answering mental questions 

I do not understand how all that can prevent me from answering mental questions., 28-

475 

Antahkarana 

Antahkarana usually means the mind and vital as opposed to the body, 28-112 

Antaratma 
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The word Antaratma covers all the inner being, 28-93 

Antarātmā 

Antarātmā is the inner being, 35-152 

Antaratman 

Antaratman is in fact what we call the psychic being, caitya puruṣa, 35-171 

The Purusha in the heart or Antaratman is in fact the psychic being, 29-499 

antarātman 

The antarātman is the soul, the portion of the Divine, 28-110 

Antariksha 

Between earth and heaven is the Antariksha, the vital worlds, 15-348 

To the intermediate consciousness they give the name of Antariksha or of Bhuvar, 15-

288 

antelope 

The deer is Immortality, the antelope is Rapid Movement, 30-168 

anthropomorphism 

Our view of the divine government – Anthropomorphism and mechanism, 21-369 

antinomianism 

Antinomianism seeks to annul ethics also, for an exultant freedom of the vital play, 20-

141 

antipathy 

Anger, vindictiveness and antipathy – God uses them for His purposes, 8-63 

ants 

White ants must have been symbolic of small but destructive forces, 30-176 

anumana 

Anumana – Inference from data, 17-337 

Anushilan Samiti 

Its original and main motive has been the improvement of the physique in the race, 8-

283 

The proclamation of the Anushilan Samiti in Calcutta by the bureaucracy, 8-283 

anxiety. 

Fear and anxiety are perverse forms of will (376), 12-473 

apah 

It is better to take apah in the sense of the original ocean of cosmic matter, 17-256 

Shankara takes apah in a somewhat unusual and peculiar sense – Actions, 17-252 

The word apah is commonly used to indicate the fourth element of matter, 17-256 

The word apah naturally and usually signifies “waters”, 17-256 

Apana 

Prana manifests itself in five vital powers – Prana, Samana, Vyana, Apana and Udana, 

17-237 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

Apara Prakriti 

The lower Nature, Apara Prakriti, is this apparent Nature, 28-57 

aphorisms 

The Sutras or aphorisms became the basis of ratiocinative commentaries, 20-343 

apology 

Bureaucracy sometimes is content to barter acquittal for an apology, 6-911 
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Today also an apology or recantation would fatally injure the moral force, 6-912 

apparition 

For the phenomena of apparition there is an accumulating mass of evidence, 18-389 

apparitions 

Sometime or other everybody will have to face things of this kind, 36-343 

The menacing apparitions – The necessity of dismissing fear, 36-343 

appearances 

One must learn to distrust hasty conclusions from surface appearances, 32-489 

When things become confused outside – The rule of not judging by appearances, 32-

418 

Appearances 

Appearances – Forms incarnating falsehood, sometimes pseudo-divine, 28-452 

The word “Appearances” refers to the forms they take in order to rule the world, 35-

104 

appetite 

Exercise is always supposed to increase the appetite, 31-428 

appreciation 

It is therefore the duty of the people to show its own appreciation, 6-948 

We expect the people of India to show their high appreciation of the services, 6-949 

appreciation of art, 27-680 

It is only the few that can be trusted to discern the true value of things in poetry and art, 

27-675 

The least universal and most difficult appeal as the greatest art – Its dangers, 27-679 

The man of the world knows only vital excitement and pleasure – Not Yogic peace, 27-

675 

Usually the inferior things have the more general if not quite universal appeal, 27-679 

appreciation of poetry 

A foreign language – Suggestions easy to catch in one’s own tongue are often missed, 

27-464 

Appreciation of poetry is a question of feeling, of intuitive perception, aesthetic sense, 

27-620 

Failing this experience, a sympathetic insight can bring the significance home, 27-463 

Finally whatever has real value finds its just place in the durable judgment of the world, 

27-356 

How many people will appreciate it is a question which is irrelevant to the merit, 27-

674 

In India poetry in English does not command a public. The time has not come, 27-363 

It is not that a poet deliberately sets out to be appreciated by a few only, 27-668 

It is only the few that can be trusted to discern the true value of things in poetry and art, 

27-675 

Nobody in England now reads poetry except for a very small circle of readers, 27-363 

One can grasp fully poetry only if one has some clue to what is put in, 27-462 

Poetry has very little chance of success nowadays, 27-362 

The full significance can only be got if the reader listens with the inner sense and 

feeling, 27-486 

The judgment of a minority and élite settles down as the verdict of posterity, 27-356 
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The poets great or small or null who immediately command a general hearing, 27-670 

What is not understood or appreciated by one may be by another or in the future, 27-

672 

What is strange and beautiful has its appeal – Also what is great, strong, simple, pure, 

27-170 

appreciation of Savitri 

Savitri – In India at least some understanding or feeling may be possible, 27-355 

Savitri – It is difficult for an unprepared reader to respond, 27-353 

There must be a new extension of consciousness and aesthesis to appreciate, 27-343 

apprehending 

A secondary power of Supermind – The apprehending consciousness, 21-149 

Before we pass to the standpoint of the apprehending Truth-Consciousness, 21-152 

In the Supermind – A comprehending and an apprehending consciousness, 21-133 

Mind becoming again the final action of the apprehending Truth-Consciousness, 21-

183 

Supermind proceeds by a double faculty of comprehensive and apprehensive 

knowledge, 21-277 

The mind is the final operation of the apprehending Truth-consciousness, 21-182 

The process of differentiation – Comprehending and apprehending consciousness, 21-

137 

approach 

All cannot at once approach the Divine in the pure psychic way, 29-28 

And as he approaches it, so it receives him, 19-337 

Each mind can have its own way of approaching the supreme Truth, 29-169 

God does not make himself difficult of approach to us, 19-341 

The approach through the finite mind – A gate of the finite upon the Infinite, 19-337 

The mental and vital approaches are often necessary beginnings, 29-28 

The Seer would have us approach the Lord in an all-embracing universality, 17-457 

There are many other ways by which one can approach the Divine, 29-71 

approbation. 

Love and serve men, but beware lest thou desire their approbation (530), 12-497 

Apsaras 

Apsaras generally indicate sexual desire, 30-159 

These things, such as temptation by Apsaras, are possible but they do not usually 

happen, 28-466 

aptavakya 

Aptavakya – Evidence, the testimony of men in possession of the knowledge, 17-337 

Arabia 

Of the Mahomedan races, not a single one is decadent – Persia, Arabia, Turkey, 8-60 

aradhana 

Aradhana is worship of the Divine, love, self-surrender, aspiration to the Divine, 29-

215 

Dhyana, tapasya and aradhana are all parts of sadhana, 29-215 

Aranyakas 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 
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arbitration 

Arbitration will, if successfully carried out, form the basis of our future self-

government, 6-1025 

Herein lies the true significance of national education, boycott, Swadeshi, arbitration, 

6-1036 

If we decline to enter the alien courts of justice, we must have arbitration courts, 6-283 

There is also a movement to establish arbitration courts to settle disputes, 6-842 

Arbitration 

Boycott, Swadeshi, Arbitration, National Education, were the hope of the future, 8-434 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-538 

The necessity of National Arbitration Courts as a means of diminishing litigation, 6-

226 

arch 

The arch is a passage out, by which the ass becomes a horse, 30-167 

archaic 

The rhythm – I am entitled to revive even a past or archaic form if I choose to do so, 

27-639 

architecture 

Unity of idea and design is the first requisite in architecture as in any other art, 27-677 

Arctic theory 

The Arctic theory does not exclude an inner sense of the hymns to the Dawn, 15-129 

arguments 

Not to those who can bring forward the best arguments or talk the most eloquently, 6-

126 

Arhat 

The Aryan perfected is the Arhat – To embrace individuality after transcending, 13-443 

aristocracy 

An inevitable attempt – The rationale of absolutism, aristocracy and theocracy, 25-459 

That is now the true aristocracy – This natural inequality will play an important part, 1-

436 

Their second hope is in the landed aristocracy, 6-760 

aristocrat 

There is an honour of the aristocrat – That is the honour of the Conservative, 1-514 

Aristotle 

Aristotle – It is a purely mental philosophy, unlike Plato’s, 27-522 

Arjava 

Arjava – You have a beginning of power of poetic speech, 27-477 

Arjava writes most often from the plane of inner thought and occult vision, 27-476 

Four here whose work seemed a possibility – Dilip Kumar Roy, Arjava, Amal, Harin, 

27-454 

Arjouna 

Because Arjouna has best fulfilled this ideal, Krishna considers him fit to initiation, 1-

329 

Arjuna 

About Arjuna's accompanying Krishna in each and every birth, nothing is said, 28-500 
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Arjuna is the fighter, never the seer or the thinker – The pragmatic man, 19-22 

Arjuna is the representative man of a great world-struggle, 19-21 

armaments 

For the regulation and minimising of war, for the limitation of armaments, 25-388 

The armed force would still be divided among the constituent groups, 25-393 

The limitation of armies and armaments – A stronger international law, 25-391 

armed revolt 

Passive resistance is the only effective means, except actual armed revolt, 6-275 

The third course open to an oppressed nation is that of armed revolt, 6-277 

arms 

The brain is impotent without the right arm of strength – Holding up-to-date arms, 6-

251 

Where the arms cannot be procured in a fair way – Underhand methods, 6-251 

army 

The support of the army – Inevitable stage in a great and sudden transition of this kind, 

8-289 

Arnold 

Arnold is a third considerable Victorian poet of the epoch, 26-158 

Arnold strikes out the more serious notes of contemporary thinking, 26-159 

Arnold voices the less confident search of a self-doubting scepticism, 26-155 

Arnold’s influence – As a power making for restraint and refinement, 27-221 

Romantic poets of the Victorian Age had influence – Arnold, Tennyson, Swinburne, 

27-349 

around 

To live in the world with a mind set upon the Divine can help those around, 35-608 

arrangement 

As for the Mother, you will not find in her this blind adherence to an arrangement 

made, 32-360 

arrests 

Sometimes these arrests are periods of assimilation or unseen preparation, 31-664 

Such arrests are inevitably frequent enough, 31-664 

arrogance 

1. A certain vanity and arrogance and self-assertive rajasic vehemence, 31-152 

arrow 

The arrow is the symbol of the Force which goes to its aim, 30-186 

art, 27-734 

A great part to play in the production of poetry, art etc. and in the action of genius, 31-

506 

A man’s poetry or art – How far a transcript of his inner mind or mental life, 27-109 

A nation must have a certain amount of well-being to maintain a national art, 8-249 

A people's art, poetry, literature – Its intuition, imagination, vital turn, intelligence, 20-

107 

A poetry of this kind will be in a supreme way what all art should be, 26-271 

All art and poetry is largely dependent on the vital for its activity – Spiritual poetry 

also, 27-668 

All art has to give us beauty and the crude actuality of life is not often beautiful, 26-248 
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All art worth the name must go beyond the visible, 26-8 

An article on national temperament and its shaping influence in art, 1-627 

Art and poetry – A revelation of the deepest spiritual and universal beauty, 20-36 

Art in the evolution of the race and its value in the education and actual life of a nation, 

1-446 

Art justifies its own means and here it does it with a supreme perfection, 20-295 

Art leads to the same end – Spiritual emotion, 23-513 

Art, poetry and idealism – The less visible and sensational character of its workings, 1-

436 

Art, poetry, music are not yoga, not in themselves things spiritual, 28-333 

Art, poetry, music, if transmuted, can be admitted as part of a life of yoga, 28-334 

Beauty and Delight, most dimmed – The very soul and origin of art and poetry, 26-224 

But in fact it means that art is not an imitation or reproduction of outward Nature, 26-

227 

Each of the great arts has its own appeal and its own way of appeal, 27-680 

Great art seeks for a deeper and original truth, the truth of beauty, 25-139 

In a magazine – The reproduction of some work of art by a contemporary Indian 

painter, 1-455 

In art , inspiration, study of nature and of tradition have to be developed and 

harmonised, 27-685 

In art and music – Knowledge of technique and long assiduous practice are needed, 27-

695 

In the greatest art and poetry – The impersonal, the universal, the transcendent, 26-271 

Inspirations for painting – All art comes through the vital, 27-686 

It is the supreme experience at which art and poetry are trying to arrive, 23-426 

Literature and art are or can be first introductions to the inner being, 35-244 

Literature and art are or can be first introductions to the inner mind and vital, 27-716 

Music, art and poetry – Great educating, edifying and civilising forces, 1-448 

On the basis of religious and moral awakening – The preoccupation of art, fine culture, 

8-249 

Our future art must solve the problem of expressing the soul in the object, 8-64 

Poetry and art are born mediators between the immaterial and the concrete, 26-223 

Poetry and art had become too much cultured pursuits, ornaments of life, 25-79 

Poetry, like all art, serves the seeking for this aesthesis, this Rasa, Bhoga, Ananda, 27-

40 

Sheer objectivity brings us down from art to photography, 26-37 

That art or poetry is supreme – Can bring us something of the supreme tone of ecstasy, 

27-41 

The aesthetic or even the hedonistic being of man – Art, literature and poetry, 20-227 

The aesthetic use is of immense importance – Art purifies by beauty, 1-440 

The aim of poetry, as of all true art, is an interpretation on many planes, 26-27 

The art, music and literature of the world – An ever-deepening subjectivism, 25-30 

The creation of beauty in poetry and art, 25-137 

The essential things or the interesting things can be turned into great art, 27-112 

The integral conception and the image-making faculty are the two leading powers of 

art, 27-558 
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The Mother does not believe in tradition – Art should always develop new forms, 27-

734 

The people had their share too in art and poetry, education, 20-248 

The purification of the heart – Poetry and art are powerful agents towards that end, 1-

445 

The six constituents of all work of art – The turn given makes all the difference, 20-303 

The theories, canons, standards of art themselves vary, 27-663 

The type of art is determined by the prominence it gives to one element, 25-140 

The value attached by the ancients to music, art and poetry – Now almost 

unintelligible, 1-433 

The value of art in the training of intellectual faculty, 1-449 

There succeeded a turn towards a more truly psychological art, music and literature, 

25-31 

These are best trained by art, poetry, music, literature and sympathetic study, 1-449 

To embellish life with beauty is only the most outward function of art and poetry, 26-

274 

Truth and thought and sight cast into forms of beauty – Poetry and art and music, 27-

184 

Unity of idea and design is the first requisite in architecture as in any other art, 27-677 

Very often in his art the higher part of a man comes out – The lower dominates his life, 

27-730 

What has been said of great creative art applies to all beauty, 25-143 

What made people begin to prefer the primitives to the developed art of the 

Renaissance, 27-562 

Art 

“Always the chariot of Corruption was drawn by the winged horses, Culture and Art”, 

1-21 

Above this intellectual utility of Art – Its service to the growth of spirituality in the 

race, 1-450 

All Art is interpretation – Nothing in this world is created, all is manifested, 1-538 

And not only to enlarge Art but to ascend with it to the heights, 27-123 

Art – Perfection of expressive form, discovery of beauty, revelation of the soul, 27-123 

Art – The significant and creative vision that goes behind, 25-256 

Art appreciation in India – Only superior taste, knowledge and insight should tell, 1-

468 

Art can interpret in the object the causal part, the psychical part or the physical part, 1-

538 

Art exists not to copy, but for the sake of a deeper truth and vision, 1-466 

Art has flowed in two separate streams in Europe and Asia, 1-450 

Art is a self-expression of Consciousness under the conditions of aesthetic vision, 27-

122 

Art may embody ideas and not merely produce images, 27-557 

Art may even be used as one of the agencies in the manifestation, 1-538 

Art, Poetry or Music as expression of the Divine Truth and the Divine Beauty, 32-574 

If Art is to reach towards the highest, the Indian tendency must dominate, 1-451 

In Art and Poetry – A capacity for variable but universal delight, 21-116 
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In this sense Art can create the past, the present and the future, 1-538 

Just as technique is not all, so even Beauty is not all in Art, 27-122 

Not only aesthetic values but life-values, mind-values, soul-values enter into Art, 27-

122 

Science and Art and the knowledge of Life ended by emancipating themselves, 23-140 

The Divine – Our one concern, with Art, Poetry or Music as parts or means, 27-735 

The enormous value of Art to human evolution has been made sufficiently apparent, 1-

453 

The highest Art – Spiritual truth, the joy and beauty of God, the divine force and 

energy, 1-450 

The highest Art is that which unseals the doors of the spirit, 25-229 

The same impulse to bareness pervaded recent endeavours in Art, 27-418 

The same law holds good in Art – Art has its own essential law, 25-229 

The use of Art – Purely aesthetic, intellectual or educative, spiritual, 1-439 

There lies the immense value of Religion, the immense value of Art and Poetry, 25-148 

This truth comes most easily home to us in Religion and in Art, 25-147 

We have now throughout the world a search – Some principle of significant form in 

Art, 1-577 

art for art’s sake 

We have then to abandon any thorough-going acceptance of the art for art’s sake, 27-79 

Art for Art’s sake 

Art for Art’s sake certainly, but also Art for the soul’s sake, 27-123 

Art for Art’s sake? – Is it meant that the technique, the artistry is all in all?, 27-119 

Art. 

Art in modern times & under European influence has become an excrescence upon life 

or an unnecessary menial (384), 12-474 

Art reveals what Nature hides (143), 12-440 

If we must incase ourselves in a bewildering multitude of comforts and trappings, we 

must needs do without Art and its methods (382), 12-474 

articles of luxury 

A clear division between articles of necessity and articles of luxury, 8-400 

An absolute interdict of articles of luxury unless they are of indigenous manufacture, 8-

400 

articles of necessity 

A clear division between articles of necessity and articles of luxury, 8-400 

Articles of necessity – For a decent existence and for our work and business, 8-400 

artifice 

Obscurity, artifice, rhetoric have to be avoided – For the rest follow the inner 

movement, 27-568 

artificiality 

So our existence grew ever more artificial and unreal, 6-1102 

artiscic greatness 

There is an abiding intuition of poetic and artistic greatness, 27-665 

artist 

A poet or artist may be merely a medium for a creative Force, 27-110 
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A real artist with the spirit of artistry in his very blood will be artistic in everything, 27-

676 

An artist or a poet may be the medium of a great power – In his life he may be 

ordinary, 27-676 

An artist, a literary man, or a poet – All these things can be included in sadhana, 27-719 

Every artist almost has got something of the “public” man in him, 29-290 

Every artist almost has got something of the public man in him, 27-601 

Every artist or worker – An instrument of manifestation, 29-269 

In drawing – It is when the consciousness comes in the body that the skill comes, 27-

690 

Indian Art demands of the artist the power of communion with the soul of things, 1-467 

The artist and the poet do it when they seek the rasa of the universal, 21-237 

The artist creates a world that exists in the idea, the imagination and vision, 26-8 

The difficulty – The vital of the artist is always accustomed to follow its own way, 27-

721 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The intelligence can also follow this trend – A spiritual artist and poet, 23-580 

The poet or artist may be only one of many personalities in him, 27-110 

The symbols and traditions – The artist has nothing to do with prejudices, 1-466 

The vital of the artist is always accustomed to its independence, 31-109 

To be a real artist needs hard work for years together, 29-293 

To be a yogi, your art must be a service not of your own ego, but solely of the Divine, 

27-601 

To the critic of a certain type or the intellectually conscientious artist, 26-12 

Artist. 

O Poet, O Artist, if thou but holdest up the mirror to Nature (145), 12-440 

artistic 

Asia’s future development will unite these two streams in one artistic flood, 1-451 

It is necessary that every man should have his artistic faculty developed, 1-453 

The reviews are restoring the sense of beauty and artistic emotion inborn in our race, 1-

455 

The sense of form and beauty can best be fostered in a nation by artistic culture, 1-446 

artistic look 

Artists who have trained their mind to a purely aesthetic look at beauty, 27-708 

In the artistic look there is no desire to possess or enjoy in the vital way, 27-708 

artistic sense 

The artistic sense can be had by training – By development you will get self-

confidence, 27-693 

artistic temper 

Every poet has to regard present achievement as steps – The true artistic temper, 27-12 

artistic trades 

The artistic trades for which the country has been so famous, 1-713 

artistic training 

Artistic training as a part of culture no less necessary than literature or science, 1-453 

artistry 

Art for Art’s sake? – Is it meant that the technique, the artistry is all in all?, 27-119 
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Two conditions about artistry – Not too exterior, substance not left behind, 27-118 

artists 

Acting as a great musician etc. – A weakness especially with artists, poets, 29-291 

Vital worlds – Attraction and danger for poets, imaginative people and some artists, 36-

355 

Arts 

The Yogin’s aim in the sciences for knowledge, in the practical sciences, in the Arts, 

23-142 

Arvan 

Arvan is the strong one in command, it is the stallion, or the bull, 18-285 

He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to the Gandharvas, Aswa to men, 

18-283 

Arya 

An overmind view of things in the Arya – In such a work, logic has a place, 29-451 

Arya, in its most fundamental sense – An effort or an uprising and overcoming, 13-442 

For understanding Arya one must have a developed intellect or a basis of experience, 

35-86 

In 1914 after four years of silent Yoga he began the publication of the Arya, 36-9 

In later times, the word Arya expressed a particular ethical and social ideal, 13-441 

It is only those who practise and experience that can at first understand the Arya, 36-

224 

Our two preoccupations in the “Arya”, 13-103 

Supramental nature – So far as a mental account can be given, I have done it in the 

Arya, 35-87 

The “latent” philosopher burst out as soon as I started writing the Arya, 35-63 

The Arya – The intellectual side of my work for the world, 36-208 

The Arya ceased publication in 1921, 36-9 

The Arya is a work of spiritual philosophy founded on personal realisation, 35-86 

The Arya presents a new philosophy and a new method of Yoga, 36-224 

The Arya style and method are not what is wanted for a weekly paper, 36-248 

The Arya was decided on on the 1st June, 35-28 

The Arya was written so that people might get the answers there, 35-462 

The fundamental tenet of the philosophy of the “Arya”, 13-107 

The idea the “Arya” is intended to serve and the aim which it holds, 13-103 

The message is there, for those who care to understand. It has really three parts, 36-225 

The passage expresses a fundamental spiritual experience, 35-88 

There is no theology in the Arya, 28-375, 35-88 

What is the significance of the name, “Arya”?, 13-441 

When I wrote in the Arya, I was setting forth an overmind view of things to the mind, 

35-248 

Arya Publishing House 

My giving my principal books to A.P.H (Arya Publishing House), 35-74 

Arya Samaj 

The Arya Samaj in the Punjab founded itself on a fresh interpretation of the Veda, 20-

25 
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The Arya Samaj is attempting to save itself from the displeasure of the Government, 8-

414 

The leaders of the Arya Samaj have issued a manifesto disclaiming the political 

motives, 8-404 

The Patiala case has developed a real objective, the destruction of the Arya Samaj, 8-

402 

What if the Patiala Court decides that the Arya Samaj is a seditious body?, 8-403 

Arya varṇa 

The brightness of the light of the truth is the Arya varṇa, 15-226 

ārya varṇa 

The psychological significance of the expression “ārya varṇa”, 15-227 

Aryaism 

Aryaism is an attempt to revive the Vedic religion in its pristine purity, 8-403 

Freedom is the goal of humanity and Aryaism was in its nature a gospel of freedom, 8-

404 

Aryaman 

Aryaman – An immortal puissance of clear-discerning aspiration and endeavour, 15-

381 

Aryaman – Like Mitra and Varuna he makes men travel on the path, 15-515 

Aryaman – This mighty strength and perfectly-guided happy inner upsurging, 15-497 

Aryaman appears in the Veda with but little distinctness of personality, 15-302 

Aryaman is the godhead in whose divine power this Aryahood is rooted, 15-515 

Aryaman represents the light of the divine consciousness working as Force, 15-301 

Aryaman sums up in himself the whole aspiration and movement of man, 15-516 

Aryaman, third of the four great solar godheads, is the least prominent, 15-514 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-125 

Many-charioted Aryaman – In the movement and all-discerning force of Tapas, 15-497 

The name of Aryaman – The God of the Path, 15-514 

The perfected fullness depends especially on Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman, 15-491 

The power of Aryaman is hardly viewed as an independent principle, 15-498 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga cast the glory and protection of their divine gaze, 15-

491 

Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman – Emanations of Surya Savitri, 15-300 

Aryan 

Great cultural divisions of humanity – Aryan, Mesopotamian, Mongolians, 13-448 

Nor is it a certain conclusion that the early Aryan cultures were barbarous, 15-27 

Practical truth was the temperament of the old Aryan morals, 1-665 

The absolute Aryan would pass beyond these states to the transcendental harmony, 15-

376 

The Aryan discipline – In heart & thought, true self-control and real morality, 17-142 

The Aryan is intuitional either directly or through and by the heart and the intellect, 17-

561 

The Aryan is the traveller on the Path, the aspirant to immortality, 15-514 

The Aryan is the warrior of the light and the traveller to the Truth, 15-244 
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The Aryan is therefore unfitted to persevere in the relentless rationalising, 17-561 

The Aryan man labours towards heights – A sacrifice to the gods, 15-264 

The Aryan perfected is the Arhat – To embrace individuality after transcending, 13-443 

The Aryan spirit and ideal – To enshrine in new forms and more expansive institutions, 

8-247 

The Aryan was more civilized & temperate, less crudely enormous, 1-193 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The qualities of the Aryan, 1-

391 

The connection between the Dravidian and Aryan tongues was far closer, 15-38 

The five Aryan types of the total human nature – There is also the absolute Aryan, 15-

376 

The general recurrence of northern or “Aryan” types in the Tamil race, 15-37 

The increase of our knowledge – The Vedic Indians and the so-called Aryan race, 15-

26 

The philological division of the Old World into the Aryan, Semitic & Mongolian 

peoples, 17-561 

The physical origins if not the actual physical environment of the old Aryan world, 15-

31 

The sharp distinction between Aryan and Dravidian races disappears, 15-38 

The theory that the Aryan races were northern barbarians who broke in, 15-26 

The word varṇa as the hue of the Aryan thoughts, true and full of light, 15-228 

There is no indication in the Veda to support the theory of a recent Aryan invasion, 15-

26 

There were at least two types of culture in ancient India, the “Aryan” and the un-Aryan, 

1-580 

This was the total ideal of the Arya, the man of high upbringing and noble nature, 20-

164 

Aryan civilisation 

The very beginnings of Aryan civilisation, 36-133 

Aryan light 

The “Aryan light” – A happy, equal friendliness with the Gods, 15-492 

Aryan nations 

The Aryan nations – Three distinct groups, Eastern, Central, Western & Southern, 1-

293 

Aryan varṇa 

We have as against Vala and his Dasyus the Aryan varṇa, 15-228 

Aryan wars 

The idea of the Aryan wars – A prima facie case confirming the spiritual sense, 15-246 

Aryan-Dasyu 

A comparative study – The Aryan-Dasyu question and the Arya varṇa, 15-225 

aryanising 

To aryanise the world – In order to do this, she must first re-aryanise herself, 6-84 

We should erect a temple to Bhawani – Helping to create a nation, to aryanise a world, 

6-89 

Aryans 

The ancient Aryans of India – The Universal Transcendent Self of all things, 17-220 
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The belief in the racial division between Northern Aryans and Southern Dravidians, 15-

37 

The opposition between the Aryans and the Panis or Dasyus – V.34 by Vishwamitra, 

15-225 

The Vedic indications of a racial division between Aryans and Dasyus – Far flimsier, 

15-39 

asana 

Pranayama and asana do not necessarily root out sexual desire, 31-511 

Asana 

Asana is used by the Rajayoga only in its easiest and most natural position, 23-540 

The Asana means simply a particular position of the body, 1-504 

The first object of the Asana is to conquer the body, 1-504 

The fourth object is to draw up the whole virile force in the body into the brain, 1-505 

The second object was to conquer physical nature – Four physical siddhis, 1-504 

The third object is to develop in the body Yogic force, 1-505 

Two profound ideas of Asana – Control by immobility and power by immobility, 23-

531 

āsana 

By āsana and prāṇāyāma – The control of the body and the vital functions, 23-36 

The chief processes of Hathayoga – āsanas and prāṇāyāma, 23-34 

asanas 

No use doing asanas or pranayam, 29-439 

The asanas are one means for control of the body, as is Pranayam for the life-forces, 

29-439 

While some of these asanas are simple and safe, others are not so, 29-439, 32-405 

Asanas 

A different way of Yoga – It does not include Asanas and Pranayam, 35-557 

Asat 

Another meaning given is – Sat = the Eternal, Asat = the Temporary and Unreal, 29-

435 

How the Buddhists and others got the conception of Asat as the ultimate thing, 29-435 

Sat and Asat – They permit each other, both are eternal, 21-32 

Sat and Asat as the last antinomy through which we look up to the Unknowable, 21-39 

The spiritualised Mind approaching the supreme Truth directly – It arrives at an Asat, 

35-83 

This supreme Night is termed a greater darkness – A conception of Void or Asat, 17-53 

ascending movement 

The ascending movement is different ‒ The consciousness goes high up to other planes, 

31-462 

ascension 

A correspondence between the depth from which the ascension goes and the height, 28-

247 

Each successive level in the descent of the Divine is to man a stage in an ascension, 21-

49 

It is towards or into the supreme Nature that our ascension has to take place, 21-372 

One is upward ‒ The vital rises to join with the higher consciousness, 31-117 
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The ascension above ego and division is no doubt only a first step, 28-263 

These two movements are complementary – The ascension, the divine descent, 31-118 

When you rise with the vital from its lower reaches and join it to the psychic, 31-118 

ascent 

(1) On a rising to a station above the mind, 30-319 

(2) An ascension of the consciousness to a position no longer in the body, 30-435 

A descent of Forces from the higher planes and an ascent to the higher planes, 30-416 

A divine Descent no less than an ascent to the Divine is possible, 23-259 

A feeling of rising above the head in meditation is an actual happening, 30-437 

A fundamental experience ‒ The free ascent of the consciousness to join the Divine, 

30-429 

A graduality of ascent – Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, 21-291 

A manifestation of the Supermind has two aspects, a descent, an ascent, 13-561 

An ascent from level to higher level of a divine manifestation, 21-404 

An ascent out of the mind is imperative or a dynamic descent from above, 23-260 

An ascent upwards – A spiritual mind-range where mind is no longer ignorant, 21-290 

An experience of concentration in a flame of aspiration with the result of an ascension, 

30-467 

Ascent is useful to open the higher planes and exalt the level of the consciousness, 30-

418 

At each stage of the ascent there is a conversion into a new consciousness, 28-84 

But for this Yoga ‒ The physical and external being must also be able to rise, 30-434 

But the ascent of the force from the Muladhara does take place, 29-460 

But the integral perfection – Only by a mounting ascent and an incessant descent, 23-

499 

Everything in the adhar has at one time the tendency to rise and join its source above, 

30-431 

First, the Ascent above the mind (head) into the spiritual plane ‒ The foundation, 30-

426 

Here the ascent is indispensable, but what is aimed at is the resulting descent, 29-400 

In this Yoga the ascent to the Divine is not enough, 31-119 

It is called the ascension of the lower consciousness, 30-385 

It is the aim of the sadhana that the consciousness should take its station above, 30-437 

It is the meeting-place of the ascending and descending forces, 30-401 

It is there above the head that the consciousness has to ascend and remain, 30-382 

Man can ascend into the higher Nature and it can descend into him, 28-44 

More often the descents come first and the ascent (above the head) takes place, 30-419 

Not by evolution or ascent, but by a direct descent into humanity, 19-159 

Nothing needs to be done to bring the ascension ‒ Aspiration is sufficient, 30-430 

One is the ascent through the increasing of peace and silence to its source, 30-419 

One side is of an ascent of the consciousness to the higher planes, 30-416 

Our Yoga is a double movement of ascent and descent, 29-376 

Right knowledge, right works, right joy of existence – The means of the great ascent, 

18-91 

Rising above the head is very good, 30-430 

Rising higher and higher and bringing down is the method of the Yoga, 30-424 
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Rising into a higher consciousness is the right way towards transformation, 31-143 

Some part of your mind was open ‒ Enabling to ascend into the regions above, 30-384 

Somehow either above or somehow outside the body consciousness, 30-436 

States of experience in which “taken up out of the body” would be applicable, 30-438 

Such risings help to break down the lid between the higher and lower planes Voir 

The ascending of the lower consciousness to meet the greater consciousness, 30-216 

The ascension cannot finish so long as the descent is not ready to finish, 30-420 

The ascent above into the silence of the Self in the higher universal consciousness, 30-

423 

The ascent achieved by an aspiration, the descent by a call of the whole being, 12-169 

The ascent and the action upon life – The supramental becoming the law of the nature, 

23-184 

The ascent and the descent ‒ A preparation of the vital and physical being Voir 

The ascent is necessarily an effort – The descent makes the realisation possible, 13-561 

The ascent is the liberation (mukti) ‒ One is liberated from the body consciousness, 30-

426 

The ascent of the human soul to the supreme Spirit is that soul’s highest aim, 36-553 

The ascent of the Kundalini – In our Yoga, the feeling of the consciousness ascending, 

29-460 

The ascent of the Kundalini – The consciousness ascending from the vital or physical, 

35-142 

The ascent of the lower consciousness ‒ It cannot remain all the time, 30-430 

The ascent or the upward movement takes place when there is a sufficient aspiration, 

36-301 

The ascent out of the cosmic identity into the identity of the Divine Transcendence, 23-

254 

The ascent to the highest spiritual levels and the full spiritual consciousness, 23-168 

The being has to ascend and become conscious of all the planes, 31-387 

The consciousness has to rise so as to meet the higher consciousness, 30-416 

The descent of the Divine Consciousness and the ascent or uplifting into it, 28-373 

The difficulty of the ascent is due to a natural ignorance, 23-638 

The experience of ascension and of speeding or expanding through space, 30-429 

The experience of the ascent above as also the descent down to the Muladhara, 30-24 

The full change – Only by the ascent to the Above and the descent from Above, 31-362 

The goal of the ascent – The infinite existence and beatitude of the soul, 18-91 

The lifting up above the body repeated always until it can be maintained, 30-438 

The lower consciousness ascends towards the higher to join it, 30-417 

The mere ascent gives only height or some vague sense of other planes, 30-429 

The mind spiritualised by the ascent into Self has the sense of laya, 30-432 

The movement of ascension has different results, 30-216 

The object of the ascension is for the lower nature to join the higher consciousness, 30-

430 

The opening upwards, the ascent into the Light and the subsequent descent, 30-431 

The ordinary movement ‒ The inner being rising towards the Divine Consciousness, 

30-434 
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The other is the consciousness taking its stand outside it, above and spread round, 30-

435 

The possibility not only of an ascent but of a descent and a change of human nature, 

20-215 

The repeated and constant ascent of the lower consciousness, 30-216 

The rising above has to be followed by the descent of the higher consciousness, 30-418 

The rising of the energies of the consciousness to the crown of the head and beyond, 

30-430 

The second purpose of the divine birth – The double aspect of descent and ascent, 19-

148 

The solution has to be found by an ascent above this nature of the gunas to the Self, 19-

264 

The spine is the main channel of the descent and ascent of the Force, 30-420 

The subtle barrier you felt – That prevents your ascent from the heart, 30-402 

The supramental Yoga – An ascent towards God and a descent of Godhead, 12-169 

The three stages of the ascent – Bodily life, mental life, spiritual life, 23-208 

The universal Consciousness – The evolution along two lines, of ascent, of descent, 28-

268 

There are two kinds of movements in the Sadhana, the ascent and the descent, 36-301 

There are two movements, one an ascension, the other the descent, 30-416 

There can follow afterwards an opening upward and descent of a higher principle, 36-

548 

There is a double movement in the sadhana ‒ The descent and the ascent, 30-416 

There is then a sort of unification made ‒ An ascent from below and descent from 

above, 30-418 

This was the double Vedic movement of the descent and the ascent, 23-417 

To ascend is easier than to bring down, 30-424 

Two things take place ‒ An ascent and a descent, 30-459 

With many the descent comes first and the ascension afterwards, 30-419 

ascent. 

The only epic is man's triumphant ascent towards godhead (211), 12-453 

ascetic 

The quietist, the ascetic – Cannot see any possibility of perfection in life and action, 

19-142 

ascetic discipline 

To make one’s body a lyre of agonies is not an ascetic discipline or a spiritual sacrifice, 

27-403 

When one meets one’s own suffering with fortitude, there is an ascetic discipline, 27-

403 

ascetic ideal 

The ascetic idea is necessary for many and has its place in the spiritual order, 29-250 

ascetic schools 

For the ascetic schools Divine union was union with the featureless Brahman, 29-437 

ascetic. 

Thou thinkest the ascetic in his cave or on his mountaintop a stone and a do-nothing? 

(273), 12-460 
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asceticism 

A pure spiritual absolutism is also indispensable – Asceticism, illusionism, 21-891 

An ascetic discipline is better for our purpose than a loose absence of true control, 29-

289 

Ascetic spareness – This standard or any mental standard cannot be absolute, 21-1103 

Asceticism and illusionism are minor issues – The question, 20-132 

Asceticism means the self-denial and self-conquest by which man rises, 20-131 

Asceticism rightly understood and practised – A greater concentration of will, 20-253 

Asceticism that cuts away life is an exaggeration, 28-360 

But I do not regard the ascetic way of living as indispensable to spiritual perfection, 29-

250 

Elements stigmatised as an ascetic pessimism by the vitalistic thought of Europe, 20-

129 

Every ascetic movement since the time of Buddha has left India weaker, 36-222 

If you asceticise outwardly, it becomes a rule of life, 29-382 

In the ascetic life one obtains the same object differently, 29-237 

In the life here extreme asceticism is not enforced, 35-761 

It is not an external asceticism, the physical renunciation of the objects of sense, 19-99 

It is not indispensable to be an ascetic – It is enough if one can learn to live within, 29-

380 

Life is questioned in the Indian standpoint on life – Asceticism ranges rampant, 20-144 

No man can be spiritually complete if he cannot live ascetically, 29-250, 35-770 

Not a physical asceticism, but an inner askesis is the teaching of the Gita, 19-55 

On one side an excessive religiosity – On the other a too world-shunning asceticism, 

20-39 

One may be a powerful occultist or do marvels of asceticism and yet be not spiritual, 

28-417 

Sensuousness & imagination in Pururavus – Against the ascetic idealism, 1-208 

The asceticism of India is a phase – An unfavourable environment, 8-449 

The danger of preaching to all alike the gospel of asceticism and world-disgust, 19-194 

The enigma of human action – The ascetic solution and the real solution, 19-527 

The feeling of the unimportance of things in Time – The ascetic discipline, 29-383 

The heart of asceticism is having no desires or attachment, being indifferent, 29-382 

The ideal of the Yoga is not asceticism, but equality and non-attachment, 35-763 

The inability of mind and life and body to hold and answer to the spirit – Asceticism, 

13-431 

The inner freedom from desire and attachment is the true asceticism, 35-48 

The nobility or idealistic loftiness of the ascetic endeavour, 20-131 

The perception that there is something supracosmic – The life of the ascetic, 21-702 

The rejection of asceticism as if it were a sanction for the indulgence of the body, 35-

662 

There is of course also the ascetic ideal which is necessary for many and has its place, 

35-770 

This yoga is not a yoga of world-shunning asceticism, but of divine life, 29-19 

To the West – At most a moderate intellectual and ethical asceticism is permissible, 20-

142 
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Two poles – The ordinary vital life which cannot satisfy and the ascetic solution, 29-

476 

When you remove the curb the ascetics by rule become just like others, 29-383 

You must be attached neither to luxury nor to asceticism, 35-760 

Asceticism 

Acknowledging the service rendered by Asceticism to Life, 21-28 

The ascetic philosophy – A paradoxical logic, 21-43 

The conclusion of the ascetic impulse – The cessation of both cosmos and individual, 

21-42 

The fundamental ideas of Asceticism are an instance of partial truths, 17-459 

The negation of the materialist and the refusal of the ascetic – Europe and India, 21-11 

The sense of the unreality of the world – A second negation, the refusal of the ascetic, 

21-26 

asceticism. 

Asceticism is no doubt very healing. Nevertheless do thou act in the world as God 

intended thee (305), 12-463 

Our mistake has been and is always to flee from the ills of asceticism back to Paganism 

(379), 12-474 

ascetics 

The orthodox, the heterodox, the ascetics, the rationalists, the Theosophists, 12-60 

Ashram 

A certain number here have contact with the cosmic consciousness, 35-666 

A combination of Maheshwari-Mahasaraswati forces works in the sadhana here, 35-

325 

A greater spiritual movement – It is only here that it can act for the present, 35-326 

A relation with all of those who have come here with a psychic sufficiently developed, 

32-505 

A return with an uncorrected spirit would not be good, 32-371 

A rule of the Asram that any one entering it as a member must give up political 

activities, 36-413 

A stay here can only be profitable under conditions, 35-601 

All depends on the Teacher and ends with his life-time, unless there is another Teacher, 

36-530 

An Asram is not an association or a religious body or a monastery, 36-530 

An Asram means the house or houses of a Teacher or Master of spiritual philosophy, 

36-530 

At present in this Asram there is an obstinate resistance to the change of nature, 35-44 

Certain vital forces of this lower vital plane are constantly wandering about the Asram, 

32-487 

Devotion here is very insufficient – A too positive mind and the habit of criticising, 35-

660 

For them the stay here in the atmosphere, the nearness are indispensable, 35-575 

Giving up the outer forms of the old religions – It is done here, 28-411 

Going if too young or otherwise unfit to bear the pressure of the Asram atmosphere, 

32-504 
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Here – A pressure in the atmosphere for concentration in the sadhana and for change, 

36-411 

Here in the Asram work is only a field of practice for the spiritual change of the nature, 

36-421 

Here several have had the Vedantic realisation – Bhakti realisation also, 35-666 

Here some first work will be undertaken and institutions founded on a small scale, 36-

430 

Here the test is transformation of the nature, psychic, spiritual, finally supramental, 35-

666 

Here there are at least a few who have started one or two of the three transformations, 

35-667 

Here up to now – An Overmind force getting gradually supramentalised in parts, 35-

789 

Here you have to replace the mental and outward control by an inner self-control, 35-

672 

How things are worked out here – As a living being by a movement of consciousness, 

35-676 

If anyone is in serious trouble in this Asram, that falls on us and most on the Mother, 

32-553 

If he comes here in an unripe state, he is likely to meet more serious difficulties, 35-578 

If the descent were here one would have to be ready before one could get the change, 

35-329 

If you “sincerely want to do Yoga” – Quite a sufficient reason for your being here, 35-

629 

If you fixed your will, here or elsewhere would make only a minor difference, 29-446 

In an Asram which is a “laboratory”, humanity should be variously represented, 35-600 

In the Ashram an intenser attitude of sincerity in all would bring an earlier victory, 35-

660 

In the life here extreme asceticism is not enforced, 35-761 

It has been made a rule not to admit young children to reside in the Asram, 35-569 

It is necessary for those drawn – To come here for the wakening of the psychic being, 

35-575 

It is no use coming here before one is ready, 35-825 

It is no use coming here before one is ready – Strong desire is not a proof of readiness, 

32-333 

It is not enough to be in the Asram – One has to open to the Mother, 32-156 

It is not good to come here prematurely – The pressure of the Power here may disturb, 

35-576 

It is quite possible for him to receive where he is without coming here, 32-238 

It is quite possible to follow the Yoga while remaining outside the Asrahm, 32-106 

It is the average physical consciousness of humanity concentrated in the Asram, 35-601 

Living in the Asram is one thing, living with the Mother in close proximity is another, 

32-501 

Many in the Asram are suffering from the sense of dullness and want of interest, 35-

360 

My own idea was for our system to grow up in the society, not out of it, 36-246 
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Once here the force of the Divine works upon the human nature till a way is opened, 

35-638 

One is here only for two things, to realise the Divine and to transform, 35-762 

Only some time after the Mother came from Japan – The form of the Asram, 36-103 

Our little colony here is a sort of seed plot & a laboratory, 36-179 

People are here to change what is wrong in their nature, 32-391 

People are living here under the Mother’s shelter and saved from the great sufferings, 

32-389 

People in this Asram are all ego-centric and they do not realise their ego-centricity, 35-

663 

People in this Asram judge from outward appearances whether a man has progressed, 

35-609 

Permanent members of the Asram should put their property at the disposal of the 

Mother, 35-683 

The Ashram – A centre and a field of practice for the evolution of another form of life, 

35-592 

The Asram – The building up of a personal and collective spiritual consciousness and 

life, 35-592 

The Asram is a field in which the preparatory work has to be done, 32-578 

The Asram is an epitome of the human nature that has to be changed, 35-740 

The Asram is not an association. not a political institution, not a religious association, 

36-531 

The difficulties are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 31-619 

The difficulties themselves are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 

35-367 

The Divine can create his own instruments in an institution as well as outside it, 35-589 

The existence of the Asram, whatever difficulties it created, was inevitable, 28-296 

The final aim of the Yoga here is to bring down the supramental Truth, 32-98 

The force acting here is much more direct, powerful and insistent than it was, 35-562 

The hostile forces, their attacks, their suggestions ought now to be out of place here, 

35-639 

The human vital everywhere, in the Asram also, is full of unruly and violent forces, 32-

387 

The lack of this turning towards the one aim – The defect in so many here, 27-712 

The lack of this turning towards the one aim – The majority of the sadhaks here, 27-

712 

The life here – For one who has the assured inner life, there is no dullness, 35-603 

The life, the work developing here in the Asram has to deal with the world problem, 

35-656 

The Mitra and Bhaga powers – What I am trying to bring down into the Asram, 35-357 

The object of the Asram life is to prepare a new way of living, 35-591 

The rule of the Asram to admit for residence only people who come with permission, 

36-412 

The secret Power will carry you through and bring you back here, 29-101 

The stress here is more on the inward change, the outward coming as its result, 31-435 
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The value of your staying here – Whether you have the true inner relation with us, 35-

447 

The visits of celebrities – Not the means by which the work of the Ashram can be 

helped, 27-740 

There are half a dozen people here perhaps who live in the Brahman consciousness, 35-

667 

There was no Asram at first, only a few people came to live near Sri Aurobindo, 36-

102 

Therefore the existence of the Asram was inevitable, 35-658 

This Asram is here as your spiritual home so long as you choose to avail yourself of it, 

35-612 

This is not an “institution” for practical teaching of Yoga, 35-593 

This is not an Asram like others, 29-232 

This transformation cannot be done individually in a solitary way only, 35-649 

To be always merged in the Divine is not so easy ‒ None here has attained to that yet, 

30-400 

To come here will be to invite its working in the strongest and most insistent form, 36-

370 

To conquer the outer nature is the only way and that can be best done here, 35-627 

We are not asking everybody in this Asram to become supramental, 35-665 

What is being done here is a preparation for a work, 29-232, 35-590 

When people are accepted here, they are given a chance of a great Divine Grace, 35-

580 

Whether the life is in an Asram or outside, the rule and method is the same, 35-110 

Work here and work done in the world are of course not the same thing, 29-240 

Ashram and publicity 

A great reserve in writing publicly about the Asram, especially if it is done by inmates, 

35-688 

A rule of the Asram not to give inner information of the Asram life to people outside, 

35-685 

The internal affairs of the Asram and the sadhaks should not be spoken of to visitors, 

35-686 

The private matters of the Asram itself are not for the public, 35-687 

Ashram and religion 

The Asram has nothing to do with Hindu religion or culture or any religion or 

nationality, 35-701 

What is being done here is the preparation of a Truth which includes all other Truth, 

35-699 

What we are here to make is a new creation in which there is a larger reconciling Truth, 

35-697 

When one comes to an Asram to do Yoga, one leaves social rules, caste, 35-703 

Ashram atmosphere 

A great difficulty in getting it to disappear from the atmosphere of the Asram, 32-587 

A serious illness caused by a terribly bad state of the Asram atmosphere, 32-587 

The Higher Consciousness is there already in the Asram atmosphere, 35-325 

Ashram departments 
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An obstinate resistance to the Mother’s orders in an important department of the 

Asram, 32-425 

Even if not signed by her, departmental orders should be regarded as hers, 32-412 

For every department there must be a head who consults her in all important matters, 

32-429 

In the departments – To receive their directions from the head and act in accordance, 

32-421 

It was the Mother who selected the heads for her purpose in order to organise the 

whole, 32-430 

None should regard himself as a subordinate, even if he has to carry out instructions, 

32-409 

None should regard or treat another member of the Asram as his subordinate, 32-408 

The head of a department is also supposed to act according to the Mother’s directions, 

32-421 

The heads are carrying out her policy and instructions and report everything to her, 32-

430 

There is and must be a departmental control over all sections of the work, 32-412 

Ashram discipline 

Here in the Asram – An inner obedience as the source of the outer obedience, 32-388 

In outside life discipline is enforced, 32-388 

Obedience to the rules of life laid down by the Mother is the first necessity, 32-393 

There is a discipline of obedience and of abstention from forbidden acts in this Asram, 

32-376 

Ashram painters 

The limitations of the work as yet done here – More as studies and sketches, 27-692 

Ashram poets 

An attempt to inspire a poetry which would express first the aspiration and labour, 27-

454 

Here in Pondicherry we have tried, not to manufacture poets, but to give them birth, 27-

458 

I don’t approve of any article on the “Ashram poets”, 27-453 

I have become more subdued in my appreciations of poetry, 27-622 

I have love for all and faith for all and go firmly on, 27-456 

I may send a force of inspiration, but I am not responsible for the results, 27-575 

My judgment does differ with different writers and also with different kinds of writing, 

27-620 

There are four who write poetry in English in the Ashram under this impulse, 27-454 

There is a Force here in the atmosphere which will give itself to anyone open to it, 27-

570 

When somebody really wants to develop the literary power, I put some force to help, 

27-569 

Ashramite 

None should regard or treat another member of the Asram as his subordinate, 32-408 

One is a member of an Asram founded on the principle of self-giving and surrender, 

32-374 
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One is not ready to be a member of the Asram and is still admitted – He remains apart, 

32-375 

Ashwa 

The Ashwa – Force and especially of life-energy and nervous force, the Prana, 15-83 

Ashwins 

But they are also powers of Truth, of intelligent action, of right enjoyment, 15-83 

For the whole bliss of Soma to be established perfectly – The twin Ashwins, 15-381 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

Psychological functions – Twin divine powers to perfect the nervous or vital being, 15-

83 

Soma is the god of the Wine and the Ashwins its seekers, finders, givers, drinkers, 15-

144 

The Ashwins are riders on the horse, the Ashwa, 15-82 

The change from the inner obscuration to the illumination is effected by the Ashwins, 

15-130 

The character of the Ashwins is brought out by Vamadeva in the present hymn, 15-329 

The first movement, addressed to the Ashwins, the two Riders on the Horse, 15-80 

The horses that draw the chariot of the Ashwins change into birds, into swans, 15-332 

The immortal movement of the delight of the Ashwins, 15-335 

The second work of the Ribhus is to fashion the chariot of the Ashwins, 15-339 

The three leading features of these hymns to the Ashwins, 15-328 

The twin birth of the Ashwins – A dualism of Power and Light, Knowledge and Will, 

15-330 

The upward movement of the chariot of the Ashwins, 15-331 

Their rapid all-pervading movement – The Ashwins are leaders of the journey, 15-328 

They help man with the delight of being – They are lords of bliss, 15-328 

Asia 

A free Asia and in Asia a free India must take the lead – For the world’s sake, 6-572 

A newly-created intelligentsia in Asia - Asia may well preserve its ancient spirituality, 

25-469 

A spirit moves abroad – Rapid motions are mostly discernible in Asiatic peoples, 8-142 

All Asia has always had the spiritual tendency – India is the quintessence, 20-57 

And Prince Ito had the ancient Asiatic gift of self-effacement, 8-301 

Another dream was for the resurgence and liberation of the peoples of Asia, 36-479 

Art has flowed in two separate streams in Europe and Asia, 1-451 

Asia has arisen and large parts of it have been liberated – India has her part to play, 36-

476 

Asia has never embraced an ideal without universalising it, 6-730 

Asia is the cradle of every great religion – Offshoots of one eternal religion of India, 6-

890 

Asia may reproduce or imitate industrialism, capitalism, socialism, 25-681 

Asia or at any rate India lives naturally by a spiritual influx from above, 20-138 

Asia temporarily failed because she did not follow after the spirit sufficiently, 25-240 

Asia would be divided between two huge blocs – The possibility of a world-conflict, 

25-591 
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Asia’s future development will unite these two streams in one artistic flood, 1-451 

Asiatic races persist and survive. It was not so in old times – Japan, China, India, 8-60 

Europe and the ideas of the nineteenth century – Impossible to sympathise with 

Asiatics, 6-549 

Great events in Asia have a spiritual significance – A great age of spirituality, 12-394 

Her thoughts flashed out over Asia and created civilisations, 6-1020 

In Asia already – The claim to equality and independence, 25-672 

In Asia there has not been this predominance of reason and the life-cult, 20-138 

In India the two civilisations meet – A common Asiatic civilisation, 6-471 

It is left for Asia and especially for India to reconstruct the world, 8-57 

She is commissioned to rise from time to time and rule the world for a season, 6-1019 

Something is wanting which Europe cannot supply – Asia has awakened, 6-1019 

The Asiatic discipline has always been largely one of self-effacement, 8-290 

The Asiatic is essentially a moralist, pietist and philosopher, 18-347 

The Asiatic unrest is the second prominent feature of the situation, 25-675 

The awakening of Asia is the fact of the twentieth century, 6-989 

The conflict between Asia and Europe – Its cultural and spiritual aspect, 20-57 

The difference – Asia has developed her spirituality and Europe has turned from it, 8-

60 

The difference presented by Europe and Asia in the matter of national vitality, 8-59 

The evolution of a socialistic society and the resurgence of Asia – The direction, 25-

678 

The fundamental difference in the history of Asia and Europe, 13-141 

The growing struggle between Capital and Labour and the Asiatic question, 25-671 

The idea by which the illumination of Asia has been governed, 13-145 

The legend of European superiority and the inferior morals of the Asiatic, 8-253 

The most advanced minds of the occident are beginning to turn to the genius of Asia, 1-

422 

The natural equality of the Asiatic to the European, 6-93 

The position of India makes her the key of Asia, 6-990 

The problem for all Asiatic peoples is the preservation of their national individuality, 8-

144 

The races of Asia have always been peoples rather than nation-States, 25-506 

The resurgence and liberation of Asia and her return to the great role, 36-475 

The resurgence of Asia, if it means only a redressing, will be a step in the old circle, 

25-679 

The Time-Spirit is at work to bring about a mighty movement, the resurgence of Asia, 

6-471 

The tradition of Asia will again impose itself on humanity, 17-563 

The two predestined forces of the future, socialism and the Asiatic resurgence, 25-677 

The whole of Europe forms only one civilisation – Asia supports three civilisations, 6-

574 

The world of Liberalism is the world of Europe and America – Asia stands outside, 6-

549 

This command over one’s own soul is the secret of Asia, 6-576 

Two reactions of Europe upon Asia, 13-142 
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We are assisting now at the birth of a new Asia and the modernisation of the East, 6-

311 

askesis 

A raising to a higher level – The true inmost meaning of ethics, discipline and askesis, 

21-743 

The character of this action – The three main elements of sacrifice, giving and askesis, 

19-484 

Whether our sacrifice, giving and askesis are tamasic, rajasic or sattwic in nature, 19-

485 

aspects of the Divine 

In the Reality they are not contrasted and incompatible aspects, 35-124 

The Overmind takes various aspects of the Divine and separates them, 35-124 

aspiration 

A basis of firm quietude and equanimity with a steady aspiration, 29-135 

A direct contradiction between this aspiration and his present state, 13-502 

A faith, a will, or at least a persistent demand and aspiration are needed, 28-271 

A firm basis of philosophical reasoning to justify our hope and aspiration, 21-161 

A great depth and sincerity of aspiration – A progressive opening of the being, 29-52 

A quieted mind and a persistent aspiration in the heart are the two main keys, 31-740 

A steady resolve and aspiration towards the truth I am bringing down, 36-337 

Activity in aspiration, tapasya, passivity to the true working are the right things, 29-59 

An absence of the one-pointed aspiration more than of strength of will, 31-714 

And if one truly aspires, one does unfailingly get it, more and more, 29-338 

Aspiration and devotion are the natural and easy means for getting the contact, 29-361 

Aspiration and openness may be cultivated, 30-387 

Aspiration and personal effort of the sadhaka, 23-58 

Aspiration and the Grace answering to it are great realities of the spiritual life, 29-215 

Aspiration and will of consecration calling down a greater Force to do the work, 29-

215 

Aspiration can be ardent as well as calm, but not impatient, 29-147 

Aspiration can lead hereafter to conversion, but aspiration is not conversion, 29-63 

Aspiration during the period of experience is not so necessary, 29-58 

Aspiration is a call in the being, it is not opening, 29-57 

Aspiration is a call to the Divine, 29-57 

Aspiration is a turning upward of the inner being with a call, yearning, prayer, 29-56 

Aspiration is an act of the will and one can always aspire, 29-59 

Aspiration is the call of the being for higher things, 29-56 

Aspiration is to call the forces, 29-57 

Aspiration should be not a form of desire, but the feeling of an inner soul's need, 29-60 

Aspiration, call, prayer are forms of one and the same thing and are all effective, 29-

106 

Aspiration, rejection, the remembrance of the Mother and surrender – The main means, 

32-137 

Aspiration, self-consecration, rejection of all that comes in the way – Indispensable, 

32-137 

Aspire always for the mind and psychic being to be made ready, 31-124 
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Aspire always, but with more quietude, opening yourself to the Divine, 31-701 

Aspire especially for the elimination of all obscurity and unconsciousness, 32-136 

Aspire for the constant contact and the light, 29-57 

Aspire for the opening to the right plane of inspiration, 27-587 

Aspire for your will to be one with the Divine will, 29-57 

Before this consciousness, one has to have faith and aspire for the opening, 29-106 

Both aspirations are necessary for the fullness of this Yoga, 35-149 

Aspiration can lead hereafter to conversion, 35-664 

By a calm and patient aspiration the inner state must be called back, 31-713 

By aspiration and meditation on the Mother – To open and receive her action, 32-136 

Call in the Divine Power to help your will, aspiration and surrender, 29-59 

Calm and equality come by the soul’s aspiration and the Mother’s grace, 32-165 

Conclusion – The passionate aspiration of man upward to the Divine, 21-28 

Either the contact and the true experience or the quiet peace and aspiration, 29-156 

Even if the aspiration were there, the interval periods would come, 29-62 

First aspire and pray to the Mother for quiet in the mind, purity, calm and peace, 29-

142 

Human will, aspiration and faith are powers and forces, 23-567 

If aspiration is the cause of suffering, it is also the promise of victory, 29-388 

If you have not got quietude, you can always aspire first, 29-53 

If you keep firm hold on your faith and your aspiration, 29-101 

In aspiration there is a self-giving, 29-61 

Intense aspiration is always good, but let there also be calm and peace and joy, 29-59 

Intensity of aspiration – Keeping the consciousness uplifted, one must maintain the 

call, 27-12 

It is the psychic that gives the true aspiration, 29-60 

It is then that the dryness and difficulty of spontaneous aspiration come, 29-61 

It is this that explains the imperfect reality, the aspiration, the surge of the spirit, 21-126 

Let nothing be of any importance except the Divine and your aspiration, 29-56 

Let the aspiration grow and open the inner consciousness altogether, 29-55 

Meanwhile the mental will and the psychic aspiration must be your support, 31-713 

Mental effort is one thing and aspiring and holding yourself in readiness is another, 27-

579 

No desire, no struggle – aspiration, faith, openness – and the grace, 29-60 

Nothing can obstruct a quiet aspiration except one’s own acquiescence in the inertia, 

29-66 

One can aspire for the Divine to bring about the supramental transformation, 29-58 

One has only to aspire sincerely and keep oneself as open as possible, 29-55 

One has to aspire to the Divine and surrender and leave it to the Divine, 29-59 

One has to wait a sort of receptive self-opening and calling-down condition, 27-275 

One should be satisfied with what one gets and still aspire quietly, 29-60 

One’s own part is to aspire and open oneself and to reject ego, desire, 35-818 

Only by constantly aspiring to the Mother’s light and force – True and steady progress, 

32-135 

Or one can rely on the Divine with a constant will and aspiration, 31-722 

Our soul's dissatisfaction and aspiration are also a law of our being and divine, 21-411 
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Personal aspiration is necessary, 29-58 

Prayer and aspiration do not conflict with surrender, 29-365 

Settle down to quiet aspiration and an ever growing devotion and surrender, 29-475 

The ascent achieved by an aspiration, the descent by a call of the whole being, 12-169 

The aspiration connects you with the higher consciousness, 29-58 

The aspiration felt above is that of the Jivatman for the higher consciousness, 28-65 

The aspiration must be for entire purification, 29-46 

The aspiration must be intense, calm and strong, 29-60 

The aspiration need not be in the form of thought, 29-58 

The aspiration of the psychic being is for the transformation of the mind, life and body, 

35-149 

The aspiration should be for the full descent of the Truth and the victory, 29-57 

The aspiration towards individual and collective perfection, 21-1083 

The call and aspiration from the heart is more essential than capacities, 29-55 

The desire for the Divine or of bhakti for the Divine is not a desire, but an aspiration, 

32-476 

The Divine is already there immanent within us – The urge towards the divine living, 

13-560 

The effort demanded of the sadhak is that of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 31-

676, 32-139 

The fiery aspiration is all right, that is the psychic aspiration, the psychic fire, 29-60 

The higher consciousness may not come exactly according to the aspiration, 29-58 

The intensity of the aspiration brings the intensity of the experience, 29-59 

The Jivatman – The aspiration for the opening of the higher consciousness, 35-149 

The measure of the soul’s sincerity – Its aspiration towards the higher life, 29-56 

The more one-pointed the aspiration the swifter the progress, 29-61 

The Mother’s Peace is above you – By aspiration and quiet self-opening it descends, 

32-135 

The need is to have an aspiration towards it so that the opening is possible, 31-740 

The one thing essential is the inner call and aspiration and the perseverance, 30-40 

The one thing to be seen is whether there is the true yearning for the Divine, 31-727 

The one thing to do always is to remain firm in your aspiration, 31-707 

The personal effort is a triple labour of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 32-6 

The question is of aspiration to the Divine, whether that is your central aim in life, 29-

240 

The sincere aspiration is sure to fulfil itself, 31-702 

The soul's demand for a higher Truth or a higher Life is indispensable, 29-473 

The spirit of devotion must be not merely a mental feeling but an aspiration, 36-365 

The substitution of a conscious for a subconscious evolution – The aspiration of man, 

21-876 

The true and strong aspiration is needed, 29-62 

The true movement is a pure aspiration and an ardent surrender, 29-473 

The world-impulse & the human aspiration are one movement, 12-121 

There are two powers – An aspiration from below and a Grace from above, 32-3 

There can be an intense but quiet aspiration which does not disturb the harmony, 29-59 

There is a place for will and aspiration, not for desire, 29-61 
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There is no incompatibility between aspiring and letting the thing come through, 27-

587 

There is no need of words in aspiration. It can be expressed or unexpressed in words, 

29-58 

There must be a central opening in each part and a dominant aspiration, 32-151 

There must be a strong aspiration in the heart, 31-46 

There must be an aspiration from the heart and a giving up of all yourself, 29-47 

There must be no vital excitement in your seeking or your aspiration towards the 

Mother, 32-473 

There should be an aspiration in the heart wide enough, 23-82 

This aspiration is in contradiction with his present existence – Nature's method, 13-501 

This can only be overcome by a steady undiscouraged aspiration, 31-717 

To aspire for the improved quality of the recipient consciousness, 30-33 

To aspire to bhakti, purification, right psychic consciousness and surrender, 35-629 

What endures even if concealed is the inner being’s aspiration, the soul’s faith, 29-98 

What is most needed for spirituality is a true upward aspiration, 29-42 

What you have to aspire for is for the psychic change and the spiritual change, 29-57 

When the outer physical consciousness covers up the inner being – No aspiration, 32-

310 

Will and aspiration are needed to bring down the aid of the Divine Force, 31-721 

You have only to aspire, to keep yourself open to the Mother, to reject all that is 

contrary, 32-154 

aspirations 

Both aspirations are necessary – The demand of the self, the psychic aspiration, 28-65 

The aspirations of humanity to truth, happiness, the elimination of pain and death, 21-

62 

aspire 

To “aspire” always means to call for higher things, 29-56 

Asramas 

Indian culture – The double system of the four Varnas and the four Asramas, 20-170 

The four successive stages of a developing human life – The four Asramas, 20-174 

ass 

The arch is a passage out, by which the ass becomes a horse, 30-167 

The ass is the symbol of the inertia and obstruction in the body, 30-167 

Assam 

The Assamese possess the same racial substratum as ourselves, 6-70 

The contention repeatedly harped on that Assam is entirely different to us, 6-70 

assassinations 

Assassinations are not the work of a widespread Terrorist organisation, 8-381 

In practice, it is often the use of assassination to destroy all government, 8-452 

Not to allow the responsibility to be shifted on the people who had no part in them, 8-

181 

The effect of the assassinations on the Moderate party – A panic and demoralisation, 8-

439 

The isolated instances of assassination – The reaction against the insane policy, 8-180 

To dissociate oneself – That should be done clearly, firmly and once for all, 8-181 
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With the stray assassinations which have troubled the country we have no concern, 8-

152 

assemblies 

The two assemblies – Sitting together for matters concerning the whole people, 20-414 

assembly 

An educated national assembly not in a formal parliamentary way, but of the people, 6-

47 

assent 

If you find it difficult to reject in the sense of throwing away ‒ Refuse assent, 31-273 

Take from them all life-force by refusing any mental or vital assent, 31-378 

The Divine Grace and Power can do everything with the full assent of the sadhak, 29-

171 

To learn to give that full assent is the whole meaning of the sadhana, 29-171 

assent to weakness. 

Fear, weariness, depression, self-distrust and assent to weakness are the instruments by 

which He destroys what He created (377), 12-473 

assimilation 

(1) Receiving more than the physical is ready to assimilate, 31-399 

A gain or progress at some point after these periods of assimilation, 30-71 

All that we must inevitably receive from the West – How we can assimilate it, 20-88 

An interruption of definite experiences may be only a period of assimilation, 30-71 

But the question is what we do with them – An acceptance and an assimilation, 20-46 

He has to gather in his material from around – But through assimilation, 25-68 

If the peace once becomes stable, there is no farther assimilation needed for that, 30-

480 

In that connection I spoke of the acceptance and assimilation from the West, 20-43 

Intensities like that do not remain – There has to be a period of assimilation, 30-70 

Pauses of preparation and assimilation between two movements, 30-63 

The change in the assimilation periods afterwards, 30-71 

The first is that the human consciousness needs periods of assimilation, 31-662 

The former consciousness has to get accustomed and receive and assimilate, 30-479 

The periods of assimilation, 30-71 

The periods of assimilation have a different character in the later stages, 30-70 

The system has to take rest so as to assimilate and renew its receptive power, 30-70 

There may be periods of assimilation necessary for other things, 30-480 

There must be an element of successful assimilation in each province of culture, 20-52 

They tended to destroy the smaller units they assimilated, as did imperial Rome, 25-

368 

To remain quiet for a time after a descent of Force is the best way of assimilating it, 30-

480 

Variations in the intensity of experience, due to the necessity of assimilation, 30-64 

What I mean by assimilation – We must not take it crudely in the European forms, 20-

47 

What we have to do – More powerful formations and a creative assimilation, 20-78 

What we mean by acceptance and the actual effect of assimilation, 20-43 

When one is assimilating, one is not receiving, 30-70 
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When one is conscious, then one can see the assimilation going on, 30-70 

When the body tries to assimilate the descending forces through sleep, 30-485 

When the mind and vital have not assimilated the Power, 30-480 

association 

“We may be dissolved as an association for unlawful objects or arrested”, 1-527 

Association is a thing which depends upon the feeling and the force within us, 8-81 

Association itself has been a servant of war, egoism and the self-assertion of life, 19-43 

Association means unity, brotherhood, binding together in one common work, 8-81 

Association with love as the governing principle and its emergent summit, 21-215 

At first it was a temporary union of young men for a temporary cause – The volunteers, 

8-73 

In India in the ancient times we had many kinds of association – Brotherhood, 8-71 

Not only a principle and instinct of egoism, but a principle and instinct of association, 

25-157 

The association of the whole country – This is the ideal that is waking more and more, 

8-82 

The association should not be a necessity, but only instrumental for action, 35-817 

The impact of Europe – One by one these institutions began to be broken, 8-72 

The principles of association, mutual help, love and self-sacrifice, 19-43 

Then the flood of national life – The principle of association began to assume a new 

life, 8-73 

Then there was another stream – The associations for physical exercise, 8-74 

There was a third seed – The association to help the poor and nurse the sick, 8-74 

Those are the fittest for survival who develop most the law of association and of love, 

21-216 

associations 

On the path of Yoga, two ways to get rid of our evil saṁskāras or associations, 13-34 

The charge is that these associations are associations of hatred and violence, 8-75 

The process of Nature for getting rid of a tendency or association, 13-33 

These are the associations which have now been crushed out of existence under a 

charge, 8-75 

These associations have been suppressed because their existence was inconvenient, 8-

79 

assonance 

There is no reason why one should not use assonance and alliteration, 27-118 

Assyria 

We now know that remarkable civilisations existed in China, Egypt, Chaldea, Assyria, 

15-25 

aṣṭasiddhis 

The aṣṭasiddhis as obtained in the ordinary Yoga are vital powers or mental siddhis, 28-

571 

astral plane 

An activity on the astral plane attended by a leaving of the body is not a spiritual aim, 

28-574 

astrology 

As a matter of fact astrology has never been scientifically disproved, 1-596 
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Astrologers tell all sorts of things that don’t come true, 35-58 

Astrology affirms that these influences determine the whole course of our lives, 1-598 

Astrology affirms that they not only affect our bodies, but also our psychical being, 1-

598 

Astrology is an occult science – Anything can be made part of the Yoga, 28-519 

Astrology? Many astrological predictions come true, 28-516 

By entering the spiritual life one opens to a new force which can change one’s destiny, 

35-58 

Cases are seen in which the predictions of the horoscope apply no more, 28-516 

Character can also be indicated from the horoscope, 28-517 

External means, omens, sortileges, dreams, astrology and many other alleged data, 23-

893 

I can’t say anything about the horoscope, as I have forgotten the little astrology I knew, 

35-59 

If astrology is a science and is to take its proper place, 1-601 

It does not seem to me established that the stars determine the future, 28-390 

Like doctors, astrologers differ, 35-57 

Mr. N. P. Subramania Iyer – An astrological series will deal with astrology, 1-595 

Sri Aurobindo – Never any intention of figuring as an astrologer or a writer on 

astrology, 36-96 

That many predictions go wrong, proves nothing, essentially, against astrology, 1-597 

The lines in an individual hand or the data of astrology – Interpreted as signs of 

destiny, 28-389 

The question is what influence has the sadhak on the stars at his birth, 28-519 

The truth of astrology would not necessarily carry with it a complete determinism, 1-

601 

Whether there is sufficient case for enquiring into the actual truth of astrology, 1-599 

With capable astrologers the results have been often of remarkable accuracy, 1-600 

Asura 

A distinction between two kinds of beings, the Deva and the Asura, 19-469 

A gospel of the will to live, of the worship of the ego is the gospel of the Asura, 19-569 

God and Titan, Deva and Asura are indeed close kin in their differences, 13-152 

The Asura has an easier task and more momentary success in his combinations, 28-467 

The Asura has no soul, no psychic being which has to evolve – Only an ego, 28-466 

The Asura mistakes ego for the self and spirit, 23-116 

The distinction between Deva & Asura is one of three contributions to ethical thought, 

1-335 

The Divine casts them down continually into more and more Asuric births, 19-473 

The old legend tells us that the Deva and the Asura laboured together, 13-154 

There is and can be no psychic being in a non-evolutionary creature like the Asura, 28-

450 

To serve ego and desire without aspiration to a higher nature – The Asura, 19-281 

What it does see readily is only the life of the ego – The Rakshasa, the Asuric nature, 

19-326 

You will have in your physical nature itself resolutely to turn from the Asura, 31-791 

Asuras 
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Asuras – Persuading people to follow the established bent of their lower nature, 28-467 

Asuras, as Rakshasas, Pisachas and others resemble the devils of the Christian 

tradition, 28-466 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital, 35-

104 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital 

planes, 28-452 

Christ and Buddha too had to bear the assaults of the Asura, 35-655 

Devas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – A very ancient distinction, 19-470 

For the Asuras the Horse becomes full of force & might, 18-286 

I am not asking anybody to transform the Asuras – I am only asking them to reject 

them, 35-647 

Many Asuras are beautiful in appearance and can carry even a splendour or light, 28-

468 

One kind were divine in their origin – These can be converted, 28-466 

Others use spiritual ideas without believing in them to give them a perverted twist, 28-

467 

Some kinds of Asuras are very religious, very fanatical, strict about ethical conduct, 28-

466 

Sometimes they possess men, sometimes they take birth in a human body, 28-466 

The Asura concluded that he the ego was the Divine, 35-128 

The Asuras and Rakshasas etc. do not belong to the earth, but to supraphysical worlds, 

28-465 

The Asuras are not so easily transformed, 28-467 

The Asuras are really the dark side of the mental, or more strictly, of the vital mind 

plane, 28-467 

The Devas and Asuras are not evolved in Matter, 28-450 

The Gods were great and shining beings – Against the Asuras, or Titans, 36-135 

The Mother’s transforming one Asura was an incident, not an object of the Yoga, 35-

657 

The object of the Yoga is the transformation of terrestrial beings, not of the Asuras, 35-

648 

The ordinary Asura is not an evolutionary but a typal being, 28-466 

The Titans or Asuras of the Veda are souls of mere undisciplined might, 17-386 

The world of the Asuras is prior to the evolution, 28-449 

Their main characteristic is egoistic strength and struggle, which refuse the higher law, 

28-467 

There are Asuras who are predominantly mental, 31-792 

There are no Asuras on the higher planes where the Truth prevails, 28-468 

There are two kinds of Asuras, 28-466 

They have their cosmic field in which they exercise their function and authority, 28-

452 

Asuric 

Falsehood is created by an Asuric power which intervenes in this creation, 28-451 

asuric men 

Asuric men go down in their nature to more depths of Asurism, 28-549 
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That is a natural result of their uncontrolled tendencies, 28-549 

Asuric nature 

The Asuric nature – The cult of Desire and Ego, 19-472 

The Asuric nature has to be rejected or to fall away by the yoga, 36-114 

aswa 

Aswa meant the unknown power that pervades and constitutes the material world, 18-

277 

Aswa 

He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to the Gandharvas, Aswa to men, 

18-283 

The Horse becomes Aswa for men – That form of force in matter that is self-wasting, 

18-286 

The word Aswa must originally have implied strength or speed or both, 18-277 

Aswamedha 

The Aswamedha or Horse-Sacrifice is taken as the symbol of a great spiritual advance, 

18-276 

The Upanishad begins with an impetuous figure of the Horse of the Aswamedha, 18-

275 

Aswapati 

Aswapati – This incarnation is supposed to have taken place in far past times, 27-276 

Aswapati’s Yoga falls into three parts, 27-330 

The name is Aswapati, Lord of the Horse – It will be explained elsewhere, 27-278 

The Yoga of the Lord of the Horse, Aswapati – How came about the birth of Savitri, 

27-277 

This part of Aswapati’s spiritual development consisted of two yogic movements, 27-

329 

aswattha 

The aswattha is the Yogic emblem of the manifested world, 18-292 

The aswattha usually symbolises the cosmic manifestation, 30-177 

aswattha tree 

The Vedantic image of the aswattha tree – The cutting of long-fixed roots of desire, 19-

443 

Atharvan 

Atharvan is the Rishi of the journeying on the Path, 15-240 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

atheism 

By an inevitable process we reach the atheistic or agnostic cult of secularism, 20-142 

European atheism is for the most part a shallow reaction against a shallow religionism, 

27-531 

Even the atheist is not tolerant, but declares his credo of Nature and Matter, 32-114 

In his childhood he drew back from religion altogether – A short period of atheism, 36-

106 

In the West atheism and secularism were its inevitable and predestined goal, 25-19 

Often we find atheism both in individual and society a necessary passage, 25-229 
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Russell – The beauty of character of an atheist does not prove that spirituality is a lie, 

27-530 

Atheism 

Even the atheist is not tolerant, but declares his credo of Nature and Matter, 28-432 

The work of Atheism for the Divine and the service rendered by Agnosticism, 21-14 

Atheism. 

Atheism is a necessary protest against the wickedness of the Churches and the 

narrowness of creeds (240), 12-456 

Atheism is the shadow or dark side of the highest perception of God (538), 12-498 

atheist. 

Dost thou hate the atheist because he does love not God? (455), 12-486 

Even the atheist ought now to be able to see that creation marches towards some 

infinite & mighty purpose (471), 12-489 

There is hope for the sceptical seeker & self-convinced atheist (150), 12-441 

Atheist. 

It is He who as the Atheist denies His own existence for the better perfecting of human 

knowledge (539), 12-498 

The Atheist is God playing at hide & seek with Himself (33), 12-426 

Athens 

In Athens and in Rome - Cleisthenes and Tiberius Gracchus, 6-30 

India – Far more nearly allied to the French and Athenian than to the Anglo-Saxon, 6-

38 

Internal disorder at home for the want of that clear, sane ideal of France and Athens, 6-

40 

The ancient Athenian was content with the simplest and most nakedly logical 

machinery, 6-37 

The modern Frenchman – Closely allied by his clear habit of mind to the old Athenian, 

6-37 

Atlantis 

Atlantis is not an imagination – A submersion was one of the great facts of earth 

history, 27-520 

Sometimes this minority – An enormous influence as in Vedic India, Egypt, Atlantis, 

28-265 

The tradition of Atlantis – A progress to the extreme of occult knowledge, 28-266 

Atma 

Above the individual and cosmos, the Atma is then called the Paramatma, 28-111 

Atma is not the same as psychic, 28-108 

Atma is the self which is one in all, calm, wide, ever at peace, always free, 28-108 

The Atma is the Self or Spirit that remains above – The same being in all, 28-111 

Atman 

An immutable impersonal self, the Atman, tranquilly observing, 19-231 

Atman represents itself differently in the sevenfold movement of Nature, 17-32 

Atman represents itself to the consciousness of the creature in three states, 17-32 

Atman, Brahman, Ishwara – On this triune aspect depend all our spiritual realisations, 

17-408 
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Atman, Ishwara, Purusha, the fundamental determinates of the absolute Existence, 21-

329 

Atman, our true self, is Brahman, 17-31 

But with regard to the universe Brahman appears as the Self of all existence, Atman, 

21-361 

If one realises the silent Atman above, there is no danger, but no transformation, 32-59 

If what you have realised is not felt to be one in all, then it is not the “Atman”, 30-394 

It is the Atman – The first experience of it is a silence and calm, 30-391 

Many have the positive experience of the Atman first as pure unrelated Existence, 29-

432 

The Atman is one in all, is not born, does not evolve or change, 28-31 

The Atman is the One supporting the Many, 28-450 

The difference between the evolving soul (psychic being) and the pure Atman, 28-536 

The Divine is more than the Atman. It is Nature also, 28-12 

The essential Self or Atman becomes for the manifestation the Jivatman, the central 

being, 28-56 

The Jiva is realised as the individual Self, Atman, the central being above the Nature, 

28-106 

The new circumstance introduced in this verse is the idea of the Atman, 17-399 

The psychic is the soul in evolution – The Atman is the self above the evolution, 28-

107 

The self is the Atman above which is one in all, remains always wide, free, pure, 32-

178 

The self is the Atman above which is one in all, untouched by the action of life, 28-106 

The Self or Atman and the soul or psychic being – Both realisations are necessary, 28-

97 

The Self or Atman is inactive, Nature (Prakriti) or Shakti acts, 28-32 

The self, Atman, is in its nature either transcendent or universal, 28-55 

The Spirit is the Atman, Brahman, Essential Divine, 28-56 

The Spirit is the consciousness above mind, the Atman or self, 28-105 

The three terms of the Self-existence – Brahman, the Reality is Atman, Purusha, 

Ishwara, 21-338 

The universal self or Atman is not a portion but an aspect of the Divine, 28-12 

The usual result is a merging in the Atman or Brahman, 35-175 

The vastness, the overwhelming calm and silence – The Atman or the silent Brahman, 

30-393 

Then it is usually spoken of as the Atman – The realisation of the silent Self, 30-236 

This consciousness is usually called the consciousness of the Self or Atman, 30-275 

This realisation of Atman or silent Brahman – The whole aim of many Yogas, 30-393 

This wide consciousness not dependent on the body – The Atman or Self, 30-275 

To live in the consciousness of the Atman is to live in the calm, unity and peace, 28-32 

We need a securer foundation – He finds that foundation who sees only the Atman, 17-

400 

We realise that it is our true Self & the true Self of everything – We call it the Atman, 

17-402 
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When the Atman is individualised, it is called the Purusha or sometimes the Jivatman, 

28-62 

ātmasamarpaṇa 

The sańkalpa of ātmasamarpaṇa – To put yourself into God's hands, 13-85 

atmosphere 

A will can be kept in which one is untouched by the general atmosphere, 31-131 

Children are too young to bear the atmosphere which is full of a tension of strong 

forces, 35-731 

For progress – A spiritual atmosphere is more important than outer conditions, 29-140 

Here – A pressure in the atmosphere for concentration in the sadhana and for change, 

36-411 

Here owing to many sadhaks an atmosphere of extreme vital difficulty has been 

created, 35-636 

It is easier to feel the presence in the atmosphere of the Asram than outside it, 35-631 

Most people after the atmosphere here cannot tolerate the ordinary atmosphere, 35-631 

One must create one’s own atmosphere not penetrable by other influences, 32-435 

One ought to create one’s own atmosphere – Other vibrations will fall away from it, 

35-630 

The atmosphere of the houses as houses is pretty much the same in all the Asram, 35-

630 

The force is there in the atmosphere, but you must receive it in the right way, 35-631 

The hostile forces should be destroyed or ejected from the Asram atmosphere, 35-659 

The protection and help will be there – As to the atmosphere, keep inwardly separate, 

35-812 

There are always forces moving about in the atmosphere trying to disturb the sadhana, 

31-734 

There are two atmospheres in the Asram, ours and that of the sadhaks, 35-632 

Things in the atmosphere come in even if one does not speak with people, 31-93 

When one comes to stay here all that atmosphere throws itself upon him, 35-636 

atom 

At the same time, the atomic existences tend to aggregate, 21-252 

Cosmic Mind turns Matter into forms of atomic being, 21-252 

The atom, as it is the first aggregate, is also the first basis of aggregate unities, 21-213 

The nature of the action of cosmic Mind is the cause of atomic existence, 21-252 

The subdivision of the atom into an utmost atomic existence, unstable perhaps, 21-252 

There is a will even in the atom, but we see clearly enough that it is not free will, 19-

219 

Unatomic extension of substance – Not a creative concept of the dividing Mind, 21-253 

attachment 

A mutual vital demand and dependence – What is called in Yoga an attachment, 35-

711 

A relation free from attachment or predominantly psychic on both sides, 31-317 

About the attachment to things, the physical rejection is not the best way, 31-254 

All attachment and ego must disappear, 31-233 

All attachment and self-indulgence are dangerous – In subjective experiences, 32-249 

All attachment is a hindrance to sadhana, 31-316 
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All attachment to past ties should be overcome, 28-529 

All egoistic love and attachment will have to disappear, 31-289 

Attachment and the craving of desire in the senses and the heart, 23-329 

Attachment means that you desire or need or depend on a thing or a person, 35-710 

Attachment to family etc. often is like that, 31-290 

Attachment to nothing – Call on the Divine to control and take up all you are and have, 

29-104 

Desire, attachment, slavery to the attractions are the chief obstacle, 29-384 

If one wants to do Yoga and reach the Divine, one must give up all earthly attachments, 

35-710 

If the Yogi has already attained a true freedom from desire and attachment, 35-759 

In Yoga friendship can remain but attachment has to fall away, 31-295 

It cannot be as long as you cherish vital attachment to family, child or anybody else, 

32-142 

It is all the more necessary to surmount desire and attachment, 35-761 

No attachment for those still fixed in the pleasures and sorrows of the ordinary world, 

28-509 

No such attachment as an obstacle or a rival to the Divine, 31-290 

Only one cannot live securely in It if there is desire and external attachment, 29-384 

The attachment to one's own ideas and convictions, the insistence on them, 30-57 

The attachment to parents belongs to the ordinary physical nature, 31-293 

The attachment to persons is quite as strong as in Europe and often more intense, 29-39 

The overcoming of all attachments cannot come except as the fruit of a long sadhana, 

36-446 

The sign of freedom from attachment is that one has no craving, 31-254 

The vital attachment to family ties and the ordinary social ideas and feelings, 31-292 

There should be no attachment to this or that work to which you are accustomed, 32-

410 

These attachments ‒ The Vedantists’ insistence on the breaking of the heart-knots, 31-

316 

This Yoga insists on a complete throwing away of desire and attachment, 36-369 

To have a free mind and vital to pursue your sadhana, you must get rid of the 

attachment, 31-309 

To keep any attachment is obviously inconsistent with the Yogic attitude, 35-729 

When you clutch at anything with an egoistic sense of possession, 31-255 

You must be attached neither to luxury nor to asceticism, 35-760 

Your attachment to husband and son or others – To examine it seriously, 31-645 

attachments 

Attachments may be difficult to get rid of, but it must be done, 32-394 

The overcoming of all attachments must necessarily be difficult, 29-237 

attack 

An attack of the nervous centres and on the nervous being by contrary vital forces, 31-

804 

An attack on your physical consciousness, 31-576 

An attack, sudden and violent, as often comes when one is making full progress, 31-

771 
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An illness brought by the forces hostile to Yoga is a hostile attack, 31-554 

Because both your mind and vital have become sincere the attack is strong, 31-263 

If one has the true basis, then after every attack one finds oneself farther advanced, 31-

694 

If the mind clings to the truth, then the attack can only upheave the vital, 31-797 

If the vital keeps its balance, the attack touches the physical consciousness, 31-797 

It can be neither of these, but an attack of some outside Force, 31-606 

It is not easy to make it immune from attack unless the wideness is there, 31-794 

Like the vital disturbance the physical inertia is an attack of the hostile forces, 29-247, 

31-767 

The acuteness of the struggle is due to the vehemence of the attack, 31-130 

The attack can be stopped before it penetrates the material body, 31-553 

The attack will rapidly pass away if you have formed the habit of opening to the 

Mother, 32-303 

The difficulty is always that something in the nature gives a hold to the attack, 31-792 

The first thing the attack does is to try to cloud the mind's intelligence, 31-797 

The full victory which will prevent any return of the attack ‒ To fight and repel it, 31-

477 

The sign of complete liberation – Your vital can face this attack, 31-111 

Their object is not to test, but their attack may be used as a test, 31-760 

This kind of attack ‒ What one has to have is an inner condition and a faith, 31-787 

Whatever point the adverse forces choose for attack becomes a crucial point, 31-759 

When there is an attack from the human instruments of adverse forces, 31-780 

You can repel the attack or else it will exhaust itself and pass, 31-793 

attacks 

About the attacks and the action of the cosmic forces, 31-771 

An attack – The hostile forces often take the form of this or that person, 31-781 

As for the ordinary attack not amounting to an opening, that nobody escapes, 35-652 

As for the outer attacks and adverse circumstances, 31-669 

At a certain stage attacks fall heavily on the body, 31-557 

Attacks – It is the inner nearness that saves, not the physical nearness, 32-494 

Attacks always are extremely serious when something is about to be effected, 31-769 

Attacks intended to prevent the control being established in the physical being, 31-370 

Being faithful to the light of the soul and the divine Call – In all crises and attacks, 32-

104 

But from the environmental consciousness it can be a strong attack, 31-779 

But the sensibility of the body to attacks is no proof of incapacity, 31-557 

But you have to keep vigilantly the advance gained in spite of attacks, 31-779 

Evil forces can attack in moments of unconsciousness or half-consciousness, 31-797 

For attacks by adverse forces to become impossible in one’s work, 29-244 

Hostile attacks and upsettings can be set right with the aid of the higher Light and 

Power, 35-659 

I have borne every attack which human beings have borne – Doubt or despair, 35-418 

If one has a complete faith and self-consecration, one can throw off the attack, 31-794 

If the faith and surrender are complete – There can be no attack, 31-794 
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If the sadhak has established his position in the inner self, they can only attack and 

retire, 28-220 

If the sadhak’s resolution is firm and one-minded, not to assent to the attack, 35-503 

If there is a strong central faith and surrender – The attacks will have no chance, 31-

794 

If you can feel even in these attacks that part in which is constant Peace, 31-793 

In the strongest attacks and darkest hours it was covered up and hidden, 31-797 

In the supramental consciousness difficulties and attacks are not possible, 28-309 

Indirect attacks are done through covert suggestions, half-truth, half-falsehood, 31-776 

Indirect attacks are not of this kind, a violent rush and covering by hostile forces, 31-

776 

It is these outward attacks of wrong forces to which the sadhak must shut himself, 31-

764 

Negative thoughts and feelings ‒ Attacks from an adverse Force, 31-788 

One has to be careful to keep faith and peace against all attacks, 31-761 

Out of your body leaving it unprotected – An attack on the physical mind, 30-206 

So long as that is not done the attacks of the lower Nature can always continue, 30-23 

The attack comes on the vital physical and the physical, 31-376 

The course taken by the attacks – They have strong family resemblance, 31-205 

The hostile attacks on the outer being, 31-780 

The Hostile Forces – The attacks should not be invited, 31-761 

The hostile forces do not need a cause for attacking, 31-769 

The hostile forces hope by persistence to tire you out by their attacks, 31-793 

The lower forces always attack when they see that a sadhak is making much progress, 

31-770 

The obstacles in the consciousness and the attacks are no proof that a man is not fit, 31-

769 

The only way of safety against these attacks ‒ The psychic openness to the Mother, 31-

795 

The only way to avoid attacks is to be entirely turned towards the Mother, 28-465 

The pains in the body and the trouble in the vital nature ‒ Both are attacks, 31-573 

The physical disturbance and weakness ‒ The attack falling back on the physical 

system, 31-376 

The two usual ways of dealing with the attacks, 31-792 

The violence of the vital attacks is only the phenomenon of a stage, 35-377 

The worst thing for sadhana – To be always thinking of “lower forces, attacks”, 31-782 

These are attacks from outside and must be rejected, 31-790 

These attacks should not discourage you, 31-784 

These bodyline attacks are always a nasty trick of the retiring hostiles, 31-793 

They attack and suggest to you a wrong understanding, 31-777 

Those who are of a highly sattwic nature escape the invasion or attacks, 31-794 

To remain very firm and repel its attacks till they lose their strength, is necessary, 30-

229 

Vital forces can attack the mind and do, 31-778 

What you felt in your chest – The physical attack, 31-390 
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When the main action of the sadhana is in the physical, attacks fall more on the body, 

35-786 

When there is an attack, the call or the thinking of the Mother may not succeed at once, 

31-797 

Whether Moksha or transformation be the aim, all are attacked, 31-770 

With a strong faith and aspiration, no attack can leave any lasting result, 31-797 

You must get the habit of keeping quiet when these attacks come, 31-146 

attendants 

Continual personal contact does not necessarily bring out the action of the Force, 35-37 

No one sees me daily and talks with me except the Mother and those in attendance, 35-

36 

Those who are in personal attendance upon me were admitted for practical reasons, 35-

37 

attention 

Attention is the first condition of right memory and of accuracy, 1-402 

The first thing the teacher has to do is to accustom the pupil to concentrate attention, 1-

404 

This can easily be secured if the object of attention is made interesting, 1-402 

attitude 

Attitude towards others ‒ Quiet goodwill without any demand or expectation, 31-226 

By “the complete attitude of the sadhak” – Something more inward, 30-26 

Here, too, the right attitude can alleviate or shorten, 31-665 

In your outward acts and movements you must take the right attitude, 31-143 

It is to be dealt with by the only right attitude, 31-664 

Right attitude – Not allow oneself to be upset, irritated or displeased, 31-322 

The complete attitude of the sadhak – Progress can be rapid, 30-26 

The consent of the lower vital must translate itself into an abiding attitude, 31-154 

The divine attitude towards existence – The attitude of the Ishwara, 17-522 

The failure of the right attitude – Of passing through ordeals to a change of nature, 30-

34 

The first thing is to have the right inner attitude, 31-222 

The physical always finds it difficult to take up a new attitude, 31-405 

The right attitude indicates a good progress in the consciousness, 31-326 

The right inward attitude for your main guidance, 31-180 

The Yogic or spiritual attitude has to be applied to the small outward details of life, 35-

794 

This is, internally, our necessary attitude towards God & the world, 17-379 

To take and keep the necessary inner attitude, 29-243 

What is of first importance is the inner attitude in which the work is done, 29-271 

You grow in just the right perceptions and right feelings for the spiritual attitude, 31-

203 

attraction 

If you have any strong attraction towards the usual human active life – Not to leave, 

35-728 

Augustus Caesar 
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Augustus Caesar – The first transmission of the Graeco-Roman civilisation to Europe, 

27-525, 28-502 

aunt 

Aunt or mother usually indicates the ordinary physical Nature, 30-161 

aura 

Another in which they indicate the aura around objects or living persons, 30-123 

Another order in which they indicate the aura or the activity of divine beings, 30-123 

Man carries about with him an environmental consciousness called the Aura, 28-214 

Aurobindo 

The name Aurobindo – Till then not borne by anyone in India or the wide world, 35-8 

Aushinarie 

Among the minor figures who are of purely accessory interest – Queen Aushinarie, 1-

233 

austerity 

An extreme physical austerity is not included here, 31-433 

There is no obligation of gloom, harshness, austerity or lonely grandeur in this Yoga, 

35-680 

austerity in poetry 

Austerity in the poetic sense – In the spirit of the writing and in the poetic manner, 27-

178 

Baudelaire – A kind of strong austerity supporting the charm and apparent ease, 27-205 

Dante is the perfect type of austerity – The sense of packed riches, no mere bareness, 

27-179 

Dante stood between the two extremes of bare austerity and sumptuosity of language, 

27-180 

The austerer method of poetry – A will to express the thing without exuberance, 27-178 

There can be a very real spirit of austerity behind a considerable wealth of expression, 

27-179 

Australia 

Australia and Canada cannot approach the United States in vigour, 6-552 

British new Colonial policy – The federation of Australia and of South Africa, 8-59 

The evolution of Australia, Canada and South-Africa, 25-330 

authenticity 

The impulse to deny authenticity to early and immature work is not always reasonable, 

1-175 

author 

In England it would be impossible to discover the true writer of an unsigned article, 6-

697 

The real author of the offending article has escaped punishment, 6-697 

authority 

Religion means, in ordinary practice, living according to authority, 1-492 

autocracy 

Autocracy is the greatest enemy of human progress everywhere, 6-148 

If the Nationalists are unruly, the Moderates are autocratic, 6-1044 

If there is to be an autocrat, let him at least be one whose heart is wholly with the 

people, 6-156 
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Moderate autocrats – The disregard of every principle essential to a self-governing 

body, 6-253 

The essentials of autocratic rule will in no way be relaxed except under dire necessity, 

6-195 

The Presidentship was unconstitutionally offered to preside at the Congress – 

Autocrats, 6-166 

This strong-handed autocracy must be put down with the strong hand, 6-253 

To ignore or suppress the views and sentiments of the public – Autocratic tendency, 6-

147 

We shall be opposed to the spirit of autocracy and government from behind the curtain, 

6-156 

automatic mind 

The automatic mind can only stop by the acquirement of mental silence or the descent, 

28-184 

The automatic or mechanical mind is called by us the mental physical, 28-183 

automatic writing 

Automatic writing – The circumstances under which it was first taken up, 36-95 

The writing was done as an experiment as well as an amusement and nothing else, 36-

95 

automatic writings 

Automatic writings and spiritualistic séances are a very mixed affair, 28-568 

automatism 

A conscious automatism – The total perfection of the spiritualised body, 13-534 

A kind of automatism and an apparently mechanical action, 13-529 

A trained and developed automatism – The control or use of the body by the mind, 13-

529 

In inconscient Nature there is a truth of energy at work – The automatic law, 13-576 

autonomy 

Absolute autonomy must be the ultimate goal – A partial autonomy may be halfway, 6-

1084 

Last – The substitution of autonomy in place of a British controlled Government, 6-203 

Nothing short of absolute autonomy can permanently satisfy Indian aspiration, 6-1085 

Self-government must inevitably be the first step towards complete autonomy, 6-170 

We advocate finally, autonomy as the ideal and goal of our endeavours, 6-179 

auto-suggestion 

That resolves itself into suggestion (hostile) and auto-suggestion, 31-560 

auto-suggestions 

These auto-suggestions of good health act both on the subliminal and the subconscient, 

31-559 

avaricious 

There is no truth in the popular belief about the avaricious man becoming a serpent, 28-

534 

avatar 

The avatar of strength will follow the avatar of love, 6-986 

Avatar 
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A descent of the consciousness of the Purushottama – We should have the Avatar, 19-

163 

A manifestation of Divinity – Men think it must be an extraordinary perfection, 28-474 

An Avatar even does not manifest all the Divine omniscience and omnipotence, 32-90 

An Avatar feels identified inwardly with the divine power and presence, 28-485 

An Avatar is not at all bound to be a spiritual prophet, 28-491 

An Avatar is supposed to be from birth, 35-402 

An Avatar or Vibhuti have the knowledge that is necessary for their work, 28-478, 32-

90 

An extraordinary manifestation – The Avatar is at the same time the Vibhuti, 19-160 

As for the lives in between the Avatar lives – As Vibhutis to aid the lesser transitions, 

28-487 

But still the Vibhuti is not the Avatar – There must be the inner consciousness, 19-161 

If the Avatar feels his work and the difficulties to be serious and real?, 28-477 

India should be capable of unsparing revolution – The Avatar descends and leads, 8-

458 

It is then the eternal Avatar, this God in man, who speaks to the human soul, 19-17 

It is to be expected that the Avatar should take on a new personality each time, 28-472 

One can be an Avatar without in this life reaching the Supermind and beyond, 28-474 

Rama, the Avatar of the sattwic Human as Krishna was of the overmental Superhuman, 

28-493 

The Avatar – A help to man because it helps him to discover his own divinity, 35-418 

The Avatar acts and thinks whatever the Divine within him intends for the work, 35-

429 

The Avatar as the manifestation of the divine nature in the human nature, 19-148 

The Avatar comes to bring nearer the kingdom of heaven, 19-175 

The Avatar comes to reveal the divine nature in man and to show the divine works, 19-

175 

The Avatar holds himself back and manifests as a Vibhuti in many lives, 35-401 

The Avatar is a direct manifestation of that divine condition of being, 19-156 

The Avatar is a special manifestation, 32-91 

The Avatar is a special manifestation – The rest of the time, as a Vibhuti, 28-485 

The Avatar is always a dual phenomenon of divinity and humanity, 19-164 

The Avatar is necessary when a special work is to be done and in crises of the 

evolution, 28-485, 32-91 

The Avatar is not bound to do extraordinary actions, 28-490 

The Avatar is not supposed to act in a non-human way, 28-473 

The Avatar is one who comes to open the Way for humanity to a higher consciousness, 

28-476, 35-420 

The Avatar represents the Purushottama, of whom all Avatars are the human births, 19-

174 

The Avatar represents the third element, the divine personality, 19-173 

The Avatar takes upon himself the nature of humanity in his instrumental parts, 35-430 

The Avatar’s life and action are not miracles – He accepts the terrestrial conditions, 35-

413 

The call for a human intermediary, the Avatar and the Prophet or Teacher, 23-65 
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The crisis in which the Avatar appears – A spiritual seed or intention, 19-168 

The difficulties and struggles of the Avatar must be real to be of any help, 28-472 

The Divine bears them and at the same time shows the way out of them, 28-472 

The Divine becomes human in order to show humanity how to become Divine, 28-473 

The Divine Manifestation – Not bound by the petty mental and moral conventions, 28-

475 

The Hindu discipline of spirituality and the Ishta Devata, the Avatar and the Guru, 23-

65 

The humanity of the Avatar – The sorrow and suffering, 19-164 

The manifestation of the Divine in the Avatar is of help to man, 28-478 

The Messiah or Avatar is nothing but this, the divine Seer-Will, 13-118 

The new personality has a series of non-Avatar births behind him, 28-472 

The objects of the descent of the Avatar, 19-160 

The possibility of an Avatar in which the veiled consciousness might not come in front, 

28-498 

The three necessary elements of the work of the Avatar, 19-173 

The upholding of Dharma is not the only object of the descent of the Avatar, 19-148 

The work for which the Avatar descends – A double sense and a double form, 19-168 

Then as to the Avatar and the symbols – What matters is the spiritual Reality, 28-478 

This Divine Consciousness – Concerned with the Truth above and here below the Lila, 

28-475 

This would not be merely an ascent, but a descent of the divine Purusha, an Avatar, 19-

163 

Until the struggle on the field of Kurukshetra, the Avatar has not revealed Himself, 19-

18 

Vibhuti, Avatar are not concerned with morality or immorality, 28-489 

What Avatars can achieve – Not outside the laws of Nature, 35-402 

When God in man takes possession of the human consciousness – The Avatar, 19-15 

When the Avatar comes – The summary and grand type of the future Indian nation, 8-

249 

Where the change is mainly intellectual and practical, the Avatar is not needed, 19-168 

Avatara 

Beyond it there could be only the consciousness of the Avatara, 23-770 

The reality of the Avatara – The revelation of the Godhead in humanity, 19-13 

When it is the full and conscious descent of the Godhead, it is the Avatara, 19-14 

Avatarhood 

A reflex action of the Divine in answer to the ascent – At least a partial Avatarhood, 

19-162 

Avatarhood – If sufferings and struggles are to be of any help, they must be real, 35-

417 

Avatarhood and the upholding of the Dharma are intended to serve that new birth, 19-

148 

Avatarhood is a coherent part of the arrangement of the omnipotent Divine in Nature, 

35-414 

Avatarhood would have little meaning if it were not connected with the evolution, 28-

487 
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It is true that the physical Avatarhood does not fill a large space in the Gita, 19-167 

The Divine bears them and at the same time shows the way out of them, 35-417 

The external Avatarhood is a sign of the inner Godhead making himself manifest, 19-

160 

The Gita accepts the human Avatarhood – But stress is not laid upon this, 19-17 

The Gita contains as its kernel this second and real object of the Avatarhood, 19-149 

The nature and purpose of Avatarhood are given summarily, 19-146 

The objections opposed by our reason to the possibility of Avatarhood, 19-152 

There are two sides of the phenomenon of Avatarhood, 28-472 

There was no question of Avatarhood or consciousness of a descent or pressure, 35-57 

To every disciple the Guru is the Divine, but in a special sense – Not Avatarhood, 35-

399 

To the modern mind Avatarhood is difficult to accept or to understand, 19-150 

Two sides of Avatarhood – The Divine Consciousness, the instrumental personality, 

35-414 

We must now look at Avatarhood and at the significance of the divine Birth, 19-146 

When we thus understand the conception of Avatarhood, 19-15 

While it is the divine birth to which every Jiva arrives, it is not Avatarhood, 19-162 

Avatars 

An inclusive view of all Ishta Devata, all Avatars and all teachings, 23-66 

Ancient Avatars except Buddha – Not standards of perfection or spiritual teachers, 28-

494 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

Avatars can be married and have children and that is not possible without sex, 28-473 

Avatars can have friendships, enmities, family feelings etc. etc. – These are vital things, 

28-473 

Humanity would have been still near to the beast if Krishna and others had not come, 

35-431 

I am an Avatar – My Yoga is done to open a way to the earth consciousness to change, 

35-405 

Only to a few Avatars, according to the accounts, 35-431 

Rama was a mental man – What he did was done with the greatness of the Avatar, 35-

408 

The Hindu procession of the ten Avatars is itself, as it were, a parable of evolution, 28-

487 

The prophets and the Avatars – Always for the one purpose, to call us to God, 12-116 

The Puranic list of Avatars as a parable of evolution, 28-488 

The Ten Avatars – It was not my own view of the thing that I was giving, 28-488 

The time of divine revelation when Avatars are born and miracles happen, 6-311 

They were representative cosmic men who were instruments of a divine Intervention, 

28-494 

We do not usually encourage sadhaks of the Asram to write about us as divine, 35-433 

Avidya 

All manifestation proceeds by the two terms, Vidya and Avidya, 17-51 

Avidya fulfilled enables the individual and the universal to become free, 17-55 

Avidya or Nescience is Parabrahman’s power of creating illusions or images, 18-378 
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Brahman embraces in His manifestation both Vidya and Avidya, 17-54 

Brahman is Lord of Vidya and Avidya, the twin powers of His Energy, 17-52 

By Avidya man passes beyond death, by Vidya he enjoys immortality, 17-56 

By Avidya one may attain to a sort of fullness – This also is not the goal of man, 17-54 

If Avidya is the cause of mortality, it is also the path out of mortality, 17-57 

If the mind loses the knowledge of the One, the knowledge of the Many becomes 

Avidya, 17-89 

Ignorance means Avidya, the separative consciousness and the egoistic mind and life, 

35-103 

In later Vedanta – Vidya alone is Knowledge, Avidya is pure Ignorance, 21-509 

In man the consciousness of multiplicity is given the name of Avidya, the Ignorance, 

17-52 

In the Upanishads – Ignorance, Avidya, is the knowledge of the divided Many, 21-508 

The limitation comes about by Avidya, the Ignorance of oneness, 17-17 

The Lord has determined all things – His double power of Vidya and Avidya, 17-63 

The metaphysical question involved – The nature of Avidya and its possibility, 18-382 

The objection to Avidya – That self-deception is not possible in the Absolute, 18-383 

The objection to the coexistence of Vidya & Avidya cannot stand – It is a perpetual 

fact, 18-385 

The office of Vidya is not to destroy Avidya but to draw it towards itself, 17-55 

The paths of Vidya and Avidya have each their legitimate gains, 17-53 

The power of Shakti of Brahman is twofold – Vidya & Avidya, 17-167 

The purpose of the Lord – Not by following Vidya alone or Avidya alone, 17-52 

The separation of mind from Supermind by Avidya – The origin of the limitated mind, 

21-177 

Thus Avidya becomes one with Vidya – By Vidya man enjoys Immortality, 17-58 

avoidance 

The avoidance is sometimes the only way until the higher consciousness is settled, 35-

723 

avyakta 

The first condition is called avyakta, the state previous to manifestation, 18-396 

Avyakta 

Brahman Prajna or Avyakta of the Trance Universe of Unmanifestation, 18-365 

By this Turiya Atman there is conceived Avyakta, the unmanifestation, State of Sleep, 

17-229 

Ether itself, gross or subtle, and all that evolves from ether is involved in Avyakta, 18-

396 

Let us image Avyakta as an egg, the golden egg of the Puranas, divided into two 

halves, 18-397 

Parabrahman in the state of Avyakta Purusha is known as Prâjna, the Master of Prajnâ, 

18-398 

Parabrahman is present subjectively in Avyakta as intelligent consciousness and bliss, 

18-397 

Then what is the subjective aspect of Parabrahman in the state of Avyakta?, 18-397 

awakening 
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A reawakening – Our divine inheritance and the grandiose possibilities of our future, 6-

988 

All great awakenings in India have drawn their vitality from some religious awakening, 

6-86 

Awakening means the conscious action of the psychic from behind, 32-162 

In that awakening the lead has been given to the Mongolian races of the Far East, 6-989 

Not only the body but the soul of India was awaking from the sleep of the ages, 6-989 

The doom is drawing very near and the awakening of Bengal has come just in time, 6-

991 

When the awakening and the new consciousness come, one leaves the ordinary life, 35-

229 

awareness 

Awareness is the first thing necessary, but awareness by itself is not enough, 28-24 

Awareness 

It is only in the supermind that Awareness, Will, Force are always one, 28-25 

awe 

Even awe and reverence for the divine Power are a sign of distance, 23-566 

The feelings of awe and veneration – Scepticism and unbelief, 23-554 

awe. 

O fool of thy weakness, cover not God's face from thyself by a veil of awe (516), 12-

495 

Ayasya 

According as the Navagwas are seven or nine, Ayasya will be the eighth or the tenth, 

15-175 

It is the addition of Ayasya to the Navagwas which raises the nine Navagwas to ten, 

15-177 

The knowledge given by the seven-headed thought which Ayasya discovered, 15-196 

The Rishi Ayasya, described as our father who found the vast seven-headed Thought, 

15-174 

Their full union constitutes the seven-headed Thought of Ayasya, 15-182 

Ayus 

Ayus himself is an admirable bit of dramatic craftsmanship, 1-231 

baby cat 

The “baby cat” people – A surrender to the Guru or the Divine, 29-195 

What Ramakrishna meant by the method of the baby cat in his image, 29-70 

baby monkey 

The “baby monkey” – The grace of the Guru, according to the nature of the sadhak, 29-

196 

bad 

“The epithets “good” and “bad” are purely conventional and have no absolute sense”, 

1-23 

Whatever carries me out of my orientation is bad for me, 20-47 

bad dreams 

As for the bad dreams, you should not allow them to upset you ‒ Reject them as untrue, 

31-476 

Bad dreams ‒ Formations meant to disturb the consciousness, 31-469 
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Everybody has unpleasant or bad dreams and one can have them very frequently, 31-

468 

bad temper 

Get rid of the bad temper and the stomach will be more at ease, 31-271 

bad things 

Many things are bad only in the way people look at them, 31-25 

bad thoughts 

For the Force to work with effect – When bad thoughts come, you must reject them, 

32-227 

One's bad thoughts and good thoughts can have a bad or a good effect on others, 31-

334 

Baji Prabhou 

Baji Prabhouas not so much poetic value as Love and Death, 27-360 

Urvasie is written on the epic model. Baji Prabhou is not epic in style or rhythm, 27-

615 

balance 

The balance between the internal experience and the external development, 29-240 

Balarama 

Balarama – Force is His manifestation. Strength and wrath are His attributes, 1-532 

Balarama is the Kshatriya – He is Rudra, 1-532 

God in His fourfold manifestation – Srikrishna, Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, 1-

532 

The Treta is full of Balarama – Full of great wars and mighty sacrifices, 1-533 

ballad 

It is doubtful whether the ballad form can bear the epic lift for more than a line or two, 

27-174 

The ballad metre – Nobility is a rarer, more self-mastered, highly harmonious thing, 

27-176 

The ballad metre has been taken by modern poets and lifted out of its normal form, 27-

174 

The difference between the epic movement and true ballad – Between nobility and 

force, 27-174 

The English ballad is generally either too flat or too loud and artificial, 27-159 

ballads 

The most famous ballads have been written by thwarted geniuses, 1-268 

Balzac 

Dickens and Balzac are great novelists – Frequent absence of style, 27-548 

In fiction a man with bad style like Dickens or Balzac can make up by vigour, 27-550 

The man of imagination carries a world in himself – Victor Hugo, Balzac and Dickens, 

27-112 

Bande Mataram 

He controlled the policy of the Bande Mataram along with that of the party in Bengal, 

36-55 

On the Bande Mataram case – A malignant attack on the Bande Mataram, 6-696 

The Bande Mataram has been attacking the present system of government, 6-688 

The Bande Mataram prosecution – An editorial staff instead of a single Editor, 6-692 
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The birth of the Bande Mataram took place in answer to an imperative public need, 6-

629 

The journal declared and developed the programme of the Nationalist Party, 36-56 

The paper could not be characterised as seditious, 6-688 

The political gospel preached by Bande Mataram, 6-625 

Bankim 

As the linguistic need of his country’s future, so he divined also its political need, 6-

317 

As the linguistic need of his country’s future, so he divined also its political need., 1-

639 

Bankim – His academical career, his official labours and his literary greatness, 1-91 

Bankim and Madhu Sudan have given the world three noble things, 1-119 

Bankim came into that heritage of peace which Madhu Sudan had earned, 1-114 

Bankim exalted Bengali from the status of a dialect to the majesty of a language, 1-113 

Bankim gave us a means by which the soul of Bengal could express itself to itself, 1-

638, 6-317 

Bankim had a positive vision of what was needed for the salvation of the country, 1-

639 

Bankim possesses insight into the secrets of feminine character, 1-110 

Bankim understood the inutility of the method of political agitation which prevailed, 1-

639 

Bankim was the king of prose, Madhu Sudan the king of poetry, 1-114 

Bankim will always rank as one of the great creators, 27-547 

Bankim wrote in his own beautiful mother-tongue – His best work was literary, 1-105 

Bankim, the greatest of novelists, had the versatility developed to its highest 

expression, 1-103 

Even as a poet and stylist Bankim did a work of supreme national importance, 1-638 

Even as a poet and stylist Bankim did a work of supreme national importance for 

Bengal, 6-316 

He had a positive vision of what was needed for the salvation of the country, 6-317 

He saw what was lovely and noble in Hindu woman, her woman’s soul, 1-110 

He understood the inutility of the methods of political agitation which prevailed, 6-317 

His labour was simplified by a fine and original use of his Sanskrit knowledge, 1-92 

Prose-writers – As for Bengali, Bankim, Tagore and Sarat Chatterji, 27-549 

The third and supreme service of Bankim to his nation – The vision of our Mother, 1-

640, 6-318 

This is the second great service of Bankim to his country – The religion of patriotism, 

1-640, 6-318 

Bankim Chandra 

The work of Bankim Chandra is now of the past, 20-29 

Bankim Chandra Chatterji 

The works of Bankim Chandra Chatterji and Tagore illustrate this transition, 20-21 

barbarism 

Barbarism – Man is almost entirely preoccupied with his life and body, 25-86 

Barbarism is an intermediate sleep, not an original darkness, 23-14 

But Science has encouraged the economic barbarism – Commercialism, 25-79 
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Civilisation and barbarism are words of a quite relative significance, 20-85 

Premature civilizations – It was premature, because barbarism was yet predominant, 1-

22 

The disservice which scientific Materialism is doing – A relapse into barbarism, 13-20 

The distinction between civilisation and barbarism – The state of society, 25-86 

The first danger is a resurgence of the old vital and material primitive barbarian, 21-

1089 

The first rank in importance can no longer be given to the body – Barbarism, 25-74 

The reeling back into the beast is in progress in Europe and America, 13-36 

bareness 

The Mother and myself went for years through the utmost self-imposed bareness of 

life, 32-97 

bareness in poetry 

A sort of mysticism here wants to reduce expression to its barest bareness, 27-418 

An occasionally bare and straightforward line is not an improper element, 27-299 

Dante is the perfect type of austerity – The sense of packed riches, no mere bareness, 

27-179 

The language of poetry is called bare when it is confined to just the words necessary, 

27-169 

Barisal 

Barisal meant passive, martyr-like endurance, 6-314 

In India – The year began with Barisal. It closes with Comilla, 6-314 

Barisal leaders 

Nevertheless the Barisal leaders have strong excuses for their failure of nerve, 6-101 

The Barisal leaders instead submitted as meekly as rebuked & beaten schoolboys, 6-

101 

The interview between Mr. Fuller and the Barisal leaders, 6-100 

Barisal proclamation 

The Barisal proclamation must be reissued by the national leaders in Calcutta, 6-102 

Baroda 

During his stay at Baroda Sri Aurobindo had begun a work that was still nameless, 36-

69 

Sri Aurobindo’s appointments at Baroda, 36-41 

Baroda Service 

Sri Aurobindo passed thirteen years, from 1893 to 1906, in the Baroda Service, 36-5 

Bases of Yoga 

Bases of Yoga – Foundations on which the total and permanent siddhi can be created, 

35-131 

The Bases of Yoga – The right way to read these things is not to be mentally active, 35-

132 

bats 

Bats would mean forces of the night, 30-161 

battle 

Destruction is the first condition of progress – A law of battle and destruction, 19-385 

God has made the world a field of battle – The price that God has fixed for peace, 13-

208 
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His virtue and his duty lie in battle and not in abstention from battle, 19-65 

Man can only exceed the law of battle by the greater law of his immortality, 19-385 

battle against God. 

My soul is the captive of God, taken by Him in battle (419), 12-482 

battle of life 

Man meets the battle of life in the manner most consonant with his essential quality, 

19-53 

My life has been a battle from its early years and is still a battle, 35-44 

battle. 

Shrink not from the public battle, 12-463 

Baudelaire 

Baudelaire – A kind of strong austerity supporting the charm and apparent ease, 27-205 

Baudelaire was never vulgar – He was too refined and perfect an artist to be that, 27-

380 

The style of Baudelaire is not easy to transcribe into another language, 27-205 

Beatitude 

This realisation is the perfect and complete Beatitude, 17-38 

beautiful 

There are truths of various kinds and they are not all beautiful, 27-703 

beauty 

"The three elements of beauty in a human face – “Not absolutely perfect harmony”, 1-

27 

“Beauty is that which fills us with a sense of satisfying pleasure and perfect fitness”, 1-

25 

“Beauty, the sole morality of the universe” – “Colour, form and perfume as elements”, 

1-58 

“Harmony as its general effect and proportion as the ulterior cause of the harmony”, 1-

58 

“The great principle of the universe is beauty”, 1-44 

“The three elements of beauty in a perfectly beautiful poem”, 1-28 

“We described beauty as harmony in effect and proportion in detail”, 1-44 

A certain consciousness in which all things become full of beauty and Ananda, 27-702 

A perversion can come – Vital passion for possession and enjoyment of the beautiful, 

27-705 

Artists who have trained their mind to a purely aesthetic look at beauty, 27-708 

Beauty – “Calling the general effect harmony and the ulterior cause proportion”, 1-26 

Beauty and delight – A greater godhead for the poet than truth or the breath of life, 26-

254 

Beauty founded upon a spiritual realisation of unity and harmony is certainly part, 31-

659 

Beauty has to be enjoyed with the aesthetic sense, 27-705 

Beauty is Ananda in manifestation, 27-700 

But we cannot go so far as to say that the intensity of an ugly thing makes it beautiful, 

27-702 

“The three elements of beauty, 1-25 

Divergences rise from a conception of beauty and a feeling for beauty, 27-664 
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Each individual consciousness tries to seize the eternal beauty expressed in a form, 27-

663 

First – Whether the sense of the beautiful has any effect on the life of a nation, 1-446 

Human beauty is not always the picture of the good, it is sometimes the mask of evil, 

27-703 

If the Ananda is there, then the beauty comes out more easily – If not, it has to struggle, 

27-700 

In its origin this seeking for beauty is not rational – An instinct and an impulse, 25-137 

In itself it is simple, unconscious & unadorned, 1-226 

In the Overmind – The experience of a universal beauty, love, delight, 27-42 

Mother believes in beauty as a part of spirituality and divine living, 32-580 

On certain levels of the Overmind, the distinction between truth and beauty is still 

valid, 27-44 

On that level truth and beauty not only become constant companions but become one, 

27-44 

Perfect beauty has in it a double aspect, its intrinsic self and the impression it makes, 1-

226 

Progress – In rising from the less complete to the more complete beauty and delight, 1-

444 

Purity, strength and beauty are separate powers of the Divine, not separate strata, 28-

162 

Supermind action is direct, spontaneous – It produces a perfect harmony and beauty, 

27-699 

That beauty is not created by the individual consciousness, 27-704 

The “experience” of the individual is his response or his awakening to the beauty, 27-

704 

The achievements of a supreme inspired and revealing beauty, 25-138 

The aesthetic use is of immense importance – Art purifies by beauty, 1-440 

The appreciation and the enjoyment of beauty, 25-144 

The cultures able to feel the joy of this self – The secret of the instinct for beauty, 26-

262 

The imperative instinct for beauty and the aesthetic demand, 26-255 

The intellect cannot give to the appreciation of beauty that deeper insight, 25-141 

The poet can be a seeker and lover of truth as well as a seeker and lover of beauty, 27-

43 

The right consciousness – The universal beauty etc. for a spiritual selfless Ananda, 27-

705 

The sense of beauty – The powerful help it has given to the formation of morality, 1-

442 

The sense of form and beauty can best be fostered in a nation by artistic culture, 1-446 

The soul of beauty in us identifies itself with the soul of beauty in the thing created, 25-

143 

The soul of beauty in us is in truth seeking, as in religion, for the Divine, 25-144 

The universal Ananda takes three major forms, beauty, love and delight, 27-41 

There is a certain state of Yogic consciousness in which all things become beautiful, 

27-120 
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There is such a thing as a universal Ananda and a universal beauty, 27-702 

To awake to the universal beauty and refinement of the Mahalakshmi force is good, 27-

705 

To see divine beauty in the world – The road by which mankind must climb to God, 1-

440 

Truth and beauty – There can be an aesthetic response to truth also, a joy in its beauty, 

27-43 

Truth and thought and sight cast into forms of beauty – Poetry and art and music, 27-

184 

Two kinds of beauty – Universal beauty and aesthetic beauty, 27-707 

Beauty 

Ananda is of the essence and Beauty is a power or expression of Ananda, 27-701 

Beauty and Delight, most dimmed – The very soul and origin of art and poetry, 26-224 

Beauty is Ananda thrown into form – Ananda is watered down in the dullness, 27-700 

Beauty is the way in which the physical expresses the Divine – Something inward, 27-

699 

But here again, what after all is Beauty?, 27-120 

God – Some great Soul and Self of Truth and Good and Beauty in the world, 25-155 

It is the soul in us which turns always towards Truth, Good and Beauty, 21-632 

Just as technique is not all, so even Beauty is not all in Art, 27-122 

Love and Beauty are powers of Ananda as Light and Knowledge are of Consciousness, 

27-701 

Love, Joy and Beauty are the fundamental determinates of the Divine Delight, 21-329 

The objection that the poet is a lover only of Beauty – What it means, 26-227 

The sight of the Divine Beauty everywhere which is in its nature entirely pure, 27-708 

The triple term in which ānanda may be stated is Joy, Love, Beauty, 1-440 

There are two aspects of Beauty – Essential beauty and the forms it takes, 27-663 

Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit are the five suns of poetry, 26-222 

Truth, Good and Beauty – That which they represent has to come, 21-934 

What is that something? The first answer would be the discovery of Beauty, 27-120 

Whatever is capable of being manifested as Beauty, is the material of the artist, 27-120 

beauty in women 

Beauty in women – In the body, vital, psychic, beauty of mind or character, 27-706 

beauty of Nature 

A good rule for other inward things beside the appreciation of the beauty of Nature, 27-

705 

To keep it for oneself or else to share it only with those who have the same experience, 

27-705 

beauty of women 

As for physical beauty, different races have different conceptions, 27-706 

One can recognise and feel beauty without any desire of possession or sexual feeling, 

27-707 

becoming 

The Self outside Nature does not become – The Self in Nature becomes, 17-60 

This Immortality is enjoyed by a free and divine becoming in the universe, 17-63 

Becoming 
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The Being is the fundamental reality, the Becoming is an effectual reality, 21-685 

The eternal Divine is the Being, the universe is a Becoming, 28-58 

The Kshara – Swabhava, Karma and the great cosmic Becoming, 19-229 

There is no contradiction – Two aspects of all existence, the Being & the Becoming, 

17-523 

becoming Brahman 

An absolute inner renunciation of the desire of things – Called becoming Brahman, 19-

530 

Becoming Brahman, the necessary base for a still greater divine becoming, 19-531 

First of all, turn to the eternal and immutable self – To be the Brahman, 19-582 

Becoming. 

What is the use of only being? I say to thee, Become (370), 12-472 

Becomings 

Becomings are one Being who places Himself variously in the phenomenal movement, 

17-87 

Beethoven 

Beethoven’s music was often from another – The key for the connection to be made, 

27-553 

beginning 

Calmness, strength and light – The real beginning of the spiritual consciousness, 35-

578 

There was never a beginning, 12-182 

beginning. 

The beginning and end of things is a conventional term of our experience (116), 12-436 

The period seems to begin and end, but the fraction is eternal (115), 12-436 

beginnings 

In the beginning of the sadhana the small experiences prepare the field, 30-18 

The small beginnings are of the greatest importance and have to be cherished, 30-14 

being 

Sometimes the word being is used to signify the whole, soul and nature together, 28-

167 

Substance and being are the same thing – In the creation, two aspects of the Spirit, 28-

14 

The being is the conscious Existence within which uses mind, life and body, 28-167 

Being 

Pure Being exists as the background, beginning & foundation of all cosmic existence, 

17-540 

The Being is represented on each plane of Nature by a form of itself proper to that 

plane, 28-33 

The Being is the fundamental reality, the Becoming is an effectual reality, 21-685 

The eternal Being in its superior nature, Para Prakriti, is at once One and Many, 28-58 

The eternal Divine is the Being, the universe is a Becoming, 28-58 

The experience of a dissolution of the very idea of Being into the Non-Being, 17-62 

There is no contradiction – Two aspects of all existence, the Being & the Becoming, 

17-523 

being of bliss 
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The evolution of the being of gnosis – Followed by an evolution of the being of bliss, 

21-1026 

being of gnosis 

The evolution of the being of gnosis – Followed by an evolution of the being of bliss, 

21-1026 

being of man 

The being of man is composed of elements – The psychic behind, the inner, the outer, 

28-63 

beings 

One gets into contact with a world of beings of a very deceptive or self-deceptive 

nature, 28-567 

Usually these séances – A rapport with a very low world of vital beings and forces, 28-

568 

Beings of the higher planes 

The Beings of the higher planes can manifest in more than one human body – Vibhutis, 

28-541 

belief 

A mental belief leading to a great vehement assertion of one’s creed and god, 28-432, 

32-114 

An indiscriminateness of mental belief is not the teaching of spirituality or of Yoga, 28-

342 

Belief – Intellectual acceptance only, 29-88 

Faith is a feeling in the whole being – Belief is mental, 29-88 

Faith is not mental belief in outward facts, but an intuition of the inner being, 28-344 

One thing has happened in Bengal, and it is this, that Bengal is learning to believe, 6-

820 

Real faith is something spiritual, a knowledge of the soul – Not a mental belief, 28-432, 

32-114 

The belief in the Divine and the Grace and Yoga and the Guru etc. is not a priori, 28-

347 

The Bengali has the faculty of belief – The one saving element in the Bengali nature, 6-

821 

The doctrine “No belief without proof” would be disastrous in the field of spirituality, 

29-94 

To believe anything and everything is certainly not demanded, 28-342 

Whoever believes in God, rises above his lower self, 6-937 

beliefs 

Without condemning or looking down on others for having beliefs different, 28-391 

beliefs. 

Do not give the name of error, ignorance or charlatanism to the beliefs of others (9), 

12-424 

Do not give the name of knowledge to your beliefs only (9), 12-424 

believer 

God dwells in all and not only in the believer who is conscious of him, 1-587 

bells 

Bells heard are usually a sign of progress in sadhana, progress to come, 30-185 
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The hearing of bells is usually a sign of an opening of the consciousness, 30-431 

The hearing of the bells ‒ The opening of the inner being to spiritual experience, 30-

112 

The sound of OM and of church bells ‒ To open to the cosmic consciousness, 30-113 

The sounds of bells and the seeing of lights and colours, 30-111 

Your bells, your sparks – I had the same experience hundreds of times, 35-235 

beloved 

Our earliest relations of lover and beloved – The mystery of Love and Ananda, 23-605 

The lover and beloved – Not exclusive, but still the essential relation, 23-604 

The personal relations – The relation of lover and beloved unifying them, 23-603 

Beloved 

The passion of the Lover and the Beloved, 23-569 

Bench 

The curious habit of ultra-Moderate politicians gravitating to the Bench, 8-293 

beneficence 

The beneficence does not necessarily exercise itself by the outward forms, 13-454 

The lesser dimensions of an ethical rule of philanthropy and beneficence, 23-162 

benevolence 

Benevolence and sympathy – Values of love at a higher intensity of their movement, 

28-369 

Bengal 

A great deal of the best in the life of Bengal gravitates towards the capital, Calcutta, 8-

391 

As they answered the question put to them, the future would be determined, 8-105 

Bengal first had had the courage to bear suffering for the Gospel – The fate of India, 8-

105 

Bengal from the first refused to undergo this yoke – First recovered its soul, 25-518 

Bengal has a literature far surpassing for emotional and lyrical power, 1-153 

Bengal has been recently the first workshop of the Shakti of India, 20-27 

Bengal was at that time the theatre of a great intellectual awakening, 1-94 

From Bengal has come the creed of Nationalism and the example of Nationalism, 6-

831 

One thing has happened in Bengal, and it is this, that Bengal is learning to believe, 6-

820 

Poetry and literature in Bengal – Two distinct stages and a third that is coming, 20-28 

The Bengali has the faculty of belief – The one saving element in the Bengali nature, 6-

821 

The heart of Bengal was open and ready to receive the voice of God, 6-824 

The impulse is already working in Bengali art and literature, 8-64 

The perfect sense of self-abandonment must be felt by Bengal for the Mother, 6-1030 

The proposal of Lord Curzon’s Government to break Bengal into pieces, 6-70 

This state of despair meant that the work of the unaided intellect in Bengal was 

finished, 6-824 

We have lost the faculty of religious fervour in Bengal and are now trying to recover it, 

6-1030 
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We have lost the faculty of religious fervour in Bengal and are trying now to recover it, 

6-1114 

What is this that has happened in Bengal? – A new religion, 6-819 

Whatever the Bengali believed, he lived what he believed, 6-820 

Bengali 

Bankim and Madhu Sudan have given the world Bengali literature, 1-119 

Bankim and Madhu Sudan have given the world the Bengali language, 1-119 

Bankim and Madhu Sudan have given the world the Bengali nation, 1-119 

Bankim exalted Bengali from the status of a dialect to the majesty of a language, 1-113 

Bengali can accomplish melody more easily than English, 27-142 

Bengali, like French, is very clear and luminous and living and expressive, 27-202 

But along with his great possessions the Bengali has serious deficiencies, 1-366 

Even in these languages the power to find it with less effort must come, 27-202 

Even towards commerce and science, the Bengali is casting wistful glances, 1-118 

He has a great deficiency of knowledge, the result of an education absolutely vicious, 

1-366 

He has eminently the gifts which are most needed for the new race that has to arise, 1-

365 

He has in a greater degree the yet undeveloped faculty of direct knowledge, 1-365 

He has the invaluable gift of thinking with the heart. He has, too, a subtle brain, 1-365 

He is inferior in the capacity of calm, measured and comprehensive deliberation, 1-366 

I do not know that I can suggest any detailed criticisms of Bengali poetry, 27-570 

In Bengali the trend has been to more and more naturalism in metre, 27-147 

In other spheres also he may win laurels – In painting and sculpture, in the plastic arts, 

1-117 

In politics he has always led and still leads, 1-117 

In religion too, the Bengali has the future in his hands, 1-117 

Literature and learning are the provinces in which the Bengali is fitted to have 

kingship, 1-117 

Prose-writers – As for Bengali, Bankim, Tagore and Sarat Chatterji, 27-549 

Sri Aurobindo for the most part learnt Bengali in Baroda, 36-43 

The Bengali has always led and still leads the higher thought of India, 1-365 

The Bengali, emotional and intuitive, plumps for Krishna, 27-205 

The English language is not naturally melodious like the Italian or Bengali, 27-142 

The only question is how much of stylisation Bengali poetry can bear, 27-147 

The race has a mighty will-power which comes from the long worship of Shakti, 1-365 

The reality of the mātrā-vṛtta as a separate principle of Bengali metre, 27-152 

To such clear languages the expression of the inexpressible is not so easy, 27-202 

Bengali metre 

Bengali metre and Sanskrit quantity are two quite different things, 27-152 

Bengali poetry 

Vividness of emotion is no more reprehensible in English than in Bengali poetry, 27-

177 

Bengalis 

The genius of the Bengalis is at present original, creative, moving towards 

development, 6-73 
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The relation of the Bengalis to other races of India – Bengali & Mahratta, 6-73 

Bergson 

Bergson – Some perception of the dynamic creative intuition involved in Life, 28-374 

Bergson is, I believe, a vitalist with a strong perception of Time, 28-374 

Bergson must already know what the «mystics» say about the matter, 28-375 

Bergson sees Consciousness (Chit) not in its essential truth but as a creative Force, 28-

375 

Bergson's «élan vital» is not the supramental, 28-374 

Instinct and intuition as described by Bergson are vital, 28-374 

Best 

The divinised man is the Best – The best are the natural leaders of mankind, 19-138 

The rule given here by the Gita is the rule for the divinised human being, the Best, 19-

137 

What example then shall he give? What rule or standard shall he uphold?, 19-138 

betel 

Betel is anaesthetic, depressive and yet with a certain toxic effect, 31-435 

Beulah 

“The legend of Purush, the son of Prithivi and his journey to the land of Beulah”, 1-44 

Beyond 

The Beyond is not an annullation, but a transfiguration of all that we are here, 18-23 

Bhaga 

All enjoyment comes indeed from Bhaga Savitri, the mortal as well as the divine, 15-

516 

Bhaga – A happy spontaneity of the right enjoyment of all things, 15-381 

Bhaga – In the all-embracing joy of Ananda, 15-497 

Bhaga – That ecstasy of the liberated soul, its free possession of itself and the world, 

15-497 

Bhaga brings this joy and supreme felicity into the human consciousness, 15-516 

Bhaga is Savitri the Creator – The divine creation of the fourfold Savitri, 15-517 

Bhaga on the other hand is the crown of our movement, 15-499 

Bhaga represents Ananda as the creative enjoyment, 15-301 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-126 

In this hymn we see the functions of Bhaga and his oneness with Surya Savitri, 15-302 

Surya as Bhaga, the Lord of Enjoyment – The enjoyment of Ananda, 15-302 

The four Kings – Fulfilled by the delightful perfection in man of Bhaga the Enjoyer, 

15-517 

The great triad, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, with Bhaga as a consummating fourth, 15-

496 

The Mitra and Bhaga powers – What I am trying to bring down into the Asram, 35-357 

The perfected fullness depends especially on Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman, 15-491 

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga cast the glory and protection of their divine gaze, 15-

491 

Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman – Emanations of Surya Savitri, 15-300 

Bhagavadgita 

The Brahmins remained the sole interpreters of the Bhagavadgita, 1-331 
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Whether the Bhagavadgita is the work of Vyasa – Nothing to disprove his authorship, 

1-326 

bhakta 

One cannot find fault with the Sannyasi lost in his laya or the bhakta lost in his ecstasy, 

30-402 

Bhakta 

It is not surely the Bhakta but the man of knowledge who demands experience first, 29-

468 

bhaktas 

The four kinds of bhaktas – The bhakti with knowledge excels them all, 19-284 

Bhaktas 

Hundreds of Bhaktas have the love and seeking without any concrete experience, 35-

256 

bhakti, 31-687 

(3) The attitude of adoration and bhakti for the Mother, 30-45 

A highest bhakti – The culmination in the revealing bhakti for the Purushottama, 19-

536 

A supreme bhakti becomes the whole and the sole law of the being, 19-283 

According to their nature, as men approach him, he accepts their bhakti, 19-286 

Ananda and Bhakti are part of the deeper consciousness, 29-352 

Bhakti and love are not quite the same thing, but love is one of the elements of bhakti, 

29-356 

Bhakti as the basic force, knowledge, strength and joy in the Divine as the result, 29-

353 

Bhakti is not an experience, it is a state of the heart and soul, 29-352 

Bhakti should be for the Divine only, 29-355 

If one has bhakti and aspires the necessary knowledge will come, 29-227 

If the love and bhakti are too vital, then there is likely to be a seesaw, 29-212 

Indian bhakti – Relations of supreme Delight and Beauty with the human soul, 23-576 

It is a state which comes when the psychic being is awake and prominent, 29-352 

It is acquired by bhakti – The completion of spiritual perfection, 19-434 

Love, bhakti, surrender, the psychic opening are the only short cut to the Divine, 29-

212, 35-743 

Not real bhakti – It claims everything from the Divine and does not give itself, 29-355 

Or if one can get some touch of pure bhakti that is enough, 31-686 

Preparing the revelation of Nature's deepest secret – The place of bhakti, 19-307 

Some of the main signs of true love and bhakti, 29-356 

The bhakti is the strongest motive force that sadhana can have, 29-352 

The Bhakti of an integral knowledge and integral self-giving, 19-284 

The Gita brings in here as always bhakti as the climax of the Yoga, 19-246 

The importance of bhakti – The personal truth and presence of the Godhead, 19-541 

The joy of bhakti for its own sake, 29-467 

The mind finds the bhakti to be a blind emotion, 29-358 

The nature of bhakti is adoration, worship, self-offering, 29-356 

The objection about the element of personality in bhakti cannot intervene, 19-283 

The one easiest method of Yoga is that of bhakti, reliance, self-giving, 29-353 
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There can be bhakti of worship, submission, reverence, obedience etc. but without love, 

29-356 

This improvement is certainly due to a growing bhakti within, 29-353 

This is not a sadhana of emotional and egoistic bhakti, but of surrender, 29-467 

To bring out the bhakti of the psychic being and give it whatever forms, 29-466 

Bhakti 

Bhakti and Karma cannot be perfect and enduring unless they are based upon Jnana, 6-

88 

Bhakti cannot be fixed down to any systematic method – However, four movements, 

23-571 

Bhakti is the leaping flame, Shakti is the fuel, 6-82 

Calm and peace is the only stable foundation for a lasting Bhakti and Ananda, 31-287 

For some – If the Bhakti and the faith are strong it carries them through, 29-82 

If it is Bhakti that one insists on, it is by Bhakti that Bhakti comes, 29-490 

In my writings on Yoga I have given Bhakti the highest place, 29-357 

Our bhakti cannot live and work for want of shakti, 6-82 

Two ways of Bhakti – The Self as Lord within you, extended in the Universe, 17-146 

When awakened, the psychic being gives true Bhakti for God or for the Guru, 36-380 

When there is the approach through the heart, through Love and Bhakti, 29-483 

Bhakti Yoga 

It is not necessary to repeat past forms of Bhakti Yoga, 29-466 

It is only the Vedanta and Patanjali and the later Bhakti Yoga that are still alive, 29-416 

The principle of Bhakti Yoga is to utilise all the normal relations of human life, 23-39 

Bharati 

Bharati and Ila must also be different forms of the same Word from the Ritam, 15-95 

Bharati or Mahi is the largeness of the Truth-consciousness, 15-96 

Ila, Mahi or Bharati and Saraswati are associated together in a constant formula, 15-94 

Mahi or Bharati, the vast Word that brings us all things out of the divine source, 15-381 

Bharavi 

The literary epics of Bharavi and Magha reveal the beginning of the decline, 20-362 

Bhartrihari 

Bhartrihari writes not only with the thought but with emotion, 20-364 

My translation of Bhartrihari – My tendency at the time was predominantly romantic, 

27-348 

Bhasa 

The Sanskrit drama type – Kalidasa, Bhasa, Bhavabhuti, 20-366 

Bhatkhande 

Bhatkhande – A keen and powerful face full of genius and character, 27-553 

bhava 

It is only then that one can know the aspect or bhava one is intended to manifest, 30-

396 

Bhavabhuti 

The Sanskrit drama type – Kalidasa, Bhasa, Bhavabhuti, 20-366 

Bhawani 

A temple is to be erected and consecrated to Bhawani, the mother, the Infinite Energy, 

6-79 
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Bhawani – Infinite Energy, Mother of the Worlds – Bhawani Bharati, Mother of India, 

6-89 

She also is Durga, Kali, Radha the Beloved, Lakshmi. She is our Mother, 6-79 

We should erect a temple to Bhawani – Helping to create a nation, to aryanise a world, 

6-89 

We will build a temple to the white Bhawani, the mother of strength, the Mother of 

India, 6-87 

Bhawani Bharati 

Bhawani – Infinite Energy, Mother of the Worlds – Bhawani Bharati, Mother of India, 

6-89 

The Shakti we call India, Bhawani Bharati, is the living unity, 6-83 

bhoga 

The true spirit of India – A splendid capacity for bhoga and tyaga, 8-450 

Tyaga within, bhoga without – Ananda, the divine delight of the purified soul, 8-450 

Bhrigus 

The Bhrigus have found this Flame secret in the growths of the earthly existence, 15-

242 

Bhu 

Bhu = Physical, Bhuvah = Vital, Swar = Mental, Mahat = Vijnana, 28-38 

Bhuh 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

Bhur 

To the Vedantic thinkers the universe was a harmony of worlds – Bhur, Bhuvar, Swar, 

18-280 

Bhurloka 

Bhurloka, the material world, the world of formal becoming, 17-70 

The waking world & the dream self and the sleeping – Bhurloka, Bhuvar & Swar, 18-

258 

bhūrloka 

Dyuloka = mind world, bhuvarloka = vital world, bhūrloka = material world, 28-39 

Bhutas 

On the physical plane, the Bhutas – What the Theosophists call the elementals, 28-468 

Bhuvah 

Bhu = Physical, Bhuvah = Vital, Swar = Mental, Mahat = Vijnana, 28-38 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

Bhuvar 

The waking world & the dream self and the sleeping – Bhurloka, Bhuvar & Swar, 18-

258 

To the intermediate consciousness they give the name of Antariksha or of Bhuvar, 15-

288 

To the Vedantic thinkers the universe was a harmony of worlds – Bhur, Bhuvar, Swar, 

18-280 

bhuvarloka 

Dyuloka = mind world, bhuvarloka = vital world, bhūrloka = material world, 28-39 

Bhuvarloka 

Bhuvarloka, the world of free vital becoming in form, 17-71 
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Bible 

he English Bible is a translation, but it ranks among the finest pieces of literature, 27-

206 

Bihar 

Bihar has a future of its own as a Hindi-speaking sub-race of our nationality, 6-228 

biography 

A biography – My life has not been on the surface for man to see, 36-11 

A man’s value depends on what he is and inwardly becomes – Of that I have said 

nothing, 36-12 

It is only divine love which can bear the burden I have to bear, 35-46 

It would be only myself who could speak of things in my past, 35-5 

My life has been a battle from its early years and is still a battle, 35-44 

Nothing should be said about the inner things of the life here – His biography, 35-5 

The general public has no claim to know about the personal side of my life, 35-6 

There is no one who can write my biography nor is this the time to do it, 35-7 

What matters in a spiritual man’s life is not what he did or what he was outside, 35-6 

biology 

The method of knowledge in the field of physics, in psychology, in biology, 28-396 

bird 

A bird is a very frequent symbol of the soul, 30-174 

The bird is a symbol of the individual soul, 30-174 

The bird is often a symbol of the being, 30-173 

The bird is the soul and the flower is the rose of love and surrender, 27-517, 30-139 

The bird is usually a symbol of some soul power when it is not the soul itself, 30-174 

The Blue Bird is always a symbol of aspiration towards something Beyond, 30-174 

The blue bird is the symbol of aspiration to the heights, 30-174 

This is the bird of eternal Ananda, 27-294 

Bird 

The Bird in the Veda – The soul liberated and upsoaring, 15-332 

The soul of man soars as the Bird – The Deva is the Friend and Lover of man, 15-371 

Bird of Fire 

Bird of Fire and Rose of God ought to be included in any selection made, 27-360 

The “Bird of Fire” reaches the Eternal and brings back what is beyond Mind and Life, 

27-243 

The Bird is the symbol of an inner Power that rises from the “sacrifice” i.e. the Yoga, 

27-244 

The Bird of Fire is the living vehicle of the fire of the Divine Consciousness, 27-239 

The Hippogriff was the divinised Thought and the Bird of Fire is the Agni-bird, 27-294 

birds 

Birds often indicate either mind-powers or soul-powers, 30-174 

The butterflies and birds are life forces and soul forces, powers or beings, 30-140 

The horses change into swans – These are the birds that awake with the Dawn, 15-333 

The three grey-white birds must be your mental, vital and physical consciousness, 31-

478 

birth 

A double process, a physical evolution and a soul evolution – Birth and rebirth, 21-858 
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After liberation the soul is free, but may still return to birth, 17-66 

All are that Self – Birth and death as one of the minor movements of the Self, 19-63 

Avatarhood and the upholding of the Dharma are intended to serve that new birth, 19-

148 

Birth becomes a means and not an obstacle to the enjoyment of immortality, 17-89 

Birth counts, but the basic value is in the man himself, the soul behind, 35-193 

Birth is the first spiritual mystery of the physical universe, death is the second, 21-771 

Birth then is a necessity of the manifestation of the Purusha on the physical plane, 21-

787 

Birth was accepted in practice as the first gross and natural indicator, 20-172 

By dissolution of ego and of the attachment to birth the soul crosses beyond death, 17-

62 

Each being in a new birth prepares a new mind, life and body, 28-472 

Each soul at its birth takes from the cosmic mind, life and matter, 28-471 

Human birth is a term at which the soul must arrive in a long succession of rebirths, 21-

791 

In the ordinary birth Yogamaya is used by the Divine to envelop and conceal itself, 19-

156 

In the ordinary human birth the Nature-aspect of the universal Divine prevails, 19-159 

It is always possible for a being of the higher planes to take birth on earth, 28-547 

It is the psychic being that keeps the link from birth to birth, 28-472 

Man rising into the divine nature and consciousness – A second birth, 19-148 

Ordinary birth and divine birth – In both cases Maya is the means, 19-155 

The birth is the movement of evolution of this conscious Energy out of the Spirit, 19-

269 

The divine birth and its object in its proper place in the world-manifestation, 19-149 

The divine birth is the opposite of the ordinary birth, 19-156 

The human birth – A complex of a spiritual Person and of a soul of personality, 21-788 

The individual Purusha has to assume a body – That assumption of body we call birth, 

21-787 

The mystery of the divine Incarnation and the mystery of human birth, 19-158 

The object is to show that the human birth can be made a means of the divine birth, 19-

164 

The psychic being coming down into the human consciousness and body ready for it, 

28-541 

The soul is something that comes down into birth and passes through death, 28-537 

The soul takes birth each time, and each time a mind, life and body are formed, 28-534 

To attain to the divine birth and to do divine works as a means, as an expression, 19-

177 

We have subjective faculties hidden in us – Each ascent is a new birth of the soul, 15-

374 

What were we before birth and what are we after death? – Many hypotheses, 21-772 

Birth 

Attachment to Birth in the body means a constant self-limitation, 17-61 

Birth and Non-Birth are not essentially physical conditions, but soul-states, 17-61 

Brahman is both Vidya and Avidya, both Birth and Non-Birth, 17-62 
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Man starts from the state of Birth, he arrives at the Non-Birth, 17-60 

Neither attachment to Non-Birth nor attachment to Birth is the perfect way, 17-61 

There are two possible states – The state of Birth, the state of Non-Birth, 17-60 

Birth of the War-God 

Kalidasa reaches his goal in his crowning work, the Birth of the War-God, 1-186 

birthday 

Birthday – An occasion for opening a new year of life with a growing new birth within, 

32-525 

The birthday – A day of possible renewal when the physical being is likely more 

plastic, 32-524 

births 

The births follow usually one line of sex, 28-548 

black 

Red is the colour of rajas, black is the colour of tamas, 30-134 

Blake 

Blake and Coleridge – They are poets of the supernatural, 26-138 

Blake and Coleridge open magical gates into a middle world, 26-105 

Blake is Europe’s greatest mystic poet, 27-380 

Blake lives ordinarily far up in the middle world – A singer of the beyond, 26-139 

Blake stands out among the mystic poets of Europe, 27-376 

Blake, Shelley, Wordsworth were first explorers of a new world of poetry, 26-103 

Coleridge had it with great vividness at certain moments. Blake’s poems are full of it, 

27-18 

Here again we have something unique – Blake stands apart solitary and remote, 26-140 

His speech like his seeing has a singular other-world clarity and sheerness, 26-140 

blame 

Praise and blame – The human nature is sensitive to these, 31-352 

You should not be troubled or moved by the praise or blame of others, 32-417 

blank verse 

A foot in the pentameter blank verse is of two syllables, 27-616 

Blank verse is the most difficult of all English metres – The absence of rhyme, 27-129 

Factors by which blank verse can be built up – Each poet finds his own technique, 27-

130 

I attempted the single-line blank verse base on a large scale in Savitri, 27-509 

In attempting the blank verse quatrain one has to avoid all flatness of movement, 27-

509 

In blank verse with few enjambements – It is essential to see to two things, 27-506 

In English variation of pauses is not indispensable to blank verse, 27-131 

Many things have to be mastered – Unless you are born with a blank verse genius, 27-

130 

Only a very masterly hand can make blank verse equally or even more effective, 27-

129 

Phillips’s blank verse – The object is to get free room for the play of tone, 26-179 

Savitri is blank verse, each line a thing by itself and arranged in paragraphs, 27-276 

These weighted syllables – An aid in blank verse and a successful English hexameter, 

27-480 
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To use blank verse throughout varying its pitch – A fair equivalent for the anustubh, 1-

246 

blank verse pentameter 

There are four possible principles for the blank verse pentameter, 27-130 

blankness 

Blankness is only a condition in which realisation has to come, 30-79 

In the course of the sadhana a state of blankness often comes, 30-78 

The physical does not get tired of the blankness – It may be the vital physical, 30-79 

The silence can remain when the blankness has gone, 30-80 

The vital cannot take an interest in a blank condition, 30-80 

Blavatsky 

Mme Blavatsky was an occultist, not a spiritual personality, 35-183 

blind faith 

Faith is either blind or it is not faith but something else, 29-93 

The phrase “blind faith” has no real meaning, 29-91 

blinking 

One should blink freely in looking at things or reading and not fix the eyes or stare, 31-

588 

bliss 

Bliss and light do not fix so easily or so early, 30-450 

Bliss and oneness are the essential condition of the absolute reality, 28-369 

Both force and bliss or either can descend into the silence, 30-454 

The bliss always comes in drops at first, or a broken trickle, 30-20 

The bliss of Brahman is necessarily absolute both in its nature and as to its object, 18-

370 

The bliss of the Brahman – The eternity of an uninterrupted supreme ecstasy, 12-206 

The spirit's bliss entering into relations – Free spirituality, 19-189 

To attain bliss – Man's collective endeavour and the individual's endeavour, 12-206 

Bliss 

Bliss is, spiritually, the Sleep-State and operates absolutely in the Causal body, 17-235 

The difference between the soul in gnosis and the soul in the Bliss, 23-504 

bliss nature 

Man, generally, cannot yet ascend to the bliss nature, 23-509 

The bliss nature when it manifests in a new supramental race, 23-509 

Bliss Purusha 

The Upanishad speaks also of a supramental and a Bliss Purusha, 28-67 

bliss. 

I asked myself whether there was no limit to the increase of bliss and almost I grew 

afraid of God's embraces (423), 12-482 

Bliss-consciousness 

There is, says the Veda, the Truth-Consciousness and an eternal Bliss-consciousness, 

18-39 

blissfulness. 

Right relation is the condition of blissfulness (138), 12-439 

Blisslessness 
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We may admit Absolute Blisslessness as a valid third term of the negative Trinity, 18-

393 

Bliss-Power 

Still less can he bring down all the Bliss-Power into this terrestrial Nature, 23-509 

Bliss-Self 

The presence within us which is our more real self – The Bliss-Self, 21-113 

There is another and last step – The Bliss-Self, 23-498 

blockade 

Covert war and the weapon of commercial pressure, boycott or blockade, tariffs, 25-

491 

blood 

“Blood as the seed of temperament and temperament as the root of character?, 1-82 

“Temperament is largely due to race, or, in another phrasing, varies with the blood”, 1-

81 

blows 

As for the blows, well, are they always given by the yoga?, 31-625 

Blows are the order of existence, 31-625 

It is not because there is something bad in you that blows fall on you, 31-625 

Over-sensitive brooding on past blows to the vital is an unhealthy sensitiveness, 31-384 

This knowledge often is best brought home to us through blows and bleedings, 31-212 

blue 

All blue is not Krishna's light, 30-128 

Blue ‒ The light of the spiritual consciousness, 30-121 

Blue is also the Radha colour, 30-128 

Blue is the basic light Sri Aurobindo manifests, 35-515 

Blue is the higher mind, gold the divine Truth, 32-266 

Blue is the normal colour of the spiritual planes, 30-127 

Deep blue of the physical mind, sapphire blue of the higher mind and many others, 30-

128 

Deeper blue is higher Mind, a paler blue Illumined Mind, 35-516 

Deeper blues often indicate light from the higher consciousness, 30-126 

Higher Mind colour is pale blue, 32-268 

Krishna ‒ Blue is the colour of his aura when he manifests, 30-157 

Light blue is often that of Illumined Mind, 30-126 

Ordinary pale blue is usually the light of the illumined Mind or of the Intuition, 35-516 

Pale blue may be my colour, but very brilliant in its own shade, 35-515 

The blue colour must here be the Krishna light, 30-102 

The other quite blue is that of the higher consciousness just above mind, 30-126 

The particular blue seen indicated the response to the Truth, 30-122 

The people see Rudra as a mass of brilliance, scarlet-ringed and crested with blue, 18-

292 

The scarlet denoting violent passion of anger or desire, the blue, piety or religion, 18-

292 

There are two pale blues ‒ Whitish blue is known as Sri Aurobindo’s light, 30-126 

There is another deeper blue that is of the Higher Mind, 30-126 

There is one blue that is the higher mind, a deeper blue belongs to the mind, 30-127 
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Whitish blue is specially called my light, 35-515 

Whitish blue is Sri Aurobindo’s light or Krishna’s light, 35-516 

Whitish blue is Sri Krishna’s light – Also called Sri Aurobindo’s light, 35-516 

blue and gold 

The blue and gold together – The presence of Krishna and Durga-Mahakali, 30-122 

blue fire 

The blue fire is the fire of spirituality and spiritual knowledge, 30-147 

blue light 

Blue light, according to the shades, means several different things, 30-127 

The blue light you saw was that of a higher mental plane, 30-258 

The blue lights of different shades might mean the overhead planes, 30-127 

The light from the higher planes of consciousness just above the mind is blue, 30-127 

The meaning of blue light depends on the exact character of colour, 30-126 

The pale blue light is mine, the white light is the Mother's, 30-125 

The plane with the blue light is the Higher Mind, 30-127 

Blue Light 

The Blue Light coming below the level of the Muladhara, 30-494 

blue near to purple 

Another, near to purple, which is the light of a power in the vital, 30-126 

blue sky 

The blue sky is that of the Higher Mind, 30-148 

blunder. 

God alone knows when & how to blunder wisely and fail effectively (307), 12-464 

boar 

The boar is rajasic strength and vehemence, 30-168 

The wild boar points to attacks of the crude vital rajas, 30-168 

boarding school 

The English boarding school – The little good that is done is outweighed by much evil, 

1-390 

boat 

The boat also is a usual symbol in the inner visions, 27-518, 30-139 

The boat is the formation of the Mother's consciousness in you, 30-151 

Bodhisattwa 

The compassionate Bodhisattwa – To release all beings from their sufferings, 35-311 

bodies 

Man has not only three spiritual states but three bodies or cases of matter, 17-232 

Man has other bodies besides the physical, 13-485 

Man, for instance, has, besides his gross physical body, subtler sheaths or bodies, 28-

130 

Nature has created within her material unity separate-seeming bodies, 23-336 

Sex – The prolongation of the race and a voluntary creation of bodies, 13-548 

The inner being is made up of sheaths – Sheaths is simply a term for bodies, 28-212 

The inseparable connection and fundamental unity of bodies, 12-304 

These five sheaths – The material of three bodies, gross physical, subtle and causal, 21-

273 

Two bodies are images or formations of one indivisible ethereal space, 12-304 
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bodily life 

In the bodily life first desire and need and then the practical good, 23-209 

bodily Life 

The characteristic energy of bodily Life is in persistence and self-repetition, 23-21 

body, 1-507, 30-495 

A body developed with new powers, activities or degrees of a divine action, 13-539 

A change of the organic structure of the body, 13-552 

A conscious automatism – The total perfection of the spiritualised body, 13-534 

A consciousness using a body is the inner spiritual reality, 12-277 

A divine life in a divine body – The questions to consider, 13-536 

A fully conscious body – The right method and process of a material transformation, 

13-532 

A general fitness of the body for all that can be asked from it – The total perfection, 13-

528 

A growing of consciousness in the body is one of the most important results of Yoga, 

35-765 

A lifting of mind, life and body out of themselves into a greater way of being, 21-1017 

A partial introduction of the higher Consciousness can be established in the body, 30-

494 

A passivity in the hands of the higher instruments, and eventually of the spirit, 23-730 

A progressively perfect realisation in the body is the aim of human evolution, 17-34 

A soul wishing to enter into a body or form for itself a body might be assisted, 13-549 

A transformation of the body is needed for a total transformation of the nature, 13-537 

All experiences that penetrate the centres are recorded in the body, 30-496 

An awakening of the body consciousness and an evocation of its potentialities, 13-528 

An unbounded pranic force and a superior will-power acting in the body, 23-732 

Aspects of the country out of which the future takes shape – The causal body, 6-813 

At such times one often feels as if there were no head and no body, 30-421 

Body is a device of Nature for the extreme of conscious individuation, 12-304 

Consciousness depends upon the body – There is an instrumentation, 12-275 

Deeper, the causal body of the nation – The peculiar temperament out of its ages, 6-

1115 

Different parts of the body indicate different parts of the nature, 28-245 

Experiences in the subtle body can be quite as intense as those of the body, 30-497 

First by first by remembering that the body is only one working of Prakriti, 23-343 

For the Mother’s Force to work fully in the body, the body itself must have faith, 32-

231 

For the supramental to take up the body – The full change in the mind and the vital, 28-

302 

How far the constitution of the body will be changed and in what direction, 28-307 

How the body receives the higher dynamism, 30-495 

How the body receives the higher dynamism depends on the physical consciousness, 

31-380 

I do not yet know what will be the chemical constitution of the changed body, 28-306 

If all went up, there would be no more existence in the body, 30-434 

If the vital is enlightened then the Divine Force can act through it on the body, 31-380 
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In many things the body acts on its own and is not a servant of the mind, 28-176 

In my view the body as well as the mind and life has to be spiritualised, 35-498 

In the body itself there will be a presence of a greatness of sustaining force, 23-731 

In what figure shall we conceive the perfection of the body?, 13-523 

It is a mistake to neglect the body and let it waste away, 31-419 

It is being prepared for the direct connection – The ascent and the descent, 30-434 

It is not easy to make the physical entirely conscious in this way, 30-494 

It seems indeed that the body is from the beginning the soul’s great difficulty, 21-246 

It will be turned into a true and fit and perfectly responsive instrument of the Spirit, 21-

1022 

Matter and the body are the weak point or crucial point of our Yoga, 32-587 

Matter is involved in mind & life & tends to develop for itself some form of body, 18-

304 

Matter or body itself is a limiting form of substance of spirit, 23-626 

Matter, body is only a massed motion of force of conscious being, 19-153 

Mind and life in the body can convert themselves, 17-34 

Mind, life and body must be capable of divinity if the separation is abrogated, 21-172 

More ordinarily in the spiritual tradition the body has been regarded as an obstacle, 13-

540 

One should not attach too much importance to the life of the body, 31-379 

Or else the head or the body is only a circumstance, 30-421 

The apparently undivine Maya – Mind, life and body, 21-171 

The body ‒ The results which grow as the consciousness grows, 30-493 

The body as an obstacle – The burden of the inertia and inconscience of Matter, 13-523 

The body becoming a more fit and perfect instrument of the action of the spirit, 13-530 

The body has to be purified, not despised and cast away, 31-381 

The body is always the most difficult part of the being because of its obscurity, 31-380 

The body is an entity different and initially independent of the spirit within, 1-266 

The body is an instrument for the sadhana no less than the mind and vital, 31-558 

The body is meant for keeping the consciousness linked to the physical world, 30-434 

The body is not connected ordinarily with the higher consciousness, 30-434 

The body is not ourselves, but only an outer tool and instrument – Ashes are its end, 

17-78 

The body is not the individual self – The individual Self is the central being (Jivatma), 

28-57 

The body is only a small part of his being, 31-379 

The body itself must become more conscious so that it will make the right movements, 

31-380 

The body must develop a perfect power to hold force, 23-731 

The body seems to be from the beginning the soul's great obstacle, 13-504 

The body wears out under the shocks of vibrating life-energy & vibrating mentality, 

17-358 

The body would no longer be subject to decay and disease – Not subject to death, 28-

310 

The body, for instance, has its own consciousness and acts from it, 28-201 
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The claim of the body for immunity and serenity and for deliverance from suffering, 

21-1025 

The coming of the higher consciousness into the body, 31-380 

The conception of the role of the body in our destiny upon earth, 13-540 

The condition of our progress – The body as a conscious frame and instrument, 13-531 

The country, the land is only the outward body of the nation, 6-1115 

The descent of the higher consciousness not only into the mind but the whole body, 30-

495 

The detachment from the body – An indifference to the things of the body, 23-344 

The feeling of your body and eyes being drawn upwards, 30-421 

The first condition in Rajayoga – The troubles and pleasures of the body fall away, 1-

507 

The form and structure and the instrumentation of this divine body, 13-549 

The fullness of the supramental change is not possible if the body remains as it is, 28-

310 

The importance of the body for a perfectly divine manhood in life, 21-245 

The mind will learn the true attitude of the Purusha towards the body, 23-344 

The perfecting of the body also should be the last triumph of the Spirit, 23-11 

The physical life cannot last without the body nor can the body live without the life 

force, 28-197 

The presence and power of consciousness of the Superconscience in the body, 13-527 

The process of subjecting the personality of the body to the personality of the spirit, 1-

267 

The relation of the body to the mind is not that of an automatic perfect instrument, 28-

176 

The second – The aspiration for a total perfection including the perfection of the body, 

13-525 

The seeing of the body (at least one's own) in its internal parts, 30-101 

The supramental perfection means that the body becomes conscious, 28-305 

The vital once clear it will be easier for the Force to work on the body, 32-232 

There is always some consciousness and therefore some self supporting the body, 30-

434 

These three are the bodies of the Mother – Within them all is the Source of her life, 6-

1115 

This is the initial liberation of the mental being from servitude to the body, 23-345 

This little mind, vital and body is only a surface movement and not our “self”, 30-324 

This would imply the disappearance of the unconsciousness of the body, 28-310 

To be able to divinise the body also would be its material expression only, 28-314 

To care too much for the body is bad ‒ To neglect it or overstrain it is also bad, 31-381 

Transcendence is the goal of the development – It can be possessed even in the body, 

17-68 

Vistas beyond – Not only the total but the supreme perfection of the body, 13-535 

We have first a body supported by the physical life-force, the physical prana, 23-647 

What has to be done with the body at first is to make it open to the Force, 28-305 

What one feels recorded in the physical body may be only in the subtle body, 30-496 

What we mean in our yoga by making the body conscious, 28-203 
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When the overmind has been partially supramentalised – The body begins, 28-309 

When the overmind has been supramentalised, the body begins to be overmental, 35-

355 

When this cannot be done perfectly in the body, the soul returns, 17-34 

Within the gross body is a subtler body, the mental and emotional activities of the 

nation, 6-1115 

You have developed a dislike and shrinking for the body and the physical being, 36-

318 

You must eat well, sleep well and build up a strong body, 36-319 

You must keep your body in good condition, 31-381 

Body 

What Mind, Life and Body are in their supreme sources and what therefore they must 

be, 21-173 

body consciousness 

A great part of the body consciousness is subconscient, 28-209 

By material is meant the body consciousness, the consciousness of Matter etc., 28-209 

It is part of the yoga to become aware of the separate consciousness of the body, 28-

202 

The body consciousness is only part of the whole physical consciousness, 28-209 

The body consciousness is still offering difficulties, 31-379 

The body consciousness is there and cannot be ignored, 28-309 

The body-consciousness is only part of the individualised physical consciousness, 28-

202 

There is a body-consciousness which can do things at the mind's order – But trained, 

28-176 

body energy 

The body energy is a manifestation of material forces – A vital-physical energy, 28-209 

body of light 

A body of light – The luminous body spoken of in the Veda, 28-306 

body of the future race 

The body of the future race – The subtle process will be more powerful than the gross, 

35-293 

body sensitiveness 

The body often becomes sensitive at a certain stage of the Yoga, 32-306 

body-mind 

And there is too an obscure mind of the body – The body-mind is a very tangible truth, 

28-189 

The mechanical mental physical or body-mind, 28-183 

Bolshevik 

A part of the Bolshevik gospel born of the fallacy of Karl Marx, 28-329 

bombs 

Talk about bombs and human sacrifices can only weaken the seriousness of our action, 

6-458 

Bonaparte 

The work of Bonaparte was wholly admirable, 1-520 

bondage 
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God in the world is not bound, but only pretends to mind that He is bound, 17-516 

Our bondage results from the action of Nature on all that she has created and contains, 

17-438 

The great current doctrine of the bondage of Karma which Buddha brought forward, 

17-492 

The knot of the bondage in man consists in the emotional egoism of desire, 17-471 

The soul of man also is eternally free – Mind is the creator of the illusion of bondage, 

17-517 

Therefore Man, being human in Nature, is bound first by Nature, then by his humanity, 

17-439 

We must also look at and take into account the apparent actuality of our bondage, 17-

438 

book 

The book indicates some kind of knowledge, 30-186 

book. 

I will fear & obey God rather & not the pages of a book or the frown of a Pandit (364), 

12-471 

Is God then only a book that there should be nothing true & good except what is 

written? (363), 12-471 

books 

The best method of suggestion – Personal example, daily converse and the books read, 

1-390 

born poet 

A born poet is usually a genius – Poetry with any power or beauty in it implies genius, 

27-104 

bourgeois 

British rule necessitated the growth of the bourgeois, British policy fostered it, 6-1098 

From sheer inanition, the Kshatriya died out of the soil and the bourgeois took his 

place, 6-1099 

In India a new type has been evolved to serve the foreign rulers – The bourgeois, 6-

1092 

It was not till mediaeval India breathed its last – The development of the bourgeois 

type, 6-1097 

The bourgeois as a distinct & well-evolved entity is an entirely modern product in 

India, 6-1095 

The bourgeois is the average contented middle class citizen, 6-1092 

The bourgeois is the man “respectable” – But he looks on great ideals as dreams, 6-

1093 

The old movement sought to make a more comfortable position for the bourgeois, 6-

1105 

There was no demand for the stable & easy virtues of the bourgeois, 6-1097 

bow 

The bow is a symbol of the force sent out to reach its mark, 30-186 

bowing down 

To bow down to the individual who lives still in his ego is good for neither, 28-429 

boycott 
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A boycott movement, as a political weapon and as a measure of economical protection, 

8-224 

A boycott of British goods to render the farther exploitation of the country impossible, 

6-281 

A gradually efficacious boycott – From a thorough-going boycott campaign, 6-349 

A rational and workable meaning could be put on the proviso “as far as possible”, 8-

400 

A statement that the Hindus by a boycott have irritated the Mahomedans into revolt, 6-

483 

Another question is the use of violence in the furtherance of boycott, 6-1120 

Boycott is essentially a form of voluntary protection and it cannot do more, 8-397 

Boycott is secession – We threaten to secede industrially, educationally, politically, 6-

954 

Boycott is the determination not to use articles of foreign manufacture, 6-837 

Boycott is the only chance which yet remained of a peaceful solution of the problem, 6-

954 

Boycott of the executive administration for help or advice or protection, 6-282 

Covert war and the weapon of commercial pressure, boycott or blockade, tariffs, 25-

491 

Educational boycott of the schools controlled by the Government, 6-282 

Herein lies the true significance of national education, boycott, Swadeshi, arbitration, 

6-1036 

Is it a fact that as an economic weapon a graduated boycott is impossible?, 6-350 

It is time now to consider seriously the question of regulating the boycott, 8-158 

It must be confined for the present to boycott, 6-301 

It saves the producer from extinction, it gives him a period of grace to improve, 8-397 

Judicial boycott of the alien courts of justice, 6-282 

On their fidelity to Swadeshi, to boycott, to passive resistance – The hope of salvation, 

8-106 

Political boycott involves no breach of legal obligation or direct defiance, 6-285 

Social boycott may be justifiable – The burning or drowning of British goods, 6-1120 

Swadeshi and boycott are the way to the goal of Swaraj, 6-840 

Swadeshi without boycott can bring no safe and permanent national gain, 6-276 

The assertion of the impossibility of a graduated boycott, 6-349 

The boycott – To give time for capital and enterprise to increase the supply from 

within, 8-398 

The boycott in Bengal has not yet been extended in practice to the law courts, 6-673 

The boycott is not an act of hate. It is an act of self-defence, 6-1118 

The boycott may be graduated in its extent and range against particular foreign goods, 

6-351 

The first condition of a successful boycott is the organisation of national industry, 8-

398 

The Government is threatened by the anti-Partition and boycott agitation in Bengal, 6-

144 

The morality of the Kshatriya justifies violence in times of war, and boycott is a war, 6-

1121 
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The next work is to give a stronger impetus to the boycott, 6-1024 

The only means without bringing on a violent conflict – Passive resistance and boycott, 

8-45 

The question of the function of the Congress hinges upon this acceptance of boycott, 6-

955 

The second condition of a successful boycott – A genuine and sufficient supply, 8-399 

The Swadeshi, the boycott, the violent unrest in Bengal – The weapons of men, 6-193 

We adopted a universal boycott – Not confined to British goods, 6-852 

We advocate boycott and picketing, 6-178 

We cannot have the industrial boycott without Swadeshi, 6-283 

Boycott 

All Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education movements are objectionable, 8-205 

Another question is that of cleaving to and enforcing the Boycott, 8-158 

Bengal – When she declared the Boycott, she did so without calculation, 6-892 

Boycott is an ideal – We are at liberty to consult the demands of practicability, 8-396 

Boycott is much more than a mere economical device – Assertion of independence, 6-

638 

Boycott is not a gospel of hatred. It is simply an assertion of our independence, 6-627 

Boycott is not an expression of political hatred but a means of self-defence, 6-838 

Boycott may be graduated in several ways, 6-350 

Boycott, Swadeshi, Arbitration, National Education, were the hope of the future, 8-434 

But the necessity of Boycott has been recognised by all, 6-225 

Excepting from the Boycott British manufactures produced on Indian soil, 6-885 

In Boycott, a popular name for passive resistance, he saw an effective form of action, 

1-653 

Its most important practical item was Swadeshi plus Boycott, 36-57 

Nationalism is the gospel of inalienable freedom, Boycott is the practice of freedom, 6-

618 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-538 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education – Differences of opinion on the last two, 6-224 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education are merely aspects of great ideas, 6-1000 

The Boycott – For the want of a central authority, it has not been properly carried out, 

6-266 

The Boycott came into existence because of the wrath of the people against the 

Partition, 8-112 

The Boycott has always been a movement within the law and such it remains, 8-172 

The chief weakness of the boycott movement has been the want of co-ordinated action, 

6-640 

The Congress has recognised the legitimacy of the Boycott movement, 6-207 

The declaration of the Boycott was the declaration of the country’s recovery to life, 6-

594 

The difference between now and then, between the days before and after the Boycott, 

6-596 

The Kaul Boycott case – A Boycott meeting. The defendants were found guilty, 8-203 

The leaders of the new party – The policy of Swadeshi and Boycott, 6-164 
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The readiest way to organise the country is to organise boycott, 6-640 

The regulation of the Boycott movement – Both the political and the economic boycott, 

8-160 

We in Bengal have no intention of giving up Swaraj, Swadeshi, Boycott, 6-479 

We must lay fast hold on the triple unity of Swadeshi, Boycott and Swaraj, 6-472 

We sum up this refusal of co-operation in the convenient word “Boycott”, 8-154 

Brahma 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Brahma – The stress in the name falling more upon the conscious soul-power, 15-318 

Brahma is the Eternal's Personality of Existence, 12-208 

Brahma is the Power of the Divine that stands behind formation and creation, 28-459 

Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva – Three Powers and Personalities of the One Cosmic Godhead, 

28-459 

Brahmanaspati is the creator by the Word – The later conception of Brahma, 15-346 

Brihaspati, Brahmanaspati, Brahma are the three names of the god in this hymn, 15-317 

In English, Brahma = the Creator, one of the Trinity – Brahman is the Eternal and 

Infinite, 35-156 

Isha is triple again as Shiva, Brahma, Vishnu, 17-177 

The Lord Parameshthi is Brahma, not the Creator Hiranyagarbha, 18-288 

The power of Hiranyagarbha is in Brahma and creates through him the nama and rupa, 

18-289 

brahmacharya 

It is necessary first to have complete brahmacharya, 31-526 

The value of brahmacharya was fully understood in past times for Yogis, 35-716 

To get the increasing force of brahmacharya in the waking consciousness, 31-526 

Brahmacharya 

Brahmacharya and sattwic development created the brain of India, 1-377 

Everybody is not intended to be a Brahmachari, 31-543 

In the physical support the ojas produced by brahmacarya counts greatly, 31-505 

The ancient Aryans used Brahmacharya for the increased storage of energy, 1-371 

The ancient Indians by Brahmacharya placed all the energy at the service of the brain, 

1-376 

The basis of the old Aryan system was the all-important discipline of Brahmacharya, 1-

369 

The life of Brahmacharya for the Mother – Her service for four years, 6-90 

The need of Brahmacharya for producing tejas and ojas, 31-505 

The practice of Brahmacharya is the first condition of increasing the force within, 1-

372 

The theory of Brahmacharya – By continence retas can be changed into ojas, 31-506 

To raise up the physical to the spiritual is Brahmacharya, 1-372 

Brahmajnana 

Brahmajnana, Yoga & Dharma are the three essentialities of Hinduism, 12-64 

Brahmalok 

Brahmalok the condition of abiding with God in the causal body, 17-213 

Brahmalok the condition of being near to Hiranyagarbha in the causal body, 17-122 
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Brahmaloka 

It is only during the brief time in the Brahmaloka that the dreams cease, 31-443 

Brahman 

“Brahman is other than the known and It is there over the unknown”, 18-44 

All things in Space and Time as the One Brahman, 17-30 

All values proceed from the Brahman, but it is itself beyond all values, 12-142 

An omnipresent reality is the Brahman, 21-35 

Atman, Brahman, Ishwara – On this triune aspect depend all our spiritual realisations, 

17-408 

Brahman as both the Stable and the Moving, 17-30 

Brahman as that which exceeds, contains and also which lives in and possesses, 17-30 

Brahman contains the Universe which is a shadow of His own Mind in His own Mind, 

17-134 

Brahman dwells equally in all existences – The infinite energy is the same in all, 21-79 

Brahman exceeds the unity and multiplicity, 21-600 

Brahman has the power of standing back from Itself in the relativity, 17-24 

Brahman in all His creative activity is really standing still in His own being, 17-224 

Brahman in the Veda – The Vedic Word or mantra in its profoundest aspect, 15-318 

Brahman is indivisible – Evil, ignorance and pain in the cosmos, 21-36 

Brahman is neither the synthesis of Nature nor anything that the Universe contains, 17-

134 

Brahman is not a Being with fixed attributes, but absolute Being beyond attributes, 18-

417 

Brahman is one, not numerically, but in essence, 17-23 

Brahman is the One besides whom there is nothing else existent, 21-38 

Brahman is the self-existent Absolute and Maya is the Consciousness and Force, 21-

361 

Brahman is the sole material of the universe – Matter also is Brahman, 21-256 

Brahman is the stable and immutable Unity which is immanent in the Cosmos, 17-274 

Brahman itself is beyond all conceptions of Personality and Impersonality, 17-43 

Brahman itself is not visible, nameable or definable except as Sacchidanandam, 18-401 

Brahman reveals himself to us in three ways, within, above, around us, 23-596 

Brahman thinks, sees, hears, forms speech, speeds out life, 18-27 

Brahman was before the beginning and will be after the end of things, 12-182 

Brahman, the Eternal – The fourfold character of this experience, 23-119 

Brahman, the universe and our own real existence – How this is possible?, 21-340 

Brahman, this immobile Unity, is also, as Will, that which stands still and is yet swifter, 

17-274 

Brahman, this Self and Omnipresent Lord of things, is also that which contains all, 17-

274 

But the Eternal is knowable – Man can become a knower of the Brahman, 18-153 

First, by the knowledge of Brahman as manifested in the phenomenal Universe, 18-359 

For me all is Brahman and I find the Divine everywhere, 29-374 

From the realisation of the static Brahman to the realisation of the dynamic one, 30-427 

In English, Brahma = the Creator, one of the Trinity – Brahman is the Eternal and 

Infinite, 35-156 
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It follows that Brahman must be in His transcendental reality Absolute Consciousness, 

18-368 

Not the limited personal God of religions – This Ishwara is not Brahman in Maya, 19-

342 

The best or highest knowledge goes beyond the triple Brahman to the Purushottam, 18-

289 

The Brahman is an infinite One with an infinite multiplicity implied in the Oneness, 

35-129 

The Brahman is still one in the infinite self-variation of the cosmos, 21-667 

The immutable Brahman is only a base for the transcendent action, 28-29 

The inactive Brahman and the active personal Brahman are two aspects of the Divine, 

28-28 

The Lord and the world are one Brahman, 17-21 

The object of the knowledge – The transcendent and universal Brahman, 19-416 

The passive and the active consciousness of Brahman are the same consciousness, 21-

594 

The Self is a subjective aspect of the Brahman – The Ishwara is its objective aspect, 35-

165 

The Spirit is the Atman, Brahman, Essential Divine, 28-56 

The Supreme Brahman is an Absolute which takes all relativities in its embrace, 21-338 

The two states, the silent Brahman and the active Brahman, can alternate, coexist, fuse, 

32-606 

The usual result is a merging in the Atman or Brahman, 35-175 

The Veda already contains in the seed the Vedantic conception of the Brahman, 15-353 

There are therefore five conditions of Brahman, 18-365 

This Brahman is also conceived as the Deva – Each of the Gods is an aspect, 15-353 

This is the transcendental, universal and individual Brahman, 17-30 

To know the eternal Truth, Knowledge, Infinity is to know the Brahman, 18-157 

Yet the Upanishad next proceeds to enjoin on us the knowledge of the Brahman, 18-44 

Brahman consciousness 

A realisation of the Self is the beginning of the Brahman consciousness, 35-668 

Living in the Brahman consciousness is only the first step for the supramental descent, 

35-668 

The Brahman consciousness has two aspects, static and dynamic, 30-427 

There are half a dozen people here perhaps who live in the Brahman consciousness, 35-

667 

Brahman omnipresent 

One concentrates on the idea of Brahman omnipresent – A direct vision takes place, 

35-95 

Brahmana 

The four types of the Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, 23-742 

Brahmananda 

The longevity of Brahmananda to more than 200 years – No “legal” proof of it, 35-16 

Brahmanas 

The Brahmanas – The conservation of the forms, 15-14 

The Brahmanas and the Upanishads are the record of a powerful revival, 15-13 
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The Brahmanas labour to fix and preserve the minutiae of the Vedic ceremony, 15-14 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

Brahmanaspati 

Brahmanaspati is the creator by the Word – The later conception of Brahma, 15-345 

Brihaspati, Brahmanaspati, Brahma are the three names of the god in this hymn, 15-317 

Brahmanaspati is the Creator, 15-382 

He is so associated as Brahmanaspati, as the Master of the sacred or inspired word, 15-

167 

In the name, Brahmanaspati, the two varying stresses are unified and equalised, 15-319 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati preside over the indispensable conditions, 15-491 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati, the Vedic originals of Vishnu-Shiva-Brahma, 15-345 

Brahman-consciousness 

Brahman-consciousness is our real self and our true existence, 18-25 

Brahman-consciousness is the eternal outlook of the Absolute upon the relative, 18-43 

Must we not say that the Brahman-consciousness is unknowable?, 18-43 

The Brahman-consciousness as Eye of the eye, Ear of the ear, 18-48 

The Brahman-consciousness is also Life of our life, 18-63 

The Brahman-consciousness is not something quite alien – Something greater, 18-17 

The Brahman-consciousness is the Absolute in its outlook on the relative, 18-61 

The self-fulfilment of Brahman – On the foundation of the Brahman-consciousness, 23-

299 

When one has got to the top – The fixity in the Brahman consciousness, 19-240 

Brahmanism 

Modern Brahmanism – Its mission is done, its capacities exhausted, 12-59 

Brahman-Maya 

The now biune duality of Brahman-Maya – As the first great dynamic aspect, 23-121 

Brahmarandhra 

The opening at the top of the head is the Brahmarandhra – It is a passage, not a centre, 

28-236 

Brahmasutras 

The Veda, Upanishads, Brahmasutras or the Gita – A synthetic and intuitive manner, 1-

605 

Brahmatej 

Brahmatej is spirituality, a force and energy – That within us which rules the world, 8-

21 

For the Satyayuga to return, we must get back the Brahmatej, the spiritual force, 8-19 

Brahmavada 

The distinction between the Vedavada and the Brahmavada in the Vedanta itself, 19-86 

The pragmatic mind of the Vedavadins and the idealism of the Brahmavadins, 19-87 

Brahmic condition 

One can have self-giving of the nature and reach by it the Brahmic condition, 29-79 

One can have the Brahmic condition without self-giving, 29-79 

The Brahmic condition brings a negative peace in the soul, 29-78 

Brahmic consciousness 
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The Brahmic consciousness is the kernel of the Gita's teaching with regard to action, 

19-35 

The Gita bids us ascend to the Brahmic consciousness., 19-35 

The last stage is self-knowledge and the possession of the Brahmic consciousness, 19-

122 

The opening to the impersonal and infinite – The Brahmic consciousness, 19-128 

The sadhaka in the constant Samadhi of the firmly founded Brahmic consciousness, 23-

364 

The Siddha will live in union with the Purushottama in this Brahmic consciousness, 23-

696 

Brahmic status 

The action and the motive of action in the Brahmic status, 19-137 

The status to be reached is the Brahmic condition – The self-mastering sage, 19-103 

The Yoga of the intelligent will and its culmination in the Brahmic status, 19-105 

Brahmin 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra – In practice, birth became the basis, 20-170 

If the Brahmin becomes the Shudra, then the lower instinct becomes all in all, 8-20 

Little room could be found for the Brahmin, the sage or the Sannyasin, 6-1099 

Srikrishna is the Brahmin served by the Kshatriya, 1-532 

The Brahmin whose dharma is to prepare himself by learning and holy exercises?, 6-

237 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The qualities of the Aryan, 1-

391 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The social ideals of the age, 6-

1096 

The inevitable tendency was for the Brahmin type to disappear, 8-19 

The life of the nation – The life of the Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra, 

8-19 

Through four soul-stages a man must pass – Sudra, Vaishya,  Kshatriya , Brahmin, 17-

195 

Brahminhood 

The divine soul and power of truth and knowledge – The Brahminhood, 23-744 

Brahminical civilisation 

Brahminical civilisation cannot truly imply any domination of sacerdotalism, 20-107 

Brahmins 

A third was the religious authority of the Brahmins, 20-189 

The Brahmins remained the sole interpreters of the Bhagavadgita, 1-331 

The Brahmins themselves were recorders and exponents of the Dharma, 20-392 

The Brahmins were not predominantly priests but rather scholars and intellectuals, 29-

418 

The fault – The waning insight and statesmanship of the Brahmins, their conservatism, 

8-309 

Brahmo Samaj 

The Brahmo Samaj started from an endeavour to restate the Vedanta, 20-24 

brain 

The brain is only a centre of the physical consciousness, 28-237 
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brain. 

God speaks to the heart when the brain cannot understand him (261), 12-459 

breach of the peace 

A pledge to a foreign bureaucrat that there would be no breach of the peace, 6-244 

Acknowledging the shouting of “Bande Mataram” to be a breach of the peace, 6-244 

breadth 

Our education had the same pride in a false show of breadth and the same narrow 

scope, 6-1102 

The false appearance of breadth covering an almost miraculous superficiality, 6-1101 

breakdown 

A neurasthenia tendency under certain circumstances leads to nervous breakdowns, 36-

304 

Not to return to the place and surroundings where you had the breakdown, 36-306 

breaking of the veil 

If there is to be the total realisation, the breaking of the veil is indispensable, 30-88 

It can also be brought about by specific concentration and effort, 30-307 

It is better if the psychic is conscious and active before the removing of the veil, 30-307 

The breaking of the veil comes of itself with the pressure of the sadhana, 30-307 

breaking of the wall 

Once the wall breaks down he becomes aware of the cosmic Self, 30-269 

So too there should be no push or pressure to break down the wall, 30-259 

The vital part overcome by the suddenness of the breaking of the wall, 30-215 

The wall you feel is indeed the wall of the ego, 30-262 

breath 

A feeling of the shock and the stopping of the breath and as if of falling down, 32-41 

The conquest of the breath achieved by certain physical and mental processes, 8-310 

breathing 

The only physical process – The purification of the nerve system by regular breathing, 

1-508 

The remedy is a simple one – The regulation of the breathing, 1-398 

The true breathing is a drawing in of the universal energy of Prana, 29-440 

bṛhat 

It is satyam, truth of being. It is in its action ṛtam, right. It is bṛhat, the universal truth, 

15-65 

The significance of “Truth” – The truth, the right, the vast, satyam ṛtaṁ bṛhat, 15-64 

bridge 

The bridge you saw – Transition from the ordinary to the spiritual consciousness, 30-

370 

brightness 

The brightness – Connected with the Light common to mystic experience., 28-363 

The exact nature of this brightness, clearness, stillness, 28-361 

The mind’s brightness, clearness, stillness – No idea of calling metaphor to my aid, 28-

362 

Brihad Aranyak Upanishad 

The Brihad Aranyak – At once the most obscure and the profoundest of the 

Upanishads, 18-273 
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The Upanishad begins with an impetuous figure of the Horse of the Aswamedha, 18-

275 

Brihaspati 

Agni, Indra, Brihaspati, Soma are all described as winners of the herds of the Sun, 15-

243 

An Angiras in connection with the release of the cows and the release of the waters, 15-

168 

Brihaspati – The Angiras Rishis who by the true mantra help in the great victory, 15-

169 

Brihaspati – The stress in this name falling upon the potency of the Word, 15-318 

Brihaspati dispelling all the darknesses – The powers of the Word, the soul forces, 15-

322 

Brihaspati is he who has established firmly the material consciousness, 15-319 

Brihaspati is the father of the Word, the Maruts its singers, Saraswati its inspiration, 

15-144 

Brihaspati is the Master of the creative Word – With the seven mouths, 15-243 

Brihaspati is the Purusha – The materials of our being are given up to the All-Soul, 15-

323 

Brihaspati is the seven-rayed Thinker, the seven-faced or seven-mouthed Angiras, 15-

181 

Brihaspati, Brahmanaspati, Brahma are the three names of the god in this hymn, 15-317 

For Brihaspati is also an Angirasa and one who becomes the Angiras, 15-167 

Of this word Brihaspati is the master – In Brahmanaspati, the two are unified, 15-318 

Soul force and mental force increasing together – Brihaspati and Indra together, 15-325 

The Angiras is not only an Agni-power, he is also a Brihaspati-power, 15-168 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 

The seven rays of Brihaspati, the seven seers, the seven rays of the knowledge, 15-182 

Thus Brihaspati presents himself in the full sevenfold aspect of our conscious being, 

15-321 

brihat 

Three essential attributes of the Vedantic conception of vijnana – Satyan, brihat, ritam, 

17-543 

Brihat 

The causal Idea is called Brihat, the Large or Vast, 15-288 

The Truth-consciousness, Ritam Brihat, afterwards known as Vijnana or Mahas, 15-98 

Brindaban 

Brindaban, Kurukshetra, each is a part of the great harmonic movement of the world, 

13-30 

Brindavan 

It is related as something that actually occurred or occurs somewhere, 28-483 

So also, to one who has had contact with the inner Brindavan – The rest hardly matters, 

28-484 

The story of Brindavan is another matter, 28-483 

The true Lila is elsewhere in the eternal Brindavan, 29-465 

Britain 
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We cherished a faith in the justice and benevolence of Britain – That was the dream, 6-

381 

British 

British character – Much rough practical sense but little thought and intelligence, 8-271 

British greed overpowers British conscience – Monstrous arguments are fabricated, 6-

325 

British new Colonial policy – The federation of Australia and of South Africa, 8-59 

British political hypocrisy, large promise-making and large promise-breaking, 6-437 

Many ideas are arising which find in British despotism their chief antagonist, 6-496 

On the other hand India is struggling to assert autonomy without British control, 8-57 

Since then the spirit of the British people and their statesmen has entirely changed, 6-

174 

The aid and backing of the Colonies has now become a necessity to British 

imagination, 8-58 

The British – Force and repression or purchasing the co-operation of a small class, 6-

174 

The British allowed commercial greed to overcome their kingly instincts, 6-955 

The British domination – A body foreign in blood, religion, interest, 6-368 

The British public – Confidence in the misstatements of their own countrymen, 8-268 

The British public – Guided by considerations of advantage to Great Britain, 6-505 

The British race arrogates to itself truth and frankness, 6-436 

The choice between liberty and empire is now being offered to the British people, 8-

148 

The delusiveness of the faith in the ultimate sense of justice of the British people, 6-566 

The fable that speeches and Congresses in England can change an ignorant British 

public, 8-193 

The historic madness has now overtaken the British nation in the height of its power, 6-

495 

The Indian movement has really to deal not with the British democracy, 8-182 

The punishment of demoralisation has come upon them in full measure, 6-956 

The readiness to use repression belongs not to British character especially, 8-270 

The sickening British lie that England governs India for the benefit of the Indians, 6-

728 

The whole might of the British Empire has been summoned to terrify the new spirit, 6-

397 

Weakness of any kind does not pay in dealing with the Briton, 8-343 

Whoever is a scourge of India must naturally be a demigod to the British people, 6-568 

British bureaucracy 

“divide and rule” is the policy of the British bureaucracy in India, 6-216 

British courts 

Two superstitions – Appealing to British courts and reliance upon the British executive, 

6-219 

British Empire 

The instance of the British nation and the British Empire, 25-325 

Will you learn the lesson before it is too late or will you sink your Empire in the mire?, 

6-708 
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British executive 

Two superstitions – Appealing to British courts and reliance upon the British executive, 

6-219 

British Karma 

British Karma – It has destroyed our industries and arrested our national development, 

8-147 

It has opened the gates of Western knowledge to the people of this country, 8-147 

The Karma of the British people in India has been of a mixed quality, 8-147 

British Liberalism 

British Liberalism – Only Imperialism afraid of its convictions, 8-99 

British Liberalism is and has always been self-regarding, 8-96 

The Indian problem is the test of British Liberalism, 8-148 

British nation 

The British nation has been a general success – Ireland was the element of failure, 25-

325 

The instance of the British nation and the British Empire, 25-325 

British rule 

A little too much talk about the blessings of British rule, 6-14 

British rule in India is paying for the commercial rapacity – The payment has begun, 6-

957 

In India under British rule, we are both socially and politically far more disunited, 6-

373 

Last – The substitution of autonomy in place of a British controlled Government, 6-203 

Next – That British rule and increasing poverty stood in the relation of cause and effect, 

6-203 

One great fact – The terrible poverty of India and its rapid increase under British rule, 

6-203 

The blessings of British rule have all been weighed in the balance and found wanting, 

6-969 

The continuance of British rule – Reasons of State held to be of supreme authority, 6-

533 

The inevitable result of British rule – The loss of our self-respect and habit of initiative, 

6-378 

brother 

Your father and brother – Those forces take their forms, 31-463 

brotherhood 

A deeper brotherhood, a yet unfound law of love is the only sure foundation, 25-220 

Freedom, equality, brotherhood are three godheads of the soul, 25-569 

Her mission is to point back to the true source of human liberty, equality, brotherhood, 

6-931 

If both equality and liberty disappear there is left brotherhood or comradeship, 25-204 

Nationality as the outer shell within which brotherhood may be organised, 1-513 

The first necessity is the discipline of brotherhood, the organisation of brotherhood, 1-

512 

The social principle of Hinduim – The organisation of brotherhood, 12-58 
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When the soul claims freedom, equality, brotherhood – The inner meaning of religion, 

25-570 

Brotherhood 

Europe has totally rejected the third and most necessary, Brotherhood, 1-548 

Only Brotherhood can make Equality tolerable, 1-548 

brotherhood. 

As for brotherhood, only a brotherhood of Cain was founded – and of Barabbas (324), 

12-466 

Brotherhood is of blood or country or religion or humanity (488), 12-491 

Brotherhood replaced by industrial association (325), 12-466 

Browning 

Browning – Next to Tennyson as a representative figure of the Victorian age, 26-156 

Browning is not one of the greatest poets, 27-379 

Browning stands apart also in the character and personality of his work, 26-156 

He alone adequately represents the curious, critical, eager, exploring mind of the age, 

26-157 

He is the one robust and masculine voice among contemporary poets, 26-156 

bucket 

A stream of milk filling a bucket ‒ The bucket is the physical consciousness, 30-152 

Buddha 

According to both Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya of the individual, 35-

312 

According to Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya of the individual, 29-457 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

As to Buddha's attitude towards life – His eightfold path, 29-430 

Buddha had a more powerful vital than Ramakrishna, 28-501 

Buddha never said he was an Avatar of a Personal God, 28-500 

Buddha refused always to discuss what was beyond the world, 29-429 

Buddha spoke neither of God nor Self nor Brahman, 29-428 

Buddha stands for the conquest over the Ignorance of the lower nature, 30-159 

Buddha taught something different from Krishna, 28-488 

Buddha tried to shoot from mind to Nirvana in the Supreme, 28-488 

Buddha tries to shoot beyond to the supreme liberation – But still negative, 28-487 

Buddha, Shankara, Ramakrishna – None had any idea of transforming the body, 29-407 

Buddha's renunciation, his temptation, his enlightenment are such symbols, 28-479 

But Buddha built up walls of logic – He shut himself up in a creed, 17-572 

Çakya-Mouni is a name of Buddha, “the sage of the Çakyas”, 32-607 

Christ and Buddha have come and gone, but it is Rudra who still holds the world, 19-

386 

Christ and Buddha too had to bear the assaults of the Asura, 35-655 

Every ascetic movement since the time of Buddha has left India weaker, 36-222 

For Buddha, all phenomenal existence is determined by Karma, 17-494 

I don’t know that historically there could have been any other Buddha, 28-501 

If Buddha can be called an Avatar, 28-500 

If Buddha was only a human being like many others, 28-500 

It was the agony of this problem that seized on Buddha, 17-449 
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Krishna, Buddha and Kalki depict the stages of the spiritual development, 28-487 

Krishna's, Ramakrishna's, Chaitanya's, Buddha's – All were spirituals, 29-414 

Nirvana consistent with desireless action – The real gist of the Buddha's teaching, 21-

34 

Nirvana of Buddha is the same as the Nirvana of the Gita, 29-431 

Our conception of the thing is also that of Christ and Krishna and Buddha, 28-476 

Reconnection of Vedanta with ordinary life was the secret of the Buddha’s effectuality, 

17-572 

The Buddha discovered the way of release from all constructions, 21-480 

The Christ, Krishna, Buddha – The example and the way men shall follow, 19-149 

The Christ, the Buddha – A profound and powerful change, 19-170 

The denial of anything beyond the world was a later teaching, not Buddha’s, 29-429 

The grand example, supreme in its kind, of the Buddha with the great illumination, 17-

571 

The great current doctrine of the bondage of Karma which Buddha brought forward, 

17-492 

The great sages of antiquity did away with all preconceived notions – Buddha, 6-977 

The great world-negating religions and philosophies – Buddha and Shankara, 21-432 

The Impersonal Brahman is inactive, aloof, indifferent – Buddha’s Permanent is the 

same, 28-28 

The method of Darshana, the way of Shankara and Buddha – Speculative and logical, 

17-558 

The Path I had opened – Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Chaitanya etc. opened theirs, 35-426 

The revealing and the formation of the Buddha, the Christ or Krishna in ourselves, 23-

66 

The Vedic law becomes a convention and a Buddha appears with his new rule, 19-478 

The wide divergence between the Vedic & the Buddhistic conceptions of Karma, 17-

493 

To pass out of life into a transcendence was his object, 29-430 

To the Buddhists Buddha was not an Avatar at all, 28-488 

What Buddha very certainly taught – His conception of Nirvana and his methods, 29-

429 

What is it that gives Buddha or Christ their enormous place in the spiritual world?, 28-

479 

Where and when did Buddha say «The service of mankind», 29-430 

Whether one accepts Buddha as an Avatar or prefers to put others in his place, 28-488 

Buddhas 

The Buddhas – Their preoccupation was with helping men towards Nirvana, 35-315 

buddhi 

Above the buddhi are other faculties now broadly included in the term spirituality, 1-

436 

Beyond it there is a reason, a highest action of the buddhi – The highest reason, 23-652 

Beyond the manas is the buddhi – Only a minority of men have developed this organ, 

1-435 

Man has liberated in himself and has formed into a separate power the buddhi, 23-665 

Man's highest accomplished range is the life of the reason, 25-84 
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Man's initial mentality – The buddhi only comes in as a secondary power, 23-663 

The buddhi – By opening to the Mother it begins to get the true light and direction, 28-

170 

The buddhi is only a chief support of the ego-sense in its manifold play, 23-677 

The buddhi itself – Three stages or elevations of its functioning, 23-669 

The buddhi or conscious intelligent will is still an instrument of Nature, 19-221 

The buddhi, the intelligent will, has not developed the full light of consciousness, 19-

220 

The composition of the buddhi – The distinction between manas and buddhi, 23-663 

The conscious mentality – Four powers, citta, manas, buddhi, ahańkāra, 23-647 

The higher action of the buddhi is to exceed and control the lower mind, 23-667 

The higher buddhi – The ideal faculty, 23-311 

The identification of buddhi with vijñāna and intuition is an error, 29-425 

The lower buddhi – The true reason, the pure intellectual understanding, 23-311 

The object of the purification of the buddhi, 23-666 

The Sanskrit philosophical term buddhi – What we exclude from the term, 23-310 

The third layer is the intellect or buddhi, which is the real instrument of thought, 1-387 

The truth-consciousness is something much higher than buddhi, 29-425 

There is a higher form of the buddhi – The intuitive mind or intuitive reason, 23-477 

To develop the buddhi – The sadhak’s way is to open his mind to the light from above, 

32-160 

We must first purify the buddhi of all that makes it subject to the sense-mind, 23-667 

What is this buddhi – The point of view of Yogic knowledge, 23-665 

Buddhi 

Buddhi is the intelligence with its power of knowledge and will – Three gradations, 23-

651 

Buddhi takes for us the form of intelligence and will, 19-97 

Buddhi, the discriminating principle, is at once intelligence and will, 19-73 

Freed from all these chains, the buddhi is limited only by its own inherent limitations, 

23-672 

Manas is the sense mind – Buddhi is the thinking mind, 28-169 

Manas, Buddhi etc. are the psychological phraseology of the old Yoga, 28-168 

The next evolutionary form of Will is Buddhi or Supra-intelligence, 17-235 

This highest Buddhi is assailed by the defects of the lower mentality, 23-671 

When the transition to supermind takes place, the powers of the Buddhi do not perish, 

23-653 

Will and knowledge are the two functions of the Buddhi, 19-96 

Buddhism, 29-435 

“Two religions, the most hostile to Nature, Buddhism, Christianity, 1-41 

A devastating simplicity of nullification – The pure unreality of Maya and Buddhism, 

21-484 

Buddha's teaching laid heavy stress on the sorrow and impermanence of things, 20-130 

Buddhism – Not self-working material force, but a mass of subjective sensations, 17-

496 

Buddhism by logical dexterity got rid of the human perception of self-existence, 17-

503 
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Buddhism could easily have claimed for itself a Vedic origin, 20-208 

Buddhism dismisses the Many as phenomena of sensation, the One as an ideative 

illusion, 17-576 

Buddhism first gave an exaggerated and enormous extension to the ascetic ideal, 20-

127 

Buddhism has been the author of confusion and the destroyer of the peoples, 1-330 

Buddhism is of many kinds and the entirely nihilistic kind is only one variety, 29-433 

Buddhism made a gospel of the ascetic exaggeration, 20-240 

Buddhism too had another side, a side turned towards action and creation, 20-127 

Buddhism was only a restatement of one side of the experience of the Upanishads, 20-

330 

Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism have had the strongest effective force in ethics, 20-148 

Buddhism, the teacher of one third of humanity, drank from its inspiration, 18-413 

Buddhist teaching does not recognise any inner self or soul, 29-428 

Buddhistic and illusionist denial of life is only one side of its philosophic tendency, 20-

10 

But the Buddhist Nirvana is a state of ineffable calm and joy, open not only to a few, 

20-130 

Even Buddhism and Illusionism – That man must develop himself, 20-239 

From this need arise the religions of love and works – Even Buddhism and Mayavada, 

19-339 

How the universe is maintained – The Buddhist, the Materialist, The Mayavadin, 12-

211 

In Buddhism – The fruitful affirmation of Karma and of Dharma or ethical religion, 17-

500 

In Buddhism & modern Rationalism, the negation is corrected, 17-500 

In Buddhistic thought the existence of the Self was denied, 21-781 

Most Buddhism admits a Permanent as beyond the creation of Karma and Sanskaras, 

29-433 

Notions as a Higher Evolution beyond Nirvana seem to me not Buddhistic, 29-433 

Starting from the Buddhists' law of Karma – The complete theory of karma, 13-335 

Subsequently, the Sankhya method – Overshadowed by the Buddhistic, 19-84 

The Buddhist denied the existence of a Self free and infinite – An extinction, 13-341 

The Buddhist perception is a first phase – Being is not only rest, but also action, 13-356 

The Buddhistic statement admits no self, spirit or eternal Being, 13-299 

The Buddhistic teaching is rendered as Nirvana and a spiritual humanitarianism, 29-

434 

The Buddhistic theory – A prolongation by rebirth and a discipline of self-extinction, 

13-300 

The conclusion modern Materialism affirms and to that nihilistic Buddhism arrived, 23-

430 

The idea belongs both to ancient Buddhism and modern Rationalism, 17-494 

The Mother was an adept in the Buddhist yoga and the yoga of the Gita, 32-36 

The Nihilistic Buddhistic teaching is plain and comprehensible that there is no soul, 35-

313 
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The numbers of Buddhism and Christianity – Without difference to their external life, 

35-310 

The Permanent of Buddhism has always been supposed to be Supracosmic, 29-434 

The Permanent of Buddhism has always been supposed to be Supracosmic and 

Ineffable, 35-312 

The rejection of Buddhism – The exclusive trenchancy of its positions, 20-208 

The self-annihilation of the Buddhist is in its nature absolute exclusion of all, 23-441 

This aspect of existence compelled the Buddhists to declare that all is Karma, 19-222 

What then is Nirvana? – In orthodox Buddhism, in illusionist Vedanta, 29-395 

Buddhist 

The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will not have to cease, 

6-169 

Then comes the Buddhist – The Madhyamikas, 17-406 

Buddhist. 

In the Buddhists' view to have saved an ant from drowning is a greater work than to 

have founded an empire (183), 12-446 

Buddhistic 

Not the Christian & Buddhistic doctrine of turning the other cheek to the smiter, 1-336 

Buddhistic Nirvana 

In the Buddhistic Nirvana – In the Adwaita Nirvana, 29-432 

Budget 

The Budget by which the land has been subjected to substantial taxation, 8-312 

The Budget is the pivot on which English progress has turned from the beginning, 8-

296 

buffalo 

A buffalo conveys the idea often of an obscure violence in the nature, 30-168 

Buffaloes ‒ Rash and obscure vital forces, 30-169 

The buffalo is a symbol of unnecessary or blind anger, 30-169 

When you see a buffalo rushing upon you and missing – A transcription, 30-103 

building 

The building is the symbol of a new creation, 30-181 

bull 

The bull is an emblem of strength and force, 30-166 

Bull 

The Purusha is in this early pastoral imagery the Bull, Vrishabha, 15-98 

burden 

As the material is not yet conquered, the Mother’s body has to bear the attacks, 32-590 

It is in fact to ensure an easier path to others hereafter that we have borne that burden, 

32-96 

The Divine has to put on humanity in order that the human being may rise to the 

Divine, 32-586 

The idea of unburdening desires, imperfections, impurities, illnesses on the Mother, 32-

589 

The Leader of the Way in a work like ours has to bear the burden of humanity, 32-94 

The method of taking upon oneself had its utility at one time, but it is useful no longer, 

32-115 
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bureaucracy 

A bureaucracy is always inclined to be arrogant, self-sufficient, self-righteous, 8-408 

The bureaucracy are here to be replaced when their work is over, 6-980 

The persecution of Swadeshism – God has withdrawn from the British bureaucracy, 6-

981 

The spirit of bureaucracy in all countries tends to be narrow, hard and domineering, 6-

529 

We have depended on the bureaucracy and made no attempt to organize ourselves, 6-

190 

bureaucratic autocracy 

Indian aspirations and bureaucratic autocracy cannot stall together, 6-396 

bureaucratic rule 

The reality to which we awake – An instructive lesson in the nature of bureaucratic 

rule, 6-382 

burgess 

In Europe the transition of power from the noble to the burgess has been natural, 6-54 

In India the administration remained with the noble – The burgess has been submerged, 

6-55 

burning 

The burning is sometimes the heat of a difficulty and resistance ‒ Then it disturbs, 30-

372 

The purification of the physical is usually indicated in the symbol of burning, 30-147 

burning sensation 

Then, a burning sensation etc. can take place, 30-487 

Burns 

Burns has in him the things most native to the poetry of our modern times, 26-105 

Bushy 

Bushy was the cat who introduced us to this house (Meditation) running before us, 35-

29 

business 

Even if I myself had had the command to do business I would have done it, 35-770 

I do not regard business as something evil or tainted, 29-248, 35-769 

butterflies 

The butterflies and birds are life forces and soul forces, powers or beings, 30-140 

Byron 

A considerable work of a secondary kind – But Byron had something greater to say, 

26-134 

Behind there is a spiritual element – He could not express this thing that he felt, 26-133 

Byron – A hasty vehement personality, 26-131 

Byron expressed the first crude attempt to shake off the conventions of the past, 26-133 

Byron sets out with a strangely transformed echo of the past intellectualism, 26-105 

Byron succeeds more amply on the inferior levels of his genius, 26-131 

No poet of eminence except Byron afterwards attempted the style, 1-141 

Shakespeare and Byron are the only two great names of English poetry, 26-49 

Cabbala 

The Cabbala system – Two systems, one concentric, another vertical, 35-300 
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Cabinet Minister 

No one can be long a Cabinet Minister in England and yet remain a man of principle, 6-

413 

Caesar 

As for Napoleon, Caesar and Shakespeare, not one of them was a virtuous man, 28-505 

Caesar – A sane policy of social equality enforced by the fixed will of a despotic ruler, 

6-41 

Napoleon, Caesar, Shakespeare were great men – They had defects of character and 

vices, 28-506 

Shakespeare stole deer, Napoleon lied freely, Caesar was without scruples, 28-506 

caesura 

Caesura in English – The practice of the pentameter decasyllabic and hexameter verses, 

27-133 

Caesura is a technical term meaning a rhythmical division of a line, 27-132 

In French, two metres insist on a caesura, the Alexandrine and the pentameter, 27-133 

In the blank verse decasyllabic – The caesura at the fourth, fifth, sixth, or seventh 

syllable, 27-133 

caitanya puruṣa 

The all-conscious Soul that is source and lord of the universe – Caitanya puruṣa, 17-33 

caitya puruṣa 

Jivatma is not psychic being, the caitya puruṣa – Jivatma is the central being, 28-62 

The psychic being is a spiritual personality put forward by the soul – caitya puruṣa, 28-

64 

The psychic being may be described as the Purusha in the heart or the caitya puruṣa, 

28-104 

Caitya puruṣa 

Caitya puruṣa means rather the Purusha in the cit, the fundamental (inner) 

consciousness, 28-62 

cake 

We have also, less prominent, the offering of the cake – Possibly the body, 15-80 

cakras 

The ordinary method is the opening up of the cakras, 23-695 

Çakya-Mouni 

Çakya-Mouni is a name of Buddha, “the sage of the Çakyas”, 32-607 

calamities 

Even errors, misfortunes, calamities are steps in the journey, 28-509 

Calcutta 

A great deal of the best in the life of Bengal gravitates towards the capital, Calcutta, 8-

391 

The object of the electoral rules is to destroy the supremacy of the Calcutta men, 8-392 

Calderon 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

calf 

The cow or calf being the symbol of Light in the consciousness, 30-165 

The white calf is the sign of a pure and clear consciousness, 30-165 
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call 

A call is only the beginning – After many ordeals it matures into a definite choice, 36-

392 

A man seized by a spiritual call, leaving all to follow the summoning Voice, 28-433 

A path not possible to follow unless there is a strong call and a power to go through, 

35-555 

A positive inner call, a strong will and a great steadiness are necessary, 29-27 

According to the nature and the circumstances the call will come, 23-69 

All one needs to know is whether the soul in one has been moved to the Yoga, 35-227 

An awakening of the soul is the one sure sign of a call to the Yoga, 35-546 

Come then, hearken to the call of the Mother – Help Her each as you feel impelled, 6-

89 

Everyone whose psychic being calls him to the spiritual path has a capacity, 31-643 

First be sure of the call and of thy soul's answer, 12-155 

For those who have within them a sincere call for the Divine, the goal is sure, 29-29 

He who chooses the Infinite has been chosen by the Infinite – The divine touch, 23-53 

If the call is not true – A poor spiritual fiasco or else a deep disaster, 12-155 

If the change comes suddenly and decisively – The call, once decisive, stands, 23-70 

If the soul has once heard the call, it arrives, sooner or later, 29-28 

If you are faithful to your soul’s call there is no reason why you should not be able, 29-

33 

If you feel the call, you follow it without calculating or counting risks, 32-368 

If you have not the entire and undivided call, it is better not to take the plunge, 35-728 

It is given only when there is sufficient evidence of capacity or an irresistible call, 29-

27 

It is only for those who have the call, the capacity, the willingness, 29-27 

It is the call of the soul within for the Divine that makes it turn, 31-202 

One must not enter on this path unless one is sure – The psychic call and the readiness, 

29-27 

One who is touched by it, without having the experience, but having the call, 29-92 

Others abandon everything to follow the spiritual call alone, 35-732 

Prayer and aspiration are sufficient, if there is sincerity and a true call within, 35-542 

Sadhana is given only to those who have a special call to Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga, 35-

807 

Sri Aurobindo and the Mother do not admit anyone to it unless they are sure of his call, 

32-332 

Still, if the call of the soul is there there can be no final and irretrievable failure, 31-633 

Sustained persistence in the call within and reliance on the Grace above, 35-619 

That each man might feel in the way suitable the call, the pressure, the influence, 20-

219 

That is one reason why a spiritual call must be accepted as imperative, 21-653 

That is the call, the touch of the bliss existence upon us, 23-593 

That which receives and answers to the call is the inner soul, 23-774 

The awakening and the call to Yoga – Different ways to the initial departure, 23-69 

The capacity to do a difficult Yoga or on a call to devote oneself to that ideal, 29-380 

The Light asks a call from the soul and a sufficient point of support in the mind, 23-81 
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The one thing essential is the inner call and aspiration and the perseverance, 30-40 

The one thing that is essential is the inner call and aspiration and the perseverance, 35-

230 

The real fitness comes by the soul’s call and the power to open oneself, 29-33 

The truth of your divine possibilities and the call of the higher Light, 31-712 

This path – He is sure of the psychic call and of his readiness to go through to the end, 

35-540 

This path of Yoga requires not only capacity for sadhana, but a psychic call, 35-566 

This Yoga – Only when there is sufficient evidence of capacity or an irresistible call, 

35-553 

Those are accepted by the Mother who are found to be called or chosen from within, 

35-542 

Those called upon must live in the Asram under the direct pressure, 35-575 

To follow the way of spiritual endeavour he must have the soul’s call, 28-441 

To overcome the difficulties of Yoga, there must be a definite call, 35-553 

Two things are needed – The need and will within thee and the call of the Spirit, 12-

373 

What brings men to the Yoga has nothing to do with success or failure, 35-579 

What is important is that turn and the call within, 29-92 

What is really important and decisive is the call of the Beyond, the need of the soul, 23-

440 

When a demand is there for the Divine, a sincere call – Its fulfilment, 29-29 

Whether there is something which can respond to the call and open itself, 29-169 

You have to grow spiritually from within till it is certain that your call is to this Path, 

35-529 

calligraphy 

Calligraphy – “The words and letters must exhibit a regular variety”, 1-47 

calling 

Detect first what is false or obscure in you – Then alone can you call in the right way, 

35-109 

calling of Mother 

The calling of Mother in sleep – The inner being calls to her in difficulty or in need, 

29-327 

calling the Mother 

Many sadhaks learn to call the Mother's name in the alarming dream itself, 30-195 

calm, 29-137 

(1) An entire quietness and calm of the mind and the whole being, 30-45 

(1) The feeling of calm and comparative absence of disturbing thoughts, 30-466 

(2) A fundamental calm, peace and purity in the mind, vital being and all the nature, 

29-44 

(3) To establish and deepen the inner calm and quiet, 29-44 

A calm or silence can support or produce action, 35-346 

A calm or silence which can support or produce action, that is what I have had, 28-150 

A descent of the wide calm permanently is one of the realisations, 29-236 

A firm basis of calm and equality in the vital and physical, 29-127 

A greater calm within and a freedom of the inner being, 29-146 
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A wave (or sea) of calm and the consciousness of a vast and luminous Reality, 30-392 

A wide calm in the physical consciousness as the basis for its transformation, 29-125 

An inner calm and silence must be the foundation, 36-364 

As for calm and silence, there is no need of the supramental to get that, 28-150 

As for the calm and equality needed, it must come down from above, 29-60 

Aspiration for peace and calm and a perfect equality, 29-46 

Aspire to the Mother for this settled quietness and calm of the mind, 29-150 

At first the peace and calm are not continuous, 30-45 

Calm – A still unmoved condition which no disturbance can affect, 29-137 

Calm and equality come by the soul’s aspiration and the Mother’s grace, 32-165 

Calm and silence – One can get it even on the level of Higher Mind, 35-346 

Calm has to be brought down also into the body, into all the lower planes, 30-437 

Calm is a strong and positive quietude, 29-138 

Calm, even if it seems at first only a negative thing, is a great step in advance, 29-146 

Calm, peace and surrender are the right atmosphere for all the rest to come, 29-124 

Calm, peace, shanti are the necessary basis for any establishment of other things, 30-

235 

In reality, calm is not a negative thing – The foundation of the divine consciousness, 

29-146 

Indifference and calm – Equality and its positive form of love and delight, 23-354 

It is not necessary in a calm mind that there should be no thought, 29-146 

It is only from that inner state of equality and calm that one can be stronger than life, 

29-140 

It is only on the basis of peace and calm that the true progress and realisation can come, 

32-473 

It is the first secret of Yoga, to maintain the inner calm always, 29-145 

Learn to live in that calm of the inner being, 31-700 

One saveguard is to call down first the eternal peace, calm and silence of the Divine, 

36-393 

Only calm in the vital is hardly sufficient – Throwing out the ego from the vital, 31-233 

Peace is more positive than calm – There is also a positive calm, 29-148 

Peace or calm is not Ananda, 29-157 

Peace, purity and calm are the first basis that has to be laid, 30-45 

People get a sense of calm and immobility from my appearance, 35-50 

Purification and a basis of calm are the first necessary steps in the spiritual life, 29-46 

Quiet and calm have to be increased to be a firm basis for the love and Ananda, 29-141 

Silence of the mind, peace or calm in the mind are three things that are very close, 29-

138 

The calm from above came to you, 29-147 

The calm has come down from above – The calm has to spread lower down, 29-147 

The calm must remain the same whatever happens – The universal vision, 23-724 

The calm of the Atman, the Self above, silent, immutable and infinite, 29-147 

The calm of the inner being and the light of the psychic, 30-450 

The descent of the spiritual calm and peace from above, 29-131 

The difference between a vacant mind and a calm mind, 29-145 

The first is the ordinary fundamental calm of the individual Adhar, 29-147 
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The first thing is to call down the calm into the mind and the vital, 29-109 

The infinite calm you felt coming down was the calm of the Divine Consciousness, 30-

464 

The next step is for calm and silence in the outward consciousness, 29-162 

The second condition is an increasing purity and calm of the inner consciousness, 36-

295 

The second is the fundamental limitless calm of the cosmic consciousness, 29-147 

The sense of peace, purity and calm cannot be permanent at first, 28-66 

The silence and calm of the higher consciousness pressing down into the body, 30-454 

The state of vast peace and calm is the basic experience of the higher consciousness, 

30-391 

There is a place in the inner being where one can always remain calm, 31-700 

To be calm, steady, fixed in the spirit, 29-160 

To be calm, undisturbed and quiet, 29-126 

To fix the calm and strength is the main thing now ‒ Experiences will come fast 

enough, 30-44 

Two kinds of stillness, helpless or sovereign – The calm of the Yogin, 13-58 

What you need now is calm in the mind, the purified vital being and in the physical, 

36-373 

Calm 

The calm within supporting an inexhaustible activity, 21-31 

The Peace, Purity and Calm of the Self must be fixed, 30-450 

calm and peace 

Calm and peace in the whole being are the necessary foundation of all siddhi, 31-139 

calmness 

Calmness is a more positive condition, 29-138 

Calmness is only the proper condition for receptivity, 30-228 

If she feels calmness in the meditation, that is the necessary basis, 31-279 

In the beginning the peace and calmness comes only for a short time, 29-149 

Perfect calmness with the support of the Divine Force, 29-283 

The calmness you feel is that of the inner being, 30-232 

When the calmness is there, all sorts of things may rise on the surface, 31-7 

Whenever anything untoward happens, one must remain calm and open, 29-283 

Wideness and calmness are the foundation of the yogic consciousness, 29-125 

You have only to turn always to the Force that gives you calmness, 29-146 

Cambridge 

At Cambridge he delivered many revolutionary speeches, 36-32 

Oxford or Cambridge – Turn the student him in three years from a boy into a man, 1-

353 

What makes Oxford and Cambridge great and historic Universities, 1-355 

camel 

Camel manifesting violet light ‒ Patient progress and endurance, 30-168 

camel. 

Be to the world as the camel in patience and service (142), 12-440 

Canada 

Australia and Canada cannot approach the United States in vigour, 6-552 
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The evolution of Australia, Canada and South-Africa, 25-330 

cancer 

Cancer can be cured by yoga, but on condition of faith or openness or both, 31-586 

Even a mental suggestion can cure cancer, 31-586, 32-236 

I do not know why the doctors speak of cancer as inevitable, 31-586 

capacities 

The development of capacities is right when it can be made part of the Yoga, 29-103 

Vital capacities turned into instruments of service and the Divine Work, 29-245 

capacity 

A capacity for poetry or anything else – Yoga has power to develop capacity, 27-453 

Anyone who can have inner experiences is capable of Yoga, 35-628 

As we ascend towards the supreme level – Intensification of capacity is the first 

change, 27-41 

Everyone whose psychic being calls him to the spiritual path has a capacity, 31-643 

In sadhana it is not by the personal capacity that things are done, 29-31 

It is given only when there is sufficient evidence of capacity or an irresistible call, 29-

27 

It is not really on the capacity of the outer nature that success depends, 29-31 

Length of time is no proof of an ultimate incapacity to arrive, 35-619 

Nobody can do the sadhana by his own sole capacity, 29-32 

One has to do whatever work one can do as an offering of one’s capacity to the Divine, 

27-454 

Reliance on the Mother’s Force and Light and openness to it is the real capacity, 35-

749 

Since you did begin to open a little for a time, it shows that you are able, 31-131 

Spiritual capacity means simply a natural capacity for true spiritual experience, 29-32 

The capacity for inner experience is the one thing all sadhaks must have or develop, 35-

626 

The capacity to do a difficult Yoga or on a call to devote oneself to that ideal, 29-380 

The test of capacity is to be able to quiet the mind, 31-28 

There are few of whom it can be said that they have capacity for this Yoga, 29-31 

This Yoga – Only when there is sufficient evidence of capacity or an irresistible call, 

35-553 

Those who cannot face the difficulties of life in the right spirit, will not be able, 35-567 

capital 

Condoning the advantage to British capital for the sake of the advantage to Indian 

labour, 6-886 

The danger of an invasion of our market by British capital on a gigantic scale, 6-885 

The natural reluctance of capital to leave its own nest where it is safest, 6-886 

We have more capital than we imagine to develop our resources if we would only use 

it, 1-715 

Capital 

A bitter and selfish struggle between upper class and lower class, Labour and Capital, 

8-309 

Excessive individualism – The strong antipathetic feelings of Labour towards Capital, 

6-45 
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The approaching struggle for supremacy between Capital and Labour, 25-653 

The growing struggle between Capital and Labour and the Asiatic question, 25-671 

The modern contest between Capital and Labour has entered into a new phase, 25-672 

The rise of Capital and Labour – The ultimate triumph of Labour, 25-486 

capital ignorance 

Of our superconscient existence we are normally ignorant – Our capital ignorance, 21-

582 

capitalism 

A reproduction or imitation of the European situation with its corrupt capitalism, 36-

236 

Neither capitalism or orthodox socialism as the right solution for the world’s future, 35-

222 

The curse of capitalism, of Imperialism which afflict modern nations are due to this, 8-

139 

Capitalism 

Capitalism has lost its moral credit – It blocks the way to any other solution, 25-672 

For the present, a division between the two systems, capitalistic and socialistic, 25-592 

Side by side, socialistic States and States controlling a modified Capitalism, 25-584 

Socialism and Capitalism now look each other in the face all over Europe, 25-672 

The accepted ideal is now the abolition of the capitalistic structure of society, 25-674 

The capitalistic industrialism is condemned to perish – The issue of the future, 25-675 

capitalists 

The capitalists should see that the expert knowledge of the students is not wasted, 6-

607 

The conditions under which Indian labour has to seat in order to enrich alien capitalists, 

6-124 

Carbonari 

The Carbonari movement which was Italy’s first attempt to live was permeated with it, 

8-184 

care 

Care should be taken of the body, 31-570 

One has to take reasonable care if there is some immediate cause of apprehension, 31-

568 

care. 

Why should I care that the worldlings mock and the Pharisees turn their faces? (442), 

12-485 

caresses 

Kisses and caresses belong to the vital sex-movement, even if there is no physical sex-

act, 31-541 

caressing 

Touching and caressing ‒ You should repel it always with the utmost firmness, 31-341 

Carolean poets 

Milton’s early poetry, a promise of better things – The minor Carolean poets, 26-92 

Carpenter 

Carpenter – We may get some idea of the limitations of the form, 26-168 
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The most considerable representatives of this free form – Carpenter and Whitman, 26-

163 

caste 

A man of spiritual realisation becomes by that very fact of realisation above caste, 28-

413 

But she had invented the system of caste which came to be an obstacle, 6-930 

Caste division in India had a spiritual object and a spiritual and moral basis, 6-682 

Caste has not and should not be allowed to have any political meaning, 6-779 

Caste was originally an arrangement for the distribution of functions in society, 6-682 

Caste, situation of women, form of society – These things must be decided, 12-53 

Every great religious awakening has sought to reduce caste as a social convenience, 6-

930 

Heredity entered into caste divisions as a subordinate element, 6-683 

In the later system of caste birth came to be the sole rule of status, 19-513 

Out-of-date semi-religious prejudices have gathered round the institution of caste, 1-

701 

The ancient Chaturvarnya must not be judged by the caste system, 20-170 

The British rulers now dreaming of using caste as a political instrument, 6-780 

The caste also counted in the political and administrative functioning of the kingdom, 

20-418 

The caste system has been a necessary phase of human progress, 6-680 

The degenerate perversions of the original caste system, 6-679 

The influence of heredity, race, caste and family – A very big stamp in most cases, 28-

521 

The institution of caste became the one basis of economic function everywhere, 20-418 

The institution of caste degenerated – Spiritual qualifications now subordinate, 6-684 

The institution of caste in town and village – Subdivisions of the four orders, 20-418 

The policy of the bureaucracy – An attempt to reshuffle on the basis of caste, 6-777 

The so-called national dinner, regardless of caste-restrictions and old orthodoxy, 6-167 

The spirit of caste arrogance, exclusiveness and superiority came to dominate it, 6-684 

Thus arose the ethical phenomenon of caste morality, 17-291 

Thus in the evolution of caste, the outward supports of the ethical fourfold order, 25-12 

With most of us political division by castes is foreign to our habits of thought, 6-780 

caste system 

The more outward meaning – No bearing on the existing caste system, 19-510 

castes 

Birth counts, but the basic value is in the man himself, the soul behind, 28-430 

Differentiation in the society developed classes or castes, 17-290 

Hindu society – The action of the lower castes and the higher more and more selfish, 8-

309 

Indian society degenerated into a chaos of castes, developing evils to eliminate, 20-172 

The doctrine that India is not fitted for self-government – Diversities of creeds and 

castes, 6-168 

The Mahatma accepts castes but on the basis that all are equal before the Divine, 28-

430, 35-192 
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The shutting out from spiritual truth on the ground of caste is an invention of later 

times, 18-266 

The system of the four castes – No obstacle in the pursuit of spiritual advancement, 18-

266 

The Vedic institution of the fourfold order miscalled the system of the four castes, 25-8 

When one comes to an Asram to do Yoga, one leaves social rules, caste, 35-703 

cat 

The black cat is usually the symbol of magic of an evil kind or of an evil influence, 30-

170 

catalepsy 

In certain cases, such as catalepsy, the ordinary physical functioning is suspended, 21-

192 

The phenomena of psychology – A man dreaming, stunned or in trance, catalepsy, 12-

129 

catastrophe 

A catastrophic upheaval is the sign of a struggle, generally of conflicting vital forces, 

32-322 

catastrophes 

Mankind has a habit of surviving the worst catastrophes, 25-585 

There need not be catastrophes when the Supramental descends, 28-292 

To go on upon the present lines – Towards another and greater catastrophe, 25-661 

Too long a postponement or too continued a failure – Increasing catastrophes, 25-586 

catholic 

Two tendencies, catholic and protestant – The intellect as the sole surviving power, 21-

904 

Catholic 

The ceremonies & services of the Roman Catholic, 18-165 

Catholicism 

The Catholic authorised explanation of the Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 28-8 

cats 

Cats have a very sure vital perception, 28-407 

Looking at Mother’s photo with concentration, 32-597 

Catullus 

Catullus – Like most poets of his power he must have been aware of his genius, 27-387 

Catullus was an exquisite lyrist – He got out of the Latin language a melody, 27-372 

caturvarṇa 

The ancient system had a triple aspect – Social and economic, cultural and spiritual, 19-

511 

The Gita's words refer to the ancient system of caturvarṇa in its ideal purity, 19-511 

cāturvarṇya 

In the Gita I only explain the spiritual sense of the cāturvarṇya – Not my own teaching, 

35-689 

The four orders of the old Indian social culture, cāturvarṇya, 19-509 

causal body 

An ascent to the ideal or causal body – A divine mind, life and a divine body, 21-275 

Behind the gross physical sheath – A subtle body and a spiritual or causal body, 23-695 
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Causal body – The source of all that in the actual evolution has preceded it, 23-17 

In man also as in the larger Cosmos – A causal body, a subtle body, a gross body, 17-

233 

Man becoming the knowledge-soul, living in the causal body, 23-473 

The causal body is little developed in the majority of men, 23-456 

The causal body is not developed at all in man or only as yet crudely developed, 23-

473 

The causal body, composed of a fourth and a fifth vehicle – Of knowledge and bliss, 

23-16 

The highest worlds affect us through the causal or spiritual body, 23-456 

Causal body 

Bliss is, spiritually, the Sleep-State and operates absolutely in the Causal body, 17-235 

Causal Body 

The Dream Consciousness is surrounded by the Sleep Condition or the Causal Body, 

17-105 

Causal consciousness 

prājña – The Self that supports the Deep Sleep State or Causal consciousness T, 28-38 

causal matter 

As soon as the Sleep-State appears, Spirit surrounds itself with causal matter, 17-233 

Beyond subtle ether – A new kind which they termed causal matter, 17-247 

Spiritual life – Consciousness in the Sleep State on causal matter, 17-249 

Causal matter 

In the universe of Causal matter, the difference is greatly attenuated, 18-362 

The basal perception for Mind in this Universe is Monism with a difference, 18-362 

causality 

A plastic causality in which free-will is an element can still be asserted, 28-512 

All this change of circumstance is summed up in philosophical language as causality, 

21-531 

If «strict causality» rules all, what is such an ethical law doing there?, 28-512 

Infinity containing all the infinities and the succession called causality, 18-157 

The chain of karma from which the Hindus seek salvation – Causality, 13-48 

The world is an extension in Time and Space and a development by causality, 21-154 

Causality 

A limitless Awareness translated into a movement in Time, Space & Causality, 17-394 

Behind – The will of the Self in its dealings with Time and Space and Causality, 21-

528 

Fate, Law and fixed Causality do not bind the Purusha or conscious Soul, 17-513 

That moves in the conception of Time, Space & Causality & That does not move, 17-

396 

The development and progress of the world – Time and Space and Causality, 21-142 

The true name of this Causality is Divine Law – Self-development of Idea, 21-154 

The Vedantic conception of Causality – The relation between process and Will of God, 

17-508 

The Vedantic conception of Causality and Law of Nature, 17-506 

Causality. 
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As if there is no All Wise one who guides the world but only blind Chance or a brute 

Causality (32), 12-426 

cause 

Law of Nature & succession of cause & effect – The process of fulfilment of a Will, 

17-520 

The man who abandons a cause which is right because it is denied success, is 

despicable, 8-463 

Without indomitable Faith or inspired Wisdom no great cause can conquer, 8-463 

Cause 

Cause is only a means of manifestation – The real cause is only the Will of God, 17-

510 

cause. 

All is not settled when a cause is humanly lost and hopeless (270), 12-459 

So long as a cause has on its side one soul that is intangible in faith, it cannot perish 

(254), 12-458 

causes 

The Prakriti attached to this Jivatman has created causes – To work out their effects, 

17-209 

cave 

The lower world of Night and the Inconscient is the cave of the darkness, 15-232 

Cavour 

But he had learned to cherish the unity and freedom of Italy as engrossing ideals, 8-186 

Cavour had the greatest gift of a statesman – To recognise that events were wiser, 8-

186 

Cavour was the statesman and organiser, Mazzini the prophet and creator, 8-183 

The Italian Revolution – Mazzini and Cavour were the most essential, 8-183 

The temper and methods of Cavour were predominatingly Machiavellian, 8-186 

celebrations 

It is of the first importance that this great festival should be celebrated, 8-174 

celebrities 

The visits of celebrities – Not the means by which the work of the Ashram can be 

helped, 27-740 

celibacy 

Celibacy is one thing and freedom from sex-pushes is another, 31-542 

Celibacy means first “not marrying” – It is not equivalent to Brahmacharya, 31-542 

cell 

Each cell has tendencies of its own largely, if not entirely determined by heredity, 1-

266 

cells 

A change of the physical consciousness down to the consciousness of the cells, 28-307, 

35-295 

A quietness in the cells of the body is a different thing, 31-395 

After a time, the physical consciousness gets the true peace and calm in the cells, 35-

358 

Light, consciousness, force, Ananda into the cells and all the physical movements, 30-

493 
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Celtic 

The mystic Celtic imagination – Its singular intangibility, its otherworldliness, 1-212 

Celtic countries 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

Celtic element 

A potent alchemy of transformation – The summerged Celtic element which emerges, 

26-55 

The sudden emergence of some half-mystical Celtic turn of the national mind, 26-103 

Celtic genius 

The Celtic genius of second sight has begun to make its way into poetry, 26-139 

The pure Celtic genius is attracted by all that is hidden and secret, 26-59 

The submerged Celtic genius must have pushed the rest from behind, 26-53 

Celtic poet 

A Celtic poet – The race has the key to the occult worlds or some of them at least, 27-

431 

Celtic race 

A Celtic poet – The race has the key to the occult worlds or some of them at least, 27-

431 

Celtic spirit 

The submerged Celtic spirit – An ancient mystic tradition and an old forgotten culture, 

26-52 

Censor 

The Adversary, or the Censor, presses with all his might wherever there is a weak 

point, 31-784 

The Censor – These crises are out of all proportion to their cause in the nature, 35-375 

central authority 

Impossible to carry out any large national object in the absence of this authority, 6-266 

It remained to develop the central authority which will execute the national policy, 6-

269 

The Boycott – For the want of a central authority, it has not been properly carried out, 

6-266 

The mere creation of Committees will not provide us with our central authority, 6-269 

We advocate the creation of a strong central authority to carry out the will of the 

nation, 6-301 

central being 

Above all is the central being (Jivatman) – It is a portion of the Divine Self, 28-63 

After liberation, the central being will live in the consciousness of the Divine, 28-62 

If it makes its surrender, it is easier for the mind, vital and physical to surrender, 28-61 

It holds together the mental, vital and physical being and it controls the life, 28-58 

It is the central being above the evolution (always the same) that we call the Jivatma, 

28-60 

Jiva is the central being, not combined of the mental, vital, psychic etc., 28-62 

Jivatma is not psychic being, the caitya puruṣa – Jivatma is the central being, 28-62 

Only those who have begun to know themselves become aware of their central being, 

28-63 
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The “central being” – Above, it is the Jivatman, below, it is the psychic being, 28-61 

The central being accepted or even invited the adventure of the Ignorance, 28-261 

The central being and the soul are both in different ways portions of the Divine, 28-60 

The central being is above the Adhara – The psychic is the soul, 28-60 

The central being is that on which all the others depend, 28-61 

The central being is that which is not born, does not evolve, 28-60 

The central being is the being in its original self, the psychic being is in the becoming, 

35-127 

The central being is the being which presides over the different births, 28-58 

The central being, the Jivatman presides over the individual birth and evolution, 28-59 

The central being’s surrender to the Divine – A turn towards union with the Divine, 28-

61 

The essential Self or Atman becomes for the manifestation the Jivatman, the central 

being, 28-56 

The Jiva is realised as the individual Self, Atman, the central being above the Nature, 

28-106 

The Jivatman – A central being above of which the psychic being is the representative, 

28-98 

The Karana Purusha is what is called the central being by us, the Jiva, 28-62 

The psychic being is the central being for the purposes of the evolution, 28-98 

The psychic is the central being in the evolution, it represents the Jivatman, 28-56 

The true central being is the soul, but this being stands back, 21-934 

You must find your central being with the psychic as its basis and live in it, 30-227 

central consciousness 

To be aware of one’s central consciousness and to know the action of the forces, 30-

227 

Central nations of India 

The bold intellectual temperament, heroic, ardent and severe, of the Central nations, 1-

153 

central Purusha 

To become aware of the psychic being or the central Purusha is more difficult, 28-63 

central vital 

Another at the navel (central vital), 28-231 

The central vital – From the heart to the navel, 28-187 

The central vital – The seat of the stronger vital longings and reactions, 28-187 

The navel is the seat of the central vital, below it is the lower vital, 28-242 

central will 

A very serious difficulty in one's Yoga – The absence of a central will, 30-227 

His central will of life is still situated in his vital and physical being, 25-236 

The central will implicit in life must be the spiritual will, 25-241 

centralisation 

Life exists by diversity – Over-centralisation is not the healthy method of life, 25-513 

The growth of national centralisation is due to two primary needs, 25-441 

The pressure of peril from without and the need of expansion create centralisation, 25-

442 

centre 
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A centre may be opened and still there may be resistances in that part of the nature, 28-

242 

The first impulse of the developing nation is to provide itself with a centre, 6-367 

centre of thought 

The opening of the centre of thought, will and vision there, 28-129 

centres 

All the centres have to open ‒ The inner consciousness liberated to its full working, 30-

351 

All these centres are in the middle of the body – In the subtle body, 28-229 

But the inner centres are for the most part closed or asleep, 30-325 

Concentrating in the heart ‒ The places he speaks of are four centres, 30-468 

Consciousness is everywhere in the system and there are several centres of it, 29-309 

Each centre of the system represents or centralises a plane of experience, 28-233 

For the mind there are many centres, 28-235 

In the subtle body there are centres proper to each level of the being, 29-306 

In this Yoga their opening comes automatically, 30-436 

Into the head, heart, the navel and other vital centres, the Muladhara and below, 30-327 

Many nerve-centres in various parts of the body, apart from the seven main centres, 28-

236 

No methodical opening of the centres is necessary, 30-436 

Six centres in the dense body – Six centres of life and mind faculty in the subtle, 21-

274 

The centres have a different interpretation here from that of the Tantriks, 29-459 

The centres have each a fixed psychological use and general function, 28-230 

The centres open under the pressure of the sadhana, 28-232 

The centres or Chakras are seven in number, 28-229 

The fourth centre is the heart and the Divine is there in the psychic, behind the heart, 

28-234 

The inner being is connected with the small outer personality by certain centres, 30-325 

The Muladhara from which the Kundalini rises is in the subtle body – All the centres 

also, 28-232 

The Supramental is not organised in the body so there is no separate centre for it, 28-

236 

The three lower centres are the vital, the lower vital and the physical, 28-234 

There is besides the opening of all the centres, 30-425 

There is no big centre below the Muladhara in the body – Minor centres everywhere, 

28-247 

This movement as it proceeds opens up the six centres, 30-420 

To open the centres is only a beginning, for then comes one of the most difficult 

periods, 36-393 

To open them and make them awake and active is one aim of Yoga, 30-325 

Usually those who take the centres in the body only, count six centres, 28-235 

We speak figuratively of the Purusha in this or that centre of the body, 28-232 

When the centres begin to open, inner experiences become frequent, 28-238 

You can concentrate the consciousness anywhere in any centre, 29-309 

centres after death 
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The centres themselves remain after death but not as they are, 28-546 

centres of the mind 

The centres of the mind – The head and above it, forehead, throat and vital mental, 32-

208 

The mind-centres – At the top and above the head, between the eyes, in the throat, 32-

211 

cerebellum 

The cerebellum has some connection with the subconscient, 28-245 

ceremonial sacrifice 

A common interpretation – The Vedic rule of ceremonial sacrifice and social duty, 19-

110 

If the sacrifice is simply the ceremonial sacrifice, there is nothing more, 19-116 

ceremonies 

Ceremonies help the imagination and encourage it to see in the concrete, 8-175 

Importance is attached in all countries to ceremonies and festivals, 8-175 

Rites and ceremonies may purify and prepare the mind and fit it for one of the paths, 

17-203 

The fundamental character of the rites, ceremonies, system of cult and worship, 20-147 

Visions and images and ceremonies are meant for that, 29-365 

ceremony 

Cult, ceremony and outward symbols – A living symbol of some truth of the soul, 23-

163 

Indian religion created ceremony and ritual and strict outward rule and injunction, 20-

221 

certitude 

That he who desires only the Divine shall reach the Divine is a certitude, 29-97 

certitude of victory 

The certitude of the eventual victory ‒ Faith and an inner reliance upon the Divine, 31-

694 

You must make grow in you the peace that is born of the certitude of victory, 31-694 

chair 

Meditating on an easy chair – A rather tamasic habit, 32-404 

Chairman 

Instead of an autocratic and influential President we should have a Chairman, 8-258 

The President or Chairman of a body does not sit there to make his own will the law, 6-

255 

Chaitanya 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

Chaitanya was conscious of the Godhead behind only when that Godhead came in 

front, 28-496 

Chaitanya, Ramprasad, Ramakrishna – I do not find in them the reconciliation, 29-477 

Chaitanya's example was very much the first step in the transformation, 29-478 

Chaitanya's experience was not that of supermind, 29-466 

Chaitanya's position as an Avatar of Krishna and the Divine Love, 28-486 

Krishna's, Ramakrishna's, Chaitanya's, Buddha's – All were spirituals, 29-414 

My argument from Chaitanya is perfectly rational and logical, 28-495 
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The main work of Chaitanya – To establish a spiritual and psychic bhakti and love, 28-

497 

The occasional manifestation showed who he was, 28-497 

The Path I had opened – Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Chaitanya etc. opened theirs, 35-426 

The perfect outcome of this evolution – The divine love promulgated by Chaitanya, 20-

376 

Why Chaitanya claimed this supremacy for the Radha experience, 29-466 

Witness the outbursts of anger of Christ, the indignation of Chaitanya, 28-495 

Chaitya Purusha 

The psychic being is called in Sanskrit the Purusha in the heart or the Chaitya Purusha, 

28-82 

chakra 

The chakra is the energy at work and it brings the first opening, 30-185 

Chakra 

The circular movement and the Chakra are always signs of energy in action, 30-185 

The Sudarshan Chakra symbolises the action of Sri Krishna’s force, 30-185 

Chakrabarti 

Chakrabarti – Not a complete spiritual hero, but a remarkable sadhak all the same, 32-

38 

chakras 

In the Integral Yoga the chakras open of themselves by the descent of the Force, 29-

460 

It is only by doing sadhana that the chakras open, 28-231 

The arrangement of the psychic body – The chakras and the Kundalini, 23-537 

The chakras – It is by their opening that the Yogic or inner consciousness develops, 28-

231 

The chakras belong originally to the subtle body, 28-231 

Chakras 

The centres or Chakras are seven in number, 28-229 

To bring about physical transformation – This might be in the system of Chakras, 13-

551 

Chakravarti 

They evolved the ideal of the Chakravarti, a uniting imperial rule, 20-434 

Chaldea 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

We now know that remarkable civilisations existed in China, Egypt, Chaldea, Assyria, 

15-25 

Chanakya 

The immediate practical result was the rise of the empire founded by Chanakya, 20-436 

chance 

A first possible explanation – A general chance without any determining principle, 21-

315 

Predestination and chance are words that obscure the truth by their extreme rigidity, 28-

561 
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Without being either blindly arbitrary (predestination) or capriciously decisive 

(chance), 28-561 

Chance 

A Mind of order and reason manifesting in a world created by inconscient Chance, 21-

316 

A self-organising dynamic Chance – A mechanical Necessity, 21-314 

Chance – It is only a word by which we cover and excuse our own ignorance, 13-333 

Chance – No help when we come to the needs of our moral and spiritual being, 13-334 

Chance is a secret Providence, 17-513 

It is not a rigid predetermination, but it is not a blind inconscient Chance either, 28-563 

Not a cosmic Chance, neither a mechanical Necessity – Not a limited Creator, 12-162 

Our life is neither a freak of Chance, nor is it the result of a blind material Necessity, 

12-227 

The long process – Not a result of some cosmic Chance, 12-226 

Vedanta rejects the concept of Chance, 17-512 

What in any given working of result selects the eventuality? – Is it Chance? Is it Fate?, 

17-512 

What we call Chance – What we call Necessity, 12-227 

chance. 

Search always, find out the reason for things which seem to the hasty glance to be mere 

chance or illusion (17), 12-425 

Chance. 

As if there is no All Wise one who guides the world but only blind Chance or a brute 

Causality (32), 12-426 

Chance is not in this universe (19), 12-425 

Chandidas 

This lyrical form – Two poets who used the Bengali tongue, Vidyapati and Chandidas, 

20-379 

change 

A cause of the general inability to change which at present afflicts the sadhak, 35-365 

A long, slow, patient and difficult work of opening and change, 35-275 

A part of your vital did not want to change and was hiding itself from the mind, 31-247 

A progressive change is the way these things work out, 31-262 

A true and radical change in the law of the external nature, 31-151 

Afterwards it will be much easier to change the surface being, 28-98 

All change must come from within with the felt or the secret support of the Divine, 31-

320 

All that has to be changed and all has to be centred in the Divine, 31-229 

As to the change of nature, the first step is to become conscious and separate, 28-97 

At present in this Asram there is an obstinate resistance to the change of nature, 35-44 

Before that, change in the outer nature has to be done by the psychic, 30-26 

By keeping the higher consciousness ‒ One is able to change the lower nature, 30-277 

Change cannot fail to be done now or later with the divine help, 31-141, 31-208 

Change is not the sole reality – Iit is something dependent on status, 12-202 

Change of the consciousness is the thing wanted, 30-232 
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Experiences do not seem to change the nature, they only enrich the consciousness, 35-

365 

For this change – To make conscient the power of spirit and supermind, 23-645 

I am not trying to change the world all at once but only to bring down something into 

it, 35-290 

I am now able to put myself into men and change them, 36-283 

If consciousness and light is not brought into the subconscient, there can be no change, 

31-611 

Intelligent observance and custom are always ready to change when change is needed, 

1-499 

It is by the descent of the higher consciousness from above that all that can change, 31-

655 

It is in the individual that the change must first come, 30-121 

It is not coercion that is the way, but an inner change – By a higher consciousness, 35-

474 

It is not possible to change the nature at once, it takes a long time, 31-147 

It is only by a change of consciousness that the true basis of life can be discovered, 28-

444 

It is only life that tests the genuineness of the change, 35-110 

It is perfectly possible to change one’s nature. I have proved that in my own case, 35-

44 

It is the outer man who has to open, to surrender and to change, 35-276 

Merely to have experiences of the higher consciousness will not change the nature, 30-

23 

No change can be more radical than the revolution attempted in the integral Yoga, 23-

72 

Nobody can change himself – Even the strongest sadhaks here recognise that, 31-723 

One comes up to the surface with what one has gained in the depths to change it, 30-

231 

Our nature can be changed in spite of the conservative resistance of the subconscient, 

28-219 

Our Yoga can succeed only if the external man too changes, 35-591 

People are here to change what is wrong in their nature, 31-108 

That is why we insist on the psychic transformation – For that does change the nature, 

35-366 

The call is to change in that part of the nature which depends directly on the 

Inconscient, 35-365 

The call to change certain things that seem to be in the grain of character, 31-130 

The change can be radical by a direct action instead of an indirect influence, 31-366 

The change of the lower consciousness takes a long time, 31-726 

The change of the nature cannot take place in a few days, 31-726 

The combined action of the psychic and the spiritual power can change the outer being, 

30-387 

The complete knowledge of the Divine – A change in material things, 31-415 

The consent of all the being is necessary for the divine change, 31-154 

The decisive change upwards and inwards is the one thing needful, 31-631 
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The external actions and the spirit in them must change, 31-159 

The full change – Only by the ascent to the Above and the descent from Above, 31-362 

The general inability to change which at present afflicts the sadhak, 31-617 

The knowledge of the impersonal Divine by itself – A subjective change, 31-415 

The new consciousness will insist on a real change, 35-310 

The outer change is necessary but as a part of the inner change, 30-42 

The physical change is the last of these stages and is itself a progressive process, 31-

432 

The physical mind and the physical vital can be very much changed, 30-388 

The pressure is becoming greater now for this change of character, 30-34 

The psychic pressure to change the former tendencies of the mind, vital and physical, 

31-121 

The spiritual change is difficult but supremely worth doing, 30-18 

The subconscious parts can be changed ‒ By peace and light and the rule of the 

psychic, 30-465 

The supreme image of Brahman falls upon the world-nature and changes it, 18-85 

The vital tries to resist the call to change – Revolt or opposition, 31-208 

The whole being is not one block so that if one part changes, all changes, 31-246 

The working of the supramental power – Changing the physical wholly, 35-109 

There can be no question about the power to change, to develop, to awaken faculties, 

35-488 

These are the four ways in which change can be brought about, 30-23 

This change is not easy ‒ The dynamic will towards it does not come at once, 31-151 

This opening and change needs an absolute sincerity, 35-275 

This truth of your inner being can make certain the change of your nature, 31-652 

This Yoga implies not only the realisation of God, but an entire consecration and 

change, 35-540 

To become conscious of what is to be changed in the nature is the first step, 31-89 

To change, you must first resolutely get rid of the defects of your vital being, 31-108 

To establish the inner consciousness and the higher being ‒ To change the outer 

existence, 30-231 

Trance is not essential – By itself it cannot lead to the change of consciousness, 30-250 

Usual movements of the vital formation which come up to prevent the change, 31-180 

When the higher consciousness is settled in the inner being it can change the outer, 30-

418 

You are not asked to change your nature by your own effort, 31-743 

change of Prakriti 

The old Vedantic idea – To be free within and leave the Prakriti to itself, 30-246 

The Witness Purusha above and the lower Prakriti allowed to have its own way, 30-246 

changeability 

This changeability is a character of the physical vital nature, 31-371 

changing of the mood 

The constant changing of the mood is also common, 31-371 

character 

“Blood as the seed of temperament and temperament as the root of character?, 1-82 

Character is nothing but habit, and habit is nothing but an operation of memory, 17-289 
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Personality as a flux, character as a formed fixity of Nature’s structure, 21-1030 

The character of the individual is largely mechanistic, 31-631 

The normal ordinarily developed man possesses it as temperament and character, 23-

741 

chariot 

The image of the chariot, of the journey, of the path, in association with Pushan, 15-

488 

chariots 

The horses and chariots were symbols of force and movement, 15-139 

charity 

Even charity and altruism are often essentially egoistic, 13-454 

The Christian virtue of charity, the Pagan virtue of justice – The Vedantic morality, 17-

283 

There are three kinds of pleasure to be had from charity and beneficence, 17-149 

There is no general rule that spiritual men must do works of charity, 32-581 

There is the satisfaction of vanity – It may lead to charity but never to self-sacrifice, 

17-150 

Works of charity are not part of our work, there are other people who can see to that, 

32-581 

charity. 

. Help the poor while the poor are with thee (191), 12-447 

Fling not thy alms abroad everywhere in an ostentation of charity (190), 12-447 

Love of God, charity towards men is the first step towards perfect wisdom (484), 12-

491 

Our public charities are but the first tardy awakening in the conscience of a robber 

(193), 12-447 

Charter 

A Charter will be no gain to National Education and may easily be fatal to it, 6-934 

A Royal Charter means at least potential State control, 6-933 

The idea of a National University to get a Royal Charter to confer degrees, 6-932 

Charu Dutt 

Charu Dutt – The kind of men whom I used to appreciate, 35-25 

chastity 

The tendency to physical chastity in women is not abnormal, it is fairly common, 31-

492 

chat 

Chat about others dissipates the energy uselessly, 31-82 

Excessive hilarity and unnecessary chat do most undoubtedly dissipate the force, 31-85 

It is especially this chat for chat's sake tendency that has to be overcome, 31-81 

There should be no useless talking or mere chat, still less anything untrue, 31-83 

Chaturvarna 

The spirit of the system of Chaturvarna was different in India, 20-409 

chaturvarnya 

There is no national life perfect or sound without the chaturvarnya, 8-19 

When the chaturvarnya disappears, there comes utter confusion of the great types, 8-19 

Chaturvarnya 
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The ancient Chaturvarnya must not be judged by the caste system, 20-170 

Chaucer 

Homer and Chaucer are poets of the physical consciousness, 27-14 

The early English poetry found its solitary greater expression in Chaucer, 26-57 

The first definite starting-point is the poetry of Chaucer, 26-65 

cheek 

Not the Christian & Buddhistic doctrine of turning the other cheek to the smiter, 1-336 

cheerfulness 

A cheerful and sunlit heart is the fit vessel for the Ananda, 29-470 

Be a good cheerful worker and offer your bhakti to the Divine in all ways you can, 31-

203 

Be more cheerful and confident ‒ Sex and Doubt are there. The Divine also inside you, 

31-173 

Being glad and cheerful is the right thing, 31-173 

Cheerfulness – A glad equanimity even in the face of difficulties, 31-194 

Cheerfulness – The happiness of the psychic that has found its way, 31-173 

Cheerfulness as the best condition – Not a constant depression and sadness, 31-202 

Cheerfulness is the salt of sadhana. It is a thousand times better than gloominess, 31-

173 

Cheerfulness puts you in the right condition for the psychic to work, 31-203 

Going on cheerfully and bravely in full confidence and reliance, trusting in the grace, 

31-738 

It is an inner joy and cheerfulness that helps, 31-174 

One can be quiet, happy, cheerful without being all that in a light or shallow way, 31-

279 

Peace within and a cheerful confidence and gladness without is wanted, 31-60 

People who are grateful and cheerful and ready to go step by step march faster, 35-241 

She spoke of cheerfulness – What she meant was a glad equanimity, 32-357 

The more one is cheerfully open to her, the more one is likely to receive, 32-560 

There is a deeper cheerfulness which is the spiritual condition of cheerfulness, 31-174 

What is wanted is an inner peace and upon that a constant cheerfulness and gladness, 

31-184 

Cheiro 

Mother says Cheiro has always missed his predictions, 28-515 

cheiromancy 

Cheiromancy too may very well have a truth in it, 28-389 

chest 

Chest and head rising higher are sensations of the subtle body, 30-431 

The chest = the emotional nature exposed to wrong feelings, 28-246 

The trouble in your chest comes only from a vital resistance, 29-52 

What you felt in your chest – The physical attack, 31-390 

Chesterton 

Chesterton – Something more is needed to make a poet of rank, 27-414 

Chesterton is a brilliant essayist who has written verse too, 27-541 

chetas 

Chetas can include also the movements of the soul, 13-92 
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Chetas 

Chetas can include also the movements of the soul – The whole consciousness, 35-85 

Chhandogya Upanishad 

The Chhandogya – On the right & perfect way of devoting oneself to the Brahman, 18-

258 

child 

The child – Something newborn in some part of the consciousness, 30-160 

The child is usually the symbol of the psychic being, 30-160 

The child usually signifies the psychic being, 30-160 

The child was in the ancient patriarchal idea the live property of the father, 25-630 

The psychic being is often seen or felt within in the form of a child, 30-371 

To develop his instruments of knowledge with the utmost thoroughness, 1-395 

To give him mastery of the medium he must use, 1-395 

To interest the child in life, work and knowledge, 1-395 

child. 

God took a child to fondle him in His bosom of delight, 12-490 

child’s debt 

The child’s debt to his parents – A law of human society, not a law of Karma, 31-293 

childhood 

Most poets feel embarrassment in dealing dramatically with children, 1-230 

The age of childhood had a peculiar charm for Kalidasa’s imagination, 1-229 

children 

Children are too young to bear the atmosphere which is full of a tension of strong 

forces, 35-731 

Children below 10 years of age are not allowed at the Darshan or in the Asram, 35-739 

Children cannot be admitted inside the Asram before they are 10 years old, 35-738 

Children of a tender age, under 10, are not allowed to live in the Asram, 35-731 

If there had been arrangements for their education it might have been different, 35-740 

It has been made a rule not to admit young children to reside in the Asram, 35-569 

T, 35-737 

The children are yet too young for the Power to act directly upon them, 35-738 

These children who came to the Asram are not forced to learn anything, 35-739 

They ought to learn more, not less than other children, 35-739 

Unsafe for children to undergo spiritual pressure when their minds are not yet ripe, 35-

739 

Usually the pressure of the forces in the Asram is too strong for young children, 35-738 

We are not satisfied with the effect of the Asram life on children, 35-740 

chillis, 31-434 

Certain kinds of food are supposed to increase sexual desire ‒ Meat, onions, chillis etc., 

31-434 

The chilli is an aphrodisiac, 31-434 

chin 

The lower part of the mouth, chin, neck are the seat of the external or physical mind, 

28-245 

China 
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1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-312 

All the old nations perished – India, China still live, 17-159 

Asiatic races persist and survive. It was not so in old times – Japan, China, India, 8-60 

China and India have suffered for their premature evolution of the sattwic element, 17-

298 

China was herself an imperialist and colonising country, 28-436 

China, Japan and the Mussulman States – Sliding into a blind European imitativeness, 

12-42 

Chinese and Indian society – From sattwa springs the characteristic indestructibility, 

17-298 

Constitutionally governed Asiatic countries – Turkey, Persia and Japan. China is added, 

8-290 

In Asia a perilous situation has arisen in the emergence of Communist China, 25-590 

In China the tamasic element is very strong, 17-298 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

In the history of China – Will-power using the moral outcome of a great discipline, 8-

266 

Japan and China – A terror is in their hearts of the European races, the Yellow Peril, 6-

989 

Japan, China and India – Discipline was at one time all-regulating, 32-577 

Of this kind of community China, India and Japan are the only known instances, 17-

297 

One led by Russia and Red China and on the other side a combination of peoples, 25-

590 

Sattwa, as a conscious governing strength, exists only in India and China, 17-296 

The Chinese will make a success of the constitutional experiment, 8-291 

The Chinese, trained by the Confucian system to habits of perfect organisation, 8-266 

The enormous educational progress made by China in a few years, 8-265 

The Indian and Chinese have survived unbroken from that period, 17-293 

The Oriental Art recognised in Europe has been principally that of China and Japan, 1-

577 

We in India have an ancient discipline much more powerful than the Chinese, 8-266 

We now know that remarkable civilisations existed in China, Egypt, Chaldea, Assyria, 

15-25 

What European nation would deal as the Chinese are dealing with the opium vice?, 6-

575 

Chinese 

The Chinese – The Eternal in his relation to the Universe, 17-220 

Chinese literature 

Two Asiatic nations, the Chinese & the Hindus, 1-147 

Chit 

Beyond this plane are others in which the very Chit itself becomes revealed, 23-389 

Chit and supernormal and superhuman planes above our mental being, 23-388 

Chit is the pure consciousness, as in Sat Chit Ananda, 29-438 
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Chit modifies itself – The various movement of the original Consciousness, 23-387 

Consciousness in Chit is luminous – Our business is to replace our egoistic activities, 

12-100 

Spirit is Sat, Chit, Ananda – A triune basis of all conscious being, 17-68 

The dynamism of both derives from Chit – Mind dynamism also, all dynamism, 28-45 

The essence of Chit is Ananda or delight of self-existence – For us also, 23-389 

The Supreme is also Pure Awareness, Absolute Consciousness, CHIT, 18-366 

There are, then, seven constituents of Chit active in the universe, 17-28 

These seven powers of Chit are spoken of by the Vedic Rishis as the Waters, 17-30 

These three, Sat, Chit and Ananda are Brahman – It is all we need to know, 12-85 

Chitrangada 

The publication of Chitrangada was a mistake, 27-225 

Chitshakti 

Chitshakti can put us into some kind of touch with the One Supreme – The Mother, 12-

199 

Chitshakti not mind has created the world, 12-199 

Chit-Shakti 

All energies derive from the Chit-Shakti, 28-45 

By this Will, Tapas or Chit-Shakti, the worlds are created, 17-69 

The Divine Mother-Energy as Maya, Para-Prakriti, Chit-Shakti, 21-371 

chitta 

All action of the mind or inner instrument arises out of this chitta, 23-648 

Chitta is ordinarily used for the mental consciousness in general, 13-92 

Chitta is the stuff of mixed mental-vital-physical consciousness, 29-438 

Chitta, the basic consciousness – The sensational mind, 23-647 

Ideas, impressions, impulsions rise in an ordinary man from the chitta, 28-172 

If you control or master, then the chitta will be active when you want, 29-438 

If you still, the chitta will be quiet, 29-438 

If you suppress the cittavṛttis, you will have no movements of the chitta at all, 29-438 

Stopping the movements of the chitta – The power to stop them is necessary, 29-437 

Stopping the movements of the chitta – To be brought down a higher consciousness, 

29-438 

The chitta and the psychic part are not in the least the same, 28-104 

The chitta is the consciousness out of which all is formed, 28-173 

The word vāsanā means usually the idea or mental feeling rising from the chitta, 28-

172 

There is a subconscient action of the chitta which keeps the past impression of things, 

28-173 

There is always or generally at least a modifying reaction in the chitta, 28-172 

Chitta 

Chitta in the language of the old Yogas meant the stuff of consciousness, 28-171 

Chitta is ordinarily used for the mental consciousness in general, 35-85 

Chitta really means the ordinary consciousness including the mind, vital and physical, 

28-171 

It cannot of itself determine what it shall or shall not receive – It has to be assisted, 28-

172 
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Its whole business is to receive from above or below or around, it cannot stop doing it, 

28-172 

The Chitta is not near the heart – Its has no particular place, 28-171 

The Chitta is the general stuff of mental consciousness, 28-170 

The Chitta receives and all is transmitted to the Buddhi, but also it receives thoughts, 

28-171 

The Chitta takes thoughts from the Buddhi and turns them into desires, 28-172 

Usually the word Chitta is employed for the general surface consciousness, 28-171 

Chit-Tapas 

Life is really a universal operation of Conscious-Force – Chit-Tapas, 21-196 

Sat, Chit-Tapas and Ananda – A superconscious existence, 17-28 

choice 

Secondly, let them not only stand by their choice but stand by their comrades, 8-169 

Whether they shall prefer their own interests or their country’s – The nobler choice, 8-

169 

You must learn to put always the weight of your choice on the right side, 31-252 

Christ 

Christ always spoke and behaved as if there were a difference, 28-496 

Christ and Buddha have come and gone, but it is Rudra who still holds the world, 19-

386 

Christ and Buddha too had to bear the assaults of the Asura, 35-655 

Christ realised himself as the Son who is one with the Father – A  partial incarnation, 

28-501 

Christ said, “Be ye perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect,”, 18-267 

Christ seems to me to be quite my individual Divine, 28-376, 35-89 

From the Bible account – A sign that he was one sent by the Divine with power, 28-579 

I have accepted the historicity of Krishna as I accept the historicity of Christ, 28-483 

If the Christ, God made man, lives within our spiritual being, 19-15 

Is the rejection of Christ's truth the fate of all truth? – Truth does really exist, 12-75 

It is difficult to say why Christ healed people, 28-579 

Nineteenth century – Commerce began to take the place nominally allowed to Christ, 

6-754 

Our conception of the thing is also that of Christ and Krishna and Buddha, 28-476 

Recognising Krishna's flute, the call of Christ, the dance of Shiva, 29-492 

Such controversies as the historicity of Christ would seem a waste of time, 19-15 

The Christ, Krishna, Buddha – The example and the way men shall follow, 19-149 

The Christ, the Buddha – A profound and powerful change, 19-170 

The Christian idea of Christ suffering on the cross for the sake of humanity, 32-589 

The Divine pouring himself into the nature of the man – The Christian incarnation, 19-

163 

The Mosaic law is a convention – The law of Christ comes to replace it, 19-479 

The Path I had opened – Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Chaitanya etc. opened theirs, 35-426 

The revealing and the formation of the Buddha, the Christ or Krishna in ourselves, 23-

66 

The teachings of Christ are on quite another plane, 29-53 

The virgin birth, the temptation in the desert, the crucifixion of Christ, 28-479 
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Though Christ and Krishna are the same, they are the same in difference, 28-484 

What is it that gives Buddha or Christ their enormous place in the spiritual world?, 28-

479 

Witness the outbursts of anger of Christ, the indignation of Chaitanya, 28-495 

Christ. 

Christ came into the world to purify, not to fulfil (169), 12-444 

Christ from his cross humanised Europe (41), 12-427 

Christ had to look forward to a second advent (171), 12-444 

His crucifixion remains still a greater historic fact than the death of Caesar (39), 12-427 

Christian 

For the Christian – Self-abasement, humility, the acceptance of a low status to serve, 

28-429 

For the Christian self-abasement, humility, are things which are highly spiritual, 35-192 

Not necessary to stand for Islamic ideals or for Hindu or Christian ideals, 35-696 

Not the Christian & Buddhistic doctrine of turning the other cheek to the smiter, 1-336 

Sri Aurobindo never became a Christian, 36-106 

The Christian idea that the self is created with the body, 28-555 

The Christian or Semitic conception, the popular religious notion, has never been mine, 

28-356 

The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will not have to cease, 

6-169 

There is no place for rigid orthodoxy, whether Hindu, Mahomedan or Christian, 35-697 

What is kept of Hinduism is Vedanta and Yoga – One with Sufism and Christian 

mystics, 35-701 

Christian Church 

The Christian Church had become feudalized – The travesty of the Christian religion, 

6-930 

Christian discipline 

The main tendency of the Christian discipline – To despise the physical and vital, 20-

197 

Christian mystics 

What is kept is Vedanta and Yoga – One with Sufism and with the Christian mystics, 

28-412 

Christianity 

“Two religions, the most hostile to Nature, Buddhism, Christianity, 1-41 

A vague abstraction of spiritual existence – Theism or a rationalised Christianity, 20-

141 

As Catholic Christianity – To lay hold on his inner vital and emotional nature, 20-210 

Christian Europe flings her Christianity aside in her treatment of their subject peoples, 

6-730 

Christianity failed to spiritualise Europe, 20-137 

Christianity has only succeeded where it could apply active compassion, 25-321 

Christianity hopes to make men live together like brothers – That too will not come, 

17-140 

Christianity insists on a triple Godhead or Trinity, 28-376 
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Christianity was an assertion of human equality in the spirit – Brotherhood and unity, 

6-929 

Christianity, the offspring of Buddhism, derived its ethics and esoteric teaching, 18-413 

Democracy has travelled from the East to the West in the shape of Christianity, 6-929 

I don't believe much in this Divine Darkness. It is a Christian idea, 31-681 

In the history of Christianity, it took possession of the teaching and distorted it, 32-605 

It denied the supremacy of the reason and put its anathema on a fullness of life, 20-138 

It is difficult for the ordinary Christian to be of a piece, 29-53 

Like the Christians ‒ It is a too dark and difficult way, 31-681 

Second – Buddhism and Vaishnavism filtered through the Semitic in Christianity, 13-

142 

The ascetic pessimism often found in Christianity is absent in Christ's teachings, 20-

130 

The feudal system was broken in Europe – The ideals of Christianity began to emerge, 

6-930 

The German nations – A military civilisation inconsistent with Christianity, 6-929 

The numbers of Buddhism and Christianity – Without difference to their external life, 

35-310 

The persecution of Christianity by the powers of the ancient world was for the best, 8-

114 

The so-called Christian ages in Europe were times of sin and darkness, 17-154 

This is the foundation of the Christian system of an eternal heaven and hell, 20-220 

What Christianity taught dimly, Hinduism made plain to the intellect in Vedanta, 6-891 

What previous vital descents have done as in the history of Christianity, 28-297 

When Mahomedanism appeared, Christianity had lost its meaning, 6-929 

Christianity. 

Mediaeval Christianity said to the race, “Man, thou art in thy earthly life an evil” (200), 

12-448 

Christine 

I knew very well Sister Nivedita and met Sister Christine, 35-25 

chronic illness 

A chronic malady is harder to deal with, 31-580 

Those that are chronic are more difficult, but they too can be got rid of, 31-561 

Where the illness becomes pronounced and chronic in the body, 31-581 

church 

I speak of religion, not of a creed, church or theology – Rather forms of religiosity, 12-

115 

Not a church, creed or theology, for these things are all outward religiosity, 12-338 

The temporary necessity of Churches & theologies – The disadvantages, 12-339 

Church 

A Church is an organised religious community, 25-38 

The Church was obliged to renounce its claim to independence and dominance, 25-376 

The claims of intermediate powers – Class strife, quarrels of Church and State, 25-396 

The struggle between the Church and the monarchical State, in the history of Europe, 

25-376 

Churches 
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Churches and creeds have stood violently in the way of philosophy and science, 25-176 

The revolt of Rationalism against the tyranny of the creeds & the Churches is justified, 

17-346 

Churches. 

Atheism is a necessary protest against the wickedness of the Churches and the 

narrowness of creeds (240), 12-456 

Churchill 

Churchill reverted to Pope far more than either Goldsmith or Johnson, 1-140 

cinema 

As for the telephone and cinema – Mankind was not ready for these discoveries, 28-

400 

Circular 

A general defiance of the Circular will obviously make it unworkable, 6-488 

An educational strike or a general refusal to abide by the circular, 6-498 

If we submit to the circular it will remain with us in perpetuity, 6-498 

The Carlyle Circular – Its natural effect would have been an universal students’ strike, 

6-453 

The Circular - We have expressed ourselves in favour of an educational strike, 6-487 

The Risley Circular – To recover and confirm hold on the student population, 6-454 

The Risley Circular is a powerful attack on the growing spirit of Nationalism, 6-457 

circumconscient 

An inner and a surface nature – And the intricacy of a secret circumconscient, 21-994 

Around us too is a circumconscient Universal, 12-318 

Erased from the subconscient and thrown out of the circumconscient – Finished for 

ever, 28-221 

The circumconscient – An enveloping consciousness in contact with the universal, 21-

763 

The concealed method of our knowledge – The widening of the circumconscient, 21-

561 

circumstances 

Adverse interventions and unfavourable circumstances have to be overcome, 31-697 

As for the outer attacks and adverse circumstances, 31-669 

Outward circumstances can be met and turned in the right direction, 29-243 

The circumstances of our life – The growth of our being and consciousness, 29-177 

The external circumstances of life as an occasion for the inner development, 19-64 

To remain unconcerned by outward circumstances and quietly do what one has to do, 

32-414 

What we have within us creates the circumstances outside us, 31-255 

When someone is destined for the Path all circumstances help in one way or another, 

29-30 

cit 

Caitya puruṣa means rather the Purusha in the cit, the fundamental (inner) 

consciousness, 28-62 

citizenship 

Right and citizenship have behind them a sacred tradition of sacrifice, 6-555 
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The Moderate confuses the favour of a foreign despotism with the right of citizenship, 

6-555 

citta 

Rajayoga fixes its eyes on the citta – It seeks first to purify and to tranquillise, 23-35 

The citta and the heart – The elements of their perfection, 23-736 

The conscious mentality – Four powers, citta, manas, buddhi, ahańkāra, 23-647 

city state 

The turn towards freedom in the political and civic life – The city state, 25-359 

city states 

The early life of the old city states and clan-nations had vital defects, 25-361 

city. 

The kingdom of heaven within will be spontaneously reflected in an external divine 

city (199), 12-448 

Civil Disobedience Movement 

Sri Aurobindo has given no orders to join the Civil Disobedience Movement, 35-205 

Civil Service 

But in the Civil Service one does find rare and exalted souls, 6-59 

The Civilian Order – The general run of the Service is a little vulgar, 6-58 

The stuff of which the Service is made – Stepping from a cramming establishment, 6-

58 

civilisation 

A civilisation judged by the power of the forms, types and rhythms, 20-167 

A civilisation must be judged by the work to bring that harmony out, 20-56 

A mechanism of law, custom and contract – The price to pay for civilisation, 25-222 

A race or civilisation can draw from adversity and defeat a force of invincible victory, 

20-85 

An abnormal state of things which indicates something wrong in modern civilisation, 

8-294 

At this stage the light and power of civilisation always collapses in the end, 25-189 

Civilisation – The activity of the mental life in most if not all of its parts is added, 25-

87 

Civilisation and barbarism are words of a quite relative significance, 20-85 

Confining the cultured mentality to a small minority – Civilisation can never be safe, 

25-76 

Each civilisation has achieved something of special value, 20-235 

Every civilisation presents a mixed and anomalous appearance, 20-234 

Human civilisation ‒ In the midst of a dangerously unregenerated vital nature, 31-464 

In a civilised society, the distinction between the cultured man and the Philistine, 25-87 

Is this then the end of the long march of human civilisation, this spiritual suicide?, 1-

545 

It might even end in something like an irremediable crash of all civilisation, 25-586 

Man has created a system of civilisation which has become too big, 21-1090 

No anti-vital culture can survive – A too intellectual or too ethereal civilisation, 20-151 

Perturbations of the earth system threaten to break up the mould of civilisation, 26-269 

The condition of present-day civilisation is an episode perhaps inevitable, 28-268 

The distinction between civilisation and barbarism – The state of society, 25-86 
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The earth is in travail now of one common, large and flexible civilisation, 25-319 

The infrarational stage of society may arrive at a very lofty order of civilisation, 25-186 

The lack of vitality easily comes as a result of modern civilisation, 31-587 

The more advanced minds begin to declare civilisation a failure, 25-223 

The present civilisation must change whether by a destruction or a new construction, 

35-221 

There is no culture, no civilisation which in its system has been entirely satisfactory, 

20-233 

civilisation. 

Men who are not free in their souls & nobly rhythmical in their appointments, are not 

civilised (383), 12-474 

civilisations 

A theory of cycles of human civilisation has been advanced, 13-173 

Civilisations which have encouraged a freely human development, 25-99 

Civilisations which have not allowed an intelligent freedom of development, 25-99 

The existence of prehistoric civilisations and of great national cultures, 12-383 

The savage is perhaps the degenerate descendant of a previous civilisation, 23-14 

The spirit of such a great epoch of civilisation – In the Veda and Vedanta, 12-386 

We can no longer argue that no ancient civilisations can have existed, 12-382 

civilised conscience 

As for the opinion of the civilised world, its practical effect is almost nil, 8-193 

The civilised conscience can never be trusted to persist contrary to its own interests, 8-

271 

civilised man 

Civilised man has yet to establish an equilibrium between the mind and the body, 23-13 

civilization 

“Civilization was necessary” – “It has fallen into the waters of convention”, 1-41 

The civilization of the future will not come too late rather than too early, 1-22 

civilizations 

Premature civilizations – It was premature, because barbarism was yet predominant, 1-

22 

clairvoyants 

Many mediums, clairvoyants or people with a special faculty – Nothing spiritual, 32-

618 

Mediums and clairvoyants – Most in contact with the vital-physical or subtle physical, 

28-568 

clan family 

The clan family persisted, even after it had lost its political character, 20-417 

clan-nation 

The old clan-nation perished – The work done by the Roman rule, 25-370 

clan-nations 

The early life of the old city states and clan-nations had vital defects, 25-361 

clans 

Clans were destroyed on the battlefield of Kurukshetra – Larger national units, 6-908 

clarified butter 

A certain psychological significance for the figure of the clarified butter, 15-43 
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The offerings – The Soma-wine and the clarified butter in the sacrifice, 15-42 

class rule 

Not exclusive forms of class rule – A synthesis of all the natural powers and orders, 20-

411 

class strife 

The claims of intermediate powers – Class strife, quarrels of Church and State, 25-396 

classes 

A bitter and selfish struggle between upper class and lower class, Labour and Capital, 

8-309 

A mixed society, infrarational in the mass, saved for civilisation by a higher class, 25-

189 

All classes of men, the purveyors of ready-made loyalty alone excepted, support, 6-664 

Differentiation in the society developed classes or castes, 17-290 

Maintaining the tradition of intellectual and spiritual activity in the favoured classes, 

25-190 

Nowadays a new call is visibly forming, the call on the higher classes to sacrifice, 8-

140 

The comradeship of the children of one mighty Mother, whatever their class or 

condition, 8-286 

The conflict of classes is always possible – Which class will predominate, 25-287 

The importance for Nationalism that the politically backward classes should be 

awakened, 6-795 

The national movement, profoundly democratic, will lift depressed classes, 6-780 

The old arrangement of a mass of slaves and a select class or classes broke down, 1-

434 

The unequal progress – The dominant classes or dominant nations, 25-287 

classic form 

The intellectual and ideal classic form – The type of modern intellectualism, 26-207 

The true classic form is no longer possible – Modern romanticism and realism, 26-208 

classic literature 

The note struck by Kalidasa meets us in almost all the best work of the classic 

literature, 1-163 

classical age 

The classical age – A difference of its thought, temperament and language, 20-354 

classical languages 

The classical languages (Sanskrit, Greek, Latin) – Quantity was the life of their rhythm, 

27-148 

They could not treat longs as shorts and shorts as longs as it is done in English, 27-148 

classical poetry 

A balance between observing thought and life – The effort of classical poetry, 26-245 

Most classical poetry is fundamentally a poetry of the pure poetic intelligence, 27-21 

Poetry written from the reasoning intellect – The classical poetry, 12-29 

classical scansions 

In the attempt to acclimatise the classical scansions in English – Seemingly native-

born, 27-137 

classicism 
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Classical art and poetry – To bring out universal truth and beauty, 25-139 

clay-modelling 

National education in Bengal – The importance attached to drawing and clay-

modelling, 1-453 

cleansing 

That cleansing is done partly by replacing the lower feelings by the higher, 8-317 

The first process in the beginning of the movement – The second now in progress, 8-

318 

The sadhak must cleanse his bosom of much perilous stuff, 8-317 

clearing 

In a fully conscious state, the cleaning of the nature ought not to be difficult, 30-43 

clearness 

A resultant clearness palpable as the stillness and clearness of a physical atmosphere, 

28-363 

The exact nature of this brightness, clearness, stillness, 28-361 

The mind’s brightness, clearness, stillness – No idea of calling metaphor to my aid, 28-

362 

Clericalism 

Bigoted Clericalism has been the ruin of Spain, 8-295 

clichés 

Sensuous clichés – Might have been carried off in a more moved and inspired style, 27-

181 

closeness 

The inmost psychic being stands in its own closeness to the Divine, 31-189 

Cloud Messenger 

In India the Cloud is the poem of India, the poem of the country – The Meghaduta, 1-

237 

The Cloud Messenger is written throughout in a single & consistent stanza, 1-246 

The remarks I have made apply more especially to the Cloud Messenger, 1-261 

The Shacountala and the Cloud Messenger are the ne plus ultra of Hindu poetic art, 1-

262 

The terza rima metre seems to me to reproduce the atmosphere of the Cloud 

Messenger, 1-247 

clouds 

Clouds are a symbol of obscurity, 30-149 

The outward physical consciousness obscured by clouds, 30-139 

cobra 

The cobra covering the head with its hoods is a symbol of sovereignty, 32-281 

The cobra is a symbol of the Energy in Nature, 30-172 

The cobra is an emblem of Nature-Energy, 32-281 

cobras 

The cobras are the forces of the evolution, the evolution towards the Divine, 30-141 

The dream of the cobras ‒ The answer of the symbolic experience, 30-141 

code 

Code and constitution prevailing over custom – The sign of a rational evolution, 25-454 

Society everywhere is pitiless in punishment of slight departures from its code, 8-457 
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coercion 

A limit to passive resistance – To submit to illegal or violent methods of coercion, 6-

294 

Coercion will rank the whole of India without distinction of parties, 6-415 

Here no coercion or repression could interfere, 8-16 

The bureaucracy upon coercion must turn judicial administration to its advantage, 6-

508 

The moment coercion of this kind is attempted, active resistance becomes a duty, 6-294 

The real point at issue – A frontal in preference to a flank attack on the coercion ukase, 

6-470 

The sudden succession of coercive measures has created a deep exasperation, 6-414 

There is a distinction implied too between coercion and suppression and control, 19-

218 

They took up a policy of direct and violent coercion in a limited area, 6-429 

cognitive methods 

Four cognitive methods of Nature – Our surface cognition derives from them, 21-544 

coincidence 

Coincidence – Helpful synchronicities are not just accidents, 28-562 

coincidence. 

The man laughed again & said, “What you term proofs, I term coincidences.” (151), 

12-441 

The term of Science for the curious touches of artistry in the work of that supreme & 

universal Intelligence (15), 12-424 

cold 

The secret of being able to bear heat and cold, 31-573 

cold in the head 

Then the obscuration by the cold does not interfere with clear seeing and thinking, 31-

587 

coldness 

Pleasant coolness or coldness usually indicates a pacifying force, 30-477 

The feeling of coldness of the body, like the immobility and stiffness, 30-220 

Coleridge 

Blake and Coleridge – They are poets of the supernatural, 26-138 

Blake and Coleridge open magical gates into a middle world, 26-105 

Coleridge – The middle worlds and their beings have been seen and described, 26-138 

Coleridge brings in a new element and opens a new field, 26-139 

Coleridge had it with great vividness at certain moments. Blake’s poems are full of it, 

27-18 

Coleridge was a great metaphysician or at any rate an acute and wide-winged thinker, 

27-396 

Coleridge’s poetry tells by its union of beauty with simplicity and straightness, 27-414 

colic 

Stomach acidity and colic ‒ There is absolutely no reason why it should not be cured, 

31-567 

collaboration 
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It is a work of collaboration in which each is free to organise his work as he thinks best, 

35-756 

collapse in Yoga 

All the cases of collapse in the Asram ‒ These three causes, the first two mostly, 31-

809 

Collapse in Yoga – One of three causes or more than one of the three at work, 31-809 

collective life 

A new perfected collective life – Unity, mutuality and harmony, 21-1067 

collective meditation 

Collective meditation – When they had begun to have experiences or some opening, 

35-818 

The coming together in meditation of so many yet undeveloped people, 36-339 

There ought to be someone in the group who during the meditation protects the circle, 

36-340 

When there is a general meditation, hostile forces are attracted and try to break in, 36-

339 

collective yoga 

A collective yoga is not like a solitary one, it is not free from collective influences, 36-

227 

collectivism 

A new idea of human universalism or collectivism for the race, 25-57 

Collectivism goes exactly to the opposite extreme, 25-211 

Collectivism may itself in the end allow for a free individual development, 25-215 

Equality, like liberty, is not indispensable to the essence of the collectivist ideal, 25-203 

Even at its best the collectivist idea contains several fallacies, 25-202 

Modern collectivism – The individual should live for all and subordinate himself, 25-

57 

The collectivist ideal can very well do without the democratic trinity, 25-204 

The contention that the collectivist period is a necessary stage in social progress, 25-

215 

The rational collectivist idea of society has at first sight a powerful attraction, 25-208 

The strife between two human tendencies, individualism and collectivism, 25-290 

collectivity 

A human collectivity as an organic living being with a soul, mind and body, 20-396 

Every individual being is the Self – Every collectivity is each the Self, 23-375 

If a collectivity or group could be formed, some divine creation could take shape, 23-

207 

Nature and Man – The right relation of the individual with the collectivity, 23-22 

The collective life governed by the power of the discovered greater self and spirit, 20-

400 

College 

I would ask you not to sever yourselves in after days from your College, 1-355 

The force of the social life the College provides in moulding the character and the 

mind, 1-353 

The students can add fame to their College, 1-355 

colleges 
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Private schools and colleges – To break off connection with the Government 

University, 6-388 

Colleges 

Government threatening all Government or aided or affiliated Colleges and Schools, 6-

385 

The social effect I should like the Colleges and Universities of India also to exercise, 1-

354 

Collins 

Gray, Collins and Akenside are the chief representatives of the school, 1-136 

colloquial expressions 

Colloquial expressions have, if rightly used, the advantage of giving flavour, 27-641 

Colonial policy 

British new Colonial policy – The federation of Australia and of South Africa, 8-59 

colour 

“A beautiful colour or revelation of the soul”, 1-76 

Beauty, the sole morality of the universe” – “Colour, form and perfume as elements”, 

1-58 

colours 

A colour of mind, yellow, of the psychic, pink or pale rose, of the vital, purple, 30-123 

As for the exact symbolism of colours, it is not always easy to define exactly, 30-122 

Colour, more indicative, and light, more dynamic, are always close to each other, 30-

122 

Colours are symbols of forces and Agni need not be pure red, 30-109 

Other colours can play, e.g. in the vital, green and deep red as well as purple, 30-123 

The colour – The play of forces mental (yellow), physical and vital, 30-119 

The light, colours, flowers are always seen when there is a working of the forces, 30-

119 

The order of things which the colours indicate in any particular case, 30-122 

The play of lights or colours, 30-15 

The seeing of colours is the beginning of inner vision, 30-99 

The sounds of bells and the seeing of lights and colours, 30-111 

There are no separate colours of the beings, 30-123 

There are other colours for the hostile vital forces, 30-123 

combination 

A perfectly legal action becomes illegal when done in combination – At least wrongful, 

8-204 

The judgment forbids every combination harmful to personal or class interests, 8-205 

comfort 

A gulf separates the European and the native of India in their ideas of comfort, 1-695 

comfort. 

I cannot give to the barbarous comfort & encumbered ostentation of European life the 

name of civilisation (383), 12-474 

Comilla 

As at Comilla, the local officials looked with sympathy on the rioters as allies, 6-345 

Comilla means active, courageous resistance, 6-314 

In India – The year began with Barisal. It closes with Comilla, 6-314 
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The Comilla affair remains obscured by the usual tangle of contradictions, 6-213 

The official version of the Comilla incident presents Hindu violence, 6-213 

coming back 

How then can you come back in the same condition?, 31-791 

coming forward 

The consciousness coming forward may be the psychic or the spiritualised mind, 30-

239 

coming from the Divine 

This error ‒ The undiscriminating acceptance of all as coming from the Divine, 31-762 

coming out 

Both movements are necessary ‒ The coming out as well as the going in, 30-217 

commentaries on the Upanishads 

Most commentaries on the Upanishads – Of no help to you as a sadhak, 31-73 

commentators 

Commentators, even the most learned, are subject to error, 1-570 

Mr. Avalon – Submission to the authority of the Hindu commentators and learned men, 

1-569 

commerce 

Another reason – We had to feel the full weight of the competitive system of 

commerce, 8-248 

As in politics so in commerce, we must learn and master the European methods, 8-248 

British rule in India is paying for the commercial rapacity – The payment has begun, 6-

957 

Commerce implies personal profit, and here your profit is only spiritual, 32-595 

Her old industrial life will not allow of Swaraj in commerce and industry, 6-905 

In commerce also, India moves to a deeper and greater life – A healthy industrial life, 

8-65 

Simply concerning ourselves with industry or commerce is not enough, 6-815 

Stopping the drain – A popular government to protect Indian commerce and industry, 

6-271 

The British allowed commercial greed to overcome their kingly instincts, 6-955 

The bureaucracy has ruled in the spirit of a mercantile power, 6-1015 

The doctrine that social & commercial progress must precede liberty is a fourth lie, 6-

1107 

The restriction against foreign travel – An obstacles in the way of commercial success, 

1-701 

This was once a great commercial people – We see a very wealthy nation, 1-698 

We have to encourage and assist the commercial development of the country, 1-696 

Commerce 

Nineteenth century – Commerce began to take the place nominally allowed to Christ, 

6-754 

commercial age 

In a commercial age the soul of man cannot permanently rest, 25-80 

commercialism 

A development of commercialism itself or through a reawakening of spirituality, 25-

488 
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A rush of the commercial and industrial spirit which follows the Western principle, 36-

236 

As yet only slight signs – Moreover commercialism is aided by modern Socialism, 25-

488 

At present the Vaishya still predominates and his stamp is commercialism, 25-486 

But Science has encouraged the economic barbarism – Commercialism, 25-80 

Commercialism has been the cause of wars, 25-607 

India alone has till now refused rationalism, commercialism and economism, 20-65 

The change to commercialism, the modern economic view of life, 25-485 

The passing of the age of commercialism – It is not easy to see how, 25-487 

committee 

What one man could do could be done as well by a board or committee of men, 6-695 

Committees 

The mere creation of Committees will not provide us with our central authority, 6-269 

common phrases 

Even the common or often-used phrases and ideas – The true poetic afflatuscommon, 

27-181 

common sense 

“The logician thinks so accurately that he is seldom right” – Common sense, 1-17 

Common sense is not logic – Looking at things as they are, 31-74 

To reach the Overmind it is not at all necessary to take leave of common sense, 35-48 

commonalty 

There is an essentiality of things, a commonalty of things, an individuality of things, 

21-396 

Commons 

The Commons – A sort of States General of the Realm, 6-944 

commonwealth 

The fusion of a colonial empire into a great federated commonwealth, 25-331 

Commonwealth 

India can have relations with Commonwealth if it wants, 36-514 

communal ego 

The communal ego is idealised as the soul of the nation, the race, the community, 21-

1093 

communal life. 

India had three fortresses of a communal life (326), 12-466 

communal principle 

The acceptance of the communal principle by the Congress, 35-21 

communal sadhana 

There is no communal sadhana. It is the individuals – A collective atmosphere, 35-634 

communalism 

Communalism – No sufficient account of the infrarational element in man, 25-218 

commune 

The formation of a commune for the sake of a particular “work” is not the true ideal, 

36-408 

communication 
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The power of putting us in a more direct communication with beings and things, 23-

877 

communism 

This is a problem which the oldest communistic human societies solved to perfection, 

1-433 

Communism 

Social democracy – Need not be confused with Communism, 36-524 

The affair of Korea is the first move in the Communist plan of campaign to dominate, 

36-507 

The already developed systems – Not really Communism but rigid State Socialism, 25-

592 

The Bolshevik monstrosity and the tyranny with which it threatens the world, 36-516 

The conflict between Communism and the less extreme socialistic idea – A difficulty, 

25-592 

communism. 

If communism ever reestablishes itself successfully upon earth (322), 12-465 

The breaking of these imperfect moulds on the way to a larger & diviner communism 

(326), 12-466 

The communistic principle of society is intrinsically as superior to the individualistic 

(321), 12-465 

Vedanta realised is the only practicable basis for a communistic society (323), 12-465 

communities 

The small human communities before the creation of the modern world, 25-358 

community 

Beyond the family comes the community and the next step – Our village community, 

8-138 

For the community or nation – To perfect its corporate existence, to harmonise, 25-71 

The absolute claim of the community is a deformation of a truth, 25-69 

The community as an intermediary value between the individual and humanity, 25-69 

The free development of the community or nation from within is the best condition, 25-

71 

The nation or community is an aggregate life that expresses the Self, 25-70 

The participation of the individual generally in the many-sided life of the community, 

25-361 

comparison 

As for comparison with others, one ought not to do that, 27-694, 29-286 

Comparison with others brings in a wrong standard of values, 31-244 

Not only so, but the mental centres of comparison and contrast will be developed, 1-

405 

The power of reasoning, of comparison and differentiation and of expression, 1-359 

comparisons 

A very common disease with the sadhaks – Making comparisons, 31-244 

compassion 

He can have no wrath or hatred – But a universal friendliness and compassion, 19-183 

Pity has to be rejected and replaced by the higher divine compassion, 23-354 

There is a divine compassion which descends to us from on high, 19-58 
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To the Indian mind compassion as one of the largest elements of the divine nature, 19-

58 

Compassion 

If it is there and when it becomes active in front, then the Compassion can act, 29-169 

Three powers – The Cosmic Law, the Divine Compassion, the Divine Grace, 29-168 

compassion. 

Develop rather God's divine compassion than human pity (525), 12-497 

Divine compassion understands, discerns & saves (528), 12-497 

Indiscriminate compassion is the noblest gift of temperament (529), 12-497 

Not pity that bites the heart and weakens the inner members, but a divine masterful & 

untroubled compassion and helpfulness (526), 12-497 

To find that saving a man's body or mind from suffering is not always for the good of 

either soul, mind or body (527), 12-497 

competition 

Another reason – We had to feel the full weight of the competitive system of 

commerce, 8-248 

Instead of a harmoniously ordered society – A huge organised competitive system, 25-

199 

That was at one time glorified under the name of the competitive system, 25-624 

compilation 

I had only to write down in the terms of the intellect all that I had come to know, 35-70 

compliments 

A great error of the human vital, to want compliments for their own sake, 29-286 

composing 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

31-78 

compounds 

The power of the Greek language to make compounds – The Sanskrit compound, 1-610 

comprehending 

In the Supermind – A comprehending and an apprehending consciousness, 21-133 

Supermind proceeds by a double faculty of comprehensive and apprehensive 

knowledge, 21-277 

The equal Brahman – The triple formula of the comprehensive Supermind, 21-149 

The process of differentiation – Comprehending and apprehending consciousness, 21-

137 

compression 

Compression without removal often increases the force of these things, 31-422 

compromise 

A compromise between the two political schools, not a declaration of Nationalist faith, 

8-364 

Perhaps our attempts to bring about compromise may prove fruitless, 6-857 

Temporary working compromises are alone possible – The soundness is conditional, 6-

233 

The compromise accepted by many Nationalists was rejected by the Moderates, 8-363 

The day of compromises is past – Of the Conventionalists let us speak no farther, 6-

1057 
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The recent negotiations had nothing to do with last year’s abortive compromise, 8-363 

We see the old unworkable compromise to oppose the bureaucracy and yet co-operate, 

6-444 

We shall not be eager for compromise to avoid trouble and persecution, 6-1028 

Whether there will be compromise or not will be decided by time alone, 6-854 

comrades 

Secondly, let them not only stand by their choice but stand by their comrades, 8-169 

comradeship 

But comradeship without liberty and equality – A service to the collectivist State, 25-

204 

If both equality and liberty disappear there is left brotherhood or comradeship, 25-204 

The comradeship of the children of one mighty Mother, whatever their class or 

condition, 8-286 

concealing 

Do not do, say or think anything which you would want to conceal from the Mother, 

35-474 

conceit 

A conceit – An image from the mind not properly transmuted, 27-505 

Conceit means a too obviously ingenious or far-fetched or extravagant idea or image, 

27-166 

When an image comes out from the mind not properly transmuted – A conceit, 27-166 

concentration 

(1) By the intensifying of the fire of concentration, 29-320 

A certain time every day for concentration and remembering the Mother, 29-312 

A concentration of the whole being in all its parts and through all its powers, 23-78 

A concentration of the will – In making one vitally and physically strong, 29-312 

A condition develops in which the inner consciousness is always concentrated, 29-313 

A richer and profound meaning for the terms concentration and Samadhi, 23-320 

All ignorance is a superficially exclusive self-forgetful concentration of Tapas, 21-611 

All our concentration is merely an image of the divine Tapas, 23-320 

An active concentration in the heart may be safer, 29-317 

An inner concentration supported by a limitation of external contacts is sufficient, 29-

380 

At first the condition of calm and peace only when you sit for concentration, 29-313 

At last concentration becomes the natural and permanent condition of the being, 29-298 

Brain concentration is always a tapasya and necessarily brings a strain, 29-311 

But how shall we concentrate?, 23-81 

By concentration of our whole being on one status of itself, we can become whatever, 

23-318 

By concentration on anything whatsoever we are able to know that thing, 23-318 

By concentration the whole will can be gathered up for the acquisition, 23-318 

By concentration you make the outer being fit to receive the Divine Light and Force, 

29-298 

By meditation alone and trying to concentrate you will never succeed, 29-47 

Concentrating the whole consciousness between the eyebrows, in the heart, etc., 29-297 

Concentration – The bringing to its full intensity of the energy of being, 23-530 
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Concentration – What becomes of the rest of the consciousness, 29-309 

Concentration and renunciation are needed in the three paths of Yoga, 23-335 

Concentration by the Idea as a means – The aim is the essential Samadhi, 23-321 

Concentration is a gathering together of the consciousness, 29-297 

Concentration is very helpful and necessary, 29-318 

Concentration means fixing the consciousness – Meditation can be diffusive, 29-297 

Concentration means when the consciousness is fixed, 29-297 

Concentration must in the earlier stages be active and dynamic, 29-317 

Concentration of course is indispensable, 30-250 

Concentration of the thought, the heart, the will – This is the triple way of the Yoga, 

23-81 

Concentration to get rid of thought altogether and remain in a complete silence, 29-297 

Concentration, to fix the whole will and mind and to break down the veil, 23-515 

Develop the inner vision – To do that you have to concentrate, 29-299 

Diabetes or any other physical illness cannot be a cause of absence of concentration, 

31-34 

Drawing ourselves back into the real – Concentration has three powers, 23-318 

Farther in yoga one also concentrates in a particular place, 29-308 

Four stages of Rajayogic concentration – The methods, the object and the result, 23-

540 

I wanted leisure for concentration on other more important work than correspondence, 

35-746 

If one concentrates on a thought or a word, one has to dwell on the essential idea, 29-

305 

If the mind gets tired, naturally it is difficult to concentrate, 29-318 

If there is restlessness or over-eagerness, then that is not concentration, 29-315 

If you concentrate on the idea of the Self, 29-304 

In concentration proper there is not a series of thoughts, but the mind is fixed, 29-297 

In the beginning for a long time concentration is necessary even by effort, 29-298 

Interest is the basis of concentration – A natural self-education by the child, 1-394 

It is a concentration or turning of the consciousness that is important, 29-222 

It is advisable that you should spend some time daily in concentration, 32-302 

It is an all-receiving concentration that is the very nature of the integral Yoga, 23-78 

It is better to make the deeper concentration when you are alone or quiet, 29-312 

Not a fact that when there is obscurity or inertia, one cannot concentrate or meditate, 

29-317 

One can be concentrated in work or bhakti as well as in meditation, 35-745 

One can concentrate in any of the three centres which is easiest to the sadhak, 29-307 

One has not to fatigue oneself at first by long concentration, 29-309 

One has to open through concentration in the heart centre or above the head, 29-310 

Other forms of dhyana – Concentration in self-observation and the dhyana of 

liberation, 36-294 

Patanjali arranges concentration in four stages of development, 1-510 

Purification and concentration as the right arm – Renunciation is the left arm, 23-326 

Purity and concentration are two aspects of the same status of being, 23-317 

Silence and inward concentration have a large place, 31-175 
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Some get it done by a slow process of concentration, but that may take a very long 

time, 35-245 

Straining and concentration are not the same thing, 29-315 

That on which one can concentrate, 29-304 

The Absolute holds an essential, integral, multiple and separative concentration, 21-603 

The best help for concentration is to receive the Mother's calm and peace, 29-300 

The concentration in the higher centres ‒ In the heart may be necessary hereafter, 30-

488 

The concentration in this Yoga must be in the head or in the heart-centre, 29-317 

The concentration may be on an object, on an idea or word or a name or a combination, 

29-308 

The concentration needed in the Integral Yoga – The triple way, 23-78 

The concentration of an enlightened thought, will and heart is the starting-point, 23-80 

The concentration of the inner consciousness can happen in several forms, 29-255 

The concentration of thought – To gain control over the workings of mind, 13-445 

The concentration on the idea is an inner dwelling on the essence of the Idea, 29-306 

The conflict of his inner members – An all-inclusive concentration is the achievement, 

23-78 

The consciousness – That in concentration and that which it takes in relaxation, 29-316 

The consciousness instead of being concentrated gets widely diffused, 29-317 

The effective fullness of our concentration – The measure of our self-consecration, 23-

85 

The first necessity is the practice of concentration of the consciousness within, 29-6 

The habit of concentrating ‒ A whole-hearted concentration and devotion to the 

Mother, 31-376 

The methods of concentration to arrive at this settled divine status, 23-323 

The mistake of a passive meditation instead of a concentration proper, 29-317 

The nature of exclusive concentration and self-forgetfulness in mental man, 21-604 

The ordinary obstacles the mind imposes when one tries to concentrate, 31-20 

The Prakriti bound in a sort of trance or swoon of concentration in the action, 21-610 

The result of the concentration is not usually immediate, 30-328 

The sadhana of inner concentration consists in three elements, 29-225 

The three forms that Yogic concentration takes, 31-20 

The waking concentration or the conscious samadhi or the all-excluding trance, 31-20 

There are other kinds of concentration, 29-297 

There is no method in this Yoga except to concentrate, 29-107 

This attention to a single thing is called concentration, 1-402, 1-403 

To be concentrated and do an outward action at the same time becomes possible, 29-

298 

To be concentrated on the Divine – Why is it selfishness?, 31-238 

To concentrate on the Divine is better than to concentrate on the sun, 29-309 

When I concentrate I work upon others, upon the world, upon the play of forces, 35-

745 

When the concentration is exclusive, it brings about a holding back behind it, 21-604 

You can concentrate the consciousness anywhere in any centre, 29-309 

concentration on the idea 
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This concentration on the idea is an inner dwelling on the essence of the Idea, 35-95 

concentrative tendency 

Some have the expansive tendency of the vital, others have the concentrative, 31-327 

concepts 

I cannot accept the division between image-production and concepts, 27-557 

concert 

Indian culture proceeded on the principle of a concert, 20-92 

On the other hand it may lead to a free concert with some underlying oneness, 20-64 

conch 

The conch is often the symbol of call or aspiration, 30-184 

The conch is perhaps the proclamation of victory, 30-184 

The conch is the call to realisation, 30-184 

The conch is the symbol of the spiritual call, 30-184 

The conchshell is the call to victory, 30-185 

The sound of the conch ‒ One of the many symbol sounds one hears in Yoga, 30-112 

concord 

Union, concord, work for the country are sacred words when they are not misused, 6-

231 

concreteness in poetry 

“Travestied with a fortuitous sovereignty” –The images here are all concrete, 27-307 

condemnation 

Why should one be so eager to find fault with others and condemn them?, 31-351 

condemnation. 

Condemn not, but observe Nature, help & heal thy brothers and strengthen by 

sympathy their capacities & their courage (485), 12-491 

condensations of language 

Condensations of language are justified when they say with more power and depth, 27-

168 

condition 

The right condition is to have a strong body, strong nerves, a calm mind, 36-308 

conditions 

A central sincerity and a fidelity to the Divine are the two necessary conditions, 29-43 

A tamasic surrender refusing to fulfil the conditions is a deception, 32-7 

But the Force I am using is a Force that has to work under the present world conditions, 

35-500 

But the supreme Grace will act only in the conditions of the Light and the Truth, 32-3 

Conditions – The will, receptivity, assent, self-opening and surrender of the sadhak, 35-

479 

Conditions have to be fulfilled – Afterwards, will be room for the divine grace to act, 

35-665 

Faith and surrender and fidelity and openness are conditions of some importance, 32-

342 

For the Mother’s force to act certain conditions are necessary, 32-227 

I had to take the blessed conditions as they were without resorting to miracles, 35-374 

If a man refuses to fulfil the conditions for Yoga, what is the use of appealing, 35-441 
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If there were no conditions at all in Yoga, then there would be no need of sadhana, 29-

86 

It is not, unless it is supramental Force, a Power that acts without conditions and limits, 

35-479 

Meditation should be devoted to the formation of these two conditions in you, 29-44 

One of them is that the mind of the sadhak should cooperate with the Truth, 31-32 

The conditions for receiving the influence of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, 32-106 

The conditions for the realisation in the Yoga, 32-556 

The conditions in which one can grow through all experiences with security, 30-45 

The conditions of the Light and Truth – Surrender, self-opening, rejection, 32-3 

The conditions of this Yoga, 29-43 

The Divine has the possibility of changing conditions, 35-409 

The Divine is working by his own will under conditions, 35-409 

The necessary conditions for the satisfaction of the aspiration of your own soul, 29-476 

The sadhana very often does refuse to go on except under certain conditions, 35-373 

There are conditions for getting out of the Ignorance into the Light, 31-32 

This force works according to a certain law and under certain conditions, 35-484 

Wanting is not all – There are conditions that have to be met, 29-468 

conduct 

Conduct for the Indian mind is only one means of expression and sign of a soul-state, 

20-149 

Morality is for the Western mind mostly a thing of outward conduct, 20-149 

confederacy 

A confederacy might give too much room for centrifugal tendencies, 25-594 

A federal system and a confederacy – The preservation of the national basis, 25-575 

A world-State or a world-union which may be a federation or a confederacy, 25-574 

confederation 

A loose confederation must end either in centralisation or at last by a break-up, 25-576 

A new model is demanded – The federal or else the confederate empire, 25-322 

Conference 

A District Conference – Instrumental in giving an impetus to the Swadeshi cause, 6-

620 

A Provincial Conference can go beyond these minimum reforms, 6-254 

Our All-India body must be not a Congress or Conference even, but a Council, 8-257 

The plea that the Resolutions of the Congress are not binding upon the Conference, 6-

254 

Conferences 

District and Sub-divisional Conferences are the first step towards organization, 6-547 

confession 

Confession helps to purge the consciousness of hampering elements, 29-193 

Rejection of wrong movements, frank confession of defects are helpful to it, 31-191, 

32-222 

Silence, absence of frank confession, means a desire in the vital, 29-68 

This attitude makes the rejection, the confession easy, spontaneous, entirely complete, 

32-222 

confessions 
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The conviction of an accused when there is no evidence except the confessions of 

others, 8-332 

confidence 

A quiet happy faith and confidence is the best foundation for sadhana, 29-111 

Be more cheerful and confident ‒ Sex and Doubt are there. The Divine also inside you, 

31-173 

Confidence – The sense of security that goes with trust, 29-88 

Confidence and trust are aspects of faith and results of it, 29-88 

Confidence is a feeling of sureness that the Divine will hear when sincerely called, 29-

88 

Confidence means trust in a person or in the Divine or a feeling of surety, 29-88 

Have confidence in the final result and give time for the Power to do its work, 29-125 

Have confidence in the Mother – The liberation from these things will surely come, 32-

337 

It is by confidence in the Mother that the opening needed will come, 29-109 

Keep the attitude of confidence and self-offering and the result will appear, 30-33 

Lack of confidence in ourselves and in one another – Fatal to any system of industry, 1-

716 

Of the three the most important is surrender – Trust and confidence, 31-676 

Progressive sadhana is enormously helped by an assured faith and confidence, 31-692 

Remain calm, confident, turned to the one Will in all circumstances, 31-179 

The psychic’s confidence in the Mother and the surrender that goes with it, 31-211 

The right principle, to be all for the Mother and to have full confidence, 29-88 

Yoga can only be done on a basis of faith and confidence in the Divine, 31-278 

You must have the confidence that the Divine Force can change everything, 28-429 

conflict 

In that conflict all shams must wither away – The issue in the next two or three 

decades, 6-109 

conflicting ideas 

Conflicting ideas ‒ Fix on the straight things alone that lead to the Divine, 31-25 

conflicts. 

In the world's conflicts, be on God's side always (348), 12-469 

confusion 

A mental commotion ‒ This confusion of voices ought to stop, 31-23 

Reject movements (like vexation, discontent etc.) that bring back confusion or 

depression, 31-187 

That Force can get rid of the confusion and darkness, 31-22 

The mind of the sadhak enters into a great confusion, 30-298 

This intermediate zone ‒ A wide field for confusion, delusion and error, 30-299 

When the confusion comes ‒ Reject it and call in the Mother’s light and force, 31-22 

When the restlessness and confusion come, you must immediately offer it up, 31-379 

Congress 

A line of argument – “The Congress movement is nothing if not a grand suit-at-law”, 6-

26 

A manifesto – It amounts simply to the old Congress programme, 6-157 
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A rapprochement with the Moderate party wherever possible and a united Congress, 8-

160 

A struggle for the support of the country and the control of the Congress, 6-150 

A united Congress – The difficulties are two, the creed and the Constitution, 8-214 

After the death of the Congress the unity of India must break up into factions, 6-1076 

All parties in Bengal have some common ground – To make a United Congress 

possible, 8-199 

All the present Congress lot seem to be men who live in ideas only, 35-19 

An imitation of the forms and working of the old Congress is also inadvisable, 8-255 

An open democratic constitution for the Congress instead of secret manipulations, 6-

179 

Another direction – The demand for a fixed and written constitution for the Congress, 

6-967 

Bengal as a province would in no case attend the sitting of a mutilated Congress, 8-241 

By not transgressing the middle-class pale the Congress has condemned itself to 

sterility, 6-26 

Certain small things about the Congress, which did not seem altogether right, 6-14 

Effective self-government is the one thing which the Congress should insist on, 6-170 

His idea was to capture the Congress – To make it an instrument for revolutionary 

action, 36-52 

I gave the order that led to the breaking of the Congress, 35-26 

If a united Congress cannot be secured, the provinces ought to organise themselves, 8-

159 

If its function is to focus public opinion, its aim can only be to submit grievances, 6-

958 

If the blind lead the blind - That can be applied to the National Congress, 6-11 

If the Congress could not be captured – A central revolutionary body could do this 

work, 36-53 

If the Congress is a national assembly, it must progress with the progress of the nation, 

6-181 

If the Congress is really a national body, it must admit all opinions, 6-180 

If these two parties are to live together in the Congress, there must be some procedure, 

6-792 

If we consider three issues – Who was responsible for the wrecking of the Congress, 6-

848 

In all its other aspects we can pronounce no verdict on it but failure, 6-18 

In attempting to convert this instrument they may have committed errors, 8-232 

In its broader aspects the failure of the Congress is still clearer, 6-15 

In reality, there was no electorate to represent and the forms of election degenerated, 6-

965 

It is quite imperative for someone to speak out – I charge the Congress with 

inadequacy, 6-21 

Leadership in the Congress must depend on service done and suffering endured, 6-738 

Manoeuvres to drive the Extremists out of the Executive Committee, 6-742 

Manoeuvres to transfer the Congress to a less central and thoroughly Loyalist locality, 

6-742 
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Our All-India body must be not a Congress or Conference even, but a Council, 8-257 

Outside the Congress the chances of united working are more complete than within it, 

8-157 

Sri Aurobindo regarded the Congress policy as a process of futile petition and protest, 

36-75 

That single and limited class which the Congress represents – Our new middle class, 6-

24 

The aim towards which the Congress is to work, 6-958 

The attempt to separate the Congress from the life of the people will be disastrous, 6-

1004 

The attitude which I should like all thinking men to adopt towards the Congress, 6-12 

The breaking up of the Congress at Surat was God’s will, 6-1028 

The Committee empowered to expel from the Congress ranks undesirable delegates, 6-

191 

The Congress – A body not popular and not honestly desirous of a popular character, 6-

49 

The Congress - A well of living water, a standard in the battle, a holy temple of 

concord, 6-16 

The Congress – Far from regulating judiciously the importation of Occidental wares, 6-

47 

The Congress – Growing effete and useless or enemy of popular freedom, 6-139 

The Congress – Here is the constituency from which it is really empowered, 6-25 

The Congress – The most signal successes of this body were not miracles at all, 6-13 

The Congress – To flaunt its moderation was its chief preoccupation, 6-126 

The Congress as a living emblem of our cause – A standard in the battle of liberty, 6-16 

The Congress broke up not over personalities, but over certain definite issues, 6-1028 

The Congress fails, because it has never been a popular body, 6-26 

The Congress has created a certain modicum of sympathy between classes, 6-17 

The Congress has declared self-government on colonial lines to be its demand, 6-207 

The Congress has recognised the legitimacy of the Boycott movement, 6-207 

The Congress has recognised the necessity of a Constitution, 6-208 

The Congress has recognised the necessity of National Education, 6-208 

The Congress has recognised the Swadeshi movement in its entirety, 6-208 

The Congress is an institution belonging to all the well-wishers of the nation, 6-848 

The Congress is not really national, 6-22 

The Congress movement broke itself on the hard facts of human nature, 6-66 

The Congress movement has spent itself – The declining forces of a bygone impetus, 6-

65 

The Congress ought to form a seed out of which the future Indian Parliament must 

grow, 6-918 

The Congress provides the point of unity which prevents the diversity from dissolving, 

6-1053 

The Congress represents not the mass of the population, but a single and limited class, 

6-22 

The Congress, while democratic in theory, was in reality a close oligarchy, 6-965 
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The consummation of our political progress – A Congress which passed resolutions, 6-

1104 

The Convention can never be the basis of a united Congress, 8-371 

The disappearance of the old Congress announces the end of the preparatory stage, 6-

1072 

The dissensions in the Congress – A test of the capacity of the people to act politically, 

8-197 

The divergence of views with regard to the spirit of the Congress – The Constitution, 6-

964 

The election is of some importance to Bengal – The desire for a United Congress, 8-

240 

The election of a free Congress is the only possible way to their final reconciliation, 8-

201 

The first and initially essential question is the object of the Congress, function, aim, 6-

951 

The first attempt to democratise the Congress – The Subjects Committee, 6-966 

The first obstacle to our evolution – The internal dispute has wrecked the Congress, 8-

154 

The first question is of the scope and object of the institution, 8-256 

The function of the Congress – To gather the life of the nation for national self-

assertion, 6-959 

The function of the Congress has hitherto been to pass inoperative resolutions, 6-952 

The general timidity of the Congress, its fear of too deeply displeasing our masters, 6-

14 

The great Calcutta Congress of 2006 – Various antagonistic or contending forces, 6-

205 

The historic twenty-second session of the Congress at Calcutta, 6-224 

The holding of a United Congress – The twin rocks of creed and constitution, 8-367 

The hour seems to have come when the Congress must encounter that searching 

criticism, 6-20 

The idea of holding the next session of the Indian National Congress in London, 6-467 

The ideal of the Nationalists to make of the Congress a great and living body, 8-231 

The imperative duty to demand a settled elective constitution for the Congress, 6-161 

The Lahore session of the Convention – Hope has disappeared about a United 

Congress, 8-241 

The limitation by a creed deprives the Congress of its free and representative character, 

8-370 

The Loyalist politics “to keep the Congress out of the hands of the Extremists”, 6-741 

The main principles on which the organisation of such a body should be based, 8-256 

The mendicancy and the haphazard formation and methods of the Congress, 6-180 

The National Congress may be as national as you please, but it is not a popular body, 6-

23 

The Nationalist party claimed that the Congress should become democratic, 6-968 

The Nationalist party did not want to wreck the Congress and it never did, 6-848 

The Nationalists distinctly state that the Convention is not the Congress, 8-342 

The negotiations for a United Congress have failed, 8-372 
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The old desire to raise up a rival Congress – An ill-advised ste, 8-255 

The policy of the Congress should have been to gather together all elements of 

strength, 6-126 

The Presidentship was unconstitutionally offered to preside at the Congress – 

Autocrats, 6-166 

The proposal of the Congress for a further reform and expansion of the Indian 

Councils, 6-137 

The qualifications which the moderate demands in a President of the Congress, 6-116 

The question of the function of the Congress – Whether merely to focus public opinion, 

6-958 

The question of the function of the Congress hinges upon this acceptance of boycott, 6-

954 

The real question is constitutional – The Congress is and must be a National Assembly, 

8-156 

The refusal by the Bengal Moderates – A united Congress is impossible, 8-371 

The resolutions of the Congress – The delegates simply accepted by acclamation, 6-966 

The retrogression of the Congress – Subjects for which we fought were entirely 

omitted, 6-850 

The scheme of excluding the Nationalists from the Congress, 6-927 

The solidarity of the movement depends on the existence of an united Congress, 6-1081 

Their fourth point of support is in the Loyalist-cum-Moderate party in the Congress, 6-

760 

They seek a centre of deliberation and a centre of order and authority, 8-232 

To democratise the Congress was in fact impossible without a popular awakening, 6-

967 

To establish the true nature of the Congress as a popular assembly, 6-738 

To have the Swadeshi-Boycott propaganda recognised on the Congress platform, 6-737 

Two men stand in connection with the present session of the National Congress, 6-201 

We drink from it assurance of a living political energy in the country, 6-16 

We fight not for honour to be done to a man but for the liberty of the Congress, 6-767 

What the Congress has really done, 6-16 

connections 

For the connections between embodied souls, that is a matter of personal evolution, 28-

528 

conquerors 

The vital passion for the Divine creates the spiritual heroes, conquerors or martyrs, 29-

347 

conquest 

Aggression is necessary – When a force ceases to conquer, it ceases to live, 8-63 

That is the only way to perpetuate a conquest, to kill the soul of the subject nation, 8-

300 

The chief incentive to conquest – A desire for spiritual expansion, 6-512 

Vivekananda was the first visible sign to the world that India was awake to conquer, 8-

62 

War and conquest are part of the economy of vital Nature, 28-436 

conscience 
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A divination within – This voice of the soul is not what we call conscience, 23-154 

It is contrary to all experience to assert the divinity or infallibility of conscience, 17-

301 

The tradition of an infallible inner conscience which reflects a divinely-ordained canon, 

17-301 

consciousness 

“stuff of consciousness” simply means “substance of consciousness”, 30-12 

All consciousness is not necessarily of a spiritual make, 28-174 

As the individual has a consciousness, so too there is a universal consciousness, 28-20 

As the Yogic experience develops, consciousness is felt as something quite concrete, 

30-12 

Body, brain, nervous system are instruments of consciousness, not its causes, 12-302 

But what is consciousness and what its relation to existence?, 12-283 

By a growth in the consciousness itself – Some direct perception of these things, 31-51 

Consciousness as a self-aware force of existence – Mentality as a middle term, 21-95 

Consciousness in us has to get back in its stress into the inner parts of existence, 28-22 

Consciousness is a reality inherent in existence, 28-15 

Consciousness is essentially the same throughout but variable in status, 28-17 

Consciousness is inherent in Being, though it is here involved and concealed, 28-19 

Consciousness is made up of two elements, awareness and conscious-power, 28-24 

Consciousness is power of awareness – Also a dynamic and creative energy, 28-15 

Consciousness is septuple – Seven forms or grades of conscious activity, 17-27 

Consciousness is that which is aware of things – Energy is a force put in action, 28-25 

Consciousness is the spiritual Reality which is of the very essence of existence, 28-23 

Consciousness might also, if it chose, be the creator or determinant of its reactions, 28-

18 

Consciousness might not be only a recipient and seer of forces, but a creator of forces, 

28-18 

Consciousness works in the energy and determines the form and the evolution of form, 

28-22 

For physical science consciousness is a temporary phenomenon, 28-19 

In an inconscient universe, how could consciousness ever come into existence?, 12-278 

In this world everything depends upon consciousness and its movements, 31-559 

Is the consciousness synonymous with mind, is all consciousness mental, 28-19 

Is the waking surface consciousness the only form of consciousness possible?, 28-19 

Mental consciousness is only the human range, 28-16 

One consciousness organised in many self-divided unities of consciousness, 12-203 

One has to concentrate the consciousness in heart or mind, to go within or go above, 

28-21 

Science sees consciousness only as a phenomenon which emerges, 28-23 

So long as you live only in the surface consciousness ‒ Not conscious in the Yogic 

sense, 30-212 

The consciousness is involved in form of Matter and energy of Matter, 28-57 

The elements of a condition of consciousness cannot be classified, 28-15 

The gradations of consciousness are universal states, 28-16 
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The problem of consciousness – A spiritual vision of things and direct experience, 12-

320 

The problem of consciousness is the central problem, 12-272 

The spiritual experience ‒ A change in the stuff of the consciousness, 30-12 

The truth of consciousness is to be found at its top and in its depths or at its centre, 12-

321 

There are ranges of consciousness above and below the human range, 28-16 

There must be a Will and a Force that make the consciousness effective, 28-24 

Three sheaths of consciousness in us – Material, vital and nervous, mental, 18-50 

Three things you must have, consciousness, plasticity, unreserved surrender, 32-24 

To him, consciousness is the very stuff of existence and he can feel it everywhere, 27-

93 

To know the nature of consciousness is for us a study of supreme importance, 12-272 

To me consciousness is the very stuff of existence and I can feel it everywhere, 27-316 

Two centres or parts of the consciousness – One is a witness, the other is active, 30-48 

Universal Life establishes, involved in Matter, the septuple consciousness, 17-28 

What is consciousness? – A class of natural phenomena?, 12-277 

What is consciousness? – The two denials and the reconciliation, 12-279 

Whether consciousness is a temporary phenomenon or a reality in itself fundamental, 

28-18 

You must be conscious in your mind and soul and heart and life and the very cells, 32-

24 

Consciousness 

Consciousness and Will is there with which we can come into inner contact, 29-176 

Consciousness is the great underlying fact – The only evidence of the reality, 21-22 

Existence is Consciousness and cannot be separated from Consciousness, 18-367 

Force and Consciousness are twin aspects of being, 13-112 

It follows that Brahman must be in His transcendental reality Absolute Consciousness, 

18-368 

It is possible indeed that what is at work is not an Energy, but a Consciousness, 21-457 

The Divine Consciousness can take more than one poise even for all time, 21-156 

The nature of the Divine Consciousness – We must pause and resume briefly, 21-155 

What do we mean by consciousness?, 21-92 

consciousness behind 

One a large consciousness behind, the other a smaller consciousness in front, 30-305 

consciousness centred above 

When the consciousness is centred above, it can be said to be located above, 30-434 

consciousness in front 

One a large consciousness behind, the other a smaller consciousness in front, 30-305 

consciousness of oneness 

The consciousness of oneness is something behind all life, 31-297 

consciousness of the Self 

This consciousness is usually called the consciousness of the Self or Atman, 30-275 

consciousnesses 

Two different consciousnesses in the human being, one outward, the other inward, 28-

89 
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consecration, 29-27 

Adoration must bring an increasing consecration of the being to the Divine, 23-572 

But each has his own way of consecration and self-giving, 29-103 

Consecration – One trains the consciousness to give itself to the Divine, 29-103 

Consecration and surrender – A resultant entire transformation and free transmission, 

23-92 

Consecration becomes in its fullness a devoting of thoughts and works, 23-573 

Consecration means the devoting of all your experiences and progress to the Mother, 

32-479 

Devotion and inner consecration are the best way to open the psychic, 30-384 

Mother Divine, grant that today may bring to us a completer consecration to Thy Will, 

32-631 

Once the being is consecrated, then it can see the Divine everywhere, 28-6 

Purification and consecration are two great necessities of sadhana, 30-41 

The absolute consecration of the individual to the Divine – Perfect self-surrender, 23-

86 

The complete active consecration of both the inner and the outer life, 23-574 

The consecration of the thoughts – Separative and comprehensive consecration, 23-574 

The first thing to do is to make the full consecration and offering of the heart, 29-131 

The greater and wider the moving idea-force behind the consecration, the better, 23-82 

The signs of the consecration of the vital in action are these among others, 29-233 

consent 

All that is indispensable on your part is the consent and the remembrance, 13-86 

consequence 

Karma and consequence draw their meaning from their value to the soul, 13-355 

What is in the will of being, expresses itself in karma and consequence, 13-356 

Will, Karma and consequence are the three steps of the Energy, 13-351 

conservation 

The opposition we create between conservation and progress, 13-128 

conservatism 

Conservatism and unwillingness to admit new forms of creation – A limitation, 27-552 

Rigid conservatism or fiery iconoclasm are often two sides of the same temper of mind, 

1-650 

conservative 

The conservative mind is unwilling to recognise the law of change, 13-133 

The conservative principle – Its advantages but a great mass of accretions, 13-136 

Conservative 

There is an honour of the aristocrat – That is the honour of the Conservative, 1-514 

conservatives 

Moderates, conservatives or extremists – Truth is the only standard, 12-50 

conspiracy 

“You would be sure to be rearrested on the general charge of conspiracy”, 1-528 

An attempt to meet secret conspiracy by prohibiting public agitation, 8-420 

Certain murders in London by a young man – No proof of any conspiracy behind him, 

8-122 
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If discontent is not to be satisfied – One of the two, public agitation or secret 

conspiracy, 8-423 

Men in ignorance of the proceedings of secret conspirators who happen to be 

associates, 8-333 

My name has been brought twice into conspiracy trials, 36-269 

No one has a right to assume that the murder was the overt act of a political conspiracy, 

8-128 

Such a conspiracy must paralyse all other forms and methods of national aspiration, 8-

437 

The argument is that criticism of the Government leads to secret conspiracy, 8-421 

The exaggerated view of Mr. Shyamji Krishnavarma as an arch conspirator, 8-145 

The secret discontent creates secret conspiracy, 8-421 

The theory of conspiracy is exploded – Not a single circumstance has justified, 8-145 

constipation 

Constipation is due to an inertia in the physical, 31-589 

Some constipation, headaches, rheumatic pains ought not to be so difficult to bear, 31-

549 

constitution 

Another direction – The demand for a fixed and written constitution for the Congress, 

6-967 

Code and constitution prevailing over custom – The sign of a rational evolution, 25-454 

If we accepted the Moderate constitution we should be consenting to our own 

exclusion, 8-368 

It was decided that a constitution or working organisation should be created, 6-224 

Others can understand that only a freely elected Congress can accept this constitution, 

8-200 

The arbitrary action of the Committee of the Convention in passing a constitution, 8-

132 

The constitution must be one which will suit the conditions of the country, 6-951 

The holding of a United Congress – The twin rocks of creed and constitution, 8-367 

The Moderate proposal – The creed unconditionally and the Conventionist constitution, 

8-367 

The real question is constitutional – The Congress is and must be a National Assembly, 

8-156 

We demand an elective constitution and a Council honestly representing all sections, 6-

181 

Constitution 

A united Congress – The difficulties are two, the creed and the Constitution, 8-214 

Spirituality cannot be affirmed in a political constitution, 36-514 

The Congress has recognised the necessity of a Constitution, 6-208 

The Constitution must be so drafted as to remove the causes of quarrel, 6-917 

The divergence of views with regard to the spirit of the Congress – The Constitution, 6-

964 

The principles of the Constitution – The basis should be democratic and not oligarchic, 

6-996 

constitutional ignorance 
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How to change the constitutional ignorance into a true and effective knowledge, 21-760 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 

The constitutional ignorance – An unawareness of our total self, 21-756 

constitutionalists 

The Indians in the Transvaal – Methods similar to those of the constitutionalists, 6-110 

contact 

A quiet mind, heart and vital waiting and aspiring for the contact and the Presence, 29-

155 

A third is the contact with the Power above and its descent into the body, 32-202 

Active experience of the joy, peace, love, etc. when the direct contact is there, 29-155 

All contact is in fact a receiving and giving of vital forces in a small or great degree, 

32-565 

As for not having the contact always – Parts of the being are still unconscious, 29-362 

At times the external consciousness may be stronger than the inner one – No contact, 

29-362 

Either the contact and the true experience or the quiet peace and aspiration, 29-156 

Everybody has to come into this direct contact, 31-363 

It is not reading that brings the contact, it is the will and aspiration in the being, 27-731 

Keep a quiet mind and a constant contact with myself and the Mother, 29-144 

Keep a quiet mind and a constant contact with myself and the Mother – The only way, 

32-99 

Keep yourself always in that part of you which is in contact, 31-134 

One can live in contact with the Divine even amidst the universal forces, 30-288 

One has only to get into contact with the inner being and change the outer view, 29-32 

Quietude and surrender are the first things to be established – The full contact must 

come, 29-362 

The best way will be if you can keep the contact more with the Mother, 31-273 

The contact with the Truth – Only through psychic purity and surrender, 28-574 

The first thing one has to do to is to get into contact with the psychic, 31-235 

The inner contact with myself and the Mother, 30-94 

The inner contact, inner help can very well be received at a distance, 32-107 

The more the calm, peace, joy and happiness descend – The sign of the contact, 29-361 

The ordinary physical consciousness is not able to hold the contact, 30-67 

The outer milana or contact is not usually abiding, 29-363 

The photograph is a vehicle only – You can make it a means of contact, 29-363 

The whole art of Yoga is to get that contact and get from it into the inner being itself, 

27-716, 27-718 

To come into contact with the transcendent Divine beyond the overmind, 29-20 

To have no contact with people and shut oneself entirely is not healthy, 31-341 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

27-716, 27-718 

When you fall from the contact, the thing you have to do is to reestablish it, 29-362 

contacts 

Abstention from all mixing and contact is also not desirable, 31-326 

All contacts with self, the higher consciousness, the Divine above are spiritual, 28-576 
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It is certainly a great help to be able to limit one's contacts, 31-337 

Losing the hold of reality which work and contact with others help to keep up, 31-343 

Not speaking or contacting when one is in the intensity of the peace is one thing, 31-

342 

One can't separate from all contacts, 30-240 

One has to go inside into the inner being and one can minimise contacts, if necessary, 

31-337 

The avoiding of contacts does not by itself bring the fundamental immunity, 31-337 

There remains the question of the avoidance of contact with others, 30-245 

To be too sensitive and upset by any contact is excessive, 31-325 

To have too many contacts and be always dispersing oneself prevents growing, 31-325 

contacts with people 

But it is not necessary nor desirable to avoid all contacts with people, 32-459 

contagion 

Catching contagion – One has to go very far on the path before one is so secure, 32-613 

contaminated 

If the contrary Force is strong one can never get contaminated, 31-569 

contemplation 

Brahman is always the best object for meditation or contemplation, 36-294 

Concentration on the essence of the idea only – Contemplation, 23-323 

Contemplation means regarding mentally a single object, image, idea, 36-293 

Equally, contemplation of God in Nature, contemplation and service of God in man, 

23-517 

Two words to express the Indian idea of Dhyana – “meditation” and “contemplation”, 

36-293 

contemporary poetry 

In contemporary poetry – An attempt at a more frequent use of the dynamic vision, 27-

19 

contempt 

A contempt for others is out of place, especially since the Divine is in all, 29-43 

contempt about women 

Your feeling of contempt about women is very silly, 31-310 

contentment 

Contentment is less than happiness, 31-175 

continence 

The theory of Brahmacharya – By continence retas can be changed into ojas, 31-506 

contradiction 

The contradiction of the thing he centrally represents in the work to be done, 31-648 

This contradiction has been given a very discomforting kind of intensity¸, 31-651 

contradictions 

Every man is full of contradictions ‒ One person made up of different personalities, 31-

27 

control 

A certain freedom – The power of sanction and control inherent in the spirit, 23-758 

A complete control of the outer man needs a long and arduous tapasya, 31-658 
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A mental control is precarious, incomplete and established only by much self-

discipline, 28-175 

A psychic or spiritual control replacing the mental would not act in this way, 30-203 

An entire control has to be acquired over the mind, speech and body, 19-533 

As for some men being able to control themselves and others being swept away, 28-

421 

As the soul becomes the knower, it gets the capacity of becoming also the controller, 

23-433 

By this control and vigilance supported by the Force, you can prevent, 31-280 

Certainly self-discipline, self-control is never easy, 19-100 

Each conquest makes the control stronger and brings the full purification nearer, 31-

784 

Elements are strong enough to control the rest, 31-241 

Equality and self-control are most necessary to Yoga, but also most difficult, 31-658 

Even in ordinary life there must be a control over the vital and the ego, 31-222 

If it does not exercise its control, then the consciousness is in great disorder, 28-59 

If there is the control of action – The control of thought and feeling is bound to come, 

31-640 

If this is done – The senses entirely under the control of the subjective self, 19-101 

In our view the one policy for us is “No control, no co-operation, 8-180 

In proportion as the soul assumes its divine or spiritual being, it assumes also control, 

23-431 

In sadhana mental or moral control has to be replaced by spiritual mastery, 28-421 

In Yoga the mental has to be replaced by the psychic or spiritual self-control, 32-613 

It is the vigilance that establishes the control, 31-86 

It is the waking mind which thinks and wills and controls in the waking state, 31-452 

Man has the power of mental control, 28-44 

Man learns to control his vital and physical nature by his reason and by his will, 31-251 

Nevertheless, there is somewhere an absolute control, a real Ishwara, 23-637 

Not the mind’s control of vital impulse – The strong immobility of an immortal spirit, 

23-103 

One must start with an inner control of the consciousness over the body, 28-305 

Only by the concession of control the co-operation of the Indian people can be secured, 

8-182 

Our attitude towards the Government – The principle of “No control, no co-operation.”, 

8-160 

So long as control is refused, the Nationalist party preaches the refusal of co-operation, 

8-157 

The control and discipline in the early stages is indispensable, 29-192 

The control of one’s thoughts is necessary for the Yoga, 35-243 

The control of the body and life by the mind and its thought and will, 23-731 

The control of the mind and senses and the concentration on the supreme reality, 19-

204 

The difference between mental or moral control and a spiritual purification, 31-265 

The difficulty of self-mastery – The senses brought utterly under control, 19-101 

The essence of this self-control is non-attachment, 19-108 
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The reforms give no control, therefore the reforms must be rejected, 8-180 

The Shastra must therefore first be observed – The habit of self-control, 19-475 

The vital must always be kept under control, 30-203 

There is a distinction implied too between coercion and suppression and control, 19-

218 

This control – Derived eventually from the supermind, 31-126 

To control the lower self in the act and do works without desire of the fruit, 19-403 

To enter into identity with that Spirit must then be his way to control and lordship, 23-

637 

Uncontrolled desires, violent anger, confusion disorganise and destroy control, 31-277 

Vigilance, discrimination, control cannot be abandoned till the complete victory, 29-

119 

What you see and know at present is not the whole – It is possible to know and control, 

28-80 

You have now to get the control in a different way, 31-384 

convention 

“Civilization was necessary” – “It has fallen into the waters of convention”, 1-41 

Convention 

Secret elections seem to be the best features of convention politics, 8-366 

The attitude of the Convention on the Reforms is marked by open insincerity, 8-379 

The attitude taken by the Moderate Convention towards Transvaal Indians and Bengal, 

8-383 

The Convention can never be the basis of a united Congress, 8-371 

The Convention has met at Lahore – Marks of decay in every part of its being, 8-377 

The Convention is now at a critical stage – Its policy has been discredited, 8-354 

The Nationalists distinctly state that the Convention is not the Congress, 8-342 

The result of the Convention meeting at Allahabad is now certain, 6-1056 

Convention Committee 

Some lay stress on the unconstitutional conduct of the Convention Committee, 8-200 

The arbitrary action of the Committee of the Convention in passing a constitution, 8-

132 

Convention Congress 

A small section of the Moderate party desires the Convention Congress to stand, 8-199 

Convention constitution 

The Convention constitution is in the first place a close oligarchical constitution, 8-201 

conventional age 

The tendency of the conventional age of society is to fix, to formalise, 25-13 

Conventionalists 

A powerful motive behind the policy of the Conventionalists – Fear and self-interest, 6-

1044 

Conventionalism is a factor in our politics which makes for reaction, 6-1063 

The Conventionalists are for the declaration of Colonial Self-Government, 6-1043 

The day of compromises is past – Of the Conventionalists let us speak no farther, 6-

1057 

The pros and cons of the controversy between Conventionalists and Nationalists, 6-

1043 
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The retreat of the Conventionalists from the field of battle – The fruit of the 

persecution, 6-1058 

Conventionism 

What remains to Conventionism? – This parody of the Indian National Congress, 8-378 

conventions 

"Our present servitude to conventions is due to weaknesses in human nature”, 1-44 

conversation 

Useless conversation is better avoided, 31-83 

Work is best done in silence – Conversation is best kept for leisure hours, 31-322 

conversations 

To indulge in useless or harmful conversations is not good, 31-84 

conversion 

Aspiration can lead hereafter to conversion, but aspiration is not conversion, 29-63 

Aspiration can lead hereafter to conversion, 35-664 

By their united threefold power the conversion can be completely made, 23-176 

Conversion is a definite turning of the being away from lower things, 29-63 

Conversion is a definite turning of the being away from lower things towards the 

Divine, 35-664 

Conversion is a spontaneous movement of the consciousness, 29-63 

If the psychic being comes to the front, then conversion becomes easy, 29-63 

It is complete when the psychic being becomes the basis or the leader, 30-365 

Or the conversion may bring the psychic being to the front, 29-63 

The conversion by this penetrating action of the Light and the Truth, 15-238 

The direct working of the Spirit effects a conversion of the whole being, 23-618 

The one effective way is to bring the light down always in the vital, 31-110 

The spiritual conversion begins when the soul begins to insist on a deeper life, 30-365 

Three different things – Conversion, inner realisation, transformation, 35-664 

What is needed is the conversion and surrender of the vital part, 31-713 

When the lower parts do care and obey the psychic, that is their conversion, 28-122 

conversions 

At each stage of the ascent there is a conversion into a new consciousness, 28-84 

First, there must be a conversion inwards, a going within, 28-84 

Next, there must be a series of conversions upwards and a turning down, 28-84 

Proceeding from intuition to a greater overmind height, there is a new conversion, 28-

85 

The last conversion is the supramental, 28-85 

The upward conversions cannot be secure if the lower nature is not psychicised, 35-118 

converts 

Converts from among strong adherents of the old – The spirit of the outworn creed, 6-

331 

conviction 

Conviction – Intellectual belief held on what seems to be good reasons, 29-88 

There are some who believe that passion and conviction are the sign of want of culture, 

6-1079 

Cook 
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The vulgar squabble between Cook and Peary about the discovery of the North Pole, 8-

252 

cooking 

In work like cooking one does not directly and vividly feel the inspiration, 29-252 

cool smell 

The coolness is a very common experience, but the cool smell is unusual, 30-477 

cool spray 

The cool spray comes as an accompaniment of the sense of purification, 30-372 

coolness 

A sensation of coolness indicates usually some touch or descent of peace, 30-477 

If the coolness passed into dullness, it may well have been only physical, 30-477 

One is peace and when that is prominent, there is the sense of coolness, 30-462 

Pleasant coolness or coldness usually indicates a pacifying force, 30-477 

The coolness and complete quietude come as a result, 30-370 

The coolness comes when the Force descends with peace and harmony, 30-476 

The coolness is a very common experience, but the cool smell is unusual, 30-477 

The coolness is always a quieting force making for peace, 30-476 

The pressure you felt on the head – The coolness etc. you felt, 30-472 

This coolness very often comes with the peace from above, 30-476 

cooperation 

Faith, sincerity, surrender – To make that cooperation more easily possible, 31-32 

Its real utility of the State – Providing for the cooperative action of the individuals, 25-

300 

One of them is that the mind of the sadhak should cooperate with the Truth, 31-32 

The highest anarchistic ideal – Free equality and spontaneous cooperation, 25-218 

This need might have taken the form of an ideal of free cooperation, 25-383 

To learn subordination and cooperation is necessary for all collective work, 32-426, 35-

756 

To provide all possible facilities for cooperative action, 25-301 

When that cooperation is complete, the progress can be rapid enough, 31-32 

co-operation 

A demand in only one instance – The conditions which can make co-operation 

possible, 8-212 

Each should be organised separately on the basis of harmonious co-operation, 6-943 

In our view the one policy for us is “No control, no co-operation, 8-180 

Only by the concession of control the co-operation of the Indian people can be secured, 

8-182 

Our attitude towards the Government – The principle of “No control, no co-operation.”, 

8-160 

So long as control is refused, the Nationalist party preaches the refusal of co-operation, 

8-157 

The co-operation we expect from the Government of this country in return, 8-125 

The co-operative State and commune as the fruit of a great moral and spiritual 

uplifting, 8-249 

The extraordinary demand for co-operation upon the people of this country, 8-128 
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The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal referring to the crime wanted from us co-

operation, 8-122 

The meaning of co-operation is not passive obedience, 8-129 

The people of this country have no remedy except the refusal of co-operation, 8-129 

This is the only way we can find to co-operate in maintaining peace and order, 8-125 

cords 

He is thinking of the triple cord of mind, nerves and body by which the soul is bound, 

15-366 

So too when the seer cries high to Agni “Loose from us the cords”, 15-366 

Corneille 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

corporeal mentality 

The corporeal mentality – The illusion of being determined by the body, 21-180 

corps glorieux 

The idea that the body of the future race will be a luminous body (corps glorieux), 28-

306 

correspondence 

2.30 to 5 or 6 a.m. correspondence unless I am lucky, 35-470 

Answering mental questions, if it is necessary for the divine purpose, has to be done, 

35-457 

Apart from the eye-question, I have stopped the correspondence – Things to get done, 

35-472 

Correspondence – From 8.0 to 12 p.m. (minus one hour), again from 2.30 to 7 a.m., 35-

469 

Correspondence – Only what is necessary or important should be sent for the present, 

36-541 

Correspondence – The Mother had often less than four hours rest out of the twenty-

four, 36-539 

Correspondence – The Mother occupied up to the small hours of the morning, 36-542 

Evening correspondence from 7 or 7.30 to 9 – 10 to 12 correspondence, 35-470 

From 4 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. afternoon correspondence, meal, newspapers, 35-470 

I am putting a terrible drain on the mind by answering tons of correspondence, 35-471 

I answer letters whenever I consider it necessary – I cannot answer all letters, 35-464 

I don’t sleep on Sundays – I climb mountains of outside letters which have 

accumulated, 35-471 

I have to spend 12 hours over the ordinary correspondence, numerous reports, etc., 35-

466 

I need all my time and energy – My prohibition of long letters was of a general 

character, 35-30 

I wanted leisure for concentration on other more important work than correspondence, 

35-746 

If in writing his vital gets seized by the thing, it becomes a very different matter, 35-

451 

In the silent mind one can receive an answer even if I write nothing, 35-454 
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It is always best to write at least thrice a week, even if there is nothing very special to 

say, 35-458 

It is better to write what is in one’s mind – The movements of the mind and vital, 35-

462 

It is not worthwhile sending experiences merely to ask whether they are true, 35-465 

It is the movements of your sadhana that you place before me, 35-459 

It takes me 11 hours to deal with all that correspondence, 35-465 

Letter writing and literary productivity have dwindled in me almost to zero, 35-41 

Letters and answering of letters are not indispensable for the sadhana, 35-448 

Many do not write because they are not yet prepared for the pressure on them to 

progress, 35-455 

Myself answering letters all the night, 36-542 

No need to cut down your letters – It is quite the best to say everything, 35-459 

Not writing means trying to conceal. That is a suggestion of the vital, 35-461 

On the whole those who write get a more steady incentive to progress, 35-455 

People write to me to lay before me their experiences and difficulties and get my help, 

35-464 

Something in the consciousness wanted the answers not simply for help in sadhana, 35-

463 

The Arya was written so that people might get the answers there, 35-462 

The best thing would be for you to write briefly each thing you have to say, 35-466 

The correspondence – For the majority of those who wrote, there has been a real 

progress, 35-452 

The difficulty I feel now that I cannot write my own letters or do my own writing, 35-

42 

The Mother is positively opposed to your suspending all correspondence with me, 35-

461 

The sadhaks’ writing to me – If it were useless I would ask them to stop, 35-455 

The volume of the correspondence is becoming enormous, 35-467 

These letters have been a strong means of canalising our help, 35-453 

This method succeeds most when the writer can write as a witness of his movements, 

35-451 

What I write usually helps only the mind and that too very little, 35-449 

When you have long letters to write, you should write not in pencil but in ink, 35-473 

Writing in the book means of direct and concrete contact with me and the help, 35-450 

Writing letters – Each activity is important in its own place, 35-460 

You can ask practical questions about your own experiences and I will try to answer, 

35-462 

You have done well to write more briefly, 35-472 

correspondence with outsiders 

The arrangements for correspondence – We do not write ourselves, 35-526 

correspondence with relatives 

Corresponding with relatives – Some benefit greatly by not writing, 35-381 

No one has a right to interfere with her spiritual progress or pull her back, 35-734 

People who go on corresponding with their people – The old forces active, 35-733 

The need of going inward is one of the most natural movements of spiritual life, 35-734 
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We are not in favour of correspondence with relatives etc. outside, 35-733 

Corruption 

“Always the chariot of Corruption was drawn by the winged horses, Culture and Art”, 

1-21 

cosmic 

As the Divine manifest in cosmic Nature he acts in close identity with Nature, 19-317 

In the cosmic manifestation, he appears first as a self who supports all existences, 19-

318 

The Transcendent, the individual, the cosmic being are powers of consciousness, 21-

389 

There is no difference between the terms “universal” and “cosmic”, 30-267 

Cosmic 

The distinction between the Transcendental, the Cosmic, the Individual Divine, 28-8 

cosmic being 

The presence of the seven principles is essential to all cosmic being, 13-486 

cosmic consciousness, 30-269 

(2) On the opening out of the cosmic consciousness, 30-319 

A cosmic consciousness embracing all the terms of existence, 21-490 

A cosmic problem that can be understood only from the cosmic consciousness, 28-261 

A mental and the beginning of a vital opening to the cosmic consciousness, 30-285 

A universal consciousness ‒ In contact with the universal self and forces, 30-268 

About the cosmic consciousness and Nirvana, 28-141 

Along with that or afterwards if one wakens to the cosmic consciousness, 30-279 

An attempt to call down or force a way into the cosmic consciousness, 30-300 

An experience of the universal consciousness aspiring to the Divine Truth, 30-278 

As the result of its workings the cosmic consciousness opens, 30-449 

By transcending Ego we possess the whole universe in the one cosmic consciousness, 

17-19 

By Yoga one can become directly aware of the Cosmic Self ‒ The cosmic 

consciousness, 30-268 

By Yoga there can open the cosmic consciousness, 30-267 

Develop the cosmic consciousness, 30-333 

Finally, the individual melts into the cosmic consciousness, 30-268 

In the cosmic – Usually only inspirations and influences from the higher planes, 28-152 

In the cosmic consciousness Mind finds its own discords explained and reconciled, 21-

29 

In the cosmic consciousness the personal I disappears into the one Self of all, 30-277 

One can get indirect overmind touches if one opens into the cosmic consciousness, 28-

153 

One has first to become aware of the Self and acquire the cosmic consciousness, 30-

396 

One has to get above the cosmic consciousness into the higher consciousness, 30-270 

Opening into the cosmic consciousness first brings unorganised experiences, 30-449 

Overmind is the highest source of the cosmic consciousness available, 28-152 

The advantage of self-realisation preceding the cosmic consciousness, 30-279 

The cosmic consciousness – By the power of the overmind releasing the mind, 28-152 
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The cosmic consciousness besides the consciousness of the transcendent Self, 23-369 

The cosmic consciousness does not belong to overmind in especial, 30-269 

The cosmic consciousness has many levels, 30-271 

The cosmic consciousness is that in which the limits of ego disappear, 30-271 

The cosmic consciousness is that of the universe, 30-269 

The cosmic consciousness itself can be felt on any plane, 30-269 

The cosmic consciousness of things is founded upon knowledge by identity, 21-562 

The development of the Self-realisation or of the cosmic consciousness, 30-279 

The first steps towards the cosmic consciousness, 30-306 

The liberation from the body sense is part of the cosmic consciousness, 30-274 

The opening of the cosmic consciousness is usually progressive, 30-272 

The overmind is the basis of the total cosmic consciousness, 30-269 

The relation of our individual existence to this cosmic consciousness, 23-411 

The subliminal enlarged into the cosmic consciousness, 21-561 

The summit is the power to merge the individual in the cosmic consciousness, 23-412 

The thing one has to be on guard against in the cosmic consciousness, 30-272 

The turn of coming down into the physical to prepare it ‒ For the cosmic 

consciousness, 30-285 

This too is a realisation of cosmic consciousness, 23-416 

To have the cosmic consciousness without liberation is possible, 30-279 

To live in the Intuitive – Necessary first, the opening into the cosmic consciousness, 

28-161 

To realise and unite oneself with the active Brahman – The cosmic consciousness, 23-

409 

To recognise the different planes of the Overmind – The cosmic consciousness fully, 

28-153 

To understand the working of this Cosmic Something – The cosmic consciousness, 28-

562 

Two movements – Finding the true self and the cosmic consciousness, 23-419 

Two sides in the cosmic consciousness -The cosmic Ignorance, the cosmic Truths, 30-

281 

Usually an opening of the limited personal being into the cosmic consciousness, 30-417 

We may preserve the individual consciousness within the cosmic consciousness, 23-

411 

What is necessary to enter safely into the cosmic consciousness, 30-272 

When one has the cosmic consciousness – What one can feel, 30-268 

cosmic Consciousness 

The extension of our consciousness – The cosmic Consciousness, 21-24 

Cosmic Consciousness 

It is only in the Cosmic Consciousness that one begins to see the forces at work, 30-283 

cosmic Cycles 

The infolding and unfolding is the law of the eternally recurrent cosmic Cycles, 17-30 

Cosmic Divine 

Realisation of the Cosmic Divine is sufficient if only a static Consciousness is aimed 

at, 30-271 

The Cosmic Divine is what is concerned with the actual working out of things, 29-90 
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cosmic Dream 

The words of dream and illusion to describe the world – The cosmic Dream, 21-36 

cosmic energies 

On the side of the cosmic energies – Each individual is a receptacle and a dynamo, 21-

563 

cosmic Energy 

There is nothing in the individual that is not in the cosmic Energy, 30-290 

cosmic existence 

The awareness of Matter, Life, Mind and Supermind – The cosmic existence, 21-25 

cosmic experiences 

The Yogi's cosmic experiences are spiritual experiences, 30-282 

cosmic Force 

The cosmic Force is under the control of the Overmind, 30-289 

Cosmic Force 

The Cosmic Force the Supreme has put out here works through the dualities, 29-501 

There is one Cosmic Force working in the world both in its good and in its evil, 29-501 

cosmic forces 

A going out of the body ‒ A conscious contact with cosmic forces not altogether safe, 

30-285 

The cosmic forces act on everyone, according to the person's nature, 30-287 

The cosmic forces here whether good or bad are forces of the Ignorance, 30-287 

The knowledge of the working of the cosmic forces is necessary ‒ It comes of itself, 

30-287 

cosmic harmony 

The cosmic harmony from which the Ignorance is a fall and a discord, 30-283 

cosmic ignorance 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 

The cosmic and the practical ignorance – The conditions for their dissolution, 21-769 

cosmic Ignorance 

The cosmic Ignorance and the cosmic Truth, 30-282 

There is no ignorance that is not part of the cosmic Ignorance, 30-281 

Two sides in the cosmic consciousness -The cosmic Ignorance, the cosmic Truths, 30-

281 

cosmic impulse 

A superconscious Might uses the individual, the collectivity – The cosmic impulse, 21-

18 

Cosmic Law 

Three powers – The Cosmic Law, the Divine Compassion, the Divine Grace, 29-168 

cosmic Life 

One who is open to the cosmic Life, 30-284 

cosmic love 

Cosmic love depends on the realisation of oneness of self with all, 29-337 

cosmic Mind 

In this Mind a larger power of communication and mutuality still remains, 21-301 

One who is open to the cosmic Mind – If one opens in the right way, 30-284 
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The cosmic Mind on this level is not aware of its own source in the Spirit, 21-300 

The opening to cosmic Mind is not essentially spiritual, 30-284 

You have got into touch with the cosmic Mind where all sorts of formations, 30-284 

cosmic plan 

The cosmic plan – Worked out by men under the impulse of the forces of Nature, 35-

112 

cosmic plane 

A reflected static realisation of Sachchidananda is possible on any cosmic plane, 30-

271 

cosmic rays 

I do not see how cosmic rays can explain the origination of Matter, 28-386 

cosmic self 

If one realises the cosmic self, all as myself, the danger is of the ego, 32-59 

When a man lives in the cosmic self – A vast spirit of beneficence, 13-453 

cosmic Self 

After that or along with it comes the realisation of the cosmic Self, 29-499, 35-172 

The cosmic self as one's own self, 30-268 

The experience of the Atman, the cosmic Self supporting the cosmic consciousness, 30-

425 

The other aspect is dynamic and that is experienced as a cosmic Self or Spirit, 30-326 

Three realisations ‒ Of the psychic being, of the cosmic Self, of the supreme Divine, 

30-320 

Cosmic Self 

A realisation of the Cosmic Self not followed by the realisation of the dynamic 

oneness, 28-141 

By Yoga one can become directly aware of the Cosmic Self ‒ The cosmic 

consciousness, 30-268 

The Divine is the Cosmic Self and Spirit that is in and behind all things and beings, 28-

7 

The true Cosmic Self or spirit with its cosmic consciousness and power, 30-397 

Cosmic Spirit 

But there is also the Cosmic Spirit who supports the universal forces, 30-287 

The Cosmic Spirit contains the Supermind, but it keeps it above, 28-31 

The Cosmic Spirit or Self contains everything in the cosmos, 28-30 

The Cosmic Spirit or Self contains everything in the cosmos ‒ The Self is more, 30-396 

The Cosmic Spirit uses all the dualities as elements in the manifestation, 28-31 

cosmic Truth 

The cosmic Ignorance and the cosmic Truth, 30-282 

The cosmic Truth is the truth of things as they are at present expressed, 30-282 

Two sides in the cosmic consciousness -The cosmic Ignorance, the cosmic Truths, 30-

281 

cosmic vision 

Cosmic vision is the seeing of the universal movements, 30-105 

cosmic vision. 

The perfect cosmic vision & cosmic sentiment is the cure of all error & suffering (177), 

12-445 
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cosmic Will 

Everything here is not perfect but all works out the cosmic Will, 30-283 

Cosmic Will 

The Cosmic Will intervening as an independent power, overriding the ordinary play, 

29-90 

The individual mind cannot understand the workings of the Cosmic Will, 30-283 

Cosmopolitanism 

In the second Nationalism should abate its demands – Cosmopolitanism, 8-139 

cosmopolitans 

A life that was not ours in the vain belief that so we became cosmopolitans, 6-1101 

cosmos 

A cosmos or universe is always a harmony, otherwise it could not exist, 30-282 

Cosmos and individual as manifestations of a transcendent and indivisible Self, 21-387 

The action of the three gunas – So the Sankhya explains the existence of the cosmos, 

19-72 

The connection between these things – The idea of the process of the cosmos, 19-292 

The Hindu idea of the cosmos reduces itself to a harmony of eternal vibrations, 17-95 

Thirteen other principles constitute the subjective aspect of the cosmic Energy, 19-73 

Thus is evolved the objective aspect of cosmic existence, 19-73 

Cosmos 

Movement of Force as the whole nature of the Cosmos, 21-89 

Parabrahman is the absolute and real Self of things which manifests in the Cosmos, 17-

270 

cottage industries 

Our agriculturists should have cottage industries, 1-708 

Coué 

Coué’s work was on the mental and vital level, 32-37 

cough 

The cough – Some difficulty against concentration in the physical mind, 30-478 

Council 

If the body is to be a Council, its dimensions must be manageable, 8-257 

Our All-India body must be not a Congress or Conference even, but a Council, 8-257 

The Council was the supreme executive and administrative body, 20-413 

The members of the Council and the ministers were drawn from all orders, 20-412 

The next question is the procedure and constitution of the Council, 8-258 

We demand an elective constitution and a Council honestly representing all sections, 6-

181 

Council of Chiefs 

The Council of Chiefs is a feature of Indian polity – The King sits as President, 6-944 

Council of India 

Two Indian tongues in the Council of India – We wish them luck, 6-497 

Councils 

Entering the Council as an elected member – Actions speak more strongly than words, 

8-379 

Four elements to be considered – The electorate, the body, the election, the powers, 8-

322 
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In the Viceroy’s Council – Not a single independent member representing the people, 

8-323 

The ban placed on the candidature on the Councils of a Nationalist, even 

compromising, 8-343 

The Councils – Advisory bodies, not the popular assemblies which the people want, 8-

391 

The Councils have no scope and no powers, and no functions except to talk, not freely, 

8-325 

The Councils profess to give a powerful voice to independent elected representatives, 

8-323 

The elected members cannot carry any popular measure successfully through the 

Council, 6-138 

The elections for the Reformed Councils entirely justify the description which we gave, 

8-352 

The new Councils – Concessions designed to facilitate the admission of two 

Moderates, 8-334 

The new Councils are not only void of popular control, but injurious to the people, 8-

319 

The only way – An abstention from the present Councils and an active agitation, 8-359 

The people will take little interest in these Council-elections, 6-138 

The proposal of the Congress for a further reform and expansion of the Indian 

Councils, 6-137 

The Reforms – The inevitable nature and composition of the new Councils, 8-372 

To boycott the Councils – The Moderates are following this policy, 8-337 

What has the country to do with a reformed Council stripped of the essentials?, 8-329 

country 

Family, society, country are a larger ego, they are not the Divine, 28-438 

Suffering only makes men stronger to bring about the redemption of their country, 6-

335 

The country, the land is only the outward body of the nation, 6-1115 

What is a nation? – To the West the nation is the country, 6-1115 

country. 

Altruism, duty, family, country, humanity are the prisons of the soul when they are not 

its instruments (234), 12-456 

For myself seen in my country (178), 12-446 

Men are false to their country for their own profit (236), 12-456 

Our country is God the Mother (235), 12-456 

courage 

Cool courage is the supreme need of the moment, 6-458 

Faith and courage are the true attitude to keep, 29-101 

Many people have shown great courage ‒ By force of mind, 31-280 

One who has not the courage to face patiently and firmly life and its difficulties, 29-111 

Only conscious strength, only organized courage can afford to be calm and patient, 6-

936 

The Christian virtue of faith and resignation, the Pagan virtue of courage, 17-284 

The courage to say that this enigmatic World-Power is one Deity, 19-45 
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The first need at the present moment is courage – The second is self-possession, 6-398 

The first work is to revive courage in the hearts of the people, 6-1024 

The third thing, which is again another name for faith and selflessness, is courage, 6-

828 

Truth is the foundation of real spirituality and courage is its soul, 19-45 

Unflinching courage to reach true Knowledge is of the very essence of Yoga, 31-213 

Whatever adverse things present themselves you must meet them with courage, 29-101 

Whatever happens let us have faith and courage, 8-278 

Without strength and courage, no nation can rise, 8-277 

courage. 

Courage and love are the only indispensable virtues (230), 12-455 

courtesy 

Political meetings when men are heated by conflict – We cannot be perfectly courteous, 

6-308 

courts 

If he is dragged to the courts by others he is entitled to defend himself to the end, 8-207 

No Nationalist should resort to the British Courts if circumstances give him a real 

choice, 8-207 

Courts 

Under a civilized disguise these Courts are really the mediaeval ordeal by battle, 12-47 

Cousins 

Cousins’ criticism helped me to develop towards a supra-intellectual style, 27-229 

covetousness 

The ethical rule against covetousness stands on a strong affirmation of the ego-sense, 

17-464 

cow 

The cow and horse represent the two ideas of Consciousness and Force, 15-44 

The cow in the occult symbolism indicates Light or the consciousness, 30-165 

The cow is really Aditi – The triple clarity of sensation, thought-mind, truth itself, 15-

104 

The cow or calf being the symbol of Light in the consciousness, 30-165 

The cow stood for light – Once created, such a symbol becomes alive, 30-137 

The cows are its powers, rays of the sun, 30-165 

The fostering cow is the first Radiance, Aditi, the infinite Consciousness, 15-340 

The psychological symbolism of the Vedic cow – The greatest possible coherency, 15-

44 

The third work of the Ribhus is to fashion the cow who gives the sweet milk, 15-340 

The two images of the pasture or field of the cow and the honey found in the cow, 15-

193 

Cow 

Aditi – The Cow, the primal Light manifest in seven Radiances, 15-123 

Aditi, the Mother of the Gods, is described both as the Cow and as the general Mother, 

15-131 

In the Veda the Cow is the Divine Light, 30-165 

The Cow and the Horse represent a concealed and imprisoned wealth, 15-146 

The Cow is the symbol of the Light of the higher consciousness descending, 30-491 
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The Cow usually means the Higher Consciousness, 30-165 

The Cow, the Horse, the Soma-Wine are the figures of this triple sacrifice, 15-80 

The ghṛta of the sacrifice is the yield of the shining Cow in the human mentality, 15-

243 

The higher existence – The shining Cow, the infinite Mother, Aditi, is the symbol, 15-

243 

The image of the Cow as a key to the sense of the Veda, 15-138 

The image of the Cow is constantly associated in Veda with the Dawn and the Sun, 15-

124 

The image of the Cow is the most important of all the Vedic symbols, 15-123 

cow. 

Be to the world as the cow in quiet, forbearing & maternal beneficence (143), 12-440 

cowardness 

Not the weak and the coward can climb up to God, but the strong and brave alone, 17-

110 

cows 

Her cows are the illuminations of the dawning divine consciousness, 15-166 

In IX.111, a hymn to Soma, the cows are clearly the thoughts of the Truth, 15-229 

In the hymns to the Dawn the sense of the cows of light is equally clear, 15-125 

It is established beyond question that the cows of the Veda are symbolic cows, 15-157 

The cows are the illuminations of the Sun and the Dawn, 15-223 

The cows are the Light and the pen in which they are hidden is the darkness, 15-155 

The cows of the Dawn, the cows of the Sun are a symbol for Light, 15-124 

The cows were the radiances or illuminations of a divine Dawn, 15-139 

The discovery of the Sun dwelling in the darkness – The recovery of the cows, 15-195 

The evidence that the cows are the light of the sun hid in darkness, 15-158 

The luminous cows are the illuminations of this truth-consciousness, 15-202 

The prayer for “cows” – Indra, full of the Soma-ecstasy, giving the Light, 15-125 

The sense of “rays” is indisputable – The recovery of the lost or stolen cows, 15-125 

The seven rays or cows are Aditi the infinite Mother, Prakriti or Shakti, 15-98 

The thoughts which are symbolised as the shining cows released from the Panis, 15-

228 

These truths of the divine Dawn are called her cows, her shining herds, 15-244 

Varuna is described as a vast thinker and guardian of the Truth – The luminous cows, 

15-507 

Cows 

The connection between the finding of the Cows and the outflowing of the Rivers, 15-

201 

The coupling of the luminous Cows and the Waters – They were secret symbols, 15-

210 

The Cows are the hidden rays of the Dawn or of Surya, 15-149 

The Cows are the rays of the Dawn, the herds of the Sun and not physical cattle, 15-

154 

The field of the Cows won by Indra is the wide world of Swar, 15-223 

The finding and recovery of the Cows and the finding and recovery of the sun, 15-149 

The legend of the lost Sun and the legend of the lost Cows are one, 15-154 
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The Rivers that arise from the ocean – The seven Cows or the seven Lights, 15-123 

The Seven Rivers, the Waters – The seven Mothers or the seven fostering Cows, 15-

123 

Usha as the mother of the Cows is a power of the supreme Consciousness, Aditi, 15-

131 

crane 

The crane is the messenger of happiness, 30-175 

craving 

The rejection of desire is essentially the rejection of the element of craving, 31-264 

To the proper function of the life – The wrong form of desire and craving, 23-646 

cravings 

The cravings – When there is a sufficient force of peace, then they go out, 31-376 

These cravings and desires are old habits of the physical, 31-601 

creation 

A creation not only from above by the Spirit but from below by the Earth-Power, 12-

372 

Creation as an act of love and the struggle of life – The adoration in the act, 23-164 

Creation has been a downward evolution to create a body fit for an upward evolution, 

17-232 

Creation is a self-projection of Brahman into the conditions of Space and Time, 17-24 

Emotion alone is not enough for producing anything that can be called great creation, 

27-111 

Ether and ocean meet together and become one – The ancient concept of creation, 15-

501 

Every creator feels the joy of creation, including the Divine Creator, 28-27 

Everything that we call creation is in reality a selection by the action of Prakriti, 17-126 

For a great or significant creation there must be a background of life, 27-111 

God created the world – An omnipotent Wisdom and omniscient Power, 12-96 

It is of the universal consciousness that the world is a creation, 12-302 

Not a cosmic Chance, neither a mechanical Necessity – Not a limited Creator, 12-162 

Poetry takes its start from any plane of the consciousness – Always a joy in creation, 

27-9 

Pressures of a mental Power or creative formation to express itself and be fulfilled, 27-

213 

Something new that has manifested and it is that that makes the creation worth while, 

28-131 

That is what we usually mean by creation, 30-28 

The ideas of creation & evolution which the Upanishads seek to formulate, 17-226 

The illusion of realism – Each artist is a creator of his own world, 27-112 

The only creation for which there is any place here is the supramental, 31-161 

The question of the meaning of creation, 29-447 

The sadhana that has been going on here – The creation had to be postponed, 35-275 

The spiritual process of evolution is then a creation, but a self-creation, 13-322 

The Supreme creates phenomena of himself in a spiritual self-formulation, 19-312 

The three views of creation that seem to have an equal chance of being right, 21-324 
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The true question is of the nature of the Reality, the validity of the creative action, 21-

455 

The Vedic idea that there is a triple creation, material, vital and mental, 13-172 

Creation 

Creation would be an ordered deploying of the infinite possibilities of the Infinite, 21-

327 

The Creation has descended all the degrees of being from the Supermind to Matter, 28-

265 

creative activity 

There is no incompatibility between spirituality and creative activity, 27-724, 29-290 

creator 

An intermediary creator – That which it receives and what is its own action, 21-449 

Maya, the Illusive Power, on the contrary, must be an original creator, 21-450 

Mind creates, but it is not an original creator, not omniscient or omnipotent, 21-450 

The Upanishad enthrones a Mind beyond our mind as the already existing creator, 18-

40 

Creator 

Consciousness as the creator of the world out of an original Inconscience, 21-316 

The Divine is only in outward form the Destroyer – The ever originating Creator, 19-

390 

This difficulty would disappear only if the Creator were immanent in the creation, 21-

317 

creatures 

The Jiva (= Jivatma) and the creatures are not the same thing, 28-58 

credal belief 

Differences of credal belief are various ways of seeing the one Self in all, 20-184 

creed 

A united Congress – The difficulties are two, the creed and the Constitution, 8-214 

Bengal Nationalism has never accepted the surrender on the subject of the creed, 8-340 

But the united Congress has been suffocated with a creed at Allahabad, 6-1081 

Colonial self-government as an ultimate goal was objectionable – The creed, 6-1085 

It is alleged that the creed was accepted by the Nationalists at Pabna, 8-364 

No conscientious man will accept a creed which he does not believe, 6-1043 

Not a church, creed or theology, for these things are all outward religiosity, 12-338 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or philosophy, 35-96 

The eligibility to delegateship being limited to those who can sign an exclusive creed, 

8-201 

The holding of a United Congress – The twin rocks of creed and constitution, 8-367 

The limitation by a creed deprives the Congress of its free and representative character, 

8-370 

The Moderate proposal – The creed unconditionally and the Conventionist constitution, 

8-367 

The Nationalists will sign no creed of colonial self-government as the ultimate goal, 8-

132 

The possible godhead of man will be the one solitary creed and dogma, 25-228 
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We Nationalists refuse to sign or verbally swear to any creed imposed on us from 

outside, 6-1078 

creeds 

The doctrine that India is not fitted for self-government – Diversities of creeds and 

castes, 6-168 

creeds. 

Atheism is a necessary protest against the wickedness of the Churches and the 

narrowness of creeds (240), 12-456 

crescent moon 

The crescent moon may be a symbol of growing spirituality of the mind centre, 30-146 

Crete 

Apart from Crete, there are inevitable sources of quarrel in Macedonia, 8-191 

Strength, manhood, a bold heart, a clear brain in its treatment of the Cretan difficulty, 

8-189 

crime 

Crime with its penalties is always a kind of mutual violence, 25-392 

Second necessity – The need to deal with crime at its roots and in its inception, 25-500 

The phenomenon of international crime and the prevention of crime, 25-500 

The struggle of society with the still ineradicable element of crime, 25-499 

criminal 

The new turn – In education, in dealings with the criminal, in the view of society, 25-

45 

criminal. 

The criminal led out to be hanged (27), 12-426 

When I knew nothing, then I abhorred the criminal, sinful and impure (132), 12-438 

crimson light 

Both purple and crimson are vital lights, 30-133 

Purple is the colour of the vital force – Crimson is usually physical, 30-133 

The crimson colour is the light of Love in the vital and physical, 30-133 

Crimson light 

Crimson light indicates the manifestation of love in the material atmosphere, 32-262 

Cripps 

A rule not to make any public pronouncement – The Cripps affair was an exception, 

35-68 

Cripps’ proposal 

He supported the Cripps’ offer – As a step towards independence, 36-66 

His prevision of real negotiations was fulfilled by the Cripps’ proposal, 36-63 

crisis 

After each crisis there is something gained, if there has been a victory and rejection, 

31-145 

The possibility of a catastrophe – The hope of the race in this crisis, 26-270 

What the modern mind presents us in this crisis as a light for its solution, 21-1093 

critic. 

Take God within for thy only critic and audience (249), 12-457 

critical intellect 
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The critical intellect – Here only if it first learns to see and sense inwardly and 

interpret, 27-29 

criticism 

A critical judgment depends usually on a personal reaction, 27-332 

A poet likes only the poetry that appeals to his own temperament or taste, 27-667 

About not talking of others and criticising them with the ordinary mind, 31-88 

All criticism of poetry is bound to have a strong subjective element in it, 27-663 

All growing writers meet with depreciation and criticism at first, 27-475 

All that I deny to Shaw is a constructive and creative mind – A criticism of life, 27-543 

As for the verdict of Englishmen upon a French poet or vice versa – A difficulty, 27-

667 

As to the real nature of intuition – This article is quite inadequate and superficial 

criticism, 28-327 

Attitude with regard to the criticism of others – To their wrong actions also, 31-653 

Contemporary opinion is a poor judge of what shall live or not live, 27-669 

Contemporary poetry seldom gets its right judgment from contemporary critics, 27-667 

Cousins’ criticism helped me to develop towards a supra-intellectual style, 27-229 

Criticising hampers both one’s own progress and that of the subject of the criticism, 35-

803 

Criticism – A consummation in which the rational understanding is overpassed, 25-143 

Criticism from others – If you do not face criticism how will you improve?, 27-593 

Criticism must become inspired, intuitive, revealing – An intuitive discrimination, 25-

143 

Dissatisfaction is not created by public criticism, it is created by the adverse facts, 8-

421 

Even sometimes a malignant criticism can be helpful by some aspect of it, 31-352 

If the authorities ignore without silencing public criticism, the dissatisfaction grows, 8-

422 

One must enter into the spirit of an age and civilisation before one can criticise it, 1-

568 

Praise of what is right or well done and criticism of errors and mistakes, 29-286 

Science, philosophy and criticism have established their use to the mass of humanity, 

1-437 

Shaw has constructed nothing large, but he has criticised most things, 27-541 

Some purely critical minds have become immortals, Voltaire for instance, 27-541 

Strong criticism of the Government is sedition – Of an official, a policeman, 

Christianity, 8-406 

The argument is that criticism of the Government leads to secret conspiracy, 8-421 

The attempts at comparison of poets of genius by critics – Irrelevant and otiose, 27-666 

The critic can help to open the mind to the kinds of beauty he himself sees, 27-664 

The critic must be one who has seen and felt what is in the thing written, 27-288 

The dangers of contemporary criticism, 26-6 

The errors of great poets in judging their contemporaries are personal freaks, 27-666 

The Government of India care little for criticism in detail so long as they get 

acceptation, 8-379 

The habit of criticism is one of the universal illnesses of the Asram, 31-87 
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The historical theory of criticism – Importance for our intellectual judgment, 26-42 

The importance of the milieu to criticism has likewise been immensely exaggerated, 1-

171 

The more one can bear criticism and see one’s mistakes, the more likely one is to 

arrive, 27-694 

The more one can bear criticism and see one's mistakes, 29-286 

The only safety for the poet is to go his own way careless of the critics, 27-332 

The public criticism creates public agitation, 8-421 

The true method of appreciation – To go straight to the poet and his poem, 26-42 

To welcome criticism and the pointing out of imperfections, 29-286 

We see this in the history of the development of literary and artistic criticism, 25-142 

criticism of art 

The criticism of art is vain when it ignores the spirit, aim, essential motive, 20-261 

criticisms 

Criticisms on the Mother indicating that it is absurd to think of her as divine, 32-112 

I refuse to answer criticisms, attacks and questionings directed against the Mother, 32-

381 

crocodile 

The crocodile signifies greed, 30-173 

crookednesses. 

Be not repelled by the world's crookednesses (295), 12-462 

cross 

The cross indicates the triple Divine (transcendent, universal, individual), 30-183 

The cross is the sign of the Divine Descent barred and marred, 23-157 

The cross is the sign of the triple being, transcendent, universal and individual, 30-183 

The laurel and not the cross should be the aim, 13-208 

Cross. 

The Cross is in Yoga the symbol of the soul & nature in their strong & perfect union 

(168), 12-444 

crossing of the border 

Last comes the crossing of the border by the consciousness, 30-217 

crow 

The crow signifies practical cleverness, the eagle Intelligence, 30-176 

crowds 

If you feel unease in crowds it is better to avoid them, 31-331 

crown 

The centre at the crown must be part of the sahasradala, 28-236 

The crown indicates the higher consciousness in its static condition, 30-183 

The crown is the place of passage between the body consciousness and the higher 

being, 28-236 

The crown is the sign of fulfilment, 30-183 

crown centre 

The crown centre open – Between the ordinary mind and the higher consciousness 

above, 28-236 

crown of head 

(1) Crown of head = higher mental centre, 30-468 
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cruelty 

As to the dilemma about the cruelty of things, 29-502 

Cruelty and falsehood are the two things that separate most from the Divine, 31-276 

From early childhood there was a strong hatred and disgust for cruelty and oppression, 

36-26 

The savage is, as a rule, calmly cruel – The root of the practice of torture, 17-287 

cruelty. 

If love were alone & not cruelty, joy would be only a tepid & ephemeral rapture (91), 

12-433 

Cruelty. 

Cruelty transfigured becomes Love that is intolerable ecstasy (92), 12-433 

This world was built by Cruelty that she might love (89), 12-433 

cry 

The cry you heard was not in the physical heart, but in the emotional centre, 30-214 

cryptic 

As for the charge of being cryptic, that is quite another matter, 27-146 

The cryptic may be simply the expression of more than can be seized at first sight, 27-

146 

crystallisation 

The crystallisation in which he felt the organisation of an inner consciousness, 30-220 

cubism 

Cubism – Let us suppress the concealing form – Geometrical figures, 27-418 

Modern painting has become either cubist or abstract – The truth behind the object, 27-

679 

The “aberration” – Cubist and surrealist painting, modernist poetry, psycho-analysis, 

27-529 

The cubist and the futurist idea have the appearance of leaving the physical view, 1-626 

cult 

Cult, ceremony and outward symbols – A living symbol of some truth of the soul, 23-

163 

culture 

A certain turn or element in the excellence which an all-round culture makes possible, 

27-682 

A culture is to be valued to the extent to which it has discovered this harmony, 20-56 

A decline came upon it – Misfortune is not a proof of absence of culture, 20-233 

Artistic training as a part of culture no less necessary than literature or science, 1-453 

Culture, as it is understood ordinarily, cannot be the directing light, 25-173 

How a culture must be judged, 20-119 

I don’t suppose all-round general culture has much to do with excelling in music, 27-

682 

It is the generous office of culture to enrich, enlarge and encourage human life, 20-160 

No anti-vital culture can survive – A too intellectual or too ethereal civilisation, 20-151 

Not to live principally in the activities of the sense-mind – The ideal of a true culture, 

25-94 

Shastra – An outcome of intellectual, ethical, aesthetic, social and religious culture, 19-

477 
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Still, man has formed certain large ideas of culture and the mental life, 25-86 

The complete and integral value of a culture – The true sense of progress, 20-385 

The cultural development is more valuable than the service of the physical needs, 28-

430, 35-193 

The culture of a people as the expression of a consciousness of life – Three aspects, 20-

106 

The culture which gives up its living separateness will be swallowed up, 20-57 

The gross vital, commercial, economic view of existence – Not a cultured humanity, 

25-92 

The influences of a foreign culture and foreign poetic forms and motives, 26-65 

The manners, the social culture are based essentially on the sense of form and beauty, 

1-446 

The modern economic view – Religion, education, science, politics and culture, 25-487 

The opposition between culture and conduct – Hellenism and Hebraism, 25-94 

The progress of poetry – An index of an advance of the cultural mind, 26-268 

The pursuit of the mental life for its own sake is what we ordinarily mean by culture, 

25-84 

The whole aim of a great culture is to lift man up to something which at first he is not, 

20-232 

There are three powers in order to judge the life-value of a culture – The first one, 20-

153 

There is no culture, no civilisation which in its system has been entirely satisfactory, 

20-233 

We are tempted to give the name of a full culture to all those civilisations, 25-99 

We get by elimination to a positive idea and definition of culture, 25-94 

Worse than the narrowness & inefficiency, was the unreality of our culture, 6-1103 

Culture 

“Always the chariot of Corruption was drawn by the winged horses, Culture and Art”, 

1-21 

cultures 

Diversity of cultures and differentiation of soul-groups are worth keeping, 25-519 

In the history of all great cultures – A passage through three periods, 20-168 

Other cultures are led by a different conception – The principle of struggle, 20-57 

The cultures able to feel the joy of this self – The secret of the instinct for beauty, 26-

262 

The impact of different cultures upon each other has been accentuated, 25-319 

cure 

Abstain finally not only from alcohol and wine, but from sex and smoking, 31-569 

As for curing you by the Force, the main obstacle is your own vital movements, 31-579 

Dismiss this fear which hampers the action of the Force and opposes the cure, 31-569 

If one can strike at their psycho-physical root, one can cure, 31-583 

One can act from within on an illness and cure it, 31-579 

These are the true means of recovery, 31-571 

To cure an occasional attack of illness by inner means is comparatively easy, 31-580 

To separate yourself from the thing and call in the Mother’s force to cure it, 31-578 

current 
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As for the current – A first touch of the higher consciousness flowing down, 30-16 

current from above 

The current from above and the current from below are familiar features, 30-305 

current from below 

The current from above and the current from below are familiar features, 30-305 

curriculum 

Arranged as it is on the vicious Western system of driving many subjects at a time, 8-

387 

The curriculum of the Council is extraordinarily elaborate and expensive, 8-387 

This object cannot be effected by the mere change or rearrangement of the curriculum, 

1-360 

curses. 

No doubt, when the priest curses, he is crying to God, 12-486 

Curzon 

The proposal of Lord Curzon’s Government to break Bengal into pieces, 6-70 

The suppression of the middle class was the recognised policy of Lord Curzon, 6-375 

custom 

Even the holiest of vibhutis have a contempt for the ordinary law and custom, 1-518 

Intelligent observance and custom are always ready to change when change is needed, 

1-499 

Custom 

Custom and Law may be altered, 12-52 

customary law 

Binding habits and customary law – No single and fixed legislative authority, 25-446 

In its beginnings, law is always customary – A considerable variety of custom, 25-453 

The customary law was often attributed to an original legislator, 25-447 

customs 

Mere customs – To all things there is a date and a limit, 12-51 

cutting off 

Cutting off – A determined rejection of the inward as well as the outward movement, 

35-720 

cuttings 

Ostentation of avoidance, public cuttings etc. are not included in the necessity, 31-348 

Quarrels, cuttings are not a part of sadhana, 31-347 

cycles 

A theory of cycles of human civilisation has been advanced, 13-173 

An eternal cycle of alternating periods of cosmic manifestation and non-manifestation, 

19-298 

Secular movement in cycles, perpetually self-repeating, yet perpetually progressing, 

12-385 

The ancient theory of the cosmic cycles – The unmanifest immutable, 19-298 

The Hindu explanation – A series of cycles of which the net result is progress, 12-383 

cycles in life 

It is true that there are periods and cycles in life as well as in world-life, 28-515 

dactyl 
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The dactyl is more difficult to continue, but it can be done – Even in the hexameter, 27-

141 

Dadhikravan 

Dadhikravan, the divine war-horse, a power of Agni, 15-382 

Daksha 

Aditi gives birth to Daksha and is herself born to Daksha, 15-473 

Daksha – Mental judgment on the mind-plane or intuitional discernment of the Ritam, 

15-73 

Daksha, the discriminating and distributing Thought of the divine Mind, 15-473 

Dakshina 

Dakshina presides over the right-hand power – A discernment, 15-194 

Dakshina, Ila, Saraswati and Sarama – The four faculties of the Truth-consciousness, 

15-73 

Dakshina, whose function is to discern rightly, dispose the action and the offering, 15-

382 

Dawn comes as Dakshina, the pure intuitive discernment, or as Sarama, the intuition, 

15-331 

The sense of the goddess Dakshina – What is the secret thing in the cave, 15-194 

Usha is the divine illumination and Dakshina is the discerning knowledge, 15-194 

Who are Dakshina and Sarama, 15-195 

Damayanti 

Sita, Draupadi, Savitri, Damayanti – These are familiar to us as ideals, 8-451 

Danavas 

The Dasyus or Danavas are born from Diti in the nether darkness, 15-232 

dance 

Dance can express something of the occult or of the Divine, 27-739 

Dancing in its vital side is a personal affair and cannot be part of Yoga, 27-740 

To feel the vibration and develop from it the rhythm of the dance – Inspiration, 27-739 

Dancer 

The Dancer is not the Time-Spirit, but the Divine in Time, 27-244 

danger 

A most dangerous thing – The one remedy is to still the egoistic claim, 23-766 

A vital force trying to take violent possession of the body ‒ Dangerous to allow, 30-199 

But some get absorbed in inner experiences – There lies a danger, 31-342 

Each of the guṇas working on the ahańkāra has its particular danger for the sadhak, 13-

84 

If one realises the cosmic self, all as myself, the danger is of the ego, 32-59 

If one realises the silent Atman above, there is no danger, but no transformation, 32-59 

The aim of Nature is also the aim of Yoga – Great and dangerous processes, 12-121 

The danger is for those who allow themselves to entertain a double being, 31-674 

The danger of an unguided wandering in the regions across the border, 30-303 

The danger of forgetting this necessity – Becoming irrational or infrarational, 23-282 

The danger of the mental and vital forces catching hold of them, 29-348 

The danger of the mental forces when the higher consciousness descends, 30-490 

The danger of the theory of all from the Mother – From the ego or the vital, 32-330 

The danger of the vital – Taking hold of love, Ananda, the sense of Beauty, 30-490 
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The danger that he may confuse his own ego or an inferior power with the Lord, 23-

229 

The egoism of the instrument and the danger in Yoga – Men who have this destiny, 23-

248 

The first is a more outer and confused activity – A zone of danger, 23-875 

The lower ranges of the psychical consciousness are subject to dangerous influences, 

23-896 

The message of the East to the West is a true message – But the danger, 13-144 

The message the West brings to the East is a true message – But the danger, 13-145 

The way to get rid of any such danger is to remember that this Divine is also the 

Mother, 32-60 

This working is not without its possibility of calamitous fall and danger, 12-170 

When the danger comes, a call to the Mother is the first thing to be done, 32-308 

dangers 

A contact with the forces and beings of the vital plane is attended with great dangers, 

28-575 

A new way extremely difficult and under certain conditions it may be dangerous, 35-

556 

An aperture before the psycho-spiritual change can be attended with dangers – 

Premature, 21-944 

Beings and forces of the vital plane – This is one of the chief dangers of the spiritual 

life, 28-575 

Dangers of an opening without any full emergence of the soul, the psychic entity, 21-

942 

Especially dangerous for men with unchastened minds and unpurified sensibilities, 21-

13 

Pranayam is safe only if one knows how to do it and is on guard against its dangers, 29-

439 

Sex (occult) stands on a fair level of equality with ambition etc. – Danger, 35-718 

The descent of Shakti before the vital is pure and surrendered has its dangers, 35-545 

The descent of Shakti before the vital is pure and surrendered, has its dangers, 30-459 

The faculties that transcend the senses are exposed to a mixed functioning – A danger, 

21-13 

The pull of the magnified ego is one of the great perils on the way, 28-480 

The stress on a perfected economic and material existence – The dangers, 21-1089 

There are no Overmind dangers – There are also no Overmind Falsehoods, 28-155 

There are worse dangers in this intermediate zone of experience, 30-298 

When we attempt to repeat the Vedic revelatory processes – Dangers and difficulties, 

17-553 

danger-signal 

A persuasion not to accord the life with her expressed will is a danger-signal, 30-311 

Dante 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

Dante and Milton – I don’t think either can be called mystic poets, 27-374 

Dante is the perfect type of austerity – The sense of packed riches, no mere bareness, 

27-179 
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Dante stood between the two extremes of bare austerity and sumptuosity of language, 

27-180 

Dante, as regards Beatrice – Outwardly, it was an idealisation, 27-374 

Dante’s simplicity comes from a penetrating directness of poetic vision, 27-189 

In his language – A sense of tapasyā, of concentrated restraint in his expressive force, 

27-180 

Danton 

Danton sent a force rushing through the consciousness of the French nation, 1-515 

Danton was the character of the Revolution personified – Robespierre was only its 

hand, 1-515 

Like Danton, Napoleon shaped events for a time by his thoughts & character, 1-517 

Magnificent and ostentatious, he was singularly void of personal ambition, 1-515 

The Revolution was also great in its men – Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre and 

Napoleon, 1-513 

When Danton demanded that the Terror should cease, Robespierre would not hear, 1-

516 

Darjeeling 

While in India – An Irish nuns’ school in Darjeeling, 36-15 

dark path 

The dark path is there – There are many who make a gospel of spiritual suffering, 29-

472 

The dark path is there – There are many who make a Gospel of spiritual suffering, 31-

681 

dark Powers 

The Dark Powers have made Life a claimant instead of an instrument, 28-279 

Darkness 

There are Powers of Ignorance and tenebrous Forces of the Darkness, 21-625 

Truth and Light are equivalent words even as Darkness and Ignorance, 15-473 

darshan 

Adesh and darshan are elements of a stage of sadhana, 29-364 

Darshan 

A darshan can at best only give some strong experience, 35-521 

Also very often there is a strong attack after the darshan day, 35-525 

At the time of Darshan – A great quietude, wideness, light and oneness, 35-50 

At the time of Darshan, attacks are frequent but one need not admit them, 35-524 

Every day should be regarded as a day when a descent may take place or a contact, 35-

523 

I am unaware of any stiff majesty or pompous grandeur at darshan, 35-51 

If I went out once a month for Darshan, the effect of my going out would be 

diminished, 35-523 

If you attach any value to the darshan, it is better to be drawn back, quiet and collected, 

32-569 

It is a mistake to bring sick people or the insane to the Darshan for cure, 32-570, 35-

521 

No separate personal Darshan can be given – It is a necessity for the work, 35-532 

Nobody should ever be asked to come for Darshan or Pranam or meditation, 35-520 
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Sri Aurobindo is retired and comes out for Darshan three times a year, 35-557 

The best way for Darshan is to keep oneself very collected and quiet and open to 

receive, 32-569 

The rule forbidding children of tender years to be brought to the Darshan, 32-570, 35-

522 

There is always an adverse movement after the darshan, the revanche of the lower 

forces, 35-345 

There is no obligation on European visitors to make the pranam, during darshan, 35-

522 

When the Darshan day is approaching the adverse Forces gather themselves, 35-524 

Young children are not allowed for darshan, 35-520 

Darshana 

The method of Darshana, the way of Shankara and Buddha – Speculative and logical, 

17-558 

Darshanas 

We have, very occasionally, an obscure & casual preparation for the Darshanas, 17-568 

Darwin 

Many centuries before Darwin Puranic and Tantric writers spoke of an evolution, 35-

652 

Darwinian theory 

The first and the middle terms – The struggle for life and the Darwinian theory, 21-211 

Darwinians 

The Darwinians – The struggle for life is the law of evolutionary existence, 19-41 

Dāsa varṇa 

The darkness of the night of the ignorance is the hue of the Panis, the Dāsa varṇa, 15-

226 

Dāsas 

The Panis must be taken as powers of the cave of Darkness – Dasyus or Dāsas, 15-223 

Dashagwas 

In one passage the Navagwas, not the Dashagwas, sacrificed for ten months, 15-175 

The Navagwas becoming Dashagwas by extending the sacrifice to ten months, 15-176 

Those who sacrifice for ten months are the Dashagwas – Ten rays, 15-242 

Two classes of Angiras Rishis, the Navagwas and the Dashagwas, 15-175 

When the Navagwas become the Dashagwas the world of Swar is conquered, 15-177 

Dasyu 

Indra's battle with the Dasyu for the possession of earth and heaven, 15-235 

The Dasyu is the natural enemy – Also many specific names, 15-378 

Dasyus 

All Dasyus without exception stand in the way of the ascent to Swar, 15-224 

Ordinarily a conquest effected against certain powers, the Dasyus, 15-140 

The Dasyus are powers of darkness and ignorance who oppose the seeker, 15-245 

The Dasyus are the haters of the sacred word, 15-223 

The Dasyus or Danavas are born from Diti in the nether darkness, 15-232 

The Dasyus stand in opposition to both the Aryan gods and the Aryan seers, 15-232 

The Dasyus who withhold or steal the cows are called the Panis, 15-140 

The Dasyus, Panis and Vritras, cannot be human enemies – The hymn I.33, 15-235 
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The Panis are a class of Dasyus – The Aryan, the Dasyus and the gods, 15-244 

The Panis must be taken as powers of the cave of Darkness – Dasyus or Dāsas, 15-223 

There are two great divisions of the Dasyus, 15-224 

David-Neel 

Madame Alexandra David-Neel – Her story about her travels is perfectly authentic, 35-

183 

dawn 

“Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs” – Earth does come into the dawn, 27-

312 

Dawn always means an opening of some kind, 30-149 

Dawn images the imperfect but pregnant beginnings of regular cosmic action, 18-278 

First Book – The first section is the dawn of the day of Satyavan’s death, 27-277 

That luminous Emergence is the dawn which the Aryan forefathers worshipped, 21-47 

The description of the night and the dawn – A real symbol of an inner reality, 27-341 

The eye of the gods and the divine dawn that makes manifest the whole of existence, 

15-196 

The illumining dawn of the higher Consciousness is the dawn of the Truth, 15-131 

This dawn moves according to the rule of a divine action, 15-295 

Usha, the dawn of the illumination of the Truth, must bring the joy and the beatitude, 

15-133 

Dawn 

“Dawn” says the Rishi, “is the head of the horse sacrificial.”, 18-277 

“Vīravatī”, man-accompanied, signifies that she is attended by conquering energies, 

15-136 

All this action and movement are made possible by the coming of Usha, the Dawn, 15-

171 

Alternation of night and dawn – Night and Dawn are then of different forms, 15-482 

Associated with the Herds, the Dawn and the Sun are the Waters, 15-146 

Dawn – New openings of divine illumination on man's physical consciousness, 15-274 

Dawn comes – With Dawn there comes the effective sacrifice, 15-376 

Dawn daughter of Heaven and Night her sister are obverse and reverse sides, 15-481 

Dawn divine is the light of the Truth and the Felicity pouring on us, 15-298 

Dawn is constantly represented as awakening to vision, perception, right movement, 

15-134 

Dawn is described as full of the Truth and as the luminous leader of happy truths, 15-

133 

Dawn is not only drawn by these shining herds, 15-126 

Dawn is the constant opening out of the divine light upon the human being, 15-477 

Dawn is the illumination of the Truth – Indra comes, the lord of luminous Mind, 15-

331 

Dawn is, like Indra in his Soma-ecstasy, a giver of the Light, 15-126 

Divine Dawn confronting all the worlds to effect the motion of the divine knowledge, 

15-296 

Night and Dawn – The attainment of the truth and the detection of the falsehood, 15-

181 

She is the light full of knowledge which rises up out of the darkness, 15-484 
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The aspiration towards this Dawn, to the same achievement as the fathers, 15-198 

The attack on that passage in my symbolic vision of Night and Dawn, 27-336 

The conception of the Dawn and the legend of the Angirases, 15-124 

The cows of the Dawn, the cows of the Sun are a symbol for Light, 15-124 

The Dawn is the inner dawn which brings to man all the varied fullnesses, 15-136 

The divine Dawn is the force or face of Aditi, 15-482 

The function of the lustres of the Dawn is to bring the divine Dawn into mortal nature, 

15-172 

The images of the Sun and its rays, of Dawn and day and night and the life of man, 15-

289 

The Light comes by the Dawn and by the Sun of whom Pushan is a form, 15-144 

The passage about Dawn – The rift as a slit in the “cloak” which becomes a big tear, 

27-310 

The Rishi then dwells on the two capital works of the divine Dawn in man, 15-297 

The same idea with the use of the word satyā – The Dawns happy and true, 15-133 

The vision of the Dawn is the vision proper to the Truth-consciousness, 15-202 

This Dawn illumines not only our earth but all the worlds – The births of knowledge, 

15-484 

Usha, the Dawn – At once a worker in the great victory and its luminous result, 15-243 

Ushas or Dawn to the early thinkers was the impulse towards manifest existence, 18-

278 

We shall see that everywhere Dawn comes as a bringer of the Truth, 15-130 

dawns 

The result of the procession of the shining dawns is the creation of Savitri the Creator, 

15-489 

The successive dawns – The recovery of the disappearing illuminations of the Truth, 

15-486 

Dawns 

The Dawns are the descent of the light of that immortal Truth, 15-297 

The Lord of the Dawns enters into a bodily and mental existence, 15-297 

This evolution is effected by the unbroken succession of the Dawns, 15-274 

day 

The day he brings is the day of the true life in the true knowledge, 15-244 

Day 

Day and Night appear according to the swift movement of this Horse of the Worlds, 

18-282 

Day is the symbol of the continual manifestation of material things, 18-282 

Dayananda 

Among the great figures at the head of the Indian Renascence – Dayananda, 1-661 

Dayananda – That the truths of modern physical science are discoverable in the hymns, 

1-672 

Dayananda accepted the Veda for his guiding view of life – The word of eternal Truth, 

1-667 

Dayananda finds in the Veda the law of life given by God to the human being, 1-671 

Dayananda finds in the Veda the secrets of creation and law of Nature, 1-671 

Dayananda has given the clue to the linguistic secret of the Rishis, 15-33 
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Dayananda perceived that our true original seed for a radical new birth was the Veda, 

1-664 

Dayananda’s interpretation stands justified, 1-674 

Dayananda’s work brings back a principle and spirit of the past to vivify a modern 

mould, 1-665 

On the question of revelation, Dayananda was perfectly logical, 1-674 

Swami Dayananda as a restorer of Vedicism included the theory of politics in his 

scope, 8-404 

The rest of Dayananda’s theory arises logically out of this fundamental conception, 1-

671 

The third is the remarkable attempt by Swami Dayananda, 15-31 

This conception of Dayananda’s is the explicit statement of the Veda itself, 1-670 

dead 

Sorrow and mourning for the dead impede its progress, 28-530 

The feeling of being dead in a vision or dream experience, 30-164 

dealing with humans 

A human soul and nature cannot be dealt with by a set of mental rules, 31-249 

dealing with others 

In dealing with others, 31-780 

dealing with people 

When one deals with people – A projection to them or a reception of them, 31-317 

death 

A minor effect of the knowledge – The life after this one which we have to use here, 

17-385 

A strong spiritual development – Easier to retain the developed mental or vital after 

death, 35-130 

According to the state of consciousness which we reach here in the body – After death, 

17-65 

After death one passes through various vital and mental planes, 28-530 

After death the soul passes in a little while or at once from the earth atmosphere, 28-

530 

After death, the soul goes out in a subtle body, 35-120 

All are that Self – Birth and death as one of the minor movements of the Self, 19-63 

An early death with much suffering – A final tragedy if there were this life alone, 28-

526 

As for the conquest of death, it is only one of the sequelae of supramentalisation, 28-

312 

As things are at present all life (on earth) has death attached to it as its end, 28-312 

At death you go out of this physical frame – With the same consciousness, 28-531 

At the time of death the being goes out of the body through the head, 28-531 

Birth is the first spiritual mystery of the physical universe, death is the second, 21-771 

Conquest of death is a thing to be added to complete the whole, 28-313 

Conquest of death is the last physical result of the supramental change of 

consciousness, 35-793 

Death – A defeat of the healing force due to absence of receptivity to the healing force, 

35-789 
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Death and disease can only disappear by divinisation of the body, 35-321 

Death as an inevitable circumstance of the soul’s self-manifestation, 19-63 

Death has no separate existence by itself, it is only a result of the principle of decay, 

28-310 

Death into the quietness of exhausted Prakriti is no release at all, 31-753 

Death is a universal force – Death is simply one result of the working of the force, 28-

526 

Death is necessary in the evolution, because the body can progress no longer, 28-310 

Death is not a way to succeed in sadhana, 31-748 

Death is only a shedding of the body, not a cessation of the personal existence, 28-529, 

35-790 

Death is there because the being in the body is not yet developed enough, 28-313 

Death, suffering, evil, limitation – The creations of a distorting consciousness, 21-56 

Even Science believes that one day death may be conquered by physical means, 28-313 

For most people when they die the vital dissolves after a time, 28-546 

For the spiritual seeker death is only a passage from one form of life to another, 28-529 

He must be faithful to his aspiration and will in his departing, 19-295 

Higher altitudes of the intermediary existence between death and rebirth, 23-462 

If circumstances are changed, death is not inevitable any longer, 28-312 

If the supramental transformation is complete – Death is no longer necessary, 28-310 

If the transformation of the body is complete, that means no subjection to death, 28-289 

If we mutilate life through self-will & ignorance we imprison ourselves after death, 17-

388 

Immunity from death, from illness – Only by a complete change of consciousness, 28-

311 

In the critical moment of passing – The importance of our then state of consciousness, 

19-295 

In the last even the control over death is a later, not an initial stage, 30-331, 32-93 

It is said that it takes three years – There may be cases of slower or quicker passage, 

28-569 

Life and death are only a long progress for immortality, 19-61 

Life is not itself subject to death, 17-358 

Man goes on existing after death in his Dream-State, with his subtle body, 17-234 

Man will be able to command a diviner physical life and conquer death, 13-485 

Mind, like life, is not itself subject to death, 17-358 

Most people die before the vitality of the body is exhausted, 28-526 

Not the passionless & divine departure at his appointed time of the Yogin, 17-214 

Only two great deaths – To die in self-forgetting action and to die as the Yogin dies, 8-

301 

Our future state depends on our fullness at the time of our passage, 17-385 

Our physical death is also a pralaya – But the soul itself persists, 19-421 

Possible to come into direct touch with those who have departed from this world, 35-

121 

Science is only at the beginning of these experiments to prolong life, 28-312 

Spiritual development makes it easier to retain the developed mental or vital after 

death, 28-545 
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Terrestrial life by birth, the survival after death and the immortal existence, 17-66 

The attachment to life in the body and the repulsion to the death of the body, 23-349 

The body would no longer be subject to decay and disease – Not subject to death, 28-

310 

The centres themselves remain after death but not as they are, 28-546 

The conditions of the future birth are determined fundamentally at the time of death, 

28-539 

The constant denials by the All of the ego's attempt – Death, error, suffering, 17-57 

The divine existence – The abolition of ego and the transcendence of the dualities, 21-

60 

The importance of living a clean and noble life and dying a calm & strong death, 17-

123 

The importance of living a clean and noble life and dying a calm and strong death, 17-

214 

The long-current belief about reincarnation and the after-death sojourn, 21-835 

The meaning of the knots – Death, weakness, pain and grief, restlessness, limitations, 

13-205 

The natural opposition between death and life is an error of our mentality, 21-188 

The passage of death – The worlds are essentially soul-conditions, 18-70 

The process of death for a new construction or renewal, 21-204 

The psychic being at the time of death chooses what it will work out in the next birth, 

28-532 

The psychic being dropping its outer, its vital and mental sheaths – Normal after death, 

28-535 

The psychic being's choice at the time of death fixes the next formation, 28-532 

The psychic does not give up the mental and other sheaths immediately at death, 28-

569 

The quietude of death is not the right kind of quietude, 31-753 

The real death of the body – When the process of disintegration has begun, 21-193 

The real passage which transcends life and death, 18-78 

The shock a wife’s catastrophic death must have been, 28-528 

The soul after it leaves the body travels through several states or planes, 28-533 

The soul is something that comes down into birth and passes through death, 28-537 

The soul keeps even after death this mental or psychical body, 23-537 

The soul of a great man works on a far wider scale than was possible to him in the 

body, 8-299 

The status of the Purushottama – The critical moment of death, 19-294 

The subconscient is an instrument for the physical life and disappears after death, 28-

546 

There is a life on other planes after death and before the subsequent rebirth, 21-824 

There is after death a period in which one passes through the vital world, 28-529 

There is no such thing as death – Who can slay the immortal spirit?, 19-62 

There is nothing to grieve about as death means only passing over to another country, 

28-529 

Three objects beyond death – Earth, ultra-terrestrial world, the Supreme, 17-66 

To conquer disease and death is part of the total physical perfection, 35-665 
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What do you expect the Mother to answer to such prayers for death?, 31-209 

What were we before birth and what are we after death? – Many hypotheses, 21-772 

Whatever impressions are dominant at the moment of death – The condition 

afterwards, 17-214 

When a form appears to us to be dead, this force still exists in potentiality, 21-192 

When a man dies full of fear, rage, pain or horror – Impressions for years, centuries, 

17-213 

When the gross body falls away, the vital and mental sheaths still remain, 28-115, 28-

117 

Why there are these close inner contacts followed by a physical separation through 

death, 28-527 

Death 

Death, Desire and Strife – The triple mask of the divine Life-principle, 13-473 

Death, Desire and Strife are the trinity of divided living, 21-209 

The conquest of Death – Only when the supramental has driven its roots into Matter, 

35-789 

The ideal would be not to be subject to Death, 28-315 

The justification of death – The process of renewal by seeking new forms, 21-206 

The three badges of individual life’s limitation – Death, Desire and Incapacity, 21-204 

death in the Ashram 

The one who dies here is assisted in his passage to the psychic world, 35-793 

death sentence 

Physical death has been reduced to a minimum – A punishment for murder and 

rebellion, 1-496 

death sentences 

Death sentences, even in the case of actual political assassins – Bad policy, 8-331 

death. 

All death is an opening on widest immortality (135), 12-439 

I sometimes think that when death and failure come, they are our supreme momentary 

good (175), 12-445 

If Life alone were & not death, there could be no immortality (91), 12-433 

Shall I accept death or shall I turn and wrestle with him and conquer? (373), 12-472 

There is a means to attain physical immortality and death is by our choice, not by 

Nature's compulsion (375), 12-473 

What is this thing thou callest death? (374), 12-473 

Death. 

Death changes this robe of earth for that brighter raiment (283), 12-461 

Death transformed becomes Life that is Immortality (92), 12-433 

O Death, our masked friend and maker of opportunities (282), 12-461 

This world was built by Death that he might live (88), 12-433 

Death’s Head 

The Death's Head is the symbol of the Asura, 30-158 

debasement 

The debasement of our mind, character and tastes by European education, 8-245 

To reverse the process and recover what we have lost, is the first object, 8-245 

Why the degradation and denationalisation came into being – A necessary work, 8-247 
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debate 

(2) To avoid all debate, dispute or too animated discussion, 31-87 

Again, a man may be a keen legal or political debater, yet no intellectual, 31-16 

The power to discuss and debate is, as I say, a common human faculty, 31-15 

debate. 

When, O eager disputant, thou hast prevailed in a debate (57), 12-429 

debt 

Mother disapproves of sadhaks running into debt or having to pay for the debts of 

others, 32-404 

decadence 

Decadence arrives when in the decline of a culture there is nothing more, 26-213 

decentralisation 

The decentralisation of the administration – A local despot in touch with the people, 6-

536 

deception 

To develop discrimination so that it becomes impossible for the vital to deceive, 31-105 

dedication 

A complete dedication to the spiritual life, 29-15 

As for the dedication, remember and pray in connection with the work, 29-271 

The Force can take advantage of this key to open the deeper dedication within, 29-271 

This yoga demands a total dedication of the life to the aspiration, 29-15 

deep red light 

Deep red is the Divine Love – Rosy is the psychic love, 30-133 

The deep red light ‒ Came down into the physical before the 24th November 1933, 30-

133 

The deep red light – The Power that descended before the 24th November, 1933, 30-

133 

Deep Sleep State 

prājña – The Self that supports the Deep Sleep State or Causal consciousness T, 28-38 

deep within 

Just as one can go high above, so one can go deep within, 29-351 

What has to be done is not to stay on the surface but go deep within, 29-351 

deer 

The deer = speed in the spiritual path, 30-168 

The deer is Immortality, the antelope is Rapid Movement, 30-168 

The deer is perhaps a symbol of speed in the spiritual progress, 30-168 

defeat 

Yoga is the true skill in works – The result may seem to be defeat and failure, 19-180 

defeat. 

Defeat is not the end, it is only a gate or a beginning (251), 12-458 

If thou think defeat is the end of thee, then go not forth to fight (251), 12-457 

defeatism 

I don’t find it a noble voice at all, it is the voice of the usual defeatist suggester, 35-375 

defect 

Circumstances so happen that the occasion comes for the defect to rise, 31-653 

Each defect of the nature of the Ignorance is a deformation, 30-281 
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When one does sadhana, so long as there is an important defect somewhere, 31-653 

defects 

A finger of light on all the defects there that stand in the way of the realisation, 31-259 

A kind of pride or vanity – They hide their defects from themselves, 31-242 

All these defects you know are in you, 31-711 

It does not matter what defects you may have in your nature, 31-723 

Look on all the defects of the nature as movements of the lower prakriti, 31-763 

The defects come from a non-contact or an interception by some inferior source, 27-

495 

The defects of the nature are nothing, they can be dealt with progressively, 31-764 

The defects should be noticed and rejected, but the concentration should be positive, 

31-700 

The inability to recognise one’s defects is a very common human weakness, 31-241 

Their defects flow from their nature – Their actions flow from the same source, 31-653 

These defects must now be replaced by their true counterparts, 29-282 

To be miserable may remind you of the defects of your external nature, 31-737 

defects of others 

Do not dwell much on the defects of others, 31-351 

The ego has no right to judge the defects of others, 31-351 

defence 

A continual defence and waiting on the enemy’s movements is weakening, 6-416 

deficiencies 

A stamp of imperfection and disharmony – Evil, suffering, all deficiencies, 21-405 

If you see more clearly any deficiencies of your vital nature, 31-124 

Deism 

Or a Reason or Power represented by the moral and physical Law – Deism, 20-142 

dejection 

A method of proceeding in the sadhana in which dejection ought to have no place, 31-

195 

The causes of the dejection ‒ The part in us which keeps things suppressed or rejected, 

31-195 

This dejection, this feeling that life is meaningless, must be cast aside, 31-188 

delegates 

The man elected by the people must be recognised as a delegate, whatever his opinions, 

8-370 

The number of delegates must be apportioned to the different parts of the nation, 8-257 

Delegates’ Fund 

The Delegates’ Fund – To send a number of delegates to the Congress at Surat, 6-802 

deliberation 

Steps taken in pursuance of the ideas not in pursuance of mature deliberation, 8-111 

delight 

An aspiration, a demand for the supreme and total delight of existence, 21-1025 

Ananda is not ordinary mental or vital delight in things, 27-702 

Beauty and delight – A greater godhead for the poet than truth or the breath of life, 26-

254 

Delight is an intense joy or an intense pleasure in something, 29-157 
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Delight is the cause and support of universal and individual existence, 12-204 

Four constituent elements of the Yoga – Purification, liberation, perfection, delight, 23-

639 

In the Overmind – The experience of a universal beauty, love, delight, 27-42 

The delight of the One Existence in self-finding, 21-118 

The universal Ananda takes three major forms, beauty, love and delight, 27-41 

Delight 

Beauty and Delight, most dimmed – The very soul and origin of art and poetry, 26-224 

Delight of being is the infinite privilege of the eternal Wisdom, 18-156 

Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit are the five suns of poetry, 26-222 

delirium 

Ordinary delirium – The cause of which is physical only, 31-806 

delusion 

Delusions may give you strength & comfort for a while, but after all they break down, 

17-148 

In the man whose Self has become all creatures, what delusion can be or what sorrow, 

17-145 

demagogue 

He is in no sense a demagogue – But he is entirely a democratic politician, 1-648 

demand 

A demand if there enters a feeling of claim, resentment or other vital reactions, 31-259 

Attitude towards others ‒ Quiet goodwill without any demand or expectation, 31-226 

But constantly the vital demand is being taken for the psychic aspiration, 31-161 

Demand and desire are only two different aspects of the same thing, 31-259 

Demand is when you claim something to get or possess, desire is a general term, 32-

541 

Some desire or demand within you that gets excited and revolts, 31-259 

demanding 

A sadhak should not have demands, 35-761 

To those who demand from God – What they demand is all He gives, 35-83 

demands 

A vital demand – Despondency or despair, anger, revolt, wish to go away, 29-74 

A passive way of demand, “I can't have my demands, 31-228 

Insistence on petty demands in the external field or on an outer nearness, 31-162 

It is not enough that the active demands should be broken and removed, 31-228 

People think that demands and jealousy and wounded vanity are signs of love, 31-245 

Surrender and demands don’t go together, 29-74 

dematerialisation 

A case of materialisation probably preceded by a previous dematerialisation, 35-385 

Dematerialisation and rematerialisation are occult processes, 28-386 

democracies 

What are called democracies are bourgeois States – The middle class, 25-479 

democracy 

Anglo-Saxon democracy – Centred on material aims and void of generous idealism, 6-

1087 

Away from plutocracy and middle-class democracy to socialism, 25-667 
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Democracy has travelled from the East to the West in the shape of Christianity, 6-929 

Democracy is by no means a sure preservative of liberty, 25-508 

Democracy is impossible without a demos, a people politically awake and active, 6-967 

Democracy, socialism, pacificism are to a great extent its by-products, 25-565 

Democratic liberty tried to minimise this suppression, 25-211 

English education has brought a predilection for the forms of a democratic assembly, 6-

965 

If the bureaucracy has all the material power, the democracy has all the spiritual power, 

6-610 

India in her ancient polity possessed this spirit of democracy, 6-943 

That is the importance of democracy, also of socialism – A first crude attempt, 25-446 

That the growth of democracy would mean the growth of pacifism and the end of war, 

25-607 

The democratic capacity – Any nation which aspires to be among the leaders, 8-197 

The democratic system of government is one thing we must learn from the Europeans, 

6-815 

The first elementary principle of democratic politics – Law rules and not persons, 6-

255 

The first equation, an individualistic democracy – The sordid reign of wealth, 25-679 

The first ideal of the rational age – The principle of individualistic democracy, 25-196 

The first necessary element of democratic politics is difference of opinion, 8-197 

The fulfilment of Hinduism will include democracy and Socialism, purifying them, 6-

685 

The growth of large States in India was fatal to the democratic element, 6-945 

The idea of collectivist democracy may find itself before long in difficulties, 25-202 

The individualistic democratic ideal – Not a rational order of society, 25-197 

The pretence of a modern democratic assembly – The reality of an oligarchy, 6-966 

The results of modern liberty and democracy – The true turning-point, 25-626 

This is the Asiatic reading of democracy which India must rediscover, 6-932 

This was the weakness of European democracy and the source of its failure, 6-930 

We have to throw away the individualism and materialism and keep the democracy, 8-

248 

What I mean by acceptance of the effective idea of democracy – A necessity, 20-47 

Without the principle of representation democracy is impossible in a large State, 6-945 

Democracy 

The power of ideas and sentiments - Nationalism, Democracy, 6-493 

The tactics adopted strike at the very root of those principles of Democracy, 6-146 

This is Democracy, this Socialism, this Anarchism – Evolution proceeds relentlessly, 1-

435 

democracy. 

Democracy in Europe is the rule of the Cabinet minister, the corrupt deputy or the self-

seeking capitalist (341), 12-468 

Democracy was the protest of the human soul against the allied despotisms of autocrat, 

priest and noble (340), 12-468 

Its evil is the decline of greatness in humanity (342), 12-468 

democrat 
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There is an honour of the democrat – That is the honour of the Liberal, 1-514 

democratic deliberation 

Democratic deliberation must be public and policy openly and fully expressed, 8-211 

demonism 

A Life-power that sees nothing beyond itself can only add Titanism or demonism, 25-

251 

demons 

The gods and the demons – The powers of the higher Good and the lower desire, 15-46 

Demons 

These are the Gods and the Demons – On the world-stage and in the individual soul, 

15-379 

demonstrations 

The noblest patriotism and courage – We invite all to join in this demonstration, 6-902 

There are some among us who advise caution and look with fear on demonstrations, 6-

900 

denationalisation 

Why the degradation and denationalisation came into being – A necessary work, 8-247 

dengue 

Catching dengue or influenza ‒ The adverse forces bring about symptoms of this kind, 

31-557 

denial 

A spirit of scepticism and denial stands in the way, 28-271 

I insist on the throwing away of a priori doubt and denial, 28-347 

If one is blind, it is quite natural to deny light – But Light exists for all that, 28-324 

Reason arrives as the Angel of the Lord, armed with her sword of doubt & denial, 17-

309 

To deny in ignorance is no better than to affirm in ignorance, 28-346 

Why I call the materialist's denial an a priori denial, 28-347 

dentals 

The distribution of dentals and linguals in the various languages, 1-608 

departed 

(1) An actual contact with the soul of a departed human being in its subtle body, 28-

570 

(2) A mental formation stamped by the thoughts and feelings of a departed, 28-570 

But all that pretends to be communication with departed souls is not genuine, 28-567 

Grief too long continued does not help but delays the journey of the departed soul, 28-

528 

It is quite possible for the departed to have communication with the living, 28-567 

One can help the departed soul by one’s good will or by occult means, 28-529 

The departed soul retains the memory of its past experiences only in their essence, 28-

534 

The one thing that one should not do is to hold them back by sorrow, 28-530 

departing 

A vision or remembrance of the circumstances of the past before departing, 28-532 

Afterwards it reaches the psychic world where it rests in a kind of sleep, 28-531 

By departing from the physical life one passes into some state of consciousness, 17-20 
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It goes out in the subtle body and goes to different planes of existence for a short time, 

28-531 

It may happen to some not to realise for a little time that they are dead, 28-530 

The departing being in the vital body lingers for some time – As many as eight days, 

28-530 

The psychic being dropping its outer, its vital and mental sheaths – Normal after death, 

28-535 

The psychic when it departs carries with it the heart of its experiences, 28-544 

The soul after leaving the body – Certain experiences in other worlds, 28-534 

When the body is dissolved, the vital goes into the vital plane, 28-535 

departure 

“We are of one family” – Those who went away still are of that circle, 32-612 

A false sense of importance ‒ The cause of failure and departure of several, 31-223 

Ambition and great vanity or sexual desire mostly – Departures, 35-617 

An absence from Pondicherry and change of atmosphere may be the best way to give it, 

35-607 

An adverse force induced to go away from us – The depression and nervous upset, 32-

103 

An intensive and concentrated sadhana once begun has to be persistently continued, 35-

604 

As for coming back, many who have gone out have come back, others have not, 35-628 

As the sadhak returns to the outside world, the psychic contact may easily get covered, 

35-575 

Each one here is at liberty to remain on the path or leave it as he chooses, 35-729 

Going if too young or otherwise unfit to bear the pressure of the Asram atmosphere, 

32-504 

Going or staying is a matter entirely for your own decision, 35-613 

I dislike any one who has a psychic call going away from here, 35-613 

I do not send you away or give my sanction for your going – It is for you to decide, 32-

366 

If a temporary departure is harmless or inevitable then we give permission, 32-371 

If the sadhak goes in the outside world in the middle of his sadhana – Difficulties, 35-

609 

If you go away, you would find the same difficulties if you came back, 35-622 

If you insist on going – It is only with your own will that we can keep you here, 32-368 

If your desire to go is serious, it would not be right for me to keep you against your 

will, 32-504 

Impulses pushing to departure, refusal of the Divine Love and the Divine Call, 35-607 

It is a contrary undivine Force which presses on sadhaks to go away from here, 32-372 

Leaving – Through the suggestions of the hostile forces, because of any vital impulse, 

32-367 

No one in fact is kept here when his will or decision is to go, 35-623 

None who have gone as yet have found peace or satisfaction outside, 32-522 

Nothing to do but to let him return to the ordinary life and ordinary atmosphere, 35-604 

Once the full spiritual life is chosen, to turn back to the ordinary one is an error, 32-371 
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One knows when one goes, one does not know whether or when one will come back, 

35-617 

Or they had to go because the pull of the old life was too strong for them, 32-296 

People go away because they are too proud and arrogant to accept the control, 35-611 

She will go and if she keeps the right attitude our protection will be with her there, 35-

618 

That does not mean that everyone has to go whenever he feels a difficulty, 35-616 

That is what X did – And the consequences led to his departure by his own choice, 29-

361 

The “Go, go” suggestion have been successfully since the Asram started, 35-624 

The dissatisfaction of the soul with the superficial vital life ‒ If you went away, 31-142 

The fact that you could not go from here – Feeling of sorrow at going, 31-805 

The feeling of difficulty or uneasiness in going is a sign that the soul has taken root 

here, 35-549 

The inability to go can come from the psychic which refuses, 35-613 

The Mother cannot tell you to go because there is no true cause why you should go, 32-

369 

The Mother does not favour even a brief return to the old atmosphere, 32-370 

The permission to go does not exclude the possibility of the experiment ending badly, 

35-615 

The push to go comes from an adverse Force that is trying to make people depart, 32-

522 

The reasons you give for wishing to leave us are no good reasons at all, 32-102 

The return to the ordinary atmosphere disturbs the work and throws back the progress, 

35-623 

The suggestions by the hostile force – The impulse to get away from the Asram, 35-606 

The thought of leaving the Ashram ‒ A suggestion of the external physical 

consciousness, 31-411 

There is a Force that is always seeking to push people away, 35-616 

There is absolutely no meaning in going away, for nothing would be gained by it, 35-

625 

There is sure to be a strong pressure on you especially from your father’s side to return, 

35-579 

Those who have gone feel miserable and harassed on every side, 35-617 

Those who left, left because they mingled their own ego with the sadhana, 32-295 

To depart would be for them a turning of the back upon the spiritual destiny, 35-575 

To go is likely only to increase the difficulty and imperil the final result, 29-117, 35-

623 

To go would be harmful, dangerous to you for your sadhana, 32-367 

To say that the Divine is defeated when a sadhak goes away is an absurdity, 35-625 

To stay and fight out any inner difficulty here is always the true course, 35-612 

What takes people away mostly is not the smaller failings like family attachment, 35-

617 

What the Devil chiefly wants is to drive her children away from the Mother, 35-605 

When one comes out of the world, the forces that govern the world do all they can, 35-

610 
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When the psychic being has been once fully awake – Not possible to revolt and go 

away, 32-369 

dependence 

But here too the demand comes and spoils the dependence on the Divine, 31-315 

Dependence on others ‒ Accompanied by a demand on those others, 31-315 

Even a slight immediate diminution of this dependence would be a great national gain, 

6-349 

The remedy for this dependence ‒ To depend not on others but on the Divine, 31-315 

The starvation of the country by foreign exploiters and its dependence on aliens, 6-349 

This dependence brings disappointment and, if the feelings are excessive, despair, 31-

315 

deportation 

A political leader arrested for mysterious political reasons and deported without trial, 6-

420 

A surprise to the Nationalist – Deportation was used in a moment of panic, 6-435 

Aurobindo Ghose was informed that he was qualifying for deportation, 8-101 

Deportation used to bolster up injustice or crush all opposition, 8-96 

Exile is the one and only terror of deportation to Indian patriots, 6-434 

Rumours of deportation of Sj. Aurobindo Ghose – He publicly opposes the Reforms, 8-

395 

The deportation came as a shock on the Moderates and as a surprise to the Extremists, 

6-434 

The new element of deportation merely facilitates the work of Nationalism, 6-436 

The recent Government measures – The first to be considered is the deportation, 6-433 

There is no reason why it should modify our action in any essential feature, 6-436 

deportations 

Important reason – The deportees had taken part in the Swadeshi agitation, 8-102 

The deportations – The law requires no charge, 8-34 

depravity 

Moral depravity can exist only when the mind itself is corrupted and supports, 36-305 

depression, 31-187, 31-665 

A large part of it unable to change – These depressions so acute, 31-184 

A sorrowful or despondent mood is not the proper condition, 31-141 

A vital depression that prevents the body from recovering its elasticity, 31-567 

All depression is bad as it lowers the consciousness, opens to adverse forces, 31-183 

An adverse force induced to go away from us – The depression and nervous upset, 32-

103 

An attack of depression, 31-189 

An attraction or habit of response to suffering, self-torment, depression and despair, 32-

100 

But the vital part is prone to depression when ordeals and difficulties rise, 31-635 

Cast away from you these movements of doubt, depression and the rest, 31-787 

Cheerfulness as the best condition – Not a constant depression and sadness, 31-202 

Depression and hopelessness ought not to come, 30-376 

Depression comes back if you give it a chance, 31-187 

Depression comes for its own satisfaction and not for any particular reason, 31-183 
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Depression or revolt to be got rid of at once ‒ There are three ways, 31-735 

Depression prevents the Force from flowing and calls in the adverse forces, 31-183 

Depression should not be indulged, 31-187 

Disquietude and depression create an unhelpful atmosphere, 31-321 

Do not allow yourself to admit any movement of vital depression, 31-187 

First by depression, then by refusal at once of ordinary life and of sadhana, 31-776 

Forces of depression, dullness of mind, etc. wander about in the atmosphere, 28-215 

Gloom, depression and weeping should not be indulged in, 31-179 

I have never said that to overcome grief, depression, gloom and suffering was easy, 31-

198 

If mind does not respond to outer things, depression is impossible, 31-186 

If the inner will insists – The form of depression and dejection, 31-141, 31-208 

If the vital is quiet there will not be this depression, 31-187 

If you feel depressed call for the Mother’s Force to remove the depression, 32-217 

If you want the Mother’s contact always, you must get rid of depression, 32-459 

Instead of yielding to the depression – Remembering the Divine, rejecting everything 

else, 32-184 

It is a great gain if you feel no depression when the attack on the body comes, 31-574 

Its disadvantage is that repentance sometimes leads to depression or discouragement, 

31-188 

Often waves of depression come from the general Nature, 31-185 

Only, even if it takes time, you must not get depression, despair or revolt, 32-159 

People came when I was in black depression – Nothing of that came out, 35-52 

Protection will be given, but depression must be put aside, 31-188 

Rajas predominating there is revolt, tamas predominating there is depression, 31-178 

Self-depreciation and depression ‒ The usual play of the vital and the ego, 31-226 

Self-esteem, depression, etc., when they are driven out may lodge in the subconscient, 

28-214 

Small desires and defects have not to be made a cause of worry or depression, 31-187 

That depression obstructs the inner light is a matter of general experience, 31-201 

The constant recurrence of depression and despair or of doubt and revolt, 30-365 

The deep depression and low vitality in another person try to get into you, 31-186 

The depression comes from without, not from within, 31-185 

The depression coming on you in sleep – Due to one of two causes, 31-452 

The depression is not the only cause of suspension of experiences, 30-68 

The depression of the vital you feel is a continuation of the old feeling in the struggle, 

31-196 

The depression, the self-distrust, the readiness to despair are the only cause, 29-34 

The difficulty can only disappear if you remain resolute that it shall disappear, 31-189 

The only serious thing is the depression and the idea of inability, 31-140 

The only thing to do with a depression is to throw it out, 31-186 

The rule in Yoga is not to let the depression depress you, 31-189 

The true mind, true vital, true physical consciousness never get depression, 31-186 

The vital mind has in the past always associated depression with these causes, 31-185 

There is no connection between the descent of Peace and depression, 30-485 

These cloudings very often are formations thrown from outside, 31-186 
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These depressing thoughts ‒ Look at them as not yours, as suggestions from outside, 

31-186 

Thirst for the Divine is one thing and depression is quite another, 31-201 

To dwell solely on the subconscient and the aspect of imperfection creates depression, 

28-217 

To make radical decisions under the influence of depression is not good, 31-110 

To yield to depression when things go wrong is the worst way, 31-259 

Vital joy is much better than vital depression at any rate, 31-184 

When the habit of depression or revolt has been formed, they cannot be got rid of at 

once, 32-300 

When the vital is depressed then it is hard to surmount the trouble, 28-343 

depression. 

Fear, weariness, depression, self-distrust and assent to weakness are the instruments by 

which He destroys what He created (377), 12-473 

Think this when thy members would fain make love with depression and weakness 

(285), 12-461 

depressions 

Then from there you can get rid of the pains and depressions, 31-577 

derivation 

The truth of a supreme Soul of whose supreme nature the world is a derivation, 19-390 

The world is real – Even this lower nature of the triple Maya is a derivation, 19-440 

derivations 

Derivations – What matters is what the word means, not what something else meant, 

27-650 

The statements – The essential quality and the phenomenal derivations, 19-274 

The use of “loft” as a derivation from German “Luft”, 27-650 

Descartes 

Descartes was talking nonsense. There are plenty of things that don’t think but still are, 

27-526 

descend 

Once the joining is made, the higher has to descend into them, 28-118 

descending higher consciousness 

The descending higher consciousness, 30-448 

descending Power 

The descending Power chooses its own place, body, time for the manifestation, 28-471 

descending Power and Light 

If you want the love, the descending Power and Light will work for that also, 30-447 

descent, 35-329 

(3) A free way may be made for the descent of the higher Consciousness, 30-430 

(4) On the descent of the higher consciousness, 30-319 

2. The descent of the Peace, Power, Light etc. of the Higher Consciousness, 30-319 

A compulsion on us to seek a more powerful descent of the Divine Grace, 31-758 

A descent cannot possibly produce madness or apoplexy or any other illness, 31-552 

A descent from above of the higher forces would be far more helpful, 30-286 

A descent of Forces from the higher planes and an ascent to the higher planes, 30-416 

A descent of the Divine Nature can alone divinise the human receptacle, 12-170 
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A descent of the Divine to transform all the energies of the mind, life and body, 31-119 

A descent of the force cannot possibly produce nausea and vomiting etc., 31-552 

A descent of the Spirit could not mean a growth of unconsciousness and inertia, 28-405 

A dynamic descent brings tapas not śama, 28-49 

A dynamism proper to the spiritual consciousness must descend, 29-378 

A heaviness which gives strength is likely to be the indication of a descent, 30-471 

A manifestation of the Supermind has two aspects, a descent, an ascent, 13-561 

A self-offering of the human to the divine and a descent of the divine into the human, 

15-67 

A solution by the descent of the highest Powers of consciousness, 28-255 

A sound does sometimes come with a particular descent, 30-477 

A transcending Light, Knowledge, Power, Purity, Peace, Ananda which descends, 29-

498 

Afterwards it becomes more quiet and normal until the consciousness is ready, 30-479 

Afterwards things begin to descend from above, 30-385 

An ascent out of the mind is imperative or a dynamic descent from above, 23-260 

An experience of the descent of the higher consciousness through the spinal cord, 30-

467 

But also the Power and Peace descend through the whole body working in you, 30-464 

But the integral perfection – Only by a mounting ascent and an incessant descent, 23-

499 

But there can be too the descent of the Spirit and its powers into the world, 36-553 

But this calm, peace, silent strength and joy is only the first descent, 28-42 

By the keeping of the mind and vital still for the descent and for the psychic to emerge, 

30-387 

Each successive level in the descent of the Divine is to man a stage in an ascension, 21-

49 

Egoistic insistence and vital revolt are insuperable obstacles to the descent, 31-162 

Either the higher consciousness has to make a dynamic descent, 30-23 

Five things that most commonly come down, 30-449 

For transformation the Descent is necessary and that is the second thing you are 

feeling, 30-426 

From the perception of the ascending Force to that of the descending Shakti, 30-427 

Here the ascent is indispensable, but what is aimed at is the resulting descent, 29-400 

I never heard of silence descending in other Yogas, 35-287 

I prefer nowadays not to speak of the descent of the higher beings, 28-277 

If the descent is so complete – The hostile forces are driven back to their own world, 

35-642 

If the descent were here one would have to be ready before one could get the change, 

35-329 

If the earth consciousness is ready an easy descent is quite possible, 35-645 

Illness does not rise up by the descent of the Force, 31-552 

In our Yoga very often the Power descends from above, 30-351 

In the descent of the higher grades upon us, they enter into mind, life, body, 21-973 

In the Descent the body is felt but as an instrument and receptacle, 30-426 
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In the Integral Yoga the chakras open of themselves by the descent of the Force, 29-

460 

In the physical consciousness the descent is the most important, 30-418 

It is a greater and greater descent of peace that brings śama, 28-49 

It is by the descent of the higher consciousness from above that all that can change, 31-

655 

It is not really the plane that descends, it is the Power and Truth of it, 30-450 

It is the meeting-place of the ascending and descending forces, 30-401 

It makes all the rest possible – The descent of a power that can bring harmony, 28-263 

It must be the descent of the whole higher consciousness, 35-154 

Life, mind, supermind, spirit must manifest from below, but also from above, 21-273 

Man can ascend into the higher Nature and it can descend into him, 28-44 

More and more frequent until the descent of the higher consciousness is ready, 30-430 

More and more of the descent changes the darkness into light, 30-459 

More often the descents come first and the ascent (above the head) takes place, 30-419 

Not by evolution or ascent, but by a direct descent into humanity, 19-159 

Not mental control but some descent of a control from above the mind, 31-126 

One must be safely stationed above before one can descend without a tumble, 30-424 

Only a real descent of the higher consciousness from above ‒ The wideness of the 

Divine, 30-403 

Only the Supermind can thus descend without losing its full power of action, 21-951 

Our Yoga is a double movement of ascent and descent, 29-376 

Secondly, the Divine Power descends through this silence and freedom, 30-323 

Signs of the descent ‒ The shower and drizzle, the envelopment, the flaming, 30-476 

Something in the physical mental (throat) or the emotional vital obstructing the 

descent, 30-458 

Sometimes the descent comes with great force in order to open something, 30-479 

That cannot be done in the whole world at a time, but first through selected Adharas, 

35-330 

That depends on a descent of a higher and higher power of consciousness, 31-362 

That the descent is preparing and progressing is a fact, 35-358 

The absence of the descent experiences by the old Yogas, 35-288 

The ascent achieved by an aspiration, the descent by a call of the whole being, 12-169 

The ascent and the descent ‒ A preparation of the vital and physical being, 30-425 

The ascent is necessarily an effort – The descent makes the realisation possible, 13-561 

The ascent to supermind was envisaged, but the descent was not, 29-417 

The attempt to bring a great general descent produced a great ascent of subconscient 

mud, 35-356 

The boon asked – The descent of the supreme Truth and Power into Matter, 12-372 

The complete redemption comes by the descent of the divine Power, 23-598 

The concentration in the heart and the calling down of the descent are complementary, 

30-386 

The concrete descent of the higher consciousness – A definite turning-point, 30-476 

The consciousness descends and works when one opens oneself and calls it, 30-442 

The crossing of the line – Not only to an ascending but to a descending purpose, 28-

260 
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The Dawns are the descent of the light of that immortal Truth, 15-297 

The descent ‒ Normally into the head, the heart, the vital centres, the whole body, 30-

445 

The descent – Occupying the whole head, neck, chest, abdomen, body, 29-460 

The descent comes in order to transform the consciousness, 30-441 

The descent from above prepares the being ‒ A settled inner peace, freedom, light, 30-

386 

The descent into the body first in the head, then down to the neck and in the chest, 30-

447 

The descent is a rapid evolutionary process compressed into a few years, 35-330 

The descent is inevitable because it is not the whole being that has risen up, 30-432 

The descent is made or accepted to assist the ascent or evolution, 19-159 

The descent is necessary to change the nature, 30-418 

The descent must occupy the whole inner being down to the inner physical, 30-418 

The descent of a full calm and strength and equanimity into these parts, 31-264 

The descent of Light must be the descent of the whole higher consciousness, 29-399 

The descent of Overmind and Supermind is a sine qua non of the transition, 21-955 

The descent of Peace, Force or Power, Light, Ananda ‒ That transform the nature, 30-

449 

The descent of Shakti before the vital is pure and surrendered, has its dangers, 30-459 

The descent of the Divine Consciousness and its Force into the body, 30-216 

The descent of the Divine Consciousness and the ascent or uplifting into it, 28-373 

The descent of the Divine Force into the body, 30-456 

The descent of the Divine Grace – Never any adverse after-consequence, 31-808 

The descent of the gnostic Light would effectuate a complete transformation, 21-990 

The descent of the higher consciousness – The whole head, neck, chest, abdomen, 

body, 35-142 

The descent of the higher consciousness in the heart region as in the head, 30-446 

The descent of the higher consciousness into the most physical, 30-493 

The descent of the higher consciousness not only into the mind but the whole body, 30-

495 

The descent of the Mother's consciousness from above the head, 30-385 

The descent of the Supermind will bring all the possibilities of the divine life, 13-564 

The descent of the supramental consciousness ‒ There must be no premature attempt, 

30-496 

The Divine descends by his own Prakriti into birth, 19-164 

The experience of the ascent above as also the descent down to the Muladhara, 30-24 

The experiences have to develop ‒ For the descent of a higher Consciousness, 30-443 

The first conscious descent into the body of the divine Force from above, 30-456 

The first decisive experiences ‒ A calm and peace and the descent of a Power and 

Force, 30-455 

The force and peace are descending and working more and more in you, 31-180 

The Force has descended to your forehead (inner mind) centre ‒ Slow in coming 

through, 30-458 

The Force is preparing its own reception and habituating the body to the descent, 30-

444 
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The Force usually comes down through the head and afterwards descends lower, 30-

446 

The Force when it descends tries to open the body and pass through the centres, 30-446 

The full change – Only by the ascent to the Above and the descent from Above, 31-362 

The full descent of the peace, bliss etc. ‒ Nothing so long as the being is not ready, 30-

458 

The higher consciousness and its powers descending below the head and heart, 30-252 

The higher consciousness coming down into the body from above the head, 30-463 

The higher consciousness descends also independently of the atmosphere, 30-442 

The higher consciousness descends to change the lower consciousness, 30-441 

The higher consciousness has also to descend into mind, into life, into matter, 30-416 

The higher consciousness usually descends from centre to centre, 30-441 

The higher descends into the lower to transform it., 30-417 

The Higher descends when you have a receptive quietude in the various planes, 36-301 

The Higher Force has to descend and awaken it with the Light and Truth, 30-497 

The higher forces are not in their descent immediately all-powerful, 21-976 

The higher the forces that descend, the greater become the possibilities of error, 29-422 

The manifested creation – Making descend a greater power of consciousness, 28-259 

The more the calm, peace, joy and happiness descend – The sign of the contact, 29-361 

The most normal course – Peace and Force and Light to descend, 30-449 

The Mother not only governs all from above but she descends into this triple universe, 

32-17 

The motion of her head is not a result of the descent of Force ‒ A wrong movement, 

31-279 

The occasional descent of the Force to establish a connection, 30-426 

The one thing important – Calm and peace and the descent of the Divine Force, 30-230 

The only way out is through the descent of a consciousness not the puppet of these 

forces, 27-109 

The opening of the psychic within and the descent from above, 31-236 

The opening upwards, the ascent into the Light and the subsequent descent, 30-431 

The other is downward ‒ The dynamic power from above descends into it, 31-117 

The other is that of a descent of the power of the higher planes, 30-416 

The other is the descent of the higher consciousness into the lower, 30-419 

The other thing needed is the descent of the consciousness – In the heart, 29-361 

The Peace or the Silence coming by a descent from above, 30-323 

The planes between mind and Overmind descended long ago, 35-359 

The positive side of experience of the descent is the more important thing, 30-39 

The possibility not only of an ascent but of a descent and a change of human nature, 

20-215 

The Power and Peace come down from the higher consciousness above, 30-463 

The Power does not descend with the object of raising up the lower forces, 31-636 

The process is a (spiritual) evolutionary process concentrated into a brief period, 35-

330 

The radical transformation needs the descent of a supramental power and nature, 28-

135 

The repeated and constant descent of the Divine Consciousness and its Force, 30-216 
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The result was a descent, 30-417 

The rising above has to be followed by the descent of the higher consciousness, 30-418 

The rising of man into the Godhead to be helped by the descent of God, 19-148 

The second purpose of the divine birth – The double aspect of descent and ascent, 19-

148 

The spine is the main channel of the descent and ascent of the Force, 30-420 

The spiritual consciousness must be possessed and descend into the whole being, 35-

288 

The spiritual plane has to descend into the mind, vital and body, 30-419 

The supramental descent – A progressive elimination of the darkness, 28-283 

The Supramental descent is delayed because I am all the time occupied with dramas, 

35-339 

The supramental principle will be established in the evolution by the descent, 28-277 

The supramental Yoga – An ascent towards God and a descent of Godhead, 12-169 

The third motion, the descent, is essential for bringing the permanent ascension, 21-946 

The Truth-Consciousness, finding Nature ready, has to descend into her, 21-952 

The universal Consciousness – The evolution along two lines, of ascent, of descent, 28-

268 

The Yoga practised here – An ascent accompanied by a descent, 29-499 

There are two kinds of movements in the Sadhana, the ascent and the descent, 36-301 

There are two movements, one an ascension, the other the descent, 30-416 

There can follow afterwards an opening upward and descent of a higher principle, 36-

548 

There is a double movement in the sadhana ‒ The descent and the ascent, 30-416 

There is then a sort of unification made ‒ An ascent from below and descent from 

above, 30-418 

There must be a descent of the Divine Force from yet loftier reaches, 31-118 

There must be a descent of the light into all the being, 29-398 

These begin to descend into the body when the consciousness is prepared, 30-442 

These two movements are complementary – The ascension, the divine descent, 31-118 

Third, a descent of the supramental Self and Nature, 29-498 

This is what we call the descent of the higher (the Mother's) consciousness, 30-385 

This may afterwards descend into the lower levels, 30-417 

This was the double Vedic movement of the descent and the ascent, 23-417 

This Yoga aimed not at an ascent or passing beyond life but at a descent, 29-401 

Through the Mother's presence and the descent from above, 30-221 

To contain the descent a quiet mind and pure heart are needed, 30-488 

To get rid of the ego altogether ‒ By the descent and occupation of the whole being, 

31-236 

To get the supramental light and calm and strength and intensity down there, 31-126 

To rise to or obtain the descent of the Supermind can be done by surrender to the 

Divine, 35-135 

To trust mainly to the inner growth and the descent of a higher consciousness, 29-381 

Two things take place ‒ An ascent and a descent, 30-459 

Two things to be established ‒ A descent of Peace and a descent of the Force, 30-455 
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Usually it is the peace that descends first ‒ The beginning of the real transformation, 

30-444 

Usually the descent in the head helps to quiet the mind, 30-446 

Usually the first thing that descends is deep and entire peace, 30-417 

What would be the consequence for humanity of the descent of Supermind, 13-568 

When it meets the Divine Consciousness above – A descent to change the nature, 30-

421 

When the descent becomes complete, the being depends on the Above not on the 

Around, 30-486 

When the Peace is established, this higher or Divine Force can descend, 30-327 

When there is a descent, there is a total conscious substitution, 29-421 

While it also descends into the head and heart and lower vital and physical, 30-382 

With many the descent comes first and the ascension afterwards, 30-419 

You should call on the Divine Peace and force to descend and deal with it, 31-367 

Descent 

A divine Descent no less than an ascent to the Divine is possible, 23-259 

Light of realisation is not the same thing as Descent, 29-398, 35-153 

descent of Light 

The descent of the Light producing a concrete illumination of the consciousness, 30-

460 

descents 

Experiences and descents are very good for preparation, 30-232 

It is by descents that is to be achieved the spiritual and supramental transformation, 35-

172 

The big descents open the way and bring constant reinforcement, 30-475 

There are special descents to carry on the evolution to a farther stage, 32-88 

desert 

That makes the necessity of passing through the desert, 31-168 

designs 

“Examples of the dominant principle regulating variety in a design”, 1-49 

“The universe itself is a system of designs”, 1-49 

desire, 31-260 

A mixture of desire even in the endeavour of sadhana, 29-60 

Afterwards the element of desire will be thrown away or persistently eliminated, 23-

210 

All belongs to the Divine – There must be no ego or desire, 31-253 

An attitude not of forceful suppression, but of detachment and equality – About desire, 

35-772 

Anger, desire etc. can only be got rid of if you do not accept them, 31-273 

Attachment and the craving of desire in the senses and the heart, 23-329 

But the major part of the work done in the universe is accomplished without desire, 23-

266 

But when we are able to look at desire from above – A will of the spirit, 23-675 

Demand and desire are only two different aspects of the same thing, 31-259 

Demand is when you claim something to get or possess, desire is a general term, 32-

541 
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Desire always takes a long time to get rid of entirely, 31-262 

Desire and ego are the twin obscure powers of the obsessing world-wide Ignorance, 23-

101 

Desire and envy have to be thrown out of the consciousness, 31-261 

Desire and the passions that arise from desire are the principal sign and knot of ego, 19-

582 

Desire and the vital self's craving or seeking after the fruit of our works, 23-102 

Desire has its cause or rather its secret essence in the ego-sense, 17-472 

Desire has to be taught to seek with the right object, to seek in the right manner, 23-84 

Desire is always sinning against the Truth, 12-352 

Desire is an additional lure, an intermediate stage, 23-266 

Desire is the badge of subjection with its attendant discord and suffering, 17-18 

Desire is the chief enemy of spiritual perfection, 19-583 

Desire itself is an impurity of the Will involved in the vital and emotional parts, 23-313 

Desire must and ought to continue until the individual has grown sufficiently, 21-207 

Desire will at first naturally enter – It has to be trained and finally transformed, 23-83 

Desire, attachment, slavery to the attractions are the chief obstacle, 29-384 

Each wave of desire as it comes must be observed, rejected from the consciousness, 31-

419 

Egoism is the cause of sorrow, but desire is its seat, 17-478 

Egoistic indulgence of desire may for some time recur, 23-210 

Even to refuse to recognise the vital desire as part of the true being, 31-262 

Feel them as not yours, then by degrees you can get free of anger, desire and other, 31-

274 

First, desire must be abolished and replaced by a purer and firmer motive-power, 23-

177 

Getting rid of desire in the psychic prana and its intermiscence in the emotional mind, 

23-660 

Having the possibility of an infinite free delight, we do not need to desire, 17-19 

Higher mentality and psychic element – The two motive-powers to supersede desire, 

23-79 

If it were so, there would be a daily struggle with anger and desire, 31-601 

If there is desire there will be attachment, demand, craving, 29-61 

In our sense-mind, our emotional mind, our thought-mind – The law of desire, 23-350 

In Yoga a desire satisfied – A worse recoil than disappointed desire, 31-189 

Indulgence of desire is no more part of this Yoga than it is of Sannyasa, 31-261, 35-761 

It is afraid if it gives up desire that it will lose everything, 31-263 

It is all the more necessary to surmount desire and attachment, 35-761 

It is essential that we should distinguish between pure will and desire, 23-658 

It is from unsatisfied desire that all suffering arises, 31-253 

It is the desire you have to part with and not the objects of the desire, 17-190 

Often when one gives up the insistence of desire, the thing itself comes, 31-255 

One is the vehemence of earthly egoistic desire, 31-252 

Only one cannot live securely in It if there is desire and external attachment, 29-384 

Real integral enjoyment depends upon an absolute renunciation of desire, 17-85 

So long as desire and ego remain, there can be no surrender to the Divine, 31-254 
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So long as thou hast any desire, thou canst not attain to Parabrahman, 12-93 

Some desire or demand within you that gets excited and revolts, 31-259 

The annulment of desire, spiritual equality and the emergence of the true vital being, 

23-177 

The concentration on the form & in the outward motion of desire is the third element, 

17-480 

The desire for the Divine or bhakti for the Divine is the one desire which can free one, 

31-255 

The desire for the Divine or of bhakti for the Divine is not a desire, but an aspiration, 

32-476 

The desire has to be rejected, 31-262 

The desire may not be yours, but may come on you from outside, 31-423 

The desire meant here is the purposeful will of the Divine in us, 19-275 

The desire to possess and enjoy is the master impulse of the Ego, 17-18 

The double knot of desire – Lower in the prana, subtle in the soul itself, 23-675 

The energy of the true vital being in the ordinary ignorant vital ‒ Desire, 31-112 

The first natural result of the abandonment of desire is a tendency to inaction, 17-490 

The first requisite is to shake the wings of the soul free from desire and passion, 19-453 

The grand deformation which the psychic prana contributes to our being, is desire, 23-

656 

The growth into the third status of life transforms and fulfils the law of desire, 21-217 

The lower life can no longer be an object of desire for the awakened spirit, 18-16 

The man unpurified of desire, whatever way he follows, will not find salvation, 17-193 

The place of desire is below the heart in the central vital (navel) and in the lower vital, 

28-194 

The pressure of the desire coming up from below removed the Ananda, 31-253 

The pure will undeformed by desire and the calm inner will of delight, 23-659 

The rajasic ego and the threefold doors of Hell – Desire, wrath and greed, 19-474 

The real renunciation is not the fleeing from works, but the slaying of ego and desire, 

19-129 

The rejection of the ego and of the will to desire – The liberation of the spirit, 23-682 

The seat of desire is not so much in the emotional as in the lower vital, 31-255 

The second sign is freedom from desire and from attachment to the fruits of works, 19-

179 

The slaying of rajasic desire and the exclusion of sin – The sattwic will has to govern, 

19-280 

The upward and inward orientation – The first movement must be to get rid of desire, 

19-99 

There are only two things that create insecurity – Doubt and desire, 29-97 

There is a place for will and aspiration, not for desire, 29-61 

These master-knots – Desire, ego, the dualities and the three gunas of Nature, 23-675 

These two things are one, liberation from desire and liberation from the ego, 23-681 

This desire is essential to the ordinary man, 23-675 

This spiritual seed or beginning of desire too must be expelled, 23-676 

This Yoga insists on a complete throwing away of desire and attachment, 36-369 
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Thou shalt not have the greed of desire in thy heart – The effect of the call to 

renunciation, 17-469 

To be free from ego and desire is a condition which needs a high siddhi, 31-235 

To finish with desire by destroying its seed of ego-sense is our only escape, 17-475 

To follow the law of desire is not the true rule of our nature, 19-475 

To get rid of desire is the one firm indispensable purification of the psychical prana, 

23-657 

To the proper function of the life – The wrong form of desire and craving, 23-646 

Vital desire grows by being indulged, it does not become satisfied, 31-261 

We have at a certain stage to liberate ourselves even from the desire of our liberation, 

19-223 

We must get rid then of desire – A calm equality will then be gained, 19-255 

When the psychic being is in front, then also to get rid of desire becomes easy, 31-265 

When we look from below, desire presents itself to us as a craving of the life force, 23-

675 

Whether ascetic or non-ascetic, the sadhak must become free from vital desire, 31-261 

With the true consciousness it becomes much easier to dismiss desire, 31-265 

You must get rid of this desire of the lower vital altogether, 31-263 

You must get rid of this idea that you can turn a desire into a demand, 32-390 

Desire 

Death, Desire and Strife – The triple mask of the divine Life-principle, 13-473 

Death, Desire and Strife are the trinity of divided living, 21-209 

The Asuric nature – The cult of Desire and Ego, 19-472 

The necessity, justification and self-fulfilment of Desire, 21-206 

The three badges of individual life’s limitation – Death, Desire and Incapacity, 21-204 

desire of Nirvana 

The desire of Nirvana easily brings this kind of collapse of the energies, 31-139 

desire soul 

In its outer form in the Ignorance the vital generates the desire soul, 28-111 

Sometimes it is what I have called the desire-soul, 29-28 

The psychic prana, pranic mind or desire soul too calls for its own perfection, 23-734 

desire. 

Only by perfect renunciation of desire or by perfect satisfaction of desire (95), 12-433 

desirelessness 

Desirelessness when it has to enter into relations – Equal indifference or delight, 19-

189 

Equality, desirelessness and freedom from the lower egoistic nature – Love, 19-405 

You must learn quietude, desirelessness, simplicity and surrender, 29-139 

desire-mind 

By its modification in the life-world it creates in us the desire-mind, 23-455 

The desire-mind must also be rejected from the instrument of thought, 23-354 

The mental Purusha has to separate himself from the desire-mind, 23-352 

The psychic entity is covered up by the play of the desire-mind, 23-351 

desires 

As for the feelings and desires etc. if they are rejected when they come, 31-716 

Desires are only waves from outside – There can be a vital without desire, 35-134 
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Desires have not merely to be suppressed, but to be rejected from the nature, 31-265 

If one cherishes desires, there is bound to be disappointment and suffering, 31-258 

If the habitual desires are rejected and exiled, a new nature is formed, 28-43 

It is difficult to get rid of desires altogether all at once, 31-262 

It is not Yoga to give free play to the natural instincts and desires, 31-260 

It is only if one turns to the spiritual life that one has to get rid of vital desires, 31-260 

Love and devotion depend on the opening of the psychic and for that the desires must 

go, 32-475 

No one can easily get rid of desires, 31-262 

The desires come from outside and rise to the surface, 31-252 

The desires etc. will then have been pushed out ‒ Into an environmental consciousness, 

30-484 

The desires of the vital-physical in the subtle physical consciousness, 31-256 

The habit of the vital being to find out things by which it justifies its desires, 31-255 

The lower physical nature is in itself full of low and obscure desires, 31-359 

The old vital nature feels its human worldly desires will not be satisfied, 31-261 

The psychic Ananda and the desire of the vital cannot go together, 31-253 

The satisfaction of the vital desires is a normal feature of the ordinary life, 31-260 

The surmounting of those vital desires and the complete surrender to the One, 31-263 

The vital confusion and desires come from the lower Nature, 32-223 

The vital has its desires and therefore does not believe in the Mother’s presence, 32-

170 

The way to realise is through a quiet mind and a vital free from desires, 29-44 

These cravings and desires are old habits of the physical, 31-601 

These small desires obstruct greatly the change in the outer consciousness, 31-257 

This cannot be as long as you mix up your desires with your spiritual aspiration, 32-142 

Thoughts are of the mind, emotions are of the heart, desires are of the vital, 28-167 

To be governed by one's desires is not Yoga, 31-257 

Tranquillise in yourself all over-eager demands and desires, 31-804 

Universal Prakriti entering into the vital being creates desires, 35-134 

What has first to be done is to exteriorize them, to push them out, 31-262 

When all the being lives in the solid realisation, then the desires fall away, 29-425 

When one lives in the true consciousness one feels the desires outside oneself, 31-265 

Withdraw from the vital and its demands and desires, 32-145 

desire-soul 

A double psychic entity – The surface desire-soul and a subliminal psychic entity, 21-

234 

By equality of the heart we get away from the troubled desire-soul on the surface, 23-

704 

Often the false soul or desire-soul is intended by the words `soul' and `psychic', 28-103 

One form of activity is the emotional mind – The desire-soul, 23-649 

The combination with the psychic prana creates in us the sensational desire-soul, 23-

647 

The confusion of the idea that the “desire-soul” in the vital is the true psyche of man, 

28-123 

The desire-soul and the psychic entity – To bring to the surface is not enough, 13-478 
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The desire-soul and the Purusha – The apparent self, the ego, and the true self, 19-215 

The true emotive soul, the real psyche in us, is not a desire-soul, 23-649 

The vital being is made up of desires and executive forces – The desire-soul, 28-123 

The way to be free – To get rid of the desire-soul and the false self-view of this ego, 

19-215 

The wrong reception by the desire-soul – Pleasure, pain and indifference, 21-235 

desire-world 

A whole vital plane connected with the life-world or desire-world is hidden in us, 23-

468 

The life-world or desire-world – In which Life-force is the first determinant, 23-452 

despair 

Despair and despondency are always wrong, 31-206 

Despair and disappointment therefore could not possibly be the root, 6-625 

Exaggerated feelings of remorse and despair, 31-737 

Feelings of despair and exaggerated sense of self-depreciation and helplessness, 31-207 

Fits of despair and darkness are a tradition in the path of sadhana – Unnecessary, 35-

376 

Fits of despair and darkness could be dispensed with if one chose, 29-96 

Fits of despair at having arrived nowhere do not mean that one will never arrive, 31-

647 

I have borne every attack which human beings have borne – Doubt or despair, 35-418 

Pain and suffering and struggle and excesses of despair are natural – Not inevitable, 29-

470 

The difficulty of the attitude to be taken, of the approach ‒ A vital ready to despair, 31-

196 

The Grace can at any moment act suddenly – One should never despair, 29-174 

There is no reason to be so much cut down or despair of your progress, 31-738 

There is nothing more futile than to despair in the spiritual path and throw up the game, 

31-201 

These fits of despair are quite irrational ‒ Our solicitude and help are there always, 31-

207 

We claim the right to keep you as our own here with us – Throw away this despair, 35-

443 

despondency 

Alternately the impulse to aspire and then to despair ‒ The vital despondency, 31-207 

As for despondency, it is surely a terrible burden to carry on the way, 29-470, 31-681 

Despair and despondency are always wrong, 31-206 

Despondency is not the right way to meet it, 31-734 

If the mind does not respond to reasons for despondency – A great liberation, 31-209 

In any case one thing can never help and that is to despond always, 31-682 

Irrational sadness and despondency, fears and perverse reasonings, 31-208 

The outer reasons for despondency are created by the mind, 31-209 

Your despondency has lasted because something in the vital has been clinging to it, 31-

168 

despotism 

Despotic reaction is always the same in all countries and all ages, 6-712 
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Despotism continued at the sacrifice of morality, justice and every other consideration, 

6-535 

Here in India we lag behind because there is that despotism and repression, 6-671 

Indian Nationalism and bureaucratic despotism cannot divide India between them, 6-

423 

The bureaucracy – A change definitely of indirect for direct methods of despotism, 6-

410 

The circumstances of the country and the nature of the despotism must determine, 6-

299 

The despot is infatuated with the sense of his own irresistible strength, 6-494 

The enemy of the despot is not a man, but the patriotic sentiment in men, 6-579 

The Government deploying all the powers and instruments of despotism, 6-430 

The intellectual gymnastics to justify the foreign despotism, 6-198 

The love-sick despot – “love me or die” is a principle of government too ethereal, 6-

1023 

The Moderate’s occupation is gone – British rule has declared itself as despotism, 6-

435 

The punishment of a man without trial, a relic of mediaeval despotism, 6-421 

To meet the peaceful instruments of Press and platform with persecution is despotism, 

6-579 

We are all agreed that the continuance of unmitigated bureaucratic despotism is 

ruinous, 6-233 

We must strive for economic independence – A mercantile and military despotism, 6-

239 

destiny 

As one enters the spiritual path, the old  predetermined destiny begins to recede, 28-509 

Each follows in the world his own line of destiny, 28-509 

Each has his own destiny – Entering into a particular family in one life is only an 

incident, 28-510 

Each has his own destiny which he brings with him into the world, 28-510 

Each person has his own destiny and follows its line, 28-527 

The question whether all is predictable, whether destiny is the sole factor, 28-516 

The soul can grow against or even by a material destiny that is adverse, 28-518 

Destiny 

Destiny is not an absolute, it is a relative. One can alter it for the better or the worse, 

28-510 

Nature, Destiny, the way of the Divine, all remain a mystery, 28-510 

Destroyer 

God is not only the Destroyer, but the Friend of creatures, 19-45 

In the greatness of this vision there is too the terrific image of the Destroyer, 19-379 

Not appalled by the face of the Destroyer, he will see the Friend of all creatures, 19-387 

The Divine is only in outward form the Destroyer – The ever originating Creator, 19-

390 

What makes the difficulty – The vision of the Lord as the universal Destroyer, 19-40 

destruction 

By soul force, the force of destruction may get a more formidable impetus, 19-386 
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Destruction in itself is neither good nor evil. It is a fact of Nature, 28-435 

Destruction is the first condition of progress – A law of battle and destruction, 19-384 

In this formidable disorder and terrible destruction can be seen a great working, 32-632 

Inwardly, the man who does not destroy his lower self-formations, cannot rise, 19-384 

It all depends on the character of the destruction and the forces that enter into it, 28-435 

My work is one of spiritual creation not of physical destruction, 36-395 

One should not destroy life wantonly or inflict needless suffering, 28-435 

Outwardly, the nation or community which shrinks too long is itself destroyed, 19-384 

The taking away of the Force of destruction, 28-293 

The taking away of the Force of destruction – A creation that will develop always, 35-

125 

The universal Being fulfilling himself in a vast creation and a vast destruction, 19-40 

The world and its nations are shaken and in anguish with the terror of destruction, 19-

380 

This is not to say that strife and destruction are the alpha and omega of existence, 19-45 

This world is so arranged that it is not possible to live without some destruction of life, 

28-435 

War and destruction in our life here in its purely material aspects, 19-42 

War and destruction in our mental and moral existence, 19-42 

Where a monstrous and painful destruction appals thy mind, 13-209 

Destruction 

There is a truth in Ahimsa, there is a truth in Destruction also, 28-435 

destruction. 

If there are things that absolutely refuse to be transformed or remedied into God's more 

perfect image, they may be destroyed (487), 12-491 

detachment 

(4) An absence of attachment to things, people or events, 30-242 

An attitude not of forceful suppression, but of detachment and equality – About desire, 

35-772 

As the consciousness develops, the power of detachment also develops, 30-238 

But first, detachment is the rule, 29-384 

Complete detachment is the surest step – A calm, equal and detached mind, 23-669 

Detach means that the Witness in oneself has to stand back, 30-239 

Detachment ‒ The consciousness draws back from the reactions of joy and sorrow, 30-

241 

Detachment is absolutely necessary, 29-80 

Detachment is the beginning of mastery, 30-240 

Detachment means standing back with part of the consciousness and observing, 30-238 

Detachment, silence, inner peace are certainly indispensable, 29-127 

Equality and detachment – The best way to prepare oneself for the spiritual life, 31-344 

In our Yoga it is a passage only to a deeper consciousness, 30-241 

It proceeds by a process of combined detachment and rejection, 31-503 

The divine detachment – The foundation for a divine participation in Nature, 19-305 

The first necessity is to detach yourself, not to regard it as your own, 30-61 

The main thing is the inner detachment and complete turning to the Divine, 31-341 

The means to quieten the physical consciousness ‒ To detach oneself, 30-445 
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The mind can become quiet only when you detach yourself from it, 30-242 

The need for detachment ‒ Everyone has to do that with his difficulties, 30-239 

The next thing – To impose the same will of detachment on the vital, 31-792 

The witness attitude ‒ A beginning which makes it easy for the full detachment to 

come, 30-241 

This comes as a result of detaching oneself from the movements, 30-240 

To reach the Freedom without the discipline and detachment is given to few, 32-97 

To understand, remain quiet and detached from the surface movements, 30-61 

details 

I don’t bother about details while writing – That would only hamper the inspiration, 27-

273 

One can feel the essential change without its expressing itself in details, 31-740 

The method of the mind concentrating on details and trying to put them right, 31-740 

detective stories 

The detective stories of today are much better than those of the Sherlock Holmes, 27-

552 

detention 

Before my arrest, a call had come to me to put aside all activity, to go into seclusion, 8-

5 

The year of detention was meant only for a year of seclusion and of training, 8-4 

determinant 

A spiritual entity is the original determinant of both mind and body, 21-320 

determinates 

All others are determinates of the fundamental spiritual determinates, 21-329 

The forms or vehicles of these truths or powers would be the basic determinates, 21-

318 

determination 

A self-determination, a creation by Nature, or a play of a cosmic Imagination, 21-324 

Determination is needed and a firm patience, 29-110 

determinations 

The fundamental spiritual self-determinations of the Infinite, 21-329 

determinative 

In Overmind, the dichotomy of a pure silent self and of a determinative knowledge-

power, 21-325 

determinism 

A certain absolute determinism by Nature is the opposite aspect, 19-213 

But where is that first action in Nature which has no determining past behind it, 19-224 

Determinism as the natural aspect of the mental, vital and physical personality, 23-636 

Here is a precise limitation of the meaning and scope of the determinism of Nature, 19-

219 

So too with this truth of the determinism of Nature – It is true in a sense, 19-217 

The apparent fact is an overwhelming determinism of Nature, 28-514 

The determinism is not complete – Free will and the sanction of the Purusha, 23-636 

The determinism of Nature – The ego an instrument of the action of Prakriti, 19-224 

The determinism of Nature and a self-determination from within, 28-513 
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The determinism of Nature or Force – Yet, the soul's sanction is needed for the play, 

23-236 

The doctrine of Karma reconciles determinism and free-willism, 28-326 

The freedom and the determination are only two sides of the same thing, 28-514 

The question of free-will or determination – Nobody has been able to solve it, 28-516 

The rejection of free will must not be a mere fatalism or idea of natural determinism, 

19-226 

The subjection of the ego-soul to Nature understood as an absolute determinism, 19-

212 

The truth of astrology would not necessarily carry with it a complete determinism, 1-

601 

Deva 

A distinction between two kinds of beings, the Deva and the Asura, 19-469 

God and Titan, Deva and Asura are indeed close kin in their differences, 13-152 

How to recall that all these gods are personalities of the one universal Deva?, 15-56 

The Deva or Godhead is both the original cause and the final result, 15-371 

The distinction between Deva & Asura is one of three contributions to ethical thought, 

1-335 

The old legend tells us that the Deva and the Asura laboured together, 13-154 

The soul of man soars as the Bird – The Deva is the Friend and Lover of man, 15-371 

These are the two, Vishnu of the movement here, the bliss-enjoying Deva there, 15-350 

This Brahman is also conceived as the Deva – Each of the Gods is an aspect, 15-353 

To the pursuit of our personality it reveals itself as the God or Deva, 15-370 

To the Vedic Rishis there was only one universal Deva – The whole Deva, 15-347 

Deva nature 

The Deva nature is distinguished by an acme of the sattwic habits and qualities, 19-471 

devas 

He may be known in an inferior action through the devas, 19-118 

This brightness & joyousness was the character of the Aryan gods – The devas, 18-286 

Devas 

Devas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – A very ancient distinction, 19-470 

The Devas and Asuras are not evolved in Matter, 28-450 

The Gita resolves this opposition – The Devas are only forms of the Ishwara, 19-112 

development 

A free and natural growth is the condition of genuine development, 1-385 

Foreign rule is naturally opposed to the development of the subject nation, 6-365 

Individual liberty is necessary to national development, 6-364 

That a healthy development is possible under foreign domination and must be effected, 

6-359 

The group itself cannot develop unless it has an organisation, 6-363 

The idea is that foreign rule is training an imperfectly developed people, 6-361 

The impossibility of a healthy national development under foreign rule, 6-367 

The individual, standing alone, cannot develop, 6-363 

The nation or group – The development of its activities and capacities, 6-363 

There can be no national development without national liberty, 6-364 

What, then, is the place of foreign rule in such an organic development?, 6-368 
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Devi 

The Devi is the Divine Shakti, 28-460 

devotee 

Through the heart – The devotee, the saint, 21-936 

Where there is not knowledge, the devotee constructs imperfect names and images, 19-

285 

devotion 

Aspiration and devotion are the natural and easy means for getting the contact, 29-361 

By spiritual development devotion becomes one with knowledge, 19-287 

By Yoga is meant the selfless devotion of all the inner as well as the outer activities, 

19-70 

Devotion and inner consecration are the best way to open the psychic, 30-384 

Devotion and surrender used as a means of fulfilling desires and demands, 35-109 

Devotion embodied in acts and the element of joy and love – The spirit of divine love, 

23-165 

Devotion yearns for the realisation of the Bliss, 23-424 

Devotion, whatever its limitations, has the one grand necessity, faith, 19-287 

Faith and devotion come from the soul, 31-136 

If one does not encourage the devotion of the emotional being, 29-357 

Love and devotion, unified with both works and knowledge – The Purushottama, 19-

234 

That mystery of the supreme Person is the secret of love and devotion, 19-442 

The flow of devotion and love – To overflow to all the parts of being, 29-354 

The growth of the god in man – The manner of the integral devotion, 19-327 

The habit of concentrating ‒ A whole-hearted concentration and devotion to the 

Mother, 31-376 

The higher feelings, devotion etc. are those of your inmost self, your soul, 29-354 

The highest devotion possible – The very essence of an integral and absolute Bhakti, 

23-112 

The motives of devotion and the self-existent motive of love, 23-559 

The spirit of devotion must be not merely a mental feeling but an aspiration, 36-365 

The truth of the motives of the heart's devotion, 23-559 

There can be no such thing as a mechanical and artificial devotion, 29-355 

Devotion 

The nature of the two united is an illuminated Devotion, 17-81 

devotion. 

Devotion is not utterly fulfilled till it becomes action and knowledge (409), 12-481 

dharma 

A man subject to the action of the gunas – The standard which he obeys is the dharma, 

19-23 

A peculiar figure was the Rishi – The Dharma with a spiritual significance, 20-389 

And how again are we to point that dharma towards its own exceeding, 20-170 

Both rights and duties are European ideas – Dharma is the Indian conception, 6-932 

Dharma – The holy rule is not a mass of fugitive and temporary customs, 1-493 

Dharma in the Gita means the law of one’s own essential nature, 36-114 
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Dharma is all that helps us to grow – Against it stands the adharma, all that resists, 19-

172 

Each activity of soul, mind, life, body has its dharma, 20-226 

How are we to take the natural life of man and subject it to a dharma, 20-170 

If we give to the word dharma only its religious sense – Excluding an important part, 

19-170 

It is the dharma of every man to be free in soul, bound to service by love, 6-932 

Last, Kali Yuga – A period of anarchy and conflict and dissolution of the dharma, 20-

404 

The Avatar gives a dharma, a law of self-discipline, 19-173 

The dharma has indeed to be observed, but the soul of man has to go beyond, 19-569 

The dharma is the taking up of all human relations into a higher divine meaning, 19-

173 

The dharma to live in the Divine and love the Divine and be one with all beings, 19-

245 

The duty of the Kshatriya – It is nature which teaches you your own dharma, 8-50 

The universal dharma – A perfection for the developing mind and soul of man, 20-163 

The vital and material man must accept a religious and social and ideal dharma, 19-569 

To be a good, unselfish and religious man is the lower dharma, 1-493 

To reach God revealed and bring Him down to earth – The higher dharma, 1-493 

Dharma 

A greater sovereign was the Dharma – The role of the Brahmins and the king, 20-391 

A State, a sovereign power has to be superimposed to see that the Dharma is observed, 

20-404 

All alike bound to the maintenance and restrained by the yoke of the Dharma, 20-406 

All the members and groups of the socio-political body had their Dharma, 20-405 

Another power claims man – The power of the Dharma, 20-162 

Brahmajnana, Yoga & Dharma are the three essentialities of Hinduism, 12-64 

Dharma in the language of the Gita means the innate law of the being and its works, 

19-405 

Dharma is action governed by the swabhava, the essential law of one's nature, 19-275 

Dharma is fixed in its essence, but still it develops in our consciousness and evolves, 

20-162 

Dharma may be used in a purely ethical, philosophical or religious sense, 19-169 

Dharma or Law is action as decided by the nature of the thing – Swabhava, 13-48 

Ethically dharma means the moral rule of conduct, or the social law, 19-169 

First in the web of Dharma comes the social law, 20-226 

For each man, the action determined by his inner nature, that is his real Dharma, 19-

592 

Her second period completed the discovery of the Dharma, 20-9 

His ordinary dynamic, political, economical and social being – The Dharma, 20-228 

The age of the Dharma – The second long epoch of India's greatness, 20-13 

The ancient theory of the Dharma – The stages of corruption of the Dharma, 20-404 

The conception of a mental truth, justice, right, the conception of Dharma, 13-402 

The Dharma – The whole right practice of life founded on this knowledge, 20-225 

The Dharma – Universal too in the broad lines which all ought to pursue, 20-163 
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The Dharma fixed in the Shastra is the right thing to observe, the true rule of action, 

20-226 

The Dharma is the right law of functioning of our life in all its parts, 20-162 

The higher a man's position and power, the greater the call on him of the Dharma, 20-

228 

The idea of Dharma is predominantly moral in its essence, 13-402 

The idea of the Dharma is, next to the idea of the Infinite, the major chord, 20-148 

The individual and community – Living freely according to the inner divine Dharma, 

20-403 

The leading idea was the government of human interest and desire by the Dharma, 20-

344 

The outer struggle – Between the Dharma and the Adharma in the human collectivity, 

19-175 

The outward action is described as the restoration of the Dharma, 19-169 

The sattwic sacrifice is not the highest ideal – The immortal dharma, 19-488 

The search of another law – There is an ideal, an eternal Dharma, 19-478 

The sovereign was the guardian and administrator of the Dharma, 20-404 

This subjection of the sovereign power to the Dharma – Political consequences, 20-392 

We must then take the idea of the Dharma in its largest conception, 19-171 

When he came out from jail – He started two weeklies, the Karmayogin and Dharma, 

36-61 

When one has to escape from the lower Dharma, one has often to break it, 35-81 

Dharmarajya 

The full flowering of the ideal is seen in the great epics – The Dharmarajya, 20-435 

dharmas 

“Abandon all dharmas, give thyself to the Divine alone”, 19-556 

All other highest dharmas are only a preparation for this Dharma, 19-555 

The abandonment of all dharmas to the Divine, 19-594 

The greatness of the Gita teaching – The supreme word beyond all dharmas, 19-527 

The observance of established dharmas – A very necessary stage, 19-569 

The surrender to the Divine – The liberation from all dharmas, 19-593 

We too can cast away all dependence on dharmas, surrender ourselves to this Spirit, 19-

559 

dhyana 

By dhyana the veil of ignorance is removed, 1-534 

By dhyana you awake the inner being, 29-298 

Dhyana is inner concentration of the consciousness, meditation, going inside, 29-215 

Dhyana is perhaps the best way – A higher inspiration is necessary, 27-584 

Dhyana puts out a steady force of knowledge on the object of knowledge, 1-534 

Dhyana, tapasya and aradhana are all parts of sadhana, 29-215 

In order to have dhyana the restlessness of the mind must be utterly stilled, 1-534 

Other forms of dhyana – Concentration in self-observation and the dhyana of 

liberation, 36-294 

Two words to express the Indian idea of Dhyana – “meditation” and “contemplation”, 

36-293 

What is dhyana? – Dhyana is a wide term covering a number of processes, 1-534 
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You have not to remain in dhyana all the time, 29-298 

Dhyana 

Dhyana means to make the mind and vital quiet and concentrate in aspiration, 32-135 

dhyāna 

The preparation in the inner being is being done for you in dhyāna, 29-298 

dhyana of liberation 

Other forms of dhyana – Concentration in self-observation and the dhyana of 

liberation, 36-294 

diabolism 

The diabolism and cult of the bizarre in the nineties had a certain meaning – Not now, 

27-439 

diagnosis 

Difference of diagnosis is almost the rule except when doctors consult together, 35-512 

diagnostic 

If one develops the diagnostic flair, one can see at once what is the real thing, 32-593 

diamond 

Diamonds may indicate the Mother’s Light at its intensest, 30-183 

The diamond in your heart – The light of Mother's consciousness there, 30-183 

The diamond is the symbol of the Mother’s light and energy, 30-183 

diamond blue 

Diamond blue is Krishna's light in the overmind, 30-128 

diamond light 

The diamond light is the Mother’s own light at its most intense, 30-125 

Dickens 

Dickens and Balzac are great novelists – Frequent absence of style, 27-548 

In fiction a man with bad style like Dickens or Balzac can make up by vigour, 27-550 

The man of imagination carries a world in himself – Victor Hugo, Balzac and Dickens, 

27-112 

Dickinson 

Dickinson sweeps idealism out of the field, 27-530 

diet 

As one reaches an advanced age a diminished diet may become desirable, 31-430 

Reduction of diet has not usually a permanent effect on the sex-impulse, 31-512 

difference. 

We all see the one Object in different lights & shadows (155), 12-442 

differences 

Attempts to silence important differences of opinion are anti-democratic, 8-197 

Differences of religion, social status and political opinion there must be, 6-1052 

If they were equally patriotic, this opposition would work for the good of the country, 

6-1063 

It is for the good sense of the people at large to decide between these conflicting views, 

8-202 

So long as the differences are minor – No reason why there should not be unity, 6-232 

That there must be an entire levelling down and sweeping away of all differences, 6-

359 

The differences should not generate hatred, if it can be avoided, 6-321 
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The first necessary element of democratic politics is difference of opinion, 8-197 

The foolish ideal that social and religious differences must first of all be destroyed, 6-

167 

The importance of these differences cannot be denied and ought not to be belittled, 6-

959 

The moment vital differences arise, parties and party struggle become inevitable, 6-232 

The only sound way – Not exclusion but inclusion, by admitting differences of opinion, 

6-960 

Unity does not mean uniformity and the removal of all differences, 6-372 

We have tried to emphasize points of agreement, ignore points of difference, 6-919 

When a nation is living at high pressure, opinions and actions are bound to diverge, 6-

721 

Who were intolerant towards those who held views different from their own?, 6-849 

differentiation 

Concert or unity must be an underlying unity with a free differentiation, 20-59 

No reason to get rid of the differentiation by plunging into an exclusive unity, 21-386 

The power of reasoning, of comparison and differentiation and of expression, 1-359 

The underlying immutability of the eternal Identical – Infinite differentiation, 21-355 

The universal does not absorb and abolish all individual differentiation, 21-385 

difficulties 

A confidence in the Divine that beyond all difficulties lies the realisation, 31-698 

A wrong attitude to put too much stress either on them or on the difficulties, 31-701 

All are at grips with the difficulties of the physical consciousness at present, 35-350 

All difficulties can be conquered, but only on condition of fidelity to the Way, 36-228 

All naturally in these difficulties has its original roots in the vital, 31-789 

All the difficulties are bound to vanish in time under the action of the Force, 31-637 

All who enter the spiritual path have to face the difficulties and ordeals, 31-635 

Always possible for the psychic being to prevail over the difficulties of the vital nature, 

27-713 

Always referring all difficulties for solution to the force, 29-243 

Apart from the vital and its disturbances the physical is the chief difficulty, 32-172 

As for his difficulties, they come from within him and not from outside, 31-698 

Cheerfulness – A glad equanimity even in the face of difficulties, 31-194 

Difficulties always come and have to be overcome, 29-34 

Difficulties and perplexities never got rid of by the mind brooding on them, 31-739 

Difficulties in the way of one's going deep inside into the psychic centre, 30-203 

Difficulties rise one after another and repeatedly till they are overcome, 35-586 

Difficulties should be faced in a more quiet and less egoistic spirit, 31-780 

Difficulties there will always be at the beginning, 29-234 

Difficulty after difficulty has to be entirely experienced and entirely mastered, 23-247 

Do not let the difficulties you feel or meet from outside overcome or depress you, 31-

695 

Doubts and difficulties cannot be overcome by giving them their full force, 31-704 

Each sadhak has his own separate sadhana, his own difficulties, 31-630 

Even the saint and the sage continue to have difficulties, 31-633 
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Even those who seem the most advanced have difficulties in the physical 

consciousness, 31-401 

Every difficulty gives its help and has its value, 35-324 

Falsehood reigns in this world – The reason why these difficulties manifest, 31-635 

First – Man is aware only of a small part of his own being, 21-225 

For many the exact statement of their difficulties to us is the best means of release, 31-

703, 35-451 

I have described the difficulties of Yoga at their worst, 31-688 

I myself have had to bear all the possible typical difficulties, troubles, downfalls, 36-

230 

If anyone is in serious trouble in this Asram, that falls on us and most on the Mother, 

32-553 

If the inner being is safe, then there is no longer any fundamental difficulties, 28-92 

If the nature takes the way of fighting down the difficulties first, 31-21 

If the psychic being is always at the front difficulties are greatly lessened, 30-312 

If the sadhak goes in the outside world in the middle of his sadhana – Difficulties, 35-

609 

If there are difficulties, stumblings or failures, one has to look at them quietly, 32-294 

If there is an insufficient opening – The progress will be slow and with great 

difficulties, 32-193 

If there is complete surrender, difficulties are no longer felt as a burden or obstacle, 29-

197 

If you have difficulties, you should recognise that they come from your own vital, 32-

387 

If you refuse to be preoccupied with the idea of your difficulties, 31-742 

If you stress difficulties the difficulties tend to stick or even increase, 31-739 

In hard periods or moments concentration on the difficulties is inevitable, 31-742, 35-

125 

In the course of the Yoga, collectively, as each plane is dealt with, all its difficulties 

arise, 35-601 

In the supramental consciousness difficulties and attacks are not possible, 28-309 

In this stage, added difficulties of others – There comes a power to surmount them, 23-

716 

In this Yoga the progress is attended with relapses into the ordinary mentality, 36-288 

In your dealing with your difficulties and the wrong movements that assail you, 31-741 

Inner difficulties should also be met with detachment, calm, equality, 31-264 

It came by being preoccupied too much with the difficulties of the nature, 31-742 

It is a mistake to dwell too much on the lower nature and its obstacles, 30-39 

It is always best in these difficulties to tell the Mother and call for her help, 32-313 

It is certainly better not to dwell on the difficulties or give them too much voice, 31-

561 

It is inevitable once one enters into yoga that the difficulties should rise up, 31-743 

It is not difficulties or the threat of failure that can deter me, 35-371 

It is not the pressure from above that creates difficulties – A strong resistance to 

change, 35-639 

It is quite normal for difficulties to come back like that, 31-604 
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It is this spiritual change that is the cause of most of the struggles and difficulties, 31-

686 

It might be that all the difficulties of the change – With a concentrated force, 21-1099 

Let each progress inwardly and then only the outer difficulties will disappear, 32-398 

lump, 31-743 

Man's difficulties – Man seeks a reconciliation with himself and his fellow-beings, 13-

476 

My sadhana – I fought out the difficulties of the mind and vital first, 35-653 

My Yoga does not approve of taking stumbles and difficulties too seriously, 31-177 

Not to be touched or disturbed by the difficulties, to feel separate from them, 31-705 

On the contrary, an attitude of depression or unfaith prolongs the difficulties, 31-665 

Once one has entered the path of Yoga – To go to the end whatever difficulties arise, 

32-294 

One can either use effort to remove difficulties, 31-722 

One of the chief difficulties in yoga when the experiences have begun, 29-303 

One who has not the courage to face patiently and firmly life and its difficulties, 29-111 

Outer difficulties or inconveniences you should not allow to alarm you, 31-264 

Outer difficulties will be more and more pushed out, 30-231 

Outward difficulties are really nothing ‒ It is the inward that are difficult to get rid of, 

31-654 

Personal difficulties of my own and difficulties concerning the Ashram, 35-42 

Raising up difficulties under plan of testing is quite the wrong method, 31-762 

Regard the difficulties of the nature calmly and dispassionately, 32-335 

Remain firm and strong against all difficulties that may yet remain, 31-699 

Second – The separation of man in his mind, life and body from the universal, 21-226 

Some always dwelling on their difficulties and shortcomings only, 31-742 

Sufferings and difficulties – Even these came from the Divine, 32-603 

That does not mean that the sunlit man has no difficulties, 31-618 

That is the use of faith, to carry you through the difficulties and help to dissipate them, 

31-207 

The conquest of difficulties makes up all that is valuable in the earth's history, 29-100 

The difficulties and obstacles ‒ No proof that it is a chimera to aspire to the summits, 

31-673 

The difficulties are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 31-619 

The difficulties are not likely to cease until the material resistance has been conquered, 

35-348 

The difficulties come because the mind, vital and physical or some part is open, 31-635 

The difficulties from the imperfect poise of Consciousness and Force in man, 21-225 

The difficulties have to be got rid of by opening the vital and physical, 31-635 

The difficulties in the physical – So long as the material resistance is not overcome, 35-

351 

The difficulties in the way of the integral knowledge, 23-392 

The difficulties of course rise up, but it is not always in the beginning, 31-629 

The difficulties of the character persist so long as one yields to them in action, 31-706 

The difficulties of the lower nature – The solutions, 19-402 
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The difficulties of the vital and physical consciousness – Get first the contact or 

presence, 32-383 

The difficulties that come are ordeals and tests, 31-780 

The difficulties themselves are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 

35-367 

The difficulties you find in the spiritual progress are common to us all, 36-288 

The difficulty came because you have been going too much out of your inner being, 32-

309 

The difficulty for the mental being – Liberation only in the peace of the One, 23-414 

The difficulty of the sattwic man – Sometimes as sticky as the rajasic difficulties, 28-

428 

The difficulty of the wholesale conversion – The source of all the stumblings, 23-71 

The Divine may be difficult, but his difficulties can be overcome if one keeps at him, 

31-634 

The existence of difficulties is a known thing in the Yoga, 32-299 

The extreme acuteness of your difficulties, 31-619 

The growth of the psychic consciousness – Difficulties will then be minor things, 32-

387 

The Indian sadhak has his own difficulties in his approach to the yoga, 29-39 

The more cheerfully difficulties are faced, the sooner they will be overcome, 29-116 

The more one is open to the Mother’s action, the more easily difficulties get solved, 32-

304 

The Mother – Her concentration is on help and uplift, not on difficulty and downfall, 

32-295 

The Mother is helping you to rise beyond the necessity of tests and difficulties, 32-322 

The Mother is not displeased with people because they have difficulties, 32-544 

The Mother knows the difficulties of human nature and will help you through, 32-157 

The Mother once prayed to the Divine that difficulties might be laid on her, 32-96 

The Mother’s Grace is acting even when the difficulties do not disappear, 32-299 

The nearer the descent of the Supermind – The greater will be the difficulties, 32-295 

The nearer the supramental descent, the greater the difficulties, unless they are spared, 

35-353 

The obstacles and difficulties in the way of success are formidable, 35-529 

The only sensible thing is to face the difficulties in this life and this body, 31-748 

The path of yoga is always beset with inner and outer difficulties, 31-124 

The physical difficulties when one comes down into the physical, 31-361 

The present difficulties – The result not of the descent, but of the resistance to it, 35-

354 

The same phenomenon – The vital difficulties when one is on the vital plane, 31-362 

The seeds or the strong remnants of the habitual difficulties of the nature, 31-603 

The things that would minimise and shorten the struggles and difficulties, 29-487 

The vital – When difficulties become strong, it sinks and lies supine, 31-139 

The vital defects and difficulties – To open in faith and confidence to the Mother’s 

Force, 32-218 

The vital difficulties persist so long as one indulges in any way the lower nature, 35-

635 
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The will within to face all difficulties and go through, no matter how long it takes, 29-

27 

Their division or their conflict is the cause of most of the more acute difficulties, 28-

168 

Then all the vital difficulties arise, 31-241 

There are always difficulties and a hampered progress in the early stages, 29-110 

There are people who had nothing but difficulties and revolts – Yet a psychic awaking, 

32-338 

There is also the old persistent habit of raising up and stressing the difficulties, 31-744 

These things are not part of the normal difficulties but especial formations, 31-683 

They rise, because if they did not rise the action would not be complete, 31-637 

They will arrive in spite of all difficulties, stumbles or falls, 31-757 

Third – The division between force and consciousness in the evolution, 21-227 

This is the time of the greatest difficulties, revolts and dangers, 31-690 

This path of Yoga is a path long and full of difficulties, 32-332 

Those who wish to enter on to this Path must be prepared for great difficulties, 35-123 

Three results of the method – The troubles and difficulties of others are added, 23-716 

Through all the delays and difficulties of the sadhana the Mother is leading you, 32-481 

To get through the difficulties without discouragement or falling into depression, 30-67 

To open the centres is only a beginning, for then comes one of the most difficult 

periods, 36-393 

To question, to resist in some part of the being increases trouble and difficulties Voir 

To take disciples means to take upon yourself the difficulties of the disciples, 29-197 

To unify without losing, to integralise without rejecting is its supreme difficulty, 23-

399 

True aspiration is sure to be fulfilled, whatever the difficulties, 30-376 

Two or three things about your spiritual life and your difficulties, 31-649 

Until this is thrown away, the Force works but under difficulties and behind, 31-744 

We are there with you in your difficulties and troubles, 31-698 

Whatever difficulties are outside you, whatever weaknesses are inside you, 29-101 

Whatever difficulties or troubles arise, the one thing is to go on quietly, 31-123 

Whatever difficulties there may still be in the outer nature, 30-211 

Whatever is difficult can indeed be made easy, 31-697 

Whatever the difficulties and troubles, you must keep relying on the Divine, 31-544 

Whatever the mistakes or the difficulties, our help will be with you, 32-546 

When difficulties arise, remain quiet within and call down the Mother’s Force, 32-297 

When in difficulties always remain as quiet within as possible and call the Mother, 32-

309 

When the inner life is well established the difficulties can get their true solution, 30-

226 

When vital difficulties assail a sadhak ‒ To stand back and remaining quiet, 31-705 

When we attempt to repeat the Vedic revelatory processes – Dangers and difficulties, 

17-553 

With faith one need not mind the difficulties, 31-697 

Yoga has always its difficulties, whatever Yoga it be, 31-630 

Your idea that my difficulties were different from those of human nature, 31-199 
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difficulties of life 

Those who cannot face the difficulties of life in the right spirit, will not be able, 35-567 

difficulty 

A certain inner perception loosens the knot – The worst of the difficulty is over, 31-707 

A difficulty can never be overcome by your running away from it, 31-738 

A supreme difficulty is Nature’s indication to us of a supreme conquest to be won, 23-

11 

A very serious difficulty in one's Yoga – The absence of a central will, 30-227 

Although the difficulty is there, the impossibility does not exist, 31-366 

Difficulty in sadhana – The vital or physical mind becoming active, 31-462 

Doubt or difficulty – I have had worse than any human mind can think of, 31-673 

I have always insisted on the difficulty of the sadhana, 31-198 

I lead and have to make the path so that others may follow with less difficulty, 35-423 

If one wants a new inspiration or development – A period of difficulty or suspension, 

27-585 

If the inspiration comes, the sense of difficulty is not likely to remain, 27-585 

In the works of life in the earth-nature is the very heart of the difficulty, 23-170 

It is an old difficulty which has never been radically solved in life itself, 31-126 

It is an old difficulty which has never been truly solved – The former ways of Yoga, 

35-725 

It is the conflict between these two that makes all the difficulty of the sadhana, 31-643 

Not to raise up the difficulty from below before the descending Power is ready, 29-260 

One has to learn the causes, note and face the difficulty and always react, 31-453 

One to overcome the difficulty in its own field, 31-724 

That is the inconvenience of going away from a difficulty, 31-698 

The common features of the difficulty, 31-619 

The difficulty – The vital of the artist is always accustomed to follow its own way, 27-

721 

The difficulty in combining clear directness with a richly packed and imaged thought, 

27-608 

The difficulty is always that something in the nature gives a hold to the attack, 31-792 

The difficulty is in the vital being and in the physical mind, 31-125 

The difficulty is that in everyone there are two people, 31-640 

The difficulty is to see God in the apparent truths of existence – The need of supports, 

19-358 

The difficulty is truly inside, not outside, 31-698 

The difficulty is with the lower vital and physical, 31-230 

The difficulty of the attitude to be taken, of the approach, 29-214 

The difficulty of the Yoga is in objectivising the Truth ‒ The outer consciousness, 30-

23 

The difficulty to transcribe the inspiration – The tamas of the physical mind, 27-585 

The extreme difficulty of these two aims has never been concealed, 29-21 

The main difficulty in the sadhana consists in the movements of the lower nature, 31-

638 

The obstinate spiritual difficulty disappears in the end like a mirage, 29-29 

The one real difficulty, 31-702 
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The only real difficulty – To apply the spiritual knowledge to the outer life, 35-259 

The real difficulty even for those who have progressed is with the external man, 35-591 

The real difficulty is always in ourselves, not in our surroundings, 1-536 

The storm, cloud, difficulty, suffering come, but they are no part of the Yogic idea, 35-

681 

There and not in the mind or the higher vital is all the difficulty, 31-786 

These periods of difficulty inevitably come, 31-663 

This resistance of the lower vital is usual in everybody ‒ The main difficulty in Yoga, 

31-158 

To fix the consciousness within is a great difficulty for all, 31-33 

What is done with labour only, is done with difficulty, not with a downpour, 27-588 

When one conquers a difficulty or goes forward, it creates a right current, 31-694 

When this part can be enlightened the central difficulty will have gone, 31-263 

Your vital attachment to family ties and the ordinary social ideas creates the difficulty, 

35-608 

digestion 

If you can digest, there is no harm in taking more, 31-428 

Dilip 

Dilip’s drama on Chaitanya – Fine poetry in it and dramatic interest, 27-468 

Four here whose work seemed a possibility – Dilip Kumar Roy, Arjava, Amal, Harin, 

27-454 

There is now as a result of your sadhana a new quality in your work, 27-467 

Dining Room 

The food given from the Dining Room has the Mother’s force behind it, 35-771 

Dionysian. 

Shrink not from the Dionysian cry & rapture within thee (286), 12-461 

diplomacy 

An abject tone of servility in politics is not “diplomacy” & is not good politics, 36-216 

Diplomacy can only help a movement if the movement proceeds upon truth, 6-882 

The excuse usually urged for these pitiful insincerities is that it is all diplomacy, 6-114 

The Moderates have been worsted in their diplomatic relations with British Liberalism, 

8-381 

The Reforms are purely a diplomatic move to strengthen the Government, 8-393 

The result if infants in diplomacy elect to play the game with past masters, 8-381 

The uplifting of a nation cannot be accomplished by a few diplomatic politicians, 6-880 

diplomacy. 

There is a great deal of diplomacy and still more of self-deceit (293), 12-462 

direct contact 

A separative knowledge arises – The origin of knowledge by direct contact, 21-568 

Its main character is a knowledge by direct contact – A pre-existent knowledge, 21-560 

Knowledge by direct contact is or can be an element in all that is supraphysical, 21-569 

direct knowledge 

He has in a greater degree the yet undeveloped faculty of direct knowledge, 1-365 

directness 

Music goes direct to the intuition – The least necessity of using the thinking mind, 27-

679 
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disabilities 

The disabilities of your past character and mind and vital habits, 31-712 

disabling thoughts 

The first effort to be made is to reject these disabling thoughts and feelings, 31-410 

disagreements 

As for the work – Differences and disagreements and incompatibilities of temper, 29-

284 

disappointment 

Despair and disappointment therefore could not possibly be the root, 6-625 

disappointment. 

When I am jealous and disappointed (25), 12-426 

disarmament 

It cannot be done absolutely except by an effective disarmament, 25-476 

Such a disarmament would be essential to the assured cessation of war, 25-483 

The concentration of military power – The disarmament of the nations, 25-483 

disc 

A revolving disc means a force in action on the nature, 30-185 

discernment 

And even there one must keep the power of discernment, 31-501 

And even there one must keep the power of discernment in order to detect, 32-228 

The discernment accomplishes the perfection of the activities of Indra and Vayu, 15-78 

disciples 

At first the relation of friends and companions rather than of a guru and disciples, 36-

98 

In teaching Yoga to another one becomes to some extent a master with disciples, 30-51 

One takes upon himself the difficulties of his disciples, 30-51 

Sometimes those who desire to be disciples have seen me in dream or vision, 35-551 

Sri Aurobindo takes as disciples only those who follow his special path of Yoga, 29-

462 

Until I went to Pondicherry I took no disciples, 36-98 

discipline, 29-281 

A fixed arrangement involving subordination and discipline in each worker, 32-442 

A raising to a higher level – The true inmost meaning of ethics, discipline and askesis, 

21-743 

And there is a discipline that one carries out by one’s own unaided effort, 32-612 

Discipline – To act according to a standard of Truth or a rule or law of action, 35-672 

Discipline – To live and act under control or according to a standard, 31-107 

Discipline – To live and act under control or according to a standard of what is right, 

35-672 

Discipline is even necessary for the overcoming of the ego and the mental preferences, 

32-578 

Discipline itself is not something especially Western, 32-577 

For the external vital an outer discipline is necessary for the purification, 31-107 

For work, efficiency and discipline are indispensable, 29-277 

In work there must be a rule and discipline and as much punctuality as possible, 29-277 

In Yoga obedience to the Guru or to the Divine – The foundation of discipline, 35-672 
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Inexhaustible energy is an excellent thing, but not an energy without discipline, 31-107 

It does not exclude firmness and maintenance of discipline, even severity, 29-280 

Life without discipline would soon become a confusion and an anarchic failure, 29-277 

Order and organisation has to be there and it cannot be done without rules and 

discipline, 32-578 

Socially discipline preserved Hindu religion and Hindu society through the ages, 32-

578 

The control and discipline in the early stages is indispensable, 29-192 

The discipline to convert the mental seeking into a living spiritual experience, 29-6 

The foundation of discipline in Yoga – Obedience to the Guru or to the Divine, 29-278 

The other side of discipline is with regard to the activities of the nature, 29-7 

The vital has not to be indulged, but rather put under strong discipline, 31-108 

To reach the Freedom without the discipline and detachment is given to few, 32-97 

When these things are not there ‒ A hard and difficult discipline, 31-685 

disclaimer 

A disclaimer by a public man of unauthorized reports of his utterances, regarded as 

final, 6-477 

disclaimers 

Anxious repetition of unheeded disclaimers seems to us undignified and futile, 8-405 

The leaders of the Arya Samaj have issued a manifesto disclaiming the political 

motives, 8-404 

discontent 

If discontent is satisfied, perfectly amicable relations are restored, 8-423 

The rising of discontent is a sufficient indication that the consciousness is going wrong, 

32-343 

discord 

Getting into another consciousness – Not be touched by the outward discord and 

struggle, 32-350 

The pain and discord of the world become finally too keenly sensible, 21-261 

discords 

The harmony of the lower consciousness is a harmony of discords, 30-283 

discouragement 

A vague and confused atmosphere of discouragement and barren questioning, 31-182 

Discouragement is the one thing that the sadhak should never indulge, 31-182 

Do not yield to discouragement if success does not come at once, 36-305 

Not to get discouraged when there is no immediate result is very important, 31-182 

discrediting 

Newspaper discrediting the national movement – It is our duty to expose its 

pretensions, 6-658 

discrimination 

A clear mind with a power of discrimination – That increases the safety, 30-263 

A discrimination founded on knowledge, not a reasoning founded on ignorance, 28-384 

A distinction between doubt and discrimination, 28-345 

A power to distinguish between truth of the Divine and the lies of the Asura, 28-342 

All I ask is fundamental faith, safeguarded by a patient and quiet discrimination, 28-

348 
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Discrimination and rejection are necessary accompaniments, 32-148 

Discrimination is not only perfectly admissible but indispensable in spiritual 

experience, 28-384 

If one runs after experiences without any discrimination at all, 30-37 

It is dangerous to think of giving up “all barrier of discrimination and defence”, 31-501 

One cannot be perfect in discrimination at once or in rejection either, 32-225 

One has to develop discrimination and a sense of values and kinds, 30-93 

One must look at this field calmly and with discrimination, 30-95 

One of the first needs in our Yoga is a discrimination and a psychic tact, 30-21 

Only by discrimination one can make a true surrender to the Divine in the heart, 29-68 

The dynamic and formative part and the reflective and the discriminate parts of the 

mind, 28-178 

The guidance of an inner power of discrimination in the very act of creation, 25-140 

The light of discrimination must always play to detect those things, 29-423 

The mental being must be there, silent but vigilant, impartial but discriminating, 31-42 

The only way to test spiritual experience – To develop an intuitive discrimination, 28-

383 

The psychic poise is necessary – The discrimination must develop, 29-85 

The true discrimination – By growth of the psychic feeling and a purified mind, 31-801 

There is a discrimination in the intuitive consciousness that is not intellectual, 28-164 

There is not only room for discrimination in Yoga, but a need for it at every step, 28-

344 

There should also be a discriminating mind which puts each thing in its place, 30-264 

This discrimination is not that of the critical intellect, 25-140 

To develop discrimination so that it becomes impossible for the vital to deceive, 31-105 

Vigilance, discrimination, control cannot be abandoned till the complete victory, 29-

119 

What is needed is to develop both knowledge and experience and discrimination, 36-

371 

When the psychic state fixes itself, discrimination will become a part of the nature, 31-

25 

discussion 

(2) To avoid all debate, dispute or too animated discussion, 31-87 

It is not very advisable to discuss spiritual things with hostile minds or unbelievers, 35-

686 

The depression came into you subconsciously because you had the discussion, 31-83 

The psychic self-control in the midst of discussion would mean among other things, 31-

87 

To discuss with others, especially when they are in a bad state, is a mistake, 31-334 

When you discuss like that with people something comes from them to you, 31-83 

discussions 

These heated discussions are perfectly useless, 31-94 

disease 

Death and disease can only disappear by divinisation of the body, 35-321 

It is also largely responsible for most of the suffering and disease of mind or body, 28-

203 
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The balance between the currents of life-force – Disease and decay, 21-205 

The body would no longer be subject to decay and disease – Not subject to death, 28-

310 

To conquer disease and death is part of the total physical perfection, 35-665 

disease. 

All disease is a means towards some new joy of health (135), 12-438 

Poverty is no more a necessity of organised social life than disease of the natural body 

(196), 12-448 

Disease. 

Disease is needlessly prolonged & ends in death oftener than is inevitable (385), 12-

474 

Disease will always return to the body if the soul is flawed (198), 12-448 

disgust 

Fear and disgust of the world may often be necessary for the recoil, 19-245 

The disgust should be for what is said, but not against those who say it, 31-347 

The first result is a violent sensational and physical crisis – A disgust, 19-24 

There should be no feeling of dislike or disgust for the people, 31-347 

disharmony 

What is the purpose and origin of the disharmony – Of this world of a painful 

evolution, 28-257 

dishonest people 

Because one is dealing with dishonest people, that does not justify one in going down, 

31-91 

disinterestedness 

Man must meet the duties to which his life calls him in a spirit of disinterestedness, 1-

329 

The distinction that India draws is between disinterestedness and desire, 1-335 

Disinterestedness 

Three things necessary to make men invincible – Will, Disinterestedness and Faith, 1-

536 

dislike 

All feelings of dislike for other sadhaks should be absolutely rejected, 31-346 

Liking and disliking always means interchange of influences, 31-346 

On the other hand, to develop a dislike for certain things may help to reject them, 31-

423 

There should be no feeling of dislike or disgust for the people, 31-347 

disobedience 

Distrust and disobedience interfere in the action of the Power, 31-143 

Disobedience 

2. Disobedience and indiscipline, 31-153 

disorder 

Our ideal was a life well-organised, free from waste and tamas and disorder, 35-765 

disorder. 

While the soul within remains defectively organised, there will always be outward 

unrest, disorder & revolution (197), 12-448 

disorganisation 
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Disorganisation is the natural and inevitable result of foreign rule, 6-373 

dispensaries 

In India the State provides with skilled medical help and dispensaries, 1-686 

The development of the Indian Medical Service and Government dispensaries, 1-688 

dispersion 

But certain outer things help the dispersion of the consciousness, 31-324 

Dispersion and sadhana are two things that cannot go together, 31-323 

Dispersion is an inner fact, 31-324 

Dullness and dispersion are the two sides of the physical's resistance, 31-392 

The sadhana does suffer by the dispersion of one’s minds in all directions, 31-324 

This often brings at first dispersion or recurrence of old movements, 31-360 

To have too many contacts and be always dispersing oneself prevents growing, 31-325 

disputant. 

When, O eager disputant, thou hast prevailed in a debate (57), 12-429 

dispute 

(4) Not to mind at all if others are heated and dispute, 31-87 

It is better not to involve oneself in the dispute and to leave the combatants, 31-350 

dispute. 

Avoid vain disputing, 12-463 

Private dispute should always be avoided (300), 12-463 

disquietude 

Disquietude and depression create an unhelpful atmosphere, 31-321 

dissatisfaction 

You must throw this black poison of dissatisfaction and revolt, 31-789 

dissimulation 

3. Dissimulation and falsity of speech, 31-153 

dissolution 

The dissolution is the withdrawing of that activity by involution of the Energy, 19-269 

The knowledge by beginning with the experience of dissolution in the One, 29-449 

dissolution at death 

Ordinarily there is a dissolution of the mental and vital as well as the physical parts, 28-

115 

The vital part of us normally exists after the dissolution of the body for some time, 28-

117 

dissyllables 

“Prism”, the “ism” in “Socialism”, “pessimism”, “rhythm” can be made dissyllabic, 27-

636 

“Realm” cannot be a dissyllable unless you violently make it so, 27-636 

The words garden, maiden, widen, sadden etc. are dissyllables – The poets so scanning, 

27-633 

Words like “tire”, “fire” etc. can be scanned as a dissyllable in verse, 27-134 

Words like “vision” and “passion” as dissyllables – A vowel sound, 27-630 

distrust 

Distrust and disobedience interfere in the action of the Power, 31-143 

distrust. 
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Fear, distrust & scepticism are there, sentinels of Nature, to forbid the turning away of 

our feet from her ordinary pastures, 12-423 

disturbance 

A habit of the human vital – Grief, anger, vexation etc. or any disturbance, 31-140 

Connection with the lower vital worlds can easily bring disturbance and unrest, 30-23 

Even if there is vital disturbance, it will only be on the surface, 29-127 

The disturbance – Something in the exterior consciousness is not prepared, 29-464 

The movement of universality by itself cannot prevent the vital from disturbing, 30-452 

The silent inner consciousness can be covered over by disturbance, 29-162 

This sort of giddiness and weakness and disturbance ought not to take place, 30-481 

To keep hold on quiet persistently will prevent the serious disturbance, 30-60 

disturbances, 31-376 

As for the vital physical readmitting the forces of disturbance, 31-377 

Something remaining calm even behind the surface disturbances, 31-169 

The forces of disturbance, if they get a chance, try to come back, 31-377 

To get down the Power and Will to be rid of vital disturbances, 29-147 

Diti 

An original cosmic antinomy – Aditi the infinite, Diti, the division, 15-473 

Diti, the separative dualising consciousness, 15-474 

The Dasyus or Danavas are born from Diti in the nether darkness, 15-232 

The Ignorance is Diti – Division and the obstructing powers, 15-207 

The lower existence is subject to her dark form Diti, 15-243 

diversities 

An underlying oneness amidst all diversities – An indelible spiritual stamp, 20-430 

The incoercible unity in all divisions and diversities – The One becomes Many, 21-353 

diversity 

A considerable free diversity for communities and individuals, 21-1068 

A perfect union and even oneness in a free diversity is its goal, 25-73 

A real spiritual and psychological unity can allow a free diversity, 25-425 

Diversity is as necessary as unity to our true completeness, 25-423 

Diversity is not false except when it is divorced from the sense of its unity, 17-23 

Every nationality has been formed in spite of diversity of race or religion or language, 

6-642 

Harmony between unity and diversity – A real spiritual and psychological unity, 25-

425 

The law of harmony, the law of unity in diversity and of diversity working out unity, 

21-1050 

The principle of diversity in unity governs all of them, 18-418 

The question is whether there is not somewhere a principle of unity in diversity, 25-522 

The real aim of Nature is a true unity supporting a rich diversity., 25-424 

To remove diversity in order to get rid of separatism, 25-423 

We have to see that this diversity is not allowed to break up the nation, 6-1053 

Divine 

A translation of God – The Divine does not scorn to descend even into the lowest 

forms, 27-228 

All is the Divine, even that which is undivine, 12-185 
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If the Divine attracts by his aspects, all the more he can attract by his absolute selfness, 

29-11 

If there is a true seeking for the Divine – The realisation of the Divine, 29-13 

It is always the Divine who reveals himself and the Divine is within you, 28-480 

It is impossible for the limited human reason to judge the way or purpose of the Divine, 

28-474 

It is not by your mind that you can hope to understand the Divine and its action, 28-474 

It is perfectly true also that if a man is sincere, he will reach the Divine, 29-116 

Once at least the Divine has made it possible for the divine supernature to descend, 28-

484 

Seeking the Divine for himself and not for anything else, 29-12 

That he who desires only the Divine shall reach the Divine is a certitude, 29-97 

The conception of the Divine as an external omnipotent Power who has created the 

world, 28-356 

The Divine – His self-limitation is itself an act of omnipotence, 28-476 

The Divine acts according to the conditions of the game. He may change them, 28-477 

The Divine can be loved and sought for his own sake, 29-12 

The Divine has in him many things and one may seek him for any of them, 29-10 

The Divine has three aspects for us, 28-7 

The Divine in the beginning does not impose himself, he asks for acceptance, 29-175 

The Divine is everywhere on all the planes of consciousness, 28-5 

The Divine is neither personal nor impersonal, formless nor formed, 28-5 

The Divine is only concealed, not non-existent – The below is not something outside, 

28-6 

The Divine is that from which all comes, in which all lives, 28-5 

The Divine is the Cosmic Self and Spirit that is in and behind all things and beings, 28-

7 

The Divine is the Spirit and Master of our own being within us, 28-7 

The Divine is the Supreme Truth because it is the Supreme Being, 28-5 

The Divine is transcendent Being and Spirit, 28-7 

The Divine when he takes on the burden of terrestrial nature, takes it fully, 28-478 

The Divine Will has descended here into an evolutionary world of Ignorance, 28-356 

The first responses of the Divine come rather as a touch, a pressure or it is a voice, 29-

175 

The personal realisation of the Divine may be with Form, without Form, 28-135 

The seers have experienced each some aspect or aspects of the Divine Reality, 28-7 

The Spirit is the Atman, Brahman, Essential Divine, 28-56 

These defects of outlook come from a defect in the conception of the Divine, 1-588 

To seek some aspect of the Divine may be enough for some, 29-24 

What value have mental ideas about the Divine. They can only come in the way, 29-56 

Whatever one wants sincerely and persistently from the Divine – Sure, 29-10 

Why should the Divine be tied down to succeed in all his operations?, 28-476 

Without Form, it is the Presence of the living Divine Person, felt in everything, 28-135 

divine birth 

All must be consummated by a divine birth into the higher spiritual nature, 19-199 

The conditions of the divine birth – The Yoga of an integral self-liberation, 19-307 
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The Gita’s answer – Growing into the poise of divine works and the divine birth, 19-

257 

The God-lover who has the knowledge – His is the divine birth in the supreme Nature, 

19-288 

The individual soul master of its nature – The consummation of the divine birth, 19-

233 

divine body 

In speaking of the divine body – Far-off speculations about what might become 

possible, 35-138 

Divine Consciousness 

The Divine Consciousness – The spiritual consciousness to which the Divine alone 

exists, 28-5 

Divine Force 

A distinction between the Divine Force from above and the inferior universal Energy, 

30-288 

Always keep in touch with the Divine Force and allow it to do its own work, 30-289 

Take refuge with the Divine Force that protects, 31-725 

The descent of the Divine Force into the body, 30-456 

The Divine Force from above – For illumination, transformation, purification, work, 

30-455 

The one rule ‒ To open oneself directly to the Divine Force and not to others, 30-289 

To have quietude and allow the Divine Force to work – The best method, 31-746 

When the Peace is established, this higher or Divine Force can descend, 30-327 

Will and aspiration are needed to bring down the aid of the Divine Force, 31-721 

Divine Forces 

The Divine Forces are meant to be used, 29-187 

Divine Law 

Establish the Mother’s consciousness in you and the Divine Law will flow from that, 

32-256 

divine life 

A divine life as the culmination of the evolutionary process, 21-403 

A divine life by a spiritual change of our being and an evolution of our nature, 13-558 

A divine life in an animal body – Justified to the deliberate reason, 21-6 

A divine life must be first and foremost an inner life, 21-1060 

A sadhana which conceives a divine life upon earth – A transformation of the body, 13-

540 

All that is capable of transforming itself into the scope of the divine life, 13-547 

An ascent to the ideal or causal body – A divine mind, life and a divine body, 21-275 

Animal life, Mind, Supermind – The basis of the divine life in the human being, 21-52 

But this. too, is not sufficient for the divine life, 31-118 

Disabling limitations into our inner realisation of God and the practice of a divine life, 

1-589 

If Supermind descends upon the earth, it will bring necessarily the divine life, 13-560 

In the divine life all is for the sake of the Divine and not for the sake of the ego, 29-339 

In the growth into a divine life the spirit must be our first preoccupation, 21-1058 

In this conception – The possibility of a divine life for man in the world, 21-30 
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It is only when this vital is transformed that there can be a divine life, 31-116 

Survival, timeless immortality and time-immortality – The conditions of the divine life, 

21-767 

The bases for the affirmation of a divine life and an immortal sense, 21-8 

The condition of a really divine life – Liberty within and formation without, 21-46 

The descent of the Supermind will bring all the possibilities of the divine life, 13-564 

The divine life – The realisation of the Divine in self and the Divine in Nature, 13-563 

The divine life – To work for the progress of the world Godwards, 19-245 

The divine life is the sole conceivable object of the movement, 21-402 

The divine life of a perfected consciousness in a gnostic power of spiritual being, 21-

1054 

The essential nature of the divine life towards which we aspire, 21-162 

The fulfilment of the divine life by the descent of Supermind and its working, 13-565 

The knowledge founding the philosophy and practice of a divine life for man, 21-66 

The possibility of the divine life in the mould of the mind, life and body, 21-153 

The principle of a divine life in terrestrial Nature would be manifested, 21-998 

The rending of the veil is the condition of the divine life in humanity, 21-279 

The supramental, the divine life is a life of essential, spontaneous and inherent unity, 

21-1000 

The teaching here includes the Supramental means of creating a divine life, 29-415 

To become one with God and lead individually the divine life, 18-423 

To enter into ourselves and live within is the first necessity for the divine life, 21-1064 

To live inwardly and outwardly the divine life is what is meant by spirituality, 25-262 

Whether a divine living could be possible for embodied human beings, 21-170 

divine Life 

A divine Life is the inevitable outcome of Nature's evolutionary endeavour, 21-303 

But what will be the psychological conditions of the divine Life?, 21-169 

It is on this foundation that we have to base the possibility of a divine Life, 21-380 

The ascent to the divine Life is the human journey, the acceptable Sacrifice, 21-48 

Divine Life 

The transformation into a Divine Life in a transfigured terrestrial Nature, 23-185 

Divine Light 

(1) The lid of the skull opening – The mental being has opened to the Divine Light, 30-

120 

(2) The Divine Light from above is of various colours, 30-121 

The Divine Light is just Light of Divine Consciousness, 30-119 

divine love 

A divine love that is personal, but it is not like the ordinary personal human love, 32-

608 

A vital love of this kind cannot be made a foundation for divine love, 29-343 

One must be divine oneself before one can bear the pressure of divine love, 35-443 

Physical means can be and are used in the approach to divine love and worship, 29-342 

There is a universal divine love given equally to all – Also a special relation with each, 

35-445 

To be the divine love, love powerful, infinite, unfathomable, 32-632 

Divine love 
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Divine Love is of two kinds, 29-346 

The Divine love for the creation and the souls that are part of itself, 29-346 

The love of the seeker and love for the Divine Beloved, 29-346 

Divine Love 

By becoming divine in nature, one can love divinely, 29-335 

Divine Love – Absolutely intense, intimate and full of unity, closeness and rapture, 29-

344 

Divine Love is not an emotion – Human love is made up of emotion, passion and 

desire, 29-345 

Divine Love is not merely a sublimation of human emotions, 29-346 

It cannot be done except as the result of the supramental change, 29-335 

It is for this reason that Divine Love has yet been the least frontally present, 23-167 

Our aim is to go beyond emotion to the intensity of the Divine Love, 29-345 

Seek the Divine Love through the gate of the psychic being, 31-500 

The Divine Love – The Divine Truth and its Divine Power as its support and 

foundation, 29-333 

The Divine Love being established down to the subconscious, 29-335 

The Divine Love exists in itself and does not depend on outer contact, 29-335 

The Divine Love is based upon oneness – The psychic derives from the Divine Love, 

29-336 

The Divine Love is something much vaster and deeper, 29-336 

The Divine Love may not be able yet to manifest on the physical plane, 29-334 

The Divine Love, unlike the human, is deep and vast and silent, 29-345 

The human form is naturally unable to bear the Divine Love or contain it, 29-334 

The Intuitive or Overmind are more open to the truth of Divine Love, 29-335 

There is the one divine Love secret in all things, 29-335 

To bring the Divine Love and Beauty and Ananda into the world, 29-333 

We willed ardently that the light of Divine Love should be made manifest, 32-633 

Divine Love. 

Divine Love has simultaneously a double play, an universal movement and a personal 

movement (493), 12-492 

divine Mind 

The divine Mind, a subordinate process of the Supermind – The apprehending 

movement, 21-175 

Divine Mind 

A brief allusion – The Intuition manifesting before the Divine Mind as its forerunner, 

15-218 

The Divine Mind assumes a form answering to each existing thing in the world, 15-216 

divine nature 

Then can human nature change into dynamic divine nature, 32-24 

Divine Nature 

Supermind is one plane of the Divine Nature. The Divine is Sachchidananda, 35-87 

divine possibility 

In you this divine possibility exists in a marked and exceptional degree, 31-649 

The inner life is always possible if there is a divine possibility, 31-649 

Divine Power 
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The Divine Love – The Divine Truth and its Divine Power as its support and 

foundation, 29-333 

The Divine Power itself imposes on its action limits, processes, obstacles, vicissitudes, 

35-488 

There can be no question about the power to change, to develop, to awaken faculties, 

35-488 

Divine Presence 

If the psychic is active and open, the Presence may be felt, 30-374 

It is quietness and inwardness that enable one to feel the Presence, 30-379 

It may be in the front, but the Divine Presence in the heart may not be felt as yet, 30-

374 

It means certainly not only a Presence, but the Presence, 30-392 

The feeling of the Divine Presence and power and inspiration behind, 30-94 

The psychic being and the Divine Presence in the heart are quite different things, 28-

102 

divine reason 

Distinctions between the intuitive mind, the divine reason and the greater supermind, 

23-813 

From the intuitive mentality to the divine reason – The greater supermind, 23-812 

It is as this divine reason that the supermind itself at the beginning may manifest, 23-

812 

divine soul 

It would live in the two terms of Sachchidananda, the One and the Many, 21-164 

The divine soul will be aware of the three grades of the supramental existence, 21-165 

The relations of the divine soul with God and with its other selves in other forms, 21-

167 

What would be the existence of a divine soul in the original Truth of things, 21-162 

Divine Truth 

The Divine Love – The Divine Truth and its Divine Power as its support and 

foundation, 29-333 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or philosophy, 35-96 

The Divine Truth is independent of the universe, above it and originates it, 30-282 

The Divine Truth is more than the cosmos, 30-282 

The Divine Truth is not always accompanied by Ananda, 29-333 

divine vital 

As if there were not a divine vital, 29-481 

Divine Will 

The Cosmic Will is working towards the eventual realisation of the Divine Will, 29-90 

The faith that the Divine Will is leading us, through every circumstance, 29-91 

The supramental Realisation is the Will of the Transcendent Divine, 29-90 

divine works 

Divine works are recognisable only by the light of the soul from which they come, 19-

177 

The Gita’s answer – Growing into the poise of divine works and the divine birth, 19-

257 

Divine’s love 
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The Divine’s love is that which comes from above, 29-336 

Divine’s Love 

One conscious of the Divine’s Love before one has oneself the universal love, 29-338 

divinisation 

My speculations about an extreme form of divinisation are something in a far distance, 

35-498 

Why should a God-lover, a sadhak fear the divinisation of the consciousness?, 29-481 

divinisation of life 

(2) Divinisation itself does not mean the destruction of the human elements, 29-385 

(3) Divinisation of life means, in fact, a greater art of life, 29-386 

A «Defence of the gospel of divinisation of life», 29-385 

divinity 

It is the inner consciousness that has to recognise divinity, 35-432 

Divinity 

But behind all these and in them, he has felt a Divinity, 23-129 

The Divinity acts not according to men’s ideas of what it should or should not do, 28-

475 

The phrase “extra-cosmic Divinity” – At once supracosmic and immanent, 35-92 

division in the being 

All need not feel this division into two consciousnesses, but most do, 30-213 

The division of the being – A necessary stage in the Yogic development, 30-344 

The division of the being into two parts is also a familiar feature, 30-305 

The experience of a division in the being with the inner void and indifferent, 30-240 

There grows up in consequence a division in the being, 30-329 

dizziness 

Dizziness never prevented me from walking or doing my work, 35-380 

doctor 

Among the psychological elements – The doctor's optimism and self-confidence, 31-

582 

If there is an instrument (the doctor or one who can canalise), the action is assisted, 35-

504 

Doctor 

When the body is not able to receive the Forces unaided ‒ We send the Doctor, 31-581 

doctor. 

Health protected by twenty thousand precautions is the gospel of the doctor (398), 12-

476 

It is not the medicine that cures so much as the patient's faith in the doctor and the 

medicine (390), 12-475 

The doctor aims a drug at a disease. Sometimes it hits, sometimes misses (387), 12-475 

The spirit within us is the only all-efficient doctor (396), 12-476 

doctors 

All doctors make mistakes and very bad ones and kill as well as cure, 35-513 

Difference of diagnosis is almost the rule except when doctors consult together, 35-512 

Doctors very usually make things worse instead of better, 35-512 

Formerly without medicines or doctors the Asram was almost free from illness, 35-790 

She has been told by the doctors that she is not going to live, 35-497 
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There is no harm in a Doctor who is a sadhak carrying on his profession, 35-784 

When faith went, illness increased and the doctor became indispensable, 35-787 

When we first had the Asram there was no Doctor – People hardly got ill, 35-785 

When we had no doctors, we had no illnesses or only slight ones, 35-786 

Doctors 

Till then Doctors and their ways of treating things cannot be dispensed with altogether, 

31-581 

doctors. 

How are the civilised less superstitious who have faith in the doctors? (388), 12-475 

Thou shalt find in the end that He exceeds the skill of a million doctors (397), 12-476 

doer 

Man is not the doer of the action – It is Prakriti, 19-36 

dog 

The dog – Something in the physical (the part that is faithful, obedient etc.), 30-139 

The dog generally signifies devoted obedience, 30-169 

The dog is the symbol of devoted affection and obedience, 30-169 

The dog usually indicates fidelity, 30-170 

dog’s face 

A human figure with a dog's face – A very coarse and material sexual energy, 30-108 

dogma 

That spiritual necessity is the truth behind the religious dogma, 13-353 

The possible godhead of man will be the one solitary creed and dogma, 25-228 

dogmas. 

Indisputable dogmas are the most dangerous kind of falsehoods (45), 12-428 

doing to others 

One should not do to others what one cannot bear from others, 31-347 

dominion 

The two are incompatible except by the substitution of a free federation for a dominion, 

8-148 

Donne 

Donne is admired today because the modern mind has become like his, 27-375 

Donne’s ingenuities remain intellectual and do not get alive except at times, 27-375 

double consciousness 

A twofold being, the inner psychic, the outer human being, 30-345 

All need not feel this division into two consciousnesses, but most do, 30-213 

As the peace and contact grow a double consciousness can develop, 29-256 

There must be a double consciousness, one acting, one behind observing, 29-258 

This is a transitory change – Afterwards the two consciousnesses together, 30-224 

When the inner being is awake and there is the double consciousness, 30-232 

double epithets 

The double epithets are indispensable here, 27-283 

double Name 

In certain states of consciousness the double Name may have a special effect, 29-326 

double nature 

A double nature in human beings, 28-89 

double personality 
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The importance of Memory becomes apparent in the double personality, 21-539 

doubt 

A distinction between doubt and discrimination, 28-345 

A divine intervention to destroy the doubt – When the being is ready, 32-122 

A doubt that comes from the vital and physical mind, 35-439 

A fixity of continuous experience makes any fundamental doubt impossible, 29-98 

Cast away from you these movements of doubt, depression and the rest, 31-787 

Doubt is a negation positive and peremptory which does not stop to investigate, 28-345 

Doubt or difficulty – I have had worse than any human mind can think of, 31-673 

Even a blind and ignorant faith is a better possession than the sceptical doubt, 23-773 

Faith, doubt and scepticism – Without faith nothing decisive can be achieved, 19-204 

Go on the path of Yoga without doubt of the ultimate success, 28-347 

I don't think mere doubt can bring any gain, 31-204 

I have borne every attack which human beings have borne – Doubt or despair, 35-418 

I have never said that to overcome doubt is easy, 31-198 

I insist on the throwing away of a priori doubt and denial, 28-347 

In the concrete experience of the Divine, doubt is impossible, 28-339 

Mind by itself is incapable of ultimate certitude- Whatever it believes, it can doubt, 28-

340 

Reason arrives as the Angel of the Lord, armed with her sword of doubt & denial, 17-

309 

The activity of the mind tries to create doubt and dispersion of the energies, 31-20 

The constant recurrence of depression and despair or of doubt and revolt, 30-365 

The doubt about the possibility of help is hardly a rational one, 35-439 

The enemy of faith is doubt – The utility and necessity of doubt, 23-772 

The eternal doubt in man which is the penalty of his native ignorance, 28-338 

The inlellect has to bring in its own saving faculty of doubt., 25-115 

The physical mind left to itself naturally doubts everything supraphysical, 29-98 

The psychic in control of the vital – Doubts and revolts not possible or rapidly rejected, 

32-361 

The spirit of doubt doubts for its own sake, for the sake of doubt, 28-337 

The tendency to doubt and question – The occidental mentality prevalent everywhere, 

29-41 

The vision is to remove whatever doubt – Intellectual clarity is not enough, 19-301 

There are only two things that create insecurity – Doubt and desire, 29-97 

To get over doubts – The growth of the psychic or by an enlargement of consciousness, 

32-381 

Doubt 

Doubt cannot be convinced, because by its very nature it does not want to be 

convinced, 28-348 

The only way to get rid of Doubt – Experience under the guard of Discrimination, 28-

338 

Whether Doubt is of any utility for the spiritual life, 28-342 

doubt. 

Doubt thy mind, if thou wilt, but doubt not that God leads thee (467), 12-488 
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Man, dost thou doubt thy teacher because he gave not thee the whole of knowledge at 

the beginning? (468), 12-488 

The believer is often more plagued by doubt than the most inveterate sceptic (256), 12-

458 

doubts 

As to doubts – Yoga is not a field for intellectual argument or dissertation, 28-337 

Doubts and difficulties cannot be overcome by giving them their full force, 31-704 

Doubts which are rising not from the intellect but from the vital mind, 28-342 

The constantly recurring doubts about the capacity of realisation, 31-204 

The doubts of the sadhaks more often rise from the vital than from the true mental, 31-

103 

The empty spaces peopled with doubts and denials, 29-115 

To go on perpetually answering persistent and always recurring doubts, 28-337 

dove 

The dove signifies peace, 30-176 

The white dove is the higher divine or spiritual Consciousness, 30-100 

downward 

If the main tendency of things is downward, even then we must strive, 8-463 

There are two movements of humanity, upward and downward, and both are 

irresistible, 8-462 

dragon 

As for the “spectator” and the coils of the dragon, 30-243 

Dragon 

The mystic Dragon of the Foundations, 15-382 

drama 

A drama has to accommodate itself to different levels and intensities of expression, 27-

470 

A spiritual change must equally come over the intention and form of the drama, 26-282 

An attempt has been initiated to create an inner drama of the soul, 26-283 

Drama is the poet’s vision of some part of the world-act in the life of the human soul, 

26-75 

For a really great drama the gift of dramatic characterisation is needed, 1-188 

In all very great drama the true movement and result is psychological, 26-75 

Insight into feminine character is extraordinarily rare even among dramatists, 1-209 

Poetry, drama, fiction also are not bound to be historically accurate, 27-468 

Something in the vital likes suffering and clings to it for the sake of the drama, 31-200 

The drama of action and mere passion is for the same reason short-lived, 26-261 

The dramatic artist – The careful pain he devotes to his minor characters, 1-226 

The Elizabethan aimed at a vigorous and realistic presentation of life and character, 1-

191 

The first thought – An origin for Hindu drama is a Greek parentage, 1-187 

The Hindu drama presents some remarkable points of contact with the Elizabethan, 1-

190 

The origin of the Sanscrit drama is lost in the silence of antiquity, 1-187 

The paucity of great creation in the modern drama – An attempt recently, 26-283 

There must be a departure in the lyric, the drama, the narrative or epic, 26-276 
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Where the dramatic interest is of a subjective and psychological character, 27-469 

Your own admission of liking drama or of the turn towards drama, 31-200 

drama of the future 

The drama of the future will differ from the romantic play or tragedy, 26-284 

The drama of the future, fully reflective of the now growing intuitive mind, 26-284 

The drama will be a revelation of the Soul as its own fate and determiner of its life, 26-

284 

The drama will not be limited by any lesser idealisms or realisms, 26-285 

The drama will not be limited either by any old or new formal convention, 26-285 

dramatic characterisation 

Bengali critics – The characters of Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti as energetic creations, 1-

188 

European scholars – This supreme power is wanting in Hindu dramatic literature, 1-188 

For a really great drama the gift of dramatic characterisation is needed, 1-188 

The advance Kalidasa has made in dramatic characterisation, 1-235 

The dramatic artist – The careful pain he devotes to his minor characters, 1-226 

The Mahabharat – The Aryan cast of its characters is irritating to European scholars, 1-

189 

This fundamental difference of outlook on character is of general application, 1-190 

dramatic form 

The poetic imagination will not likely give up the narrative and dramatic form, 26-9 

dramatic poetry 

The conditions of a great dramatic poetry – The aim of sound dramatic creation, 26-74 

The evolution of dramatic poetry – More hard to lead than the lyric or the narrative, 26-

75 

dramatists 

The great novelists like the great dramatists – Usually men who lived widely or 

intensely, 27-547 

Draupadi 

Sita, Draupadi, Savitri, Damayanti – These are familiar to us as ideals, 8-451 

Dravidian 

The connection between the Dravidian and Aryan tongues was far closer, 15-38 

The sharp distinction between Aryan and Dravidian races disappears, 15-38 

Dravidian architecture 

As for the objection in regard to Dravidian architecture to its massiveness, 20-280 

The way to appreciate Dravidian architecture – A tremendous unity, 20-278 

Dravidians 

The belief in the racial division between Northern Aryans and Southern Dravidians, 15-

37 

The Dravidians of the South are far more genuinely learned & philosophic, 1-153 

The incompatible suggestion that the Panis are the Dravidians, 15-140 

drawing 

Drawing from imagination is useless – Drawing from Nature is best, 27-689 

Imitation by the hand ensures accuracy of observation – One of the uses of drawing, 1-

403 
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In drawing – It is when the consciousness comes in the body that the skill comes, 27-

689 

National education in Bengal – The importance attached to drawing and clay-

modelling, 1-453 

The teaching of drawing – A necessary part of the training of the organs, 1-403 

drawing back 

A withdrawal from mind, life and body – The Sankhya liberation, 23-635 

Draw back from them, detach and dissociate yourself from them, 31-741 

It has been seen that a most effective way of purification is to draw back, 23-767 

Next a sort of stillness within and a drawing back from the outward action, 29-261 

One can draw back from the thought also until one enters into silence, 29-306 

The being must draw back and take its stand in its inner self, 31-275 

The discipline of withdrawal – The state pushed farther, until the Unknowable, 23-400 

The movement of withdrawal assists this tendency – A blissful infinite impersonality, 

23-441 

The Purusha by drawing back is able to take two other poises, 23-634 

The transcendence is usually sought by a withdrawal, 23-688 

This may be done, on the side of Purusha, by drawing back from the physical self, 23-

462 

Thus are we justified in the withdrawal of the individual self into the Absolute, 23-340 

drawing inwards 

From that we can get to the psychic by drawing more and more inwards, 29-306 

dread 

All dread of fire or other violent forces should be overcome, 28-435 

dream 

A dream from the subconscious plane has no meaning, 31-459 

A dream, when it is not from the subconscient, is either symbolic or else an experience, 

31-457 

A test or ordeal dream to see what kind of response, if any, 31-466 

An instance of a dream of exact physical prevision, 31-457 

But the subconscious is not our sole dream-builder, 21-439 

By giving up contact sexual desire can be reduced to dream and imagination, 31-523 

Certain analogies are brought forward, especially of dream and hallucination, 21-436 

Dream is not of much importance – It can be discouraged, 31-523 

Dream or sleep consciousness converted into conscious sadhana, 31-450 

Each vision or dream has to be taken by itself, 30-101 

Events of the waking state often influence the dream world, 31-470 

Formations and activities of the dream planes can project something, 31-470 

In dream, even what one has thrown out from the waking state, comes up, 31-125 

In dream, if false forces take the form of the Mother, it will be with some bad object, 

32-272 

In dream, you cannot take any gentleman for me or any she for her, 32-128 

It is possible to become wholly conscious in sleep and follow the dream experience, 

21-441 

It is quite normal in dream to see the Mother or myself with another appearance, 32-

131 
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Many sadhaks learn to call the Mother's name in the alarming dream itself, 30-195 

Not a dream but an experience of the inner being in a conscious dream-state, 30-251 

Occasionally we get a dream from these planes, something more than a dream, 30-260 

Often adverse forces try to influence the mind by suggestion through dream 

experiences, 31-467 

Often something thrown out of the waking consciousness still occurs in dream, 31-458 

The dream – A rising up of past formations or impressions from the subconscient, 31-

606 

The dream-consciousness in disappearing takes away its scenes and experiences, 31-

475 

The dream-experience must not be allowed to take hold of the waking hours, 30-259 

The ideas of dream and illusion – The realisation in the integral Yoga, 23-366 

The more you get that Truth in the waking state – This dream-stuff will get clear, 31-

456 

The people of dream are very often different from the people of actuality, 31-470 

The Pishachic woman that tried to enter in a dream is the false vital impure Shakti, 31-

447 

The place where you were in a dream is a world of fact and reality, 30-194 

The second reason – A dream is evanescent, without any sufficient coherence, 21-437 

The strings you saw me pulling down in a dream are the lines of consciousness, 31-478 

The words of dream and illusion to describe the world – The cosmic Dream, 21-36 

These dream-experiences do not depend on the waking thoughts, 31-472 

These figures and intimations in dream may be due to three different causes, 31-470 

This dream was an actual happening on the vital plane, not a formation, 31-466 

Why the terms waking, dream, sleep are applied, 28-37 

Your dream-self has to develop a certain intuitive discrimination, 32-128 

Dream 

Dream is felt to be unreal, first, because it ceases and has no farther validity, 21-436 

In that night of the spirit is the Dream to which or through which a path is found, 27-

491 

Dream Consciousness 

The Dream Consciousness – The surrealists seem to be trying to force the subliminal, 

27-425 

The Dream Consciousness is surrounded by the Sleep Condition or the Causal Body, 

17-104 

The Dream Consciousness may be said to surround the waking consciousness, 17-104 

The Dream Consciousness or Hiranyagarbha – From the wider Sleep Consciousness, 

17-126 

dream experiences 

As the inner consciousness grows by sadhana, these dream experiences increase, 30-

260 

This is different from the dream experiences on the vital or mental plane, 30-17 

We can, if we observe, come to understand them and their significance, 30-260 

dream state 

In the dream state – The centre of the externalising consciousness is in the neck 

(throat), 28-63 
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Three different states (Waking, dream, sleep – Gross, subtle, causal), 28-82 

Dream State 

Consciousness acting on subtle matter – The name of the Dream State, 17-248 

Mental life – Consciousness in the Dream State on subtle matter, 17-248 

taijasa – The Self that supports the Dream State or subtle consciousness, 28-38 

The next state of Spirit, evolved out of Prajna, is the pure psychical or Dream State, 17-

230 

dream trance 

As for the impression of swooning – A first condition of dream trance, 30-16 

dream-experiences 

Dream-experiences can convey truths that are not so easy to get in the waking state, 31-

471 

The dream-experiences of the highest vital, the psychic and the mental or still higher, 

31-481 

The surrealist dream-experiences – They penetrate only the subconscious belt, 27-426 

dreamless sleep 

After a time this subconscious activity appears to sink into dreamless sleep, 21-439 

dreamlessness 

The illusion of dreamlessness – The subconscient and the entry into the subliminal, 21-

440 

dream-poetry 

Obscurity and unintelligibility are not the essence of any poetry – True dream-poetry, 

27-425 

dreams 

(3) Constructions of your own mind in the form of dreams, 31-470 

A much larger number of dreams arise from subconscient impressions, 31-471 

A very good example of the nature of these dreams and their indications, 31-483 

All dreams are not true, 31-476 

All dreams of this kind – Formations on the vital, more rarely on the mental plane, 31-

457 

All sleep is full of dreams ‒ Why should night or day make any difference?, 31-455 

All the more are such dreams likely to come when the waking mind is not free, 31-125 

Also most dreams are incoherent, 31-473 

As a matter of fact the whole sleep is full of dreams, 31-443 

As for the dreams, that is different – Dreams about old bygone things come up, 30-233 

Between sleep and waking – Things so seen are not dreams, but experiences, 27-15 

Beyond that – Symbolic and other dreams have nothing to do with memory, 31-471 

But it may be questioned whether our dreams are indeed totally unreal, 21-438 

Clear significant dreams as opposed to the incoherent dreams of the subconscient, 31-

473 

Do not allow yourself to be disturbed by the press of vital or subconscient dreams, 31-

456 

Dreams also can be made a material for poetry, 27-428 

Dreams are often only incoherent constructions of our subconscient, 28-127 

Dreams can last for years and years, 35-380 
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Dreams from the vital world ‒ Look at them with indifference, without fear and 

passion, 31-468 

Dreams in which old vital movements occur arise from the subconscient, 31-459 

Dreams of the mental and higher vital planes, 31-472 

Dreams of the right kind need no aid of imagination to be converted into poetry, 27-427 

Dreams of the vital plane, 31-462 

Dreams of the vital planes ‒ Sometimes they are actual appearances, 31-466 

Dreams on the vital plane ‒ Indications of what is going on within you, 31-464 

Dreams or visions on the vital plane, 30-107 

Dreams sent from the vital world – Three things she must develop, 31-468 

Dreams that are formations of the obscure lower-vital consciousness, 31-466 

Even dreams can have a reality in the subtle domain, 30-103 

Even the seed state in the subconscient which comes up in dreams, 31-525 

How these dreams are built and what is their utility ‒ Man’s ordinary movements, 31-

484 

If one learns how to interpret, one can get from dreams much knowledge, 31-458 

In dreams – Vital or mental formations sometimes fulfil themselves in essence, 31-457 

In dreams on the vital plane – A deviation from the norm of the physical fact, 31-460 

In dreams one goes to all kinds of places in all kinds of worlds, 31-456 

In the dreams in which one goes out it is part of the inner being, 31-456 

It is a very small number of dreams that can be so explained, 31-471 

It is only during the brief time in the Brahmaloka that the dreams cease, 31-443 

It is only the subconscious belt that is chaotic in its dream-sequences, 27-427 

It is only to very fit persons that one can safely speak about dreams, 31-476 

It is the subconscient that is active in the ordinary dreams, 31-456 

It may be said, however, that our dreams are only a transcript of reality, 21-444 

Many sadhaks learn, when they have alarming dreams, to call the Mother’s name, 32-

307 

Most among the sadhaks see many dreams of the vital plane when they sleep, 31-460 

Most coherent dreams – Symbolic or indicate things in the mental or vital planes, 31-

457 

Not dreams but spiritual experiences or visions or experiences, 30-254 

One has always dreams throughout the night, 31-455 

Ordinary dreams are for the most part or seem to be incoherent, 30-260 

Other dreams – A representation or transcription of things that actually happen, 31-458 

Other dreams have a meaning – The figures of the dream, 31-458 

Our dreams can take on a subliminal and no longer a subconscious character, 21-441 

Patala is a name for the subconscient – Many incoherent dreams come from this plane, 

28-222 

People meet me in dreams and get instructions or intimations about this or that, 35-519 

Poetry does not come usually through the form of dreams – Vision rather than dream, 

27-428 

The dream was of a kind one often has in the vital plane, 31-463 

The dreams about the Mother record meetings with her on the vital plane, 31-462 

The dreams of the lower regions of the consciousness ‒ A double character, 31-479 

The dreams you describe are very clearly symbolic dreams on the vital plane, 31-463 
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The last dreams are more easily remembered, 31-474 

The more conscious you become – You will be able to have dreams worth having, 31-

473 

The physical mind (or the subconscient) almost always interferes in dreams, 31-476 

There are also the dreams that are renderings of vital movements and tendencies, 31-

471 

These dreams are indications of certain parts of vital nature, 31-463 

These dreams are not all mere dreams, all have not a subconscious building, 31-456 

These dreams are often a useful indication, 31-459 

These dreams are quite symbolical of the vital forces that come and attack you, 31-463 

They come up in sleep as dreams and involuntary sleep emissions, 31-526 

Things that come in dreams to frighten – Impressions thrown by small vital forces, 30-

195 

Those about going home – A part of the vital still keeps the memory of the past, 31-462 

Those dreams from subconscient impressions – Not very much worth, 31-458 

Thoughts and memories that belong to the past become active at night, 31-460 

Unless they are really significant dreams it is a waste of time to study them, 31-475 

When one becomes more conscious in sleep by sadhana ‒ Dreams become coherent, 

31-473 

When there is no such awareness of dreams – Because the sleep is more deep, 31-474 

When we do sadhana, this kind of dream becomes very common, 28-128 

You seem to be attaching too much importance to dreams, 31-460 

dreams of flying 

Deams of flying ‒ The vital being goes out in sleep and moves about in the vital, 31-

461 

Flying during sleep ‒ The consciousness in the vital sheath has gone out, 31-462 

dream-self 

A state of superconscience, a status of sleep-self, the dream-self, the self of waking, 21-

466 

dream-state 

Difference from the physical state of dream – The powers of the dream-state, 23-522 

The dream-state – Corresponding to the subtler life-plane and mind-plane behind, 23-

520 

The dream-state can actually enter into other planes and worlds or into distant places, 

23-524 

Two things necessary to arrive at full possession of the powers of the dream-state, 23-

522 

Waking state, dream-state, sleep-state and fourth state of the Self in the Upanishads, 

21-443 

Dream-State 

Mind & Supra-intelligence with reason as an intermediate link are the Dream-State, 17-

235 

Spirit in the Dream-State is called Taijasa or Hiranyagarbha, the Shining Embryon, 17-

230 

The Dream-State operates in a world of subtle matter finer than gross physical matter, 

17-230 
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The Waking-State has overlaid and obscured the Dream-State, 17-232 

With the evolution of the Dream-State matter evolves from the causal into the subtle, 

17-233 

dress 

Dress has always been used by woman as an aid to her “sex-appeal”, 31-536 

Women also often find dress in man a cause of attraction, 31-536 

drinking 

Drinking and smoking have an effect ‒ The substance and quality of the energy, 31-331 

These things of eating and drinking must be put in their right place, 35-772 

drishti 

Drishti – The direct vision or experience of a truth or the thought-substance of a truth, 

18-429 

Three words are used of illumined thought, drishti, sruti & smriti, 18-429 

drops of consciousness 

A drop of consciousness need not be so serious or take as long a time to repair, 30-65 

Drops of consciousness happen to all sadhaks ‒ Their causes are various, 30-65 

dṛṣṭi 

For the truth-consciousness there are corresponding faculties, – dṛṣṭi, śruti, viveka, 15-

65 

drugs 

Certain drugs have other effects or possible effects, 31-585 

drugs. 

Drugs often cure the body when they do not merely trouble or poison it (406), 12-477 

Dryden 

Pope and Dryden – A firm and straightforward expression of thought, 26-96 

dryness 

An inner state of dryness because it is the analysing mind that is active, 29-358 

The dryness is usually only a passage of neutral quiet, 31-135 

The slight dryness in the physical vital by the “uninterest” in external things, 31-135 

The vital concerned only with emotion finds the mental knowledge dry, 29-358 

When it gets more accustomed to the silence, then the dryness disappears, 31-136 

dualism 

A certain justification even for the dualist philosophies and religions, 23-376 

This dualism is not the whole philosophic creed of the Gita – The Purushottama, 19-

455 

Dualism 

Monism, Qualified Monism and Dualism – Three truths, 17-24 

The basal conception for Mind as conditioned by gross matter is Dualistic, 18-361 

The emotional state of soul reaches God through divine love – Dualism, 17-97 

Dualistic Vedanta 

The Dwaita or Dualistic Vedanta – The finite selves & the Infinite are different, 17-96 

dualistim 

Sachchidananda at once impersonal and personal – The dualistic and theistic views, 21-

689 

dualities 

A liberation also of all the spiritual sense of the dualities of Nature, 23-689 
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Another change is a turn towards universality in place of the opposing dualities, 27-42 

Delight in Ananda is pure – Our business is to dissolve the dualities, 12-101 

In the lower nature the dualities are the inevitable effect of the play of the gunas, 23-

689 

It is necessary to rise above the dualities and to become impersonal, equal, one self, 19-

282 

Knowledge lights up to our vision that self-being supreme beyond the dualities, 19-202 

Our nature persists in the division, in the dualities, in the sorrow and passion, 36-290 

The Cosmic Force the Supreme has put out here works through the dualities, 35-180 

The Cosmic Spirit uses all the dualities as elements in the manifestation, 28-31 

The dividing consciousness and the dualities – The redemption by knowledge, 21-56 

The dualities are the inevitable results of the ignorance, 31-670 

The dualities of the universe will be also resolved into those highest terms, 21-37 

The earthly world preoccupied with the dualities is for man a world of struggle, 19-335 

The fourth sign is a perfect equality in the soul and the nature – Beyond the dualities, 

19-181 

The gunas and the dualities – The quiescent and the kinetic bliss, 23-682 

The joy of the soul in the dualities is the secret of the mind’s pleasure in living, 19-192 

The soul circles in an unending round of Nature’s alluring and distressing opposites, 

23-100 

The sway between the dualities – The awakening from the immersion in Prakriti, 23-

100 

The truth of the soul’s pleasure in life behind the dualities of the mind, 19-191 

The wise put away from them the dualities of our mind, life and senses, 18-70 

These master-knots – Desire, ego, the dualities and the three gunas of Nature, 23-675 

What has to disappear is the personal separative ego, the dualities of course also, 35-

133 

duality 

As for the two natures – Only one form of the perpetual duality in human nature, 31-

649 

The duality expressing unity, proceeding from unity and opening back into unity, 21-

373 

Duality 

All the fundamental laws of Duality have sprung into being, 18-377 

Dualo-Monism 

The basal conception for Mind in this subtle Universe is Dualo-Monistic, 18-362 

duck 

The duck is the symbol of the soul, 30-175 

The duck is usually a symbol of the soul or inner being, 30-175 

Duhkhabhisar 

The brief poem Duhkhabhisar, by Sj. Rabindranath Tagore, 1-565 

dullness 

Dullness and dispersion are the two sides of the physical's resistance, 31-392 

If the coolness passed into dullness, it may well have been only physical, 30-477 

Many are suffering from the sense of dullness and want of interest, 30-74 

The length of your period of dullness – No sufficient reason for losing belief, 31-661 
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The life here – For one who has the assured inner life, there is no dullness, 35-603 

The unaccustomed physical consciousness feeling the silence to be dull, 30-79 

dullness of mind 

Forces of depression, dullness of mind, etc. wander about in the atmosphere, 28-215 

Duma 

This is the spectacle watched in Russia – The summoning of the Duma was a triumph, 

6-277 

Dumas 

Dumas’ “history” – Amusing, rather than solidly interesting, 27-549 

Durga 

Durga combines the characteristics of Maheshwari and Mahakali, 32-70 

The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga, 30-158 

The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga – The Mother’s power of Protection, 32-

69 

The lion with Durga on it is a symbol of the Divine Consciousness, 30-158 

duties 

Both rights and duties are European ideas – Dharma is the Indian conception, 6-932 

Duties cannot be the ultimate standard of action in this path, 23-273 

Not the disinterested performance of duties but the following of the divine life, 19-33 

duty 

“Duty really depends on morality”, 1-12 

“Is religion an infallible test of duty, because it is the very law of God?”, 1-14 

A common interpretation – The Vedic rule of ceremonial sacrifice and social duty, 19-

110 

Duty is a relative term – The moral law is above all relative duties, 19-34 

Duty is an idea which in practice rests upon social conceptions, 19-34 

How he shall live for God in the world – The interpretation in the sense of duty, 23-272 

Man must meet the duties to which his life calls him in a spirit of disinterestedness, 1-

329 

So long as you feel the sense of duty, it is better to follow it out until you are liberated, 

35-727 

The aim of life – “Duty, I presume”. “We do what we ought to do.”, 1-11 

The perfect Hindu does his duty equally – Whether the interests of others or his own, 1-

336 

duty. 

Altruism, duty, family, country, humanity are the prisons of the soul when they are not 

its instruments (234), 12-456 

Men in the world have two lights, duty and principle (247), 12-457 

Dwaita 

Madhwa – In the light of the Dwaita or dualistic conception, 17-202 

The Dwaita or Dualistic Vedanta – The finite selves & the Infinite are different, 17-96 

The One is true and the Many are true, and the One cannot be the Many – Dwaita, 18-

403 

The teaching of the Vedanta – Adwaita, Vishishtadwaita, Dwaita are true, 13-66 

Dwapara 

The Dwapara is full of Pradyumna – He prepares the love, 1-533 
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Dwapara Yuga 

In the Dwapara Vishnu descends as Vyasa, the great codifier and systematiser, 18-264 

It is in the Dwapara Yuga that everything is codified, ritualised, formalised, 18-263 

Sri Krishna came at the end of the Dwapara, 18-264 

Sri Krishna, by breaking down the strong formalism of the Dwapara, prepared the Kali, 

18-264 

The Dwapara Yuga was the age of Kuru preeminence – A race of the Roman type, 18-

263 

Dyer 

Natural Description – The first to break away from Pope were Thomson & Dyer, 1-135 

dying 

The dying wish of the man does not determine the psychic's choice, 28-532 

dynamic 

Static and dynamic in reality always go together, 28-26 

dynamic Love 

The dynamic Love cannot go out equally to all, 31-305 

dynamic mind 

A mind of Knowledge (higher mind), of will (dynamic mind) and of thought (intellect), 

28-167 

The active dynamic mind of impulse is the lower organ of responsive action, 23-661 

The dynamic and formative part and the reflective and the discriminate parts of the 

mind, 28-178 

dynamic Mind 

The Mind proper – Three parts, thinking Mind, dynamic Mind, externalising Mind, 28-

177 

dynamic vision 

In contemporary poetry – An attempt at a more frequent use of the dynamic vision, 27-

19 

On the plane of dynamic vision one creates by sight – A kind of inner occult sight, 27-

18 

dynamic Vision 

There is also a plane of dynamic Vision which is a part of the inner, 27-21 

dynamis 

Dynamis means power, especially energetic power for energetic action, 35-156 

Eternal status and eternal dynamis are both true of the Reality, 21-476 

Dyuloka 

Dyuloka = mind world, bhuvarloka = vital world, bhūrloka = material world, 28-39 

eace 

A quiet aspiration can be as effective as an intense call – Peace is the basis, 29-124 

eagerness 

Too much vital eagerness and insistence often blocks the way, 29-474 

eagle 

The crow signifies practical cleverness, the eagle Intelligence, 30-176 

ear 

The ear – Between the inner mind centre and the thought-waves of the universal 

Nature, 28-245 
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The ear is the place of communication with the inner mind centre, 30-469 

earning of money 

The earning of money and family affairs ‒ In a spirit of entire detachment, 31-292 

earnings 

Whatever they may earn for themselves – They must give at least half of it, 6-90 

ears 

The ears – The place of inspired knowledge or else of inspired expression, 30-163 

There are people who can move the ears, 28-407 

earth 

A change on earth is of old standing – Something different from my conception, 29-

401 

Described by the Vedic seers – Beyond the two firmaments of heaven and earth, 23-

465 

Earth is the place of evolution – The supramental being on earth, 35-280 

Even though all cannot rise to the highest, that will mean a great change for the earth, 

35-310 

Evolution takes place on the earth – The earth is the proper field for progression, 28-

288 

If the supramental principle came down – Transmuting but not abolishing the earth 

order, 28-284 

It will take up not only the spiritual life, but also the common earthly existence, 13-564 

Once there it will necessarily have a powerful influence on the whole earth-life, 28-290 

Pure thought and feeling are his heaven, body and material living are his earth, 15-375 

The actual disharmonies of earth as a justification for a saving flight towards Nirvana, 

28-262 

The earth contains all the potentialities which come out, also much that is unexpressed, 

28-298 

The earth is a concentration of all the other worlds and one can touch them, 32-40 

The earth is a material field of evolution, 30-416 

The earth is the place of evolution – On the other planes there is not the evolution, 28-

298 

The earth means the physical consciousness, 30-146 

The experiment of human life on an earth is not now for the first time enacted, 12-141 

The history of this single earth is not all the story of evolution – Other earths, 12-167 

The home of the Gods is beyond mind – Man has to break beyond earth and heaven, 

15-375 

The Rishis speak of the physical consciousness as the physical world, earth, 15-288 

The stages of evolution in the history of the earth, 12-246 

To establish the principle of the supramental consciousness in the earth-evolution, 28-

289 

Earth 

“Earth wheeled abandoned in the hollow gulfs” – Earth does come into the dawn, 27-

312 

Another work of the Ribhus is to restore youth to the aged Parents, Heaven and Earth, 

15-340 

Earth and Heaven and the divine Waters provide the field or shape the material, 15-491 
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Heaven and Earth – The general energies of the mental and physical consciousness, 15-

312 

Heaven is the mental consciousness, Earth the physical, 15-340 

Heaven our Father and Earth our Mother, 15-382 

It contains the last finite which yet yearns to the supreme Infinite, 28-198 

The Earth – A possibility implied in the presence of the suppressed Divine here, 27-242 

The Earth, on the other hand, is an evolutionary world, 28-198 

The solid state – Earth, 17-251 

earth consciousness 

All that, humans, animals, vegetables, minerals, is the earth consciousness, 28-299 

First through the individual the supramental becomes part of the earth consciousness, 

28-299 

I am an Avatar – My Yoga is done to open a way to the earth consciousness to change, 

35-405 

If it resists, then there is difficulty and struggle and the Asuric forces have their chance, 

35-645 

If the earth consciousness is ready an easy descent is quite possible, 35-645 

Into the earth consciousness has to come the supramental creation, 28-299, 35-278 

It is first through the individual that it becomes part of the earth consciousness, 35-279 

It is simply to introduce the supramental principle in the earth consciousness, 28-298 

Our way is the pressure of the spirit upon the earth consciousness to change, 35-683 

The earth consciousness being largely represented by the sadhaks here, 35-645 

The earth consciousness is the consciousness of this Earth alone, 35-279 

The method was the preparation of the earth consciousness, 35-658 

The method was the preparation of the earth consciousness in the human being, 28-296 

There are two parties to the issue, the higher consciousness and the earth 

consciousness, 35-645 

There is a separate global consciousness of the earth which evolves, 28-299 

We have to transform the earth consciousness by bringing in the supramental principle, 

28-290 

What can be done is to establish the higher principle in the earth consciousness, 28-298 

earth existence 

The meaning of earth existence – The slow self-manifesting birth of God in Matter, 12-

247 

earth-consciousness 

All the phases of human history – A working out of the earth-consciousness, 28-268 

The earth-consciousness does not want to change, 31-222 

The earth-consciousness has to gain by the descent of the supramental principle, 28-

291 

To “create a new Heaven and a new earth” in the earth-consciousness itself, 28-284 

To bring the Higher Consciousness down into the earth-consciousness, 28-298 

earth-cycles 

Even here many earth-cycles came before us, and many will come hereafter, 12-167 

earth-memory 

There is an earth-memory from which one gets or can get things of the past, 27-15 

earthquakes 
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Earthquakes are a perturbation in Nature due to some pressure of forces, 28-437 

earths 

The history of this single earth is not all the story of evolution – Other earths, 12-167 

East 

A divine birth or spiritual self – Always the highest gain for the Eastern mind, 13-426 

All can pass who are drawn to that Truth – From the East or from the West, 29-41 

An evolution has been admitted in the East – The growth of the soul, 36-552 

East and West – The shock of the oriental and occidental mentalities, 26-304 

East and West could be reconciled in the pursuit of the highest and largest ideal, 36-553 

East and West have always met and mixed more or less closely, 36-551 

East and West have the same human nature, a common human destiny, 36-551 

East and West have two ways of looking at life – Opposite sides of one reality, 13-327 

Europeans are in the habit of saying that the West is progressive, the East stationary, 6-

54 

In the East the great revolutions have been spiritual and cultural, 13-134 

Men began both in the East and West to intellectualise knowledge, 28-353 

No essential difference between the spiritual life in the East and in the West, 29-37 

Religion in relation with reason and life – Divergence between the East and the West, 

20-138 

The conservative habit of mind in the East – The illusion that it has not changed, 13-

135 

The East – In the cramping bonds of a mechanical conventionalism, 25-16 

The East alone can save mankind, 6-978 

The East is willing or forced to accept the valuable parts of modern European culture, 

25-321 

The Eastern nations have begun in right earnest to set their houses in order, 6-670 

The fusion of the old Eastern and the new Western knowledge, 21-122 

The gulf between East and West, India and Europe is less profound, 20-69 

The ideas of Indian resurgence, spiritualisation of the world, awakening of the East, 6-

1000 

The individualistic period in the East – Neither of long duration nor rationalistic, 25-23 

The influence of the East in the direction of subjectivism and practical spirituality, 25-

24 

The message of the East to the West is a true message – But the danger, 13-144 

The message the West brings to the East is a true message – But the danger, 13-145 

The nations of the East will rear up their heads and India will be herself again, 6-671 

The present era – The hope of the world lies in the re-arousing in the East, 13-138 

The West and the East – The time has now come to unite life and the spirit, 13-510 

There are many people who admit the superiority of Eastern civilisation, 6-511 

Throughout the East, the subjective Asiatic mind is being driven to adapt itself, 25-27 

We are assisting now at the birth of a new Asia and the modernisation of the East, 6-

311 

East Bengal 

Is East Bengal to be left alone to fight out the battle of nationalism?, 6-260 

The situation in East Bengal puts three important questions, 6-260 

East India Company 
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The result of the acquisition of political power by the East India Company, 1-700 

East of India 

The imaginative and idealistic Eastern races, 18-263 

Eastern Art 

The Eastern has his foot on earth, but his head is in the psychical and spiritual realms, 

1-626 

The value of Eastern Thought and Eastern Art to the world is altogether incalculable, 1-

576 

Eastern Bengal 

The misgovernment in Eastern Bengal is the peculiar position of the bureaucracy in 

India, 6-380 

Eastern nations of India 

The large, mild and pure temperament, spiritual & emotional, of the eastern nations, 1-

152 

Eastern Thought 

It is one element of a general change – The discovery of Eastern thought, 1-576 

The value of Eastern Thought and Eastern Art to the world is altogether incalculable, 1-

576 

eating 

A man may eat little and have no spirituality, 31-429 

Eating the fixed amount that is necessary, not less or more, 31-421 

Eating things from outside is not safe, 31-435 

Eating too little makes it weak and nervous, 31-427 

For Yoga it is a mistake to eat too much but a mistake also to eat nothing or too little, 

31-431 

Frequent dreams of eating – Probably old impressions from the subconscient material, 

35-380 

It is much better to eat the meal in silence or at any rate in quietness, 31-421 

The absence of hunger and thirst and the eating only for maintenance of the body, 31-

427 

The feeling of not being able to eat and of eating being unnecessary, 31-427 

The inability to eat being a suggestion to the body consciousness itself, 31-427 

There must be no idea that to eat little is proper for sadhana, 35-805 

These things of eating and drinking must be put in their right place, 35-772 

To do the sadhana here, you must sleep well and eat well, 31-438 

To eat little may be necessary in some stomach or intestinal illness, 31-426 

Too much eating makes the body material and heavy, 31-427 

You have not come here to eat nice things – Get rid of these movements once for all, 

32-400 

economic 

The stress on a perfected economic and material existence – The dangers, 21-1089 

economic aim 

If we take over for instance European industrialism – The economic aim in life, 20-46 

economical 

Economically – A great success in destroying our industries and enslaving ourselves, 6-

1104 
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The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

economics, 25-166 

At present the material and economic aim may predominate – A higher impulse, 23-15 

Economics – To give to men the joy of work according to their own nature, 25-257 

Politics, society, economics are the natural field of interest and hedonistic desire, 20-

397 

The ethical law coloured the political and economic, 20-406 

economism 

India alone has till now refused rationalism, commercialism and economism, 20-65 

economy 

British India – This political change had the gravest effect on our economic life, 1-700 

Politics, society, economy – The spiritual aim, 20-36 

The economic problem – Solve that problem and you have a great future before you, 1-

694 

The larger industries involving an extensive use of machinery – Our economic future, 

1-713 

ecstasies 

Ecstasies and intensities of other kinds can come afterwards, 35-275 

ecstasy 

Ecstasy is a sign of a return towards the original or supreme Ananda, 27-41 

That art or poetry is supreme – Can bring us something of the supreme tone of ecstasy, 

27-41 

ecstasy. 

She has three stages of her schooling, endurance first, next equality of soul, last ecstasy 

(93), 12-433 

Eddington 

Jeans and Eddington have their own logical reasoning, 27-534 

Russell’s opinions as those of Jeans or Eddington – Uncompromising materialism, 27-

532 

Eden. 

God drives us out of every Eden that we may be forced to travel through the desert to a 

diviner Paradise (522), 12-496 

Editor 

English editors – Opportunity of evading responsibility which the law allowed them, 6-

698 

The Bande Mataram prosecution – An editorial staff instead of a single Editor, 6-692 

educated 

A bond between the educated class and the masses is the first great step towards 

Swaraj, 6-925 

Only the educated classes are really hungry for substantial political food, 8-337 

The educated class and the masses bound together by the golden bond of love and 

service, 6-986 

The educated class in India must never allow itself to be isolated, 8-46 

The educated classes are now the repositories of the hope of resurgence, 6-986 

The educated community must give both moral and financial support, 6-926 
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The new spirit in Bengal has embraced the whole educated class, 6-396 

The practical exclusion of the educated classes and the preference of Mahomedans, 8-

356 

The reforms – The educated classes are excluded, except in infinitesimal degree, 8-337 

To destroy the barriers between the educated class and the peasantry, 6-1026 

education 

A large element of private and voluntary enterprise is a healthy element in education, 

1-686 

A largely extended system of technical and general education will help us most, 1-711 

A new centre of thought implies a new centre of education, 1-368 

A purely scientific education tends to make thought narrow, hard and cold, 1-438 

An enlightened reason and will of the normal man – Education and social machinery, 

21-1094 

As in the education of the mind, so in the education of the heart, 1-390 

Behind that civilisation second to none – A perfect education of soul and mind, 1-369 

British education has denationalised the educated community, 6-969 

But the education they have given is bad, meagre and restricted to the few, 8-147 

But there is not quite so universal an agreement on what education should be, 1-417 

But when the State controls the education, it turns it into a mechanical system, 25-301 

Different conceptions of man, the nation and humanity – Our idea in education, 1-425 

Education would embrace all knowledge in its scope, 25-256 

Especially, new methods of education, new principles of society are beginning, 25-91 

First it is necessary to disengage what we understand by a true education, 1-424 

For a student to get a degree – Make it necessary that he shall have a good education, 

1-358 

In education the child was regarded as brute psychological stuff, 25-630 

In the future education – The most perfect and rapid means of mastering knowledge, 1-

393 

Interest is the basis of concentration – A natural self-education by the child, 1-394 

It has become an axiom that the provision of universal education is the duty of the 

State, 1-685 

It is right and necessary that education should be provided for all, 25-301 

It is the general lack of education and intelligence which hampers us at every turn, 1-

715 

Its central aim is the building of the powers of the human mind and spirit, 1-421 

Knowledge is within – To be evoked by education rather than instilled from outside, 1-

373 

Never was an education more remote from all that education truly denotes, 6-1104 

Our education had the same pride in a false show of breadth and the same narrow 

scope, 6-1102 

Society sought to dominate the individual intellect and imagination by education, 17-

293 

The acquiring of various kinds of information – Only one of the means of education, 1-

421 

The actual education given in the most advanced countries – Not the necessities, 25-

198 
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The ancient system can be reapplied or be completed and to some extent replaced, 1-

378 

The cultivation of the spirit is the object of what is well called a liberal education, 1-

438 

The debasement of our mind, character and tastes by European education, 8-245 

The education that the Government imparts is bad in quality and worse in spirit, 6-581 

The educational system of Europe – An insufficient knowledge of human psychology, 

1-383 

The Government cannot afford to lose control of the education, 6-454 

The Government cannot give us a reformed and modern system of education, 6-542 

The idea of the necessity of general education – The conception that now governs, 25-

75 

The intellectual part of education – The Indian University system confined to this, 1-

357 

The limitations of the present education – Deficient in practicality, 6-592 

The modern economic view – Religion, education, science, politics and culture, 25-487 

The mother-tongue is the proper medium of education – The first energies of the child, 

1-394 

The new ideas about the education and upbringing of the child, 25-32 

The new turn – In education, in dealings with the criminal, in the view of society, 25-

45 

The object of the education given to the slave is not to fit him for freedom, 6-548 

The only true education – An instrument for this real working of the spirit, 1-427 

The people had their share too in art and poetry, education, 20-248 

The policy of the Government in educational matter is a deliberate policy, 6-416 

The seed of a new subjective and psychic dealing – New educational methods, 25-33 

The sons of small tradesmen – The education men of that class can get in England, 6-

59 

The State is bound to act crudely and in the mass – State-governed education, 25-301 

The training of educated Indians – Foolish to expect from a foreign Government, 6-133 

The true basis of education is the study of the human mind, infant, adolescent and 

adult, 1-383 

This so-called reform has no room for any real political education for the people, 6-138 

Three things in a true and living education – The man, the nation or people, humanity, 

1-425 

To neglect moral and religious education altogether is to corrupt the race, 1-390 

To revolutionize the whole aims & methods of our education, 1-360 

To take up these manufactures we need a system of industrial education, 1-710 

Uniformity of culture by the process of a State education, 25-461 

Universal education has become a fixed dogma to the modern intelligence, 1-417 

Universal education is the inevitable second step – The first defects of education, 25-

198 

We in this country have confused education with the acquisition of knowledge, 1-359 

Without a good system of general education our best endeavours are bound to fail, 1-

708 

Without universal education a nation nowadays is self-condemned to stagnation, 1-686 
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educationist 

The first business of the educationist – To develop the right use of the six senses, 1-386 

The instrument of the educationist is the mind which consists of four layers, 1-386 

Edward Windsor 

Edward Windsor preferred to have his own life as a man and not a pseudo-king, 35-204 

effectiveness 

The rule of the right place, the right time and the right person – The effectiveness, 8-29 

effeminate 

Kalidasa never relaxed into the cloying and effeminate languor of sensuous description, 

1-179 

efficiency. 

Europe prides herself on her practical and scientific organisation and efficiency (76), 

12-431 

effort 

A personal effort until the surrender and consecration are pure and complete, 32-7 

Aspiration and personal effort of the sadhaka, 23-58 

At present to give up personal effort is not what is wanted, 29-85 

But even this jumping need not be a mental effort – Often only a series of suggestions, 

27-580 

Effort is all right, but only as an excuse for inducing the Inspiration to come, 27-580 

Even if one fails the effort bears some result and is never lost, 29-87 

Even such imperfect Yoga has not been wasted, for no upward effort is made in vain, 

23-71 

First, the effort towards at least an initial and enabling self-transcendence, 23-58 

Here there is still effort, but it is ready and spontaneous, 29-84 

If there is no personal effort ‒ Why should the Grace act?, 31-722 

In the early part of the sadhana effort is indispensable, 29-83 

In the first movement of self-preparation – The period of personal effort, 23-87 

In the last period there is no effort at all, no set method, no fixed sadhana, 23-87 

In the transitional stage, our personal and necessarily ignorant effort dwindles, 23-86 

It follows that in the beginning personal effort is necessary, 29-83 

It has been clearly stated in The Mother that personal effort is necessary, 35-110 

It is hopeless to get out of the inferior consciousness by unaided effort, 31-723 

It is not possible to get rid of the stress on personal effort at once, 29-84 

It is when there is no need of effort that the best comes, 27-580 

Mental effort is one thing and aspiring and holding yourself in readiness is another, 27-

579 

Not necessary to proceed through a big personal effort, disturbance and struggle, 31-

746 

One by the action of a vigilant mind and vital – The personal effort, 29-82 

One can either use effort to remove difficulties, 31-722 

One’s own effort is necessary – Opening, consecrating oneself, making the surrender, 

32-220 

Or else effort is necessary till the Force comes flooding down, 29-84 

Personal effort without the supporting Force can do only a little, with much labour, 31-

722 
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Previous effort and preparation have their value, 19-335 

So long as the lower nature is active the personal effort remains necessary, 32-6 

The best expenditure of energy is that which flows easily without effort, 29-268 

The effort demanded of the sadhak is that of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 31-676 

The Force can work effectively without any effort on your part, 31-721 

The other way by effort is laborious, slow and not sure, 29-361 

The personal effort – A new awakening and an upward change of the life motive, 23-

619 

The personal effort has to be transformed progressively, 29-84 

The personal effort is a triple labour of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 32-6 

The personal effort required is a triple labour of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 35-

110 

The rest depends on personal effort and experience and upon the power of the Guide, 

23-58 

Their effort is to let the Peace, Force, Light, Ananda of the Mother come in, 31-723 

There are two possibilities, personal effort and the Divine Grac, 29-83 

There is a period, more or less prolonged, of internal effort and struggle, 23-60 

Those who do not make any effort do not progress, 29-87 

Till then the use of one's own will and effort is necessary, 29-73 

Till then there must be the personal effort with an increasing reality of surrender, 29-

207 

What is done with labour only, is done with difficulty, not with a downpour, 27-588 

Without any personal effort for that ‒ The outer nature proved too strong, 30-439 

You are not asked to change your nature by your own effort, 31-743 

effort. 

All things seem hard to man that are above his attained level, & they are hard to his 

unaided effort (109), 12-435 

egg 

Let us image Avyakta as an egg, the golden egg of the Puranas, divided into two 

halves, 18-397 

eggs 

If it is thought necessary for his health to take fish, meat or eggs he can do it, 35-775 

ego 

“Not for myself, but for the Divine” should grow to be the law, 31-219 

A deliverance not only from egoism but from ego-idea and ego-sense – Divine nature, 

23-357 

A gospel of the will to live, of the worship of the ego is the gospel of the Asura, 19-569 

A rajasic or sattwic ego still holds them – Those serving the Powers of Darkness, 23-

249 

A spontaneous working of Prakriti no longer through or for the ego, 23-219 

Acting as the great composer, musician, littérateur – Artists, poets, musicians, 27-739 

All attachment and ego must disappear, 31-233 

All belongs to the Divine – There must be no ego or desire, 31-253 

All great personalities have a strong ego of one kind or another, 27-545 

All human beings are full of ego, 31-218 

All that we externally and superficially are and do is not ego but Nature, 23-214 
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All that we internally are is not ego, but consciousness, soul or spirit, 23-214 

All the action is shot through with ego, acts, feelings, thoughts, everything, 31-217 

All this pain would be unnecessary if the ego-sense had not taken possession, 17-474 

Also by entering into the larger mental and vital planes one may aggrandise the ego, 

30-30 

Always indeed it is the higher Power that acts – The ego is only an instrument, 23-59 

An entire removal of this separative ego-sense is an essential aim of our Yoga, 23-229 

And the ego acts through the outer instruments, 28-56 

And the Jiva and the nature act through the ego, 28-56 

Another greater step after the surrender of our instrumental ego to the Divine Shakti, 

23-251 

Arisen to this supreme spiritual nature, he is delivered there from all ego, 19-581 

As is the nature of his ego, so will be the nature of its will, 19-573 

As soon as egoistic consciousness emerges and interferes, there is a false action, 17-80 

At the same time Science has put at his disposal many potencies – The ego, 21-1091 

Becoming conscious of the ego and the animal is really a progress, 31-219 

Being in Sat is one in multiplicity – Our business is to dissolve the mental ego, 12-100 

But by the very definition of the ego its capacity is limited, 17-56 

But now that he has to go higher, this ego comes badly in the way, 31-217 

But the ego is only an intermediate representation of something beyond itself, 21-64 

By dissolution of ego and of the attachment to birth the soul crosses beyond death, 17-

62 

By the spiritual experience the ego on the lower planes may get aggrandised, 30-30 

Deliverance from the ego is the first step – A secure universality of being, 23-490 

Desire and ego are the twin obscure powers of the obsessing world-wide Ignorance, 23-

101 

Desireless works with sacrifice as the only object, without any thought of ego, 19-111 

Efface the stamp of ego from the heart and let the love of the Mother take its place, 32-

246 

Ego can always hide even behind an aspiration to serve the Mother, 31-232 

Ego can then slowly or swiftly but surely disappear, 31-237 

Ego goes entirely only when one sees, experiences and lives the One, 31-217 

Ego is a perverted reflection of the psychic or the Jivatman, 32-61 

Ego is not so easy to get rid of – The disappearance of ego means complete mukti, 31-

234 

Ego is the consciousness of the One Infinite Personality in a limiting form, 12-197 

Ego is the most formidable of the knots which keep us tied to the Ignorance, 21-584 

Ego is the reason of the difficulty in everybody, 31-217 

Ego, whatever its basis, can reproduce itself in different parts of the being, 31-221 

Ego-sense is a mechanism of Prakriti, Purusha is the conscious being, 28-114 

Ego-tendency in the human nature when some realisation comes, 30-31 

Even if there is no consciousness of ego in the higher parts, 31-235 

Even in ordinary life there must be a control over the vital and the ego, 31-222 

Even people who think they are doing only the Mother’s will are yet actuated by ego, 

32-261 

For the ego, one has to say no to all its suggestions, 31-234 
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For the liberation from the ego going high is necessary but not sufficient, 31-237 

Freedom from ego is not a moral but a spiritual change, 29-95 

Free-will and the modes of Nature – If we life in the Brahman, we go beyond the ego, 

23-96 

Fulfilment or conquest of the ego – Conflicting opinions in each camp, 23-356 

higher, 31-238 

How far to proceed in the elimination of the ego and what is the aim?, 23-359 

Human nature brings in the ego motive into the work for the Divine also, 31-219 

Human nature is shot through in all its stuff with the thread of the ego, 31-217 

I meant “thinking of the Divine” the giving up of the preoccupation with your ego, 31-

219 

If one is free from ego – All his thoughts and feelings are for the Divine, 31-241 

If our aim is spiritual, exceeding of ego is imperative – The cosmic or transcendent, 23-

357 

If the ego is gone and the full surrender is there, there should be no obstacles, 31-233 

If the ego is subjected but not eliminated, we shall be imperfect tools, 23-250, 23-251 

If the experience of Self imposes silence and frees the psychic, the ego disappears, 30-

29 

If the workings are really those of the higher consciousness ‒ The ego fades out, 30-

403 

If you do not liberate the Prakriti, ego will naturally remain, 31-221 

In any case this is the first necessity of this part of the Yoga, to lose the ego, 23-764 

In our spiritual change ego has to vanish – A vast impersonality, 21-243 

In the divine life all is for the sake of the Divine and not for the sake of the ego, 32-461 

In the dynamic movements the ego may still be there owing to past habits, 30-453 

In the ignorant seeming, we are the ego and are subject to the modes of Nature, 23-95 

In Yoga life it is a question not of controlling ego but of getting rid of it, 31-222 

It is not possible to get rid of the ego-movements all at once, 31-234 

It is obviously not the right thing for Yoga to be centred in the ego, 31-288 

It is only in the higher consciousness that ego can dissolve, 31-238 

It is possible to diminish the ego by the action of the Force, 31-236 

It is the mental, vital, physical ego that we take for our being until we get knowledge, 

28-112 

It is this identification and this conception that form the life of the ego, 21-584 

Looking from the ego point of view – All the confusion and trouble and ignorance, 31-

233 

Man has in the beginning principally to occupy himself with his own ego, 21-719 

Many think they are free from ego because they are obeying a force, 31-220 

Morality’s highest business is to control or widen, refine or sublimate the ego, 27-545 

Multiple possibilities – The discovery of a true individual replacing the dead ego, 21-

986 

Nature invented the ego that the individual might disengage himself from the mass, 21-

722 

Next, the emergence takes place in a separated form of life – The ego, 21-634 

Not insisting on one’s own personality, ego, ideas, feelings as the important thing, 32-

441 
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Numerous fragments and survivals of ego-habit can remain to be eliminated, 30-30 

On the higher spiritual planes there is no ego, because the oneness of the Divine is felt, 

28-62 

Once established, the true consciousness holds the ego-forces outside, 28-100 

One may have ego about the work even if the work itself comes from the Mother, 32-

260 

One who has ego and pride cannot realise the Highest, 28-505 

Only calm in the vital is hardly sufficient – Throwing out the ego from the vital, 31-233 

Our purpose in Yoga is to exile the limited outward-looking ego and to enthrone God, 

23-91 

Our waking mind and ego are only a superimposition upon an inner being, 21-576 

Pride is only one form of ego – Every action of man is full of ego, 31-241 

Pride of the ego is the case with all human beings, 31-217 

psychic, 28-124 

Second, our being has to break the walls of ego-consciousness which it has created, 21-

551 

So long as desire and ego remain, there can be no surrender to the Divine, 31-254 

So long as the mental and vital are subject to ignorance, the ego will last also, 35-129 

That does not bring the disappearance of the old ego reactions in the Prakriti, 31-238 

That force may hold them by something in their personality and ego, 31-220 

That is how one encourages the growth of the psychic being and overcomes the ego, 

32-413 

The deflected sense – By ignorant or self-sufficient minds enamoured of their ego, 28-

480 

The desire-soul and the Purusha – The apparent self, the ego, and the true self, 19-215 

The difficulty in mind and life is created by ego, 21-1047 

The Divine ‒ In proportion as the ego first submits itself, then recedes and disappears, 

31-232 

The Divine works through the ego of the Jiva in the lower nature, 32-6 

The ego – It is impossible to get rid of it altogether except by two things, 31-236 

The ego (in its physical or vital physical roots) is the stumbling-block, 31-218 

The ego and the vital being always resist a pressure to get rid of them, 31-233 

The ego came as a means of the outer consciousness individualising itself, 31-217 

The ego comes in, exaggerates these small things, 30-31 

The ego habit taking refuge in the sense of being an instrument, 30-30 

The ego has to be extinguished, but the individual self or soul is not the ego, 29-396 

The ego has to be replaced by the true psychic and spiritual self, 28-107 

The ego in us makes claims on the Divine other than the spiritual claim, 23-766 

The ego is a formation of Nature, but it does not cease with the body, 28-57 

The ego is not a real and eternal existence, but only a formation of Nature, 28-107 

The ego is not the real person – The Jiva is a portion of the Purushottama’s being, 19-

549 

The ego is not the self – There is one self of all and the soul is a portion, 25-46 

The ego must fuse into the wider cosmic “I” or the transcendent, 23-358 

The ego of the instrument – There must be special care in the Yoga, 32-260 

The ego or “I” is only a formation of Nature, 23-214 
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The ego rises because it wants to take hold of the being, 31-221 

The elimination of the ego is indispensable – All is the self-shaping of Prakriti, 23-762 

The enjoyment of the infinite delight free from ego – The enjoyment of Immortality, 

17-86 

The fight with the ego is part of the fight with the physical nature, 31-221 

The first error – The egoistic self-vision and the fulfilment of the collective ego, 25-48 

The first necessity for man is to enlarge himself in the limits of the ego, 17-58 

The first necessity in our works is to get clear of the sin of the vital ego, 19-282 

The first result is very often to exaggerate the ego, 30-30 

The first thing to do is to get rid of this magnified ego, 30-30 

The form of ego has to be dissolved ‒ It has to be replaced by the true being, 31-230 

The greatest service to humanity is to prepare or find the way – To transcend the ego, 

23-359 

The impulse to use the Shakti – The ego making God its instrument, 23-767 

The individual remains but that is not the small separative ego, 30-395 

The initial error of our analytic mentality – Thence proceeds all the error of the ego, 

21-148 

The integral liberation from the ego into the divine spirit and nature, 23-678 

The Jiva, the inferior Prakriti and the separative ego – The three gunas, 19-372 

The life of the ego – A circle in which the soul is a prisoner, 19-543 

The loss of the ego in the Mother’s consciousness, 32-287 

The mental ego-sense – To the exclusion of the sense of unity, 17-35 

The mental, vital, physical, external ego is a superficial construction of Nature, 21-542 

The mind and the vital are much more full of ego than the body, 31-221 

The mind cannot get beyond because there is the principle of ego, 19-253 

The moment the individual soul leans towards ego, that will changes its character, 23-

676 

The necessity of centralisation around the ego – Until there is no longer need, 21-574 

The object is to get rid of all ego – The rajasic kind, even the most sattwic type, 19-534 

The ordinary life centred around the ego – The development of consciousness, 23-89 

The powers of the natural ego have to be accepted and put in order, 20-161 

The pretensions of the ego – The right reckoning between the world and ourselves, 21-

80 

The pull of the magnified ego is one of the great perils on the way, 28-480 

The real renunciation is not the fleeing from works, but the slaying of ego and desire, 

19-129 

The rejection of the ego and of the will to desire – The liberation of the spirit, 23-682 

The right attitude – As a separate being, as an ego, one has no importance, 31-220 

The root of all this evil is the ego-sense – The obstinate knot of the ego, 23-352 

The selfishness of the ego, 31-238 

The sense of ego can disappear into that of the Self or the Purusha, 31-238 

The sign of the immersion in Prakriti is the limitation of consciousness to the ego, 23-

100 

The small ego has to be transformed out of existence, 31-219 

The Spirit can, in mind, identify Itself with the object in the movement – The ego, 17-

17 
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The subordination to a wider collective ego – With or without a moral content, 23-210 

The Supermind coming down – Will change nothing in a man if he clings to the ego, 

28-293 

The vital being is not the I – The ego is mental, vital, physical, 28-111 

The waking ego falsely believes the soul to be the subject of Nature & not its lord, 17-

357 

The way to be free – To get rid of the desire-soul and the false self-view of this ego, 

19-215 

The will to the imperfect separative being, that wrong Tapas, creates the ego, 23-681 

There are Yogins who have great powers and also a big ego, 31-239 

There can be no liberation without overcoming ambition and ego, 31-239 

There is a mental and vital ego also, 28-57 

There is one cosmic Mind, Life, Body – We can break down the walls of the ego, 23-

415 

These master-knots – Desire, ego, the dualities and the three gunas of Nature, 23-675 

These two things are one, liberation from desire and liberation from the ego, 23-681 

This happens only too often in Yoga – A magnified ego, 23-249 

This liberation is to be effected by dissolving the waking ego, 17-357 

This outer ego-building is only a provisional device of the Consciousness- Force, 21-

551 

To abandon identification with the physical, vital and mental ego, is not enough, 23-

640 

To be free from ego and desire is a condition which needs a high siddhi, 31-235 

To be occupied always with oneself and the action of others on oneself is ego, 31-226 

To be ourselves liberated from ego and realise our true selves is the first necessity, 21-

653 

To draw back from the ego into the impersonal Self is the first step, 19-453 

To escape from ego – Only by finding something deep within or above, 27-545 

To finish with desire by destroying its seed of ego-sense is our only escape, 17-475 

To get rid of ego is as difficult as to make a complete surrender, 35-663 

To get rid of ego-sense, we must, practically, labour to get rid of desire, 17-471 

To get rid of selfishness and ego – Selfless service of the Divine and merging the ego, 

28-428 

To get rid of the ego altogether ‒ By the descent and occupation of the whole being, 

31-236 

To get the ego out of the human nature is not so simple as that, 31-241 

To lose ego and be this impersonal self – The first movement of this Yoga, 19-533 

To shake off the hold of the ego – To recognise the movement of a cosmic Being, 23-

189 

Until he learns to make not the ego but the Divine the centre of his existence, 31-218 

We are a higher self than our ego or our members, 25-47 

We break out of the ego into its largeness and are that for ever, 23-492 

We may enlarge our ego but still the ego remains the root of our actions, 19-254 

What has to disappear is the personal separative ego, the dualities of course also, 35-

133 

What is this strongly separative self-experience that we call ego?, 21-382 
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What it does see readily is only the life of the ego – The Rakshasa, the Asuric nature, 

19-326 

When the true being is discovered, the utility of the ego is over, 28-97 

When there is the pressure of sadhana, the ego is obliged to show itself, 35-813 

When we lose our limited ego personality in the impersonality of the self, 19-532 

Whether by breaking the walls of the ego laterally or else from above, 23-409 

While this transformation is being done, keep yourself free from the ego, 32-13 

Without persistent rejection liberation from the ego cannot be done, 31-237 

Without this view-point and motive-force he cannot grow in his ego, 23-189 

You cannot expect to drive the ego out of the movements in a short time, 31-234 

You must get rid of the ego of self-esteem, demand and desire, 32-343 

Your ego does come up from time to time without your seeing that it is the ego, 31-221 

Your first aim must be to be totally free from all desire and self-regarding ego., 32-12 

Ego 

Ego is only a faculty put forward by the discriminative mind, 18-25 

The Asuric nature – The cult of Desire and Ego, 19-472 

The desire to possess and enjoy is the master impulse of the Ego, 17-18 

ego idea 

To cast out of us the ego idea is not possible until the purification of the instruments, 

23-677 

ego of the instrument 

Small signs or little forms of the ego of the instrument, 31-231 

Suggestions that one can be an instrument to help someone else on the path of Yoga, 

31-236 

ego sense 

So long as one is not free from the ego sense, there can be no real freedom., 23-676 

The ego sense must be replaced by a oneness – Transcendental and universal, 23-677 

The liberation from an externalised ego sense is the first step, 23-633 

To draw back from the outward ego sense and live inwardly in the soul, 23-632 

ego. 

A mean & grovelling ego (360), 12-471 

ego-centricity 

Man is centred in his ego, ego-centric, and does all for his ego, 31-229 

Self-giving in fact means a change from ego-centricity to God-centricity, 31-229 

The ego-centric man feels and values things as they affect him, 31-228 

The first stages of the sadhana are with almost everybody ego-centric, 31-229 

The human being is naturally egoistic and ego-centred, 31-218 

The most ego-centric can change by the psychic principle becoming established, 31-

230 

ego-idea 

Buddhi centres its mental action round the ego-idea, 23-652 

egoism 

(2) Egoism – In the mind, the vital, the physical, 31-638 

A certain purification from egoism is the condition even of ethical progress, 23-357 

A vitalistic egoism – The right for each to live his own life at the expense of others, 25-

56 
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An egoism which made people go away from here, 31-243 

As to egoism and selfishness, one can be generous and yet egoistic, 31-239 

Because of this ignorance whose seal is egoism, he ignores the law of sacrifice, 19-126 

By a constant quiet vigilance and increasing consciousness egoism can be got out, 31-

218 

Consciousness in Chit is luminous – Our business is to replace our egoistic activities, 

12-101 

Egoism is part of the machinery, a chief part, of universal Nature, 30-290 

Egoism is the cause of sorrow, but desire is its seat, 17-478 

Egoism is the greatest danger of the Sadhana and is never spiritually justifiable, 36-372 

Egoism, seated in the sense of personal difference, is the first element of the heart’s 

error, 17-479 

Eliminate egoism in all its forms, 30-333 

Freedom from egoism in the teaching of the Gita and in the Ramayana, 23-331 

If the egoism of the worker disappears, the egoism of the instrument may replace it, 23-

248 

It is important to remember the distinction – If there is the least vital egoism, 28-61 

It may lead to a fall in the Yoga and the growth of an exaggerated egoism, 35-398 

Little expressions of egoism either fade slowly or else they drop off, 31-234 

Some egoists are hard-skinned and not sensitive ‒ Others are hyper-sensitive, 31-220 

The delusion of egoism – We are each of us Brahman in His entirety, 12-6 

The elimination of egoism is the first requisite of a true foundation in the sadhana, 31-

232 

The enormous development of egoism can come whatever line one follows, 29-209 

The first sign is to do all in the liberating knowledge, without the egoism of the doer, 

19-179 

The human being is naturally egoistic and ego-centred, 31-218 

The smallness of the egoistic person ‒ When the wideness of the cosmic consciousness, 

31-220 

The third step is to get rid of the central egoism and even the ego-sense of the worker, 

23-247 

There must be no egoism of any kind in the attitude of the instrument, 23-250 

This self-will means an egoism in the mind which attaches itself, 23-330 

To get rid of egoism, liberate the true Person and attain to a divine manhood, 23-247 

To renounce all the inner supports of egoism – All must be done for the Divine, 23-113 

Unhappiness, dullness, obscurity ‒ A natural result of yielding to egoism, 31-348 

egoism of the instrument 

The egoism of the instrument can be more dangerous than the egoism of the doer, 31-

231 

egoistic consciousness 

Our dynamic self-fulfilment cannot be worked out in the egoistic consciousness, 23-

299 

egoistic ignorance 

Man is ignorant of his world in which he presently lives, 21-583 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 
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The egoistic ignorance – How the ego perishes by the loss of its limits, 21-768 

egoistic insistence 

Egoistic insistence and vital revolt are insuperable obstacles to the descent, 31-162 

egoless strength 

Egoless strength is strength which does not act for selfish motives, 31-255 

ego-sense 

At first it might seem as if the ego-sense were actually constituted by memory, 21-537 

For this withdrawal a final liberation is needed – The release from the ego-sense, 23-

355 

It is imperative to get rid of the fundamental ego-sense also – The substratum ego, 23-

360 

Man in the ignorance is bewildered by the ego-sense, enslaved by the gunas, 19-231 

Man seems to be a creature of Nature – The ego-sense and the personal will, 19-573 

Self-knowledge based on the ego-sense is imperfect – The trenchant conclusions of 

mind, 21-540 

So long as this fundamental ego-sense remains, there is no absolute release, 23-360 

The buddhi is only a chief support of the ego-sense in its manifold play, 23-677 

The ego-sense as a mental reflection of the Self, 23-653 

The ego-sense as a preparatory device for self-knowledge in the mental being, 21-539 

The ego-sense is a mental device by which the mental being develops, 13-493 

The ego-sense is another device of mental Ignorance, 21-537 

The ego-sense is not a result of memory or built by memory, 21-538 

The ego-sense is responsible for these aberrations, 23-704 

The process of abolition of the ego-sense – The giving up in the end, 23-363 

The third step is to get rid of the central egoism and even the ego-sense of the worker, 

23-247 

The truth behind the self-assertion of ego-sense and the idea of free will, 19-226 

Egypt 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-313 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

Mustafa Kamal Pasha – The chief among the creators of modern Egypt, 6-897 

Protected hooliganism succeeded in Egypt because the circumstances were different, 6-

715 

Sometimes this minority – An enormous influence as in Vedic India, Egypt, Atlantis, 

28-265 

The first was when he championed the cause of the financiers in Egypt, 6-753 

The history of Nationalism in Egypt – Lessons for new-born the Nationalism in India, 

6-714 

The history of the British occupation of Egypt – The world can no longer be deceived, 

6-325 

The Nationalism of the Egyptians at that time of a less robust and less exalted type, 6-

715 

The problem becomes much more difficult with regard to Egypt and India, 25-332 
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The programme of the Nationalist party in Egypt – Resemblances to that of the Indian, 

6-898 

To crush the movement of democratic and humanitarian Nationalism in Egypt, 6-753 

We now know that remarkable civilisations existed in China, Egypt, Chaldea, Assyria, 

15-25 

eightfold path 

As to Buddha's attitude towards life – His eightfold path, 29-430 

The Lord of Pity discovered for man the eightfold path and the haven of Nirvana, 17-

449 

Einstein 

A larger statement of the nature of universal existence than the Einstein theory, 28-397 

Einstein has a great discovering scientific intellect, 31-15 

Einstein's law is a scientific generalisation – Proper to the domain of physics, 28-397 

Einstein's relativity is a scientific, not a metaphysical statement, 28-397 

elect 

The elect are all who can accept this faith and this greater law, 19-575 

The great change and transfiguration to which are called the elect, 19-575 

election 

Four elements to be considered – The electorate, the body, the election, the powers, 8-

322 

electorate 

A register of voters who could form a real electorate – It was the programme, 8-259 

But a register of Nationalists would only be a register of victims for investigators, 8-

259 

Only convenient limited electorates for the election of our council delegates, 8-259 

The last question is that of the electorate, 8-258 

The most natural and convenient divisions – The great literary languages, 8-259 

electorates 

Four elements to be considered – The electorate, the body, the election, the powers, 8-

322 

Restrictions to the freedom of the electors in choosing their representatives, 8-325 

The electorates – Not only class but creed has been made the basis of representation, 8-

322 

The electorates are so arranged as to return a majority of men favourable to 

Government, 8-393 

electric current 

An electric current in the spine is the flowing of the force through the spine, 30-474 

electric sensation 

Pressure and throbbing and electric sensation are only signs of the Force working, 30-

483 

electricity shock 

Electricity shock always indicates a passage of dynamic Force, 30-474 

elementals 

On the physical plane, the Bhutas – What the Theosophists call the elementals, 28-467 

There are two kinds of elementals, the one mischievous and the other not, 28-468 

elements 
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In the Veda the names of the elements were used with a symbolic significance, 13-223 

Man – Several elements, corporeal, vital, mental, intellectual and essential, 17-150 

The names of the five elements have a conventional, not a literal value, 17-249 

The pure natural condition of an element must be a condition of pure energy, 29-395 

These five elemental states – In their purity only in the world of subtle matter, 17-251 

When Hindu philosophy speaks of the five elements – Elemental states of matter, 17-

246 

elephant 

The blue elephant is the strength of the Higher Consciousness, 30-168 

The elephant is Strength ‒ Sometimes Strength illumined with Wisdom, 30-167 

The elephant is Strength ‒ Sometimes Strength removing obstacles, 30-168 

The elephant is the spiritual strength that removes obstacles, 27-518, 30-139 

Eleusinian mysteries 

The Eleusinian mysteries – The same mystic knowledge as by the Vedic Rishis, 29-420 

élite 

The judgment of a minority and élite settles down as the verdict of posterity, 27-356 

Elizabethan age 

The Elizabethan age, as a whole, bears a certain stamp of defect and failure, 26-72 

The natural limitations of the Elizabethan age – The key to the following reaction, 26-

86 

Elizabethan drama 

The defects of the Elizabethan drama in the mass, 26-75 

Elizabethan poetry 

The extravagances of Elizabethan poetry – No traditional culture nor innate taste, 26-70 

The rest of the Elizabethan poetry – The same life-spirit as in drama, 26-83 

eloquence 

Not to those who can bring forward the best arguments or talk the most eloquently, 6-

126 

emanation 

In the Veda there is no idea or experience of a personal emanation or incarnation, 29-

420 

That does not constitute an incarnation or emanation of the Divine, 29-421 

emanations 

A very advanced psychic being sometimes sends down an emanation, 28-539 

All the Gods can put forth such emanations from their being, 28-453 

An emanation of the Mother is something of her consciousness and power, 28-453 

Emanations 

All the Gods can put forth such emanations from their being, 35-105 

An emanation of the Mother is something of her consciousness and power put forth, 

35-105 

In a sense the four Powers of the Mother may be called her Emanations, 28-453, 35-

105 

The Gods are in origin and essence permanent Emanations of the Divine, 28-454, 35-

106 

embodiment 

The embodiment can modify itself or be modified from above, 28-272 
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embraces 

Kisses and embraces are the expression of a vital love, 31-541 

embracing 

Oneness with all expressed through embracing and kissing ‒ The sex-instinct with all, 

31-491 

emotion 

Emotion alone is not enough for producing anything that can be called great creation, 

27-111 

Emotion is necessary in the Yoga, 29-350 

Emotion must be pressed inward so as to open fully the psychic doors, 29-357 

Equality and calm in the mind and vital parts, an intense psychic emotion in the heart, 

29-350 

Not to kill emotion, but to turn it towards the Divine is the right way of the Yoga, 29-

350 

Psychic emotion is one of the most powerful helps to the sadhana, 29-351 

The emotion of the external being does not make good material for poetry, 27-108 

emotional being 

In this Yoga the emotional being has to undergo a transformation, 31-287 

So the emotional being has a physical part, 28-207 

The emotional being is itself a part of the vital, 28-193 

emotional desire 

Emotional desire becomes easily a cause of perturbation and an obstacle, 29-350 

emotional devotion 

The emotional devotion is more outward than the psychic devotion, 29-357 

emotional heart 

From below the throat to the heart is the emotional heart or the higher vital, 28-189 

emotional man 

Will he have an equal fervour, depth and sweetness with the emotional man?, 31-18 

emotional mind 

Getting rid of desire in the psychic prana and its intermiscence in the emotional mind, 

23-660 

One of these forms of activity is the emotional mind, the heart, 23-649 

The aesthetic and emotional mind and aesthetic forms are used by Yoga, 23-517 

The emotional mind becomes a hurtling field of the stupendous play of passion, 23-351 

The right action of the emotional mind – A soul of love and lucid joy and delight, 23-

660 

emotional nature 

That is the one way to liberate and fulfil the emotional nature, 29-350 

The perfection of the moral and emotional nature – A suitable moral training, 1-389 

emotional vital 

Another in the chest (emotional vital, heart centre), 28-231 

In another classification it is rather the most mentalised part of the vital nature, 28-188 

The emotional can be reckoned as part of the mind, the vital in the mental, 28-188 

The emotional vital – The heart (belonging in front to the emotional and vital), 28-187 

The emotional vital – The seat of various feelings such as love, joy, sorrow, hatred, 28-

187 
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The point about the emotional and the higher vital, 28-187 

emotionalism 

An unpurified emotionalism leads to want of balance, 29-357 

emotions, 29-351 

Our emotions rise up from the basic consciousness – An emotive memory, 23-649 

Our human emotions and impulses must have behind them a Truth in him, 23-558 

The distinction between emotions and lower vital movements, 28-193 

The emotions must be turned towards the Divine, 29-350 

The heart is the centre of the emotional being and the emotions are vital movements, 

28-193 

The ordinary human emotions, good and bad, are all of them vital movements, 31-121 

The second obstacle, the emotions themselves – The purifying of the moral habits, 1-

399 

Thoughts are of the mind, emotions are of the heart, desires are of the vital, 28-167 

To indulge in the emotions is what is called sentimentalism, 29-351 

Turn your emotions towards the Divine, aspire for their purification, 29-350 

emphasis 

An extreme contemporary tendency seems to condemn emphasis of any kind – An 

excess, 27-179 

empire 

A distinction – Homogeneous national and heterogeneous composite empire, 25-312 

A homogeneous empire would form a psychological and not merely a political unit, 25-

312 

A military and administrative centralised empire could not effect India's living unity, 

20-443 

How to transform a heterogeneous empire into a real and psychological unity, 25-314 

In the Ramayana we have an idealised picture of such a settled universal empire, 20-

435 

Such an empire over all India was a step in the right direction then, 35-217, 36-467 

The choice between liberty and empire is now being offered to the British people, 8-

148 

The idea of empire and even of world-empire was not absent – The Indian world, 20-

427 

The immorality of conquest and empire – New values, an evolutionary movement, 35-

218, 36-467 

The Mahabharata is the record of an attempt to establish such an empire, 20-435 

The motherland unites men most securely now – The empire as the greater mother, 25-

324 

The weakness of the old empire-unities created by conquest, 25-368 

They evolved the ideal of the Chakravarti, a uniting imperial rule, 20-434 

When a non-national empire is broken to pieces, it perishes for good, 25-306 

Whether the empire is not psrecisely that destined unit in course of evolution, 25-310 

Empire 

It is the harmonized fulfilment of Nationalism and Empire that is the future, 1-521 

There remains the question of Nationalism and Empire – It is put chiefly to England, 1-

522 
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empires 

The nation is the living collective unit – Empires are only political and not real units, 

25-304 

emptiness 

A certain emptying of the consciousness of old things is necessary, 30-74 

An empty vessel – A good thing if one knows how to make use of the emptiness, 30-72 

Another kind when the consciousness is empty and neutral, i.e. simply quiet, 30-472 

Emptiness ‒ To void the being of the old consciousness and to fill the mind from 

above, 30-76 

Emptiness as such is not a character of the higher consciousness, 30-81 

Emptiness is a state of quietude of the mental or vital or all the consciousness, 30-81 

Emptiness is only a result produced by a certain action of the higher Force, 30-73 

Emptiness usually comes as a clearance of the consciousness or some part of it, 30-72 

Finally, tamasic or inert emptiness, 30-472 

If you could stand it, this emptiness would be the powerful recipient, 30-424 

In itself this emptiness and quietude ‒ A very advanced and desirable condition, 30-77 

In sadhana emptiness is very usually a necessary transition, 30-75 

It is a spiritual emptiness as opposed to the dull and inert emptiness, 30-73 

Keep the quiet and do not mind if it is for a time empty, 30-72 

Often one has to be empty in order to receive what is to be given, 30-77 

One kind when the consciousness is empty and free, which is a very good condition, 

30-472 

The emptiness and wideness in the brain is a very good sign, 30-275 

The emptiness may come often or stay long before there is any descent, 30-73 

The emptiness you feel coming on you is the silence of the great peace, 30-276 

The human physical consciousness feels it difficult to bear this emptiness, 30-74 

The proper sequel of emptiness ‒ The true silence and peace, 30-74 

The Self state or the state of pure existence is sometimes also called emptiness, 30-81 

The silence in the head and heart and the emptiness are both necessary and desirable, 

30-278, 30-397 

The spiritual emptiness will not be felt as interfering with the sadhana, 30-73 

There is also a happy emptiness with the sense of something close or drawing near, 30-

76 

There is also an emptiness made of peace and silence, 30-76 

This emptiness inward and outward – First step towards a new consciousness, 30-74 

This silence and emptiness must grow, so that the higher consciousness can come, 30-

278 

To be emptied of the old things ‒ In different parts of the nature at different times, 30-

75 

When emptiness comes, the vital mind finds it dull, inert, monotonous, 30-79 

Whether in the mind or other part, there is this sense of the infinite emptiness, 30-276 

emptiness in the body 

Feelings of emptiness in the body ‒ The identification with the body is lessening, 30-73 

encouragement 

So with people’s want of encouragement or praise for all they do, 32-621 

end. 
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As for the end, it is, in world, accomplishing itself and, in thy soul, already 

accomplished (316), 12-465 

Fix thy soul without desire upon the end and insist on it by the divine force within thee 

(315), 12-464 

The beginning and end of things is a conventional term of our experience (116), 12-436 

The end is Brahman and already accomplished (315), 12-464 

The period seems to begin and end, but the fraction is eternal (115), 12-436 

endurance 

A period of resignation and endurance to assimilate all contacts – The stoical period, 

23-226 

A strong endurance of the utmost fires of life and suffering and experience, 15-356 

Endurance – The power to go through effort, difficulty or trouble, 29-117 

The Christian virtue of purity, the Pagan virtue of endurance – At the very root, 17-282 

The Gita accepts the endurance and fortitude as a preliminary movement, 19-207 

The principle of endurance – A way of the will, 23-709 

The three steps towards divine peace – Endurance, indifference, resignation, 19-190 

endurance. 

She has three stages of her schooling, endurance first, next equality of soul, last ecstasy 

(93), 12-433 

enemies 

A quality of which the English are proud – Their fair-play and generosity to enemies, 

6-437 

No greater meanness and venomous hatred in its treatment of the enemies, 6-437 

We should know who are our enemies even if they be of our own household, 8-121 

enemies. 

Men talk of enemies, but where are they? (220), 12-454 

enemy 

Our actual enemy is not any force exterior to ourselves, but our own crying 

weaknesses, 6-18 

enemy of God. 

Thy soul has not tasted God's entire delight, if it has never had the joy of being His 

enemy (417), 12-482 

energies 

All energies derive from the Chit-Shakti, 28-45 

The energies that act in the being are put into several classes, 28-167 

When we look at life and mind not merely as phenomenon in Matter but as energies, 

13-194 

energy 

All self-control conserves the energy and conservation always brings with it increase, 

1-372 

An evolution of successive conditions of energy in the Indian theory, 13-233 

Brahman dwells equally in all existences – The infinite energy is the same in all, 21-79 

Consciousness is that which is aware of things – Energy is a force put in action, 28-25 

Consciousness works in the energy and determines the form and the evolution of form, 

28-22 

Energy and action and the results of action, Prakriti and Karma, 12-297 
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Energy is an eternal and inherent power of conscious being, 12-307 

Is Existence only an action of energy or energy an output of Existence?, 21-81 

It is the energy, the action, the movement of consciousness that creates the universe, 

28-22 

Matter and energy are only motions in Spirit – The Spirit therefore is all, 13-65 

Matter is only energy in action, and energy is force of consciousness in action, 28-405 

The law of exchange and interchange – The law of the conservation of energy, 13-238 

The perception of a boundless energy – An existence that surpasses ego, 21-78 

The physical and psychological conformation of the human receptacle of energy, 1-372 

The pure natural condition of an element must be a condition of pure energy, 29-395 

There are several orders of energy and their separate characteristic working, 13-375 

Energy 

A higher Energy will take up the mental, vital, physical energies, 29-272 

But if Matter turns out to be a phenomenon of Energy – Energy as the sole Reality, 21-

457 

First, an ordered Energy in the mental and moral world as in the physical universe, 13-

336 

Force is the essential Shakti – Energy is the working drive of the Force, 28-26 

In each atom of the being there is an Energy, a Shakti, 28-26 

It is possible indeed that what is at work is not an Energy, but a Consciousness, 21-457 

Mind, Life and Matter as one Energy – Energy as will and consciousness, 21-17 

The creative Energy in Matter is a movement of the power of the Spirit, 21-691 

There is an Energy that creates and there is a creation – Whether Prakriti or Maya, 12-

297 

There is no action without a Force or Energy doing the action, 29-179 

What is this Energy? Our intellect does not know, 12-297 

Whether Matter, scientifically speaking, exists except as a phenomenon of Energy, 29-

179 

England 

A campaign in England for the “education” of the British Public – The old policy, 8-

182 

A Nationalist agency or bureau in England – At present a waste of money and energy, 

8-268 

America, France, England created these ideals or did most to create them, 36-464 

Callous and brutal treatment can be inflicted by English officials in England itself, 8-

195 

England – Her want of political cohesion, her want of social cohesion, 6-44 

England and America have most systematically neglected their social development, 6-

45 

England as an Empire – Since the Scotchman became a member of the British nation, 

6-1006 

England as the centre of a great confederation of States and nations, 25-332 

England during the better part of the nineteenth century – A policy of splendid 

isolation, 8-57 

England had two sides, and the one which dazzled men was very bright, 6-707 

England has been the examplar of a bourgeois liberty and a limited democracy, 6-706 
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England has concerned herself too little with social development, 6-47 

England has grown rich on the plundered wealth of India, 28-436 

England has helped certain nations to be free without seeking any personal gain, 35-

214, 36-464 

England is an excellent example of the rajaso-tamasic community, 17-295 

England must either yield up absolutism abroad or renounce liberty at home, 8-149 

England will not give us anything unless we can force her to her knees, 6-728 

England with her practical intelligence, 6-1019 

Experiments in England are, at present, of doubtful value or none, 8-273 

Fighting for the Divine against the threatened reign of the Asura, 35-213 

For India, the elections are as favourable as an English election can be, 8-446 

France is weak in the sphere of England’s strength, 6-44 

If rowdyism is a sign of unfitness for liberty, there is no country so unfit as England, 8-

353 

If the Socialists are wisely guided – The triumph of Socialism in England, 8-445 

In 1879, at the age of seven, he was taken to England – For fourteen years, 36-5 

In England – A great empire lying at the mercy of disintegrating influences, 6-45 

In fighting against Nationalism she is fighting against her own chance of a future, 1-

522 

It was the mission of England to bring this rough material to India – Mission is over, 6-

1021 

Men had once deemed of England that she was not as other peoples, 6-706 

Of this type England has been until recently the great exemplar, 25-293 

Progress in England – Sound machinery in preference to a scientific social 

development, 6-35 

Socialism is most insistent now in England, Germany & Russia, 1-522 

Sri Aurobindo never had any hatred for England or the English people, 36-81 

That England is that country which has best prospered in its aspirations after progress, 

6-30 

That was the policy pursued by England with regard to its colonies – After America, 8-

423 

The broad cast of national thought in England – Progress that runs after a political 

prize, 6-34 

The English Revolution is assured and it will be a Socialist and Labour revolution, 8-

345 

The excitement of the great revolutionary struggle now proceeding in England, 8-354 

The fable that speeches and Congresses in England can change an ignorant British 

public, 8-193 

The great election in England is over, 8-445 

The greatest injury of all that England has done us – She has degraded our soul, 6-988 

The healthy effects of the one impulse – Those striking English qualities, 6-42 

The note of revolution in the quarrel with the Lords is now ringing louder in England, 

8-343 

The people of England only understand resolution, steadfastness and determination, 8-

277 
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The sickening British lie that England governs India for the benefit of the Indians, 6-

728 

There remains the question of Nationalism and Empire – It is put chiefly to England, 1-

522 

There was no positive religious or spiritual element in the education received in 

England, 36-26 

There was no regret in leaving England, no attachment to the past, 36-35 

To the Englishman or American – Intellect, happiness are not of primary importance, 

6-38 

We do not ourselves understand the utility of a campaign in England, 8-29 

We find the collective or State idea breaking down the old English tradition, 25-293 

Wiser, as far as concerns England or America, to start impersonally, 35-690 

Yet the cry of England that the Colonies should organise military and naval defence, 8-

59 

English 

A quality of which the English are proud – Their fair-play and generosity to enemies, 

6-437 

Aurobindo as a child spoke English and Hindustani only, 36-15 

Both in French and English there are instances of foreigners who have taken their 

place, 27-447 

English prefers the linguals, though it uses occasionally the dental t, th and d, 1-608 

How we are to learn and use English or any other foreign tongue, 1-421 

Nevertheless we still go on appealing to the English sense of justice, 6-10 

No greater meanness and venomous hatred in its treatment of the enemies, 6-437 

Sri Aurobindo in his father’s house already spoke only English and Hindustani, 36-25 

That the English are a just people – This is a grave and injurious delusion, 6-8 

The English are not panting to do justice to all whom they have to govern, 6-8 

The English are well versed in the art of keeping down subject races at the least 

expense, 6-327 

The English in India can no longer hope to effect a return to the old ways, 6-569 

The English should admit the expression of other minds than the English in their 

tongue, 27-444 

The English tried experiments and would not carry them out to the end, 6-429 

The prestige of the English – Threats cannot keep prestige, 6-569 

The really noteworthy outcome of English effort according to Matthew Arnold, 6-32 

Their own self-interest as a nation determines the attitude of all English parties, 6-717 

Those who don’t know English – Those who think and write naturally in English, 27-

442 

What lever can alter the entire fuse of English opinion on Indian matters? – None, 6-9 

Why Englishmen have this poor estimate of the Indian’s political capability, 6-584 

English language 

A language grows and is not made – Except as it is the great poets and prose writers, 

27-657 

English language, a predestined instrument – Vital energy and spiritual vision, 26-305 

I don’t see that the English language cannot express the Indian temperament, 27-177 

If it had been a new invention, it would have been more doubtful, 27-646 
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Logic is not the sole basis of linguistic use, 27-648 

One supreme faculty of the English language – The door opening on things ineffable, 

27-202 

The dictionary admits many words which poetry refuses to admit, 27-642 

The English language is constantly changing and escaping from previously fixed rules, 

27-640 

The English language is not naturally melodious like the Italian or Bengali, 27-142 

The English tongue is capable of profound turns of mystic expression, 27-443 

The expression of spirituality in the English tongue is needed, 27-444 

The use of prepositions is one of the most frequently debated things in the language, 

27-640 

What is current English? – Englishmen of equal education pronounce in different ways, 

27-634 

When one coins a new word, one has to take the chance, 27-656 

English mind 

A strong hold upon this life, the earth-life, is the characteristic of the English mind, 26-

59 

English nation 

The contribution of the English nation to human life and culture – The practical life, 

26-51 

English poetry 

An Indian who is at once a mystic and a true poet and able to write in English, 27-447 

English makes it unnecessary for poetry to depart from the ordinary style and form, 27-

569 

English poetic mind – A great individual energy of imagination and force of character, 

26-109 

English poetry – The complexity of its spirit and its union of opposite powers, 26-63 

English poetry and literature – A less effective force in European culture, 26-48 

English poetry follows the grades of ascension with a singular fidelity of sequence, 26-

87 

English poetry is full of new revelations – A strong tradition limits, 26-58 

In English poetry the threads are more confused – An inferior total effectivity, 26-108 

In English poetry, the inspiration of the pure Overmind – The “future poetry”, 27-264 

Indian poetry in the Sanskritic languages – More restrained than most English poetry, 

27-177 

No one who cannot acquire that spirit and turn can succeed in writing English poetry, 

27-445 

Shakespeare and Byron are the only two great names of English poetry, 26-49 

The classical age of English poetry – A revolutionary departure, 26-90 

The early English poetry found its solitary greater expression in Chaucer, 26-57 

The greatest things in English poetry – Where the fusion was effected, 26-56 

The high intensity of speech which English poetry has brought, 26-61 

The idea that Indians cannot succeed in English poetry – Not absolutely valid, 27-446 

The movement in recent and contemporary English poetry, 26-160 

The revolutions of the spirit of English poetry are extreme and violent, 26-57 

The uncertainty – The want of conscious continuity of English poetry, 26-57 
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Three rules if you want to write English poetry which can stand, 27-567 

Vividness of emotion is no more reprehensible in English than in Bengali poetry, 27-

177 

English poets 

A sudden almost unaccountable spiritual impulse among English poets, 26-124 

English spirit 

The English spirit may be of the highest value to the future poetry, 26-61 

The fidelity of the English spirit to the natural curve and stages, 26-46 

English verse 

The beginnings of a supreme utterance of the Indian soul in the rhythms of English, 1-

614 

Whatever may be said of the made-in-India type of secondhand English verse, 1-614 

Englishman 

Almost every Englishman is an Imperialist when he is thinking of the Indian question, 

6-727 

An Englishman manslaughterer who kicked an Indian to death is fined Rs. 50, 6-597 

Englishmen 

Englishmen know that what is belittled as Extremism is really Nationalism, 6-749 

Our rulers are average Englishmen, not in the habit of rising superior to themselves, 6-

62 

enjambement in Savitri 

It dispenses with enjambement or uses it very sparingly, 27-342 

Enjoyer 

An all-including felicity – The Enjoyer ordains perfectly all delights, 15-517 

enjoyment 

All that we have renounced to Him – The material and medium of a divine enjoyment, 

17-458 

For the rest, these truths are a matter of experience – The enjoyment in the world, 17-

462 

Let us examine successively this renunciation and this enjoyment, 17-452 

Second object – Its free enjoyment of the cosmic unity of the Divine, 23-613 

The other term of this great reconciliation, the enjoyment, 17-455 

The real enjoyment of existence is an inward spiritual Ananda, 23-703 

enlargement of ego. 

Most men succeed only in enlarging the range of their ego (177), 12-445 

That may be an enlargement, but it is not liberation (178), 12-446 

enmity 

God’s law makes strife the straight rough way to peace and enmity the father of union, 

6-628 

enmity to God. 

Even enmity to God can be made an agency of salvation (372), 12-472 

enmity to the Divine 

The theory that by enmity to the Divine one can reach the Divine more quickly, 29-360 

enquiry. 

If we wish to refuse an impartial & openminded enquiry (151), 12-441 

enthusiasm 
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Joy and enthusiasm and buoyancy are good things, but on a basis of calm, 29-251 

The pure enthusiasm can come into the lower parts, 29-251 

enthusiasts 

God does not want falterers and flinchers for his work, nor unstable enthusiasts, 8-169 

envelopes 

Each thing created here has, supporting it, subtler envelopes or forms of itself, 28-130 

environment 

The pressure of the environment – Suggestions from people in the town, 35-811 

environmental consciousness 

But from the environmental consciousness it can be a strong attack, 31-779 

By environmental consciousness – In touch with others and the universal forces, 31-

601 

Everyone carries around him an environmental consciousness or atmosphere, 28-213 

It is through this that these forces or the thoughts or feelings of others enter, 28-213 

Lower vital movements remain in the environmental consciousness or even the 

universal, 28-214 

Man carries about with him an environmental consciousness called the Aura, 28-214 

Or the environmental consciousness – From there they may be trying to return, 31-606 

The desires etc. will then have been pushed out ‒ Into an environmental consciousness, 

30-484 

The environmental consciousness – In contact with the cosmic forces and other beings, 

28-213 

The environmental consciousness – Often it persistently rushes back from there, 28-219 

The environmental consciousness and the subconscient are two quite different things, 

28-215 

The environmental consciousness can become silent when there is the wideness, 28-

214 

The environmental is not a world – It is an individual thing, 28-213 

These forces, when thrown out, retreat into the environmental consciousness, 28-215 

They cannot last long once the environmental consciousness is cleared, 28-220 

They descend into the subconscient or the environmental consciousness, 31-779 

Thrown out altogether they remain in the environmental consciousness, 28-214 

Two last stages of rejection – The subconscient, the environmental consciousness, 31-

602 

When things are rejected – Into the environmental consciousness or the subconscient, 

28-220 

environmental pressure 

It is probably this environmental pressure that you feel, 31-601 

environmental self 

If you can become conscious of this environmental self of yours, 28-214 

envy 

Desire and envy have to be thrown out of the consciousness, 31-261 

eolution 

Evolution would itself evolve, but it would not be perturbed or founder, 13-571 

epic 
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An epic is a long poem usually narrative on a great subject written in a style and 

rhythm, 27-616 

An epic should consist of a great subject, an architecture, a perfect working out, 27-617 

Epic writing needs a sustained energy of rhythm and word which is not easy, 27-614 

One can feel what is the epic nobility or sublimity, one can’t very well analyse it, 27-

616 

The difference between the epic movement and true ballad – Between nobility and 

force, 27-174 

The epic is the narrative presentation on its largest canvas and at its highest elevation, 

26-286 

The epic need not necessarily be a vigorous presentation of external action, 26-286 

The great epic poets – Nobility or power or strength of style and substance and spirit, 

27-618 

There is a greatness or sublimity that is epic – Another is more of a romantic type, 27-

370 

There is necessary a harmonious building for the epic poetry, 27-620 

Urvasie is written on the epic model. Baji Prabhou is not epic in style or rhythm, 27-

615 

epic of the future 

The epics of the soul most inwardly seen as they will be by an intuitive poetry, 26-286 

The narrative and epic forms – The same transmuting change, 26-285 

epic. 

The only epic is man's triumphant ascent towards godhead (211), 12-453 

epilepsy 

Epilepsy and insanity are due to the influence of evil spirits, 31-805 

Epilepsy however is not possession ‒ Insanity always indicates possession, 31-805 

Epilepsy is itself a sign of vital attack, even if there is a physical cause for it, 31-805 

epithets 

The lines about Nature’s worship in Savitri – The epithets belong to poetry, 27-339 

The use of many epithets massed together in passages from Milton and Shakespeare, 

27-344 

equality 

A blissful equality through the joy of a total self-giving – Submission and surrender, 

23-227 

A condition in which one sees all as equal, friends and enemies included, 29-131 

A consciousness full of equality has to be acquired, 29-134 

A divine power acting on the basis of a spiritual equality, 23-701 

A firm basis of calm and equality in the vital and physical, 29-127 

A foundation of perfect equality – The consciousness of the one existence, 13-123 

A full calm and equality in the outer nervous parts, 29-279 

A more active equality is possible – The full consciousness of Self, 23-714 

A perfect equality not only of the self, but in the nature, 23-702 

A perfect spiritual equality is the one true and infallible sign of the cessation of desire, 

23-177 

A strong equality and mastery and detachment must come in the nerves and body, 31-

426 
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A Yoga of positive and active in place of the negative and passive equality, 23-715 

All this equalisation of the nature is a preparation for the highest spiritual equality, 23-

707 

Also in it there can grow a right and clear understanding of people and things, 29-135 

An entire faith and equality of mind – Not disturbed by anything that may happen, 36-

419 

An equal assent and understanding – But impersonal acquiescence is only the basis, 23-

700 

An equal view of men and their nature and acts and the forces that move them, 29-130 

As for the calm and equality needed, it must come down from above, 29-60 

As with happenings, so with persons, equality brings an entire change, 23-727 

Aspiration for peace and calm and a perfect equality, 29-46 

But equality does not include inert acceptance, 29-134 

By this vision perfect equality of soul is established, 17-36 

Calm and equality come by the soul’s aspiration and the Mother’s grace, 32-165 

Equality – The passive and the active side of equality, 23-692 

Equality and detachment – The best way to prepare oneself for the spiritual life, 31-344 

Equality and oneness are the indispensable twin foundation, 23-96 

Equality and self-control are most necessary to Yoga, but also most difficult, 31-658 

Equality is indispensable for a divine action or even a perfect human action, 23-699 

Equality is not the same thing as forbearance, 29-130 

Equality is of immense importance in sadhana, 31-335 

Equality is the chief support of the true spiritual consciousness, 29-130 

Equality is the nodus of the free spirit's free relations with the world, 19-188 

Equality is the second term – A thing which mankind has never accomplished, 8-70 

Equality is the sign and also for the aspirant the test, 19-189 

Equality is the spiritual way of replying to life or rather of embracing it, 23-721 

Equality is to remain unmoved within in all conditions, 29-130 

Equality like individualistic liberty may turn out to be an obstacle, 25-203 

Equality means a quiet and unmoved mind and vital, 29-130 

Equality of the mind and heart and a clear purity and calm strength – The foundation, 

36-289 

Equality takes on a fuller substance of positive happiness and spiritual ease, 23-726 

Equality will be the wide foundation – A universal love, a soul of peace, 19-404 

Equality, like liberty, is not indispensable to the essence of the collectivist ideal, 25-202 

Equality, not a political only, but a perfect social equality, is to be the basis, 25-200 

Equality, not indifference is the basis, 23-354 

Europe has got external political equality – She is now trying to achieve social equality, 

8-70 

Even a human perfection cannot dispense with equality, 23-701 

Even before the universal vision – A receptive and active equality and calm, 23-724 

Facing, enduring and conquest – Equality and the Sachchidananda consciousness, 21-

117 

Freedom, equality, brotherhood are three godheads of the soul, 25-569 

Harmonising and spiritualising the impulses towards liberty, equality and fraternity, 8-

248 
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Her mission is to point back to the true source of human liberty, equality, brotherhood, 

6-931 

I prefer myself the calmer way of equality, the way pointed out by Krishna, 29-387 

If it can be fixed, then most of the trouble and difficulty of sadhana disappears, 29-135 

Impersonality in its dealings with the personalities of the universe – The equal spirit, 

19-189 

In return we shall lead them to the secret of the equality within, 8-70 

In the ideal of Nationalism which India will set there will be an essential equality, 6-

679 

It is at all times that you must be able to receive equality and silence and freedom, 29-

135 

It is necessary to keep equality under pain and suffering, 29-134 

It is necessary, first to found your sadhana on a great calm, a great equality, 30-312 

It is only from that inner state of equality and calm that one can be stronger than life, 

29-140 

Knowledge in relation with the many must show itself by an equal oneness with all, 19-

189 

Look with equal eyes, receive with an equal heart and mind all that comes to you, 19-

583 

Meet equally all men whatever their relations to you, 19-583 

No refuge in quietistic renunciation – The real refuge is the delight-filled equality of 

mind, 17-522 

One has to acquire equality within in the consciousness, 31-433 

Political, social and economic liberty and equality must now be conceded to all men, 1-

435 

Semblances of an equal spirit which must not be mistaken for spiritual equality, 23-103 

So long as desire is strong, equality cannot come – The stages of the discipline, 23-226 

Stages to equality – To a self-existent peace within and a delight in all our members, 

23-104 

That aim – Human society in the image of liberty, equality and fraternity, 25-568 

That is now the true aristocracy – This natural inequality will play an important part, 1-

436 

The beginning of equality may be sattwic, rajasic or tamasic, 19-193 

The cry for equality arises – Liberty sacrificed to the need of equality, 25-383 

The effort towards a passive equality may start from three different attitudes, 23-709 

The equable immutability of the Brahman in the midst of all mutations, 19-188 

The equality of the will and the rejection of fruits – The doer is Prakriti, 19-36 

The equality taught by the Gita – The difference from the philosophical equality, 19-

198 

The first business of the sadhaka is to see whether he has the perfect equality, 23-722 

The fourth sign is a perfect equality in the soul and the nature – Beyond the dualities, 

19-181 

The Gita – Its first description of equality is that of the Stoic philosopher, 19-195 

The highest anarchistic ideal – Free equality and spontaneous cooperation, 25-218 

The highest spiritual equality is the eternal equality of Sachchidananda, 23-707 

The intimate union between knowledge and equality, 19-203 
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The peace and the equality are there above you, you have to call them down, 29-66 

The perfected action of equality, 23-726 

The philosopher maintains his equality by the power of the buddhi, 19-198 

The philosopher's equality is inwardly a lonely freedom, 19-199 

The proper thing is to see all with an unmoved calm, both the “good” and “bad”, 31-

313 

The pure philosopher, the thinker, the born sage starts from the sattwic equality, 19-197 

The result will be an absolute equality and the power of unshakable calm, 19-583 

The right inner attitude, of equality – Unmoved whatever may outwardly happen, 29-

244 

The same equality must be brought into the rest of our being, 23-705 

The same equality of mind and soul towards all happenings – The impulse of revolt, 

23-225 

The self-elevation to the divine nature is the complete fruit of equality, 23-699 

The self-perfecting individual must mould himself into an image of this equality, 23-

700 

The signs of such a man – Equality and the impersonality of the Brahmic status, 19-432 

The spiritual nature of equality enjoined by the Gita, 19-190 

The Stoic equality can help to the realisation of the free immutable Self, 19-197 

The supreme divine nature is founded on equality, 23-698 

The test laid down is an absolute equality of the mind and the heart, 23-103 

The test of equality – The prana, the heart, the will and intelligence, 23-722 

The true basis – The perfect equality wholly united with the Mother, 32-190 

The very first necessity for spiritual perfection is a perfect equality, 23-698 

Then we are at last capable of receiving all contacts with a blissful equality, 23-228 

There can be no firm foundation in sadhana without equality, 29-129 

This equality of the intelligence – A condition for rising to spiritual knowledge, 23-718 

This equality will open the nature to the guidance of the divine and universal Will, 23-

719 

Three ideas have become the watchwords of humanity, liberty, equality and fraternity, 

8-69 

Thus we arrive at a perfect liberation and an infinite equality, 23-414 

To accept with resignation and so to arrive at a calm equality, 29-134 

Trance is not the essential sign – Equality is the great stamp of the liberated soul, 19-

102 

Transcendence of the gunas entering into relations – An impartial equality, 19-189 

Two attitudes – Either a quiet equality to all or a general goodwill, 31-312 

We must get rid then of desire – A calm equality will then be gained, 19-255 

When the ego claims liberty, equality – Fraternity is contrary to its nature, 25-569 

When the soul claims freedom, equality, brotherhood – The inner meaning of religion, 

25-570 

Equality 

A Liberty of action, Equality of opportunity and the Fraternity of a great national ideal, 

1-720 

Let us meet custom and prejudice by a new Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, 1-720 

Only Brotherhood can make Equality tolerable, 1-548 
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The abandonment of the gospel of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity as a thing unlivable, 

8-56 

equality. 

Freedom only has been practised with a dose of equality (324), 12-466 

Liberty cum equality or equality instead of liberty (325), 12-466 

She has three stages of her schooling, endurance first, next equality of soul, last ecstasy 

(93), 12-433 

equanimity 

(2) A state of neutral equanimity ‒ Neither joy nor sorrow, only quietude, 30-241 

A basis of firm quietude and equanimity with a steady aspiration, 29-135 

A perfect spiritual equanimity throughout the being is a sure defence, 29-136 

Cheerfulness – A glad equanimity even in the face of difficulties, 31-194 

Equanimity and peace is the first foundation of the yogic status, 29-123 

Keep firm faith in the victory of the Light and face with calm equanimity, 29-102 

Once equanimity is established there can be established too another kind of fait, 29-91 

Particularly what you must aspire for is peace in all the being, complete equanimity, 

29-46 

Peace and purity and equanimity once established – The rest as the Mother’s free gift, 

29-46 

Sri Aurobindo had always in him a considerable equanimity in his nature, 36-108 

That is why faith and equanimity are indispensable, 29-90 

The difficulty of getting the perfect equanimity is a fact, 29-136 

The sadhak has to keep his quietude and faith and equanimity in all conditions, 29-135 

This faith will give us equanimity. It is a faith that accepts what happens, 29-91 

To be able to do anything with equanimity is the principle of karmayoga, 29-248 

To face them with equanimity diminishes their importance and effect, 31-697 

To see with equanimity the play of one Nature in all is the discipline of sadhana, 35-

706 

To stand back in one part of the being observing in a detached equanimity, 31-268 

What is necessary is a calm equanimity, 29-243 

What is necessary is to bring down peace and silence and a strong equanimity within, 

35-378 

When the Mothers’s peace takes hold of the vital and the body – Equanimity easy, 32-

136 

Yoga demands an equanimity of mind towards all things and persons, 32-185 

You must establish a basis of equanimity within, 29-135 

Erasmus Darwin 

Lastly Erasmus Darwin took the exact model of Pope’s style, 1-141 

erotic imagination 

The sexual or erotic imagination representing itself as spiritual truth, 31-523 

erotic poetry 

Erotic poetry more than any other needs the restraint of beauty and form and measure, 

27-183 

error 

A limited consciousness growing out of nescience is the source of error, 21-646 

An observation subjectively objective – The supramental method with error, 23-856 
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Error by itself would not amount to falsehood, it would be an essay of possibilities, 21-

641 

Error exists by a deviation from truth, 21-621 

Error is prevented by the action of a spontaneous and luminous discrimination, 23-861 

Error would not be possible if the surface consciousness were open to intuition, 21-638 

The automatic life of instinct and vital intuition diminishes – The capacity of error, 21-

637 

The constant denials by the All of the ego's attempt – Death, error, suffering, 17-57 

The origin and nature of error, falsehood, wrong and evil in the individual –, 21-646 

The problem of falsehood and error, wrong and evil, of their necessity and utility, 21-

619 

To mistake the frontal for the real self is the one general error, root of all others, 25-44 

Error 

Error is a necessary stage in the slow evolution towards knowledge, 21-639 

error. 

To seize the truth which lies masked behind even the most grotesque or far-wandering 

error (534), 12-498 

Error. 

God is infinite Possibility. Therefore Error is justified (79), 12-432 

This world was built by Ignorance & Error that they might know (90), 12-433 

errors 

A sadhak cannot correct the errors of others unless that comes within his responsibility, 

32-447 

Even errors, misfortunes, calamities are steps in the journey, 28-509 

In our errors is the substance of a truth which labours to reveal its meaning, 23-246 

Our errors even were necessary movements, 23-777 

The errors of life and progress are less fatal than the errors of decay and reaction, 8-232 

errors. 

How bright and beautiful are Thy errors, O Lord! (446), 12-485 

escape 

A mere escape into some absolute Transcendence cannot satisfy, 23-259 

An exclusive inner concentration on the Presence or a self-extinction in Nirvana, 21-

408 

But even in Nature itself a principle of freedom and a way of escape have been 

provided, 17-439 

Escape – In the two supramental principles, Ideal Consciousness & Bliss 

Consciousness, 17-441 

If one wishes to escape from life altogether, it can only be by the way of merging, 29-

174 

The escape is not a solution – The solution must be a conquest, 13-504 

The harmony of the apparent opposites – An escape from life is not necessary, 13-562 

The highest wisdom will lie not in escape, but in the urge towards a victory here, 28-

253 

The hope not only of an escape, but of a satisfying and victorious solution, 23-429 

The issue by an escape – An undivine manifestation in the Divine Existence, 21-423 
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There must be a way of escape provided in Nature itself out of our bondage to Nature, 

17-440 

To escape, we must turn from the world to the Master of the world, 17-449 

To finish with desire by destroying its seed of ego-sense is our only escape, 17-475 

escape from birth 

It admits the withdrawal of individual souls who are not ready to persevere in the 

world, 28-554 

The escape from birth was a universal ideal at the time of the Gita, 28-554 

esoteric 

Esoteric means something that only the initiated in the mysteries can understand, 27-87 

It is not easy to say whether the poems are esoteric, 27-86 

esoteric poetry 

But how shall we define an esoteric poetry?, 27-86 

To be concerned with spiritual aspiration does not make a poem esoteric, 27-87 

esoteric religion 

One understands the distinction between exoteric and esoteric religion, 27-86 

espionage 

An unworthy system of espionage – Since the initiation of the Swadeshi movement, 8-

365 

essay 

For an essay – Don’t let the language be more abundant than the sense, 27-627 

Essays on the Gita 

The book, Essays on the Gita, was written in the silence of the mind, 35-585 

The Essays on the Gita – Not my translation of the Gita, 35-99 

The Essays on the Gita – The renderings of the Gita were not intended as translation, 

35-99 

The Essays on the Gita explain the ordinary karmayoga as developed in the Gita, 35-99 

essence 

Essence can never be defined, it simply is, 28-30 

The essence of a thing is always the same – Its formations and developments vary, 28-

30 

essentiality 

There is an essentiality of things, a commonalty of things, an individuality of things, 

21-396 

Eternal 

The Upanishad has defined the Eternal as the Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, 18-157 

eternal religion 

The eternal religion is to realise God in society not less than in the individual, 12-53 

We have one standard at once universal and particular, the eternal religion, 12-53 

eternal. 

Beings & things in Brahman are eternal (117), 12-436 

The period seems to begin and end, but the fraction is eternal (115), 12-436 

eternity 

Three different states of consciousness with regard to its own eternity, 21-378 

eternity. 

Eternity is a term of the soul & can exist in Time as well as exceeding it (180), 12-446 
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Only God Absolute has the absolute eternity (180), 12-446 

ether 

Akasha as the ether indicates also the infinite, 30-148 

Ether itself, gross or subtle, and all that evolves from ether is involved in Avyakta, 18-

396 

Ether was, they found, the primary substance of all this visible Universe, 17-247 

Out of the primary idea of matter, one aspect or force is selected – Ether, 17-126 

The higher consciousness in any of its levels is seen usually as a sky or ether, 30-148 

The relation of the phenomena of Nature to the fundamental ether, 21-83 

Ether 

Ether and material space are different names for the same thing, 12-245 

Ether is space supporting the works of material energy, 12-245 

etheric space 

Akasha or etheric space is a symbol of the infinite all-pervading eternal Brahman, 30-

137 

ethic 

Vyasa develops his higher ethic which is the morality of the liberated mind, 1-330 

ethical 

No splitting up on a religious or an ethical basis – What accepts or rejects, 23-185 

The ethical knowledge – The conscious sacrifice of one’s own individual desires, 8-55 

The rational man has tried to reduce the ethical life to a matter of reason, 25-148 

ethical being 

In our ethical being this truth of practical life becomes most readily apparent, 25-148 

The ethical being and the aesthetic being are two elements – A higher principle, 25-100 

The ethical being is a growth and a seeking towards the divine, 25-153 

The ethical is like the aesthetic and the religious being a seeking after the Eternal, 25-

154 

The understanding and ethical being –The religious and supraphysical sense of life, 19-

127 

ethical culture 

There can be such a thing as a predominantly or even exclusively ethical culture, 25-95 

ethical ideals 

Every ethical ideal and every religious ideal – On its philosophical foundation, 17-218 

The close dependence of ethical ideals on the fundamental philosophy, 17-222 

ethical knowledge 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

ethical life 

We have next the moral being and its ethical life, and the aesthetic, 25-84 

ethical man 

A side of will, conduct, character which creates the ethical man, 25-95 

The action of the ethical man is not motived by even an inner pleasure, 25-151 

ethical mind 

The ethical mind, the aesthetic mind, the mind of knowledge, the will are perfected, 23-

668 

ethical sense 
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The ethical sense – The humanitarian formula and the religio-ethical foundation, 23-

151 

ethics 

A raising to a higher level – The true inmost meaning of ethics, discipline and askesis, 

21-743 

All practical ethics religious or non-religious, 17-285 

An error to suppose that the ethical is the single or the supreme demand, 13-419 

Ancient Indian thought and life – The customary law, ethical rule and spiritual state, 

17-468 

Antinomianism seeks to annul ethics also, for an exultant freedom of the vital play, 20-

141 

Conventional morality – Holding back from progressing to a true ethical order, 13-416 

Energy is not of one sole kind – Ethics cannot be the sole principle of determination, 

21-841 

Ethical thought and practice enter into the preparatory method of Yoga, 23-517 

Ethics – Here any such thing can only be for sadhana purposes as conditions, 35-65 

Ethics – Not to establish a rule of action, but to develop the divine nature, 25-256 

Ethics and altruism, the correctives resorted to, and a higher law to discover, 25-627 

Ethics and religion especially have an attitude of almost complete hostility, 25-162 

Ethics in the spiritual point of view is a means of developing the diviner self in us, 20-

35 

Every system of ethics must have a sanction sufficiently strong, an aim or an ideal, 17-

285 

Extraordinary variations & flat contradiction of the ethical standard, 6-94 

In ethics there is no spiritual freedom, no satisfying perfection, 12-350 

In fact ethics is an attempt to grow into the divine nature, 25-153 

Is there here the indication of such a preliminary ethical self-preparation? No, 17-464 

It is not, ultimately, the narrower moral purification of the ethical nature, 23-644 

It is the ideal mind that brings the intuition of an inner and absolute ethical imperative, 

13-421 

Man has first of all to become ethical, 19-281 

Mental idealisms, ethical strivings, aesthetic finenesses – Put as things spiritual, 28-417 

No splitting up on a religious or an ethical basis – What accepts or rejects, 23-185 

Nor can ethics at all or ever be a matter of calculation, 25-149 

Our ethical impulses and activities begin like all the rest in the infrarational, 25-152 

Similarly ordinary ethics seeks to check, scold and limit desire, 17-465 

So ethics must eventually perceive the Master of the law, 23-513 

That is the ethics & morality of the Vedanta, 17-411 

The complexity of Karma or return to output of Energy – The true ethical standard, 21-

844 

The ethical aim in Yoga is different from that of the external idea of virtue, 23-564 

The ethical imperative comes not from around, but from within and above, 25-151 

The ethical rule against covetousness stands on a strong affirmation of the ego-sense, 

17-464 

The ethical standpoint as only one element in the solution, 21-104 

The final aim of religion and ethics, 17-282 
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The moralist erects in vain his absolute ethical standard, 23-199 

The sociological theory – Ethics begins by the exigencies of the social existence, 25-

151 

The supra-ethical cannot be reached by any who have not trod the long ethical road, 25-

152 

The supra-ethical is itself a consummation of the ethical, 25-152 

The truly ethical being does not need a system of rewards and punishments, 21-844 

The Upanishad formulates the ethical ideal of the Karmayogin, 17-281 

The very law of being of the ethical man, the categorical imperative of his nature, 13-

417 

There could be no problem of an ethical content, any conflict of good and evil, 21-1032 

This realisation – Beyond the ordinary conceptions of morality & conventional ethics, 

17-412 

This realisation is the true crown of any ethical system, 18-404 

This social need is the obscure matrix of morality and of man’s ethical impulse, 23-194 

To grow into harmony with its eternal nature is the aim of ethics, 25-155 

To the Vedantin the ethical stage is only important as a preliminary clearing, 17-464 

Vedanta enfolds in a single phrase all the highest ethics of the world, 17-279 

We do not live in an ethical world – Material Nature and vital Nature, 21-103 

What this growing into the divine likeness is to the outward ethical life, 23-573 

etymology 

Objection has also been made to the philological and etymological method, 1-673 

Eucharist 

The psychological idea of sacrifice – The Christian Eucharist and the offerings, 13-247 

The remarkable rite of the Eucharist and the doctrine of Transubstantiation, 18-165 

Euripides 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

Europe 

A gulf separates the European and the native of India in their ideas of comfort, 1-695 

An indication of the perplexity of a certain type of European mind, 1-628 

And modern Europe secularised and rationalised too the ethical demand, 20-140 

Art has flowed in two separate streams in Europe and Asia, 1-451 

Asia came to the rescue of Europe – From the Arabs, Science was reborn, 17-155 

At the end of European thought there must always be Agnosticism, 28-351 

Christian Europe flings her Christianity aside in her treatment of their subject peoples, 

6-730 

Consequences if the nation-idea in the West is to merge into the Europe-idea, 25-353 

Elements stigmatised as an ascetic pessimism by the vitalistic thought of Europe, 20-

129 

Europe – Only her manysided science is still living and keeps her erect, 1-556 

Europe – Only two fundamental truths, Evolution and the Law of Invariable Causality, 

17-154 

Europe and America are full of free sex indulgence, 35-720 

Europe and the ideas of the nineteenth century – Impossible to sympathise with 

Asiatics, 6-549 
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Europe boasts of her science and its marvels – But the human soul dwindles, 1-546 

Europe has got external political equality – She is now trying to achieve social equality, 

8-70 

Europe has totally rejected the third and most necessary, Brotherhood, 1-547 

Europe is becoming stereotyped and unprogressive, 12-42 

Europe is following in the footsteps of ancient Rome, 17-159 

Europe is not great enough of soul to indulge itself in with the true ancient Titanism, 1-

561 

Europe is now a magnified Alexandria, brilliant forms with a perishing soul, 1-559 

Europe itself is labouring to outgrow the limitations of its own conceptions, 20-37 

Europe, it would seem, must go through the life and the reason, 20-138 

European metaphysical thought does not go beyond the intellect, 28-351 

European thought seizes on Evolution as manifested in the outward facts, 18-347 

Europeans are in the habit of saying that the West is progressive, the East stationary, 6-

54 

From a passion for organising external liberty Europe is slaying her spiritual freedom, 

1-547 

He compelled Europe to accept the necessity of reorganisation political and social, 1-

521 

I do not think the present state of Europe favourable to that conception, 17-158 

I see failure written large over all the splendid achievements of Europe, 1-556 

Idealising intellectualism and religionism are all that is left of spirituality in Europe, 

28-418 

If India follows in the footsteps of Europe, she will be overcome with the same 

maladies, 6-1041 

In Europe the transition of power from the noble to the burgess has been natural, 6-54 

India has done a hundred times more in the spiritual field than Europe, 29-41 

Is India to be infected with the disease which is overtaking Europe?, 6-1039 

It is this error of its mechanical method which is the weakness of Europe, 20-400 

Modern Europe separated religion from life, 20-140 

Modern European civilisation is just a jerry-built skyscraper, 1-560 

Nowhere is life less truly enjoyable than in brilliant and arrogant Europe, 1-554 

Our brother-men in Europe have worked towards freedom without, 8-69 

Our mission is to lead and instruct Europe, not merely to imitate and learn from her, 8-

244 

Religion and daily life are, in the European opinion, two entirely different things, 1-491 

Religion and knowledge are to the European absolutely and eternally unconnected, 1-

491 

Signs of growing moral vulgarity, coarseness, almost savagery in the European mind, 

17-153 

Since some centuries Europe has become material, predatory, aggressive, 20-58 

Slavery means to the European the permanent extinction of all the nobler possibilities, 

6-585 

Swaraj as a sort of European ideal will not awaken India, 6-1086 

The balance of Europe had to be disturbed in order to prepare new combinations, 1-521 

The conflict between Asia and Europe – Its cultural and spiritual aspect, 20-57 
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The consequence of the difference of standpoint between India and Europe, 20-73 

The dark, confused and violent state of contemporary Europe, 28-269 

The difference – Asia has developed her spirituality and Europe has turned from it, 8-

60 

The difference presented by Europe and Asia in the matter of national vitality, 8-59 

The discovery of Oriental Art by the aesthetic mind of Europe, 1-576 

The distinguishing advantages of the political and social effort of Europe, 20-399 

The East is willing or forced to accept the valuable parts of modern European culture, 

25-321 

The European – Polity has played the greatest part in the moulding of his destiny, 6-

584 

The European conception of life – A Life in the material universe, 20-153 

The European is essentially scientific, artistic and commercial, 18-347 

The European mind, for the most part – Never beyond the formula of soul + body, 28-

109 

The European nations are becoming organised republics of animalcules, 1-546 

The Europeans have tried hard to organise enjoyment – But have they succeeded?, 1-

554 

The Europeans think that to fear God is a noble part of religion, 1-493 

The evil about Europe and a great work beating out for man’s ultimate good., 1-555 

The extreme exaggeration of the two opposites – India and Europe, 13-143 

The failure of Liberalism – The moral bankruptcy of Europe, 8-56 

The fixed idea of progression as a law of life – The progressive societies in Europe, 23-

23 

The fundamental difference in the history of Asia and Europe, 13-141 

The idea by which the enlightenment of Europe has been governed, 13-144 

The idea of European unity – Still an ineffective phantasm, 20-428 

The impact of Europe – One by one these institutions began to be broken, 8-72 

The increasing infiltration of India's spiritual thought into Europe and America, 20-62 

The legend of European superiority and the inferior morals of the Asiatic, 8-253 

The material civilisation of Europe, unless spiritualised, must before long perish, 1-167 

The modern European idea of society is founded upon this vital dynamism, 25-157 

The moral improvement of Europe was due to increasing enlightenment, 17-154 

The natural equality of the Asiatic to the European, 6-93 

The negation of the materialist and the refusal of the ascetic – Europe and India, 21-11 

The non-materialistic European idea makes a distinction between soul and body, 28-

176 

The Pan-European idea – Europe is under the necessity of overpassing it, 25-351 

The peoples of Europe are nations very sharply divided from each other, 20-428 

The peoples of Europe have carried material life to its farthest expression, 6-1019 

The reeling back into the beast is in progress in Europe and America, 13-36 

The religious thinking of Europe is accustomed to rigid impoverishing definitions, 20-

191 

The result was the birth of a new Europe and the modernisation of the Western world, 

6-311 
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The second argument – That European civilisation is the thing that we have to acquire, 

1-421 

The so-called Christian ages in Europe were times of sin and darkness, 17-154 

The spiritual way has been lost by the over-intellectuality of the mind of Europe, 28-

354 

The struggle between the Church and the monarchical State, in the history of Europe, 

25-376 

The success of the national movement is necessary for India and still more for Europe, 

6-1041 

The very best that is thought and known in Europe – With changes and reservations, 6-

46 

The whole of Europe forms only one civilisation – Asia supports three civilisations, 6-

574 

This Europe with its noise, its childish vanity, its barbarous material pomp and show, 

1-561 

Three or four times in history Europe has rejected the spiritual energy, 13-141 

Two ideas of that formula Europe has pursued with eagerness, Liberty and Equality, 1-

547 

Was life always so trivial, vulgar, loveless, pale as the Europeans have made it?, 1-545 

Whether Europe is taking the only, the complete or the best way, 20-236 

European 

A European does not find it as easy because the stir of mind is still greater, 29-41 

In reality, the European has not succeeded in getting rid of religion from his life, 8-21 

Neither to Indian nor to European can the path of Yoga be smooth and easy, 29-40 

The European is proud of his success in divorcing religion from life, 8-21 

The European sets great store by machinery, 8-24 

Those of the occidental nature – From the dominant trend of the European mind, 29-39 

What the European understood by religion, had to be got rid of and put out of life, 8-22 

European art 

The intuition of the European artist – The appeal is to the outward soul, 20-266 

The mental, vital and physical stress of the art of Europe, 20-312 

This turn is visible in European art, poetry and general literature, 20-71 

European Art 

A higher European Art takes imitation of the form as its basis – The imitation of 

emotion, 1-539 

A still higher reach is attained by imaginative European Art, 1-540 

Indian Art attaches itself to the two higher interpretations – European to the two lower, 

1-538 

The European artist – Cabined within the narrow confines of the external, 1-464 

The lower type of European Art is content with reproducing what the eye sees, 1-539 

European barbarism 

The Aryan spirit of the East struggles for ever with European barbarism, 17-141 

European civilisation 

European and Indian civilisation at their best have only been half achievements, 20-85 

The formula of European civilisation – A rational and utilitarian culture, 20-67 

European Court 
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The European Court of Justice is a curious and instructive institution, 1-497 

European culture 

A criticism on the type of European culture, 20-235 

European democracies 

European democracies revel in the despotic sway over the peoples they conquer, 6-730 

European mind 

European mind – Puerility when it begins to deal with religion and spiritual experience, 

27-532 

European mind finds itself unable to make out what Hindu religion is, 20-179 

The average European mind is more interested in the egoistic or self-asserting will, 20-

252 

The European mind – Some vague feeling that soul and mind are not quite the same 

thing, 27-520 

The European mind gives the first place to the principle of growth by struggle, 20-92 

The European temperament is intellectual, vital, emotional and imaginative, 20-293 

The normal European mind – The cult of practical reason and the cult of life, 20-137 

European mystics 

The approach and experiences of Plotinus and the European mystics, 29-36 

European painting 

In Europe – A revelation of the glory and beauty of the sensuous appeal of life, 20-306 

European philosophy 

The contact of European philosophy has not been fruitful of any creative reaction, 20-

26 

European scholarship 

European scholarship supplies a critical method of comparative research, 15-33 

It has founded itself on the traditional elements in Sayana's commentary, 15-24 

European Scholarship 

European Scholarship as to the religious and the historical and ethnical sense, 15-36 

Europeans 

Europeans have more vitality than Indians and are less nervously sensitive, 35-12 

euthanasia 

Is it right to allow an animal to suffer when you can relieve it by an euthanasia?, 28-

524 

evasion 

Not an evasion – To act impersonally as an instrument in union with the Godhead, 19-

452 

Eve 

The fall of man in the poetic parable of the Hebrew Genesis – Adam and Eve, 21-56 

evening 

There is a tendency towards a lowering of the consciousness in the evening, 30-70 

events 

The Yogin sees God in all things, not only in all beings but in all events, 13-62 

events. 

Men see events as unaccomplished, to be striven for and effected (317), 12-465 

The event already accomplished in Brahman at the beginning manifests itself now 

(318), 12-465 
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The event is Brahman, already accomplished from of old, it is now manifesting (317), 

12-465 

evil 

A stamp of imperfection and disharmony – Evil, suffering, all deficiencies, 21-405 

A total purification – Ethics and the Spirit's purity beyond good and evil, 23-644 

A world strongly marked with the stamp of inadequacy, suffering, evil, 28-253 

A wrong consciousness governed by the life-ego the source of evil, 21-646 

An outcome of the Inconscience – The duality of good and evil, 21-629 

Behind the confused mixture of good and evil something is working, 35-181 

Death, suffering, evil, limitation – The creations of a distorting consciousness, 21-56 

Divine justice and the idea of moral good and evil – Prayer and propitiation, 23-554 

Evil is all that retards or breaks up that increasing perfection, 23-191 

God in turning our evil into His good does not absolve us of our moral responsibility, 

8-114 

God is beyond good and evil – Man must transcend good and evil, 12-148 

Good and evil – It would seem sometimes as if this distinction hardly existed, 13-338 

Good and evil are things which arrive in the process of the evolution, 12-149 

Good and evil as merely operations of Nature – Evil tends to good, 13-62 

It begins with conscious life – The awakening to the values of good and evil, 21-631 

It is not a supra-cosmic Deity who has imposed evil and suffering on creatures, 28-256 

It is the vital mind that makes the distinction of good and evil, 21-631 

Living in the Brahman we too rise beyond good and evil – The welfare of all, 19-203 

Nature accepts wrong and evil – Yet there is in man the sense of good and evil, 21-647 

Not indifference to good and evil for the ordinary life of man, 19-34 

Not the impulses – The Gita enjoins abstention from evil-doing, and self-mastery, 19-

218 

On no theory of an extracosmic moral God, can evil and suffering be explained, 21-102 

On the spiritual level we transcend even this distinction of good and evil, 23-191 

On this foundation – To consider the problem of imperfection, suffering and evil, 21-

416 

Pain and evil cannot attain to absoluteness, they are bound to limitation and derivative, 

21-627 

Partly by working out the evil in imagination or action and rejecting it, 8-318 

So long as the difference between I and you exists, evil & sin cannot cease, 17-140 

The distinction of good and evil – We rise beyond good and evil, 19-217 

The divine existence – The abolition of ego and the transcendence of the dualities, 21-

60 

The explanation of the evil and misery, 28-9 

The origin and nature of error, falsehood, wrong and evil in the individual –, 21-646 

The prevalence of evil and suffering here and the experience of that which is free, 35-

181 

The problem – The consciousness of pain and the problem of evil, 21-100 

The problem of falsehood and error, wrong and evil, of their necessity and utility, 21-

619 

The relation of truth to falsehood, of good to evil is not a mutual dependence, 21-622 

The root of all suffering, ignorance and evil, 23-679 
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The superior spiritual light is beyond good and evil, 21-633 

The universe is not solely a problem of the antinomy of the good and the evil, 13-382 

Then, evil and falsehood are natural products of the Inconscience, 21-633 

There could be no problem of an ethical content, any conflict of good and evil, 21-1032 

There is no authentic inevitable cosmicity of falsehood and evil, 21-623 

This system – “Whatever is profitable, is good, whatever is the reverse, is evil”, 1-35 

To hold that felicity we have to become free from sin and evil, 15-489 

Why did evil come into existence and what is its purpose?, 13-60 

Why, if God is All-Love, He creates evil or, if He does not create it, permits it?, 13-61 

Evil 

Falsehood and Evil are, unlike Truth and Good, very clearly results of the Ignorance, 

21-620 

The Falsehood, the Evil was born because of the starkness of the Inconscient's sleep, 

28-278 

evil forces 

The evil forces must disappear in any complete transformation, 28-465 

evil. 

All evil & pain is a tuning of Nature for some more intense bliss & good (135), 12-438 

Call not everything evil which men call evil (246), 12-457 

I saw that these souls had accepted the terrible burden of evil (132), 12-438 

In God's providence there is no evil, but only good or its preparation (187), 12-447 

The contributions of evil to the good of the world (186), 12-447 

The eternal word of our Lover and Master, “I will free thee from all sin and evil. Do 

not grieve.” (280), 12-461 

There are two things in God which men call evil (444), 12-485 

There is no evil in the tiger (58), 12-429 

They explained the evil in the world by saying that Satan had prevailed against God 

(460), 12-487 

To be beyond good and evil is not to act sin or virtue indifferently, but to arrive at a 

high and universal good (546), 12-500 

To feel & love the God of beauty and good in the ugly and the evil (50), 12-428 

Who shall say whether they did good or did evil? But this we can feel, that they acted 

divinely (338), 12-468 

Evil. 

Our Evil is to God not evil, but ignorance and imperfection (544), 12-500 

evolution 

“All he had been and all towards which he grew” – The evolution of the inner being, 

27-308 

“Evolution does not eliminate but perfects”, 1-64 

A conscious Spirit and not an inconscient Being is emerging in the evolution, 21-692 

A creation or a liberation? – The conclusion if we admit a spiritual evolution, 13-320 

A double evolution – The outward nature and the inner being, 21-890 

A double process, a physical evolution and a soul evolution – Birth and rebirth, 21-858 

A gradation of consciousness which is intended to make the evolution upwards 

possible, 28-276 
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A gradual and inevitable evolution – The significance of the terrestrial evolution, 21-

690 

A physical foundation, a progress of the consciousness and an integration, 21-730 

A spiritual assumption of divine birth is the fullness of the evolution, 13-327 

A theory of psychical evolution dependent on the spiritual evolution already described, 

17-234 

A Transcendent beyond and Supermind from it – The evolution of earth-nature, 23-255 

A world of slow evolution – A spiritual consciousness is emerging, 28-270 

All depends upon the more or less involved or evolved consciousness, 21-734 

All evolution is the progressive self-revelation of the One, 12-219 

All life upon earth is the evolution of a divine Spirit that is concealed, 12-261 

An evolution from the Inconscient need not be a painful one, 28-278 

An evolution from the Inconscient need not be a painful one if there is no resistance, 

27-304 

An evolution has been admitted in the East – The growth of the soul, 36-552 

An evolution in the Ignorance is the middle, 21-708 

An evolution of the consciousness of the individual and humanity, 12-267 

An evolution that is cyclic rather than in one straight line, 13-173 

An evolution towards higher things out of a first darker appearance, 29-176 

An increasing conscious participation is a logical consequence of the evolution, 21-957 

An integral knowledge is the aim of the conscious evolution, 21-541 

Ancient Indian thought discovered an evolution from birth to birth, 12-242 

And there has been a spiritual evolution from down upwards, 28-262 

Another evolution prepares the spiritual and supramental being – This has had two 

lines, 28-266 

As the evolutionary principle emerges, there are gradations and embodiments, 13-586 

At each step of evolution we have this change, reversal, new base, 28-427 

Creation has been a downward evolution to create a body fit for an upward evolution, 

17-232 

Everything here that belongs strictly to the earth plane is evolved out of the 

Inconscient, 28-276 

Everything seems to point to such a spiritual and not merely a physical evolution, 28-

254 

Evolution comes by the pressure of the supra-material planes on the material, 21-272 

Evolution has been an evolution of consciousness – A constant progress, 27-73 

Evolution is a spiritual or psychological change, 12-251 

Evolution is the labour of the Energy of the secret Spirit, 12-242 

Evolution is the one eternal dynamic law and hidden process of the earth-nature, 12-

246 

Evolution is the strife of a Consciousness somnambulised in Matter, 12-166 

Evolution means a bringing out of new powers which lay concealed, 26-205 

Evolution takes place on the earth – The earth is the proper field for progression, 28-

288 

Finally, a new step in the evolution uplifting the consciousness to a higher level, 36-

475 

From this state of inert and lifeless matter the upward evolution starts, 17-239 
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How far the yet unfinished ladder of evolution can mount in the earth series, 13-306 

Human evolution rises through love and towards love, 17-186 

If everything were supramental from the beginning – No place for evolution, 28-273 

If that is done, all that is needed will be evolved by the supramental Power itself, 28-

289 

If the conditions can be achieved, there would be no farther need of a slow evolution, 

21-957 

If this evolution is to take place, the initiative can come from India, 36-477 

If we regard consciousness and not life and form as the evolutionary principle, 13-582 

In man Nature becomes able to evolve by a conscious will in the instrument, 36-547 

In order that this evolution might be, an implacable plunge was inevitable, 12-224 

In our psychical evolution, to recover Life, Mind, Supra-Intelligence, Will, 17-239 

In our spiritual evolution, to recover mastery over the Dream and Sleep States, 17-239 

In the evolution, this initial power of conscious participation would enlarge, 21-959 

In the Indian view the evolution is individual and not cosmic, spiritual not physical, 12-

243 

In the way of mental evolution infinite possibilities still lie unexplored in front, 17-243 

In this manifestation the two terms are involution and evolution, 12-222 

Involution and evolution of the sevenfold power – The divine destiny of man, 21-283 

Is there any conclusive reason for declaring such a spiritual evolution impossible?, 28-

263 

It is only the personal mental that is evolved here under a pressure from above, 28-276 

It is possible to challenge the theory of evolution, 21-858 

It is this that the evolution of consciousness in the world carries prefigured, 23-149 

It is, probably, with difficulty & in select places that life & mind in matter are evolved, 

18-303 

Man will begin to evolve and realize himself as a mighty and infinite Intelligence, 17-

243 

New steps in evolution are rather effected by rapid and sudden outbursts, 13-174 

One Being and Consciousness is involved – Evolution is the method by which it 

liberates, 36-547 

Our evolution in the Ignorance leads towards an evolution in the Knowledge, 21-1107 

Our explanation of the evolution in Matter – The universe is a self-creative process, 21-

784 

Science has discovered a physical evolution, 12-242 

Supermind would not annul but facilitate the process of evolutionary emergence, 21-

1005 

The ancient idea of evolution was the fruit of a philosophical intuition, 13-317 

The ancient view of evolution, heredity and rebirth – A soul evolution, 13-284 

The birth and growth of consciousness is the whole sense of evolution, 12-266 

The births of the soul are the series of a constant spiritual evolution, 13-355 

The cardinal fact of a spiritual evolution as the meaning of our existence here, 29-396 

The claims of physical and vital evolution and heredity seem to fail, 13-289 

The earth is the place of evolution – On the other planes there is not the evolution, 28-

298 

The end of a stage of evolution is usually marked by a recrudescence, 13-33 
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The evolution as an inverse manifestation – The goal of evolution is also its cause, 23-

17 

The evolution has not only spiritual and psychical aspects – A material element, 17-244 

The evolution of bodies is only a means for the evolution of consciousness, 12-244 

The evolution of the Cosmos – Under the inspiration of Will and at the bidding of 

Prajna, 17-244 

The evolution of the sevenfold power of being must be the destiny, 21-283 

The evolutionary process itself is the development of a Truth of existence, 21-684 

The final dream was a step in evolution – The initiative can come from India, 36-480 

The general idea of evolution – The filiation of each successive form, 13-170 

The gradations of evolution and involution, 21-276 

The gradual evolution of a hidden illimitable consciousness and power, 12-161 

The higher knowledge – The cycles in our evolution and the supreme birth, 21-65 

The history of this single earth is not all the story of evolution – Other earths, 12-167 

The hope of a more harmonious evolutionary order in terrestrial Nature, 21-1006 

The ideas of creation & evolution which the Upanishads seek to formulate, 17-226 

The individual soul followed the course of the universal nature and evolution, 13-310 

The liberation of the Will involved will lead man to the highest evolution of all, 17-243 

The manifestation takes the shape of an involution followed by an evolution, 21-689 

The material world has evolved life, mind – It is now trying to evolve supermind, 28-

129 

The modern theories of heredity and evolution, 13-277 

The moment evolution begins Spirit and Matter manifest equally and coevally, 17-244 

The natural evolution and the evolution in Yoga – The possibility of a new birth, 23-90 

The nature of this evolution and the factors which make it possible and inevitable, 21-

884 

The next step of the evolution must be towards the development of Supermind, 36-547 

The paradoxes of the materialistic theory of evolution, 13-171 

The path of our evolution is to exceed mind also and arrive at the vijnana, 17-546 

The play of Brahman is not in its real nature an evolution, but a manifestation, 18-415 

The principle of the process of evolution is a foundation, an ascent, an integration, 21-

753 

The process and method of the evolution of the spiritual out of the mental man, 21-884 

The process of evolution gives the impression of a series of ascents and descents, 28-

265 

The Purusha in matter has to evolve what He has involved – The meaning of evolution, 

18-299 

The Science of the West has discovered evolution as the secret of life, 36-552 

The spirit holding Nature conscious in himself crowns the evolution, 13-328 

The spiritual process of evolution is then a creation, but a self-creation, 13-322 

The stress on a perfected economic and material existence – The dangers, 21-1089 

The struggle for life, the phenomena of heredity, a slow and gradual evolution, 13-171 

The theory of evolution – The key-note of the thought of the nineteenth century, 13-

169 

The theory of evolution in its outward aspects – The succession of man to animal, 21-

868 
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The true evolution of Man lies in the complete & triumphant liberation of mind, 17-241 

The truth of Vedanta and the truth of evolution, 21-122 

The universal Consciousness – The evolution along two lines, of ascent, of descent, 28-

268 

The vegetable, animal and human – Evolving in the Truth and not in the Ignorance, 28-

280 

The Western idea of evolution is limited to the physical and biological data of Nature, 

13-317 

The whole secret of earthly existence – An unfolding progressive evolution, 12-165 

The word evolution carries with it the necessity of a previous involution, 13-320 

Theories of existence which accept the individual soul, but not soul evolution, 13-291 

There are Four who are Beyond and they rule the mighty game of evolution, 1-532 

There are special descents to carry on the evolution to a farther stage, 32-88 

There is evidently an evolution of a cosmic Existence, 12-243 

They are actually involved in physical Nature and must necessarily evolve out of it, 17-

30 

Three successive elements in the evolution of man – The march of Nature, 23-9 

To establish the principle of the supramental consciousness in the earth-evolution, 28-

289 

Two things seem now intellectually certain in the theory of evolution, 13-278 

We have formed a clear idea of the significance of the evolutionary manifestation, 21-

730 

What is necessary for the evolutionary process to make a transition, 21-739 

What is that work and result, if not a self-involution and a self-evolution, 21-17 

What is the force of evolution and how does it work out in the world?, 13-169 

What is the purpose and origin of the disharmony – Of this world of a painful 

evolution, 28-257 

What Nature aims at in a slow evolution, Yoga effects by a rapid revolution, 23-29 

What we call evolution is an evolution of consciousness and of the Spirit in things, 35-

92 

Where in this evolution does the thing we call soul make its first appearance?, 13-314 

Whether that would mean the cessation of the evolution from the Inconscience, 21-

1049 

Whether the process of evolution has been indeed so exclusively physical, 13-281 

Yet in the very base of the evolution all that is divine is involved and pressing to 

evolve, 28-277 

Evolution 

European thought seizes on Evolution as manifested in the outward facts, 18-347 

Evolution, spiritual, psychical, material, is the result of Purusha and Prakriti, 17-244 

The idea of creation as a selection and development – The modern theory of Evolution, 

17-228 

The Vedanta divines the whole course of Evolution – The inward facts of the soul, 18-

347 

This striving and slow outburst is the whole sense of Evolution, 12-223 

Thus the whole view of Evolution begins to change, 13-175 

evolution. 
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Evolution is not finished (162), 12-443 

evolutionary ascent 

At each capital step of Nature's ascent there is a reversal of consciousness, 12-250 

The grades of the evolutionary ascent, 12-249 

evolutions 

The three evolutions are dependent on each other – One entity and not three is 

evolving, 17-245 

exaltation 

A certain exaltation of the being comes naturally with the stronger experiences, 30-29 

Also when you have experiences, do not allow yourself to get exalted and excited, 30-

29 

There should be no egoistic feeling in the exaltation, 30-29 

examinations 

Success in examinations is of no small effect or importance – Only a preliminary, 1-

355 

example 

The example is more powerful – The central fact of the divine realisation within, 23-67 

excitement 

Especially the nervous excitement of the vital has to be rejected, 32-194 

executive 

In a peaceful way we act against the law or the executive, but accept the consequences, 

6-294 

Putting an end to executive tyranny – The people controller of executive and judiciary, 

6-271 

They may try, without legislation, by executive action, to bring opposition under, 6-290 

They must be prepared to disobey an unjust and coercive executive order, 6-293 

This may be done either by twisting a perfectly legal act or by executive order or ukase, 

6-290 

We must equally be ready to challenge by our action arbitrary executive coercion, 6-

301 

executive body 

Two general secretaries and two secretaries for each province – The executive body, 8-

258 

exhaustion 

One, the motive of purposeful exhaustion, is valid only in some cases, 31-614 

exhibitions 

An Exhibition is intended to draw together the scattered threads of industrial activity, 

1-717 

Exhibitions bear fruit only when the people have received sufficient general education, 

1-717 

exhortations 

Harangues and exhortations touch only the surface of the mind, 31-94 

exile 

Exile is the one and only terror of deportation to Indian patriots, 6-433 

exile. 
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Perfect love casts out fear. But still keep thou some tender shadow and memory of the 

exile and it will make the perfection more perfect (416), 12-482 

existence 

All existence is existence of the one Eternal and Infinite, 12-183 

All existence is the existence of the Eternal, the Infinite, the Divine, the Ineffable, 12-

187 

All existence is the existence of the one Divine Eternal and Infinite, 12-183 

All existence of whatever nature is existence of the One, 12-187 

The original substance of the spirit is pure existence, 28-14 

Existence 

Existence that acts and creates by its conscious being is the reality that we are, 21-120 

If such an Existence is, it must be infinite with regard to Time and Space, 21-81 

If this indefinable Existence is, it is necessarily a pure absolute, 21-82 

The Existence is conscious Being – The object of the manifestation, 21-97 

The Pure Existence is descending into the body, so it is quite natural to feel it 

materially, 35-329 

The Pure Existence is not something abstract but substantial and concrete, 35-329 

The Pure Existence is not something abstract, but substantial and concrete, 28-14 

expansion 

If the inner progress is not there, the physical expansion is of no great use, 35-633 

expectation, 31-555 

Attitude towards others ‒ Quiet goodwill without any demand or expectation, 31-226 

The body consciousness expects the recurrence – The expectation helps it to come, 31-

555 

expediency 

Hesitating calculation in the country – Expediency is likely to undermine the 

Nationalism, 8-91 

We cannot allow the cry of expediency and rationality to kill the faith and force, 8-95 

expenditure of energy 

The best expenditure of energy is that which flows easily without effort, 29-268 

experience 

(5) The most important experience is that of the peace and quiet, 30-256 

A mistake for the mind ‒ Wanting to know while the experience is going on, 30-406 

A spiritual experience ‒ The fundamental reason is in the inner being behind the veil, 

30-235 

A sudden opening to spiritual experience – The voice of the psychic, 29-103 

A true spiritual experience must be free from the claim of the ego, 30-29 

All men can have a spiritual experience and follow it out and verify it in themselves, 

21-677 

All this does not mean that experience is irrelevant to sadhana, 29-469 

An expansion of consciousness and experience without which this Yoga cannot be 

done, 36-300 

An experience is an unmistakable thing and must be given its proper value, 30-13 

An experience of a truth is the beginning of realisation, 30-5 

An experience should be allowed its full time to develop or have its full effect, 30-47 
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An experiential method is the first necessity, not a speculative & logical method, 17-

583 

An opening up of the spiritual consciousness – Spiritual realisation and experience, 21-

894 

But the experience itself is a separate thing, 30-87 

Do not be over-eager for experience, 30-33 

During the experience the mind should be quiet, 30-48 

Experience and inward revelation as the supreme means of the highest knowledge, 17-

590 

Experience has to begin long before perfect purification, 29-382 

Experience in the waking state is more important for this Yoga, 30-248 

Experience is a word that covers almost all the happenings in Yoga, 30-5 

Experience of Truth is an isolated or repeated descent or ascent, 30-5 

Experience which comes from above the mind or psychic experience from within, 30-6 

Experience, yes, but experience illumined by Veda & vijnana, 17-587 

Feeling and vision are the main forms of spiritual experience, 30-7 

Finally, there is the vast and multitudinous field of mystic and spiritual experience, 21-

289 

Going up to a higher plane is an experience ‒ The descent, if temporary, is an 

experience, 30-5 

Here the question is of an experience in a luminous silence of the mind, 28-366 

How without inner knowledge or experience to test that of others?, 28-384 

In reality, all experience is in its secret nature knowledge by identity, 21-68 

In the concrete experience of the Divine, doubt is impossible, 28-339 

In the higher experience, the Reality being known, all assumes its true significance, 21-

487 

In the passage from mental to overmind cognition unity is the leading experience, 21-

488 

In this case what you felt was not an emotion ‒ A psychic and spiritual experience, 30-

8 

In Yoga itself the experience is a promise and foretaste, 29-185 

It is best to let it continue of itself ‒ If it ceases, it is likely to recur, 30-48 

It is in the quiet mind that the experience comes, 31-198 

It is natural that the spiritual experience of it should be one of the first to come, 30-11 

It is only by the progressive experience that one can get a solution, 29-503 

It is quite right to suspend the work while the visitation of the experience is there, 30-

259 

Its teaching which is the most vital – Enduring truths of spiritual experience, 19-8 

Mental expectation – The mind might have been active and interfered in the 

experience, 28-304 

Metaphors, symbols, images – By the mystic for the expression of his experience, 28-

361 

One can love God without having first known Him or had experience of Him, 29-469 

One who is in contact with the higher Light and has the experience, 29-92 

Only if there is a pure psychic response – The right form given to the experience, 30-35 
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Ramakrishna brought once more the Vedantic method of experience & inner revelation, 

17-588 

Realisation & experience are alone of essential importance, 12-105 

Sometimes a vision accompanies an experience, 30-87 

Spiritual experience comes and with it the knowledge and union with the Divine, 32-

200 

Suddennesses and vividnesses of experience are characteristic of the vital, 30-198 

The body cannot bear the continuous experience, it feels it as a strain, 31-399 

The complete inner experience of the Self in all our members, 23-305 

The conclusions of spiritual experience, 21-486 

The confirmation of experience is needed for our intellectual security, 17-555 

The crude experience first of a Divine who is something quite different, 19-313 

The Divine is a certitude not of mental thought but of essential experience, 28-338 

The double experience of oneness with him and that of relations to him, 19-314 

The entire oblivion of the experience, 30-253 

The experience of it can begin anywhere and express itself through anything, 23-115 

The faith – Sustained by an increasing assurance and certainty of spiritual experience, 

23-778 

The first truth of the Godhead spiritually – The experience of being in him alone, 19-

314 

The Force of the Mother that comes – The first fundamental experience of the sadhana, 

32-232 

The fundamental experience which must englobe all other knowledge, 23-115 

The goal is not to speculate about these things, but to experience them, 13-90 

The only experience you need is the experience of the presence of the Mother, 30-36 

The rush of the experience at the beginning is often very powerful, 30-52 

The spiritual experience does not even despise dreams and visions, 30-19 

The term "“experience” covers almost everything that happens in the inner 

consciousness, 30-87 

The truth of the working – The experience that has to be established, 30-53 

There is also a dynamic experience of the Divine or of Existence, 28-134 

There is no law that a feeling cannot be an experience, 30-7 

This fundamental experience will begin differently for different natures, 23-116 

This method is, then, a process of psychological experiment and spiritual experience, 

17-555 

Three aspects and three successive stages of experience, 23-371 

To be found by progressive experience step after step aided by the eye of intuition, 17-

584 

To see all in the Mother and the Mother in all is a necessary experience in the Yoga, 

32-290 

To speak of them might interfere with the pure observation of the experience, 30-200 

To think and question about an experience – The wrong thing to do, 30-47 

Up to a certain stage the nature needs after an experience a quiescent period, 32-286 

What is the value of a judgment without the feeling and experience?, 28-294 

What the ego can do, however, is to get proud of having the experience, 30-29 

When an experience begins, you should not interfere with it, 30-47 
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When an experience occurs ‒ The attempt to take hold of it mentally, 30-48 

When there is an experience, you should not begin to think about it, 30-48 

When you feel Light entering into you, that is experience, 30-87 

Words divorced from experience – Contradictory experiences equally true, 12-11 

Yoga experience often begins with some opening of the third eye, 30-93 

You have to learn by experience, 30-10 

Your experience is the beginning of the fundamental and decisive realisation, 30-13 

experience of Nirvana 

How was I to test by the ordinary mind my experience of Nirvana?, 28-384 

experience. 

Experience in thy soul the truth of the Scripture (96), 12-434 

Revelation is the highest experience and always accessible to renewed experience (98), 

12-434 

What the soul sees and has experienced, that it knows (10), 12-424 

When thou affirmest thy soul-experience & deniest the different soul-experience of 

another, (97), 12-434 

Which am I to believe, the reasonings of others or my own experience? (13), 12-424 

experiences 

(1) Subordinate things (like visions etc.) that help to a new (Yogic) consciousness, 30-6 

(2) the great experiences of Self, Peace, Light, Ananda, etc., 30-6 

(3) There are all kinds in the experiences of each plane, 30-110 

A certain exaltation of the being comes naturally with the stronger experiences, 30-29 

A kind of thought that springs out as if it were a body or form of the experience, 35-

252 

A sufficient mass of experience and a certain progression of consciousness, 30-25 

All attachment and self-indulgence are dangerous – In subjective experiences, 32-249 

All experiences are not accompanied by joy, 30-9 

All experiences can be brought into the smallest constituents of the being, 30-26 

All experiences come in the silence but they do not come all pell-mell, 30-233 

All the experiences that the quietistic sadhana can give, I have had, 35-261 

All these spiritual experiences are reconcilable – The divine Reality is greater, 19-315 

Also when you have experiences, do not allow yourself to get exalted and excited, 30-

29 

Always this is accompanied by a fading of the first deep experiences, 31-786 

As for experiences, anybody with an occult bent can have experiences, 30-35 

As for experiences, they are all right but they do not seem to change the nature, 31-617 

Before he met Lele, Sri Aurobindo had spiritual experiences – Not part of a sadhana, 

36-110 

But some get absorbed in inner experiences – There lies a danger, 31-342 

Discretion about the instructions of the Guru and one's own experiences is advisable, 

28-576 

Do not attach yourself to any particular kind of experience, 36-371 

Each realm of experience has its own figures, its own language, its own vision, 27-495 

Elementary experiences in the practice of Yoga, 30-467 

Entering into the experiences of the inner consciousness, 30-94 

Even imagined experiences can help to mental realisation, 30-9 
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Experiences and descents are very good for preparation, 30-232 

Experiences are in the vital realm – Some are likely to be false formations, 30-195 

Experiences are of all kinds and take all forms in the consciousness, 30-7 

Experiences belonging to what I have called the intermediate zone, 30-304 

Experiences come to many before the nature is ready to make full profit, 30-32 

Experiences culminate in the realisation that is enduring and complete, 35-241 

Experiences do not seem to change the nature, they only enrich the consciousness, 35-

365 

Experiences made me see the impersonal universality of the Absolute Brahman, 35-239 

Experiences occurring in an unpurified and troubled consciousness, 30-45 

Experiences of a symbolic character, visions, contacts of one kind or another, 30-38 

Experiences of an opening Yogic consciousness have to be understood, simply, 30-195 

Experiences of considerable importance, 30-494 

First, open yourself to experience but do not seek to take the bhoga of the experiences, 

36-371 

For that one must have experiences in the inner nature, 30-211 

He had a few experiences of an elementary kind, confused and uncertain, 30-312 

Higher experiences hurt nobody – The question is what is meant by higher?, 30-313 

How can it do that without experiences?, 30-211 

Hundreds of Bhaktas have the love and seeking without any concrete experience, 35-

256 

If one runs after experiences without any discrimination at all, 30-37 

If some part of the being even has been opened the experiences come, 30-26 

In the beginning of the sadhana the small experiences prepare the field, 30-18 

In Yoga itself the experience that shut off till the nature is ready is familiar, 27-461 

Inner mental and vital experiences ‒ Visions and dream experiences play a large part, 

30-7 

It does not mean that one should not welcome helpful experiences, 30-39 

It is always dangerous to allow fear to associate itself with experiences, 30-49 

It is an inner silence and quietude in which all experiences happen, 36-300 

It is better than an army of intermediate Yogic experiences, 30-37 

It is better to get the nature ready first before the «experiences» begin, 29-469 

It is better to let the experiences develop naturally, 30-47 

Make more of the good experiences that come to you, 31-701 

Mere subjective experiences without control by us will not lead you to the Truth, 32-

248 

Merely to have experiences of the higher consciousness will not change the nature, 30-

23 

Metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 35-

90 

Mine came fifteen years after my first pre-Yogic experience in London, 35-241 

My own first experience of the Self – Long before I knew even what Yoga was, 35-232 

Not dreams but spiritual experiences or visions or experiences, 30-254 

Not to make experiences one’s main aim, but the Divine only the aim, 30-39 

Once real experiences begin you have to learn to approach them in the right way, 30-48 

One has to arrive at spiritual knowledge through experience – Not a thought, 35-252 
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One has to be careful about to see that they are genuine and sincere, 30-38 

One has to watch, observe one's experiences and try to discriminate, 30-304 

One may have experiences of that kind (worlds, visions, voices, etc.) without them, 30-

45 

One must not get attached to these things, but observe them simply and go on, 30-97 

One should not speak of one's experience to others except the Guru, 30-50 

One who gets these experiences at the beginning has the capacity of Yoga, 30-16 

Since I set foot on Indian soil, I began to have spiritual experiences, 35-233 

Some kind of experiences such as visions etc. before the basis is well laid, 30-45 

Spiritual experience can do without thought, but it can do with thought also, 35-252 

Spiritual experiences can fix themselves in the inner consciousness and alter it, 35-141 

Such experiences do not of themselves lead to transformation or realisation, 30-45 

Such experiences should be observed quietly without alarm or depression, 30-49 

Supraphysical experiences and powers – Something perfectly natural and credible, 35-

227 

That does not mean that all such experiences are useless or without value, 30-37 

The attempt of the mind and vital to seize on the experience ‒ One of the chief 

obstacles, 31-23 

The Brahman experience came when I was doing no sadhana at all, 35-237 

The conditions in which one can grow through all experiences with security, 30-45 

The consciousness from which these experiences come is always there, 30-234 

The experiences at the beginning, and for a long time, in little quanta, 29-115 

The experiences of the inner planes lead to the opening of the inner self, 30-19 

The experiences of the vital plane are useful for opening up the consciousness, 31-121 

The experiences that are coming cannot be permanent at the beginning, 30-344 

The first decisive experiences ‒ A calm and peace and the descent of a Power and 

Force, 30-455 

The first decisive experiences in this Yoga – A calm and peace, Power and Force, 35-

546 

The flow of experiences – After I had stopped the pranayam for a long time, 35-237 

The flow of experiences did come afterwards by the grace of Mahakali and Krishna, 

27-459 

The hankering for experiences should not replace the true attitude, 29-95 

The lion hearts get experiences comparatively soon, 30-8 

The more important of the experiences you enumerate are those below, 30-466 

The only way to test spiritual experience, 35-254 

The reason why they don't stay is the activity of the mind and vital, 30-234 

The second is to remain entirely detached even from the most absorbing experiences, 

36-393 

The silence, the quietude, the peace into which experiences can come, 30-46 

The true psychic does not depend for his experiences on disease, 28-578 

The two experiences – The three movements of works, knowledge, devotion, 19-290 

The utility of psychic experiences and knowledge of the invisible worlds, 36-337 

Then there are experiences that help or lead towards the realisation, 30-38 

There are also wrong voices and experiences, 30-97 

There are imitation higher experiences, 30-313 
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There are those that are sound as well as those that are unsound, 30-37 

There are two kinds of experiences, 30-6 

There it passes through many experiences, 30-217 

These are minor experiences and one's concentration must call the major ones, 30-107 

These experiences are normal when the inner consciousness is growing, 31-473 

These experiences are not mere imaginations or dreams but actual happenings, 30-217 

These experiences are often of little value, trivial and full of misleading suggestions, 

30-198 

These experiences cannot make a radical change until they settle themselves, 30-25 

These inner experiences prepare the growth of the inner consciousness, 30-211 

These or similar distinctions corresponded to very living experiences, 35-89 

These things also are often called experiences when they only come in flashes, 30-38 

This began in London, sprouted the moment I set foot, touching Indian soil, 35-233 

This class of experiences are the beginning of realisation, 30-6 

Throw all these incoherent false experiences away, 30-37 

To fix the calm and strength is the main thing now ‒ Experiences will come fast 

enough, 30-44 

To live in the self brings the higher experiences, 31-341 

To some rapid preparatory experiences can come, 29-112 

To talk of one's experiences to others – To diminish the power of the experience, 31-

783 

Trances and experiences have their value, 30-13 

True experiences distorted by mental and vital accretions and additions, 30-21 

Visions come under the head of experiences, unless they fix themselves, 32-276 

What comes from the spiritual plane are experiences of the Divine, 30-87 

When a sound line of experience opens, it is perfectly permissible to follow it out, 30-

39 

When the feeling of power and strength comes into you or when you have experiences, 

30-29 

When the physical consciousness prevails ‒ Often no sign of inner experiences, 30-68 

You enter into the inner being and begin to have experiences there, 30-221 

You have to watch and see how experiences develop, 30-47 

Your bells, your sparks – I had the same experience hundreds of times, 35-235 

Your so-called experiences are mere vital ignorance and confusion, 30-36 

experiences spoken about 

A separate question – The telling of one's own experiences to others, 30-52 

Experiences are much better kept to oneself, 30-51 

Experiences one's own or others' should not be talked about, 30-50 

It is not good to talk too much to others about the sadhana and its experiences, 30-52 

It is true that experiences often disappear when spoken or written about to others, 30-52 

The passing away of an experience as soon as it is spoken, 30-50 

There is a privacy about experiences, 30-51 

experiment 

Modern Science insists on all the premises being thoroughly proved – Experiment, 1-

501 

Thirdly, he experiments in order to get personal experience, 1-502 
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explicitness 

Explicitness – It is only things that are in themselves vague that have to be kept vague, 

27-322 

exploitation 

The ruthless exploitation and starvation of a country by foreign leeches, 6-753 

exploiters 

The starvation of the country by foreign exploiters and its dependence on aliens, 6-349 

expression 

I never heard that learning logic was necessary for good expression, 31-74 

The deeper things in these experiences cannot be expressed, 31-77 

The gift of verbal expression is comparatively rare, 31-76 

The power of expression comes by getting into touch with the inner source, 31-76 

The power of reasoning, of comparison and differentiation and of expression, 1-359 

Thought and expression always give one side of things, 31-76 

What is expressed is always only a part of what is behind, 31-77 

exterior being 

The exterior being is not in direct touch with the universal or cosmic, 28-91 

exteriorisation 

(1) An exteriorisation of the consciousness out of the body, 30-435 

A fear can come in these exteriorisations and bring the consciousness back, 30-435 

A feeling of the shock when the consciousness exteriorises itself, 30-206 

A going out of the body ‒ A conscious contact with cosmic forces not altogether safe, 

30-285 

A partial exteriorisation, part of the consciousness going out, 30-205 

An experience of exteriorisation or going out of the body, 30-205 

Being able to leave and enter the body at will ‒ For exteriorisation, 30-436 

Going out in her vital body – Unconscious exteriorisation is not always safe, 30-207 

Going out in your vital body into the vital worlds, 30-208 

It is better not to go in this way unless one has physically present protection, 30-208 

It is clear that when you go out of your body like that you pass into a vital plane, 30-

207 

It is therefore likely that there was an exteriorisation at the same time, 30-436 

Not to exteriorise the nervous or physico-vital envelope without adequate protection, 

36-348 

One is the consciousness actually going out of the body ‒ A deep sleep or trance, 30-

434 

Out of your body leaving it unprotected – An attack on the physical mind, 30-206 

The need of immediate protection – Only when the vital being goes out of the body, 

36-363 

The power of exteriorisation is one that can be used for many purposes, 30-205 

The power of exteriorisation of our consciousness for various kinds of action, 23-877 

When the vital being goes out, it moves on the vital plane, 30-207 

external affairs 

Supremacy in the conduct of external affairs – The control of foreign policy, 25-449 

external being 

It is the inner being that has the Yogic turn – The external has to be converted, 28-92 
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The two different beings you feel are the psychic being and the external being, 28-121 

external bhakti 

The external bkakti has its place and use when it is straightforward and sincere, 29-355 

external consciousness 

The external consciousness, the inner consciousness, the superconscient, 28-37 

external contacts 

An inner concentration supported by a limitation of external contacts is sufficient, 29-

380 

external nature 

This external nature has been like that of most of the sadhaks here, 31-641 

external work 

A nature not trained to accept external work and activity becomes mentally top-heavy, 

35-53 

I trained myself in doing physical things with care and perfection, 35-53 

externalisation 

Externalisation and this covering up of the active experience, 31-406 

The push to externalisation must be rejected always, 31-407 

The tendency of externalisation is still too strong, 31-406 

externalising consciousness 

In the dream state – The centre of the externalising consciousness is in the neck 

(throat), 28-64 

externalising mind 

But it is closely connected with the mental physical, 28-182 

The centre of the physical mind or externalising mind is in the subtle body in the throat, 

28-239 

The externalising mind deals with them more from the reason and its higher 

intelligence, 28-178 

The physical mental or externalising mind is part of the mental consciousness, 28-182 

externalising Mind 

The Mind proper – Three parts, thinking Mind, dynamic Mind, externalising Mind, 28-

177 

extinction 

Extinction is not the fulfilment – Delight is the secret, 13-203 

Neither for soul nor universe is extinction the goal, 12-144 

The Buddhist denied the existence of a Self free and infinite – An extinction, 13-341 

We can hope to last in identity and not lose ourselves in identity, 12-346 

extracosmic 

When we dwell in this difference only, we regard the Divine as if extracosmic, 19-313 

extravagance 

At present in the European world it is novelty and extravagance in ideas that are run 

after, 27-529 

extremism 

Defensive resistance – The last chance of escaping the necessity of extremism, 6-280 

Extremism 

Englishmen know that what is belittled as Extremism is really Nationalism, 6-749 
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Extremism in the sense of unreasoning violence of spirit is not the heart of 

Nationalism, 6-1111 

So much confusion as to the attitude of the Nationalist party, misnamed Extremists, 6-

353 

The new movement – Its true description is not Extremism, but Democratic 

Nationalism, 6-355 

extremist 

A delightful flexibility about this word “extremist”, 6-162 

The appearance of that wild new species, the “extremist”, 6-162 

The old party is anxious that we should take up the position of an “extremist” party, 6-

180 

extremists 

Moderates, conservatives or extremists – Truth is the only standard, 12-50 

Extremists 

Anglo-India and Tory England feared that the Extremists might capture the assembly, 

6-205 

Men who are now acclaimed as Extremists will tomorrow find themselves left behind, 

6-869 

The deportation came as a shock on the Moderates and as a surprise to the Extremists, 

6-434 

To the ordinary Congress politician the Nationalist is nothing more than an 

“Extremist”, 6-1110 

extrovert 

The opposition between the extrovert and the introvert, 21-1064 

eye 

Apart from the eye-question, I have stopped the correspondence – Things to get done, 

35-472 

The eye gets a new and transfigured vision of things and of the world around us, 23-

868 

The hand should be capable of coming to the help of the eye to ensure accuracy, 1-403 

eye treatment 

Eye treatment  – The Mother has seen that these methods are perfectly effective, 32-

594 

eyebrows 

(2) Between the eyebrows = centre of will and vision, 30-468 

Another between the eyebrows where is the thought, sight and will, 28-128 

Between the eyebrows in the forehead – A centre of inner consciousness, will and 

visions, 28-237 

Concentrate preferably in the heart – One can also in the head or between the 

eyebrows, 32-217 

If the concentration goes naturally to the centre between the eyebrows ‒ No harm, 30-

93 

In this Yoga – Not necessarily at that particular spot between the eyebrows, 29-308 

Light between the eyebrows indicates some opening of the Ajna-chakra, 30-117 

One can concentrate also in the head or between the eyebrows, 29-107 

The centre between the eyebrows is the centre of the inner mind, 28-237 
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The centre between the eyebrows, ājñācakra, governs the dynamic mind, 28-230 

The centre of the forehead between the eyebrows is the centre of the inner mind, 32-

313 

The centre of vision is between the eyebrows in the centre of the forehead, 28-238 

The centre there between the eyebrows – The centre of the inner mind, will and vision, 

32-307 

The moonlight in the forehead – The working on the centre between the eyebrows, 30-

196 

The power of concentration in the eyebrows, 29-307 

The realm (whose centre is between the eyebrows – Inner thought, will, vision, 30-98 

The space between the eyebrows is the centre of the inner mind, vision, will, 30-258 

The visions between the eyebrows are not imaginations, 30-93 

There is the famous rule of concentrating between the eyebrows, 29-308 

eyes 

It is better to take the sun-treatment for the eyes if you give up your spectacles, 31-588 

The feeling of your body and eyes being drawn upwards, 30-421 

The gaze should not be fixed for a long time as it overstrains the eyes, 29-313 

face 

The neck and throat and the lower part of the face belong to the externalising mind, 28-

246 

The working on the lower part of the face – An action on the externalising mind, 28-

246 

faces 

“Faces which express the most soul, the most genius, the most character”, 1-27 

fact 

The fact is the realisation of a Truth in Power – The pragmatist, 13-112 

faculties 

A change of all mental movements – A development of the psychic faculties, 23-808 

A full development of the general mental and physical faculties and experiences, 23-49 

Above the buddhi are other faculties now broadly included in the term spirituality, 1-

436 

All these extensions of faculty must be admitted, 21-70 

Each impulse justifies itself – The necessary organs and faculties, 13-502, 13-503 

Faculties so important to humanity cannot be left out of our consideration, 1-388 

Finally, there are other fields which need the development of abnormal faculties, 23-

852 

He has in a greater degree the yet undeveloped faculty of direct knowledge, 1-365 

Man has in himself a mental body and a mental plane – The higher faculties of man, 

23-470 

Neglecting the training of the three great manipulating faculties, 1-359 

New faculties not at all manifested in the personality can appear by force of Yoga, 35-

405 

Other faculty of experience is necessary – An extension of psychological experience, 

21-68 

Scientific subject – Training of the faculties to observe, compare, remember and judge, 

1-405 
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Supreme faculties of revelation, inspiration and intuition – Superhuman states, 23-17 

The development of a higher life and of more powerful faculties, 23-15 

The existence of faculties to take cognisance of all things in the universe, 21-15 

The extensions of faculty of the sense-mind – Knowledge of the phenomena, 21-69 

The faculties enabling to arrive at conceptions beyond physical experience, 21-66 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

The faculties that transcend the senses are exposed to a mixed functioning – A danger, 

21-13 

There can be no question about the power to change, to develop, to awaken faculties, 

35-488 

There is a fourth layer of faculty known to us from the phenomena of genius, 1-387 

This body of faculties is still rarer and more imperfectly developed, 1-436 

To every order of facts in Nature there should be corresponding faculties in knowledge, 

17-556 

To study science with faculties only slightly developed is useless – So other subjects, 

1-394 

We can extend our faculty of mental self-awareness to awareness of the Self, 21-71 

We have subjective faculties hidden in us – Each ascent is a new birth of the soul, 15-

374 

We must by experiment & experience develop those faculties which see the Truth, 17-

587 

faculty of sensing 

The faculty of sensing supraphysical things internally or externalising them, 30-89 

faculty of vision 

Almost anyone can develop the faculty of supraphysical vision, 30-89 

When one starts yoga, this power is often one of the first to come out, 30-89 

Faerie Queene 

Spenser, the poet of second magnitude of the time – The Faerie Queene, 26-83 

failure 

A false sense of importance ‒ The cause of failure and departure of several, 31-223 

If one falls or fails, the other should not torment himself for that, 31-630 

If there is refusal of the psychic new birth, there will be a failure in the sadhana, 32-162 

If we fail in our immediate aim, it is because he has intended the failure, 23-246 

In the next birth the Yogi who fails now may even resume his effort, 35-616 

Men do not abandon a cause because they have seen it fail or foresee its failure, 28-518 

No sincere aspiration to the Divine can fail in the end, 35-620 

Still, if the call of the soul is there there can be no final and irretrievable failure, 31-633 

Success or failure depends, first and always, on your keeping in the right attitude, 29-

242 

Temporary checks – Not any difference to the essential truth of the soul’s seeking, 32-

612 

Temporary failure of some endeavour in the sadhana, 29-134 

The happenings and the aims of existence – Success and failure, 23-726 

To brood on the past failure will weaken your mind and will, 36-305 

What if failure suits him better and serves better the ultimate purpose?, 35-404 
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What of a Yogi who fails in this life because of his errors, 35-616 

Yoga is the true skill in works – The result may seem to be defeat and failure, 19-180 

failure. 

Believe that all failure is an effectuality concealed (532), 12-497 

Distrust the man who has never failed and suffered (308), 12-464 

God alone knows when & how to blunder wisely and fail effectively (307), 12-464 

He who condemns failure & imperfection, is condemning God (485), 12-491 

I have failed, thou sayest. Say rather that God is circling about towards His object 

(252), 12-458 

I sometimes think that when death and failure come, they are our supreme momentary 

good (175), 12-445 

If I had not failed & suffered, I would have lost my life's supreme blessings (176), 12-

445 

If men are fortunate enough to fail (307), 12-464 

The only tragedies are the soul's failures (211), 12-453 

When thou art able to see how necessary is failure to utter effectiveness (134), 12-438 

failures 

Constant fluctuations, persistent disappointments, innumerable falls and failures, 31-

686 

Failures have been due to the desire of leadership, the obstinacy, the arrogance, 6-974 

If there are difficulties, stumblings or failures, one has to look at them quietly, 32-294 

Stumbles, failures, etc. in the work of self-purification and change, 31-188 

faith, 32-199 

(1) Absence of faith or insufficient faith, 31-638 

“Neither morality, nor faith without reason – Two positions abandoned”, 1-23 

2. Absolute faith – Faith that what is for the best will happen, 29-266 

A constant assent of the heart and the life too are indispensable, 23-777 

A day to day working faith – Not only a faith in the fundamental principle, 23-775 

A faith capable of a constant correction, enlarging and transformation, 23-778 

A faith free from attachment to the forms and the successive stages, 23-775 

A faith in the guidance of the Divine, his will to manifest and capacity to receive him, 

29-93 

A faith in the heart, a belief in and will to the universal good, 23-737 

A faith in the mind that the thing needed is being done and will be done fully, 29-110 

A faith that the Mother will enlighten one’s mind is the real necessity, 31-53 

A faith, a will, or at least a persistent demand and aspiration are needed, 28-271 

A perfect faith in all our members to call and support that assumption, 23-694 

A persistent faith which no circumstance or event can break, 29-234 

A quiet happy faith and confidence is the best foundation for sadhana, 29-111 

All I ask is fundamental faith, safeguarded by a patient and quiet discrimination, 28-

348 

All men of action, discoverers, inventors, creators of knowledge proceed by faith, 29-

92 

An entire faith and equality of mind – Not disturbed by anything that may happen, 36-

419 
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An entire faith, opening, self-giving to the Mother are the one condition necessary, 32-

157 

Another thing, which is only another name for faith, is selflessness, 6-827 

As for faith – I am sure of the results of my work, 35-323 

At all times the faith that what the Divine wills is the best, 29-101 

Before this consciousness, one has to have faith and aspire for the opening, 29-106 

Both prayer and faith are powers towards realisation which have been given to man, 

29-366 

Both true reason and bhakti – Demanding implicit faith and surrender, 35-240 

But confidence in the Divine and a faith in one's spiritual destiny are needed, 29-42 

Concentrate more upon what you are to be, on the ideal, with faith, 31-701 

Confidence and trust are aspects of faith and results of it, 29-88 

Devotion, whatever its limitations, has the one grand necessity, faith, 19-287 

Either a single-minded faith or a fixed will can give the open road to the Yoga, 29-445 

Even a blind and ignorant faith is a better possession than the sceptical doubt, 23-773 

Even a faltering faith and a slow and partial surrender have their force, 29-96 

Even before that is attained there can be a complete and living faith in the Divine, 28-

47 

Even in worldly things man can do nothing great if he has not faith, 28-345 

Even with a deficient faith, a fixed mind and will can carry one on, 29-445 

Everything depends on the nature of his faith – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-481 

Faith – A dynamic entire belief and acceptance, 29-88 

Faith also will increase with that movement ‒ The inner being in the heart has it 

always, 30-220 

Faith and devotion come from the soul, 31-136 

Faith and surrender – It is the simple people who do most easily, 32-212 

Faith and surrender are the only right attitude, 31-5 

Faith and the possibility of growth into a divine perfection, 19-483 

Faith and will turned towards all that is highest – To reach the supreme perfection, 19-

492 

Faith can be tamasic and ineffective, 29-99 

Faith does not depend upon experience, 29-92 

Faith in its essence is a light in the soul which turns towards the truth, 29-89 

Faith in the Divine even though the human world seems driven by undivine forces, 28-

345 

Faith in the Guru even when he uses methods that your intellect cannot grasp, 28-345 

Faith in the Path leading to the goal even when the goal is very far off, 28-345 

Faith in the spiritual sense is not a mental belief which can waver and change, 29-89 

Faith in us is of a triple kind according to the dominating quality of our nature, 19-481 

Faith in your possibilities, the Power at work, the work and the offered guidance, 31-

701 

Faith includes the logical analysing reason, it includes experience and exceeds it, 8-134 

Faith is a certitude in the soul which does not depend on reasoning, 29-89 

Faith is a feeling in the whole being – Belief is mental, 29-88 

Faith is a necessary means for arriving at realisation, 28-272 

Faith is a thing that precedes knowledge, not comes after knowledge, 29-91 
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Faith is indeed knowledge giving the ignorance an intimation of itself, 35-191 

Faith is indispensable to man but it ought not to be imposed, 21-896 

Faith is not intellectual belief but a function of the soul, 29-95 

Faith is not mental belief in outward facts, but an intuition of the inner being, 28-344 

Faith is our first need, 12-347 

Faith is something which one has before proof or knowledge, 29-91 

Faith is the first condition of success in every great undertaking, 6-347 

Faith is the indispensable force behind the growth of the soul by works, 19-493 

Faith is the soul's witness to something not yet manifested, achieved or realised, 29-93 

Faith may be a glint from the knowledge that knows, however far off, 28-348 

Faith, cheerfulness, confidence in the ultimate victory are the things that help, 31-701 

Faith, doubt and scepticism – Without faith nothing decisive can be achieved, 19-204 

Faith, reliance upon God, surrender and self-giving are necessary, 29-87 

Faith, surrender and samata have to be put into every part and atom of the being, 29-

102 

Faith, the fourth part of the perfection of our instrumental nature, 23-771 

First there is the faith – Of itself enough to make one open to the Mother’s force, 32-

202 

Follow your faith – The Divine Incarnate, 35-433 

For some – If the Bhakti and the faith are strong it carries them through, 29-82 

Have faith in the Divine, in the Divine Grace, in the truth of the sadhana, 29-100 

Human will, aspiration and faith are powers and forces, 23-567 

I know that the supramental descent is inevitable – I have faith that the time can be 

now, 35-322 

I mean by faith a dynamic intuitive conviction in the inner being, 28-347 

If one has faith and openness, that is enough to get the understanding, 31-53 

If one plants a faith or resolution like that firmly in oneself, then it remains, 29-101 

If the active soul of man can live in the faith of its inner reality, all is changed to it, 19-

574 

If there is a true self-surrender and an absolute unegoistic faith – Success is certain, 19-

571 

If there is the entire faith, then the psychic love becomes soon awake, 32-466 

If we are deficient in faith nothing can be accomplished, 6-937 

If you keep firm hold on your faith and your aspiration, 29-101 

If you want to get back your faith and keep it, you must first quiet your mind, 32-212 

In all Yoga, the first requisites are faith and patience, 23-244 

In moments of trial faith in the divine protection and the call for that protection, 29-101 

In the integral Yoga there must be an integral faith and an unshakable patience, 23-244 

In the Ishwara – This faith we must have and develop to perfection, 23-781 

In the region of politics faith is the result of imagination working in the light of history, 

6-347 

In this action faith and hope have an immense importance, 31-561 

It is by faith and openness to the Mother, 29-109 

It is difficult to acquire or to practise this faith and steadfastness, 23-244 

It is more easy for man to believe in an object of faith outside himself, 23-64 

It is possible for anyone to attain to a complete and living faith in the Divine, 29-98 
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It is quite sufficient if there is the firm and constant will towards faith and self-offering, 

29-98 

Keep an entire faith in the Mother and in your own spiritual destiny, 32-320 

Keep firm faith in the victory of the Light and face with calm equanimity, 29-102 

Let your faith be pure, candid and perfect, 32-8 

Man needs both faith and reason so long as he has not reached a greater knowledge, 28-

349 

Mental faith combats doubt and helps to open to the true knowledge, 29-99 

Mental faith is very helpful, but it is a thing that can always be temporarily shaken, 29-

98 

No man can lead a rising nation unless he has this faith first of all, 6-348 

Of this Power a secret spiritual will and soul-faith in us is the individual instrument, 23-

290 

On the other hand ignorance and blindness in the faith are obstacles, 23-774 

Once equanimity is established there can be established too another kind of faith, 29-91 

One approaches the Divine through faith, 29-77 

One has to cleave firmly to the faith in the Mother’s working behind all appearances, 

31-182, 32-212 

Only the heart that is free from fear, the spirit that is full of faith will remain, 6-1058 

Our faith must first be abiding in the essential truth and principles of the Yoga, 23-773 

Our faith, persevering, will be justified in its works and will be lifted and transfigured, 

23-245 

Our plans may fail, God’s purpose cannot – We have faith and we believe in the Gita, 

8-135 

Physical faith keeps one firm through all physical obscurity, 29-99 

Progressive sadhana is enormously helped by an assured faith and confidence, 31-692 

Psychic faith opens to the direct touch of the Divine, 29-99 

Put your faith in the Divine Shakti, set your mind at rest and let the Mother’s Force 

work, 32-212 

Real faith is something spiritual, a knowledge of the soul – Not a mental belief, 28-432, 

32-114 

So long as a man has that faith, he is marked for the spiritual life, 29-93 

So long as there is only mental knowledge, faith is still needed, 29-91 

So long as we have only an ignorance that argues, there is a place still left for faith, 28-

348, 35-197 

That is why faith and equanimity are indispensable, 29-90 

That which will support through all is a firm faith in the Shakti, 23-776 

The central faith is a faith in the soul or the central being behind, 29-96 

The certitude of the eventual victory ‒ Faith and an inner reliance upon the Divine, 31-

694 

The Christian virtue of faith and resignation, the Pagan virtue of courage, 17-284 

The clue to be followed, the guiding light – It is to be found in man’s faith, 19-480 

The conscious acceptance and will to believe and realise may be called faith, 19-478 

The dark state – If faith fails then, it is because the darkness of the Ignorance, 28-350 

The Divine knows better than we can know – Implicit faith and surrender, 31-5 

The double truth of existence – It is our faith that makes us what we are, 19-573 
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The elect are all who can accept this faith and this greater law, 19-575 

The faith – Sustained by an increasing assurance and certainty of spiritual experience, 

23-778 

The faith always that however the lower nature may rise or hostile forces attack, 29-

102 

The faith and wisdom in him upheld him in the face of every discouragement, 8-185 

The faith both in its general principle and its constant particular application, 23-779 

The faith in spiritual things that is asked of the sadhak is a luminous faith, 28-349 

The faith in the divine Shakti must be always at the back of our strength, 23-780 

The faith must be prepared to change and enlarge its understanding, 23-778 

The faith that goes to the Cosmic Divine is limited in the power of its action, 29-91 

The faith that the Divine Will is leading us, through every circumstance, 29-91 

The first necessity is to exchange the surface orientation for the deeper faith, 23-72 

The fundamental faith in Yoga, inherent in the soul, 29-93 

The healing by faith in the cells is an actual fact and a law of Nature, 29-100 

The human being has to start from a great, a difficult act of faith, 19-47 

The intuitive reason is the basis of faith and exceeds the limits of the logical intellect, 

8-115 

The more the faith, the more rapid the result is likely to be, 29-107 

The necessity of faith – The egoistic mind and life must surrender to the Divine, 19-309 

The need of faith – The assent has to take a positive form to give free way to the Force, 

28-350 

The next need is to compel all our lower being to pay homage to this new faith, 23-72 

The only thing I insist upon is some faith, inner surrender and opening, 29-382 

The peculiar character of our age is the divorce between reason and faith, 13-439 

The perfect faith is an assent of the whole being – Faith in God and the Shakti, 23-771 

The removal from the mind of the people of the least little of faith in the bureaucracy, 

6-1025 

The sadhak has to keep his quietude and faith and equanimity in all conditions, 29-135 

The soul's faith determines by its power the measure of our possibilities of becoming, 

19-492 

The supramental knowledge does not need to be supported by faith, 28-272 

The supramental knowledge supports itself, it does not need to be supported by faith, 

35-191 

The way to get faith and all things else is to insist on having them, 29-100 

There is nothing unattainable by truth, love and faith – Stand upright, 6-1036 

These two faiths correspond to two aspects of the Divine – Transcendent and Cosmic, 

29-90 

This being we are is or can become whatever it has the faith and will to be, 23-733 

This faith will give us equanimity. It is a faith that accepts what happens, 29-91 

This is the faith with which the seeker has to begin his seeking and endeavour, 23-83 

Thought is an instrument for becoming – Man's unshakable faith in himself, 13-200 

Till he reaches this consciousness, he has to walk by faith, 29-426 

To put entire confidence in the Mother and quietly persist in faith, 31-389 

Two kinds of faith – One calls down the equanimity, another, the realisation, 29-90 
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Until we become aware we have to possess a working or at least an experimental faith, 

23-733 

Until we know the Truth, we need the soul’s faith to sustain us, 29-91 

Vital faith prevents the attacks of the hostile forces or defeats them, 29-99 

We cannot allow the cry of expediency and rationality to kill the faith and force, 8-95 

We do not found ourselves on faith alone but on a great ground of knowledge, 35-322 

We must have faith – Else calamities will be too great for our courage and endurance, 

8-89 

We need faith in ourselves, faith in the nation, faith in India’s destiny, 6-348 

What endures even if concealed is the inner being’s aspiration, the soul’s faith, 29-98 

What it believes itself to be, that it is or tends to become, 23-628 

Whatever happens let us have faith and courage, 8-278 

Whatever new turn is taken by this will and faith – We are our own makers, 19-482 

When we try to be, to live and to do according to the divine nature – An act of faith, 

19-484 

With entire faith and without egoism we believe in and impelled by him will to be, 19-

310 

Faith 

Faith fights for God, while Knowledge is waiting for fulfilment, 8-462 

In man we render these terms by Will and Faith, 23-44 

Man is bound to develop the superman – Utility of Faith & religion, 12-111 

Three things necessary to make men invincible – Will, Disinterestedness and Faith, 1-

536 

Without indomitable Faith or inspired Wisdom no great cause can conquer, 8-463 

faith. 

Faith in the heart is the obscure & often distorted reflection of a hidden knowledge 

(256), 12-458 

If I lose faith & love, I fall utterly from the goal which God has set before me (466), 

12-488 

Reason adapts itself to the faith or argues out a justification of the instincts (258), 12-

458 

Reason gives me no basis for this faith, thou murmurest (255), 12-458 

So long as a cause has on its side one soul that is intangible in faith, it cannot perish 

(254), 12-458 

The faith of the God-lover persists in knowing although it cannot understand (466), 12-

488 

Until Wisdom comes to thee, use the reason for its God-given purposes and faith and 

instinct for theirs (260), 12-458 

faithfulness 

Be faithful and you will conquer, 31-787 

Cast away from you these movements of doubt, depression and the rest, 31-787 

Faithfulness is one of the first characteristics of the psychic being, 30-367 

If you remain faithful to the Light that called you here, you conquer, 31-785 

If you remain faithful to the seeking for the Divine, grace and opening will come, 29-

100 

One has not only to be sincere but to be faithful through all, 29-173 
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What I mean by faithfulness to the Light and the Call, 29-99 

When I spoke of being faithful – The great need in all crises and attacks, 29-99 

Faith-healing 

Faith-healing and psycho-therapy are also facts, 31-561 

faiths. 

The world thinks that it moves by the light of reason but it is really impelled by its 

faiths and instincts (257), 12-458 

fall 

A man who has risen high can fall low, 31-675 

Afterwards resistances arise and the sadhak falls away from the path, 35-573 

Also the possibility of being driven off the track by doubt or attraction to the old life, 

35-626 

How does the fall prove that spiritual experience is not true and genuine?, 31-675 

If one falls or fails, the other should not torment himself for that, 31-630 

If one yields to ambition, sexual passion or self-sufficiency, a fall is always possible, 

35-626 

If the sadhaka is led only gradually – There may even be a fall from the path, 23-71 

It may lead to a fall in the Yoga and the growth of an exaggerated egoism, 35-398 

The reason why many sadhaks fall into the clutch of vital passions or distortions, 28-

181 

Those who fell, fell because they put themselves on the side of the hostile Force, 28-

510 

To the how of the fall into the Ignorance there is a substantial agreement, 28-256 

Very injurious spiritually and otherwise to abandon once it has been begun, 35-573 

fall of man 

The fall of man in the poetic parable of the Hebrew Genesis – Adam and Eve, 21-56 

fallibility. 

Not human wickedness but human fallibility is the opportunity of Evil (344), 12-469 

falls 

Constant fluctuations, persistent disappointments, innumerable falls and failures, 31-

686 

If one keeps firm, falls do not matter, 29-118 

When the needed energy is within falls are an obscure condition for an elevation, 26-

100 

falls of concentration 

Fall of the concentration happens to everybody, 30-66 

falls of consciousness 

An occasional sinking of the consciousness happens to everybody ‒ Various causes, 

30-66 

If the peace is established, the falls of consciousness are only on the surface, 30-66 

The falling down of the consciousness comes usually by some inertia coming, 30-66 

Why the veiling of consciousness persists, 30-67 

false forces 

If there is no attack or wrong suggestion, you need not suppose that it is false forces, 

32-272 
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In dream, if false forces take the form of the Mother, it will be with some bad object, 

32-272 

falsehood 

Cruelty and falsehood are the two things that separate most from the Divine, 31-276 

Error by itself would not amount to falsehood, it would be an essay of possibilities, 21-

641 

Falsehood exists by a distortion of truth or its contradiction and denial, 21-621 

Falsehood reigns in this world – The reason why these difficulties manifest, 31-635 

If Surya is the creator, whence comes this falsehood of our mortal existence?, 15-478 

In the descent the falsehood begins with Mind, 28-278 

Lying and falsehood create a serious obstacle to realisation, 32-363 

No superhuman motive can make a falsehood not a falsehood, 32-362 

The origin and nature of error, falsehood, wrong and evil in the individual –, 21-646 

The problem of falsehood and error, wrong and evil, of their necessity and utility, 21-

619 

The relation of truth to falsehood, of good to evil is not a mutual dependence, 21-622 

Then, evil and falsehood are natural products of the Inconscience, 21-633 

There is no authentic inevitable cosmicity of falsehood and evil, 21-623 

To clear the vital, you must get out of it all compromise with falsehood, 31-104 

Falsehood 

Falsehood and Evil are, unlike Truth and Good, very clearly results of the Ignorance, 

21-620 

Falsehood is created by an Asuric power in revolt against the Truth, or to pervert it, 35-

103 

Falsehood is created by an Asuric power which intervenes in this creation, 28-451 

The Falsehood, the Evil was born because of the starkness of the Inconscient's sleep, 

28-278 

To take sides with the Truth and to refuse to concede anything to the Falsehood, 29-132 

falsehood. 

Believe that all falsehood is truth in the making or truth in the breaking (532), 12-497 

The rejection of falsehood by the mind seeking after truth is one of the chief causes 

why mind cannot attain to the settled, rounded & perfect truth (534), 12-498 

falsehoods. 

Thy falsehoods save Truth alive (446), 12-485 

falsity 

A personal attachment to the limitation and the error is the source of falsity, 21-646 

falsity of speech 

3. Dissimulation and falsity of speech, 31-153 

falterers 

God does not want falterers and flinchers for his work, nor unstable enthusiasts, 8-169 

falterings 

Falterings or overcloudings to the experienced sadhaka and to the novice, 23-245 

familiar adjective 

A familiar adjective – Occasions when no other could be as true and living, 27-182 

family 
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As the family idea or the national idea has become each a psychological motive, 25-

554 

Each has his own destiny – Entering into a particular family in one life is only an 

incident, 28-510 

Family, society, country are a larger ego, they are not the Divine, 28-438 

Help is given to you through the family and that involves no obligation on your part, 

36-308 

In the family the individual seeks for the satisfaction of his vital instinct, 25-159 

Indian social life has subordinated almost entirely the individual to the family, 28-439, 

35-735 

It is too early to decide exactly what form the family life will take, 36-246 

So long as attachment to the family – Not possible to do any good sadhana here, 35-

627 

Some among the most “advanced” sadhaks are not free from the family instinct, 35-637 

The family idea – Growing outt of a primary vital need in our being, 25-554 

The family is an essentially practical, vitalistic and economic creation, 25-161 

The first human state – A man is ready to sacrifice himself for the family, 8-137 

The influence of heredity, race, caste and family – A very big stamp in most cases, 28-

521 

The tendency to leave the family and social life for the spiritual life, 28-439 

There are many who pursue inwardly the spiritual life and keep the family duties, 35-

732 

To be in a certain family and with certain relations is only a temporary incident, 28-527 

To leave the family and social life for the spiritual life, has been traditional in India, 35-

735 

Two impulses, individualistic and collective – Family, society and nation, 25-159 

What takes people away mostly is not the smaller failings like family attachment, 35-

617 

When you make a choice – Your own responsibility before your family and the world, 

35-729 

Your vital attachment to family ties and the ordinary social ideas creates the difficulty, 

35-608 

family affairs 

The earning of money and family affairs ‒ In a spirit of entire detachment, 31-292 

family duties 

Many pursue inwardly the spiritual life and keep the family duties, 31-292 

Service to parents is part of family and social duty, 31-293 

The family duties exist so long as one is in the ordinary consciousness, 31-292 

family life 

Away from the family life – But a habit of response being used to pull you away, 31-

644 

Even while in the family, you can prepare yourself for the spiritual life, 31-293 

On the other hand, there is no necessity to live the family life, 28-422 

family ties 

The family ties – It comes in the way of a complete turning to the Divine, 31-291 

The family ties which belong to the ordinary nature fall away, 31-291 
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The vital attachment to family ties and the ordinary social ideas and feelings, 31-292 

family. 

Altruism, duty, family, country, humanity are the prisons of the soul when they are not 

its instruments (234), 12-456 

Family, nationality, humanity are Vishnu's three strides from an isolated to a collective 

unity (334), 12-467 

famine 

Famine – We cannot expect more from the bureaucracy than a businesslike official 

relief, 6-189 

Not a year passes without famine or acute distress prevailing in some part of the 

country, 6-148 

The necessity of prevention of famine by self-help – The suspension of grain-export, 6-

226 

fanatic 

The idealist who will not compromise – The fanatic and the true idealist, 13-115 

fanatical 

Some kinds of Asuras are very religious, very fanatical, strict about ethical conduct, 28-

466 

fanaticism 

All fanaticism is false, because it is a contradiction of the very nature of God, 32-109 

All sectarianism, all fanaticism must be shunned, 23-66 

He has a limited vision of his God – The fanaticism of such limited religious 

conceptions, 1-586 

Religious fanaticism is something psychologically low-born and ignorant, 28-415 

Two positions – One is that of the fanatic. “If that is the line, God is an unjust God”, 1-

16 

Far East 

In that awakening the lead has been given to the Mongolian races of the Far East, 6-989 

She divides the Pagan Far East from the Mahomedan West, and is their meeting-place, 

6-990 

Fascism 

In Fascist countries the swing away from Rationalism is marked and open, 25-205 

fasting 

By fasting one can get for a time into a state of inner energy and receptivity, 31-431 

Fasting even for the purpose of resting the stomach should not last more than a day, 31-

431 

Fasting is not permissible in the Asram, as its practice is more often harmful, 28-574 

Fasting to get realisation is just the way to get the wrong realisation, 31-432 

Fasting will not remove any bad things – It is by receiving the Mother’s Light and 

Force, 32-569 

Fastings, shaved head, sleep without the mosquito net? – No and no again, 29-382 

I have myself fasted first 10 days and then 23 days just to see what it was like, 35-28 

I have myself fasted first for 10 days and then 23 days ‒ I found that it was no good, 

31-430 

I is not safe to admit any suggestion of not eating, 31-430 

Nervous people should avoid the temptation to fast, 31-431 
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Prolonged fasting may lead to an excitation of the nervous being, 28-575 

The idea that to stop eating is the proper way to get rid of desires is absurd, 32-393 

There is no harm in fasting from time to time for a day or two, 31-433 

When people fast like that, they get into an abnormal condition, 31-430 

Whether the divine life must submit to this necessity – Fasting for very long periods, 

13-545 

You cannot progress or reach the Mother if you indulge in such fancies as not eating, 

32-393 

fatalism 

A fatalism of action – A firm faith in the love and wisdom of God, 8-88 

The rejection of free will must not be a mere fatalism or idea of natural determinism, 

19-226 

The word fatalism means usually a resigned passivity, 8-88 

fate 

When the soul and self emerges, that can cancel or wholly remodel our physical fate, 

21-841 

Fate 

All times and nations have felt or played with the idea of Fate, 13-159 

Fate and free-will - Two movements of one indivisible energy, 13-158 

Fate is a Will that manifests itself in the world., 13-158 

Fate is mainly a determination by past action and a new will and action can cancel it, 1-

601 

Fate is merely a process by which Will fulfils itself, 13-50 

Fate is not a mechanical dispensation, but the wise and all-seeing Will, 19-499 

Fate, Law and fixed Causality do not bind the Purusha or conscious Soul, 17-513 

Our thought erects a mysterious Fate or an equally mysterious free-will, 13-158 

Pre-ordered selection out of infinite possibility is the real nature of Fate, 17-513 

The belief in Fate or free-will puts its stamp on the cast of man’s soul, 13-159 

The infallible operation – Law of Nature, Karma, Necessity and Fate, 23-791 

Vedanta accepts the reality of Fate, but rejects the idea of Necessity, 17-512 

What in any given working of result selects the eventuality? – Is it Chance? Is it Fate?, 

17-512 

Fate. 

Fate is God's foreknowledge outside Space & Time of all that in Space & Time shall 

yet happen (130), 12-438 

father 

The Rishi Ayasya, described as our father who found the vast seven-headed Thought, 

15-174 

Your father and brother – Those forces take their forms, 31-463 

Father 

In its Trinity the Father is above in this inner Heaven, 19-163 

The Father – The appearance of the One who overstands and is immanent in the 

cosmos, 28-376 

The Father has very much the appearance of the One immanent in the cosmos, 35-89 

fatherhood 

The relation of fatherhood is always less close, intense, passionate, intimate, 23-568 
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fathers 

Angiras regarded as one of the original sages, deified human fathers, 15-159 

At once divine and human, but also the human fathers and the discoverers, 15-174 

It sets out with a description of the ancestral Thought – The Thought of the fathers, 15-

191 

Our fathers made in us the path which leads to immortality, 15-199 

The achievement of the human fathers is also an ascent to the Immortality, 15-205 

The ancient human fathers founded a great and profound civilisation in India, 20-203 

The Angiras in a double form, the divine Angirases and the human fathers, 15-187 

The Angirases are at once the divine seers and the ancient fathers, 15-242 

The Angirases, the seven sages, the ancient human fathers, 15-154 

The aspiration towards this Dawn, to the same achievement as the fathers, 15-198 

The conquest of the Truth by the human fathers, the Ancients, 15-320 

The example of the human fathers as the original type of this great becoming, 15-208 

The fathers who discovered the Truth, received his creative knowledge, 15-358 

The formation of the Truth-consciousness in man – The human fathers, 15-319 

The second hymn – The divine Angirases and the human fathers, 15-206 

Fathers 

An exhortation and mutual encouragement for men to do even as the Fathers, 15-213 

In connection with the Fathers – The souls who have attained to immortality, 15-514 

In the Veda – The Fathers who have gone before and discovered the supraphysical 

worlds, 28-554 

In the Veda the Fathers are the ancient illumined ones who conquered Immortality, 15-

514 

Passages in which we have positive references to the human Fathers, 15-190 

To what did the Dawn, the path, the divine journeying lead the Fathers?, 15-197 

fatigue 

A complete freedom from fatigue – The full descent of a supramental Force, 32-258 

Even if there is physical fatigue, the inner movement can always go on, 30-68 

Fatigue in the course of the sadhana may come from various reasons, 31-399 

If there is the full surrender in the work, then fatigue does not come, 29-273 

The Force does the work and the body feels no strain or fatigue before or after, 32-258 

The Mother’s Force works in you, so that there is no fatigue, 32-257 

Twice the amount of work could be done without the least fatigue or reaction, 32-420 

With the right consciousness always there, there would be no fatigue, 29-273 

You will have to diminish your work until you recover from the pains and fatigue, 31-

575 

fatigued body 

But a fatigued and unwilling body also cannot be a good instrument, 31-383 

fault in the nature 

To recognise a fault in the nature helps to weaken its force, 31-699 

fault of others 

If you find fault with anybody ‒ Likely to increase in that person and to come into you, 

31-352 

fault. 

They say, O my God, that I am mad because I see no fault in Thee (445), 12-485 
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faults 

Great care will have to be taken that unformed virtues are not rejected as faults, 1-391 

If you have faults and weaknesses, hold them up before the Divine, 29-104 

The egoism, desires, faults of the nature are in everybody very much the same, 31-736 

faults of others 

Often indeed one sees easily in others faults which are there in oneself, 31-351 

The lower vital takes a mean and petty pleasure in picking out the faults of others, 31-

352 

Why should one be so eager to find fault with others and condemn them?, 31-351 

fear 

(1) Never allow any fear to enter into you, 30-208 

(2) Not to fear – If one does not fear, these other world forces become helpless, 31-468 

A call for protection is always permissible. The removal of fear is part of the sadhana, 

32-316 

But in no case should you fear, 31-472 

But to see God in the world is to fear nothing, is to hate and loathe nothing, 19-245 

By will and imposing calm on the system when the fear arises, 31-280 

Dismiss this fear which hampers the action of the Force and opposes the cure, 31-569 

Even if there is real danger, fear does not help, 31-278 

Fear and disgust of the world may often be necessary for the recoil, 19-245 

Fear and the inertia of the outer being must be thrown away, 29-36 

Fear and unhappiness will not give you self-control, 31-280 

Fear attracts the object of fear ‒ Unhappiness weakens the strength, 31-279 

Fear calls the thing feared, 31-782 

Fear can be eliminated, 31-280 

Fear in these experiences is a thing one must get rid of, 32-308 

Fear is more even of a nervous sensation than an emotion, 23-649 

Fear is of course a vital and physical thing, 31-280 

Fear is the one thing that one must never feel in face of adverse forces, 31-782 

Fear nothing, open yourself, reject the weaknesses that remain, 31-569 

Fear opens the door to the adverse forces, 31-279 

Fear stands in the way of this complete intimacy and confidence, 32-536 

If he wants to move in the inner planes, he must cast away fear, 30-221 

If you want to do Yoga, you must get rid of fear, 31-278 

In this experience there is not usually the fear you had, 30-436 

It is a mistake to think that by fearing or being unhappy you can progress, 31-279 

It is always dangerous to allow fear to associate itself with experiences, 30-49 

It is rather a pity that the fear came in and spoiled the inward movement, 30-219 

One must dismiss all fear of new things and accept with calm and confidence, 30-459 

One must learn to take one's foundation on the Divine and overcome the fear, 31-278 

Only the heart that is free from fear, the spirit that is full of faith will remain, 6-1058 

Perfect love is inconsistent with the admission of the motive of fear, 23-566 

Second, the throwing away of all fear, 32-289 

The fear is that of the physical consciousness or of the vital element, 31-263 

The fear of God, a feeling with which Yoga has very little dealing, 23-561 

The first condition of progress – Not to fear, to have trust and keep quiet, 30-484 
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The motive of the fear of God becomes impossible – The ethical aim in Yoga, 23-564 

The physical mind must be able to face even formidable things without fear, 30-206 

There is no fear in the higher Nature – Fear is a creation of the vital plane, 31-278 

They can really do nothing to you, only you must reject all fear, 30-195 

To get rid of fear is the first necessity, 31-278 

Using the Mother’s name and having her protection, you should fear nothing, 31-472 

What is there that you can fear when you are conscious of Him who is within you?, 6-

828 

You should throw away fear as well as anger, 31-279 

Your terror made the mind and body resist ‒ The Force withdrew, 30-484 

fear of death 

The fear of death ‒ There must be in the physical the full confidence in the Divine, 31-

415 

fear of God. 

Perfect love casts out fear. But still keep thou some tender shadow and memory of the 

exile and it will make the perfection more perfect (416), 12-482 

The Jew invented the God-fearing man, India the God-knower and God-lover (414), 

12-482 

To fear God really is to remove oneself to a distance from Him, but to fear Him in play 

gives an edge to utter delightfulness (413), 12-481 

fear of madness 

As for the fear of madness, it is only a nervous impression, 31-408 

fear. 

Fear and anxiety are perverse forms of will (376), 12-473 

Fear, distrust & scepticism are there, sentinels of Nature, to forbid the turning away of 

our feet from her ordinary pastures (5), 12-423 

Fear, weariness, depression, self-distrust and assent to weakness are the instruments by 

which He destroys what He created (377), 12-473 

From fear and hope take refuge in the grandiose calm and careless mastery of the spirit 

(376), 12-473 

fearlessness 

Fearlessness is the first necessary condition for going through this Yoga, 36-363 

federation 

A federal system also would tend inevitably to establish one general type, 25-576 

A federal system and a confederacy – The preservation of the national basis, 25-575 

A new model is demanded – The federal or else the confederate empire, 25-322 

A world-State or a world-union which may be a federation or a confederacy, 25-574 

The idea of a federation of free nations – But imperialism is in the ascendant, 25-348 

The most desirable form of it would be a federation of free nationalities, 25-594 

The Nationalist must first bring about the political freedom and federation of his 

country, 6-681 

The problem of a federal empire founded on a true psychological unity, 25-323 

The two are incompatible except by the substitution of a free federation for a dominion, 

8-148 

feebleness 

As for the uneasiness or feebleness there when you talk loudly etc., 30-483 
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feeling 

Feeling and vision are the main forms of spiritual experience, 30-7 

It is an inner sight, an inner feeling, subtle feeling, not material, 30-8 

It may come as a vision or may come as a close feeling of his presence, 30-104 

Observe carefully the people with whom you have an uneasy feeling, 32-402 

There is no law that a feeling cannot be an experience, 30-7 

feeling uneasy 

(2) Feeling uneasy at once if a wrong thought or impulse to action or feeling is there, 

29-261 

feelings 

Feelings themselves are of many kinds, 30-7 

Personal feelings ought not to be allowed to come into the work or disturb it in any 

way, 32-443 

Thoughts and feelings are passing from one human being to another all the time, 30-

242 

feet 

A coincidence of feet and rhythmic phrases – Will not monotony be inevitable?, 27-485 

Below the feet is the subconscient which has also many levels, 28-129 

It is the material consciousness that is indicated by the legs and feet, 28-247 

fellow-feeling 

Absence of love and fellow-feeling is not necessary for nearness to the Divine, 31-285 

An appeal to the profession of a large and genuine patriotism – Sincere fellow-feeling, 

6-19 

Female 

The Primal Existence turned towards manifestation – A double aspect, Male and 

Female, 18-395 

femineity 

Vyasa is the most masculine of writers – Deficient in femineity, 1-304 

feminine 

Bankim possesses insight into the secrets of feminine character, 1-110 

Certain features of temperament are thought to count for more in the feminine mould, 

1-304 

Insight into feminine character is extraordinarily rare even among dramatists, 1-209 

festival 

A national festival is the symbol of the national vitality – The Seventh of August, 8-174 

It is of the first importance that this great festival should be celebrated, 8-174 

festivals 

Importance is attached in all countries to ceremonies and festivals, 8-175 

Fetishism 

Fetishism remembers barbarously the great Vedic dogma that God is everywhere, 17-

312 

feudalism 

But the feudal spirit had taken possession of India, 6-930 

The feudal system was broken in Europe – The ideals of Christianity began to emerge, 

6-930 

The ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity – Against the relics of feudalism, 6-930 
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fever 

Fever is of course more often than not a struggle of the body to fight out impurities, 31-

587 

It is always wrong to wish for illness ‒ Fever is not a purifying action, 31-566 

fiction 

Poetry and fiction can be made the expression of the psychic or spiritual mind and 

vision, 27-628 

There is no general or necessary incompatibility between fiction and poetry, 27-597 

fidelity 

A central sincerity and a fidelity to the Divine are the two necessary conditions, 29-43 

For the illustration of the method – A typical stanza to show the essential fidelity, 1-

261 

The psychic fidelity brings the power to stand against the Asuras, 31-799 

The question of fidelity – Every translator has to make his own choice, 1-250 

To turn to the Mother – Loyalty and fidelity are very simple things, 31-799 

field 

The whole of existence must be regarded as a field, 19-412 

fight. 

Fight still with the world-encompassing force that went out from God within thee 

(272), 12-460 

finance 

The international crimes of the great captains of finance, 6-753 

financial help 

Financial help – Not everyone has the adhikāra to help in the work of the Asrama, 35-

541 

financial system 

The cure for a bad and oppressive financial system – Control over taxation to the 

people, 6-271 

finite 

The finite is nothing but a definition of the Infinite's self-representations, 19-152 

The finite or the individual as being and power and manifestation of the Infinite, 21-

482 

What we see as finite is not other than the Infinite, 12-186 

finite. 

The finite can have no beginning nor end (61), 12-430 

fire 

It is just in the physical consciousness that it is difficult to keep the fire burning, 31-369 

Or the fire of your soul's aspiration and tapasya, 30-373 

The fire burning under the earth, that is to say, in the subconscient, 30-369 

The fire in the outward ritual corresponds to the Light and Power in the inward rite, 15-

66 

The fire indicates a dynamic action, 30-147 

The fire is always the fire of purification, 30-147, 31-270 

The fire is the divine fire of aspiration and inner tapasya, 30-459 

The fire is the psychic fire which wells up from the veiled psychic source, 27-517, 30-

139 
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The fire you feel must be what we call Agni, the fire of purification, 30-370 

The fire you felt was the fire of purification, 30-139 

The mere burning of the fire does not show that the psychic is coming forward, 30-373 

Whether it is the fire of the general Force that comes from above, 30-373 

Fire 

The Fire felt in the forehead and eyes is the power of the Yoga, 30-372 

The sun is the eye of this great Force, the wind is its life-breath, Fire is its open mouth, 

18-278 

firmness 

If one keeps firm, falls do not matter, 29-118 

If you have to be firm, you can be firm, but at the same time quiet and even gentle, 29-

280 

It does not exclude firmness and maintenance of discipline, even severity, 29-280 

To remain quiet and firm in the following of the path, 29-118 

fish 

Eating meat or fish is forbidden – No such sanction or privilege has been obtained, 35-

681 

Fish might be formations in the vital consciousness, 30-173 

If it is thought necessary for his health to take fish, meat or eggs he can do it, 35-775 

The fish is the always moving vital mind making all sorts of formations, 30-173 

The fish must be the vital mind, 30-151 

The Mother and I do not take meat or fish and it is not allowed, 35-773 

fitness 

It is difficult to say that any particular quality makes one fit or the lack of it unfit, 29-33 

No one is fit – Aspiration, believing and letting the Divine work in you, 29-33 

Nobody is entirely fit for this Yoga ‒ One has to become fit, 31-108 

The real fitness comes by the soul’s call and the power to open oneself, 29-33 

There is nobody who can go on in his own strength or by right of his fitness, 29-33 

You should not allow yourself to be invaded by this suggestion of not being fit, 31-137 

five worlds 

In these three, all the five worlds and their creatures have their habitation, 15-348 

flame 

The flame ‒ The dynamic power of action (Yogic) of that Truth-Light, 30-142 

Flame 

The Flame – The Force of the divine consciousness, of the supramental Truth, 15-166 

The Veda speaks of this divine Flame in a series of splendid and opulent images, 15-

390 

flash 

Each time there is a flash and a movement of the Force, 30-471 

Flaubert 

Prose styles achievements – In French literature, Voltaire, Flaubert or Anatole France, 

27-548 

Flecker 

Albert Samain’s Pannyre aux talons d’or and Flecker’s translation of it, 27-406 

flesh 

The piece of flesh indicates something restless in the physical being, 30-164 
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flies 

Flies – Something small in the smaller vital, 30-176 

flinchers 

God does not want falterers and flinchers for his work, nor unstable enthusiasts, 8-169 

flow 

The quiet flow is necessary for permeating the lower parts, 30-475 

flow of water 

The descent of the Consciousness from above is often felt as a flow of water, 30-475 

flower-rain 

The flower-rain is the descent of something from higher realms of consciousness, 31-

477 

flowers 

Flowers are the moment’s representations of things that are in themselves eternal, 35-

445 

Flowers indicate a blossoming in the consciousness, 30-177 

In that a new life (psychic, spiritual as indicated by the flowers) appears, 30-149 

It is usually when the psychic is active that this seeing of flowers becomes abundant, 

30-178 

Red flowers would ordinarily indicate an opening of the consciousness, 30-178 

The beauty of flowers – Form, colour, scent, and something indefinable, 28-408 

The bird is the soul and the flower is the rose of love and surrender, 30-139 

The flowers are the symbols of psychic movements, 30-178 

The flowers indicate always an opening in some part of the consciousness, 30-178 

The flowers usually indicate a psychic activity, 30-119 

The light, colours, flowers are always seen when there is a working of the forces, 30-

119 

The vision of flowers is a symbol usually of psychic qualities or movements, 30-178 

flowers at Pranam 

It is when Mother puts her force into the flower that it becomes more than a symbol, 

32-559 

When the Mother gives a flower, she gives the power of the thing it means, 32-557 

fluctuations 

Fluctuations always take place ‒ Periods of active progress and periods of assimilation, 

30-61 

Fluctuations cannot but come, 30-61 

There are no fixed rules about fluctuations in the working of the Force, 30-62 

There is «no specific» reason for fluctuations in the working of the Force, 30-62 

These fluctuations in the force of the aspiration and the power of the sadhana, 30-61 

To keep the fixed consciousness of the soul, even when there are fluctuations, 30-62 

You would be able to regard any fluctuations in the outer consciousness, 30-219 

fluidity 

An alien government hurried us into a new and unfamiliar world, into a state of 

fluidity, 6-55 

The nations of the West are not all progressive but they are all in that state of fluidity, 

6-54 

flute 
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His flute calls the physical being to awake to that Love and Ananda, 30-157 

The flute is the call of the Divine, 30-184 

The flute is the call of the Divine Love ‒ The peacock is victory, 30-157 

The flute is the call of the Divine which descends into you from above, 30-184 

The flute is the symbol of a call, usually the spiritual call, 30-184 

flux 

In reality all is a flux of change – Only the eternal Real-Idea is firm, 21-179 

flying 

Flying during sleep ‒ The consciousness in the vital sheaths has gone out, 30-163 

When you find yourself flying – The vital being in the subtle body, 30-163 

followers 

We have weaknesses – Our leaders and our followers both require a deeper sadhana, 8-

464 

folly. 

I heard a fool discoursing utter folly (62), 12-430 

food 

A use of food sufficient for the maintenance of health and strength of the body, 28-575 

About eating ‒ To get rid of the greed of food, the attachment and desire, 31-422 

As for Sannyasis and food, Sannyasis put a compulsion on these desires, 31-422 

As for the question of practising to take all kinds of food with equal rasa, 31-433 

As in the matter of the food, the right attitude comes naturally, 30-322 

As to diet, a light quality of food sufficient for the strength and sustenance, 29-282 

As to food the best way usually is to take the food given you, practise non-attachment, 

31-419 

Be careful to always eat well – You must try to recover the ananda of food, 36-307 

Certain kinds of food are supposed to increase sexual desire ‒ Meat, onions, chillis etc., 

31-434 

Disgust for eating is an excessive feeling ‒ One should eat for maintenance of the body, 

31-420 

Even for the rasa of food – All greed of food and desire of the palate disappears, 31-

496 

Food ‒ In the right quantity (neither too much nor too little), without greed or 

repulsion, 31-421 

Food is for the maintenance of the body and one should take enough for that, 31-422 

Food is given free, as a rule, only to members, 35-807 

Get your vital purified and calm ‒ Nothing abnormal like not sleeping, not eating, 30-

34 

If the body is left insufficiently nourished, it will think of food more than otherwise, 

31-427 

If the food is nourishing and of the right kind, one can be as strong on vegetable food, 

35-774 

It is a mistake to deny to the body food and sleep, 31-448 

It is better to be careful in these matters of food etc., like overfeeding, 31-429 

It is necessary to see that the body has sufficient food, sleep and rest, 31-429 

It is not necessary to have desire or greed of food in order to eat, 31-420 
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It may well be that different kinds of food nourish the action of the different gunas, 31-

433 

No Yoga can be done without sufficient food and sleep, 31-437 

On the other hand mental work requires no increase of food, 31-428 

One does not need to get a hatred for food in order to get rid of the greed for food, 31-

423 

One of detachment, learning to regard food as only a physical necessity, 31-420 

One should not think too much of food either to indulge or unduly to repress, 31-423 

Our food, for example, the Gita tells us, is either sattwic, rajasic or tamasic, 19-485 

Rules like not reading newspapers, eating a fixed diet, keeping only a few things, 29-

383 

The attachment to food, the greed and eagerness for it, 31-421 

The attachment to good food must be given up, 31-421 

The dependence of the body for its very existence upon food, 13-544 

The drawing in of the universal energy may reduce the part played by food, 13-546 

The food given from the Dining Room has the Mother’s force behind it, 35-771 

The general spirit of the sadhaks with regard to food is as unYogic as possible, 35-775 

The importance of sattwic food has been exaggerated, 31-433 

The mental or vital vigour does not or need not depend on the food, 31-429 

The Mother is obliged to arrange for neutral (plain and simple), not tasteless food, 35-

772 

The other is to be able to take without insistence or seeking any food given, 31-420 

The proper attitude to food is a certain equality, 31-422 

The protection of the sadhaks from certain forces of death and disease – Food, 35-774 

The rules of food etc. are meant to help that by minimising obstacles, 28-307 

The suggestion comes that food or sleep etc. are not necessary, 31-430 

There are stories told of people living without sleep or food, 31-438 

These complaints about food are of long standing with many, 31-424 

To be always thinking about food and troubling the mind is quite the wrong way, 31-

421 

Too rich or heavy food becomes offensive to the physical consciousness, 31-429 

Vegetarian food is a rule for the Asram, it is not incumbent on anyone outside, 35-774 

What is important is how that or any of these food matters affects you, 35-474 

What is necessary is to take enough food and think no more about it, 31-427 

Wrong food and the poisons created by wrong assimilation, 35-774 

You can go on with a small quantity of food, but not without food altogether, 31-432 

You must eat well, sleep well and build up a strong body, 36-319 

food desire 

Food-desire has to be dealt with, purified and mastered, 31-420 

food sheath 

His gross body – The material or food sheath and the nervous system or vital vehicle, 

23-11 

The gross body, doubly composed of the food sheath and the vital vehicle, 23-16 

foods 

The abstinence from rajasic or tamasic foods does not of itself assure freedom, 31-434 

fool. 
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God loves to play the fool (182), 12-446 

When thou callest another a fool (181), 12-446 

foot 

In almost all cases the foot must end with the syllable at the end of a word, 27-484 

The pauses between successive rhythmic phrases – The ending of a complete foot, 27-

484 

foowers at Pranam 

Flowers at the Pranam – It is a progress suggested and offered, 32-555 

forbearance. 

There are many kinds of forbearance (289), 12-462 

force 

A force may be universal but may be also a wrong force, 31-220 

A greater than human force has swept, changing the character of a nation, 8-87 

A spiritual force or any other is obviously something invisible and its action is 

invisible, 35-481 

A willed use of subtle force (spiritual or mental or vital) to secure a particular result, 

35-483 

All depends on the force behind these things and the purpose in their action, 31-672 

Both force and bliss or either can descend into the silence, 30-454 

But moral force can only be forged and tempered in the workshop of action, 8-185 

Desire leads to pulling down the force, 29-275 

Despise not force, nor think that love only is God, 13-210 

Even a great idea can only become operative when it is manifested as a working force, 

8-447 

Everything depends on the nature of the force and its working, 28-463, 31-763 

Get free from the obscure hesitation to open and let the force do its work, 27-720 

He can choose whether he shall respond or not to the action of a particular force, 28-

561 

I have cherished you like a friend and a son and have poured on you my force, 35-443 

I may send a force of inspiration, but I am not responsible for the results, 27-575 

If you want to stop it, you have to set a contrary force in motion, 28-565 

Increase of illness or physical suffering is not the result of the force, 31-553 

Mazzini lifted up the country and gave it the force of the spirit within, 8-184 

Nationalism has done part of the work of a Mazzini by awakening a great spiritual 

force, 8-187 

Obviously a force of consciousness is not seizable by the physical senses, 35-482 

One can not only receive a force, but an impulse, thought or sensation, 28-565 

Only if the force is there, they can at once be pushed back, 31-797 

Physical destiny can be cancelled if one can have faith and receive the spiritual force, 

35-497 

That force may hold them by something in their personality and ego, 31-220 

That shows the force is working not only from above but inside you, 30-463 

The fact that you don't feel a force does not prove that it is not there, 29-184 

The force «created» is not yours, it is Prakriti's – Your will sets it in motion, 28-565 

The force is there in the atmosphere, but you must receive it in the right way, 35-631 

The intervention of the helping force is not felt in the confusion and the whirl, 31-704 
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The mere intensity of the force does not show that it is a bad power, 28-463, 31-762 

The reason why the force flows out of him, 30-492 

The signs of the force coming ‒ Sense of peace, a stream or a current or shower etc., 

30-483 

The spiritual force he created by the promulgation of the mighty and uplifting ideas, 8-

185 

The use of a spiritual force for legitimate purposes including the maintenance of health, 

35-497 

There is a force behind each action acting in a manner appropriate to that action, 28-25 

There is no miraculous force and I do not deal in miracles, 35-484 

This force works according to a certain law and under certain conditions, 35-484 

To feel quietude, peace, the force working – The true consciousness will grow, 28-100 

When a higher force comes down, it is diminished and modified, 30-447 

When you feel the force, turn to the force and let it act, 31-22 

When you feel the peace and force at work, it is better to allow the force to work, 29-

272 

Force 

(3) To take the middle path, helped by the Force, 29-171 

A calm and luminous use of the Force is necessary, 29-244 

A certain faculty of effacing oneself and letting the Universal Force run through you, 

27-571 

A heat is sometimes created in the body by the pressure of a Force of tapas, 31-553 

A passive Force has no meaning – Force is always dynamic, 28-25 

A radical help can only come from within through the action of the Divine Force, 35-

707 

A sadhana in close inner contact with the Force that comes from here, 35-572 

A sense of the Force working and a restful confidence allowing it to act, 31-191 

A vibration of that Force can awake the same vibration in another, 28-565 

All that I say here refers to spiritual Force. I am not speaking of the Supramental, 35-

492 

All the difficulties are bound to vanish in time under the action of the Force, 31-637 

Always keep in touch with the Divine Force and allow it to do its own work, 29-189 

Application of my force, short of the supramental, means always a struggle of forces, 

35-499 

As for the Force descending into the head, it has two sides to it, 30-462 

As it grows and as the Force works, you will become aware, 29-143 

As the body consciousness becomes more open to the Force illness will diminish, 31-

565 

As the victory of the Force proceeds, they will be eliminated, 31-669 

As to Force let me point out a few elementary notions, 35-490 

But often the Force itself comes down first in response to the concentration, 30-329 

But the Force I am using is a Force that has to work under the present world conditions, 

35-500 

Calling down the Force from above, 31-705 

Different actions of the Force on the adhar, 30-425 

Faith persisting and the call bring down after a time sufficient Force, 35-503 
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For some the Force here would be too strong for a permanent stay – A pressure, 35-572 

For the work simply aspire for the Force to use you – The instrument, 27-729 

Force and Consciousness are twin aspects of being, 13-112 

Force and Knowledge are two different things, 28-151 

Force and Peace are two different powers of the Divine, 29-155 

Force in Nature – The principle of things is a formative movement of energies, 21-89 

Force is the essential Shakti – Energy is the working drive of the Force, 28-26 

Force varies its form according to the work it has to do, 28-25 

Heaviness sometimes comes as a result of the pressure of the Force, 31-47 

Here it is a pressure of the Force from above that awakens Kundalini, 29-461 

I have often used the Force alone without any human instrument or outer means, 35-

504 

If you feel conscious of the Divine Force, then call it in more and more, 29-85 

In certain things his will also may be needed as an instrument of the Force, 31-721 

In the case of a man acting as an instrument of the Force the action is more 

complicated, 35-491 

In this Yoga there is an order or succession of the workings of the secret Force, 31-689 

In Yoga itself the experience is a promise and foretaste, 29-185 

It can fundamentally alter by bringing the Force and higher consciousness into it, 31-

368 

It has not yet been sufficiently open to keep the Force, 31-382 

It is a Force that comes and pushes to work, 29-270 

It is also possible that as the Force descending has carried in it some pressure, 31-710 

It is more difficult for it to bear the full play of the Force, 30-452 

It is not, unless it is supramental Force, a Power that acts without conditions and limits, 

35-479 

It is only in the supermind that Awareness, Will, Force are always one, 28-25 

It is sufficient if you can keep in touch with the Force, 31-787 

It is the higher Force working in us that will open the subconscient to itself, 31-600 

It was not the Divine Grace but the Divine Force – I had to work a lot for this result, 

35-498 

It will pass as soon as the Force can descend through the mind and vital, 31-35 

Its effectiveness as well as its action is determined, 35-486 

Keep unmoved, unoffended, call on the Force to act for you, 29-283 

Let the Force at work increase, till it clears out the mixed consciousness, 31-278 

Light, Peace, Force, Ananda constitute the spiritual consciousness, 30-449 

Moreover, it is not only in its results but in its movements that the Force is tangible, 35-

479 

My force is not limited to the Asram and its conditions, 35-496 

My role in a medical case is to use the force either with or without medicines, 35-505 

Not a Power acting without conditions and limits, unless a supramental Force, 29-182 

Not the push for union with the Divine nor the Divine Force that leads to madness, 31-

809 

Often the result of the force is immediate and without reactions or there is an 

oscillation, 35-507 

On the basis of samata an understanding Force can be used, 29-244 
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Once here the force of the Divine works upon the human nature till a way is opened, 

35-638 

Once overcome by the working of the Force, the sadhana goes on as before, 29-34 

Once the head is open and occupied, the Force descends, 30-457 

One cannot bind down the Force as to when, how and why it will act, 30-442 

One feels the Force only when one is in conscious contact with it, 29-189 

One has only to remain quiet and detached and let the Force bring in the peace, 30-490 

Only the results are seen and how is one to know that the results are of the Force?, 35-

481 

Prakriti is a name given to the Force that works out everything, 28-43 

Prakriti is the Force that acts. A Force may be in action or in quiescence, 28-46 

Pressure and throbbing and electric sensation are only signs of the Force working, 30-

483 

Pressure, throbbing, electrical vibrations are all signs of the working of the Force, 30-

469 

Remind yourself always that the Divine Force is there, 29-189 

Sadhana is necessary and the Divine Force must lead each one according to his nature, 

35-708 

Second stage – At the time the Force is acting behind the screen, you feel that it is 

there, 29-189 

Some obstacle in the mind breaking under the pressure of Force, 30-471 

Some people have the trick of always opening to a Force, some have it sometimes, 27-

573 

Still the Yoga-force is always tangible and concrete and has tangible results, 35-480 

That can be done by opening and accustoming it to the action of the Force, 31-574 

The action of the Force can remove the pain or you will be able to use the Force, 31-

574 

The action of the Force does not exclude tapasya and the need of sadhana, 29-187 

The answer by the ancient Indian mind was that Force is inherent in existence, 21-90 

The body is a needed base for the working of the Force and the stronger it is the better, 

35-805 

The call for the Force is very often sufficient – The success in establishing the contact, 

27-573 

The communication of Force can sink into the consciousness and turn up long 

afterwards, 27-573 

The descent of the Force into the vital plane becomes after some time necessary, 31-

690 

The Divine Force can act on any plane – It is not limited to the Supramental Force, 28-

26 

The Divine Force can always do more than the personal effort, 29-272 

The Divine Force cannot by its descent be the cause of madness, 31-809 

The Divine Force does not act now in an omnipotent ease regardless of conditions, 35-

502 

The divine Force will work first to purify, to widen and enlighten, 30-199 

The essential problem about Force, about Movement, about Shakti, 21-86 

The feeling that the Divine Force is working behind one's actions, 29-234 
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The first conscious descent into the body of the divine Force from above, 30-456 

The Force ‒ Aspiration, call, will, prayer, etc. create a favourable precondition, 30-456 

The Force acted with those who had sufficient faith and receptivity, 35-501 

The force acting here is much more direct, powerful and insistent than it was, 35-562 

The Force came down and tried to quiet the mind and hold the body still, 30-484 

The Force can bring forward and use the will, 31-722 

The Force can go out as a global Force containing in itself the thing to be done, 35-490 

The Force can remove the disturbance in the nervous part and the physical body, 31-

573 

The Force can take advantage of this key to open the deeper dedication within, 29-271 

The Force can very well come down in the full waking consciousness, 30-457 

The Force cannot replace this necessary action by a summary process, 31-720 

The Force comes as a Force intervening and acting on a very complex nexus of forces, 

35-504 

The Force descends for two things, 30-441 

The Force first tries to fix the mind in the right mental attitude, 31-689 

The Force from above is the Force of the Higher Consciousness, 29-271 

The Force from behind works as a mental, vital or physical force, 29-271 

The Force has descended to your forehead (inner mind) centre ‒ Slow in coming 

through, 30-458 

The force I use is a force of consciousness directed towards or on persons and things, 

35-482 

The Force is a divine Force, so obviously it can apply itself in any direction, 35-490 

The Force is not working directly on the outside world at present, 35-590 

The Force is preparing its own reception and habituating the body to the descent, 30-

444 

The Force is quite concrete, 30-456 

The Force may by its power of transforming action set the instrument right, 29-269 

The Force may use the instrument simply as a medium, 29-269 

The Force needs an instrument and an instrumentation also sometimes, 35-511 

The Force not one's own can do the sadhana with one's consent and aspiration, 29-32 

The Force should flow and act in the way that is wanted or the way that is needed, 29-

269 

The Force when it descends tries to open the body and pass through the centres, 30-446 

The Force, the Light, the Ananda that come down need a great stillness, 30-450 

The great thing is to be able to call down the Force from above into the physical, 31-

394 

The higher Force acts differently in different persons, 29-188 

The human body has to learn to answer to the one Force alone, 31-570 

The idea that the Force may spread and happen elsewhere is not without foundation, 

35-501 

The infinite existence of Force – The movement of energy assuming forms, 21-87 

The instrumentation of the Divine Force in the adhara, 36-419 

The invisible Force producing tangible results both inward and outward, 29-181, 35-

479 

The Light (white and golden) and the Force pouring down, 30-492 
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The need of faith – The assent has to take a positive form to give free way to the Force, 

28-350 

The need to call for help being replaced by the automatic action of the Force, 31-724 

The next question is that of the Force which is poured into the instruments, 23-740 

The one thing that matters is your keeping yourself open to the Force, 31-723 

The only thing to do is to allow the Force to act and put yourself on its side, 29-188 

The ordinary mind must fall quiet and allow the Peace and Force to work, 31-52 

The Peace and Force and Light have to be settled in the mind, the vital, the physical, 

30-484 

The Peace and Force take possession of the physical consciousness, 31-39 

The play of forces can lead to nothing, if the One Force does not take them up, 28-565 

The power to receive and transmit a correct vision and inner Force, 29-242 

The prearrangement of the eventual result and the capacity are put into the Force, 35-

491 

The pressure is that of the Force of the higher consciousness, 30-466 

The pressure of the Force when it is entering the mind or vital or body, 35-115 

The rest depends on reliance and opening to the Mother’s force, 35-626 

The rest will be done by the Force itself, 31-787 

The restlessness at night when you felt the Force, 30-490 

The sadhak becomes restless under the Force only if he resists it, 30-446 

The same Force that works in meditation can also take up your action, 29-262 

The will has to invite the Force if not draw it – Directed by the will against the 

obstacles, 35-495 

The working of a non-mental Force has to be plastic, not rigid and tied to formulas, 35-

492 

The working of the Force – The vital-physical difficulty can be faced, 31-513 

There are always alternations in the intensity of the Force at its work ‒ Also stages, 30-

479 

There are no fixed rules about fluctuations in the working of the Force, 30-62 

There are two aspects of the Divine – The static Peace and the dynamic Force, 28-28 

There is «no specific» reason for fluctuations in the working of the Force, 30-62 

There is a Force here in the atmosphere which will give itself to anyone open to it, 27-

570 

There is a strong force going out from here – It can so work too at a distance, 35-630 

There is no action without a Force or Energy doing the action, 29-179 

There is nothing more variable than the way the Force acts, 35-495 

There is one cosmic Force working in all, 28-565 

There is the vast peace and silence and in that the Force or the Will works, 29-271 

There must be a Will and a Force that make the consciousness effective, 28-24 

Third stage – When there is no screen and the Force and all else are always felt, 29-189 

This occupation of the body, by the Force from above, is a great step, 30-457 

Those whom the Force has touched and taken up, belong to the Divine, 29-189 

Three factors are needed – The power of the Force, the instrument, the instrumentation, 

35-504 

To be quiet, conscious more and more of a greater Force working, 29-284 

To make mind and vital a quiet and clear field for the action of the Divine Force, 29-86 
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To receive the Force a certain receptivity in the consciousness is needed, 35-489 

To the working of the Force in the fully waking consciousness, 30-252 

True Force occupying the body will remove the weakness, 31-555 

Two things – Yoga-Force in its original totality, and Yoga-Force doing its work, 35-

488 

Uncertainty in the relation of the amount of force put out and the reaction of the 

patient, 35-507 

Until this is thrown away, the Force works but under difficulties and behind, 31-744 

When doing this work you had the Force in you and the right consciousness, 29-273 

When one is concentrated within, the body can go on doing its work by the Force, 29-

254 

When that happens, the Force works behind the veil – The results come out afterwards, 

31-191 

When the Force comes down one at first feels a pressure, 30-469 

When the Force is there at work, the imperfections will necessarily arise, 30-489 

Wherever the physical consciousness opens, the Force can overcome, 31-370 

Whether that Force is simply force or force of creative self-consciousness, 21-86 

Whether with work or with sadhana to go on quietly, allowing the Force to act, 29-284 

Yogic Force is different from others – A special power of the spiritual consciousness, 

35-485 

Yogic Force means a spiritual and supraphysical force acting on the physical world, 35-

484 

Yogic Force on the mental and inferior planes and the supramental Nature, 31-564 

You can see that the Force has the power to take away the pains, 31-576 

You have only to remain quiet and undisturbed and let the higher Force work, 31-359 

You have to make yourself an instrument of the invisible Force, 29-244 

You went inside under the pressure of the Force, 30-446 

force of the Yoga 

The force of the Yoga must be given time to make the adjustments and openings, 30-

262 

Force. 

When all is said, Love & Force together can save the world eventually (171), 12-444 

forcefulness in poetry 

Nobility and forcefulness – A gulf of difference between the two, 27-171 

forces 

A constant (not a momentary) Yes or No has its effect in the play of the forces, 28-562 

A higher secret Will transcendent behind the play and will of the cosmic forces, 28-564 

A new consciousness making feel more strongly the opposite forces in the world, 28-

563 

A spiritual and occult working supplies forces and can watch over a world event, 35-

496 

All action is surrounded by a complexity of forces, 28-563 

All is an action of forces, forces of Prakriti psychological as well as physical, 28-461 

All is done through a play of forces which seems to be a play of different possibles, 28-

561 

All life is the play of universal forces, 28-561 
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All of these forces may combine to bring about a particular result, 28-563 

Also forces can go out from the inner mind without any conscious cause on the surface, 

28-560 

Behind visible events in the world there is always a mass of invisible forces at work, 

28-562 

By Yoga or by an inner consciousness, one becomes conscious of these invisible 

forces, 28-562 

By Yoga, one can become conscious of these forces, intervene consciously in the play, 

28-562 

For me all are only outward means and what really works are unseen forces behind, 35-

514 

Forces are always going out from us without our knowing it even, 28-560 

Forces at work in the world ‒ Of the Divine Nature, of the lower nature, hostile forces, 

31-763 

Forces can come anywhere ‒ The Asuras have their forces, 30-31 

Forces take the first place in actual effectuation, 25-397 

I look rather to see what forces drove them than what the man himself intended, 28-561 

If they begin to trickle at first, that is sufficient to justify the faith in a future downpour, 

27-460 

In history the eye of the Yogin sees not only the outward but the enormous forces, 27-

109 

Our aim is to bring the secret forces out and unwalled into the open, 29-184 

Our aim is to bring the secret forces out and unwalled into the open to pour down, 27-

460 

The forces of the lower nature are not in their nature hostile, 31-764 

The individual gives a personal form to the universal forces, 28-561 

The only way out is through the descent of a consciousness not the puppet of these 

forces, 27-109 

The play of cosmic forces – Not always apparently in favour of a smooth sadhana, 28-

564 

The play of forces can lead to nothing, if the One Force does not take them up, 28-565 

There are individualised beings who represent the forces or use them, 28-560 

They need not be at all hostile forces – They are simply forces of Nature, 28-563 

When one receives forces without a basis of peace, light and love, 30-31 

Whenever anything has to be done, there are always forces that want to interfere, 31-

757 

forces adverse 

This has been seized upon by the forces adverse to the sadhana, 31-774 

forces from below 

It is certainly possible to draw forces from below, 31-164 

It may be the hidden divine forces from below that rise at your pull, 31-164 

Or it may be the obscure forces from below that respond to the summons, 31-165 

Forces in Nature 

But there are Forces in Nature – These do not want to lose their rule, 31-790 

forces of Light and Darkness 

There is always a fight between the forces of Light and Darkness, 31-758 
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Ford 

Ford has a great and forceful practical intelligence, 31-15 

foreboding 

When one is ill, those around should not have thoughts of gloomy foreboding, 31-457 

forefathers 

That ascension has already been effected by the Ancients, the human forefathers, 15-

383 

The hymns of Vamadeva about the achievement of the human forefathers, 15-199 

forehead 

(2) The centre in the forehead for inner thought, will and vision, 28-235 

Besides these there is the centre in the forehead (mind, will, vision), 28-231 

One in the middle of the forehead (the centre of vision and will), 30-197 

The sensations in the crown of the head and the upper part of the forehead, 30-483 

The splitting of the forehead from the middle and the pouring out of light, 28-129 

forehead centre 

(6) Commanding thought, will, vision, 28-231 

(6) The forehead centre between the eyebrows, two petals, white, 28-230 

A third eye does open there in the centre of the forehead, 28-239 

If the forehead centre opens, it is fairly certain that the crown centre must have opened, 

28-237 

The centre between the eyes is that of inner (occult) thought, will and vision, 28-237 

The centre of vision is between the eyebrows in the centre of the forehead, 28-238 

The forehead centre – It is really through that inner vision that one sees the lights, 28-

238 

The pressure from within upon the forehead centre – After the pressure from above, 28-

238 

foreign agency 

To press in upon and extrude the foreign agency in each field of activity, 6-300 

foreign articles 

A considerable number of foreign articles must be purchased, 8-401 

foreign control 

A free national Government unhampered even in the least degree by foreign control, 6-

272 

foreign domination 

The complaints about impoverishment as the necessary result of a foreign domination, 

6-198 

The contention is that a healthy development is possible under foreign domination, 6-

361 

foreign element 

A foreign element – Either the merging of the alien or his superimposition, 6-368 

foreign help 

Foreign help can only be safe and beneficial if the nation has already grown strong, 6-

898 

foreign language 

A foreign language – Suggestions easy to catch in one’s own tongue are often missed, 

27-464 
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foreign policy 

Supremacy in the conduct of external affairs – The control of foreign policy, 25-449 

foreign residents 

The ancient Indian treatment of foreign residents – A contrast to the spirit of exclusion, 

8-450 

foreign rule 

Can this practical unity be accomplished by acquiescence in foreign rule?, 6-373 

Disorganisation is the natural and inevitable result of foreign rule, 6-374 

Foreign rule – Only so long as political consciousness can be stifled or hypnotised, 6-

365 

Foreign rule cannot build up a nation – Only the resistance to foreign rule can weld, 6-

357 

Foreign rule has retarded in India a modern organization of politics and society, 6-550 

Foreign rule is naturally opposed to the development of the subject nation, 6-365 

Foreign rule tends to disintegrate the subject body politic – Destroying its centres of 

life, 6-1047 

Foreign rule throws itself upon these activities and capacities and crushes them down, 

6-364 

Freedom from foreign rule must needs be the only governing ideal of Indian politics, 6-

204 

The aid lent by foreign rule to the process of nation-making – The principle, 25-308 

The conditions of a struggle for popular rights – The foreign character of the ruling 

caste, 6-953 

The idea is that foreign rule is training an imperfectly developed people, 6-361 

The impossibility of a healthy national development under foreign rule, 6-367 

Under foreign rule a peculiar kind of uniformity of condition is attained – Inferiority, 6-

373 

What, then, is the place of foreign rule in such an organic development?, 6-368 

foreign tongue 

How we are to learn and use English or any other foreign tongue, 1-421 

Foreword 

As to the Foreword, I had made a strict rule not to publish anything of the kind, 35-68 

forgiveness 

The readiness to ask forgiveness – Instead from the Mother, 30-359 

forgiveness. 

“I forgive thee, O Almighty One, the harm and the cruelty, but do it not again”, 12-426 

What have I to forgive and whom? (22), 12-425 

form 

“A beautiful colour or revelation of the soul”, 1-76 

All form is only an operation of consciousness impressing itself, 18-57 

Beauty, the sole morality of the universe” – “Colour, form and perfume as elements”, 

1-58 

The objective truth of form and action derives from inner quality of nature, 19-348 

Form 

Other Forces can imitate the Form or counterfeit the voice and the guidance, 28-136 

The personal realisation of the Divine may be with Form, without Form, 28-135 
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With Form, it comes with the image of the One to whom worship is offered, 28-135 

Without Form, it is the Presence of the living Divine Person, felt in everything, 28-135 

Formateurs 

The Formateurs of the Overmind have shaped nothing evil, 28-458 

formation 

As for the bad dream, it was a hostile formation from the vital world, 31-467 

This dream was an actual happening on the vital plane, not a formation, 31-466 

formations 

(3) To put no belief in the reality of such formations – Only suggestions, 31-468 

A formation in your mind or on the vital plane in yourself, 30-27 

All dreams of this kind – Formations on the vital, more rarely on the mental plane, 31-

457 

General forces and impulses – A greater force if they can make a special formation, 28-

559 

Idea-truths from above or strong formations from the mental and vital worlds, 30-296 

In dreams – Vital or mental formations sometimes fulfil themselves in essence, 31-457 

Not intuitions, but constructions of the mind, mental formations, 30-311 

Something quite different – The lower vital mind at work making formations, 31-7 

The power of formation may tempt the mind to construct mere images, 30-27 

The power of making consciously formations that go out, 30-27 

The power to make formations that become effective realities, 30-28 

These formations may be destructive as well as creative, 30-28 

These things are not part of the normal difficulties but especial formations, 31-683 

formative faculty 

A kind of formative faculty – It does not stand the test of objective experience, 30-27 

formless 

The intellect’s misrepresentation of the “formless” – A merely negative expression, 28-

322 

Formless 

How can the Formless invest Himself with form, asks the religious rationalist, 1-572 

What is the value of the Formless – Form and the Indefinable and Invisible, 12-143 

forms 

India was strongest and most alive when she had many variations of form but one 

spirit, 36-238 

The complete social change must come first in spirit, afterwards in form, 36-246 

The spirit, the truth must be the same, but the formations may be different, 36-238 

The supraphysical planes are not bound to the forms like the physical, 28-457 

There are no planes of manifestation without forms, 28-457 

foundation 

A foundation for the new consciousness – Transformation will become possible, 30-

392 

First, the Ascent above the mind (head) into the spiritual plane ‒ The foundation, 30-

426 

It means the double foundation of the Yoga, 30-320 

The double foundation of the Yoga ‒ The descent, and the openness of the psychic, 30-

466 
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The more you can remain in that, the firmer will be the foundation of the sadhana, 30-

394 

The triple foundation of the sadhana, 30-320 

The true foundation of the spiritual life and realisation ‒ Three elements, 30-320 

There are two main things to be secured as the foundations of sadhana, 30-321 

four Kings 

The four Kings – Fulfilled by the delightful perfection in man of Bhaga the Enjoyer, 

15-517 

four orders 

The external idea of the four orders of men in life – The more outward working, 19-522 

The four orders described as having sprung from the body of the creative Deity, 25-9 

The four orders grew into a fixed social hierarchy, 20-410 

The four orders of the old Indian social culture, cāturvarṇya, 19-509 

The stable socio-religious system of the four orders, 20-409 

four types 

And in any society we should have all four types, 19-522 

The ancient Indian idea was that man falls by his nature into four types, 20-170 

The economic order of society was cast in the form and gradation of these four types, 

20-171 

fourfold bowl 

The fourfold bowl – The physical, vital, mental and the causal or ideal body, 15-341 

fourfold order 

The fourfold order of society is merely the concrete form of a spiritual truth, 19-6 

The Vedic institution of the fourfold order miscalled the system of the four castes, 25-8 

Thus in the evolution of caste, the outward supports of the ethical fourfold order, 25-12 

fourfold path 

The full Yoga means a fourfold path, 31-687 

fourth dimension 

A sort of fourth dimension, the character of which is a certain internality, 23-869 

fourth state 

Waking state, dream-state, sleep-state and fourth state of the Self in the Upanishads, 

21-444 

fragrances 

Going deeper and deeper into the psychic from which these fragrances came, 30-371 

France 

A passive resistance movement in France – A fair chance was not given, 6-560 

America, France, England created these ideals or did most to create them, 36-464 

Fighting for the Divine against the threatened reign of the Asura, 35-213 

France – The happiest, and, taken in the mass, the most civilized of modern countries, 

6-38 

France depends for many things on her African colonies, 28-436 

France has failed in her choice of apparatus and courted political insecurity, 6-47 

France is weak in the sphere of England’s strength, 6-44 

France with her clear logical brain, 6-1019 

If there was attachment to a European land as a second country, it was to France, 36-35 
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India – Far more nearly allied to the French and Athenian than to the Anglo-Saxon, 6-

38 

Internal disorder at home for the want of that clear, sane ideal of France and Athens, 6-

40 

Is it at all true of France? The first step towards progress was a purification by blood, 6-

29 

Political machinery in France – A copy with slight variations of the English model, 6-

44 

The fine solidarity, the homogeneity of sentiment – An agreeable social life in France, 

6-45 

The hot French nature, impatient and incapable of endurance – Impossible to continue, 

6-560 

The modern Frenchman – Closely allied by his clear habit of mind to the old Athenian, 

6-37 

The stages of the process indicated in the political history of France, 25-443 

What France has produced by her steady, logical pursuit of a fine social ideal, 6-43 

fraternity 

Fraternity is the last term – It is the most difficult to achieve, 8-70 

Harmonising and spiritualising the impulses towards liberty, equality and fraternity, 8-

248 

Liberty and equality reconciled – The ideal of fraternity or an inner oneness, 25-383 

That aim – Human society in the image of liberty, equality and fraternity, 25-568 

Three ideas have become the watchwords of humanity, liberty, equality and fraternity, 

8-69 

When the ego claims liberty, equality – Fraternity is contrary to its nature, 25-569 

Fraternity 

A Liberty of action, Equality of opportunity and the Fraternity of a great national ideal, 

1-720 

Let us meet custom and prejudice by a new Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, 1-720 

The abandonment of the gospel of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity as a thing unlivable, 

8-56 

free meeting 

To deny that right of free speech and free meeting is an act of tyranny, 6-462 

free speech 

Free speech means seditious speech, 6-535 

To deny that right of free speech and free meeting is an act of tyranny, 6-462 

free trade 

England gets every advantage of free trade, 6-838 

The anti-national superstition of free trade for a subject nation, 6-226 

free verse 

“Free” verse indicates verse free from the shackles of rhyme and metre, 27-136 

Free verse fails because it is most often not verse at all, 27-232 

Iambics and anapaests can be combined in English verse at any time – No free verse, 

27-136 

In Horis Aeternum – A halfway house between free verse and regular metrical poetry, 

27-242 
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Prose poetry or free verse, if it is to be effective, must be very clear-cut in each line, 

27-136 

The growing form of free verse – Metre and rhyme are said to be played out, 26-162 

The object of free verse is to find a rhythm – Dispense with rhyme and a fixed metre, 

27-490 

The problem of free verse is to keep the rhythm and afflatus of poetry, 27-136 

free will 

A beginning of authentic free will would grow more and more effective, 21-959 

A plastic causality in which free-will is an element can still be asserted, 28-512 

Free will appears to the Yogin a subjection to the modes of Nature, 19-214 

It is conceivable that free-will is the or at least a determining factor, 28-512 

Our notion of free will – The will could not act in an isolated independence, 21-960 

The determinism is not complete – Free will and the sanction of the Purusha, 23-636 

The only free will in the world is the one divine Will of which Nature is the executrix, 

23-96 

The power of sanction forms the element of free will in our lives, 13-49 

The question of free-will or determination – Nobody has been able to solve it, 28-516 

The rejection of free will must not be a mere fatalism or idea of natural determinism, 

19-226 

The rejection of the error of egoistic free will does not imply a cessation of action, 19-

226 

The sense of free will, illusion or not, is necessary for man during his progress, 19-225 

The truth behind the self-assertion of ego-sense and the idea of free will, 19-226 

There is also an unreal eidolon of liberty – The name of free will, 19-213 

Uncertainty of individual behaviour corresponding to the element of free-will, 28-511 

freedom 

A certain absolute freedom is one aspect of the soul's relations with Nature, 19-213 

A certain freedom to stumble in action as well as to err in knowledge, 25-230 

A real freedom comes when we get into the life of the spirit, 13-349 

Actions are not inconsistent with the soul’s freedom – Man is not bound by works, 17-

86 

All that the country suffers now or will suffer hereafter – Birth-pangs of a free India, 6-

510 

All unnecessary interference with the freedom of man's growth is or can be harmful, 

25-302 

An absolute freedom – The perfect plasticity of our conscious and liberated nature, 23-

202 

An individual power of spirit must share in the freedom of the Divinity, 13-347 

An Infinite essentially free from all limitation by qualities, properties, features, 21-348 

But even in Nature itself a principle of freedom and a way of escape have been 

provided, 17-439 

But even in the unregenerated state – The largest possible freedom, 25-258 

But freedom is as necessary to life as law and regime, 25-423 

By our political freedom we shall once more recover our spiritual freedom, 6-876 

By rising to the God within us, we become free, liberated from the bondage of the 

world, 17-304 
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Each creature yearns after freedom, yet is in love with his chains, 13-204 

Each person has his own freedom – The help can only be offered, not imposed, 29-68 

Finally, both the Idea and its Karma may have their origin in the free spirit, 13-337 

Freedom and harmony are the two conditions, 25-66 

Freedom become complete by unison with the Will which is above Nature, 28-515 

Freedom is limited because there is a separation between outward nature and the self, 

13-347 

Freedom is the fulfilment of our separate national existence – Not the use of violence, 

8-40 

Freedom, equality, brotherhood are three godheads of the soul, 25-569 

He based his claim for freedom for India on the inherent right to freedom, 36-81 

Her supreme effort was to discover not an external but a spiritual and inner freedom, 

25-680 

Here again the statement of illimitable freedom is positive, not negative, 21-348 

If the country is to be free, it must first organize itself to maintain its freedom, 6-939 

If you can do this – A great release, a wide freedom and a deep peace, the silent self, 

19-584 

In Vedanta, therefore, the true & early Vedanta – The practical freedom of the soul, 17-

505 

Intolerance of free speech and writings – The sure index of instability, 6-577 

It cannot be done if you insist on “freedom” for your human mind and vital ego, 31-155 

It is said by some that the first initiating action is always free to our choice, 19-224 

It is the dharma of every man to be free in soul, bound to service by love, 6-932 

Man must recover the sense of Oneness to get back to his freedom, 17-52 

Man needs freedom of thought and life and action in order that he may grow, 25-211 

Mind can conceive of the absolute freedom of a Spirit and Power, 13-344 

Nationalism is the gospel of inalienable freedom, Boycott is the practice of freedom, 6-

618 

No man or nation that refused to venture hugely ever arrived at freedom, 6-770 

On this realisation man can base his free activity in the universe, 17-59 

One can be free only by living in the Divine, 28-561 

Only by this Ananda at once transcendent and universal man can be free, 17-19 

Only the knowledge, love and possession of God can make us free, 12-115 

Only when awaking from its immersion in Prakriti – It can become free, 23-100 

Only when one is free, can one free others, 31-732 

Our brother-men in Europe have worked towards freedom without, 8-69 

Our only real freedom is the discovery and disengagement of the spiritual Reality, 21-

1088 

Political freedom is the life-breath of a nation, 6-266 

Real freedom cannot be till he is free from his own lower nature, 25-662 

So too spiritual freedom can never be the lot of many in a land of slaves, 6-875 

Social freedom can only be born where the soul of man is large, free and generous, 6-

875 

Some relation on this basis between man's necessity and man's freedom, 13-346 

Spiritual freedom – Still a gulf here between the passive and the active Brahman, 23-

405 
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Sri Aurobindo never based his case for freedom on racial hatred or charges of tyranny, 

36-81 

Sri Aurobindo succeeded in two or three days – The inner peace and freedom, 29-406 

Standards and rules are temporary constructions – The divine freedom, 23-208 

That freedom can be won only by struggle and sacrifice, 6-677 

That freedom is the primary necessity of the country, 6-677 

That which other nations have paid for freedom we also must pay, 6-770 

The aspiration towards freedom – A few resorted to tapasya to wake a higher Power, 6-

938 

The catholic integrality of the Gita – A divine freedom and perfection, 19-398 

The conditions of individual and social perfection are the same, freedom and unity, 25-

662 

The Divine can lead, he does not drive – There is an internal freedom, 29-68 

The duality of Self and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti – The spiritual freedom, 19-454 

The eternal spirit within us is free – The loss of the ego in the soul's self, 19-303 

The freedom and the determination are only two sides of the same thing, 28-514 

The freedom of a subject race is only the freedom to starve and die, 6-554 

The freedom of our individual will is very relative and almost infinitesimal, 19-222 

The freedom of the Purusha and the ascension to the higher divine nature, 19-227 

The freedom of the soul – Its will must be one with the universal Will, 13-50 

The freedom to expand and grow towards perfection by the law of one's own nature, 

25-181 

The Gita regards nothing as freedom which is not a complete liberation and mastery, 

19-213 

The highest poise of the Purusha – Perfect fulfilment and entire spiritual freedom, 23-

444 

The identity of the soul and God behind all veils is the Vedantic charter of man’s 

freedom, 17-438 

The impression of freedom grow in Nature as she rises towards mentality, 13-343 

The law of a growing inner freedom – The largest possible freedom, 25-258 

The mind of our people has at last attained a certain amount of freedom, 6-567 

The moment a light from God is sent into it. the nation wakes to the sense of its 

freedom, 6-888 

The Nationalist must first bring about the political freedom and federation of his 

country, 6-681 

The Nationalist party decided to speak as free men vindicating their freedom, 6-971 

The need of freedom – Of a growing self-control, not a mechanical regulation, 25-210 

The possibility and condition of freedom – The three essential powers of the Divine, 

23-688 

The question of the freedom of the human being – Are we free in ourselves?, 13-47 

The real issue is a spiritual issue – Is India free and am I as an Indian free or a serf?, 6-

617 

The requisite for national progress, national reform – Free thought and action, 6-266 

The rising out of ego and desire – Impersonality and freedom in action, 19-130 

The Self, Atman – Freedom and impersonality are the character of the Self, 21-362 

The soul may seem to forget its freedom, but the freedom is there, self-existent, 17-431 
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The steps towards the soul's freedom and mastery, 23-633 

The Stoic knowledge – A supreme freedom and a supreme mastery, 19-207 

The supreme truth of his being would create the order of his spiritual freedom, 21-1037 

The true freedom is found in unity with God and in the abiding sense of immortality, 

31-752 

The true freedom is the inner identification with the Divine – Being free inwardly, 23-

270 

The way of freedom is to recover our true identity in the Self of things, 17-20 

The way to be free – To get rid of the desire-soul and the false self-view of this ego, 

19-215 

The winning of freedom is an easy task, the keeping of it is less easy, 6-939 

The word “right” has no meaning in a subject country – Only where the people are free, 

6-554 

Their “freedoms” are the concrete expressions of the popular will, 6-553 

There is no loss of freedom, no descent into an ignorant attachment, 23-434 

These ages have insisted on progress, freedom and on the cult of humanity, 13-187 

This freedom does not depend upon inaction, 17-19 

Those who aspire to free India, will first have to pay the price which the Mother 

demands, 6-1032 

Three essential truths of existence to realise, God, freedom, unity, 25-255 

To arrive at freedom, mastery and perfection we have to get back to the real self, 23-

754 

To get free from these limitations one must reach the Transcendent Divine, 29-91 

To get into the mind of the people a will for freedom and the necessity of a struggle, 

36-256 

To realise the Self is to realise the eternal freedom of the Spirit, 21-362 

To remove freedom in order to get rid of disorder, 25-423 

We in India fight for that freedom without which no spiritual emancipation is possible, 

6-611 

We in India have found a mighty freedom within ourselves, 8-69 

We shall attain to a true freedom by surrendering our conscious will to the Divine, 23-

97 

When the inner freedom is gone, the external liberty will follow it, 1-547 

When the soul claims freedom, equality, brotherhood – The inner meaning of religion, 

25-570 

Without political freedom the soul of man is crippled, 6-875 

Yet freedom is possible – Our works cease to bind or trouble us with their reactions, 

19-254 

You cannot realise freedom and unity unless you realise God, 25-255 

Freedom 

The supreme Freedom and the determinism of Nature, 28-514 

freedom of association 

The fundamental liberties – Freedom of speech, thought and association, 25-510 

freedom of Brahman 

Maya means nothing more than the freedom of Brahman, 35-86 

freedom of speech 
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Our freedom of speech has fostered an ignoble mixture of servility and licence, 6-970 

The freedom of speech depended on the will of a despotic administration, 6-970 

The fundamental liberties – Freedom of speech, thought and association, 25-510 

freedom of thought 

A constant tradition of liberty of religious practice and complete freedom of thought, 

20-188 

Freedom of thought would be the last human liberty directly attacked, 25-510 

Freedom of thought would mean a criticism taking the direction of anarchism, 25-511 

If from the first freedom of thought is denied – The end of the Age of Reason, 25-212 

The fundamental liberties – Freedom of speech, thought and association, 25-510 

Values – The liberty of the individual, the right to national liberty, freedom of thought, 

36-456 

freedom. 

Freedom only has been practised with a dose of equality (324), 12-466 

Hard is it to be in the world, free (107), 12-435 

Only in God & by the supremacy of the spirit can we enjoy a perfect freedom (165), 

12-444 

The freedom of a Janaka (106), 12-435 

The power to observe law rigidly is the basis of freedom (163), 12-443 

Unless thou canst see the soul, how shalt thou say that a man is free or bound? (108), 

12-435 

Freedom. 

Law released into Freedom is the liberator (172), 12-445 

free-will 

Fate and free-will - Two movements of one indivisible energy, 13-158 

Free-will – A face of the divine Necessity that in many forms plays with the world, 13-

161 

Free-will and the modes of Nature – If we life in the Brahman, we go beyond the ego, 

23-95 

If I could persuade my ego to break – My free-will would become God-will, 13-162 

Our thought erects a mysterious Fate or an equally mysterious free-will, 13-158 

The belief in Fate or free-will puts its stamp on the cast of man’s soul, 13-159 

free-willism 

The doctrine of Karma reconciles determinism and free-willism, 28-326 

French 

Bengali, like French, is very clear and luminous and living and expressive, 27-202 

Both in French and English there are instances of foreigners who have taken their 

place, 27-447 

Even in these languages the power to find it with less effort must come, 27-202 

French is the greatest store-house of fine prose among the world’s languages, 27-548 

He was educated in French and Latin in Manchester from seven to eleven, 36-25 

In French before Mallarmé and the Symbolists – Too much lucidity and rationality, 27-

597 

In French you must express yourself straightforwardly and clearly, 27-606 

The French language was too clear and limited to express mystic truth, 27-381 

The French mind is clearer, subtler, lighter than the English, 6-36 
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The French people – Towards a social and not a political development, 6-36 

The French writing – To get full use of the French language as an instrument, 29-292 

The use of current French and Latin phrases – They often hit the target more forcibly, 

27-641 

To know French brings a certain closeness to one side of the Mother, 32-502 

To such clear languages the expression of the inexpressible is not so easy, 27-202 

French Government 

The relations of the Asram with the French Government are very friendly, 35-32 

French India 

If French India is to enter the Indian Union, it should be as an autonomous unit, 36-484 

It is to be hoped this autonomous French India will become a powerful centre, 36-488 

On the other hand a certain individuality of the people of French India, 36-483 

The life of French India has had, since its inception, a dual character, 36-482 

We in French India are not in the essentials of our existence a separate people, 36-482 

French literature 

Three European nations – The ancient Greeks, the modern English and French, 1-147 

French poetry 

French poetry – The clear-thinking intellect and the emotional sentiment, 26-50 

French revolution 

In the French revolution – Liberty, equality & fraternity, humanity, 17-155 

French Revolution 

The action of the French Revolution was the vehement death-dance of Kali, 1-513 

The dominant idea of the French Revolution – The free democratic nation, 25-344 

The French Revolution prepared many things, it founded nothing, 1-512 

The Reformation in Europe and the French Revolution were crises of this character, 19-

169 

The Revolution was also great in its men – Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre and 

Napoleon, 1-513 

French Revolution. 

If the French Revolution took place, it was because a soul on the Indian snows dreamed 

of God as freedom, brotherhood and equality (275), 12-460 

French romances 

French romances about “psychic” matters – Their highest imagination is machinery, 

27-551 

French verse 

The Alexandrine is an admirable instrument in French verse – Not so well in English, 

27-131 

French word 

I have more than once tried to thrust in a French word, 27-305 

Freud 

Freud has built a number of theories that are either unsound or exaggerated, 27-527 

Freud’s craze for going back into his mother’s womb – Suggestions by psycho-

analysis, 35-9 

His theory is very clearly the result of aberration and maladaptation, 27-528 

The psycho-analysis of Freud is the last thing that one should associate with Yoga, 31-

612 
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friction 

Friction and collision ‒ It can be minimised or deprived of its worst developments, 31-

350 

Friend 

Behind these terrifying forms is a reassuring truth – The Friend of creatures, 19-389 

Not appalled by the face of the Destroyer, he will see the Friend of all creatures, 19-387 

That of the divine Friend is a thing sweeter – The playmate in the Lila of existence, 23-

568 

friendliness 

He can have no wrath or hatred – But a universal friendliness and compassion, 19-183 

friends of India 

The group of so-called friends of India – In England these men do not figure largely, 6-

193 

Friends of India 

On Indian members of Parliament and Friends of India in Parliament, 6-599 

The Friends of India are men without weight or influence in English political life, 6-

599 

The Moderates in that case stand to lose the friendship of the Friend of India, 6-710 

friendship 

But otherwise friendship is not forbidden, provided it is the true thing, 31-306 

Friendship – The most durable of the human affections, 31-296 

Friendship and love are indispensable notes in the harmony to which we aspire, 31-295 

Friendship need not be a vital relation, 35-136 

Friendships between the sadhaks exist and are encouraged by the Mother, 31-294 

In Yoga friendship can remain but attachment has to fall away, 31-295 

Reliable friendship is almost always with a very few, 31-296 

The only relation permissible – A friendly relation, 31-306 

friendship between man and woman 

In a friendship between man and woman the sexual turn can at any moment come, 31-

307 

No impossibility of friendship between man and woman pure of this element, 31-307 

friendships 

There may be psychic or spiritual friendships which may be helpful, 31-298 

frog 

Frog = modest usefulness, 30-173 

fruit 

Desire and the vital self's craving or seeking after the fruit of our works, 23-102 

Give up to God the fruit of all your actions and give up the actions themselves, 13-78 

No attachment to the fruit, to the work and to the sense of being the doer, 23-222 

The first rule is to do the work that should be done without any desire for the fruit, 23-

102 

The fruit also of the sacrifice of works varies, 23-110 

The fruit we covet may be a reward of internal pleasure, or an external reward, 23-102 

The fruits of work and the works themselves – The danger in taking this turn, 23-229 

The second step is to renounce attachment to the fruit of our works, 23-247 

The work itself at first – The essential is the surrender of all desire for the fruit, 23-221 
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There must be no demand for fruit and no seeking for reward, 32-12 

To abandon the attachment to fruit and recompense – A desireless working, 19-586 

To control the lower self in the act and do works without desire of the fruit, 19-403 

fruits 

The abandonment of the attachment to the fruits and to the work itself, 19-432 

The equality of the will and the rejection of fruits – The doer is Prakriti, 19-36 

The fruits are the results of the sadhana, 30-177 

The second sign is freedom from desire and from attachment to the fruits of works, 19-

179 

We must do works without attachment to their fruits, 19-255 

fulfilment 

Instead, a fulfilment of the Divine through the individual – The self-surrender, 23-766 

It is not a negation but a fulfilment, 19-543 

Love, Beauty and Ananda are the essence of fulfilment, 31-628 

Not a total exclusion of our cosmic existence, but a spiritual fulfilment, 19-289 

The final release is not an extinction of the soul but a fulfilment, 19-307 

The fulfilment is in any case a matter for experience and no teaching can express it, 23-

94 

The highest poise of the Purusha – Perfect fulfilment and entire spiritual freedom, 23-

444 

The real fulfilment is in the divine joy and the divine Truth and its certitude, 31-204 

fund 

There is no fund – All money has been given to myself or to the Mother, 35-30 

fund-raising 

A mission to collect money – Barred by the lack of all reasonable chance of success, 

35-767 

A public appeal is not necessary to raise the sums that are at present indispensable, 36-

430 

Even if they are practising Yoga, people don’t think of giving money, 35-767 

Fund-raising – How can you be sure that it is your mission or a true inspiration, 35-766 

Many men who are very pious will give only to traditional institutions, 35-768 

The Asram needs all the help it can get, 35-767 

The real need of money here is for development of institutions in the Asram, 35-768 

This vital nature of yours treated whatever money came into your hands as your own, 

36-434 

Whatever is given with Bhakti can and ought to be received and not rejected, 36-429 

Your whole and sole desire should have been to send as much money as possible, 36-

435 

fury 

Let there be no fainting of heart, and also no unforeseeing fury, 6-398 

fusion 

If the alien and the native-born population are akin – The fusion will be easy, 6-368 

future 

A letter to my countrymen on the needs of the present and the policy of the future, 8-

150 
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It is preferable to have one’s face turned towards the future than towards the past, 31-

732 

One cannot go back to the past, one has always to go in the future, 31-732 

One has to go into the future realisation, 31-732 

One should always have one’s look turned forwards to the future, 31-732 

The early decades of the twentieth century will select the chosen nations of the future, 

1-522 

The future – Those who can reorganise themselves will inherit the twentieth century, 1-

522 

The future has to go on to a greater and more perfect comprehensive development, 20-

235 

The future is with the Nationalist ideal, 6-1088 

The future must be a more and more conscious evolution of the spiritual being, 21-736 

The future repels us even while it irresistibly attracts., 13-129 

The partisans of the past, of the present, of the future, 13-130 

The root of the past is the source from which the future draws its sap, 6-1066 

The second – How to swell the sum of national life and produce the future, 8-21 

The thoughts about the past and the future, 31-733 

The true thinker – The great divine movement as a whole, past, present, future, 13-131 

future poetry 

An Indian who is at once a mystic and a true poet and able to write in English, 27-447 

How to solve the problem completely I shall yet have to see, 27-485 

In English poetry, the inspiration of the pure Overmind – The “future poetry”, 27-264 

One way – A true poetic rhythm, even a metrical beat, but without any fixity, 27-490 

The poetical expression of yoga and philosophy may be discovered, 27-447 

Future Poetry 

Cousins’ objection pointed me the way I had to go towards the Future Poetry, 27-248 

Future Poetry – It was not in the scope of my idea to review the whole literature, 27-

413 

future. 

Keep safe the gains and the spirit of the past, or else thou hast no future (237), 12-456 

futurism 

The colour of this futurism has changed with the changes of modern intellectualism, 

26-121 

The cubist and the futurist idea have the appearance of leaving the physical view, 1-626 

Gaekwar 

The Gaekwar was a free-thinker without any religion, 35-184 

Gandharva 

Soma is the Gandharva, the Lord of the hosts of delight – The plane of the Ananda, 15-

358 

Gandharvas 

For the Gandharvas the Horse becomes full of ease & plenty, 18-285 

The Gandharvas are of the vital plane but they are vital Gods, not Asuras, 28-468 

Gandhi 

About Gandhi’s fast – It seems to be very foolish, these fasts, 35-189 
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Gandhi talked about secrecy being a sin but that is one of his many extravagances, 35-

24 

Gandhi’s non-cooperation movement was a repetition of the “Swadeshi”, 36-14 

Gandhi’s theories are like other mental theories for a limited truth, 35-191 

I never had any illusions about Gandhi – A great confusion and a great fiasco, 35-209 

It is all mind-action and vital-force in Gandhi, 35-185 

My own policy would be different from both the Mahatma’s and  Tilakite Nationalism, 

36-334 

The faith of the Mahatma Gandhi – A rigid mental belief, 35-184 

The final effects of Gandhi’s movement, 35-20 

The Mahatma accepts castes but on the basis that all are equal before the Divine, 35-

192 

The whole of Gandhi’s affair – Seems to me harmful, 35-18 

Ganesh 

Ganesh (among other things) is the devata of spiritual Knowledge, 28-460 

Ganesh is at once the god of wisdom and the remover of obstacles, 30-158 

Ganesh is the Power that removes obstacles by the force of Knowledge, 28-460 

garland 

The garland was the offering it was preparing for the Mother, 30-370 

Gayatri Japa 

The movement of ascent and descent is implied in the process of the Gayatri Japa, 29-

325 

Gayatri mantra 

The Gayatri mantra is the mantra for bringing the light of Truth into all the planes, 29-

325 

The power of the Gayatri is the Light of the divine Truth – A mantra of Knowledge, 

29-325 

gaze 

The gaze should not be fixed for a long time as it overstrains the eyes, 29-313 

gazing on a flame 

This gazing on a flame or a bright spot is the traditional means used by Yogis, 30-108 

You should not employ these means ‒ They are quite unnecessary, 30-108 

general assembly 

The general assembly – The whole country outside the metropolis, 20-415 

general Nature 

The waves that recur from the general Nature – They return often with an increased 

force, 28-219 

What we are on the surface – Constantly changed by the waves of the general Nature, 

28-218 

general statement 

A general statement too, true in itself, cannot be applied to everyone alike, 31-249 

generosity. 

Nobleness and generosity are the soul's ethereal firmament (232), 12-456 

genius 

A born poet is usually a genius – Poetry with any power or beauty in it implies genius, 

27-104 
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A great part to play in the production of poetry, art etc. and in the action of genius, 31-

506 

By itself the intelligence can only achieve talent – Genius is suprarational, 25-138 

For poetry one must have a special inspiration or genius, 27-104 

Genius – The really great poets were men of high sanity, 1-270 

Genius as a form of insanity, a pathological morbidity of Nature, 23-13 

Genius is a gift of Nature. By sadhana it is different, one can do it, 27-104 

Genius is a kind of accidental Yoga, a contact, an opening into an occult Power, 27-605 

Genius is a phenomenon sui generis – Anomalies occur in its constitution by Nature, 

27-105 

Genius is the result of an intervention or influence from a higher consciousness, 27-77 

Genius usually means an inborn power which develops of itself, 27-104 

In a certain sense all genius comes from Overhead – But this has two ways of acting, 

27-46 

Penetrations from above into our mental limits – The phenomena of genius, 21-289 

Poets are men of genius whose consciousness has attained to a higher dynamis, 27-77 

Signs of this process of breaking & rebuilding in the phenomena of genius, 12-118 

That the man of genius may successfully find himself, he must have fit surroundings, 1-

268 

That which we call genius works or comes out from something deep within, 26-262 

The first business of Yoga is not to make geniuses at all, but to make spiritual men, 27-

724 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The intellectual action dominated by a rudimentary supramental action – Genius, 18-52 

There is a fourth layer of faculty known to us from the phenomena of genius, 1-387 

These four faculties are the perfect equipment of genius, 12-32 

Versatility is one condition of genius, 1-103 

genius. 

Genius is Nature's first attempt to liberate the imprisoned god out of her human mould 

(214), 12-454 

There is always something abnormal and eccentric about men of genius (213), 12-454 

geniuses 

The most famous ballads have been written by thwarted geniuses, 1-268 

geography 

As with geography, so the history is taught to the students in a national context, 6-814 

The subject of geography as an illustration, 6-813 

geometrical figures 

Geometrical figures have been variously interpreted, 30-138 

Georgian poetry 

Georgian poetry – It has a fullness of language which fails to go home, 27-412 

German 

At St Paul’s, he spent some time over learning Italian, some German and a little 

Spanish, 36-28 

The German nations – A military civilisation inconsistent with Christianity, 6-929 

German literature 

Such are the American literature, the modern German literature, 1-146 
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German metaphysics 

The larger part of German metaphysics is an intellectual development, 20-330 

German subjectivism 

These two truths apply to the individual and to the nation – German subjectivism, 25-

48 

Germans 

This is no time for patting the Germans on the back or embracing and consoling them, 

35-221 

Germany 

Germany and Russia among European nations have taken a leading place, 1-628 

Germany has failed to respond to the deepest forces of the future, 1-628 

Germany was a nation preparing for the subjective stage – Two sides, 25-40 

Germany with her speculative genius, 6-1019 

Socialism is most insistent now in England, Germany & Russia, 1-522 

The conquest of the world by German culture as the straight path of human progress, 

25-50 

The German gospel has two sides, the cult of the State and of international egoism, 25-

52 

The root of the German error lies in its mistaking life and the body for the self, 25-53 

Why and where was the failure of Germany – The vital ego mistaken for herself, 25-42 

getting rid 

On the path of Yoga, two ways to get rid of our evil saṁskāras or associations, 13-34 

ghost 

The «ghost» of a man is of course not his soul, 28-115 

The ghost in the early Greek and some other traditions about the after-life, 21-929 

The ghost is of course not the soul, 28-117 

ghosts 

(1) An actual contact with the soul of a departed human being in its subtle body, 28-

570 

(2) A mental formation stamped by the thoughts and feelings of a departed, 28-570 

(3) A being of the lower vital planes who has assumed the discarded vital sheath, 28-

570 

(4) A being of the lower vital plane who is able to materialise itself sufficiently, 28-570 

(5) Apparitions which are the formations of one’s own mind, 28-570 

(6) Temporary possession of people by vital beings, 28-570 

(7) Thought-images of themselves projected, often by people at the moment of death, 

28-570 

The ghost or spirit who turns up at séances is not the psychic being, 28-569 

The word «ghost» covers an enormous number of distinct phenomena, 28-569 

ghṛta 

Ghṛta also means shining, it is the shining yield of the shining cow, 15-193 

The ghṛta of the sacrifice is the yield of the shining Cow in the human mentality, 15-

243 

The yield of the cow, the ghṛta, and the yield of the Soma plant are connected, 15-193 

giant. 
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The saint and the angel are not the only divinities. Admire also the Titan and the giant 

(221), 12-454 

giddiness 

For the giddiness, it may be that in concentration you go partly out of your body, 31-

400 

If one pulls down too much force – A headache or giddiness, 31-552 

This sort of giddiness and weakness and disturbance ought not to take place, 30-481 

giraffe 

The Giraffe symbolises aspiration, 30-168 

girls 

Many girls would not have it at all if they were not taught and excited by men, 31-488 

Gita, 29-249 

A few words on the Gita – The main object of that philosophy is found in the Vedanta, 

8-48 

Action may be any action, not necessarily an action resembling that of the Gita, 29-443 

Almost all spiritual problems have been briefly but deeply dealt with in the Gita, 35-

100 

Before we can proceed to the triune path – The situation from which the Gita arises, 

19-39 

Freedom from egoism in the teaching of the Gita and in the Ramayana, 23-331 

In approaching an ancient Scripture, such as the Veda, Upanishads or Gita, 19-4 

In the Gita there is very little that is merely local or temporal – The wider scope, 19-6 

In the Gita, the process of rejecting thoughts – The guidance of the Teacher, 12-26 

In the Gita's system two different movements of its Yoga, 29-442 

It is a mistake to interpret the Gita from the standpoint of the mentality of today, 19-32 

It is not a fact that the Gita gives the whole base of Sri Aurobindo's message, 29-444 

It is so that many have understood the ideal of the Gita, 23-27 

Its highest mystery of absolute surrender to the Divine is the central secret, 23-95 

Its influence is not merely philosophic or academic but immediate and living, 19-562 

Nirvana of Buddha is the same as the Nirvana of the Gita, 29-431 

Not a physical asceticism, but an inner askesis is the teaching of the Gita, 19-55 

Our object, then, in studying the Gita will be its essential and living message, 19-11 

Our plans may fail, God’s purpose cannot – We have faith and we believe in the Gita, 

8-135 

Our Yoga contains all that is essential in the Gita’s Yoga, 29-442 

Reciting The Mother silently, the Gita – Help the mind to get into the psychic attitude, 

35-102 

Since the revival of religious thought in India the Gita has been made a rule of life, 8-

453 

That which the Gita teaches is not a human, but a divine action, 19-31 

The argument of the Gita resolves itself into three great steps, 19-37 

The charge that the Gita has been misused as a gospel of Terrorism, 8-452 

The dictum of the Gita about action determined and governed by the nature, 23-274 

The dictum of the Gita that the Kshatriya must slay as a part of his duty, 8-452 

The distinction in the Gita between the Purusha and the Prakriti gives us the clue, 23-

431 
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The distinction we can gather from the Gita – The main authority on this subject, 28-

485 

The easier way of the Gita leads more naturally to the same absolute liberation, 19-400 

The escape from birth was a universal ideal at the time of the Gita, 28-554 

The example used by the Gita may be treated as a thing belonging to a past world, 29-

443 

The extreme solution, the religious mind and the injunction of the Gita, 23-136 

The Gita – Arjuna being called to a life of dynamic action must follow that, 35-100 

The Gita – Its so-called inconsistencies are many well-related aspects, 29-443 

The Gita – Our chief national heritage, our hope for the future, our great force, 8-453 

The Gita – The necessity for crises such as strife, war or revolution, 19-48 

The Gita accepted the current belief that freedom from birth was the highest state, 28-

275 

The Gita admits two apparently opposite truths, two possibilities, 29-441 

The Gita aims at something absolute, unmitigated, uncompromising, 23-102 

The Gita brings in here as always bhakti as the climax of the Yoga, 19-246 

The Gita can only be understood by studying it in its entirety, 19-35 

The Gita contains as its kernel this second and real object of the Avatarhood, 19-149 

The Gita discourages any excess of violence done to oneself, 23-108 

The Gita does not speak expressly of the Divine Mother, 32-56 

The Gita follows the Vedantic tradition which leans entirely on the Ishwara, 32-56 

The Gita is a gate opening on the whole world of spiritual truth and experience, 19-9 

The Gita is attributed to the sage Vyasa, the contemporary of Krishna, 27-372 

The Gita is given as an episode in an epic history – A practical crisis, 19-12 

The Gita is not a book of practical ethics, but of the spiritual life, 19-31 

The Gita method – The opening which is necessary for the Yoga here, 29-446 

The Gita passes boldly beyond the Veda and the Upanishads as they were taught, 19-91 

The Gita preserves a perfectly equal balance – Knowledge, works, devotion, 19-30 

The Gita promises us freedom for the spirit even in the midst of works, 23-95 

The Gita sets forth a Yoga of knowledge, devotion and works, 29-441 

The Gita speaks always of surrender to the Purushottama, 29-443 

The Gita speaks of the highest condition as a dwelling in the Divine, 28-554 

The Gita, taking life as it is and not only as it may be in some distant future, 19-49 

The Gita's solution – To be one with the Eternal within us and to do His will, 19-451 

The Gita's way of salvation – The trinity of divine love, works and knowledge, 19-448 

The Gita's way of yoga, 29-237 

The greatness of the central thought of the Gita – The whole nature of the soul, 19-340 

The greatness of the Gita teaching – The supreme word beyond all dharmas, 19-526 

The injunction of the Gita about the keeping together of the world, 23-272 

The language of the Gita in many matters seems sometimes contradictory, 29-441 

The moral and spiritual problem of Arjuna – What the Gita has to say, 19-34 

The movement of the soul towards perfect freedom and rule – The Gita, 23-432 

The object of the Gita was to make Arjuna act, i.e. fight – Not Shankara, 27-524 

The past systheses – The Vedic, the Upanishads, the Gita, the Tantric, 19-9 

The poet of the Gita – Laying the form of unity on the soul of the hearer, 26-236 
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The power to do nothing is enough – The law of moderation laid down by the Gita, 23-

348 

The present-day interpretations seek to make of the Gita the gospel of human action, 

19-31 

The solution offered by the Gita – To the individual who has become capable, 19-568 

The spiritual utility of the Gita to the human mind of the present day, 19-562 

The supreme form of the Supreme – The end which the Gita proposes for its Yoga, 19-

394 

The supreme word of the Gita – The surrender to the Divine, 19-37 

The system of Karmayoga found in the Bhagavad Gita, 23-94 

The three first Godward approaches in the Gita's way of Karmayoga, 23-105 

The Veda, Upanishads, Brahmasutras or the Gita – A synthetic and intuitive manner, 1-

605 

The way of the Gita is itself a part of the yoga here, 29-445 

This is the whole teaching of the Gita. It is yoga which gives utter perfection in action, 

8-53 

To distinguish the true inner law of our being – The final word of the Gita, 23-274 

To entrench ourselves within the teaching of the Gita would be to limit ourselves, 19-

10 

We believe that the Yoga of the Gita will play a large part in the uplifting of the nation, 

8-136 

We can to seek in the Gita for the actual living truths it contains, 19-5 

We have in the Gita a striking illustration of God’s workings in man, 17-517 

What then are the lines of Karmayoga laid down by the Gita?, 23-95 

Gita’s Yoga 

The ordinary life, the Gita's Yoga, this Yoga, 29-238 

Gita's Yoga 

The Gita's Yoga of integral knowledge, integral works and integral bhakti, 19-558 

The sense of the Gita's Yoga – A transition to the real truth of our being, 19-540 

giving 

The character of this action – The three main elements of sacrifice, giving and askesis, 

19-484 

Whether our sacrifice, giving and askesis are tamasic, rajasic or sattwic in nature, 19-

485 

giving oneself 

One has to give oneself only to the Divine, 31-320 

giving up 

Only if you give up, reaching the Divine can be postponed to a far future, 29-70 

To give up is the one thing one must never do, 32-157 

gladness 

A sattwic gladness and calm and confidence is the proper temperament, 31-179 

Being glad and cheerful is the right thing, 31-173 

Vital joy has to be replaced by a quiet settled psychic gladness, 29-252 

glasses 

The wearing of glasses does inevitably confirm any weakness in the eyes, 31-588 

glaucoma 
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Glaucoma ‒ We cannot take the responsibility of advising against operation, 31-588 

global 

Global – For instance, the thinking in masses characteristic of the Overmind, 35-158 

gloom 

“The Divine is worth ferreting out even if oceans of gloom have to be crossed.”, 31-

684 

As for the objection in regard to Dravidian architecture to its massiveness, 20-281 

There is no obligation of gloom, harshness, austerity or lonely grandeur in this Yoga, 

35-680 

gloominess 

But that does not mean that one has to be grave and gloomy all the time, 31-175 

Cheerfulness is the salt of sadhana. It is a thousand times better than gloominess, 31-

173 

glossary of Vedic words 

A glossary of Vedic words – I have no objection to that, 35-99 

glow 

A glow means a subdued but rich light or else a sort of warm exhilaration, 30-120 

gnomic verse 

The gnomic verse – Another kind of writing, 20-364 

gnosis 

A greater deeper organising force and knowledge – Supermind or gnosis, 13-432 

By the gnosis, we change our human into a divine nature, 23-476 

First, what is the universal gnosis or divine supermind, 23-785 

If we would describe the gnosis as it is in its own awareness, 23-484 

If we would describe the gnosis in contrast with our own intelligence, 23-481 

In gnosis, a direct inherent knowledge is the central principle, 23-489 

In the gnosis itself are several gradations which open at their highest into Ananda, 23-

694 

In the tops of the gnosis and in the Ananda the Purusha is one with the Prakriti, 23-510 

Lifting the soul from the mental being into the spiritual gnosis – The divine unity, 23-

673 

The ascent to the gnosis – A bright passage to a more perfect perfection, 23-498 

The difference between the soul in gnosis and the soul in the Bliss, 23-504 

The gnosis dominates time in a one view and perpetual power, 23-483 

The gnosis dwells in the unity and knows by it all the nature of the diversities, 23-484 

The gnosis has in itself the easy and constant possession of the truth, 23-482 

The gnosis is the decisive step, but not the final resting-place, 23-505 

The gnosis is, sees and lives in the infinite – Finite things only in their relation, 23-484 

The gnosis possesses the first realisations under its own conditions, 23-503 

The gnosis sees parts in relation to the totality and in one vision with it, 23-483 

The gnosis sees the thing in itself, adjoins its processes and properties, 23-483 

The gnostic life is free to all the hardihoods and audacious delights of a soul, 23-504 

The supramental gnosis – Only when mentality is overpassed, 23-861 

This gnosis, Vijnana, is the Vedic Truth, the self-vision and all-vision of Surya, 17-72 

What then is this gnosis and how can we describe it?, 23-476 

Gnosis 
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Proceeding from it – A Supermind, a Gnosis and levels of ascending consciousness, 

23-254 

Supermind at its highest reach is the divine Gnosis, 12-366 

The last step of the ascension would be the Divine Gnosis, 23-148 

The sun of a divine Gnosis can pour down – Then shall begin the divine play, 12-262 

The Supermind is the divine Gnosis which creates, governs and upholds the worlds, 21-

277 

gnostic 

The stuff of the gnostic or supramental plane is made of the perfect absolutes, 23-485 

gnostic being 

Cosmic – He would act in a universal awareness and a harmony with the total self, 21-

1009 

Each being would be a new totality, harmony, self-equation of the One Being, 21-1008 

The gnostic being has the will of action but also the knowledge and the power, 21-1011 

The gnostic being lives in and for the Divine in himself, the collectivity, all beings, 21-

1067 

The place of personality in the gnostic being, 21-1027 

gnostic collectivity 

A collective soul-power of the Supermind – The law of the collective life, 21-1046 

gnostic community 

The life-interchange of gnostic individuals in a gnostic community – Harmonious, 21-

1099 

gnostic Consciousness 

There will be established on earth a gnostic Consciousness and Power, 21-1002 

Gnostic consciousness 

Ananda would be inherent in the gnostic consciousness, 21-1026 

gnostic individual 

A supramental individual will be a spiritual Person – Personality and character, 21-

1029 

Individual – The gnostic being will be the perfected and complete individual, 21-1008 

The gnostic individual would be the consummation of the spiritual man, 21-1007 

The gnostic individual would be universal, individual, transcendental, 21-1008 

This would be the nature of the being, life and action of the gnostic individual, 21-1046 

gnostic Person 

This, then, would be the nature of the gnostic Person, 21-1031 

gnostic soul 

The gnostic soul reaches a true identity – The spirit and power of the truth-Nature, 23-

501 

The realisation of the gnostic soul, 23-501 

Gnosticism 

The ideas of the Upanishads – In Pythagoras, Plato, Neo-platonism and Gnosticism, 

20-330 

go 

The sevenfold principle of existence and the significance of the word go, 15-124 

They were in appearance purely material – The word go means both cow and light, 15-

43 
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goal 

But the idea of a final goal in the movement of Nature itself is illusory, 17-26 

Everything in the universe, even the Gods, seems to be moving towards a goal, 17-26 

The attempt by the individual to know himself and to find a new goal for his life, 21-

722 

The final goal is the realisation of the infinite consciousness in the individual, 21-121 

The goal – Knowledge, Conscious force, Bliss, the Divine, 13-199 

The goal is not to speculate about these things, but to experience them, 13-90 

The idea of a goal is born of the progressive self-unfolding, 17-27 

The right goal – A reasoned and effective knowledge round the right central 

conception, 21-58 

Goalundo 

But the incident at Goalundo is one which the country has to take notice of, 8-408 

This incident at Goalundo is the first ominous warning God gives you of the result, 8-

412 

goat 

Goats usually indicate sex tendencies, 30-169 

The goat in vision is often symbolic of lust, 30-169 

God 

A school holds that He has once for all manifested Himself in universal laws, 8-109 

About Jung – Why on earth should the idea of God or gods be a bondage?, 27-529 

All existence is Brahman, Atman & Iswara – The general name of God, 12-193 

As for the statement about God – A complex idea of the Divine, 28-326 

For behind every great & elemental natural phenomenon there is a God, 17-127 

God – Some great Soul and Self of Truth and Good and Beauty in the world, 25-155 

God and none else has made this world in his being and so he has made it., 19-382 

God and Titan, Deva and Asura are indeed close kin in their differences, 13-152 

God as the original Being who governs himself what in himself he has manifested, 19-

350 

God exists both as continent & creator as well as informing soul, master & guide, 17-

396 

God in Himself apart from all world manifestation is called the Paratpara Brahman, 12-

193 

God in His ultimate existence is the Parabrahman – God in relation to the world, 12-98 

God in the world is Brahman-Iswara-Atman, Prakriti or Shakti and Jiva, 12-193 

God in the world is not different in nature from God beyond the world but the same, 

17-517 

God is a hard master – All evasions, all subterfuges He cuts away, 6-1058 

God is not only the Destroyer, but the Friend of creatures, 19-45 

God is not the Becoming. It is they that are in him, it is they that live and move in him, 

19-312 

God is one, indefinable and beyond form – He is capable of infinite quality, 12-145 

God is Sachchidananda – Abstract terms cannot produce concrete realities, 17-41 

God is the one stable and eternal Reality, 17-21 

God is the only Being and all other existences are only His becomings, 17-435 

God is, but man’s conceptions of God are reflections in his own mentality, 28-481 
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God simultaneously transcends world, contains it and informs it, 17-354 

God the Absolute, Eternal and Universal – In the relative, transient and particular, 8-

109 

God, Nature and Jiva are the three terms of existence, and these three are one being, 

19-308 

How far does the Vedanta sanction the ordinary ideas of God as a Personal Being?, 18-

408 

In all the higher powers of his life man may be said to be seeking for God, 25-155 

Man arrives at the knowledge of God through the knowledge of self and the world, 21-

718 

Man arriving at the fulness of his own being – That being is infinity, is God, 12-5 

Not the limited personal God of religions – This Ishwara is not Brahman in Maya, 19-

342 

psychic being, 28-450 

The Being thus conscient is God – Omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent., 21-155 

The denial of God is a denial of his true quest and his own supreme Ultimate, 21-715 

The existence of God omnipresent and the discords of the world, 19-47 

The form of the infinite Godhead – God magnificent and beautiful and terrible, 19-379 

The ideas of the personal God – The personifications of monotheism, 23-583 

The personal God of the European religions is a Person in the human sense, 23-381 

The seeking for God is also, subjectively, the seeking for our highest self, 25-146 

The Semitic idea (common in Europe) – God as a terrible gentleman upstairs, 27-529 

The truth of that which we call God – As the Lord and Creator of its own worlds, 21-

141 

The truth that all active being is a seeking for God, 25-146 

The Vedantic idea must not be confused with the conception of a Personal God, 17-41 

Three essential truths of existence to realise, God, freedom, unity, 25-255 

To the pursuit of our personality it reveals itself as the God or Deva, 15-370 

We may not know him as God, we may know him as some ineffable goal, 12-5 

We must look existence in the face and look God in the face, 19-44 

What the God has is a Purusha and a Prakriti or Energy of nature of that Purusha, 28-

450 

You cannot realise freedom and unity unless you realise God, 25-255 

God in a flower. 

If thou canst see all God in a little pale unsightly and scentless flower, then hast thou 

hold of His supreme reality (159), 12-443 

God loving. 

In those whom God loves, have delight, 12-486 

God striking. 

If Thou strike me not now, I shall know that Thou lov'st me not (34), 12-427 

God. 

A God who cannot smile, could not have created this humorous universe (478), 12-490 

Act according to God rather than the Shastra (366), 12-472 

Because thou wert given at first imperfect conceptions about God, now thou ragest and 

deniest Him (468), 12-488 

God is the supreme Jesuit Father (543), 12-500 
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I believe with you, my friends, that God, if He exists, is a demon and an ogre (542), 12-

500 

I can only know what God is and I do not see how I can tell Him what He ought to be 

(18), 12-425 

If the world is stronger than thou, thinkest thou God is weaker? (253), 12-458 

If we would understand God (174), 12-445 

Its God himself was too old & stern & solemn for the offer of the Serpent to be resisted 

(476), 12-490 

See God and do His will. Walk in whatever path He shall trace for thy goings (347), 

12-469 

See what the world really is and what God. Have done with vain and pleasant 

imaginations (87), 12-432 

The conception of a God who is a stern & dignified king & solemn judge & knows not 

mirt (477), 12-490 

The fallacy that a personal God would be too immoral to be suffered (173), 12-445 

There are times when God seems to be sternly on the side of the past (269), 12-459 

This I have seen that whatever God has withheld from me, He withheld in His love & 

wisdom (470), 12-488 

God’s bidding. 

God made thee His own to do fearlessly His bidding (248), 12-457 

Turn to Him rather for His bidding and for strength to fulfil it (253)., 12-458 

God’s command. 

If thy heart gives thee the purity and wideness of God's command, hearken to it (262), 

12-459 

There are three forms in which the command may come (266), 12-459 

Unless indeed He has commanded thee to war against Him! (348), 12-469 

When thou hast the command, care only to fulfil it (263), 12-459 

God’s commands. 

I did my Lover's commands in the world & the will of my Captor. But they cried, 

“Who is this corruptor of youth, this disturber of morals?” (440), 12-484 

God’s doings kept secret. 

When I saw others than Krishna and myself in the world, I kept secret God's doings 

with me (437), 12-484 

God’s failures. 

God often fails in His workings (64), 12-430 

God’s friendship. 

God is our wise & perfect Friend, 12-493 

The divine Friend of all creatures conceals His friendliness in the mask of an enemy till 

He has made us ready for the highest heavens (499), 12-493 

God’s gifts. 

All that my Lover has, belongs to me. Why do you abuse me for showing off the 

ornaments He has given to me? (438), 12-484 

God’s greatness. 

Because God is invincibly great, He can afford to be weak (65), 12-430 

God is great, says the Mahomedan (63), 12-430 

God’s laughters. 
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God's laughter is sometimes very coarse and unfit for polite ears (81), 12-432 

It is then that we hear from behind those unreal clouds God laughing at us (507), 12-

494 

To listen to some devout people, one would imagine that God never laughs (80), 12-

432 

When their image falls on the heart, then the world's cares melt away like the clouds 

below into their real nothingness (506), 12-494 

Wilt thou not let me too see with divine eyes and share in thy worldwide laughters? 

(505), 12-494 

God’s leading. 

Doubt thy mind, if thou wilt, but doubt not that God leads thee (467), 12-488 

God leads man while man is misleading himself (205), 12-453 

God within is leading us always aright (167), 12-444 

When we wake, we look back and see that God was leading and upholding us always 

(461), 12-487 

God’s love. 

If you cannot make God love you, make Him fight you (418), 12-482 

Our modern needs another asseveration would suit better, “As surely as God loveth 

(503), 12-494 

God’s seeker. 

There is hope for the man who has felt God's touch & been drawn to it (150), 12-441 

God’s seriousness. 

God never takes His works seriously (82), 12-432 

God’s servant. 

There are two works that are perfectly pleasing to God in his servant (514), 12-495 

God’s sight. 

In God's sight there is no near or distant, no present, past or future (101), 12-434 

God’s slave. 

God's servant is something. God's slave is greater (511), 12-495 

The greatest of joys is to be, like Naraka , the slave of God (510), 12-495 

God’s teaching. 

This is how God in His love teaches the child soul & the weakling (469), 12-488 

God’s voice. 

Thou mayst be deceived, wilt thou say, it may not be God's voice leading thee? (365), 

12-471 

God’s ways 

God’s ways are inscrutable – That man’s reason is not always sufficient to estimate, 8-

89 

God’s ways. 

Be not distressed nor confounded, but study rather & calmly understand God's ways 

with humanity (186), 12-447 

One of the deepest parables of God's ways with the soul (481), 12-490 

God’s weakness. 

Because God is invincibly great, He can afford to be weak (65), 12-430 

He is so great that He can afford to be weak (63), 12-430 

God’s will. 
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By which standard shall I walk, the word that God speaks to me, or the rules that men 

who are dead, have written? (364), 12-471 

He who has passed over to God, has done with both duty and principle and replaced 

them by God's will (247), 12-457 

How shall I know God's will with me? (349), 12-469 

God’s wrath. 

His wrath is our eternal advantage (520), 12-496 

The Titans have agreed with God to front and bear the burden of His wrath and enmity 

(133), 12-438 

God-centricity 

All that has to be changed and all has to be centred in the Divine, 31-229 

Self-giving in fact means a change from ego-centricity to God-centricity, 31-229 

The ideal of the Yoga is that all should be centred in and around the Divine, 31-288 

Goddesses 

I wrote since 1909 through a silent mind – Gods and Goddesses had nothing to do, 27-

215 

Godhead 

An inmost seeing of the supreme Godhead – A new discovery of the world, 19-378 

Each Godhead, as it were, creates his own world, but without conflict with others, 28-

139 

The first truth of the Godhead spiritually – The experience of being in him alone, 19-

314 

The form of the infinite Godhead – God magnificent and beautiful and terrible, 19-379 

The Godhead in these forms gives to men their desires if their faith is whole, 19-286 

The idea of a supreme Godhead which dwells within man and Nature, 19-305 

The importance of bhakti – The personal truth and presence of the Godhead, 19-541 

The mystery of the transcendent Godhead – The law of our perfection, 19-311 

The Vedic hymns recognise one Godhead revealed in many aspects, 15-352 

Godhead immanent 

There is a Godhead immanent within behind this flawed and imperfect human nature, 

28-10 

godheads 

An extension of the psychic significance of the godheads in the Cosmos, 20-201 

An inner meaning – The godheads are names of the one nameless Ineffable, 20-202 

The Vedic Rishis gave a psychic function to the godheads worshipped by the people, 

20-200 

With this effort there must rise too on the human mind the conception of the godheads, 

26-219 

Godheads 

The little godlings and Titans are supraphysical beings of other planes – Not Godheads, 

35-120 

godlings 

The little godlings and Titans are something else, supraphysical beings of other planes, 

28-360 

The little godlings and Titans are supraphysical beings of other planes – Not Godheads, 

35-120 
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God-lover 

The God-lover makes the supreme and universal Divine the whole object of his living, 

19-331 

gods 

Aditi is the infinite Light – The gods make the light of the Truth to arise, 15-475 

All the gods are conquerors and givers of the divine riches, 15-139 

But the highest only comes when the sacrifice is no longer to the gods, but to the one, 

19-118 

Even the gods must come down to earth and be embodied there if they want mukti, 28-

198 

How to recall that all these gods are personalities of the one universal Deva?, 15-56 

In man himself the gods are conscious psychological powers – The sacrifice, 15-493 

In some subtle physical plane men see the gods according to their own ideas, 30-109 

Some period in which the gods became invested with deeper psychological functions, 

15-7 

The building of the gods in man means a creation of the divine Powers, 29-421 

The gods – Their whole function shall be to reflect the One and Supreme, 18-83 

The gods and the demons – The powers of the higher Good and the lower desire, 15-46 

The gods are fosterers or increasers of man and upholders of his labour and effort, 15-

87 

The gods are living aspects of the one Infinite – The image is a physical symbol, 20-

146 

The gods are Powers that stand above the world and transmit the divine workings, 28-

456 

The gods are spiritual forms of the eternal and original Deity, 19-346 

The gods are the powers of Light, the children of Infinity, 15-245 

The gods as powers, names and personalities of the one Godhead, 20-194 

The gods have a twofold birth – Above and here in the world and in man, 15-493 

The gods in the overmental plane have not many heads and arms, 30-109 

The gods of the Upanishad appear in their lesser human and cosmic workings, 18-81 

The gods or divine powers in man using the mind as an instrument reach him there, 15-

121 

The gods represent the divine power in its fundamental cosmic functionings, 18-75 

The gods, the sons of Aditi – The luminous powers for our growth into the godhead, 

15-202 

The greatness of the god is only given in order that man may realise the Transcendent, 

18-80 

The invocation of the gods as powers of the Truth to raise man out of the falsehoods, 

15-68 

The legends related of the gods and of their dealings with the ancient seers, 15-46 

The means of the knowledge – To get back to the gods in Nature and the self, 18-85 

The names of the gods in their very meaning recall that they are only epithets, 15-56 

The one supreme Lord is the Godhead in the gods, 18-76 

The opulent efflorescence of the gods is the advance of man to his ordinary ideal, 18-80 

The orthodox idea that even the gods have to come to earth if they want salvation, 28-

540 
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The question of the means – An awakening of the gods to the one Godhead, 18-79 

The Rishis felt the actual presence of the gods above, near, around or in them, 29-421 

The seers called the One by various names – “Giving birth to the gods in ourselves”, 

15-492 

The system of the worlds and the functions of the gods, 15-44 

This divine daughter of Daksha is the mother of the gods – Indra, Surya, Vishnu, 15-

474 

This will be the transfiguration of the gods, but what of the self?, 18-87 

To what gods shall the sacrifice be offered?, 15-379 

We shall find that the fundamental entities are only two, ourselves and the gods, 18-75 

Gods 

All the Gods can put forth such emanations from their being, 28-453 

All the greater Gods are in this way personalities of the Divine, 35-104 

Are the cosmic powers, the Gods, the true movers of mind and life?, 18-19 

As to the Gods, man can build forms which they will accept, 28-457 

Beyond the Overmind, the Gods are there simply aspects of the One, 28-458 

I wrote since 1909 through a silent mind – Gods and Goddesses had nothing to do, 27-

215 

In the Overmind the Gods are still separated existences, 28-458 

It is by her that all the Gods are manifested, and even the supramental Purushottama, 

35-107 

Man can house in himself the Gods, form within himself vast and luminous worlds, 15-

377 

The dynamic aspect of the Divine is the Supreme Brahman, not the Gods, 28-449 

The Gods already exist, they are not created by man, 28-481 

The Gods are born from Aditi in the supreme Truth of things, 15-232 

The Gods are Brahman representing Itself in cosmic Personalities, 17-26 

The Gods are in origin and essence permanent Emanations of the Divine, 28-454, 35-

106 

The Gods are in the universal Self, 28-456 

The Gods are living realities, 15-379 

The Gods are not merely Powers, but have Forms, 28-457 

The Gods are Personalities and Powers of the dynamic Divine, 28-449 

The Gods are Personalities or Powers put forth by the Divine, 28-456 

The Gods cannot be transformed, for they are typal and not evolutionary beings, 28-

456 

The Gods have their own enjoyments, though they may not be of a material character, 

28-457 

The Gods labour to build up the ascending degrees in man's consciousness, 15-374 

The Gods were great and shining beings – Against the Asuras, or Titans, 36-135 

The Gods, conscious always of their universality and therefore divine, 13-153 

The Gods, the Potencies of the Universe, could not reach It going in front, 17-271 

The great Gods belong to the Overmind plane, 28-449 

The material attributes of the Gods – Subordinate to psychological conceptions, 15-6 

The natives of the Overmind are Gods. Naturally the Gods rule the cosmos, 28-457 

The Overmind is the world of the Gods, 28-457 
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There are Gods everywhere on all the planes, 28-456 

These are the Gods and the Demons – On the world-stage and in the individual soul, 

15-379 

gods. 

Let me not be subject to these gods, O Kali (56), 12-429 

Thou hast to learn to bear all the gods within thee (287), 12-461 

Goebbels 

Hitler, Goering and Goebbels are certainly vital beings or possessed, 35-203 

Goering 

Hitler, Goering and Goebbels are certainly vital beings or possessed, 35-203 

Goethe 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

Goethe goes much deeper than Shakespeare – But he was not a greater poet, 27-367 

going down 

If you go down into your lower parts or ranges of nature, 31-636 

going within, 30-215 

(1) When meditating – Not sleep but an inward condition of the consciousness, 30-255 

An awakening of the inner consciousness or going in more deeply within, 30-199 

As for the going within, the pull of the physical consciousness is always outward, 31-

407 

Both movements are necessary ‒ The coming out as well as the going in, 30-217 

But for many purposes the ingoing movement is indispensable, 30-217 

But with training one has at will the indrawn or the outpoured condition, 30-255 

Due to the fact that the consciousness goes inside, 30-224 

Going inward if one goes far enough brings one to the psychic, 30-219 

If you went inside and lost consciousness of the outer world ‒ A kind of samadhi, 30-

222 

It is rather a pity that the fear came in and spoiled the inward movement, 30-219 

It was not half sleep ‒ It was a going inside of the consciousness, 30-254 

Not so much a sleep as a going inward ‒ Not a dream but an experience, 30-220 

The consciousness goes inside not into sleep but into some kind of samadhi, 30-220 

The consciousness trying to go inside in a sort of indrawn condition, 30-254 

The difficulty about the two parts of the mind - When the tendency to go within begins, 

30-204 

The idea that you must go more and more within and turn wholly to the Mother, 30-196 

The inward movement, however, is probably unavoidable, 30-221 

The inward pull is not undesirable and need not be resisted, 30-264 

The other is to draw back from the outer consciousness, to go inside, 30-215 

This does not mean that one should not allow the consciousness to go inward, 30-263 

This drawing inside is necessary in order to live in the inner being, 30-255 

This inward movement takes place in many different ways, 30-215 

Gokhale 

In his recent speech at Poona the veiled prophet has unveiled himself, 8-117 

Mr. Gokhale appealing to the people of this country to give up their ideals, 8-281 

Mr. Gokhale justifies Government repression – That Nationalism and Terrorism are 

one, 8-117 
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Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale has for long been the veiled prophet of Bombay, 8-116 

gold 

Blue is the higher mind, gold the divine Truth, 32-266 

Gold ‒ The hue of the supramental knowledge or from the intermediate planes, 30-121 

Gold = the Truth, Yellow = the mind, Green = the vital energy, 30-186 

Gold in these visions is the symbol of the Divine Truth, 30-130 

Gold indicates at its most intense something from the supramental, 30-130 

Gold is always the symbol of the higher Truth, 30-129 

Gold is the colour of the Truth that comes from above, 31-465 

Gold was light, the shining wealth of a divine Sun, the true light, 15-139 

gold and green 

When sunlight gets fused into the vital, it takes the mixed colour, here gold and green, 

30-130 

gold colour 

The gold colour is that of the Divine Truth, 30-140 

gold stars 

Gold stars in the sky are simply indications of divine Truth in the mind, 30-146 

golden 

Above it begins to be golden with the supramental light, 27-255 

The Mahakali form is usually golden, of a very bright and strong golden hue, 32-267 

golden age 

A copper age and not the true golden – A hard mass of rule and convention, 25-13 

Ancient tradition believed in a golden age of mankind, 25-634 

The secular dream of a future golden or half-golden age, 25-636 

Golden Age 

The Golden Age of the traditions, if all mankind at once could be raised to this level, 

23-206 

The true sattwic community exists only as an Utopia or in the Golden Age, 17-297 

golden child 

The golden child is the Truth-Soul, 30-161 

The golden child is the Truth-Soul which follows after the silver light of the spiritual, 

27-518 

Golden Child 

Out of the darkness Eternal Wisdom streams forth – Hiranyagarbha, the Golden Child, 

18-399 

golden colour 

The golden colour indicates here Mahakali force ‒ Strongest for the working in the 

body, 30-130 

golden cup 

The golden cup is I suppose the Truth consciousness, 30-128 

golden light 

Golden light always means the light of Truth, 30-129 

Golden Light is the light of the divine Truth descending from above, 30-129 

Golden light means the light of the higher Truth, 30-145 

The golden light is always the light of the higher Truth, 30-153 

The golden light is that of the Divine Truth on the higher planes, 30-125 
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The golden light is that of the modified (overmentalised) Supramental, 30-131 

The golden light is the light of the Divine Truth, 30-129 

The golden light is the promise of the higher knowledge, 30-129 

The golden light is usually a light from the supermind, 30-129 

Yellow is light of the mind ‒ Golden is light from above the mind, 30-131 

golden moon 

A golden moon means a power of spirituality full of the light of the higher Truth, 30-

145 

Golden Mountain 

The Golden Mountain is always the mountain of the Divine Truth, 30-153 

golden red 

Golden red is the colour of the supramental physical light, 30-130 

In the physical sunlight becomes golden red or in the mental golden yellow, 30-130 

golden red light 

When it is golden red it means the Light of divine Truth in the physical, 30-131 

golden temple 

The golden is that of the divine Truth, 30-124 

golden white 

The combination golden white suggests the Maheshwari-Mahakali power, 32-268 

golden yellow 

In the physical sunlight becomes golden red or in the mental golden yellow, 30-130 

gold-red 

Gold-red is the colour of the supramental in the physical, 27-256 

Goldsmith 

Johnson & Goldsmith returned to the ideals of Pope, but there is a difference in tone, 1-

140 

Goloka 

Goloka is evidently a world of Love, Beauty and Ananda full of spiritual radiances, 28-

140 

good 

“The epithets “good” and “bad” are purely conventional and have no absolute sense”, 

1-23 

A total purification – Ethics and the Spirit's purity beyond good and evil, 23-644 

An outcome of the Inconscience – The duality of good and evil, 21-629 

Behind the confused mixture of good and evil something is working, 35-181 

Divine justice and the idea of moral good and evil – Prayer and propitiation, 23-554 

God is beyond good and evil – Man must transcend good and evil, 12-148 

Good and evil – It would seem sometimes as if this distinction hardly existed, 13-338 

Good and evil are things which arrive in the process of the evolution, 12-149 

Good and evil as merely operations of Nature – Evil tends to good, 13-62 

Good is all that helps the individual and the world towards their divine fullness, 23-191 

Good leads us towards a higher nature which is eventually lifted above suffering, 28-

533 

Human beauty is not always the picture of the good, it is sometimes the mask of evil, 

27-703 
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In a higher consciousness these distinctions disappear – Then the infinite good and 

right, 28-423 

It begins with conscious life – The awakening to the values of good and evil, 21-631 

It is the vital mind that makes the distinction of good and evil, 21-631 

Living in the Brahman we too rise beyond good and evil – The welfare of all, 19-203 

Nature accepts wrong and evil – Yet there is in man the sense of good and evil, 21-647 

Not indifference to good and evil for the ordinary life of man, 19-34 

On the spiritual level we transcend even this distinction of good and evil, 23-191 

The absolute good of which both our good and evil have in them elements, 12-148 

The distinction of good and evil – We rise beyond good and evil, 19-217 

The dogma “the greatest good of the greatest number”, 1-36 

The need of a right way – The relative good as a training towards the true Good, 21-

649 

The pretension of doing good can contain ego and desire, as any other personal claim, 

32-343 

The superior spiritual light is beyond good and evil, 21-633 

The universe is not solely a problem of the antinomy of the good and the evil, 13-382 

There could be no problem of an ethical content, any conflict of good and evil, 21-1032 

This system – “Whatever is profitable, is good, whatever is the reverse, is evil”, 1-35 

Whatever helps me to find myself is good, 20-47 

Good 

God – Some great Soul and Self of Truth and Good and Beauty in the world, 25-155 

It is the soul in us which turns always towards Truth, Good and Beauty, 21-632 

Truth, Good and Beauty – That which they represent has to come, 21-934 

good and evil 

Above good and evil – That does not mean doing evil and good impartially, 32-362 

good and evil. 

The animal, before he is corrupted, has not yet eaten of the tree of the knowledge of 

good and evil (59), 12-429 

good thoughts 

One's bad thoughts and good thoughts can have a bad or a good effect on others, 31-

334 

good. 

Call not everything good which men call good (246), 12-457 

In God's providence there is no evil, but only good or its preparation (187), 12-447 

That good is not our ethical virtue which is a relative and erring light in the world, 12-

500 

Our good is to God a lesser imperfection (544), 12-500 

To be beyond good and evil is not to act sin or virtue indifferently, but to arrive at a 

high and universal good (546), 12-500 

Who shall say whether they did good or did evil? But this we can feel, that they acted 

divinely (338), 12-468 

goodwill 

A calm spiritual or psychic goodwill does not bring these reactions, 31-321 

Attitude towards others ‒ Quiet goodwill without any demand or expectation, 31-226 

It is not necessary to have love for everybody just now ‒ A general goodwill, 31-291 
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Two attitudes – Either a quiet equality to all or a general goodwill, 31-312 

goose 

Both the goose and the swan are symbols of the beings in a man, 30-174 

Gopis 

The Gopis are extraordinary by their extremeness of love, 29-493 

gospel 

The gospel of Yoga – The goal to which Hinduism points humanity, 13-28 

gospel. 

This gospel of Vedanta which was given only to the few, must now be offered to all 

mankind for its deliverance (201), 12-449 

Will this gospel succeed any better than the other? (200), 12-449 

Gospels. 

They say that the Gospels are forgeries (42), 12-428 

Gossain 

The Gossain murder – The demonstrations were not an approval of Terrorism, 8-427 

gossip 

(5) If there is gossip about others and harsh criticism, not to join, 31-87 

A gossiping spirit is always an obstacle to one’s progress in sadhana, 35-803 

A gossiping spirit is always an obstacle to sadhana, 31-88 

Gossip, the habit of talk about others – It must cease in the vital itself, 35-804 

In your case the difficulty has been increased by the habit of gossip, 31-88 

Someone who is always gossiping or talking of her fears and difficulties, 31-315 

The habit of gossip and fault-finding with others brings down the consciousness, 31-

352 

The undesirability of too much talk, loose chat and gossip, social self-dispersion, 32-

348 

Truth is far above this false gossip and scandal ‒ Care only for the Divine’s opinion, 

31-89 

government 

Government by panic has never yet been a success, 6-401 

Government 

It is very difficult for Government to provide industries for its people, 1-714 

Matters of public or national concern are held fit for Government assistance, 1-685 

Normally Government action is limited – The main sphere of Government, 1-685 

The assistance which a Government can give in developing the resources, 1-714 

The Government deploying all the powers and instruments of despotism, 6-430 

The methods of the Government have convinced that the Pax Britannica is an illusion, 

6-402 

The possession of the Government by the people – The condition of Indian 

regeneration, 6-1067 

What the Government means to do, is plain enough – What do we mean to do in reply?, 

6-404 

When a Government breaks the Law, the people are absolved from the obligation, 6-

103 

grace 

Grace is more effective than tapasya, 29-172 
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Grace is something spontaneous which wells out from the Divine Consciousness, 29-

473 

The more your faith, sincerity and surrender, the more grace and protection with you, 

32-8 

The touch of grace, divine grace coming directly or through the Guru, 29-195 

This “state of grace” is often prepared by a long tapasya or purification, 29-195 

Trust in the grace of the One and Divine – To rely on it for all that is to come, 30-14 

Grace 

(1) To wait on the Grace and rely on the Divine, 29-171 

A realisation by growth from within, not by the Divine Grace, 29-169 

An absolute sincerity of total surrender – The Divine Grace in charge of the sadhana, 

35-107 

As for withdrawal of Grace – Many are those who withdraw from the Grace, 29-174 

But the supreme Grace will act only in the conditions of the Light and the Truth, 32-3 

But within there is a soul and above there is Grace, 27-462 

For the full Grace to manifest the sadhak must make himself ready, 29-171 

Grace is a fact of spiritual experience – Many have attained by Grace, 29-172 

If you were not open to the Grace, you would not have had these descents or 

experiences, 31-736 

In her embodied physical action is the opportunity of a constant Grace, 32-51 

One commences with a method, but the work is taken up by a Grace from above, 28-

361 

So long as there is complete sincerity, the Divine Grace will be there, 29-53 

So long as there is complete sincerity, the Divine Grace will be there and assist, 32-225 

So many have done Yoga, but not confident of any Divine Grace, 29-473 

The Divine Grace and Power can do everything with the full assent of the sadhak, 29-

171 

The Divine Grace comes in to help and save, 29-167 

The Divine Grace does not select the righteous and reject the sinner, 29-168 

The Divine Grace is a power that is superior to any rule, even to the Cosmic Law, 29-

168 

The Divine Grace is something not calculable, 29-170 

The Divine Grace is something which contradicts the law of the world, 29-167 

The Divine is not bound to show a Grace one does not want at all, 29-175 

The full action of the Grace may wait attending the decisive decision or change, 29-169 

The Grace can at any moment act suddenly – One should never despair, 29-174 

The Grace of the Divine Mother and on your side faith, sincerity and surrender, 32-8 

The Grace works in its own «mysterious» way, 29-170 

The principal thing in the Yoga is to trust in the Divine Grace at every step, 32-166 

The solution is certainly the Divine Grace, 31-649 

There are two possibilities, personal effort and the Divine Grace, 29-83 

There are two powers – An aspiration from below and a Grace from above, 32-3 

There has been really a long unobserved preparation before the Grace intervenes, 29-

173 

Three powers – The Cosmic Law, the Divine Compassion, the Divine Grace, 29-168 

To allow the Divine Grace to work in you, never to oppose it, 29-174 
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Trust firmly in the Divine Grace and the Divine Grace will not fail you, 29-174 

We can call it the Divine Grace, the Self within, the flowering of the inner being, 35-

231 

We describe this «Grace» in that way because we feel a Presence or a Being, 29-169 

Where that is, the Divine Grace whether believed in or not, will intervene, 31-682 

gradations 

Between the overmind and the human mind there are a number of gradations, 28-84 

In all the series of the planes or grades of consciousness there are connecting 

gradations, 28-84 

grades 

There is a stupendous hierarchy of grades of consciousness – The evolution, 12-249 

Graeco-Roman 

Barbarism, the Graeco-Roman civilisation and the modern world, 25-76 

The Graeco-Roman culture – An extensive ignorance is a danger, 25-76 

The superstition of the perfect excellence of the Graeco-Roman tradition – A dead 

shell, 1-628 

gramophone 

The gramophone is obviously symbolic of the mechanical mind, 30-187 

grandeur 

I am unaware of any stiff majesty or pompous grandeur at darshan, 35-51 

grandeur in poetry 

Grandeur and nobility are kindred but not interchangeable terms, 27-174 

graphology 

Why a belief in graphology should be condemned as irrational or superstitious?, 28-389 

grappling with God. 

Until thou canst learn to grapple with God as a wrestler with his comrade, thy soul's 

strength shall always be hid from thee (517), 12-496 

gratefulness 

People who are grateful and cheerful and ready to go step by step march faster, 35-241 

People with a developed psychic element are by nature grateful, 31-250 

gratitude 

The gratitude to the Divine – As the soul opens to the Light and Truth, 32-191 

Gray 

Gray is the typical poet of his age, which, as regards poetry, was an age of transition, 1-

125 

Gray, Collins and Akenside are the chief representatives of the school, 1-136 

The Gray school exhausted itself almost as quickly as the Thomsonian school, 1-140 

Great Britain 

Great Britain as a field of experiment for the heterogeneous federal empire, 25-329 

The evolution of the colonial empire of Great Britain – Not a foregone conclusion, 25-

330 

great man 

A great man – A fountain of steadfastness, unselfish service and courage, 8-90 

great men 

Great men have more energy and the energy comes out in vices as well as virtues, 28-

506 
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If a man rises to a higher plane of consciousness – Not necessarily a greater man, 28-

505 

It is the power in great men that is great and that power comes from the Divine, 28-505 

Many great men even have often very great vices and many of them, 28-506 

Men with great capacities have very often more glaring defects of character, 28-506 

Most great men know perfectly well that they are great, 28-505 

Something in the personality Daivic or Asuric which supports the action, 28-504 

Why should the Divine care about the vices of great men?, 28-506 

great war 

That is what the great war signified and was in its real origin, 25-238 

greatness 

«Greatness» is not the object of spiritual realisation, 28-505 

All greatness is the Vibhuti of the Divine, says the Gita, 28-504 

By greatness is meant an exceptional capacity which makes a man eminent, 28-504 

Each one can be truly great – He feels and opens to the source of all greatness, the 

Divine, 28-505 

If greatness is not appreciated by men, the world will become tamasic, 28-504 

In our Yoga we do not strive after greatness, 28-498 

It is not for personal greatness that I am seeking to bring down the supermind, 35-281 

Kali, the Power of the Divine Spirit – Great men, the instruments of the Power, 13-32 

Man's greatness is not in what he is but in what he makes possible, 12-160 

Outer greatness is not the aim of Yoga, 28-504 

That is no reason why one should not recognise the part played by greatness, 28-504 

That kind of greatness. scientific, literary, political, has nothing to do with the psychic, 

28-504 

The greatest men of action were believers in Fate or in a divine Will, 13-160 

The greatness of individuals is the greatness of the eternal Energy within, 13-32 

There is no need of being great to do yoga, 28-505 

greatness in poetry 

There is a greatness or sublimity that is epic – Another is more of a romantic type, 27-

370 

greatness. 

For thyself it is greater to be a good shoemaker than a luxurious and incompetent king 

(328), 12-466 

Greece 

An ancient Greek was much nearer to the Indian mind, 20-106 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

The question between Greece and Turkey will have eventually to be fought out, 8-191 

The Turk a is a soldier and statesman and the Greek is a merchant and intriguer, 8-191 

greed 

For some sex is more difficult to conquer than anger, for some greed, 31-271 

Greed for wealth and money-making, greed for food or any other greed, 29-250 

The rajasic ego and the threefold doors of Hell – Desire, wrath and greed, 19-474 

greed for food 

Greed for food has to be overcome, but it has not to be given too much thought, 31-422 
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It is pressed on all that the greed of the palate has to be conquered, 31-435 

Not to eat as the method of getting rid of the greed of food is the ascetic way, 31-422 

The greed of food, the desire of the palate are very strong in a great many of the 

sadhaks, 31-423 

The vital is insatiable – It is the body that is the only check for most people, 31-424 

This does not necessarily kill the greed for food, 31-422 

What is to be got rid of is vital desire and attachment, the greed of food, 31-424 

Greek 

First – The filtering of Egyptian, Chaldean and Indian wisdom through the Greek, 13-

141 

Greek must certainly have belonged to the Latin-Celtic group in this, 1-608 

I began Greek at Saint Paul’s, London, 36-26 

The common origin of Greek and Sanskrit is apparent – Not common ethnic origin, 1-

611 

The difference between the  Greek and Hindu temperaments, 36-128 

The power of the Greek language to make compounds – The Sanskrit compound, 1-610 

Greek aesthetics 

The Greek sense of symmetry and finite beauty is in conflict with the spirit of 

Hinduism, 36-125 

Greek Aphrodite 

A comparison between a feminine Indian figure and a Greek Aphrodite, 20-262 

Greek drama 

The three unities of the Greek drama – One place, one time, one developing action, 27-

469 

Greek literature 

Three European nations – The ancient Greeks, the modern English and French, 1-147 

Greek mind 

The ancient Greek mind was philosophic, aesthetic and political, 25-125 

Greek poetry 

Greek poetry – The inspired reason and the aesthetic sense, 26-50 

Greek sculpture 

The spirit of this greatness – At opposite pole of Hellenic creation in stone, 20-288 

Greeks 

The Greeks – Beauty was the only law of morality which governed their civilization, 

17-219 

The Greeks sought to use the forms of Nature as they saw and observed them, 1-577 

Greeks. 

I find in Shakespeare a far greater & more consistent universalist than the Greeks 

(146), 12-440 

The Greeks sought universality by omitting all finer individual touches (147), 12-440 

green 

Gold = the Truth, Yellow = the mind, Green = the vital energy, 30-186 

Green has much to do with the vital, 30-130 

Green is the colour of the emotional vital, 30-140 

The green light is that of a dynamic vital energy (of work), 35-518 

This green is very usually associated with Life, 30-122 
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green light 

Green is a vital energy of work and action, 30-132 

Green is the higher light in the vital, especially the emotional vital, 30-132 

Green light can signify various things according to the context, 30-132 

The green light is a vital force, a dynamic force of the emotional vital, 30-132 

grief 

For the soul in its ascendance, grief and suffering should be only an incident, 31-196 

Grief and sorrow ‒ Things that rise from the subconscient, 31-607 

Grief too long continued does not help but delays the journey of the departed soul, 28-

528 

If the vital also is transformed, even on the surface grief becomes impossible, 29-424 

In a certain sense grief and pain may be said to be universal forces, 30-287 

That which strikes us most is grief & pain, and the inertia of unconscious Matter, 12-85 

The meaning of the knots – Death, weakness, pain and grief, restlessness, limitations, 

13-205 

The mental realisation of the one self does not bring the ending of grief, 29-424 

To bear quietly and in silence does help to release from the reaction of grief, 31-560 

When the grief comes, you must dissociate yourself from it and reject it, 31-608 

grief. 

The force of soul in thee meeting the same force from outside cannot harmonise the 

measures of the contact (138), 12-439 

The joy of the grief (480), 12-490 

When men see one who is too high for grief or joy (36), 12-427 

grimness 

About grimness and sternness – I am not demonstrative or expansive in public, 35-48 

Nothing in me grim, stern, ferocious or even marble, 35-50 

gross body 

His gross body – The material or food sheath and the nervous system or vital vehicle, 

23-10 

In man also as in the larger Cosmos – A causal body, a subtle body, a gross body, 17-

233 

The aims of Hathayoga – Another equilibrium of the gross body, 23-33 

The gross body is a combination of two sheaths, the vital and the “food” sheath, 23-349 

The gross body is only a small part of the instrumentation, 28-233 

The gross body, doubly composed of the food sheath and the vital vehicle, 23-16 

gross material 

The gross material part too has a consciousness of its own, 28-203 

gross matter 

His vital and physical functions – Consciousness in the Waking State on gross matter, 

17-248 

In the world of gross matter this difference is complete, 18-361 

The basal conception for Mind as conditioned by gross matter is Dualistic, 18-361 

gross physical 

By the gross physical is meant the earthly and bodily physical, 28-210 

The case of the gross physical object and its subtle counterpart, 28-402 
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When the Waking-State is evolved that matter concentrates into that gross physical, 17-

233 

group 

The group itself cannot develop unless it has an organisation, 6-363 

The group self has no true right to regard the individual as only a cell of its body, 25-67 

The growth of the individual and of the group – Each helps to fulfil the other, 25-60 

The nation or group – The development of its activities and capacities, 6-363 

There must be nothing left which conflicts our self-identification with the group, 23-

211 

group movement 

The Mother does not think that a group movement of that kind could be effective, 35-

818 

group-law 

All existence proceeds by mutual action and reaction – The group-law, 23-193 

group-soul 

A society develops a group-soul – But no discoverable common reason and will, 25-

210 

Historic instances of a distinct group-soul constituting for itself an organised body, 25-

307 

The group-soul – A more difficult problem, aloofness being no longer possible, 20-50 

The group-soul is much more complex – A greater crudeness and objectiveness, 25-35 

The nation or society is a soul rather than has one. It is a group-soul, 25-35 

Yet in this oneness there is a communal variation – A group-soul, a group karma, 13-

362 

group-souls 

Politics – The peoples as group-souls meant to grow according to their own nature, 25-

257 

growing taller 

It is rather difficult to grow taller when once the period of growth is over, 31-590 

guerrilla 

A guerrilla warfare accompanied by general resistance and revolt might be effective, 

36-47 

guidance 

A sure guidance and protection will be present throughout, 23-180 

A surrender without reserve or question to the guidance of the helper, 29-202 

All intimate guidance must necessarily in the spiritual life be personal, 36-383 

But with each person the guidance works differently according to his nature, 29-177 

Even this should be done with care, following a higher guidance, 31-613 

Guidance in Yoga by correspondence and without personal contact is hampered, 36-

388 

Guidance on the path chosen, 29-236 

Here the choice is still open – The very mixed guidance or the true guidance, 30-302 

I could not accede to your request to me to substitute my guidance for the Mother’s, 

36-392 

I have never been in the habit of insisting that everybody must think as I do, 35-438 

If you have no reliance on me as guide, I am drawn back from intervening, 35-438 
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If you have not this, then you have need of constant protection and guidance, 36-371 

It can also be followed even when one feels no light and no guidance, 31-685 

It is not the right method for us to interfere and lecture in the spiritual change, 35-439 

It is only myself and the Mother who can guide or advise you, 30-112 

It is safer to have some sure guidance from those who know, 30-95 

It is the same thing with the guidance of the world-movement, 29-178 

It was by your personal efforts without guidance that you got into difficulties, 29-316 

One is to offer all the activities to the Divine and call for the inner guidance, 29-7 

One may go astray in it, follow false voices and mendacious guidance, 30-297 

Open more the psychic being to the direct guidance of the Mother’s light and power, 

32-228 

Other Forces can imitate the Form or counterfeit the voice and the guidance, 28-136 

Put your faith in the Guru and the guidance and rely on the Ishwara, 31-206 

Sri Aurobindo does not usually care to intervene in the sadhana of others, 35-555 

Sri Aurobindo gives spiritual guidance only to those accepted into his own path of 

Yoga, 35-528 

The belief in the guidance of God is also justified by spiritual experience, 28-423 

The essence of surrender is to accept whole-heartedly the influence and the guidance, 

32-143 

The guidance can become evident only if we go behind appearances, 29-176 

The guidance is in this difficult endeavour imperative and indispensable, 30-330, 32-

214 

The guidance of the divine Self, the Ishwara, the Purushottama, 23-759 

The habit of doing Yoga without caring for the guidance of the Guru, 30-42 

The outer guidance is meant only as an aid to the inner working, 35-446 

The rest is a matter of obedience to the guidance when it makes itself manifest, 29-71 

The sadhak has to be very careful, for he may easily mistake the guiding within, 29-198 

The safest way is to follow the guidance, 31-810 

The sense of calm and light and divine guidance can never be an illusion, 28-350 

The surrender is not sure, there is no absolute certitude of the guidance, 23-138 

The third safeguard is to follow implicitly the instructions of the spiritual guides, 36-

393 

The vital consciousness is full of false formations and many confusions, 30-207 

There is a guidance and nothing is in vain in this universe, 29-176 

These workers must breathe the strength of the spirit – From the spiritual guides, 6-940 

To follow scrupulously a strict guidance or have the psychic being prominent, 30-299 

To guide internally is a million times easier than to guide externally, 35-447 

Two kinds of help – The invisible help and that which a spiritual guide gives, 35-439 

We need an institution under the guidance of highly spiritual men, 6-939 

Whatever guidance there is must be given under these conditions, 29-176 

When the soul is in front, one gets the right guidance from within, 30-41 

Write regularly, fully and frankly everything – For a complete help and guidance, 36-

308 

Guidance 

Once he has the ideal of the direct surrender, he has to find the direct Guidance, 29-238 

The Divine Guidance works best when the psychic is open and in front, 29-316, 32-297 
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guide 

If you do not follow the rules laid down by the spiritual guide, 29-191 

It is better to wait and seek for a guide, 29-464 

No effort should be made to force the pace unless you have a guide, 29-463 

No one has the right to impose himself as a religious or spiritual guide on others, 32-

109 

Three conditions for a disciple for profiting fully from his relation to a spiritual guide, 

29-190 

Guide 

A strict obedience to the wise and intuitive leading of a Guide is also normal, 21-941 

The recognition of this inner Guide – The conception of him must necessarily vary, 23-

62 

The rest depends on personal effort and experience and upon the power of the Guide, 

23-58 

The Siddhi of this path of Karma – Awareness of the Guide and the guidance, 29-235 

The supreme Guide and Teacher is the inner Guide, the World-Teacher within us, 23-

61 

This inner Guide is often veiled at first – The recognition of the divine leading, 23-62 

When the Divine is accepted as the Guide, He is accepted as the Guru, 29-192 

You are simply asked to follow the Leader and Guide with the Divine help, 35-423 

Gujarat 

The West also preserves its tradition – Punjab, Gujarat & Sindh, the Mahrattas, 1-154 

Gujarati 

I learned Gujarati – I am picking up Hindi now, 35-16 

Gujerat 

The importance of winning Gujerat to the Nationalist cause is great, 6-797 

guna 

Whatever guna predominates in the action, to be free is the condition of the liberated 

man, 28-48 

gunas 

A liberating development of the soul beyond the gounas through works, 19-507 

A man subject to the action of the gunas – The standard which he obeys is the dharma, 

19-22 

A radically different movement – To draw us back and lift us above the gunas, 23-238 

A seeming contradiction – The gunas are working in every natural existence, 19-463 

According as one or other of the modes usually dominates – The dominant guna, 23-

235 

All the three gunas have to be transcended, 23-687 

An escape from the action of the two inferior gunas is indispensable, 23-236 

As the transformation increases, the gunas change more and more, 28-48 

Each of the three gunas has its divine counterpart in the higher nature, 28-50 

If the gunas are quiescent, then Prakriti ceases to act, 28-47 

In the lower nature the dualities are the inevitable effect of the play of the gunas, 23-

689 

Man in the ignorance is bewildered by the ego-sense, enslaved by the gunas, 19-231 
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Nature and the effect of the three qualitative modes of Nature – Gunas or qualities, 19-

425 

Prakriti and Nature are the same thing – The gunas are modes or processes of Nature, 

28-46 

Prakriti is the interplay of three fundamental modes, three qualities, gunas, 19-252 

The compelling rule of the three gunas, 19-544 

The Gita has now to indicate more precisely what are these modes, these gunas, 19-425 

The gunas and the dualities – The quiescent and the kinetic bliss, 23-682 

The gunas apply at the other end in the same way to the things of the mind and spirit, 

19-485 

The gunas are an action of the Force, they are in the Force itself, 28-46 

The Jiva, the inferior Prakriti and the separative ego – The three gunas, 19-372 

The leverage for the transformation of the gunas – The full development of sattwa, 19-

468 

The Mother’s Force that works – The gunas are there and not quiescent, 32-226 

The nature of the action of these gunas in the unattached liberated yogi, 28-45 

The possibility of action without the subjection of the soul to the gunas, 19-467 

The Prakriti can be psychicised and spiritualised and the gunas yet remain, 28-48 

The real power is a divine spiritual Will – The sources of the gunas in their purity, 19-

464 

The reason is our attachment to the gunas and to the result of their workings, 19-431 

The solution has to be found by an ascent above this nature of the gunas to the Self, 19-

264 

The swabhava which leads you to work is determined by the three gunas, 8-50 

The three gunas – The external action of Force and the psychological side, 19-426 

The three gunas become purified and refined and changed into their divine equivalents, 

28-47 

The three sides of Nature represented by the three gunas, 28-42 

The transformation of the gunas is necessary for the perfection of the nature, 28-48 

The way of the soul to that which is beyond the three gunas, 19-193 

The working of the gunas in the scale of Nature from the bottom to the top, 19-219 

There can be an action of the gunas without ego and desire, 28-45 

There must be either an emptiness of the gunas or a superiority to the gunas, 23-684 

These master-knots – Desire, ego, the dualities and the three gunas of Nature, 23-675 

Transcendence of the three gunas is a state of liberation in which one is not affected, 

28-47 

We must rise high above the three gunas to the supreme Self – Through the sattwa, 19-

223 

What the three gunas stand for are three essential powers of the Divine, 23-689 

guṇas 

Each of the guṇas working on the ahańkāra has its particular danger for the sadhak, 13-

84 

Prakriti is constituted of three guṇas or essential modes of energy, 19-71 

guru 

A guru inferior in spiritual capacity, carrying in him many human imperfections, 29-

199 
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A true guru and a disciple sincere and faithful and having the right attitude, 29-199 

Anyone who is a guru at all ought to be patient, 31-685 

If there is nothing at all spiritual in him, he is not a guru, only a pseudo, 29-199 

The identification of the guru with the Divine is a common rule, 29-489 

The seers insist on the approach through the guru, 29-489 

Guru 

1st – He must accept him entirely and him alone, 29-190 

2nd – He must accept the indications given by the Guru and follow them, 29-190 

3rd – He must make himself open and receptive to the Guru, 29-190 

A competent Guru – One who had himself practised this opening, 29-463 

A man who sets out to be a Yogi or Guru and has no spiritual consciousness – False, 

35-483 

A mistake when he took up Yoga without a Guru, 30-303 

A word from the past or the more powerful word of the living Guru, 23-54 

About the limitation of the power of the Guru to that of a teacher, 29-200 

Blame, criticism and attack on the Guru was considered reprehensible, 28-337 

Discretion about the instructions of the Guru and one's own experiences is advisable, 

28-576 

Faith in the Guru even when he uses methods that your intellect cannot grasp, 28-345 

Fidelity to the Guru is demanded of every disciple, 29-194 

I was obliged to become a Guru and preach the Guruvada, 35-398 

If it were so, there would be no need of a Guru, 31-249 

If you have not had even a glimpse of the Truth from any spiritual man – Your fault, 

35-539 

In surrendering to the Guru, it is to the Divine in him that one surrenders, 35-396 

In this process it is most important to rely on the guidance of the Guru, 30-329 

In this process of the descent from above – To rely on the guidance of the Guru, 32-213 

It does not follow that the disciple does well if he leaves the Guru meant for him, 29-

194 

It is not usual to use the word Guru in the supramental yoga – The Divine himself, 29-

192, 35-395 

Once a Guru is chosen, nothing must be concealed from him, 28-576 

One has to follow a Guru who has the knowledge and knows the way, 29-192 

Put your faith in the Guru and the guidance and rely on the Ishwara, 31-206 

Surrender to the Divine and surrender to the Guru are not two different things, 29-193 

Surrender to the Divine in form, as the Guru, is more dynamic, 35-396 

Surrender to the Guru – A chance for the surpassing of ego, 29-193 

That was why an unfailing obedience to the directions of the Guru was demanded, 31-

692 

The “baby cat” people – A surrender to the Guru or the Divine, 29-196 

The “baby monkey” – The grace of the Guru, according to the nature of the sadhak, 29-

196 

The faculty to see or hear the Devata – The necessity of a Guru in such cases, 35-170 

The Guru deals with each disciple in a different way and does not keep one law for all, 

32-351 
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The Guru is supposed to live in the divine consciousness, to have attained union, 35-

399 

The Guru is the channel or the representative or the manifestation of the Divine, 35-242 

The Guru may sometimes be the Incarnation or World-Teacher, 23-66 

The Guru must deal with each disciple according to his separate nature, 35-678 

The Guru should be accepted in all ways, transcendent, impersonal, personal, 29-190 

The habit of doing Yoga without caring for the guidance of the Guru, 30-42 

The help of the Guru has always been relied upon as an indispensable aid, 29-200 

The Hindu discipline of spirituality and the Ishta Devata, the Avatar and the Guru, 23-

65 

The human defects of the Guru do not matter when there is the psychic opening, 29-

201 

The knowledge given by the Guru is in the nature of experience, 29-197 

The man who gives only mental knowledge is not a Guru but only a teacher, 29-198 

The Master – In the difficult stages his control and his presence are indispensable, 36-

549 

The mediation of the Guru is almost indispensable, 29-197 

The mental idea about a Guru cannot take the place of the actual living influence, 30-

303 

The necessity of the Guru in such cases is to see that it is the right experience, 30-104 

The need of a living example, a present instruction – The Guru, 23-66 

The relation between Guru and disciple in Indian yoga, 29-190 

The relation of Guru and disciple is only one of many relations with the Divine, 29-

192, 35-395 

The right thing for a seeker is to find the Guru destined for him, 35-540 

The three instruments of the Guru – Teaching, example, influence, 23-66 

The touch of grace, divine grace coming directly or through the Guru, 29-195 

This Yoga needs the help of the Guru and cannot be done without it, 35-397 

To every disciple the Guru is the Divine, but in a special sense – Not Avatarhood, 35-

399 

To follow without the aid of the Guru is quite impossible, 30-302 

To take disciples means to take upon yourself the difficulties of the disciples, 29-197 

What the Guru can do for the sadhak depends upon the latter’s receptivity, 29-191 

When one has the call for the Guru, the Guru sooner or later comes, 29-463 

When the Divine is accepted as the Guide, He is accepted as the Guru, 29-192 

Guruhood 

He does not arrogate to himself Guruhood in a humanly vain and self-exalting spirit, 

23-67 

Gurus 

All true Gurus are the same, the one Guru, because all are the one Divine, 29-194 

Finally, order was secured by the succession of Gurus or spiritual teachers, 20-189 

Guruvada 

Up to now no liberated man has objected to the Guruvada, 29-192 

habit 

Aspiration will bring you to the point where the habit breaks and you are free, 31-406 

By something enlarging and uplifting it can get out of its rut of habit, 31-405 
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Character is nothing but habit, and habit is nothing but an operation of memory, 17-289 

Even the habit of hunger and thirst, of disease, strain, fatigue, incapacity, 23-346 

Eventually the previous habit will cease or change in the direction indicated, 23-346 

In the physical, habit, memory, mechanical response have an immense power of 

survival, 31-405 

The habit in the physical is obstinate and seems unchangeable, 31-404 

The physical consciousness – The idea that the habit of things cannot be altered, 31-

404 

The response of the physical mind or vital to these forces is a habit, 31-404 

habits 

Habits are difficult to overcome, 31-405 

The difficulty in giving up habits is common to the physical mind in all people, 30-370 

The habits of the physical or the vital-physical nature – The most difficult, 31-86 

The remnant of the old habits of intellectual thought and mental will, 36-291 

The small habits of the lower vital being, 31-256 

The vital in the physical easily slips back to its old small habits if it gets a chance, 31-

257 

These habits of the physical vital are almost automatic in their action, 31-256 

habitual mentality 

The action which corresponds in the supermind to that of the habitual mentality, 23-847 

habitual movements 

Habitual movements, which show their true nature, 31-148 

habitual thought mind 

The habitual thought mind – The mentality of the average man, 23-842 

half-measures 

The futility of half-measures to secure real and substantial rights for the people, 6-139 

Half-truths 

“Half-truths are the greatest enemies of whole truths”, 1-523 

hallucination 

A change of mental and physical state is not a hallucination or self-deception, 23-347 

Certain analogies are brought forward, especially of dream and hallucination, 21-436 

The analogy of hallucination – Hardly more helpful than the dream analogy, 21-445 

Two kinds of common hallucination – The world being such an imposition, 21-445 

Vision and hallucination are not the same thing, 30-95 

hallucination. 

A subjective or a psychical experience which corresponds to no objective or no 

physical reality, 12-424 

The man laughed and said, “These are obviously hallucinations” (151), 12-441 

The reflection in the mind & senses of that which is beyond our ordinary mental & 

sensory perceptions (16), 12-425 

The term of Science for those irregular glimpses we still have of truths shut out from us 

(15), 12-424 

halt 

A period of apparent halt is not necessarily an adverse thing, 31-779 

Hamlet 

Hamlet like many intellectuals sees too many sides, 27-375 
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hand 

Imitation by the hand ensures accuracy of observation – One of the uses of drawing, 1-

403 

In addition, assistance by the organs of action – The hand, for instance, the speech, 1-

387 

The hand should be capable of coming to the help of the eye to ensure accuracy, 1-403 

Hansa 

The golden Hansa is the soul living in the Truth, 30-175 

The Hansa is a symbol of the soul or the self, 30-175 

The Hansa is the symbol of the being, 30-174 

Hanuman 

Hanuman = complete bhakti, 30-157 

Hanuman is a symbol of Shakti and devotion, 30-158 

Hanuman stands for Bhakti, 30-157 

happenings 

All happenings as the steps and formulations of the divine Will, 23-727 

All that happens is for the best is true only if we see with the cosmic view, 31-626 

All that is happening has somehow to happen and God knows what is best for you, 31-

195 

It is not true if it means that only things happen which are fortunate, 31-626 

So too in all happenings we have to come to see the dealings with us, 23-602 

The happenings of the world – Only a subordinate and instrumental meaning, 19-181 

Until one has learned one's lesson things go on happening, 31-626 

Whatever happens here has already been prepared or foreshadowed in the vital, 31-384 

happiness 

“Our individual sense of what conduces to happiness as a basis of morality”, 1-39 

“What conduces to happiness valued as profitable”, 1-38 

A mistake to think that all men seek after happiness, 28-194 

Happiness comes from the soul’s satisfaction, not from the vital’s or the body’h, 32-

496 

Happiness in the ordinary sense is a sunlit state of the vital, 31-175 

Happiness is more quiet in its nature than joy and delight, 29-157 

Happiness ought not to be a status of self-satisfaction or inertia, 31-175 

It is the physical vital that seeks after happiness, 28-194 

Most people do things because they have to, not out of the happiness they find, 29-251 

Power can give anything else, but not happiness, 28-194 

So also the mind as well as the larger vital is not bound by the pursuit of happiness, 28-

194 

The bigger vital is ready to sacrifice happiness in order to satisfy its passions, 28-194 

The fear of being happy, the suggestion of incapacity or unfitness, 31-180 

The nature of happiness is just as disputable as the nature of profit, 1-38 

The universal pursuit of happiness – Various kinds according to the guna, 19-505 

harangues 

Harangues and exhortations touch only the surface of the mind, 31-94 

Hari 

The Vaishnava theory that if you only repeat the name of Hari it is enough, 29-465 
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Harin 

Four here whose work seemed a possibility – Dilip Kumar Roy, Arjava, Amal, Harin, 

27-454 

Harin – Visions or experiences he had were poured into him by the Mother, 27-476 

Harin has the eye of one who can see in the occult sense, 27-470 

Harin varies and most often writes from several planes at a time, 27-476 

Harin’s poetry – The poetic quality of his work appears to me undeniable, 27-470 

Harindranath 

Harindranath has an unfailing sense of beauty and rhythm (or had before), 27-446 

harmony 

"The three elements of beauty in a human face – “Not absolutely perfect harmony”, 1-

27 

“Harmony as its general effect and proportion as the ulterior cause of the harmony”, 1-

58 

“Human life in Nature jars with the grand idea underlying her harmony”, 1-32 

“The human will, prompted by False Reason, has marred the universal harmony”, 1-32 

“The human will, prompted by Right Reason, may mend the harmony he has marred”, 

1-32 

“The perfect blending of parts” –“ Its entire effect is harmony”, 1-28 

“This harmony runs through the warp and woof of Nature” – “One and universal”, 1-28 

“We described beauty as harmony in effect and proportion in detail”, 1-44 

“We will take some form of harmony and inquire how regularity enters into it”, 1-46 

A constant method of Nature to reconcile two elements of a harmony, 25-290 

A dominant principle of harmony would impose itself on the life of the Ignorance, 21-

1004 

A life of unity, mutuality and harmony born of a deeper and wider truth, 21-1092 

A new perfected collective life – Unity, mutuality and harmony, 21-1070 

A principle of greater unity, harmony and light would emerge everywhere, 28-283 

All problems of existence are essentially problems of harmony, 21-4 

As we arise above mind to the supermind – Harmony and unity, 23-830 

Beauty – “Calling the general effect harmony and the ulterior cause proportion”, 1-26 

But the material universe is a harmony in evolution in progress, 30-282 

Essentially, all Nature seeks a harmony, 21-4 

Freedom and harmony are the two conditions, 25-66 

Harmony cannot be brought about by external organisation only, 32-446 

Harmony of mind, life, body, of knowledge, will and emotion, of all members, 21-229 

Harmony, goodwill, forbearance, equanimity are necessary ideals, 31-347 

If each man knows his place and keeps to it, the harmony is possible, 6-974 

Inner harmony there must be or else there will always be clash and disorder, 32-446 

It is only through the psychic and in a psychic atmosphere that harmony can come, 35-

816 

It is quite possible that there have been periods of harmony on different levels, 28-273 

It makes all the rest possible – The descent of a power that can bring harmony, 28-263 

Man has to contrive continually some harmony between the elements of his being, 25-

117 

No longer an evolution through strife – Harmonious from stage to stage, 21-1050 
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Only the Supermind can establish in the outer existence the harmony of the Spirit, 21-

244 

Only the supramental would be able to establish some perfect harmony and rhythm, 28-

142 

Overmind has made the Ignorance inevitable – The harmony we strive for, 21-300 

Real harmony can come only from a psychic or a spiritual basis, 31-311 

Supermind would create a harmonic unity with the still surviving mental world, 21-

1006 

The aim should be in yoga to harmonise all the rest under a strong central being, 28-80 

The foundation of the perfect unity, mutuality, harmony – The increase of power, 21-

1073 

The harmony of the lower consciousness is a harmony of discords, 30-283 

The harmony would be there as a spontaneous expression of the unity, 21-1077 

The law of harmony, the law of unity in diversity and of diversity working out unity, 

21-1050 

The perfect harmony can come only when there is the supramental fulfilment, 28-81 

The progress towards harmony accomplishes itself by a strife of forces, 25-290 

The relations with the world – A principle of harmony, peace, joy and unity, 21-230 

The supramental – Harmony between spirit status and world dynamism, 21-242 

This psychic feeling creates happiness and harmony, 32-463 

To create the same harmony from outside by exterior means is not so easy, 31-323 

Unity, harmony, mutuality – The law of the supreme and universal Truth of things, 21-

1035 

When all is in agreement with one Truth or an expression of it, that is harmony, 29-278 

Harmony 

Harmony can only exist if all accept the will of the Mother, 35-756 

Wisdom, Strength, Harmony, Perfection – Their several attributes, 35-114 

haste 

In the mind there is always a certain haste to seize quickly at the highest Truth, 31-23 

haste. 

Why then this haste and clamour and impatience? (312), 12-464 

Hathayoga 

But the practice of unmixed Hathayoga generates a colossal egoism, 1-506 

Hathayoga attains large results, but at an exorbitant price and to very little purpose, 23-

35 

Hathayoga selects the body and the vital functionings, 23-33 

In Hathayoga – The body and life, 23-609 

Man fulfilling himself in the body is given Hathayoga as his means, 1-507 

The aims of Hathayoga – Another equilibrium of the gross body, 23-33 

The chief processes of Hathayoga – āsanas and prāṇāyāma, 23-34 

The connection between the body and the soul – The aim of the Hathayogin, 23-529 

The Hathayogic method is to bring an immense vital force into the body, 28-306 

The higher use of Hathayoga depends more intimately on Pranayama, 23-534 

The importance of Samadhi in the systems of Rajayoga and Hathayoga, 23-528 

The modern Hathayoga is mixed with the Rajayoga, 1-506 
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The modern Hathayogin often falls a prey to egoism but he knows he has to transcend 

it, 1-506 

The Pranayam of the Hathayoga does not lead to purity, but to force and intensity, 1-

509 

The pure Hathayoga is the means of the fulfilment through the body, 1-504 

When he rises above the body, he abandons Hathayoga and rises to the Rajayoga, 1-

507 

Hathayoga practices 

We do not include Hathayoga practices in this sadhana, 30-467 

Hathayogins 

Besides these two great practices the Hathayogins have numerous others, 1-506 

The Hathayogins are able to leave the body in Samadhi, 1-506 

hatred 

Already hatred is giving place to the clear conception of love for the Mother, 6-1120 

Boycott is not an expression of political hatred but a means of self-defence, 6-838 

But to see God in the world is to fear nothing, is to hate and loathe nothing, 19-245 

Hatred injures both parties, 31-346 

He can have no wrath or hatred – But a universal friendliness and compassion, 19-183 

If hatred is demoralising, it is also stimulating – In the inevitable course of human 

nature, 6-1119 

Jealousy and hatred rampant among the sadhaks, 35-740 

One should be able to see the faults of others without hatred, 31-346 

Our ideal of Swaraj involves no hatred of any other nation nor of the administration, 8-

152 

Sedition – The offence is that of exciting contempt and hatred against the Government, 

6-328 

Sri Aurobindo never based his case for freedom on racial hatred or charges of tyranny, 

36-81 

Sri Aurobindo never had any hatred for England or the English people, 36-81 

That the Nationalist movement in India is a pure outcome of racial hatred, 6-634 

The boycott is not an act of hate. It is an act of self-defence, 6-1118 

The differences should not generate hatred, if it can be avoided, 6-321 

We should love our country, they say, but should not allow that love to generate hatred, 

6-626 

hatred. 

Hate not the oppressor (217), 12-454 

Hatred is a sword of power, but its edge is always double (218), 12-454 

Hatred is the only criminality (114), 12-436 

Hatred is the sign of a secret attraction that is eager to flee from itself (113), 12-436 

Men slay out of uncontrollable anger, hatred or vengeance (229), 12-455 

haunted house 

The explanation of such phenomena as the haunted house, 28-570 

hauntings 

Hauntings, for example, are in India fairly common – An instance of imagination, 18-

389 

haya 
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Haya – A swift, free & joyous, bounding motion, fit for the bearer of the gods, 18-286 

Haya 

He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to the Gandharvas, Aswa to men, 

18-283 

head 

(3) To concentrate in the quiet mind and (in the head) open oneself, 29-45 

Above the head extends the higher consciousness centre, sahasradala padma, 28-235 

Another above the head (higher consciousness, 28-231 

At such times one often feels as if there were no head and no body, 30-421 

At the top above the head are planes of the higher consciousness, 28-128 

Below from the crown of the head to the throat are the layers of the mind, 28-128 

Chest and head rising higher are sensations of the subtle body, 30-431 

Concentrate in the heart as well as in the head, 30-242 

Concentrate preferably in the heart – One can also in the head or between the 

eyebrows, 32-217 

Concentrating sometimes in the heart and sometimes above the head, 29-309 

Il will be best to concentrate at will in the heart-region and at the crown of the head, 

31-123 

In the head – A preparation for the rising of the consciousness to the centre above, 29-7 

It descends usually first into the head and liberates the inner mind centres,, 32-204 

One at the top of the head communicating with the higher consciousness, 28-128 

One can concentrate also in the head or between the eyebrows, 29-107 

Or else the head or the body is only a circumstance, 30-421 

Pain in the head and physical strain are due to resistance, 30-483 

Sensations like a biting or pricking in the head often accompany it, 30-471 

That other way is the concentration in the head, in the mental centre, 29-7 

The concentration in the heart and the concentration in the head can both be used, 29-

326, 35-825 

The concentration in this Yoga must be in the head or in the heart-centre, 29-317 

The consciousness has at a certain stage to rise above the head, 29-326 

The feeling in meditation of having no head ‒ No longer imprisoned in the head, 30-

223 

The head and the heart are the usual places where one concentrates, 29-306 

The head becoming very quiet, pure, luminous, universal, 30-10 

The head is the seat of the mind (buddhi), 28-245 

The head opens up first and the heart afterwards, finally all the centres, 30-446 

The heaviness in the head due to the pressure is pleasant and not harmful, 32-534 

The meditation on the lotus at the top of the head, 29-463 

The object of the concentration in the head is to rise to the Divine Consciousness, 29-

325 

The other way is concentration in the heart (or in the head or above the head), 29-106 

The other way, which is the way to knowledge, is the meditation in the head, 29-210 

The power of concentration above the head, 29-307 

The power of concentration above the head ‒ For the liberation, ascent and descent, 30-

415 
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The second opening is effected by a concentration in the head (afterwards, above), 30-

328 

The second opening is effected by a concentration of the consciousness in the head, 32-

205 

The seeming expansion of the head – The joining of the mind with the Self, 30-421 

The sensations in the crown of the head and the upper part of the forehead, 30-483 

The top of the head – The right place for Yogic concentration in reading or thinking, 

29-311 

The top of the head is the summit of the thinking mind, 30-469 

There are two main centres, one in the heart, one in the head, 29-6 

Why the Influence comes down only to the head and as far as the heart, 29-76 

You concentrate in the head in a will, a call for the descent or an opening, 29-308 

head centre 

Changing the head centre for the above-head centre or the above-head wideness, 30-

339 

headache 

Headaches – Not due to the pressure but produced by a resistance, 30-482 

If one pulls down too much force – A headache or giddiness, 31-552 

If there is no difficulty in receiving, there is no headache, 30-483 

If there were no resistance there would be no headache, 30-482 

In the head the working of the Force – Sometimes the impression of a headache, 31-

407 

The headache ‒ Not being accustomed to the pressure, or some resistance, 31-629 

The sense of pressure deepening sometimes into a feeling of headache, 30-482 

The Yogic headaches are of a special kind, 30-483 

There is the psychic sorrow and the head also aches, 30-375 

headaches 

Some constipation, headaches, rheumatic pains ought not to be so difficult to bear, 31-

549 

healing 

The healing by faith in the cells is an actual fact and a law of Nature, 29-100 

health 

A sort of belief in many minds that the practice of Yoga is inimical to the health, 31-

550 

Remain quiet, within, concentrated only on receiving strength and health, 31-562 

The difficulty in the way of health is a certain obscurity in the body consciousness, 35-

328 

The use of a spiritual force for legitimate purposes including the maintenance of health, 

35-497 

There is nothing wrong in taking care of the body in regard to health, 31-557 

To ask for the Divine Force to aid in keeping health or recovering it – A part of 

sadhana, 29-9 

health. 

I understood what a mighty force was the natural health within me (381), 12-474 
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If all remedies were really and in themselves efficacious and all medical theories 

sound, how would that console us for our lost natural health and vitality? (395), 12-

476 

Man was once naturally healthy and could revert to that primal condition if he were 

suffered (399), 12-476 

Medical Science has weakened the natural health of man and multiplied individual 

diseases (386), 12-475 

The most robust and healthy race left on earth were the African savages (392), 12-475 

We ought to use the divine health in us to cure and prevent diseases (393), 12-476 

Hearing 

Two primary faculties of the “truth-conscious” soul are Sight and Hearing, 21-133 

heart 

(1) Fixing the consciousness in the heart and concentrating there, 29-225 

(1) To concentrate in the heart and aspire, 29-45 

(3) An aspiration for the Mother's presence in the heart and the control by her, 29-225 

(4) Heart = (mental-vital) emotional centre with the psychic behind it, 30-468 

A free heart is similarly a heart delivered from the gusts and storms, 23-703 

A Godhead is seated in the heart of every man and is the Lord of Nature, 19-518 

Afterwards the working can go down first to the heart and then still lower r, 28-201 

All between the centre in the throat and the centre in the heart is a joining place, 28-240 

An active concentration in the heart may be safer, 29-317 

An unlimited light of energy, force, puissance harmonised with sweetness of heart, 23-

736 

As in the education of the mind, so in the education of the heart, 1-390 

Awake by your aspiration the psychic fire in the heart that burns steadily, 29-350 

By equality of the heart we get away from the troubled desire-soul on the surface, 23-

704 

Concentrate in the heart as well as in the head, 30-242 

Concentrate in the heart till you constantly feel the Presence there, 29-104 

Concentrate preferably in the heart – One can also in the head or between the 

eyebrows, 32-217 

Concentrating sometimes in the heart and sometimes above the head, 29-309 

Concentration in the heart – Aided if possible by the power and light descending, 29-

311 

Concentration in the heart is not meditation, it is a call on the Divine, 29-226 

Concentration in the heart is the best to “start with”, 29-310 

Follow the heart’s urge till it reaches what it is seeking, 29-495 

Following the heart in its purer impulses, 28-11 

How is rest to be attained? – The heart is the meeting place of God and the Soul, 6-889 

Il will be best to concentrate at will in the heart-region and at the crown of the head, 

31-123 

In meditation you must call on the Mother and concentrate on the call in your heart, 32-

159 

In the heart centre one concentrates in an aspiration, for an opening, 29-308 

In the silent heart and mind, there must be the true attitude, 30-377 
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In the suṣupti, the absence of dreams, the consciousness is in the heart centre or behind 

it, 28-64 

It is necessary first to found the higher consciousness in the mind and heart, 31-9 

It may be better to concentrate in the heart rather than in the mind, 29-310 

One of these forms of activity is the emotional mind, the heart, 23-649 

Preferably in the heart and call the presence and power of the Mother, 29-107 

Stomach, heart and intestine lodge the vital movements, not the physical consciousness, 

28-246 

The citta and the heart – The elements of their perfection, 23-736 

The concentration in the heart and the calling down of the descent are complementary, 

30-386 

The concentration in the heart and the concentration in the head can both be used, 29-

326, 35-825 

The concentration in the heart is the way to get rid of them, 31-404 

The concentration in the heart is very necessary for the full transformation, 30-386 

The concentration in the heart is what brings about the opening of the psychic, 29-310 

The concentration in the higher centres ‒ In the heart may be necessary hereafter, 30-

488 

The concentration in this Yoga must be in the head or in the heart-centre, 29-317 

The devotion of the heart and the increasing activity of the psychic being, 31-643 

The disturbing factors came with the feeling of discomfort in the heart, 29-463 

The Divine is always in the inner heart and does not leave it, 28-102 

The double character – A heart of vital emotion and the true invisible heart, 23-150 

The duality of liking and disliking – The restless heart can be conquered, 23-660 

The first opening is effected by a concentration in the heart, 30-328 

The first opening is effected by a concentration in the heart, a call to the Divine, 32-205 

The first step is the preparation of the moral nature, the discipline of the heart, 1-509 

The head and the heart are the usual places where one concentrates, 29-306 

The head opens up first and the heart afterwards, finally all the centres, 30-446 

The heart centre where is the emotional being with the psychic hidden behind it, 28-

129 

The heart has to be in connection with the psychic and the higher consciousness, 28-

240 

The heart in this Yoga should in fact be the main centre of concentration, 29-350 

The heart is part of the vital – It has to be controlled in the same way as the rest, 28-193 

The heart is the centre of the emotional being and the emotions are vital movements, 

28-193 

The heart is the centre of the emotional being, the highest part of the vital, 28-240 

The heart is the emotional mind and beginning of the higher vital, 28-240 

The heart may be unpurified, but that does not mean that everything in it is impure, 28-

193 

The heart spoken of by the Upanishads – The physical cardiac centre, 29-499 

The heart with its emotions and incalculable movements, 23-149 

The ideas of the intellect and the aspirations of the heart and life, 23-580 

The influence of the higher consciousness down to the heart ‒ Dissolving the knot, 30-

150 
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The inner or secret heart must be understood, not the outer vital-emotional centre, 28-

104 

The lotus of the heart – A flower of light which irradiates the whole being, 23-596 

The movements of the heart in its enjoyment of action, 1-444 

The object of the concentration in the heart is to open the centre there, 29-325 

The other way is concentration in the heart (or in the head or above the head), 29-106 

The power of the concentration in the heart-centre, 29-307 

The psychic is there behind the emotional surface, deep behind the heart-centre, 29-351 

The purification of the heart – Poetry and art are powerful agents towards that end, 1-

445 

The purification of the heart as the essential office of poetry, 1-447 

The real source of knowledge is the Lord in the heart – The inner Veda, 19-92 

The right aspiration and poise of the heart, 31-689 

The seat of the immanent Divine, the hidden Purusha – In the mystic heart, 23-149 

The secret working of the Lord hidden in the heart – The lifting of the veil, 19-153 

The troubles and pleasures are in the heart and mind – These he has to conquer, 1-507 

The two most important – The opening of the heart centre and of the mind centres, 32-

205 

Then into the heart centre and liberates fully the psychic and emotional being, 32-204 

There are two main centres, one in the heart, one in the head, 29-6 

There is one centre for the heart – In front the emotional, behind the psychic, 28-241 

This made you feel the necessity of concentrating in the region of the heart, 31-123 

Through the heart – The touch of the Mother and the working of her Force, 32-196 

To be pursued at the beginning – Union in the heart of the personal being with the 

Divine, 35-133 

To begin with the heart centre, if one can do it, is the more desirable, 29-7 

To concentrate in the heart centre with the offering of oneself to the Divine, 29-6 

To instruct the mind does not necessarily improve the heart, 1-389 

To meditate on the personality of the Mother in the heart is also necessary, 32-65 

To refer our thought and action to the Lord secret in the heart-lotus, 23-805 

Wait on the working of the Mother’s force which will open the lotus of the heart, 32-

478 

When the heart works for itself – Higher than the externally aesthetic developments, 1-

444 

When your heart is turned to the Mother and satisfied with her love –Your heart is 

pure, 29-49 

Whenever the opening of the heart – When the higher consciousness came down, 29-

348 

Why the Influence comes down only to the head and as far as the heart, 29-76 

With the mind and heart prepared, one can deal with the vital, 31-9 

You can meditate on the Mother in the heart and call on her, 32-154 

heart centre 

(4) Commanding the higher emotional being with the psychic deep behind it, 28-230 

(4) The heart centre, twelve petals, golden pink, 28-230 

Another in the chest (emotional vital, heart centre), 28-231 
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If the heart centre is fully opened and the psychic is always in control, all is safe, 32-

214 

The flow of love and joy from the heart centre can be misused, 30-363 

The heart centre – In front the higher vital or emotional being, behind the psychic 

being, 28-230 

The heart centre – The opening enables the psychic influence to work in the vital, 28-

236 

The heart centre of Yoga is in the middle of the chest, 28-241 

The heart centre, hŗtpadma or anāhata, governs the emotional being, 28-230 

The knot in the heart centre prevents the descent into the lower vital and physical 

centres, 30-150 

The psychic being is in the heart centre in the middle of the chest, 30-341 

The surface of the heart centre is the place of the emotional being, 30-341 

There may be a partial opening first of the heart centre, 28-237 

heart. 

God speaks to the heart when the brain cannot understand him (261), 12-459 

If thy heart tell thee, Thus & by such means and at such a time it will happen, believe it 

not (262), 12-459 

When one has the vision in the heart (429), 12-483 

heartbeat 

A strong and rapid heartbeat ‒ A shaking and vibration of the subtle body, 30-193 

heart-centre 

An opening in the heart-centre – The stilling of the physical consciousness in the body, 

35-518 

The heart-centre is the emotional centre, 28-241 

The psychic being is concealed in the depths behind the heart-centre, 28-106 

heartlessness. 

Men have wearied of love and called heartlessness enlightenment and wisdom (288), 

12-462 

heart-lotus 

It is perhaps the safest to open by concentration the heart-lotus first, 30-351 

heat 

A heat is sometimes created in the body by the pressure of a Force of tapas, 31-553 

His mind is not yet ready for the action of a greater Force ‒ Heat is generated, 30-468 

If one can keep a certain quiet in the material body, the heat is easier to bear, 31-591 

Some difficulty, as is very usually the case caused the heat, 30-196 

The heat and thirst may be due to some struggle in the body, 31-380 

The heat felt ‒ A difficulty in the force coming down below the centre between the 

eyes, 30-195 

The heat in the body is due simply to the working that is going on within, 30-371 

The heat is the result of the psychic fire burning away obstacles, 30-370 

The secret of being able to bear heat and cold, 31-573 

The trembling and the heat come from a resistance, 30-438 

When there is a strong dynamic action instead, the feeling may be of heat, 30-462 

heat in the head 

The heat in the head is not fever, 31-47 
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heaven 

Described by the Vedic seers – Beyond the two firmaments of heaven and earth, 23-

465 

Hell and heaven are often imaginary states of the soul, or rather of the vital being, 28-

535 

Pure thought and feeling are his heaven, body and material living are his earth, 15-375 

The almighty Judge, Legislator, King – The Hebraic righteousness, heaven and hell, 

23-563 

The home of the Gods is beyond mind – Man has to break beyond earth and heaven, 

15-375 

They describe the pure mental consciousness as heaven – Swar is the summit, 15-288 

This is the foundation of the Christian system of an eternal heaven and hell, 20-220 

Heaven 

A variation of the old spiritual-material bribe of a Heaven and menace of a hell, 13-265 

Another work of the Ribhus is to restore youth to the aged Parents, Heaven and Earth, 

15-340 

Earth and Heaven and the divine Waters provide the field or shape the material, 15-491 

Heaven and Earth – The general energies of the mental and physical consciousness, 15-

312 

Heaven is the mental consciousness, Earth the physical, 15-340 

Heaven our Father and Earth our Mother, 15-382 

heaven. 

If Hell were possible, it would be the shortest cut to the highest heaven (521), 12-496 

Then hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest the emancipation of the 

Adwaitin (475), 12-490 

When will the world change into the model of heaven? (476), 12-490 

Heaven. 

If God draw me towards Heaven (44), 12-428 

heavens 

It is here that there are situated the lowest heavens and all the hells, 23-453 

The ancients saw the vital heavens as the highest – Most of the religions also, 27-300 

There we find the psychical and mental heavens, 23-455 

heaviness 

A heaviness which gives strength is likely to be the indication of a descent, 30-471 

A pressure of the Force on the Adhar ‒ A feeling of heaviness in the head, 30-470 

Feeling tired and heavy ‒ A passing symptom of the attempt of peace to come down, 

30-485 

Heaviness sometimes comes as a result of the pressure of the Force, 31-47 

This heaviness disappears if the system receives and assimilates the Force, 30-470 

Hebraism 

The opposition between culture and conduct – Hellenism and Hebraism, 25-94 

Hebrew scriptures 

In the old Hebrew scriptures it is declared that God created everything from the first, 

27-73 

hedonistic civilisation 

The prophet of a hedonistic civilisation here seizes on the materials of his work, 1-185 
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hedonistic theory 

The hedonistic theory refers all virtue to the satisfaction of the mind in good, 25-149 

heightening 

To heighten the force of consciousness is not all the thing to be done, 21-755 

hell 

A variation of the old spiritual-material bribe of a Heaven and menace of a hell, 13-265 

Hell and heaven are often imaginary states of the soul, or rather of the vital being, 28-

535 

That is a superstition that people have to live in hell due to their bad actions, 28-531 

The almighty Judge, Legislator, King – The Hebraic righteousness, heaven and hell, 

23-563 

This is the foundation of the Christian system of an eternal heaven and hell, 20-220 

What is meant by hell is a painful passage through some vital world or lingering there, 

28-535 

Hell 

“Hell was a memory in the self of the moral endlessness of those torments”, 1-488 

“I can understand why the Christians believed Hell to be eternal”, 1-488 

The rajasic ego and the threefold doors of Hell – Desire, wrath and greed, 19-474 

Hell. 

I have sometimes thought there is a Hell where our souls suffer aeons of intolerable 

ecstasy (474), 12-489 

If God assigns to me my place in Hell (43), 12-428 

If Hell were possible, it would be the shortest cut to the highest heaven (521), 12-496 

If there were an unending Hell, it could only be a seat of unending rapture (473), 12-

489 

Hellenic ideal 

Neither the Hellenic ideal nor the modern ideal can be the final goal, 25-124 

The Hellenic ideal – An idealising imitation of external Nature, 20-288 

Hellenism 

The opposition between culture and conduct – Hellenism and Hebraism, 25-94 

hells 

It is here that there are situated the lowest heavens and all the hells, 23-453 

help 

3. Call for help, for light and power from the Divine, 31-114 

A calm strength and quiet courage, founded on confidence in the help, 31-699 

A radical help can only come from within through the action of the Divine Force, 35-

707 

About the possibility of help – A doubt arising from the vital and physical mind, 32-

122 

Accept too the help we can give you, not shutting yourself against it, 31-652 

All I can do is to send you the Force that if received would help you to change, 35-440 

Anyhow the Force will be put to help you, 31-146 

But he cannot take advantage of any help ‒ His vital nature cherishes its weakness, 31-

699 

Change cannot fail to be done now or later with the divine help, 31-141, 31-208 

Cling to the help always, 31-724 
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Each person has his own freedom – The help can only be offered, not imposed, 29-68 

Even at a distance the grace and help can be there with you, 31-695 

Help is given in whatever way is necessary or possible, 31-724 

If some part of the being turns to the Mother, that is enough to bring the help, 32-300 

If you become vitally sincere, the help will be with you, 31-109 

If you take the right attitude in your work, that itself will bring the help, 31-109 

In all difficulties where personal effort is hampered, the help of the Teacher can 

intervene, 29-8 

One can be a channel for the Mother’s help, 32-324 

Our help is there for all who make the effort and have the will to arrive, 31-644 

Our help, our force, our blessings will be with you always aiding each step, 31-693 

Our own force acts in this play of forces to help the sadhak, 35-333 

Reliance on the Divine Will and call for the help from above is always the best, 31-321 

That which has closed itself in you must open for the help to work quickly, 31-746 

The divine support will always be there if you hold on to it and our direct help, 31-671 

The doubt about the possibility of help is hardly a rational one, 35-439 

The inner help recreates the substance of the consciousness, not the mind only, 35-449 

The Mother’s help is always there, 31-798 

The Mother's help and mine are always there for you, 29-34 

The need to call for help being replaced by the automatic action of the Force, 31-724 

The outward touch is helpful – The inward is still more helpful, 35-446 

The power to help towards unalterable inner calm, strength and felicity, 36-440 

There can be no question of our withdrawing protection and help, 35-333 

These fits of despair are quite irrational ‒ Our solicitude and help are there always, 31-

207 

These letters have been a strong means of canalising our help, 35-453 

Those who are not straightforward cannot profit by the Mother’s help, 31-153 

To state your condition, experiences etc. and open to the help, 31-51 

Two elements in spiritual success – One’s own steady will and the Power that helps, 

32-123, 35-440 

Two kinds of help – The invisible help and that which a spiritual guide gives, 35-439 

Writing in the book means of direct and concrete contact with me and the help, 35-450 

help from others 

One can receive help ‒ Not by mental, vital or physical contact with others, 31-320 

help. 

So love & grow mighty to enjoy all, to help all and to love for ever (486), 12-491 

helpful forces 

It is really a habit that one has to get of opening to helpful forces, 31-453 

helpfulness. 

Not pity that bites the heart and weakens the inner members, but a divine masterful & 

untroubled compassion and helpfulness (526), 12-497 

helping another 

One can help another truly only when it is the Mother that helps through him, 32-324 

helping others 

A radical help can only come from within through the action of the Divine Force, 31-

317 
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A relative and partial help is sometimes useful, 31-317 

Do not be caught by the desire to “help” others, 31-325 

For helping others ‒ An assured basis, with the psychic being always prominent, 31-

318 

Helping others – In this Asram all helping has recoiled on the helper, 35-707 

Helping others ‒ It brings the “guru” ego or their difficulties, 31-318 

In “helping” one often gets part of the other’s inconvenience, 31-319 

Men want to help each other with a motive or a feeling from the ego, 31-317 

Nobody can really help – Only the Divine Grace, 31-325 

Not everyone that thinks he is helping is really doing it, 31-317 

Only perfect knowledge & sympathy can give perfect help, 17-413 

Such a soul has become God, mighty & loving to help and save, not weak to weep, 17-

146 

The attempt to help people and clear things for others was an ego impulse, 31-318 

The best way to help is your own example and atmosphere, 35-706 

The danger of helping others is the danger of taking upon oneself their difficulties, 32-

588 

The disadvantage of helping others, 31-319 

The help that can be given, 35-707 

The idea of helping others is a delusion of the ego, 31-318 

The idea of helping others is a subtle form of the ego, 31-318 

The idea of oneself helping others comes in the way, 32-324 

There is the danger of taking on oneself the difficulties of those one helps, 31-319 

To be eager to help others draws away from the inner work, 32-324 

To grow in the spirit is the greatest help one can give to others, 31-317, 32-324 

To help others to the divine realisation and prepare humanity for the kingdom of God, 

18-423 

To want unwaveringly the welfare of another – The best help one can give, 31-320 

Until one's own siddhi is complete, the help one gives is always a little doubtful, 31-

319 

helplessness 

(1) The first thing is to reject the idea of helplessness, 31-388 

The sense of helplessness, of impossibility of removal of obscurity, 31-390 

The weakness of his vital nature, the inefficient helplessness of his nervous being, 31-

698 

Heraclitus 

Two apophthegms – All things are one, 13-226 

Heraclitus' account of the cosmos is an evolution and involution, 13-233 

Heraclitus admits relative standards, but he is obliged to go beyond them, 13-243 

Heraclitus believed unity and multiplicity to be both of them real and coexistent, 13-

222 

Heraclitus gives another account – “War is the father of all and the king of all”, 13-238 

Heraclitus is not very far from the Vedantic position, 13-227 

Heraclitus is the first and the most consistent teacher of the law of relativity, 13-241 

Heraclitus is using the old language of the Mysteries, 13-219 

Heraclitus keeps and adds something of the older Mystics, 13-215 
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Heraclitus' language is enigmatic in the style of the mystics, 13-216 

Heraclitus might have seen it if he had carried his vision a little farther, 13-253 

Heraclitus says that all is utterly determined, fated – An intelligent Force, 13-250 

Heraclitus symbolises the source and reality of all things as an everliving Fire, 13-223 

Heraclitus was regarded in ancient times as a pessimistic thinker, 13-248 

The distinction of Heraclitus among the early Greek sages – The Indian idea, 13-234 

The human application of his sayings – He gives us little direct guidance, 13-245 

The idea of the One as active Force is the foundation of Heraclitus' philosophy, 13-224 

The influence of Heraclitus in society and politics and in religion and philosophy, 13-

248 

The law of exchange and interchange – The law of the conservation of energy, 13-238 

War, said Heraclitus, is the father of all things, War is the king of all, 19-40 

What Heraclitus meant by some aphoristic sentences, 13-217 

What is the practical effect of his ideas on human life and aspiration, 13-244 

What precisely is the key-note of Heraclitus' thinking?, 13-221 

herds 

The birth of Agni is associated with a manifestation or vision of luminous herds, 15-

141 

The herds are the herds of Light, 15-144 

The herds are the troops of the Light recovered by the gods and the Angiras Rishis, 15-

127 

The Veda itself tells us that the herds are a figure for the rays of the Light, 15-126 

These shining herds are radiances that were stolen by the powers of darkness, 15-142 

These truths of the divine Dawn are called her cows, her shining herds, 15-244 

This matter of the lost herds is part of a whole system of connected symbols, 15-144 

Heredia 

Heredia and Swinburne – An excess of the word over the substance, 27-384 

Heredia was a careful workman in word and rhythm – Minor poets, 27-405 

hereditary cause 

Often it is due to some hereditary cause or otherwise native to the system, 31-563 

hereditary principle 

The hereditary social status – The Gita founds its thought on the inner significance, 19-

513 

The practical basis in ancient times came to be the hereditary principle, 19-513 

hereditary weakness 

A hereditary nervous weakness accompanying very often exceptional gifts, 31-651 

A hereditary weakness of the nervous parts, 31-651 

heredity 

“If race divergences result from origin, and origin is heredity, is not heredity real? », 1-

80 

A law of hereditary progressive variation and a purely physical cause?, 13-281 

All human beings are made partly of the hereditary part – The rest from past lives, 28-

521 

Hereditary influence creates an affinity and affinity is a living thing, 28-522 

Heredity entered into caste divisions as a subordinate element, 6-683 

Heredity only affects strongly the external being, 28-220 
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It is insufficiently founded – Heredity is conservative rather than evolutionary, 21-861 

Karma and heredity are the two main causes of one’s temperament, 28-521 

Many things are inherited from the father and mother or other ancestors, 28-521 

The ancient view of evolution, heredity and rebirth – A soul evolution, 13-284 

The claims of physical and vital evolution and heredity seem to fail, 13-289 

The hereditary part is not your true being – It can be got rid of or changed, 28-522 

The influence of heredity, race, caste and family – A very big stamp in most cases, 28-

521 

The modern theories of heredity and evolution, 13-277 

The propagation by heredity – It is predisposition that is chiefly inherited, 13-174 

The struggle for life, the phenomena of heredity, a slow and gradual evolution, 13-171 

There is always a hereditary part of the nature – A large portion of the outward nature, 

28-522 

This hereditary part has to be got rid of and replaced, 28-521 

We bring most of ourselves from past lives – Heredity only affects the external being, 

35-55 

What matters supremely is what I make of my heredity, 13-363 

When we go into details, the uncertainty increases – The explanation by heredity, 13-

264 

hero 

The hero, the Rishi, the saint, are the natural fruits of our Indian soil, 1-637, 6-315 

There is still work and work enough for the martyr, before the hero appears on the 

scene, 6-410 

hero worship 

A young man of fervent patriotism but quiet and unostentatious – Absurd hero worship, 

6-130 

hero. 

O soldier and hero of God, where for thee is sorrow or shame or suffering? (278), 12-

460 

heroes 

The idea creates its martyrs, its heroes and fighters – Such is the history of the idea, 6-

494 

The vital passion for the Divine creates the spiritual heroes, conquerors or martyrs, 29-

347 

hero-worship 

There is a limit to hero-worship and to self-laudation, 6-127 

Hetairae 

In the materialistic side of the Hindu mind – The Hetaira, 1-217 

The Hetairae were a specially learned and accomplished class of women, 1-217 

The idea of the Opsara coincides with the actuality of the Hetaira, 1-219 

The Opsaras then are the divine Hetairae of Paradise, 1-218 

This class both in its higher & lower type lasted late into the present century, 1-218 

heterodox 

The orthodox, the heterodox, the ascetics, the rationalists, the Theosophists, 12-59 

hexameter 

Former poets failed in the attempt at hexameter, 27-137 
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Hexameter – A six-foot verse with a sound and predominant dactylic basis, 27-751 

Ilion – The solution for introducing the hexameter into English verse, 27-226 

In English hexameter – The principle is a line of six feet, preponderantly dactylic, 27-

138 

In English hexameter – There must be either power or beauty, 27-750 

The dactyl is more difficult to continue, but it can be done – Even in the hexameter, 27-

141 

The hexameter is in origin an importation from Greek and Latin, 27-755 

The hexameter must follow the native rhythm of the English tongue, 27-755 

The perfection of the hexameter is one of the unsolved problems of English prosody, 

27-743 

These weighted syllables – An aid in blank verse and a successful English hexameter, 

27-480 

hexameters 

My hexameters are intended to be read naturally – As any English sentence, 27-745 

hibiscus 

A very small white hibiscus ‒ The self-existent joy and gladness of the Spirit, 30-180 

The red hibiscus is the flower of the Divine Power, 30-180 

hidden forces 

The hidden forces and inner causes were well-known in the traditional Yogic 

knowledge, 31-772 

hideous. 

I saw the beauty of the hideous (21), 12-425 

My mind admired the beauty of the hideous, yet felt perfectly why other men shrank 

back or hated (49), 12-428 

hierarchies 

In that self-expression there are grades and hierarchies, 27-123 

High Court 

The High Court could be captured by the bureaucracy for its own ends, 6-648 

The High Court had attracted an almost superstitious reverence, 6-647 

The idea of a strong and independent High Court – A legend of the past, 6-528 

The Judges of the High Court – Their sole business is to do justice, 6-652 

higher being 

The term higher being is used to denote the conscious self on planes higher, 28-93 

higher beings 

The higher beings are not likely to be in disharmony with each other, 28-456 

higher consciousness 

(1) All the parts that constitute the being must share in the higher consciousness, 31-

143 

(1) To get the higher consciousness down into the obscurer parts, 31-530 

A tendency to leave the higher consciousness to deal with the lower nature, 30-439 

Aim always at getting more of the higher consciousness down, that is the cure, 31-779 

All that belongs to the higher consciousness comes from above, 30-324 

And through them receive the higher consciousness which will change the vital nature, 

31-120 

Another above the head (higher consciousness, 28-231 
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As the psychic consciousness grows ‒ The descent of the higher consciousness, 30-386 

But the inner mind is not the higher mind – The higher consciousness is that above, 28-

85 

Calling down the higher consciousness to which the ego is not a necessity, 31-238 

Complete psychisation brings entire openness to the Higher Consciousness, 30-382 

For that reason the higher consciousness has to be brought down, 31-599 

Higher consciousness means the larger spiritual consciousness, 28-158 

Hitherto the higher consciousness has been descending with great difficulty, 30-438 

If the workings are really those of the higher consciousness ‒ The ego fades out, 30-

403 

If your consciousness rises above the head – The higher consciousness, 30-417 

In the first realisation of silence in the higher consciousness there is no Time, 30-398 

In this higher consciousness there are many degrees ‒ The supramental is the summit, 

30-404 

It can fundamentally alter by bringing the Force and higher consciousness into it, 31-

368 

It is a very good thing to keep working in the higher consciousness, 31-745 

It is necessary first to found the higher consciousness in the mind and heart, 31-9 

It is rather a wider than a higher consciousness that is necessary, 31-237 

It is the higher consciousness that has a basis of peace, 28-94 

It is there above the head that the consciousness has to ascend and remain, 30-382 

Once the psychic consciousness governs or the higher consciousness descends, 31-267 

One can remain in the higher consciousness – The change of the lower nature, 30-439 

One does not remain always in the higher consciousness, 30-422 

One has to go on quietly and steadily increasing the higher consciousness, 31-726 

Only a real descent of the higher consciousness from above ‒ The wideness of the 

Divine, 30-403 

Or the higher consciousness must descend and occupy everything, 31-795 

Rising a little above into the higher consciousness, 30-423 

Rising into a higher consciousness is the right way towards transformation, 31-143 

Something in you has become aware of the higher consciousness, 30-382 

The descent of the higher consciousness in the heart region as in the head, 30-446 

The descent of the higher consciousness into the most physical, 30-493 

The dynamic activity of the higher consciousness ‒ Its presence is always there, 30-64 

The higher consciousness can correct or rebuild what is defective, 30-441 

The higher consciousness comes first, the manifestation of the Divine comes 

afterwards, 30-18 

The higher consciousness in which we live and from which its light must come to you, 

31-478 

The higher consciousness is a concentrated consciousness, master of itself, 28-159 

The higher consciousness is that above the ordinary mind and different from it, 30-404 

The higher consciousness lives always in touch with the Self, 30-391 

The higher consciousness works on the inner being and then goes outward, 30-26 

The higher or spiritual consciousness contains or supports all the higher planes, 30-401 

The mental being is joining the higher consciousness at the top of the head, 30-383 

The opening of a wider higher consciousness from above, 30-304 
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The other is a latent dynamic power of the higher consciousness, 31-116 

The other is the descent of the higher consciousness into the lower, 30-419 

The other place – The joining is of the psychic being to the higher consciousness, 30-

383 

The outer nature ‒ Not to rise into the higher Prakriti before you realise the Self, 30-

391 

The unification of the psychic and the higher consciousness is indispensable, 30-382 

The union of the consciousness above with the awakened psychic being, 30-382 

This is what we call the descent of the higher (the Mother's) consciousness, 30-385 

To attain the higher consciousness may mean only to be able to go into it at will, 30-

331 

To develop the psychic within and bring down the higher consciousness, 31-237 

What must first be done is the fullness of the higher consciousness, 35-351 

When the higher consciousness is settled in the inner being it can change the outer, 30-

418 

When the higher consciousness touches it creates an essential purity, 30-443 

Whenever the opening of the heart – When the higher consciousness came down, 29-

348 

While it also descends into the head and heart and lower vital and physical, 30-382 

Wideness is necessary for the working of the higher consciousness, 30-402 

Yogic thought comes from the psychic and the higher consciousness, 31-9 

Higher Consciousness 

Surrender of the mind, life and body to the Higher Consciousness is indispensable, 29-

448 

The Higher Consciousness is there already in the Asram atmosphere, 35-325 

To bring the Higher Consciousness down into the earth-consciousness, 28-298 

higher consciousness centre 

Above the head extends the higher consciousness centre, sahasradala padma, 28-235 

higher forces 

There are higher forces and the lower, 31-636 

higher hemisphere 

The higher hemisphere – The knowledge-self and the supramental principle, 23-473 

The higher hemisphere is the perfect and eternal reign of the Spirit, 23-465 

higher knowledge 

Do not confuse the higher knowledge and the mental knowledge, 31-18 

higher mental being 

The higher mental being – In contact with the Divine above and with the psychic 

behind, 28-234 

higher mind 

(1) The sahasradala which centralises spiritual mind, higher mind, intuitive mind, 28-

235 

A mind of Knowledge (higher mind), of will (dynamic mind) and of thought (intellect), 

28-167 

As for knowledge in Yoga, it comes first from the higher mind, 31-14 

Beyond the ordinary thinking mind or intellect is the higher mind, 28-177 
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From higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and overmind up to the 

supramental, 28-85 

In such a nature it is easier for the higher mind to act than for the psychic, 31-9 

It will mount successively into a higher mind, illumined mind, Intuition, Overmind, 23-

148 

The higher mind is a thing in itself above the intellect, 28-164 

The psychic and the higher mind and higher vital need quietude to come forward, 29-

139 

The substance of knowledge is the same in the higher mind and the illumined mind, 28-

164 

higher Mind 

Out of the Overmind they come down to the Intuition, the Illumined and higher Mind, 

28-155 

The higher Mind – The fulfilment for the spiritual sage and thinker, 21-974 

Whether the higher part of the intellect or the higher Mind, 28-164 

Higher Mind 

A clear spacious thought-knowledge in the Higher Mind, 30-404 

A graduality of ascent – Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, 21-292 

Higher Mind is one of the planes of the spiritual mind, the first and lowest of them, 28-

85 

In the aspect of will – The limited power of the Higher Mind and its idea-force, 21-975 

Overmind, Intuition, Illumined Mind and Higher Mind will be able to reflect, 13-572 

So prepared that one can rise above the head to the Self in the higher mind, 30-425 

The Higher Mind – An intermediate state between the Truth-Light and the human 

mind, 27-20 

The passage through the higher Mind, illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, is 

obligatory, 35-119 

The planes of Higher Mind or Intuition – In direct contact with the truth, 35-119 

Three levels of the higher Mind, 30-406 

higher nature 

The higher nature has to be brought forward from the inner being or brought down, 28-

166 

There is the possibility of bringing down a higher nature, 28-44 

higher Nature 

Man can ascend into the higher Nature and it can descend into him, 28-44 

The higher Nature is of the nature of Knowledge and culminates in the life divine, 23-

44 

higher plane 

One can get the experiences of a higher plane by reflection or some partial descent, 30-

410 

The first experience on the higher plane is peace and calm and wideness, 30-402 

To live in a higher plane and see the action in the physical from it, 30-411 

higher planes 

A limited part of the action of the higher planes is concerned with the earth-existence, 

28-131 
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Afterwards knowledge begins to come from the higher planes – Replaces the mental, 

28-183 

One has to go by stages, and to reach and be conscious on the higher planes, 30-406 

The higher planes are not planes on which man is naturally conscious, 30-411 

The higher planes are the higher mind, illumined, intuitive, overmind, supermind, 28-

158 

The higher planes just above the head are not the absolute Truth ‒ Only the supermind, 

30-405 

The transcendent planes reflected on the higher planes of consciousness, 30-410 

higher principle 

What can be done is to establish the higher principle in the earth consciousness, 28-298 

higher thought 

More often it comes from the higher thought, the illumined mind or the pure intuition, 

27-36 

The higher thought – A divine power, measure, dignity is its most frequent character, 

27-37 

Higher Thought 

Milton’s “grand style” is such a substitute for the manner of the Higher Thought, 27-37 

higher Trinity 

The higher trinity is the source and basis of all existence and play of existence, 21-279 

higher vital 

From below the throat to the heart is the emotional heart or the higher vital, 28-189 

Higher vital usually refers to the vital mind and emotive being, 28-86 

The higher and lower vital are divisions of the ordinary vital and equally ignorant, 28-

186 

The higher vital movement stresses emotion rather than sensation and desire, 31-111 

The point about the emotional and the higher vital, 28-187 

The psychic and the higher mind and higher vital need quietude to come forward, 29-

139 

This higher vital with all its parts is situated in the chest and has the cardiac centre, 28-

190 

higher vital centre 

The higher vital centre may become active first also – Much struggle and difficulty, 28-

237 

higher zones 

On the other hand the passage through the higher zones is obligatory, 30-296 

Highest 

That Highest is the Lord in whom we have to live, the supreme Self in us and in all, 23-

378 

hilarity 

Excessive hilarity and unnecessary chat do most undoubtedly dissipate the force, 31-85 

Hindi 

I learned Gujarati – I am picking up Hindi now, 35-16 

Sri Aurobindo – Easy for him to pick up Hindi without any regular study, 36-44 

Hindu 

A Hindu sectarian hating Mahomedans is not a completely surrendered disciple, 35-699 
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Hindu society – The action of the lower castes and the higher more and more selfish, 8-

309 

Hindu thought has made it its business to investigate the psychical and spiritual world, 

17-228 

In the materialistic side of the Hindu mind – The Hetaira, 1-217 

India – A country where Mahomedan and Hindu live intermingled, 8-305 

Not necessary to stand for Islamic ideals or for Hindu or Christian ideals, 35-696 

The Asram has nothing to do with Hindu religion or culture or any religion or 

nationality, 35-701 

The difference between the  Greek and Hindu temperaments, 36-128 

The genius of the Hindu is not for pure action, but for thought and aspiration, 6-1019 

The Hindu distastes violence in action, excess in speech, ostentation or effusiveness, 1-

189 

The Hindu mind created a legend – Naraian opening his thigh took from it Urvasie, 1-

220 

The Hindu mind travels between the sheer negative & the sheer positive, 1-213 

The Hindu temperament – Extreme spirituality in harmony with extreme materialism, 

1-212 

The inherent spirituality of the Hindu nature finally revolted against the life of the 

senses, 1-164 

The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will not have to cease, 

6-169 

The Opsara – The mystic & romantic side of the Hindu temperament, 1-217 

The Opsaras – The Hindu imagination needed a figure essential & superlative, 1-220 

The strength of the Hindu, in progressiveness – Intellectual and moral sensitiveness, 8-

302 

There is no place for rigid orthodoxy, whether Hindu, Mahomedan or Christian, 35-697 

We do not understand Hindu nationalism as a possibility under modern conditions, 8-

304 

Hindu epic 

The second essential feature of the Hindu epic model – Ideal presentments of character, 

36-131 

The true subject of Hindu epic is always a struggle between two ideal forces universal, 

36-131 

Hindu legend 

There are still serious difficulties in Englishing a Hindu legend, 36-132 

Hindu literature 

The Hindus have been the most original in the form & matter of their literature, 1-147 

Two Asiatic nations, the Chinese & the Hindus, 1-147 

Hindu myth 

The Hindu myth has not the warm passionate life of the Greek, 36-127 

They had a superior spiritual loveliness and exaltation, 36-128 

Hindu poetics 

Hindu poetics does not seek to represent life and character for their own sake, 1-191 

Hindu religion 
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A few words about the subject of the Hindu religion – To the whole of the Indian 

Nation, 8-3 

European mind finds itself unable to make out what Hindu religion is, 20-179 

God made me realise the central truth of the Hindu religion – Vasudeva surrounded me, 

8-6 

Hindu religion appears to me as a cathedral temple half in ruins, 35-703 

Hindu religion appears to me as a cathedral temple half in ruins, noble in the mass, 28-

412 

I realised what the Hindu religion meant – A thing not so much to be believed as lived, 

8-6 

It has been asserted that there is no such thing as a Hindu religion, 20-180 

No Hindu religion without as its support a clear philosophic content and suggestion, 

20-369 

The Hindu religion is the universal religion which embraces all others, 8-11 

The outer social structure which it built for its approach is another matter, 28-412 

The protection and upraising before the world of the Hindu religion – The work before 

us, 8-11 

The religion which impresses on mankind the closeness of God to us, 8-11 

The religion which insists that He is in all men and all things and that in Him we move, 

8-11 

Then He made me realise the utter truth of the Hindu religion – Living experiences, 8-9 

This is the one religion that can triumph over materialism, 8-11 

What is the Hindu religion? What is this religion which we call Sanatana, eternal?, 8-11 

Hindu Sabha 

Is the Hindu Sabha a novel body, with the power in it to effect a great object?, 8-302 

New movements and organisations – The Moslem League and the Hindu Sabha, 8-302 

The Hindu Sabha – A united Hinduism against a Mahomedan self-assertion, 8-303 

The Hindu Sabha means that the Hindu is awakening to the need of unity and cohesion, 

8-302 

Hindu tradition 

The novelty of Sri Aurobindo's message as compared with the Hindu tradition, 29-445 

Hinduism 

a) Brahmajnana, Yoga & Dharma are the three essentialities of Hinduism, 12-64 

An aggressive and expanding, not a narrowly defensive and self-contracting Hinduism, 

36-274 

Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism have had the strongest effective force in ethics, 20-148 

Four elements constitute Hinduism – Not merely a religio-social system, 20-182 

Hinduism admits relative standards, a wisdom too hard for the European intelligence, 

20-149 

Hinduism fulfilled this purpose – A tradition of the Godward endeavour, 20-179 

Hinduism is no sect or dogmatic creed, but a mighty, eternal and universal truth, 6-928 

Hinduism leaves the glorification of intellectuality to those who have never seen God, 

6-891 

Hinduism recognizes human nature – The saint, the man of action, the trader, the serf, 

6-1118 
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Hinduism sees the one invariable and indivisible Divinity in every individual being, 6-

679 

Hindus have to do for humanity the spiritualisation of the race, 6-977 

If Hinduism is to last – The religion which Srikrishna announced & Vyasa formulated, 

1-332 

If it were asked by anyone what is Hinduism – The religion of Vedanta, 18-413 

In Hinduism we find the basis of the future world-religion, 13-6 

It is not the Hindu outlook or the Western that fundamentally matters in Yoga, 29-38 

Its watchword is not kriya, but karma, not shastra, but jnanam, not achar, but bhakti, 1-

551 

Only two things strong enough to unite Hinduism – A new spiritual or political 

impulse, 8-303 

The fulfilment of Hinduism will include democracy and Socialism, purifying them, 6-

685 

The fundamental character of the rites, ceremonies, system of cult and worship, 20-147 

The higher and truer Hinduism is also of two kinds, sectarian and unsectarian, 1-551 

The Hindu is comparatively free from the grosser Western vices, 20-137 

The Hindu or Southern Asiatic mind differs from the Teutonic or the Mediterranean, 

18-345 

The Hinduism of the withdrawal from life and the Hinduism of social life, 17-373 

The ignorant & customary Hinduism of today is largely Buddhicised and vulgarised, 

18-339 

The inner principle of Hinduism has been synthetic, acquisitive, inclusive, 20-133 

The other – The Hinduism which was from of old and will be for ever, 1-551 

The present mould of Hinduism has to be broken and replaced by knowledge and yoga, 

1-499 

The religion to which the World-Spirit moves – In Hinduism we find the basis, 8-26 

The social principle of Hinduim – The organisation of brotherhood, 12-57 

The soul of Hinduism languishes in an unfit body. Break the mould, 1-552 

The total irrationality of Hinduism is the main theme of the attack, 20-134 

There are two Hinduisms – One takes its stand on the social convention, 1-551 

To put the individual Self in intimate relation with the Eternal is the aim of Hindu life, 

18-403 

Vedanta, Sankhya, and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna – The Hindu religion, 18-

421 

What Christianity taught dimly, Hinduism made plain to the intellect in Vedanta, 6-891 

What is kept of Hinduism is Vedanta and Yoga – One with Sufism and Christian 

mystics, 35-701 

Wormeaten outsides of Hinduism – Within them I find the soul of a civilisation alive, 

1-560 

Yet it accepts kriya, shastra and achar, not as ends, but as means, 1-551 

Hindu-Moslem 

As for the Hindu-Moslem affair – What has created the Hindu-Moslem split, 35-21 

Hindus 

And if it were asked what are the Hindus – The children of Vedanta, 18-413 

Connivance of the officials – Severity to Hindus and leniency to Mahomedans, 6-388 
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Giving up the outer forms of the old religions – By the Hindus as by the Mahomedans, 

35-700 

Intolerable insults to the whole Hindu population of Bengal, 6-394 

Of all the ancient nations the Hindus – The highest idea and noblest practice of 

morality, 17-219 

Outrages inflicted on the Hindu community with the moral support of the English in 

India, 6-394 

The executive is devoted to terrorising the Hindus with hooligans, 6-359 

The fight is not a fight between Hindus and Mahomedans, 6-370 

The Hindus still preserved much of this ancient temper in the days of Kalidasa, 1-199 

The unanimity of Hindus and Mahomedans at the time of the Partition Agitation, 6-393 

Hindustani 

Aurobindo as a child spoke English and Hindustani only, 36-15 

Sri Aurobindo in his father’s house already spoke only English and Hindustani, 36-25 

Hippogriff 

The Hippogriff was the divinised Thought and the Bird of Fire is the Agni-bird, 27-294 

Hiranyagarbha 

As the Hiranyagarbha world with Swapna and things subtle, 28-38 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Brahman Hiranyagarbha, of the Dream Universe, 18-365 

Hiranyagarbha is not the Overmind, 35-147 

Hiranyagarbha or Taijasa (the Luminous) = the Spirit in the inner planes, 28-37 

In the universe of subtle matter as the Creator, Self and Container – Hiranyagarbha, 18-

360 

Isha is the triple Being, Prajna, Hiranyagarbha, Virat, 17-176 

Out of the darkness Eternal Wisdom streams forth – Hiranyagarbha, the Golden Child, 

18-399 

Spirit in the Dream- State is called Taijasa or Hiranyagarbha, the Shining Embryon, 17-

230 

The Dream Consciousness or Hiranyagarbha – From the wider Sleep Consciousness, 

17-126 

The Lord Parameshthi is Brahma, not the Creator Hiranyagarbha, 18-288 

The power of Hiranyagarbha is in Brahma and creates through him the nama and rupa, 

18-289 

The Self that creates all these forms is Hiranyagarbha, 23-341 

historical method 

In mere truth the historical method is useful only with inferior writers, 1-173 

The historical method does not improve our critical appreciation of poetry, 1-168 

The historical method leads besides to much confusion, 1-172 

The historical method tends to lose the individual poem in tendencies, 1-174 

The supporters of the historical method insist on directing that attention to the poet, 1-

169 

historicity 

Such controversies as the historicity of Christ would seem a waste of time, 19-15 

history 
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A man who knows nothing about history, has no business to argue from history, 6-666 

All the phases of human history – A working out of the earth-consciousness, 28-268 

As with geography, so the history is taught to the students in a national context, 6-814 

History and sociology on man’s historic and prehistoric evolution, 25-291 

In history and sociology attention has been concentrated on the external data, 25-5 

In history the eye of the Yogin sees not only the outward but the enormous forces, 27-

109 

Our view of European history is chiefly political – Two great cycles of change, 13-133 

Poetry, drama, fiction also are not bound to be historically accurate, 27-468 

Scientific history tends to lose individual genius in movements, 1-173 

Sociology does not help us – History teaches us nothing, 25-279 

Some light on the thickly veiled secret of our historic evolution, 25-6 

The historical procession of the human mind, 13-219 

The history and study of man, of Nature – A universal Power and Being, 23-514 

The history of rajasic nations is a bundle of biographies, 17-297 

The history of sattwic nations would be the story of the universal human self, 17-297 

The history of tamasic nations is a record of material impacts, 17-297 

The secret of the great movements of human history, 6-558 

The stages of evolution in the history of the earth, 12-246 

The truer science of the future – A greater subjective force worked subconsciously, 25-

37 

The view of scientific history – Political and economic motives on the surface, 25-37 

There are periods in the history of the world of rapid destruction and energetic creation, 

6-311 

history. 

There are four very great events in history (41), 12-427 

Hitler 

Hitler, Goering and Goebbels are certainly vital beings or possessed, 35-203 

Sri Aurobindo’s decision to give his moral support to the struggle against Hitler, 36-

455 

holocaust 

The Divine also comes down into the cycle of rebirths, makes the great holocaust, 35-

424 

Holy Ghost 

The Catholic authorised explanation of the Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 28-8 

The Holy Ghost – The descent of Light, Purity, Peace or Power of the supramental 

Spirit, 28-377 

The Holy Ghost looks very much like a rather mysterious Transcendence, 35-89 

Holy Spirit 

The Holy Spirit, pure Self, Brahmic consciousness, descending upon Jesus, 19-163 

homage 

The ceremony of homage – A piece of childishness to minister to personal vanity, 6-

129 

Home Rule 

The refusal of the Irish of a measure of self-government in the place of Home Rule, 6-

439 
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homeopathy 

Allopathy, homeopathy, naturopathy, osteopathy – Each has its successes and failures, 

35-514 

I am now considering whether homeopathy has any psycho-physical basis, 31-584, 35-

511 

I have always heard that homeopathy cures the disease by curing the symptoms, 35-509 

Plenty of allopathic doctors consider homeopathy and everything else be quackery, 31-

583 

The working of both the systems, allopathy and homeopathy, and of others, 31-583 

To bring out the latent illness and counteract it is a recognised principle in homeopathy, 

35-514 

Homer 

1st row Homer, Shakespeare, Valmiki – Each is a sort of poetic Demiurge, 27-368 

Homer and Chaucer are poets of the physical consciousness, 27-14 

Homer and Shakespeare – No greater essential poetic force and beauty, 27-367 

Mind taking up physicality and life – The poetry of Homer and Shakespeare, 26-206 

Shakespeare is a poet of the vital inspiration, Homer of the subtle physical, 27-26 

homo intellectualis 

Homo intellectualis remaining wider, 31-18 

homo psychicus 

Homo psychicus remaining deeper in heart, 31-18 

homosexuality 

Sexual men together debarred from all possibility of feminine society ‒ Homosexually, 

31-488 

honesty 

Next, the honesty to see and avow the refusal in parts of the being, 31-646 

The adage “Honesty is the best policy”, 35-211 

honey 

A fourth satisfaction – The honey of the superconscient Beatitude, 15-330 

The connection of the honey-bearing Cow with the Sun, lord and origin of that Light, 

15-195 

The two images of the pasture or field of the cow and the honey found in the cow, 15-

193 

Honey 

The Honey, the Bliss – Stored in the Cow, the shining Light of the Truth, 15-195 

honey. 

Turn all things to honey, 12-463 

hood 

The opening of the hood – The victorious or successful activity of the Energy, 30-172 

The serpent with the hood over the head generally indicates future siddhi, 30-173 

The upraised hood and light indicate the illumination and victorious position, 30-172 

hoods 

The serpent with the six hoods is the Kundalini Shakti, 30-172 

hooligans 

Hooligans were the allies of the bureaucracy in their war against Swadeshism, 6-443 
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Protected hooliganism succeeded in Egypt because the circumstances were different, 6-

715 

The alliance of the British bureaucracy with hooliganism, 6-360 

The criminal can become a very useful instrument in dealing with political discontent, 

6-713 

The error in thinking that police violence and hooliganism are the royal road to peace, 

6-703 

The executive is devoted to terrorising the Hindus with hooligans, 6-359 

The hooligan disturbances in East Bengal hasten the processes of Nationalism, 6-444 

The hooliganism and police outrage to which the unarmed Bengalis have been 

subjected, 6-702 

The self-appointed Unofficial Commission on the Police hooliganism, 6-886 

hope 

In this action faith and hope have an immense importance, 31-561 

The possibility of a catastrophe – The hope of the race in this crisis, 26-270 

This spiritual possibility – A ray of hope into the darkness of our fallen existence, 28-

254 

hope. 

All is not settled when a cause is humanly lost and hopeless (270), 12-459 

From fear and hope take refuge in the grandiose calm and careless mastery of the spirit 

(376), 12-473 

hopelessness 

No sadhak ought ever to indulge thoughts of unfitness and hopelessness, 29-34 

Hopkins 

Hopkins is a poet, which Kipling never was nor could be, 27-409 

Horace 

Horace as a poet was the second among the great Augustan poets, 27-372 

horoscope 

Horoscope – The first necessity is to determine the exact minute or second of birth, 1-

758 

I can’t say anything about the horoscope, as I have forgotten the little astrology I knew, 

35-59 

To cast a horoscope completely is one of the most difficult operations, 1-757 

horse 

A horse always indicates some power, 30-166 

The arch is a passage out, by which the ass becomes a horse, 30-167 

The cow and horse represent the two ideas of Consciousness and Force, 15-44 

The horse also was one of their favourite symbols – Its force and energy, 30-137 

The horse is a force acting for progress, 30-166 

The horse is always the symbol of Power, 30-166 

The horse is the force of tapasya that gallops to the summits of the spiritual realisation, 

27-518 

The horse is the symbol of force or power, 30-167 

The horse the force of tapasya, 30-139 

The rosy coloured horse – The Mother was bringing the dynamic power of psychic 

love, 32-273 
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Horse 

A description of he relations of the Horse to the different natural types of being, 18-283 

But the real powers of the Horse are not the material – Day & night are their symbols, 

18-282 

Day and Night appear according to the swift movement of this Horse of the Worlds, 

18-282 

For the Asuras the Horse becomes full of force & might, 18-286 

For the Gandharvas the Horse becomes full of ease & plenty, 18-286 

He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to the Gandharvas, Aswa to men, 

18-283 

None of these are the first or supreme Breath imaged in the Veda as the Horse, 18-19 

Of this Horse of the Worlds, the sea is the brother & the sea is the birthplace, 18-287 

Space is the flesh constituting materially this body of Time – The full idea of the 

Horse, 18-279 

That Power imaging itself in Cosmos is the Horse of the Worlds, 18-279 

The Aswamedha or Horse-Sacrifice is taken as the symbol of a great spiritual advance, 

18-276 

The Cow and the Horse represent a concealed and imprisoned wealth, 15-146 

The Cow, the Horse, the Soma-Wine are the figures of this triple sacrifice, 15-80 

The Horse – The material manifestation constitutes the essence of its symbolism, 18-

280 

The Horse becomes Aswa for men – That form of force in matter that is self-wasting, 

18-286 

The Horse is Power ‒ White is pure, 30-166 

The Horse is Power, usually Life-Power, but also it may mean Mind-Power, 30-166 

The Horse is the symbol in dream or vision of a Power or Energy, 30-166 

The Horse is the symbol of Power in motion, 30-166 

The Prana is like a horse yoked to a chariot and driven by the mind – The Horse, 18-65 

The Upanishad begins with an impetuous figure of the Horse of the Aswamedha, 18-

275 

horses 

The forces of the Truth that accompany them and occupy the Life – Her horses, 15-244 

The horses and chariots were symbols of force and movement, 15-139 

These rays are, again, the seven brilliant horses of the sun, 15-182 

horses of Indra 

That which is central is the formation of the two brilliant horses of Indra, 15-339 

hostile 

Such as an act of sexual intercourse or when the sadhak has become pointedly hostile, 

32-546 

The things that are really hostile are few – They must be repelled, 31-766 

hostile being 

A transformed hostile being or one who wants to be transformed is no longer hostile, 

35-651 

Each divine being has a hostile being associated with it – Each seeker of the Truth, 35-

643 
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Hostility consists in opposing the Divine Light and fighting against the transformation, 

35-651 

hostile beings 

As for the hostile beings, they are always in battle with each other, 31-758 

But they make common cause against the Truth and Light, 31-758 

Hostile beings – The personalities of this perverted and perverting consciousness, 28-

451 

Ideas about hostile beings ‒ An undesirably close relations with the adverse vital world, 

31-783 

Some are possessed by them, others (a few) are incarnations of hostile beings, 31-758 

The hostile beings, hostile forces – The powers and personalities of this consciousness, 

35-103 

The hostile opposition from beings of the lowest physico-vital and physical ranges, 36-

350 

The purpose that the hostile beings serve in the world, 35-656 

This is quite apart from the well-known danger of actually hostile beings, 30-298 

Very great are the occult powers of the hostile beings, 28-464 

hostile force 

The force hostile to the Yoga ‒ Acting at the present moment here in the Asram, 31-

784 

Waves of the hostile force, 31-554 

hostile Force 

Do not think too much of the hostile Force, 31-783 

The action of the hostile Force ‒ A suggestive character, a conscious arrangement, 31-

765 

Hostile Force 

Do not always be thinking of the Hostile Force, 31-468 

hostile forces 

A divided consciousness or a more rajasic temperament – The hostile forces, 28-462 

A pure sattwic nature – They need not trouble themselves about the hostile forces, 28-

462 

About the contact with the world and the hostile forces, 31-796 

An attack – The hostile forces often take the form of this or that person, 31-781 

An illness of the nerves – A creation of the pressure of hostile forces, 31-803 

An invasion of the consciousness by a hostile force – That happens, 35-652 

Any idea which will make you admit these hostile forces as divine forces, 36-372 

As soon as Life was to appear, the hostile forces intervened in it, 35-654 

At present these things are still here because the sadhaks open themselves to them, 35-

639 

But this is only so long as the higher Light has not descended into the physical, 35-640 

From the higher mind upwards, all is free from the action of the hostile forces, 31-768 

From there they can return when pushed by the hostile forces, 31-779 

Half-baked Yogins often fall into these traps of the hostile forces, 28-571 

Hostile forces ‒ It is better to proceed by a quiet rejection and growth in consciousness, 

31-745 

Hostile forces attack every sadhak ‒ Some are conscious of it, others are not, 31-760 
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If it resists, then there is difficulty and struggle and the Asuric forces have their chance, 

35-645 

If one makes oneself a mouthpiece of the hostile forces – Getting get out of order, 32-

318 

If the descent is so complete – The hostile forces are driven back to their own world, 

35-642 

If there were no hostile forces – There could be ignorance still but not perversity, 28-

463 

If you are afraid of the hostile forces when they try to come, you expose yourself, 31-

782 

Indirect attacks are not of this kind, a violent rush and covering by hostile forces, 31-

776 

It is better not to trouble about the hostile forces, 31-783 

Like the vital disturbance the physical inertia is an attack of the hostile forces, 29-247, 

31-767 

Putting yourself on the side of the obscure and false and hostile forces, 32-357 

So long as they open themselves to that influence, it works on them as on the world, 

35-642 

That shuts them to the Mother and calls in the action of the hostile forces, 32-620 

The action of the hostile forces – A different order, 31-764 

The faith always that however the lower nature may rise or hostile forces attack, 29-

102 

The forces of the lower nature are not in their nature hostile, 31-764 

The hostile beings, hostile forces – The powers and personalities of this consciousness, 

35-103 

The hostile force – A place in the world where men do not seek the Divine, 35-641 

The hostile forces – The purpose they serve in the world, 31-758 

The hostile forces – Their station in the vital worlds which influence the earth nature, 

28-462 

The hostile forces – They were in the sadhana to test the sincerity of the sadhaks, 35-

640 

The hostile forces are anti-divine, not merely undivine, 31-763 

The hostile forces are no more necessary if the sadhaks open to the Light, 35-643 

The hostile forces are on the watch to rob the things received by the sadhak, 31-770 

The hostile forces are those in revolt against the Divine and opposed to the Yoga, 31-

766 

The hostile forces bring about an accident like this, 31-800 

The hostile forces do not create universal forces, 31-768 

The hostile forces do not need a cause for attacking, 31-769 

The hostile forces exist and have been known to Yogic experience from old times, 28-

461 

The hostile forces have a certain self-chosen function, 31-758 

The hostile forces hope by persistence to tire you out by their attacks, 31-793 

The hostile forces know that Peace is the basis – They want anyhow to prevent it, 31-

801 

The hostile forces make it their function to attack and disturb the sadhaks, 31-759 
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The hostile forces should be destroyed or ejected from the Asram atmosphere, 35-659 

The hostile forces stand in the way of coming out of the Ignorance, 28-462 

The hostile forces suggesting partiality – Their aim is to separate the sadhak from his 

soul, 35-445 

The hostile forces take advantage of the movements of the lower nature, 31-757 

The hostile forces were only kept up by the sadhaks opening themselves to them, 35-

340 

The hostile forces, their attacks, their suggestions ought now to be out of place here, 

35-639 

The inertia gives room and power for the hostile forces to act, 31-768 

The only part that cannot be touched by the hostile forces and their suggestions, 30-338 

The presence of the hostile forces is a part of the world as it is, 35-642 

The sadhaks of the Asram – The influence of the hostile Forces was on them, 35-642 

The sadhaks should not admit these hostile forces and need not, 35-327 

The suggestions of the hostile forces – They enter through the physical mind, 31-778 

The tests that come are from the hostile forces, 31-761 

There are always hostile forces that try to stop or break the experience, 31-769 

There are no hostiles above the mind and cannot be, 32-624 

There are some who are never touched by the hostile forces, 31-765, 35-137 

There is no better way of calling in hostile forces, 31-153 

They need not be at all hostile forces – They are simply forces of Nature, 28-563 

To do otherwise is to place yourself on the side of the hostile forces, 31-804 

Two things that make it impossible for the hostile forces to succeed, 31-796 

What one has to see is that nothing responds or admits them, 31-769 

When the work that they are permitted to do is finished they will be destroyed here, 28-

463 

Wherever Yoga or Yajna is done, there the hostile forces gather to stop it, 31-757 

Whoever calls in the hostile forces is going towards the opposite camp, 31-764 

hostile Forces 

The hostile Forces are Powers of Darkness who are in revolt – They stand in the way, 

28-465 

The hostile Forces are those whose very raison d'être is revolt against the Divine, 31-

764 

Hostile Forces 

The Hostile Forces – The attacks should not be invited, 31-761 

The Hostile Forces in their own world embody ego self-fulfilled, 28-463 

hostile Influence 

A hostile Influence that lives by confusion and ignorance, 32-107 

hostile Powers 

One has to recognise them when they come and repel them, 31-783 

To think too much of the hostile Powers is to bring in their atmosphere, 31-783 

Hostile Powers 

Now a sufficient descent of Light and Power – No justification for the Hostile Powers, 

35-640 

hostile pressure 
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A hostile pressure is organising a habit in the body of recurrence at a fixed time, 31-

555 

hostile voice 

This critical hostile voice in everybody's nature – The voice of the Adversary, 31-769 

hostiles 

At most it is the body that the hostiles can attack – Through the most material, 31-795 

Loyalty and refusal to compromise with the assailants and the hostiles, 29-132 

Men are being constantly invaded by the hostiles, 31-757 

The hostiles are too pragmatic to care for Truth, they want only success, 28-464 

The hostiles have a habit of trying their strength when they hear anything like that, 31-

270 

The hostiles have themselves bodies though not of a gross physical kind, 28-464 

The hostiles when they cannot break the Yoga by positive means, 31-776 

The more unconscious you are and their automatic tool, the better they are pleased, 28-

464 

The pressure on the forces of the lower nature to change is felt by the hostiles, 31-766 

When a progress has been made the hostiles attack in a fury, 31-770 

Hostiles 

The normal resistance of the lower Nature and the action of the Hostiles, 31-765 

The normal resistance of the lower Nature and the action of the Hostiles are different, 

35-137 

The reality of the Hostiles and the nature of their role cannot be doubted, 28-279 

They sometimes invade with their own forces, 35-137 

They use and press forces on the lower Nature, 35-137 

Unless the “Hostiles” take a hand – But even then, 28-220 

hound of heaven 

The image of the hound of heaven was bound to develop out of the legend, 15-220 

hour of God 

In the hour of God cleanse thy soul – But being pure cast aside all fear, 12-146 

House 

The presence of Indian members in the House would do no harm to the bureaucracy, 6-

599 

House of Lords 

The great constitutional question of the House of Lords and its veto, 8-311 

The House of Lords – Putting the rejection of the Budget in the form of a referendum, 

8-345 

house search 

House searches – Misused unless the information on which they proceed is reliable, 8-

308 

The rationale of our objection to house search as it is used in Bengal – Its misuse, 8-

428 

hŗtpadma 

The heart centre, hŗtpadma or anāhata, governs the emotional being, 28-230 

Hughly 

No clear justification of the opposition to the proposal unanimously passed at Hughly, 

8-284 
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United action was the governing thought throughout the Conference at Hughly, 8-230 

Hughly Reception Committee 

The draft resolutions of the Hughly Reception Committee, 8-209 

Hugo 

Hugo – His novels like his dramas are “romantic”, 27-550 

Hugo might be described as a great but imperfect genius, 27-370 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

The man of imagination carries a world in himself – Victor Hugo, Balzac and Dickens, 

27-112 

human 

(1) The stress on things divine must not be understood that I reject everything human, 

29-385 

“human” ‒ A vital animal ego mentalised by a little outward thought and knowledge, 

31-102 

On one side there is a collapse into the worst parts of human nature, 31-102 

The word «human» used as identical with forms of human vital ego-nature, 29-385 

human approach 

The human vital is full of excellent material – The human approach to the Divine, 29-

385 

human existence 

This growth of the conscious being is the whole meaning of human existence, 23-89 

human feelings 

In the ascetic Yoga all human feelings are regarded as illusory and have to disappear, 

31-287 

human love, 31-301 

At first it takes the forms of human love and bhakti, 29-341 

But in human love itself there are several kinds of motive-forces, 29-341 

Divine Love is not an emotion – Human love is made up of emotion, passion and 

desire, 29-345 

Human love is mainly vital, when it is not vital and physical together, 31-301 

Human love is mostly vital and physical with a mental support, 29-346 

It cannot be turned to a human love and vital pleasure, 31-489 

One who wishes to reach the Divine must not burden himself with human loves, 29-

346 

The human feeling is always either based on or strongly mixed with ego, 29-339 

human unity. 

With the present morality of the human race a sound and durable human unity is not yet 

possible (335), 12-467 

human vital 

The human vital is full of excellent material – The human approach to the Divine, 29-

385 

humanism 

All that is said here about modern humanism and humanitarianism, 28-330 

General humanistic training is essential to national culture, 8-386 

humanitarian 
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The extract about Vivekananda – The point I make does not seem to me humanitarian, 

35-94 

humanitarianism 

All that is said here about modern humanism and humanitarianism, 28-330 

Altruism, philanthropy, humanitarianism – Not truly liberative from ego-sense, 23-152 

Humanitarianism, activism – None of these are part of my yoga, 29-220 

The Buddhistic teaching is rendered as Nirvana and a spiritual humanitarianism, 29-

434 

The ethical sense – The humanitarian formula and the religio-ethical foundation, 23-

152 

The idea of usefulness to humanity is the old confusion, 28-441 

The objection that humanitarianism was first made prominent by religion, 13-188 

Humanitarianism 

Humanitarianism has been its most prominent emotional result., 25-564 

humanities 

The humanities, mathematics & science are the three sisters in the family of 

knowledge, 1-361 

humanity 

A day must come when humanity will be ready for the reign of universal peace, 19-49 

A distinct race and nation – The ultimate brotherhood of humanity can be achieved, 8-

153 

A more developed humanity – A better use from the vital and mental planes, 23-461 

A new humanity possessed of what could be called a mind of Light, 13-585 

A new humanity would be possessed of a perfected mind, a mind of light, 13-578 

A perfect humanity being intended society will have to be remodelled, 36-178 

A rhythm of alternative darkness and light in the progress of humanity, 13-141 

A sort of withdrawing of the Mind from life – The work done for humanity, 23-25 

An ascending series of changes to the creation of a greater humanity, 25-613 

An evolution of the present type of humanity into a spiritualised humanity, 25-265 

At one time I had given much too big a place to “humanity” in my scheme of things, 

35-289 

But the effect on humanity would only be one result of the change, 28-442 

Entire subjection of the mind and the life to the body – An undeveloped humanity, 23-

461 

For humanity – To pursue its upward evolution, towards one divine family, 25-71 

Hindus have to do for humanity the spiritualisation of the race, 6-977 

How humanity can get the radical change life which is yet becoming so imperative, 28-

331 

Humanity in certain periods of its development – Nature has sunk back, 23-16 

Humanity is a symbol or eidolon of God – We are made in His image, 12-109 

Humanity is one step in the destiny of the evolving spirit, 12-266 

Humanity is the universal Godhead figuring itself – What it evolves is the Spirit, 19-

153 

Humanity sways from one orientation to another – Much waste and suffering, 23-200 

Humanity would have been still near to the beast if Krishna and others had not come, 

35-431 
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It is a general path of supreme attainment for humanity that we are seeking, 12-112 

It is not our hope to transform suddenly the whole human race, 28-272 

It is this possibility that we have to look at – That would mean a new humanity, 13-584 

My work is not to intervene in social matters within the frame of the present humanity, 

35-291 

Only by becoming conscious of the God within from within can humanity be saved, 1-

587 

Our aim – To help in building up India for the sake of humanity, 13-6 

Our conception of humanity – The universal manifesting in the human race of the 

spirit, 1-427 

Our true development – Through a moralised and even a spiritualised humanity, 25-303 

Raising both into powers of the life and ascending mind and soul of humanity, 1-427 

Socialistic democracy is the only true democracy – The development of humanity, 6-

685 

Sociology, economics, politics – The one common work of humanity, 25-257 

That is why humanity has made little progress in the last three thousand years, 31-101 

That progression of humanity is the working out of a Thought in Life, 13-140 

The Avatar is one who comes to open the Way for humanity to a higher consciousness, 

35-420 

The best way to make humanity progress is to move on oneself, 28-443 

The call upon humanity – The now more clearly disclosed Self of the universe, 26-307 

The change reveals itself as an attempt of humanity to recover its lost soul, 1-576 

The change that humanity really needs – An inner and not an outer change, 25-661 

The first great charter of the ideal humanity promulgated by the ancient Vedic sages, 

19-137 

The future life of humanity – The need of a larger synthesis of Indian Yoga, 23-5 

The generalisation of Yoga in humanity must be the last victory of Nature, 23-30 

The greatest service to humanity is to prepare or find the way – To transcend the ego, 

23-359 

The ideal or religion of humanity – A secondary stage, 19-136 

The importance of the spiritual ideal for India and for humanity, 20-74 

The individuals who will most help the future of humanity in the new age, 25-265 

The mass of humanity evolves slowly – A small minority has pushed beyond, 28-265 

The nature of the terrestrial consciousness and of humanity being what it is, 32-587 

The new humanity would find its complete development and its assured place, 13-578 

The other Force is that of the evolutionary tendencies directing the course of humanity, 

36-456 

The possibility to examine – A new humanity as part of the new order, 13-577 

The progress converting humanity into a single intellectual unit, 12-391 

The progress of the mind of humanity – The next step in the scale of ascension, 26-268 

The promise for the individual is well, but the promise for the race is also needed, 18-

96 

The salvation of the human race lies in a happy fusion and harmonising, 13-143 

The spiritual revolution waits for its hour – The next cycle of our humanity, 13-211 

There are two movements of humanity, upward and downward, and both are 

irresistible, 8-462 
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There is a yet higher fulfilment – The enlargement of the self to include all humanity, 

8-138 

These ages have insisted on progress, freedom and on the cult of humanity, 13-187 

To attain bliss – Man's collective endeavour and the individual's endeavour, 12-206 

To help others to the divine realisation and prepare humanity for the kingdom of God, 

18-423 

Veda & Vedanta are a guide to life for the individual, for the nation & for all humanity, 

17-375 

We must first see clearly what the humanity is which she seeks to surpass, 12-119 

We must live as a nation before we can live in humanity, 8-85 

Whether the whole of humanity would be touched or only a part of it, 13-574 

Within the mind and soul of humanity – Of the individual and between, of a nation, 1-

422 

humanity. 

Altruism, duty, family, country, humanity are the prisons of the soul when they are not 

its instruments (234), 12-456 

Beatitude is God's aim for humanity (207), 12-453 

Family, nationality, humanity are Vishnu's three strides from an isolated to a collective 

unity (334), 12-467 

For myself seen in humanity (178), 12-446 

He who has done even a little good to human beings, though he be the worst of sinners, 

is accepted by God (515), 12-495 

Neither priest, king, merchant nor labourer is the true governor of humanity (356), 12-

470 

To fight in the world's battlefield for His divine consummation in humanity (514), 12-

495 

Hume 

But his original conception, I cannot help thinking, was narrow and impolitic, 6-60 

He had to frame somehow a wording of our case at once bold and cautious, 6-61 

Mr. Hume at any rate saw quite clearly that nothing was to be expected, 6-62 

Mr. Hume had all the qualities that go to make a fine leader in action, 6-59 

humiliation 

The sense of humiliation because of an adverse movement, 35-378 

humility 

A central sincerity, a fundamental humility also save from much danger, 30-300 

A spiritual humility and sense of submission and dependence is necessary, 30-353 

A spiritual humility within is very necessary, 28-429 

Also to be conscious of one's being nothing without the Divine Grace, 28-432 

For the Christian – Self-abasement, humility, the acceptance of a low status to serve, 

28-429 

Humility before the Divine is also a sine qua non of the spiritual life, 29-42 

Humility before the Divine liberates from egoism and pride, 35-619 

Humility is needful, but constant self-depreciation does not help, 28-429 

Humility of the mental being is the first step towards a sound approach, 36-403 

If the humility and resignation are firmly founded in the heart ‒ Other things like trust, 

31-184 
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Opening – A spiritual humility and sense of submission and dependence is necessary, 

32-163 

Or else it must come by a spiritual and mental humility, 30-58 

Quieting of the mind, purification, humility, persistence, reliance on the Grace, 29-47 

Spiritual humility is to be aware of the relativity of what has been done, 28-432 

This is not to deny the necessity of non-egoism and of spiritual humility, 28-431, 32-

113 

To feel like doing namaskar to everyone, 28-429 

hunger 

Hunger that is Death, they said, is the creator and master of this world, 19-41 

It is by putting a will on it to change and bringing down a higher consciousness, 31-426 

It is not really either by satisfying it or forcibly denying it that it will go, 31-426 

The absence of hunger and thirst and the eating only for maintenance of the body, 31-

427 

The fundamental principle of vitality is hunger and all gross matter forms the food, 17-

238 

The principle of hunger in the vital-physical, 31-426 

hunger-strike 

Especially if there is a motive of hunger-strike or that element comes in, 31-431 

hunger-striking 

Hunger-striking to force God or anybody is not the true spiritual means, 36-229 

hurt. 

Not to do even the least hurt to one living thing is the highest of all human virtues 

(529), 12-497 

hurting 

(6) To avoid all that would hurt or wound others, 31-87 

hymn 

The hymn was to the Rishi who composed it a means of spiritual progress, 15-11 

Hyperion 

In English Paradise Lost and Keats’ Hyperion (unfinished) are the two chief epics, 27-

615 

hypnosis 

Experiments of hypnosis and cognate psychological phenomena, 21-69 

In the phenomena of hypnosis – The reason of this phenomenon, 21-115 

hypnotising 

That position – Maintained either by hypnotising the people or terrorising them, 6-380 

The new spirit is unsealing the eyes of the people and breaking the hypnotic spell, 6-

380 

hypnotism 

By-paths of psychical research, hypnotism, mesmerism, occultism, 13-180 

Hypnotism is an example of such a discovery and systematised application, 21-907 

The difference between Yoga and hypnotism, 13-25 

The first and easiest is to cure by hypnotic suggestion, 36-375 

The hypnotic sleep – Yoga similarly teaches passivity of the mind, 13-25 

The nature of hypnotism has not been properly understood, 13-23 

hypocrisy. 
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Honour the garb of the ascetic, but look also at the wearer, lest hypocrisy occupy the 

holy places (345), 12-469 

There is very little real hypocrisy among men (293), 12-462 

hysteria, 31-806 

Hysteria is also an attack by similar forces, but it is only one form, 31-804 

In these cases of hysteria usually nothing is gained by humouring or indulgence, 31-

805 

The hysteria of the girl ‒ Allowing some being of the vital plane to influence her, 30-

198 

I.C.S. 

He felt no call for the I.C.S. and was seeking some way to escape from that bondage, 

36-31 

I.C.S. examination 

I.C.S. examination answer papers of 1892 – Not likely that they keep such things, 35-

10 

iambic 

Iambics and anapaests can be combined in English verse at any time – No free verse, 

27-136 

It is true that English rhythm falls most naturally into the iambic movement, 27-141 

iambic anapaestic 

In the iambic anapaestic line a trochee followed by an iamb can be allowed, 27-604 

iambic pentameter 

Sublimated or illumined thought seems to call naturally for the iambic pentameter, 27-

128 

iconoclasm 

Rigid conservatism or fiery iconoclasm are often two sides of the same temper of mind, 

1-650 

idea 

Even a great idea can only become operative when it is manifested as a working force, 

8-447 

For all ideas that have a destiny before them, there are four seasons of life-

development, 6-744 

In its second period, the season of ordeal and persecution, 6-745 

In spite of all and largely because of all, the idea gathers strength and increases, 6-746 

In the fight with brute force the spirit, the idea is bound to conquer, 6-494 

It is more difficult to appreciate the working of an idea through many centuries, 13-135 

It was born like Krishna in the prison-house, in the hearts of men, 6-747 

Its third period, the season of triumph when the tyrant feels the grasp of the avenger, 6-

745 

Last is the season of rule and fulfilment when the victorious idea lives out, 6-745 

People of weight and authority receive its doctrine with anger, fear and contempt, 6-

746 

The arrival of a new radical idea is the sign of a great coming change, 13-133 

The idea creates its martyrs, its heroes and fighters – Such is the history of the idea, 6-

494 

The idea is a mighty force, even when it has no physical power behind it, 8-68 
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The idea is not enough – Being, consciousness, force, that is the triple secret, 31-48 

The idea is the realisation of a truth in Consciousness – The idealist, 13-112 

The idea of Indian Nationalism is in the second season of its life history, 6-747 

The pure idea seems, until it is embodied in life, something abstract and remote, 25-550 

The pure idea, though always a great power, is also afflicted by a great weakness, 25-

549 

Then there comes the leaping of the great name to light – The struggle of the idea to 

live, 6-745 

There is first a season of secret or quasi-secret growth – When Krishna is growing, 6-

744 

Idea 

But in Supermind all being is consciousness – The Idea that is a reality, 21-138 

Concentration by the Idea as a means – The aim is the essential Samadhi, 23-321 

Idea of self-being – Form and action inevitably corresponding to the Idea, 17-47 

It is through the Idea that the mental being rises beyond all expression, 23-321 

Not till man appears – Possible for the Idea to produce a form to express the ideal 

being, 17-549 

Second, it is the Idea which creates all relations, 13-336 

That which has constituted & governs stone or tree, animal or man, is the Idea 

involved, 17-548 

The action of the causal Idea brings out by Tapas, 15-288 

The causal Idea is called Satyam, Ritam, Brihat, 15-288 

The eventual omnipotence of Tapas and the infallible fulfilment of the Idea, 23-44 

The higher divine is linked to the lower mortal existence by the causal Idea, Vijnana, 

17-29 

The Lord appears first as Kavi, the Wise, the Seer – The Idea, the Vijnana, 17-48 

The necessity of concentration in the Idea ceases, 23-322 

The Real, the Idea, the phenomenon, this is the true order of the creative Divinity, 13-

112 

The true name of this Causality is Divine Law – Self-development of Idea, 21-154 

Whatever the Lord sees in His own being, becomes Idea and seeks a form, 17-351 

ideal 

All she needs to rouse in her that faith, that will, is an ideal, 6-1017 

An ideal determines the spirit of our action and often fixes the method, 8-92 

Beyond the mere holding of the ideal and its general influence in human life, 25-261 

Cherish the might of the spirit, the nobility of the ideal, the grandeur of the dream, 6-

916 

Human life as a whole undergoes the attraction and yet rejects the ideal, 19-566 

Our ideal – Not a withdrawal but the conquest of life by the power of the spirit, 13-509 

Our ideal can be no more than a progressive expression of the eternal ideal, 25-419 

Our ideal? – Man's unity and man's self-transcendence by living in the Spirit, 13-147 

The dispute is one of ideal – A province of England or a separate nation, 8-341 

The holding of an ideal – Almost an excuse for not living according to the ideal, 25-

262 

The ideal is that of humanity in God, of God in humanity, 6-1017 

The way that humanity deals with an ideal – A partial influence, 25-262 
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There is always a great gulf between the ideal and the actual practice of life, 20-234 

To hold up a mental ideal or principle and impose that on the inner working, 29-5 

To realise that ideal, to impart it to the world is the mission of India, 6-1017 

We Nationalists lay stress on the ideal and not on the form it takes, 8-341 

What strength will help India to shake off the weaknesses? – A superhuman ideal, 6-

1016 

Without a great ideal there can be no great movement, 6-348 

You must either bring down your ideal to the ground or find wings to lift you to the 

skies, 8-93 

Ideal 

The Ideal is an eternal Reality which we have not yet realised, 21-173 

ideal body 

An ascent to the ideal or causal body – A divine mind, life and a divine body, 21-275 

Ideal of Human Unity 

The “Ideal of Human Unity” – The trend of mankind towards a closer unification, 13-

108 

ideal. 

Fix not the time and the way in which the ideal shall be fulfilled (310), 12-464 

Work as if the ideal had to be fulfilled swiftly & in thy lifetime (311), 12-464 

idealising 

Idealising is a pastime of the mind, except for the few, 28-439 

idealism 

A subjective idealism beginning to emerge and become prominent, 25-61 

Ambition and need to act and lead in the vital and in the mind a mental idealism, 28-

444 

An advice to the party of the future under the name of impatient idealists to wait, 8-225 

An idealistic notion or a religious belief or emotion is something quite different, 29-29 

Art, poetry and idealism – The less visible and sensational character of its workings, 1-

436 

Dickinson sweeps idealism out of the field, 27-530 

In this Yoga one is supposed to go beyond every mental idealistic culture, 32-141 

Mental idealisms, ethical strivings, aesthetic finenesses – Put as things spiritual, 28-417 

Mere idealism can only have an effect if one has a strong will in the mind, 29-30 

Mind is not our Self – The basis of idealism is also a delusion, 23-295 

Not to idealise, but to realise the Divine Truth is always the aim, 32-141 

Now idealism has been smashed to pieces but nobody knows what to put in its place, 

27-386 

Our idealism is always the most rightly human thing in us – A spiritual realism, 25-242 

The idealist’s question – Why should inadequacy, limit and suffering come across?, 35-

122 

The quarrel between idealism and realism, 26-9 

The reproach of idealism – Against those who work with their eye on the future, 8-225 

Theories of vitalism, idealistic tendencies of thought now arise, 13-171 

We cannot do without some kind of futurist idealism, 25-635 

Idealism 
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The idealistic – A relation between the Truth behind and the phenomenon in front, 21-

125 

idealisms 

The possession of power is the great test of all idealisms – Corruption, 25-481 

idealist 

Humanity divides itself between the practical man and the idealist, 13-113 

Man combining in himself the idealist and the pragmatist, 13-116 

Moreover, though Mr. Tilak has ideals, he is not an idealist by character, 1-649 

The ethical idealist tries to discover this supreme law in his own moral data, 23-202 

The idea is the realisation of a truth in Consciousness – The idealist, 13-112 

The idealist who will not compromise – The fanatic and the true idealist, 13-115 

The idealists' question is why should there be pain at all, 31-671 

The union of the great idealist with the great executive personality, 13-114 

idealistic art 

Idealistic art – Nobly-coloured power or soft-hued beauty or a specious day-dream, 26-

37 

Idealists 

A danger – The misconceptions of the Idealists, Illusionists & Mayavadins, 17-405 

ideals 

A number of conflicting ideas and ideals – Self-experience and self-actualisation, 25-

118 

But there are the exaggerations and deflections that all ideals undergo, 20-131 

But what is true in the mental ideals will be fulfilled, 21-1102 

Ideals are more real, forcible and complete than the facts, 13-111 

Ideals are truths that have not yet effected themselves for man, 13-111 

Man has to make his ideals an inner so that they may become an outer reality, 25-602 

The direct contradiction of the unrealised ideals with the realised fact, 21-4 

The first mark of the suprarational is the growth of absolute ideals, 25-165 

The first reason is that our moral ideals are themselves for the most part ill-evolved, 23-

199 

The gnostic being will not accept the mind’s ideals and standards, 21-1102 

The ideals created by the mind cannot transform our lives, 12-350 

The many mental idols, constructed principles and systems, conflicting ideals, 21-1103 

The mind – The absolute shining ideals stand far above and beyond our capacity, 19-

566 

The necessity of graded ideals for the developing moral and spiritual life of man, 19-66 

The persistent ideals of the race – God, Light, Freedom, Immortality, 21-4 

The spirit in which we are to set about the regeneration of our national life – Two 

ideals, 8-92 

When translated, these powers become disparate and conflicting ideals, 25-116 

ideas 

A number of conflicting ideas and ideals – Self-experience and self-actualisation, 25-

118 

Ideas becoming the plaything of forces over which the reason has little control, 25-120 

It is opened in this power of vision to a Truth above it – Large governing ideas, 25-116 
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The dominance of the ignorant vital being – In the realm of interests, ideas, religion, 

21-645 

The ideas of Indian resurgence, spiritualisation of the world, awakening of the East, 6-

1000 

The mental faculties should first be exercised on things, afterwards on words and ideas, 

1-406 

The prophet of the movement must repeat these ideas and popularise them, 6-1000 

The spiritual force he created by the promulgation of the mighty and uplifting ideas, 8-

185 

This evolution takes place at present by a conflict and progress of ideas, 25-418 

Two methods – The struggle of selfish interests, the impulse and clash of mighty ideas, 

8-308 

What is to be left out in expressing one’s ideas is the ego, 31-49 

ideative mind 

The action which corresponds to that of the ideative mind, 23-844 

idea-truths 

Idea-truths from above or strong formations from the mental and vital worlds, 30-296 

Identical 

The underlying immutability of the eternal Identical – Infinite differentiation, 21-355 

identification 

Grant, I implore Thee, that all in my being may be identified with Thee, 32-632 

Identification, to break down entirely that division from the divine being, 23-515 

The concentration of the mind and the training of the will – A sort of identification, 23-

516 

The last stage – When you are completely identified with the Divine Mother, 32-13 

identity 

Even this external Nature it knows by identity and self-experience, 19-369 

The identity – We must become one with the Self, 23-306 

The spiritual consciousness is aware of the Godhead with a knowledge by identity, 19-

369 

idolatries 

Certain idolatries are indispensable for the development of our emotional being, 23-159 

idolatry 

Idolatry comes in only when the image pushes out the Person, 32-568 

Indian image-worship is not the idolatry of a barbaric or undeveloped mind, 20-192 

ignorance 

A sevenfold self-ignorance – We confirm our rejection of the extreme views, 13-497 

All ignorance is a superficially exclusive self-forgetful concentration of Tapas, 21-611 

An ascent out of the sevenfold ignorance into the integral knowledge, 21-756 

By persisting in gross forms of ignorance one enters into states of blind darkness, 17-20 

Ignorance – A partial and imperfect evolving knowledge, 21-334 

Ignorance is a particular action of the universal Knowledge – A mediary term, 13-489 

Ignorance of self is the nature of our mind – A many-sided Ignorance, 13-496 

Ignorance, imperfection and suffering – Their real cause and their place, 21-412 

Knowledge is always better than ignorance, 31-48 

The action of the ignorance or nescience is no real ignorance, but a power, 21-419 
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The divine existence – The abolition of ego and the transcendence of the dualities, 21-

60 

The efficient cause of the suffering and ignorance of this world, 28-256 

The ignorance in which we live – The true knowledge, 18-154 

The ignorance is a frontal power of that all-consciousness which limits itself, 21-418 

The root of all suffering, ignorance and evil, 23-679 

Ignorance 

A many-sided Ignorance striving to become an all-embracing Knowledge, 21-585 

A problem exists, but it consists in the mixture of Knowledge with Ignorance, 21-454 

A total Nescience at the beginning of things – A seeking Ignorance afterwards, 21-310 

Between, the Ignorance, an incomplete emergence of the Knowledge to the surface, 21-

516 

Brahman as being both the Knowledge and the Ignorance, 21-524 

How does the Being manifest himself – The limitation by Ignorance, 19-309 

How is it that the Ignorance exists? – Certain have declared the problem insoluble, 21-

504 

Ignorance – A triple cord of limited mind, inefficient life, obscure physical animality, 

15-505 

Ignorance becomes complete with the entire separation – Indirect means, 21-569 

Ignorance exists by a limitation or absence or abeyance of knowledge, 21-621 

Ignorance is a phenomenon of the dynamic action of Force of Consciousness, 21-590 

Ignorance is a power of concentration in a limited working, 21-418 

Ignorance is a utilisation of self-knowledge for Time experience and activity, 21-528 

Ignorance is an exclusive concentration of separative active consciousness, 21-602 

Ignorance is not merely a subjective force in oneself, it is there in the world, 30-22 

Ignorance is the consciousness of being in the succession of Time, 13-491 

Ignorance means Avidya, the separative consciousness and the egoistic mind and life, 

28-451, 35-103 

In man the consciousness of multiplicity is given the name of Avidya, the Ignorance, 

17-52 

In the ordinary Nature we live in the Ignorance and do not know the Divine, 28-7 

In the Upanishads – Ignorance, Avidya, is the knowledge of the divided Many, 21-508 

It is now possible to review in its larger lines this Ignorance, 21-573 

Its boundaries are determined by this separative development of the consciousness, 21-

659 

Its distinctive character a separation of the being from its own integrality, 21-659 

Its origin is a limitation of knowledge, 21-659 

Man has to affirm himself in the Ignorance before he can perfect himself, 13-499 

Man has to arrive at and overstep the borders where Ignorance meets the Truth, 21-506 

Men have not learnt yet to recognise the Inconscient or the Ignorance, 27-324 

Our conception of the Ignorance – The sevenfold Ignorance, 21-681 

So long as the soul acts in the Supermind, Ignorance has not yet begun, 21-150 

The central being accepted or even invited the adventure of the Ignorance, 28-261 

The consequences of the Ignorance – The limitation of an omniscient power, 21-419 

The destiny of the Ignorance is that it should be transmuted and transfigured, 17-55 
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The dual consciousness cannot be explained as a dual power of Knowledge-Ignorance, 

21-461 

The faculty of Mind becomes Ignorance when it excludes the rest of knowledge, 21-

504 

The hymns of the Rig Veda – Ignorance is in its origin a dividing mental knowledge, 

21-507 

The Ignorance – The limited, divided mortal existence, 15-207 

The Ignorance is a natural capacity of variation in its self-conscious knowledge, 21-617 

The Ignorance is a necessary, though quite subordinate term, 21-613 

The Ignorance is Diti – Division and the obstructing powers, 15-207 

The Ignorance is its power of self-limitation for a particular working, 21-616 

The Ignorance is the Mind separated in knowledge from its source, 21-182 

The Ignorance is the result of the origin in the Inconscience, 28-277 

The Inconscient and the Ignorance are realities, concrete powers, 27-314 

The opposition of the Knowledge and the Ignorance, 13-339 

The point where is the lapse from the Truth-Consciousness into the ignorance, 21-151 

The problem of the cosmic Ignorance out of a status of Inconscience, 21-498 

The problem of the Ignorance from the point of view of its pragmatic origin, 21-586 

The reason for the Ignorance, its necessity, 21-611 

The sense of the phenomenon of the Ignorance and its inevitable consummation, 21-

334 

There are Powers of Ignorance and tenebrous Forces of the Darkness, 21-625 

There follows that the Ignorance cannot have its origin in the absolute Brahman, 21-

598 

There is no essential reason for the intrusion of Ignorance into the divine creation, 21-

500 

There our chief need is to discover the origin and nature of the Ignorance, 21-380 

They think that these words are only abstract metaphysical jargon, 27-324 

This Ignorance – The cosmic Intelligence separated itself from the light of Supermind, 

28-451 

This is a world of Ignorance in which each one is separated from the Divine within 

him, 28-6 

This then is the origin, this the nature, these the boundaries of the Ignorance, 21-659 

This world is by Ignorance a world of strife, seeking, error and suffering, 29-167 

Truth and Light are equivalent words even as Darkness and Ignorance, 15-473 

We have had first to discover the secret nature and full extent of the Ignorance, 21-680 

ignorance. 

If reason were alone & not ignorance, our highest attainment would not exceed a 

limited rationality & worldly wisdom (91), 12-433 

Men have wearied of knowledge and called ignorance holiness (288), 12-462 

Ignorance. 

Ignorance transmuted becomes Light that leaps beyond wisdom and knowledge (92), 

12-433 

This world was built by Ignorance & Error that they might know (90), 12-433 

ignorances 
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From the original error of the Mind all its ignorances and limitations are contingent 

results, 21-183 

Ila 

As Saraswati represents the truth-audition, so Ila represents the truth-vision, 15-96 

Bharati and Ila must also be different forms of the same Word from the Ritam, 15-95 

Dakshina, Ila, Saraswati and Sarama – The four faculties of the Truth-consciousness, 

15-73 

Ila may well be the vision of the seer which attains the truth, 15-96 

Ila, Mahi or Bharati and Saraswati are associated together in a constant formula, 15-94 

Ila, the highest Word, grows – The ideal state of man realising himself as Indra, 15-324 

Ila, the strong primal word of the Truth who gives us its active vision, 15-381 

Sarama is not the word of the revelation, the Teacher of man like the goddess Ila, 15-

211 

Iliad 

The Mahabharata, Iliad, Ramayana – What their heroes were in themselves, 28-490 

Ilion 

Ilion – The solution for introducing the hexameter into English verse, 27-226 

ill 

Ill pulls us towards the lower nature which remains always in suffering and evil, 28-

533 

ill health 

I do not think X's trance has anything to do with her ill health, 31-550 

ill-ease 

The same with the mental and vital as with the physical causes of ill-ease, 31-724 

illegal 

A perfectly legal action becomes illegal when done in combination – At least wrongful, 

8-204 

In the judgment, a nice distinction between illegal, non-legal and wrongful acts, 8-204 

ill-health 

All ill-health is due to some inertia or weakness or to some resistance, 31-578 

These things only favour the prolongation of ill-health or weakness, 31-571 

Illimitable 

The coexistence of the Infinite and the finite – The Indefinable and Illimitable, 21-353 

illness, 31-549 

A complete separation of your consciousness from these feelings of the body, 31-575 

A constant pressure of the Mother’s Force to help you in overcoming this illness, 32-

232 

A disharmony between the Force that is working and some parts – Illness is the result, 

36-412 

A more general use of supraphysical force for healing may become possible, 32-236 

A subtle environmental physical atmosphere – Illness coming through it, 28-205 

A weakness and inertia in the physical nature makes it acquiesce in the attacks of 

illness Voir 

Absolute cure of an illness depends on clearing the consciousness, 31-559 

Adverse forces may throw illnesses upon the Yogi, 35-58 

All illness should be rejected and all suggestions of illness, 31-549 
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An illness brought by the forces hostile to Yoga is a hostile attack, 31-554 

An illness of the nerves – A creation of the pressure of hostile forces, 31-803 

An illness which comes in the ordinary course is an ordinary illness, 31-554 

Any illness can be cured either at once or, if it is chronic, in time, 32-238 

As the body consciousness becomes more open to the Force illness will diminish, 31-

565 

As you suffer from ill-health, Mother presses the nourishment of health, 32-235 

Attacks of illness are attacks of the lower nature or of adverse forces, 31-553 

But to accept and enjoy it means to help it to last and that will not do, 31-565 

By suggestion of illness I do not mean merely thoughts or words, 31-556 

Call in the force to throw out the illness – The most powerful help possible, 31-550 

Call in the Mother’s Force to throw out the suggestion and the illness, 31-555 

Even people who never did Yoga and are conscious of nothing, get cured like that, 32-

234 

Fear or apprehension of illness in your vital is the first thing to be thrown away, 31-568 

Formerly without medicines or doctors the Asram was almost free from illness, 35-790 

How the subtle forces of illness attack the body using bacilli and viruses, 31-568 

I have always heard that homeopathy cures the disease by curing the symptoms, 35-509 

I have got rid by Yogic pressure of a number of chronic maladies, 35-59 

I myself cure more often by attacking the symptoms than by any other way, 35-509 

If one can strike at their psycho-physical root, one can cure, 35-511 

If one is conscious one can stop an illness on its way and prevent it from entering, 31-

563 

If the body can withdraw its consent, the illness immediately or quickly ceases, 30-365 

If you don’t sleep enough the physical system becomes more open to illness, 31-572 

If you fall ill, call the Mother’s Force to cure you, 32-217 

Ill-health – The disharmony between the light and power and the body consciousness, 

36-421 

Illness ‒ One may have a certain perfection on other planes without having immunity, 

31-565 

Illness – The chief reliance should be on the inner will and secondly on simple 

remedies, 36-297 

Illness does not rise up by the descent of the Force, 31-552 

Illness is a thing to be eliminated, not accepted or enjoyed, 31-565 

Illness is a wrong movement of the body, 31-566 

Illness is always an attack of contrary forces in Nature, 31-554 

Illness marks some imperfection or weakness or else opening to adverse touches, 31-

580 

Immunity from death, from illness – Only by a complete change of consciousness, 28-

311 

In a case of cure of illness with or without medicines being used, 29-180 

Increase of illness or physical suffering is not the result of the force, 31-553 

It is always better not to say “I will now have no more illness”, 31-562 

It is always wrong to wish for illness ‒ Fever is not a purifying action, 31-566 

It is good that you reject the sense of illness and allow no depression, 31-568 

It is no doubt possible to draw the illnesses of others upon oneself, 35-58 
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It is only by the conquest of the material nature that illness can cease altogether, 31-550 

It is true also that one must be able to bear illness with calm, 31-565 

It is very good if one can get rid of illness entirely by faith and Yoga-power, 31-580 

Just to say to one’s illness “Nonsense” and go about one’s business is often effective, 

35-785 

Most disorders of the body are connected, though they go by families, 35-511 

Now illness has increased in frequency and violence, 35-791 

Now that the working is in the physical and subconscient, illness is almost constant, 35-

787 

On the other side illness can be repelled from one's own body or cured, 31-551 

One can act from within on an illness and cure it, 31-579 

One from the most external phenomena – Illness, 28-205 

Plenty of cases of illnesses cured by other systems when they had defied the allopaths, 

35-510 

So long as a highest consciousness does not descend to which illness is impossible, 31-

744 

So with illness – You have not to accept illness as the Divine Will, 29-134 

Something in the vital physical is pleased with becoming more weak and ill, 31-567 

The body can be immune only when it is open to the higher consciousness, 31-550 

The body consciousness admits the force of illness, 31-564 

The condition under which illness and the rest can become impossible, 29-481 

The feeling of illness is at first only a suggestion, 31-555 

The forces of illness first weaken or break through the nervous envelope, 31-569 

The large part played by state of consciousness and suggestion in illness, 32-592 

The Mother and myself have hundreds of times thrown back the forces of illness, 35-

295 

The Mother’s force is a reality and the cure is a result, 32-237 

The physical nature out of habit responds to the forces of illness, 31-744 

The suggestions that create illness or unhealthy conditions of the physical being, 31-

560 

The surroundings, especially the people around the patient – A considerable 

importance, 35-504 

The vital when left to itself often invites illness, 31-567 

The working of the Yogic force – Many customary illnesses have passed away from 

me, 35-40 

The Yogic consciousness – Illness can be repelled from one’s own body or cured, 35-

58 

There is no such thing as an incurable illness in reality, 31-586 

There is something in the being that enjoys illness, 31-565 

There is something in the body that accepts the illness, 31-566 

These returns must be the cause of all the feelings of illness, weakness, tamas, 31-518 

They prepare the illness by fear or thought of illness, 31-569 

This habit of fixed recurrence gives a great force for any illness to persist, 31-555 

To be cured – If she has sufficient and complete faith and can receive the force, 32-238 

To cure an occasional attack of illness by inner means is comparatively easy, 31-580 

To heal illness by the true force is obviously the best, 31-578 
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To make people ill in order to improve or perfect them is not Mother’s method, 32-219 

Uncertainty in the relation of the amount of force put out and the reaction of the 

patient, 35-507 

What is not good is too much preoccupation with it, anxiety, despondency in illness, 

31-571 

When a force is thrown on you or a vibration of illness, it carries this suggestion, 31-

556 

When the body is in good condition it automatically repels any attack of illness, 31-572 

When the main action of the sadhana is in the physical, attacks fall more on the body, 

35-786 

When these attacks of illness come, remain quiet and call on the Mother’s Force, 32-

217 

illnesses 

All illnesses are obviously due to the imperfect nature of the body, 31-550 

All illnesses pass through the nervous or vital-physical sheath of the subtle body, 31-

563 

Chronic or repeated illnesses are indeed mainly due to the subconscient, 31-596 

Chronic or repeated illnesses are mainly due to the subconscient, 28-216 

Even the illnesses can go entirely with the growth of peace and power, 31-385 

How illnesses try to come from one person to another, 31-557 

If one has faith and is open to the Force, illnesses can of course be removed, 31-566 

It is no doubt possible to draw the illnesses of others upon oneself, 31-551 

Many people treat their illnesses by making conscious mental suggestions, 31-560 

Most of illnesses can be got rid of almost at once by faith and calling in the force, 31-

561 

The illness can only be cured for good by the throwing out or the departure of the force, 

31-781 

The illnesses – The signs of the resistance of your physical consciousness, 32-194 

The seeds of these old illnesses remain in the subconscient after they are cured, 31-568 

The subconscient is largely responsible for our illnesses, 31-596 

These illnesses – It is a force from outside that creates them, 31-562 

illuminated mind 

We have to form as a link or bridge an intuitive or illuminated mind, 23-673 

illumination 

Illumination is called in the Rigveda mahas and in the Vedanta vijnana, 18-428 

In order to be free, we must pass from intuition to illumination, 18-428 

The awakening of sattva – By the triple method of repetition, meditation and 

discussion, 1-374 

illumined 

The illumined is on the way to the inspired, 27-186 

illumined mind 

Beyond the higher mind is the illumined mind and beyond that is the intuitive mind, 

28-177 

From higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and overmind up to the 

supramental, 28-85 
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It will mount successively into a higher mind, illumined mind, Intuition, Overmind, 23-

148 

More often it comes from the higher thought, the illumined mind or the pure intuition, 

27-36 

Shakespeare – Hues as a mental substitute for the inspiration of the illumined mind, 27-

38 

The illumined mind – Revealing words or a light of crowding images, 27-37 

The substance of knowledge is the same in the higher mind and the illumined mind, 28-

164 

illumined Mind 

Intuition is above illumined Mind, which is simply higher Mind raised, 28-164 

Illumined Mind 

A graduality of ascent – Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, 21-292 

A mass of illuminations in the Illumined Mind, 30-404 

Out of the Overmind they come down to the Intuition, the Illumined and higher Mind, 

28-155 

Overmind, Intuition, Illumined Mind and Higher Mind will be able to reflect, 13-572 

The Illumined Mind – The fulfilment for the seer and the illumined mystic, 21-978 

The Illumined Mind does not work primarily by thought, but by vision, 21-979 

The illumined Mind has a pale blue light, 30-406 

The passage through the higher Mind, illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, is 

obligatory, 35-119 

illumined thought 

It translates into idea-knowledge and will – The illumined thought, 23-835 

illumined vital 

The illumined vital is in contact with the Divine Power or the higher Truth, 28-187 

illusion 

A link is missing – An ignorance has to be overcome and not an illusion, 21-480 

A theory of Maya in the sense of illusion creates more difficulties than it solves, 21-483 

I do not agree with the view that the world is an illusion, 29-391 

If the eternal Self is our one objective – The world and man as an illusion, 23-368 

Involved in mind, the soul is subject to Nature – An element of illusion, 23-429 

Nor is the working of his divine Nature in the cosmos an illusion, 19-343 

The familiar cutting of the knot – The mobility of the spirit in Nature is an illusion, 19-

439 

The ideas of dream and illusion – The realisation in the integral Yoga, 23-366 

The sense of the cosmic illusion in the general conception of existence in India, 21-26 

The supreme good in the escape of an illusory non-existent soul, 21-43 

The words of dream and illusion to describe the world – The cosmic Dream, 21-36 

Wisdom as the last word of the universal manifestation, not an illusion, 21-35 

Illusion 

A consideration of the possibility of a great cosmic Illusion had to be undertaken, 21-

488 

An uncompromising theory of Illusion solves no problem of our existence, 21-484 

But what then is the relation between the Reality and the Illusion?, 21-458 

The analysis of the logical intellect – Whether illusions or realities?, 21-341 
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The formula in metaphysics that the world is a supreme Cosmic Illusion, 12-134 

The idea of the Great Illusion bars the road to the dynamic realisation in the world, 35-

307 

The mystery not of an original Illusion, but of the Ignorance and Inconscience, 21-498 

The theory of the cosmic Illusion erects an irreconcilable contradiction, 21-470 

illusion. 

Search always, find out the reason for things which seem to the hasty glance to be mere 

chance or illusion (17), 12-425 

The idea of illusion is itself an illusion (19), 12-425 

illusionism 

A pure spiritual absolutism is also indispensable – Asceticism, illusionism, 21-891 

Afterwards there came the lofty illusionism of Shankara, 20-127 

Asceticism and illusionism are minor issues – The question, 20-132 

Even illusionism preached, not a gospel of sorrow, but the final unreality, 20-130 

Illusionism 

Buddhistic and illusionist denial of life is only one side of its philosophic tendency, 20-

10 

Even Buddhism and Illusionism – That man must develop himself, 20-239 

Even Illusionism agrees that the manifested world is not without reality, 12-192 

Illusionism gives the great relief to a soul passioning for freedom, 13-300 

Illusionism unifies by elimination – The best solution includes and accounts for all, 21-

485 

In Illusionism, we have a Self capable of an eternal freedom, but in inaction, 13-341 

It gives no real answer to the problem of God and man and the significance of life, 13-

301 

The conclusion of a pure noumenalism – Nihilism and Illusionism, 21-127 

The illusionist metaphors are themselves an illusion, 29-457 

The illusionist statement adds an eternity of our own absolute being, 13-300 

The pessimistic and illusionist philosophies miss or neglect the link, 21-124 

The position taken up by the Illusionists, 12-210 

The soul may go even beyond the ascent into the Silence – Illusionism, 23-366 

This absolute unreality seems to be envisaged by certain formulations of Illusionism, 

21-463 

What then is Nirvana? – In orthodox Buddhism, in illusionist Vedanta, 29-395 

Illusionist. 

He has justified by His word the Illusionist & the Agnostic (472), 12-489 

Illusionists 

A danger – The misconceptions of the Idealists, Illusionists & Mayavadins, 17-405 

illusions 

A pure static and immutable Reality and an illusory dynamism, 21-464 

A self-awareness coexistent with a voluntary will to erect a universe of illusions, 21-

462 

All mental errors and illusions are the result of an ignorance about the reality, 21-447 

Mind, parent of these illusions – Its nature and relation to the original Existence, 21-

449 

ill-will 
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Manifestations of malevolence and ill-will – The best thing is to remain unmoved, 35-

811 

image 

All new phenomenon, new discovery calls for the aid of metaphor and image, 28-362 

Conceit means a too obviously ingenious or far-fetched or extravagant idea or image, 

27-166 

I cannot accept the division between image-production and concepts, 27-557 

Poetry depends on power of thought, feeling, language – Not on abundance of images, 

27-165 

Richness of image is not the whole of poetry – Through idea and feeling, 27-165 

The difficulty in combining clear directness with a richly packed and imaged thought, 

27-608 

The revealing or transmuting image – The highest art of symbolic or mystic poetry, 27-

482 

The use of metaphor and image as a more living and accurate transcription, 28-362 

When an image comes out from the mind not properly transmuted – A conceit, 27-166 

images 

Images in a mystic poem ‒ Very usual symbols of the inner experience, 30-139 

Nothing has to be done to develop the images seen in vision, 30-101 

Subtle images can be images of all things in all worlds, 30-101 

The separate images are very usual symbols of the inner experience, 27-517 

The spiritual uses – The mantra and the images of the Godhead, 23-879 

Things and images that belong to the other worlds and subtle images of things, 30-98 

imagination 

An imagination which expresses what would be the exact feeling in the real experience, 

27-106 

By giving up contact sexual desire can be reduced to dream and imagination, 31-523 

Dreams of the right kind need no aid of imagination to be converted into poetry, 27-428 

Imagination would be replaced by truth-inspiration, 23-483 

It may be divided into three functions, 1-406 

One of the most remarkable manifestations of Avidya – The power of imagination, 18-

386 

The analogy of the faculty of imagination with the action of Maya, 21-451 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

The imagination means a consent of the physical or else the vital mind, 31-523 

The man of imagination carries a world in himself – Victor Hugo, Balzac and Dickens, 

27-112 

The memory and judgment are both aided by the imagination – Insight, 23-854 

The supramental memory and the imagination transformed in the supermind, 23-860 

The thought is composed of two separate sides, judgment or reason and imagination, 1-

436 

Usually when actual indulgence is given up imagination still goes on, 31-539 

We have omitted imagination, apart from the faculty of direct reasoning, 1-406 

Imagination 

Imagination is a fundamental energy of consciousness – For the sake of delight, 18-392 
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In the manner of its working, then, Imagination is a replica of Avidya, 18-390 

imaginations 

Imaginations are often really shadows of supraphysical experience, 30-9 

Imaginations can only be got rid of by a tapasya of the will, 31-523 

Imaginations proceed with actuals or possibles – A substitute for intuition, 21-453 

It will help if you can cease to regard them as creations of your own mind, 31-22 

Not the effect of a mere imagination – A constant growth of the being, 30-92 

The difficulty of a restless mind full of imaginations, 31-21 

imitation 

A certain amount of acceptance, of forms too, some imitation, is inevitable, 20-45 

imitation of Nature. 

If Art's service is but to imitate Nature, then burn all the picture galleries (143), 12-440 

If you only imitate visible Nature, you will perpetrate either a corpse, a dead sketch or a 

monstrosity (144), 12-440 

imitation. 

Imitation is sometimes a good training-ship (336), 12-467 

Rather hang thyself than belong to the horde of successful imitators (337), 12-467 

immanent 

In everything the divine Nature creates the Godhead must be immanent, 19-321 

The immanent presence of the divine government – The theistic seeing, 19-350 

immanent Divine 

The psychic is constantly in contact with the immanent Divine, 28-102 

immaterial consciousness. 

I believe immaterial consciousness to be truer than material consciousness? (153), 12-

442 

When we draw back into immaterial consciousness, then we see matter a mask (152), 

12-442 

immobility 

People get a sense of calm and immobility from my appearance, 35-50 

The feeling of coldness of the body, like the immobility and stiffness, 30-220 

immortality 

As for immortality, it cannot come if there is attachment to the body, 28-314 

Being able to live permanently in this consciousness – Liberation and immortality, 23-

439 

Birth becomes a means and not an obstacle to the enjoyment of immortality, 17-89 

But the true immortality would still be the eternity of the spirit, 21-855 

By immortality is meant the consciousness which is beyond birth and death, 17-59 

By immortality we mean the absolute life of the soul, 18-93 

Is not even the immortality a petty thing to be overpassed and abandoned?, 18-73 

It ascends and takes foundation in the Self of all – The transcendent immortality, 18-88 

Liberation, immortality is to live in this being of the Purushottama, 19-422 

Not necessarily the immersion into an all-oblivious Being – The immortal existence, 

18-94 

Our current ideas about the immortality of the soul, 21-852 

Physical immortality would mean that one is not subject to disease and death, 28-315 

The complication of certain ideas about immortality and liberation, 23-440 
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The consciousness of immortality in the body with the descent of Overmind into 

Matter, 28-275 

The death called life is the passage by which we pass into immortality, 18-67 

The forward movement of the Life-force – It is here that immortality must be won, 18-

70 

The individual who rises into self-knowledge arrives at this immortality, 23-438 

The liberated being one with the Divine – The significance of immortality, 19-421 

The purpose of knowledge is accomplished, for we find immortality, 18-77 

The soul that has entirely realised immortality is not subdued to life and death, 18-71 

The state of immortality thus attained is conceived as a state of felicity or bliss, 15-67 

The transition of the human soul from a state of death to a state of immortality, 15-45 

The way of attaining to immortality – The transcendence and the fulfilment, 17-57 

The way of immortality towards perfection and likeness with the Divine, 19-424 

There can be no immortality of the body without supramentalisation, 28-313 

These are preliminary openings – It is not immortality of the body, 28-275 

This immortality is the beatitude enjoyed by the gods, 15-205 

This Life of our life is the supreme Energy – Immortality, the object of the wise, 18-67 

To live in the Divine and have the divine Consciousness is itself immortality, 28-314 

To preserve the same physical would mean physical immortality, 28-546 

Immortality 

A far more powerful attraction drawing him to the Beyond – Immortality, 18-22 

First the play of the Ignorance - Afterwards by the Knowledge, Immortality, 17-63 

Immortality beyond the universe is not the object of manifestation in the universe, 17-

59 

Immortality does not mean survival of the self or the ego, 17-58 

Immortality is one of the possible results of supramentalisation, 28-314 

Perfect truth in world-existence and perfect bliss in the world – Immortality, 12-97 

The attainment of the Brahman is our escape from the mortal status into Immortality, 

18-93 

The enjoyment of the infinite delight free from ego – The enjoyment of Immortality, 

17-86 

The joy of that reconciliation dwells in the Immortality to which the Vedanta is our 

guide, 17-444 

The soul, by a free and divine becoming, enjoys Immortality, 17-63 

The two keys of the gates of Immortality – Knowledge and submission to the Lord, 17-

81 

This higher existence is called Immortality – The goal to be aimed at, 17-29 

This Immortality is enjoyed by a free and divine becoming in the universe, 17-63 

Thus Avidya becomes one with Vidya – By Vidya man enjoys Immortality, 17-58 

immortality. 

My soul knows that it is immortal (11), 12-424 

Immortality. 

Immortality is not the survival of the mental personality after death (12), 12-424 

immunity 

If there were the same living faith, the old relative immunity might still return, 35-791 

The absolute immunity can only come with the supramental change, 31-564 
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immutability 

The pure immutability of the Lord is “bright” – A pure concentrated Self-awarenes, 17-

44 

immutable 

Three eternal poises – The mutable, the immutable, the Purushottama, 19-125 

To live in the truth of the immutable self-existence is a great step, not the perfection, 

19-580 

Immutable 

The Immutable alone – A more difficult and a less complete and perfect path, 19-400 

The Immutable is the silent, actionless, equal, unchanging self, 23-378 

The Immutable is the still and secret foundation of the play and the movement, 17-44 

impartiality 

A period of high-seated impartiality and indifference – The philosophic period, 23-226 

impatience 

Impatience and over-eagerness for the result will disappear, 29-111 

Impatience is always a mistake, it does not help but hinders, 29-111 

Revolt and impatience mean always that there is a part which does not submit, 36-229 

The advice to wait is valueless unless we know what it is that we have to wait for and 

why, 8-225 

The reproach of impatience – Against those who have the strength and skill to build, 8-

225 

To expect and demand it so soon – A rather rash and abnormal impatience, 29-112 

impatience. 

I am weary of the childish impatience which cries & blasphemes and denies the ideal 

(314), 12-464 

Why then this haste and clamour and impatience? (312), 12-464 

imperfection 

A real limitation of consciousness – Ignorance as the cause of all imperfection, 21-417 

A will not only to separate but to get rid of the imperfection, 31-706 

Active surrender means to fight against your imperfections and weaknesses, 36-403 

Anything that suggests to you to keep or cling to any impurity or imperfection, 36-372 

Each step reveals an imperfection – The experience left behind, incomplete, 36-403 

Ignorance, imperfection and suffering – Their real cause and their place, 21-412 

It is the general principle of imperfection that we have to admit and consider, 21-405 

On this foundation – To consider the problem of imperfection, suffering and evil, 21-

416 

This general imperfection consists first in a limitation in us of the divine elements, 21-

405 

To live in the inner self and from there see the imperfection and change it, 31-700 

imperfection. 

He who condemns failure & imperfection, is condemning God (485), 12-491 

imperfections 

As for the imperfections – The steady and quiet will that they should go, 31-734 

Imperfections may remain in the outer being, but they can be got rid of quietly, 32-176 

Real imperfections are not to be indulged, 31-660 

The “apparent” imperfections might appear so to an outward view only, 31-660 
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The existence of imperfections cannot be a permanent bar to progress in the Yoga, 31-

661 

The exterior being with its imperfections ‒ To aspire, but not get upset, 30-229 

The law that our imperfections shall have their passing or their fatal consequences, 13-

407 

The recognition of the imperfections, 31-701 

Those who have the greatest power for Yoga – The greatest imperfections, 31-661 

To clear out imperfections and impurities first – For most the process takes time, 29-

495 

To interfere with the imperfections of the great poets of the past is a hazardous 

business, 27-398 

To welcome criticism and the pointing out of imperfections, 29-286 

Whatever imperfections there are have to be worked out from within by each one, 32-

436 

When the Force is there at work, the imperfections will necessarily arise, 30-489 

imperialism 

America has forsworn her past imperialistic policies – A sort of financial imperialism, 

35-214 

Imperialism 

Imperialism had to justify itself by pretending to civilise the uncivilised, 6-362 

The curse of capitalism, of Imperialism which afflict modern nations are due to this, 8-

139 

The great intermediate factor of Imperialism that must demand its own satisfaction, 25-

397 

Imperialist 

Almost every Englishman is an Imperialist when he is thinking of the Indian question, 

6-727 

impersonal 

For that one has to go beyond the impersonal Self and seek after the Divine, 28-12 

In work to be impersonal is to do what is best for the work, 29-244 

In work, you have to learn to be impersonal, 29-245 

It is a mistake to think the impersonal alone to be true or important, 28-11 

The impersonal – That carries the person to his largest greatness and power, 20-254 

The impersonal and the personal are the same truth seen from two sides, 23-581 

The impersonal Self has no power to change or divinise the nature, 28-12 

There is always the personal and the impersonal side of the Divine and the Truth, 28-11 

To be impersonal, generally, is not to be ego-centric, 29-244 

Whatever impersonal Truth or Light there is, you have to find it, do what you can with 

it, 28-11 

When one follows after the impersonal Self, 28-11 

Impersonal 

By an opening and surrender to the Mother one can realise the Impersonal, 32-141 

The adoration of the impersonal Divine in a Yoga of devotion, 23-599 

The distinction between the Personal and the Impersonal, 23-381 

The experience of divine love – Not by the pursuit of the impersonal Infinite alone, 23-

599 
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The Impersonal Brahman is inactive, aloof, indifferent – Buddha’s Permanent is the 

same, 28-28 

The Impersonal in a supreme state of being and consciousness, 23-382 

The Impersonal is Existence, Consciousness, Bliss, not a Person, but a state, 28-156 

The soul of man, in the Akshara, identifies itself with the Impersonal, 19-229 

The usual experience of the Impersonal – It is everywhere, without form or limitation, 

28-11 

There is no thought in the pure Impersonal – Divine Truth can manifest, 28-28 

Therefore it is to the Impersonal that we have first to attain, 19-132 

To follow after the Impersonal only brings inner experience or at the most mukti, 32-87 

To seek after the Impersonal is the way of those who want to withdraw from life, 32-

141 

impersonal Sachchidananda 

The realisation of the Self and of the impersonal Sachchidananda is only a step, 30-393 

impersonality 

An absolute impersonality would seem to impose an equally absolute quietism, 19-546 

If Brahman were only an impersonal abstraction, cessation would be the right en, 13-

201 

It is through a wide egoless impersonality that one can become a free worker, 23-127 

Personality and impersonality as two aspects – The integral knowledge, 23-578 

The being or person and its impersonality or state of being are one reality, 28-482 

The cult of impersonality, a preliminary of true knowledge and true action, 19-532 

The first door of escape – A certain high trend towards impersonality, 19-545 

The growth of the individual being – An increasing impersonality, 19-128 

The loss of ego in the impersonal – Only a step towards union with the Purushottama, 

19-91 

The movement to bridge the gulf between impersonality and action, 19-546 

The personages – An impersonality that raises the play of their personality, 20-352 

The rising out of ego and desire – Impersonality and freedom in action, 19-130 

The signs of such a man – Equality and the impersonality of the Brahmic status, 19-433 

The spiritual impersonality is a third sign of the divine worker, 19-181 

We can reach it through the absolute Person as well as an absolute impersonality, 23-

585 

Impersonality 

An impersonal Presence has dominated from above or penetrated his nature, 23-128 

Another dynamic Duality – Personality and impersonality, 23-126 

Brahman itself is beyond all conceptions of Personality and Impersonality, 17-43 

Personality & Impersonality are merely different states of self-consciousness, 12-99 

Personality and Impersonality have been the two wings of his spiritual ascension, 23-

128 

The Impersonality of God and the personality of God, 12-197 

imports 

An increasing check on import and a corresponding impulse to articles in India, 6-350 

impossibility 

The sense of impossibility is the beginning of all possibilities, 13-200 

impotence 
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Impotence comes from over-indulgence or wrong indulgence, 31-542 

impression 

Everything that occurs around us leaves on us its secret stamp & impression, 18-309 

impressionism 

Mallarmé, Verlaine and others used to be classed as impressionist poets, 27-424 

The farthest he has got in the direction of a more subjective spirit is an impressionism, 

20-305 

The impressionist movement in poetry initiated by Mallarmé – Its influence, 27-669 

Impressionism 

Recently the Impressionist school in Europe have tried to break the fetters of the form, 

1-540 

impressions 

All that we do, feel or experience in life leaves an impression in the subconscient, 31-

606 

All the past impressions which usually remain in the subconscious rose up in a mass, 

31-603 

Do not allow your mind to form hasty impressions, nor your vital to act upon them, 31-

700 

Past memories ‒ The impressions left in the subconscient physical, 31-607 

Receiving impressions about others is one thing. The Yogic intuition is another, 28-162 

The quiescent part is subject during sleep to impressions, 31-479 

imprisonment 

Patriots punished with a long term of imprisonment before any offence has been 

proved, 6-518 

The prisoners are being deliberately subjected to unnecessary discomfort and privation, 

6-518 

impulse 

An overmastering impulse is not necessarily an inspiration of true guidance, 31-107 

If a wrong impulse comes, you must reject it as soon as you become aware of it, 32-399 

One can not only receive a force, but an impulse, thought or sensation, 28-565 

The following of the lower impulse in spite of the contrary will in the higher parts, 28-

121 

The vital started in its evolution with obedience to impulse and not reason, 31-103 

impulses 

One has to make a strict rule not to act according to the impulses, 31-706 

Others are more mercurial and easily moved by impulses, 31-214 

Our human emotions and impulses must have behind them a Truth in him, 23-558 

The will ought to have the same mastery over impulses as over the thoughts, 31-107 

impulsive action 

Impulsive action ‒ An overhaste of decision upon a mental impulse, 31-23 

impure. 

When I knew nothing, then I abhorred the criminal, sinful and impure (132), 12-438 

impurities 

When it touched the vital parts the impurities arose (anger, sex, fear, doubt, etc.), 30-

492 

impurity 
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All impurity is a confusion of working, a departure from the dharma, 23-312 

The first cause of impurity in the understanding is the intermiscence of desire, 23-313 

The formed parts of our being and their basic defect of impurity, 23-645 

There are two forms of impurity which are at the root of the whole confusion, 23-645 

When the mind is clouded by some impurity – You mistake and misunderstand, 29-49 

In Horis Aeternum 

In Horis Aeternum – A halfway house between free verse and regular metrical poetry, 

27-243 

In Horis Aeternum – A spirit in sense catches the eternal out of the perishable 

hourstranslation, 27-251 

In the In Horis Aeternum I did not follow any regular scheme of quantities, 27-251 

In Moon of Two Hemispheres 

In Moon of Two Hemispheres – The dragon tail of the Night illumined by the moon, 

27-254 

In the Moonlight 

In the Moonlight – “Ground” means here to make a foundation for the freedom, 27-229 

inability 

A mere appearance of inability or obstruction has no probative value, 31-684 

The feeling of inability is just the thing you have to reject, 31-409 

The only serious thing is the depression and the idea of inability, 31-140 

The plea from inability to do the sadhana has no value whatever, 31-645 

inaction 

Action binds no more than inaction, if we are free from attachment to our works, 17-

491 

By action, by works, not by inaction comes the knowledge and the release, 19-178 

Freedom from attachment to inaction and to action, to virtue and to sin, 23-332 

In no case flee to solitude and inaction as a coward and weakling, 17-195 

Not inaction & inert repose, but a healthful activity is our final state & release, 17-491 

The first natural result of the abandonment of desire is a tendency to inaction, 17-490 

The ideal of inaction – A dangerous thing to hold up before the world, 19-570 

The Inactive and the Active Brahman are simply two aspects of the one Brahman, 17-

88 

The question of physical action or inaction, 23-347 

This freedom does not depend upon inaction, 17-19 

inaction. 

Because God has willed and foreseen everything, thou shouldst not therefore sit 

inactive (131), 12-438 

If when thou art doing great actions and moving giant results, thou canst perceive that 

thou art doing nothing (119), 12-437 

Shankara stormed about India preaching inaction (306), 12-463 

The love of inaction is folly and the scorn of inaction is folly (121), 12-437 

inactivity 

Inactivity is an atmosphere in which sex easily rises, 31-522 

incapacity 

A mistake to accept any suggestion of self-distrust or incapacity, 31-727 

But one ought not to settle down into a fixed idea of one's own incapacity, 29-40 
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Incapacity – The third status brings a transformation into a fulfilment and a harmony, 

21-217 

Incapacity is necessary and inevitable in the nature of things, 21-209 

Length of time is no proof of an ultimate incapacity to arrive, 29-174 

The fear of being happy, the suggestion of incapacity or unfitness, 31-180 

The individualised life-force is to its own consciousness limited and full of incapacity, 

21-208 

The recurrence is no proof of a fundamental incapacity, 31-206 

Incapacity 

The three badges of individual life’s limitation – Death, Desire and Incapacity, 21-204 

incarnation 

An incarnation is always through a human mother, 35-400 

An incarnation is destined for someone – To attempt it is to invite a spiritual disaster, 

29-421 

An incarnation is not the object of this Yoga, 29-422 

An incarnation is the substitution of the Person of a divine being, 29-421 

How can the Divine incarnate in the small space of a human body?, 35-400 

If one can accept the historical reality of the incarnation, there is a spiritual gain, 28-

484 

In the incarnation the God-aspect of the same phenomenon takes its place, 19-159 

In the Veda there is no idea or experience of a personal emanation or incarnation, 29-

420 

That does not constitute an incarnation or emanation of the Divine, 29-421 

The incarnation is a long, subtle and persistent process, 29-421 

The method of the Incarnation – Three ideas, 19-160 

What is important is the incarnation of Forces that explain what one now is, 35-56 

Incarnation 

An Incarnation does not in the least diminish the cosmic Presence and the cosmic 

action, 28-471 

An Incarnation is the Divine Consciousness and Being manifesting – A physical body, 

28-471 

Consider the obscurity here and what it would be if the Divine did not directly 

intervene, 28-471 

The mystery of the divine Incarnation and the mystery of human birth, 19-158 

The objection – That the Divine cannot incarnate in the small space of a human body, 

28-402 

When the Divine descends, he takes upon himself the burden of humanity, 28-473 

incarnation of Forces 

What is important is the incarnation of Forces that explain what one now is, 28-553 

incarnations 

All human incarnations or births have naturally a psychic being, 28-547 

Always we see in the history of the divine incarnations the double work, 19-170 

incense sticks 

The incense stick is the symbol of self-consecration, 30-186 

Tobacco is associated with tamas and incense sticks with adoration, 30-186 

incidents 
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It is always drawing on itself incidents that put it to the test, 31-653 

inconscience 

Inconscience was imposed on itself as a veil by the involved Self and Spirit, 12-239 

The inconscience of material Nature – The complete self-ignorance, 21-610 

The mystery how the All-conscient could succeed in arriving at inconscience, 21-616 

The Spirit becomes an inconscience out of which consciousness struggles, 12-239 

What comes down from the Superconscient plunges into inconscience, 12-239 

Inconscience 

A self-protective law of blind Necessity in the substance of the Inconscience, 21-996 

At the nether material end, we observe the reign of Inconscience, 12-296 

Consciousness emerging from a fundamental Inconscience, 21-316 

Here in our world of Matter we meet a universal Inconscience, 12-274 

In Matter it has deepened into Inconscience out of which consciousness reemerges, 28-

148 

Inconscience, which seems to be a negation of the Reality, yet corresponds to a Truth, 

21-333 

The complete separation when Inconscience has been reached, 21-301 

The ever-present sense of the Inconscience in which everything is occurring, 27-342 

The Inconscience is an inverse reproduction of the supreme superconscience, 21-570 

The Yoga having come down against the bed-rock of Inconscience, 31-619 

There was a plunge of this descending Consciousness into an apparent Inconscience, 

28-266 

Two states of being – Superconscience and Inconscience, 12-235 

Inconscient 

A double current of Force – An urge in the Inconscient and a pressure from above, 12-

238 

Below is the vast Inconscient – Behind is a whole subliminal kingdom, 12-317 

Even in the Inconscient the presence of the supreme Truth is at work, 13-591 

Everything here that belongs strictly to the earth plane is evolved out of the 

Inconscient, 28-276 

If there is a consciousness in Matter, there must be a consciousness in the Inconscient, 

12-293 

It is the tamas, the inertia of the Inconscient, that has got hold of them, 31-618 

Men have not learnt yet to recognise the Inconscient or the Ignorance, 27-324 

The call is to change in that part of the nature which depends directly on the 

Inconscient, 35-365 

The Inconscient and the Ignorance are realities, concrete powers, 27-314 

The Inconscient imposes the law of a difficult emergence – The law of fragmentation, 

25-169 

The Inconscient is the last resort of the Ignorance, 28-219 

The Inconscient taken as the real origin and creator, 21-692 

The sadhana has now and for a long time past come down to the Inconscient, 31-617 

They think that these words are only abstract metaphysical jargon, 27-324 

To open the Inconscient to light is a herculean task, 31-617 

inconveniences 

As for the inconveniences, you should take them as a training in samata, 31-313 
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Increaser 

The Creator becomes the Increaser, Savitri becomes Pushan, 15-292 

Indefinable 

The coexistence of the Infinite and the finite – The Indefinable and Illimitable, 21-353 

The Indefinable, to which the Akshara rises is still the Purushottama, 19-441 

independence 

A state or nation must first win or maintain an organised independence, 6-538 

All dependence upon others is misery, 6-841 

Boycott is much more than a mere economical device – Assertion of independence, 6-

638 

Get strength first, get independence and all things will be added unto, 6-379 

In Ireland Parnell always held the absolute independence of his country as the goal, 6-

784 

Indian Nationalism – The gospel of national freedom and the practice of independence, 

6-623 

It is the self-sufficing separateness of a nation that is its independence, 6-623 

Lessons of independence must be learnt only in the school of liberty, 6-858 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-539 

The day of a nation’s independence is when it realises in its soul that it is free, 6-623 

The end of national action is the acquisition and maintenance of national independence, 

6-763 

The love of independence may be a virtue in Europe, it is crime and lunacy in India, 8-

119 

The preaching of national independence is not in itself seditious, 6-884 

We have to recover our national independence and for that we want our nation realised, 

6-843 

We have told the people that there is a peaceful means of achieving independence, 8-

124 

When a movement for independence takes its stand on truth and justice, it appeals to 

God, 6-899 

When a nation is dependent it begins to decay – National independence is Swaraj, 6-

841 

Independence Movement 

Two wings to the Independence Movement – Political and revolutionary, 35-18 

independent thinking 

Our helplessness in the face of the new conditions – The need of independent thinking, 

12-39 

indeterminability 

Indeterminability is also a necessary element in our conception of the Absolute, 21-330 

The whole difficulty is verbal and conceptual and not real – The indeterminability, 21-

347 

India 

(d) The form perishes, not the spirit – India alone can build the future of mankind, 12-

57 
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“It is Shakti that has gone forth and entered into the people” – The uprising has come, 

8-11 

A break to her own greater innate potentialities is demanded by the Shakti of India, 1-

420 

A determination to as great a position in the world as is possible for a divided India, 36-

482 

A difference between the ancient polity of India and that of European peoples, 20-398 

A free Asia and in Asia a free India must take the lead – For the world’s sake, 6-572 

A great wave of reaction passed over the country and sent a stream of the old life, 6-

1067 

A gulf separates the European and the native of India in their ideas of comfort, 1-695 

A healthy social development is more likely to occur in a free India, 6-371 

A living and moving, not a rigid continuity – The inner religious mind of India, 20-189 

A military and administrative centralised empire could not effect India's living unity, 

20-443 

A nation is building in India today – Into an organised national unity, 8-23 

A new type of national movement, as in Ireland and India, 25-38 

A number of great spirits were sent to recall her to her mission, 6-931 

A really strong spiritual movement as a prelude to India’s regeneration, 36-171 

A revolution which would achieve India’s freedom and her unity, 36-475 

A revolutionary movement which would create a free and united India, 36-478 

A right presentation of the spirit and truth of our ancient philosophy, religion and 

ethics, 6-93 

A scientific research with signal success in India of ancient times, 20-123 

A swift transformation scene like in Japan – Out of the question for India, 20-18 

A widest and highest spiritualising of life on earth – The future of India, 20-212 

All Asia has always had the spiritual tendency – India is the quintessence, 20-58 

All great awakenings in India have drawn their vitality from some religious awakening, 

6-86 

All great movements of life in India have begun with a new spiritual thought, 20-24 

All she needs to rouse in her that faith, that will, is an ideal, 6-1017 

All the old nations perished – India, China still live, 17-159 

Alone among the nations, we keep still the necessary materials and the necessary 

capacity, 17-565 

An anglicised India is a thing we can no longer view as either possible or desirable, 20-

19 

An India united in its variety – Regional and communal individualities can be 

harmonised, 6-229 

Another dream, the spiritual gift of India to the world has already begun, 36-480 

Art appreciation in India – Only superior taste, knowledge and insight should tell, 1-

468 

As a matter of fact, the double cycle which India has described – As of Europe, 13-136 

As regards India, to reconstitute her cultural, social and economic life, 36-249 

Asia is the cradle of every great religion – Offshoots of one eternal religion of India, 6-

890 

Asia or at any rate India lives naturally by a spiritual influx from above, 20-138 
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Asiatic races persist and survive. It was not so in old times – Japan, China, India, 8-60 

At present many are turning to India for its sources of spirituality, 27-447 

At the time when Europe forced itself upon India, her political life was at its nadir, 6-

1066 

Bankim had a positive vision of what was needed for the salvation of the country, 1-

639 

British India – This political change had the gravest effect on our economic life, 1-700 

But India has also been throughout a congeries of diverse peoples, lands, sub-nations, 

36-499 

But it is not only in Religion that we were great, 1-697 

China and India have suffered for their premature evolution of the sattwic element, 17-

298 

Chinese and Indian society – From sattwa springs the characteristic indestructibility, 

17-298 

Devoted servants of India are needed who will ask for no reward, no ease, 6-1071 

Either India is rising again to fulfil the function – To influence the world’s civilisation, 

8-92 

Either India will be rationalised and industrialised or she will be the leader, 20-65 

Every ascetic movement since the time of Buddha has left India weaker, 36-222 

Foreign rule has retarded in India a modern organization of politics and society, 6-550 

God has a work for His great and ancient nation to save the whole world, 6-832 

He had a positive vision of what was needed for the salvation of the country, 6-317 

Her mission is to point back to the true source of human liberty, equality, brotherhood, 

6-931 

Her thoughts flashed out over Asia and created civilisations, 6-1020 

Here in India we lag behind because there is that despotism and repression, 6-671 

How India can best develop herself and serve humanity, 20-38 

I believe firmly that a great and united future is the destiny of this nation, 36-497 

I expect the first days of India’s freedom will be rather trying, 35-206 

I have brought India with me, that which is eternal in India – The love of India, 1-550 

If ancient India would perish – A diminution of the world's riches, 20-73 

If India follows in the footsteps of Europe, she will be overcome with the same 

maladies, 6-1041 

If India is to be India it must be propped up with the strength of her own people, 6-210 

If India is to survive, she must be made young again, 6-83 

If this evolution is to take place, the initiative can come from India, 36-477 

If we are to live at all, we must resume India's great interrupted endeavour, 20-91 

In a free India he would probably have figured as an advanced Liberal statesman, 1-649 

In ancient India – That every man should have the opportunity to grow spiritually, 29-

419 

In former ages India was a sort of hermitage of thought and peace apart from the world, 

6-1020 

In India – A sharp incompatibility between life in the world and spiritual growth, 23-8 

In India – No intellectually idealistic political progress or revolutionary experiment, 20-

402 

In India – Sattwic, rajasic, tamasic influences acting upon the community, 17-298 
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In India – To find and rebuild her true self in individual and in people, 1-425 

In India a new type has been evolved to serve the foreign rulers – The bourgeois, 6-

1092 

In India alone there is the invincible spiritual individuality, 12-42 

In India at a very early time the spiritual and cultural unity was made complete, 20-428 

In India medical aid for the people rests on the shoulders of the Government, 1-685 

In India the administration remained with the noble – The burgess has been submerged, 

6-54 

In India the State provides with skilled medical help and dispensaries, 1-686 

In India the two civilisations meet – A common Asiatic civilisation, 6-471 

In India, a wide-spread inability to go freely beyond ancient ideas and forms, 36-387 

In India, Egypt, Chaldea, China, Greece, the Celtic countries – Psychical knowledge, 

23-447 

In India, we attached a superstitious importance to maintaining the mould of our 

Shastras, 8-456 

In India, we have abandoned Shakti and are therefore abandoned by Shakti, 6-80 

In its general results in India – The great intellectual movement of humanity, 17-564 

In many directions India had the priority of discovery, 20-123 

In mediaeval India – The social dominance of the sacerdotal class, 25-376 

In passing, Tibet as a gate opening to India, 36-507 

In such a civilisation, as part of such an Empire, India can have no future, 6-1087 

In the groundwork of the new nation the old evil stuff lingered, 8-318 

In the political field, indiscipline, individualism and strife – India collapsed, 32-578 

In what field indeed has not India attempted, achieved, created?, 20-244 

India – A chance of recovering her freedom of action to offer herself as an ally, 6-991 

India – A country where Mahomedan and Hindu live intermingled, 8-305 

India – Far more nearly allied to the French and Athenian than to the Anglo-Saxon, 6-

38 

India alone has till now refused rationalism, commercialism and economism, 20-65 

India and America stand prominent at the two poles, the spiritual and the material, 36-

388 

India and Japan felt the impact of European civilization during the nineteenth century, 

6-1091 

India as the very Mother, the living Mother, 35-17 

India believes in and has the key to a psychical world within man and without him, 8-

55 

India by following certain tempting directions may become a nation like many others, 

36-503 

India can alone lead the way in this great transformation, 13-510 

India can have relations with Commonwealth if it wants, 36-514 

India can once more be made conscious of her greatness – Her spirituality, 6-513 

India can only survive with fresh diviner creations of her own spirit, 20-43 

India contains a supreme reconciliation of the eternal and the temporal, 20-60 

India had received the gospel of Vedanta – The divine unity of man in spirit, 6-930 

India has always been the home of a peculiar people with characteristics of its own, 36-

499 
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India has always had her own peculiar conception and vision of these things, 1-425 

India has been able to link herself to the life of the modern world, 25-544 

India has been impoverished by bureaucratic misrule, 6-148 

India has done a hundred times more in the spiritual field than Europe, 29-41 

India has in herself a faith of superhuman virtue, a secret of will power, 6-1017 

India has lived and lived greatly, 20-242 

India has lived greatly, but with a different will in life from Europe, 20-153 

India has lived much, but has not sat down to record the history of her life, 20-249 

India has never shared in the physical attacks of Asia upon Europe, 20-58 

India has seen always in man the individual a soul, enwrapped in mind and body, 1-426 

India has shown and is still showing signs of a prolonged and unconquerable vitality, 6-

575 

India has that for which all mankind is waiting – Home Rule can give the free hands, 1-

411 

India has to get back entirely to the native power of her spirit at its very deepest, 20-22 

India has understood by the nation or people a great communal soul and life, 1-426 

India in her ancient polity possessed this spirit of democracy, 6-943 

India is destined to work out her own independent life and civilisation, 8-25 

India is free but she has not achieved unity, only a fissured and broken freedom, 36-475 

India is likely in time to take her place as one of the preponderant States, 36-503 

India is passing really through the first stages of a sort of national Yoga, 36-170 

India is rising to shed the eternal light entrusted to her over the world, 8-6 

India is the Bharata Shakti, the living energy of a great spiritual conception, 20-57 

India is the centre of the religious life of the world & its destined saviour, 36-178 

India is the keystone of the arch – The Mongolian world and the Mahomedan world, 6-

471 

India lives and has still something to do for herself and the human peoples, 20-444 

India may again be a self-sufficing country, famous for artistic and useful industries, 1-

702 

India may be seriously weakened – Possible even a new invasion and foreign conquest, 

36-476, 36-478 

India may well play a large part and take a leading position – These dreams, 36-478 

India must affirm her own deeper truths – The only hope for mankind, 20-93 

India must be reborn, because her rebirth is demanded by the future of the world, 6-84 

India must be thoroughly awakened – The ultimate remedy lies in your own hands, 1-

718 

India of the ages is not dead nor has she spoken her last creative word, 20-444 

India recognised the need of variety of spiritual experience and knowledge, 20-187 

India should be capable of unsparing revolution – The Avatar descends and leads, 8-

457 

India still lives and keeps the continuity of her inner mind and soul and spirit, 20-431 

India struggling – The balance turned in the favour of the national dharma, 8-62 

India today is free but she has not achieved unity, 36-478 

India was now probing and sounding the soul-possibilities in matter, 1-165 

India was strongest and most alive when she had many variations of form but one 

spirit, 36-238 
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India will certainly keep her essential spirit, her soul – But a great change of the body, 

20-5 

India will find out the secret of order which Socialism in vain struggles to find, 6-905 

India, a great and ancient nation, has suffered much at the hands of inferior 

civilisations, 6-707 

India, grown old and decrepit in will, has to be reborn, 6-82 

India, if she remains divided, will not herself be sure of her safety, 36-477 

India, the heart of the Orient, has to change – A new spiritual awakening, 13-138 

India.s political and economic interests and a care for her own untroubled growth, 25-

334 

India’s message – She must rise up and live it before all the world, 8-55 

Indian knowledge should reveal in the Western way its scientific foundations, 12-65 

Indian society in later times – Eagerness to preserve itself in inertia, 12-38 

Indian Spiritual Culture is the future power that might dominate the world, 36-513 

India's central conception is that of the Spirit here incased in matter and evolving, 20-

56 

Individual interest and National interest are the same and call in the same direction, 1-

412 

Is India to be infected with the disease which is overtaking Europe?, 6-1039 

It is for her now to recover herself, defend her cultural existence, 20-58 

It is left for Asia and especially for India to reconstruct the world, 8-57 

It is not the united India that has emerged, but an India divided and threatened with 

perils, 36-481 

It is only India that can discover the harmony – Only by Purnayoga, 13-73 

It is perhaps for a future India – To reconcile life and the spirit, 20-398 

It is she who must send forth from herself the future religion of the entire world, 6-84 

It is to make the yoga the ideal of human life that India rises today, 13-4 

It was in religion first that the soul of India awoke and triumphed, 8-62 

It will be well when every Indian is able to carry India with him wherever he goes, 1-

550 

It would be a tragic irony of fate if India were to throw away her spiritual heritage, 36-

504 

Japan, China and India – Discipline was at one time all-regulating, 32-577 

Misstatements of Indian truth – The phenomenon of the Theosophical Society, 12-66 

Not whether India is civilised, but whether the spirit is to take the lead, 20-66 

Now India is being raised up and everything tends to God’s purpose in raising her up, 

8-113 

Of this kind of community China, India and Japan are the only known instances, 17-

297 

On the wider national field also Mr. Tilak has rare qualities which fit him, 1-647 

One great fact – The terrible poverty of India and its rapid increase under British rule, 

6-203 

Or India is rising as a follower of methods and ideas borrowed from the West, 8-92 

Our aim – To help in building up India for the sake of humanity, 13-6 

Our aim will therefore be to help in building up India for the sake of humanity, 8-26 

Our call is to young India – The new humanity that is struggling to be born, 13-511 
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Our first necessity is that the youth of India should learn to think independently, 12-40 

Our helplessness in the face of the new conditions – The need of independent thinking, 

12-40 

Our hope of a moral and spiritual strength to place India in the head of the new 

worlIndia, 8-188 

Our mission is to lead and instruct Europe, not merely to imitate and learn from her, 8-

244 

Our weakness lies in this that we have made no adequate attempt to react, 1-701 

Sattwa, as a conscious governing strength, exists only in India and China, 17-296 

She divides the Pagan Far East from the Mahomedan West, and is their meeting-place, 

6-990 

She started with the three great divisions of the body politic, King, Lords and 

Commons, 6-943 

Speculations on the causes of the decline and arrest of Indian civilisation, 12-44 

Spiritual and religious ferment and activity – A prominent feature of the new India, 20-

26 

Still some strong basis of the old knowledge remained to keep alive the soul of India, 

20-177 

Such an empire over all India was a step in the right direction then, 35-217, 36-466 

Swaraj as a sort of European ideal will not awaken India, 6-1086 

Swaraj as the fulfilment of the ancient life of India is the true Swaraj for India, 6-1086 

That organisation failed to serve for the national and political unification of India, 20-

425 

The admission into India of Occidental ideas, methods and culture – Discriminating, 6-

46 

The age of the Dharma – The second long epoch of India's greatness, 20-13 

The amount of new matter which she has to absorb, is unprecedented in her history, 6-

1021 

The ancient Indian treatment of foreign residents – A contrast to the spirit of exclusion, 

8-450 

The ancient life of India was as splendid, as humane as that of any modern society, 8-

450 

The ancient spiritual knowledge and the spiritual tendency were saved in India, 20-205 

The answers with which we are very familiar in India, 23-264 

The artistic trades for which the country has been so famous, 1-713 

The assertion that India has failed in life – A turning away from life to asceticism, 20-

384 

The coming of so many religions to India was part of her spiritual destiny, 35-700 

The command is now – The chosen country is India, 13-71 

The compromise in India between the spiritual life and the material, 23-28 

The conflict between religion and science never arose in India, 28-392 

The consequence of the difference of standpoint between India and Europe, 20-73 

The country is not likely to be diverted by selfish and narrow-minded considerations, 6-

337 

The country is not yet ready to understand its principle or to execute its programme, 

36-334 
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The danger is that a rationalised and Westernised India might emerge, 20-73 

The development of religion in India – Proper to an experimental evolution, 21-897 

The different races of this country have preserved their basic temperaments, 1-153 

The distinct value of India’s civilisation – Her founding of life upon this conception, 

20-57 

The distinction that India draws is between disinterestedness and desire, 1-335 

The dominant idea in India – The social life as an expression of man's true self, 20-397 

The extreme exaggeration of the two opposites – India and Europe, 13-143 

The final dream was a step in evolution – The initiative can come from India, 36-480 

The first age of India's greatness was a spiritual age, 20-13 

The formation of linguistic provinces – India’s national life on her natural strengths, 

36-501 

The freedom, unity and greatness of India have now become necessary, 13-3 

The freedom, unity and greatness of India have now become necessary to the world, 8-

23 

The function of India is to restore the youth of mankind and assure it of immortality, 6-

1086 

The general psychological laws which govern nations are always the same – In India, 

8-187 

The genius of Japan lies in imitation and improvement, that of India in origination, 6-

1021 

The gift by India of her spiritual knowledge and her means for the spiritualisation of 

life, 36-475 

The grand workshop of spiritual experiment has been India – Thousands of great 

spirits, 6-978 

The hero, the Rishi, the saint, are the natural fruits of our Indian soil, 1-637, 6-315 

The Hindu-Mahomedan problem as a national problem it is of supreme importance, 8-

31 

The idea and plan of the life of India have been peculiar to her temperament, 20-153 

The ideas of Indian resurgence, spiritualisation of the world, awakening of the East, 6-

1000 

The immense superiority of our own religion, ethics and social ideals to the Western, 6-

93 

The importance of the spiritual ideal for India and for humanity, 20-74 

The increasing infiltration of India's spiritual thought into Europe and America, 20-62 

The India’s decline – The disappearance of the Kshatriya and dwindling of the 

Vaishya, 8-19 

The Indian and Chinese have survived unbroken from that period, 17-293 

The Indian mind advances westward towards inevitable conquest, 12-64 

The Indian peoples generally have nothing or very little of the revolutionary temper, 1-

649 

The Indian spirit could seize powerfully the spiritual motive in an age of external life, 

26-45 

The Indian view of life – A challenge to develop a spiritual modernism, 20-108 

The inner and outer body of India – Different from those of the rest of the world, 6-812 

The inwardness of the difference between the West and India, 20-122 
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The lowering effect of slavery – The verdict of the civilised world on Indian politics, 6-

586 

The Mahabharata is the great national poem of India – A great Aryan civilization, 1-

333 

The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will not have to cease, 

6-169 

The manufacturing superiority of India had been transferred to England, 1-700 

The masses of India are intensely conservative and lacking in confidence and initiative, 

1-718 

The men who would lead India must be catholic and many-sided, 8-249 

The metaphysical thinkers in the East, especially in India, 28-353 

The method of religion in India – The method of evolutionary Nature herself, 21-904 

The most striking example in history is the evolution of India, 25-307 

The movement in India, like all other movements in history, has life and vitality in it, 

6-559 

The movements of the nineteenth century in India were European movements, 6-931 

The nation had entered headlong into a wonderful sadhana, 8-317 

The nation is cowering in silence under the terror of repressive laws, 8-412 

The Nation must shake off littleness of spirit and have the courage of its destiny, 1-412 

The nation was in danger of losing its soul – The aberrations of European materialism, 

6-931 

The national life of India shall meet and possess its divine and mighty destiny, 6-1077 

The national movement in India proceeds on two assertions, 6-93 

The nation-idea in India will realise itself along federal lines – Different nationalities, 

6-169 

The nations of the East will rear up their heads and India will be herself again, 6-671 

The necessity of becoming intensely, uncompromisingly Indian, 6-1040 

The need of a great ideal keenly felt in India at the present day, 6-1014 

The negation of the materialist and the refusal of the ascetic – Europe and India, 21-11 

The nineteenth century in India was imitative, self-forgetful, artificial, 8-61 

The one thing wanting, which we must strive to acquire before all others, is strength, 6-

82 

The people of India too will have to reap the fruits of their present Karma, 6-992 

The political life of India will become an anarchy. But not for ever, 6-1076 

The position of India makes her the key of Asia, 6-990 

The possession of the Government by the people – The condition of Indian 

regeneration, 6-1067 

The principle of unity in diversity has always been normal to India, 36-501 

The problem becomes much more difficult with regard to Egypt and India, 25-332 

The question is what is India going to do with her independence?, 35-207 

The questions which have always occupied the thought of India, 21-77 

The religion of India has to be applied not only to life, but to the whole of life, 8-24 

The renascence of India is inevitable, 25-333 

The result was a rapid disintegration of her own individuality, 6-1067 

The resurgence of India is begun, it will accomplish itself, 6-1022 

The return to ourselves is the cardinal feature of the national movement, 6-1040 
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The sadhana of India, tapasya, jnanam, shakti, must make us free and great, 8-464 

The second blow will fall on England because she holds India, 6-990 

The second message said, “It is for the dharma and by the dharma that India exists”, 8-

10 

The secret of the difficulty in the problem of unifying ancient India, 20-431 

The sense of the cosmic illusion in the general conception of existence in India, 21-26 

The Shakti we call India, Bhawani Bharati, is the living unity, 6-83 

The sooner the struggle now commences, the better for India and for the world, 6-1070 

The spirit and ideals of India had come to be confined in a mould too narrow and 

slender, 8-247 

The spirit of ancient India was aristocratic, 6-1095 

The spiritual basis of life is India’s real mission, the only possible source of her 

greatness, 36-237 

The spiritual gift of India to the world has already begun, 36-477 

The success of the national movement is necessary for India and still more for Europe, 

6-1041 

The synthesis attempted in the ancient Indian culture – An evolutionary synthesis, 21-

703 

The teaching in India that all must be turned towards the Divine, 29-39 

The triple message of India, psychical, spiritual and moral, 8-55 

The unification of mankind is under way – India has begun to play a part, 36-476 

The virtues and gifts India demands from the greatest among her sons in the future, 1-

679 

The work in India – More difficult than in any other Asiatic country, 8-266 

The work she has to do now is to organize life in the terms of Vedanta, 6-1086 

The world as a dream – A better day will dawn for India when the shadow is lifted, 12-

135 

There are plenty of Indians who are for a static defence – No effective value, 20-75 

There are still those who dream of a Christianised India, 25-321 

There has been a certain infiltration of Indian and Eastern thought and influence, 20-69 

There is a great power at work to help India, and we are doing what it bids us, 6-826 

There is there no doubt an advantage in India, 29-38 

There remains a unity of physical as well as of cultural type throughout India, 15-37 

This is the reason of India’s resurgence – A spiritual consummation, 6-979 

This measure will be a potent engine for dividing the nation into two hostile interests, 

8-322 

Throughout India’s history the political unity was never entirely attained, 36-499 

Thus has the spiritual life of India been narrowed into many streams & shallows, 17-

574 

To aryanise the world – In order to do this, she must first re-aryanise herself, 6-84 

To include India in a federation of colonies and the motherland is madness, 6-210 

To realise that ideal, to impart it to the world is the mission of India, 6-1017 

To take again her due and natural portion and station in the life of the human race, 1-

425 

To work for the restoration of India by means of Yoga not otherwise, 36-178 

Two things India demands – Freedom and the understanding by her children, 1-660 
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Two things India demands for her future, 36-277 

Under modern conditions India can only exist as a whole, 8-304 

Vivekananda was the first visible sign to the world that India was awake to conquer, 8-

62 

We have a right to expect that the Nation will rise to the level of its opportunity, 1-411 

We have narrowly escaped by the resurgence of the soul of India in Nationalism, 8-20 

We have to revive the spirit, ideals and methods of the ancient and mightier India, 1-

369 

We in India fell under the influence of the foreigners’ maya which possessed our souls, 

6-1035 

We in India have an ancient discipline much more powerful than the Chinese, 8-266 

We in India have found a mighty freedom within ourselves, 8-69 

We need three things answering to three fundamental laws, 6-87 

We say to the nation, “It is God’s will that we should be ourselves and not Europe”, 8-

27 

What have those, who have acquired Science, been able to do for India, 6-81 

What India means to make of her own life – Importance to herself and the word, 20-3 

What is required is to advance in such manufactures as the country is fitted for, 1-703 

What made the reawakening of India necessary, 20-4 

What must be cultivated by us now, for the building up of the real Indian nation, 6-169 

What was this ancient spirit and characteristic soul of India?, 20-5 

What we say to the individual and especially to the young – Do India's work, 13-7 

When nations began to surge through the Himalayan gates, the peace of India departed, 

6-1020 

When the Avatar comes – The summary and grand type of the future Indian nation, 8-

249 

Where does India actually stand in this critical hour of her necessity, 20-60 

Whether free India will be a friend of England or an ally of the triumphant Mongol, 6-

992 

Whether it is not the right thing for India, not to imitate Europe, 20-237 

Whether they will meet the coming Mongolian as a destined slave, an ally or an equal, 

6-992 

Why has the attempt at transformation in India been a failure?, 6-1091 

Why should not India then be the first power in the world?, 6-513 

Will she arise re-asserting against the callow civilisation of the West – Her salvation, 1-

167 

With India rests the future of the world – When materialism thinks to triumph, 6-890 

Work as regards India – To reconstitute her cultural, social and economic life, 36-279 

Yet all the time India was as much & more outside the great life of the world, 6-1102 

Yet even the little that was done saved her from gradually petrifying and perishing, 1-

167 

You must shape the life of this great nation so that it may be fit to reveal Him, 6-832 

India Council 

Indian members to the India Council – The Government in England in touch, 6-536 

India. 

O soul of India, hide thyself no longer (361), 12-471 
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Indian 

It is good to be Indian, but to be Indian because of knowledge, not because of 

prejudice, 1-500 

It will be well when every Indian is able to carry India with him wherever he goes, 1-

550 

Neither to Indian nor to European can the path of Yoga be smooth and easy, 29-40 

The differences between the sadhak of Indian and the sadhak of occidental birth, 29-38 

The Indian governs his life by custom and the opinion of the nearest Brahmin, 1-492 

The Indian sadhak has his own difficulties in his approach to the yoga, 29-39 

There are four operations in the Indian method of knowledge, 1-501 

Indian architecture 

An Indian temple – The divine Self, the Cosmic Spirit, the Infinite as a conception, 20-

273 

Architecture, sculpture, and painting – An appeal to the spirit through the eye, 20-270 

Indian architecture – The temples and other sacred buildings, 20-272 

The first truth of Indian architecture and its significance, 20-274 

The history of the Kirtimukha, a standing feature in Indian architecture, 1-592 

Indian art 

All Indian art is a throwing out of a certain profound self-vision, 20-301 

Ancient Indian art – An intuitive and spiritual art, 20-267 

Art in India – A suggestion of the spiritual and the infinite, 20-206 

Beauty for beauty’s sake can never be the spirit of art in India, 1-459 

Beauty for beauty’s sake is recognised by us, but not in the higher work of the artist, 1-

465 

In a magazine – The reproduction of some work of art by a contemporary Indian 

painter, 1-455 

Indian art is identical in its spiritual aim and principle with the rest of Indian culture, 

20-268 

Of such original creation we may cite the new Indian art as a striking example, 20-22 

Reality for its own sake, Indian artistic theory would not have recognised, 1-465 

The aim of a renascent Indian art must be to recover the essence of these great motives, 

1-584 

The appeal of this art is to the human soul for communion with the divine Soul, 1-583 

The artists of the new school are merely recovering our ancestral heritage, 1-463 

The attitude of the natural European mind to the great works of Indian art, 20-264 

The constant oneness and continuity of all Indian art in its essential spirit, 20-301 

The dominant note which distinguishes Indian art from any other, 1-581 

The extraordinary restraint and simplicity conceals the artist’s strength and subtlety, 1-

456 

The greatness of Indian art is the greatness of all Indian thought and achievement, 1-

464 

The Indian artist – His technique is perfect enough, 1-582 

The Indian artist seeks within himself the ultimate centre of knowledge, 1-464 

The legendary origins of South Indian art, 1-580 

The one thought of the artist should be how best to render the spiritual vision, 1-465 

The right way to look at an Indian work of art – The spirit carries the form, 20-271 
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The spiritual character of Indian art – A hieratic aesthetic script, 20-269 

The subtle, less forcefully tangible spiritual stress of the art of India, 20-312 

Then – The true cultural significance of Indian aesthetic creation, 20-255 

We have a sort of handy record of the progress of Art in India in recent times, 1-461 

What these artists strive always to express is the soul, 1-583 

Where begins the difference between great European and great Indian work, 20-266 

Indian Art 

A rebirth of Indian taste supporting a new Indian Art is a great desideratum, 1-579 

He sees the soul and paints it or he sees the heart or mind and paints it, 1-541 

Indian Art attaches itself to the two higher interpretations – European to the two lower, 

1-538 

Indian Art demands of the artist the power of communion with the soul of things, 1-467 

Of the lover of art it demands the power to see the spirit in things, 1-467 

The Indian begins at the other end. He sees the thing itself, 1-541 

The wealth of their ancient Art should be brought before the eyes of the people, 1-579 

This is what Indian Art alone attempted thoroughly, 1-450 

Indian arts 

A Western criticism of Indian fine arts – Architecture, sculpture and painting, 20-255 

Indian brain 

Brahmacharya and sattwic development created the brain of India, 1-377 

The Indian brain is still in potentiality what it was – A surface deterioration, 1-377 

Indian civilisation 

European and Indian civilisation at their best have only been half achievements, 20-85 

How stands Indian civilisation with regard to this yet unrealised future of the race?, 20-

80 

In Indian civilisation philosophy and religion have led – Not sacerdotalism, 20-107 

In the great days of Indian civilisation we find an admirable political system, 20-423 

Indian civilisation has been as great as any other of the historic civilisations, 20-79 

Indian civilisation in the first rank in the three great arts, 20-313 

Indian civilisation must be recognised as the fruit of a great culture, 20-69 

Indian civilisation passed through all these stages, 20-169 

Judged by the power of its ideas, Indian civilisation was inferior to none, 20-167 

Our critic denies the practical life-value of Indian civilisation, 20-121 

That which is claimed for the Indian mind and its civilisation is a high spirituality, 20-

108 

The larger statement of our culture and civilisation that we have now to achieve, 20-93 

The need for the continuance of a distinctive Indian civilisation in the future, 20-72 

The power of its conception of life – There is nothing here to discourage life, 20-167 

The socio-political evolution of Indian civilisation – Four historical stages, 20-407 

The spirit and ideals of our civilisation need no defence, 20-91 

Indian creation 

Against the tendency to attribute a foreign origin to whatever survives of Indian 

creation, 1-592 

Indian culture 

Ancient India did not err when it traced back all its culture to these seer-poets, 20-327 
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Failure and temporary eclipse raised as an objection to the value of Indian culture, 20-

119 

Indian culture – Stamping religion with the essential ideal of a real spirituality, 20-185 

Indian culture – The double system of the four Varnas and the four Asramas, 20-170 

Indian culture has worked by two coordinated operations, 20-216 

Indian culture never depressed or mutilated the activities of our nature, 20-160 

Indian culture proceeded on the principle of a concert, 20-92 

Indian culture recognises the spirit as the truth of our being, 20-214 

Indian culture reconciling spirit and reason and the whole psychological nature, 20-115 

Nor was the life of India ascetic, gloomy or sad, 20-248 

Saying that Indian culture denies all value to life, 20-125 

The attack against Indian culture – The culture in its practical effects, 20-237 

The charge against Indian culture in its practical effects can be dismissed, 20-242 

The charge brought against Indian culture as an agent of the life power, 20-385 

The dynamic formulation of Indian religious culture and the effect on life, 20-214 

The essential intention of Indian culture was extraordinarily high, 20-231 

The formal turn, the rhythmic lines of effort of the Indian culture, 20-215 

The greatness and fineness of this ancient Indian culture, 20-353 

The ideas of an average and typical occidental mind on Indian culture, 20-105 

The Indian conception of life – The innermost sense of Indian culture, 20-155 

The Indian culture even tried to turn the whole of life towards spirituality, 20-178 

The larger statement of our culture and civilisation that we have now to achieve, 20-93 

The political, the economic and the social aspects of Indian culture – The charge, 20-

386 

The sense of the religio-philosophic evolution of Indian culture, 20-374 

The spirit and aim of Indian culture – Spirituality as an element of superiority, 20-118 

The spirit of Indian culture – A message for humanity and not for India alone, 20-80 

The system of Indian culture – A science and art of life, a system of living, 20-232 

The Veda is thus the spiritual and psychological seed of Indian culture, 20-342 

There remains the damaging accusation that Indian culture depresses the vital force, 

20-150 

Thus was created the harmony of the ancient Indian culture, 20-10 

Whether Indian culture satisfies the tests of a progressive Life-power, 20-151 

Whether the expression by Indian culture is the best possible, 20-109 

Whether the forms of Indian culture must be preserved intact as well as the spirit, 20-59 

Indian education 

Indian education of women as well as of men was rich and comprehensive, 20-126 

Indian fraternity 

Indian fraternity based on Indian liberty and Indian equality, 8-286 

Indian literature 

After that, there is a persistence, a continuity of the Indian mind in its literary creation, 

20-318 

The aesthetic or even the hedonistic being of man – Art, literature and poetry, 20-227 

The epic literature – An intellectual and ethical thinking, a constant religious sense, 20-

206 

The same turn in literature that we see in architecture, painting and sculpture, 20-327 
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Indian metaphysics 

Indian metaphysics founded itself upon an inner experimental psychology, 20-124 

Indian mind 

A remarkable political instinct and capacity in the cultural mind of India, 20-408 

An ancient Greek was much nearer to the Indian mind, 20-106 

An Indian mind faithful to its ideals – The real truth goes beyond reason and science, 

20-69 

For the Indian mind form does not exist except as a creation of the spirit, 20-270 

For the Indian mind is not only spiritual and ethical, but intellectual and artistic, 20-12 

India – Living in the higher spiritual truth and from the inner spirit outwards, 20-74 

Life is questioned in the Indian standpoint on life – Asceticism ranges rampant, 20-144 

One result of a tendency of the Indian mind to follow each motive to its extreme point, 

20-10 

Spirituality is indeed the master-key of the Indian mind, 20-6 

That which is claimed for the Indian mind and its civilisation is a high spirituality, 20-

108 

The difference between the typical Western and the typical Indian mentality, 20-127 

The difficulty of the Indian mind spiritually to understand the arts of Europe, 20-262 

The Indian idea of existence is not physical, but psychological and spiritual, 20-155 

The Indian mind – A prolific abundance of the energy and joy of life and creation, 20-8 

The Indian mind – The calm, self-controlling or even the self-effacing personality, 20-

252 

The Indian mind in the government of life and in the discipline of spirituality, 20-161 

The Indian mind moves on the spur of a spiritual sensitiveness and psychic curiosity, 

20-293 

The Indian mind on the contrary is averse to intolerant mental exclusions, 20-191 

The Indian mind still believes that soul power is a greater thing than will-force, 20-254 

The number of great names – The significant figures born of the creative Indian mind, 

20-251 

The spiritual mind of India regarded life as a manifestation of the self, 20-403 

The third movement of the Indian spiritual mind has a double impulse, 20-215 

The third power of the ancient Indian spirit was a strong intellectuality, 20-8 

The Upanishads are the supreme work of the Indian mind, 20-329 

The value of the Indian conception for life – The relations with our normal living, 20-

158 

Indian monarchy 

Indian monarchy previous to the Mahomedan invasion, 20-391 

Indian mosques 

The great mosques embody often a religious aspiration lifted to a noble austerity, 20-

284 

Indian Nationalism 

Our ideal is an Indian Nationalism, largely Hindu wide enough to include the Moslem, 

8-305 

Indian nationality 

Indian nationality – Geographical separateness and compactness and a national spirit, 

8-305 
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Indian painting 

Architecture, sculpture, and painting – An appeal to the spirit through the eye, 20-270 

Indian painting – A persistent tradition, a fundamental spirit and turn, 20-298 

Indian painting – An appeal through the physical and psychical to a spiritual vision, 20-

304 

Indian statuary and Indian painting have canons of their own, 1-578 

Our sculpture and painting in the light of its own intention and greatness of spirit, 20-

286 

Painting, the last of the arts in the decline has also been the first to rise again, 20-313 

Quarterly on Indian sculpture and painting – In the revival of the aesthetic mind of 

India, 1-590 

The history of Indian painting – On a par with the architecture and sculpture, 20-299 

The Indian artist – The psychic lines and the psychic hues proper to the vision, 20-306 

Indian people 

In ancient Hindu times the people had their share of political life and power, 20-247 

The people had their share too in art and poetry, education, 20-248 

Indian philosophy 

Saying that Indian philosophy has led away from the study of nature, 20-123 

The assertion of a higher than the mental life – Indian philosophy and Yoga, 23-15 

The charge made against the effective value of Indian philosophy, 20-122 

The life-value of Indian philosophy – Bound up with the life-value of Indian religion, 

20-133 

Indian poetry 

Indian poetry in the Sanskritic languages – More restrained than most English poetry, 

27-177 

The beginnings of a supreme utterance of the Indian soul in the rhythms of English, 1-

614 

Whatever may be said of the made-in-India type of secondhand English verse, 1-614 

Indian politics 

Freedom from foreign rule must needs be the only governing ideal of Indian politics, 6-

204 

The reconstruction of Indian society and politics on a spiritual foundation, 20-434 

Indian polity 

Indian polity and even institutions were of India's own kind, 20-386 

The Indian polity – A very complex communal freedom and self-determination, 20-405 

The legend of Indian political incompetence – A strong democratic element, 20-386 

Indian portrait 

The reason of the differences – The highest type of the Indian portrait, 20-311 

Indian princes 

The Indian princes – Their so-called independence is nothing more than a mere name, 

6-475 

Indian religion 

In Indian religion – A continuous development of its organic life, 20-207 

Indian religion – A higher standard, but all beings are sure of an eventual salvation, 20-

220 
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Indian religion created ceremony and ritual and strict outward rule and injunction, 20-

221 

Indian religion does really reverence the genuine Bhakta or Sannyasin, 1-492 

Indian religion is founded upon three basic ideas or rather three fundamentals, 20-193 

Indian religion is Indian spiritual philosophy put into action and experience, 20-133 

Indian religion throughout the stages – Two perceptions, 20-216 

Indian thought and religion at present towards the synthesis of spirituality and life, 20-

240 

Religion in India is dharma or living religiously – The whole life being governed, 1-

492 

The form of Indian religion has undergone remarkable changes, 20-198 

The fundamental idea of all Indian religion – A living spiritual Truth, 20-182 

The fundamental ideas of Indian religion – A new and universal religious mentality, 

20-116 

The life-value of Indian philosophy – Bound up with the life-value of Indian religion, 

20-133 

The one Godhead is worshipped as the All – But Indian religion is not pantheism, 20-

192 

This complete understanding has given religion in India its durable security, 20-225 

Indian renaissance 

Indian renaissance – Three lines to measure its help to the future of humanity, 20-15 

Out of this awakening vision and impulse the Indian renaissance is arising, 20-15 

The renaissance must insist much more on its spiritual turn, 20-32 

The work to make the higher view of life a creative power in the world, 20-16 

Three results of value and indeed indispensable to a powerful renaissance, 20-19 

Three steps in the process which has led up to the renaissance, 20-17 

What it is we mean by a renaissance governed by the principle of spirituality, 20-33 

Indian revival 

In the outward life – The modern Indian revival is only a repetition, 20-247 

Indian science 

Indian science came abruptly to a halt somewhere about the thirteenth century, 20-124 

Indian sculpture 

Architecture, sculpture, and painting – An appeal to the spirit through the eye, 20-270 

In the renascence that is coming it may be that this great art too will revive, 20-297 

Indian sculpture, Indian art in general follows its own ideal and traditions, 20-297 

Our sculpture and painting in the light of its own intention and greatness of spirit, 20-

286 

Quarterly on Indian sculpture and painting – In the revival of the aesthetic mind of 

India, 1-590 

The development of the spirit of Indian sculpture, 1-591 

The gods of Indian sculpture are cosmic beings, embodiments, 20-290 

The Indian principle in the treatment of the human figure – The Indian sculptor, 1-591 

The Indian sculptor – Embodying spiritual experiences and impressions, 20-293 

The Indian sculptor sees the psychic line and turn of things, 20-294 

The objections made to the spirit and style of Indian sculpture, 20-292 

The sculpture of ancient and mediaeval India – The very highest levels, 20-286 
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This sculpture like the architecture springs from spiritual realisation, 20-289 

Indian seasons 

The Seasons is written in six cantos answering to the six Indian seasons, 1-179 

Indian social life 

Indian social life has subordinated almost entirely the individual to the family, 28-439 

Indian society 

Indian society – A deepening of the intensities of psycho-religious experience, 20-206 

Indian society is in a still more chaotic stage – The necessity of a renovation, 20-30 

The reconstruction of Indian society and politics on a spiritual foundation, 20-434 

Indian spirituality 

Already we find in their seed the most characteristic ideas of Indian spirituality, 20-203 

Indian spirituality has been a high effort of the human spirit, 20-132 

Indian spirituality has, it is true, a wider and more minute knowledge behind it, 29-37 

Indian spirituality tended to a spiritual exclusiveness loftier in vision, 20-197 

The work that was done in this period became the firm bedrock of Indian spirituality, 

20-204 

This endeavour has manifested itself in the evolution of Indian spirituality, 20-211 

Indian statuary 

Indian statuary and Indian painting have canons of their own, 1-578 

Indian thought 

An exaggeration in the direction of negating life – Not the whole of Indian thought, 20-

239 

Indian writing 

Its perfection and power as an expression of the cultural mind of the people, 20-316 

The difficulty to appreciate Indian writing – A quite different spirit behind, 20-316 

Indian Yoga 

If the question be of Indian Yoga itself in its own characteristic forms, 29-37 

Indian Yoga is potentially one of these dynamic elements of the future life, 23-5 

The schools of Indian Yoga lent themselves to the compromise, 23-28 

Indians 

The Indians – Guided by intuitive and inspired judgment gained by purification, 1-501 

The modern Indians have lost this guide and are compelled to rely on authority, 1-501 

indifference 

A calm indifference – The silent and tranquil regard of an impersonal spirit, 19-583 

A period of high-seated impartiality and indifference – The philosophic period, 23-226 

Altruism and indifference are often the most effective disguises of egoism, 23-331 

An attitude of impartial indifference – A way of knowledge, 23-712 

Indifference and calm – Equality and its positive form of love and delight, 23-354 

Pain, pleasure and indifference – An imperfect response, 21-111 

The Gita admits the philosophic motive of indifference as a preliminary movement, 19-

208 

The question is whether neutral indifference is all that is demanded from us, 29-132 

The three steps towards divine peace – Endurance, indifference, resignation, 19-190 

The wrong reception by the desire-soul – Pleasure, pain and indifference, 21-235 

indignation 
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Indignation can produce poetry – A vital revolt or a spiritual or psychic rejection, 27-

108 

indignation. 

I rose through sorrow and indignation & revolt to an infinite knowledge and a settled 

peace (495), 12-493 

indiscipline 

Quarrelsomeness and self-assertion and indiscipline go ill with Yogic calmness, 35-800 

This constant indiscipline is a radical obstacle to the sadhana, 31-153 

individual 

“In the human Cosmos the individual man must vary from all other men”, 1-55 

A less trammelled individual effort doing what the State cannot do, 25-297 

All foreign Governments must deny scope and liberty to the individual, 6-364 

All individual existences are object of motion in stream of motion – Laws & processes, 

17-357 

An individual seeking individual self-knowledge and the aim of his separate existence, 

21-723 

An integral consciousness – It does not abolish the universe or the individual, 21-660 

Cosmos and individual as manifestations of a transcendent and indivisible Self, 21-387 

Each individual following on the lines of his own nature by a growth from within, 25-

67 

Each individual man – Created through the three states of Sleep, Dream and Waking, 

17-231 

Each individual soul is all Brahman regarding Itself and world, 17-23 

Every individual being is the Self – Every collectivity is each the Self, 23-375 

First in the mind and spirit of an individual or a limited number of individuals, 25-247 

First, there is a true individual – A practical mutuality founded in unity, 21-387 

For the individual – The growth of the soul and its powers and possibilities, 1-427 

For the individual – To perfect his individuality, to harmonise, 25-71 

From the individual we have to start – Our index and our foundation, 25-73 

In the becoming each individual is Brahman variously represented, 17-24 

In the individual he is the secret Godhead in us – We can transcend the ignorance, 19-

317 

In the younger races, the development of the individual was far more rapid, 17-294 

India has seen always in man the individual a soul, enwrapped in mind and body, 1-426 

Individual man belongs also to his group or society – In modern times the nation, 25-68 

It is the individual who must climb to this height as a pioneer and precursor, 23-207 

Man, the individual, has to reproduce the supreme Existence-Consciousness-Bliss, 21-

119 

Man’s highest object – The awakening and development of his spiritual being, 1-427 

Progress from the tamasic stage to the sub-tamasic – The individual begins to emerge, 

17-288 

So also the individual is necessary in a sense to the Transcendent, 23-32 

Society can save itself only by conceding within limits the claim for individual 

freedom, 17-292 

Supracosmic, universal, individual existence – The one Godhead, 19-316 

The ancient Indian civilisation laid peculiar stress on the individual nature, 19-50 
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The claim to absorb all free individual activities – A check to human progress, 25-299 

The conflict of the claims of society with the claims of the individual, 23-195 

The cult of the State and the effacement of the individual, 25-49 

The Divinity in the individual – The perfection or liberation has to be individual, 21-

723 

The dual importance of the individual, 21-720 

The emergence of the Truth of things – The utility of individual existence, 21-48 

The finite or the individual as being and power and manifestation of the Infinite, 21-

482 

The fulfilment of the individual – The flowering of the divine in man, 25-46 

The group self has no true right to regard the individual as only a cell of its body, 25-67 

The growth of the individual and of the group – Each helps to fulfil the other, 25-60 

The human individual tends to exist in himself and to exceed the limits, 25-288 

The ideal from the individual’s standpoint – A society for the good of the individual, 

23-195 

The individual – “Evolving the inborn qualities and powers native to his personality”, 

1-59 

The individual – To destroy falsehood and lay bare a new foundation of truth, 25-17 

The individual being is that by which this is possible – True individuality, 23-438 

The individual can never regard himself as independent of some kind of Unity, 17-24 

The individual has to search out the true law of the world and of his own being, 25-15 

The individual is impelled to realise himself by means of the universe, 21-51 

The individual is in nature one expression of the universal Being, 23-296 

The individual is in spirit an emanation of the Transcendence, 23-296 

The individual is in this respect greater than the mass, 23-358 

The individual is indeed the key of the evolutionary movement, 21-1086 

The individual is not only himself, but is in solidarity with all of his kind, 25-47 

The individual lives to himself, vigorously or feebly, according to his personality, 8-

455 

The individual must be the instrument and first field of the transformation, 21-997 

The individual Purusha has to assume a body – That assumption of body we call birth, 

21-787 

The individual remains but that is not the small separative ego, 30-395 

The individual soul would be a conscious, open and free field and instrument, 21-961 

The individual, standing alone, cannot develop, 6-363 

The knowledge of the Divine present in the individual, 19-537 

The necessity of the individual to the action of the Transcendent in the universe, 21-43 

The one supreme and universal and individual Godhead – The perfect way, 19-321 

The participation of the individual generally in the many-sided life of the community, 

25-361 

The perfect society – Which most entirely favours the perfection of the individual, 25-

285 

The perfection of the individual – Towards the perfect state of the social aggregate, 25-

285 

The possibility of the Divine’s unfolding in the individual is the secret of the enigma, 

21-402 
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The power of the individual – His unity with the Transcendent and the universal, 21-

401 

The primal law and purpose of the individual life is to seek its own self-development, 

25-35 

The real object of existence of the individual – Spiritual freedom and oneness, 21-1087 

The right of property of the State in the individual threatened to take the place, 25-631 

The soul of the individual must awake to universality and to transcendence, 21-706 

The Spirit discovers, develops, builds its formations first in the individual man, 25-246 

The strength of every particular individual is the strength of God and not his own, 8-

110 

The Transcendent, the individual, the cosmic being are powers of consciousness, 21-

389 

The true individual is not the ego, but the divine individuality, 25-47 

The universe and the individual are necessary to each other in their ascent, 21-50 

The utmost possible individual perfection – Our first supreme business, 21-1067 

There is the demand of the group that the individual should subordinate himself, 23-

195 

This can only be brought about by an individual change in each human life, 25-263 

This object is achieved primarily through the individual man, 25-65 

Three terms of the one existence, transcendent, universal and individual, 21-401 

To secure for every individual a just and equal chance of self-development, 25-301 

Two ideal and absolute solutions – The domination of the individual by the society, 23-

196 

Universe is a diffusion of the divine All, the individual its concentration, 21-50 

We deny that individual life is as sacred as national life, 8-90 

Individual 

The Transcendent, the Universal, the Individual – The first of the Trinities, 23-259 

Individual Divine 

The distinction between the Transcendental, the Cosmic, the Individual Divine, 28-8 

individual energy 

The individual energy does not belong to the individual, but to the one universal Power, 

30-288 

individual self 

By Jivatma we mean the individual self, 28-55 

individual Self 

The body is not the individual self – The individual Self is the central being (Jivatma), 

28-57 

individual. 

The obstinate pertinacity with which we cling to our besieged individual existence 

(537), 12-498 

individualism 

Excessive individualism – The strong antipathetic feelings of Labour towards Capital, 

6-45 

It is individualism which opens the way, after an age of conventionalism, 25-194 

Not the air of English individualism, but a wide and liberal culture, 6-36 

The dawn of individualism is always a questioning, a denial, 25-16 
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The ideal of collective living as a serious danger – The necessity of individualism, 23-

196 

The principle of individualism – Liberty and mutual respect for each other's freedom, 

25-55 

The pursuit of justice through the stark assertion of individual rights – A struggle, 25-

19 

The right of all individuals to the full life and the full development, 25-24 

The strife between two human tendencies, individualism and collectivism, 25-290 

The unrestrained use of individual illumination or judgment is perilous, 25-19 

Three successive stages are possible, individualistic, socialistic, anarchistic, 25-193 

We have to throw away the individualism and materialism and keep the democracy, 8-

248 

individualist age 

It is in Europe that the age of individualism has taken birth and exercised its full sway, 

25-15 

The East has entered into it only by contact and influence, 25-15 

individualistic age 

An individualistic age – As a result of the corruption and failure of the conventional, 

25-15 

An inevitable period – The need of a critical reason largely destructive, 25-26 

The development of an individualistic age of mankind, 25-26 

The individualistic age of Europe, 25-16 

The individualistic age of Europe fixed two idea-forces of the future, 25-24 

The individualistic age, a necessary passage to the subjective period, 25-14 

The individualistic period in the East – Neither of long duration nor rationalistic, 25-23 

individualistic materialism 

We wish to bar out, if may be, all that disease of individualistic materialism, 6-93 

individuality 

At first a personal isolated achievement – Our individuality becomes universalised, 23-

258 

But first, the difficulty of admitting the persistence of individuality after liberation, 21-

381 

Is all truth of individualisation abolished by transcendence of the ego?, 21-384 

It is necessary to see wherein lies the true individuality of man and of the nation., 25-54 

The disappearance of the false separative individuality is a necessary condition, 29-396 

The increasing complexity of the community – The growth of individuality and of 

rajas, 17-289 

The preparatory business of man is to affirm his individuality, 21-719 

The Purusha must arrive at a true, universalised, not separative individuality, 23-640 

The sense of individuality can disappear when all is peace and wideness, 30-394 

The trinity of self-manifestation – Individuality, universality and transcendence, 21-786 

There is an essentiality of things, a commonalty of things, an individuality of things, 

21-396 

This in its turn means the growth of individuality – Personality has memory for its 

basis, 17-288 

Individuality 
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The persistent soul-existence is the real Individuality – A power of our being, 23-376 

The principle of separated Individuality is from here, 28-148 

individuals 

An increasing number of individuals no longer satisfied with the normal existence, 25-

263 

Another seeks to give freedom, power and dignity to the individuals, 25-293 

The free development of the community or nation from within is the best condition, 25-

71 

The progress of all the individuals does not proceed with an equal and equable march, 

25-287 

Whatever the importance of particular individuals, they are not necessary, 8-88 

Indo-Moslem architecture 

A word too may be said about Indo-Moslem architecture, 20-282 

Indo-Persian painting 

The Indo-Persian style – Still the transforming touch of the Indian mind, 20-313 

Indra 

Agni and Indra, are not greater than Vishnu and Rudra, 15-345 

Agni generates the Maruts – They prepare the action of Indra, the luminous Mind, 17-

78 

Agni, Indra, Brihaspati, Soma are all described as winners of the herds of the Sun, 15-

243 

Aryan, Indra brings into utter subjection the Dāsa – The symbols, 15-226 

b) Now also let Indra use the Maruts as his instruments for the illumination, 15-274 

Dawn is the illumination of the Truth – Indra comes, the lord of luminous Mind, 15-

331 

Indra – Mind-Power released from the limits of the nervous consciousness, 15-262 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

Indra and Vayu have been called upon by the thought to perfect the nervous mentality, 

15-75 

Indra especially is the hero in this warfare and wins the Light and the Force, 15-139 

Indra has brought into being, together, the Sun, the Dawn, the Path and the Flame, 15-

217 

Indra in becoming the Angiras, becomes Marutwan – The Maruts as Life-Powers, 15-

170 

Indra is constantly addressed as the Master of the herds, 15-140 

Indra is even imaged as himself the cow and the horse, 15-140 

Indra is not, then, the only god who can restore the lost radiances, 15-142 

Indra is the head of these gods, lord of the light, king of the luminous heaven, Swar, 

15-144 

Indra is the luminous or divine Mind – Into him all the gods enter and take part, 15-144 

Indra is the master of mental force, Vayu of nervous or vital force, 15-310 

Indra is the Master of the thought-energies, the Lord of the luminous dawns, 15-274 

Indra makes Surya the light of the Truth rise in heaven and dispel the darknesses, 15-

474 

Indra must be not only illuminer, but a fashioner of right thought-formations, 15-263 
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Indra must be the Power of the divine Mind born in man and there increasing, 15-170 

Indra next – He makes the Sun of Truth mount high in the heaven of our mentality, 15-

380 

Indra releases the divine light from the dynamic mentality, 15-194 

Indra repeats the type by means of the Angirases continually even in the present, 15-

141 

Indra represents Mind-Power – His special realm is Swar, 15-73 

Indra represents the cosmic Divine on the mental plane, 18-81 

Indra strong with the Soma wine and the Angirases, the seers, have to defeat the Panis, 

15-141 

Indra the Vritra-slayer is along with Agni one of the two chief gods, 15-246 

Indra, hostile to asceticism, sent the Opsaras to disturb the meditations of Naraian, 1-

220 

Indra, lord of Swar, the luminous intelligence, is our chief helper, 15-286 

Indra, the Divine Mind has for his assistants the Ribhus and the Maruts, 15-381 

Indra, the god-mind, smites the Coverer and cuts out a passage, 15-113 

Indra, the Lord of Swar, is also described as becoming an Angiras, 15-169 

Indra's enlightenment that leads to the secret of beatitude, 15-311 

It is not always Indra who recovers the herds, 15-141 

Soul force and mental force increasing together – Brihaspati and Indra together, 15-325 

The conflict of Indra and the Angirases with the Panis is a principal episode, 15-242 

The Divine is there Indra, the power of divine knowledge, 19-21 

The divine waters brought down from the heights of our being by Indra, 15-119 

The function of Indra – To hold the Ananda firmly in the illuminated mind, 15-86 

The necessity of Indra's guidance is affirmed expressly, 15-311 

The prayer for “cows” – Indra, full of the Soma-ecstasy, giving the Light, 15-125 

The right and left hand of Indra are his two powers of action in knowledge, 15-194 

The supreme Deva – Thus Agni, Indra, Soma are hymned as the supreme Deity, 15-354 

The three gods Indra, Vayu, Agni approach the Brahman, 18-81 

This Indra is the Lord of Swar, the wide world of the Sun or the Truth, 15-169 

Vayu and Indra are cosmic godheads presiding over the action of cosmic principles, 28-

458 

We find Indra, Master of Mind, and Vayu, Master of Life, coupled together, 15-310 

What is meant by Indra holding the hoofed wealth in his right hand, 15-195 

indrawn state 

First, that usually in Yoga these things begin in an indrawn state, 30-17 

inducement 

Our future depends on our surmounting both inducement and intimidation, 6-480 

indulgence 

Expression in outer indulgence is still less a cure, 31-266 

External indulgence on the other hand keeps the activity alive, 31-539 

Forceful suppression stands on the same level as free indulgence, 31-419 

It is impossible to maintain order if one is indulgent to everybody, 32-428 

Suppression with inner indulgence in subtle forms is not a cure, 31-266 

Usually when actual indulgence is given up imagination still goes on, 31-539 

indulgence. 
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Mankind has used two powerful weapons to destroy its own powers and enjoyment, 

wrong indulgence and wrong abstinence (378), 12-473 

indulging human nature 

But such a rule – A pretext for indulging the ordinary human nature, 31-486 

indulging sex 

The idea that by fully indulging the sex-hunger it will be finished, 31-495 

industrial life 

There was a stream too of industrial life, faint and thin, 8-18 

industrialism 

A rush of the commercial and industrial spirit which follows the Western principle, 36-

236 

A third delusion is the belief in salvation by industrialism, 6-238 

Commercial and industrial expansion – Never the cause of political liberty and 

greatness, 6-238 

Either India will be rationalised and industrialised or she will be the leader, 20-65 

If we take over for instance European industrialism – The economic aim in life, 20-46 

industries 

All through the Middle Ages, our manufactures and industries were at a very high 

level, 1-699 

India may again be a self-sufficing country, famous for artistic and useful industries, 1-

702 

It is very difficult for Government to provide industries for its people, 1-714 

Our endeavour should be to reduce dependence upon foreign industries, 1-709 

The larger industries involving an extensive use of machinery – Our economic future, 

1-713 

We need Protection to enable our industries to reach their growth, 1-712 

industry 

England’s policy has been to crush Indian industries, 6-588 

Her old industrial life will not allow of Swaraj in commerce and industry, 6-905 

In commerce also, India moves to a deeper and greater life – A healthy industrial life, 

8-65 

Industrial progress and material development did not bring life to the nation, 6-826 

Industry can only become beautiful if poverty and the struggle for life are eliminated, 

8-249 

Simply concerning ourselves with industry or commerce is not enough, 6-815 

Stopping the drain – A popular government to protect Indian commerce and industry, 

6-271 

The awakened spirit of nationalism – India’s industrial regeneration, 6-588 

The first condition of a successful boycott is the organisation of national industry, 8-

398 

Work for the industrial progress of the country – To train Indian students, 6-607 

Industry 

An Exhibition is intended to draw together the scattered threads of industrial activity, 

1-717 

Lack of confidence in ourselves and in one another – Fatal to any system of industry, 1-

716 
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Science and Industry in which we are deficient and in which Europe excels, 1-698 

Ineffable 

All is part of the mysterious being of the Ineffable, 19-330 

ineffugable 

Ineffugable is a new word – It means inescapable, inevitable, not to be avoided, 35-157 

inertia 

(2) The passivity taking the form of inertia – The cure, 31-399 

(3) Some inertia or fundamental resistance in the consciousness, 31-638 

A certain inertia is in the nature of the human physical consciousness, 35-358 

A certain inertia, tendency to sleep, indolence, unwillingness or inability, 31-372 

A resistance of inertia in the lower vital and physical consciousness, 31-179 

But perhaps there was an inflow, afterwards came a reaction of the lower inertia, 30-

477 

By the descent the inertia changes its character ‒ A physical condition to be 

transformed, 30-485 

Fear and the inertia of the outer being must be thrown away, 29-36 

For some time it resists the completeness of the siddhi, 31-392 

I don't know of any effective outward means of getting rid of inertia, 31-398 

If the physical being has assimilated the silence and peace ‒ Inertia ought not to rise up, 

31-394 

In the physical it is inertia, obscurity, inability that come up, 31-369 

Inertia can spread waves of itself like other things, 31-395 

Inertia comes usually from the ordinary physical consciousness, 30-61 

Inertia is a natural result of the consciousness’s descent into the physical, 35-347 

Inertia is a tremendous force ‒ One of the biggest world-forces, 31-391 

Inertia is mental, vital, physical, subconscient, 31-391 

Inertia is the very character of the physical consciousness left to itself, 31-391 

Inertia or anything else must be felt as separate, not part of one's real self, 31-397 

Inertia there may be if the physical being turns it into mere inactivity, 30-485 

Like the vital disturbance the physical inertia is an attack of the hostile forces, 29-247 

Nothing can obstruct a quiet aspiration except one’s own acquiescence in the inertia, 

29-66 

Something in you will remain perfectly quiet even in the pits of inertia, 31-397 

Tamas or inertia coming down when the vital gets dissatisfied, 31-139 

That which strikes us most is grief & pain, and the inertia of unconscious Matter, 12-86 

The adverse forces hope that they will create a revolt because of the inertia, 31-398 

The inertia gives room and power for the hostile forces to act, 31-768 

The inertia itself is not a dynamic principle, 31-395 

The inertia of the physical consciousness is always a difficult thing to eliminate, 31-397 

The inertia usually rises up from the subconscient, 31-392 

The law of the physical is inertia, dullness, obstruction to whatever is new, 31-359 

The physical consciousness is full of inertia, 31-393 

The physical inertia ‒ As if the former experiences had never existed, 31-395 

The physical inertia – To disappear only when strength from above descends, 29-125 

The reactions when the inertia of the physical Nature is resisting the Light, 31-392 

The second is an inertia of the lower vital and physical consciousness, 31-570 
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The struggle to surmount the physical obscurity and inertia, 31-391 

The third is to reject everything that is raised by the inertia, 31-397 

The three means of changing inertia into peace, 31-396 

There is always more chance of inertia at night, 31-395 

There is another blank state, a state of inertia, not only blank, but heavy, 31-447 

There should be a reaction (internal) against the rising of inertia, 31-395 

There should be nothing inert or tamasic in the self-giving to the guidance, 29-66 

They correspond to the inertia and the chaotic activity of physical Nature, 31-392 

This inertia, numbness, pain should be thrown off as the vital disturbances, 31-767 

This loathness to do anything – An acquiescence in the force of the inertia, 31-367 

To get rid of inertia altogether a strong dynamic calm is needed, 31-394 

To get rid of the inertia of the physical, the doubts, limitations, 31-367 

To get the physical out of its habit of falling back into tamas or inertia, 31-574 

To overcome inertia – The power to refuse, to reject is always there, 29-66 

To pull out of the inertia – By calling down the Descent, since the Ascent is impossible, 

35-373 

When the mental will acquiesces in the inertia, there is no push against it, 31-393 

You cannot expect a persistent inertia like that to disappear in three days, 31-397 

Inertia 

Inertia has come upon you ‒ You have to get the true Energy down into it, 31-396 

It is the culmination of bondage to mechanic Law and opposes a colossal Inertia, 21-

258 

This Inertia was needed in order that the evolution might be gradual, 12-237 

When this retarding or lowering effect of the primal Inertia is entirely overcome, 31-

392 

inevitability in poetry 

All perfection is not necessarily inevitability – Different grades of perfection in poetry, 

27-185 

All the styles “adequate”, “effective” etc. can be raised to inevitability in their own 

line, 27-191 

Inevitability – Such a felicity of phrase and rhythm that it sounds final and irrevocable, 

27-194 

Mental and vital poetry can be inevitable also, 27-187 

The requisites of inevitability – An absoluteness so satisfying as to be unalterable, 27-

185 

The supreme inevitability is a quintessential essence of convincingly perfect utterance, 

27-185 

Whether each line in itself is the inevitable thing, 27-274 

inevitable word 

There dwells and from there springs the mystery of the inevitable word, 27-45 

infant 

The infant in the Mother’s arms is the symbol of the psychic being, 30-160 

infant mortality 

Perhaps overadministration of medicines is one cause of excessive infant mortality, 32-

593 

infatuation 
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Blind infatuation is God’s instrument for the destruction of men and nations, 8-139 

inferences 

The first step is to make the young mind interest itself in drawing inferences, 1-409 

inferior consciousness 

When you sink into this inferior consciousness, everything seems hopeless to you, 31-

723 

inferiority 

Ideas of superiority and inferiority are not of much use or validity, 31-243 

infinite 

The infinite becomes to us the reality – A double infinite, pervasive and spaceless, 23-

492 

Infinite 

The finite is nothing but a definition of the Infinite's self-representations, 19-152 

The Infinite can be in a point and not only in extension of space, 35-400 

Infinity 

Infinity alone is utterly real – The finite also is not a fiction, 12-143 

Infinity containing all the infinities and the succession called causality, 18-157 

Infinity is the subjective idea of bliss viewed objectively – Absence of Limitation, 18-

371 

One feels oneself to be that spreading out to all Infinity, 30-399 

The Upanishad has defined the Eternal as the Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, 18-157 

The very nature of Infinity is that the mind cannot grasp it, though the reason deduces 

it, 17-392 

influence 

Everyone who has peace or love in him becomes an added influence, 31-320 

Influence is more important than example – The supreme sign of the Master, 23-67 

No human influence can change the vital nature of someone else, 29-30 

Phenomena due to a possession or influence – No relation to the true occult powers, 28-

578 

The first thing is to acquire such an influence as to be able to repel the attack, 36-376 

The other means of cure is the use of spiritual power and influence, 36-375 

Those who take this Yoga must accept no other influence, 35-814 

When the vital forces or beings throw an influence, 31-776 

Whoever opens to their influence – Variations due to his own vital temperament, 31-

776 

Influence 

By virtue of the inner consciousness, the outer can awaken to the Divine Influence, 28-

91 

Not the necessary strength and balance to receive and bear an Influence put on him, 35-

550 

The important thing is to open to the Influence, 35-817 

influences 

It is a rule of this Yoga not to mix influences, 29-194 

It is not safe to admit here another influence which is not ours, 30-201 

One may easily draw in undesirable influences or pass them on to others, 31-332 

One may get influences from above, 30-428 
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Practising the Yoga – To be in contact with right Influences only is very important, 27-

687 

The consciousness opens not only to the true Light and Power, but to all influences, 36-

393 

The influence that comes in the human figure is a force of disharmony and ugliness, 

27-687 

These influences – Not the powers of the higher planes in their native character, 30-428 

To throw away all other influences and open yourself only to the Mother's, 30-36 

influenza 

After a severe attack of influenza, 31-587 

Catching dengue or influenza ‒ The adverse forces bring about symptoms of this kind, 

31-557 

In Europe certain diseases have greatly increased – Influenza, T.B. and venereals, 31-

555 

information 

Information cannot be the foundation of intelligence, 1-369 

The acquiring of various kinds of information – Only one of the means of education, 1-

420 

infrarational 

The danger of forgetting this necessity – Becoming irrational or infrarational, 23-283 

The infrarational has its origin and basis in the obscure infinite of the Inconscient, 25-

128 

There is an infrarational life from which all human aspiration takes its beginning, 25-

133 

infrarational stage 

The infrarational stage of society may arrive at a very lofty order of civilisation, 25-186 

ingratitide 

The unregenerate vital is not grateful for a benefit, 31-250 

inhibition 

A transformation of the sex-impulse – The inhibition can help towards this, 31-506 

Inhibition of the sex-impulse would not be permanently effective in itself, 31-506 

The inhibition does not help if the mind indulges in sex-thought, 31-506 

initiation 

Because Arjouna has best fulfilled this ideal, Krishna considers him fit to initiation, 1-

329 

In fact Sri Aurobindo never took any formal initiation from anyone, 36-95 

The opening of the consciousness to the Mother from within is the true initiation, 32-

333, 35-825 

The true initiation – The opening of the consciousness to the Mother from withi, 29-

326 

This higher ethic is for the prepared, the initiated only, 1-328 

injection 

Injection should be taken only if indispensable, 31-585 

injustice 

The inner causes of war and the accumulating Karma of successful injustice, 25-602 

inmost being 
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But the true representative is the psychic, our inmost being, 28-59 

By Yoga we become aware of this inner and inmost being, 28-20 

The psychic is the inmost, supporting all the others, 30-236 

There is an inner being and an inmost being which we call the psychic, 30-236 

inner 

This term `inner' is used in two different senses, 28-204 

inner awareness 

An inner awareness – He began to have contact with the supraphysical planes, 30-221 

inner being 

A first movement of the awakening of the inner being in sleep, 30-259 

A free inflow of spiritual experience – An opening outward of the inner being, 21-942 

A movement inward – The entry into the inner being, 21-290 

A purification of the outer nature – More possible for the inner being to reveal itself, 

30-322 

A purified inner being does not mean a purified psychic, 28-113 

A touch of the Self, not the unborn Self above, but the inner being, the psychic, 30-262 

All these are symbols of what is going on in the inner being, 30-103 

An indispensable step is the opening up of the inner being and its centre of actions, 21-

970 

An inner being composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-114 

An inner being in oneself which is detached from the outer action, 30-463 

As for the inner being, one feels it big – Much wider in consciousness, 28-95 

As the sadhana progresses, one begins to live more and more in this inner being, 28-89 

As you grow in the sadhana, you must learn to live in this inner being, 28-90 

Becoming aware of an inner being which is separate, calm and uninvolved in Nature, 

30-239 

But realisation can only take place when the inner being is awake, 30-212 

Everything is prepared above, then worked out through the inner being, 31-735 

Fasten on the true thing, the concentration in the inner being and the inner life, 30-226 

For the inner being it is like gusts or storms outside, 31-780 

Four main lines which Nature has followed to open up the inner being, 21-892 

If the inner being does not manifest or act, the outer being will never get transformed, 

28-92 

If the inner being is safe, then there is no longer any fundamental difficulties, 28-92 

If you live in the inner being you can get rid of the obstruction, 31-597 

In one the inner being comes to the front and impresses its own normal motions, 30-

215 

In the dreams in which one goes out it is part of the inner being, 31-456 

In the inner being – A consciousness which begins to spread into the universal, 28-95 

In the inner being all is present but held back as a store of past experience, 28-224 

Initial movements of the consciousness to become aware of your inner being, 30-257 

It is difficult so long as the inner being is not conscious and receptive, 32-203 

It is possible to open doors on to the inner being before this self-discipline, 30-257 

It is the inner being that has the Yogic turn – The external has to be converted, 28-92 

Let the Force work from the inner being ‒ It will change the outer being, 30-230 

Living in your inner being and looking at everything from there, 30-228 
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Once the inner being has manifested strongly it is bound to renew its pressure, 30-219 

One begins to feel a double consciousness, one an inner being and another the outer, 

32-244 

One can become aware of this inner being and of the small personality on the surface, 

30-213 

One has to have the passage clear between the outer mind and the inner being, 35-228 

Or it must establish itself in the inner being down to the inner physica, 30-23 

Or unless one has developed a double consciousness, the inner, the outer, 32-245 

Our inner being is in touch with the universal mind, life, matter, a part of all that, 28-93 

Our waking mind and ego are only a superimposition upon an inner being, 21-576 

That does not ensure its being open to the psychic only and not to other universal 

forces, 28-94 

The awakening and coming to the front of the inner being, 30-215 

The condition you had of the inner being and its silence is the first liberation, 30-234 

The consciousness has to shift its centre from the surface to the inner being, 21-937 

The exterior being has to be taken hold of by the inner being, 28-217 

The indispensable preliminary – A fitness of the inner being, 30-41 

The inner being – The inner mental, the inner vital, the inner physical, 30-236 

The inner being (inner mind, vital, physical) is not lost but gone inside, 30-213 

The inner being beginning to come more and more forward, 30-231 

The inner being cannot be “located” above, it can only join with the above, 28-93 

The inner being cannot be in possession of liberation and peace – It is not the Atman, 

28-93 

The inner being does not open except by sadhana or by some psychic touch on the life, 

32-162 

The inner being has its own time which is sometimes slower, sometimes faster, 28-93 

The inner being is composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-116 

The inner being is connected with the small outer personality by certain centres, 30-325 

The inner being is made up of sheaths – Sheaths is simply a term for bodies, 28-212 

The inner being is nearer to the psychic than the outer mind, vital or physical, 28-94 

The inner being is not usually unquiet but it can be quiet or unquiet like the outer, 28-

91 

The inner being is the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind, 

28-93 

The inner being means the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic 

behind, 28-93 

The inner being means the psychic, the inner mind, the inner vital, the inner physical, 

30-213 

The inner being must also open in time, 30-322 

The inner being speaking to the outer, 30-195 

The inner being's knowledge – An awareness by direct contact, 21-554 

The piercing of the veil between the outer consciousness and the inner being, 30-215 

The powers and possibilities of the inner being are aroused, 30-325 

The seeing of inner things also usually comes with this growth of the inner being, 30-

224 

The silence descends into the inner being first, as also other things, 30-213 
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The subliminal self or inner being is a projection from these higher planes, 21-569 

The vision-mind in us is part of the inner being – Its scope is vast, extraordinary, 27-16 

The word Antaratma covers all the inner being, 28-93 

There is a preparatory work behind the veil in the inner being before the veil thins, 32-

207 

There is a stage in the sadhana in which the inner being begins to awake, 30-241 

There is an inner being and an inmost being which we call the psychic, 30-236 

There is another consciousness deeper within ‒ The true inner being, 30-214 

There is no real Yoga possible if we do not become aware of all this inner being, 28-

204 

This truth of your inner being can make certain the change of your nature, 31-652 

To know our inner being is the first step towards a real self-knowledge, 21-577 

Unless you open to the inner touch, the inner being cannot develop, 32-555 

Unless your inner being becomes conscious of itself – Not concrete realisations, 30-429 

We can call it the Divine Grace, the Self within, the flowering of the inner being, 35-

231 

We have to go into our inner being and learn to live in it and from it, 21-551 

What has to be done is to grow conscious of an inner being, 30-236 

What is continued from birth to birth is the inner being, 28-471 

What you feel as the new life is the growth of the inner being in you, 30-223 

What your inner being feels is rather to be followed than the superficial reasonings, 28-

323 

When one begins to feel the inner being and live in it, 28-404 

When one goes into the inner being, the tendency is to go inside – Samadhi, 30-323 

When the inner being is awake and there is the double consciousness, 30-232 

When the inner being once thoroughly establishes its separateness – A secure basis, 28-

92 

Within, there is an inner being, an inner mind, vital, physical and a psychic being, 28-

20 

You can have constantly the feeling of a calm being within concentrated, 32-247 

Your being is seen by you in two parts ‒ The inner being and the outer being, 30-213 

inner bhakti 

The inner bhakti is the main thing and without it the external becomes a mere ritual, 

29-355 

inner change 

Something that remains calm and cool – A stage of the inner change in sadhana, 30-224 

The inner change must be the first consideration and the rest must arise out of that, 27-

737 

inner consciousness 

A development of the inner consciousness is needed, 30-222 

Again, it is through the inner consciousness that these things come, 30-17 

An inner consciousness – One is awake inside, but not outside, 30-254 

An inner consciousness is formed which is always conscious of the Mother, 35-742 

By virtue of the inner consciousness, the outer can awaken to the Divine Influence, 28-

91 

If one becomes aware of the inner consciousness, one can do all sorts of things, 30-231 
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If one lives within, then it is the inner consciousness that one depends on, 30-226 

In this inner consciousness one can go back to the old action by an effort of will, 30-

233 

It at first creates changes inside – The outer instruments only afterwards, 30-224 

Live in the inner consciousness which can remain in its own calm and light, 30-226 

Living in one's inner consciousness and doing everything from there, 30-228 

One has to see with the inner consciousness and to decide by the intuition, 30-227 

One of its powers ‒ Communicating in entire silence to the consciousness of another, 

30-225 

One step towards it is to get the inner consciousness separate from the body, 31-564 

The external consciousness, the inner consciousness, the superconscient, 28-37 

The inner consciousness – The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical and the psychic, 

28-85 

The inner consciousness can see behind the thing, 28-90 

The inner consciousness felt separated from the body ‒ An indispensable experience, 

30-222 

The inner consciousness has to grow – Finally it occupies the outer being also, 32-296 

The Mother’s force is at work and is developing the inner consciousness, 30-225 

The second is the inner consciousness always awake, 31-386 

The spontaneous intuitive knowledge of this inner consciousness, 31-473 

The true inner consciousness is a silent consciousness, 30-233 

There is an inner as well as an outer consciousness all through our being, 28-203 

These experiences are normal when the inner consciousness is growing, 31-473 

These inner experiences prepare the growth of the inner consciousness, 30-211 

This inner consciousness when it is active – A complete quietude or silence, 30-224 

To establish the inner consciousness and the higher being ‒ To change the outer 

existence, 30-231 

To keep in the inner consciousness is very necessary, 31-407 

To live in the inner consciousness – To bring the inmost psychic into the front, 29-20 

Very often the inner consciousness lasts for a few seconds even after waking, 31-452 

Visions, voices – A proof of opening of the inner consciousness and also they help, 32-

293 

What takes place in the inner consciousness – Not at present in the outer physical, 30-

224 

When one does sadhana, the inner consciousness begins to open, 28-89 

When one lives more inwardly, it is only the surface consciousness that is occupied, 

35-742 

You certainly need not be afraid of going into the inner consciousness, 30-235 

inner delight 

The small current or thrill of inner delight, 30-15 

inner discipline 

The way out of the impasse – These things come by the inner discipline, 35-619 

inner experiences 

When the centres begin to open, inner experiences become frequent, 28-238 

inner Force 

Prakriti divides itself into an inner Force that is free and the outer Prakriti, 28-45 
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inner growth 

To trust mainly to the inner growth and the descent of a higher consciousness, 29-381 

inner guidance 

What Lele asked him was whether he could surrender himself entirely to the Inner 

Guide, 36-109 

inner hearing 

Sounds or voices – An inner hearing other than that of the external ear, 30-112 

inner heart 

There is an inner heart where are the higher or psychic feelings, 28-194 

inner influence 

The inner influence as it comes out will create new habits, 31-404 

inner life 

A divine life must be first and foremost an inner life, 21-1060 

Afterwards a true inner and spiritual life behind the outer life and nature, 30-240 

Fasten on the true thing, the concentration in the inner being and the inner life, 30-226 

How much they work on the outer depends on how far the individual has an inner life, 

28-91 

The first importance of the inner life – The rest as its expression and outcome, 21-1056 

The inner life is for the soul the first thing, the deepest reality, 31-285 

When the inner life is well established the difficulties can get their true solution, 30-

226 

inner loneliness 

The inner loneliness – Cured by the inner experience of union with the Divine, 31-310 

inner mental 

An inner being composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-114 

The inner being is composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-116 

The inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-94 

What is meant by the inner mental, the inner vital, the inner physical consciousness, 

28-204 

inner mental self 

Your first experience is an opening into the inner mental self, 30-258 

inner mental, vital, physical 

But these too in Yoga throw down the veil after a time and come in front, 30-354 

The inner mental, vital, physical are also veiled, but much nearer to the surface, 30-354 

inner mind 

As one gathers experience from life to life, the inner mind and vital also develop, 28-92 

But the inner mind is not the higher mind – The higher consciousness is that above, 28-

85 

Inner mind is that which lies behind the surface mind, 28-85 

The centre between the eyebrows is the centre of the inner mind, 28-237 

The inner being is the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind, 

28-93 

The inner consciousness – The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical and the psychic, 

28-85 

The inner mind and vital are in direct contact with the universal mental and vital, 28-91 

The inner mind and vital exercise an influence, 28-91 
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The inner mind consciousness through which the light of the higher can pour out, 28-

129 

The inner mind is not necessarily intuitive, though it can easily become so, 27-61 

The inner mind is something very wide projecting itself into the infinite, 30-258 

The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical are separate from each other, 29-404 

The inner mind, vital and physical are a part of the universal and open to the dualities, 

28-122 

The inner mind, vital and physical are not necessarily silent, 28-94 

The Mother to quiet the inner mind (even if the outer continues to be troublesome), 32-

309 

The self-manifestation of the inner mind watching, observing and criticising, 30-197 

Things may work from in outwards – An inner mind shows itself, 35-481 

When a thing is done with the inner mind – Or done only with the outer brain, 30-231 

When one does sadhana an inner mind which is within us awakes, 30-96 

inner Mind 

The inner Mind can get the tinge or reflection of the higher experience, 27-21 

There is also a plane of dynamic Vision which is a part of the inner Mind, 27-21 

inner mind centre 

If the inner mind centre opens, then the peace etc. from above can enter easily, 30-203 

inner nature 

The inner (psychic and spiritual) is in touch with the Divinr nastue, 28-89 

The outer being must change and manifest what is within in the inner nature, 30-211 

inner opening 

The expansion of consciousness which results from an inner opening, 28-575 

inner parts 

Thirdly, the inner parts of the being are opened and freed, 30-323 

inner passivity 

It is only an inner passivity to what comes from above that is needed, 31-393 

inner Person 

One must cease to be the surface personality and become the inner Person, 21-937 

inner physical 

An inner being composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-114 

The inner being is composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-116 

The inner being is the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind, 

28-93 

The inner consciousness – The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical and the psychic, 

28-85 

The inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-94 

The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical are separate from each other, 29-404 

The inner mind, vital and physical are a part of the universal and open to the dualities, 

28-122 

The inner mind, vital and physical are not necessarily silent, 28-94 

The inner vital and physical are quite different from the subconscient, 28-217 

inner physical consciousness 

What is meant by the inner mental, the inner vital, the inner physical consciousness, 

28-204 
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inner planes 

If he wants to move in the inner planes, he must cast away fear, 30-221 

The inner planes are always wide and open into the Universal, 30-195 

The withdrawal from the outer consciousness into an inner plane, 30-220 

inner poise 

The outer movement is really effective only when there is the inner poise, 30-231 

inner power 

Sudden efflorescences of capacity, intuitions, wellings up – The same inner power, 27-

718 

inner realisation 

The dependence on the inner realisation and not on outward things for their own sake, 

30-230 

inner regions 

It is absolutely necessary that one should become conscious in these inner regions, 28-

94 

inner self 

If the sadhak has established his position in the inner self, they can only attack and 

retire, 28-220 

It is just becoming aware of sleep and dream and observing them, 30-261 

Something of the inner self grows in the sleep itself, 30-261 

This inner self once awake opens in its turn to our true real and eternal self, 30-257 

inner sense 

There is indeed an inner sense in the subliminal nature, 21-555 

This faculty is one of the elementary powers of the inner sense and inner seeing, 35-

383 

inner senses 

The growth of the inner senses – No indispensable connection with spiritual progress, 

32-270 

When the inner senses open – What one sees or hears of the other planes, 30-111 

inner sight 

An inner sight opens, one begins to see what the outward senses cannot see, 32-284 

It is easier to see the Mother with eyes shut than with eyes open, 32-283 

When one is accustomed to see with the eyes closed – More possible with the eyes 

open, 32-283 

inner silence 

It means the beginning of the capacity for the inner silence, 30-467 

inner touch 

The inner touch is the essential thing, 32-562 

The inner touch is the Mother’s influence felt in the inner being, 32-555 

Unless you open to the inner touch, the inner being cannot develop, 32-555 

inner vision 

(3) The things you saw (moon, sky, etc.) – The opening of the inner vision, 30-255 

An inner sight in us which can see things yet unseen and unknown, 30-99 

Develop the inner vision – To do that you have to concentrate, 29-299 

Everything not physical is seen by an inner vision, 30-98 

Inner vision is vivid like actual sight, always precise and contains a truth in it, 30-106 
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Inner vision means the vision with the inner seeing as opposed to outer vision, 30-105 

The forehead centre – It is really through that inner vision that one sees the lights, 28-

238 

The inner vision ‒ The things that you see when that opens, 30-99 

The inner vision can see objects ‒ Also the vibration of the forces which act, 30-98 

The physical things ‒ An occasion or starting-point for the inner vision to work, 30-102 

The seeing of colours is the beginning of inner vision, 30-99 

There is an inner vision that opens when one does sadhana, 30-98 

When the inner vision opens, there can come all that was, is now, will be, 30-98 

inner vital 

An inner being composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-114 

As one gathers experience from life to life, the inner mind and vital also develop, 28-92 

The inner being is composed of the inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-116 

The inner being is the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind, 

28-93 

The inner consciousness – The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical and the psychic, 

28-85 

The inner mental, inner vital, inner physical, 28-94 

The inner mind and vital are in direct contact with the universal mental and vital, 28-91 

The inner mind and vital exercise an influence, 28-91 

The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical are separate from each other, 29-404 

The inner mind, vital and physical are a part of the universal and open to the dualities, 

28-122 

The inner mind, vital and physical are not necessarily silent, 28-94 

The inner vital and physical are quite different from the subconscient, 28-217 

The inner vital when it is full of the psychic influence, 31-121 

These things are no longer admitted when the inner vital rejects them, 31-131 

What is meant by the inner mental, the inner vital, the inner physical consciousness, 

28-204 

inner vital being 

One can gather what is the nature of one’s own inner vital being, 31-465 

inner voice 

The assent of the nature, of the outward man to the inner voice, is necessary, 29-104 

inner will 

Or the inner will must awake and force the nature to change, 30-23 

The inner will prevails sometimes, sometimes it does not prevail for the time being, 31-

270 

insanity 

A fixed idea and what is called folie de persécution, but that is not due to insanity, 31-

807 

Epilepsy and insanity are due to the influence of evil spirits, 31-805 

Epilepsy however is not possession ‒ Insanity always indicates possession, 31-805 

Insanity is always due to a vital attack, or rather possession, 31-806 

Those who fall into insanity have lost the true touch, 31-810 

insight 
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A free use of the whole action may heighten a certain action of immediate insight, 23-

855 

insincerity 

If there is a strong insincerity somewhere the logic is no longer applicable, 29-29 

Insincerity in the vital can only be dangerous if the waking mind accepts it, 31-609 

Insincerity of some part of the being to live according to the highest light, 29-52 

The only bar that can be permanent is insincerity, 31-661 

insistence 

Too much vital eagerness and insistence often blocks the way, 29-474 

insouciance 

As for light-heartedness and insouciance – The last thing she would recommend, 31-

194 

As for light-heartedness and insouciance, the Mother never spoke of insouciance, 32-

357 

inspiration 

A period when there is no inspiration – Very common with artists, poets and all 

creators, 27-690 

About the inspiration – One can call a farther inspiration to emend what is deficient, 

27-577 

All poetry is an inspiration – The revelation of something that eternally exists, 12-28 

Also the possibility of an inspiration not from above, but from somewhere within, 27-8 

An intuitive mind in man – The action of intuition and inspiration in us, 23-311 

Aspire for the opening to the right plane of inspiration, 27-587 

Dhyana is perhaps the best way – A higher inspiration is necessary, 27-584 

Different kinds of knowledge – One is inspiration, 31-7 

Different sources of inspiration – Each draws from a different realm, 27-14 

Different sources of inspiration may express differently the same thing, 27-14 

Every writer has to put aside his ordinary self and concentrate on his overhead 

inspiration, 27-584 

Few poets can keep for a very long time a sustained level of the highest inspiration, 27-

11 

Finally, there must be the power of inspiration, the creative energy, 27-567 

Getting the right words in the right places depends on inspiration, 27-609 

I don’t bother about details while writing – That would only hamper the inspiration, 27-

273 

I may send a force of inspiration, but I am not responsible for the results, 27-575 

I receive from above my head and receive changes and corrections from above, 27-211 

If one wants a new inspiration or development – A period of difficulty or suspension, 

27-585 

If the inspiration is not the right one – An after examination and recasting, 27-273 

If the inspiration is the right one, then I have not to bother about the technique, 27-273 

If there is any purpose, it also comes by and in the process of inspiration, 27-323 

In practice most poets have to sustain the inspiration by industry, 27-562 

In this state of inspiration – The impression that thoughts are being breathed into us, 1-

269 

In work like cooking one does not directly and vividly feel the inspiration, 29-252 
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In work like poetry and music – A loss of inspiration is a common experience, 29-252 

Inspiration – Something drops or pours down, somebody writes through you, 27-576 

Inspiration – The impetus comes to us from a superconscient source, 26-183 

Inspiration comes from above in answer to a state of concentration, 29-268 

Inspiration for poetry is always an uncertain thing, 27-583 

Inspiration from the Truth purifies by getting rid of all falsehood, 15-100 

Inspiration is always a very uncertain thing – Each poet has his own way of working, 

27-10 

Inspiration itself seems hardly so much a matter of ideas or feeling as of rhythm, 1-243 

Inspirations for painting – All art comes through the vital, 27-686 

Intensity in the light and force and substance of the knowledge – Essence of 

inspiration, 27-10 

Intuition and inspiration – The characteristic means of spiritual vision and utterance, 

26-101 

It is a second inspiration which has come in improving on the first, 27-13 

It is better to get the sight of the thing itself than merely express it by an inspiration, 

27-99 

It is better to wait in an entire quietude until the true inspiration comes, 27-11 

Let the inspiration flow, keeping the attitude of the instrument and witness, 27-588 

Mentalisation – The inspiration is met by the mind which substitutes its own 

expression, 27-581 

My supramental Self is not the inspirer, 27-575 

No coordination between the differences of style and the different planes of inspiration, 

27-186 

No incompatibility between the inspiration from within and the dependence on Nature, 

27-685 

No writer of poetry can count on keeping the same level of inspiration in all his poems, 

27-584 

One can by cultivation learn to write well – But inspiration does not come in that way, 

27-589 

One can get the power of receptivity to inspiration by concentration and meditation, 27-

572 

One must first be open to a source of inspiration and secondly be careful of the quality, 

27-575 

Only a new inspiration can really improve a defect in the transcription of the first one, 

27-580 

Poets and musicians and artists receive things from a plane above the physical mind, 

27-15 

Put your demand on the source for what you want, 27-579 

Responding to the true inspiration and not on any ideas the mind may form, 32-193 

Revelation is greater than inspiration, 27-99 

Revelation, inspiration, intuition, intuitive discrimination, were the capital processes, 

17-551 

Saraswati is the Word, the inspiration that comes from the Truth-consciousness, 15-95 

Suggestive intuition, intuitive discrimination, inspiration and revelation, 23-815 
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The association of a river with the poetical inspiration – Also in the Greek mythology, 

15-92 

The best way of receiving inspiration – Silence of the mind, 27-574 

The coming of the rhyme is a part of the inspiration, 27-155 

The contriving mind too busy – Blocking the way of the poetic intuitive inspiration, 27-

597 

The difficulty to transcribe the inspiration – The tamas of the physical mind, 27-586 

The elevation from which the inspiration comes may after all matter, 27-46 

The mind interfering can only hamper the inspiration or pervert it, 27-587 

The originating source of inspiration – The poetry may arise or descend from 

anywhere, 27-6 

The pure inspiration and conception comes from deep within or from high above, 31-7 

The world of Knowledge is composed of several planes – Inspiration comes from one, 

28-164 

There is an inspiration of language and there is an inspiration of rhythm, 27-605 

There one feels the inspiration coming and feels it failing and getting mixed up, 29-252 

This stillness of the mind is not peculiar to India – Inspiration, 12-27 

To feel the vibration and develop from it the rhythm of the dance – Inspiration, 27-739 

To work freely from the higher inspiration is a thing that has not yet been done, 27-18 

Usually there is an activity of the mind jumping up and trying to catch the inspiration, 

27-580 

What is vulgarly termed inspiration – A fiery and rapid activity of all the faculties, 1-

268 

What one feels inspired to do, is the best thing for one, 29-263 

When the spirit has become master, this state of inspiration becomes more recurring, 1-

270 

Where the inspiration comes from a deeper psychic experience –The joy of the psychic, 

27-9 

Where there is no inspiration, there can be no poetry, 27-99 

Inspiration 

Effort is all right, but only as an excuse for inducing the Inspiration to come, 27-580 

No poetry can be written without access to some source of Inspiration, 27-428 

inspiration. 

Inspiration is a slender river of brightness leaping from a vast & eternal knowledge (2), 

12-423 

Nature sometimes damages the brain in order to free the inspiration (215), 12-454 

inspirations 

At last he began to get voices and inspirations which he declared to be ours, 30-312 

Dream inspirations – It is rare however that these are of any value, 27-15 

There are besides mingled inspirations, several levels modifying each other’s notes, 27-

37 

You must put no reliance on your so-called inspirations and intuitions, 36-313 

inspired 

The illumined is on the way to the inspired, 27-186 

inspired mind 

The intuitive, inspired and revelatory mind – Only a preparatory stage, 23-903 
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This inspired mind will see things in the light of the world’s larger potentialities, 23-

902 

instability 

If you keep the quiet persistently, then this instability will begin to decrease, 31-642 

instinct 

A vital intuition emerges in the animal mind in the clear form of instinct, 23-795 

The action of the instinct in animals – Some particular and restricted utility, 23-479 

The automatic life of instinct and vital intuition diminishes – The capacity of error, 21-

637 

instinct. 

Until Wisdom comes to thee, use the reason for its God-given purposes and faith and 

instinct for theirs (260), 12-458 

instincts 

His life-mind, its instincts, its impulses, is not and cannot be predominant, 23-849 

The being of man also is full of instincts and intuitions – But not as the animal, 23-795 

instincts. 

Reason adapts itself to the faith or argues out a justification of the instincts (258), 12-

458 

The world thinks that it moves by the light of reason but it is really impelled by its 

faiths and instincts (257), 12-458 

institution 

An institution can only lay claim to respect so long as its beneficent action remains, 6-

12 

institutions 

Life creates institutions. Institutions do not create, but express and preserve life, 8-455 

Our modern life – Its institutions are apes of a foreign plan, serve no national purpose, 

8-454 

The attempt at borrowing European institutions will be a disastrous failure, 8-456 

The exaggerated emphasis it lays on the mould and working of institutions, 6-34 

The impact of Europe – One by one these institutions began to be broken, 8-72 

institutions. 

Institution are temporary necessities imposed on us (319), 12-465 

instruction 

The necessity of providing teachers trained in an entirely new system of instruction, 8-

388 

instructions 

You must learn to understand and follow in their plain sense my written instructions, 

36-319 

instrument 

A time will come when you will feel more and more that you are the instrument, 32-12 

Aspire only to be a receptacle of the true consciousness and an instrument of the 

Divine, 35-751 

It is best to regard oneself as an instrument – The word mission should be avoided, 35-

747 

Learn thou first to be the instrument of God and to accept thy Master, 13-163 

That is not what is meant in the Yoga by being an “instrument”, 32-244 
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The aim of the sadhana is to become a conscious and perfect instrument of the Mother, 

32-243 

The ego of the instrument – There must be special care in the Yoga, 32-260 

The next – One feels oneself like an instrument and is aware of the Energy using it, 32-

202 

There is no greater pride and glory than to be a perfect instrument of the Master, 13-

163 

There is no grimness in being an instrument of the divine Will, 31-142 

Instrument 

In thy works there are always the Master, the Worker and the Instrument, 13-163 

instrument of the Divine 

The conditions for becoming an instrument of the Divine, moved by that, 29-266 

instruments 

All who arrive at the realisation in this Yoga will be instruments, 31-232 

And the ego acts through the outer instruments, 28-56 

If a creation is intended, those will have to be prepared who can be part of the creation, 

35-589 

In the end the instruments must undergo a spiritual and supramental transfiguration, 23-

729 

Supermind, mind, life and body are the four instruments of the spirit, 23-625 

The Divine can create his own instruments in an institution as well as outside it, 35-589 

The first attention of the teacher must be given to the medium and the instruments, 1-

394 

insults 

These men should have repelled the insults with a calm and simple dignity, 6-101 

insurrection 

First, the preparation of an armed insurrection, 36-47 

Sri Aurobindo joined the secret society – Purpose was to prepare a national 

insurrection, 36-71 

Intagral Yoga 

The aim of this yoga is first to come into contact with the Divine Consciousness, 29-36 

integral knowledge 

Never the integral knowledge unless you look on all aspects with a calm and equal eye, 

35-64 

The knowledge on which divine works are to be founded – The integral knowledge, 19-

265 

integral Yoga 

A growth into a divine consciousness is the whole meaning of our Yoga, 23-90 

A Yoga of integral perfection regards man as a divine spiritual being, 23-620 

An integral and synthetic Yoga needs especially not to be bound, 23-56 

An integral Yoga will sooner emerge from the mental necessity, 23-551 

As for the Mother and myself, we have had to try all ways, follow all methods, 32-94 

Everyone who is turned to the Mother is doing my Yoga, 32-151 

In integral Yoga – The highest height and widest scope whatever the path, 23-361 

In our method of synthesis another clue of principle has been pursued, 23-612 

In our yoga sattwa is replaced by equanimity and by the psychic transformation, 28-424 
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Integral Yoga – A harmonised totality of spiritual realisation and experience, 12-357 

Integral Yoga – A manysided way or means of self-liberation and self-perfection, 12-

370 

Integral Yoga – The harmony of a total spiritual realisation and experience, 12-357 

It is a part of the Yogic perfection in this Yoga to “integrate” the personality, 28-80 

It is because we have the complete experience that we can show an easier road, 32-95 

It is God-realisation and God-expression which is the object of our Yoga, 23-798 

It is in fact to ensure an easier path to others hereafter that we have borne that burden, 

32-96 

It is the other way of tension and strain and hard endeavour that is difficult, 32-94 

Keep a quiet mind and a constant contact with myself and the Mother – The only way, 

32-99 

Keep to one way – If you run about on many ways, that will bring confusion, 32-99 

Life is the field of our Yoga – The purpose and the means of transformation, 23-89 

No change can be more radical than the revolution attempted in the integral Yoga, 23-

72 

Not only an individual battle, but a collective war waged over a considerable country, 

23-77 

Only that which aims at possessing the fullness of God is purna Yoga, 12-98 

Our initial stress has fallen upon the utilisation of the powers of soul in mind, 23-612 

Our purpose in Yoga – The type of the superman to evolve by our Yoga, 23-91 

Our yoga – A taking up and summarising and completing of this process, 28-268 

Our Yoga having realised Sachchidananda proceeds to realise it in the supramental 

plane, 28-134 

Our Yoga is not undertaken for the sake of the acquisition of supermind itself, 23-280 

The aim of an integral Yoga – The Ineffable, but also His manifestation, 23-320 

The aim of integral Yoga, 12-357 

The aim of integral Yoga and the essential object of the Yoga, 23-279 

The aim set before our Yoga is nothing less than to hasten this supreme object, 23-90 

The Conscious Soul is the Lord, the Nature-Soul is his executive Energy, 23-43 

The divine Power in us uses all life as the means of this integral Yoga, 23-47 

The evolution by the integral Yoga – In our inmost being and our becoming, 23-134 

The first process of the yoga is to put yourself into God's hands, 13-74 

The ideal movement of an integral Yoga – Our present preoccupation is works, 23-93 

The integral Yoga – All action must be made in it part of the God-life, 23-162 

The Integral Yoga – Life we must accept in order utterly to transmute it, 23-73 

The integral Yoga aims at a change of individual and communal life on earth, 23-621 

The integral Yoga cannot reject – To go inward in order to change the outward, 23-175 

The integral Yoga is a single but many-sided way, 12-358 

The integral Yoga puts its emphasis in this field on three central dynamic processes, 

23-153 

The methods of the integral Yoga must be mainly spiritual, 23-542 

The next process is the standing apart from the Adhar by self-knowledge, 13-74 

The object of our synthetic Yoga must be more integral and comprehensive, 23-617 

The object of our Yoga is self-perfection, not self-annulment, 12-96 

The object of our Yoga is to establish direct contact with the Divine above, 28-573 
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The object of the integral Yoga – A spiritual conquest and divine transformation, 23-

170 

The object of the integral Yoga – A transformation of life in its very principle, 23-176 

The object of the Yoga is to bring down the supramental consciousness on earth, 28-

296 

The process of the integral Yoga – The first transformation, 12-369 

The process of the integral Yoga has three stages in a certain measure successive, 23-

58 

The realisation of self and of the cosmic being are essential steps in our Yoga, 32-334 

The supreme Shastra of the integral Yoga – The eternal Veda secret in the heart, 23-53 

The third process is the vision of God everywhere and in all happenings, 13-76 

The union of the soul with the Supreme – The object of the whole integral Yoga, 23-

642 

The usual rule in this Yoga is from above downwards – There may be variations, 28-

237 

There are many Yogas – The integral Yoga takes up all of them in their essence, 12-

356 

There is no mantra given in this Yoga, 32-333 

There is no method in this Yoga except to call the presence and power of the Mother, 

32-217 

This path of Yoga is a path long and full of difficulties, 32-332 

This way – The easiest and simplest and most direct way and anyone can do it, 32-94 

To get rid of spiritual separativeness – The way proposed for the integral Yoga, 23-678 

To see, know, become and fulfil this One – The entire aim of the Integral Yoga, 23-63 

Two kinds of realisation of Self or Sachchidananda – The integral Yoga, 23-391 

What is the integral Yoga, 12-358 

Integral Yoga 

(1) It aims not at a departure out of world and life into a Heaven or a Nirvana, 29-400 

(2) The object sought after is not an individual achievement of divine realisation, 29-

400 

(3) The method for achieving this purpose which is as total and integral as the aim, 29-

401 

A chance for human beings becoming more like the Divine – This Yoga, 35-414 

A demand, to making peace, joy or Ananda a condition for following the Yoga, 31-168 

A method total and integral, perfectly mapped, made secure and public, 35-155 

An expansion of consciousness and experience without which this Yoga cannot be 

done, 36-300 

An integral Yoga in which knowledge, Bhakti, works have all their place, 35-746 

An integral Yoga, that is, a turning of all the being in all its parts to the Divine, 29-207 

Before taking up the Yoga of complete and direct self-surrender, 36-354 

But this way – The taking up of the sadhana by the Divine becomes a sensible fact, 29-

71 

Coming to this yoga merely with the idea of being a superman, 29-21 

Fearlessness is the first necessary condition for going through this Yoga, 36-363 

For this Yoga the intellect is not sufficient, 35-529 
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I am an Avatar – My Yoga is done to open a way to the earth consciousness to change, 

35-405 

I have never said that my Yoga was something brand new in all its elements, 29-399 

I have stressed both bhakti and knowledge in my yoga as well as works, 29-214 

If the inmost soul is awakened, then this Yoga can be done, 30-338 

If there is any secret or key of my Yoga, it lies in these methods, 29-211 

In his Yoga, there is no awakening of the Kundalini in this powerful fashion, 29-462 

In our Yoga – No willed process of the purification and opening of the centres, 29-460 

In our Yoga it is not necessary to go through the systematised method, 30-420 

In our Yoga we begin with the aspiration of the complete surrender, 29-442 

In the Integral Yoga the chakras open of themselves by the descent of the Force, 29-

460 

In the Integral Yoga these three lines of approach meet and coalesce, 23-276 

In this Yoga all depends on whether one can open to the Influence or not, 29-107 

In this Yoga all sides of the Truth are taken up in their essence, 29-459 

In this Yoga one can’t always take a short cut in everything, 35-374 

In this Yoga the consciousness is drawn upwards and has to live there, 29-378, 35-288 

In this Yoga the movement is downward, 30-447 

In this Yoga the progress is attended with relapses into the ordinary mentality, 36-288 

In this Yoga the whole principle is to open oneself to the Divine Influence, 29-106 

In this Yoga there is an order or succession of the workings of the secret Force, 31-689 

In this Yoga, a first transformation, a second, a third, 29-497 

Indulgence of desire is no more part of this Yoga than it is of Sannyasa, 31-261 

It aims at a change of life and existence, 35-155 

It is a difficult Yoga – Faith, a steady and quiet will, courage and strength are 

necessary, 35-546 

It is better for most to practise first the synthetic Yoga of jnana, bhakti and karma, 36-

354 

It is new as compared with the old Yogas, 35-155 

It is only for those who surrender to the Divine and obey implicitly the directions, 29-

467 

It means the double foundation of the Yoga, 30-320 

My integral Yoga – Its newness is in its aim, standpoint and the totality of its method, 

35-154 

My Yoga – Both this-worldly and other-worldly without any exclusiveness, 35-233 

My Yoga also – Not for personal salvation only but for a life divine here, 35-234 

My Yoga takes up all the Yoga of the past and goes beyond., 29-379 

No incompatibility of love and adoration of Krishna with this Yoga, 29-494 

Not many are intended to take up our yoga of transformation, 35-309 

One can feel the experiences of any sadhana as a part of this one, 29-379 

One must not enter on this path unless one is sure – The psychic call and the readiness, 

29-27 

Only the farther development at a later stage and the aim of the yoga are new, 29-211 

Our aim is to create a way which will bring down a greater Truth, 29-40 

Our Yoga contains all that is essential in the Gita’s Yoga, 29-442 

Our Yoga is a double movement of ascent and descent, 29-376 
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Our Yoga is not a retreading of old walks, but a spiritual adventure, 29-401 

Our Yoga is not for our own sake but for the sake of the Divine, 31-161 

Our Yoga is not for ourselves, but for the Divine, 29-20 

Self-dedication from within oneself is the means of entering the Yoga, 35-547 

Sri Aurobindo’s way of Yoga rises to the Spirit to redescend with its gains, 36-10 

That is the Path. The rest is a matter of the working out of these things, 30-319 

The aim of the Yoga, 29-20 

The aim of this yoga is, first, to enter into the divine consciousness, 29-21 

The ascension and descent of the Force in this Yoga in its own way, 29-459 

The conditions of this Yoga, 29-43 

The conditions to accept my yoga, 36-337 

The descent of the supramental Consciousness upon earth is the aim of our Yoga, 29-

376 

The detail or method of the later stages of the Yoga I have not made public, 29-399 

The first decisive experiences in this Yoga – A calm and peace, Power and Force, 35-

546 

The Gita method – The opening which is necessary for the Yoga here, 29-446 

The goal of this Yoga is more difficult than any other, 29-27 

The natural order of the Yoga, 36-342 

The nearest I could get to it were some things in the Veda and Upanishads, 29-402 

The newness of what I am doing or trying to do, 29-402 

The object of the Yoga is to bring down the supramental consciousness, 35-657 

The object of Yoga is not to be a great Yogi or a superman, 29-22 

The object of Yoga is not to become «like» Sri Aurobindo or the Mother, 29-22 

The object of Yoga is not to get power or to be more powerful, 29-22 

The object sought after is a cosmic not a supra-cosmic achievement, 35-155 

The ones who can follow this way, 29-92 

The ordinary life, the Gita's Yoga, this Yoga, 29-238 

The phrase “for the Divine” – The Divine alone is the object of the Yoga, 29-21 

The power that works in this Yoga tolerates nothing great or small that is an obstacle, 

36-370 

The practice of this yoga is double, 30-416 

The purpose of the new Yoga is to reach the Divine and bring what is gained into life, 

29-219 

The realisation of this Yoga is not lower but higher than Nirvana, 29-433 

The rising above the head and taking the station there – In this Yoga, 29-377 

The spiritual realisation is as much the aim of this Yoga as of any other, 29-416, 35-

302 

The suggestions of hostile influences which attack all Sadhakas in this Yoga, 36-371 

The supermind – To bring it down is the aim of our Yoga, 35-277 

The very principle of our Yoga is that of a transformation, 35-332 

The way of Yoga followed here – An exceedingly difficult aim and difficult Yoga, 29-

19 

The Yoga practised here – An ascent accompanied by a descent, 29-499 

The Yoga practised here takes liberation as a first step, 35-172 

There are few of whom it can be said that they have capacity for this Yoga, 29-31 
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There is a Tantric knowledge behind the process of transformation in this Yoga, 29-460 

These are the three ways in which the Yoga moves, 31-795 

This is not a Yoga one can start today and leave tomorrow, 35-558 

This is the main law of this Yoga, 29-462 

This Yoga – The aim is an opening to a higher Divine Truth and the transformation, 

36-378 

This Yoga accepts the value of cosmic existence and holds it to be a reality, 29-447 

This Yoga aimed not at an ascent or passing beyond life but at a descent, 29-401 

This Yoga aims at the conscious union and the transformation of the nature, 29-412 

This Yoga can only be done to the end by those who are in total earnest about it, 31-

154 

This Yoga implies an entire consecration and change of the inner and outer life, 29-27 

This Yoga implies not only the realisation of God, but an entire consecration and 

change, 35-540 

This Yoga insists on a complete throwing away of desire and attachment, 36-369 

This Yoga insists on both – The surrender to the Divine Mother is essential, 29-443 

This Yoga is a special way to a high and difficult spiritual achievement, 29-27 

This Yoga is a spiritual battle ‒ Its very attempt raises all sorts of adverse forces, 31-

780 

This Yoga is certainly difficult, but is any Yoga really easy?, 31-627 

This Yoga is new as compared with the old Yogas, 29-400 

This Yoga is not a path for anyone to follow, 30-302 

This yoga is not a yoga of world-shunning asceticism, but of divine life, 29-19 

This Yoga is not a Yoga of world-shunning asceticism, but of divine Life, 35-541 

This Yoga needs the help of the Guru and cannot be done without it, 35-397 

To bring the Superconscient into the waking consciousness is the aim of my Yoga, 35-

286 

Transformation is not the central object of other paths as it is of this Yoga, 29-403, 35-

174 

What I mean by the central process of the Yoga, 30-330 

Whether this yoga and its aim and method are accepted as new or not, 29-400 

integrating the personality 

«Integrating the personality» is a truth of experience, 28-326 

integration 

The demand for integration becomes a point of cardinal importance, 21-969 

The method of self-transcendence – Ascent, widening of field and base, integration, 21-

766 

The need of integration itself – The descent to transform the inferior nature, 21-992 

There is another way – What we call the integration, 29-456 

intellect 

A clear, pure and disciplined intellect – Our foundation for the higher knowledge, 21-

13 

A mind of Knowledge (higher mind), of will (dynamic mind) and of thought (intellect), 

28-167 

A well-trained intellect and study are two different things, 31-69 

A well-trained intellect is a good preparation of the mind for greater knowledge, 31-11 
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All this labour of speculation has its utility in training the human mind, 28-351 

An attachment to the way of the intellect would be an insuperable obstacle, 35-563 

An intellectual approach to the highest knowledge is an indispensable aid, 21-910 

As for the intellect it is indispensable to man up to a certain point, 28-346 

But if the intellect is surrendered, 31-14 

Can one do it on lines which are to be judged by the reasoning intellect, 28-294 

Classification is impossible without that and man's intellect is driven to classify, 31-16 

Dialectical intellect is not sufficient – We must look deeply into our consciousness, 21-

510 

Do you think that the intellectual truth of the Divine is its real truth?, 28-321 

Even in Mind itself there are things higher than the intellect, 28-346 

Even when trained and developed, the intellect cannot arrive at complete truth, 31-12 

In its general results in India – The great intellectual movement of humanity, 17-564 

In putting knowledge at the service of life the human intellect falls into confusion, 25-

119 

In the course of the sadhana intellect has to be transformed into the higher mind, 31-11 

In the intellectual being there emerges an imperative demand of the inner being, 13-422 

In the Upanishads there is the seed of the later philosophical & intellectual method, 17-

568 

Intellect is part of Mind and an instrument of half-truth like the rest of the Mind, 31-11 

Intellect, will, etc. are intermediaries to catch something of the hidden higher truths, 

28-29 

Intellectual activities are not part of the inner being ‒ The intellect is the outer mind, 

31-11 

Intellectual statements about these things do not lead very far, 31-13 

It is no use trying to decide the things of the Spirit by the intellect, 31-11 

It is not by intellect that one can progress in the Yoga, 31-12 

It is the ordinary unenlightened activity of the intellect that is an obstacle, 31-14 

Its action is secondarily critical and finally organising, controlling and formative, 21-

911 

Man intellectually developed but undeveloped in heart and spirit – A kind of Asura, 1-

439 

Meanwhile, the intellect performs its function, 25-114 

Not by «thinking out» one can pass from the ignorance to the Knowledge, 28-355 

Only when one rises to the realm of ideas and moves freely in it – An intellect, 31-15 

People take no trouble to see whether their intellect is giving them right thoughts, 31-

13 

Recently there has been a revolt against the sovereignty of the intellect, 25-105 

The clarified intellect has to be supported by purified emotions, 13-20 

The development of the intellect – An all-important place in human evolution., 13-20 

The disadvantages of the intellectual & logical method for the interpretation of 

Vedanta, 17-575 

The faculty of occult vision – Difficulty with people who live mainly in the intellect, 

35-236 

The failure of the intellect to assume complete sway and entirely rationalise our life, 

17-565 
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The higher mental processes of the ancient world were not intellectual, but intuitive, 

17-551 

The human intellect’s thought and sight cannot escape from its own subjectivity, 28-

335 

The ideas found by the pure intellect are no fit guides to human conduct, 12-8 

The intellect belongs to the Ignorance, 28-323 

The intellect can be as great an obstacle as the vital, 31-12 

The intellect can know & judge phenomena – Not the essence of things, 17-563 

The intellect cannot give to the appreciation of beauty that deeper insight, 25-141 

The intellect has become too detached and too critically observant, 20-364 

The intellect has this advantage that it can disengage itself from the work, 25-104 

The intellect is divisible into two important classes – Right hand and left hand, 1-387 

The intellect is incapable of knowing the supreme Truth, 28-351 

The intellect is made up of imaginations, perceptions, inferences, 31-14 

The intellect makes constructions which have no application to the Truth, 28-323 

The intellect must accustom itself to the logic of the Infinite, 21-337 

The intellect needs an inner light to guide, check and control it, 31-13 

The intellect needs an inner light to guide, check and control it quite as much as the 

vital, 32-618 

The intellect of man needs to know what is the nature of the original Truth, 21-910 

The intellect of most men is extremely imperfect, ill-trained, half-developed, 31-12 

The intellect thinking about what is beyond itself, 28-354 

The intellect's function is to reason from the perceptions of the mind and senses, 31-11 

The place of the intellect in the human movement – The limitations of reason, 25-119 

The power of stating supra-intellectual knowledge in that language of the intellect, 17-

566 

The question whether the mystic must accept the intellect as the judge, 28-364 

The reasoning intellect bases itself on man's normal experience, 28-364 

The reasoning intellect comes in as a judge of the generalised statements drawn, 28-365 

The seeds of this movement of the intellect are contained in the Sanhitas & 

Upanishads, 17-566 

The seeking of the supreme Truth through intellect – Hundreds of these systems, 28-

351 

The Spirit is greater and profounder than the intellect, 25-114 

The straining of the intellect to its limits of elasticity has brought in a recoil, 26-269 

The subsequent transformation of the intellect – An intervention is needed, 23-806 

The tendency to inquire and know must be kept under control, 31-59 

The third layer is the intellect or buddhi, which is the real instrument of thought, 1-387 

The thought labouring in the logical intellect – A precise and defining speech, 23-831 

The training of the intellect for entering a vast field of evidence and experience, 21-13 

The turmoil of mental (intellectual) activity has to be silenced, 31-54 

The value of art in the training of intellectual faculty, 1-449 

There are also of course the usual vices of the intellect, 31-14 

This danger of intellectual predilections thrusting out Truth is the third disadvantage, 

17-578 

This strenuous thinking does not become dynamic for spiritual experience, 28-354 
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To develop our intellect instead of eliminating it, 23-806 

To get a new consciousness which surpasses the reasoning intellect, 28-294 

We are bound to use our own intellects but we must remember that it is a limited 

intellect, 8-135 

We can see, too, the natural limitations of the intellect, 17-566 

We have already indicated the double character of intellectual activity, 1-449 

Whether the higher part of the intellect or the higher Mind, 28-164 

intellects 

The biggest intellects can make errors of the worst kind, 31-12 

intellectual 

A man may have a good or even a fine intelligence without being an intellectual, 31-16 

Again, a man may be a keen legal or political debater, yet no intellectual, 31-16 

An intellectual is a man whose main business or activity it is to think about things, 31-

16 

An intellectual will be one who is a thinker by his reason or mainly by his reason, 31-

17 

An unintellectual mind bringing down the Knowledge ‒ Ramakrishna, 31-19 

Hinduism leaves the glorification of intellectuality to those who have never seen God, 

6-891 

Intellectually – Strays of European thought at the sacrifice of an immense heritage, 6-

1104 

Ramakrishna was nonintellectual – His expression of knowledge was perfect, 31-19 

That this country is doomed is the conclusion to which this intellectual process will 

lead, 6-824 

The active mind in people with a very intellectual turn can be an obstacle, 31-6 

The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

The great intellectual stir, hopefulness and activity of the last century has disappeared, 

8-455 

The intellectual man – A wider and more orderly expression to higher knowledge, 31-

18 

The intellectual man will always have a greater wideness and vastness, 31-18 

The power of arguing does not by itself make a man an intellectual, 31-17 

They are men who look at things purely from the intellectual standpoint, 6-823 

This state of despair meant that the work of the unaided intellect in Bengal was 

finished, 6-824 

Yoga is not a field for intellectual argument or dissertation – Yoga is not a mental field, 

32-380 

intellectual delight 

Intellectual or aesthetic delight can also be an obstacle to the spiritual perfection, 31-

496 

intellectual development 

Intellectual development – By the spontaneous opening and widening in the sadhana, 

35-63 

intellectual mind 

The intellectual mind as the standard and judge of spiritual experience, 28-341 
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The intellectual mind is a different and inferior power of consciousness, 28-280 

intellectual passivity 

For real knowledge something more is necessary – Intellectual passivity, 23-315 

intellectual preparation 

Intellectual preparation is not a step which all need or can be called upon to take, 23-81 

intellectual rapidities 

The intellectual rapidities are mental representations of the higher movements, 23-814 

intellectual reason 

The outer intellectual reason ‒ Incapacity to judge of spiritual truth and inner 

experience, 30-16 

intellectualism 

An intellectualism which takes this turn can choose one of three methods, 26-129 

An overdeveloped intellectualism has always been the forerunner of a decadence, 20-

364 

Idealising intellectualism and religionism are all that is left of spirituality in Europe, 

28-418 

It is emerging out of a period of active and mostly materialistic intellectualism, 26-303 

The cynical narrow intellectualism that is rampant now prepares its own end, 28-400 

The intellectual and ideal classic form – The type of modern intellectualism, 26-207 

The question in this evolution – In what is this intellectualism to culminate?, 26-209 

The shimmering mists and fogs which modern intellectualism takes for Light of Truth, 

28-330 

intellectuality 

A substance of spiritual consciousness – The heavy weight of intellectuality, 26-135 

Intellectuality – To refine & chasten the lower nature in the general mass of humanity, 

17-566 

intellectuals 

A few intellectuals are indifferent to physical needs, but these are very few, 31-74 

Active men and intellectuals ‒ The first stage of Yoga is long and difficult, 30-366 

But one habituated to live much in the intellect or in an outward vital consciousness, 

30-104 

Intellectuals talking of creation while all they stand for is collapsing into the Néant, 28-

418 

It is queer these intellectuals go on talking of creation, 35-210 

The intellectuals reason and see what their minds show them – They have no power, 

35-199 

intelligence 

Human intelligence is teleological, discriminative and mentally conscious, 12-124 

Information cannot be the foundation of intelligence, 1-369 

Intelligence does not depend on the amount one has read, 31-70 

The energy at the basis of the operation of intelligence – Capable of greater expansion, 

1-371 

The ordinary mind is at the highest the free intelligence, 28-235 

The presence or absence of intelligence in Nature – Human intelligence, 12-123 

Intelligence 

The workings of a universal Intelligence & an Almighty Wisdom, 12-127 
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intensities 

Ecstasies and intensities of other kinds can come afterwards, 35-275 

intensity 

If the vital is purified and subjected to the psychic, then the vital gives intensity, 29-60 

Intensity 

Intensity is not a guarantee of entire truth and correctness in an experience, 30-35 

intercession 

A sadhak can intercede internally for others in their affairs, 29-366 

interchange 

The existing forms were originally arranged to make possible an interchange of forces, 

36-532 

The interchange which takes place by the mere fact of meeting, talking or being 

together, 35-136 

There was needed a true and harmonious interchange – This has existed less and less, 

36-532 

interest 

All this should be done informally, drawing on the curiosity and interest, 1-407 

Interest is the basis of concentration – A natural self-education by the child, 1-394 

It can be done easily and attended with a supreme and absorbing interest, 1-405 

The first step is to make the young mind interest itself in drawing inferences, 1-409 

This can easily be secured if the object of attention is made interesting, 1-402 

To interest the child in life, work and knowledge, 1-395 

To observe and investigate not as a task, but as an object of interest, 1-404 

interests 

The dominance of the ignorant vital being – In the realm of interests, ideas, religion, 

21-645 

Two methods – The struggle of selfish interests, the impulse and clash of mighty ideas, 

8-308 

interference 

The principle of interference erecting itself into a conscious rule of international life, 

25-501 

intermediary state 

This is in fact an intermediary state, a zone of transition, 30-297 

intermediate plane 

Sometimes they come from beings of an intermediate plane, 30-308 

intermediate stage 

The minor inconveniences of the intermediate stage can easily be set right, 30-264 

intermediate zone 

A danger there of entering into and getting perplexed in the intermediate zone, 30-286 

Anyone can enter into this zone, if he does not take care to enter into the psychic, 30-

306 

Experiences belonging to what I have called the intermediate zone, 30-304 

He passed into a contact with some intermediate zone of consciousness, 30-303 

I have hinted about this region in my letter about the intermediate zone, 30-313 

It is not necessary for everyone to struggle through the intermediate zone, 30-295, 35-

118 
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Much less danger of the difficulties of what I have called the intermediate zone, 30-307 

One may take up one's abode in this intermediate zone, 30-297 

The confusions of the intermediate zone, 30-306 

The dangers of the intermediate zone – A great mental confusion, 35-397 

The intermediate zone is a zone of formations, mental, vital, subtle physical, 30-295 

The intermediate zone means simply a confused condition or passage, 30-295, 35-118 

The sadhak can avoid entering into this zone, 30-303 

The transition through this intermediate zone – Not obligatory, 30-303 

There are worse dangers in this intermediate zone of experience, 30-298 

There is no harm in passing through, provided one does not stop there, 30-306 

There is no necessity of passing through the intermediate zone, 30-306 

This intermediate zone ‒ A wide field for confusion, delusion and error, 30-299 

This is a zone which many sadhaks have to cross, 30-299 

To go farther on this route would be to travel far away from the Divine, 30-302 

intermediate zones 

The No-man's-land between the subliminal and the surface – Intermediate zones, 21-

580 

international authority 

The international authority would start as an arbiter, 25-495 

There will be a centralisation of all control in the one international authority, 25-497 

international law, 25-350 

It has been sought to develop international law in the same way, 25-55 

The development of international law is the solution which still attracts, 25-56 

The limitation of armies and armaments – A stronger international law, 25-391 

international peace 

A means of keeping international peace had somehow or other to be found or created, 

25-476 

The only effective step possible for the preservation of peace, 25-481 

Various ideas as to the necessary conditions of international peace, 25-477 

international State 

The actual evolution of an international State by political or administrative means, 25-

394 

internationalism 

A just internationalism based on respect for the principle of free nationalities, 25-397 

A powerful party in all the advanced countries pledged to internationalism, 25-559 

An outward basis is not enough – There must grow up an international spirit and 

outlook, 36-480 

But the internationalist adea allied itself with Socialism and Anarchism, 25-551 

If Labour comes to power, will it keep or shed its internationalistic tendencies?, 25-553 

In its absolute form, it became the internationalism of the intellectuals, 25-548 

Internationalism in the European mentality, 25-548 

Internationalism may revive – A world-wide Republic or a bourgeois World-State, 25-

470 

It is this alliance that most commonly went by the name of internationalism, 25-551 

Man is driven to unify himself with others of his species – The international idea, 25-

557 
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Many conditions at present are favourable to the progress of the internationalist idea, 

25-550 

Socialism, bound up with the progress of internationalism – A greater sincerity, 6-717 

The international idea and its realisation are something that is becoming insistent, 36-

459 

The real cause of the failure is that internationalism is merely an idea, 25-552 

We are supposing that internationalism will subject to itself nationalism, 25-496 

interpretation 

I hold it right to follow the intuitions especially in interpreting this Upanishad, 18-275 

That in the  expression, the interpretation, you are obliged to fall back, 28-366 

The interpreter who stops short with the letter, is the slave of a symbol, 12-34 

The method of interpretation can be illustrated from a number of scattered Suktas, 15-

58 

The result – An interpretation giving a consistent and antique body of doctrines, 15-35 

The standards of truth in the interpretation of the Scripture, 12-36 

interval periods 

Even if the aspiration were there, the interval periods would come, 29-62 

The interval periods when all is quiet and nothing being done on the surface, 29-62 

intervals 

In the interim periods, if any come ‒ To maintain the calm observing consciousness, 

30-64 

Intervals of passive peace come naturally in the sadhana, 30-64 

The intervals of non-sadhana may, however, be long or short, 30-66 

intervention 

Any intervention cannot be effective without the cooperation and assent of the being, 

31-533 

interview 

An interview is impossible – I see my disciples on three days of the year, 35-530 

Giving no interview, speaking with none, even on the three days when I come out, 35-

531 

intestine 

Stomach, heart and intestine lodge the vital movements, not the physical consciousness, 

28-246 

intimidation 

Our future depends on our surmounting both inducement and intimidation, 6-480 

intonation 

Intonation varying lines with an identical metre or even modifying the metre, 27-480 

intoxicants 

The nature of all intoxications (wine, tobacco, cocaine etc.), 31-435 

These intoxicants put one in relation with a vital world, 31-436 

intraconscient 

The intraconscient – An inner intelligence, sense-mind, vital, subtle-physical being, 21-

763 

Introspection 

Introspection is good only when it is used as a means for changing the nature, 31-626 

introvert 
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The opposition between the extrovert and the introvert, 21-1064 

The word introvert literally means one who is turned inwards, 27-559 

intrusion 

The mind may very well succeed in casting out the hostile intrusion, 36-374 

The second possibility is that the intruder cannot take full possession, 36-375 

The third and worst possibility is that the intruding being may succeed, 36-375 

intuition 

An intuitive mind in man – The action of intuition and inspiration in us, 23-311 

As to the real nature of intuition – This article is quite inadequate and superficial 

criticism, 28-327 

But even then, still the intuition would not be the gnosis – The difference, 23-481 

Even the body becomes intuitively conscious in this way, 31-7 

For that the mind must be quiet and a direct feeling and intuition take its place, 31-51 

From higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and overmind up to the 

supramental, 28-85 

How the devil is an intuition to get in in the midst of that crowd?, 31-41 

In the human mind the intuition is subject to alterations – The control by reason, 21-

982 

Intuition – A vision born of some secret identity with the object of the knowledge, 23-

793 

Intuition and inspiration – The characteristic means of spiritual vision and utterance, 

26-101 

Intuition is a direct knowledge – It is founded upon a knowledge by identity, 12-258 

Intuition is the highest power the embodied individual can reach without universalising, 

28-160 

Intuition is the power of knowing any truth or fact directly without reasoning, 28-162 

Knowledge grows in sadhana by the growth of the intuition, 31-12 

More often it comes from the higher thought, the illumined mind or the pure intuition, 

27-36 

One has to make a distinction between a pure intuition and a mixed one, 28-163 

Receiving impressions about others is one thing. The Yogic intuition is another, 28-162 

Revelation, inspiration, intuition, intuitive discrimination, were the capital processes, 

17-551 

So long as the outer mind is not quiet, it is impossible for the intuition to develop, 31-

51 

Tapas is the very foundation of the method of revelation & intuition, 17-567 

That the plea of intuition is only a facile cover for an inability to explain, 28-327 

The heart has its intuitions as well as the mind and these are as true, 31-7 

The higher mental intuition of the human being is restricted, 23-479 

The intuition – An entire and miraculous completeness of vision, 27-37 

The intuition in mind has no pure and no organised action, 23-850 

The intuition is easily mixed with ordinary mental stuff that may be erroneous, 28-163 

The intuitive perception or discrimination is self-sufficient, 31-6 

The maintenance of the intuitive reason demands an iron moral & intellectual 

discipline, 17-308 
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The mind easily imitates the intuition in such a way that it is difficult to distinguish, 28-

163 

The power of intuition acts in us at present for the most part in a covert manner, 23-801 

The remedy is to train first the intellect to recognise the true intuition, 23-316 

The sadhana will do itself under the light of the intuition, 31-51 

The Supramental – Intuition would become a greater and more developed force, 28-291 

The true intuition is sure and infallible within its limits, 23-478 

There is an intuition of Time which is not of the mind and is always accurate, 30-310 

This true intuition must be distinguished from the power of involved reasoning, 23-477 

To have the true intuition one must get rid of the mind’s self-will and the vital’s also, 

28-162 

To receive constantly the intuition from above, that is not necessary, 28-161 

True intuition would at least tend to balance, harmony, order, 30-310 

Two lines of progress – The first is to extend the action of the intuition, 23-802 

What do we mean when we speak of intuition?, 12-257 

Intuition 

A brief allusion – The Intuition manifesting before the Divine Mind as its forerunner, 

15-218 

A direct intimate vision on the Intuition level, 30-404 

A graduality of ascent – Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, 21-292 

A power of consciousness nearer to the original knowledge by identity, 21-981 

Above the intuitive mind are the Intuition and the Overmind, 28-177 

First – The place Intuition occupies in the human means of knowledge, 21-288 

In the Intuition the nature of Knowledge is Truth coming out in many flashes, 28-154 

Intuition – Revelations, inspirations, intuitive intimations, swift discriminations, 35-147 

Intuition – The very first step in the supramental change, 35-148 

Intuition always stands veiled behind our mental operations, 21-73 

Intuition can change the whole consciousness – A certain integration can take place, 

21-984 

Intuition entering into the human mind undergoes a change, 27-76 

Intuition has a fourfold power, 21-983 

Intuition is above illumined Mind, which is simply higher Mind raised, 28-164 

Intuition is in direct contact with the higher Truth but not in an integral contact, 28-159 

Intuition is truth-sight – The very first step towards the supramental, 28-160 

Intuition proper is true in itself – Intuitive mind is mixed with mind, 28-161 

Intuition sees the truth of things by a direct inner contact, by flashes, 28-159 

Intuition works through a fourfold process, 35-147 

Intuitional knowledge is that which is common between them – The supramental, 21-

72 

It can lead the consciousness through a sort of transitional stage, 28-159 

It is through the Intuition that one goes farther, first to Overmind, 28-160 

It will mount successively into a higher mind, illumined mind, Intuition, Overmind, 23-

148 

Out of the Overmind they come down to the Intuition, the Illumined and higher Mind, 

28-155 

Overmind, Intuition, Illumined Mind and Higher Mind will be able to reflect, 13-572 
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Self-awareness – The one door in us as a starting-point for the play of Intuition, 21-73 

Sri Aurobindo distinguishes between Intuition proper and an intuitive human mentality, 

36-115 

The passage through the higher Mind, illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, is 

obligatory, 35-119 

The planes of Higher Mind or Intuition – In direct contact with the truth, 35-119 

There is the Intuition and below it there is the intuitive mind, 28-161 

To live in the wideness of the Intuition is not possible with the limitation of the ego, 

28-160 

To rise fully into the Intuition is rare, to reach the Overmind still rarer, 28-152 

intuition in art 

All great artistic work proceeds from an act of intuition, 20-266 

Intuition in art cannot proceed as in science – Different kinds of intuition in art, 20-259 

The poet and artist cannot proceed precisely as the scientist or philosopher, 20-259 

Intuitionalism 

A rapid turning of the current of thought – Vitalism and a new Intuitionalism, 25-30 

intuitions 

Intuitions without basis in any intellectual process or contradicting one another, 20-258 

Mental, vital, subtle physical intuitions – From the higher and the illumined Mind, 28-

163 

Not intuitions, but constructions of the mind, mental formations, 30-311 

Now in a vacant mind intuitions have a chance of getting in alive and whole, 31-42 

The being of man also is full of instincts and intuitions – But not as the animal, 23-795 

You must put no reliance on your so-called inspirations and intuitions, 36-313 

Intuitive 

To live in the Intuitive – Necessary first, the opening into the cosmic consciousness, 

28-161 

intuitive consciousness 

The intuitive consciousness is quite different from the psychic, 28-120 

intuitive discrimination 

Revelation, inspiration, intuition, intuitive discrimination, were the capital processes, 

17-551 

Suggestive intuition, intuitive discrimination, inspiration and revelation, 23-815 

intuitive gnosis 

The fused and unified action of the four powers makes the complete intuitive gnosis, 

23-817 

intuitive intellect 

Even in the higher centres of the intuitive intellect – Defects in the inspiration, 12-30 

The sattwic or luminous inspiration – The perfect inspiration in the intuitive intellect, 

12-32 

intuitive mentality 

The first result will be the creation of a completely intuitive mentality, 23-807 

The intuitive mentality becomes a secondary and inferior movement, 23-812 

The intuitive mentality is still mind and not gnosis, 23-809 

The limitations of the intuitive mentality – A secondary and transitional action, 23-808 
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The supermind creates an intermediate intuitive mentality and lifts up and transforms, 

23-855 

intuitive mind 

(1) The sahasradala which centralises spiritual mind, higher mind, intuitive mind, 28-

235 

Above it is the Overmind, in which there is a higher and greater intuition, 28-161 

As the intuitive mind grows in us we feel a sort of half transformation, 23-811 

Beyond the higher mind is the illumined mind and beyond that is the intuitive mind, 

28-177 

Distinctions between the intuitive mind, the divine reason and the greater supermind, 

23-813 

Extending the use of the intuitive mind – We have to purify the interfering intelligence, 

23-480 

Intuition proper is true in itself – Intuitive mind is mixed with mind, 28-161 

Te intuitive mind is our means of passage to a higher principle of knowledge, 25-135 

The action of the intuitive mind must complete the action of the rational intelligence, 

25-143 

The development of an intuitive mind as a first step towards supermind, 23-796 

The difference between the ordinary mind and the intuitive, 23-898 

The intuitive “mind” does not get the touch direct from the supramental, 28-161 

The intuitive mind is touched by the light of higher truths and receives them, 28-162 

The intuitive mind stretches from the Intuition down to the intuitivised inner mind, 27-

61 

The intuitive mind, growing or grown, has therefore to be constantly on guard, 23-809 

The intuitive, inspired and revelatory mind – Only a preparatory stage, 23-903 

The replacement of the mind of ignorance by the intuitive mind as a remedy, 23-897 

The thought of the intuitive mind proceeds wholly by four powers, 23-813 

There is the Intuition and below it there is the intuitive mind, 28-161 

We have to form as a link or bridge an intuitive or illuminated mind, 23-673 

When the intuitive mind has been fully formed, a farther step becomes possible, 23-817 

Intuitive mind 

The intuitive mind is an immediate translation of truth into mental terms, 23-811 

intuitive mind of actuality 

A primary intuitive action – An intuitive mind of actuality, 23-902 

intuitive overmind 

Mental overmind, intuitive overmind, true overmind and supramental overmind, 28-

154 

intuitive plane 

When you get the true intuitive plane, there will be no need for instructions, 31-51 

Intuitive plane 

In order to live in the Intuition plane – Nobody who is still in the separative ego, 30-

271 

intuitive reason 

Even the intuitive reason is not the gnosis – The restrictions in animals, in man, 23-479 

The intuitive reason can do much for us, can indicate to us the higher truth, 18-426 
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The intuitive reason is the basis of faith and exceeds the limits of the logical intellect, 

8-115 

This intuitive reason gives us suggestions, but not realisations, 18-427 

intuitive self 

By the intuitive self I meant the intuitive being, 28-160 

intuitive thinking 

The greatest minds are those in which there is the largest part of intuitive thinking, 23-

797 

intuitivised inner mind 

The intuitive mind stretches from the Intuition down to the intuitivised inner mind, 27-

61 

intuitivised mind 

The perception of an intuitivised mind – A subtler physical mind and sense, 31-7 

intuitivising 

Intuitivising of the being is not sufficient to prevent a drop in consciousness, 28-160 

invalids 

We cannot afford to turn the Asram into an institute for the care of chronic invalids, 35-

786 

invasion 

Invasion in a man is only possible if there is something in him that gives a response, 

35-655 

The phenomena of an invasion of Ananda occupying the whole instrumental being, 30-

200 

invasions 

These returns or attacks must be regarded not as parts of oneself, but as invasions, 31-

604 

inversions 

Write modern English. Avoid frequent inversions or turns of past poetic styles, 27-568 

involution 

“Involved” means that mind and life and spirit are there, 28-276 

All depends upon the more or less involved or evolved consciousness, 21-734 

An involution of spirit in the Inconscience is the beginning, 21-708 

Before there could be any evolution, there must needs be an involution, 12-225 

Before there could be any evolution, there must needs be the involution, 12-162 

In this manifestation the two terms are involution and evolution, 12-221 

Involution and evolution of the sevenfold power – The divine destiny of man, 21-283 

Matter in which also all is involved and out of which all evolves upward, 21-137 

Matter is involved in mind & life & tends to develop for itself some form of body, 18-

304 

Nature holding her own self and spirit involved commences the evolution, 13-328 

One Being and Consciousness is involved – Evolution is the method by which it 

liberates, 36-547 

Spirit in which all is involved and out of which all evolves downward, 21-137 

The descending scale – We find involution to have preceded evolution, 12-313 

The gradations of evolution and involution, 21-276 

The involution is of the Divine in the Inconscience – Intermediate planes, 28-275 
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The involution of Mind does not preclude the existence of a mental world beyond, 18-

36 

The involution of the Reality – The integral emergence is the goal of evolving Nature, 

21-710 

The manifestation takes the shape of an involution followed by an evolution, 21-689 

The stages of the emergence of consciousness from involution, 21-570 

The word evolution carries with it the necessity of a previous involution, 13-320 

They are actually involved in physical Nature and must necessarily evolve out of it, 17-

30 

We must consider all the packed significance of this involution, 13-324 

What is that work and result, if not a self-involution and a self-evolution, 21-17 

Yet in the very base of the evolution all that is divine is involved and pressing to 

evolve, 28-277 

inward physical 

In the inward physical – The light, power or Ananda flowing through, 28-205 

inward turn 

Also to get the consciousness to turn inwards is of great importance, 29-55 

inwardness 

A sort of passage or transition, a state of inwardness, 30-223 

If one becomes quiet or withdrawn – Not at all sad or ill, 30-223 

The condition of inwardness lasts often for a number of days, sometimes many, 30-223 

The consciousness is detaching itself from the body, 30-222 

Iran 

The Persian Revolution has settled the constitutional struggle in Iran, 8-142 

Ireland 

A new type of national movement, as in Ireland and India, 25-38 

Before Parnell’s advent, the Irish party in Parliament was a moderate party, 6-784 

If the Irish also are wisely guided – The concession of Home Rule is a certainty, 8-445 

Irelamd – The ancient and world-wide quarrel between Celt and Teuton is still pending, 

6-29 

Its acceptance would have committed Irish politicians to co-operation, 6-439 

The attempt to get rid by violence of all elements of Irish particularism, 25-328 

The British nation has been a general success – Ireland was the element of failure, 25-

325 

The economic life and prosperity of Ireland were deliberately crushed, 25-327 

The example of Ireland – A loss to humanity as well as to the Irish nation, 25-517 

The great ideal of an Irish nation would have been entirely frustrated or postponed, 6-

440 

The Irish movements of Home Rule and separatism – Ireland's will to survive, 25-328 

The Irish party will be well advised to accept even this qualified autonomy, 8-446 

The Irish peasantry led by the recognized chiefs of an united people, 6-29 

The refusal of the Irish of a measure of self-government in the place of Home Rule, 6-

439 

The three orders of the natural conditions in the case of Ireland, 25-327 

Irish 
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The Anglo-Saxon is not usually capable of understanding Irish character or humour, 

27-535 

The Irishman is, on one side intensely emotional, on another side keen in intellect, 27-

535 

irrational 

The danger of forgetting this necessity – Becoming irrational or infrarational, 23-283 

Ish 

A perfect life upon earth – In the two words Ish & Jagat, 17-303 

Ish and Jagat, God and Nature, Spirit and World, are the two poles of being, 17-303 

Isha 

I shall try to show how mighty are the architectonics of thought in the Isha, 17-336 

In His aspect to Avidya or False Knowledge – He is then Isha, the Lord or Ruler, 17-

176 

Is there then a difference between Parabrahman and Isha? – No difference, really, 17-

175 

Isha is a double being as Purusha-Prakriti, 17-176 

Isha is the triple Being, Prajna, Hiranyagarbha, Virat, 17-176 

Isha is triple again as Shiva, Brahma, Vishnu, 17-177 

Isha the Lord is really the immutable and secret Self in all things – Parabrahman, 17-

223 

Of Parabrahman, the Upanishad speaks always as It, while of Isha it speaks as He, 17-

225 

The Isha has for its subject the nature of human life & action – The seed of Karmayoga, 

17-370 

This Isha whose Energy vibrates through the worlds, is really the Tranquillity, 17-223 

When we realize Isha as one with Parabrahman – Oneness has sway & rules, 17-226 

While we think of Brahman as Isha – The idea of difference remains, 17-225 

Ishá 

The word Ishá expresses the perfect and absolute freedom – The lord of His creations, 

17-304 

Isha Upanioshad 

In his first movement the Rishi advanced four propositions, 17-421 

Isha Upanishad 

But the Isha addresses itself to the awakened seeker, 18-24 

It agrees with the early Vedic thought – Life itself the field of the immortal existence, 

17-84 

It is the object of the Upanishad to build up a practical rule of life here in the Brahman, 

17-430 

The central gist of the Seer’s thought about human life is compressed into two lines, 

17-448 

The first four verses of the Upanishad have given the general principle of Karmayoga, 

17-222 

The Isha – The oneness of all existences is its dominating note, 18-15 

The Isha Upanishad – A whole system of knowledge & spiritual experience, 17-363 

The Isha Upanishad – The harmonising of spirituality & ordinary human action, 18-297 

The Isha Upanishad and the Kena – A variation in the standpoint, 18-15 
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The Isha Upanishad is occupied with the problem of spirituality and life, 18-311 

The Isha Upanishad is simpler in form & expression, 17-362 

The Isha Upanishad is the gospel of a divine life in the world, 17-363 

The Isha Upanishad is the Scripture of the Karmayogin, 17-174 

The Isha Upanishad logically falls into four portions, 17-215 

The Isha Upanishad stands first in the order of the Upanishads we should read, 17-375 

The pairs of opposites successively taken up by the Upanishad and resolved, 17-85 

The remainder of the Upanishad is explanatory & justificatory of these positions, 17-

398 

The Sage of the Isha is an inspired poet writing of God & life, 17-371 

The same conclusion than that at which the Isha Upanishad arrived, 18-24 

The Seer of the Upanishad sets before himself the same problem – A different solution, 

17-449 

The structure of the Upanishad is built up in four successive movements, 17-376 

The two verses that follow – A still higher importance for the purpose of the 

Upanishad, 17-398 

The uncompromising reconciliation of uncompromising extremes, 17-83 

The Upanishad teaches us how to perceive Brahman, 17-30 

The Upanishad, if taken in its straightforward sense, we find to be strictly logical, 17-

212 

To liberate man from death, suffering & ignorance – The object in the Isha Upanishad, 

17-357 

Two great periods of Upanishadic thought – The Isha belongs to the Vedic group, 17-

83 

Yet even in the Isha – A failure to grasp the real & complete sense, 17-362 

Ishta Devata 

An inclusive view of all Ishta Devata, all Avatars and all teachings, 23-66 

The Hindu discipline of spirituality and the Ishta Devata, the Avatar and the Guru, 23-

65 

The Ishta Devata is a conscious Personality of the Divine, 28-371 

The Ishta Devata, a name and form of the transcendent and universal Godhead, 23-65 

Ishta-deva 

And yet it is something greater than the Ishta-deva that receives the surrender, 19-542 

Ishwara 

Atman, Brahman, Ishwara – On this triune aspect depend all our spiritual realisations, 

17-408 

Atman, Ishwara, Purusha, the fundamental determinates of the absolute Existence, 21-

329 

Here too there are three things present – The Shakti, the Ishwara, the soul, 23-769 

In this view of the Ishwara the Many are the Divine One in their inmost reality, 21-373 

Not the limited personal God of religions – This Ishwara is not Brahman in Maya, 19-

342 

Prajna or Ishwara = the Superconscient Spirit, Master of all things, 28-37 

Sri Aurobindo came to realise the dynamic side of the Brahman, the Ishwara, 29-407 

The cosmic Ishwara is one aspect of the Divine, 35-111 
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The distinction between mechanical Nature and the Ishwara – Purusha and Prakriti, 23-

98 

The increasing manifestation of the Ishwara in all our being and action, 23-769 

The Ishwara – The Divine Being, the supreme Person and All-Person, 21-366 

The Ishwara and the multiplicity of the One in the Jiva – Shakti, Maya or Prakriti, 12-

194 

The Purushottama, inhabiting all existences as the secret Ishwara, controls the Nature, 

19-232 

The Purushottama, the same being in two aspects – The supreme Soul is the Ishwara, 

19-230 

The realisation of the Supreme, the Ishwara, is certainly the essential thing, 29-375 

The Self is a subjective aspect of the Brahman – The Ishwara is its objective aspect, 35-

165 

The three terms of the Self-existence – Brahman, the Reality is Atman, Purusha, 

Ishwara, 21-338 

This great self-aware transcendent more than universal existence we call Ishwara, 17-

403 

When we stand entirely apart from Nature, yet entirely immanent in her – Ishwara, 17-

525 

Ishwara-Shakti 

On yet another line of approach, another Duality – Ishwara-Shakti, 23-124 

We realise the Ishwara-Shakti which descends – The second transformation, 35-177 

Ishwari Shakti 

Ishwari Shakti as a mediatrix – Her power is at once liberative and dynamic, 23-124 

Islam 

But Islam also was limited and imperfect – Another revelation of the old truth is 

needed, 6-930 

Its intention is to make not only Islam but all spirituality and religion ridiculous, 32-

110 

The strength of Islam lay in its unity and cohesion – Equality and brotherhood, 8-302 

Through Judaism, Christianity and Sufism Vedanta put its stamp on Islam, 18-413 

When Mahomedanism appeared, Christianity had lost its meaning, 6-929 

Islamic 

Not necessary to stand for Islamic ideals or for Hindu or Christian ideals, 35-696 

isolation 

To press too much on the isolation tendency does not succeed very well, 30-245 

issues 

Peoples with a sound political instinct give their proper importance to great issues, 6-

960 

The Congress broke up not over personalities, but over certain definite issues, 6-1028 

iṣṭa-devatā 

This is what is called in Yoga the iṣṭa-devatā, 23-601 

Italian 

At St Paul’s, he spent some time over learning Italian, some German and a little 

Spanish, 36-28 

The English language is not naturally melodious like the Italian or Bengali, 27-142 
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Italian literature 

Partial self-revelation we find in the flowering of Italian literature, 1-146 

Italy, 8-186 

“A third revelation had to be made to Europe” – “Italy was the chosen channel”, 1-481 

“Italy hardly figures among the leaders of humanity, 1-480 

“Italy is one, Italy is free, but in the body, not in the soul”, 1-480 

Except in Italy the city state offered no real resistance to national unification, 25-370 

Italy could seize intellectually on the motives of catholic Christianity, 26-46 

The city-life of Italy recovered the art and science of the Graeco-Roman world, 25-370 

The insufficiency of the aesthetic view of life – Italy of the Renascence, 25-100 

The Italian Revolution – Mazzini and Cavour were the most essential, 8-183 

The subsequent prostration and loose weakness of Italy was the inevitable result, 25-

100 

Yet these two deliverers and lovers of Italy never understood each other, 8-183 

Itihasa 

The Itihasa was an ancient historical or legendary tradition turned to creative use, 20-

345 

Itihasas 

The Mahabharata and Ramayana are Itihasas of this kind on a large scale, 20-345 

Ito 

And Prince Ito had the ancient Asiatic gift of self-effacement, 8-301 

He was building an Empire when he died and by his death that Empire will be 

established, 8-299 

Prince Ito had a genius equal to that of any statesman in history, 8-300 

Prince Ito Ito was the typical man of his nation – Its greatest statesman and leader, 8-

300 

Such is the Japanese, and such was Ito. As a private man he had the Japanese defects, 

8-300 

jagat 

Every material object is jagat, a world of infinite motion, 17-180 

Jagat 

A perfect life upon earth – In the two words Ish & Jagat, 17-303 

Ish and Jagat, God and Nature, Spirit and World, are the two poles of being, 17-303 

jail 

The jail system – Death, slavery, torture, humiliation and degradation, 1-496 

Jain philosophy 

The Jain philosophy is concerned with individual perfection, 29-428 

Jain realisation 

The Jain realisation of an individual godhead is too individual and isolated, 29-428 

Jainism 

Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism have had the strongest effective force in ethics, 20-148 

Jamalpur 

The Jamalpur outrage – The British local official seems to have betrayed the Hindus, 6-

344 

The sanguinary outrage at Jamalpur – Our strongest man should be himself on the spot, 

6-129 
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James 

William James’ book [on psychology] is certainly a very interesting one, 27-526 

Jana 

Jana = Ananda world, Tapah = World of Chit-tapas, Satya = World of Sat, 28-39 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

Janaka. 

Janaka is not the name of a single individual, but a dynasty of self-ruling kings and the 

triumph-cry of an ideal (103), 12-435 

Let it be the same with the ideal freedom and we shall have hundreds of Janakas (105), 

12-435 

The freedom of a Janaka does not proclaim itself and it wears the garb of the world 

(106), 12-435 

When he watched the actions of Janaka, even Narada the divine sage thought him a 

luxurious worldling and libertine (108), 12-435 

japa 

(2) The fear, anger, depression, etc. which used to rise when making the japa, 30-255 

About pranayama or japa – The running of the name in the breath, 30-16 

Either the mind or the vital has to give it support or sustenance, 29-328 

The effect of japa depends on the way in which the japa is done, 29-323 

The japa – Its natural function of creating the right consciousness, 35-828 

The japa first changes the vibrations of the consciousness, brings into it the right state, 

29-329 

The japa is usually successful only on one of two conditions, 29-328 

The japa then brings in the power or the presence of the Deity, 29-329 

The principle of the Mantra and of japa – It is creation by the Word, 29-322 

The word is a sound expressive of the idea – The principle of the Mantra and of japa, 

27-7 

There may be japa of a name, 29-309 

Verses of the Gita can be used as japa, 29-328 

Japa 

The Japa or meditation must come in a live push carrying the joy or the light, 29-226 

Japan 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-312 

A swift transformation scene like in Japan – Out of the question for India, 20-18 

Asiatic races persist and survive. It was not so in old times – Japan, China, India, 8-60 

China, Japan and the Mussulman States – Sliding into a blind European imitativeness, 

12-42 

In Japan, it is the Samurai type which has been dominant during the nineteenth century, 

6-1092 

India and Japan felt the impact of European civilization during the nineteenth century, 

6-1091 

Japan – She will grind the soul out of Korea until it is indistinguishable from Japan, 8-

299 

Japan and China – A terror is in their hearts of the European races, the Yellow Peril, 6-

989 
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Japan has shown that Asiatic civilisation is equal and in some respects superior, 6-549 

Japan is an instance of a fundamentally rajaso-tamasic nation, 17-296 

Japan, China and India – Discipline was at one time all-regulating, 32-577 

Of this kind of community China, India and Japan are the only known instances, 17-

297 

Prince Ito Ito was the typical man of his nation – Its greatest statesman and leader, 8-

300 

Such is the Japanese, and such was Ito. As a private man he had the Japanese defects, 

8-300 

The example of Japan – Sources of inexhaustible strength were drawn from religion, 6-

85 

The genius of Japan lies in imitation and improvement, that of India in origination, 6-

1021 

The Japanese – The last to be deterred from his ambition or his duty by the fear of 

death, 8-299 

The Oriental Art recognised in Europe has been principally that of China and Japan, 1-

577 

We must learn from the Japanese how to honour our ancestors, 6-813 

What European nation could have changed its whole machinery like Japan?, 6-575 

Why has Japan so admirably transformed herself?, 6-1091 

Japanese 

A Japanese who is accustomed to control all his “emotions”, 31-271 

The Japanese would have overrun India – A Divine intervention had prevented it, 35-

201 

The Mother and I were very angry against Subhas for having brought the Japanese, 35-

201 

Japanese art 

The Japanese – These things apart where they can look at them in a treasured secrecy, 

20-272 

Jawaharlal Nehru 

Jawaharlal Nehru – A nature of the highest sattwic kind, full of rectitude, 35-193 

jazz 

From jazz to the great masters or music – From a lower to a higher artistic self-

expression, 27-739 

jealousy 

Anger and jealousy fall away from the sense of spiritual oneness, 32-288 

Base feelings rejected such as jealousy ‒ Some part may go out into the environmental, 

31-601 

Fame and success always create a great amount of jealousy and ill-will anywhere, 31-

244 

Feelings of possessiveness and jealousy ‒ The remedy is not to break off, 31-308 

I have never said that sex, anger, jealousy etc. were easy to overcome, 31-198 

Jealousy – You must have the strength to stand back from it, 31-245 

Jealousy and abhiman ‒ A survival from the past movements of the nature, 31-245 

Jealousy and hatred rampant among the sadhaks, 35-740 

Jealousy is a very common affliction of the vital, 31-244 
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Jealousy is only an ugly form of self-love, 31-245 

Jealousy is the common movement of the human egoistic lower vital, 32-384 

Jealousy should not be there ‒ A sentiment lacking in nobility and quite unyogic, 31-

244 

People think that demands and jealousy and wounded vanity are signs of love, 31-245 

Quarrels and jealousy spring from the possessive instinct, 31-246 

Quietly stand back from the jealousy and sense of possession when it occurs, 31-309 

jealousy. 

Is love only a daughter or handmaid of jealousy? (451), 12-486 

When I am jealous and disappointed (25), 12-426 

Jeanne d’Arc 

Jeanne d’Arc was not practising Yoga or seeking transformation, 32-615 

Jeans 

Jeans and Eddington have their own logical reasoning, 27-534 

Russell’s opinions as those of Jeans or Eddington – Uncompromising materialism, 27-

532 

Jesus 

Divine love was the message which India sent to Europe through the lips of Jesus, 17-

141 

Jesus was a child of the Divine Mother, 32-276 

The Holy Spirit, pure Self, Brahmic consciousness, descending upon Jesus, 19-163 

Jesus Christ 

Jesus Christ was a great thinker – The writers who recorded his sayings were ordinary, 

18-165 

Use of the siddhis – The Rishis, the Siddhas, Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, Socrates, 12-15 

Jew 

The difference of ideas between the Jew & the Indian becomes at once palpable, 17-

467 

Jews 

The almighty Judge, Legislator, King – The Hebraic righteousness, heaven and hell, 

23-562 

Jiva 

According to one's experience one may speak of the Jiva or pure «I», 28-70 

All is done by the Shakti – The Jiva as a manifestation of Nature, 23-769 

An eternal individual – We call this manifesting spirit the Jiva, 19-445 

And the Jiva and the nature act through the ego, 28-56 

Each Jiva possesses these four sides – The inner Swadharma is not bound, 19-523 

Essentially one, in manifestation each Jiva puts forth its own line of Swabhava, 28-56 

For the most part the Supreme acts through the Jiva and its nature, 28-55 

From him the Jiva, individual spirit, has come here into the cosmic rounds, 19-322 

God, Nature and Jiva are the three terms of existence, and these three are one being, 

19-308 

I have used the words Jiva and Jivatman in all the passages in exactly the same sense, 

28-66 

In the cosmos the supreme Nature formulates itself as the Jiva, 19-269 

In us is the Jiva, a conscious power of the Supreme, 19-579 
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It is therefore possible to regard these or any of them as if they were the Jiva here, 28-

73 

Jiva is the central being, not combined of the mental, vital, psychic etc., 28-62 

No longer the bound ego in the lower, but the free Jiva in the supreme Nature, 19-283 

On the side of Nature, in power of self and spirit it is one with Shakti, 23-760 

Para Prakriti is the nature of the Purushottama – For activity it becomes the Jiva, 19-

278 

That which surrenders here is the Jiva, 19-542 

The Adwaita Vedanta (Monism) declares that the Jiva has no real existence, 28-68 

The dualistic schools affirm the Jiva as an independent category, 28-68 

The ego is not the real person – The Jiva is a portion of the Purushottama’s being, 19-

550 

The eternal Multiplicity of the Divine appears as (or as we say, becomes) the Jiva, 28-

58 

The Gita affirms that the Lord by His nature becomes the Jiva, 19-80 

The inherent truth and principle of the self of each Jiva, that is the Swabhava, 19-293 

The Ishwara and the multiplicity of the One in the Jiva – Shakti, Maya or Prakriti, 12-

194 

The Jiva – One among many centres of the Universal Being and Consciousness, 35-150 

The Jiva (= Jivatma) and the creatures are not the same thing, 28-58 

The Jiva follows the cycle of its becoming in the action of this divine Nature, 19-320 

The Jiva in essence of self and spirit is one with the supreme Purusha, 23-760 

The Jiva is a portion of the Purushottama – The Swabhava and the Swadharma, 19-519 

The Jiva is a spirit and self, superior to Nature, 23-361 

The Jiva is aware of the supreme Shakti – The sense of being a subordinate doer, 23-

768 

The Jiva is realised as the individual Self, Atman, the central being above the Nature, 

28-106 

The Jiva is the basis of the multiple existence – The fundamental nature of all, 19-270 

The Jiva, as has been seen, is the meeting-place of the play of Prakriti and Purusha, 23-

768 

The Jiva, possessed of himself, must give himself up into the Divine, 23-362 

The Jiva, the inferior Prakriti and the separative ego – The three gunas, 19-372 

The Karana Purusha is what is called the central being by us, the Jiva, 28-62 

The one supreme power manifests not only in all as the One, but in each as the Jiva, 19-

271 

The quality of Nature in things – The sensory consciousness of the Jiva, 19-272 

The self of the man called in European thought the Monad, in Indian philosophy, Jiva, 

23-360 

The soul or Jiva, if he would be divine – The pure action of his Swabhava, 19-272 

The supreme Nature is not identical with the Jiva manifested in Time, 19-269 

The word Jiva is often used as a short way of speaking of the Jivatman, 28-21 

This mystery is founded on the secret of the supreme spiritual Prakriti and of the Jiva, 

19-558 

Those, on the other hand, who wish to unite with the Ishwara – The Jiva as a being, 28-

69 
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What appears as the Jiva is something unborn and eternal, 12-194 

While it is the divine birth to which every Jiva arrives, it is not Avatarhood, 19-162 

Jivanmukta 

A Jivanmukta can go wherever his aim was fixed, 28-540 

A Jivanmukta does not take rest in the psychic world before taking birth again on earth, 

28-541 

Brahman as realised by the Jivanmukta is that which we usually term Parabrahman, 18-

365 

Even if he is reborn, he will be reborn with full knowledge and will act as a 

Jivanmukta, 17-118 

For the Jivanmukta laya can be accomplished at his will – But he does not will it, 17-

208 

If he wants to go higher, it is logical that he should return to the field of evolution, 28-

540 

In the end man will be master of spirit, soul and body, a Jivanmukta, 17-232 

Silence, Light, Power, Ananda are the four pillars of the Jivanmukta consciousness, 27-

249 

The first stage at the entrance of the porch – From it man returns to be a Jivanmukta, 

18-365 

The ideal of the Karmayogin is the Jivanmukta, the self who has attained salvation, 17-

207 

The Jivanmukta can at will withdraw himself in Samadhi – Complete mukti, 17-207 

The Jivanmukta feels no bondage in work, 29-265 

The Jivanmukta has to stand on the threshold of Parabrahman, 12-104 

The Jivanmukta is the ideal of the Karmayogin – He must always strive, 17-209 

The Jivanmukta will be perfectly ready to live a hundred years or more if needs be, 17-

119 

This Jivanmukta – One of the highest in the inner Overmind experience, 27-249 

Those that rise in the Jivanmukta are not mental but spiritual formations, 28-172 

Jivatma 

By Jivatma we mean the individual self, 28-55 

It has no fixed form or colour, though it may represent itself in a form, 28-56 

It is the central being above the evolution (always the same) that we call the Jivatma, 

28-60 

Jivatma is not psychic being, the caitya puruṣa – Jivatma is the central being, 28-62 

The body is not the individual self – The individual Self is the central being (Jivatma), 

28-57 

The Jiva (= Jivatma) and the creatures are not the same thing, 28-58 

The Jivatma – The multiple Divine manifested here as the individualised self or spirit, 

28-68 

The Jivatma and the soul are the same, but in two different statuses, 28-107 

The Jivatma has always calm and peace, 28-56 

The Jivatma is above all planes, 28-56 

The Jivatma is standing above the consciousness as the individual self, 28-107 

The Jivatma sees everything in itself or itself in everything or both together, 28-55 
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Within the evolution itself the Jivatma is represented by the evolving psychic being, 

28-68 

Jivatman 

Above all is the central being (Jivatman) – It is a portion of the Divine Self, 28-63 

According to the Adwaita of the Mayavadins this Jivatman is simply an appearance, 

28-69 

The Jivatman itself is self-existent in the Divine, 35-152 

First, why not say that the Jivatman which can be realised in this way is the pure «I»?, 

28-71 

I have used the words Jiva and Jivatman in all the passages in exactly the same sense, 

28-66 

Merging – When the Jivatman feels itself so one with the Divine that there is nothing 

else, 28-450 

The “central being” – Above, it is the Jivatman, below, it is the psychic being, 28-61 

The basis of psychical as of spiritual existence is the Paramatman and the Jivatman, 17-

234 

The central being, the Jivatman presides over the individual birth and evolution, 28-59 

The description of a pure «I» is quite insufficient to describe the Jivatman, 28-73 

The essential Self or Atman becomes for the manifestation the Jivatman, the central 

being, 28-56 

The experience of a pure «I» or Jivatman is not binding for liberation without rising, 

28-71 

The experience of the Jivatman is sufficient to bring the sense of liberation, 28-65 

The individual self, Jivatman, is not the doer of works – Ishwara-Shakti, 23-215 

The Jivatman – A central being above of which the psychic being is the representative, 

28-98 

The Jivatman – The aspiration for the opening of the higher consciousness, 35-149 

The Jivatman can merge itself in identity with the Divine – But as one centre, 28-61 

The Jivatman has its representative power in the individual nature here – The Purusha, 

28-73 

The Jivatman has not come down into the world, it stands above, always the same, 28-

32 

The Jivatman is above the manifestation in life and presides over it, 28-61 

The Jivatman is already one with the Divine in reality, 28-65 

The Jivatman is one of the divine Many and dependent on the One, 28-450 

The Jivatman is unborn and eternal – Upholding the manifested personality from 

above, 28-67 

The Jivatman knows himself as universal and transcendent no less than individual, 28-

72 

The Jivatman or spirit is self-existent above – The individual Self or ātman, 35-148 

The Jivatman or spirit is the eternal true being of the individual, 28-64 

The Jivatman stands on the spiritual plane always that is above the mind, 35-150 

The Jivatman, spark-soul and psychic being are three different forms of the same 

reality, 28-64, 35-148 

The place of the Jivatman is not in the supramental plane alone, 28-66 

The psychic is the central being in the evolution, it represents the Jivatman, 28-56 
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There are also other ideas of the Jivatman and its relation to the Divine or Supreme, 28-

69 

We become aware also of the Jivatman, the undivided Self or Spirit, 28-60 

When one rises from the psychic being below to the Jivatman above, 35-127 

When the Atman is individualised, it is called the Purusha or sometimes the Jivatman, 

28-63 

When the self individualises and becomes a central being, it is then the Jivatman, 28-55 

When there is the full consciousness, Jivatman and psychic being join together, 28-57 

Jivatmas 

These Many in relation to this world appear as the Jivatmas supporting the evolution, 

28-57 

Jnana 

Bhakti and Karma cannot be perfect and enduring unless they are based upon Jnana, 6-

88 

Two ways of attaining to Jnana – The way of Insight, the way of World-Sight, 17-146 

jnanam 

The sadhana of India, tapasya, jnanam, shakti, must make us free and great, 8-464 

Jnanam 

Jnanam is the inspired and direct knowledge which comes of spiritual sight, 8-464 

Jnânam 

Jnânam, Knowledge – The subjective idea of consciousness viewed objectively, 18-371 

Jnanayoga 

The methods of Jnanayoga – Concentration, separating from mind, life, body, 35-175 

The pure Jnanayoga and the way of integral knowledge, 23-288 

Joan of Arc 

Use of the siddhis – The Rishis, the Siddhas, Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, Socrates, 12-15 

Johnson 

Johnson & Goldsmith returned to the ideals of Pope, but there is a difference in tone, 1-

140 

joint family 

The joint family – Another kind of self-governing body, 20-420 

journal 

A journal which does not shrink from expression of the heart and mind of the nation, 6-

971 

So much protection every journal owes to its employees bona fides, 6-257 

journalist 

Originality and deep thought are not required of a journalist, 1-678 

The power of making the most of a case – To turn the journalist into the pamphleteer, 

1-678 

This terrible sword is hung in vain over the head of the Indian journalist, 6-329 

journalists 

The tendency of journalists to see the object not as it really is, 6-7 

journals 

My rule of not writing any article for an outside paper, magazine or journal, 35-69 

journey 

A journey conveyed a similar idea, 30-137 
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A journey in a boat or other conveyance means always a movement in the Yoga, 30-

162 

A journey in carriage, train, motor car, steamer, boat, aeroplane etc., 30-162 

The journey in the train is the passage from one consciousness to another, 30-152 

journeying 

Journeying on a horse or in a conveyance – A progress or a movement in life, 30-162 

The image of journeying – A movement in life or a progress in sadhana, 30-162 

joy 

But this spiritual peace and joy cannot be reached without a spiritual discipline, 36-440 

It is not a fact that one ought not to pray or aspire for peace or spiritual joy, 31-167 

Joy and enthusiasm and buoyancy are good things, but on a basis of calm, 29-251 

Joy is a strong movement of great gladness with an exultation of the vital, 29-157 

Joy is a vital feeling, like its opposite, sorrow, 31-177 

Joy is a vital movement, exciting, restless and transient, 29-157 

Not to be the slave of vital joy or sorrow is a condition one has to pass through, 31-177 

The experiences in excited vibration and bubbling of joy, 30-450 

The joy also should be deep within, 29-157 

The sign which is central to the divine consciousness – A perfect inner joy and peace, 

19-184 

The utterance of a mystical joy in God and Nature, sometimes of the direct God-union, 

1-617 

There is a dynamic joy as well as the self-existent joy in the soul itself, 30-374 

Vital joy has to be replaced by a quiet settled psychic gladness, 29-252 

Joy 

Love, Joy and Beauty are the fundamental determinates of the Divine Delight, 21-329 

The triple term in which ānanda may be stated is Joy, Love, Beauty, 1-440 

joy of creation 

The joy in the labour must be there for a free outflow, 27-588 

The joy of creation – The Ananda when one is freely used by a greater Force, 27-588 

joy of God. 

The soul that has once tasted it, can never renounce, whatever worldly disrepute, 

torture and affliction it may bring us (464), 12-487 

Joy of the soul. 

What the soul utterly rejoices in, is for thought the ultimate reality (432), 12-484 

joy. 

Seek after His joy only (501), 12-493 

When I was mounting upon ever higher crests of His joy (423), 12-482 

When men see one who is too high for grief or joy (36), 12-427 

joylessness 

The joylessness also comes from the vital, 29-474 

joys 

Joys such as joy in art, poetry, literature are innocent and need not be seriously put 

down, 31-177 

Judaism 

Through Persia Vedanta put its stamp on Judaism, 18-413 

Judge. 
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Look! thou wilt see on His face not the solemnity of the King & Judge, but the smile of 

the Lover (516), 12-496 

judges 

Every judge or magistrate is a servant of the bureaucracy, 6-530 

Transferring judges and magistrates whose decisions differ from the settled policy, 6-

527 

judgeship 

A judgeship or a seat in the Legislative Council was the goal of the political leader, 8-

293 

judging 

In ordinary life people always judge wrongly, 31-351 

Not to judge anyone but oneself until one can see, 31-700 

Only the calm and all-loving Spirit can judge and see rightly, 31-352 

The ego has no right to judge the defects of others, 31-351 

judgment 

Errors – A way is to accustom the boy to compare his judgments with those of others, 

1-406 

Memory and judgment are the next qualities that will be called upon, 1-405 

Memory is an indispensable aid of the mind – The human judgment, 23-854 

Mental judgment would give place to a self-luminous discerning, 23-483 

Observation, memory, judgment too mean each a different thing, 23-856 

Often the judgments and distinctions will have to be exceedingly subtle, 1-406 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

The Indians – Guided by intuitive and inspired judgment gained by purification, 1-501 

The judgment will naturally be trained along with the other faculties, 1-406 

The supramental judgment – A logic of the supramental reason, 23-860 

judgments about God. 

These judgments are the follies of our egoism (18), 12-425 

judicial 

The legislative and the judicial function – Equally important, 25-445 

judiciary 

Putting an end to executive tyranny – The people controller of executive and judiciary, 

6-271 

The bureaucracy upon coercion must turn judicial administration to its advantage, 6-

508 

The executive and judiciary are both in the pay of the same despotic authority, 6-245 

The mere deprivation of judicial functions will not disarm executive tyranny, 6-270 

We have no faith whatever in the Judicial and Executive separation nostrum, 6-245 

Jung 

About Jung – Why on earth should the idea of God or gods be a bondage?, 27-529 

jungle 

The jungle must be some unregenerated part of the vital nature, 30-177 

just society. 

The signs of a just & enlightened state of society (194), 12-448 

justice 
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A series of perversions of justice destroy all faith in the governing authorities, 6-517 

An unjust assessment of the expenses for protection and justice – The taxpayers, 6-517 

British law and its administration – Costly, dilatory, often calculated to defeat justice, 

6-648 

I may, for example, attack the prevailing system of justice and punishment, 12-43 

If in addition the protection is denied and the justice withheld, 6-517 

In this country conviction, not impartial justice, is the object, 6-529 

Justice and protection is the main object for which States exist, 6-517 

Justice as forbearance from interfering with the rights of others, 1-24 

Nevertheless we still go on appealing to the English sense of justice, 6-10 

No hope for justice in political cases where one of the parties is the judge, 6-615 

That the English are a just people – This is a grave and injurious delusion, 6-8 

The Christian virtue of charity, the Pagan virtue of justice – The Vedantic morality, 17-

283 

The delusiveness of the faith in the ultimate sense of justice of the British people, 6-566 

The ends of justice are sought to be subordinated to political or other considerations, 6-

527 

The English are not panting to do justice to all whom they have to govern, 6-8 

The fall of the belief in the imperturbable impartiality of British justice, 6-517, 6-527 

The miscarriage of justice – The unjust British law makes the Printer responsible, 6-

697 

To obtain any real justice we must secure the pledges of the responsible heads, 6-9 

justification 

A strategy of its own to find out reasons for justifying its own feelings, 31-103 

The vital throwing up the wrong movement, the mind justifying it, 31-346 

juvenile work 

What is called the juvenile work of poets and painters, 29-286 

Kaiser 

The Kaiser was a man without any real strong stuff in him to face adversity, 35-203 

The Kaiser, though ill-balanced, was a much more human person, 35-203 

Kali 

Aniruddha, the Sudra, reigns in the Kali – He breaks the ancient moulds, 1-533 

Kali seen in the black form is in the vital. It is Kali as a destroying Force, 32-68 

Kali, Shyama, etc. are ordinary forms seen through the vital, 32-68 

Kali, the Power of the Divine Spirit – Great men, the instruments of the Power, 13-31 

Mahakali and Kali are not the same, 30-158 

Mahakali and Kali are not the same, Kali is a lesser form, 28-460 

The black Kali form is a manifestation on the vital plane of Mahakali, 32-274 

The Kali Yuga – For a new Satya, another harmony, a more advanced perfection, 13-72 

Kali Yuga 

Already ended are the first five thousand years of the Kali, 12-57 

It is the work of the Kali Yuga to destroy everything to establish another Satyayuga, 

18-264 

Last, Kali Yuga – A period of anarchy and conflict and dissolution of the dharma, 20-

404 
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Sri Krishna, by breaking down the strong formalism of the Dwapara, prepared the Kali, 

18-264 

The four Ages – If each Satya has its Kali, equally does each Kali prepare its Satya, 12-

55 

Kali. 

Kali is Krishna revealed as dreadful Power & wrathful Love (519), 12-496 

Let me not be subject to these gods, O Kali (56), 12-429 

Who can bear Kali rushing into the system in her fierce force and burning godhead? 

(216), 12-454 

Kalidasa 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

And he has the touch of the perfect artist, 1-237 

In Kalidasa another very serious difficulty meets the unhappy translator, 1-245 

In Kalidasa’s poetry – The long classical afternoon of Indian civilisation, 1-236 

In the Seasons – Kalidasa’s personality as well as his main characteristics, 1-177 

In this one respect the Indian poet has outstripped his greater English compeer, 1-230 

Its acme of perfection in the poetry of Kalidasa – Among the supreme poetic artists, 20-

358 

Kalidasa – A moonlit world of romance and yet perfectly near to us, 1-211 

Kalidasa – An intense hedonistic impulse thrilling through speech and informing 

action, 1-165 

Kalidasa best exemplifies this twynatured Hindu temperament, 1-213 

Kalidasa divined from the beginning the true place of Nature in the poet’s outlook, 1-

178 

Kalidasa does not associate incompetence, failure & tragedy with his poet-king, 1-198 

Kalidasa gathered the mind-life of the nation into his poetry at a critical moment, 1-216 

Kalidasa is the supreme poet of the senses, of aesthetic beauty, of sensuous emotion, 1-

162 

Kalidasa never relaxed into the cloying and effeminate languor of sensuous description, 

1-179 

Kalidasa represented the highly vital and material civilisation to which he belonged, 1-

162 

Kalidasa’s characterisation of women – Even the slightest have some personality, 1-

209 

Many centuries after these poets came the third great embodiment, Kalidasa, 1-160 

My rendering of Kalidasa’s Vikramorvasie – Kalidasa’s play is romantic, 27-347 

Of Kalidasa we know if possible even less than of Valmekie and Vyasa, 1-168 

Poetry - The great representative poet of this age is Kalidasa, 20-356 

The “Seasons” of Kalidasa is one of those early works of a great poet, 1-175 

The advance Kalidasa has made in dramatic characterisation, 1-235 

The age of childhood had a peculiar charm for Kalidasa’s imagination, 1-229 

The art of poetic speech in Kalidasa's period – An extraordinary perfection, 20-357 

The great nation of the Malavas in the first century before Christ – Kalisada, 1-152 

The note struck by Kalidasa meets us in almost all the best work of the classic 

literature, 1-163 

The prophet of a hedonistic civilisation here seizes on the materials of his work, 1-186 
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The prose of Kalidasa’s dialogue is the most admirable prose in Sanscrit literature, 1-

262 

The Sanskrit drama type – Kalidasa, Bhasa, Bhavabhuti, 20-365 

The speech of Kalidasa is an accomplished art, an intellectual and aesthetic creation, 

20-354 

The spirit of the times pulses through all Kalidasa’s poetry, 1-236 

Valmiki, Vyasa and Kalidasa are the essence of the history of ancient India, 1-156 

Vikram and the Nymph is the second, in order of time, of Kalidasa’s three extant 

dramas, 1-194 

We have to judge by the essential self of Kalidasa and on nameable characteristics, 1-

176 

Kalidasa’s Seasons 

In the Seasons – Kalidasa’s personality as well as his main characteristics, 1-177 

Kalidasa’s Seasons is written with the express object of describing Nature, 1-177 

Most decisive of all are the strokes of vivid description that give the poem its greatness, 

1-182 

The “Seasons” of Kalidasa is one of those early works of a great poet, 1-175 

The Seasons is in itself a work of extraordinary force and immense promise, 1-181 

The Seasons is written in six cantos answering to the six Indian seasons, 1-179 

Kali-Satya Yuga 

The morning of the first Kali-Satya is ready to break, 12-57 

Kalki 

Kalki is to correct this by bringing the Kingdom of the Divine upon earth, 28-487 

Krishna, Buddha and Kalki depict the stages of the spiritual development, 28-487 

The next normal step is not a featureless Absolute, but the Supermind – Kalki, 28-488 

Too much importance need not be attached to the details about Kalki, 28-489 

Kapila 

Kapila had laid down the method called Sankhya or the law of Enumeration, 18-353 

kāraṇa deha 

It is not likely to be the supramental being and supramental body, 28-155 

The kāraṇa deha may be simply a form answering to the higher consciousness, 28-155 

Karana Jagat 

The parallel between Vijnana or Karana Jagat of the Upanishad with Sushupti, 28-38 

Karana Purusha 

The Karana Purusha is what is called the central being by us, the Jiva, 28-62 

Karikas 

The Sankhya of the Gita is not the system of the Karikas, 19-69 

Karl Marx 

A part of the Bolshevik gospel born of the fallacy of Karl Marx, 28-329 

karma 

In fact there is the karma of the family, of the nation, of mankind as a whole, 13-360 

Karma being as much a way to realisation as jnana and bhakti, 29-218 

Karma from the past lives exists, 31-670 

Karma means subjection to lower Nature, 30-357 

No one who possesses a body, can be free of karma, 17-116 

The aim of Yoga is to transcend karma, 30-357 
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The chain of karma from which the Hindus seek salvation – Causality, 13-49 

This idea of universality – In any future significance of rebirth and karma, 13-366 

We can mend our karma by our own consciousness and efforts, 31-670 

What is in the will of being, expresses itself in karma and consequence, 13-356 

Yet in this oneness there is a communal variation – A group-soul, a group karma, 13-

362 

Karma, 28-520 

A cosmic Will and Wisdom constantly enlarges the lines of the truth of Karma, 13-427 

A nobler spiritual law of Karma has to be developed, 13-374 

A third possible line of Karma – Do unto others as you would be done by, 13-410 

A truth behind the current notions of Karma, but a part only of the whole, 13-404 

Action of Karma is the processus of the creative Infinite, 13-428 

Adoration will be dead and ineffective unless it is transmuted into Karma, 6-87 

All energies put into activity, thought, speech, feeling, act, go to constitute Karma, 28-

520 

All law of Karma is for man a law of his spiritual evolution – A growth of the soul, 13-

418 

Bhakti and Karma cannot be perfect and enduring unless they are based upon Jnana, 6-

88 

Energy and action and the results of action, Prakriti and Karma, 12-297 

Her Karma is determined by Swabhava, the law of self-becoming of the soul, 19-228 

In the ordinary notion of Karma we are combining two different notions of good, 13-

371 

In the theory of Karma – A solidity of philosophic and of practical truth, 13-330 

Is it that Karma without desire is inconsistent with Mukti? – On the contrary, 17-114 

It is difficult to accept the idea of retribution of Karma as a solution for life hazards, 

21-843 

Karma – What we have sown, we must reap in this life or another, 28-517 

Karma and consequence draw their meaning from their value to the soul, 13-355 

Karma and heredity are the two main causes of one’s temperament, 28-521 

Karma as a practical or relative reality and Spirit as a greater supreme reality, 13-343 

Karma is a much simpler road, 29-212 

Karma is only a machinery, it is not the fundamental cause of terrestrial existence, 28-

537 

Karma is only one of the processes the soul it uses for its own evolution, 21-839 

Karma is the process, a force, a work of energy and consequence, 13-366 

Karma is the transmission of past energies into the present with their results, 28-520 

Karma turns out to be no such precise and invariable mechanism, 13-428 

Karma, the energy of Prakriti – The soul in Nature and the supreme Godhead, 19-293 

Man comes to express and realise a higher system of the lines of Karma, 13-399 

Meanwhile we get the clue to the higher law of Karma, 13-418 

Nations as well as individuals are subject to the law of Karma, 6-957 

Nature as Swabhava governs Karma and actively unrolls the cosmic becoming, 19-293 

On the side of Karma – Rebirth for the sufficient field of its action, 13-359 

Our will and action can often annul or modify even the past Karma, 28-517 

Rebirth and Karma – Related truths needed for each other's completeness, 13-358 
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Shankara – Karma in the sense of Vedic rites & ceremonies are not the way to Mukti, 

17-113 

Starting from the physical base in approaching this question of Karma, 13-331 

The achievement of the spiritual consciousness and life – The power to annul Karma, 

28-517 

The bondage to Karma – So long as one has not passed to the spiritual consciousness, 

28-520 

The chain of Karma only binds the movement of Nature and not the soul, 17-20 

The clue to follow in order to pursue the spiral ascent of the lines of Karma, 13-416 

The complexity of Karma or return to output of Energy – The true ethical standard, 21-

844 

The complexity of the lines of Karma is much greater than we have yet seen, 13-429 

The doctrine of Karma reconciles determinism and free-willism, 28-326 

The four pillars of the complete theory of Karma – Truths of Self with Nature, 13-337 

The infallible operation – Law of Nature, Karma, Necessity and Fate, 23-791 

The interaction of individual and general Karma, 13-364 

The law of Karma – Not simply an extension of the human idea of justice, 13-374 

The law of Karma simply that according to the energy put forth shall be its return, 13-

383 

The lines of Karma – A greater spiritual wisdom towards our total perfection, 13-367 

The lines of Karma – A study of the action of the world as it is, as a whole, 13-386 

The meaning of Karma – All existence is the working of a universal Energy, 13-331 

The ordinary current conception of law of Karma, 13-367 

The ordinary idea of Karma – A dominant moral law, 13-386 

The perception of a law of Karma and the opposite idea of liberty, 13-339 

The popular account of reincarnation and Karma, 28-523 

The return of the universal energy – The fundamental meaning of Karma, 13-381 

The sattwic principle of renunciation – Freedom from Karma, 19-497 

The seeing of Karma has been handicapped by two persistent errors, 13-332 

The transitional line of Karme exist – In our view of the action of the world forces, 13-

412 

The working of the energies must bear their consequence – The law of Karma, 21-838 

This character prevents from resting satisfied with the vitalistic law of Karma, 13-398 

This idea of the moral law – In the current notions of the law of Karma, 13-404 

Three things make up between them all the bearings of Karma, 13-385 

Two elements, Karma as an instrument, but also the secret Consciousness and Will, 21-

840 

Two ways of Karma – The Self within, the wider Self in the Universe, 17-146 

We must leave far behind us the current theory of Karma, 13-427 

Will, Karma and consequence are the three steps of the Energy, 13-351 

Karma of Veda 

Karma of Veda, the application of the knowledge acquired in formulas of life-action, 

17-571 

Karma Yoga 

Meditation is one means of the approach to the Divine – Karma is a much simpler road, 

35-743 
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Only by a growth into a greater superhuman and supramental consciousness, 12-352 

The progressive surrender of our will is the secret of Karma Yoga, 12-351 

Karmamarga 

Karmamarga, the Way of Works, one of the three ways, 18-404 

Karmamargin 

The Karmamargin – It is the Master of actions whom he must worship, 17-175 

Karmayoga 

Karmayoga – To diminish and finally get rid of the ego-centric position in works, 29-

235 

Karmayoga as a practical means of the higher self-realisation, 19-251 

Karmayoga as the application of Vedanta and Yoga to life, 13-9 

Karmayoga cannot be entirely done by our mental consciousness, 12-354 

Karmayoga does exclude a life-fleeing exclusive meditation or emotional bhakti, 29-

218 

Karmayoga does not exclude meditation and certainly does not exclude bhakti, 29-218 

Karmayoga is not a new but a very old Yoga – Works can lead to realisation, 29-219 

Karmayoga is used, like the other paths, to lead to liberation and a departure, 23-40 

Not only liberation but perfection must be the aim of the Karmayoga, 23-251 

Preliminary training for the Karmayoga, 29-235 

The consciousness and Godward will behind are the essence of Karmayoga, 29-221 

The first four verses of the Upanishad have given the general principle of Karmayoga, 

17-222 

The ordinary Karmayoga in which the sadhak chooses his own work, 29-238 

The Siddhi of this path of Karma – Awareness of the Guide and the guidance, 29-235 

The three first Godward approaches in the Gita's way of Karmayoga, 23-105 

The whole fundamental means and the ultimate aim of an integral Karmayoga, 23-92 

There can be no Karmayoga without the will to get rid of ego, rajas and desire, 29-217 

There is no imposition or compulsion of Karmayoga, 28-343 

What is Karmayoga – Message to the follower of the path, 12-353 

What then are the lines of Karmayoga laid down by the Gita?, 23-95 

What we understand by Karmayoga – A moral and spiritual task, 13-4 

What we understand by Karmayoga – To make the yoga the ideal of human life, 8-24 

Karmayoga of the Gita 

To attain to the divine birth and to do divine works as a means, as an expression, 19-

177 

Karmayogin 

The Karmayogin – Originally giving an especial importance to religion and spirituality, 

8-437 

The Karmayogin will be more of a national review than a weekly newspaper, 8-22 

The second – How to swell the sum of national life and produce the future, 8-21 

The tendency is now for these streams to unite again – The work of the Karmayogin, 8-

19 

The third – To know the outside world and its relation to us and how to deal with it, 8-

21 

This is the faith in which the Karmayogin puts its hand to the work and will persist in 

it, 8-23 
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This is the first and most important work which the Karmayogin sets for itself, 8-20 

We have found it necessary to bring out a cheaper edition of the Karmayogin, 8-384 

We have no connection with the Bengali Karmayogin to be published from Uttarpara, 

8-136 

When he came out from jail – He started two weeklies, the Karmayogin and Dharma, 

36-61 

Karmayogins 

Brahman is the only wealth the Karmayogin will covet, 17-184 

How can the Karmayogin escape from covetousness and desire? – By unselfishness, 

17-184 

The first thing the Karmayogin has to realise, 17-173 

The ideal of the Karmayogin and the consummation of his yoga, 17-223 

The ideal of the Karmayogin is the Jivanmukta, the self who has attained salvation, 17-

207 

The Karmayogin is a soul that is already firmly established in the Kshatriya stage, 17-

195 

The Karmayogin should recognize the existence of a Power inside and outside himself, 

17-177 

The Karmayogin therefore will abandon the world that he may enjoy – The true lover, 

17-188 

The Upanishad deduces a principle of action which holds good for all Karmayogins, 

17-183 

This is the second truth on which the Karmayogin has to lay fast hold, 17-183 

To embrace all things in his heart and divinely become God in his spirit, is his goal, 17-

217 

To love God in His world and approach God in himself is the discipline – Karmayogin, 

17-217 

kartavyaṁ karma 

What is the kartavyaṁ karma, 13-79 

Kartikeya 

Kartikeya represents victory over the hostile Powers, 28-460 

The peacock is the bird of Victory and Kartikeya the leader of the divine forces, 30-159 

Kashmir 

The charm of Kashmir – Its mountains and rivers, 35-14 

To support the India Government in the stand they are taking in regard to Kashmir, 36-

519 

Kaul Boycott case 

The Kaul Boycott case – A Boycott meeting. The defendants were found guilty, 8-203 

kavi 

The Lord is kavi, the great seer & poet, 17-163 

Kavi 

The Lord appears first as Kavi, the Wise, the Seer – The Idea, the Vijnana, 17-48 

The Manishi takes his stand in the possibilities – The Kavi is in the Manishi, 17-49 

Whoever is open to the action of these faculties, is the Rishi or Kavi, sage or seer, 15-

65 

Keats 
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As regards Keats and Shelley – None had any dramatic genius, 27-377 

Finally we get in Keats a turning away to a rich, artistic and sensuous poetical speech, 

26-130 

Keats – One godhead only he worshipped, the image of divine Beauty, 26-145 

Keats enters the secret temple of ideal Beauty, but has not time to find his way, 26-106 

Keats’ Odes are among the best in English poetry, 27-158 

Shelley and Keats – Perhaps the two most purely poetic minds in English tongue, 26-

145 

Shelley, Keats and Wordsworth – Not among the greatest creators, 27-369 

Shelley, Wordsworth, Keats – None had the dramatic gift, 27-378 

Wordsworth is simple and direct – Keats aims at word-magic, 27-377 

Kena 

The Kena affirms the universal Brahman & teaches knowledge & self-surrender to 

Him, 17-370 

Kena Upanishad 

It is the question of the relation that the Upanishad makes its starting-point, 18-26 

The culmination of the teaching of the Upanishad – The ultimate truth, 18-89 

The Isha Upanishad and the Kena – A variation in the standpoint, 18-15 

The Kena - The problem of harmonising our personal activity with the universal Will, 

18-297 

The Kena – The relation of mind-consciousness to Brahman-consciousness, 18-15 

The Kena addresses itself to the soul still attracted by the external life, 18-24 

The Kena is occupied with the problem of the relations between God and the soul, 18-

311 

The Upanishad closes with two verses which seem to review the whole work, 18-90 

The Upanishad first affirms the existence of the Brahman-consciousness, 18-25 

The Upanishad therefore begins by a query – The final source or control, 18-18 

To recall the soul in man to self-knowledge is the governing aim of the Kena 

Upanishad, 18-312 

key 

The Mother is the key ‒ Her light enables us to open the gate of realisation, 30-186 

kindness 

If you expect a return for your kindness, you are bound to be disappointed, 31-317 

In the psychic there is an equal kindness or love to all fundamentally, 31-312 

kinetic 

The error of the kinetic ideal can only retard the human advance, 19-143 

The kinetic man and the quietistic man – The divinised man, 19-141 

king 

At first the central authority was the king – In his original character a war-leader, 25-

448 

He had a control in his Council of foreign policy, military administration and war, 20-

394 

In administration – The power of the king was hedged in by the Dharma, 20-394 

Manu even lays it down that an unjust and oppressive king should be killed, 20-395 

Obedience ceased – If the king ceased to be faithful executor of the Dharma, 20-395 

The king had not the power of direct legislation – The will of the people, 20-392 
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The king in the civil and criminal law – His role was that of the executor, 20-394 

The king rules because he gives protection, deals justice, helps his people, 6-955 

The king was only the guardian, executor and servant of the Dharma, 20-392 

King 

The all-blissful Deva becomes the King of all our activities, 15-359 

The Hindu King, however has existed only to secure the order and welfare of society, 

6-946 

The King – First among equals, not an absolute prince or supreme ruler, 6-943 

The King in his ministerial council representing the whole community, 20-412 

King. 

Look! thou wilt see on His face not the solemnity of the King & Judge, but the smile of 

the Lover (516), 12-496 

kingdom of God 

Only when his race knows God and lives in the Divine – The kingdom founded, 25-620 

The goal of the cycle of social development – The kingdom of God on earth, 25-260 

The idea of the kingdom of God on earth should become definitely an ideal of life, 25-

261 

The kingdom of God within – A spiritual age would be the result, 25-256 

The kingdom of God within – The foundation for the kingdom of God without, 1-586 

The kingdom of God within and in the race is the basis on which man must come, 25-

633 

kingdom of heaven 

The Avatar comes to bring nearer the kingdom of heaven, 19-175 

The hope of the kingdom of heaven within us and the city of God upon earth, 25-125 

The kingdom of heaven on earth – Realising & effectuating God in the world, 12-101 

The kingdom of heaven within reproduced in the kingdom of heaven without, 23-50 

Kingdom of heaven on earth 

The idea of a temporary Kingdom of heaven on earth is a devotional idea, 29-465 

kingdom of heaven. 

The kingdom of heaven within will be spontaneously reflected in an external divine 

city (199), 12-448 

king-nation 

A king-nation with the mission of evolving a real order – The arbiter of the nations, 25-

402 

kingship 

As a convenient symbol – A democratic kingship as opposed to a passive figure, 25-

470 

The historical importance of kingship in the evolution of the nation-type, 25-379 

The removal of the king – A kingship moderate, efficient and beneficent, 20-395 

Kipling 

Hopkins is a poet, which Kipling never was nor could be, 27-409 

Kipling – Contemporary “success” of fame is a deceit and a snare, 27-544 

Kirtimukha 

The history of the Kirtimukha, a standing feature in Indian architecture, 1-592 

kisses 
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Kisses and caresses belong to the vital sex-movement, even if there is no physical sex-

act, 31-541 

Kisses and embraces are the expression of a vital love, 31-541 

kissing 

Oneness with all expressed through embracing and kissing ‒ The sex-instinct with all, 

31-491 

knee 

Knee to toe = the field of physical material consciousness, 30-477 

The knee ‒ All below the Muladhara down to the feet is the physical province, 30-145 

knowledge 

A greater knowledge opens the possibility of a greater being, 18-154 

A participation in the awareness of the Infinite is the basis of all knowledge, 12-286 

All pursuit of knowledge tends to refine, to subtilise, to purify the being, 23-516 

As the consciousness progresses, it comes from a higher and higher level, 30-461 

Four cognitive methods of Nature – Our surface cognition derives from them, 21-543 

God is the only object of knowledge, only knower. God is the knowledge also, 1-535 

How we come by this supreme knowledge, 19-204 

If one has bhakti and aspires the necessary knowledge will come, 29-227 

If one has merely a mental idea about the Divine, that is not knowledge, 29-198 

If your mind were more quiet – More chance of knowledge coming down, 31-51 

In the pursuit of knowledgw, the same lines and stages of the evolution of energy, 13-

421 

In this calm, right knowledge comes – The infallible source of right action, 13-58 

Integral Knowledge – A sevenfold self-revelation within our consciousness, 21-681 

Is getting knowledge from above and getting it by the mind the same thing?, 31-50 

Knowledge aims at the realisation of true self-existence, 23-424 

Knowledge and will have naturally to be one before either can act perfectly, 28-151 

Knowledge and will, the fundamental determinates of the absolute consciousness, 21-

329 

Knowledge does not end with knowing – Some greater gain than itself, 18-154 

Knowledge gained in Divine realisation is the conscious experience of the Truth, 31-56 

Knowledge in relation with the many must show itself by an equal oneness with all, 19-

188 

Knowledge is always better than ignorance, 31-48 

Knowledge is one aspect of the Divine Consciousness, 31-49 

Knowledge is within – To be evoked by education rather than instilled from outside, 1-

373 

Limitation of knowledge will necessarily be there, 31-49 

Man has to enlarge his knowledge of himself, the world and God – Their unity, 21-717 

Mental knowledge is of little use except as an introduction, 31-49 

Neither knowledge nor anything else is constant at first, 31-48 

Not a mental knowledge, but a psychic perception or a direct perception, 31-53 

Our conception of the Ignorance determines our conception of the knowledge, 13-497 

Our knowledge is a dead thing for want of shakti, 6-81 

Our primary aim in knowledge must be to realise our own supreme Self, 23-342 
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Realisations are the essence of knowledge – Not mental thoughts without experience, 

31-56 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

The Brahmacharins of the Order will be taught to fill their souls with knowledge, 6-88 

The cause of our limited knowledge and the return to knowledge by identity, 21-550 

The complete knowledge – The unity of his knowledge of God, man and Nature, 13-

500 

The consciousness of union with the Divine – The supreme knowledge, 31-50 

The division into categories of the activities of mind in its pursuit of knowledge, 23-

139 

The enlargement of knowledge by man – Getting rid of his sevenfold ignorance, 13-

499 

The flow of higher knowledge must be allowed to come freely, 31-52 

The inner knowledge comes from within and above, 30-350 

The integral knowledge can only come by an evolution of our being and our nature, 21-

682 

The knower of Brahman gains something immense as the result of his knowledge, 18-

155 

The knowledge comes from above like the light and peace and everything else, 30-461 

The knowledge differs according to the degree of the consciousness., 28-135 

The knowledge of the Brahman is a knowledge that is a power – The highest being, 18-

153 

The knowledge of the mind and vital plane is no knowledge, 31-49 

The knowledge of the transcendent Self and in that to embrace the Multiplicity, 17-37 

The knowledge of the Yogin – Delivered from enslavement to the dualities, 13-58 

The knowledge of which the Gita speaks, 19-201 

The knowledge that will have to be made real and living to the mind, heart and life, 19-

576 

The mind in its higher part is aware of being one with the Divine – Knowledge, 31-50 

The object, state and instruments of knowledge, 23-287 

The ordinary consciousness has to receive the knowledge from within and above, 29-

198 

The pride of exclusive knowledge is a limitation and a barrier, 23-160 

The principle is that all knowledge is in oneself, in the knower, 1-534 

The real knowledge and understanding – If you stop questioning with the physical 

mind, 31-52 

The real knowledge is that which perceives Brahman in His integrality, 17-54 

The status of knowledge and the means of knowledge, 23-308 

The supreme self-knowledge and the other forms of knowledge, 19-203 

The true knowledge comes from above, not from below, 31-49 

The true relation between divine and human knowledge, 23-144 

The urge towards knowledge becomes the ideal absolute imperative of the soul, 13-423 

There are four operations in the Indian method of knowledge, 1-501 

There are two kinds of knowledge – A distinction is drawn between the two, 23-512 

There is nothing that cannot be known – Direct knowledge, 12-285 

Three means of salvation – By knowledge, by faith & love, by faith & works, 17-192 
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To know and to be according to its eternal principles of truth is the end of knowledge, 

25-155 

To set the higher mind knowledge or the illumined mind knowledge flowing, 31-56 

True knowledge comes by spiritual realisation and experience, 31-56 

True knowledge must arrive at a oneness which embraces even though it exceeds, 23-

385 

What we mean in Yoga by knowledge, 30-349 

When we start from knowledge, 23-546 

Who comes into the path of Yoga with full knowledge or even any knowledge?, 31-48 

Will and knowledge are the two functions of the Buddhi, 19-96 

Knowledge 

Faith fights for God, while Knowledge is waiting for fulfilment, 8-462 

Force and Knowledge are two different things, 28-151 

In the great line of its general results Knowledge tends to become one, 21-16 

Knowledge is the Eternal's inalienable self-knowledge, 18-157 

Knowledge is the foundation of a constant living in the Divine, 23-545 

Love and Beauty are powers of Ananda as Light and Knowledge are of Consciousness, 

27-701 

The correlation of Knowledge and Power – New powers of consciousness, 21-1074 

The exclusive worship of one of its principles – Knowledge, Love, Power and Unity, 

13-155 

The Knowledge – The being of the Deva to which we arrive on the plane of the Truth, 

15-206 

The Knowledge is Aditi – Existence in its infinity and the mother of the gods, 15-207 

The opposition of the Knowledge and the Ignorance, 13-339 

The same Power and the same Knowledge act through both of us, 36-392 

The Upanishad has defined the Eternal as the Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, 18-157 

knowledge by identity 

By our awakening to our inmost soul or superconscient self – Knowledge by identity, 

21-572 

In the subconscient, a dark knowledge by identity is the basis, 21-564 

The cosmic consciousness of things is founded upon knowledge by identity, 21-562 

knowledge. 

Divine knowledge embraces opposite truths & reconciles them (533), 12-498 

Human knowledge throws a shadow that conceals half the globe of truth from its own 

sunlight (533), 12-498 

I have no knowledge except what God gives me for His work (4), 12-423 

Men burrow after little details of knowledge and group them into bounded & 

ephemeral thought systems (359), 12-470 

Practical knowledge is real and serviceable, but it is never complete (74), 12-431 

There is no such thing as knowledge. There are only aperçus of the Infinite Deity (73), 

12-431 

What men call knowledge, is the reasoned acceptance of false appearances (7), 12-424 

When knowledge is fresh in us, then it is invincible. When it is old, it loses its virtue 

(78), 12-432 

Knowledge. 
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Knowledge is a child with its achievements (111), 12-436 

Knowledge is so much of the truth seen in a distorted medium as the mind arrives at by 

groping (1), 12-423 

The sign of dawning Knowledge is to feel that as yet I know little or nothing (72), 12-

431 

knowledge-self 

The higher hemisphere – The knowledge-self and the supramental principle, 23-473 

The transition from the mind-self to the knowledge-self, 23-475 

knowledge-soul 

Man becoming the knowledge-soul, living in the causal body, 23-473 

Knowledge-Will 

Knowledge-Will – A description of the supramental, 30-409 

Koran 

Mahomed himself never pretended that the Koran was the last message of God, 32-109 

Korea 

Japan – She will grind the soul out of Korea until it is indistinguishable from Japan, 8-

300 

The affair of Korea is the first move in the Communist plan of campaign to dominate, 

36-507 

The Koreans – The sin of striving to call in a European power against a brother Asiatic, 

8-300 

kratu 

kratu means power or strength – This power effective of action is the will, 15-63 

Krishna 

About Arjuna's accompanying Krishna in each and every birth, nothing is said, 28-500 

And Nationalism grew as Krishna in the homes of the poor and ignorant, 6-748 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

At that rate Rama would be undivine and Krishna would be undivine, 28-474 

Because Arjouna has best fulfilled this ideal, Krishna considers him fit to initiation, 1-

329 

But there is a reasoning as well as a hidden method in his caprices, 29-493 

Certainly, Krishna is credited with much caprice, difficult dealings, 29-493 

I cannot say much about the Vaishnava idea of the form of Krishna, 29-486 

I have accepted the historicity of Krishna as I accept the historicity of Christ, 28-483 

If Krishna did not want the human Bhakta as well as the Bhakta wanting him, 29-492 

If Krishna was always and by nature cold and distant, 29-492 

If one wants Krishna, one gets Krishna – But he is a sufficiently trying Deity, 29-493 

If there were no Krishna, there could be no Krishna consciousness, 28-482 

If you can give yourself to Krishna, you give yourself to me, 35-431 

In the «conventional» form of Krishna men have embodied what they could see, 28-

482 

It was born like Krishna in the prison-house, in the hearts of men, 6-747 

It would be logical to assume that there is an eternal form of Krishna, 29-487 

Krishna – His actions cannot be fixed by the human mind or by tradition, 29-493 

Krishna as a godhead is the Lord of Ananda, Love and Bhakti, 28-460 
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Krishna comes down from the Overmind and hammers on the mind and vital and heart, 

27-205 

Krishna did great things and was very clearly a manifestation of the Divine, 29-480 

Krishna himself was known by most as a man, 28-500 

Krishna is the Anandamaya, he supports the evolution through the Overmind, 28-499, 

35-272 

Krishna is the Eternal's Personality of Ananda, 12-208 

Krishna lays far more stress on action and far less on quiescence, 1-324 

Krishna now openly announces himself as the incarnate Godhead, the Avatar, 19-146 

Krishna opened the possibility of overmind, 28-488 

Krishna opened the possibility of the Overmind consciousness, 28-499 

Krishna opens the possibility of Overmind, 28-487 

Krishna was not a mental human being but an overmental godhead, 28-494 

Krishna was the great mind whose hands of execution the Pandavas were, 1-296 

Krishna, Buddha and Kalki depict the stages of the spiritual development, 28-487 

Krishna’s opening the overmind made it possible, 35-408 

Krishna’s opening the overmind made it possible for the attempt at bringing 

Supermind, 28-498 

Krishna’s statesmanship was the really effective force behind Yudhisthere’s greatness, 

1-297 

Krishna's Grace calls whom it wills or else he calls the hearts that are ready, 29-491 

Krishna's, Ramakrishna's, Chaitanya's, Buddha's – All were spirituals, 29-414 

Many births of Krishna may have been merely Vibhuti births, 28-500 

No incompatibility of love and adoration of Krishna with this Yoga, 29-494 

No objection at all to the worship of Krishna or the Vaishnava form of devotion, 29-

494 

Our conception of the thing is also that of Christ and Krishna and Buddha, 28-476 

Rama or Krishna – A power for the inner living and the spiritual rebirth, 19-170 

Rama, the Avatar of the sattwic Human as Krishna was of the overmental Superhuman, 

28-493 

Recognising Krishna's flute, the call of Christ, the dance of Shiva, 29-492 

So too the Krishna who matters to us is the eternal incarnation of the Divine, 19-15 

Sri Krishna came at the end of the Dwapara, 18-264 

Sri Krishna never set out to arrive at any physical transformation, 29-407 

Sri Krishna, by breaking down the strong formalism of the Dwapara, prepared the Kali, 

18-264 

The 24th of November, 1926 – It was the descent of Krishna into the physical, 35-273 

The Bengali, emotional and intuitive, plumps for Krishna, 27-205 

The boy with the flute is Sri Krishna, 30-156 

The Christ, Krishna, Buddha – The example and the way men shall follow, 19-149 

The combination of Krishna and Mahakali is one that has a great power, 32-70 

The contact with Krishna and the growth towards the Krishna consciousness, 28-484 

The desire of the soul for God – The lyrical love cycle of Radha and Krishna, 20-379 

The devotee loves Krishna because Krishna is lovable, not for any other reason, 29-491 

The difference of view about Krishna, 29-486 

The direct approach to Krishna can sometimes be terribly risky, 29-488 
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The figure of Krishna becomes the symbol of the divine dealings with humanity, 19-18 

The Gita regarded Krishna as the Divine himself, 29-486 

The Grace of Krishna consists for him in Krishna's very lovableness, 29-491 

The historical Krishna, no doubt, existed – In the Mahabharata, 19-15 

The historicity of Krishna has still a considerable value – Krishna was not a legend, 28-

482 

The image of Sri Krishna as Lord of the divine love and Ananda, 30-157 

The Krishna of the Gita bringing the spiritual knowledge, will, bhakti, 30-156 

The Path I had opened – Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Chaitanya etc. opened theirs, 35-426 

The revealing and the formation of the Buddha, the Christ or Krishna in ourselves, 23-

66 

The sense of the supreme figure of the intensest Indian religion of love, Sri Krishna, 

23-580 

The significance of the human Krishna who stands behind the action as a guide, 19-17 

The Yoga of the Gita as the ancient and original Yoga given by Krishna, 19-145 

There is first a season of secret or quasi-secret growth – When Krishna is growing, 6-

744 

Though Christ and Krishna are the same, they are the same in difference, 28-484 

Translations substituting Krishna for Rama, 27-204 

Very few recognised Krishna as an Avatar, 28-499 

Vyasa is preeminently a poet of action – Krishna is his authority, 1-324 

We need not enquire whether the stories about Krishna were transcripts, 28-479 

We need only concern ourselves with the spiritual significance of Krishna, 19-15 

What Krishna worked for was the Overmind consciousness acting in the mind and 

vital, 28-499 

Krishna Dwaipayana 

The original poet, the Krishna Dwaipayana, and not the other Vyasa who enlarged it, 1-

303 

Krishna lights 

There are different Krishna lights ‒ Pale diamond blue, lavender blue, deep blue etc., 

30-128 

Krishna of the Island 

Tradition attributes it to Krishna of the Island called Vyasa, 1-341 

Krishna with Radha 

Krishna with Radha is the symbol of the Divine Love, 30-157 

Krishna. 

God has so arranged life that the world is the soul's husband. Krishna its divine 

paramour (463), 12-487 

He who recognises not Krishna, the God in man, knows not God entirely (159), 12-443 

If Krishna be alone on one side and the armed & organised world on the other (250), 

12-457 

Only the man whom Krishna already possesses can bear Kali rushing into the system 

(216), 12-454 

Some say Krishna never lived, he is a myth (38), 12-427 

The description of Krishna stealing the robes of the Gopis (481), 12-490 

The exile in Brindavun created devotional religion (41), 12-427 
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They say that Krishna is a creation of the poets (42), 12-428 

We who have seen Krishna, know Him for a boy fond of play and a child full of 

mischief & happy laughter (477), 12-490 

Krishna’s grace 

Violet is the colour or light of Divine Compassion, so also of Krishna’s grace, 30-128 

Krishna’s light 

Krishna's light is certainly not what is ordinarily meant by knowledge, 29-489 

There is the whitish moonlight blue of Krishna’s light ‒ Lavender blue of devotion, 30-

128 

We speak here also of Krishna's light – But it is a special light, 29-490 

Krishnamurti 

J. Krishnamurti – If he has any glimpses of realisation, they are in the mind only, 35-

181 

Krishnaprem 

Krishnaprem – His usual accuracy and his mind of sight, 28-335 

Krishnavarma 

The exaggerated view of Mr. Shyamji Krishnavarma as an arch conspirator, 8-145 

Krita Yugas 

The ages when that is accomplished are the legendary Satya or Krita Yugas, 23-30 

kriya 

Its watchword is not kriya, but karma, not shastra, but jnanam, not achar, but bhakti, 1-

551 

Kriya means every practice which helps the gaining of higher knowledge, 1-551 

Yet it accepts kriya, shastra and achar, not as ends, but as means, 1-551 

kṛpā 

The kṛpā can only abandon the disciple if the disciple himself rejects it, 29-196 

kṣara 

The three Purushas – The akṣara, the kṣara, the Purushottama, 13-52 

kṣara puruṣa 

Development is determined by the kṣara puruṣa, but conducted by Prakriti, 13-54 

The soul in Nature is the kṣara puruṣa, it is the mutable soul, 19-294 

This akṣara puruṣa is our real self – The kṣara puruṣa is all creatures, 13-54 

Kshara 

In the Kshara taken alone there is no liberation – The mutable universal, 19-436 

Kshara, the mobile, the mutable is Nature, 19-79 

The inherent Power in her is the Kshara, the universal Soul, 19-436 

The Purushottama is both Akshara and Kshara, and yet he is other, 19-441 

The soul of man, in the Kshara, identifies itself with the play of personality, 19-229 

The Soul that immediately informs the action of Nature, is the Kshara, 19-228 

The soul when it throws itself out into active Nature is the Gita's Kshara, 19-530 

The whole-knower unites the Kshara and the Akshara in the Purushottama, 19-448 

Kshara Purusha 

Kshara Purusha is reflecting the changes and movements of Nature, 17-32 

Purusha Prakriti is the Kshara Purusha – Standing back from it is the Akshara Purusha, 

28-114 

The Kshara Purusha is that which follows the movement of the universe, 35-101 
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Kshatriya 

Balarama is the Kshatriya – He is Rudra, 1-532 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra – In practice, birth became the basis, 20-170 

From sheer inanition, the Kshatriya died out of the soil and the bourgeois took his 

place, 6-1099 

Politics is the work of the Kshatriya and it is the virtues of the Kshatriya we must 

develop, 6-238 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The qualities of the Aryan, 1-

391 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The social ideals of the age, 6-

1096 

The duty of the Kshatriya – It is nature which teaches you your own dharma, 8-49 

The four types of the Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, 23-742 

The Karmayogin is a soul that is already firmly established in the Kshatriya stage, 17-

195 

The kshatriya – As a spiritual being in process of formation and development, 19-49 

The Kshatriya is the type and embodiment of the fighter in man, 19-52 

The Kshatriya of old must again take his rightful position in our social polity, 6-251 

The life of the nation – The life of the Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra, 

8-19 

The practical disappearance of the Kshatriya caste – The same direction, 1-331 

The rule of the station and function to which he belongs, he the Kshatriya, 19-23 

The will-force – The things that build the make of the Kshatriya, 23-745 

Through four soul-stages a man must pass – Sudra, Vaishya,  Kshatriya , Brahmin, 17-

195 

Vyasa has made himself the poet of the highminded Kshatriya caste, 1-320 

We should have the bow of the Kshatriya ready for use, though in the background, 6-

302 

What is the true object of the Kshatriya's life and his true happiness?, 19-65 

kumbhak 

The kumbhak or retention of the prana is the final achievement of the process, 8-310 

Kundalini 

A rising of the Kundalini ascending to join the Force above, 30-421 

An invitation to the Kundalini to awake or for the lower consciousness to rise, 29-463 

In his Yoga, there is no awakening of the Kundalini in this powerful fashion, 29-462 

In the Tantra the centres are opened and Kundalini is awakened by a process, 29-460 

It is through the spine that in the Tantric sadhana the Kundalini rises, 28-232 

Kundalini becoming conscious rises up to meet the Brahman, 29-462 

The arrangement of the psychic body – The chakras and the Kundalini, 23-537 

The ascent of the Kundalini – In our Yoga, the feeling of the consciousness ascending, 

29-460 

The ascent of the Kundalini – The consciousness ascending from the vital or physical, 

35-142 

The Energy in the Kundalini is the Mother’s, 29-461 

The Kundalini is the latent power asleep in the chakras, 29-461 

The Kundalini is the Yogic force asleep in the Muladhara – It rises up, 29-461 
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The Kundalini rising – A force in the navel region rising upward, 29-461 

The Muladhara from which the Kundalini rises is in the subtle body – All the centres 

also, 28-232 

The sensation in the spine – A sign of the awakening of the Kundalini Power, 30-420 

The Yogic experience of the Kundalini – Spirit and Nature become one at the top, 13-

323 

Thus with all the centres open and active the Kundalini unites the two poles, 29-462 

kuṇḍalinī 

The awakening of the kuṇḍalinī and the Samadhi, 23-36 

Kuru 

The Dwapara Yuga was the age of Kuru preeminence – A race of the Roman type, 18-

263 

Kurukshetra 

Brindaban, Kurukshetra, each is a part of the great harmonic movement of the world, 

13-30 

Clans were destroyed on the battlefield of Kurukshetra – Larger national units, 6-908 

The aspect of a struggle and a battle mounting into crises such as Kurukshetra, 19-48 

The great and memorable vision of Kurukshetra, 13-29 

The Kurukshetra example – A traditional instance of a War between two world-forces, 

35-216 

The Kurukshetra example – A traditional instance of the war between two world-

forces, 36-466 

The significance of the battle of Kurukshetra and its effect on Arjuna's inner being, 19-

12 

Kurukshetra. 

The colloquy at Kurukshetra will yet liberate humanity (41), 12-427 

kūṭastha 

kūṭastha – The Self in the supracosmic consciousness, 28-38 

Kutsa 

The human soul is Kutsa. who constantly seeks the seer-knowledge, 19-21 

L’Ether Vivant 

The condition after death are dealt with in the French book L’Ether Vivant, 32-583 

labour 

A temporary makeshift was invented to replace slavery, called free labour, 1-434 

Between a labour industrialism and some socialistic or communistic society, 25-675 

Condoning the advantage to British capital for the sake of the advantage to Indian 

labour, 6-886 

Every victory for Indian labour is a victory for the nation, 6-926 

Now another equation – An equal association in the labour, 25-680 

The conditions under which Indian labour has to seat in order to enrich alien capitalists, 

6-124 

The leaders of Indian labour – Their constituents have ratified their authority, 6-124 

The physical mind refusing to take the trouble of the labour and struggle, 31-722 

The transference of the basis of society from wealth to labour is inevitable, 25-654 

Labour 
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A bitter and selfish struggle between upper class and lower class, Labour and Capital, 

8-309 

Can we hope better things from Labour?, 6-124 

Excessive individualism – The strong antipathetic feelings of Labour towards Capital, 

6-45 

India’s hope lies not in English Liberalism or Labour, 6-125 

The approaching struggle for supremacy between Capital and Labour, 25-653 

The English Revolution is assured and it will be a Socialist and Labour revolution, 8-

345 

The growing struggle between Capital and Labour and the Asiatic question, 25-671 

The modern contest between Capital and Labour has entered into a new phase, 25-672 

The rise of Capital and Labour – The ultimate triumph of Labour, 25-486 

Labour party 

The Labour party – Domination if they think it is to the interest of the working classes, 

6-717 

The Labour party is now predominatingly Socialistic, 8-329 

Labour Unions 

The idea of organising Labour Unions to suppress strikes – Unconscious humour, 6-

114 

Labourite 

The repeated splitting of the democratic vote between Labourite and Liberal, 8-315 

Labourites 

The rift between the Labourites and the Liberals – The future is with Socialism, 6-124 

lack of sleep 

The lack of sleep must be got over, 31-443 

ladder 

The ladder is of course a symbol of an ascent, 31-472 

laghu-guru 

Bengali mātrā-vṛtta and Sanskrit laghu-guru – Not the same, 27-152 

Laghu-guru – A new utterance and a new music are needed, 27-153 

Laghu-guru – Why not have an alternative system with a true sonant syllabic basis?, 

27-153 

Lahore 

The Lahore session of the Convention – Hope has disappeared about a United 

Congress, 8-241 

The nomination of Sir Pherozshah Mehta as the President of the Convention at Lahore, 

8-240 

Lajpat Rai 

Lajpat Rai’s only offence is that he has worked and suffered for his country, 8-415 

Lala Lajpat Rai’s adherence to a peaceful but strenuous Nationalism, 8-414 

The action of the Samaj in accepting the resignation by Lala Lajpat Rai, 8-414 

lake 

Sometimes a part of the consciousness is seen in the image of a pond, lake or sea, 30-

151 

The lake is a formation of it in the consciousness, 31-477 

The lake is the being in its individual consciousness, 30-151 
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Lakshmi 

Lakshmi is usually golden, not white. Saraswati is white, 30-156 

lamb 

The lamb is the psychic aspiring to the Truth, 30-100 

Lamprecht 

There are profound psychological factors – The theory by Lamprecht, 25-6 

language 

A language passes through its cycle and grows aged and decays by many maladies, 26-

305 

A language that survives only as a patois or a provincial tongue languishes, 25-519 

A nation or people which loses its language cannot live its whole life or its real life, 25-

516 

A protest against forcing modern ideas of language sound on an ancient language, 27-

148 

A research of the origins and laws of development of human language itself, 15-50 

But the need already felt of a universal language, 25-413 

Economy in meanings and in words became the final law of language, 15-54 

Even a common language may become a reality, 25-503 

How much a distinct human group loses by not possessing a separate tongue, 25-516 

In any case, variety of language need be no insuperable obstacle to uniformity, 25-504 

In early language the word was a living thing with essential powers of signification, 1-

673 

In former times diversity of language tended to a too rigid division, 25-515 

It might be said that the unity of the human race demands unity of language, 25-518 

Language-sounds were the vocal equivalents of sensations and emotion-values, 15-51 

Law and process have governed the origins and developments of language, 15-50 

One who has mastered his own language has facility for mastering another, 1-394 

Ordinary speech – The origins and the history of language, 26-14 

The features of the early history of language, 15-52 

The history of universal tongues – They have tended to become dead tongues, 25-518 

The insistence of Nature on diversity of language, 25-514 

The Knowledge from above can express itself in any language, 31-76 

The language which a man speaks and has never learned – A hereditary aptitude, 1-107 

The language, the tongue in which the poem comes – No real difficulty, 27-8 

The natural language must be the expression of the higher life and thought, 25-519 

The primitive nature of language – Feelings, sensations, mental impressions, 26-14 

The principle that the words of each language should be printed in its own type, 1-607 

The Rishis' use of language was governed by the ancient psychology of the Word, 15-

54 

The spirit of a language ought to be strong enough to assimilate imported elements, 27-

163 

The stages of the history of language – Idea becoming more important than sound, 15-

52 

The use of language dominating the Word of the Vedic hymns, 15-56 

The utmost value for a nation, a human group-soul, to preserve its language, 25-515 

The Vedic Sanskrit represents an earlier stratum in the development of language, 15-54 
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Then, the one barrier left would be the difference of language, 25-413 

There would be an increasing uniformity, even perhaps a universal language, 25-466 

Those who speak in a foreign language, are not really able to throw themselves out, 6-

843 

Unity of language – A number of nations do not speak a single language, 6-668 

When the knowledge comes strongly from above – It often brings its own language, 

31-76 

Language 

The method of a Science of Language applied to the earlier forms of human speech, 15-

51 

languages 

It depends on what you want to do with the language, 31-72 

It has to be done in many languages by the minds of many nation entities at once, 26-

301 

Knowing languages is part of the equipment of the mind, 31-71 

Learning French is as good as learning English and, if it is properly done, better, 31-72 

One does not learn English or French as an aid to the sadhana, 31-72 

The distribution of dentals and linguals in the various languages, 1-608 

The Latin and Celtic languages reject the lingual and use only the dental, 1-608 

The question – How to learn and make use of Sanskrit and the indigenous languages, 1-

421 

There is no harm in learning a new language, provided it is kept in its subordinate 

place, 31-71 

To read many books quickly gives familiarity with the language, 31-72 

Your objection was to learning languages and specially French, 31-72 

Laotse 

The Tibetan Nirvana – Very much like the Tao of Laotse, 35-317 

larger mind 

Larger mind is a general term to cover the realms of mind, 28-86 

lassitude 

Silence need not bring lassitude ‒ There is all possible strength in silence, 31-394 

Last Supper 

The story of the Last Supper – “This is my body and this is my blood”, 18-165 

lathi 

The use of the lathi as a means of self-defence was openly taught and acquired, 8-77 

Latin 

He was educated in French and Latin in Manchester from seven to eleven, 36-25 

The use of current French and Latin phrases – They often hit the target more forcibly, 

27-641 

Latin literature 

In the more splendid portions of Latin literature – The half Greek dress, 1-147 

Latin mind 

The Latin mind – The presentation of life, but for the purposes of thought, 26-59 

Latin tongues 

The Latin tongues – A clear or high intellectuality rather than imaginative vision, 26-63 

Latinisation 
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This Latinisation and this inversion of syntactical connections are familiar licences, 27-

644 

laughter 

The consciousness is thrown out in light talk and laughter, 31-81 

lavender blue 

Lavender blue is Krishna’s light in intuitive mind, 30-128 

law, 6-604 

A bureaucratic law designed for restricting even a legitimate freedom of action, 6-883 

A case of conscience – The moment obedience to the law involves a wound to society, 

6-674 

A large part of the law in India is unjust, repressive and even monstrously severe, 6-

602 

A law imposed by a people on itself has a binding force – Not a law from outside, 6-

290 

A long struggle to get unjust law changed into justice of equality and equity, 25-657 

A recognized opposition between the laws and the obligations of morality, 6-614 

A respect for the law is a necessary quality for endurance as a nation, 8-151 

A section has no right to lay down a law by which the whole will be bound, 6-919 

A struggle – Every lawful means of pressure and every source of moral streng, 8-153 

All true law is the right motion and process of a reality – Its own truth of existence, 21-

1034 

An imperative law because it governs by immutable Truth, 23-202 

An imperative of the Divine upon all the ways of our being is the highest law, 13-420 

An order of the conscious unity of souls which is the law of the supramental Infinite, 

21-1046 

Ancient Indian thought and life – The customary law, ethical rule and spiritual state, 

17-468 

Anti-Swadeshi repression – To put down Swadeshi under the forms of law, 6-604 

Because of our present imperfection, law and regimentation have to be called in, 25-

426 

British law and its administration – Costly, dilatory, often calculated to defeat justice, 

6-648 

British law has been found to be a fruitful source of demoralisation, 6-969 

Even the holiest of vibhutis have a contempt for the ordinary law and custom, 1-518 

First canon of passive resistance – To break an unjust coercive law, 6-290 

He had to obey either the dictates of his conscience or the requirements of the law, 6-

674 

If it is unjust and oppressive, it may become a duty to disobey it, 6-290 

In a peaceful way we act against the law or the executive, but accept the consequences, 

6-294 

Law and liberty in the Spirit – The spontaneity of a Truth self-aware and self-active, 

21-1038 

Law has not been able to prevent the possibility of civil strife, 25-392 

Law was often a system of legalised oppression and exploitation, 25-657 

Legislation, however, is not the only weapon in the hands of the bureaucracy, 6-290 

Many of us are already breaking, it appears, the law relating to sedition, 6-288 
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Meanwhile it discovers a law of the return of mental energies, pure in its kind, 13-415 

New laws which offend against political ethics cannot possibly command obedience, 6-

463 

Passive resisters must always be prepared to break an unjust coercive law, 6-293 

Self-determination reconciles the ideas of liberty and the idea of law, 25-628 

So long as man has not come within self-knowledge – A law of external compulsion, 

25-258 

The criminal law in this country – Repressing the spirit of the people, 6-528 

The development of the law of one's own being determined from within, 25-629 

The duty to our country can be no justification before the law of the alien, 6-614 

The fight has to be fought out to the end and the resort to law is a superstition, 6-134 

The godhead of physical Nature – A principle of the just return of energy, 13-392 

The law he is called upon to obey is the law of the nation, 6-1111 

The law here is within ourselves – Life is a growth and development, 25-58 

The law is in a state of dangerous uncertainty – Sedition and social boycott, 8-207 

The law of need and desire – Towards the surrender to the Divine Will, 23-209 

The law that is now recognised by the civilised world is the will of a people, 6-883 

The Nationalists have always advocated observance of the law – Of India, 8-171 

The Nationalists ought to take every opportunity of testing the extent of the law, 8-207 

The quarrel between law and liberty moves to the same solution, 25-425 

The separate law as an application of the universal law and truth of all Nature, 21-148 

The terrestrial law as it is apart from any question of rebirth, 13-387 

This may be done either by twisting a perfectly legal act or by executive order or ukase, 

6-290 

To distinguish the true inner law of our being – The final word of the Gita, 23-274 

To suspend a humane and equitable practice of the law shows an oppressive spirit, 6-

528 

Uniformity of the law from the unity and uniformity of judicial administration, 25-453 

Unity, harmony, mutuality – The law of the supreme and universal Truth of things, 21-

1035 

Up till now we have not worked against the law nor exceeded its restrictions, 6-462 

We must be prepared to break the law and endure the penalty imposed for the breach, 

6-301 

We shall go on our way, but always within the bounds of the law, 6-179 

What we understand by law – The force we call Karma, a thing of many planes, 13-427 

Whether the Government will or will not tolerate opposition within the law, 8-395 

Without a profound reverence for law national life cannot persist, 6-1111 

Yet to break the law in this respect is the duty of every self-respecting publicist, 6-288 

Law 

“He armed untruth with Scripture and the Law” – “he quoted Scripture and Law”, 27-

302 

Custom and Law may be altered, 12-52 

Dharma or Law is action as decided by the nature of the thing – Swabhava, 13-48 

Fate, Law and fixed Causality do not bind the Purusha or conscious Soul, 17-513 

Law is called in our philosophy not Law but Dharma, 13-48 

On what really depend the authority of Law, 25-391 
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Salvation for individual or community comes not by the Law but by the Spirit, 25-662 

The Law within a nation is only secure because there is a recognised authority, 25-350 

The true name of this Causality is Divine Law – Self-development of Idea, 21-154 

When a Government breaks the Law, the people are absolved from the obligation, 6-

103 

When that inner being is revealed then we get the true, the inner and intuitive Law, 13-

418 

law and order 

Law and order in the land. What is this law? What is this order, 6-485 

law courts 

A conviction on the ground that the accused had baulked the prosecution, 6-672 

A hooligan crusade has been started against the pleaders for the defence, 6-531 

A political leader arrested for mysterious political reasons and deported without trial, 6-

421 

A sentence of monstrous severity for a trifling offence admittedly doubtful, 6-519 

A system of divided responsibility with the object of baffling a bureaucratic 

prosecution, 6-693 

Bureaucracy sometimes is content to barter acquittal for an apology, 6-911 

English editors – Opportunity of evading responsibility which the law allowed them, 6-

697 

Evidence was given by the witness according to police dictation, under fear of the 

police, 6-531 

In other countries the indiscreet use of powers by Magistrates is restrained, 8-263 

It is a political fight with the law-courts for its scene, 6-605 

It is obviously impossible to appeal to the law – The Pandit’s misfortunes, 8-411 

Lala Gurdas Ram – Unwarranted incarceration was the cause of his death, 6-920 

Men under trial should be allowed ordinary facilities to prove their innocence, 6-530 

Neither common sense nor jurisprudence can penalise the preaching of a political truth, 

6-883 

No hope for justice in political cases where one of the parties is the judge, 6-615 

On flimsy evidence a magistrate is able to deprive a citizen of his civic rights, 8-262 

One compelled by a warrant or a summons declined to give evidence or take the oath, 

6-673 

The accused should not be hampered in his defence, 6-529 

The attempt to penalise many natural human activities in a conquered country, 6-508 

The boycott in Bengal has not yet been extended in practice to the law courts, 6-673 

The Court Official was the master of the public and not their servant, 8-195 

The deportations – The law requires no charge, 8-34 

The Englishman demoralised by empire – The Law Courts used as a political 

instrument, 8-328 

The ferocious severity of the sentence has defeated its own object, 6-324 

The habit of appealing against acquittals – A standing feature of British justice, 6-528 

The ill-treatment of the accused can be characterised as wanton cruelty, 6-645 

The principle of refusing to convict on a mere probability of guilt, 6-652 

The refusal of bail has become a part of bureaucratic policy, 6-518 
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The spirit in which the bureaucracy have been instituting the political prosecutions, 6-

687 

To plead before a Court constituted by the bureaucracy, was to admit responsibility, 6-

613 

Whether in most cases the money spent on securing counsel from outside is not wasted, 

6-995 

law of contradictions 

Making too simple and rigid and extending too far the law of contradictions, 21-391 

The necessity of the law – The isolation of things for separate analysis, 21-395 

law of Karma 

For Buddha, all phenomenal existence is determined by Karma, 17-494 

The law of Karma – The soul’s entire subjection to the law of cause and effect, 17-494 

The law of Karma – The supremacy of the grand cosmic principle of cause & effect, 

17-502 

The wide divergence between the Vedic & the Buddhistic conceptions of Karma, 17-

493 

law of life 

The law of life from the teachings of the Gita – Liberation and perfection, 19-210 

law of nature 

Intuition and the law of Nature – A visible intimate action of the consciousness, 23-794 

law of Nature 

The infallible operation – Law of Nature, Karma, Necessity and Fate, 23-791 

Law of Nature 

Law of Nature & succession of cause & effect – The process of fulfilment of a Will, 

17-520 

Law of Nature in Vedanta is the normality of a regular or habitual process, 17-506 

Law of Nature is a fixed process formed by the universal self-conscious Will of 

Ishwara, 17-508 

Law of Nature is in God’s being willed condition of a complex self-expression, 17-507 

Law of Nature is to Science the tyranny of a self-existent habit, 17-506 

The Vedantic conception of Causality and Law of Nature, 17-506 

law of relativity 

A much larger law of relativity from the statement in the verse, 28-397 

law of the pack 

The law of the pack has overridden man’s individual law of self-development, 23-194 

law. 

Every law meets somewhere a contrary law (125), 12-437 

The law of sin & virtue ceases for us when the sun of God shines upon the soul (166), 

12-444 

The power to observe law rigidly is the basis of freedom (163), 12-443 

Those who are deficient in the observation of a self-imposed law, must be placed in 

subjection to the will of others (164), 12-443 

To observe the law we have imposed on ourselves (165), 12-443 

Law. 

Law cannot save the world (172), 12-444 

Law is a process or a formula (127), 12-437 
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Law released into Freedom is the liberator (172), 12-445 

The Law is for the bound & those whose eyes are sealed (367), 12-472 

The most binding Law of Nature is only a fixed process(126), 12-437 

Lawrence 

A sort of mysticism here wants to reduce expression to its barest bareness, 27-418 

Lawrence – A man of gifts who failed for want of vital balance, 27-544 

Lawrence – It was a great mistake to seek the way at the wrong end of the nature, 27-

545 

Lawrence – The idea is to get rid of all over-expression because all that veils, 27-418 

Lawrence had the psychic push inside – As a push towards the vital life, 27-546 

Lawrence mistook Life for Spirit, whereas Life can only be an expression of the Spirit, 

27-561 

Lawrence thought of a new efflorescence from the subconscient, 27-561 

Lawrence wanted to get rid of the outward forms that for him hide the Invisible, 27-562 

That inner greater thing that was in Lawrence and which he sought for is in everybody, 

27-546 

laws 

Formerly we held ourselves justified in the case of unjust and arbitrary laws, 8-208 

It has been felt and said that the laws of perfect conduct are the laws of the gods, 25-

151 

Laws and disciplines – Their only purpose is to be instruments and servants, 25-68 

The universe is a manifestation of God – The universal laws, 12-221 

Laws of Evolution 

The Laws of Evolution are themselves evolutions and progressive creations of the 

Spirit, 17-436 

laws of Nature 

A second explanation – So many mechanical laws of Nature, 21-315 

What Science calls laws of Nature are minor rules meant to build up a material basis, 

27-229 

Laws of Nature 

Laws of Nature are not inexorably pre-existent, 17-436 

lawyer’s work 

Having done the lawyer's work with the Mother's force working in them, 29-248 

laya 

It is in the inactive Brahman that one merges if one seeks laya or Moksha, 28-28 

It is supposed by some schools that entire salvation consists in laya, 17-207 

The impulse towards laya is a creation of the mind, 29-457 

The soul formerly had other possibilities once it reached the Divine than laya, 29-458 

The soul giving up laya – The Divine intention in the evolution on earth, 29-458 

The Vedantic Adwaita experience of laya is only one phase of experience, 29-458 

layers 

The inner consciousness is arranged in layers – There are five main divisions, 28-128 

lazy body 

A lazy body must stop being lazy, 31-383 

leader 
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A judgeship or a seat in the Legislative Council was the goal of the political leader, 8-

293 

A leader must build upon a living work and influence in his own sub-race or province, 

1-647 

A leader of political action seizes the necessity and goes straight to the means, 1-651 

A political leader insisting on the one thing needful and the straight way to drive at it, 

1-655 

All great movements wait for their God-sent leader, 8-151 

Prince Ito Ito was the typical man of his nation – Its greatest statesman and leader, 8-

300 

The only message that the leader of the people can give to you is always to hold firm, 

8-277 

The party is in want of a policy and a leader, 8-151 

Leader 

You are simply asked to follow the Leader and Guide with the Divine help, 35-423 

leaders 

A leader unaided by oratory – The head by mere honest work and organizing power, 6-

129 

All that is needed of our leaders is a quiet, self-possessed, unflinching courage, 6-411 

Among many of those who are our leaders – A feeling of resentment against 

Nationalists, 6-867 

But public vote of money to a leader introduces new questions of propriety, 6-948 

But the leadership still remains in the hands of the old type of politicians, 6-258 

Even a nation of strong men led by the weak, blind or selfish, becomes easily infected, 

8-283 

Failures have been due to the desire of leadership, the obstinacy, the arrogance, 6-975 

If he has fallen behind the times, his only course is to stand aside, 6-867 

In popular movements the people are the only source from which authority can 

proceed, 6-783 

It is by his actions that men judge a party leader and not by his public professions, 6-

1038 

It is preposterous to set up age by itself as the claim to leadership in politics, 6-782 

Leadership in the Congress must depend on service done and suffering endured, 6-738 

No intelligent leader in India would use his influence to precipitate a physical collision, 

6-962 

No man can lead a rising nation unless he has this faith first of all, 6-348 

Only clear principles and unambiguous conduct can secure implicit obedience, 6-785 

Our idea of a leader is not one whom we have to follow as an individual for his own 

sake, 6-737 

Public opinion should forbid this habit of self-laudation in our leaders, 6-128 

Some leaders are unpopular with the ultra-moderate section, other with the advanced, 

6-148 

Such a leader might organise the nation to some purpose, 6-632 

The amazing timidity of our political leaders, 6-114 

The authority of a political leader – To feel and express the sentiments of the people, 6-

867 
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The authority of social position, wealth, professional success – We decline to accept, 6-

782 

The best way to bring about a riot is to remove the leaders, 6-962 

The Calcutta leaders want a fresh memorial to be got up – They might make the 

attempt, 6-144 

The leaders had been guilty of the most serious deficiency in statesmanship, 6-258 

The leaders must exercise the right of guiding and shaping the opinions and activities, 

6-146 

The leaders should be in constant communication to take advantage of each other’s 

help, 6-941 

The movement in Bengal is a great natural upheaval – The leaders are no more than 

corks, 6-135 

The object of the Indian leaders was to focus public opinion – Powerless critics, 6-952 

The people broke out into violence only after the removal of the leaders, 6-963 

The second question is whether the leader should accept the purset, 6-949 

The second term we want to see so defined is the term “leaders”, 6-782 

The strong and calm example of their leaders – The removal of that led to violence, 6-

936 

Those who lead the movement shall learn that it is God’s movement and not theirs, 6-

922 

Unless they learn the lesson, they will be in danger of misleading the people, 6-923 

We have weaknesses – Our leaders and our followers both require a deeper sadhana, 8-

464 

What the country wants is a pronouncement of policy – At least a lead is wanted, 6-479 

Who are the leaders to whom we are to yield unquestioning military obedience?, 6-782 

League of Nations 

An eye of scrutiny on this new infant phenomenon – The League of nations, 25-638 

The League of Nations and the U.N.O. – The defects and the dangers, 25-579 

The League of Nations sacrificing the principles behind its inception, 25-604 

The League of Nations was in fact an oligarchy of big Powers, 25-582 

The League of Nations would still mean the control by a few great Powers, 25-559 

learned language 

Both in French and English there are instances of foreigners who have taken their 

place, 27-447 

Extraordinary minds can get over the barrier of a foreign tongue – Whether by Yoga?, 

27-444 

It is always easier to succeed in one’s own tongue than in a foreign language, 27-607 

It is not true in all cases that one can’t write first-class things in a learned language, 27-

442 

Poetry in a learned language – One cannot as in one’s native or natural tongue, 27-442 

Talent not amounting to genius – How many can do more in a foreign language?, 27-

451 

Very few can do their poetic best in a learned medium, 27-452 

learning 

It takes years before an artist can learn to produce something really perfect, 27-695 
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One has to find out one’s mistakes and to learn and find out the right way to do things, 

27-694 

Someone who does not like to have his mistakes pointed out – How is he to learn at all, 

27-695 

learning languages 

Learning French – For culturing the mind and not for some outward utility, 27-731 

Learning languages and quietness of the mind – Do you mean one must do nothing?, 

27-731 

learning sitar 

The sitar – It is hard work if you want really to learn and otherwise it is not much use, 

27-738 

leaves 

A green leaf means vital strength or energy or vitality, 30-177 

Images of leaves and plants usually indicate vital strength or energy, 30-177 

leaving all 

2. As for leaving all and coming away from there when there is a clear decision, 31-544 

leaving the body 

Sadhana has to be done in the body ‒ So what is the use of leaving the body?, 31-748 

leaving the path 

If this deeper thing is there, then one cannot permanently leave the path, 31-689 

left 

It is usually supposed that the left is the side of power, the right of knowledge, 28-247 

left hand 

The faculties of the left hand – Critical and analytic, 1-387 

The intellect is divisible into two important classes – Right hand and left hand, 1-387 

The left hand – Criticism, reasoning, discrimination, inquiry, that judge the truth, 1-438 

To the left hand – Comparison and Reasoning, 1-387 

leg 

The leg indicates the physical (material) consciousness, 28-247 

legal rights 

The possibility of it should have no terrors for men vindicating their legal rights, 6-102 

legend 

The great formative images of legend & literature were of an extreme & lofty type, 6-

1096 

legends 

The legends related of the gods and of their dealings with the ancient seers, 15-46 

The old simple beauty of the ancient tales have come to us marred, 36-127 

The secular legends – A great number of them are intolerably puerile and grotesque, 

36-127 

The strangeness permeating these legends is a vital part of themselves, 36-127 

legislative 

The legislative and the judicial function – Equally important, 25-445 

Legislative Assembly 

The Legislative Assembly – To exact freedom as a price of some military help, 35-206 

Legislative Council 
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A judgeship or a seat in the Legislative Council was the goal of the political leader, 8-

293 

A seat on the Legislative Council is nowadays an obstacle and not a help to leadership, 

6-733 

To us Nationalists a seat on the Council is an absolute bar to popular leadership, 6-733 

Legislative Councils 

An expansion of the Legislative Councils – In touch with the views of the educated 

class, 6-536 

The “enlarged” Legislative Councils – The people are not to be given any control, 6-

497 

The Legislative Councils were pretentious shams – The new Councils differ in no way, 

8-319 

The question of widening the powers of the Legislative Councils, 6-304 

legs 

It is the material consciousness that is indicated by the legs and feet, 28-247 

The legs below represent the special field governed by the physical consciousness, 28-

243 

The unease in the legs comes because the physical is not able to receive, 30-426 

When it is in the legs – The most material part is the seat of the trouble, 31-400 

Lele 

He had no helper or Guru in Yoga till he met Lele and that was only for a short time, 

36-110 

It was my great debt to Lele that he showed me this, 35-244 

Lele told him to put himself entirely into the hands of the Divine within, 36-91 

The first realisation he had while meditating with Lele, at Baroda in January 1908, 36-

94 

The silence of the mind to which he had come by his meditation for 3 days with Lele, 

36-111 

What Lele asked him was whether he could surrender himself entirely to the Inner 

Guide, 36-109 

length 

Natural length in English depends on the dwelling of the voice giving a weight, 27-746 

lengthening 

The poets use licences in lengthening out words occasionally, but these are exceptions, 

27-633 

Lenin 

When Lenin lived he alone was all-powerful and dictated the whole policy, 35-204 

Leonardo da Vinci 

Leonardo da Vinci held in himself all the new age of Europe on its many sides, 28-502 

Leonardo da Vinci summarised in himself the seeds of modern Europe, 27-525, 28-502 

The age which Leonardo set in motion closed with the nineteenth century, 27-526 

What Leonardo da Vinci held in himself was all the new age of Europe, 35-57 

Les Misérables 

Les Misérables – Not one of the masterpieces of “art”, but one of the great novels, 27-

549 

letter 
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Every letter means an interchange with the person who writes it, 31-334 

Only one kind of letter is in question – The reaction was not favourable, 31-703 

letters 

Am I writing these letters every night because I have no understanding?, 31-199 

It is always a mistake to let another know what we have written privately, 35-476 

It is better not to show a letter, 35-475 

It is not a fact that all I write is meant equally for everybody, 35-475 

It is not always safe to apply practically to oneself what has been written for another, 

35-473 

Messages authorised for circulation here or outside – Only disciples, practising Yoga, 

35-478 

Only so much is circulated as is considered apposite or of general interest or use, 35-

476 

People write letters to each other unconscious that they are exchanging forces, 29-362 

The collections of messages – A control and sifting is necessary, 35-477 

The messages are not meant as food for gossip, 35-476 

Three categories – Not circulated, authorised, not authorised for circulation outside, 35-

477 

Write regularly, fully and frankly everything – For a complete help and guidance, 36-

308 

Your point about raising up a new race by writing trivial letters, 31-672 

level 

The greatness of poetry does not necessarily depend on the level from which it is 

written, 27-21 

levitation 

I take levitation as an acceptable idea, 35-263 

levity 

A chance of something unbalancing coming in when there is levity indulged in, 31-84 

Liberal 

The repeated splitting of the democratic vote between Labourite and Liberal, 8-315 

There is an honour of the democrat – That is the honour of the Liberal, 1-514 

Liberal England 

Liberal England hoped that concessions empty might bring back the Congress, 6-205 

Liberalism 

India’s hope lies not in English Liberalism or Labour, 6-125 

The failure of Liberalism – The moral bankruptcy of Europe, 8-56 

The world of Liberalism is the world of Europe and America – Asia stands outside, 6-

549 

Liberals 

The rift between the Labourites and the Liberals – The future is with Socialism, 6-124 

liberated man 

The actions of the liberated man must be according to the divine nature, 19-139 

The free self of the liberated man – The force that it uses is the Shakti, 23-751 

The knowledge in which we do works – The liberated man, 19-498 

The pure spiritual joy of the liberated man – The eternal Ananda, 19-460 

The wisdom of the liberated man – The oneness with the divine Self, 19-352 
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This is the high secret and mystery of the action of the liberated man, 19-459 

Whatever guna predominates in the action, to be free is the condition of the liberated 

man, 28-48 

liberated. 

So is it with the liberated soul in the midst of violent action. The soul does not act 

(277), 12-460 

That which the liberated sees in his soul on its mountaintops, heroes and prophets 

spring up in the material world to proclaim and accomplish (274), 12-460 

liberation 

A liberation from body consciousness and an awakening into the spiritual wideness, 

30-223 

A means of liberation and perfection – Works can and have to be continued, 19-135 

A prevalent idea that freedom from physical rebirth is the sole aim of liberation, 23-268 

A withdrawal from mind, life and body – The Sankhya liberation, 23-635 

According to both Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya of the individual, 35-

312 

After liberation the soul is free, but may still return to birth, 17-66 

After liberation, the central being will live in the consciousness of the Divine, 28-62 

After liberation, to whom then is the sacrifice offered and with what object?, 19-130 

Also by a liberation from the identification with the body consciousness, 30-437 

Another – The liberation by the Purusha's withdrawal of his consent, 19-75 

Being able to live permanently in this consciousness – Liberation and immortality, 23-

439 

Bondage is not the result of works, & liberation is not the result of cessation of works, 

17-384 

Complete liberation is not possible without the spiritual release, 31-383 

Even after the liberation one has to remain vigilant, 31-709 

First object – Individual liberation and enjoyment of union with the Divine, 23-613 

First one must get free from the ordinary limitation – The liberation, 28-136 

First, however, the calm, the peace, the liberation is needed, 28-42 

Four constituent elements of the Yoga – Purification, liberation, perfection, delight, 23-

639 

How is this to be done? – The steps towards liberation and perfection, 19-458 

If one withdraws from the outward physical consciousness – Spiritual liberation, 35-

291 

In liberation the individual self realises itself as the One (that is yet Many), 30-270 

In mind, heart and below there comes a liberation from the physical limitation, 30-436 

In the Kshara taken alone there is no liberation – The mutable universal, 19-436 

Liberation – The release of our being from the narrow and painful knots, 23-530 

Liberation comes by loss of ego and desire, 28-48 

Liberation is the first necessity, to live in the peace, freedom of the self, 30-279 

Liberation of the soul and the enjoyment of divine immortality, 23-438 

Liberation, immortality is to live in this being of the Purushottama, 19-422 

Liberation, the immortality of a supreme existence, as a final outcome, 19-290 

No one who has not passed through this liberation can be entirely free, 23-293 

Nor is the universalising of himself sufficient for liberation, 13-121 
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One is liberated from subjection to the body sense and its heavy hold, 30-439 

Our aim, our liberation and perfection – The Purusha's possession of Prakriti, 23-436 

Passing into that inexpressible peace & stillness, we are liberated from the world, 17-

487 

Refraining from action or escaping the physical life cannot be a means of liberation, 

17-19 

Rejection is not the last possible word of liberation – The integral perfection, 23-690 

Sacrifice offered to the Ishwara leads to the great liberation, 19-112 

Spiritual liberation means to be free from ego and live in the spiritual consciousness, 

29-23 

Spiritual liberation was pursued in hostility to life and not as its full-orbed result, 20-

177 

The ascent is the liberation (mukti) ‒ One is liberated from the body consciousness, 30-

426 

The complication of certain ideas about immortality and liberation, 23-440 

The condition you had of the inner being and its silence is the first liberation, 30-234 

The desire for liberation must be surpassed before the soul can be entirely free, 23-396 

The desire of the exclusive liberation – The delusion that the soul is bound by birth, 17-

68 

The easier way of the Gita leads more naturally to the same absolute liberation, 19-401 

The emergence of the Purusha is the beginning of liberation, 30-244 

The evasion of a liberated soul from the world makes to that world no difference, 28-

260 

The Gita – An integral reconciling knowledge, the wide gate to release and perfection, 

19-398 

The Gita regards nothing as freedom which is not a complete liberation and mastery, 

19-213 

The law of life from the teachings of the Gita – Liberation and perfection, 19-211 

The liberated consciousness can rise higher where the problem exists no longer, 28-258 

The liberating knowledge – The essence of the spiritual liberation, 19-352 

The liberation and transcendence need not necessarily impose a disappearance, 28-259 

The liberation in knowledge and liberation of the will – The change of nature, 21-654 

The liberation of the imprisoned consciousness from the body-formula, 30-438 

The liberation of the individual soul is the primary divine necessity, 21-45 

The liberation of the Nature becomes one with the liberation of the spirit, 23-690 

The liberation of the spirit is necessary, but the transformation is also possible, 28-295, 

35-290 

The man thus liberated undergoes a tremendous change of consciousness, 17-418 

The normal condition when the liberation takes place, 30-279 

The realisation of the Purusha Consciousness is a means of liberation, 28-42 

The Seer asserts on the contrary a liberated bliss in the world and in human life, 17-458 

The sense of release as if from jail – It is spoken of as a liberation, 30-225 

The state of the liberated soul – The one effective way of helping mankind, 23-444 

The steps in self-liberation, 13-55 

The supreme liberation – The union of the divine with the human spirit, 23-605 

The terms of this liberation are freedom from egoism and from personal desire, 17-18 
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The true way of liberation – By the vision of the supreme and by living in the Yoga, 

19-100 

The truest reason why we must seek liberation and why we must seek perfection, 23-

275 

The unity of the liberated soul with the cosmic Many – The extension in other souls, 

21-45 

The way to liberation is to turn from the outward to the inward, 19-336 

There is no release, no getting entirely separate as in the spiritual liberation, 31-383 

There results an integral vision of the Divine – The means of the spiritual liberation, 

19-356 

This brings a liberation from identification with the body, 30-435 

This first liberation becomes accomplished, 30-438 

This liberation gets its completeness when the spiritual gnosis can act, 23-690 

This liberation is dependent on the clear vision of spirit and the clear vision of Nature, 

19-304 

This liberation is to be effected by dissolving the waking ego, 17-357 

Thus we arrive at a perfect liberation and an infinite equality, 23-414 

To be liberated and perfect, we must return to the free spiritual consciousness, 19-431 

To become spirit, no longer merely a mind and ego – The message of liberation, 19-

303 

To have the cosmic consciousness without liberation is possible, 30-279 

To liberate man from death, suffering & ignorance – The object in the Isha Upanishad, 

17-357 

To master the lower self by the higher is the way of man's perfection and liberation, 19-

219 

To rise by this higher nature to the Eternal – The complete spiritual liberation, 19-411 

To rise to that height of liberation is the true way out, 28-259 

Transcendence of the three gunas is a state of liberation in which one is not affected, 

28-47 

We have at a certain stage to liberate ourselves even from the desire of our liberation, 

19-223 

When the consciousness of the Yogin becomes liberated, 30-275 

When this settles itself there is the liberation, 30-393 

Whether any work or what work is left after liberation and to what purpose, 23-264 

liberation from the body sense 

The liberation from the body sense is part of the cosmic consciousness, 30-274 

liberation. 

The straight path to liberation (179), 12-446 

liberty 

A large liberty, not an external compulsion upon the lower members, 25-228 

A relative liberty enjoyed for the most part by some at the expense of others, 25-624 

A spiritual and psychological unity – Liberty would have no perils and disadvantages, 

25-426 

All foreign Governments must deny scope and liberty to the individual, 6-364 

By liberty we mean the freedom to obey the law of our being, 25-425 
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Harmonising and spiritualising the impulses towards liberty, equality and fraternity, 8-

248 

He feels both his liberty and the order of his liberty to be one truth of his being., 21-

1039 

Her mission is to point back to the true source of human liberty, equality, brotherhood, 

6-931 

His liberty of action is not a licence to act upon wrong will, 21-1039 

His liberty of knowledge is not a freedom to follow falsehood or error, 21-1039 

In a subject nationality, to win liberty for one’s country is the first duty of all, 6-302 

In the unifying process – The struggle of order and uniformity against liberty, 25-409 

Individual liberty is necessary to national development, 6-364 

It is necessary to distinguish between three kinds of liberty, national, internal, 

individual, 6-363 

Law and liberty in the Spirit – The spontaneity of a Truth self-aware and self-active, 

21-1038 

Liberty given us by utter self-devotion, by bitter struggle and terrible sacrifices, 6-625 

Liberty in its highest sense – What we practically come to mean by liberty, 25-624 

Liberty is in itself a necessity of national life and worth striving for – For its own sake, 

6-572 

Liberty is the essential condition of all-round progress in a nation, 6-352 

Liberty is the first indispensable condition of national development – For India’s sake, 

6-572 

Liberty is the first requisite for the sound health and vigorous life of a nation, 6-357 

Liberty then becomes the watchword of the race, 25-382 

Our position – An immediate struggle for national liberty which we must win at any 

cost, 6-333 

Political, social and economic liberty and equality must now be conceded to all men, 1-

435 

Public liberty as we enjoy, is not an ensured right but an insecure concession, 8-261 

Self-determination reconciles the ideas of liberty and the idea of law, 25-628 

Socialism – Away with the democratic basis of individual liberty, 25-200 

That aim – Human society in the image of liberty, equality and fraternity, 25-568 

The cry for equality arises – Liberty sacrificed to the need of equality, 25-383 

The dangers and disadvantages of liberty – From a defect of the sense of unity, 25-425 

The doctrine that social & commercial progress must precede liberty is a fourth lie, 6-

1107 

The ideal of individual liberty is destined to an entire eclipse, 25-410 

The initial condition of recovering our liberty meant a peril and a gigantic struggle, 6-

1107 

The liberty claimed for the individual is the divine instinct within him, 25-68 

The only hope of healthy progress would lie in a new formulation of liberty, 25-410 

The perception of a law of Karma and the opposite idea of liberty, 13-339 

The principle of liberty offers a natural obstacle to the growth of uniformity, 25-409 

The quarrel between law and liberty moves to the same solution, 25-425 

The real meaning of liberty has not yet been understood, 25-625 

The results of modern liberty and democracy – The true turning-point, 25-625 
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The teaching that peace and security are more vital to man than liberty is a third lie, 6-

1107 

The way to absolute liberty cannot be perfectly safe and comfortable, 6-331 

There can be no national development without national liberty, 6-364 

This liberty to which we progress is liberation out of a state of bondage, 8-69 

Those who deny liberty have no right to appeal to the higher feelings or to morality, 6-

627 

Three ideas have become the watchwords of humanity, liberty, equality and fraternity, 

8-69 

To buy liberty in the cheapest market, would be a false and foolish economy, 6-471 

To reconcile individual liberty with the collective ideal of a communal life, 25-410 

To reconcile the liberty of the group-unit with the necessity of a more united life, 25-

410 

True good feeling can reign only where liberty and a just equality are established, 6-

627 

Values – The liberty of the individual, the right to national liberty, freedom of thought, 

36-456 

We see a march towards an organised annihilation of individual liberty, 25-508 

What we practically come to mean by liberty is a convenient elbow-room, 25-624 

When the ego claims liberty, equality – Fraternity is contrary to its nature, 25-569 

When the inner freedom is gone, the external liberty will follow it, 1-547 

Whence comes this notion of liberty – So much of what we are and do is determined, 

13-339 

Liberty 

A Liberty of action, Equality of opportunity and the Fraternity of a great national ideal, 

1-720 

Let us meet custom and prejudice by a new Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, 1-720 

Only Love that can prevent the misuse of Liberty, 1-548 

The abandonment of the gospel of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity as a thing unlivable, 

8-56 

liberty. 

Liberty cum equality or equality instead of liberty (325), 12-466 

lie 

It was safer & easier to cheat ourselves into believing in a contradiction and living a lie, 

6-1107 

The belief that a subject nation can acquiesce in subjection and yet progress is a lie, 6-

1107 

The doctrine that social & commercial progress must precede liberty is a fourth lie, 6-

1107 

The idea that mitigations of subjection constitute freedom is another lie, 6-1107 

The teaching that peace and security are more vital to man than liberty is a third lie, 6-

1107 

life 

“Human life in Nature jars with the grand idea underlying her harmony”, 1-32 

A life according to Nature as the remedy for all our ills, 25-232 

A lifting of mind, life and body out of themselves into a greater way of being, 21-1017 
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All life is only an opportunity given us to discover, realise, express the Divine, 25-148 

First, an implicit will central to the life – In our vital and physical being, 25-232 

For life organises itself at first round the ego-motive – The instinct of ego-expansion, 

25-167 

In a narrower sense life is sometimes spoken of as the more external vital action, 20-

242 

In what consists the particular result of the play of Force which we call life, 21-189 

Life – A constantly enlarging sacrifice culminating in a perfect self-giving, 19-126 

Life – The development of the rational, the ethical, the aesthetic, the spiritual being, 25-

158 

Life – The gnostic life will exist and act for the Divine in itself and in the world, 21-

1020 

Life also is something essential, as opposed to constructed living bodies, 29-395 

Life cannot be entirely rational – There are times when mankind perceives this fact, 25-

237 

Life depends on the poise of its own constituting consciousness – Four positions, 21-

223 

Life differs from the mechanical order of the physical universe, 25-213 

Life existing and acting as a separate life with a limited insufficient capacity, 21-203 

Life in ourselves and life in the plant – The presence of vitality in the metal, 21-194 

Life is an energy of spirit subordinated to action of mind and body, 23-626 

Life is self-fulfilment which moves upon a ground of mutuality, 25-628 

Life is surely nothing but the creation and active self-expression of man's spirit, 20-242 

Life is the determination of interaction of energy from many fixed centres, 21-282 

Life is the dynamic expression of Consciousness-Force, 28-6 

Life may be very active for a small and privileged part of the community, 20-243 

Mere living – But if life is not uplifted, the community does not really live, 20-243 

Mind and life are too different from Matter to be products of Matter, 21-801 

Mind, life and body must be capable of divinity if the separation is abrogated, 21-172 

Nature has created within her unity of universal life separate-seeming currents of life, 

23-336 

On this hangs our idea that life is a seeking for God and for the highest self, 25-159 

Our normal conduct of life – Two complementary powers, 25-232 

Reason has proposed to take up all this physical and vital life and perfect it, 25-164 

The ancient Indian ideal divided life into four essential divisions, 25-164 

The apparently undivine Maya – Mind, life and body, 21-171 

The failure to shift upward what we have called the implicit will central to his life, 25-

236 

The higher life is still only a thing superimposed on the lower, 25-236 

The ideas of the intellect and the aspirations of the heart and life, 23-580 

The kind of life possible after union with the Purushottama ‒ No mental rule, 30-399 

The natural opposition between death and life is an error of our mentality, 21-188 

The response to stimulus – Life in the plant, metals, the elements and atoms, 21-191 

The soul and the life are two quite different powers, 28-123 

The transformation of his life into the image of the true, the good and the beautiful, 25-

235 
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The ultimates of life are spiritual – In the full light of the liberated self and spirit, 25-

171 

This great vital, political, economic life – Towards a realisation of power and unity, 25-

166 

What is meant after all by life and when is it that we most fully and greatly live?, 20-

242 

When we speak of life – The action that we recognise as the action of Life-Energy, 21-

190 

Whether this life dynamism is really rebellious in its very nature to the Divine, 25-164 

Life 

Afterwards a great evolving Life – Life as the original reality, 25-254 

Conscious-Force expresses itself through its own subordinate term, Life, 21-233 

It has to be a solution in Life – This Life has taken three successive appearances, 21-

221 

Life – A conscious cosmic vital Energy, a force of vital seeking and a force of Desire, 

21-270 

Life – Its self-fulfilment, when it consciously lends its energies to the Divine, 21-30 

Life – We see that here Mind is manifested in a specialisation of Force, 21-188 

Life becomes a clash of opposing truths – Man seeks a reconciliation, 13-476 

Life cannot arrive at its secret ultimates by following instinct and desire, 25-170 

Life does not wholly come into the earth from outside it – Its its principle is there, 12-

249 

Life gives the intermediate dynamic link between mind and body, 12-308 

Life has two operations which serve the purpose of mentality, 12-308 

Life instinct with an involved subconscious Mind is again itself involved in Matter, 21-

200 

Life is a form of a Divine Energy which is itself greater than the Life-force, 21-691 

Life is a form of the one cosmic Energy, 21-188 

Life is a scale of the universal Energy – The transition from inconscience to 

consciousness, 21-196 

Life is an action of Conscious-Force working in the conditions of the Ignorance, 21-

250 

Life is characteristically Force, 28-45 

Life is evolved naturally and not mysteriously out of matter itself, 17-241 

Life is not itself subject to death, 17-358 

Life is really a universal operation of Conscious-Force – Chit-Tapas, 21-198 

Life is similarly a subordinate power of the energy aspect of Sachchidananda, 21-277 

Life is the condition from which the Will and the Light emerge – The Vedic Gods, 17-

78 

Life is the dynamic play of a universal Force – An interchange of stimulation and 

response, 21-193 

Life is the final operation by which the Force energises individual forms, 21-201 

Life is the final operation of Supermind intermediary between Mind and Body, 21-202 

Life is the putting forth of the Conscious-Force of Sachchidananda, 21-220 

Life is the same from the atom to man – A middle term between Mind and Matter, 21-

198 
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Life is there as an involved power for the building and expression of Form of Matter, 

12-249 

Mind manifests itself in the form of Force to which we give the name of Life, 13-472 

One all-pervading Life imperishable that creates all forms of the physical universe, 21-

189 

Since Life is involved in Matter – The evocation of an organised & self-fulfilling Life, 

17-533 

The ascent of Life – The fulfilment and transfiguration of the first conditions, 21-213 

The ascent of Life is in its nature the ascent of the divine Delight in things, 21-232 

The perfect solution of the problem of Life – By a fourth status of life, 21-218 

The poise of Life – The relation of the Force to the Consciousness which drives it, 13-

476 

The solution of the problem is in the Supermind – The fourth status of Life, 21-230 

To seek for delight is the fundamental impulse and sense of Life, 21-232 

Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit are the five suns of poetry, 26-222 

Upanishadic philosophy accounts for the appearance of Life, 17-240 

We have now the assurance that Life is a pulsation of the divine All-Existence, 21-245 

We have seen that Life is only a dark figure of the divine superconscient Force, 21-210 

What is Life and what relation has it to Supermind, to Sachchidananda?, 21-188 

What Life is obscurely seeking in its own higher impulses and deepest motives, 25-170 

What Mind, Life and Body are in their supreme sources and what therefore they must 

be, 21-173 

When in the material world form is ready – A rapid and sudden efflorescence of Life, 

12-250 

Life as God. 

Unless thou seest and lovest Life as God only, then is Life itself a sealed joy to thee 

(447), 12-485 

Life crowned. 

When life and action culminate and are eternally crowned for thee (204), 12-449 

life divine 

If material energies alone can exist – Then no possibility of a life divine on the earth, 

28-400 

Not for a personal salvation only but for a life divine here, 29-375 

Life Divine 

The metaphysical point of view – The “Life Divine”, 13-107 

life energy 

The life energy becomes a much greater and more effective force, 23-532 

life force 

The conscious life force individualised in us contacting the universal life force, 23-871 

Life Heavens 

The Life Heavens – A frequent experience on the spiritual path is being described, 27-

247 

The Life Heavens – The other worlds are not evolutionary but typal, 27-241 

The Life Heavens are the heavens of the vital gods, 28-198 

The Life Heavens have an influence on earth and so have the Life Hells, 28-199 

Life Hells 
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The Life Heavens have an influence on earth and so have the Life Hells, 28-199 

life mentality 

Though it may get free from the error of body – Not from the whole error of mind, 21-

180 

life of saṁsāra 

The life of saṁsāra is in its nature a field of unrest, 31-345 

life of the Ignorance 

The life of the Ignorance is a play of forces through which man seeks his way, 28-438 

life sheath 

The mental sheath or subtle body and the life sheath or vital body, 23-454 

life span 

A hundred years is the full span of a man’s natural life, 17-194 

The Karmayogin will neither desire to increase his term of life nor to diminish it, 17-

194 

life. 

Rather all life becomes the rippling love and laughter of a divine Lover & Playfellow 

(491), 12-492 

The seven beatitudes of life in the human body (475), 12-489 

To the soul that has hold of the highest beatitude, life cannot be an evil or a sorrowful 

illusion (491), 12-492 

life-energy 

Mind-energy or life-energy acting directly on material energy and substance, 35-386 

The proper function and the confusion created by the life-energy, 23-351 

The psychic life-energy presents itself as a sort of desire-mind, 23-350 

Life-energy 

Vedantic thought sees that all energy apparent in matter is one Life-energy, 17-527 

Life-Energy 

The culmination of Vitalistic  Rationalism and a Monism of the Life-Energy, 17-528 

life-force 

The life-force as it manifests itself in us – Representations of a supreme energy, 18-66 

The life-force in the vital is the indispensable instrument, 31-116 

The vital being and its life-force and their drive towards self-affirmation, 21-646 

Vitality means life-force ‒ Even sadhana needs that vital force, 31-106 

Life-force 

Who then has yoked this Life-force to the many workings of existence?, 18-20 

Life-Force 

It is impossible to reach the supramental heights with an unregenerated Life-Force, 23-

174 

Non-material powers manifest through the Mind-Force and Life-Force, 18-18 

The integral Yoga making the Life-Force a part and a working of a Yoga-Energy, 23-

175 

The objects of the Life-Force will remain the same in essence, but transformed, 23-175 

life-mind 

His life-mind, its instincts, its impulses, is not and cannot be predominant, 23-849 

The life-mind, the obscurer life-soul and the inner life-mind – The vital man, 21-746, 

21-747 
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life-plane 

An awareness of the life-plane in us above the physical – Occult powers or siddhis, 23-

463 

life-power 

The reason is that here we get to another power of our being, the life-power, 25-156 

Life-principle 

The Life-principle in us survives – It is superior to the principle of birth and death, 17-

79 

life-soul 

The life-mind, the obscurer life-soul and the inner life-mind – The vital man, 21-746 

Life-Will 

The agitated Life-Will – Even the saint and the Yogin cannot be sure, 23-172 

life-world 

A whole vital plane connected with the life-world or desire-world is hidden in us, 23-

468 

Life on earth may be said to be the result of the pressure of this life-world, 23-453 

Man draws from the life-world his vital being, from the mind-world his mentality, 15-

374 

The life-world enters into relations with us through other sheaths of our being, 23-454 

The pressure and the influences of the life-world – The powers of the life-world, 23-

453 

light 

(4) The sun you saw overhead and the piece of golden light, 30-256 

All light is not the light of the spirit, still less is all light the light of the supermind, 23-

283 

Bliss and light do not fix so easily or so early, 30-450 

Colour, more indicative, and light, more dynamic, are always close to each other, 30-

122 

Indicated by the great light that came from the form and rendered it invisible, 30-225 

It is very often attended by a light or luminosity, 30-456 

Light above means a force descending upon the mind, 30-118 

Light around means a general enveloping influence, 30-118 

Light between the eyebrows indicates some opening of the Ajna-chakra, 30-117 

Light in the Veda is a symbol of knowledge, of spiritual illumination, 15-95 

Light is light just like the light you see, only subtle, 30-119 

Light is not knowledge but the illumination that comes from above, 30-119 

Light is the coming of the illuminated higher consciousness – Truth and happiness, 15-

134 

Light is the power that enlightens whatever it falls upon, 30-118 

Light is the symbol of Truth and Knowledge, 30-149 

Light is what always accompanies the supramental Consciousness, 28-6 

Light or rays of light are always light of the higher consciousness, 30-118 

One can see light elsewhere without going in deep there, 30-474 

Peace is necessary for all – Light too is necessary for all, 29-123 

The light above the head is never an imagination in Yoga, 30-145 

The light either from within from the psychic or from above through the mind, 31-110 
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The light indicates an illumination of the consciousness, 30-119 

The light is a manifestation of Force, 30-126 

The light of the higher nature by whose descent the change could come, 30-121 

The light outside means a touch or influence of the Force indicated by the light¸, 30-

118 

The light within means that it has penetrated in the nature itself, 30-118 

The light, colours, flowers are always seen when there is a working of the forces, 30-

119 

To say that all light is good would not be true ‒ False lights exist and misleading 

lustres, 31-801 

Light 

A flow or sea of Light entering into the body and surrounding it, 30-120 

As there is a Light, so there is a secret Will tending towards Love and Harmony, 17-77 

It is the Light illumining the mind that brings the understanding, 31-52 

Life is the condition from which the Will and the Light emerge – The Vedic Gods, 17-

78 

Light in the Veda is the symbol of knowledge, of the illumination of the divine Truth, 

15-166 

Light like peace is one of the things that come down from the higher consciousness, 30-

460 

Light, Peace, Force, Ananda constitute the spiritual consciousness, 30-449 

Love and Beauty are powers of Ananda as Light and Knowledge are of Consciousness, 

27-701 

Nothing can be done rightly by the individual working without the Light, 35-697 

One sometimes sees the Light in masses, sometimes in forms, 30-119 

Some seem to regard this invasion of Light as a thing to be distrusted, 29-490 

The best thing in these cases – To insist quietly and keep oneself open to the Light, 31-

662 

The call brought the Light etc. streaming down into the inner being, 30-120 

The Force, the Light, the Ananda that come down need a great stillness, 30-450 

The illumination above the head is the Light of the Divine Truth, 30-442 

The Light (white and golden) and the Force pouring down, 30-492 

The Light in itself can be lived in as much as one can live in Peace or Ananda, 30-460 

The Light is often seen in front before the centre of inner vision, mind and will, 30-119 

The Light that you felt is the Light of the Truth from above, 30-460 

The Peace and Force and Light have to be settled in the mind, the vital, the physical, 

30-484 

The second thing that descends is the Light, here the white light of the Mother, 30-417 

There can also be a vivid sense of Light and illumination without the vision, 30-120 

There is also a manifestation of Light, 29-489 

Truth and Light are equivalent words even as Darkness and Ignorance, 15-473 

Very often the sadhak feels a flow of Light, 29-489 

When you are flooded with Light, it is the flood of the Divine Himself that is around, 

29-14 

With the Force and Peace comes always something of the Light, 31-52 

light flashes 
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You saw the chariots of the gods (Divine Powers) bringing light flashes into the air, 30-

120 

light in the heart 

To see the light in the heart one has to go deep, 30-474 

Light of the Sun 

The Light of the Sun descending into the heart turns upon the physical and purifies it, 

30-129 

lightness 

Freedom from cares, lightness of mind and body are very good results, 30-431 

The lightness, the feeling of the disappearance of the head and that all is open, 30-275 

When lightness, quietude, etc. ‒ Something has opened to the psychic consciousness, 

30-472 

lightning 

The lightning is a symbol of the dynamic force of the higher consciousness, 30-149 

lightning flashes 

The corresponding movement of lightning flashes of the Truth in the heart, 30-120 

These lightning flashes prepare the consciousness for realisation and knowledge, 30-

120 

lights 

A concentrated mind is not always necessary for seeing the light, 30-117 

All lights are indications of a Force or Power, 30-461 

It is not necessary to have the mind quiet in order to see the lights, 30-117 

It is when the inner vision is open or active that one sees lights, 30-117 

Lights are of all kinds, supramental, mental, vital, physical, divine or Asuric, 30-304 

Lights are very often the first thing seen, 30-94 

Lights of various colours are one of the first things people see when they meditate, 30-

117 

The four lights were the lights of the Truth – White, green, blue, gold, 30-124 

The golden and blue lights are both of them lights of Krishna, 30-118 

The lights indicate the action of certain forces, 30-126 

The lights one sees in concentration ‒ Of various powers or beings or forces, 30-123 

The play of lights or colours, 30-15 

The sounds of bells and the seeing of lights and colours, 30-111 

The true lights however are by their clarity and beauty not difficult to recognise, 30-

305 

The various lights indicating various powers of the consciousness, 30-146 

There are many lights of various planes ‒ Also the Divine Light that comes down, 30-

118 

There are many lights. All are not and all do not come from the supreme Light, 30-117 

Lights 

Nature is still in evolution and new Lights and Powers have to be brought down in her, 

35-501 

The Rivers that arise from the ocean – The seven Cows or the seven Lights, 15-123 

The work of the Lights to act in their descent on the lower nature and change it, 30-461 

Lights on Yoga 

The Mother and the Lights only touch on various elements in the sadhana, 35-96 
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liking and disliking 

The inequality of feelings towards others, liking and disliking, 31-312 

The vital is always unequal and full of likes and dislikes, 31-312 

Lila 

God's Lila in man moves in a circle – The true harmony has not yet been found, 13-72 

Lila – World-Existence in its relation to the self-delight of eternally existent being, 21-

111 

Maya is one realisation – Lila includes the idea of Maya and exceeds it, 13-89 

Mere knowledge and the Lila – It is not true that because I think, I am, 12-8 

The explanation of such a paradoxical manifestation by a cosmic game, a Lila, 21-424 

The true Lila is elsewhere in the eternal Brindavan, 29-465 

The universe as a reality, a Lila or a creation made by the Will of God, 29-465 

The world itself is experienced as a play of the divine Delight, a Lila, 23-576 

What we see in and around us is a play of God, a “Lila”, 12-227 

limitation 

Behind the limitation is the All-Power – The indivisible Omnipotence, 21-420 

Death, suffering, evil, limitation – The creations of a distorting consciousness, 21-56 

Mental knowledge starts from limitation, lives in limitation & ends in limitation, 17-

544 

The chief circumstances of limitation are death, suffering and ignorance, 17-357 

The divine existence – The abolition of ego and the transcendence of the dualities, 21-

60 

The idea of separateness, of limitation, this alone is our stumbling block, 17-385 

Limitation 

Infinity is the subjective idea of bliss viewed objectively – Absence of Limitation, 18-

372 

limitations 

All limitations in one’s nature can be surmounted, 30-441 

All phenomenal things are bound by limitations imposed by Time, Space and 

Causality, 18-372 

From the original error of the Mind all its ignorances and limitations are contingent 

results, 21-183 

The limitations of the body and servitude, 13-206 

limits 

The Divine Power itself imposes on its action limits, processes, obstacles, vicissitudes, 

35-488 

line 

A line has to be viewed not only in its own separate value but with a view to its place, 

27-300 

An occasionally bare and straightforward line is not an improper element, 27-299 

Each line must be a thing of force by itself, 27-507 

Each line must be different from the other in its metrical build, 27-507 

The fixed number of stresses in each line and part of a line, 27-243 

The last line of each verse must be a strong satisfying close, 27-509 

line in Savitri 

A strong close for the line and a strong close for the sentence, 27-342 
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Each line must be strong enough to stand by itself, while it fits harmoniously, 27-342 

The placing at the close of the line – To give emphasis and prominence, 27-342 

line of consciousness 

It is a line of consciousness and not a personality that reincarnates, 28-547 

lines 

Each line in its own mass and force – At the same time a harmonious whole sentence, 

27-274 

Lines in a given number of lengths, each length allowed a given number of stresses, 27-

233 

Poetry is not a matter of separate lines – A poem is beautiful as a whole, 27-620 

The whole indispensable structure of the lines depends upon stress, 27-233 

Whether the lines are in their right place, 27-274 

lines in Savitri 

The sentence consists usually of one, two, three or four lines, 27-342 

lines of Force 

In the universe there are many lines of Force on which various personalities spring up, 

28-546 

linguals 

The distribution of dentals and linguals in the various languages, 1-608 

linguistic provinces 

The formation of linguistic provinces – India’s national life on her natural strengths, 

36-501 

lion 

The lion indicates force and courage, strength and power, 30-167 

The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga, 30-158 

The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga – The Mother’s power of Protection, 32-

69 

The lion means vital force, strength, courage, 30-167 

The lion with Durga on it is a symbol of the Divine Consciousness, 30-158 

Lion 

The Lion is the vital force, 30-167 

lion. 

Be to the world as the lion in fearlessness and lordship (142), 12-440 

liquid food 

If you feel that you suffer from anything else but liquid food, 31-428 

If you take the liquid food only then you will not be strong enough to work, 31-428 

literalness 

The proper rule about literalness – As close as possible to the original, 27-199 

literary activity 

Literary activity – Any activity can be taken as part of the sadhana, 27-711 

Literary activity can be made a part of sadhana, 27-722 

literary man 

A “literary man” loves literature and literary activity for their own sake, 29-291 

A Yogi who writes is not a literary man, 29-291 

An artist, a literary man, or a poet – All these things can be included in sadhana, 27-719 

To be a literary man is not a spiritual aim, 29-291 
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literary work 

If I could only get time for immortal productions every day!, 35-39 

It is quite impossible for me to do any literary work (original or revision) just now, 35-

38 

Letter writing and literary productivity have dwindled in me almost to zero, 35-41 

The pressure caused by the necessity of hastening the publication of books, 35-42 

literature 

A people's art, poetry, literature – Its intuition, imagination, vital turn, intelligence, 20-

107 

Even to make expression a vehicle of a superior power helps to open the consciousness, 

27-723 

Literature and art are or can be first introductions to the inner being, 35-244 

Literature and art are or can be first introductions to the inner mind and vital, 27-716 

Literature, poetry, music can be as much a part of Yoga as anything else, 29-381 

Literature, poetry, science and other studies can become part of the sadhana, 27-723 

Only a select few nations – A thoroughly original and self-revealing literature, 1-146 

The art, music and literature of the world – An ever-deepening subjectivism, 25-30 

The great formative images of legend & literature were of an extreme & lofty type, 6-

1096 

There are literatures of high quality which are yet almost purely derivative, 1-146 

There succeeded a turn towards a more truly psychological art, music and literature, 

25-31 

These are best trained by art, poetry, music, literature and sympathetic study, 1-449 

This turn is visible in European art, poetry and general literature, 20-72 

To use literature as a means of spiritual expression – A spiritual aim, 27-722 

Where did you get this idea that literature can transform people?, 27-722 

Where lies the greatness of a literature, 20-314 

literatures 

The old literatures may enter rejuvenated into a new creative cycle, 26-305 

liver 

As for the liver eating little does not help, 31-426 

For such things as the liver attacks treatment can be taken when necessary, 31-571 

The first is the liver trouble which weakens if it leads you to diminish your food, 31-

570 

lives 

We have two lives – One outer, the other a subliminal force of life, 21-233 

living dangerously 

I have always managed to live dangerously and follow the dangerous paths, 35-22 

Living for God. 

Live for God in thy neighbour (179), 12-446 

living in God. 

Living in God & turning mind and heart & body into the image of his universal unity 

(488), 12-491 

living in Krishna. 

Living in Krishna, even enmity becomes a play of love and the wrestling of brothers 

(490), 12-492 
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When I live in Krishna, then ego & self-interest vanish and only God himself can 

qualify my love bottomless & illimitable (489), 12-492 

living in the Divine 

But to live in the Divine one must be able to rise beyond or to call down, 30-288 

living in the mind 

It is only the minority of men who live in the mind or in the psychic, 31-101 

living in the Supreme 

There are always two methods of living in the Supreme, 29-384 

living in the vital 

A routine of work and study is not living in the vital, 31-101 

Living in the vital is a psychological condition, 31-101 

People are living now so much in the vital when they do not live in the intellect, 31-102 

living in the world 

When one is living in the world, one cannot do as in an Asram, 31-344 

living in their vital 

Most men live in their physical mind and vital, 31-101 

Most people live in the vital, 31-101 

living inside 

To live inside is the first principle of spiritual life and from inside to reshape, 32-453 

living knowledge. 

Become & live the knowledge thou hast (161), 12-443 

living within 

A middle path with the rule of living more and more within is the best way, 32-138 

As you grow in the sadhana, you must learn to live in this inner being, 28-90 

Emptiness and silence of the consciousness prepare the being to live within, 31-599 

I have always lived within, and what else could be expected of me?, 35-51 

If one lives within, then it is the inner consciousness that one depends on, 30-226 

It is difficult for the outer nature to remain always within, 30-229 

It is not indispensable to be an ascetic – It is enough if one can learn to live within, 29-

380 

Learn to live within, to act always from within – Communion with the Mother, 30-227 

Living in your inner being and looking at everything from there, 30-228 

One can become aware of the inner being and live in it and get detached, 30-226 

The very first step in getting out of the ignorance – The person is within, 28-96 

To learn to live inside where one always feels the force, or even if one does not feel, 

30-229 

To live within does not mean to give up external activities, 31-167 

To live within is part of the Yogic consciousness – A very real and considerable 

advance, 28-90 

To remain within, above and untouched is the perfect condition for the sadhana, 30-226 

What is needed for you is to live more deeply within, 31-189 

When one is entirely within these outward movements remain quiescent, 31-269 

living within. 

.Live within. Be not shaken by outward happenings (189), 12-447 

living. 

Live according to Nature, runs the maxim of the West (128), 12-438 
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Live not thou according to Nature, but according to God (129), 12-438 

loathing. 

Krishna laughs at thy loathing (296), 12-463 

local self-government 

An argument advanced in favour of the Reforms is a measure of local self-government, 

8-236 

The argument about local self-government – Which may be withdrawn at any moment, 

8-237 

lockouts 

In modern society strikes and lockouts are its form of civil war, 25-657 

Lodge 

No “Lodge” or formal society. These methods are not suitable for this sadhana, 35-814 

logic 

A thousand years later, Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhwa – Logic covers the whole field, 

17-573 

An error – A danger especially when reasoning from words in logic & metaphysics, 17-

337 

An experiential method is the first necessity, not a speculative & logical method, 17-

583 

Applying the processes of logic to entities which are beyond the grasp of logic, 17-575 

As for Russell’s logic, a dry and strong or even austere logic is not a key to Truth, 27-

534 

Besides, logic is not the whole of thinking, 31-74 

Common sense is not logic – Looking at things as they are, 31-74 

I never heard that learning logic was necessary for good expression, 31-74 

In the acquisition of knowledge, speculation & logic are not used, 17-567 

In the imparting of knowledge, disquisition and logic are not used, 17-567 

Logic sets to work to get rid of one or both of the two irreconcilable opposites, 17-576 

Logic, by its very nature, is intolerant even of apparent contradiction, 17-570 

Logical reasoning and scholastic research can only be aids useful for confirming, 17-

551 

The business of logic is to give order to a thinker’s ideas – It is vision that sees Truth, 

27-534 

The disadvantages of the intellectual & logical method for the interpretation of 

Vedanta, 17-575 

The formulae of logic cannot control that which is beyond & wider than ideation 

formulae, 17-577 

The method of Darshana, the way of Shankara and Buddha – Speculative and logical, 

17-558 

The philosopher cuts himself off from experience – The weakness of all logic, 12-10 

The solution of the matter must rest not upon logic, but upon spiritual experience, 29-

452 

The study of Logic is a theoretical training, 31-74 

The substitution of speculation for revelation and verbal logic for actual experience, 

17-559 
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The substitution of the logical & speculative method for the intuitional & experiential, 

17-566 

The supramental judgment – A logic of the supramental reason, 23-861 

Truth is not logical but contains logic – The fundamental conception of logic, 12-10 

Logic 

The study of formal logic should be postponed – When it can easily be mastered, 1-409 

The usual practice is to train the logical reason by teaching the science of Logic, 1-409 

logic of the Infinite 

In the logic of the Infinite there is no opposition, 21-350 

The intellect must accustom itself to the logic of the Infinite, 21-337 

To the reason and the logic of the Infinite there can be no opposition, 21-351 

Logic. 

Logic is the worst enemy of Truth (46), 12-428 

logical reasoning 

Logical reasoning is useful and indispensable in its own field, 21-381 

logician 

“The logician thinks so accurately that he is seldom right” – Common sense, 1-17 

lolling 

Opportunities are now lacking for showing my genius for lolling, 35-54 

London 

The idea of holding the next session of the Indian National Congress in London, 6-467 

To attempt to transfer the field of battle to London will be impracticable and harmful, 

6-468 

long syllables 

All unaccented syllables are treated as short, all accented syllables as long, 27-135 

In ordinary English scansion no account is taken of naturally short and long syllables, 

27-135 

Unstressed long syllables count as long, 27-749 

looseness 

A looseness which did not want to tune the nature to the spiritual endeavour, 31-214 

Lord 

One Lord is the Inhabitant – The fundamental truth of God and the World for life, 17-

429 

That which inhabits the forms is Self and Lord of the Movement, 17-352 

The justification of works upon the conception of Brahman or the Self as the Lord, 17-

40 

The Lord is everywhere, surrounds everything with His presence, the Lord is all, 17-

173 

The Lord is the Brahman in his creative activity through Purusha & Prakriti, 17-124 

The one supreme Lord is the Godhead in the gods, 18-76 

The same Brahman now asserted more objectively as the Lord, the Purusha, 17-41 

The viewpoint of the Self as Lord inhabiting the whole movement, 17-37 

Whatever the Lord sees in His own being, becomes Idea and seeks a form, 17-351 

Lords 

The note of revolution in the quarrel with the Lords is now ringing louder in England, 

8-343 
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Lords’ veto 

If it continues to exist, it will baffle Indian Nationalism, 8-316 

The abolition or limitation of the Lords’ veto – Importance to the Indian politician, 8-

316 

losing consciousness 

The widening and change of the consciousness without losing consciousness, 29-260 

loss of balance 

Loss of mental balance is due to exaggerated ego, exaggerated sex, hostile force etc., 

31-807 

More easily a loss of balance occurs in the women than in the men, 31-806 

The adverse forces use that loss of balance for attacking, 31-806 

Those who allow ego to come in may lose their balance, 31-810 

What produces the loss of balance, 31-806 

Loss of balance 

Loss of balance produces disorder in the consciousness, 31-806 

lotus 

A lotus flower indicates open consciousness, 30-178 

A lotus signifies the opening of the (true) consciousness, 30-178 

A lotus usually indicates an opening into the spiritual, 30-179 

The blue lotus can be taken as the Avatar incarnation on the mental plane, 30-179 

The lotus indicated the opening of the psychic consciousness, 30-370 

The lotus is always the sign of the consciousness opening somewhere, 30-178 

The lotus is the opened consciousness, 30-185 

The lotus is the symbol of the inner consciousness, 27-518, 30-139 

The opening of the lotus is the opening of some part of the consciousness, 30-179 

The opening of the lotuses – The spiritual being (the Swan) can manifest, 30-179 

The red lotus is the flower of the Divine Presence, 30-179 

The red lotus is the presence of the Divine on earth, 30-179 

The red lotus signifies the presence of the Divine on the Earth, 30-179 

The twelve-petalled lotus and the twelve-rayed sun, 30-370 

The vision of the lotus is a subtle or psychic sight, 30-371 

The white lotus is the symbol of the Mother’s consciousness, 30-179 

lotuses 

The colours of the lotuses and the numbers of petals, 28-230 

love 

A common experience of humanity, to which the name of love is given, 17-186 

A deeper brotherhood, a yet unfound law of love is the only sure foundation, 25-220 

A divine love does not exclude all forms of individual love – A psychic change, 23-158 

Affection, love, tenderness are in their nature psychic, 31-284 

All love is either individual, or for the self in the race or for the self in mankind, 6-1119 

All love that is adoration or worship, even a human passion – Certain idolatries, 23-159 

An illimitable widest and intensest capacity for love, 23-737 

As for love, the love must be turned singly towards the Divine, 31-265 

Association with love as the governing principle and its emergent summit, 21-215 

Behind the vital there shall be the constant support of the psychic human love, 35-442 
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Bhakti and love are not quite the same thing, but love is one of the elements of bhakti, 

29-356 

Despise not force, nor think that love only is God, 13-210 

Equality will be the wide foundation – A universal love, a soul of peace, 19-404 

Give your love without asking for anything at all except the inner nearness, 32-475 

Human evolution rises through love and towards love, 17-187 

Ideal love is a triune energy – Sensual impulse, emotional, spiritual, 36-132 

If you see yourself in all creatures, you cannot but love all creatures, 17-137 

In the first long stage of its immature existence it has leaned on earthly love, 23-155 

In the Overmind – The experience of a universal beauty, love, delight, 27-42 

In Yoga all attachments have to be given up, but love and affection can be there, 31-

295 

In Yoga all love should be turned towards the Divine, 31-284 

Individual love – A love for the Divine immanent in all creatures, 23-159 

It has to be taken up into a unifying divine love for the universal Divine, 23-160 

It is not that it is not possible to keep the love pure of sex-desire, 31-490 

It is the love of the Divine that saves, not a love turned towards human beings, 28-428 

Lastly, there is in the highest or deepest kind of love the psychic element, 29-340 

Love and devotion, unified with both works and knowledge – The Purushottama, 19-

234 

Love as the effective power and soul-symbol of bliss-oneness, 23-509 

Love can last or satisfy only if it bases itself on the soul and spirit, 31-299 

Love does not consist in demands and desires, 31-300 

Love in the higher or spiritual mind is more universal and impersonal, 29-337 

Love is an emotion of the heart – It allies itself readily with a vital desire in the body, 

23-650 

Love is an intense self-expression of the soul of Ananda, 28-6 

Love is not a name of the Divine, it is a power of his consciousness and being, 29-356 

Love is the most characteristic dynamic power of bliss and oneness, 28-369 

Love itself has been constantly a power of death, 19-43 

Love itself needs to be clarified by divine knowledge – Love of God, love of man, 23-

309 

Nature brought in the love on the basis of sex-pull, 31-490 

One can have a psychic feeling of love for someone – To give oneself only to the 

Divine, 35-740 

Perfect love is a great and ennobling thing, 17-107 

Realisation of Self and love of the personal Divine are two different movements, 35-

255 

Some of the main signs of true love and bhakti, 29-356 

Spiritual and psychic love are different from mental, vital or physical love, 30-11 

The crown of this equality is love founded on knowledge, fulfilled in action, 19-405 

The evolution towards Mind and Supermind and Spirit – The principle of love, 21-212 

The growing of the love of God – Love comes to us in many ways, 23-604 

The inability of human love to affirm or keep this character, 28-371 

The knowledge of the philosopher – The soul of peace, but also of love, 19-208 

The love and seeking of the Divine can be and ordinarily is there before, 29-469 
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The love of one race for another is a thing foreign to nature, 6-1119 

The love of the sadhak should be for the Divine, 31-290 

The love that desires must be rejected for the equal, all-embracing love, 23-354 

The love which human beings feel for one another, 31-284 

The motives of devotion and the self-existent motive of love, 23-559 

The movement of self-existent psychic or spiritual love ‒ Free from all taint of sex, 31-

491 

The nature of love is a feeling or a seeking for closeness and union, 29-356 

The outer being has to learn to love in the psychic way without ego, 29-348 

The pure wideness of the sacrifice of love and its utter perfection, 23-158 

The sublimation of human into divine love, 23-153 

The Supramental when it descends – Love on the vital and physical as well, 29-344 

The supreme idyll of the inner consciousness – All the many moods of love, 23-575 

The unity of a love which is able to include in itself all differences, 23-169 

The universal Ananda takes three major forms, beauty, love and delight, 27-41 

There are in the vital itself two kinds of love, 29-342 

There is a love in which the emotion is turned towards the Divine, 31-291 

There is a mystery concealed behind individual love – The body of the Divine, 23-160 

There is no such thing as cold love, 29-344 

There is nothing unattainable by truth, love and faith – Stand upright, 6-1036 

This culmination of sacrifice is the height even of human love and devotion, 23-108 

Those are the fittest for survival who develop most the law of association and of love, 

21-216 

Three means of salvation – By knowledge, by faith & love, by faith & works, 17-192 

True love seeks for union and self-giving, 29-349 

Universal love is the inevitable consequence of the realisation of the One in Many, 17-

137 

What is real love? Get clear of all the sentimental sexual turmoil, 31-491 

When the God-lover is also the God-knower – The perfect love, 19-589 

Whence then comes that love which is greater than life and stronger than death, 17-139 

Love 

“I am told to describe Love. Yet in order to describe I must first define”, 1-4 

“Love is the sole motive of man’s existence”, 1-7 

But there are unhappily its diminutions in the human mind, human vital, human 

physical, 28-370 

Divine Manifestation – Truth is in the mind, Love in the heart, Power in the vital, 27-

699 

From our kindred heavens the Love descends always that works to raise up the lower, 

18-287 

Intensely fixing itself on one or other it becomes the individual divine Love, 28-370 

Love and Beauty are powers of Ananda as Light and Knowledge are of Consciousness, 

27-701 

Love at its origin is a self-existent force which does not depend upon the objects, 28-

369 

Love delivered by an ascent to Truth and a descent of Truth – The cross, 23-157 

Love is a seeking, if sometimes only a dim groping for the Divine, 28-370 
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Love is the crown of all being and its way of fulfilment, 23-546 

Love is the power by which this union and harmony are worked out, 13-474 

Love is the transfiguration of desire, 13-475 

Love, Joy and Beauty are the fundamental determinates of the Divine Delight, 21-329 

None of these oppositions is more constant than that of Power and Love, 13-156 

Only Love that can prevent the misuse of Liberty, 1-548 

That Love is nothing but the Self seeking to realise oneness & the bliss of oneness, 17-

139 

The exclusive worship of one of its principles – Knowledge, Love, Power and Unity, 

13-155 

The power of Love supramentalised can take hold of all living relations, 23-169 

The self-existent transcendent Love spreading itself becomes cosmic divine Love, 28-

370 

The triple term in which ānanda may be stated is Joy, Love, Beauty, 1-440 

The Vedic seers looked at Love as an outflowing of the divine Delight, 15-510 

There is a universal Divine Love which is equal for all, 32-507 

Love and Death 

Baji Prabhouas not so much poetic value as Love and Death, 27-360 

I have ventured in this poem to combine the Greek pathetic and the Hindu mystic, 36-

130 

In this story of Ruaru and Priyumvada. Love and Death are the real actors, 36-131 

Love and Death – Stephen Phillips had to do with it, 27-222 

Love and Death – The part about the descent into Hell – Of the best English poetry, 27-

361 

Love and Death – There is no Yogic knowledge there, 27-224 

Love and Death – Things that are anathema to the post-war writers and literary critics, 

27-361 

Love and Death is epic in long passages, 27-615 

Love and Death was not my first blank verse poem, 27-223 

Love and Death was poetry of the vital, 27-229 

The long speech of the Love-god Kama in Love and Death – A perfect whole, 27-225 

love for country 

Love for country has been ardent, passionate, absolute, 29-11 

love for God. 

I did not love God. It was He who loved me and sought me out and forced me to belong 

to Him (410), 12-481 

love for humanity. 

After all when thou countest up thy long service to God, thou wilt find thy supreme 

work was the flawed & little good thou didst in love for humanity (513), 12-495 

This is a miracle that men can love God, yet fail to love humanity (53), 12-429 

love for the Divine 

But the true love for the Divine is in its fundamental nature not of this kind, 29-340 

Love for the Divine must be there in all the being, 29-341 

The influence of the love for the Divine when it takes hold of any part, 29-341 

The love for the Divine in the vital, 29-348 

The love for the Divine of which I speak is not a psychic love only, 29-339, 32-461 
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The love which is turned towards the Divine ought not to be the usual vital feeling, 29-

338 

The mind, vital, physical can be the supports and recipients of this love, 29-341 

The true love for the Divine is a self-giving, free of demand, full of surrender, 29-338 

love for the Mother 

When the psychic intensifies its influence, this love for the Mother becomes strong, 32-

463 

love for Truth 

Men have loved Truth for her own sake, 29-12 

love for women 

Men have loved women without any hope of enjoyment or result, 29-11 

love of God. 

“He loves her”, the senses say. But the soul says “God God God”. (448), 12-485 

Canst thou see God as the bodiless Infinite & yet love Him as a man loves his mistress? 

(492), 12-492 

Love of God, charity towards men is the first step towards perfect wisdom (484), 12-

491 

The Jew invented the God-fearing man, India the God-knower and God-lover (414), 

12-482 

The love of God reflected in these living images (486), 12-491 

The servant of God was born in Judaea, but he came to maturity among the Arabs. 

India's joy is in the servant-lover (415), 12-482 

love of the Divine 

It is as the love of the Divine grows that the other things cease to trouble the mind, 31-

291 

love of the soul 

The love of the soul is the true thing, simple and absolute, 29-336 

love to the Divine 

The soul's turning through love to the Divine, 29-341 

When the love goes towards the Divine, there is still this ordinary human element, 29-

340 

love. 

After I knew that God was a woman, I learned something from far-off about love (411), 

12-481 

Because thou lovest God only, thou art apt to claim that He should love thee rather than 

others (452), 12-486 

Courage and love are the only indispensable virtues (230), 12-455 

Divine love can squander itself utterly, yet never waste or diminish (533), 12-498 

Human love fails by its own ecstasy (533), 12-498 

If I lose faith & love, I fall utterly from the goal which God has set before me (466), 

12-488 

If thou canst not love the vilest worm and the foulest of criminals (449), 12-485 

Is love only a daughter or handmaid of jealousy? (451), 12-486 

It was my Self with whom I was in love (427), 12-483 

My quarrel is with those who are foolish enough not to love my Lover, not with those 

who share His love with me (453), 12-486 
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So love & grow mighty to enjoy all, to help all and to love for ever (486), 12-491 

That deep, disinterested and unassailable love becomes possible (488), 12-492 

Then only God himself can qualify my love bottomless & illimitable (489), 12-492 

To love God, excluding the world, is to give Him an intense but imperfect adoration 

(450), 12-486 

Love. 

Kali is Krishna revealed as dreadful Power & wrathful Love (519), 12-496 

When all is said, Love & Force together can save the world eventually (171), 12-444 

lover 

Our earliest relations of lover and beloved – The mystery of Love and Ananda, 23-605 

The friend, the father and mother, the child – All these things the lover takes up, 23-

604 

The lover and beloved – Not exclusive, but still the essential relation, 23-604 

The Master – It is the lover of our being who does with it whatever he wills, 23-603 

The personal relations – The relation of lover and beloved unifying them, 23-603 

The teacher and guide, the thinker and seer in us – Fulfilled in the lover, 23-603 

Lover 

The passion of the Lover and the Beloved, 23-569 

loving God in men. 

The next greatest rapture to the love of God, is the love of God in men (424), 12-483 

The soul that loves God in men dwells here always as the boundless & ecstatic 

polygamist (425), 12-483 

lower forces 

I am not aware of any case in which the lower forces did not rise up, 31-636 

One bends to the lower forces of nature but refuses to bend to the Divine, 31-746 

The lower forces’ endeavour to rise up and get the sanction of the mind and higher 

vital, 31-708 

There are higher forces and the lower, 31-636 

lower hemisphere 

The lower hemisphere – All the mind, the vital, the physical, 30-332 

The lower hemisphere – Limiting mind, confined life and dividing body, 23-465 

The lower hemisphere of being – Mind, life and matter, 23-629 

These three together are called the triple universe of the lower hemisphere, 28-166 

lower knowledge 

Nevertheless, Yoga does not exclude the forms of the lower knowledge, 23-517 

The methods of the lower knowledge – A preparing action only, 23-516 

The methods of Yoga are different from the methods of the lower knowledge, 23-514 

lower nature 

A realisation of what the lower nature is, its terrible darkness and ugliness, 30-121 

An affirmation of the old personality and the past forms of the lower nature, 31-151 

It is no part of the sadhana to accept the uglinesses of the lower nature, 29-64 

Persistence of the movements of the lower nature, 31-378 

The faith always that however the lower nature may rise or hostile forces attack, 29-

102 

The forces of the lower nature make these rushes in order to recover their rule, 31-272 

The lower nature is called lower because it is unenlightened, 28-166 
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Who is able to reject the lower nature fully?, 29-64 

lower Nature 

The lower Nature is of the nature of Ignorance and culminates in the life of the ego, 23-

44 

lower vital 

(3) If you do not so change the lower vital – The external nature unchanged, 31-144 

A gulf between the higher parts and the lower vital even in ordinary life, 31-157 

A restlessness in the lower vital due to past errors and what they have left in the being, 

31-158 

A troubled state of mind ‒ Taking the lower vital experiences for truth, 31-158 

An upsurging of suppressed elements in the lower vital nature, 31-166 

Behind this persistence of the lower vital demand for satisfaction, 31-166 

Below the navel is the lower vital plane, 28-195 

But in the lower vital there is almost always something recalcitrant, 31-767 

For the change of the lower vital ‒ Bring the sadhana into your physical consciousness, 

31-159 

From the navel downwards – The lower vital nature, 28-190 

If the lower vital could no longer call for them, these things would lose their force, 31-

259 

In the lower vital all is a working of general forces, 31-165 

It is a question of getting down the Peace and Force and Light into this part, 31-157 

It is indeed in the lower vital that there is the main difficulty for the spiritual change, 

31-165 

It is the lower vital energy that rushes to the brain, 31-157 

On the other side is this lower vital nature with all its pretentious ignorance, 31-156 

One centre below the navel (lower vital), 28-231 

One has to establish peace and quietude there, 31-165 

One who concentrates on the lower vital without preparation and knowledge, 31-165 

Or else the lower vital mind can try to disturb, 28-180 

So long as the lower vital and the external personality have not accepted, 31-150 

The cardinal defect is at present concentrated in the lower vital being, 31-150 

The centre between the navel and the Muladhara commands the lower vital, 28-240 

The consent of the lower vital must translate itself into an abiding attitude, 31-154 

The difficulty in the lower vital being – No idea even of what true surrender is, 31-151 

The distinction between emotions and lower vital movements, 28-193 

The higher and lower vital are divisions of the ordinary vital and equally ignorant, 28-

186 

The inadequacy of the lower vital is present in almost every human being, 31-208 

The lower (physical) vital acts only according to desire, impulse and habit, 31-157 

The lower vital – Below the navel, 28-187 

The lower vital – The smaller movements of human life-desire and life-reactions, 28-86 

The lower vital aspires by offering all its small movements, 31-168 

The lower vital commands the little details of emotion, impulse, sensation, action, 31-

169 

The lower vital has received the Divine Consciousness, 31-169 

The lower vital in most human beings is full of grave defects, 31-158 
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The lower vital is a very obscure plane, 31-165 

The lower vital is concerned only with the small greeds, small desires, small passions 

etc., 28-178 

The lower vital is concerned with the pettier movements of action and desire, 28-188 

The lower vital is most full of ignorance and desire and therefore of falsehood, 31-157 

The lower vital is not a part that listens to reason, 31-156 

The lower vital is very slow in listening to reason, 31-156 

The lower vital itself is a necessary part of the manifested nature, 31-143 

The lower vital refuses to give up ego and desire or to accept a true self-giving, 31-160 

The lower vital which is occupied with small desires and feelings, 28-187 

The lower vital, the physical vital and the material vital – The distinctions are 

necessary, 28-195 

The navel and abdomen are the seats of the middle and lower vital., 28-189 

The navel is the seat of the central vital, below it is the lower vital, 28-242 

The peacefulness in the lower abdomen is very good ‒ The lower vital, 31-169 

The portion below the navel is the lower vital – Feeling the condition of others, 31-211 

The small habits of the lower vital being, 31-256 

The struggle is always hard with the lower vital nature, 31-157 

The term `lower' must not be considered in a pejorative sense, 28-188 

There is only one way of escape from this siege of the lower vital nature, 31-160 

This resistance of the lower vital is usual in everybody ‒ The main difficulty in Yoga, 

31-158 

To spend all the time struggling with the lower vital is a very slow method, 31-511 

When the lower vital rises – Whatever there may be in these higher parts, 31-150 

When this lower vital being is allowed to influence the action, 31-152 

You cannot escape from these lower vital forces by being curious about them, 31-164 

You must get rid of this desire of the lower vital altogether, 31-263 

lower vital dreams 

In the lower vital dreams, before this development comes ‒ Usually a mixture, 31-481 

lower vital movements 

Lower vital movements remain in the environmental consciousness or even the 

universal, 28-214 

Loyal Manifesto 

The Loyal Manifesto of the Bengal landholders – Uncaused and unconditioned, 6-633 

Loyalist 

That a healthy development is possible under foreign domination and must be effected, 

6-359 

That disunion and weakness are ingrained characteristics of the Indian people, 6-358 

That there must be an entire levelling down and sweeping away of all differences, 6-

359 

The Moderate delusion is really a by-product of the Loyalist delusion, 6-358 

The original ideas from which the Loyalist gospel proceeds – A triple foundation, 6-

358 

Loyalists 

Loyalists desire the continuance of the British absolutism out of self-interest, 6-1063 
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The Loyalists believe that Indians have not the capacities and qualities for freedom, 6-

355 

There are at present three parties, the Loyalists, the Moderates and the Nationalists, 6-

355 

loyalty 

If this be disloyalty, we freely admit this disloyalty exists, and is growing, 6-123 

Loyalty and refusal to compromise with the assailants and the hostiles, 29-132 

Loyalty as a feeling of personal love and regard for the sovereign is an extinct virtue, 6-

119 

Loyalty has ever been a mere convenient tie in this country, 6-120 

Loyalty in the old sense of loving attachment or in the new of devotion to the State, 6-

121 

Loyalty in the sense of obedience to law – A cordial characteristic of our people, 6-122 

Loyalty is not possible in India in its present condition of servitude, 6-121 

Loyalty, in the general acceptance of the term, has been a mere myth in British India, 

6-121 

The kind of affection and loyalty for the present Government that can ever be felt, 6-

119 

To turn to the Mother – Loyalty and fidelity are very simple things, 31-799 

Lucretius 

Lucretius who wrote an epic invested the Epicurean philosophy, 27-372 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

luminous body 

St. Paul referring to some luminous body in its own space and substance, 28-308 

lust 

All lust, the sexual act and the outward dragging impulse have to be thrown away, 36-

331 

lusting 

The cessation from all lusting after things as the possessions of others, 17-468 

lying 

Human nature – Lying is intentional, half-intentional or unintentional, 35-11 

Lying and falsehood create a serious obstacle to realisation, 32-363 

lyric 

A new kind of lyrical sincerity – The tendency to present life in an utmost clarity, 26-

280 

It is in the lyric that a new spirit in poetry is likely to become aware of itself, 26-277 

It is quite natural that the narrative should flow less than the lyrical, 27-613 

Old style English practice was too regular for the freer spirit of the modern lyric, 27-

161 

The lyric is a moment of heightened soul experience, 26-277 

The lyrical impulse is the original and spontaneous creator of the poetic form, 26-277 

The lyrical motive preferred to the dramatic and epic, 26-9 

There must be a departure in the lyric, the drama, the narrative or epic, 26-276 

lyricism 

A transition from the lyricism of life to the lyricism of the inmost spirit, 26-280 
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Macdonald 

The tour undertaken by Mr. Ramsay Macdonald in India, 8-329 

Macedonia 

Apart from Crete, there are inevitable sources of quarrel in Macedonia, 8-191 

Machiavellianism 

The Carbonari movement which was Italy’s first attempt to live was permeated with it, 

8-184 

The one thing which Mazzini most hated was Machiavellianism, 8-184 

The temper and methods of Cavour were predominatingly Machiavellian, 8-186 

machinery 

An enlightened reason and will of the normal man – Education and social machinery, 

21-1094 

At first the Romans were inclined to repose an implicit trust in machinery, 6-40 

But we have deputed to a mere machine the remoulding of our entire destinies, 6-38 

Machinery cannot form the soul and life-force into standardised shapes, 21-1095 

Machinery is of great importance, but only as a working means – Social renovation, 13-

4 

Machinery is of great importance, but only as a working means for the spirit within, 8-

24 

No account of quality in the raw material – Good machinery no matter what quality, 6-

35 

Political machinery in France – A copy with slight variations of the English model, 6-

44 

Progress in England – Sound machinery in preference to a scientific social 

development, 6-36 

The ancient Athenian was content with the simplest and most nakedly logical 

machinery, 6-37 

The European sets great store by machinery, 8-24 

The preference of a fine development of social character to a sound political 

machinery, 6-37 

Without high qualities in the raw material excellence of machinery will not suffice, 6-

36 

machinery. 

Machinery is necessary to modern humanity because of our incurable barbarism (382), 

12-474 

No machinery can rescue thee from the law of thy being (343), 12-468 

Macleod 

Passages from Fiona Macleod, 27-410 

Madanlal Dhingra 

Madanlal Dhingra pays the inevitable and foreseen penalty of his crime, 8-144 

Madhu Sudan, 1-119 

Bankim came into that heritage of peace which Madhu Sudan had earned, 1-114 

Bankim was the king of prose, Madhu Sudan the king of poetry, 1-114 

Madhu Sudan’s first great poems first sounded the note of Romanticism, 1-113 

Madhusudan Dutt 

Madhusudan Dutt – There was a default of richness and thought-matter, 27-384 
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Madhwa 

A thousand years later, Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhwa – Logic covers the whole field, 

17-573 

Madhwa – In the light of the Dwaita or dualistic conception, 17-202 

No decline but a continued vigour – Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhwa, 20-369 

Shankara and Ramanuja and Madhwa differing in their interpretation of the Upanishad, 

17-202 

Madhyamikas 

Then comes the Buddhist – The Madhyamikas, 17-406 

madness 

I don't know whether there is any instance of madness as a consequence, 30-461 

Madness (megalomania, erotic mania, or what is called religious mania), 31-807 

Nor hereditary taint nor madness – They come up of themselves, 31-552 

Not the push for union with the Divine nor the Divine Force that leads to madness, 31-

809 

People go mad because they have a physical predisposition, 31-808 

The Divine Force cannot by its descent be the cause of madness, 31-809 

There are also wrong voices and experiences, 30-97 

Usually there is some predisposition to madness behind, 31-807 

X does not seem to me to be mad, 31-807 

madness. 

Pass over the madness of such and profit by their inspiration (215), 12-454 

magazines 

I have ceased to contribute to magazines, newspapers, 35-67 

My rule of not writing any article for an outside paper, magazine or journal, 35-69 

Mages 

Some Mages getting an intimation that a divine Birth was there – A legend, not history, 

32-90 

Magha 

The literary epics of Bharavi and Magha reveal the beginning of the decline, 20-362 

magic 

By black magic is meant the occultism of the adverse powers, 28-580 

Magic is no part of yoga, 28-580 

magistrates 

Every judge or magistrate is a servant of the bureaucracy, 6-530 

Transferring judges and magistrates whose decisions differ from the settled policy, 6-

527 

magnified ego 

The magnified ego is one of the most perilous obstacles to release and perfection, 31-

231 

What is meant by the magnified ego, 31-231 

Mahabharat 

The Mahabharat – The Aryan cast of its characters is irritating to European scholars, 1-

189 

Mahabharata 
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A corrective to the dangers of that attractive Asura civilisation which has invaded us, 1-

334 

A rushing vast Valmekeian style in the Mahabharata – A different hand, 1-306 

An actual historical event is recorded in the Mahabharata, 1-344 

Certain traits of poetical style, personality and thought belong to the original work, 1-

280 

His peculiar appeal to humanity – A poem of worldwide as well as national 

importance, 1-334 

In solving the Mahabharat problem style & poetical personality must be the ultimate 

test, 1-285 

In the Mahabharata – The presence of two glaringly distinct & incompatible styles, 1-

287 

In the Mahabharata proper we find few expressions of pure feeling, 1-319 

It has a formative ethical and religious spirit – Salutary corrective to our own faults, 1-

333 

That the poem can be disentangled, I hold then to be beyond dispute, 1-302 

The characteristic diction of the Mahabharata is almost austerely masculine, 20-351 

The historical Krishna, no doubt, existed – In the Mahabharata, 19-16 

The Mahabharata – The epic of the soul and mind and culture and life of India, 20-347 

The Mahabharata – To extricate the original epic from the mass of accretions, 1-281 

The Mahabharata and Ramayana – Instruments of popular education and culture, 20-

346 

The Mahabharata and Ramayana are Itihasas of this kind on a large scale, 20-345 

The Mahabharata and the Ramayana – Two epics not like any other, 20-344 

The Mahabharata is a far greater creation than the Iliad, the Ramayana than the 

Odyssey, 27-367 

The Mahabharata is clearly a poem founded on a great historical event, 28-483 

The Mahabharata is the great national poem of India – A great Aryan civilization, 1-

333 

The Mahabharata is the record of an attempt to establish such an empire, 20-435 

The Mahabharata is the work of several hands and of different periods, 1-337 

The Mahabharata of Vyasa, originally an epic of 24,000 verses – Afterwards enlarged, 

36-127 

The Mahabharata war was fought out in or about 1190 B.C.;, 1-344 

The Mahabharata, Iliad, Ramayana – What their heroes were in themselves, 28-490 

The original poet, the Krishna Dwaipayana, and not the other Vyasa who enlarged it, 1-

303 

The original portions of the Mahabharata – The style and personality, also this story, 1-

301 

The problem of the Mahabharata, its origin, date and composition, 1-342 

The solution of the Mahabharata problem is essential – The Mahabharata of Vyasa, 1-

279 

This body of poetry then, let us suppose, is the original Mahabharata, 1-341 

To extricate the original epic from the mass of accretions is not so difficult a task, 1-

339 
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We shall have in the disengaged Mahabharata a historical document of unique value, 1-

301 

Mahadeva image 

The dream about the Mahadeva image – Someone wanted to mislead him, 30-221 

Mahakali, 32-268 

Mahakali – Not wideness but height, not wisdom but force and strength, 32-19 

Mahakali acts most naturally through the higher vital, 32-66 

Mahakali and Kali are not the same, 30-158 

Mahakali and Kali are not the same, Kali is a lesser form, 28-460 

Mahakali can work only when there is a calm inner being and a resolute will, 32-67 

Mahakali herself in the Overmind is golden, 32-274 

Mahakali in the higher planes appears usually with the golden colour, 28-460 

Mahakali strikes at the Asuras – Also at the obstacles to the sadhana, 35-115 

Mahakali’s movement is a high, swift action – Not wide, patient like Maheshwari’s, 

35-114 

Not be afraid of the Mahakali aspect – Very few here can take this attitude, 32-354 

The black Kali form is a manifestation on the vital plane of Mahakali, 32-274 

The combination of Krishna and Mahakali is one that has a great power, 32-70 

The Mahakali force has a kind of divine or supramental sanction behind it, 35-115 

The Mahakali form is usually golden, of a very bright and strong golden hue, 32-267 

The Mother uses the Mahakali method – Its depend on the person, the circumstances, 

32-353 

The real Mahakali form whose origin is in the Overmind is not black or terrible, 32-68 

The real Mahakali is not black or dark or terrible, but golden of colour and full of 

beauty, 30-158 

Those who want to progress quickly, welcome even the blows of Mahakali, 32-353 

Mahakali force 

The golden colour indicates here Mahakali force ‒ Strongest for the working in the 

body, 30-130 

Mahakali’s Force 

It is Mahakali's Force that is working, 30-475 

Mahalakshmi 

Mahalakshmi – The form on the Overmind Plane which is the home of the greater 

Gods, 32-70 

Mahalakshmi acts through the heart, 32-66 

Mahalakshmi throws the spell of the intoxicating sweetness of the Divine, 32-20 

To awake to the universal beauty and refinement of the Mahalakshmi force is good, 27-

705 

Yet it is not easy to meet the demand of this enchanting Power or to keep her presence, 

32-21 

Maharaja 

The Maharaja – There was no appointment as Secretary except once in Kashmir, 36-37 

The Maharaja is hardly more of a free agent than the ruler of a “protected” State, 6-583 

The Maharaja of Darbhanga has dissociated himself from the “extremists”, 6-583 

What work I did directly for the Maharaja was quite irregular and spasmodic, 36-40 

Maharloka 
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Between these two creations, linking them – The world of large consciousness, 17-71 

mahas 

Illumination is called in the Rigveda mahas and in the Vedanta vijnana, 18-428 

Mahas 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-355 

The Truth-consciousness, Ritam Brihat, afterwards known as Vijnana or Mahas, 15-98 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

Mahasaraswati 

All perfection in intricacy of detail shows the touch of Mahasaraswati, 32-72 

Her hand sustains our every step on condition that we are single in our will, 32-23 

It is Mahasaraswati’s work to change in detail the whole outer nature, 32-71 

Mahasaraswati is the Mother’s Power of Work and her spirit of perfection and order, 

32-22 

Mahasaraswati ordinarily is acting through the mind, 32-66 

Mahashakti 

She stands there above the Gods and all her Powers and Personalities are put out, 32-16 

The Cosmic Mahashakti immanent in the lower hemisphere, 35-112 

The Mahashakti immanent in the worlds of Sat-Chit-Ananda, 35-112 

The Mahashakti of this triple world of the Ignorance stands in an intermediate plane, 

32-16 

The Mahashakti, the universal Mother, works out and enters into the worlds, 32-15 

The Supramental Mahashakti immanent in the worlds of Supermind, 35-112 

The Transcendent Mahashakti who stands above the Ananda plane, 35-112 

Mahashiva 

Mahashiva means a greater manifestation than that ordinarily worshipped as Shiva, 28-

459 

Mahat 

Bhu = Physical, Bhuvah = Vital, Swar = Mental, Mahat = Vijnana, 28-39 

Mahat is, I suppose, the essential and original matrix of consciousness, 28-50 

mahat ātman 

The ideal being or great Soul – Vijñānamaya puruṣa or mahat ātma, 17-33 

Mahayana 

The Mahayana approached this reconciliation through desirelessness and altruism, 19-

546 

Maheshwara 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Maheshwari 

Imperial Maheshwari is seated in the wideness above the thinking mind and will, 32-18 

Mahakali’s movement is a high, swift action – Not wide, patient like Maheshwari’s, 

35-114 

Maheshwari – Many forms in her lesser manifestations, Durga, Uma, Parvati, Chandi, 

28-457 

Maheshwari – Many forms in her lesser manifestations, Durga, Uma, Parvati, Chandi 

etc., 32-67 

Maheshwari’s natural place is in the higher consciousness above mind, 32-66 
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Mahi 

Bharati or Mahi is the largeness of the Truth-consciousness, 15-96 

Ila, Mahi or Bharati and Saraswati are associated together in a constant formula, 15-94 

Mahi or Bharati, the vast Word that brings us all things out of the divine source, 15-381 

Mahi represents the Largeness of the superconscient containing in itself the Truth, 15-

96 

Mahomed 

Mahomed himself never pretended that the Koran was the last message of God, 32-109 

Mahomed only developed the existing customs of the Arab people, 25-447 

Mahomed tried to re-establish the Asiatic gospel of human equality in the spirit, 6-929 

Mahomed would himself have rejected the idea of being an Avatara – A Vibhuti, 28-

501 

Mahomed. 

Mahomed's mission was necessary (170), 12-444 

Mahomed's religion, where it is not stagnant, looks forward through the Imams to a 

Mahdi (171), 12-444 

Mahomedan 

Between the Yogic Truth and the outside world, e.g. the Mahomedan world, 35-698 

Hindu and Mahomedan as permanently separate political units – An attempt at 

division, 8-289 

Hindu-Mahomedan unity must be sought deeper down, in the heart and the mind, 8-31 

India – A country where Mahomedan and Hindu live intermingled, 8-305 

India is the keystone of the arch – The Mongolian world and the Mahomedan world, 6-

471 

Of the Mahomedan races, not a single one is decadent – Persia, Arabia, Turkey, 8-60 

She divides the Pagan Far East from the Mahomedan West, and is their meeting-place, 

6-990 

Special Mahomedan representation – An essential feature of the Reform Scheme, 8-287 

The Hindu-Mahomedan problem as a national problem it is of supreme importance, 8-

31 

The Mahomedan, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Christian in India will not have to cease, 

6-169 

The movement for the fine flowering of a new Mahomedan civilisation, 6-753 

The question of separate representation for the Mahomedan community, 8-287 

There is no place for rigid orthodoxy, whether Hindu, Mahomedan or Christian, 35-697 

Mahomedans 

A campaign to excite the passions and class selfishness of the Mahomedans, 6-216 

A Hindu sectarian hating Mahomedans is not a completely surrendered disciple, 35-699 

A large section of the Mahomedan masses against the Hindu middle class, 6-376 

A Mahomedan report belittled the accounts of Mahomedan violence, 6-213 

A new and dangerous power in the country in a Mahomedan community, 6-758 

A statement that the Hindus by a boycott have irritated the Mahomedans into revolt, 6-

483 

Anglo-India turned for help to that turbulent Mahomedan fanaticism, 6-220 

Connivance of the officials – Severity to Hindus and leniency to Mahomedans, 6-388 

Exceptions to the severity in dealing with outbreaks of Mahomedan fanaticism, 6-220 
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Giving up the outer forms of the old religions – By the Hindus as by the Mahomedans, 

35-700 

It is part of the policy to use as instruments the Mahomedans, 6-259 

Taking advantage of Mahomedan riots in order to further terrorise by legal 

proceedings, 6-360 

The anti-Swadeshi Mahomedans “enlisted” on the side of the bureaucracy, 6-216 

The attack from the Mahomedans had been carefully planned beforehand, 6-344 

The difficulty created by the divisions between the Mahomedans and Hindus, 6-668 

The dissociation of all right-thinking Mahomedans from the hired hooliganism, 6-432 

The fight is not a fight between Hindus and Mahomedans, 6-370 

The idea that the election of a Mahomedan President will conciliate Mahomedans, 6-

163 

The local authorities were allowed to let loose the Mahomedan mob on the Hindus, 6-

429 

The Mahomedan hooligans are allies of Anglo-India in its fight against Swadeshi, 6-

392 

The Mahomedans have been as largely represented as any reasonable community, 6-22 

The policy of leaving Mahomedans to inflict the utmost horrors on a Hindu population, 

6-402 

The policy of setting Hindu and Mahomedan by the ears, 6-758 

The practical exclusion of the educated classes and the preference of Mahomedans, 8-

356 

The seriousness and true nature of the Mahomedan problem, 6-444 

The theory – The riots as the result of Mahomedan indignation at the Swadeshi 

Boycott, 6-346 

The unanimity of Hindus and Mahomedans at the time of the Partition Agitation, 6-393 

The use of Mahomedan budmashes to terrorise Swadeshi Hindus, 6-441 

Their first hope is in the Mahomedans whom they will encourage, 6-760 

There is no deep-seated resentment against the low-class Mahomedans, 6-370 

They began the attempt of setting the Mahomedans as a counterpoise to the Hindus, 6-

778 

To arrange a meeting with the Mahomedans – To put a stop to the anti-Hindu ferment, 

6-405 

What measures are to be taken to prevent a Hindu-Mahomedan quarrel?, 6-260 

Mahrattas 

The genius of the Mahrattas is critical, conservative, standing in the concentration, 6-73 

The West also preserves its tradition – Punjab, Gujarat & Sindh, the Mahrattas, 1-154 

maimed. 

I saw the perfection of the maimed (21), 12-425 

majesty 

I am unaware of any stiff majesty or pompous grandeur at darshan, 35-51 

Malavas 

The great nation of the Malavas in the first century before Christ – Kalisada, 1-152 

The Malavas were a more culturable race than any which now represent the West, 1-

154 

The temperament of the nation – The Malavas were Westerners, 1-153 
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Male 

It is to the Male aspect of Himself that the word Purusha predominatingly applies, 18-

395 

The Primal Existence turned towards manifestation – A double aspect, Male and 

Female, 18-395 

malevolence 

Manifestations of malevolence and ill-will – The best thing is to remain unmoved, 35-

811 

Mallarmé 

But a poet like Mallarmé – No one has had more influence on modern French poets, 

27-668 

Mallarmé – Much influence on the finest French writers, 27-380 

Mallarmé – The truth of his mystic (impressionist, symbolist) expression, 27-381 

Mallarmé was the creator of symbolism – Beyond intellect to pure sight, 27-382 

Mallarmé, Verlaine and others used to be classed as impressionist poets, 27-424 

Mallarmé’s “Le vierge, le vivace et le bel » – One of the finest sonnets I have ever 

read, 27-404 

The impressionist movement in poetry initiated by Mallarmé – Its influence, 27-669 

Very great poetry can be written from the subliminal depths, e.g. Mallarmé, 27-424 

man 

A double nature, an animal nature and a half-divine nature – The manhood of man, 25-

235 

But man seems to be a being with a mental boundary, 12-233 

God leaning down towards Nature, man aspiring towards the Godhead, 13-202 

If, then, man is incapable of exceeding mentality, he must be surpassed, 21-879 

In man also as in the larger Cosmos – A causal body, a subtle body, a gross body, 17-

233 

In proportion as man can master and enlighten his lower self – No longer an animal, 

23-80 

In this evolution mental man is not the goal and end – A transitional being, 12-166 

Man – A conscious intelligent will and sattva is awake, 19-220 

Man – Several elements, corporeal, vital, mental, intellectual and essential, 17-150 

Man beyond the animal range – A mind no longer involved in the sense-mind, 23-665 

Man cannot be final, he is a transitional being, 12-265 

Man cannot be saved by machinery but by an entire change in his being, 25-606 

Man cannot be the last term of the evolution – Supermind and supermanhood, 21-879 

Man cannot by his own effort make himself more than man, 12-170 

Man enlarges, subtilises and elevates his use of life-values, 21-743 

Man fulfilled will enjoy consciously the perfect workings of God’s Prakriti in him, 17-

550 

Man has a conscious gaze and its upward and inward gaze also develops, 21-744 

Man has not only three spiritual states but three bodies or cases of matter, 17-232 

Man has not reached his own highest heights of self-exceeding, 19-375 

Man has still to evolve – The passage to a greater evolution in the Knowledge, 21-857 

Man has to enlarge his knowledge of himself, the world and God – Their unity, 21-717 

Man has to govern his rajasic and tamasic by his sattwic nature, 19-221 
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Man in the Indian idea is a spirit moving to self-discovery, capable of Godhead, 20-156 

Man in the mass has always deflected the spiritual impulsion – A spiritual change, 21-

917 

Man is a mental being who has entered into a vitalised material body, 17-355 

Man is a spiritual and a thinking being, 13-140 

Man is a struggling transitional term, an intermediate being, 12-261 

Man is a transitional being – Radiant degrees climb to a divine supermanhood, 12-157 

Man is a transitional being, he is not final, 12-221, 12-230 

Man is a triple birth – Living frame, progressive mind and illumined spirit, 23-20 

Man is an abnormal who has not found his own normality, 25-234 

Man is bound to develop the superman – Utility of Faith & religion, 12-111 

Man is full of divine possibilities – The field of a spiritual evolution, 12-7 

Man is in his real nature a spirit, Sachchidananda, using mind, life and body, 23-624 

Man is made in God's image – What he aspires to is the sign of what he may be, 13-155 

Man is not final, he is a transitional being, 12-232 

Man is the now apparent culmination but not the real ultimate summit, 21-735 

Man is there to affirm himself, but also to evolve and finally to exceed himself, 21-711 

Man may himself become the superman – For that he must exceed himself, 12-265 

Man must either become a divine humanity or give place to Superman, 21-222 

Man must turn his efforts towards mastering the world within himself, 17-232 

Man progresses in proportion as he widens his consciousness & as he can ascend, 17-

356 

Man represents the point at which the multiplicity becomes capable of this, 17-55 

Man represents the turning of the consciousness upon itself and on things, 25-103 

Man, his origin and first appearance, his status in the manifestation, 21-870 

Man’s real dharma and law of being is to seek for a greater self-aware existence, 23-

795 

Man’s supreme tendency is Ananda of which peace is only the flooring and the 

threshold, 17-488 

Man's practical failure to solve the riddle and the difficulty of his double nature, 25-236 

More than a vital and physical being – There is a mental energy of man’s being, 13-398 

Nature knows that man as he is at present is only a transitional type, 12-120 

Not till man appears – Possible for the Idea to produce a form to express the ideal 

being, 17-549 

Respect for the divinity in man, in all men, is not diminished, but heightened, 19-375 

The destiny of man – His ascent to Godhead and the unfolding in him of Superman, 12-

260 

The destiny of man and the object of his individual and social existence, 25-65 

The destiny of the individual – Man’s importance in the world, 21-41 

The development of consciousness – To fulfil God in life is man’s manhood, 21-41 

The difficulties from the imperfect poise of Consciousness and Force in man, 21-225 

The faculties and functions of man – The three states of consciousness and matter, 17-

248 

The man is not himself alone but humanity in a mind and body of itself, 19-152 

The perfection of man lies in the unfolding of the ever-perfect Spirit, 25-243 

The real sense of man's progress – The divine frenzy for a remote ideal, 21-51 
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The truth is always this that man is universal being seeking an universal bliss, 17-477 

There is here in man an incomplete and still hampered and baffled ascension, 23-99 

This conception – Shaken down by an examination of the process of nature, 13-310 

Thou art man and the whole nature of man is to become more than himself, 12-151 

When we come to man, we see the whole thing becoming conscious, 21-741 

Man 

For what do we mean by Man? An uncreated and indestructible soul, 13-203 

Man is the highest realised here and now, 18-37 

Man is the highest present expression of the will in the material universe, 18-37 

Man’s progress – The Son of Man is capable of incarnating God, 21-51 

Man of Sorrows 

As there is a rajasic ego so there is a tamasic ego responsible for the Man of Sorrows, 

27-461 

The Asram has never been able to get out of it, but only some people have escaped, 35-

637 

The Man of Sorrows – That revolt, doubt and sorrow and struggle are the best way, 35-

636 

man. 

Animal man is the obscure starting-point (203), 12-449 

Man stands between the upper heaven and the lower nature (59), 12-429 

Supernatural man is the luminous & transcendent goal of our human journey (203), 12-

449 

The present natural man is the varied & tangled mid-road (203), 12-449 

manager 

A manager has to consider the convenience of others first and his own last, 35-801 

manas 

A development from the external chitta – Sense and the physical senses, 23-663 

Beyond the manas is the buddhi – Only a minority of men have developed this organ, 

1-435 

The composition of the buddhi – The distinction between manas and buddhi, 23-663 

The conscious mentality – Four powers, citta, manas, buddhi, ahańkāra, 23-647 

The manas is able of a direct transmission not dependent on the physical organ, 23-664 

The manas is the highest function that the mass of mankind has thoroughly perfected, 

1-435 

The manas is therefore in the first place an organiser of sense experience, 23-664 

The manas or sixth sense is in itself a channel like the nerves – Subject to disturbance, 

1-398 

The second layer is the mind proper or manas, the sixth sense of our Indian 

psychology, 1-386 

Manas 

It receives back from the Buddhi and transmits to the organs of sensation and action, 

28-169 

It receives from the physical senses and transmits to the Buddhi, 28-169 

Manas becomes sense-perception and desire, 19-97 

Manas has also a subtle sight, hearing, power of contact of its own, 23-651 

Manas is the sense mind – Buddhi is the thinking mind, 28-169 
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Manas, Buddhi etc. are the psychological phraseology of the old Yoga, 28-168 

Manas, sense-mind, makes up the whole essentiality of what we call sense, 23-651 

Stilling of the Manas comes best with a general stillness of the mind, 35-81 

The function of Manas – To sense things and react mentally to objects, 28-170 

The larger part of the action of physical mind corresponds to that of Manas, 28-170 

The Manas – A part of the physical mind communicating with the physical vital, 28-

169 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-355 

The terms Manas etc. belong to the ordinary psychology, 35-80 

Manavaca 

Manavaca – The progressive attenuation of the traditional buffoon part, 1-232 

The function of Manavaca is reduced to that of an interlocutor, 1-233 

Mandalas 

The Rig Veda is arranged in ten books or Mandalas – The first Mandala, 15-59 

manifestation 

A manifestation here of the revealed and no longer of the veiled Divine, 28-261 

All that is is the manifestation of a Supreme, here through a growing illumination, 12-

219 

It is the Divine itself that is here, behind us, pervading the manifestation, 28-256 

It is worthwhile having a perfect manifestation rather than an imperfect one, 28-311 

Only so could a certain manifestation of the Supreme Truth be effected, 28-258 

The manifestation takes the shape of an involution followed by an evolution, 21-689 

The manifested creation – Making descend a greater power of consciousness, 28-259 

The normal course of a divine manifestation, however gradual, in Matter, 28-278 

The problem of the opposition between the Non-Manifest and the manifestation, 21-

374 

The question whether this is indeed the essential character of all manifestation, 28-253 

The Supreme can manifest in itself something that seems to be the opposite of itself, 

28-276 

The world is a partial and developing manifestation of Brahman, 35-86 

What the manifestation shall be depends on the consciousness which acts, 28-259 

Why this kind of progressive manifestation was itself necessary?, 21-426 

Manifestation 

The Manifestation and the Non-Manifestation are the two poles of the Infinite, 12-192 

manifestation of the Divine 

Expecting immediately some kind of direct manifestation of the Divine, 30-17 

manifesto 

The manifesto is silent with regard to the practical methods to bring about real reform, 

8-358 

The manifesto of the Moderate leaders in Calcutta – The shortcomings of the reform, 8-

357 

maṇipūra 

The navel centre, nābhipadma or maṇipūra, governs the larger vital, 28-230 

manishi 

The Lord is described as manishi, the Thinker, 17-163 

Manishi 
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The action of the Manishi is meant to eventuate in the becoming of the Paribhu, 17-49 

The Manishi takes his stand in the possibilities – The Kavi is in the Manishi, 17-49 

mankind 

A decisive turn of mankind to the spiritual ideal may not be impossible, 25-221 

A general destruction would be the only alternative destiny of mankind, 25-593 

A Paradise on earth – When all mankind has realised that it is one Self, 17-143 

All mankind is one in its nature and has one destiny, 25-66 

India must affirm her own deeper truths – The only hope for mankind, 20-93 

Inferior, average, superior and supreme mankind, 12-102 

It is only if the race advances that, for it, the victories of the Spirit can be secure, 21-

752 

Last, the utilisation of our transformed humanity as a divine centre in the world, 23-58 

Mankind as an united family would mean in practice mankind as an united nation, 17-

142 

Mankind has a habit of surviving the worst catastrophes, 25-585 

Mankind has been attempting to discover that Truth by inadequate means, 12-78 

Mankind in its development seems to go always more and more inward, 26-243 

Mankind is still no more than semi-civilised, 20-234 

Mankind seems now indeed inclined to grow a little modester and wiser, 19-3 

Mankind to be spiritualised must become the psychic and the true mental being, 25-253 

Mankind upon earth is one foremost self-expression of the universal Being, 25-66 

Nothing intrinsically hidden about Yoga – Yoga must be revealed to mankind, 13-14 

Other blacknesses threaten mankind, but they too will end, 35-208 

The descent of Supermind – An immense influence on mankind as a whole, 13-568 

The extension of our liberty and of its results – The generalisation in mankind, 23-49 

The life of mankind has become in fact a large though loosely complex unit, 36-459 

The rise of a new, a greater, brighter and nobler life for mankind, 36-475 

The state of the liberated soul – The one effective way of helping mankind, 23-445 

The third dream was a world-union forming the outer basis of a fairer life for mankind, 

36-479 

The unification of mankind is under way – India has begun to play a part, 36-476 

To bring about peace of soul, joy, purity and perfection among all mankind, 13-91 

Manmohan Ghose 

A poem of Manmohan’s – The intellectual mind took up the work of transcription, 27-

450 

I liked Manmohan’s poetry well enough, but I never thought it to be great, 27-449 

My brother, Manmohan Ghose – Life and enduring quality were not there, 27-445 

My brother’s poetry seemed to me to lack the inner force and elemental drive, 27-448 

manner 

“In manner resides the subtle aroma and sense of what we mean by perfume”, 1-73 

manners 

The manners, the social culture are based essentially on the sense of form and beauty, 

1-446 

manomaya puruṣa 

The mental being – Manomaya puruṣa, 17-33 

To man the manomaya puruṣa is the leader of the life and body, 28-113 
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mantra 

A Mantra – Those who repeat something in meditation call on the Mother, 35-826 

A Rishi is one who sees or discovers an inner truth and puts it into the mantra, 27-103 

As a rule the only mantra used in this sadhana, 29-326 

Asana used by the Rajayoga – The results of Pranayama and of the mantra, 23-540 

Brahman in the Veda – The Vedic Word or mantra in its profoundest aspect, 15-318 

I do not believe a mantra can change the physical consciousness, 29-323, 35-827 

If rightly done, the mantra is a means of opening to the light and knowledge, 35-827 

If rightly done, the mantra is a means of opening to the light and knowledge etc., 29-

323 

In India there are two great mantras, 6-877 

In this yoga there is no fixed mantra, no stress is laid on mantras, 29-324 

Let the truly inspiring word be uttered, 6-880 

Lines from the highest intuitive mind-consciousness – A mantric character, 27-26 

Mantras come to many people in meditation, 29-323 

OM is the mantra, the expressive sound-symbol of the Brahman Consciousness, 29-323 

The “double” voice happens very often when one has been long repeating a mantra, 30-

199 

The automatic repetition of the mantra ‒ In the very substance of the consciousness, 

30-232 

The Divine Thinker becomes himself the sacred mantra – The great OM, 19-329 

The function of a mantra is to create vibrations in the inner consciousness, 29-323 

The mantra – From the Overmind inspiration or from some very high plane of 

Intuition, 27-26 

The mantra of “Bande Mataram” which is the cry of awakened love of Motherland, 6-

877 

The only mantra used in this sadhana – That of the Mother or of my name and the 

Mother, 35-825 

The practice of Pranayama and mantra in Hathayoga – The Tantric philosophy, 23-538 

The process of formation of the mantra along with the conditions of its effectivity, 15-

271 

The spiritual uses – The mantra and the images of the Godhead, 23-879 

The Word is a power, the Word creates – The mantra, 15-271 

There is another more secret and mystic which is not yet revealed, 6-877 

There is no mantra given in this Yoga, 29-326, 32-333 

There is of course a third way, the reliance on the power of the mantra or name, 29-328 

There is such a thing as mantra-shakti – But it acts only on certain conditions, 29-323 

We do not usually give any mantra, 29-326 

What the future has to give us – The discovery of the mantra in poetry, 26-10 

When one repeats a mantra regularly, very often it begins to repeat itself within, 29-323 

Mantra 

A divine Name or a Mantra can enter the adhara, 29-324 

At a certain highest level of the fused intensities the Mantra becomes possible, 26-19 

In fact, speech is creative – The theory of the Mantra is that it is a word of power, 18-

30 

It may come to make the aspiration effective by helping in the opening, 29-324 
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Our present point of view on the way to arrive at the Mantra, 26-37 

Poetic style, for the idea we have in view, the starting-point of the Mantra, 26-25 

Poetry and the Mantra – The seeing, hearing and living of the truth in oneself, 26-217 

The Mantra – A rhythmic word embodies an intuitive and revelatory inspiration, 26-

218 

The Mantra is born through the heart and shaped or massed by the thinking mind, 26-

218 

The Mantra too is not a poetic enunciation of philosophic verities, 26-36 

The one fit style for the Mantra – That intensity belongs to no particular style, 26-30 

The principle of the Mantra and of japa – It is creation by the Word, 29-322 

The required intensity of poetic movement – The music fit for the Mantra, 26-24 

The word is a sound expressive of the idea – The principle of the Mantra and of japa, 

27-7 

What the Vedic poets meant by the Mantra – A realisation of some inmost truth, 26-

217 

When poetry is the Mantra – The voice of the inmost truth,  its rhythm and speech, 26-

218 

mantras 

Mantras – The OM Shanti Shanti Shanti of the Upanishads had a powerful effect on 

me, 35-12 

Manu 

In the tradition of India, Manu is more a symbol than anything else, 25-447 

manufactures 

A country not exporting manufactures is necessarily stagnant, 1-700 

A country without flourishing manufactures must always be a poor country, 1-696 

All through the Middle Ages, our manufactures and industries were at a very high 

level, 1-699 

Of the many manufactures – To begin with those in which there is a steady local 

demand, 1-710 

The manufacturing superiority of India had been transferred to England, 1-700 

To take up these manufactures we need a system of industrial education, 1-710 

What is required is to advance in such manufactures as the country is fitted for, 1-703 

Manus 

The four eternal Manus, fathers of man, are mental beings, 19-347 

manuscript 

In manuscript – What is active but irrelevant in the personality of the writer comes in, 

27-602 

Many 

How we must regard the relation between the One and the Many – The duality and 

unity, 21-373 

If the One is pre-eminently real, “the others”, the Many are not unreal, 17-23 

Our most ancient sages – A later impatience sought the One to deny the Many, 21-40 

The “others” are all becomings, the Many, 17-26 

The divine consciousness holds the One and the Many in one self-knowledge, 21-525 

The incoercible unity in all divisions and diversities – The One becomes Many, 21-353 
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The One becoming or being always many and the Many being or becoming the One, 

21-513 

The One does not become the Many, but the One is for ever the Many, 12-196 

The rigid distinction of One against Many cannot be applied to the Infinite, 28-402 

The supreme Consciousness-Force manifests the multiple Divine as the Many, 28-57 

These Many in relation to this world appear as the Jivatmas supporting the evolution, 

28-57 

We will then put aside the distinctions of a partial logic – The One, the Many, 21-40 

What we see as the Many, is the multiplicity of the One, 12-185 

Marconi 

Marconi, a powerful practical inventive intelligence, 31-15 

market 

We had to work hard to command the market, 6-862 

Marlowe 

He alone has some clearly grasped dramatic idea – A sound aim of the dramatic art, 26-

77 

Marlowe alone of the lesser Elizabethan dramatists stands apart, 26-77 

Marlowe had moved towards the well-built drama – About Edward II, 27-374 

Marlowe had the conception, but not any real power of dramatic execution, 26-77 

Shakespeare and Marlowe can be looked at in their separate splendours, 26-73 

Shakespeare is an exception – Spenser and Marlowe are poets of a high order, 26-73 

marriage 

1. If to follow the spiritual path is your resolve, marriage can only come across it, 31-

544 

An old relation – The old dependence of husband and wife on each other has to cease, 

35-726 

For a sadhak the suitable partner does not exist, 31-309 

Husband and wife living in the Asram cannot keep up the old conjugal relations, 35-

730 

If she consents to marry, that would be the best, 31-543 

If she is not yet truly called or if her nature is not yet ripe, the marriage may take place, 

35-725 

It is for this reason that we gave our approval to your marriage, 31-543 

Marriage – All talk about a complementary soul is a camouflage, 35-724 

Marriage and rearing of a family – Only a stage in the evolution of a spiritual man, 35-

717 

Marriage and Yoga are two different movements going opposite ways, 35-727 

Marriage would be an absolute contradiction of your spiritual life, 31-545 

Married people may be living here – Complete cessation of marital activities, 35-722 

No member of the Asram can while he is a member contract a marriage, 35-726 

The assertion of free choice as the principle of marriage, 36-247 

The human is an inferior figure and image of the divine marriage, 25-8 

The question about a complementary soul and marriage, 31-310 

They marry before the change – Then the change comes, 35-228 

This symbolism influenced for a long time Indian ideas of marriage, 25-8 
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We do not consider marriage advisable for one who desires to come to the spiritual life, 

31-544 

Martanda 

Martanda is brought back out of the Inconscient into which he had been cast, 15-478 

There are eight sons of the cosmic Aditi – The eighth son is Martanda, 15-478 

This Martanda or eighth Surya is the hidden sun – The Seers discover this Sun, 15-478 

martyr 

Religious ardour like that of the martyr who sacrifices himself only is a different thing, 

28-415 

martyrs 

Devoting fund to the maintenance of the families of martyrs rather than wasting it, 6-

995 

Martyrdom becomes easier if there is the prospect of immediate benefit to the country, 

6-644 

Martyrdom may be a strength and inspiration to their countrymen, 6-509 

Provided there is truth and reality in the martyr’s creed, the future of its cause is 

assured, 6-677 

The after results of self-sacrifice – The patriot dying and the Christian martyrs, 19-44 

The duty of the publicist is to seek to brace the nerves of the martyrs, 6-509 

The idea creates its martyrs, its heroes and fighters – Such is the history of the idea, 6-

494 

The vital passion for the Divine creates the spiritual heroes, conquerors or martyrs, 29-

347 

The voices of the martyrs from their cells cry to us, 6-916 

There is still work and work enough for the martyr, before the hero appears on the 

scene, 6-410 

Too many men determined to attain a position – Change to martyrs will do no harm, 6-

136 

When a living and rising cause is persecuted – There arise the martyrs for the cause, 6-

398 

Maruts 

Agni generates the Maruts – They prepare the action of Indra, the luminous Mind, 17-

78 

Brihaspati is the father of the Word, the Maruts its singers, Saraswati its inspiration, 

15-144 

By the light of knowledge the forceful Maruts do the work, 15-166 

In any case, they also are described as acting with the qualities of the Angiras, 15-170 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

Indra in becoming the Angiras, becomes Marutwan – The Maruts as Life-Powers, 15-

170 

Now also let Indra use the Maruts as his instruments for the illumination, 15-274 

Rudra is the father of the vehemently-battling Maruts, 15-344 

The luminous Agni and the luminous Maruts are by their light seers of the knowledge, 

15-166 

The Maruts represent the progressive illumination of human mentality, 15-273 
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The Maruts support by their nervous or vital energies the action of the thought, 15-170 

The Maruts take our animal consciousness made up of the impulses, 15-286 

The Maruts will always need the guidance and protection of the superior Power, 15-274 

The Maruts, children of Rudra, are not divinities superior to their Father, 15-345 

The Maruts, his companions, singers of the sacred chant are undoubtedly storm-gods, 

15-246 

The Maruts, the thought-forces, are more important to the Rishis than Vayu himself, 

15-310 

The Maruts, who are powers of will and nervous or vital Force, 15-381 

The psychological function of the Maruts – Energies of the mentality, for knowledge, 

15-268 

masculine 

Vyasa is the most masculine of writers – Deficient in femineity, 1-304 

Mask 

The ambassadors wear this grey Mask – Not a random recurrence but a purposeful 

touch, 27-301 

mass 

In the mass the collective consciousness is near to the Inconscient, 21-720 

Man in the mass has always deflected the spiritual impulsion – A spiritual change, 21-

917 

Nature invented the ego that the individual might disengage himself from the mass, 21-

722 

The individual is in this respect greater than the mass, 23-358 

The weakness of India in the past – The political depression and nullity of the mass, 6-

365 

This mass consciousness, life, action can be extraordinarily effective, 21-720 

massacre 

You have tried every means except absolute massacre and you have failed, 6-708 

masses 

A bond between the educated class and the masses is the first great step towards 

Swaraj, 6-925 

Another condition of Swaraj is that we should awaken the political sense of the masses, 

6-1049 

Politics is concerned with masses of mankind, 6-1117 

The Congress represents not the mass of the population, but a single and limited class, 

6-22 

The educated class and the masses bound together by the golden bond of love and 

service, 6-986 

The masses – What right have we now to ignore them in such momentous matters, 6-

146 

The masses once awake will be able to undo a thousand evil measures, 6-147 

Their third hope is in the masses whom they expect to dominate, 6-760 

To ask masses of mankind to act as saints is to ignore human nature, 6-1117 

We want now Samitis for giving help and light to the masses, 6-987 

What even if the Partition continues, if only we can arouse a real interest in the masses, 

6-147 
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master 

In teaching Yoga to another one becomes to some extent a master with disciples, 30-51 

Master 

If you are not prepared to go through all that yourself – The leading of a Master, 28-

383 

In thy works there are always the Master, the Worker and the Instrument, 13-163 

Know last the Master to be thyself, 13-166 

The mental being can be the free Witness and Master in its own house, 31-45, 35-244 

To find the Master within us, open ourselves, trust to effect the conversion, 23-63 

Master of Freedom 

Only if we can see the Truth and live in it – Then it is the Master of Freedom, 25-621 

Master of works 

The Master of our works is not a Master of illusions, but a supreme Reality, 23-262 

The Master of works does not wait till then to meet the seeker, 23-261 

The Teacher in the Gita unveils knowledge and is also the Master of works, 19-19 

Master of Works 

A third aspect of the Master of Works – An individual Power of the Divine, 23-256 

mastery 

For complete mastery there should be no reactions at all, 30-240 

How self-surrender can be reconciled with self-mastery – The Jiva, 23-767 

In order to realize this vision a man must be completely master of his own body, 17-

282 

In sadhana mental or moral control has to be replaced by spiritual mastery, 28-421 

It may be objected that man cannot be the present Lord and master of Nature, 17-523 

Mastery – A higher consciousness in which alone is true freedom, 19-222 

One condition of the mastery over the life forces is a necessary self-control, 13-405 

The freedom of mastery only comes by our union with God, 19-207 

The Gita regards nothing as freedom which is not a complete liberation and mastery, 

19-213 

The steps towards the soul's freedom and mastery, 23-633 

The Stoic knowledge – A supreme freedom and a supreme mastery, 19-207 

Then man may be really master of his life, in control of vital and physical Nature., 13-

396 

To arrive at freedom, mastery and perfection we have to get back to the real self, 23-

754 

To impose the mastery of Mind on the material world man has two alternative 

principles, 17-536 

masturbation 

If you cannot stop the masturbation, I think you are right in going from the Ashram, 31-

534 

It is perfectly possible to check the habit, 31-531 

One way by which it is possible for you to get rid of the perverse habit, 31-532 

The habit you speak of is exceedingly harmful and dangerous, 31-532 

The nerves get upset by the habit of masturbation, 31-533 

The theory of masturbation as a physiological necessity is a most extraordinary idea, 

31-531 
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There is only one thing to do ‒ To break off the habit entirely, 31-532 

You must give up the perverse habit, 31-532 

Matariswan 

All existence owes its life and various activity to Matariswan and its energy Prana, 17-

256 

In It Matariswan ordereth the waters, 17-274 

In this Brahman Matariswan sets activity – Matariswan is the energy of God in Prakriti, 

17-394 

In this true Self of Parabrahman Matariswan ordereth the waters, 17-270 

It is in Brahman, the Supreme Entity, that Matariswan orders the waters, 17-257 

It may well be said, therefore, that Matariswan is that which arranges actions, 17-255 

Matariswan in establishing action, has also established reaction – Inequality, 17-399 

Matariswan is born out of Brahman the Self and works in Brahman the Self, 17-257 

Matariswan is Brahman himself manifesting as the cause, condition & master of 

vitality, 17-395 

Matariswan is the philosophical expression for Vayu, the aerial principle, 17-255 

The Upanishad says that Matariswan ordereth the waters, 17-252 

Matariswun 

Matariswun is the Principle of Life, the universal and all pervading ocean of Prana, 17-

127 

Out of ether a force is selected – Vaiou or Matariswun, the Sleeper in the Mother, 17-

126 

material body 

The material body is very much under the influence of this power, 31-599 

material consciousness, 31-147 

By material is meant the body consciousness, the consciousness of Matter etc., 28-209 

I do not see why you doubt the fulfilment in your material consciousness, 31-378 

It is the material consciousness that is indicated by the legs and feet, 28-247 

Physical mind, vital physical, material consciousness – The physical plane, 28-206 

The leg indicates the physical (material) consciousness, 28-247 

The material consciousness – The part of it that is conscious is mechanical, 28-209 

The material consciousness is a separate part of the physical consciousness, 28-210 

The material consciousness is in the mūlādhāra, 28-240 

We are seeking to bring into it Light and Power and Ananda and the supramental Truth, 

28-210 

When the supramental comes down fully into the material consciousness, 31-378 

material consciousness. 

I believe immaterial consciousness to be truer than material consciousness? (153), 12-

442 

material existence 

Material existence – Self-preservation, self-repetition, self-multiplication, 23-21 

material life 

Science studying & utilising the processes of Prakriti will be able to create material 

life, 17-128 

The material life and the material man, 23-22 

material nature 
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The automatic compulsory character of the obstruction ‒ In the material nature, 31-388 

material Nature 

There can be a new liberated and sovereign acceptance of material Nature, 21-1022 

material physical 

There is the mental physical, the vital physical, the material physical, 28-210 

material possession 

At the same time we must not presume that material possession is worthless & evil, 17-

481 

material substance 

Material substance is the form in which Mind contacts the conscious Being, 21-252 

material universe 

An image of the power which pervades and constitutes the material universe, 18-279 

But the material universe is a harmony in evolution in progress, 30-282 

The material universe – In which Matter is the first determinant, 23-449 

material vital 

By material vital, we mean the vital so involved in matter as to be bound, 28-196 

The lower vital, the physical vital and the material vital – The distinctions are 

necessary, 28-195 

material world 

To impose the mastery of Mind on the material world man has two alternative 

principles, 17-536 

materialisation 

A case of materialisation probably preceded by a previous dematerialisation, 35-385 

Dematerialisation and rematerialisation are occult processes, 28-386 

Materialisation is possible but it does not happen easily, 32-38 

The use of occult powers – Materialisation and the subtle physical Matter, 13-549 

materialised soul 

In the individual it becomes a materialised soul bound to the physical body, 23-466 

materialism 

A mock of all materialistic schemes for a materialistic Paradise upon earth, 17-140 

A subjective materialism, pragmatic and outward-going, is a possible standpoint, 25-61 

An age of strong materialism and scepticism is followed by profounder seekings, 23-

458 

At present the material and economic aim may predominate – A higher impulse, 23-15 

Even in its negative work the materialism of Science had a task to perform, 25-78 

First the possibilities of materialism upon the basis of Matter as the sole reality, 25-254 

In the materialistic side of the Hindu mind – The Hetaira, 1-217 

Materialism is of course incompatible with the spiritual aim, 35-717 

Philosophy and thought – A sharp curve away from rationalistic materialism, 20-70 

Retrogressions when the world, abandoning religion, plunges into materialism, 17-159 

Science, denying Veda altogether, makes man a materialist, 17-347 

Sickness and dissatisfaction and disillusionment follow a long outburst of materialism, 

1-164 

The body is not our self – The basis of materialism is a delusion, 23-294 

The firm materialism which was its life and protection, is beginning also to go 

bankrupt, 1-556 
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The Hindu temperament – Extreme spirituality in harmony with extreme materialism, 

1-212 

The material interpretation of existence – The result of an exclusive concentration, 21-

679 

The nation was in danger of losing its soul – The aberrations of European materialism, 

6-931 

The stress on a perfected economic and material existence – The dangers, 21-1089 

The turn of the educated Hindus towards materialism – A temporary phenomenon, 28-

382 

This is the one religion that can triumph over materialism, 8-11 

This materialistic intellectual phase had its purpose and significance, 28-268 

This natural materialism or materialised vitalism is a form of self-restriction, 21-757 

Under the fair outside of material civilisation, a deep-seated moral disease is at work, 

6-1039 

We have to throw away the individualism and materialism and keep the democracy, 8-

248 

Why I call the materialist's denial an a priori denial, 28-347 

With India rests the future of the world – When materialism thinks to triumph, 6-890 

Materialism 

False and dangerous doctrines of materialism – Slaves of our naturem, 13-15 

How the universe is maintained – The Buddhist, the Materialist, The Mayavadin, 12-

211 

How will the activity of Materialism lend itself to the change?, 28-270 

If we push the materialist conclusion far enough, we arrive at an unreality in the life, 

21-23 

Many hard things have been said about materialism – Science and reason, 13-184 

Materialism – A need of our nature and a truth of universal existence, 13-190 

Materialism  insists that the extension of consciousness is a material phenomenon, 21-

92 

Materialism can hardly be spiritual in its basis, 28-270 

Materialism has now become a philosophical speculation, 28-392 

Materialistic movements are unnatural & abnormal, 12-337 

Modern Materialism – Its very soul is the search for Knowledge,, 21-16 

The conclusion modern Materialism affirms and to that nihilistic Buddhism arrived, 23-

430 

The denial of the materialist is less enduring, less effective finally, 21-11 

The disservice which scientific Materialism is doing – A relapse into barbarism, 13-20 

The great fundamental discoveries of Yoga – The contradiction of materialism, 13-16 

The materialist has an easier field – But he too ends by positing an unknowable, 21-9 

The materialist hypothesis – Consciousness must be a result of energy in Matter, 12-

274 

The materialist insisting on Matter as reality, the relative world as the sole thing, 21-20 

The materialistic view of the world is now rapidly collapsing, 13-169 

The negation of the materialist and the refusal of the ascetic – Europe and India, 21-11 

The utility of the period of rationalistic Materialism, 21-13 

We can try to admit and fix the just claims and values of Materialism, 13-185 
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materialistic age 

Such a period was the recent materialistic age – The conflagration of a world-war, 25-

238 

materialistic theory 

All Hindu philosophies agree in rejecting the materialistic reading of the Universe, 17-

258 

Materialistic Analysis – That the eternal reality is not spiritual but material, 17-262 

One argument remains open to material Analysis – Phenomenal existence is material, 

17-263 

So long as the practice of Yoga subsists in India, the Hindu will never accept 

materialism, 17-265 

The materialistic theory of cosmic origins has a great superficial plausibility of its own, 

17-257 

To a certain extent Hindu philosophy goes hand in hand with the materialistic, 17-258 

mathematics 

It is an unnecessary ignorance not to know elementary mathematics, 35-739 

The humanities, mathematics & science are the three sisters in the family of 

knowledge, 1-361 

mātrā-vṛtta 

Bengali mātrā-vṛtta and Sanskrit laghu-guru – Not the same, 27-152 

Mātrā-vṛtta is a distinct principle of metre – A new opening with endless possibilities, 

27-151 

The reality of the mātrā-vṛtta as a separate principle of Bengali metre, 27-152 

matter 

But mind is capable of freedom from the matter in which it dwells here, 18-301 

Consciousness in each world of matter – A different form and a different way, 17-247 

Even in the matter of our being there is this duality, 21-233 

I do not see how cosmic rays can explain the origination of matter, 35-386 

Matter is only energy in action, and energy is force of consciousness in action, 28-405 

Matter itself is something of which we know superficially the structure, 28-233 

Matter or body itself is a limiting form of substance of spirit, 23-626 

Matter to the Vedantist is only one of several states of conscious being, 18-299 

Matter, body is only a massed motion of force of conscious being, 19-153 

Matter, cannot be, if the Vedantic view is right, mere matter, mere inert existence, 18-

299 

Spirit and matter, the inner inspiring presence and outward acting substance-energy, 

17-233 

The noumenon of energy-substance constitutes Pradhana, original matter, 17-268 

The old thinkers were anxious to resolve matter into its original condition, 17-247 

The Purusha in matter has to evolve what He has involved – The meaning of evolution, 

18-299 

The theory that life & mind are only particular movements of matter itself, 18-300 

The very fact that the Knower emerges in matter shows that He must have been there, 

18-300 

When Hindu philosophy speaks of the five elements – Elemental states of matter, 17-

246 
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Matter 

All-existence manifests itself through its own subordinate term, Matter, 21-233 

An involved Force and Consciousness work in Matter – It is not really inconscient, 28-

405 

Behind the Matter that we sense are other subtler degrees of physical substance, 12-248 

But if Matter turns out to be a phenomenon of Energy – Energy as the sole Reality, 21-

457 

First the possibilities of materialism upon the basis of Matter as the sole reality, 25-254 

How Consciousness came to create Matter as the basis of its workings?, 21-249 

If consciousness were not involved in Matter, it could never be evolved from it, 17-263 

If there is an ascending series in the scale of substance from Matter to Spirit, 21-268 

In Matter it has deepened into Inconscience out of which consciousness reemerges, 28-

148 

In Matter we arrive at the acme of the principle of fragmentation and division, 28-139 

It has given the life in Matter an importance – A greater spiritual outcome, 28-268 

Matter – An inconscient or subconscient will taking the form of a material force and 

energy, 21-270 

Matter also is Brahman – A series of ascending terms between Matter and Spirit, 21-8 

Matter and energy are only motions in Spirit – The Spirit therefore is all, 13-65 

Matter as a fit and noble material, 21-8 

Matter as substance of forms must be itself a form or substance of spirit, 13-505 

Matter below life and mind – Not the awakened joy of its own harmonious energies, 

21-49 

Matter cannot be the inert inconscient Godhead out of which all came, 12-297 

Matter is a creation of Consciousness, 21-249 

Matter is a form of consciousness – The body of God too is delightful, 12-246 

Matter is found to be body and substance of Spirit, 13-505 

Matter is Sachchidananda represented to His own mental experience, 13-481 

Matter is the culmination of the principles of Ignorance and division, 13-482 

Matter is the form of substance of being which Sachchidananda assumes, 21-277 

Matter is the result of quality of being perceived by sense-knowledge, 13-92 

Matter, as we know it, is only the final form taken by conscious-being, 21-250 

Matter, like Mind and Life, is Brahman in its self-creative action, 21-253 

Modern Science confirms in the domain of Matter the conceptions in the Vedanta, 21-

16 

One Supreme Entity transcending the distinction between Spirit and Matter, 17-268 

Original Matter has three attributes, Time, Space, and Causality or Condition, 17-245 

Other states even of Matter and an ascending series of the gradations of substance, 13-

484 

Parabrahman, containing in itself the unity of Spirit and Matter, 17-263 

Philosophy discovers that Matter only exists as substantial appearance, 21-248 

Science discovers that Matter resolves itself into forms of Energy, 21-248 

Since we admit both Spirit and Matter, we have to find a truth that can reconcile, 21-29 

Spirit and Matter are not entirely different and separate entities, 17-268 

The basis of our existence here is Matter, but Matter with life and mind involved in it, 

17-533 
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The creative Energy in Matter is a movement of the power of the Spirit, 21-691 

The culmination of materialistic Rationalism and a Monism of Matter, 17-526 

The difficulty of Matter – At its worst not so much inconscience as nescience, 12-247 

The fragmentation of Matter is due to the dividing action of Mind, 13-506 

The fundamental oppositions Matter presents to Spirit, 21-257 

The sharp division between Spirit and Matter has no longer any fundamental reality, 

21-254 

The supreme truth of the Spirit and man’s material existence have to be reconciled, 36-

552 

The Truth-consciousness descending upon Matter, 13-535 

The universal Mother appears to us, first, as Matter, the Earth-Principle, 17-28 

The world in which we live seems to our normal experience of it to be a material world, 

17-525 

There is no such thing as the self-existent Matter, 35-85 

Through Spirit and not through Matter – Likely to get nearest to the Supreme Reality, 

17-269 

We must find out the reality of Matter to consider a perfect solution, 21-248 

What we have to do is to awake Matter to the spiritual consciousness, 28-405 

When we look at life and mind not merely as phenomenon in Matter but as energies, 

13-194 

Whether Matter, scientifically speaking, exists except as a phenomenon of Energy, 29-

179 

matter consciousness 

Physical mind for instance is not inert – Matter consciousness is inert, 28-210 

Matthew Arnold 

The really noteworthy outcome of English effort according to Matthew Arnold, 6-32 

Max Muller 

b) The heterodox on the other hand swear by Max Muller and the Europeans, 12-35 

The Sacred Books of the East, edited by the late Professor Max Muller, 18-163 

What the Professor found in the Upanishads that is hideous and repellent, 18-164 

maya 

In proportion as you depend on others the bondage of maya will be upon you, 6-1036 

It is only through repression and suffering that this maya can be dispelled, 6-1035 

We in India fell under the influence of the foreigners’ maya which possessed our souls, 

6-1035 

Maya 

A theory of Maya in the sense of illusion creates more difficulties than it solves, 21-483 

As with the being of Brahman, so with its consciousness, Maya, 21-356 

Brahman is eternal & Maya therefore is eternal, 17-166 

Brahman is the self-existent Absolute and Maya is the Consciousness and Force, 21-

361 

For instance, in order to get rid of the anomaly of a Maya that exists & exists not, 17-

577 

Has then the supreme and absolute Truth no other active Power than Maya?, 29-451 

In phenomena Maya becomes objectivised in a hundred elusive forms, 18-378 

In spiritual experience, there need be no perception of an illusionary Maya, 21-469 
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In the same way Maya is really some force inherent in the infinite Will to be, 18-392 

Maya – World-existence in its appearances and in its relation to Existence, 21-109 

Maya as Brahman's power of cosmic Imagination inherent in his eternal being?, 21-460 

Maya can be nothing but a power of Brahman, 21-587 

Maya can then be seen as the self-power, Atma-Shakti, of the Atman, 21-361 

Maya in its original sense meant a comprehending and containing consciousness, 21-

109 

Maya is a cosmic veil which the Godhead has spun around our understanding, 19-276 

Maya is at the same time real and unreal – A suprarational enigma, 21-458 

Maya is not essentially illusion – Only in the lower Prakriti, 19-154 

Maya is one realisation – Lila includes the idea of Maya and exceeds it, 13-89 

Maya is similarly the dark shadow projected by the Absolute in Parabrahman, 18-378 

Maya is the comprehending, measuring, forming Knowledge, 15-511 

Maya is the fundamental fact in the Universe – Her dualistic system of opposites, 18-

381 

Maya is the supreme and universal consciousness and force of the Eternal, 21-356 

Maya means nothing more than the freedom of Brahman, 35-86 

Maya, the Illusive Power, on the contrary, must be an original creator, 21-450 

Maya, the power known to the Vedic seers – Higher and lower Maya, 21-123 

Nature is power of the spirit – She is Prakriti, she is Maya, both are Shakti, 23-627 

Ordinary birth and divine birth – In both cases Maya is the means, 19-155 

Other analogies offered for a better understanding of the operation of Maya, 21-447 

Our mind works best with actualities – Maya’s creation differs from the Reality, 21-

451 

Parabrahman by the creative force Maya, about to shadow forth a world of living 

realities, 18-394 

Still world is Maya – Not essential truth but a creation of self-conscious being, 21-110 

That is the reason why they took Maya for the supreme creative power, 28-83 

That other Maya concealed by this mental has to be overpassed, then embraced, 21-124 

That the world is a creation of Maya, not absolutely unreal but real only in time, 29-391 

The basis on which we have to face the dilemma – Maya is in some way real, 21-459 

The Divine Mother-Energy as Maya, Para-Prakriti, Chit-Shakti, 21-371 

The Gita explains the mechanism of Prakriti and the self-representations of Maya, 19-

154 

The great fundamental principle of Maya or Illusion – The One becomes the Many, 18-

372 

The Ishwara and the multiplicity of the One in the Jiva – Shakti, Maya or Prakriti, 12-

194 

The lower Maya has first to be embraced, then to be overcome, 21-124 

The Maya of Brahman is the magic and the logic of an infinitely variable Oneness, 21-

355 

The Maya of Mitra and Varuna – The active, originative, determinative view, 15-511, 

15-512 

The Mayavadin when it comes to an explanation of Maya cannot explain, 29-451 

The ordinary doctrine of Maya – Three distinct spiritual perceptions, 12-135 
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The soul of Man can rise above Maya and her works & stand over her & free from her, 

17-165 

The three aspects of the power of Consciousness – Maya, Prakriti, Shakti, 21-339 

The universe in measurable Space and Time – Brahman here with the face of Maya, 

23-121 

The ways in which the three powers can work – A clue to the operations of Maya, 21-

359 

This distinction between the lower and the higher Maya is the link, 21-124 

This is the reason why they got confused about Maya (Overmind-Force), 35-298 

This philosophy affirms a qualified reality for Maya, 21-471 

To the Illusionist, the individual soul is subject to Maya and escapes from it, 12-215 

Vedanta is not prepared to represent the ultimate infinite nature and origin of Maya, 18-

376 

Why is Maya so hard to overcome? – Because it is still the Maya of the Divine, 19-276 

Maya of the ego 

Man can live in the mutability of Nature alone – The Maya of the ego, 19-580 

Mayas 

These three goddesses are said to bring to birth for man the Bliss, Mayas, 15-97 

We find it not only among the Aryans of India, but among the Mayas of America, 15-

154 

Mayavada 

A mental, a moral, a spiritual vairagya – Mayavada, 12-137 

From this need arise the religions of love and works – Even Buddhism and Mayavada, 

19-339 

How then could I accept Mayavada and the logic of Shankara, 29-453 

I have no objection to anybody accepting Mayavada as their way, 29-454 

In Mayavada we get back to the affirmation of God, but an ill-balanced affirmation, 17-

500 

In the Mayavada of Shankara, Buddha, the rationalist, completes his work in India, 17-

574 

In the Mayavada theory, individual experience and actions have no real importance, 21-

782 

It is here that Mayavada comes in with its great gospel of liberation, 17-399 

Mayavada got rid of the human perception of world-existence, 17-503 

Mayavada is not at all satisfactory, for in the end it explains nothing, 35-250 

Mayavada supports the effort of the Mind to get away from itself and from Life, 29-454 

Mayavada, with its sole stress on Nirvana, serves a great spiritual end, 29-454, 35-251 

Nevertheless I have been compelled to come into conflict with the Mayavada, 17-364 

The Mayavada and the modern teachings about the Adwaita, 13-88 

The Mayavadin when it comes to an explanation of Maya cannot explain, 29-451 

Mayavadin 

How the universe is maintained – The Buddhist, the Materialist, The Mayavadin, 12-

211 

Mayavadins 

A danger – The misconceptions of the Idealists, Illusionists & Mayavadins, 17-405 

Mazzini 
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Cavour was the statesman and organiser, Mazzini the prophet and creator, 8-183 

Mazzini lifted up the country and gave it the force of the spirit within, 8-184 

Nationalism has done part of the work of a Mazzini by awakening a great spiritual 

force, 8-187 

The faith and wisdom in him upheld him in the face of every discouragement, 8-185 

The Italian Revolution – Mazzini and Cavour were the most essential, 8-183 

The one thing which Mazzini most hated was Machiavellianism, 8-184 

McTaggart 

I have heard of Mctaggart as a philosopher – He is abstract and dry, 28-368 

meal 

Until it can last even through the meal and after, 31-430 

meanness. 

Meanness & selfishness are the only sins that I find it difficult to pardon (231), 12-455 

Meanness is the only vice (114), 12-436 

means 

Right knowledge, right works, right joy of existence – The means of the great ascent, 

18-90 

To know and possess its true nature is the soul’s means of transcendence, 18-93 

means. 

Then shall the end itself create its means, nay, it shall become its own means (315), 12-

464 

When a means comes to thee as thing to be done, make that thy aim (316), 12-465 

meat 

Certain kinds of food are supposed to increase sexual desire ‒ Meat, onions, chillis etc., 

31-434 

Eating meat or fish is forbidden – No such sanction or privilege has been obtained, 35-

681 

If it is thought necessary for his health to take fish, meat or eggs he can do it, 35-775 

The Mother and I do not take meat or fish and it is not allowed, 35-773 

mechanical mind 

It is strong in childhood because the thinking mind is not developed, 28-207 

It is what we call the mechanical mind, 28-207 

The action of the mechanical mind is a tamasic obscure pravṛtti, 31-395 

The automatic or mechanical mind is called by us the mental physical, 28-183 

The constant recurrence of trivial thoughts is the nature of the mechanical mind, 29-314 

The mechanical mind is a much lower action of the mental physical, 28-178 

The mechanical mind is a sort of engine, 28-207 

The mechanical mind is necessary for the maintenance (in the physical) of things 

gained, 28-208 

The mechanical mind usually is active only in a subordinate way, 28-208 

The mechanical mind whose nature is to go on turning round in a circle, 28-207 

The movements of the mechanical mind became more evident, 29-314 

The two main obstacles here – The mechanical mind and sex-movements, 30-494 

The vital mind and the mechanical fall silent when complete peace and silence, 28-183 

To detach oneself from the action of the mechanical mind is the first necessity, 29-314 

What has to be done in that case is to detach oneself from these movements, 29-314 
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When the higher consciousness takes hold of the mechanical mind, 28-208 

mechanical movements 

The mechanical movements are always more difficult to stop by the mental will, 31-30 

mechanical physical 

Very often either the vital mind can rush in or else a kind of mechanical physical, 28-

180 

mechanical thoughts 

When there is sometimes stillness and sometimes mechanical thoughts, 30-494 

mechanisation 

And worse, the tendency to mechanisation is the inherent defect of the State idea, 25-

213 

Mediaeval Art 

Mediaeval Art attempted to return to a deeper motive – But a certain dim obscurity, 1-

577 

mediaeval European 

The mediaeval European resembled in many characteristic ways, 20-106 

Mediaeval India 

The ancient and mediaeval life of India – Life in all its fullness, 20-243 

mediaevalism 

A cult and belief antiquated and mediaeval – Filling with religion the whole of life, 20-

146 

Medical 

In India the State provides with skilled medical help and dispensaries, 1-686 

In the rural districts, a population too poor to pay for efficient medical assistance, 1-689 

The development of the Indian Medical Service and Government dispensaries, 1-688 

medical fashions 

All medical fashions are ways to health, though they don't always reach it, 31-582 

Medical Science. 

Medical Science and a bad heredity are the two angels of God who stand at the gates to 

forbid our return and reentry (404), 12-477 

Medical Science has been more a curse to mankind than a blessing (386), 12-475 

Medical Science is well-meaning and its practitioners often benevolent and not seldom 

self-sacrificing (394), 12-476 

Medical Science pursues our body with an innumerable pack of drugs and assails the 

imagination with ravening hordes of microbes (399), 12-476 

Medical Science to the human body is like a great Power which enfeebles a smaller 

State (405), 12-477 

The fear, self-distrust and unnatural physical reliance on drugs which Medical Science 

has taught to our minds & bodies (402), 12-477 

medical treatment 

If the body is not able to respond to the Force, medical treatment becomes necessary, 

31-581 

Medical treatment can be resorted to if the illness is or has become of a chronic kind, 

31-585 

No medical treatment except when it is necessary in moments of emergency, 35-786 

medicine 
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But when Yogic force does not act, medicine is handy, 31-578 

Many scientists (and others) grunt when they hear medicine called a science, 31-583 

Medicine is not exactly science, 31-582 

The body consciousness responds to the suggestion of the medicine, 31-559 

Where is a violent opposition – The instrumentation (treatment or medicine) is needed, 

35-504 

Where there is not the full openness, medical treatment can help as an auxiliary, 32-238 

With the British rule – Blight came over the ancient and indigenous system of 

medicine, 1-687 

medicine. 

It is not the medicine that cures so much as the patient's faith in the doctor and the 

medicine (390), 12-475 

It should take long for self-cure to replace medicine (402), 12-477 

medicines 

A cold and not a serious illness ‒ One can take medicines or one relies on the Force, 

31-579 

For persons practising Yoga very strong or violent medicines should be avoided, 31-

585 

If the faith and opening are there, medicines are not indispensable, 31-578 

Medicines ‒ The wrong one obviously brings in a danger, 31-584 

Medicines are a pis aller when something in the consciousness does not respond, 31-

578 

Medicines are an element – The psychological element counts as much, 31-582 

Medicines can counteract the physical results, 31-578 

My role in a medical case is to use the force either with or without medicines, 35-505 

Not strong and violent remedies, but beneficial without disturbing the body, 31-580 

Some remedies cure the disease temporarily but are bad for the system like quinine, 31-

585 

The use of medicines is permissible, if it is necessitated, 35-506 

The use of mild medicines in just sufficient quantity can be quite effective, 35-507 

We do not believe in taking too many medicines, 35-506 

medicines. 

Medicine is necessary for our bodies in disease only because our bodies have learned 

the art of not getting well without medicines (403), 12-477 

When I renounced the aid of medicines (381), 12-474 

meditation 

(3) The effect of the meditation in the heart extending itself to the head, 30-466 

A certain tension and stiffness in your endeavour ‒ Wrong in your way of meditation, 

31-190 

A fixed period for meditation would certainly be desirable, 29-312 

A Mantra – Those who repeat something in meditation call on the Mother, 35-826 

At times to give the first place to meditation may be necessary, 29-299 

Brahman is always the best object for meditation or contemplation, 36-294 

But you must be prepared for the meditation being sometimes not successful, 29-318 

By meditation alone and trying to concentrate you will never succeed, 29-47 

By meditation we correct the restless wandering of the mind, 13-445 
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Concentrated meditation – A dwelling on the fruitful essence of the idea, 23-323 

Concentration means fixing the consciousness – Meditation can be diffusive, 29-297 

Conditions internal and external that are most essential for meditation, 36-295 

Ego or inertia can hinder the feeling of satisfied peace or quiet release in meditation, 

29-318 

Even works or meditation cannot succeed unless they are done in the right spirit, 31-79 

Half an hour’s meditation in the day ought to be possible, 29-224 

I have always had realisation by meditation first and the purification started afterwards, 

35-230 

If people want to meditate, they will arrange their time of study for that, 31-72 

If the difficulty in meditation is that thoughts of all kinds come in, 29-301 

If the power to meditate long is there, a sadhak will naturally do it, 31-61 

If you cannot meditate, pray. Offer all you do to the Mother and pray to her, 32-159 

If you meditate at all now, it should be only in calm and peace, 31-139 

In meditation it is not indispensable to gather like this, 29-297 

In meditation you must call on the Mother and concentrate on the call in your heart, 32-

158 

Inner quietism and meditation – Yet there must be no abandonment of the active life, 

19-535 

Introspective meditation is not invariably the best or the only way of Yoga, 29-222 

It is a mistake to think that meditation is indispensable to the sadhana, 32-301 

It is good also that the meditation comes of itself, 29-149 

It is much better to remain silent and collected for a time after the meditation, 29-314 

It is not advisable to sit with others, 35-817 

It is not by meditation alone that what is needed will come, 29-109 

It is not by meditation alone that what is needed will come – By faith and openness, 32-

156 

It is not our experience that by meditation alone it is possible to change the nature, 32-

252 

It is not well to spend the greater part of the time in meditation unless very strong in 

mind, 32-251 

It is only applying in “meditation” the way successful in your creative work, 31-193 

It is quite natural to want to meditate while reading Yogic literature, 29-318 

It is to remain quiet at the time of meditation, keeping only a silent will and aspiration, 

36-300 

Laziness of the mind – Not meditating when the consciousness wants to do so, 29-318 

Let him continue to read the Arya and practise daily meditation, 35-539 

Meditating on an easy chair – A rather tamasic habit, 32-404 

Meditation – To join with the true consciousness or feel its descent is the thing 

important, 35-229 

Meditation – What means one takes depends upon the way, the path, the person, 29-

301 

Meditation also prepares for the direct contact, 29-221 

Meditation and silence are not necessary for everyone, 29-210 

Meditation directed towards the increase of love and devotion, 31-109 

Meditation is best when it comes spontaneously, 29-222 
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Meditation is not greater than Yoga of works, both are equal, 29-223 

Meditation is not indispensable – Some do not meditate and yet progress, 29-301 

Meditation is one means of approach to the Divine, but not a short cut, 29-212 

Meditation is one means of the approach to the Divine – Karma is a much simpler road, 

35-743 

Meditation is when the inner mind is looking at things, 29-297 

Meditation means properly the concentration of the mind on a single train of ideas, 36-

293 

Meditation means thinking on one subject in a concentrated way, 29-297 

Meditation should be devoted to the formation of these two conditions in you, 29-44 

Much meditation is for those who can meditate much, 29-301 

Not a fact that when there is obscurity or inertia, one cannot concentrate or meditate, 

29-317 

One can have no fixed hours of meditation and yet be doing sadhana, 29-300 

One can meditate very well when walking, 29-311 

One cannot arrive at its goal by meditation alone, 35-749 

One does not get tired if the meditation has become natural, 29-318 

One has to detach oneself from these activities in meditation as a witness, 31-462 

One hour meditation daily is already a very good result, 29-299 

Passive meditation leaves the vital and body passive and without defence, 29-317 

Secondly, by the meditation an inner consciousness begins to develop, 29-259 

Some cannot meditate and progress through work only – Each has his own nature, 35-

748 

Some meditate better walking, some sitting, 29-312 

That is not called meditation unless the consciousness is really engrossed, 29-315 

The first condition is concentration of the will against the obstacles to meditation, 36-

295 

The Gita proceeds to give us a special process of Rajayogic meditation, 19-241 

The going deep in meditation is only a means and it is not always necessary, 29-300, 

32-190 

The Japa or meditation must come in a live push carrying the joy or the light, 29-226 

The mistake of a passive meditation instead of a concentration proper, 29-317 

The nature of the meditation, 29-306 

The object of meditation is to open to the Mother and grow through experiences, 29-

300 

The other is sleep during meditation, 29-303 

The reason why she remembers nothing when she comes out of her meditation, 30-236 

The right kind of meditation – Inner rest, quiet opening, not eager or desperate pulling, 

32-221 

The right kind or condition of meditation, 31-191 

The rigidity of the body during meditation – The descent of the higher consciousness, 

29-312 

The sadhana could not be done without work or by mere solitary meditation, 29-239 

The sitting motionless posture is the natural posture for concentrated meditation, 29-

311 

The sleep does come like that when one tries to meditate. It has to be dealt with, 29-319 
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The tendency to fall asleep during meditation is a common obstacle, 29-320 

The true success of meditation – A deeper or higher consciousness, 29-300 

The way of meditating ‒ Aspiration, prayer, concentration, intensity are a natural part, 

31-194 

There is no restriction in this Yoga to inward worship and meditation only, 29-364 

Those who tried to do meditation alone have generally been failures, 29-222 

To begin sadhana – At first but sit in meditation for a short time every day, 32-152 

To do both meditation and work and dedicate both to the Mother is the best thing, 32-

251 

To do nothing but meditate – A lopsided and therefore unsound sadhana, 31-437 

To plunge into meditation for a time and suspend work for that time, 29-216 

To prepare by personal meditation – The method is to quiet the mind, 35-817 

Two words to express the Indian idea of Dhyana – “meditation” and “contemplation”, 

36-293 

Walking or standing all day when I used to meditate while walking, 35-29 

What can be realised in meditation can also become the ordinary consciousness, 30-236 

What do you call meditation? – Meditation is only a means or device, 29-300 

What is meant by meditation in Yoga? And what should be its objects?, 13-445 

What you have to do is to insist on making time for meditation, 31-368 

When one meditates, one tries to go into the inner being, 30-236 

When one tries to meditate, the first obstacle in the beginning is sleep, 30-99 

When one tries to meditate, there is a pressure to go inside, 29-319 

When the meditation is done with the photo, it is better done with open eyes, 29-313 

When you cannot meditate, remain quiet and call in the Mother’s Peace or Force, 32-

215 

You can meditate on the Mother in the heart and call on her, 32-154 

Your meditation is lacking in quietude, you meditate with a striving mind, 31-198 

Meditation 

The permission for Pranam and meditation cannot be given to people from outside, 32-

566 

To try to receive within is always the true thing, whether through meditation or pranam, 

32-563 

meditation. 

When I was asleep in the Ignorance I came to a place of meditation full of holy men 

(47), 12-428 

medium 

No nation can grow without finding a fit and satisfying medium of expression, 1-638 

The first attention of the teacher must be given to the medium and the instruments, 1-

394 

The mind is used as a medium – A transcribing agent or only a passive channel, 27-578 

The mother-tongue is the proper medium of education – The first energies of the child, 

1-394 

To give him mastery of the medium he must use, 1-395 

mediums 

Many mediums, clairvoyants or people with a special faculty – Nothing spiritual, 32-

618 
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Mediums and clairvoyants – Most in contact with the vital-physical or subtle physical, 

28-568 

Most mediums become nervously or morally unbalanced, 28-567 

What comes through the medium is a mixture, 28-569 

meetings 

It is not alleged that any of the meetings recently organised were disorderly, 8-163 

megalomania 

A bigger kind of egoism which can rise into a kind of megalomania, 31-231 

Meghadut 

I did translate the Meghadut, but it was lost, 27-223 

Meghaduta 

In India the Cloud is the poem of India, the poem of the country – The Meghaduta, 1-

238 

Mehta 

The nomination of Sir Pherozshah Mehta as the President of the Convention at Lahore, 

8-240 

melancholy 

The more one broods on it, the more it increases ‒ Three ways of combating it, 31-180 

The old vital restlessness and indulgence in melancholy ‒ A habitual nervous 

weakness, 31-180 

memorial 

A secret memorial is being got up to be sent again to the Indian State Secretary, 6-146 

But the conference was persuaded to agree to something in the shape of a memorial, 6-

118 

The Calcutta leaders want a fresh memorial to be got up – They might make the 

attempt, 6-144 

The methods adopted to get up this new memorial are open to very serious objection, 6-

143 

To condemn a memorial for the revocation or modification of the Partition of Bengal, 

6-143 

We are strongly opposed to sending any fresh memorial on this subject, 6-143 

memory 

A complaint of weakening of memory made during the course of the sadhana, 28-225 

As a passive power it receives all impacts and stores them in a subconscient memory, 

23-648 

Attention is the first condition of right memory and of accuracy, 1-402 

By the change of consciousness there can be a more conscious and perfect memory, 28-

225 

Character is nothing but habit, and habit is nothing but an operation of memory, 17-289 

Conscious memory can bring up at any moment we like the memory of a thing, 28-223 

Dissociation of memory occurs also without dissociation of personality, 21-539 

Even in the submental action of the body and life – A vital and physical memory, 23-

648 

In man, memory is limited – We live in what we are doing, 17-79 

It is absurd to identify consciousness with memory, 31-471 

It is the active memory which is in need of improvement, 1-386 
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Memory – An action of the conscious mind, not an action of the subconscious, 35-126 

Memory – An instrument for the practical management of our conscious activities, 18-

25 

Memory – Because we cannot keep the past in us on the surface, 21-535 

Memory – One of the devices of the mind to connect the divisions created by its 

ignorance, 21-536 

Memory and judgment are the next qualities that will be called upon, 1-405 

Memory comes in when I begin to relate my experience to the successions of Time, 21-

535 

Memory is a mediator between the sense-mind and the co-ordinating intelligence, 21-

532 

Memory is an indispensable aid of the mind – The human judgment, 23-854 

Memory is for a time suspended by the mental silence or else by the physical tamas, 

28-225 

Memory is only a mechanism, a device, a substitute for direct consciousness, 13-490 

Memory is simply one of the workings of consciousness, 21-520 

Memory of things is stored in the subconscient (mind, vital and physical) as 

impressions, 28-224 

Memory should occupy a subordinate place, 1-360 

Mind and memory in regard to self-experience and other-experience, 21-527 

Mind applies memory to our conscious-being and relates that to Time, 21-520 

Noting the similarities and differences – The memory will naturally be trained, 1-405 

Observation, memory, judgment too mean each a different thing, 23-856 

Our emotions rise up from the basic consciousness – An emotive memory, 23-649 

Our uncertain memory – In its place, a memory at once of past, present and future, 23-

483 

The continuity is not constituted by memory – A device of the witnessing Mind, 21-

536 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

The first mistake – The training of the storing faculty memory and the storage of facts, 

1-359 

The memory of words, images and thoughts is an  action of the conscious mind, 28-224 

The storehouse of memory is the foundation on which all the other layers stand, 1-386 

The supramental memory – An abiding presence of knowledge, 23-860 

The waking memory is only a part, a selection of a wider latent memory, 17-182 

What we call memory is when the thing registered is kept in the conscious mind, 28-

225 

Will uses memory to link together and direct the activities towards the goal, 17-79 

Memory 

Memory is only a mediator between the mind-sense and the coordinating mind, 13-492 

Memory tells us that it is the same mental being who experiences, 13-493 

memory of dreams 

If the waking is less abrupt the memory remains at least of the last dream, 31-475 

One can train oneself however to remember one’s dreams, 31-480 

Otherwise the physical memory has to be taught to remember, 31-475 
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The last dreams are more easily remembered, 31-474 

When the dream state is very light, one can remember more, 31-475 

memory of our past lives 

One argument in disproof is this that we have no memory of our past lives, 13-260 

memory of past lives 

The false importance which our mind attaches to the memory of past lives, 21-850 

men in sadhana 

The only outlet for the individual is his inner spiritual or religious life – Mainly for 

men, 35-736 

menace 

There should be no anger, vehement reproach or menace, 29-280 

mendicancy 

A demand in only one instance – The conditions which can make co-operation 

possible, 8-212 

Awaking sympathy – By showing that we have something to give, not by mendicancy, 

8-193 

Both mendicancy and self-help plus passive resistance are new methods in history, 8-

119 

Mendicancy is an isolated experiment which has been fully tried, failed thoroughly, 8-

119 

Mendicancy is no longer consistent with the stand-up position the Indians have taken 

up, 6-210 

The tone of appeal, prayer and protest – A futile mendicancy, 8-209 

menstruation 

Menstruation preparing to cease ‒ A very uncomfortable period, 31-589 

mental 

In the language of this Yoga, the words mind and mental – A part of the nature, 28-168 

It is not safe to listen to or be influenced by the mental of other sadhaks, 31-11 

The preconceived ideas and mental constructions, 35-677 

The true being mental, vital or subtle physical has always the greater qualities of its 

plane, 35-126 

The vital and the mental too are separated from the Truth by the Ignorance, 28-57 

mental action 

The phenomenon on which the sage lays stress in mental action – Its outgoing force, 

18-309 

mental after death 

Spiritual development makes it easier to retain the developed mental or vital after 

death, 28-545 

The mental is usually more lasting, but that too dissolves, 28-545 

mental attitude 

So long as the attitude is mental it is insecure, 30-12 

The Force first tries to fix the mind in the right mental attitude, 31-689 

mental being 

A radiant activity of the divine knowledge, will and joy – The mental being fulfilled, 

23-487 

Afterwards we find that the mental being can become the source of reactions, 21-323 
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Also a minor or secondary transformation in the life of the mental being, 13-565 

If the mental is strongly developed, then the mental being can remain, 28-535 

In the mental being mind-sense or intelligence is the dominant principle, 23-488 

Is the `mental being' the same thing as the `psychic being'?, 13-433 

Lifting the soul from the mental being into the spiritual gnosis – The divine unity, 23-

673 

Man becoming this mental being, living also in this mental body, 23-471 

Man is a mental being in a dominantly physical existence – His intelligent being, 23-

488 

Mental being also need not regard the universe as quite separate, 12-303 

No longer the mistake of identifying yourself with the mental or with the vital being, 

36-379 

The essential mental being exists already, not involved on the mental plane, 28-276 

The evolution of the mental into the gnostic being, 23-694 

The growth into the full mental being – One step out of the material and vital 

absorption, 21-758 

The knowledge gained by Yoga – The complete mental being guides life & body, 12-

130 

The life of the mental being could be harmonised with the life of the Supermind, 13-

566 

The mental being at most receives or reflects that which is true, divine and eternal, 23-

501 

The mental being must open the way until a greater Power directly intervenes, 23-739 

The mental being spoken of by the Upanishad – Leader of the life and body, 35-97 

The mental being spoken of by the Upanishad is leader of the life and body, 28-113 

The psychic does not watch and observe like the mental being, 28-63 

The self-perfecting mental being here must either depart or return, 23-472 

The soul when it dwells in the principle of mind – A mental being, 23-630 

This mental being or Purusha first appears as a silent witness, 21-322 

This very complexity of his mental being is man's great embarrassment, 25-85 

Very often the form taken by the vital or psychic or mental being is very different, 28-

132 

Your mental being was observing the vital and not quite easy about its vehemence, 30-

197 

mental beings 

There might well arise a new and greater order of mental human beings, 21-1049 

mental bhakti 

The mental bhakti – Faith and unquestioning acceptance of all that the Mother does, 

32-477 

mental bjakti 

The mental bhakti is simply a worship in the thought and idea without love in the heart, 

29-358 

mental body 

Man becoming this mental being, living also in this mental body, 23-471 

Man has in himself a mental body and a mental plane – The higher faculties of man, 

23-470 
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The soul keeps even after death this mental or psychical body, 23-537 

Yoga takes account of the psychical or mental body behind the physical body, 23-536 

mental centre 

That other way is the concentration in the head, in the mental centre, 29-7 

mental concepts 

The mental concepts are rigid and keep tied to the idea and feeling of incapacity, 28-

322 

mental consciousness 

It is the whole consciousness, mental, vital, physical also, that has to rise and join, 28-

118 

There is mental, vital, physical consciousness, different from the psychic, 28-118 

mental control 

As for the diminution of mental control over the vital movements, 31-124 

It is not at all true that the Mother takes away the mental control, 31-125 

It is not necessary to lose the mental control ‒ It is best to replace it gradually, 31-384 

Many lose it before the psychic or spiritual is ready or while it is still imperfect, 31-384 

Mental control is not Yoga, 31-46 

Not mental control but some descent of a control from above the mind, 31-126 

To do anything by mental control is always difficult, 31-45 

mental development 

A developed mind may or may not help the sadhana, 31-59 

A well-developed intellect is plastic, wide, free from rigidity and stiffness, 31-59 

Development of the mind can very well go along with the Yoga, 31-71 

I don’t know that mental development helps the sadhana, 31-60 

Mental development ‒ The idea that doing sadhana earnestly is egoistic and selfish, 31-

60 

Reading and mental development can only be subordinate things, 31-60 

Sadhana is the aim of a sadhak, not mental development, 31-61 

Scholarship does not necessarily create a strong and developed mind, 31-70 

The development of the mind is a useful preliminary for the sadhak, 31-59 

To have a developed intellect is always helpful if one can enlighten it, 31-59 

mental dreams 

Mental dreams are quite clear and coherent, their symbols are well-connected, 31-469 

mental energies 

The mental thought energies (intelligence, dynamic mind, physical perceptive mind), 

28-167 

mental energy 

Three movements of the mental energy of man – The first two movements, 13-400 

mental existence 

Our mental existence is a complex matter and is made up of many elements, 25-84 

mental expectation 

Mental expectation – The mind might have been active and interfered in the 

experience, 28-304 

That there was no mental expectation was all to the good, 29-266 

mental experiences 

Mental experiences are of course a good preparation, 30-10 
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Similarly one can get the mental experiences, 29-306 

mental faculties 

To devote nine-tenths of energies to the education of the active mental faculties, 1-360 

mental functions 

Study at this period – The perfection of the mental functions and the moral character, 1-

395 

mental gnosis 

It will even be possible for the mind to become capable of a sort of mental gnosis, 13-

572 

Mind at its highest in the lower degree below Supermind might be a mental gnosis, 13-

573 

mental habits 

The interference of previous associations – Purification of the mental and moral habits, 

1-400 

mental heavens 

There are the subtle physical heavens, the vital heavens, the mental heavens, 28-199 

mental ideas 

Any mistaking of mental ideas and impressions for realisation, 31-14 

mental images 

When one has a thought or feeling and creates a mental form of it ‒ A mental image, 

30-100 

Your visions are not mental images but significant symbols, 30-100 

mental impulse 

Impulsive action ‒ An overhaste of decision upon a mental impulse, 31-23 

mental intelligence 

Above the physical mind and the vital mind is the mental intelligence, the mind proper, 

28-177 

mental invasion 

What you saw was the receding of this constant mental invasion, 30-258 

mental knowledge, 30-10 

Do not confuse the higher knowledge and the mental knowledge, 31-18 

Mental information might rather hamper than help, 30-10 

Persons without mental knowledge of the Self ‒ Usually through the psychic centre, 

30-10 

Previous mental knowledge is not indispensable, 30-10 

The disadvantage of the one who does not know mentally, 30-9 

The disadvantages of mental knowledge no doubt exist, 30-9 

This divisionary principle pursues man’s mental knowledge everywhere, 28-138 

mental life 

A dream of perfect beauty, perfect conduct, perfect Truth – Some artificial systems, 23-

24 

A man who has a mental life ought surely not to be dependent on others for it, 31-17 

In the mental life ideas and ideals rule, 23-209 

Mental life is not a finished evolution – Civilised man and the genius, 23-13 

Mental life is the swift repetition in man of a previous achievement – The savage, 23-

14 
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That which Nature is evolving – Our mental life, 23-12 

The assertion of a higher than the mental life – Indian philosophy and Yoga, 23-15 

The moment this notion becomes powerful in man – The mental life, 23-197 

mental love 

In the same way there can be a mental love, 31-493 

The heart can be dominated by the mind and moved by mental forces, 31-492 

mental man 

A mind-plane of pure thought and intelligence – The mental man, 21-748 

In the end the mental man is able to extend the mastery of existence far beyond, 21-

1075 

The being of mind and the mental man – Mind cannot integrate the whole nature, 21-

932 

The mental man cannot transform his nature, but he can control and harmonise it, 21-

748 

The mental man has not been Nature’s last effort – The spiritual man is her supreme 

effort, 21-749 

The mental man is the normal summit of Nature’s evolutionary formation, 21-748 

mental opening 

Some may find a mental opening first, 31-629 

mental overmind 

Mental overmind, intuitive overmind, true overmind and supramental overmind, 28-

154 

The overmind proper has some gnostic light in it which is absent in the mental 

overmind, 27-57 

There are many stages in the transition from mental overmind to supermind, 28-154 

mental Overmind 

In overmental transformation – Mental Overmind, Overmind Intuition, Overmind 

Gnosis, 27-257 

mental Person 

We find ourselves to be a mental Person different from mind, life and body, 23-633 

mental physical 

Repetition is the habit of the mental physical, 28-183 

That is the nature of the mental physical to go on repeating, 28-207 

The automatic or mechanical mind is called by us the mental physical, 28-183 

The mechanical mental physical or body-mind, 28-183 

The mental physical is limited by the physical view and experience of things, 28-178 

There is a mental physical, a mind of the body and the material, 28-207 

There is the mental physical, the vital physical, the material physical, 28-210 

mental plane 

A mental plane of existence which presses upon the physical and tends to possess it, 

18-35 

Above the material universe, there is a vital plane, a mental plane, 28-166 

Man has in himself a mental body and a mental plane – The higher faculties of man, 

23-470 

The mental plane – In which mind is the first determinant, 23-455 

mental poetry 
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There are besides in mental poetry derivations or substitutes for all these styles, 27-37 

mental psychic 

Psychic mind and mental psychic are the same thing practically, 28-177 

mental Purusha 

An intuition in the mental Purusha upon the threshold of a subliminal self, 23-633 

An intuition of his supramental and spiritual being, 23-634 

The mental Purusha – Towards a far higher power of the Spirit and its Shakti, 23-757 

The mental Purusha and his three intuitions, 23-633 

The seat of the mental Purusha is in the head, behind the centre between the eyebrows, 

28-63 

Usually however it is the mental Purusha one first becomes aware of, 28-63 

mental realisation 

Mental realisation can be a step to total realisation, 30-9 

Mental realisation is useful at the beginning and prepares spiritual experience, 30-10 

Mental realisation of the Divine is a certain kind of living cognition, 30-11 

The mental perception and mental realisation are different from each other, 30-11 

mental seeking 

A mere mental seeking and questioning are not enough to open the doors of the Spirit, 

28-420 

mental self 

The Spirit poised in mind becomes the mental self of a mental world, 23-470 

We have in the same way to go yet higher and raise ourselves into the mental self, 23-

463 

mental sheath 

After a time the vital sheath disappears – The last to dissolve is the mental sheath, 28-

535 

The mental sheath or subtle body and the life sheath or vital body, 23-454 

The psychic passes, if it is mentally evolved, in the mental sheath and finally leaves, 

28-117 

When the gross body falls away, the vital and mental sheaths still remain, 28-115 

mental silence 

But it is also possible to make this silence of the mind a first step, 23-758 

It is possible again for the Purusha to stand back entirely – Mental silence, 23-758 

To silence the mind altogether – The old powers will yet interfere, 23-802 

mental soul 

In the individual it becomes a mental soul, living in a mental or subtle body, 23-470 

mental stage 

It is not likely that the mental stage will disappear from the ascending ladder, 28-277 

mental theories 

Mental theories are of no fundamental importance, 29-92 

mental thinker 

The mind of the sage, at first the high mental thinker, then the spiritual sage, 21-935 

mental thought 

A stilling of the mental thought may be part of the discipline, 23-707 

mental training 

As a sense organ the mind receives direct thought impressions, 1-399 
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Meanwhile the mind should be trained to give a correct report to the intellect, 1-399 

Mental training – Learning to look at all things clearly and as a whole, 31-69 

The full development of this sensitiveness of the mind – Subtle reception of images, 1-

399 

The mental faculties should first be exercised on things, afterwards on words and ideas, 

1-406 

The mental training is also meagre in quantity and worthless in quality, 1-358 

mental vehicle 

The subtle body, singly composed of the mind sheath or mental vehicle, 23-16 

mental visions 

In mental vision the images are invented by the mind and are partly true, 30-106 

Or a mental vision like the vital may be only a suggestion, 30-106 

The mental visions are meant to bring in the mind the influence of the things, 30-106 

mental vital 

It is the mental part of the vital that is there between the throat and the heart, 28-189 

The mental vital – The region from the throat to the heart, 28-187 

The mental vital which gives a mental expression by thought, speech or otherwise, 28-

187 

mental will 

2. Use your mental will and its power of assent or refusal, 31-114 

Even apart from Yoga, in ordinary life – By the use of the mental will, 31-105 

mental work 

It is not so easy to do mental work and do sadhana at the same time, 31-47 

mental world 

Let us imagine that there is a mental world – Still Sense would be there, 18-50 

The involution of Mind does not preclude the existence of a mental world beyond, 18-

36 

The Spirit poised in mind becomes the mental self of a mental world, 23-470 

mentalisation 

Mentalisation – The inspiration is met by the mind which substitutes its own 

expression, 27-581 

mentalising 

Mentalising or enquiring about the Divine cannot by its own right bring the Divine, 28-

340 

mentalism 

Mentalism and vitalism are now perfectly possible as hypotheses, 28-393 

mentality 

A consideration of the nature and working of mentality supplies us with the answer, 18-

38 

Mental life is her immediate next aim – A triple mentality, 23-12 

Mentality is composed of three principal elements, thought, will and sensation, 18-38 

Mentality is power of conscious being awaking in body, 23-626 

Nature has created within her mental unity separate-seeming dynamos of mentality, 23-

337 

Our surface mentality is only a secondary result of a larger subliminal mentality, 23-

455 
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The transformation of the human mentality, 13-571 

The true human existence only begins when the intellectual mentality emerges, 23-12 

merchant 

The merchant whose dharma is to amass riches by honesty and enterprise and spend?, 

6-237 

merchant. 

Demanded of the merchant trade, gain and the return of his gains to the community by 

free giving (192), 12-447 

Meredith 

Four other forerunners strike great new notes – Meredith, Phillips, A. E., Yeats, 26-173 

Meredith – The creator and the thinker played many tricks on the stylist, 27-548 

Meredith – The subtler thing is already coming, some curious turn is given to the beat, 

26-180 

Meredith had its effect in the formation of my poetic style – Not absent from Savitri, 

27-221 

Meredith, especially his Modern Love had some influence on me, 27-349 

Meredith’s strains, hymning life in a word burdened with thought, are few, 26-242 

The treatment of Nature – An indication in Phillips and the significance in Meredith, 

26-202 

merging 

Merging – When the Jivatman feels itself so one with the Divine that there is nothing 

else, 28-450 

mesmerism 

By-paths of psychical research, hypnotism, mesmerism, occultism, 13-180 

Mesopotamian 

Great cultural divisions of humanity – Aryan, Mesopotamian, Mongolians, 13-448 

messages 

In the communion of Yoga two messages came, 8-10 

Messiah 

The Messiah or Avatar is nothing but this, the divine Seer-Will, 13-118 

metal 

The life-reaction in the metal and the life-reaction in the plant, 21-737 

metaphor 

All new phenomenon, new discovery calls for the aid of metaphor and image, 28-362 

The use of metaphor and image as a more living and accurate transcription, 28-362 

metaphysical thinking 

Metaphysical thinking has been an intellectual approach to spiritual realisation, 20-23 

metaphysics 

All metaphysics come to shipwreck – Science becomes a baffled and impotent thing, 

18-340 

An error – A danger especially when reasoning from words in logic & metaphysics, 17-

337 

But metaphysics has developed progressively in the direction of rationalistic methods, 

17-557 

But the metaphysical philosophies are compelled to effect this disjection, 17-569 
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Each philosophical founder has been a metaphysical thinker doubled with a yogi, 28-

353 

If metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 28-

378 

Metaphysical discussions and philosophical subtleties – Do not follow that fashion, 13-

88 

Metaphysics can only convince him logically that they ought to be conquered, 18-411 

Metaphysics deals with the ultimate cause of things, 31-73 

Metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 35-

90 

My interest in metaphysics was almost null, and in general philosophy sporadic, 36-112 

The complete use of pure reason brings us finally to metaphysical knowledge, 21-67 

The European metaphysician has something in him of the pedagogue, 18-348 

The great advantage of the scientist over the metaphysician – Near to facts, 17-338 

The metaphysical thinkers in the East, especially in India, 28-353 

The metaphysical truth as a guide for self-experience and world-experience, 21-693 

The metaphysician – The logically impossible conciliation of opposites, 12-10 

The metaphysician should be careful to compare his intellectual results with 

experience, 17-338 

The movement of the metaphysical philosophies followed the same limiting process, 

17-573 

The self-satisfied content with which Metaphysics leans upon words & abstract ideas, 

17-577 

The supreme failing of the metaphysical method – Almost entirely a domain of 

opinion, 17-580 

The way of knowledge has become in India the way of metaphysical disquisition, 17-

559 

We have to make the metaphysical distinctions in order to help our intelligence, 21-400 

metaphysics. 

Shun the barren snare of an empty metaphysics (160), 12-443 

metempsychosis 

The terms – Transmigration, metempsychosis, reincarnation, rebirth, 13-259 

meter 

The choice of meter is the first & most pregnant question that meets a translator, 1-241 

method 

Any method sincerely and persistently followed can end by bringing the opening, 31-

729 

The method – When the mind becomes decently quiet, an intuition is supposed to 

come, 27-214 

method of the Sankhyas 

The method of the Sankhyas, the separation of the Purusha and the Prakriti, 30-329 

methods 

All that the public can do – Disapprobation of the methods used by these isolated 

youths, 8-130 

If there is any secret or key of my Yoga, it lies in these methods, 29-211 

If we cannot have the best method, we will accept the second best, 6-488 
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It asks of a method whether it is effective for its purpose, 6-1112 

Nationalism will not prefer violent or strenuous methods simply because they are so, 6-

1112 

Persistence does not imply persistence in methods proved to be infructuous, 8-463 

The circumstances of the country and the nature of the despotism must determine, 6-

299 

The desire to fall back into safe and easy methods in spite of their unfruitfulness, 8-227 

The first element must be complete self-sacrifice and complete self-devotion, 1-639, 6-

317 

The integral Yoga – Both the passive and the active methods of equality, 23-719 

The second element must be self-discipline and organisation, 1-639, 6-318 

The supramental Truth is not bound by any method or rule, 29-210 

The third element must be the infusion of religious feeling into patriotic work, 1-639, 

6-318 

There may be harm done by two different methods getting mixed together, 29-195 

Three paths – Petitioning, self-development by self-help, organized resistance, 6-298 

Two methods – The struggle of selfish interests, the impulse and clash of mighty ideas, 

8-308 

We recognize no method or action as politically good or evil, 6-297 

metre 

A metre shall have the same spiritual and emotional value as the metre of the original, 

1-243 

A push towards a new metrical basis altogether for English poetry, 27-232 

Combining metric invention with perfect poetry – A good thing to do, 27-145 

English metre is simple – The management of the rhythm makes a more difficult 

demand, 27-127 

Few great Sanscrit poems employ the same metre throughout, 1-246 

If we allow plasticity, free modulations, etc., will not there be a metrical chaos?, 27-

485 

If you want rhyme and metre you must put them there, 27-605 

In Bengali the trend has been to more and more naturalism in metre, 27-147 

Is the right metre then the metre of the original? – Transmetrisation is a false method, 

1-244 

It is better for you to learn the regular scansion and metre first so as to have a firm base, 

27-603 

It is certainly not true that a good metre must necessarily be an easy metre, 27-145 

It is in my view a serious error to regard metre or rhyme as artificial elements, 27-118 

It is the same with the metre – Kinship between the substance and soul-movement, 27-

182 

It is very necessary to learn metre and to arrange your thoughts, 27-602 

Mental poetry – One word for the other for the sake of rhyme, rhythm or metre, 27-298 

My own line of approach – The classical metres first, then plasticity, 27-485 

That it reads as well and easily – The aim of a new metre or metrical principle, 27-143 

The greatest poets have written in a few forms and metres, 27-599 

The growing form of free verse – Metre and rhyme are said to be played out, 26-162 

The importance of metre, the mechanical form of a verse, 1-242 
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The mere quantities are but the most mechanical & outward part of metre, 1-241 

metre in Savitri 

No laxity or diffusiveness in the rhythm or in the metrical flow anywhere, 27-342 

metres 

Modulation should be adopted in transferring classical metres into English, 27-750 

metrical 

Many poets have little knowledge of metrical or linguistic technique, 27-117 

Without depth or adequacy there metrical melody is only a melodious corpse, 27-143 

metrical stress 

The main reliance on the metrical stress has its limitations, 26-179 

metropolitan civic assembly 

The metropolitan civic assembly sat constantly in the capital town, 20-415 

microbes. 

I would rather die and have done with it than spend life in defending myself against a 

phantasmal siege of microbes (400), 12-476 

microcosm 

Also the microcosm reproduces the macrocosm – So all is present in each, 28-31, 30-

395 

The experience of the microcosm ‒ All that is in the macrocosm is present, 30-395 

middle class 

British statesmanship set about breaking down the middle class, 6-375 

But for that to happen the middle class must turn itself into an aristocracy, 6-1108 

By not transgressing the middle-class pale the Congress has condemned itself to 

sterility, 6-26 

In us the Indian middle-class strives to possess itself of rank, consideration and power, 

6-53 

Not a narrow middle class, but the people with its centuries of patient endurance, 6-30 

That single and limited class which the Congress represents – Our new middle class, 6-

24 

The bourgeois is the average contented middle class citizen, 6-1092 

The dominance of the middle class is threatened on two sides, 25-471 

The foreigners created for their own purposes the middle class, 6-374 

The minimising of purely political inequality – The middle class had the sole 

enjoyment, 6-41 

The Partition opened the eyes of the threatened class to the nature of the attack, 6-375 

The suppression of the middle class was the recognised policy of Lord Curzon, 6-375 

What are called democracies are bourgeois States – The middle class, 25-479 

Whatever saving impulse comes to the nation, must come from the middle class, 6-

1107 

middle vital 

The middle vital has its seat in the navel and is dynamic, sensational and passionate, 

28-86 

The navel and abdomen are the seats of the middle and lower vital., 28-189 

Midnapore Conference 

The Midnapore Conference – The secession because of the conduct of the President, 6-

790 
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Mikado 

The party struggle whether Shogun or Mikado should be leader and sovereign in Japan, 

6-232 

milana 

As for milana, the abiding union is within and that can be there at all times, 29-363 

The greatest milana is one in which one is constantly aware of the Deity, 29-363 

The outer milana or contact is not usually abiding, 29-363 

milieu 

The essential defect which vitiates the theory of the man and his milieu, 1-170 

The importance of the milieu to criticism has likewise been immensely exaggerated, 1-

171 

The knowledge of the man and his milieu rather distorts our judgment than helps it, 1-

171 

military 

The circumstances of Turkey demand the first attention to military and naval 

efficiency, 8-290 

military help 

The Legislative Assembly – To exact freedom as a price of some military help, 35-206 

milk 

Milk is always a symbol of the flow of consciousness from Above, 30-152 

Milk is always the symbol of the flow of the higher consciousness, 30-166 

The milk is the Knowledge and Power descending, 30-165 

milky Ocean 

A poison streamed out & mingled with the anguish of the milky ocean, 1-211 

The milky Ocean – Of all in man that is above the mere body and the mere life, 1-210 

The Opsaras arose out of the waters of the milky Ocean robed in ethereal raiment, 1-

216 

Wonderful things began to arise from the milky Ocean, 1-211 

Milton 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

Dante and Milton – I don’t think either can be called mystic poets, 27-374 

Milton has not seen God and heaven and man or the soul embodied in humanity, 26-95 

Milton has seen Satan and Death and Sin and Hell and Chaos, 26-94 

Milton was a careful and conscientious metrist and a master of rhythm, 27-395 

Milton’s “grand style” is such a substitute for the manner of the Higher Thought, 27-37 

Milton’s early poetry, a promise of better things – The minor Carolean poets, 26-91 

The grandiose epic chant of Milton breaks a complete silence, 26-92 

The lonely figure of Milton with his strenuous effort at an intellectual poetry, 26-57 

The use of many epithets massed together in passages from Milton and Shakespeare, 

27-344 

mind 

A consciousness to which the mind has no key, 31-50 

A lifting of mind, life and body out of themselves into a greater way of being, 21-1017 

A sort of double mind, one inner, the other meant for surface dynamism, 31-39 

A world of mind need not be a reign of ignorance – A voluntary self-limitation, 13-573 
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Above the physical mind and the vital mind is the mental intelligence, the mind proper, 

28-177 

According to the state of the reflecting mind – Purity or obscuration and distortion, 17-

35 

Afterwards when it is turned into the higher thought it becomes a great force, 31-6 

Also, a mind-energy actual or potential in each which differs, 31-40 

As for facts each mind always arranges them in its own way, 31-25 

As for mind and vital, they are everywhere, 28-211 

As the mind progresses it becomes aware of and is able to reflect the Self, 23-759 

Below from the crown of the head to the throat are the layers of the mind, 28-128 

But matter being the basis – Mind only exceptionally active in the body, 18-308 

Embodied mind is compelled to see objects externally and by separation, 12-303 

Everything has a physical part – Even the mind has a physical part, 28-207 

For the human thinking mind there are always many sides to everything, 31-6 

If the whole mind refuses to respond to the vital – A pressure on the vital, 31-132 

In mind itself there are grades of the series and each grade again is a series in itself, 21-

745 

In the language of this Yoga, the words mind and mental – A part of the nature, 28-168 

In the silent heart and mind, there must be the true attitude, 30-377 

It gets the real truth only when something else puts a higher light into it, 31-6 

It is necessary first to found the higher consciousness in the mind and heart, 31-9 

It is not by your mind that you can hope to understand the Divine and its action, 35-837 

It is very usual for intuitive suggestions to come and the mind to disregard them, 31-6 

Man's mind is not an original creator, it is an intermediary, 28-481 

Mind – Its limitation of Knowledge and openness to error, 21-449 

Mind – The gnostic movement of knowledge and action of knowledge, 21-1018 

Mind and life are too different from Matter to be products of Matter, 21-801 

Mind and the mind-soul – The highest position, short of spirituality, 21-748 

Mind and vital are two different processes of one consciousness, 28-185 

Mind and vital, whatever anybody may say, are not the same, 28-175 

Mind has a substance and its energies and actions are very real and substantial things, 

27-307 

Mind in its origin is itself a power of Supermind – The reason of the decline, 13-572 

Mind is a clumsy interlude between subconscient action and superconscient action, 12-

255 

Mind is in its nature bound up with limitation & form and dependent, 17-538 

Mind itself as opposed to particular thoughts is something essential, 29-395 

Mind subliminal is able to bridge the gulf between self and not-self, 12-305 

Mind, life and body must be capable of divinity if the separation is abrogated, 21-172 

Moreover, a stuff of mind in each man finer or coarser, stronger or weaker, etc., 31-40 

Motion forward and settling upon an object are the very nature of mind when it acts, 

18-305 

Next comes the mastery of the mind, which is so difficult to control, 1-509 

Our mind stands between a superconscience and an inconscience, 21-449 

Our mind works best with actualities – Maya’s creation differs from the Reality, 21-

450 
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Our modern conception of mind – We are apt to regard its action to be rather 

receptivity, 18-305 

Silencing the mind at the time of writing should be sufficient – Even its falling quiet, 

27-585 

So long as the mind is not entirely transformed, things from below can always run into 

it, 31-9 

The action of the mind is a derivation – An intellectual representation, 23-826 

The active mind in people with a very intellectual turn can be an obstacle, 31-6 

The activity of the mind tries to create doubt and dispersion of the energies, 31-20 

The apparently undivine Maya – Mind, life and body, 21-171 

The conscious mind is the channel between superconscient and subconscient, 15-309 

The difference between the ordinary mind and the intuitive, 23-898 

The disabilities of the human mind as we know it – The distinction from Supermind, 

13-575 

The inability of mind to hold at once the unity and the multiplicity, 23-399 

The instrument of the educationist is the mind which consists of four layers, 1-386 

The mind arrives at truth but against a background of original ignorance, 23-789 

The mind does not record things as they are, but as they appear to it, 31-22 

The mind drawn back upon itself to receive the Presence, 30-491 

The mind has a separate existence and can exist on its own plane, 28-197 

The mind in its higher part is aware of being one with the Divine – Knowledge, 31-50 

The mind interfering can only hamper the inspiration or pervert it, 27-587 

The mind is naturally restless, unfixed, constantly changing from one thing to another, 

31-20 

The mind is the final operation of the apprehending Truth-consciousness, 21-182 

The mind is used as a medium – A transcribing agent or only a passive channel, 27-578 

The mind may stand long in the way of the realisation or the vision, 31-634 

The mind only knows itself and its own constructions out of life, 31-5 

The mind recognising its limitations and surrendering to a greater Light, 28-341 

The mind strained – A little rest given to it or a variation of work should set it right, 27-

586 

The mind we see as a derivation which travels away from the fullness of self, 23-792 

The normal thought-action of the mind as constituted of a triple motion, 23-842 

The place of the mind is from the crown of the head to the throat (the physical mind), 

28-189 

The Power that creates the universe is more puissant and swift than the mind, 17-22 

The second layer is the mind proper or manas, the sixth sense of our Indian 

psychology, 1-386 

The separation of mind from Supermind by Avidya – The origin of the limitated mind, 

21-177 

The simple fact is there that Spirit and Mind are not the same thing, 28-341 

The spirit and the mind are two different things and should not be confused together, 

28-174 

The supermind is directly truth-conscious – The mind is a power of the Ignorance, 23-

788 

The troubles and pleasures are in the heart and mind – These he has to conquer, 1-507 
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The two most important – The opening of the heart centre and of the mind centres, 32-

205 

The very nature of our mind is a limited and conditioned knowledge of being, 21-523 

There are only three ways by which the mind can make itself a channel of Truth, 28-

321 

There is no possibility of doing this Yoga of one lives only in the mind, 31-28 

There is nothing mind can do that cannot be better done in the mind's stillness, 12-255 

This little mind, vital and body is only a surface movement and not our “self”, 30-324 

Usually there is an activity of the mind jumping up and trying to catch the inspiration, 

27-580 

What we call our mind is only an outer mind, a surface mental action, 28-204 

When one lives in the mind, there is an active mental intelligence and mental will, 28-

206 

With the mind and heart prepared, one can deal with the vital, 31-9 

Mind 

A sort of withdrawing of the Mind from life – The work done for humanity, 23-25 

All as a subjective creation of Mind – But Mind is not the original constructor, 21-668 

An infinite Mind free from our limitations would not be mind at all, 21-126 

From the original error of the Mind all its ignorances and limitations are contingent 

results, 21-183 

In Mind this Truth-consciousness can be there – A subordinate or an indirect working, 

13-589 

In other words, Mind does not exhaust the possibilities of consciousness, 18-38 

In preparation, a great inner Mind – Mind as the original reality, 25-254 

In the Mind the underlying oneness becomes vague, abstract, indeterminate, 28-139 

In the spiritual life mind cannot be the main instrument, much less the authority, 28-

341 

It is in the Force which is at work in Matter that we must seek the origin of Mind, 18-

35 

Matter could not develop Mind if there was already a principle of Mind striving, 18-35 

Mind – Its self-fulfilment, when it becomes a pure mirror of the Truth of Being, 21-30 

Mind – There Mind dominates as the original formula, 21-271 

Mind also is involved in Matter – Mind, like Life, appears but as a stranger and 

invader, 17-534 

Mind as a creative cosmic agency – The origin and the original perversion, 21-185 

Mind as a final action of Supermind is a creative power, 13-471 

Mind becoming again the final action of the apprehending Truth-Consciousness, 21-

183 

Mind by itself is incapable of ultimate certitude- Whatever it believes, it can doubt, 28-

340 

Mind cannot possess the infinite, it can only suffer it or be possessed by it, 21-174 

Mind comes to be regarded as an obstacle to be denied, 23-18 

Mind contains in itself that which is beyond itself, 18-37 

Mind creates, but it is not an original creator, not omniscient or omnipotent, 21-450 

Mind evolves five potencies of knowledge and five potencies of action, 17-236 

Mind finds fully its force and action only when it casts itself upon life, 23-25 
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Mind has four necessary functions which are indispensable to it, 18-51 

Mind has only the direct consciousness of self in the moment of its present being, 21-

525 

Mind in its essence is a consciousness which measures, limits, cuts out, 21-173 

Mind in man has to develop – A consciousness greater than Mind can descend, 12-261 

Mind in the universe precedes, contains & constitutes life-action and material 

formation, 17-532 

Mind is a subordinate power of Supermind, 21-277 

Mind is an instrument of analysis and synthesis, 21-135 

Mind is an instrument of the descending creation, a transitional stage in the ascent, 21-

125 

Mind is an outcome of Overmind or a luminous shadow thrown by the Supermind, 21-

692 

Mind is in a way the one true and real sense, 17-236 

Mind is involved and subconscious in Life, 21-200 

Mind is involved in Prana and has to be evolved out of it, 17-241 

Mind is limited and hampered by the conditions of its synthesis with Life in Matter, 18-

38 

Mind is necessary for fixed development, measurement and interaction of relations, 21-

282 

Mind is not a faculty of knowledge – A faculty for the seeking of knowledge, 21-126 

Mind is not sufficient to explain existence in the universe, 21-126 

Mind is only a final action of Supermind in the descent towards creation, 21-250 

Mind is the final individualising operation of the Supermind, 21-201 

Mind is to Supermind an inferior and secondary action, 18-45 

Mind manifests itself in the form of Force to which we give the name of Life, 13-471 

Mind proceeds by division taking division as the first fact, 28-134 

Mind subject to life & matter, he perceived as mortal mind – The human thinker, 17-

530 

Mind, as we know it – What is or has been, what may be, or new modifications, 21-127 

Mind, like life, is not itself subject to death, 17-358 

Mind, parent of these illusions – Its nature and relation to the original Existence, 21-

449 

Supermind uses for effectuation its own subordinate term, Mind, 21-232 

The central circumstance of this cosmic process is the dividing faculty of the Mind, 21-

220 

The characteristic energy of pure Mind is change – Perfectibility and progress, 23-21 

The culmination of pure idealistic Rationalism & the Monism of mind, 17-532 

The faculty of Mind also must have some high use and destiny, 23-19 

The faculty of Mind becomes Ignorance when it excludes the rest of knowledge, 21-

504 

The increasing predominance of Mind – Conscious unity in differentiation, 21-216 

The Mind proper – Three parts, thinking Mind, dynamic Mind, externalising Mind, 28-

177 

The nature of Mind as we know it is an Ignorance seeking for knowledge, 21-671 
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The nature of our Mind is an Ignorance seizing at knowledge by successive action, 13-

490 

The office of Mind is to translate always infinity into the terms of the finite, 21-174 

The rational basis for the theory of a cognitive faculty superior to Mind, 18-34 

The Supermind, not a subconscious Mind, has created the material universe, 21-187 

The Upanishad asserts a Mind behind this mind – Its cognitive aspect, 18-34 

The utmost mission of Mind is to train our obscure consciousness, 21-136 

The Vedantin discovered above mind in life the principle of pure Mind., 17-530 

What Mind, Life and Body are in their supreme sources and what therefore they must 

be, 21-173 

When it comes down to Mind, this turns into an ignorance and incapacity, 28-149 

Will, through Buddhi operating on phenomena in subtle matter evolves Mind, 17-235 

mind above 

The ranges of mind above mind – Their action is wider but less sure, 30-382 

mind atmosphere 

All that mind has rejected is discharged into the general mind atmosphere around it, 23-

809 

Mind beyond mind 

What then is this Mind beyond mind? – By what means shall we arrive at it, 18-42 

mind centres 

Above it is the mind with its three centres, 30-197 

mind conquered. 

I knew my mind to be conquered when it admired the beauty of the hideous (49), 12-

428 

When I perceived all the perfection of its wearisomeness, then I knew that my mind 

was conquered (48), 12-428 

mind force 

This mind force can be made to act upon the pranic energy, 23-756 

mind of knowledge 

A mind of knowledge – A last step in the ascent towards the supermind, 23-904 

The ethical mind, the aesthetic mind, the mind of knowledge, the will are perfected, 23-

669 

The mind of knowledge – The character of limitation on the level of mind, 23-888 

mind of Knowledge 

A mind of Knowledge (higher mind), of will (dynamic mind) and of thought (intellect), 

28-167 

mind of light 

A mind of light will replace the present confusion and trouble of ignorance, 13-584 

A new humanity would be possessed of a perfected mind, a mind of light, 13-578 

mind of Light 

A new humanity possessed of what could be called a mind of Light, 13-585 

In this ascent the mind of Light is a gradation – A new type of human being, 13-587 

The pressure of the supermind creating from above the mind of Light, 13-585 

Mind of Light 

In the Mind of Light all is still a gnostic action, 13-589 

The Mind of Light as a transition between the higher and the lower hemisphere, 13-592 
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The Mind of Light is a subordinate action of Supermind, 13-588 

The Mind of Light is a transitional passage to an illumined humanity, 13-590 

mind of the body 

And there is too an obscure mind of the body – The body-mind is a very tangible truth, 

28-189 

Mind of the mind 

The attempt at acquisition can only succeed by rising to that Mind of the mind, 18-47 

mind sheath 

The subtle body, singly composed of the mind sheath or mental vehicle, 23-16 

Mind. 

Mind only mis-sees, because it sees partially & by details, what is created (156), 12-

442 

The idealist errs. It is not Mind which created the worlds (156), 12-442 

mind’s impatience 

The mind’s impatience ‒ It may make a hasty construction, 31-24 

mind-energy 

Mind-energy or life-energy acting directly on material energy and substance, 35-386 

Mind-Force 

Non-material powers manifest through the Mind-Force and Life-Force, 18-18 

minds 

We have two minds – The surface mind, a subliminal mind, 21-233 

mind-soul 

The inner mind and the mind-soul – The highest position, short of spirituality, 21-748 

mind-world 

Man draws from the life-world his vital being, from the mind-world his mentality, 15-

374 

ministers 

The members of the Council and the ministers were drawn from all orders, 20-412 

The ministers in council could and did often proceed to the deposition of a monarch, 

20-413 

minority 

A dominant minority must recognise in good time the right hour for its abdication, 25-

288 

The function of the dissentient minority to stand for potential development and 

progress, 6-951 

Mirabeau 

As Mirabeau initiated destruction, Napoleon initiated construction and organisation, 1-

517 

Mirabeau had neither. He was the pure egoist, the eternal Rakshasa, 1-514 

Mirabeau ruled the morning twilight of the new age, 1-514 

The Revolution was also great in its men – Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre and 

Napoleon, 1-513 

miracle 

The spiritual and supramental action no longer a miracle, but normal to the being, 23-

805 

There is no such thing as a miracle. There are only laws and processes, 13-28 
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You must not expect a sudden collective miracle, 36-231 

miracles, 35-64 

God works in us through our nature and not by a succession of arbitrary miracles, 23-

64 

I am not here to do miracles to order, but to try to get in a new consciousness, 35-499 

I had to take the blessed conditions as they were without resorting to miracles, 35-374 

I have avoided as much as possible writing about miracles, etc, 29-186 

Man demands miracles that he may have faith, 23-64 

Miracles can be done, but there is no reason why they should be all instantaneous, 31-

582 

Of course, miracles happen, but we have no claim to it, 31-725 

The Avatar’s life and action are not miracles – He accepts the terrestrial conditions, 35-

413 

The time of divine revelation when Avatars are born and miracles happen, 6-311 

Then there can be a rapid conversion, what would seem a succession of miracles, 13-

561 

There is no miraculous force and I do not deal in miracles, 35-484 

There is no such thing as a miracle, 28-580 

What people call a miracle is only something done in a striking way, 28-580 

miracles. 

Great saints have performed miracles (86), 12-432 

The common taste for miracles is the sign that man's ascent is not yet finished (84), 12-

432 

mirror 

The mirror between the eyebrows ‒ Able to reflect the Truth from above, 30-186 

Mirror 

The Mirror poses as a Nationalist organ – But often an Anglo-Indian inspiration, 6-135 

mirror to Nature. 

O Poet, O Artist, if thou but holdest up the mirror to Nature (145), 12-440 

mischance. 

The good fortune of the mischance (480), 12-490 

misery 

Pain and misery are perhaps rather the result of the action of universal forces, 30-287 

People themselves indirectly choose pain and misery by not turning to the Divine, 31-

178 

Poverty and misery are results of the imperfect working of the human mind, 28-437 

The explanation of the evil and misery, 28-9 

misfortune. 

When I pine at misfortune and call it evil (25), 12-426 

Misfortune. 

O Misfortune, blessed be thou, for through thee I have seen the face of my Lover (35), 

12-427 

mishap 

Life as it is is certainly full of mishap and suffering and looks like an inconsequence, 

31-671 

missing links 
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The missing links – There is a radical difference between grade and grade, 21-736 

mission 

It is best to regard oneself as an instrument – The word mission should be avoided, 35-

747 

mission. 

But make sure first that God has given thee thy sword and thy mission (487), 12-491 

mistake 

A quiet recognition of the mistake with a sincere aspiration and will, 31-188 

One must not make a mistake for the purpose of bringing it out, 31-693 

mistake in others 

Not to be disturbed by any mistake in others, 31-347 

mistakes 

Do not attach too much importance to such mistakes, 29-285 

Each has to correct himself and his own defects and mistakes, 32-447 

Everybody makes mistakes and one has only to learn from them and avoid them, 32-

419 

If you do make a mistake here and there, it does not matter, 29-262 

If you make a mistake, don't get distressed, 31-693 

It is best even to be severe to one’s own mistakes and charitable to the mistakes of 

others, 35-755 

Mistakes are always possible, so long as the mental is not transformed, 31-734 

Mistakes come from people bringing their ego, their personal feelings (likes and 

dislikes), 32-446 

Mistakes of action and thought and feeling naturally bring regret and sorrow, 31-739 

No longer the mistake of identifying yourself with the mental or with the vital being, 

36-379 

Not to allow things and happenings, not even real mistakes, to upset you, 31-693 

One has to find out one’s mistakes and to learn and find out the right way to do things, 

27-694 

One has to find out one's mistakes and to learn, 29-286 

Someone who does not like to have his mistakes pointed out – How is he to learn, 29-

287 

Someone who does not like to have his mistakes pointed out – How is he to learn at all, 

27-695 

The more one can bear criticism and see one’s mistakes, the more likely one is to 

arrive, 27-694 

The more one can bear criticism and see one's mistakes, 29-286 

The Mother does not make people commit mistakes – It is the Prakriti, 32-224 

There may be slight mistakes sometimes, but that is the case with everybody, 29-285 

To be severe to one’s own mistakes and charitable to the mistakes of others, 29-280 

To take advantage of what is good in others, to deal tactfully with their mistakes, 29-

280 

Whatever the mistakes or the difficulties, our help will be with you, 32-546 

You must recognise that you have made and are still making mistakes, 36-317 

Mitra 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-125 
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Mitra – A luminous power of love and comprehension, 15-381 

Mitra – Light and harmony, right distinction and relation and friendly concord, 15-497 

Mitra also, the lord of Love and Light – Love illuminated fulfils the harmony, 15-283 

Mitra and Varuna are able to enjoy the use of a vast effective will-power, 15-77 

Mitra and Varuna are seers of Swa, proclaim the vast Truth and uphold our action, 15-

513 

Mitra effects the right unity of which Varuna is the substance, 15-509 

Mitra especially represents Love, Joy and Harmony, 15-76 

Mitra has his foundation in the all-uniting light of Chit, 15-497 

Mitra is Love fulfilling itself in the order of things, 15-302 

Mitra is possessed of a purified judgment. Varuna destroys all hurters or enemies, 15-

76 

Mitra is rather a combination of the two powers, Mahalakshmi and Mahasaraswati, 28-

458 

Mitra is the beauty and perfection of the divine being, 15-508 

Mitra is the most beloved of the gods – Mitra makes directly for bliss, 15-510 

Mitra, like the other sons of Aditi, is a master of Knowledge – A varied inspiration, 15-

512 

Mitra, representing light and knowledge, is Love maintaining the law of harmony, 15-

301 

Mitra's is the principle of harmony – The manifold workings of the Truth, 15-511 

The bliss of Mitra and Varuna has to increase in us, 15-513 

The great triad, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, with Bhaga as a consummating fourth, 15-

496 

The Lord of the Dawns is Mitra, source of love and light and harmony, 15-298 

The Mitra and Bhaga powers – What I am trying to bring down into the Asram, 35-357 

The name Mitra – A root which has given us the ordinary Sanskrit word for friend, 15-

509 

The perfected fullness depends especially on Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman, 15-491 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 

The well-accorded happiness of the Truth is Mitra's law of working, 15-511 

Varuna and Mitra are invoked to accomplish a richly luminous thought, 15-75 

Varuna and Mitra are shown to us working in the full sense of their Truth, 15-77 

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga cast the glory and protection of their divine gaze, 15-

491 

Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman – Emanations of Surya Savitri, 15-300 

Who then gathers knowledge or links divine action? – Mitra the builder, 15-509 

Mitra-Varuna 

To the twin-power Mitra-Varuna – The greater number of the hymns, 15-498 

mixing with others 

A drawing of vital forces from one to another in all human social mixture, 31-336 

Abstention from all mixing and contact is also not desirable, 31-326 

It is right to mix a little with the others ‒ It helps to keep the balance, 31-326 

It might not be prudent to mix freely and too often, 31-325 

Mixing with others too closely tends to lower the condition, 31-325 
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Mixing with people, laughing and joking with them is a kind of vital expansiveness, 

31-326 

People who are vitally weak do unconsciously and automatically pull on others, 31-337 

To remain back ‒ Mixing with others without lowering the inner consciousness, 31-326 

When people mix together there is generally some interchange of vital forces, 31-335 

Whenever one mixes with others, things are passing from one to the other, 31-328 

mixture 

It is quite natural that there should be much mixture in the attitude till all is clear, 29-51 

Men are always mixed and there are qualities and defects mingled together, 29-51 

Selfish motives mix with the essential movement, 31-286 

The mixture should disappear, the consciousness be established on a purer level, 31-

286 

moderate 

The most moderate aspirations – Some measure of freedom from autocratic control, 6-

109 

The qualifications which the moderate demands in a President of the Congress, 6-116 

Moderate 

A Moderate legend – The Reforms as the foundations of representative self-

government, 8-431 

Our Moderate friends persist in trying to resurrect the phantom of British sympathy, 6-

590 

The “Moderate” Indian politician aspires to self-government within the Empire, 6-209 

The advanced Moderate programme – The theory of co-operation plus opposition, 8-

234 

The Moderate confuses the favour of a foreign despotism with the right of citizenship, 

6-555 

The Moderate delusion is really a by-product of the Loyalist delusion, 6-358 

The Moderate leaders ask that the revolution shall ask for their permission, 6-868 

The Moderate opinion – An intermediate condition, Colonial Self-Government, 6-358 

The Moderate party – Servants of the alien bureaucrat disguised as patriots, 6-1056 

The Moderate party contains a certain number of men who are really patriotic, 6-1063 

The Moderate proposal – The creed unconditionally and the Conventionist constitution, 

8-367 

The Moderate’s occupation is gone – British rule has declared itself as despotism, 6-

435 

The Reforms – Nothing can be expected from persistence in Moderate politics, 8-372 

The survival of Moderate politics in India depended on two factors, 8-372 

Two different programmes – The advanced Moderate and the Nationalist, 8-234 

Moderate party 

A rapprochement with the Moderate party wherever possible and a united Congress, 8-

160 

Co-operation on such conditions would be the end of the Moderate party in Bengal, 8-

338 

The Moderate party – For oligarchy, arbitrary procedure and conservatism, 8-155 

The Moderate party at present – Merely a small secret Junta of influential men, 8-356 

moderates 
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Moderates, conservatives or extremists – Truth is the only standard, 12-50 

Moderates 

If the Nationalists are unruly, the Moderates are autocratic, 6-1044 

In India the Moderates feared strong resolutions on Boycott and other alarming matters, 

6-205 

It is urged on behalf of the Moderates that the Nationalists are too unruly, 6-1043 

The deportation came as a shock on the Moderates and as a surprise to the Extremists, 

6-434 

The Moderates – At Allahabad a betrayal of the country dictated by fear and self-

interest, 6-1082 

The Moderates – Supporting by participation the Reforms which they condemned, 8-

419 

The Moderates are now openly hobnobbing with the Extremists, 6-709 

The Moderates believe the nation to be too weak and disunited to aim at freedom, 6-

355 

The Moderates have been humiliated in the sight of all India, 8-339 

The Moderates have been worsted in their diplomatic relations with British Liberalism, 

8-380 

The Moderates in that case stand to lose the friendship of the Friend of India, 6-710 

The Moderates must give up their vague unpracticality and adopt a definite aim, 8-360 

The Moderates stand in the way of a united India by denying a fair representation, 6-

720 

The Moderates wanted to make changes in the existing system of government, 6-857 

There are at present three parties, the Loyalists, the Moderates and the Nationalists, 6-

355 

They always want the Nationalists to compromise by an appeal in the name of unity, 6-

720 

They should seek rather the resurrection of our own national strength and greatness, 6-

591 

Without the Nationalists at their back, the Moderates are impotent for opposition, 8-372 

moderation 

The moderate man swears by moderation as a formula – An impossible reconciliation, 

1-500 

Moderatism 

The alliance of Bombay Moderatism with officialdom against the new Nationalism, 8-

117 

The only way – The Nationalist party as a force clear from Moderatism and Terrorism, 

8-272 

modern 

The modern endeavour to develop the emotional and intellectual being, 23-14 

modern art 

In much of today’s literature and art – The adverse vital world, 27-433 

Modern Art 

In some arts ultra-modern – No foundations and no Art either, 27-676 

Modern Art opines that beauty is functional, 27-677 

modern English 
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Write modern English. Avoid frequent inversions or turns of past poetic styles, 27-568 

modern hymnals 

The modern European hymnals are awful stuff, 27-161 

modern ideal 

Neither the Hellenic ideal nor the modern ideal can be the final goal, 25-124 

modern knowledge. 

Modern knowledge says to the race, “Man, thou art an ephemeral animal” (200), 12-

449 

modern literature 

In much of today’s literature and art – The adverse vital world, 27-433 

modern min 

The main movements of the modern mind – A psychological evolution, 26-123 

modern mind 

An insistent interest in future man – Characteristic of the modern mind, 26-121 

At present the human mind is occupied in passing the borders of two kingdoms, 26-303 

Donne is admired today because the modern mind has become like his, 27-375 

Now the mind of man is opening more largely to the deepest truth of the Divine, 26-

250 

The direct subjective approach to Nature – Characteristic of the modern mentality, 26-

110 

The Gita moves on a plane higher than those of the modern mind, 19-136 

The modern intelligence – A want of harmony between the internal and the external, 

26-257 

The modern mind has been scientific, economic and utilitarian, 25-125 

The modern mind has broken down many limiting barriers, 26-111 

The modern mind has exiled God or the Eternal and spirituality or the God-state, 19-32 

The modern mind is just now the European mind, 19-31 

The modern mind, inheritor of all this past, is a divided and complex mind, 26-256 

The tendency of the modern mind – A predominant value on the thought in poetry, 26-

32 

There are signs of the new direction taken by the modern mind, 26-212 

There are two tendencies active in the modern mind, 27-448 

To the modern mind Avatarhood is difficult to accept or to understand, 19-150 

modern painting 

Modern painting has become either cubist or abstract – The truth behind the object, 27-

679 

modern poetry 

In modern “poems”, a piece by W. H. Auden – The poetical quality is very uneven, 27-

433 

Modern English poetry – Nothing as yet very decisive, great or successful, 27-422 

Modern poetry – They write their poetry from the cultured striving mind, 27-421 

Modern poetry begins with the later eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, 26-

107 

On the other hand modern poetry has achieved a far greater subtlety, 26-25 

Poetry also seems to be striving towards the getting away from mind, 27-680 
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Poetry of the old kind – Modern poetry in English is mostly second rate decadent stuff, 

27-471 

Tendencies of modern poetry seem to be an unconscious attempt to prepare for that, 

27-18 

The latest craze in England is either for intellectual quintessence or sensations in 

poetry, 27-422 

modernism 

All the trend of modern thought has been towards the belittling of personality, 23-577 

The “modernism” of contemporary poetry is a fait accompli, 27-420 

The Western civilisation is proud of its successful modernism, 20-81 

modernist 

But the modernist went too far – In trying to avoid poeticism he ceased to be poetic, 

27-318 

Nevertheless the modernist has perhaps restored to the poet the freedom to think, 27-

319 

What the modernist metreless verse does – An easy or a strained ineffectiveness, 27-

419 

modernist poetry 

Modernism admits very imperfect rhymes, 27-156 

Modernist poetry – A seeking after the “Future Poetry” gone astray, 27-441 

Modernist poetry – From some obscure subliminal depth or mist-hung shallow, 27-423 

Modernist poets rhyme anything with everything – Crime is crime even if fashionable, 

27-156 

The “aberration” – Cubist and surrealist painting, modernist poetry, psycho-analysis, 

27-529 

The modernist poets – Nobody has the least idea what they mean, , not even 

themselves, 27-423 

modernists 

But the modernist went too far – In trying to avoid poeticism he ceased to be poetic, 

27-95 

Fortunately here the modernists with all their errors have broken old bounds, 27-30 

Nevertheless the modernist has perhaps restored to the poet the freedom to think, 27-95 

Savitri – Where justified, several of the freedoms established by the modernists, 27-31 

modes 

A compromise between the three modes – Not a spiritual freedom and mastery, 23-238 

A liberation from the ego and the will of desire – A superiority to the modes, 23-682 

According as one or other of the modes usually dominates – The dominant guna, 23-

235 

Another action of the three modes acting upon each other in our three instruments, 23-

240 

Free will appears to the Yogin a subjection to the modes of Nature, 19-214 

Free-will and the modes of Nature – If we life in the Brahman, we go beyond the ego, 

23-95 

In the ignorant seeming, we are the ego and are subject to the modes of Nature, 23-95 

Nature and the effect of the three qualitative modes of Nature – Gunas or qualities, 19-

425 
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No existence is cast entirely in the single mould of any of these three modes, 23-234 

The action of the three modes of Nature – A tamasic, rajasic or sattwic action, 19-254 

The first step is a certain detached superiority to the three modes of Nature, 23-239 

The Gita has now to indicate more precisely what are these modes, these gunas, 19-425 

The immersion in Prakriti and the progressive emergence – The modes of Prakriti, 23-

99 

The modes are self-dependent and work as a machine once put in action, 23-236 

The three modes changed into the greater luminous supernature, 23-241 

The transcendence of the three modes of Nature is the first condition, 23-242 

The way to become superior to Nature's modes – In the supreme consciousness, 19-212 

To rise above the modes of Nature is indispensable – The free nature of the spirit, 19-

425 

modes of the Self 

Rightly to know and express the Highest – The fundamental modes, 23-374 

The Divine has many essential modes of His eternal self-manifestation, 23-377 

We now affirm that we must also realise the Self in its essential modes, 23-391 

modulation 

The natural tendency of English poetry to resort to modulation, 27-750 

Mogul school 

The Mogul school is not an exotic – There is rather a blending of two mentalities, 20-

313 

Mohammedans 

The Government have succeeded in drawing away the Mohammedans, 8-46 

moksha 

The true meaning of moksha is freedom – Bondage is an illusion, 12-6 

Moksha 

It is in the inactive Brahman that one merges if one seeks laya or Moksha, 28-28 

Nirvana or Moksha is a liberated condition of the being, not a world, 28-538 

The Buddhist Nirvana and the Adwaitin’s Moksha are the same thing, 29-431 

Monad 

The self of the man called in European thought the Monad, in Indian philosophy, Jiva, 

23-360 

monarchy 

“God in the nation is the deity of which the monarch must be the servant”, 1-483 

In Asia no less than in Europe, monarchy is subject to disappearance, 25-467 

In India as elsewhere it was the monarchical state that grew and finally held the field, 

20-391 

The monarchical idea itself is beginning to pass away, 25-466 

The monarchical State was doomed – The monarchy had destroyed its own base, 25-

381 

The monarchical system has fulfilled its positive part in the social evolution, 25-455 

The monarchy has exceeded the right law of its being, 25-456 

The pure absolutist type of monarchy entered India with the Mahomedans, 6-946 

monastic life 

The monastic life is in its nature an association of other-worldly seekers, 21-1097 

money 
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About approaching people for money – It is not a question of a public appeal for funds, 

32-595 

All money received by them in the Mother’s name will go to the Mother’s Service, 6-

90 

From whatever quarter money or help comes to me, it comes from God, 36-187 

If you are free from the money-taint – A greater power to command the money-force, 

32-11 

If you give the money to the Mother, that can’t be commercial, 32-595 

In its origin and its true action it belongs to the Divine, but it is delegated here., 32-10 

In the supramental creation the money-force has to be restored to the Divine Power, 32-

11 

Money as a general power is still in the hands of the adverse forces, 36-335 

Money is the visible sign of a universal force on the vital and physical planes, 32-10 

Money must be found for the work of building up the Asram, 36-432 

Obviously, greed for wealth and money-making has to be absent from his nature, 35-

770 

Pocket money – To see how and in what spirit the sadhaks dealt with money, 35-759 

Ramakrishna stressed the danger of sex and greed of money for the spiritual life, 35-

717 

There is no fund – All money has been given to myself or to the Mother, 35-30 

money power 

I have never had any turn for rejection of the money power nor any attachment to it, 

35-47 

Money power – Awaken the psychic, let the inner being come out and replace the ego, 

35-766 

The vital forces who hold the money power do not want to give except for vital 

purposes, 35-768 

Mongolian 

In that awakening the lead has been given to the Mongolian races of the Far East, 6-989 

India is the keystone of the arch – The Mongolian world and the Mahomedan world, 6-

471 

The first blow given by the Mongolian fell upon Russia, 6-990 

The Mongolian is predominantly intellectual, 17-561 

The philological division of the Old World into the Aryan, Semitic & Mongolian 

peoples, 17-561 

When the inevitable happens, the key of Asia will pass into Mongolian hands, 6-990 

Whether free India will be a friend of England or an ally of the triumphant Mongol, 6-

992 

Whether they will meet the coming Mongolian as a destined slave, an ally or an equal, 

6-992 

Mongolians 

Great cultural divisions of humanity – Aryan, Mesopotamian, Mongolians, 13-448 

monism 

The European type of monism and the Indian view, 28-9 

The purely monistic Vedantist says, all is Brahman, life is a dream, 28-288 

Monism 
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Monism, Qualified Monism and Dualism – Three truths, 17-24 

The actional state of soul reaches God through action – Modified Monism, 17-97 

The Adwaita Vedanta (Monism) declares that the Jiva has no real existence, 28-68 

The basal perception for Mind in this Universe is Monism with a difference, 18-362 

The intellectual state of soul reaches God through knowledge – Monism, 17-97 

The Pantheism or Monism, is not Vedanta – The pluralism is not the Universe, 17-397 

The real Monism, the true Adwaita, is that which admits all things as the one Brahman, 

21-35 

Monistic Vedanta 

The Adwaita or Monistic Vedanta affirms the entire unity of these two, 17-96 

The Visishta Adwaita or modified-Monistic Vedanta – A limitation of the Oneness, 17-

96 

monkey 

The monkey is a symbol of the leaping restless mind, 30-169 

The monkey is a symbol of the restless vital consciousness, 30-169 

monosyllables 

“realm”, “helm” are taken as monosyllables – No vowel between “l” and “m”, 27-630 

The words “rhythm” and “prism” are technically monosyllables, 27-630 

monotheism 

The ideas of the personal God – The personifications of monotheism, 23-583 

The monotheism of the Veda – By no means the modern Theism, 15-32 

To the logical European mind monotheism, polytheism, pantheism are irreconcilable, 

20-147 

months 

It now becomes clear that the year is symbolic, the months are symbolic, 15-177 

The ten months to discover the seven-headed, heaven-conquering thought, 15-180 

mood 

The mood that came on you comes up from the subconscient, 31-607 

moon 

It can also indicate the flow of spiritual Ananda, 30-145 

Moon = spiritual light, 30-146 

The moon ‒ It means the light of the spiritual consciousness in the mind, 30-145 

The moon ‒ The crescent form means a commencement of the spiritual light, 30-145 

The moon as a symbol in vision signifies usually spirituality in the mind, 30-145 

The moon generally indicates spiritual realisation in the mind, 30-144 

The moon governs a spiritualised emotional life, 30-140 

The moon here is the spiritualised Truth-life, 30-140 

The moon here is the symbol of spirituality in the mental planes, 30-148 

The moon indicates spirituality, sometimes also spiritual Ananda, 30-145 

The moon is sometimes a symbol of the Light in the mind ‒ If it is a full moon, 30-145 

The moon is the symbol of spirituality, 27-517, 30-139 

The moon signifies the light of spirituality or of the spiritual consciousness, 30-144 

The spiritual mind, symbolised by the moon, 30-145 

The spirituality (the moon) still spreading its light everywhere, 30-139 

Moon 

The Moon only reflects the light of the Truth, 30-145 
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moonlight 

Moonlight indicates spirituality, 30-127 

Moonlight indicates the spiritual mind and its light, 30-127 

The moonlight in the forehead – The working on the centre between the eyebrows, 30-

196 

The moonlight indicates the light of the spiritual consciousness, 30-144 

The moonlight you saw is the light of spirituality, 32-307 

moonlit 

The spiritual consciousness at the doors of which you are standing ‒ Moonlit, 30-144 

Moors 

Whatever present backwardness of the Moors – The stuff of a strong nation, 8-252 

moral 

Morally, the disintegration of the old moral ideas & habits – Superficial respectability, 

6-1104 

The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

moral education 

To neglect moral and religious education altogether is to corrupt the race, 1-390 

moral habits 

The interference of previous associations – Purification of the mental and moral habits, 

1-400 

The second obstacle, the emotions themselves – The purifying of the moral habits, 1-

399 

moral law 

Duty is a relative term – The moral law is above all relative duties, 19-35 

The moral law or the ideal – A free soulhood will replace human virtue, 23-212 

moral nature 

A man’s moral nature – The emotions, the formed habits and associations, the nature, 

1-389 

moral training 

An opportunity given of embodying in action the moral impulses, 1-391 

Study at this period – The perfection of the mental functions and the moral character, 1-

395 

The first rule of moral training is to suggest and invite, not command or impose, 1-390 

The perfection of the moral and emotional nature – A suitable moral training, 1-389 

The physical training it provides is contemptible and the moral training nil, 1-358 

moralising 

Unless human nature changes no amount of moralizing will prevent it, 28-436 

moralist 

The moralist erects in vain his absolute ethical standard, 23-199 

morality 

“Beauty, the sole morality of the universe” – “Colour, form and perfume as elements”, 

1-58 

“Duty really depends on morality”, 1-12 

“Morality is the conduct our ethical principles require of us”, 1-12 
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“Morality is the idea of what is just and right in vogue among a given number of 

people”, 1-23 

“My loyalty was not to a code of morals, but to God who sent me”, 1-484 

“Neither morality, nor faith without reason – Two positions abandoned”, 1-23 

“Our individual sense of what conduces to happiness as a basis of morality”, 1-39 

“The aim of morality is to arrange a perfect, not an imperfect harmony”, 1-48 

“The aim of morality must be to make human life harmonious”, 1-44 

“The best system of morality really tends to restore the harmony of the universe”, 1-40 

“To avoid the assumption that there is somewhere and somehow an ideal morality”, 1-

19 

A moral order – It is in ourselves and for its own sake that we have to create it, 13-412 

At first however the moral conceptions of man get mixed with his vital conceptions, 

13-403 

But the correspondence of moral and vital good is a demand of the human ego, 13-412 

Conventional morality – Holding back from progressing to a true ethical order, 13-416 

Freedom from ego is not a moral but a spiritual change, 29-95 

In its origin it is more than probable that morality was a social growth, 17-285 

In what direction are we asked to develop? In the morality of which?, 6-237 

Mere morality will not give an entry into the spiritual consciousness, 28-420 

Morality – “To apply to human life the principles that govern the rest of the Cosmos”, 

1-59 

Morality – A preparation and purification of the soul, 17-221 

Morality – Its true aim is a preparation and purification of the soul, 18-403 

Morality checks and controls but does not purify or change the vital nature, 12-350 

Morality is a part of the ordinary life, 28-419 

Morality is a question of man's mind and vital, 28-422 

Morality is for the Western mind mostly a thing of outward conduct, 20-149 

Morality is in the ordinary view a well-regulated individual and social conduct, 20-35 

Morality is neither eternal nor unchanging, 6-94 

Morality tells man that it is very expedient for him to follow the moral lawit, 13-403 

Morality’s highest business is to control or widen, refine or sublimate the ego, 27-545 

Next the Sruti draws from the unity of the Brahman the sublimest moral principle, 17-

134 

Of all the ancient nations the Hindus – The highest idea and noblest practice of 

morality, 17-219 

Social morality was no longer unwritten but gathered into codes and systems of life, 

17-293 

That is the ethics & morality of the Vedanta, 17-411 

The Aryan discipline – In heart & thought, true self-control and real morality, 17-142 

The basis of morality – “Apply to human life the principles dominant in the Cosmos”, 

1-53 

The basis of morality – “The utilitarian model”, 1-35 

The Christian virtue of charity, the Pagan virtue of justice – The Vedantic morality, 17-

283 

The Greeks – Beauty was the only law of morality which governed their civilization, 

17-219 
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The ignorant censure of Vedanta as an immoral doctrine, 17-284 

The jivanmukta is not governed by ordinary moral considerations, 17-413 

The moral and practical result of perfected Vedanta – All things will become ourself, 

17-145 

The sense of beauty – The powerful help it has given to the formation of morality, 1-

442 

The standard of morality is determined but by the unwritten code of actions, 6-94 

The unity of spiritual existence is the basis of all true religion and true morality, 17-182 

This realisation – Beyond the ordinary conceptions of morality & conventional ethics, 

17-412 

This social need is the obscure matrix of morality and of man’s ethical impulse, 23-194 

Those who deny liberty have no right to appeal to the higher feelings or to morality, 6-

627 

To men who are not free a conventional morality is an absolute necessity, 17-413 

Unity is at once the justification of all religion & morality and the culmination, 17-161 

Universal moral standard – The standard changes according to clime or age, 28-491 

Vedanta embraces, harmonizes and yet overtops and exceeds all other moralities, 17-

284 

Vyasa develops his higher ethic which is the morality of the liberated mind, 1-330 

morality. 

Real virtue and morality (50), 12-428 

Morley 

Mr. Morley has served the devil on two occasions, 6-752 

Mr. Morley’s fur coat is one of the most comprehensive garments ever discovered, 6-

756 

The first was when he championed the cause of the financiers in Egypt, 6-752 

The second is now when he is trying to crush the resurgent life of India, 6-753 

Morocco 

The Spaniard invading Morocco – It does not promise any Spanish expansion in Africa, 

8-192 

morphia 

The morphia stuns locally or otherwise the consciousness and its reaction, 31-585 

Morris 

Rossetti and Morris take refuge in mediaevalism as they saw it, 26-159 

The slow dreamy narrative of Morris – The gracious world of old story and legend, 26-

155 

mortality. 

There is no mortality (61), 12-430 

Moslem 

Our ideal is an Indian Nationalism, largely Hindu wide enough to include the Moslem, 

8-305 

Moslem League 

New movements and organisations – The Moslem League and the Hindu Sabha, 8-302 

mosquito net 

Fastings, shaved head, sleep without the mosquito net? – No and no again, 29-382 

mother 
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A temple is to be erected and consecrated to Bhawani, the mother, the Infinite Energy, 

6-79 

Aunt or mother usually indicates the ordinary physical Nature, 30-161 

The thought of your mother ‒ A symbol of the old nature and the old life, 31-29 

To the sons of our mother Bharat who disclaim their sonhood – You are still her 

children, 6-68 

Mother 

A separative experience – The Master of Existence and the World-Mother, 23-126 

Afterwards the Mother had to come down into the physical human level, 35-331 

All divine powers are the powers of the Mother – It works in each according to his 

nature, 27-574 

Bhawani – Infinite Energy, Mother of the Worlds – Bhawani Bharati, Mother of India, 

6-89 

Chitshakti can put us into some kind of touch with the One Supreme – The Mother, 12-

199 

Closer and more intimate still is the relation of the Mother and the child, 23-568 

Come then, hearken to the call of the Mother – Help Her each as you feel impelled, 6-

89 

Correspondence – The Mother had often less than four hours rest out of the twenty-

four, 36-539 

In the present age, the Mother is manifested as the mother of Strength. She is Shakti, 6-

79 

It is a mistake to identify the Mother with the lower Prakriti, 28-41 

It is necessary to turn entirely to the Mother in whom the Divine is manifest, 28-6 

Man tries to get through self to the Supreme by denying or getting rid of the Mother, 

36-400 

Many now see the lights and colours around the Mother and her subtle luminous forms, 

35-328 

Or else he regards her only as a convenience for getting united to an exclusive Purusha, 

36-400 

She also is Durga, Kali, Radha the Beloved, Lakshmi. She is our Mother, 6-79 

The approach through the Supreme Mother – Silent One and dynamic One, 29-449 

The Divine Mother in regard to the Purushottama, the Akshara, the Kshara, 29-444 

The Divine Mother is the Consciousness and Force of the Divine, 32-55 

The eternal Mother always exists, she has no beginning or end, 32-54 

The higher existence – The shining Cow, the infinite Mother, Aditi, is the symbol, 15-

243 

The Mother – The “Individual” Divine Mother descended here, 32-31 

The Mother – The country, a separate culture, a peculiar national temperament, 6-1116 

The Mother asks all before she will give herself, 6-1032 

The Mother comes in order to bring down the supramental, 32-34 

The Mother contains in herself Purusha as well as Prakriti, 36-400 

The Mother had revealed herself – That vision has come to a people, 6-319 

The Mother has had the same realisation and experience as Sri Aurobindo, 32-36 

The Mother is the consciousness and force of the Divine, 35-111 

The Mother once prayed to the Divine that difficulties might be laid on her, 32-96 
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The Mother was inwardly above the human even in childhood, 32-32 

The Mother, some years ago – The power used was that of the Overmind, 35-331 

The One whom we adore as the Mother is the divine Conscious Force, 32-14 

The power that mediates between the sanction and the call – The Divine Mother, 32-26 

The realisation of the Motherhood of God in the country, the vision of the Mother, 6-

1119 

The third and supreme service of Bankim to his nation – The vision of our Mother, 1-

640, 6-318 

The whole burden of the progress has fallen physically on the body of the Mother, 36-

532 

There are three aspects, transcendent, universal and individual of the Mother, 35-112 

These four Powers are the Mother’s cosmic godheads, permanent in the world-play, 35-

105 

These three are the bodies of the Mother – Within them all is the Source of her life, 6-

1115 

Those who aspire to free India, will first have to pay the price which the Mother 

demands, 6-1032 

We will build a temple to the white Bhawani, the mother of strength, the Mother of 

India, 6-87 

Whoever is not utterly for the Mother alone is working against her, 6-719 

Mother and Sri Aurobindo 

The Mother and myself stand for the same Power in two forms, 32-126 

Mother at Meditation 

The action of the Mother in the meditation is at once collective and individual, 32-527 

The Mother puts out her Force on all in the meditation, 32-526 

The Mother’s concentration at the time of Meditation brings the quiet, 32-529 

Mother being severe 

The idea of the Mother being severe was a suggestion that came, 31-272 

Mother India 

Mother India is not a piece of earth – She is a Power, a Godhead, 28-482 

Mother on the right side 

For the supramental work the true symbol is the Mother on the right side, 32-127 

Mother putting her hand at Pranam 

Even if the Mother does not smile or put her hand at all, 32-549 

If the Mother does not put her hand on the head in Pranam – It does not mean 

displeasure, 32-551 

The full help, even if in her absorption she does not touch the head or smile, 32-552 

Mother seen in vision 

To see all in the Mother and the Mother in all is a necessary experience in the Yoga, 

32-290 

Mother sleeping 

The Mother is there in your heart but sleeping, 30-140 

Mother spoken about 

It is better not to speak of the Mother to your friends, 32-283 

Mother talking with people 
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Mother talking with people has to identify with the general physical consciousness, 32-

588 

Mother’s accounts 

The Mother is always having these numerical harmonies in her accounts, 32-596 

Mother’s actions 

How can the sadhaks understand the Mother’s actions?, 32-355 

The form she gives to her action must vary with the different nature and need of each, 

32-355 

The mind twisting and misinterpreting the Mother’s looks, speech, action, 32-545 

The Mother acts in each case for different reasons suitable to that case, 32-509 

The Mother acts not from the mind but from quite another vision and consciousness, 

32-381 

The Mother deals with each one in a different way, according to their need, 32-533 

The Mother does not act by the mind, so to judge her action with the mind is futile, 32-

352 

Whatever is done by the Mother is for the good of the sadhak and the sadhana, 32-352 

Mother’s appearance 

The Mother has many different personalities and her appearance varies, 32-74 

The Mother has not only one appearance, but many at different times, 32-74 

Mother’s Aspects 

Four great Aspects of the Mother, four of her leading Powers and Personalities, 32-17 

Mother’s aura 

What people see around the Mother is first her aura and secondly the forces of Light, 

32-269 

Mother’s body 

All bad thoughts upon the Mother or throwing of impurities on her may affect her 

body, 32-589 

As the material is not yet conquered, the Mother’s body has to bear the attacks, 32-590 

If it were not so the Mother would not be here and I would not be here, 32-87 

In her embodied physical action is the opportunity of a constant Grace, 32-51 

Medicines have a quite different action on the Mother’s body, 32-592 

Mother has taken the body because a work of a physical nature had to be done, 32-509 

The embodied Mother must be the foundation of the concentration, 32-52 

The embodiment of the Mother is there to bring into action the transcendent Grace, 32-

52 

The Mother has never cared in the least for her body or her health for its own sake, 32-

43 

The Mother is working here in the body to bring down something, 32-50 

There is not the slightest necessity for the Mother drawing impurities into herself, 32-

589 

Mother’s childhood 

The Mother had been spiritually conscious from her youth, even from her childhood, 

32-601 

Mother’s closeness 

Finally there is a state of awareness of close contact with the Mother, 32-202 
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If one has the close inner relation, one feels the Mother always near and within and 

round, 32-495 

Physical closeness and contact can be a severe ordeal for the sadhak, 32-484 

The Mother is close to everyone in the psychic part (the inner heart), 32-467 

The outer closeness means nothing without the inner oneness and closeness, 32-495 

To be bodily close to the Mother imposes a constant pressure for progress, 32-497 

Mother’s clothes 

Why does the Mother wear rich and beautiful clothes?, 32-596 

Mother’s coming 

At that time I was still seeking my way for the transformation, 35-269 

Before the Mother came all the sadhaks were living in the mind, 35-269 

The sadhana and the work were waiting for the Mother’s coming, 35-269 

Mother’s consciousness 

Establish the Mother’s consciousness in you and the Divine Law will flow from that, 

32-256 

Opening oneself to the Mother’s consciousness – In time the tamas too will change, 28-

49 

The diamond is the symbol of the intensest light of the Mother’s consciousness, 32-267 

The Mother’s consciousness – Signs and circumstances of this opening, 32-284 

The Mother’s consciousness (white) is not only peace, but Light and Power., 32-264 

The Mother’s consciousness and mine are the same, 32-79 

The Mother’s consciousness brought down into the body can penetrate the 

subconscient, 28-221 

The Mother’s consciousness has to come down in each sadhak, 32-287 

Union with the Mother’s consciousness is the true way for knowledge to come, 32-364 

Mother’s contact 

For her a physical contact means a pouring out of her forces and a receiving, 32-42 

It is through the psychic that this contact becomes easy and natural, 32-137 

Physical closeness and contact can be a severe ordeal for the sadhak, 32-484 

The means created by the Mother for the physical and vital contact had been vitiated, 

32-48 

The Mother’s contact is there all the day and the night also, 32-533 

To be in contact with the Mother’s Light and Force is the one important thing, 32-136 

Mother’s Conversations 

The “Conversations” are for those who are interested in Yoga, 32-622 

Mother’s descent 

The Mother’s descent with the diamond light is the sanction of the Supreme Power, 31-

477 

Mother’s diamond light 

The diamond is the symbol of the intensest light of the Mother’s consciousness, 32-267 

The diamond light is the central consciousness and force of the Divine, 32-267 

The Mother’s light is white, especially diamond white, 32-267 

Mother’s difficulties 

The Mother’s difficulties are not her own. She bears the difficulties of others also, 32-

95 

Mother’s displeasure 
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All this about Mother’s smile and displeasure is simply the wrong play of the vital, 32-

566 

Irritation and imaginations about the Mother’s displeasure, 32-490 

Many of the sadhaks are in the habit of thinking Mother is displeased, 32-535 

The Mother is not displeased with people because they have difficulties, 32-544 

Then it is not a special show of displeasure but a withdrawal of the gift of grace, 32-

546 

Mother’s divinity 

As for seeing the Divine in the Mother at first sight – Plenty of people have done that, 

32-338 

As to what she is, that also can only be seen with the eye of faith or of a deeper vision, 

32-381 

Bhakti for Sri Krishna and the sense of the divinity of the Mother go perfectly together, 

32-337 

By opening up the psychic and letting it rule – Seeing that the Mother is the Divine, 32-

340 

Criticisms on the Mother indicating that it is absurd to think of her as divine, 32-112 

It is only if you see the divinity of the Mother that there can be a settled conviction, 32-

340 

Mother’s Emanations 

The Emanation is the Mother herself, 32-180 

The emanation of the Mother is with each sadhak all the time, 32-179 

The Mother when she works in the supra-physical levels – An emanation to each 

sadhak, 32-178 

The Mother’s emanations – The personal relation or contact with the sadhaka, 32-180 

What emanates, suits itself to the nature of the personal relation she has, 32-180 

When he does anything with faith and bhakti, it reaches, through that emanation, 32-

240 

When someone is accepted, the Mother sends out something of herself to him, 32-240 

Mother’s embodiment 

Her embodiment is a chance for the earth-consciousness to receive the supramental, 32-

32 

Mother’s energy 

The Mother’s energy comes down into the vital and physical for those who are open, 

32-241 

Mother’s face 

The Mother's face in one of her supraphysical, not her physical form and face, 30-225 

Mother’s flag 

The blue of the flag is meant to be the colour of Krishna, 32-598 

The flag with the white lotus is the Mother’s flag, for the white lotus is her symbol, 32-

598 

Mother’s force 

A constant and vivid sense of the Mother's force working, 29-138 

All this has to be done by the working of the Mother’s force, 30-319 

Anyone can receive the force who has faith and sincerity and who opens himself, 32-

239 
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As one opens oneself to the Mother’s force, the strength and capacity will grow, 32-257 

Calling down the aid of the Mother's force to purify the vital, 29-241 

Everybody feels in the beginning this pressure of the Mother’s force, 32-203 

First quiet your mind and make it open and obedient to the Mother’s force, 31-803 

First there is the faith – Of itself enough to make one open to the Mother’s force, 32-

202 

For the Mother’s force to act certain conditions are necessary, 32-227 

If one has developed a silent power of putting the Mother's force on the work, 29-281 

It depends on the instrument whether the Mother’s force works fully or not, 32-242 

Know that the Mother’s light and force are the light and force of the Truth, 32-81 

Lastly, the Mother’s force always there and receiving also a response, 31-386 

One must recognise the Mother’s force when it acts and distinguish it, 32-229 

Only two things matter – The Mother’s force at work and the sadhak’s will to open, 32-

219 

Opening means only to be able to receive the Mother’s force, 29-105 

Quietly and simply open yourself to the Mother’s force and allow it to change you, 31-

125 

The action of the Mother’s force is working through the difficulty even, 31-727 

The habit of silent reliance on the power of the Mother – Not on your own mind and 

will, 32-198 

The Mother – Her force can alone give you the true realisation of the Divine, 32-106 

The Mother’s force – Not the force of Prakriti which carries on things in the Ignorance, 

32-193 

The Mother’s force is a reality and the cure is a result, 32-237 

The Mother’s force is at work all the time, even when the thick wall is there, 32-197 

The Mother’s force is there with you even when you do not feel it, 31-134 

The one thing to do is to open yourself to the Mother's force by aspiration, 31-605 

The only energy you have to feel is the action of the Mother's force, 30-36 

The opening of the being to the Mother's force, 29-108 

The power of the Divine Mother from above is descending upon you, 32-208 

The pressure on the head is the pressure of the Mother’s force, 32-210 

The working of the Mother’s force aided by your aspiration, devotion and surrender, 

32-196 

There is one force only, the Mother’s force – The Mother is Sri Aurobindo’s Force, 32-

105 

Throw off incapacity, passivity and inertia and open yourself to the Mother’s force, 32-

257 

To be cured – If she has sufficient and complete faith and can receive the force, 32-238 

What one cannot do oneself one can get done by calling the Mother’s force, 32-298 

When all within is silent, free from desire, the Mother’s force can act best, 32-241 

When the consciousness is filled with the Mother’s force – A solid block, 32-153 

You are now awake within, the Mother's force working in you, 30-211 

You can begin to feel always that it is the Mother’s force that is doing the work, 32-247 

You must learn to feel the Mother’s force behind you and to open to the inspiration, 32-

247 
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You should not rely on anything else alone but fundamentally on the Mother’s Force, 

32-198 

Your taking the right attitude of reliance and the Mother’s force working, 32-199 

Mother’s Force 

A constant pressure of the Mother’s Force to help you in overcoming this illness, 32-

232 

A current of the Mother's force flows into the body and works there, 30-475 

Afterwards the consciousness can open to the working of the Mother’s Force, 30-44 

Call in the Mother’s Force to throw out the suggestion and the illness, 31-555 

Feel the Force of the Mother working in you and support its action always, 32-229 

Feeling the Mother’s Force working while in a state of quietness, 30-44 

For the Force to work with effect – When bad thoughts come, you must reject them, 

32-227 

For the Mother’s Force to work fully in the body, the body itself must have faith, 32-

231 

How does the Mother’s Force work – It acts differently in different persons, 32-198 

If I give anything, it is by the Mother’s Force that it goes to the sadhak, 32-80 

If I give, the Mother’s Force goes with it, 32-79 

If the body also can absorb the Force – Extraordinary things, even then rest is 

necessary, 32-258 

If the personal consciousness does not give its assent, then the Force does not work, 32-

227 

If you fall ill, call the Mother’s Force to cure you, 32-217 

If you fall into the lower vital confusion – To open, calling down the Mother’s Force, 

32-224 

If you feel depressed call for the Mother’s Force to remove the depression, 32-217 

It can help to take some aid of physical means as an instrumentation for the Force, 32-

237 

It is not necessary to ask for Power. It is the Mother’s Force that must work in the 

being, 32-197 

It is only after the transformation that it can be fully the Mother’s Force with no 

mixture, 32-230 

It is the Mother’s Force that has to work through the sadhak – Not the sadhak, 32-245 

It is the Mother's Force that will do what is necessary, 30-439 

It is very good that you are learning to use the Force, 32-235 

Keep open to the Mother, remember her always and let her Force work in you, 29-109 

Keep open to the Mother’s Force, let the inner consciousness develop, 32-196 

Keep your central will separate from them and call in the Mother’s Force to meet them, 

32-201 

Keep yourself open to the Mother's Force, but do not trust all forces, 30-312 

One should admit without barriers – Only the Mother’s Force and the divine Truth, 32-

228 

Plenty of people progress rapidly without understanding what the Force is doing, 32-

231 

Put your faith in the Divine Shakti, set your mind at rest and let the Mother’s Force 

work, 32-212 
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Quietude first – With it confidence in the Mother’s Force that is working on you, 32-

199 

Rely chiefly, primarily, fundamentally on the Mother’s Force, 31-262 

So long as one is not conscious of the Force working through one – The Prakriti, 32-

244 

So long as that movement is not fully opened to the Mother’s Light and Force, 31-87 

The action of the Mother’s Force depends on a certain power of receptivity, 32-218 

The best way is to aspire for both and let the Mother's Force work it out, 30-383 

The contact with the peace of the Self and with the Power of the Mother, 30-428 

The descent of this current in the spine is always a descent of the Mother’s Force, 32-

207 

The feeling of the vibration of the Mother's Force around the head, 30-474 

The Force of the Mother gets mixed with the action of the present mind, vital and body, 

32-230 

The Force of the Mother that comes – The first fundamental experience of the sadhana, 

32-232 

The Mother’s Force can do everything only when there is a real surrender and 

openness, 32-219 

The Mother’s Force is not only above – It is there with you and near you, ready to act, 

32-197 

The Mother’s Force is not the lower Nature, 32-223 

The Mother’s Force is working in all alike – According to their capacity they will 

receive, 32-194 

The Mother’s Force that works – The gunas are there and not quiescent, 32-226 

The Mother’s Force will act and bring the result in its own time, 32-243 

The Mother’s Force working in you to change this ignorant consciousness and nature, 

32-243 

The Mother’s Force works in you, so that there is no fatigue, 32-257 

The Mother’s Force works to remove the ignorance and change the nature, 32-193 

The pressure of the Force on the physical consciousness produces inwardness, 32-528 

The pressure of the Mother's Force felt in meditation, 30-469 

The psychic being can offer the act while the nature is passive to the Force, 32-246 

The stream which you feel coming down on the head – A current of the Mother’s 

Force, 32-207 

The system has first to be accustomed to the Force working, 32-196 

The vital defects and difficulties – To open in faith and confidence to the Mother’s 

Force, 32-218 

The vital once clear it will be easier for the Force to work on the body, 32-232 

There are two or three kinds of descent of the Mother’s Force, 32-204 

This weight or pressure on the head – The sign that the Mother’s Force is in contact, 

32-209 

Through the heart – The touch of the Mother and the working of her Force, 32-196 

To learn to open oneself to the Mother’s Force and become conscious of it, 29-272 

To remain very quiet calling for the Mother’s Force to push it away, 31-665 

To this Force we have to open ourselves, to the power of the Mother, 30-422 
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Unless one has established in work the conscious contact with the Mother’s Force, 32-

245 

What you feel streaming down must be the Mother’s overhead Force, 32-203 

Whatever the need that occasions the call, the Force is there to answer it, 32-314 

When difficulties arise, remain quiet within and call down the Mother’s Force, 32-297 

When the Peace is established, this higher or Divine Force from above can descend, 32-

204 

When these attacks of illness come, remain quiet and call on the Mother’s Force, 32-

217 

When you feel the Mother's Force about you, the peace closely round you, 30-230 

When you work call the Mother’s Force to support you and do the work through you, 

32-217 

With the Mother’s Force working in it, 31-737 

Mother’s force assimilation 

A silent, persistent and thorough assimilation of what the Mother puts into you, 32-214 

As for the Mother’s force, when one receives it the best is to be quiet till it is 

assimilated, 32-214 

The Mother wanted people to remain silent and absorb or assimilate afterwards, 32-215 

Mother’s forces 

You have to go on quietly, without depression or trouble, receiving the Mother’s 

forces, 32-297 

Mother’s form 

In dream, if false forces take the form of the Mother, it will be with some bad object, 

32-272 

Some force taking the form of the Mother – That often happens on the vital plane, 32-

75 

Mother’s forms 

The Mother manifests in many forms according to the need of what has to be done, 32-

65 

Mother’s glasses 

Her sight is variable – When she can rest, she can read without glasses, 32-594 

Mother’s golden light 

The golden Light is also the light of Mahakali above the mind, 32-268 

The golden Light is the light of the Divine Truth on the higher planes, 32-268 

Mother’s grace 

A strong will to purification and an aspiration, if the Mother’s grace is to be there, 32-

166 

Calm and equality come by the soul’s aspiration and the Mother’s grace, 32-165 

Mother’s Grace 

The more one develops the psychic, the more is it possible for the Grace to act, 32-166 

Mother’s help 

Any number here have received help by calling to her simply and directly, 32-121 

If you cannot call the Mother in what you think the right way, call her in any way, 32-

313 

It is not possible for the Mother to promise to give help in worldly matters, 32-325 

The Mother’s Force is there to help you – Your active consent and cooperation, 32-302 
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The Mother’s help is always there for those who are willing to receive it, 32-301 

Mother’s illness 

A serious illness caused by a terribly bad state of the Asram atmosphere, 32-587 

About the illness – Perfection in the physical plane is the last item, 32-95 

The Mother’s illness – Those who take upon themselves human or terrestrial nature, 

32-45 

The Mother’s illness was an emphatic warning that this could not be allowed, 32-46 

The Mother’s illness was due to a strife with universal forces, 32-43 

Mother’s inner contact 

A contact with the Mother through the psychic being before the psychic comes 

forward, 32-468 

If you want the Mother’s contact always, you must get rid of depression, 32-459 

Peace and joy can only become stable if one lives within with the Mother, 32-460 

The contact with the Mother’s consciousness will lead to all necessary realisations, 32-

457 

Mother’s light 

If the Mother gives, my support goes with it and gives it my light as well as the 

Mother’s, 32-79 

In fact all light that comes from above, from the highest divine Truth is the Mother’s, 

32-81 

Know that the Mother’s light and force are the light and force of the Truth, 32-81 

Mother’s Light 

By bringing the Mother’s Light into the subconscient this can be dispelled, 31-459 

Mother’s lights 

The lights are the Mother’s Powers – The white light is her own characteristic power, 

32-263 

The Mother’s special colour is white, but all the other colours are hers also, 32-264 

There are various lights around the Mother indicating the forces that come from her, 

32-262 

White, gold, green, blue and yellow – These lights are the play of the Mother’s forces, 

32-262 

Mother’s love 

If people expect the ordinary kind of love from the Mother they must be disappointed, 

32-480 

It is part of the true Mother’s love not to do whatever the vital of the child demands, 

32-460 

The love of the Mother purifies both heart and body, 32-482 

Mother’s music 

It is a prayer or an invocation that Mother makes in the music, 32-573 

Mother’s music – To bring down something from the higher planes, 32-571 

On the music days it is always the Mahalakshmi aspect that is prominent, 32-574 

The Mother has played music from her childhood upwards, 32-571 

The Mother’s music – To call down the Divine Consciousness and its Powers, 32-571 

The understanding of the Mother’s music – By becoming inwardly silent, opening 

within, 32-571 

Mother’s name 
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Many sadhaks learn, when they have alarming dreams, to call the Mother’s name, 32-

307 

The Mother’s name called with faith is usually enough to meet it, 32-319 

Usually the Mother’s name has the full power in it, 29-326 

Mother’s Name 

The power of the Name and the protection – To those who call from the heart, 32-308 

Mother’s nearness 

Attacks – It is the inner nearness that saves, not the physical nearness, 32-494 

Constant physical nearness creates a pressure of the highest force, 32-498 

It is not by seeing the Mother that one gets realisation but by doing her will, 32-511 

Nearness acts automatically as a pressure, 32-501 

Physical nearness to the Mother is indispensable for the fullness of the sadhana, 32-493 

Progress in sadhana is not dependent on one’s being near the Mother, 32-501 

The sadhana must not depend on physically seeing the Mother, 32-518 

What is the real need now is not insistence on physical nearness, 32-492 

Whether one feels the Mother’s love or not does not depend on physical nearness, 32-

507 

Whether one is physically far or near makes no difference, 32-508 

Mother’s path 

There is no difference between the Mother’s path and mine, 32-81 

Mother’s peace 

The third is to habituate yourself to call for the Mother’s peace, 31-181 

Mother’s Personalities 

There are other great Personalities of the Divine Mother, 32-23 

Mother’s photographs 

Looking at Mother’s photo with concentration, 32-597 

The Mother’s photographs – Something of her presence and power is there, 32-183 

The Mother’s presence can be felt through the photograph, 32-184 

Mother’s power 

The capital movement however is when the power of the Mother comes down, 30-328 

Mother’s powers 

The 12 powers are the vibrations that are necessary for the complete manifestation, 32-

598 

Mother’s Powers 

The four Powers of the Mother are four of her outstanding Personalities, 32-14 

Mother’s Prayers 

The Prayers are mostly written in an identification with the earth-consciousness, 32-

601 

The Prayers ought not to be given to anyone who is not practising Yoga, 32-622 

Mother’s presence 

(3) An aspiration for the Mother's presence in the heart and the control by her, 29-225 

A preliminary stage which often takes long – Opening to the Mother’s presence within, 

32-186 

But if you decide to act on your own, her presence will get veiled, 30-35 

Feeling the Mother’s presence during sleep follows the presence in the waking state, 

32-188 
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His sense of the Mother's presence – To take it with him into the inner planes, 30-221 

If the Presence of the Mother can always be felt – The Mother’s grace and protection, 

32-176 

If you decide to act on your own, the Mother’s presence will get veiled, 32-186 

If you feel the Mother’s presence for the greater part of the day – Your psychic being, 

32-187 

It is for most people not easy to feel the Mother’s presence with the work, 32-189 

It is quite necessary to realise the Mother in her formless presence – Not only in her 

form, 32-172 

Mother can be personally present in her consciousness, 32-171 

One feels herself there present within or above or enveloping one or all these together, 

32-173 

Open to the Mother's presence, influence, light, force, reject everything else, 30-37 

The constant presence of the Mother comes by practice, 32-172 

The important thing is to feel the Presence of the Mother with one and in one, 30-96 

The Mother’s presence is there in both concentration on her and the work, 32-253 

The Mother's presence is always there, 30-35 

The only experience you need is the experience of the presence of the Mother, 30-36 

The Presence when she is experienced as a universal Existence and Power, 32-51 

The quietude of the mind is needed for the feeling of the presence of the Mother, 30-

117 

The vital has its desires and therefore does not believe in the Mother’s presence, 32-

170 

The whole spiritual possibility due to the Mother’s presence here, 32-176 

There is also the Mother’s personal and individual presence in the heart, 32-51 

Through the Mother's presence and the descent from above, 30-221 

To be cured – If she has sufficient and complete faith and can receive the force, 32-169 

To feel the Mother's presence while in external action is already a great step, 29-138 

Union with the Mother is much more than to feel the Mother’s presence, 32-190 

When one is in the psychic, one begins to feel the presence of the Mother always, 32-

187 

Whether you feel it or not, her presence and her protection are always there, 32-177 

Mother’s Presence 

A union with the Divine Mother – To feel the Divine Presence moving you, 32-189 

No doubt can remain if there is the realisation of the Mother’s Presence, 32-176 

One can feel the Presence without seeing the image, 32-183 

The Mother’s Presence – To whom one can offer all the being in a living concrete way, 

32-174 

Mother’s pressure 

Mother’s pressure for change is always strong – The nature of the Divine Energy in 

her, 32-119 

The Mother’s touch and pressure might well be stronger and heavier than mine, 32-130 

The pressure put by the Mother to see and do things in the true light, 32-175 

Mother’s relationship 

A misapplication or wrong extension of the relation with the human Mother, 32-448 
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A mistake – Whole emphasis on the external vital or physical relation with the Mother, 

32-483 

An inner (soul) relation means that one feels the Mother’s presence, is turned to her, 

32-454 

Do not do, say or think anything which you would want to conceal from the Mother, 

32-449 

The direct relation with the Mother is always open to you – It is a thing of the inner 

being, 32-486 

The Mother’s peace and Force working from within and changing your vital nature, 32-

452 

The relation of the child to the Mother – A sincere and simple trust, love and 

dependence, 32-448 

The relation with the Mother must be one of love, faith, trust, confidence, surrender, 

32-450 

Those who approach the Mother as a human Mother often get into trouble, 32-452 

Mother’s rest 

Mother badly needs a rest from the storm she has undergone physically so long, 32-564 

The Mother has laboured night and day for so many years without any real rest, 32-564 

Mother’s seriousness at Pranam 

The Mother’s seriousness is due to some absorption in some work she is doing, 32-542 

Mother’s sleep 

The Mother’s sleep is not sleep but an inner consciousness, 32-130 

Mother’s smile 

All this about Mother’s smile and displeasure is simply the wrong play of the vital, 32-

566 

Mother’s smile at Pranam 

Even if the Mother does not smile or put her hand at all, 32-549 

The full help, even if in her absorption she does not touch the head or smile, 32-552 

The imagination about Mother’s not smiling as a sign of absence of her grace or love, 

32-542 

The Mother’s not smiling is very often merely a sign of absorption or inner 

concentration, 32-539 

When she does not smile – She is either in trance, or absorbed, or concentrated, 32-541 

When the Mother does not smile, it is not from displeasure, 32-540 

Mother’s time 

Already the Mother has no time to rest sufficiently at night, 32-376 

Mother has no time and is outworn and overstrained by excessive work, 32-521 

Mother never avoids opening letters or any other work because of absence of time, 32-

377 

Now the Mother has little time to rest or sleep – She goes easily into trance at Pranam, 

32-544 

Mother’s touch 

The touch and blessings of the Mother is always there, 32-554 

There is always a touch coming from the Mother at pranam, 32-554 

Mother’s universal Consciousness 

In order that it may go on developing, you must become more and more quiet, 28-100 
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One begins to open to the true consciousness – The Mother’s universal Consciousness, 

28-100 

Mother’s Vibhutis 

The Mother’s Vibhutis would normally be feminine personalities, 32-73 

Mother’s voice 

One hears the voice speaking inwardly and one answers inwardly – Not always safe, 

32-292 

To hear and recognise the Mother’s voice within is not so easy, 32-291 

Mother’s white light 

One can always see white Light around the Mother, for it is her light, always there, 32-

269 

The illumining of the heart by the white light is a thing of great power for this sadhana, 

32-266 

The Mother’s white light is the light of the Divine Consciousness, 32-266 

Mother’s white Light 

The white Light around the Mother is the Mother’s own light, 32-265 

Wherever the white Light descends or enters, it brings peace, purity, silence, 32-265 

Mother’s will 

At first one must put one’s will in unison with the Mother’s will, 32-256 

Even people who think they are doing only the Mother’s will are yet actuated by ego, 

32-261 

The conditions for following the Mother’s will, 32-254 

Mother’s words 

It is only when the Mother speaks directly that you can say “The Mother has said”, 32-

359 

Many or most turn things spoken by the Mother in that way, 32-359 

People have put thousands of things in the Mother’s mouth that she never said, 32-361 

Putting into the Mother’s mouth words that she had not spoken or of twisting her 

words, 32-356 

The mind twisting and misinterpreting the Mother’s looks, speech, action, 32-545 

Mother’s work 

All should try to work in harmony, thinking only of how best to make the work, 32-409 

All the work done in the Asram is the Mother’s, 32-409 

All work given by the Mother is work for the Mother, 32-415 

If there is surrender in the work and you feel it is the Mother’s – Fatigue does not 

come, 32-241 

It is not enough to remember that the work is the Mother’s, and the results also, 32-247 

The feeling that all action is the Mother’s is a necessary step in experience, 32-242 

The right attitude would have been to put the Mother’s work first and yourself last, 36-

435 

The work is the Mother’s and has to be carried out in harmony, 32-425 

This does not mean that all work done in the world is the Mother’s work, 32-411 

Whatever work is done with sincerity as an offering to the Mother is her work, 32-417 

Whatever work you do, take it as the Mother’s and offer it to the Mother, 32-260 

Work done for the Mother without claim or desire alone has a spiritual value, 32-418 

Work should be done for the Mother and not for oneself, 32-413 
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motherhood 

A psychic and spiritual motherhood – A greater relation than that of the physical 

mother, 32-108 

Motherhood 

The realisation of the Motherhood of God in the country, the vision of the Mother, 6-

1119 

The soul of her Motherhood will live unchanged and call to her sons to adore her, 6-

1114 

motherland 

Motherland – It is no small privilege to suffer illegal violence for her sake, 6-103 

One advice – Our motherland, work that she may prosper. Suffer that she may rejoice, 

6-656 

Service of our motherland is our highest duty at this moment, 8-178 

The motherland unites men most securely now – The empire as the greater mother, 25-

324 

The task – The upbuilding of Indian nationality by self-sacrifice for the motherland, 6-

624 

Their sufferings should nerve others to sacrifices in the service of the motherland, 6-

646 

To build up sons for the motherland to work and to suffer for her, 6-656 

motherlike ambition 

The real failing of the motherlike ambition is that it conceals an ego movement, 31-322 

motherly feeling 

As for the motherly feeling – It has to be transformed like everything else, 31-322 

Mothers 

The seven Waters are the Mothers from whom all forms of existence are born, 15-123 

Mother's action 

Mirra acts directly on the psychic being and on the emotional, vital and physical nature, 

36-329 

mother-tongue 

Bankim wrote in his own beautiful mother-tongue – His best work was literary, 1-105 

The mother-tongue is the proper medium of education – The first energies of the child, 

1-394 

motion 

Action is the motion of man, motion is the action of Nature, 17-485 

Each motion contains a tendency towards the motion above it – The impulse to strain, 

17-443 

Each separate motion contains in itself the presence and potentiality of all the others, 

17-443 

Eternal motion in itself would lead to nothing but eternal chaos and confusion, 17-260 

In this motion, in the objects, forces, sensations created by it He dwells who is its Lord, 

17-425 

Man’s motion, known to him or unknown, moves towards rest in a perfection, 17-485 

The essence of the world is motion, 17-424 

The fundamental characteristic of Prakriti as soon as it manifests is eternal motion, 17-

259 
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The motion of the world works under the government of a perpetual stability, 17-22 

motive 

The moral and psychic value of the act  lies in the nobility of the motive, 28-432 

motor ride 

Nowadays we would liken Yoga to a motor-ride or a railway-trip, 30-137 

motor-car 

The motor-car indicates a rapid progress in this part of the consciousness, 30-98 

mountain 

The experience of the great expanse of golden light on a mountain-top, 30-153 

The golden mountain is a symbol of the ascent to the Truth, 30-153 

The mountain always means the same thing ‒ It is the ascending consciousness, 30-152 

The mountain always represents the ascending hill of existence Voir 

The mountain is a very usual symbol of the consciousness, 30-152 

The mountain is an image of the ascending consciousness, 30-152 

The mountain is the Adhar with its ascending levels from the physical to the Above, 

30-152 

The mountain is the consciousness rising from earth towards the spiritual heaven, 30-

153 

The mountain is the symbol of the embodied consciousness, 30-152 

The mountain represents the ascending planes of the higher consciousness, 30-152 

To the ancients the mountain was a symbol of the path of Yoga, 30-137 

mourning 

Sorrow and mourning for the dead impede its progress, 28-530 

mouths 

The seven mouths are the seven Angirases who repeat the divine word, 15-181 

movement 

A final difficulty remains, by what organisation are we to carry on the movement, 8-

159 

A special manifestation of Divine Power and Grace in a particular movement, 8-108 

An infinite pure status and immobile silence of the Spirit and a boundless movement, 

21-351 

But the first condition of success is the reawakening of the national movement, 8-389 

But the idea of a final goal in the movement of Nature itself is illusory, 17-26 

If all our liberties were taken away, even that would not stop the movement, 8-16 

It is necessary to give a new impetus to the movement everywhere, 6-1024 

That the movement is from God has been apparent in its history, 8-86 

The first process in the beginning of the movement – The second now in progress, 8-

318 

The Indian movement has really to deal not with the British democracy, 8-182 

The movement as a divine manifestation purposing to raise up the nation, 8-94 

The movement goes on by the force of nature whatever obstacle comes in the way, 8-

39 

The movement was specially created and led by God and not by human wisdom, 8-134 

The national movement – A serious flaw in the attempt to combine the new with the 

old, 8-385 

The Nationalist element gave the movement its force and vitality, 8-385 
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The power of God manifested in the movement would command its own means, 8-17 

The strength of the movement measured by the strength of feeling and purpose, 8-14 

We cannot allow the movement to become an affair of secret societies and terrorism, 6-

1024 

What is it that this movement seeks? – We seek the fulfilment of our life as a nation, 8-

39 

What then is Its intention in the movement?, 17-27 

Movement 

Even in Its universal being Brahman exceeds the Movement, 17-26 

The essential problem about Force, about Movement, about Shakti, 21-86 

The Quiescence and the Movement are equally one Brahman, 17-86 

movements 

All great movements wait for their God-sent leader, 8-151 

All movements are in the mass movements of Nature’s cosmic forces, 31-486 

How these dreams are built and what is their utility ‒ Man’s ordinary movements, 31-

484 

Particular movements in particular epochs in which the Divine Force manifests itself, 

8-111 

The Divine force manifests when it effects mighty and irresistible movements, 8-113 

These are the times when we say God is in the movement, He is its leader, 8-111 

Whenever a Power tries to manifest, the opposite movements have a strong place, 36-

392 

Muir 

Here the writer, Edwin Muir, has something to say and knows how to say it, 27-440 

mukti 

Mukti, release from the world and life, is not an aim in Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga, 36-250 

The whole confusion in this matter proceeds from an imperfect understanding of mukti, 

17-118 

Mukti 

Is it that Karma without desire is inconsistent with Mukti? – On the contrary, 17-114 

Mukti prevents one’s future deeds from creating bondage – The past deeds, 17-117 

Shankara – Karma in the sense of Vedic rites & ceremonies are not the way to Mukti, 

17-113 

The reason for his not willing this utter departure brings us to the very essence of 

Mukti, 17-208 

muladhara 

One at the bottom of the spine (muladhara, physical centre), 28-231 

Muladhara 

(1) The Muladhara or physical consciousness centre, four petals, red, 28-230 

All below the Muladhara is the range of the physical consciousness proper, 28-247 

But the ascent of the force from the Muladhara does take place, 29-460 

The centres above the Muladhara are connected with the worlds above the physical, 28-

234 

The Muladhara and below are connected  with the physical and subconscient worlds, 

28-234 
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The Muladhara from which the Kundalini rises is in the subtle body – All the centres 

also, 28-232 

The Muladhara is the centre of the physical consciousness, 28-243 

The Muladhara is the centre of the physical consciousness proper, 28-242 

The Muladhara is the main support of the physical consciousness and the material 

parts, 28-190 

The Muladhara is the seat of the physical consciousness proper, 28-246 

The nervous being starts from the physical centre, the Muladhara, 28-211 

Then into the Muladhara and below and liberates the inner physical being, 32-205 

There is no big centre below the Muladhara in the body – Minor centres everywhere, 

28-247 

mūlādhāra 

The material consciousness is in the mūlādhāra, 28-240 

The mūlādhāra governs the physical down to the subconscient, 28-230 

multiplicity 

Even oneness is a representation and exists in relation to multiplicity, 17-25 

Ignorance and self-limiting division are not inherent in the multiplicity of souls, 21-600 

In other words multiplicity is part of the spiritual nature of the One, 19-80 

Numerical oneness and multiplicity are equally valid terms of the essential unity, 17-23 

Oneness as our self and multiplicity as a representation of Self and a becoming, 17-25 

Still, of all relations oneness is the secret base, not multiplicity, 17-25 

The essential and infinite Oneness capable of an infinite multiplicity, 21-350 

The indivisibility contains multiplicity without derogating from its own unity, 21-147 

The multiplicity is a play of His cosmic consciousness, 17-17 

The unity is the greater truth, the multiplicity is the lesser truth, 19-270 

There is only One existence, one Reality in apparent multiplicity, 17-223 

Multiplicity 

Multiplicity is the play or varied self-expansion of the One, 17-51 

The eternal Multiplicity of the Divine appears as (or as we say, becomes) the Jiva, 28-

58 

The experience of the Divine Oneness and the experience of the Divine Multiplicity, 

23-129 

The principle of Multiplicity in the One – Separate centres of consciousness, 13-506 

mumukshu 

The mumukshu therefore will not try or wish to leave his life before the time, 17-120 

mundane 

A division between religious emotions and mundane feelings, 23-151 

Municipalities 

Hopes have been entertained that the Municipalities will be made really free, 8-320 

Ominous suggestions on the reform of the Municipalities, 8-335 

The Municipalities – The Government will mend as well that weak point in its armour, 

8-320 

The Municipalities were the only weak point in the Government’s armour, 8-335 

murder 

No one has a right to assume that the murder was the overt act of a political conspiracy, 

8-128 
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murders 

Certain murders in London by a young man – No proof of any conspiracy behind him, 

8-122 

The London murders – Dictated by personal resentment and not by political motives, 8-

127 

The murders that have been committed in Bengal – The acts of isolated individuals, 8-

123 

Muscovite 

“The semi-Asiatic Muscovite is doing more for mankind than the heirs of the Roman”, 

1-480 

music 

Art, poetry, music are not yoga, not in themselves things spiritual, 28-333 

Art, poetry, music, if transmuted, can be admitted as part of a life of yoga, 28-334 

From jazz to the great masters or music – From a lower to a higher artistic self-

expression, 27-739 

I don’t suppose all-round general culture has much to do with excelling in music, 27-

682 

I have no special competence in this sphere of music, 27-552 

I like to see the physical mind occupied in poetry and music etc., 29-354 

In work like poetry and music – A loss of inspiration is a common experience, 29-252 

Literature, poetry, music can be as much a part of Yoga as anything else, 29-381 

Music – It comes or it does not come. One must be open for its coming, 27-738 

Music goes direct to the intuition – The least necessity of using the thinking mind, 27-

679 

Music is even more powerful in this direction than Art – An expression of harmony, 1-

447 

Music, art and poetry – Great educating, edifying and civilising forces, 1-448 

Music, no doubt, goes nearest to the infinite and to the essence of things, 27-681 

Music, painting, poetry and many other activities – It depends on the spirit, 35-680 

Music, painting, poetry can be used as part of spiritual development or of the work, 32-

576 

Painting and music – All work done as an offering is a great help, 29-293 

Painting and music – As an instrument of the Mother and as an offering to her, 27-733 

Poetry and music – A means of bringing the experience of love and bhakti, 29-355 

The art, music and literature of the world – An ever-deepening subjectivism, 25-30 

The difference is not that poetry has to be understood and music or singing has to be 

felt, 27-159 

The immense educative force of music, painting and sculpture not duly recognised, 1-

449 

The Mother has loved music all her life and found it a key to spiritual experience, 27-

735, 32-574 

The music you heard was the music of the divine call to the soul, 30-113 

The power to write a great poem or compose great music – From the inner being, 28-

572 

The value attached by the ancients to music, art and poetry – Now almost 

unintelligible, 1-433 
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The world of word-music is a province of the World of Beauty – Part of the vital 

World, 27-17 

There is no incompatibility in principle between music and sadhana, 27-737 

There succeeded a turn towards a more truly psychological art, music and literature, 

25-31 

These are best trained by art, poetry, music, literature and sympathetic study, 1-449 

To do a poem, picture or music – An intensity and enthusiasm of the vital, 29-293 

Truth and thought and sight cast into forms of beauty – Poetry and art and music, 27-

184 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

27-718 

Written words are pale and lifeless things to express the feelings raised by superb 

music, 27-682 

Music 

Art, Poetry or Music as expression of the Divine Truth and the Divine Beauty, 32-574 

The Divine – Our one concern, with Art, Poetry or Music as parts or means, 27-735 

music composing 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

27-716 

music in the Ashram 

An objection to bringing into music here undivine and unyogic elements, 27-735 

Mussulman States 

China, Japan and the Mussulman States – Sliding into a blind European imitativeness, 

12-42 

Mussulmans 

More than 90% of the Indian Mussulmans are descendants of converted Hindus, 36-

104 

The problem by the Mussulman conquest – The struggle between two civilisations, 20-

442 

The vast mass of the Mussulmans in the country were and are Indians by race, 20-441 

Mustafa Kamal Pasha 

In his earlier career Mustafa relied too much on foreign sympathy, 6-898 

Mustafa Kamal Pasha – The chief among the creators of modern Egypt, 6-897 

Musulmans 

The Musulmans have been raised into an eager and pushing political force, 8-338 

mutable 

Three eternal poises – The mutable, the immutable, the Purushottama, 19-124 

Mutable 

The Mutable is the substance and immediate motive of the changing flux, 23-379 

mutuality 

A life of unity, mutuality and harmony born of a deeper and wider truth, 21-1092 

A new perfected collective life – Unity, mutuality and harmony, 21-1070 

It would seem that the ideal aim of Nature must be a fee and harmonious mutuality, 25-

422 

Life is self-fulfilment which moves upon a ground of mutuality, 25-628 
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The foundation of the perfect unity, mutuality, harmony – The increase of power, 21-

1073 

This spontaneous expression presupposes a mutuality of consciousness, 21-1077 

Unity, harmony, mutuality – The law of the supreme and universal Truth of things, 21-

1035 

Mysteries 

A poetical and mystic imagery which was the very body of the ancient Mysteries, 15-

93 

In all or most there was a surface cult and an inner secret of the Mysteries, 20-200 

The way to call down this aid was the secret of the Vedic mystics – The Mysteries, 20-

202 

mystic 

A mystic is currently supposed to be one who has mystic experience, 27-539 

A poem can no doubt be symbolic and mystic at the same time, 27-90 

A view of the actual results – The objections to the mystic and his knowledge, 21-919 

Mystic – When the thing seen is spiritually lived and has an independent vivid reality, 

27-90 

The fact is that the mystic stands on an inner knowledge, an inner experience, 28-327 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The Illumined Mind – The fulfilment for the seer and the illumined mystic, 21-981 

The mystic goes beyond into a region where this mental basis falls away, 28-364 

The mystic is writing of experiences that are foreign to the ordinary mentality, 27-93, 

27-315 

The mystic subjective vision gives a subtle physical life – Not of the material existence, 

27-92 

The mystic would insist on pushing on towards finding the Divine in Itself, 28-371 

The spiritual seeker or mystic who (sometimes) philosophises, 28-368 

To him, consciousness is the very stuff of existence and he can feel it everywhere, 27-

93 

mystic mind 

One can go far in the spiritual way without having the mystic mind and vision, 27-464 

The mystic mind is mind turned towards the occult and spiritual, 27-61 

mystic philosopher 

A mystic philosopher is one who has such experience and has formed a view of life, 

27-539 

mystic poetry 

A more intimate and spiritually concrete presentation – The aim of the mystic poet, 27-

89 

In mystic poetry also repetition is not objectionable – It is resorted to by many poets, 

27-97, 27-320 

In mystic poetry the symbol ought to be the natural body of the inner truth or vision, 

27-90 

In the more deeply symbolist, still more in the mystic poem, the mind is submerged, 

27-91 

Mystic poetry can be written from any plane, 27-88 
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Mystic poetry means things suggestively and reconditely – A perfectly concrete 

meaning, 27-87 

Poetry uttered with the mystic veil may be compared to moonlight, 27-98 

The “mystic” tendency of poetry in England – I don’t think it will be easily snuffed out, 

27-421 

The mystic poet does not himself deliberately choose or arrange word and rhythm, 27-

322 

The revealing or transmuting image – The highest art of symbolic or mystic poetry, 27-

482 

To get the transcription from that behind should be the aim of mystic or spiritual 

poetry, 27-88 

mysticism 

That mysticism and mystics have always risen in times of decadence, 28-324 

The Russian explanation of the recent trend to spirituality and mysticism, 28-328 

Mysticism 

The result of the scientific illumination – Mysticism is growing obscurely in strength, 

12-81 

mystics 

Spiritual men and mystics who have had a great or fine intellectual capacity, 27-525 

Mystics 

At first, the symbolic, intuitive, esoteric style and discipline of the Mystics, 13-219 

myth 

Image and myth were freely used as living parables and symbols, 20-320 

mythologies 

The mythologies are ancient traditions, allegories & symbols, 17-312 

Mythology 

Comparative Mythology and Comparative Philology, 15-27 

This element is the true parent of the European Science of Comparative Mythology, 15-

22 

myths 

The religious myths are a type of poetry addressed to a peculiar mental constitution, 

36-126 

Two types of myth, the religious-philosophical allegory and the genuine secular legend, 

36-126 

nābhipadma 

The navel centre, nābhipadma or maṇipūra, governs the larger vital, 28-230 

Nala 

An appreciation of it – The Nala & the Savitrie, which are no parts of the Mahabharata, 

1-311 

In another respect also the Nala helps us materially to appreciate Vyasa’s genius, 1-313 

The Nala has the delicate & unusual romantic grace of a young & severe classic, 1-311 

namajapa 

Namajapa has a great power in it, 29-327 

The effectiveness of namajapa depends on the person and how he does it, 29-327 

namas 

namas – The inward prostration, the act of submission or surrender to the deity, 15-63 
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namaskar 

To feel like doing namaskar to everyone, 28-429 

name 

There is of course a third way, the reliance on the power of the mantra or name, 29-328 

Whatever name is called the Power that answers is the Mother, 29-327 

Name 

If you can feel the Name bringing you peace, it should be able to bring everything, 29-

465 

Some go on using the Name for years, before there is an answer, 29-468 

The Divine is formless and nameless – Name, nomen, numens, 21-352 

name of the Divine 

The name of the Divine is usually called in for protection, for adoration, 29-327 

Nammalwar 

Nammalwar, an Alwar, spent his time singing and meditating on God, 13-467 

namochcharana 

Namochcharana has power but only if it comes from the heart and the soul, 29-327 

Namuchi 

Namuchi fights man by his weaknesses, 15-378 

Napoleon 

Alexander of Macedon & Napoleon Buonaparte were poets on a throne, 1-198 

As for Napoleon, Caesar and Shakespeare, not one of them was a virtuous man, 28-505 

As Mirabeau initiated destruction, Napoleon initiated construction and organisation, 1-

517 

He compelled Europe to accept the necessity of reorganisation political and social, 1-

521 

I never heard that Napoleon failed at Waterloo for want of self-confidence, 28-502 

Like Danton, Napoleon shaped events for a time by his thoughts & character, 1-517 

Like Robespierre Napoleon was the hand of destruction – Unlike him, of construction, 

1-517 

Napoleon – He fell, his mind being muddied by rajas, passion & desire, 17-129 

Napoleon had a strong vital but not one organised round the psychic being, 35-130 

Napoleon took up into himself the functions of the others, 1-517 

Napoleon was a Rakshasa of the pure type, colossal in his force and attainment, 1-519 

Napoleon was exceedingly ego-centric – The capacities of a ruler but not of a 

politician, 28-502 

Napoleon was not a man at all, he was a force, 1-518 

Napoleon was one of the mightiest of vibhutis, one of the most dominant, 1-520 

Napoleon, Caesar, Shakespeare were great men – They had defects of character and 

vices, 28-506 

Shakespeare stole deer, Napoleon lied freely, Caesar was without scruples, 28-506 

The Rakshasa is not an altruist – Napoleon knew not what love was, 1-519 

The Revolution was also great in its men – Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre and 

Napoleon, 1-513 

Napoleon. 

It is dangerous for an army to be led by veterans, for on the other side God may place 

Napoleon (77), 12-431 
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One called Napoleon a tyrant and imperial cut-throat (29), 12-426 

Nara 

Nara is the human soul – Narayana is the divine Soul, 19-14 

The oneness of humanity with God – Nara and Narayana are the eternal couple, 12-7 

Narada 

Narada stands for the expression of the Divine Love and Knowledge, 30-158 

Naraian 

Indra, hostile to asceticism, sent the Opsaras to disturb the meditations of Naraian, 1-

220 

Naraian conquers the temptation by producing out of the sensuous in himself, 1-221 

The Hindu mind created a legend – Naraian opening his thigh took from it Urvasie, 1-

220 

Narak 

Narak the condition of misery in the subtle body, 17-122 

Narak, Hell, the condition of misery in the subtle body, 17-213 

Nara-Narayana 

The figure of Nara-Narayana – The inner Divinity and the human manifestation, 19-14 

Narayana 

In the Vedantic view, all here is God – Every creature is the disguised Narayana, 19-

151 

Nara is the human soul – Narayana is the divine Soul, 19-14 

Narayana in your vision is clearly Vishnu, 30-156 

Narayana is usually taken as a name of Vishnu, 30-155 

The mediating form of divine Narayana – A humanised symbol of Godhead, 19-393 

The oneness of humanity with God – Nara and Narayana are the eternal couple, 12-7 

The Vedic Vishnu is the origin of the Puranic Narayana, Preserver and Lord of Love, 

15-347 

Vishnu or Narayana in this image is the Lord of the waters of Space and Time, 30-156 

We must see Narayana not only in things animate but in things inanimate, 13-78 

narrative 

There must be a departure in the lyric, the drama, the narrative or epic, 26-276 

narrative form 

The poetic imagination will not likely give up the narrative and dramatic form, 26-9 

narrative of the future 

The narrative – The change will substitute a soul significance as the real substance, 26-

285 

The narrative and epic forms – The same transmuting change, 26-285 

narrative poetry 

It is quite natural that the narrative should flow less than the lyrical, 27-613 

The rich style has this danger that it may drown the narration, 27-614 

narrowness 

The narrowness etc. of which you complain are normal to the physical nature, 31-385 

nation 

“God in the nation is the deity of which the monarch must be the servant”, 1-483 

“I called to the soul of the nation and the soul of the nation awoke and shook itself 

free”, 1-479 
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A distinct race and nation – The ultimate brotherhood of humanity can be achieved, 8-

153 

A fallen nation not allowed to rise without infinite suffering and mighty effort, 8-13 

A gain by throwing away the future of the nation and the hope of a united India, 8-236 

A greater than human force has swept, changing the character of a nation, 8-87 

A growing sense of the necessity of leaving the soul of the subject nation free, 25-318 

A nation capable of a national act of self-sacrifice ensures its future, 8-137 

A nation depends on geographical separateness and geographical compactness, 8-304 

A nation is a mighty Shakti, composed of the Shaktis of all the millions of units, 6-83 

A nation is an Idea-Force in the universal Will that is knowledge, 17-549 

A nation is an organism which grows under the stress of a principle of life within, 6-

367 

A nation is both helped and limited by what has been left behind, 26-45 

A nation is entitled to attain its freedom by violence, 36-48, 36-73 

A nation is the outward expression of a community of sentiment, 6-367 

A nation must have a certain amount of well-being to maintain a national art, 8-249 

A nation surrounded daily by the beautiful, noble, fine and harmonious, 1-453 

A small locality cannot be strong enough to fight the battles of the nation unaided, 6-

101 

A state or nation must first win or maintain an organised independence, 6-538 

A tendency to hunt for safe and peaceful paths to national regeneration, 6-236 

A time has come in the history of the nation when men must take one side or the other, 

6-140 

An individual or a nation cannot rise to its full height except through trouble and stress, 

6-248 

Arguments and speeches do not win liberty for a nation, 1-642 

Art in the evolution of the race and its value in the education and actual life of a nation, 

1-446 

As the family idea or the national idea has become each a psychological motive, 25-

554 

Aspects of the country out of which the future takes shape – The causal body, 6-812 

Born of the idea in the Brahman, a nation exists by the force of the idea and only so 

long, 17-549 

Deeper, the causal body of the nation – The peculiar temperament out of its ages, 6-

1115 

Describe the type of human character which prevails in a nation – The general history, 

6-1091 

Each nation has its own characteristic spirit and creative quality, 26-63 

Each nation is a Shakti and lives by the principle which it embodies, 20-57 

Each nation must practise the political creed which is its temperament and 

circumstances, 6-302 

Even a nation of strong men led by the weak, blind or selfish, becomes easily infected, 

8-283 

Every nation has a right to protect its life from starvation and famine, 6-839 

Every nation must beat out its own path to salvation with pain and difficulty, 6-10 

Every national ego desires a double self-fulfilment, intensive and expansive, 25-477 
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Every one of us must cease to cherish his separate life and live in the nation, 6-1031 

First – Whether the sense of the beautiful has any effect on the life of a nation, 1-446 

For the community or nation – To perfect its corporate existence, to harmonise, 25-71 

For the nation – The preservation, strengthening and enrichment of the nation-soul, 1-

427 

For this purpose the great necessity is to awake in the nation a will to be free, 6-333 

Foreign help can only be safe and beneficial if the nation has already grown strong, 6-

898 

Foreign rule cannot build up a nation – Only the resistance to foreign rule can weld, 6-

357 

Generally, every nation or people has or develops a special soul-form, 26-46 

If it is imitative, imported, artificial – The nation, towards self-sterilisation and death, 

8-61 

If the individuality stamps itself on the movement – The nation wakes, lives and grows, 

8-61 

In speaking of the nation, we should recall the great achievements of our ancestors, 6-

813 

In the nation he finds a means for the play of a larger sense of power and expansion, 

25-160 

Incidents like these never happen to a brave, patriotic and self-respecting nation, 8-411 

India has understood by the nation or people a great communal soul and life, 1-426 

Industrial progress and material development did not bring life to the nation, 6-826 

It has to be done in many languages by the minds of many nation entities at once, 26-

301 

It is foolish to think that a nation once risen will be stopped by mere physical 

repression, 8-37 

It is only righteousness that exalts a nation and righteousness means going straight, 8-

233 

It is our own choice whether we create a nation or perish, 6-84 

It is the self-sufficing separateness of a nation that is its independence, 6-623 

It is when the soul awakens that a nation is really alive, 8-61 

Its more real body is the men and women who compose the nation-unit, 25-36 

Liberty is the essential condition of all-round progress in a nation, 6-352 

Liberty is the first requisite for the sound health and vigorous life of a nation, 6-357 

Mr. Tilak’s name stands already for history as a nation-builder, 1-657 

No man can lead a rising nation unless he has this faith first of all, 6-348 

No man or nation need perish unless he deliberately chooses extinction, 6-83 

No man or nation that refused to venture hugely ever arrived at freedom, 6-770 

No material ideal of riches and prosperity has ever made a nation, 6-512 

No nation can be wholly capable of self-government until it governs itself, 8-226 

No nation can grow without finding a fit and satisfying medium of expression, 1-638, 

6-316 

Nothing more easily leads to national death and decay than a prosperous servitude, 6-

239 

Now the nation as the one living group-unit, until a greater living unit can be found, 25-

310 
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Our object is to build up our own nation and not to destroy another, 6-635 

Outwardly, the nation or community which shrinks too long is itself destroyed, 19-384 

Patriotism has an additional stimulus in the excellence of a national civilisation, 6-511 

People on this land with their good and bad desires – Part of its subtle body, 6-812 

Periods when the national soul selects for its growth and action in the future, 1-667 

Pledging a whole nation to a course inconsistent with courage and with honour, 6-245 

Political freedom is the life-breath of a nation, 6-266 

Separate and distinct culture-units before they could become nation-units, 25-364 

The assertion of the free, independent, democratically self-governed nation, 25-344 

The civilisation that is imposed from outside kills a nation instead of invigorating it, 6-

617 

The community grew into the nation. Social divisions became more intricately 

complex, 17-291 

The country, the land is only the outward body of the nation, 6-1115 

The day of a nation’s independence is when it realises in its soul that it is free, 6-623 

The dispute is one of ideal – A province of England or a separate nation, 8-341 

The European cycle of nation-building differs from the ancient cycle – Three stages, 

25-371 

The experience of an independent nation is not valid to guide a subject nation, 6-273 

The first impulse of the developing nation is to provide itself with a centre, 6-367 

The first message said, “Go forth and do my work.” – To help to uplift this nation, 8-10 

The folly of it – The idea that interdining was a necessary condition of nation building, 

6-167 

The free development of the community or nation from within is the best condition, 25-

71 

The generations to come are also an organic component of your nation, 6-813 

The idea of national freedom and national greatness has that overmastering appeal, 6-

348 

The influence of the age and the nation on the poet, 26-41 

The issue on which the future of the national movement depends, 6-153 

The life of the individual must be the sacrifice for the life of the nation, 6-1031 

The moment a light from God is sent into it. the nation wakes to the sense of its 

freedom, 6-888 

The nascent subjectivism mostly in the self-consciousness of the nation, 25-34 

The nation has three bodies – Gross, subtle and causal, 6-812 

The nation idea arose from a geographical and historical necessity, 25-554 

The nation in modern times is practically indestructible, unless it dies from within, 25-

310 

The nation is the living collective unit – Empires are only political and not real units, 

25-304 

The nation lives by the life of other nations – But it has to assimilate this material, 25-

70 

The nation must exist before it can sacrifice its interests for a higher good, 8-140 

The nation or community is an aggregate life that expresses the Self, 25-70 

The nation or group – The development of its activities and capacities, 6-363 

The nation or society is a soul rather than has one. It is a group-soul, 25-35 
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The nation or State – A political character is necessarily added to the social life, 25-162 

The nation which lived by this culture will lose its soul and perish, 20-57 

The natural unit in such a grouping is the nation, 25-432 

The next enlargement is to the self in the nation – Nationalism is the dharma of the age, 

8-138 

The object of national existence is human development in the individual and in the 

group, 6-363 

The ordinary emotional conception of the nation – Its most outward aspect, 25-36 

The point which the development of the nation-aggregate has reached, 25-372 

The present fatigue and inactivity – Instances of them in the history of every nation, 8-

178 

The primal law and purpose of a nation is to seek its own self-fulfilment, 25-35 

The religious, the political and mental conditions of a nation are indissolubly 

connected, 1-719 

The remedy is to make the life of the nation a religion in a high spiritual sense, 20-39 

The roots of the poet’s personality are in the spirit of the national mind, 26-47 

The secret conclave which attempts to direct the destinies of the national movement, 6-

155 

The self-respect of the nation is our religion, self-sacrifice is our only action or duty, 6-

860 

The term “nation” is meaningful and significant – The concept of National Education, 

6-813 

The uplifting of a nation cannot be accomplished by a few diplomatic politicians, 6-880 

Then and only then will that unity become possible which can create a nation, 6-1055 

There are times in a nation’s history when Providence places before it one work, 6-656 

There is a stage in the growth of a nation when Protection is necessary, 1-712 

There must be a uniting force – Organised government or else a living national sense, 

8-304 

To awaken boldness in a nation which has lost the sense of honour and self-respect, 6-

335 

To consider on what lines the energy of the nation may best expend itself, 6-67 

To organise and utilise the energy for the control by the nation of its own destinies, 6-

159 

To think about our nation is first to think about our physical motherland, 6-812 

Two impulses, individualistic and collective – Family, society and nation, 25-159 

Two stages in the life of a nation – When it is forming itself, when it is formed, 8-139 

We aim not at the alteration of a form of government but at the building up of a nation, 

8-24 

We believe that the Yoga of the Gita will play a large part in the uplifting of the nation, 

8-136 

We believe that this nation has developed on spiritual lines – A destiny, 8-93 

We must cast a glance at the most typical instances of the successful composite nation, 

25-325 

We must live as a nation before we can live in humanity, 8-85 

We must now set ourselves to the restoration of the moral tone of the nation, 6-986 
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We should erect a temple to Bhawani – Helping to create a nation, to aryanise a world, 

6-89 

What is a nation? – To the West the nation is the country, 6-1115 

What is true of the corporate mind-life of the nation is true of the individual mind-life 

also, 17-549 

Whatever nation now is the first to solve the problems will lead the world, 8-457 

When a nation is dependent it begins to decay – National independence is Swaraj, 6-

841 

When a nation is living at high pressure, opinions and actions are bound to diverge, 6-

721 

When a nation is on the verge of losing the source of its vitality, it tries to recover it, 6-

1030, 6-1114 

Whenever a nation has given up the purpose of its existence – At the cost of its growth, 

6-1041 

Wherever a nation has been formed, it has been at the expense of smaller units, 6-908 

Whoever wishes to cut off the nation from its past, is no friend of our national growth, 

6-895 

Within the gross body is a subtler body, the mental and emotional activities of the 

nation, 6-1115 

Within the mind and soul of humanity – Of the individual and between, of a nation, 1-

422 

Without strength and courage, no nation can rise, 8-277 

Writings void of the note of hope, encouragement and energy, will not help a nation, 1-

568 

nation. 

A nation is not made by a common blood, a common tongue or a common religion 

(332), 12-467 

Is unfit for greatness and freedom, the nation that has never been under the yoke of 

foreigners (309), 12-464 

national 

The Congress is not really national, 6-22 

national anthem 

The song “Bande Mataram” – Not only a national anthem but a sacred mantra, 6-845 

National Assembly 

The only remedy – To rebuild the National Assembly on the basis of provincial unity, 

8-133 

The real question is constitutional – The Congress is and must be a National Assembly, 

8-156 

national character 

Solid and thorough work, self-discipline – At a higher national character and evolution, 

8-318 

National College 

The National College – Srijut Aurobindo Ghose sent in his resignation spontaneously, 

6-984 

National Council of Education 

If it is impossible to alter this body, some other centre of effort must be created, 8-388 
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The Council created the financial problem – Of crushing difficulty, 8-388 

The curriculum of the Council is extraordinarily elaborate and expensive, 8-387 

The divorce of the National Council from the national movement, 8-265 

The National Council authorities forbidding their students to attend a national festival, 

8-173 

The National Council contributed to the system its defects, 8-387 

The National Council of Education – The abjuration of all connection with politics, 8-

264 

The National Council of Education came into existence – An act of faith, 8-111 

The National Council of Education has convicted itself of entire incapacity, 8-386 

They are betraying the trust reposed in them by the nation, ruining a great movement, 

8-173 

To the majority of the members it is merely an interesting academical experiment, 8-

386 

national culture 

General humanistic training is essential to national culture, 8-386 

National Education – A nursery of patriotism and a mighty instrument of national 

culture, 8-386 

national education 

An education proper to the Indian soul and need and temperament and culture, 1-419 

It will give shape to the spirit of the nation at present in a state of rather formless flux, 

1-414 

National education – A part of the general effort of self-liberation, of self-finding, 1-

414 

National education – What the idea means to us, the principle and the form in India, 1-

424 

The country has yet to evolve a system of education which shall be really national, 1-

454 

The objection that in the idea of a national education patriotism has no legitimate place, 

1-419 

We seem still less to know what we mean by national education, 1-417 

National education 

National education in Bengal – The importance attached to drawing and clay-

modelling, 1-453 

National education meant for him the training of the young generation, 1-653 

National Education 

A Charter will be no gain to National Education and may easily be fatal to it, 6-934 

A third feature of the year has been the growth of National Education, 6-314 

All Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education movements are objectionable, 8-205 

An education controlled by Indians – Independence is the first condition, 6-592 

Boycott, Swadeshi, Arbitration, National Education, were the hope of the future, 8-434 

But the full soul can come only by a system of National Education, 1-411 

Education on a national scale is an indispensable precondition of our social 

amelioration, 6-681 

Education should be imparted on national lines and under national control, 6-863 

For the same reason national education languishes, 6-266 
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Herein lies the true significance of national education, boycott, Swadeshi, arbitration, 

6-1036 

Home Rule and National Education are two inseparable ideals, 1-411 

In our programme of National Education we do impart practical knowledge, 6-816 

India has realised the necessity of a system of national education, 6-588 

It cannot come by any extension or imitation of the system of the existing universities, 

36-271 

National Education – A highly-trained and well-equipped nation, 6-542 

National Education – A nursery of patriotism and a mighty instrument of national 

culture, 8-387 

National education – The object is to establish self-government in India, 6-842 

National education – To secure truly national and patriotic control and discipline, 6-276 

National Education – To see that national schools be established in every district, 6-225 

National education builds up a great nation, 6-895 

National Education is, next to Self-Government, the most immediate need of the 

country, 36-270 

National Education languishes because the active force has been withdrawn from it, 8-

385 

National education must be on national lines and under national control, 6-895 

National Education must be on national lines and under national control, 6-811 

National education was another item to which Sri Aurobindo attached importance, 36-

58 

So we teach philosophy based on the national system of education, 6-814 

Swadeshi in Education does not mean teaching by Indian professors only, 6-592 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-538 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education – Differences of opinion on the last two, 6-224 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education are merely aspects of great ideas, 6-1000 

Technical, commercial and scientific instruction – A part of National Education, 6-416 

The Congress has recognised the necessity of National Education, 6-208 

The institution of a widespread and comprehensive system of national education, 6-488 

The national system of education was intended to create a nation, 6-872 

The new National Education laid stress on experiment and observation, 1-368 

The subject of National Education – The wording of the resolution adopted, 6-871 

The term “nation” is meaningful and significant – The concept of National Education, 

6-813 

The third thing to be done is to spread National Education, 6-1024 

There can be no national education without national control, 6-895 

To have national education – The help of the rich and the learned men, 6-863 

To help the growing race consciousness in India – A national system of education, 6-

541 

We had hoped by means of National Education to effect this great object, 8-246 

national ego 

The national ego may easily mean nothing more than collective selfishness, 8-139 

national experience 
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Our politicians of the nineteenth century had no national experience behind them, 6-

272 

National Fund 

The National Fund – Unused if we allow divided counsels to obtain as to the disposal, 

8-284 

national life 

No department of our life can escape this great regenerating and reconstructing force, 

8-65 

Swaraj means the fulfilment of our national life, 8-40 

The life of the nation – The life of the Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra, 

8-19 

The second – How to swell the sum of national life and produce the future, 8-21 

There is no national life perfect or sound without the chaturvarnya, 8-19 

national mind 

A fight for the domination of the national mind, 6-664 

The book is a new departure in Bengali literature – The new trend of the national mind, 

6-710 

The preparation of the national mind was the first necessity, 6-1070 

national movement 

By two tests the vitality of a national movement can be judged, 8-61 

If it is imitative, imported, artificial – The nation, towards self-sterilisation and death, 

8-61 

If the individuality stamps itself on the movement – The nation wakes, lives and grows, 

8-61 

The national movement, profoundly democratic, will lift depressed classes, 6-780 

National School 

The appeal of the Khulna National School Committee for funds, 6-700 

national tradition 

The social code retained its sacrosanct character in the new form of a national tradition, 

17-293 

nationalism 

Another political spirit has awakened in the people vehemently national in its motive, 

20-30 

Away from aggressive nationalism to some closer international comity, 25-667 

It is the Sanatana Dharma which for us is nationalism, 8-12 

We shall have to encourage and revive the force of idealistic nationalism, 25-523 

Nationalism 

A call on the rising generation to recover their lost spiritual and intellectual heritage, 8-

246 

A certain section of thought in India regards Nationalism as “madness”, 6-822 

A menace from above and below – The hope of a peaceful Nationalism will disappear, 

8-433 

A Nationalist in the European sense – It is not a religion. Will you have courage?, 6-

828 

And Nationalism grew as Krishna in the homes of the poor and ignorant, 6-748 
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Any fresh development of Nationalism they are prepared to meet by ruthless 

repression, 6-760 

Either Nationalism will purify itself or it will have to get itself a new body, 8-465 

Englishmen know that what is belittled as Extremism is really Nationalism, 6-749 

Every act of the new Nationalism has been a call for suffering and self-sacrifice, 8-140 

Extremism in the sense of unreasoning violence of spirit is not the heart of 

Nationalism, 6-1111 

Finally, it is sought to strike out of the hands of Nationalism the rising generation, 6-

431 

From Bengal has come the creed of Nationalism and the example of Nationalism, 6-

831 

Hesitating calculation in the country – Expediency is likely to undermine the 

Nationalism, 8-91 

If you embrace this religion of Nationalism, you will have to meet tremendous forces, 

6-830 

In fighting against Nationalism she is fighting against her own chance of a future, 1-

522 

In the ideal of Nationalism which India will set there will be an essential equality, 6-

679 

In the second Nationalism should abate its demands – Cosmopolitanism, 8-139 

Indian Nationalism – The gospel of national freedom and the practice of independence, 

6-623 

Indian Nationalism and bureaucratic despotism cannot divide India between them, 6-

423 

It asks of a method whether it is effective for its purpose, 6-1112 

It is by victories in the country that we must record the progress of Nationalism, 6-798 

It is the harmonized fulfilment of Nationalism and Empire that is the future, 1-521 

Nationalism – Against any tendency to cling to every detail that has been Indian, 8-66 

Nationalism – To recover Indian greatness and to solve the problems in an Indian spirit, 

8-245 

Nationalism also has been defective – Indian in sentiment, European in practice, 8-464 

Nationalism has done part of the work of a Mazzini by awakening a great spiritual 

force, 8-187 

Nationalism has never been killed by conciliation, 6-749 

Nationalism has to win Swaraj for India and the Swaraj shall be a Swadeshi Swaraj, 6-

1039 

Nationalism is a divinely appointed shakti of the Eternal and must do its God-given 

work, 6-750 

Nationalism is itself no creation of individuals and can have no respect for persons, 6-

868 

Nationalism is not a mere political programme. Nationalism is a religion from God, 6-

818 

Nationalism is or ought to be a religious aspiration and a moral attitude, 6-975 

Nationalism is our faith – The forces are against us. Shall we turn from our work?, 8-85 

Nationalism is primarily an emotion of the heart and a spiritual attitude, 6-331 
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Nationalism is the aspiration for the realisation of that Divine Unity in the nation, 6-

679 

Nationalism is the gospel of inalienable freedom, Boycott is the practice of freedom, 6-

618 

Nationalism was not born of persecution and cannot be killed by the cessation, 6-747 

Nationalism will not prefer violent or strenuous methods simply because they are so, 6-

1112 

Oppression was inevitable and necessary – But Nationalism was not born of 

oppression, 6-749 

Our duty to convince the nation by exposing pseudo-Nationalism in all its workings, 6-

334 

Peaceful Nationalism – The only way to healthy political development in India, 8-438 

She found that She was trampling on God expressed in the principle of Nationalism, 1-

513 

So with backward provinces – It is important to Nationalism that these should awake, 

6-796 

The amateur kind of Nationalism will no longer serve – The real workers are yet to 

come, 6-1082 

The country is in need of a man thoroughly steeped in the gospel of Nationalism, 6-631 

The emergence of Nationalism as a self-conscious force, 6-664 

The fear that persecution may crush it, 6-749 

The first is the stage when Nationalism makes rightly its greatest demands, 8-139 

The gospel of Nationalism has not yet been fully preached, 8-95 

The idea of Indian Nationalism is in the second season of its life history, 6-747 

The importance for Nationalism that the politically backward classes should be 

awakened, 6-795 

The Nationalism of the Egyptians at that time of a less robust and less exalted type, 6-

715 

The Nationalism we advocate is a thing difficult to grasp and follow, 8-435 

The Nationalist is no advocate of lawlessness for its own sake, 6-1111 

The new Nationalism is the rebirth in India of the Kshatriya, the Samurai, 6-1108 

The new Nationalism is the very antithesis of the old, 6-1105 

The next enlargement is to the self in the nation – Nationalism is the dharma of the age, 

8-138 

The power of ideas and sentiments - Nationalism, Democracy, 6-493 

The profession of Nationalism should be made but with a full sense of what it means, 

6-1060 

The prophets of Nationalism pointed the mind of the people to a great destiny, 8-245 

The struggles of Nationalism in other countries – A close and informing parallel, 6-712 

The tender plant of Nationalism could flower into the religion of patriotism, 6-429 

Their confusion of Nationalism with Terrorism – Ignorant and prejudiced, 8-443 

There remains the question of Nationalism and Empire – It is put chiefly to England, 1-

522 

We are at present in the formative stage – The demand of Nationalism is imperative, 8-

140 

We have narrowly escaped by the resurgence of the soul of India in Nationalism, 8-20 
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We must know what Nationalism is not before we ask what it is, 6-1111 

With us today Nationalism is our immediate practical faith and gospel, 8-84 

Nationalist 

A surprise to the Nationalist – Deportation was used in a moment of panic, 6-435 

A void has been created by the silence of the great Nationalist organisers, 8-435 

Courage, frankness, love and justice – The stuff of which a Nationalist should be made, 

6-976 

If anarchy and suffering are the necessary passage, he is ready to bear, to expose to 

them, 6-1112 

If he embraces Anarchy, it is as the way to good government, 6-1113 

That the Nationalist movement in India is a pure outcome of racial hatred, 6-634 

The Nationalist activity – Pointing out legitimate paths to national aspiration, 8-432 

The Nationalist contention is that all these three postulates have no firm foundation, 6-

359 

The Nationalist creed is a gospel of faith and hope, 6-356 

The Nationalist insists on the democratic distribution of function at which socialism 

aims, 6-680 

The Nationalist is entitled to use means for his own self-defence, 6-693 

The Nationalist knows what he asks from Fate and the price that Fate asks from him, 6-

1113 

The Nationalist must first bring about the political freedom and federation of his 

country, 6-681 

The Nationalist programme – The use of every legitimate and peaceful means, 8-235 

The primary object of the Nationalist organs must be to keep up their propaganda, 6-

694 

To fill India with the Nationalist faith – One must recognise this necessity of sacrifice, 

6-677 

To the ordinary Congress politician the Nationalist is nothing more than an 

“Extremist”, 6-1110 

Two different programmes – The advanced Moderate and the Nationalist, 8-234 

What is a Nationalist good for if he cannot make nothing of difficulties, 6-787 

Nationalist Conference 

The Nationalist Conference, the Nationalist organisation is now an accomplished fact, 

6-793 

Nationalist movement 

To measure our strength with the bureaucracy is the purpose of the Nationalist 

movement, 6-469 

Nationalist organisation 

The Nationalist Conference, the Nationalist organisation is now an accomplished fact, 

6-793 

Nationalist party 

Of the present Nationalist party much will be rejected as chaff, 6-1082 

One day the Government in India will be obliged to come to the Nationalist party, 8-

272 

So much confusion as to the attitude of the Nationalist party, misnamed Extremists, 6-

353 
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The first requisite is the organisation of the Nationalist party, 8-376 

The Nationalist party – Its own activities are inhibited, from below, from above, 8-440 

The Nationalist party is growing in strength, energy and wisdom – It can afford to wait, 

8-233 

The Nationalist party is not opposed to all acceptance of reform, 8-237 

The Nationalist party must jealously guard their separate individuality and existence, 8-

272 

The Nationalist party stood for democracy, constitutionalism and progress, 8-155 

The only way – The Nationalist party as a force clear from Moderatism and Terrorism, 

8-272 

The policy I suggest to the Nationalist party may briefly be summed up as follows, 8-

159 

The situation of the Nationalist party is difficult but not impossible, 8-150 

Nationalist Party 

Nationalist programme could only achieve a partial beginning, 36-57 

Sri Aurobindo became the recognised leader of Nationalism in Bengal, 36-59 

The journal declared and developed the programme of the Nationalist Party, 36-56 

The Nationalist Party might accept real reforms giving real power or control, 36-86 

Nationalist Press 

The tone of the Nationalist Press will not be lowered – Its circulation has been 

increased, 6-324 

Nationalists 

If the Nationalists stand back – The disappearance of the movement or a violent 

activity, 8-373 

In attempting to convert this instrument they may have committed errors, 8-232 

The ideal of the Nationalists to make of the Congress a great and living body, 8-231 

The Nationalist members submitted proposals of their own, 8-368 

The Nationalists – Assailed in their attempt, 6-800 

The Nationalists are united on three cardinal principles, 6-1085 

The Nationalists had conceded everything which the other party could reasonably 

expect, 8-369 

The Nationalists have been dwelling on two propositions, 6-677 

The Nationalists have put from them all the ordinary chances of life to devote 

themselves, 6-775 

The Nationalists hold that Indians are as capable of freedom as any subject nation, 6-

355 

The Nationalists must vindicate the superiority of their programme by its result, 8-235 

The Nationalists will sign no creed of colonial self-government as the ultimate goal, 8-

132 

The period of waiting is over – Nationalists must now come forward, 8-374 

The pros and cons of the controversy between Conventionalists and Nationalists, 6-

1043 

There are at present three parties, the Loyalists, the Moderates and the Nationalists, 6-

355 

We Nationalists lay stress on the ideal and not on the form it takes, 8-341 
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We Nationalists refuse to sign or verbally swear to any creed imposed on us from 

outside, 6-1078 

nationality 

A common enthusiasm coalescing with a common interest – Fosterer of nationality, 6-

643 

As for unity of race – Race and nationality are two totally different things, 6-668 

Every nationality has been formed in spite of diversity of race or religion or language, 

6-642 

How far the principle of nationality itself is likely to be affected, 25-411 

Nationality as the outer shell within which brotherhood may be organised, 1-513 

The building up of a nationality – Several instances, 6-667 

The essential elements of nationality, 6-643 

The Indian idea of nationality ought to be truer and deeper, 6-1115 

Unity in race, religion or language – Helpful to the growth of a nationality, 6-642 

nationality. 

Affirm free nationality first, if thou wouldst ever bring the world to be one nation 

(331), 12-467 

Family, nationality, humanity are Vishnu's three strides from an isolated to a collective 

unity (334), 12-467 

Nationality is a stride of the progressive God (333), 12-467 

nations 

A general movement in different forms and lines through the souls of nations, 26-44 

A psychological unity could only be assured by a free assent of nations, 25-430 

Acquiescence in subjection is the death-sleep of nations, 6-357 

All nations have such a Devi supporting their separate existence, 28-482 

Blind infatuation is God’s instrument for the destruction of men and nations, 8-139 

Each has its own separate nature over and above the common nature of humanity, 8-61 

It is a vain dream to accomplish easily what other nations have won by struggle, 6-299 

It is by unhesitating, wholehearted and princely sacrifices that nations effect their 

liberty, 8-90 

Most powerful in new nations and those afflicted by subjection or defeat, 25-38 

Nations as well as individuals are subject to the law of Karma, 6-957 

Nations do not prosper without self-sacrifice, 6-860 

Nations have that in a sort of collective national ego which persists – Its supports, 25-

561 

Nations struggling for liberty have to depend on their own strength and enthusiasm, 25-

398 

Nations which have arrived inevitably at organised oneness, 25-306 

Other nations have risen from the lowest depths of degradation, 6-347 

That which other nations have paid for freedom we also must pay, 6-770 

The general psychological laws which govern nations are always the same – In India, 

8-187 

The groupments of smaller nations had the most intense life, 25-282 

The majestic visions which bring life to dead nations – Part of our national existence, 

6-1080 

The nations of the coming dawn – The creators of the poetry of the future, 26-308 
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The nations should become conscious not only of their own but of each other's souls, 

25-40 

The necessity which forces nations to follow the fiat of their environment, 6-990 

The subjectivism of certain nations as the sign and precursor of a general change, 25-39 

The unequal progress – The dominant classes or dominant nations, 25-287 

nations. 

One principal cause of the subjection of nations (164), 12-443 

native 

The liberal appointment of Indians – The “native” civilian more zealously oppressive, 

6-271 

Native Chiefs 

Zeal on the part of Native Chiefs to safeguard the interests of the bureaucracy, 6-474 

Native States 

The majority of Native States are wholly under the thumb of the Resident, 8-292 

natural being 

We may live in our natural being or in our greater and spiritual being, 19-253 

natural life 

Our natural life – Our subjection to the forms of material Nature, 19-253 

natural work 

A man who devotes himself to his own natural work acquires spiritual perfection, 19-

509 

naturalism 

An ethical naturalism – Humanity in the simplicity of its direct contact with Nature, 26-

135 

The first breadth – A naturalism and a flamboyant or many-hued romanticism, 26-112 

Naturalistic 

What are the Animistic, Totemistic, Naturalistic and superstitious beliefs, 17-311 

nature 

Here the principle is to accord the nature with the inner realisation, 29-7 

The Jiva is the basis of the multiple existence – The fundamental nature of all, 19-270 

The link between the supreme nature and the lower phenomenal nature, 19-270 

There is a supreme nature of the Divine, 19-267 

Nature 

God transcends world and is not bound by any law of Nature, 17-353 

God, Nature and Jiva are the three terms of existence, and these three are one being, 

19-308 

In everything that exists symbolically there are Self and Nature, 12-109 

In Nature here the Divine is veiled, and the individual being is subjected to Nature, 28-

33 

In the cosmos the supreme Nature formulates itself as the Jiva, 19-269 

It is Prakriti or Nature that acts – The Divine does not compel people to do anything, 

28-43 

It manifests also as the essence of all quality of Nature – Svabhāva, 19-271 

Kalidasa divined from the beginning the true place of Nature in the poet’s outlook, 1-

178 
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Nature – Being, Will or Force, Creative Bliss, Pure Idea, Mind, Life and Matter, 17-

354 

Nature – The condition of the Prakriti will become illumined by the transformation, 35-

85 

Nature as infinite teleological & discriminative Force of Intelligence, 12-128 

Nature herself is only a power of Spirit, Prakriti the force of the Purusha, 19-574 

Nature is a divine motion of becoming of which Spirit is the origin, substance, control, 

17-436 

Nature is a manifestation of the Spirit – Truth of self and of our being in Nature, 23-

667 

Nature is everlasting power of the Self, 12-195 

Nature is power of the spirit – She is Prakriti, she is Maya, both are Shakti, 23-627 

Nature is power of the Spirit – What we see is a Nature which is ignorant of the spirit, 

19-435 

Nature is the Power of God Himself leading these multitudes of beings, 12-113 

Nature is very largely what you make of her, or can make of her, 28-510 

Nature is, secondarily, the lower Nature, a subordinate variable development, 19-348 

Nature itself is Prakriti, working of world-Force, called by us Shakti, 17-507 

Nature knows that man as he is at present is only a transitional type, 12-120 

Nature proposes to advance to a new symbol-being which shall be supernatural, 12-116 

Nature seems bent rather on breaking the mould, than on perfecting it, 12-117 

Nature to Vedanta is only the mask of a divine cosmic Will, 17-512 

Neither Nature nor Imagination can be supposed to be blind, random energies, 18-391 

Phenomenal Nature is a movement of the conscious Lord, 17-85 

Prakriti and Nature are the same thing – The gunas are modes or processes of Nature, 

28-46 

Prakriti or Nature is the origin, the material and the agent of evolution, 17-258 

Soul and Nature are the dual cause, a passive Consciousness and an active Energy, 19-

72 

Soul and Nature are two eternal lovers – The soul fulfils itself in Nature, 13-328 

Spirit and Nature – The play of these two principles is the Life of the universe, 17-25 

The conception of Nature from which we have to start, 23-44 

The distinction between mechanical Nature and the Ishwara – Purusha and Prakriti, 23-

98 

The distinction between the two Natures, the phenomenal and the spiritual, 19-266 

The Divine is more than the Atman. It is Nature also, 28-12 

The indwelling of the Spirit is not the whole truth of this mutual relation of God & 

Nature, 17-437 

The intention of Nature, the spiritual justification of her ways appears at last, 13-425 

The movement of Nature is a sevenfold flow, 17-354 

The relation of Self and soul and Nature – The seeker of Godhead in that integrality, 

19-456 

The relations of Soul and Nature – The secret knower of the field, 19-416 

The Self or Atman is inactive, Nature (Prakriti) or Shakti acts, 28-32 

The self-fulfilment of the Purusha through his Energy – Lower and higher Nature, 23-

44 
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The Soul and Nature are only two aspects of the eternal Brahman, 19-417 

The soul does not move, but motion of Nature takes place in its perfect stillness, 17-

353 

The supreme Nature is not identical with the Jiva manifested in Time, 19-269 

The supreme Nature is the infinite timeless conscious power of the self-existent Being, 

19-269 

The supreme Nature is the infinity of power or will of being of the Spirit, 19-269 

There is a higher, a supreme, a conscient and divine Nature, 19-80 

There is a supreme, a divine Nature which is the true creatrix of the universe, 19-343 

There seems to be a dual being in us, Soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 23-753 

This is Spirit in relation to Nature, one in multiplicity, the Lord of nature and process, 

17-433 

We must harmonise God & Nature on peril of our destruction, 17-375 

What is meant by Prakriti or Nature is the outer or executive side of the Shakti, 28-44 

Whatever status Nature assumes, there is a corresponding status of the Spirit, 21-365 

Nature. 

The secret is to enjoy her with the soul as one enjoys a woman with the body (428), 12-

483 

Nature’s worship 

The lines about Nature’s worship in Savitri – The epithets belong to poetry, 27-339 

nature-forces 

Nature-forces are conscious forces – They can very well combine all that is necessary, 

28-559 

Nature's Laws 

The universe as the composition of certain brute forces – Nature's Laws, 12-123 

Nature-worship 

Animism is the obscure memory of an ancient discipline – Nature-worship is another, 

17-312 

naturopathy 

Allopathy, homeopathy, naturopathy, osteopathy – Each has its successes and failures, 

35-514 

nausea 

A descent of the force cannot possibly produce nausea and vomiting etc., 31-552 

Navagwas 

In one passage the Navagwas, not the Dashagwas, sacrificed for ten months, 15-175 

It is the addition of Ayasya to the Navagwas which raises the nine Navagwas to ten, 

15-177 

The Navagwas becoming Dashagwas by extending the sacrifice to ten months, 15-176 

Those who sacrifice for nine months of this year are Navagwas – Nine cows or rays, 

15-242 

Two classes of Angiras Rishis, the Navagwas and the Dashagwas, 15-175 

When the Navagwas become the Dashagwas the world of Swar is conquered, 15-177 

navel 

A second division is from the shoulders to the navel – The higher vital, 28-129 

Another at the navel (central vital), 28-231 

For action through the gross body the vital is centred at the navel and below it, 28-242 
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From the navel downwards is the rest of the vital being containing several layers, 28-

129 

One centre below the navel (lower vital), 28-231 

The centre between the navel and the Muladhara commands the lower vital, 28-240 

The feeling you have of coming down to the navel – A lowering of the consciousness, 

28-242 

The navel is the centre of the dynamic and sensational vital, 28-240 

The navel is the chief vital centre below the emotional, 28-242 

The navel is the main vital centre, 28-241 

The navel is the seat of the central vital, below it is the lower vital, 28-242 

Then into the navel and other vital centres and liberates the inner vital, 32-205 

navel centre 

(3) Commanding the larger life-forces and the passions and larger desire-movements, 

28-230 

(3) The navel centre, ten petals, violet, 28-230 

The navel centre, nābhipadma or maṇipūra, governs the larger vital, 28-230 

navel-centre 

The navel-centre is the main seat of the centralised vital consciousness, 30-196 

Nawab of Dacca 

The disturbances – Caused by the alliance of Anglo-India with the Nawab of Dacca, 6-

346 

nearness 

If you want the realisation there, it is the true nearness that you must seek, 32-86 

The true relation with the Divine – The true nearness that you must seek, 31-162 

necessities 

The necessities of a sadhak should be as few as possible, 31-257, 35-759 

necessity 

A self-organising dynamic Chance – A mechanical Necessity, 21-315 

Some relation on this basis between man's necessity and man's freedom, 13-346 

Necessity 

A self-protective law of blind Necessity in the substance of the Inconscience, 21-996 

First, the idea of a blind mechanical Necessity, 13-345 

Free-will – A face of the divine Necessity that in many forms plays with the world, 13-

161 

Not a cosmic Chance, neither a mechanical Necessity – Not a limited Creator, 12-162 

Our life is neither a freak of Chance, nor is it the result of a blind material Necessity, 

12-227 

The infallible operation – Law of Nature, Karma, Necessity and Fate, 23-791 

Vedanta accepts the reality of Fate, but rejects the idea of Necessity, 17-512 

What we call Chance – What we call Necessity, 12-227 

With the supramental force enters an opposite and luminous Necessity, 21-997 

neck 

The lower part of the mouth, chin, neck are the seat of the external or physical mind, 

28-245 

The neck and throat and the lower part of the face belong to the externalising mind, 28-

246 
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The neck or throat is the seat of the physical, externalising or expressive mind, 30-469 

need 

A psychic or spiritual need is a different thing, 31-259 

Need and want are not the same thing, 31-257 

needs 

One must approach even true needs without desire, 31-257 

The Divine is not bound to supply all our real needs, 29-75 

negation 

The suggestion – The inferior negation also is none other than Sachchidananda itself, 

21-54 

This inferior negation may also be, in its essence, a Nihil, a non-existence, 21-53 

Negation 

The superior Negation appears to us sometimes as a Nihil, a Non-Existence, 21-53 

negative element 

(5) The negative part is temporary and transitional and will disappear, 29-387 

That necessitates a negative element in the Yoga, 29-386 

negatives 

The positives and the negatives of the Absolute – The truth of the Absolute, 21-394 

negotiations 

The difference between the conference last year and the recent negotiations is radical, 

8-362 

The recent negotiations had nothing to do with last year’s abortive compromise, 8-363 

Nehru-Liaquat Pact 

I regard the Nehru-Liaquat Pact as an exceedingly clever move of Liaquat Ali, 36-523 

Neo-platonism 

The ideas of the Upanishads – In Pythagoras, Plato, Neo-platonism and Gnosticism, 

20-330 

nerve system 

The nerve system – What moves in them is prana, the life principle, 18-307 

nerve-centres 

Many nerve-centres in various parts of the body, apart from the seven main centres, 28-

236 

nerves 

The obstructions can be removed by the purification of the nerve system, 1-398 

The physical nerves are extended into subtle nerves in the subtle body, 28-211 

The senses depend on the unobstructed activity of the nerves, 1-397 

nervous being 

The nervous (vital-physical) being supports the body, 31-563 

The nervous being is under the influence of the vital forces, 31-139 

The nervous being starts from the physical centre, the Muladhara, 28-211 

The vital physical is the nervous being, 28-208 

We have a vital-physical part in us, the nervous being, as well as the vital proper, 28-

202 

nervous emotional 

The first obstacle, the nervous emotional – The purification of the nervous system, 1-

399 
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nervous envelope 

A vital physical or nervous envelope – The adverse forces trying to break through it, 

28-205 

The nervous envelope surrounding the body, 28-211 

There is a sort of protection round the body which we call the nervous envelope, 31-

558 

What you felt attacked was not really the physical body, but this nervous envelope, 31-

558 

nescience 

The action of the ignorance or nescience is no real ignorance, but a power, 21-419 

Nescience 

A total Nescience at the beginning of things – A seeking Ignorance afterwards, 21-310 

neurasthenia 

A neurasthenia tendency under certain circumstances leads to nervous breakdowns, 36-

304 

A suppressed sexuality which could not find satisfaction – Contributed to neurasthenia, 

35-720 

Neurasthenia proper is a weakness of the vital nervous, 31-803 

The Doctors usually consider it as a type of what they call neurasthenia, 31-804 

neutral condition 

The neutral condition is a transitional state, 30-76 

neutral state 

If the vital does not cooperate there is either dryness or a neutral state, 31-135 

The neutral state can deepen into positive calm and peace by a greater influx, 31-135 

new age 

The structure of the new age must necessarily differ from that of the old, 1-567 

new birth 

The natural evolution and the evolution in Yoga – The possibility of a new birth, 23-90 

The ordinary life and the way of Yoga – The new birth aimed by Yoga, 23-90 

new creation 

Here too the policy of new creation imposes itself as the true and only effective way, 

20-76 

New Lamps for Old 

New Lamps for Old – Sri Aurobindo lost interest in these muzzled productions, 36-67 

new method 

Our new method, though more concrete, was quite as legal and peaceful as the old, 6-

287 

new movement 

It is an attempt to create a new nation in India by reviving ancient Indian character, 6-

1110 

The new cares nothing for age or sex or caste or wealth or education or respectability, 

6-1106 

The new movement – Its true description is not Extremism, but Democratic 

Nationalism, 6-354 

The New Nationalism is a negation of the old bourgeois ideals of the nineteenth 

century, 6-1110 
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The old shunned sacrifice & suffering, the new rushes to embrace it, 6-1106 

new party 

A charge against the new party that they indulge in “vile abuse” of the old leaders, 6-

160 

It has been the deliberate policy of the old leaders to exclude the new party, 6-154 

It was for this reason that the leaders of the new school decided to form a party, 6-268 

The forward party hoped to get entire self-government recognised as the ideal, 6-206 

The Government will harass the organs of the new party, strike at the new method, 6-

195 

The leaders of the new party – The policy of Swadeshi and Boycott, 6-164 

The methods of the new party, 6-178 

The new party – To replace despotism by a free, modern and national Government, 6-

233 

The new party is agreed on a policy of self-help and at least passive resistance, 6-233 

The old leaders are now telling that their ideals are identical with those of the new 

party, 6-159 

This is the kernel of the new party’s policy, 6-159 

This stronger sort of passive resistance has not been included by the new party, 6-284 

new policy 

The double policy we propose has three objects before it, 6-300 

new politics 

The new politics is a serious doctrine. It demands real sufferings from its adherents, 6-

296 

The new politics while it favours passive resistance, does not include meek submission, 

6-295 

new school 

It was for this reason that the leaders of the new school decided to form a party, 6-268 

The new school – An indomitable courage and faith in the nation and the people, 6-274 

new spirit 

Now the spirit of the people has changed – A demand for an immediate recognition, 6-

501 

The book is a new departure in Bengali literature – The new trend of the national mind, 

6-710 

The new spirit in Bengal has embraced the whole educated class, 6-396 

The whole might of the British Empire has been summoned to terrify the new spirit, 6-

397 

newborn baby 

The psychic being is sometimes seen symbolically as a newborn baby, 30-160 

newborn child 

A newborn child – The birth (i.e. the awakening) of the soul or psychic being, 30-160 

newness 

It is by a constant inner growth that one can find a constant newness, 29-276 

newspaper 

Fixity of principles alone can make people attach any value to the opinions of a paper, 

6-197 

newspapers 
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Generally newspaper reading or novel reading is not helpful to the sadhana, 31-66 

I have ceased to contribute to magazines, newspapers, 35-67 

If the Mother were to tell you never to see a newspaper at all ‒ No deprivation to you, 

31-68 

If the newspapers disperse the mind or externalise the consciousness – Should be 

avoided, 27-732 

It is not necessary to answer everything that appears in the newspapers, 35-687 

My rule of not writing any article for an outside paper, magazine or journal, 35-69 

Newspaper reading ‒ The all-important thing must be the sadhana, 31-67 

Reading of newspapers – Most of what is published is empty and futile, 31-67 

Rules like not reading newspapers, eating a fixed diet, keeping only a few things, 29-

383 

The newspapers obviously carry with them a lowering atmosphere, 31-67 

To be in touch with the outside world by reading newspapers ‒ A hindrance, 31-66 

next world 

The next world as depicted by the spiritualist “guides” and other séance communicants, 

28-569 

Nietzsche 

Nietzsche hymned the Olympian but presented him with the aspect of the Asura, 13-

152 

Nietzsche was an apostle who never entirely understood his own message, 13-151 

Nietzsche’s conception of existence as a vast Will-to-become excluding Being, 13-224 

Nietzsche's idea of the superman – But not the intellect and will, the spirit, 25-232 

Nietzsche's insistence upon war as an aspect of life and the ideal man as a warrior, 19-

41 

The theories of Nietzsche – We must see first what life and the world are, 19-41 

night 

Everybody spends the night dreaming, 31-473 

The consciousness in the night almost always descends below, 31-446 

The description of the night and the dawn – A real symbol of an inner reality, 27-341 

The difficulty of keeping the consciousness at night happens to most, 31-446 

The gap made by the night and waking with the ordinary consciousness, 31-450 

To remain conscious at night, train yourself to make your sleep conscious, 31-448 

Night 

Alternation of night and dawn – Night and Dawn are then of different forms, 15-482 

Dawn daughter of Heaven and Night her sister are obverse and reverse sides, 15-481 

Day and Night appear according to the swift movement of this Horse of the Worlds, 

18-282 

Night and Dawn – The attainment of the truth and the detection of the falsehood, 15-

181 

Night in the Veda is the symbol of our obscure consciousness full of ignorance, 15-134 

Night is the symbol of their continual disappearance in the unmanifest, 18-282 

The attack on that passage in my symbolic vision of Night and Dawn, 27-336 

The Night is clearly the image of an inner darkness, 15-130 

The Night is the symbol of the Ignorance or Avidya, 30-149 

The Night of the Veda is the obscured consciousness of the mortal being, 15-202 
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Utter Night is the symbol of the Inconscient – The lesser Night of the Ignorance, 15-

481 

night experiences 

On coming to the waking consciousness the night experiences are often lost or else 

fade, 31-474 

nightmare 

A nightmare – An attack in sleep from some force of the vital world, 31-469 

nights 

These later nights are other than those utter darknesses which are dreaded, 15-482 

Nihilism 

The conclusion of a pure noumenalism – Nihilism and Illusionism, 21-127 

nineteenth century 

Our agitation in the nineteenth century – Its methods were unsuited, 6-203 

Nirguna 

In a realistic Adwaita Saguna and Nirguna are equal aspects of the one Reality, 29-394 

It is the Mother who manifests the Saguna or the Nirguna Ishwara, 32-64 

Nirvana 

A movement, not of liberation into Nirvana, but of liberation and transformation, 30-

433 

A powerful method of practice – The object to be attained is the peace of Nirvana, 19-

241 

About the cosmic consciousness and Nirvana, 28-141 

An exclusive inner concentration on the Presence or a self-extinction in Nirvana, 21-

408 

An increasing quietude ending in an absolute passivity – Nirvana, 19-338 

As in Science the concept of Chance, here is the mystery of Nirvana, 13-335 

But it is possible also to pass to that through a certain experience of Nirvana, 28-140 

But the Buddhist Nirvana is a state of ineffable calm and joy, open not only to a few, 

20-130 

Difference between the consciousness in Nirvana and in the supramental status, 35-309 

For this Yoga Nirvana can only be a stage or passage to the complete realisation, 29-

432 

If the Divine is transcendent but not incommunicable – Nirvana not indispensable, 28-

143 

If the Transcendent is not only supracosmic but aloof – Nirvana is inevitable, 28-143 

In Nirvana or Transformation – A clear mental indication along with the image, 27-384 

In Nirvana, “reef” is a long rock, 27-254 

In our Yoga the Nirvana is the beginning of the higher Truth, 29-433 

In spiritual experience Nirvana is sometimes the loss of all sense of individuality, 29-

395 

In the end it began to disappear into a greater Superconsciousness from above, 35-249 

It brought an inexpressible Peace, a stupendous silence, an infinity of release, 35-249 

It is not possible to situate Nirvana as a world or plane, 28-140 

My experience of Nirvana and silence in the Brahman – Not aware of any pure «I», 28-

71 
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My experience of Nirvana and silence in the Brahman – That as the sole Reality, 35-

257 

Nirvana – A transcription of a major experience, 27-315 

Nirvana consistent with desireless action – The real gist of the Buddha's teaching, 21-

34 

Nirvana in my liberated consciousness turned out to be the beginning of my realisation, 

35-250 

Nirvana is clearly compatible with world-consciousness and with action in the world, 

19-237 

Nirvana is extinction of the ego-limitations, but not of all possibility of manifestation, 

17-68 

Nirvana means the extinction of the ego in the higher spiritual, inner Self, 19-236 

Nirvana of Buddha is the same as the Nirvana of the Gita, 29-431 

Nirvana or Moksha is a liberated condition of the being, not a world, 28-538 

Nirvana or the power to appreciate painting came in two or three days, 35-63 

Nirvana slowly grew into something not less but greater than its first self, 29-453 

No, says the Gita – This peace of Nirvana is founded upon the Purushottama, 19-244 

One can have the experience of Nirvana, 30-432 

That was my own first complete realisation of the Nirvana in the Self, 28-32, 35-255 

The actual disharmonies of earth as a justification for a saving flight towards Nirvana, 

28-262 

The attraction towards Nirvana, 29-455 

The Buddhist Nirvana and the Adwaitin’s Moksha are the same thing, 29-431 

The exclusive Nirvana business is a most difficult job, 29-456 

The feeling of the Self as a vast peaceful Void is the negative aspect of Nirvana, 29-

432 

The Nirvana aim is easier than the one we have put before us, 35-591 

The Non-Being beyond as a Bliss – The Nirvana of Buddhism as Sachchidananda, 21-

54 

The old Yogas proceed from realisation of self to Nirvana or some Heaven, 35-305 

The push to Nirvana has two motive forces behind it, 28-143 

The realisation of this Yoga is not lower but higher than Nirvana, 29-433 

The state of knowledge as Nirvana, 23-287 

The Vedanta – Not the annihilation of Being, but utter fullness of Being is our Nirvana, 

18-364 

The word Nirvana to describe the status to which the Yogin arrives, 19-235 

There is more than one kind of Nirvana (extinction or dissolution) possible, 28-140 

Those who have the experience of Nirvana, 29-432 

To get into the transcendent self can be the way to liberation called Nirvana, 30-326 

To have knowledge and possession of the self is to exist in Nirvana, 19-237 

To reach Nirvana was the first radical result of my own Yoga, 29-452, 35-249 

We are accustomed to regard Nirvana and action in the world as incompatible, 19-235 

What then is Nirvana? – In orthodox Buddhism, in illusionist Vedanta, 29-395 

Nirvikalpa samadhi 

“Nirvikalpa samadhi” properly means a complete trance, 30-251 

Nirvikalpa Samadhi 
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Nirvikalpa Samadhi ‒ Simply a trance from which one cannot be awakened, 30-251 

Nivedita 

I knew very well Sister Nivedita and met Sister Christine, 35-25 

My relations with Sister Nivedita were purely in the field of politics, 36-99 

nobility in poetry 

Grandeur and nobility are kindred but not interchangeable terms, 27-174 

Nobility and forcefulness – A gulf of difference between the two, 27-171 

Nobility in poetry enters in and takes possession with an assured gait, by its own right, 

27-172 

The ballad metre – Nobility is a rarer, more self-mastered, highly harmonious thing, 

27-176 

The calm, self-mastery, beautiful poetic control, as essential to nobility, 27-172 

The difference between the epic movement and true ballad – Between nobility and 

force, 27-174 

noble 

In India the administration remained with the noble – The burgess has been submerged, 

6-54 

We had our nobility, but to them unhappily we could not possibly look for guidance, 6-

55 

Nobleness. 

Nobleness and generosity are the soul's ethereal firmament (232), 12-456 

No-man’s-land 

The No-man's-land between the subliminal and the surface – Intermediate zones, 21-

580 

Non-Being 

Does not the Non-Being reject all possibility of a real universe?, 21-31 

Non-Being is the affirmation by the Unknowable of Its freedom from all, 21-33 

The experience of a dissolution of the very idea of Being into the Non-Being, 17-62 

The freedom of Non-Being – The Non-Being permitting the Being, 21-33 

The meaning of “Non-Being” – A something beyond positive conception, 21-32 

The Non-Being and the universe are different states of the Reality, 21-36 

The Non-Being beyond as a Bliss – The Nirvana of Buddhism as Sachchidananda, 21-

54 

Non-Birth 

Birth and Non-Birth are not essentially physical conditions, but soul-states, 17-61 

Brahman is both Vidya and Avidya, both Birth and Non-Birth, 17-62 

Exclusive attachment to Non-Birth leads to states of blind darkness, 17-61 

Man starts from the state of Birth, he arrives at the Non-Birth, 17-60 

Neither attachment to Non-Birth nor attachment to Birth is the perfect way, 17-61 

There are two possible states – The state of Birth, the state of Non-Birth, 17-60 

non-cooperation 

In his public activity he took up non-cooperation and passive resistance as a means, 36-

71 

Thirdly, an increasing non-cooperation and passive resistance, 36-47 

Non-existence 

All is existence – Non-existence is a fiction of the mind, 12-191 
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non-interference 

The principle of political non-interference is likely to be much less admitted, 25-501 

non-legal 

In the judgment, a nice distinction between illegal, non-legal and wrongful acts, 8-204 

Non-Manifest 

The problem of the opposition between the Non-Manifest and the manifestation, 21-

374 

Non-Manifestation 

The Non-Manifestation is not a Non-Existence – Tao, Nihil or Zero, 12-192 

non-violence 

Non-violence is better than violence as a rule – Violence may be the right thing, 28-435 

The doctrines of Ahimsa and non-violence and altruism are early steps on the road, 28-

434 

North West nations of India 

The North West has produced the finest modern Vedantic poetry, 1-153 

Northerner 

The Northerner prefers Rama – The Northerner is the mental, moral and social man, 

27-204 

nose 

The nose is connected with the vital dynamic part of the mental, 28-245 

The nose is the passage of the Prana and the Prana is the support of the vital physical, 

28-245 

Notables 

A Council of Notables – A medium between the Government and the people, 6-536 

An advisory Council of Notables – The right place is an opera, 6-496 

noumenal 

But Vedanta is not satisfied with the noumenal conception of being, 17-532 

noumenalism 

The conclusion of a pure noumenalism – Nihilism and Illusionism, 21-127 

The purely noumenal recognise in the cosmos only the work of Mind, Thought, Idea, 

21-125 

novel 

Generally newspaper reading or novel reading is not helpful to the sadhana, 31-67 

Reading a novel before going to bed ‒ Consequently the sleep was heavy, 31-444 

Writing a novel – The subject matter belongs mostly to the outer consciousness, 29-292 

novelists 

The great novelists like the great dramatists – Usually men who lived widely or 

intensely, 27-547 

novels 

If novels touch the lower vital or raise it, they ought not to be read by the sadhak, 31-66 

If you read about these sexual things in novels, 31-521 

Reading novels is always distracting if you are deep in sadhana, 31-65 

The relations of man and woman ‒ The habit to make every novel turn around that, 31-

66 

novelty 

Seeking always external change and novelty for its own sake, 29-276 
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nucleus 

We need a nucleus of men in whom the Shakti is developed to its uttermost extent, 6-

88 

number 

The number of the principles variously stated – The full number is seven, 15-98 

numbers 

It is true that according to occult science numbers have a mystic meaning, 28-515 

Numbers all have their powers and why should 13 not have its chance?, 30-188 

The ancients liked to indulge in similar speculations concerning numbers, 30-138 

The significance of numbers ‒ One of the elements in the teaching of Pythagoras, 30-

188 

There is no unlucky number, 30-188 

numbness 

The numbness and the feeling of being about to lose consciousness, 30-251 

The numbness and the feeling of being about to lose consciousness – Due to the 

pressure, 32-129 

The numbness in the other experience because the movement was inward, 30-451 

There is often a stillness, a pleasant numbness, a stiffness of the limbs, 30-215 

Nyaya 

Nyaya, the analysis of the processes of discrimination, 17-571 

obedience 

Be obedient and cheerful – What you want will have a chance of coming to you., 29-

192 

Obedience is difficult, but once achieved it is immensely fruitful, 29-191 

Obedience to the divine Will, not assertion of self-will, is the very first mantra, 36-228 

That was why an unfailing obedience to the directions of the Guru was demanded, 31-

692 

The foundation of discipline in Yoga – Obedience to the Guru or to the Divine, 29-278 

The obedience is necessary so as to get away from one's own mind and vital, 29-191 

They will observe entire obedience to the Head of the Order, 6-90 

What then is the secret of that unquestioning obedience to the authority, 6-121 

obeying 

Also to obey those who ought to be obeyed, 31-107 

object 

Brahman is His own subject and His own object – The two aspects are inseparable, 17-

47 

Every single force & object is a knot of habitual motion, 17-424 

objection 

Cousins’ objection pointed me the way I had to go towards the Future Poetry, 27-248 

objective experience 

A kind of formative faculty – It does not stand the test of objective experience, 30-27 

objectivism 

A law outside oneself, this is the governing idea of objectivism, 25-58 

Objectivism takes an external and mechanical view – The idea of the State, 25-57 

objectivity 
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A certain objectivity is necessary to make poetry live and the thing seen stand out, 26-

36 

obscuration 

It is on the obscuration of the physical that they now depend, 31-390 

To keep quiet and steadily open yourself will prevent any long obscuration, 30-60 

obscurity 

Obscurity, artifice, rhetoric have to be avoided – For the rest follow the inner 

movement, 27-568 

observation 

An observation subjectively objective – The supramental method with error, 23-856 

Analytical observation, synthetical construction – Not the method of the supermind, 

23-858 

Imitation by the hand ensures accuracy of observation – One of the uses of drawing, 1-

403 

Observation would be changed into an inner vision, 23-483 

Observation, memory, judgment too mean each a different thing, 23-856 

The act of observation is a movement towards bringing out the latent knowledge, 23-

857 

The faculty of observation is very imperfectly developed, 1-402 

The first qualities of the mind that have to be developed – Grouped under observation, 

1-404 

This observing action of supermind applies to all things, 23-859 

To observe and investigate not as a task, but as an object of interest, 1-404 

What the Mother spoke of was not analysis, but a seeing of oneself ‒ Observation, 31-

26 

obstacles 

As to the obstacles, if they come call in the Light and the psychic being to remove 

them, 31-743 

Obstacles in the first stages are due to the nature being not yet sufficiently receptive, 

31-638 

Suffering, illness, vital storms (lusts, revolts, angers) are obstacles to our work, 32-553 

The obstacles in the consciousness and the attacks are no proof that a man is not fit, 31-

769 

The two obstacles that stand in the way of a smooth and harmonious working, 35-677 

These obstacles can only be got rid of gradually by persistent sadhana, 31-629 

Three fundamental obstacles that can stand in the way, 31-638 

obstruction 

But it is possible to get rid from above of the more active forms of obstruction, 31-113 

It is a steady flame that must burn, as steady as the obstruction is obstinate, 31-397 

Sometimes it is a period of true obstruction, 31-665 

The nature of the obstruction of the physical consciousness, 31-390 

The physical obstruction is less boisterous than the vital resistance, 31-391 

occidental 

The differences between the sadhak of Indian and the sadhak of occidental birth, 29-38 

The tendency to doubt and question – The occidental mentality prevalent everywhere, 

29-41 
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occidental mind 

The typical occidental mind has grown into the mould of the vitalistic rational idea, 20-

109 

occult 

A knowledge of the occult worlds and occult forces and phenomena has its place also, 

28-566 

A whole world of occult phenomena to be laid bare and brought under control, 12-317 

Occult and symbolic are not the same thing, 28-483 

Ramana Maharshi discouraged his disciples from having any occult dealings, 28-566 

That explains the powerful revival in our own day of the occult, 17-586 

The discovery of the occult forces and the discovery of man’s soul and spiritual self, 

28-266 

The occult is a reality which is actual somewhere, behind the material scene, 28-483 

The occult need not be abandoned but it should not be given the first place, 28-577 

The physical, the occult and the spiritual – Different ways, 28-398 

occult associations 

Occult associations, lodges, such brotherhoods are not known in Asia, 28-576 

occult commerce 

I don’t suppose people are at all aware of this occult commerce of vital energies, 31-

329 

occult faculties 

Even by itself the development of the occult faculties is a progress, 28-566 

Occult faculties – A Yogic use or value, 28-566 

occult faculty 

Occult faculty – To produce effects in men, things and happenings, 28-387 

People who have the occult faculty always tend to give too large a place to it, 28-567 

The occult faculty and the occult experience and knowledge can be of great use, 28-566 

occult forces 

Occult forces – Especially the forces of the subtle physical and supraphysical planes, 

28-559 

occult imagery 

Occult imagery usually fixes itself to a system of symbols, 27-99 

occult influence 

Physical means of establishing an occult influence – Some Tantric or magic kriya, 28-

573 

occult power 

The occult power can give to the material working its utmost efficacy, 32-314 

occult powers 

A direct communication of mind with object, of mind with mind – Occult powers, 23-

651 

As for the actual mastery of a situation by occult powers – By use and experiment, 31-

453 

Occult powers cannot be the aim or an aim of the sadhana, 30-42 

The operations of the mind in the living body – The occult powers of Yoga, 18-65 

Trying to bring down occult powers into an unpurified mind, heart and body, 30-42 

occult regions 
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Best to have the spiritual and psychic development before entering the occult regions, 

28-576, 35-151 

occult science 

The occult science can alone deal with supraphysical phenomena, 30-90 

occult sciences 

Only in the occult sciences – The necessary connection between the spiritual and 

material, 28-391 

occult secrets 

Rules of an ethical nature against an egoistic use of occult secrets, 28-577 

occultism 

A swing backward towards the old occultism and to new formulations, 21-909 

About the occult phenomenon of the stone-throwing – These occult phenomena are 

real, 35-386 

An awareness of the life-plane in us above the physical – Occult powers or siddhis, 23-

463 

An integral knowledge demands an exploration of all possible domains – Occultism, 

21-678 

By-paths of psychical research, hypnotism, mesmerism, occultism, 13-180 

He must know himself and discover and utilise all his potentialities – Occultism, 21-

894 

In modern times occultism receded – History in the West and in the East, 21-908 

In the Vijnana they are neither occult nor siddhis, but the normal play of its nature, 23-

496 

It is possible to use spiritual force or mind-power or will-power or vital energy, 35-386 

Occult knowledge have been left to be acquired by occult teaching, 13-451 

Occult powers or siddhis of a much rarer or subtler kind, 23-464 

Occult science is, essentially, the science of the subliminal and the use of it, 21-910 

Occultism – The knowledge and right use of the hidden forces of Nature, 28-559 

Occultism and the beyond – Truths which a future Science may rediscover, 23-454 

Occultism is an effort to arrive at a knowledge and a mastery, 21-906 

Occultism means rightly the use of the higher powers of our nature, 13-548 

One can discover the driving consciousness only by occultism and Yoga, 28-396 

One may be a powerful occultist or do marvels of asceticism and yet be not spiritual, 

28-417 

The Tibetans indulge widely in occult processes – That goes beyond mere magic, 35-

385 

The use of occult powers – Materialisation and the subtle physical Matter, 13-548 

occupations 

Difference of experience depends on difference in life, pursuits, occupations, 17-289 

ocean 

As for the ocean. it must be the ocean of eternal existence, of pure Bliss, 15-107 

It is the upper ocean of the Veda in which it imaged the superior & divine existence, 

18-287 

The blue ocean is often a symbol of the spiritual consciousness, 30-150 

The Rivers that arise from the ocean – The seven Cows or the seven Lights, 15-123 

The waters that rise from the ocean and flow into the ocean, 15-111 
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This idea found in the Hymn of Creation – The upper and the lower ocean, 15-107 

Vishnu sleeping after the pralaya on the snake Ananta upon the ocean of sweet milk, 

15-107 

Ocean 

The Ocean – The ocean of the heart out of which rise the waters of the clarity, 15-103 

octosyllabic metre 

The regular octosyllabic metre is at once the easiest to write and the most difficult, 27-

128 

ode 

An ode is a lyrical poem of some length on a single subject, 27-613 

An ode must be, like the sonnet, a perfect, 27-159 

Odes 

Keats’ Odes are among the best in English poetry, 27-158 

Odyssey 

The Odyssey is a battle of human will and character supported by divine power, 26-86 

offering 

An offering of oneself to the Divine, 28-433 

As for the offering of the actions to the Divine and the vital difficulty it raises, 31-113 

Offering to the psychic fire is not contrary to the worship of the Mother, 32-137 

One is to offer all the activities to the Divine and call for the inner guidance, 29-7 

The conditions for the offering to be complete and universal, 23-165 

The offering to the Divine shortens the whole thing and is more effective, 30-244 

The very act of offering implies that all belongs to the Divine, 29-104 

What is important is the spirit of offering put into the work, 29-242 

offering. 

Let every thought and every work & every enjoyment be an offering to God within thee 

(362), 12-471 

offerings 

The psychological idea of sacrifice – The Christian Eucharist and the offerings, 13-247 

old leaders 

A charge against the new party that they indulge in “vile abuse” of the old leaders, 6-

160 

It has been the deliberate policy of the old leaders to exclude the new party, 6-154 

The old leaders – A settled determination to exclude the new school from public life, 6-

150 

The old leaders are now telling that their ideals are identical with those of the new 

party, 6-159 

Unfortunately, the Leaders of the older school are not willing to give this fair field, 6-

149 

old movement 

The old movement sought to make a more comfortable position for the bourgeois, 6-

1105 

The old shunned sacrifice & suffering, the new rushes to embrace it, 6-1106 

old movements 

When the old movements or suggestions or voices come, 31-696 

old party 
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The old party – They aspire to colonial self-government, with mitigated despotism, 6-

233 

The old party is agreed upon nothing except the sacred right of petitioning, 6-233 

The old party is anxious that we should take up the position of an “extremist” party, 6-

180 

old sadhanas 

The spiritual planes from higher mind to Overmind are accessible to the old sadhanas, 

28-273 

old school 

On the other side they will make quiet advances to the old school of politics, 6-195 

Old Testament 

The Old Testament expresses not mystic but religious experience, 27-252 

old Yogas 

All the old Yogas put the emphasis on going to Nirvana or to heaven, 29-401 

I explain this absence of the descent experiences by the old Yogas, 29-378 

I never heard of silence descending in other Yogas, 35-287 

I never heard of silence descending in other yogas – The mind goes into silence, 29-377 

In the former yogas it was the experience of the Spirit that was sought, 29-405 

It is an old difficulty which has never been truly solved – The former ways of Yoga, 

35-725 

It is these two things that the old Yogas encompassed, 29-499 

Sri Aurobindo’s way of Yoga rises to the Spirit to redescend with its gains, 36-10 

The absence of the descent experiences by the old Yogas, 35-288 

The ancient Yogas aimed at realisation and did not care about divinisation, 29-23 

The depreciation of all the old Yogas – Is it not evidently absurd?, 29-415 

The nature of the step is different from that aimed at by other Yogas, 29-408 

The old Yogas did not care about the liberation of the body and other instruments, 31-

221 

The old Yogas go straight from mind to the absolute Divine, 29-23 

The old Yogas proceed from realisation of self to Nirvana or some Heaven, 29-405, 35-

305 

The old Yogas reach Sachchidananda through the spiritualised mind and depart, 28-133 

The old Yogins when they went above the spiritual mind passed into samadhi, 29-377, 

35-286 

The ordinary Yoga does not go beyond the spiritual mind, 29-377, 35-286 

The ordinary Yogas go straight from Mind into some featureless condition, 29-412 

The purpose of the old Yogas is to get away from life to the Divine, 29-219 

The spiritual planes from higher mind to Overmind are accessible to the old sadhanas, 

35-306 

The Yogis of the traditional schools are satisfied with the realisation they have, 29-412 

There are many things belonging to older systems that are necessary on the way, 36-

549 

These two things the old Yogas encompassed and through them they passed to Moksha, 

35-172 

This experience, the summit of the old Yogas ‒ A beginning of spiritual 

transformation, 30-24 
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This Yoga is new as compared with the old Yogas, 29-400 

Those who seek the self by the old Yogas separate themselves from mind, life and 

body, 35-305 

To separate mind, vital and physical from each other is done by the ordinary Yogas, 

29-405 

older 

Among the older men we do indeed find a spirit of depression, 8-115 

The older men have shown themselves utterly unable, 8-385 

older politicians 

A number of our older politicians quite left behind by the rising tide, 6-109 

oligarchy 

The Congress oligarchs are yet unable to disavow openly the principles of democracy, 

6-1010 

The Congress, while democratic in theory, was in reality a close oligarchy, 6-965 

The constitution would probably become an oligarchy of the great Powers, 25-400 

The oligarchical spirit of the past trying to dominate the future, 6-1004 

The pretence of a modern democratic assembly – The reality of an oligarchy, 6-966 

OM 

(3) OM (golden) rising to the sky – The cosmic consciousness supramentalised, 30-121 

“OM the syllable” meant also “Brahman, who changes not nor perishes”, 18-260 

In reference to Veda & Vedic sacrifice and ritual of which OM is the substance, 18-261 

OM – At the outset to all act of sacrifice, all act of giving and all act of askesis, 19-491 

OM Anandamayi chaitaniamayi, 35-829 

OM if rightly used (not mechanically) might very well help the opening, the descent, 

35-826 

OM if rightly used might very well help, 29-324 

OM is the mantra, the expressive sound-symbol of the Brahman Consciousness, 29-

323, 35-825 

OM is the one universal formulation of the energy of sound and speech, 19-273 

OM is the syllable (the Imperishable One) – With OM one sings (goes) upwards, 18-

258 

OM is the syllable, OM is the Universe – A all that was, all that is, all that will be is 

OM, 18-340 

OM is the symbol and the thing symbolised – A double function and significance, 18-

258 

OM is to be meditated with two objects, the “singing to” and the spiritual ascension, 

18-261 

OM Satyam Jnânam Jyotir Aravinda, 35-830 

OM seen above the crown of the head ‒ The realisation of the Brahman, 30-188 

OM Sri Aurobindo Mira, 35-832 

OM Tat Sat Jyotir Aravinda, 35-830 

The Brahman as symbolised in the OM, the sacred syllable of the Veda, 18-258 

The Divine Thinker becomes himself the sacred mantra – The great OM, 19-329 

The sound of OM and of church bells ‒ To open to the cosmic consciousness, 30-113 

There is nothing final, for all the universe is OM and OM is Infinite, 18-341 

omnipotence 
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Avoid also our crude surface notions of omniscience and omnipotence, 32-25 

Nearer to the divine omniscience – Nearer to the divine omnipotence, 23-839 

Omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence of the Divine Being, 21-139 

The Being thus conscient is God – Omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent., 21-155 

The Divine – His self-limitation is itself an act of omnipotence, 28-476 

omnipotent 

Will is omnipotent, but it must be divine will, selfless, tranquil, at ease about results, 1-

536 

Omnipotent 

God is within us, an Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient Power, 1-536 

omnipresence 

A mental idea of the omnipresence brings the strong faith and reliance, 30-474 

Omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence of the Divine Being, 21-139 

The Being thus conscient is God – Omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent., 21-155 

omnipresent 

Will is also omnipresent – It can throw itself into all in whom it comes into contact, 1-

536 

Omnipresent 

God is within us, an Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient Power, 1-536 

omniscience 

Avoid also our crude surface notions of omniscience and omnipotence, 32-25 

Nearer to the divine omniscience – Nearer to the divine omnipotence, 23-838 

Omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence of the Divine Being, 21-139 

The Being thus conscient is God – Omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent., 21-155 

omniscient 

Sraddha, not blind but using sight spiritual, can become omniscient, 1-536 

Omniscient 

God is within us, an Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient Power, 1-536 

omniscient Goddess 

The conscious adoration of Nature when it feels the passage of the omniscient Goddess, 

27-336 

One 

If the One is pre-eminently real, “the others”, the Many are not unreal, 17-23 

The beginning of wisdom, perfection and beatitude is the vision of the One, 17-35 

The rigid distinction of One against Many cannot be applied to the Infinite, 28-402 

We will then put aside the distinctions of a partial logic – The One, the Many, 21-40 

oneness 

Bliss and oneness are the essential condition of the absolute reality, 28-369 

Equality and oneness are the indispensable twin foundation, 23-96 

Even in asserting Oneness, we must remember that Brahman is beyond, 17-25 

Even oneness is a representation and exists in relation to multiplicity, 17-25 

He who sees oneness sees only Sacchidananda, only bliss that is conscious being, 17-

421 

It is only by accepting the oneness of the All that the individual can escape, 17-57 

Oneness as our self and multiplicity as a representation of Self and a becoming, 17-25 

Oneness is the basis with an endless multiplicity and difference in the oneness, 29-393 
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Real knowledge begins with the perception of essential oneness – One soul, 17-36 

Still, of all relations oneness is the secret base, not multiplicity, 17-25 

That oneness is the oneness of Sacchidananda, one being, one knowledge, one bliss, 

17-420 

The oneness with all does not need expression, 29-337 

True knowledge must arrive at a oneness which embraces even though it exceeds, 23-

385 

When it does express itself as love, it is something wide and universal, 29-337 

Oneness 

The Active Brahman is not pierced by the evil – He sees everywhere Oneness, 17-46 

The experience of the Divine Oneness and the experience of the Divine Multiplicity, 

23-129 

oneness with all 

Moreover that is the beginning and base of the real oneness with all, 31-311 

The oneness with all is an internal realisation, 31-304 

oneness. 

There is only one soul & one existence. Therefore we all see one objectivity (155), 12-

442 

one-pointedness 

One cannot succeed unless one is wholly sincere and one-pointed in the effort, 29-380 

The mind and heart have to become one-pointed and concentrated, 29-150 

onions 

Certain kinds of food are supposed to increase sexual desire ‒ Meat, onions, chillis etc., 

31-434 

Free indulgence in onions is not advisable, 31-434 

Onions are allowed here ‒ The palate of the sadhaks, 31-435 

Onions can be described as rajaso-tamasic in their character, 31-434 

There is no sin at all in eating onions, potatoes, etc., 31-434 

open 

The one thing that matters is your keeping yourself open to the Force, 31-723 

opening 

A calm passivity and an opening upward towards the source of the light, 36-337 

A long, slow, patient and difficult work of opening and change, 35-275 

A poised opening with a quiet mind and heart full of trust, 31-194 

A steady opening to the Divine with a flow of the force doing its work, 31-194 

All depends now on the sadhaka being able to open silently to the influence, 35-594 

Allow the peace to grow and the Force to work in you – Opening will come, 31-105 

An entire faith, opening, self-giving to the Mother are the one condition necessary, 32-

157 

An opening of vision to something above us and a rising up of the mind towards it, 21-

944 

Any method sincerely and persistently followed can end by bringing the opening, 31-

729 

As the darkness disappears, the inner doors too will open, 29-116 

Aspiration, sincerity, the quietude of the mind – Three best conditions for opening, 29-

105 
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Aspire for a positive sattwic opening for strength, for light, for peace, 31-179 

Before this consciousness, one has to have faith and aspire for the opening, 29-106 

But first there must be the opening, a purification, a fixed quietude, 29-62 

By a resolute will to get rid of the vital and the ego ‒ You can keep yourself open, 31-

226 

By the opening of the heart the Mother’s presence begins to be felt, 32-167 

By the opening to her Power above the Force of the higher consciousness comes down, 

32-167 

Dangers of an opening without any full emergence of the soul, the psychic entity, 21-

942 

Do not allow the mind to stand in the way of the heart’s permanent opening, 31-731 

Each plane, one after the other, has to open initially in that way, 30-491 

Each time one gets an opening – More possible to make it more permanent, 31-694 

Even with the best and most powerful sadhak the full opening takes time, 32-156 

I want you to be open and in contact with the Peace and Presence and Force, 31-726 

If some part of the being even has been opened the experiences come, 30-26 

If there is an insufficient opening – The progress will be slow and with great 

difficulties, 32-193 

In this Yoga all depends on whether one can open to the Influence or not, 29-107 

It is by confidence in the Mother that the opening needed will come, 29-109 

It is by quieting the mind that you will become able to call the Mother and open to her, 

32-163 

It is by the constant remembrance that the being is prepared for the full opening, 32-

167 

It is by using the aspiration and the will also that the opening comes, 29-109 

It is not enough to be in the Asram – One has to open to the Mother, 32-156 

It is the law of the sadhana to open to the influences of the higher worlds, 29-108 

It is the outer man who has to open, to surrender and to change, 35-276 

It is to open always, always to the Light and turn one's back on the darkness, 29-100 

Keep to it and, however slowly, the consciousness will open and light come, 29-117 

Keep yourself open to the Mother in the right attitude of surrender and you will receive, 

32-154 

Let the mind and heart remain open and the rest will follow, 29-109 

Not then a strain of mental activity, but a restful opening to the Force, 31-193 

One’s own part is to aspire and open oneself and to reject ego, desire, 35-818 

Only a calm, pure and surrendered physical consciousness can make an effective 

opening, 32-86 

Open with faithfulness – That means to be open constantly and always, 29-108 

Open with sincerity – Not to hold back any part of you or keep it shut to the Divine, 29-

108 

Open yourself to the Truth – You must keep the temple clean, 32-4 

Opening – A spiritual humility and sense of submission and dependence is necessary, 

32-163 

Opening – The ray of the Light and the working of the Force for the transformation, 

35-475 
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Opening is a change of the consciousness by which it becomes receptive to the Divine, 

29-105 

Opening is a thing that happens of itself by sincerity of will and aspiration, 29-105 

Opening is when the consciousness receives the higher forces, 30-273 

Opening means only to be able to receive the Mother’s force, 29-105 

Opening means that the consciousness becomes opened to the Truth or the Divine, 29-

105 

Opening to the Light and to some touch of a higher Ananda, with a basis of calm, 35-

573 

Peace, quiet, followed by a happy state and a psychic opening is what you need, 32-175 

Real opening is the receptivity to the Mother’s presence and her forces, 32-150 

Remaining psychically open to the Mother – That is the central secret of the sadhana, 

32-154 

The attack will rapidly pass away if you have formed the habit of opening to the 

Mother, 32-303 

The first thing one has to be careful not to do, is not to shut oneself to the Mother, 32-

158 

The necessity of opening to inspiration and power from a higher source, 31-117 

The need is to have an aspiration towards it so that the opening is possible, 31-740 

The one thing to be done is to open your consciousness to what is coming down, 29-

293 

The only thing I insist upon is some faith, inner surrender and opening, 29-382 

The opening of the being to the Mother's force, 29-108 

The opening of the consciousness to Mother's consciousness above, 30-471 

The opening of the consciousness to the Divine is the one important thing, 30-100 

The opening to receive without limits the greater divine Consciousness, 12-169 

The principal requirement for progress in the Yoga is to open consciousness, 35-598 

The progress and the siddhi in the Yoga – The degree to which there is the opening, 35-

561 

The progress in the Yoga depend on the degree to which there is the opening, 32-155 

The progress is much more rapid if one can make the opening the main thing, 31-740 

The psychic opening and the higher opening, the two together, 32-59 

The remedy is to open to the Mother only and to reject all other forces, 32-304 

The spiritual transformation must intervene – An opening into what is above us, 21-943 

The supramental descent must create the opening from below – A response from 

below, 35-108 

There is already an opening, but it takes time to become constant and complete, 30-460 

There must be a central opening in each part and a dominant aspiration, 32-151 

This neutral state is usually followed by the opening to inner experience, 30-76 

This opening and change needs an absolute sincerity, 35-275 

This should continue till the heart and the vital being and vital nature also open, 35-573 

Through whatever is strongest in him a sadhak can most easily open to the Divine, 29-

108 

To be open is simply to be so turned to the Mother that her Force can work in you, 32-

151 

To be open to the Mother entirely, you should be open both within and without, 32-155 
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To open to the Divine Forces with a quiet and strong aspiration, 29-124 

To open yourself and allow all this to be brought down into it is the proper course, 31-

125 

To remain open to the Mother is to remain always quiet and happy and confident, 32-

151 

Try to open oneself to the Mother’s power, aspiring for the opening, 32-152 

Vital dissatisfactions – They prevent the permanent psychic opening, 32-163 

We spoke of a steady opening to the Divine with a flow of the force doing its work, 32-

357 

What one has to do is to put oneself in the Mother’s hands and open oneself to her, 32-

152 

Whether one can open or not, one has to be loyal and faithful, 32-161 

With the opening there must be the full self-giving to what comes down, 29-109 

Work done in the right way and with the consciousness open to the Force is sadhana, 

29-231 

You can be open in all your being, but to the Mother alone, to the Divine alone, 32-152 

You have only to aspire, to keep yourself open to the Mother, to reject all that is 

contrary, 32-154 

You must open confidently to the Mother’s Force and let it work in you, 31-218 

opening canto 

The opening canto is a key beginning and announcement, 27-341 

opening inward 

This opening is incomplete unless followed by an opening inward of the heart, 31-629 

We insist always on an “opening” inwards to the psychic and an opening upwards, 30-

324 

opening lines 

These opening lines or passages of the Vedanta are always of great importance, 18-258 

opening of the heart centre 

The opening of the heart centre and the opening of the mind centres, 30-327 

opening of the mind centres 

The opening of the heart centre and the opening of the mind centres, 30-327 

opening of the vital mind 

The opening of the vital mind (or any part), 30-491 

opening oneself 

Opening oneself to the true Light and the true Force, 29-86 

opening to everything 

He allows himself to become too inertly passive and open to everything, 30-492 

opening upward 

The opening upward does not necessarily lead to peace, silence and Nirvana only, 30-

326 

This upward opening – Relation with the whole Divine, 30-327 

opening upwards 

We insist always on an “opening” inwards to the psychic and an opening upwards, 30-

324 

openings 

It needs several openings before the thing is settled by a permanent poise, 30-424 
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There are two openings that are necessary, one from above, the other from within, 29-

107 

openness 

Aspiration and openness may be cultivated, 30-387 

Finally, to keep oneself always open to the Mother in every part, 31-222 

If one has faith and openness, that is enough to get the understanding, 31-53 

It is by faith and openness to the Mother, 29-109 

Keep open to the Mother, remember her always and let her Force work in you, 29-109 

Keep yourself open as much as you can in quietude ‒ The only condition I ask of you, 

31-207 

One is conscious of the force or aware of the results ‒ Show that one is open, 31-37 

Openness and, whenever needed, passivity, but to the highest consciousness, 29-119 

Openness in work means the same thing as openness in the consciousness, 29-262 

Openness is a state of consciousness which keeps it turned to the Mother, 29-105 

Openness is the first necessary condition for the receptivity, 32-218 

Quietly and simply open yourself to the Mother’s force and allow it to change you, 31-

125 

The closing of this openness by a descent into the physical consciousness, 35-628 

The difference between straining and pulling and a spontaneous psychic openness, 32-

222 

The good condition of openness and the constant remembrance, 30-457 

The more one is open to the Mother’s action, the more easily difficulties get solved, 32-

304 

The only way of safety against these attacks ‒ The psychic openness to the Mother, 31-

795 

The state of openness to the Divine, 29-106 

The state of quietude and openness is favourable to the higher consciousness, 28-322 

To make anyone fit for the Mother’s grace – A perfect sincerity and a truthful 

openness, 32-164 

Unless and until the mind is stilled and opens itself, sadhana cannot reach its goal, 28-

337 

What the Mother can do for the disciple depends on his willingness or capacity to open, 

36-391 

opinion of others 

To become entirely indifferent to the good and bad opinion of others, 31-314 

opinion. 

An opinion is neither true nor false (123), 12-437 

Use opinion for life, but let her not bind thy soul in her fetters (124), 12-437 

When thou hearest an opinion that displeases thee, study and find out the truth in it 

(301), 12-463 

Opinion. 

If thou wouldst not be the fool of Opinion (122), 12-437 

opinions 

Most people who have not knowledge are apt to be opinionated, 31-49 

opponent. 

Love God in thy opponent, even while thou strikest him (219), 12-454 
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opportunist 

Even an opportunist leader must keep pace with public opinion – Revolutionary times, 

6-334 

opposites 

A gradual becoming of the Divine out of its own phenomenal opposites, 12-166 

Opposites are in truth identities, 12-142 

The Godhead began by the manifestation of its apparent opposites, 12-162 

There are instance of the eventual unreality of opposites, 13-339 

opposition 

The natural demoralising effect of the association cum opposition politics, 6-459 

opposition in the work 

Feeling strongly any want of harmony or opposition in the work, 29-279 

opposition. 

God helps perfectly when violently He opposes (242), 12-456 

oppression 

As the organization spreads, the oppression will go with it – And the awakening, 6-547 

Every Indian who submits is partly guilty of the insults and oppressions inflicted, 6-112 

From early childhood there was a strong hatred and disgust for cruelty and oppression, 

36-26 

Oppression was inevitable and necessary – But Nationalism was not born of 

oppression, 6-749 

Where there is the most revolutionary spirit, there has been the most oppression, 6-383 

Opsaras 

Indra, hostile to asceticism, sent the Opsaras to disturb the meditations of Naraian, 1-

220 

The idea of the Opsara coincides with the actuality of the Hetaira, 1-219 

The Opsara – The mystic & romantic side of the Hindu temperament, 1-217 

The Opsaras – The Hindu imagination needed a figure essential & superlative, 1-220 

The Opsaras then are the divine Hetairae of Paradise, 1-218 

The Opsaras, these nymphs of heaven – Their origin & meaning, 1-210 

optimism 

Optimism even unjustified is still justifiable, 31-692 

orange 

Orange is the colour of occult knowledge or occult experience, 30-131 

orange light 

Orange is the true light manifested in the physical consciousness and being, 30-131 

Orange or red gold is supposed to be the light of the supramental in the physical, 30-

131 

oratory 

A leader unaided by oratory – The head by mere honest work and organizing power, 6-

129 

ordeals 

All who enter the spiritual path have to face the difficulties and ordeals, 31-635 

order 

An order of the conscious unity of souls which is the law of the supramental Infinite, 

21-1046 
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In the unifying process – The struggle of order and uniformity against liberty, 25-409 

Order and organisation has to be there and it cannot be done without rules and 

discipline, 32-578 

Self-control in the vital and right order in the material – An important part of the ideal, 

35-764 

The sound order is that which comes from within, 25-513 

The truest order is that which is founded on the greatest possible liberty, 25-513 

There can be no physical life without an order and rhythm, 29-276 

What there is, is organisation and order which the Mother has been able to establish, 

32-577 

Order 

The Brahmacharins of the Order will be taught to fill their souls with knowledge, 6-88 

The rules of the new Order of Sannyasis – General rules, 6-90 

They will observe entire obedience to the Head of the Order, 6-90 

We will have a math with a new Order of Karma – Yogins attached to the temple, 6-88 

ordinary consciousness 

The ordinary man lives in his own personal consciousness, 30-273 

ordinary consciousness 

The ordinary consciousness ‒ The intellect, the external mind and the senses, 30-272 

ordinary consciousness 

Indirect connection with the Divine when one lives in the ordinary consciousness, 30-

429 

ordinary life 

First, there are many things in the ordinary man of which he is not conscious, 28-421 

In the ordinary life, people accept the vital movements, anger, desire, greed, sex etc., 

28-420 

It is hardly the function of sadhana to prepare a man for ordinary life, 29-237 

It is no longer strongly moved towards the ordinary life, 29-17 

It is not absolutely necessary to abandon the ordinary life, 29-17 

It is not absolutely necessary to abandon the ordinary life in order to practise Yoga, 35-

592 

It is not helpful to abandon the ordinary life before the being is ready, 31-543 

Secondly, some things are suppressed in the ordinary life and remain lying, 28-421 

So long as one is in the ordinary consciousness, one lives the ordinary life, 35-229 

The claim of the ordinary life cannot stand against that of the spirit, 28-422 

The danger of becoming tamasic by leaving the ordinary actions and life, 28-422 

The main difference in this respect between the ordinary and the spiritual life, 28-421 

The ordinary life as a field of experience and self-training in the earlier stages, 28-422 

The ordinary life centred around the ego – The development of consciousness, 23-89 

The ordinary life is that of the average human consciousness, 28-419 

The ordinary life, the Gita's Yoga, this Yoga, 29-238 

The reason people remain calm and self-controlled in ordinary life is social pressure, 

28-423 

The spiritual life, the religious life, the ordinary life are three quite different things, 28-

419 

To deal with the ordinary outer life from a new inner attitude, 29-18 
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When one is not compelled there is no necessity to continue the ordinary life, 28-422 

When the awakening and the new consciousness come, one leaves the ordinary life, 35-

229 

ordinary surroundings 

The difficulty when one has to practise the sadhana in ordinary surroundings, 31-344 

organ of speech 

The organ of speech is an instrument of the physical mental or externalising mind, 28-

246 

organisation 

Order and organisation has to be there and it cannot be done without rules and 

discipline, 32-578 

Such a leader might organise the nation to some purpose, 6-632 

The first requisite is the organisation of the Nationalist party, 8-376 

The Nationalist party – Its forces should be organised, 8-254 

The Nationalists – Assailed in their attempt to awaken and organise the people, 6-800 

The object – Free and orderly deliberation, disciplined and well-planned action, 8-254 

The readiest way to organise the country is to organise boycott, 6-640 

The second element must be self-discipline and organisation, 1-639, 6-318 

To face the task with any hope of success, it must be with a much stricter organisation, 

6-1054 

To organise the nation means to make all its elements of strength efficient, 6-631 

To unite and organise ourselves – A Government of our own for our own internal 

affairs, 8-153 

We should organise and make our whole potential strength effective for self-defence, 

6-630 

What there is, is organisation and order which the Mother has been able to establish, 

32-577 

organisation. 

Europe prides herself on her practical and scientific organisation and efficiency (76), 

12-431 

organization 

Each should be organised separately on the basis of harmonious co-operation, 6-943 

Swaraj –The organization of the independent life of the country into centres of strength, 

6-1047 

The Nationalists are bound to protect themselves by organizing themselves, 6-1054 

The organization of Swaraj can only be effected by a host of selfless workers, 6-939 

What we need is not a single all-embracing organization, but a number of smaller ones, 

6-941 

organs 

A change in the operative processes of the material organs themselves, 13-553 

A change of the organs themselves in their material working, 13-555 

A secret potentiality has to be discovered for which there are no organs, 23-799 

The Mother can replace the organs in their right place, 32-233 

Oriental art 

All characteristic Oriental art indeed seeks to go beyond the emotions and the senses, 

1-581 
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Other Oriental art usually remains in the cosmic, in the limits of Prakriti, 1-582 

original ignorance 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-680 

original thinking 

A caution is necessary – Then there is no harm in original thinking, 12-42 

Our first business as original thinkers will be to question everything, 12-41 

originality 

“Man must be not merely original but regular in his originality”, 1-45 

If we pursue originality & beauty together, we end in preciosity or an artificial grace, 1-

250 

The attitude towards originality of opinion – The importance attached to authority, 12-

38 

The springs of originality were fast growing atrophied by our unnatural existence, 6-

1103 

Two critical superstitions – Of the perfect rhyme of the original rhyme, 1-249 

originality in poetry 

Absolute originality is rare – Something new added that transfigures, 27-482 

An inexhaustible original fecundity – When more spiritually experienced and mature, 

27-591 

As a rule it is better to avoid taking over special expressions used by others, 27-594 

It is not possible always to say something quite new – Originality is essential, 27-596 

Originality, the intensity of discovery – When a certain mastery of the medium, 27-596 

The freedom from the intellectual limitations – Original expressions, 27-597 

To take an idea or a formation or anything else from a former poet is common, 27-483 

orthodox 

Orthodox and reformer lose themselves in details – Principles determine details, 12-53 

The orthodox are indignant that a mere modern should presume to differ, 12-34 

The orthodox, the heterodox, the ascetics, the rationalists, the Theosophists, 12-59 

The position of the orthodox – To deify everything that exists, 12-50 

orthodoxy 

There is no place for rigid orthodoxy, whether Hindu, Mahomedan or Christian, 35-697 

oscillations 

The principle of oscillation – The sadhana is in the physical consciousness, 30-69 

There is an oscillation always, a coming and going till the change is strong enough, 30-

60 

These oscillations of consciousness always come, 30-60 

These slight oscillations always happen until everything is open ‒ Two causes, 30-60 

This oscillation usually takes place in a movement of the kind, 30-494 

When the consciousness oscillates ‒ It does cause delay, 30-65 

osteopathy 

Allopathy, homeopathy, naturopathy, osteopathy – Each has its successes and failures, 

35-514 

ostrich 

The ostrich may mean rapidity of movement, 30-176 

others’ difficulties 
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The bearing of others’ difficulties – A heavy burden for anybody, 31-319 

other-worldliness 

“This stress on this-worldliness to the exclusion of other-worldliness”, 29-374 

outcastes 

The courage to admit the errors of our culture – The treatment of our outcastes, 20-89 

outer being 

If the inner being does not manifest or act, the outer being will never get transformed, 

28-92 

It is the outer being that is fixed in a certain character, 28-90 

One must not identify with the outer being – If not identified one can change it, 28-95 

The outer being (mind, vital and physical) has now become capable of quietude, 30-

213 

The outer being becomes merely an instrumentation to be set right, 28-92 

The outer being is a means of expression only, not one's self, 28-95 

Your being is seen by you in two parts ‒ The inner being and the outer being, 30-213 

outer body 

The outer mind, vital and body are a necessary passage of transmission – The outer 

world, 28-95 

outer consciousness 

The outer consciousness is shut up in the body limitation, 28-90 

The outer consciousness is that which usually expresses itself in ordinary life, 28-91 

You take the outer waking consciousness as if it were the real person or being, 28-95 

outer man 

It is the outer man who has to open, to surrender and to change, 35-276 

outer methods 

Relying on outer methods mainly never succeeds very well, 30-231 

outer mind 

The outer mind, vital and body are a necessary passage of transmission – The outer 

world, 28-95 

The working of the outer mind is always difficult and superficial, 30-231 

outer movement 

The outer movement is really effective only when there is the inner poise, 30-231 

outer nature 

The outer nature, when it is at ease, feels no necessity of remembering the Mother, 28-

91 

The outer, mental, vital and physical, is full of defects, imperfections and impurities, 

28-89 

outer Prakriti 

Prakriti divides itself into an inner Force that is free and the outer Prakriti, 28-45 

outer vital 

The outer mind, vital and body are a necessary passage of transmission – The outer 

world, 28-95 

outer world 

It is better to keep apart from the life of Ignorance of the world, 35-813 

It is necessary to stand apart from the rest of the world so as to separate ourselves, 35-

812 
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Keeping the sadhaks as much as possible out of contact with the outer world, 35-812 

outside world 

The third – To know the outside world and its relation to us and how to deal with it, 8-

21 

outsiders 

Mixing with outsiders can be described as not safe, 31-319 

To give oneself to an outsider is to go out from the atmosphere of sadhana, 31-320 

outward forces 

In sadhana one is supposed to keep outward forces at a distance, 31-331 

outward things 

It does not help for spiritual knowledge to be ignorant of the things of this world, 31-60 

Not to be interested in outward things for their own sake, 30-26 

To be interested in outward things is not wrong in itself, 31-59 

You should not be so dependent on outward things, 31-697 

outwardness 

The difficulty of a vital that wants to throw itself always outward, 31-175 

overcloudings 

Falterings or overcloudings to the experienced sadhaka and to the novice, 23-245 

over-eagerness 

Take care not to be over-eager, as this may disturb again such quiet and balance, 29-

125 

overfeeding 

It is better to be careful in these matters of food etc., like overfeeding, 31-429 

overhead 

All these things are quite possible without any need of the overhead experience, 28-70 

For other aims the overhead ascension is unnecessary and may very well be excessive, 

28-72 

One can realise the Self, the Brahman or the Ishwara without going into the overhead, 

28-69 

Secondly, what need is there of going into the overhead planes at all, 28-71 

The overhead ascension is indispensable for the purposes of this yoga, 28-72 

The tone of the psychic is different from that of the overhead planes, 27-84 

What has been done by any overhead intervention is not intrinsically superior, 27-75 

Overhead 

I could also see more clearly the impact of the Overhead on the work of poets, 27-63 

overhead inspiration 

Too much to say that the overhead inspiration cannot bring in a greatness into poetry, 

27-48 

overhead lines 

Lines like these seldom depend upon their contexts – To be looked at by themselves, 

27-64 

This applies to many or most of the distinctly overhead lines we meet, 27-65 

overhead note 

One line or passage as having the overhead touch or the overhead note, 27-32 

The overhead note in poetry and the overmind aesthesis – It has to be felt, 27-31 

overhead poetry 
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A conscious attempt to write overhead poetry would probably result in a partial 

success, 27-48 

Aesthesis of the ordinary kind is not sufficient for appreciating the overhead poetry, 27-

29 

All overhead poetry is not from the Overmind, 27-36 

All that we have called overhead poetry has something of this character, 27-28 

More often it comes from the higher thought, the illumined mind or the pure intuition, 

27-36 

Overhead poetry – The full appreciation needs at least some touch of a deeper 

aesthesis, 27-45 

Overhead poetry can bring in new rhythms and a new intensity of language, 27-80 

Overhead poetry is not necessarily greater or more perfect than any other kind of 

poetry, 27-45 

Overhead poetry would not be necessarily greater in poetic excellence, 27-186 

Overmind or overhead poetry – New ranges of vision, experience and feeling, 27-79 

Something behind that constitutes this kind of poetry – The language and the rhythm, 

27-32 

The inspiration of overhead poetry – Only by growth of consciousness through 

sadhana, 27-618 

There is a technique in the overhead poetry quite imperative, 27-25 

overhead touch 

One line or passage as having the overhead touch or the overhead note, 27-32 

overman 

The consciousness of the overman must be still more perfect, 27-74 

overmental 

People mistake inferior movements for the overmental or supramental, 30-408 

overmental transformation 

In overmental transformation – Mental Overmind, Overmind Intuition, Overmind 

Gnosis, 27-257 

overmentalisation 

A predominant overmentalisation of mind and vital is the first step, 28-309, 35-355 

When the overmind has been supramentalised, the body begins to be overmental, 35-

355 

overmind 

Even the overmind is, for all but the Mother and myself, unrealised or only an 

influence, 28-155, 35-146 

From higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and overmind up to the 

supramental, 28-85 

I was not always in the overmind – I had to climb there from the mental and vital level, 

35-413 

No direct overmind experience unless being seated in the wideness and peace, 28-153 

One become intuitively conscious – To know about the overmind and the supermind, 

28-151 

One can get indirect overmind touches if one opens into the cosmic consciousness, 28-

153 
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One cannot get into the true Supermind unless one has first objectivised the overmind, 

35-143 

Overmind has always something relative in its knowledge, 35-145 

The greatest lines or passages in the world’s literature have the overmind touch or 

power, 27-80 

The last chapters of The Synthesis of Yoga – The name “overmind” had not been 

found, 28-148 

The original pre-arrangement of things in this world – Through the overmind plane, 28-

152 

The overmind can for convenience be divided into four planes, 28-154 

The overmind descent would not be able to transform wholly the Inconscience, 21-988 

The overmind pressure on the intervening mental and lower planes, 35-145 

The Synthesis of Yoga – At the time, the name “overmind” had not been found, 35-144 

The world appears at the overmind level as the One Divine with a thousand aspects, 28-

156 

To perfect the overmind one has to call in the supramental force, 28-309, 35-355 

What you call supramental overmind is still overmind, 28-154 

When I wrote in the Arya, I was setting forth an overmind view of things to the mind, 

35-248 

Overmind 

A graduality of ascent – Higher Mind, Illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, 21-292 

A line is drawn between the higher and the lower half – The intermediary Overmind, 

28-138 

A principle of global knowledge – By an opening into the cosmic consciousness, 21-

984 

A sharp distinction between Overmind and Supermind becomes imperative, 28-149 

Above the intuitive mind are the Intuition and the Overmind, 28-177 

All aspects are there in the Overmind, 30-407 

All experience in the Overmind tends to be concrete, 30-407 

All overhead poetry is not from the Overmind, 27-36 

An Overmind world would be a world of harmony, 21-299 

Another action of Overmind reunites separated things, reconciles opposites, 27-44 

As one descends from the highest Overmind, separation, conflict of forces increase, 28-

147 

As regards poetry, the Overmind has to use a language which has been made by mind, 

27-77 

At present the intervention of Overmind has to take mind, life and matter as its 

medium, 27-76 

But in its fullness it is not common – The Overmind realisation, 30-269 

Constantly one partial view of life or another – The Overmind interpretation of life, 27-

313 

Even the Overmind is for all but the Mother and myself either unrealised or an 

influence, 32-92 

From the Overmind different arrangements of the creative Truth of things originate, 28-

155 
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Here up to now – An Overmind force getting gradually supramentalised in parts, 35-

789 

If the Overmind were to manifest this world here would remain fundamentally the 

same, 28-142 

In its own plane Overmind seems to be a divided, many-sided play of the Truth, 28-149 

In our system, Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 

28-83 

In Overmind, the dichotomy of a pure silent self and of a determinative knowledge-

power, 21-324 

In the Arya – The Overmind was supposed to be an inferior plane of the Supermind, 

35-145 

In the Overmind – The experience of a universal beauty, love, delight, 27-42 

In the Overmind cosmic consciousness too ego is absent, 35-395 

In the Overmind itself there is not this confusion – The Overmind knows the One, 28-

139 

In the Overmind the first step is taken which will make the fall inevitable, 28-147 

In the Overmind the Truth of supermind enters into a separation into parts, 28-144 

In the Overmind there are many aspects of Truth, 30-407 

It is a supramentalised Overmind Force that has already touched, 35-328 

It is at most the cosmic Overmind that is able to act now, 35-332 

It is in a supramental cognition beyond that we are left to seek for an answer, 21-327 

It is not the Overmind which was entered, 30-300 

It is the Overmind Maya that governs this world, 28-148 

It is through the Intuition that one goes farther, first to Overmind, 28-160 

It will be first and most a poetry of the intuitive reason – It may rise to the Overmind, 

26-226 

It will mount successively into a higher mind, illumined mind, Intuition, Overmind, 23-

148 

Mental consciousness sees the world in sections – Overmind Consciousness is global, 

21-295 

On certain levels of the Overmind, the distinction between truth and beauty is still 

valid, 27-44 

One can at first have only an indirect connection with it, 30-300 

One has to know about Overmind and Supermind but there should be no ambition, 30-

406 

One of the functions of the Overmind – To separate the main powers of the 

consciousness, 27-44 

One who has not lived the truths of Overmind cannot reach the supramental Truth, 28-

145 

Only after the overmind liberation that the true experience of the supermind can come, 

30-410 

Out of the Overmind they come down to the Intuition, the Illumined and higher Mind, 

28-155 

Overmind – A cognition of cosmic truth but no final and positive solution, 21-323 

Overmind – The integral transformation is not likely to be in its power, 27-76 

Overmind brings in something that is greater than Mind, superior in all respects, 27-71 
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Overmind has a greater aesthesis – That is true of its perception, of its creation, 27-75 

Overmind has made the Ignorance inevitable – The harmony we strive for, 21-299 

Overmind is obliged to respect the freedom of the individual, 35-353 

Overmind is separated by only a luminous border from the supramental Truth, 13-589 

Overmind is the highest source of the cosmic consciousness available, 28-152 

Overmind or overhead poetry – New ranges of vision, experience and feeling, 27-79 

Overmind power is the highest power the Cosmic Spirit normally uses, 35-147 

Overmind takes each Aspect or Power and gives to it an independent action, 21-293 

Overmind, Intuition, Illumined Mind and Higher Mind will be able to reflect, 13-572 

So long as the Overmind intervenes, the law of struggle remain – The adverse Forces, 

28-275 

Still there is an increasing self-limitation which begins even with Overmind, 13-589 

Supermind has an indivisible knowledge, while Overmind proceeds by union in 

division, 28-134 

Supermind is not merely a step higher than Overmind – It is it beyond the line, 28-146 

The cosmic Force is under the control of the Overmind, 30-289 

The distinction between the Supermind and the Overmind has not been made in the 

Arya, 28-148 

The downflow of the overmind forces, 30-30 

The Formateurs of the Overmind have shaped nothing evil, 28-458 

The hidden Overmind and Supermind must in the end fulfil themselves, 21-302 

The Indian systems did not distinguish between Overmind and the Supermind, 28-83 

The Indian systems did not distinguish between the Overmind and the Supermind, 35-

298 

The Mother, some years ago – The power used was that of the Overmind, 35-331 

The Overmind – Whether there is anything in it superior or more perfectly perfect, 27-

70 

The Overmind and aesthetics cannot be equated together, 27-27 

The Overmind and Supermind states are something yet higher than this, 29-413 

The overmind descent is necessary for those who want the supramental change, 30-408 

The Overmind does not deny any of the aspects as the Mind does, 28-156 

The Overmind draws down the truths separately and gives them a separate activity, 28-

149 

The Overmind has its certitudes, though of a less absolute kind than the supramental, 

35-143 

The Overmind has the truth of spiritual thought, spiritual feeling, spiritual sense, 27-27 

The Overmind has to be reached and brought down before the Supermind descent, 28-

155 

The Overmind is a delegate of the Supermind Consciousness, 21-293 

The Overmind is a sort of delegation from the Supermind, 28-137 

The Overmind is in-between the two hemispheres, 30-332 

The Overmind is not strictly a transcendental consciousness – A cosmic consciousness, 

27-33 

The Overmind is not sufficient to overcome the Ignorance, 35-145 

The overmind is the basis of the total cosmic consciousness, 30-269 

The overmind is the highest of the planes below the supramental, 30-409 
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The Overmind is the highest of these ranges, 28-147 

The Overmind is the plane of the highest worlds of the Gods, 28-140 

The Overmind is the world of the Gods, 28-457 

The Overmind Power is not sufficient to overcome the Ignorance, 28-149 

The Overmind presents truth in all sorts of arrangements, 30-408 

The Overmind principle is more and more undergoing the pressure of the Supramental, 

35-326 

The Overmind principle is undergoing the pressure of the supramental, 28-275 

The Overmind receives the Divine Truth and disperses it in various formations, 28-154 

The Overmind sees calmly, steadily, in great masses and deep and large extensions, 30-

405 

The Overmind takes various aspects of the Divine and separates them, 28-156, 35-124 

The Overmind transmitting something of the supramental Light, 28-152 

The passage through the higher Mind, illumined Mind, Intuition, Overmind, is 

obligatory, 35-119 

The planes between mind and Overmind descended long ago, 35-359 

The progressive supramentalisation of the Overmind is the first immediate 

preoccupation, 35-368 

The reasons why Overmind is not the final possibility of the spiritual evolution, 21-987 

The Supermind is the Truth-consciousness. Below it there intervenes the Overmind, 

28-148 

The supramentalisation of the overmind is one of the most difficult things possible, 30-

410 

There are different planes of the Overmind – Mental, intuitive, supramental Overmind, 

28-153 

There are no Overmind dangers – There are also no Overmind Falsehoods, 28-155 

This is the reason why they got confused about Maya (Overmind-Force), 35-298 

Thus it divides Sat, Chit and Ananda, so that they become three separate aspects, 28-

156 

Thus, if the Overmind Power works through the illumined mind, 30-447 

To reach the Overmind it is not at all necessary to take leave of common sense, 35-48 

To recognise the different planes of the Overmind – The cosmic consciousness fully, 

28-153 

To rise fully into the Intuition is rare, to reach the Overmind still rarer, 28-152 

Unless the overmind opens, there can be no direct supramental opening, 30-408 

overmind aesthesis 

In all this the overmind aesthesis takes its share and gives its response, 27-43 

It is still more difficult to say anything very tangible about the overmind aesthesis, 27-

39 

The overhead note in poetry and the overmind aesthesis – It has to be felt, 27-31 

The overmind aesthesis – By aesthesis is meant a reaction of the consciousness, 27-40 

overmind consciousness 

The Truth-Power and the Ananda-Power in the overmind consciousness, 28-300 

Overmind experiences 

In these experiences you become aware of the consciousness proper to other planes, 30-

408 
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Overmind experience comes when one rises to the overmind plane, 30-407 

The overmind experience does not necessarily deliver from the lower vital and 

physical, 30-408 

overmind force 

The spiritual force I have been putting on human affairs is the overmind force, 35-368 

When it acts in the material world it is mixed up in the tangle of the lower world forces, 

35-368 

overmind Force 

I spoke of an overmind Force which is getting supramentalised in parts, 35-337 

Overmind Gnosis 

In overmental transformation – Mental Overmind, Overmind Intuition, Overmind 

Gnosis, 27-257 

Overmind Influence 

When one is in the mind, life or physical plane, it is the overmind Influence, 30-407 

Overmind inspiration 

Ordinarily the Overmind inspiration does not come out pure in human poetry, 27-27 

Overmind inspiration – Only a few lines or short passages in all poetic literature, 27-6 

The mantra – From the Overmind inspiration or from some very high plane of 

Intuition, 27-27 

overmind intuition 

What comes from the overmind intuition has an effective force of Truth, 28-163 

Overmind Intuition 

“All in her pointed to a nobler kind” – This passage is the Overmind Intuition at work, 

27-289 

In overmental transformation – Mental Overmind, Overmind Intuition, Overmind 

Gnosis, 27-257 

overmind music 

Sometimes there comes down the overmind music – The greatest lines and passages, 

27-48 

Overmind poetry 

Savitri – Successive revisions to lift the general level towards Overmind poetry, 27-275 

overmind proper 

The overmind proper has some gnostic light in it which is absent in the mental 

overmind, 27-57 

overmind rhythm 

The overmind rhythm – It gets into the word-movement itself, 27-26 

Overmind touch 

The Overmind touch carries in it a spiritual truth or spiritual vision, feeling or 

experience, 27-24 

Overself 

The characteristic realisations of the Overself familiar to the Vedanta, 29-497 

overstraining 

(3) Mere overstrain of the body – A certain moderation is needed, 31-399 

It is a mistake to overstrain as there is a reaction afterwards, 29-274 

It is no use forcing the physical violently and putting an overstrain upon it, 29-274 

Overstraining brings inertia up, 29-274 
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Overstraining in work only increases the inertia, 31-382 

When you feel tired, don’t overstrain yourself but rest, 29-274 

overtones 

Rhythmical overtones and undertones – More a matter of the inner than the outer ear, 

27-125 

Oxford 

Oxford or Cambridge – Turn the student him in three years from a boy into a man, 1-

353 

What makes Oxford and Cambridge great and historic Universities, 1-355 

Pabna 

The Moderates misrepresent the Nationalist attitude at Pabna, 8-365 

pacificism 

Democracy, socialism, pacificism are to a great extent its by-products, 25-565 

pacifism 

Sri Aurobindo is neither an impotent moralist nor a weak pacifist, 36-48 

The idea that Sri Aurobindo’s political standpoint was entirely pacifist is incorrect, 36-

72 

Paganism 

The charge of Paganism – A superstition full of performances of piety, 20-136 

Paganism. 

Our mistake has been and is always to flee from the ills of Paganism to ascetism as a 

remedy (379), 12-474 

pain 

A definite transitional end in the evolution – The shrinking of the limited being, 21-116 

A detachment of even the physical mind from the pain, 31-576 

Absolute in its nature – Where there is no limitation, there can be no pain, 18-370 

All being Sachchidananda, how can pain and suffering at all exist?, 21-101 

All this pain would be unnecessary if the ego-sense had not taken possession, 17-474 

An extremity of pain has nothing in it that is ideal or spiritual, 27-403 

If infinite misery could be, it would in the very act of being merge into Nothingness, 

18-393 

If it came back during the sleep, it must have been because you lost touch, 31-574 

If we make pleasure the object of life, then we also make pain the condition of life, 12-

205 

In a certain sense grief and pain may be said to be universal forces, 30-287 

Is pain real or a shadow? – The evolution of the perfect good, 13-63 

One metaphysical test remains – Absolute pain, which Consciousness refuses, 18-393 

Pain – A temporary development necessary to prepare a higher race, 13-62 

Pain and discomfort come from a physical consciousness not forceful enough, 31-573 

Pain and evil cannot attain to absoluteness, they are bound to limitation and derivative, 

21-627 

Pain and misery are perhaps rather the result of the action of universal forces, 30-287 

Pain and pleasure are conventions of our senses, 35-263 

Pain and pleasure are currents of the delight of existence, 21-116 

Pain as a trial and an ordeal – A result and punishment of moral evil, 21-101 

Pain can be turned into Ananda, 31-573 
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Pain is caused because the physical consciousness in the Ignorance is too limited, 31-

572 

Pain is only the perversion of what in the original Consciousness would be Ananda, 31-

572 

Pain, pleasure and indifference – An imperfect response, 21-111 

People themselves indirectly choose pain and misery by not turning to the Divine, 31-

178 

Physical pleasure and pain – Three examples of application of the universal truth, 21-

114 

Pleasure is not Ananda – Pain is obviously not Ananda, 12-205 

Sometimes pain and suffering are means by which the soul is awakened, 31-670 

That which strikes us most is grief & pain, and the inertia of unconscious Matter, 12-85 

The body experiences physical pain, naturally, 31-575 

The divisions of Matter bring in the law of pain – The pessimist theory, 13-483 

The idealists' question is why should there be pain at all, 31-671 

The meaning of the knots – Death, weakness, pain and grief, restlessness, limitations, 

13-205 

The office of pain of body and mind – The eventual elimination of suffering, 21-115 

The pain and discord of the world become finally too keenly sensible, 21-261 

The pain itself is, from your description, evidently nervous, 31-574 

The physical pain is obviously due to attacks, 31-573 

The problem – The consciousness of pain and the problem of evil, 21-100 

The psychic takes it quietly and offers it to the Divine, 31-575 

The root-problem – The phenomenon of pain and suffering in the process, 21-105 

The Self is never affected by any kind of pain, 31-575 

The wrong reception by the desire-soul – Pleasure, pain and indifference, 21-235 

There are yogis who make themselves insensitive to pain also, 31-425 

To learn to stand back from the physical pain or uneasiness and localise it, 31-576 

To meet somebody else’s pain caused by oneself with pleasure in it is not the same, 27-

403 

Two ways to prevent the lowering effect of pain, 31-576 

You had opened your consciousness, so the pain disappeared, 31-574 

pain. 

A healthy mind hates pain, for the desire of pain that men sometimes develop in their 

minds is morbid and contrary to Nature (523), 12-496 

All evil & pain is a tuning of Nature for some more intense bliss &good (135), 12-438 

Believe that all pain is a secret & violent ecstasy (532), 12-497 

I used to hate and avoid pain and resent its infliction (494), 12-492 

Most of all things on earth I hated pain till God hurt and tortured me (420), 12-482 

Neither do thou inflict pain, O man, on thy fellow (502), 12-494 

Pain is the key that opens the gates of strength. It is the high-road that leads to the city 

of beatitude (500), 12-493 

Pain is the touch of our Mother teaching us how to bear and grow in rapture (93), 12-

433 

The force of soul in thee meeting the same force from outside cannot harmonise the 

measures of the contact (138), 12-439 
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The pleasure of the pain (480), 12-490 

There are four stages in the pain God gives to us (421), 12-482 

There is no iron or ineffugable law that a given contact shall create pain or pleasure 

(137), 12-439 

When I found that pain was the reverse side & the training of delight (496), 12-493 

When one has climbed up into those levels of bliss where pain vanishes (422), 12-482 

Why is thy mind or thy body in pain? (136), 12-439 

Yet, O soul of man, seek not after pain, for that is not His will (501), 12-493 

pains 

If the consciousness is separate it should not suffer from the pains, 31-576 

Pains – At first when one drives them out of one place, they go to another, 31-575 

Pains mean a resistance, 30-487 

Pains of that kind must be due to some resistance or obstruction to the force on the 

body, 31-574 

The pains in the body and the trouble in the vital nature ‒ Both are attacks, 31-573 

Then from there you can get rid of the pains and depressions, 31-577 

These pains are a part of the pressure of the old nature on the body, 31-573 

You can see that the Force has the power to take away the pains, 31-576 

You will have to diminish your work until you recover from the pains and fatigue, 31-

575 

painter 

Developed technique and originality of vision – Before a man can take rank as a 

painter, 27-692 

painting 

A painter can bring home the beauty of Nature by representation and suggestion, 27-

685 

An article – The differences between the Western and the Eastern methods of painting, 

1-624 

Form and colour are the essentials of painting and neither by itself is enough, 27-686 

I understood nothing about painting before I did Yoga – The intuitive perception, 35-

264 

In painting you have to learn not by theory only but by practice with a good teacher, 

27-693 

Inspirations for painting – All art comes through the vital, 27-686 

Music, painting, poetry and many other activities – It depends on the spirit, 35-680 

Music, painting, poetry can be used as part of spiritual development or of the work, 32-

576 

Nirvana or the power to appreciate painting came in two or three days, 35-63 

Nor is it good to force yourself too much to do only the one work of painting, 31-62 

Of course everybody is here for Yoga and not for painting, 29-292 

Painting – Technique cannot be acquired without a sound training, 27-693 

Painting – To bring out the personality, one must come out from one’s own personality, 

27-688 

Painting also is sadhana – A matter of dedicating the painting and feeling the force, 29-

292 
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Painting also is sadhana – Dedicating the painting and feeling the Mother’s force, 27-

733 

Painting and music – All work done as an offering is a great help, 29-293 

Painting and music – As an instrument of the Mother and as an offering to her, 27-733 

Painting is naturally the most sensuous of the arts – A subtle spiritual emotion, 20-302 

Painting or any other activity – A field or aid for spiritual growth, or done for the 

Mother, 27-733 

Painting or any other activity has to be made here a part of Yoga, 29-293 

Rasa of poetry, painting or physical work is not the thing to go after, 30-234 

Sculpture and painting – The different kind of mentality required by the two arts, 20-

287 

Some arts cannot be done well without technical knowledge, e.g. painting, sculpture, 

27-117 

The Eastern artist paints in two and the European in three dimensions, 1-624 

The first primitive object of the art of painting is to illustrate life and Nature, 20-306 

The immense educative force of music, painting and sculpture not duly recognised, 1-

449 

The painter lavishes his soul in colour and there is a liquidity in the form, 20-302 

The spiritual life should be the first preoccupation – Poetry or painting is subordinate, 

27-725 

To do a poem, picture or music – An intensity and enthusiasm of the vital, 29-293 

To get the resemblance, one must concentrate so much as to be identified, 27-689 

Pakistan 

I don’t want Pakistan to endure, made perfectly clear. Division must go, 36-514 

palace 

A fine sari or a palace are expressions of the principle of beauty in things, 32-596 

palming 

Palming gives a very useful rest, 31-588 

pamphleteer 

The one art Romesh Dutt possessed was the art of the journalist and pamphleteer, 1-

678 

The power of making the most of a case – To turn the journalist into the pamphleteer, 

1-678 

pangs of separation 

Pangs of separation belong to the vital, not to the psychic, 29-359 

Pani 

The conversion by this penetrating action of the Light and the Truth, 15-238 

The enemy, Pani, Vritra of the hymns is a purely psychological conception, 15-105 

Panis 

But, normally, the Panis are enemies – They have to be slain or routed, 15-239 

Into this nether darkness they have to be cast down from the higher planes, 15-239 

The conflict of Indra and the Angirases with the Panis is a principal episode, 15-242 

The Dasyus, Panis and Vritras, cannot be human enemies – The hymn I.33, 15-235 

The idea of a voluntary yielding up of their store by the Panis, 15-237 

The incompatible suggestion that the Panis are the Dravidians, 15-140 
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The Panis – The powers that prevent the Truth from emerging out of the subconscient, 

15-202 

The Panis are a class of Dasyus – The Aryan, the Dasyus and the gods, 15-244 

The Panis are always and only enemies of the spiritual Light, 15-224 

The Panis are especially associated with the refusal of the cows, 15-224 

The Panis are represented as concealing the stolen herds in a cave of the mountain, 15-

140 

The Panis are the sons of the Inconscience – The battle is in the three realms, 15-232 

The Panis are the withholders of the thoughts of the Truth, dwellers in the darkness, 15-

230 

The Panis here must perforce be spiritual enemies, powers of darkness, 15-105 

The Panis must be taken as powers of the cave of Darkness – Dasyus or Dāsas, 15-223 

The Panis preside over those ordinary unillumined sense-activities of life, 15-233 

The subconscient is symbolised in the Veda by the cave of the Panis, 28-222 

There are Vala and the Panis, miser traffickers in the sense-life, 15-378 

Those who do not give the delight in them are adorers of the Panis, 15-261 

Two constant features of the Angiras legend – Sarama and the Panis, 15-211 

What is the cave of the Panis, 15-195 

When the gods awake in the Dawn for the sacrifice, the Panis must not awake also, 15-

239 

pantheism 

The harmonisation of the pantheistic, theistic and transcendental terms, 19-345 

The one Godhead is worshipped as the All – But Indian religion is not pantheism, 20-

192 

The pantheistic view of the identity of the Divine and the Universe, 21-687 

This breaks down the limitations of the pantheistic conception of existence, 19-346 

This truth admits and exceeds the pantheistic seeing of things, 19-348 

To the logical European mind monotheism, polytheism, pantheism are irreconcilable, 

20-147 

Pantheism 

A kind of Pantheism sees the Universe as God and not God as the Universe, 17-131 

The materialistic Pantheism is not Vedanta, 17-279 

The Pantheism or Monism, is not Vedanta – The pluralism is not the Universe, 17-397 

The Upanishads are Pantheistic, yet not Pantheistic, 18-416 

To mistake the Universe for God, is a mistaken & inverted Pantheism, 17-133 

To realise God in the Universe & in yourself, is true Pantheism, 17-133 

We must avoid the materialistic Pantheism, 17-178 

Para Prakriti 

Para Prakriti is the nature of the Purushottama – For activity it becomes the Jiva, 19-

278 

The description of the Para Prakriti – The birth of the world and its dissolution, 19-268 

The eternal Being in its superior nature, Para Prakriti, is at once One and Many, 28-58 

The Purushottama displays the Para Prakriti, 19-293 

The supreme Nature, Para Prakriti, concealed behind it is the nature of the Divine, 28-

57 

Para Purusha 
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Beyond is the Purushottama of the Gita, the Para Purusha of the Upanishads, 35-84 

Para Purusha is Parabrahman turned towards manifestation or expression, 12-107 

Para Purusha or Purushottama is containing and enjoying both, 17-32 

Parabrahman 

All manifestations of God are manifestations of the absolute Parabrahman, 12-93 

All who go out of universe-consciousness, do not necessarily go into Parabrahman, 12-

103 

Avidya or Nescience is Parabrahman’s power of creating illusions or images, 18-378 

Brahman as realised by the Jivanmukta is that which we usually term Parabrahman, 18-

365 

God in His ultimate existence is the Parabrahman – God in relation to the world, 12-98 

God in the world is Brahman-Iswara-Atman, Prakriti or Shakti and Jiva, 12-193 

In reality thou art Parabrahman already and ever wast and ever will be, 12-93 

Is there then a difference between Parabrahman and Isha? – No difference, really, 17-

175 

Maya is similarly the dark shadow projected by the Absolute in Parabrahman, 18-378 

Of Him Vedanta – Two great trilogies, Sacchidanandam, Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, 

18-366 

Of Parabrahman, the Upanishad speaks always as It, while of Isha it speaks as He, 17-

225 

Parabrahman by the creative force Maya, about to shadow forth a world of living 

realities, 18-394 

Parabrahman in His Essence is realizable but not intelligible, 17-175 

Parabrahman in the course of evolving phenomena enters into three states, 18-396 

Parabrahman is beyond Knowledge, 12-191 

Parabrahman is present subjectively in Avyakta as intelligent consciousness and bliss, 

18-397 

Parabrahman is that One infinitely Immutable, Immobile Sum and Reality of Things, 

17-262 

Parabrahman is the Absolute – You cannot know the Absolute, 12-103 

Parabrahman is the absolute and real Self of things which manifests in the Cosmos, 17-

270 

Parabrahman is the luminous shadow of the Absolute projected in Itself by Itself, 18-

378 

Parabrahman, containing in itself the unity of Spirit and Matter, 17-263 

Parabrahman, the Highest, and that which is higher than the highest, the Unknowable, 

18-365 

Still Parabrahman presents to the understanding two aspects – Vidya and Avidya, 17-

175 

The Absolute Parabrahman is unknowable to us – It is pre-existent & supra-existent, 

12-93 

The Absolute when it projects in itself the Parabrahman necessitates this world, 18-372 

The Absolute where, in a sense, evolution begins is Parabrahman, 18-366 

The only difference between Parabrahman & Parapurusha, 12-107 

To become Parabrahman in any other sense, thou must depart utterly, 12-93 

Vidya or Science is Parabrahman’s power of shaking off His own imaginations, 18-378 
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We know of Parabrahman that It Is and perceive It to be, unknowably, 12-94 

When we realize Isha as one with Parabrahman – Oneness has sway & rules, 17-226 

When we realize Parabrahman Itself – We depart utterly from Oneness & difference, 

17-226 

You can become Parabrahman void of terms or symbols, 12-103 

Paradise 

A Paradise on earth – When all mankind has realised that it is one Self, 17-142 

But this is not the true road, nor is the enjoyment of Paradise to seek, 19-90 

No Paradise until that which makes sin and hell is conquered, 17-142 

The lures of earth, of a pleasant Paradise, of a release from birth and death, 18-97 

Paradise Lost 

In English Paradise Lost and Keats’ Hyperion (unfinished) are the two chief epics, 27-

615 

Paradise Lost – Certain qualities and the defects and elements of failure, 26-93 

The attempt of English poetry to seize the classical manner – Paradise Lost, 26-93 

Paramatman 

The basis of psychical as of spiritual existence is the Paramatman and the Jivatman, 17-

234 

Parameshthi 

The Lord Parameshthi is Brahma, not the Creator Hiranyagarbha, 18-288 

Paramhansa 

The Paramhansa is a particular grade of realisation, 29-466 

Para-Prakriti 

The Divine Mother-Energy as Maya, Para-Prakriti, Chit-Shakti, 21-371 

Parapurusha 

The only difference between Parabrahman & Parapurusha, 12-107 

Parashakti 

Purushottama and Parashakti – Both eternal, inseparable and one in being, 29-448 

Paratpara brahman 

Thou must be beyond state before thou canst enter into the Paratpara brahman, 12-95 

Paratpara Brahman 

God in Himself apart from all world manifestation is called the Paratpara Brahman, 12-

193 

Paratpara Purusha 

This transcendent Personality is the Paratpara Purusha, 17-408 

pardon. 

It is noble to pardon thine own injurers, but not so noble to pardon wrongs done to 

others (290), 12-462 

Shall I say then, “I pardon Thee thy insolence, O God”? (23), 12-426 

pardoning God. 

After offending, He forced me to pardon Him not by reparation, but by committing 

fresh offences (435), 12-484 

I was again and much more indignant, but this time I had to pardon (434), 12-484 

parents 

In these dreams the parents or relatives – The old nature, 30-161 

paribhu 
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He is paribhu, He who exists all round, the great pervading Bliss of existence 

(Ananda), 17-164 

Paribhu 

The action of the Manishi is meant to eventuate in the becoming of the Paribhu, 17-49 

The Paribhu, called also Virat, extends Himself in the realm of eventualities, 17-49 

Parjanya 

Parjanya, giver of the rain of heaven, 15-382 

parliament 

An educated national assembly not in a formal parliamentary way, but of the people, 6-

47 

Parliament of the nations 

Above all, a Parliament of the nations could not well come into successful being, 25-

473 

Parliamentarism 

But Parliamentarism – Not the modern trend towards a more democratic democracy, 

25-473 

Parliamentarism is a necessary stage in the evolution of democracy, 25-472 

Parliamentarism is passing through a phase of considerable discredit, 25-654 

Parnell 

Before Parnell’s advent, the Irish party in Parliament was a moderate party, 6-784 

In Ireland Parnell always held the absolute independence of his country as the goal, 6-

784 

partiality 

The hostile forces suggesting partiality – Their aim is to separate the sadhak from his 

soul, 35-445 

parties 

A political life in which there are no parties is political stagnation, 6-1062 

If parties are to arise henceforth – Among those who are the advocates of freedom, 6-

1064 

If these two parties are to live together in the Congress, there must be some procedure, 

6-792 

If they were equally patriotic, this opposition would work for the good of the country, 

6-1062 

In India today there are in appearance two parties at issue, 6-1062 

Men of both parties try to show that their party is that of the true patriots, 6-1062 

One party – To use Boycott to force on the annulment of the Partition and there finish, 

6-149 

Parties are necessary but they must have a common end – Their motherland, 6-1062 

The divergence of views with regard to the spirit of the Congress – The Constitution, 6-

964 

The emergence of two distinct parties in Indian politics, 6-792 

The other party – Nothing less than absolute control over our own affairs, 6-149 

The points at issue between the Moderate party and the Nationalists, 6-959 

The questions of particular importance which divide the parties, 8-155 

The Swadeshi movement has developed two distinct parties in the country, 6-149 

There are two parties in the country – Each has a right to make itself felt, 8-233 
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This trick of driving out the opposite party – By the Moderates, not by the Extremists, 

6-850 

With such rules of procedure – No reason why two parties should not exist side by side, 

6-792 

partisan 

God’s work least of all should be in a spirit of partisan and sectarian antagonism, 1-587 

partition 

The partition must go – Unity must and will be achieved, for it is necessary, 36-479 

The partition of the country must go, 36-476 

Partition 

A petition for the revocation or modification of the Partition of Bengal, 6-131 

The Bengali people are unanimous against the Partition, 6-164 

The Government is threatened by the anti-Partition and boycott agitation in Bengal, 6-

144 

The great outburst of national strength which the Partition has evoked, 6-158 

The moving cause was a particular grievance, the Partition of Bengal, 6-274 

The Partition opened the eyes of the threatened class to the nature of the attack, 6-375 

This measure is no mere administrative proposal but a blow at the heart of the nation, 

6-71 

To condemn a memorial for the revocation or modification of the Partition of Bengal, 

6-143 

We are all anxious to have the Partition revoked, 6-132 

What even if the Partition continues, if only we can arouse a real interest in the masses, 

6-147 

Partition Day 

Partition Day is above all a day of the declaration of Bengal’s indivisible unity, 8-267 

partition of Bengal 

Afterwards there came the partition of Bengal and a general outburst of revolt, 36-50 

parts 

(1) All the parts that constitute the being must share in the higher consciousness, 31-

143 

A disparity or opposition between the parts, 31-645 

But the action of the sadhana is applied sometimes separately to each part, 31-10 

Co-ordination and harmonisation of parts is absent in many, 31-645 

Different parts of the body indicate different parts of the nature, 28-245 

Each part of man has a personality of its own, 28-80 

Each part of the being has its own nature or even different natures, 28-81 

Each part of the nature wants to go on with its old movements, 31-639 

If you identify yourself with these parts, then it is very troublesome, 31-647 

In every human being there are two parts, 31-642 

In the human being two different tendencies in two parts of the being, 31-639 

In the Yoga one becomes aware of the different parts and their proper action, 28-169, 

35-80 

It is different parts of the being that have these different movements, 31-642 

It is unavoidable that some parts of the being should be less open, 31-647 
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Only when experience comes, it would be possible to distinguish the different parts, 

35-464 

Part of the nature turns to the Divine, another part does not give its consent at all, 29-30 

The aim should be in yoga to harmonise all the rest under a strong central being, 28-80 

The consciousness has in it many parts – By sadhana you have become conscious, 28-

80 

The inner parts in everybody remain vulgar or become high, 28-90 

The opposition in certain parts of the being exists in every sadhak, 31-646 

The other parts of the being must be prepared for the change, 28-108 

The remedy can only come from the parts of the being that are turned towards the 

Light, 28-79 

The remedy comes from the parts of the being that are turned towards the Light, 29-17 

The whole being has to be made one in the light so that all parts may act harmoniously, 

28-80 

There are always parts or rather parts of parts not equally ready to change, 29-54 

There are the inner parts of the being – There is the external being, 31-642 

There is only one sadhana for all parts, 31-10 

Those who have two sharply contrasted parts of their being, 31-647 

To decide fundamentally the quarrel between these two parts, 31-643 

To get all parts into harmony, that is the difficult thing, 31-646 

Two systems simultaneously active in the organisation of the being and its parts, 28-84 

When the lower parts do care and obey the psychic, that is their conversion, 28-122 

parts of the being 

Inside, the parts of our being are quite separate and clearly distinct, 30-197 

The adjustment and harmonisation of the different parts of the being, 30-204 

There are always unregenerate parts ‒ It is best to put one’s trust in the soul, 30-346 

party 

Party passion tries to ascribe all the violence and vilification to one side – Inevitable, 6-

160 

Without party self-government is impossible, 6-1061 

party struggle 

Secondly, on the carrying on of the party struggle strictly within the rules of the game, 

6-233 

Parvati-Shankara 

The world of Parvati-Shankara ‒ The dynamic creative Spirit on the highest mental 

plane, 30-155 

passing away 

The passing away of such a man should make felt the almost religious responsibility, 1-

660 

passion 

The first requisite is to shake the wings of the soul free from desire and passion, 19-453 

The free expression of a passion gives it a right to return always, 31-266 

There are some who believe that passion and conviction are the sign of want of culture, 

6-1079 

passions 

Even a human passion can be uplifted and glorified, 23-159 
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The emotional mind is in time entirely liberated from the passions, 23-353 

passive obedience 

The doctrine of passive obedience – No modern nation can accept, 8-126 

The meaning of co-operation is not passive obedience, 8-129 

passive resistance 

A limit to passive resistance – To submit to illegal or violent methods of coercion, 6-

294 

A movement of self-help and passive resistance, peaceably and within the law, 8-224 

A passive resistance movement in France – A fair chance was not given, 6-560 

A strict regard to law in a peaceful policy of self-help and passive resistance, 8-160 

A war of passive resistance against the bureaucracy – Are we now to declare peace?, 6-

153 

A widespread and quiet but determined passive resistance is the course to adopt, 6-463 

At the same time legality is not in itself an essential condition of passive resistance, 6-

288 

Both mendicancy and self-help plus passive resistance are new methods in history, 8-

119 

But it has rejected insurrectionary violence – Self-help and passive resistance, 8-187 

But the outbreak of Terrorism compels us to restrict our circle of passive resistance, 8-

208 

But there is still time to try the effect of an united and unflinching passive resistance, 6-

280 

Confining political action to passive resistance was adopted as the best policy, 36-72 

First canon of passive resistance – To break an unjust coercive law, 6-290 

For passive resistance to succeed – Unity, perseverance and thoroughness, 6-924 

If the ukase is to be passively resisted, the opposition must be offered in concert, 6-470 

In Boycott, a popular name for passive resistance, he saw an effective form of action, 

1-653 

In his public activity he took up non-cooperation and passive resistance as a means, 36-

71 

In order to preach passive resistance let nothing stop you, 6-844 

It is not for us who have but reacted passively to your action, it is for you to decide, 6-

708 

Nevertheless our resistance still retains an essential character of passivity, 6-294 

On their fidelity to Swadeshi, to boycott, to passive resistance – The hope of salvation, 

8-106 

Our methods are those of self-help and passive resistance, 8-153 

Passive resistance – A complement of self-help and a means of putting pressure, 8-154 

Passive resistance – In Europe its more usual weapon is the refusal to pay taxes, 6-283 

Passive resistance – The necessity of the social boycott as its natural concomitant, 6-

292 

Passive resistance affords the best possible training for these qualities, 6-279 

Passive resistance and self-help can alone advance the country at the present stage, 6-

1085 

Passive resistance cannot stop the invasion of a foreign army or expel it, 36-461 

Passive resistance is the only effective means, except actual armed revolt, 6-275 
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Passive resistance may be carried on in an active and creative spirit, 6-487 

Passive resister – To abstain from helping the Government, 6-281 

Passive resisters must always be prepared to break an unjust coercive law, 6-293 

Perhaps passive resistance is always bound to pass into active resistance, 6-560 

Second canon of passive resistance – To resist an unjust coercive order or interference, 

6-291 

Self-development and such a scheme of passive resistance are supplementary, 6-283 

Self-help and passive resistance are methods to which modern nations are turning, 8-

119 

So long as self-government is not conceded – Passive resistance as the only peaceful 

path, 8-126 

The enforcement of our three canons brings us to the actual shock of battle, 6-294 

The new party is agreed on a policy of self-help and at least passive resistance, 6-233 

The New party long ago formulated the doctrine of passive, or defensive resistance, 6-

269 

The new politics while it favours passive resistance, does not include meek submission, 

6-295 

The only means without bringing on a violent conflict – Passive resistance and boycott, 

8-45 

The passive resister must take up his creed with the certainty of having to suffer for it, 

6-289 

The people should shrink from no legitimate kind of passive resistance, 6-103 

The policy of passive resistance was declared legitimate under circumstances, 6-224 

The policy we advocate now – The organisation of Swaraj and passive resistance, 6-

480 

The present circumstances in India seem to point to passive resistance, 6-278 

The question may then be asked, what farther room is there for passive resistance?, 6-

410 

The refusal to pay taxes is a logical result of the attitude of passive resistance, 6-284 

The refusal to pay taxes is the strongest and final form of passive resistance, 6-284 

The sole object with which we advocate passive resistance is Swaraj or national 

freedom, 6-298 

The three canons of the doctrine of passive resistance are in reality three necessities, 6-

293 

They must be prepared to boycott persons guilty of deliberate disobedience, 6-293 

They must be prepared to disobey an unjust and coercive executive order, 6-293 

Third canon of passive resistance – Social boycott against persons guilty of treason, 6-

292 

Thirdly, an increasing non-cooperation and passive resistance, 36-47 

This stronger sort of passive resistance has not been included by the new party, 6-284 

To make administration impossible by an organized passive resistance, 6-277 

To paralyse the administration of Bengal by every legitimate means of passive 

resistance, 6-164 

Until these demands are granted, we shall use passive resistance, 8-375 

We have said that by self-help, by passive resistance we can achieve independence, 8-

124 
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We must either oppose an organised passive resistance or find other methods, 6-407 

Passive Resistance 

Passive Resistance is being boldly carried into effect in the Punjab, 6-337 

passivity, 29-150 

A calm passivity and an opening upward towards the source of the light, 36-337 

A luminous passivity open to the Divine ‒ Then it is surrender to the Divine, 31-394 

A sattwic passivity of the Witness ‒ An intermediate condition, often necessary, 31-394 

An inert tamasic passivity ‒ Then it is subjection to Nature, 31-394 

By a right passivity one opens oneself to something greater than one's limited self, 29-

108 

He allows himself to become too inertly passive and open to everything, 30-492 

Openness and, whenever needed, passivity, but to the highest consciousness, 29-119 

Passivity means allowing the Divine Force to work without interference, 29-188 

Passivity to the forces comes upon many when there is the descent into the physical, 

35-379 

The mischievous suggestion of an inert passivity to all influences as the true surrender, 

35-665 

There must be a certain quiet vigilance even in the passivity, 29-119 

past 

Dayananda’s work brings back a principle and spirit of the past to vivify a modern 

mould, 1-665 

It is not necessary to deny the past experience in order to go forward, 31-731 

It is preferable to have one’s face turned towards the future than towards the past, 31-

732 

One cannot go back to the past, one has always to go in the future, 31-732 

Study the past to know what knowledge you can get and add what the West can teach, 

1-720 

The partisans of the past, of the present, of the future, 13-131 

The past actions do count so long as the man does not change, 31-731 

The past can be abolished, on condition that nothing of it is allowed to continue, 31-

732 

The past can be effaced, but only if it is sincerely rejected from within and repaired, 31-

731 

The past has been the history of a slow and difficult subconscious working, 21-736 

The past has not to be kept, 31-732 

The past is both a drag and a force for progress, 13-128 

The root of the past is the source from which the future draws its sap, 6-1066 

The thoughts about the past and the future, 31-733 

The true thinker – The great divine movement as a whole, past, present, future, 13-131 

To be no longer bound by the past or by surface formations is always a great step, 31-

730 

What has been done in the past does not matter if there is a sincere resolution to 

change, 32-502 

Whoever wishes to cut off the nation from its past, is no friend of our national growth, 

6-895 

past births 
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It is not necessary to attach any entire belief to these ideas of past births, 28-553 

The Mother only speaks to people about their past births when she sees in 

concentration, 28-552 

past formulas 

The future poet should exceed all past formulas, 27-218 

past life 

A number of people who have definite recollections of a past life, 28-536 

Cases of an almost immediate rebirth, even with a detailed memory of the past life, 28-

535 

The results of the energies put forth in a past life – The real sanction for good and ill, 

28-533 

past lives 

A connection in past lives – The forms given by the mind are likely to be mistaken, 28-

551 

A direct knowledge in a liberated nature before you can know who in past lives you 

were, 28-553 

All human beings are made partly of the hereditary part – The rest from past lives, 28-

521 

By Yogic development or clairvoyance – The memory of past lives can be brought 

back, 28-550 

Certain constituent personalities taken over from the past retain the memories, 28-551 

Events etc. of past lives are not known usually, 28-552 

I am not aware of any particularly Magyar or Chinese element in me, 35-56 

It is better not to think of past lives just now, 28-553 

It is not indispensable to know about past lives – We are not to be tied by our past lives, 

28-552 

It is not the ego, but the inner being that remembers the past lives, 28-551 

It is something in past lives usually that determines these connections, 28-548 

It is the call of your soul that brought you here and also some connection in past lives, 

32-87 

It was the same inward recognition in you that brought you, 35-442 

Mother does not usually look into past lives, 32-584 

Previous lives – Historical identifications are a perilous game, 35-55 

The emergence of different personalities created by past lives, 28-551 

The memory of past lives is not something that is active anywhere in the being, 28-551 

The memory of past lives is wrapped up and involved elsewhere, 28-171 

The relation of those who have been together in the past, predestined to join again, 35-

442 

The soul preserves the impression of what was essential in its past lives, 28-116 

There is no such thing as an insuperable difficulty from past lives, 28-545 

Too much importance must not be given to past lives, 28-553 

Usually it is only the essence of past lives that is activised in the being, 28-551 

We bring most of our predispositions, tendencies of reaction from past lives, 28-220 

We bring most of ourselves from past lives – Heredity only affects the external being, 

35-55 

What is remembered mainly from past lives is the nature of the personality, 28-552 
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Why there is usually no memory of the outward events and circumstances of past lives, 

28-544 

past memories 

If you do not pay attention past memories fall into the background, 31-610 

It is probably from the subconscient that the past memories come, 31-610 

Past memories ‒ The impressions left in the subconscient physical, 31-607 

Reject past memories from their roots, from the subconscient, 31-610 

past personalities 

The memory of past personalities – A clue to something in the present development, 

28-552 

past. 

Break the moulds of the past, but keep safe its gains and its spirit (237), 12-456 

Revolutions hew the past to pieces and cast it into a cauldron (238), 12-456 

There are times when God seems to be sternly on the side of the past (269), 12-459 

pasture 

The footed and hoofed wealth and the field or pasture of the Cow, 15-195 

The pasture of the cow – The luminous home to which the gods lead the human soul, 

15-194 

Patala 

Are worlds of Patala beneath the earth a reality and do souls go down there after 

death?, 17-121 

Patala is a name for the subconscient – Many incoherent dreams come from this plane, 

28-222 

Patala means the subconscient below the Earth, 30-153 

Patanjali 

Afterwards Patanjali recommends the quieting of the body and mastering of the Prana, 

1-509 

It is only the Vedanta and Patanjali and the later Bhakti Yoga that are still alive, 29-416 

Patanjali arranges concentration in four stages of development, 1-510 

Patanjali seeks to purify and quiet the life while the mind and heart are yet impure, 1-

509 

Patanjali’s is involving great strain and effort throughout, 1-509 

Patanjali’s science is not the pure Rajayoga – It allows an element of the Hatha, 1-507 

The Yoga of the Gita is not the Yoga system of Patanjali, a method of Rajayoga, 19-69 

We have to do it by a process of removal by replacement, 1-510 

We proceed to the coercion of all functionings of the mental and moral qualities, 1-510 

paternity 

Never has the passion of paternity been expressed with such vivid concreteness, 1-205 

path 

A divided nature is the worst possible condition for this path, 35-542 

A path long and full of difficulties – To be admitted, a call and the capacity to follow it, 

35-557 

All depends on whether the man who comes to me is meant for the spiritual path, 35-

530 

But once you have chosen this path, you must cleave to it, 13-87 

But the path need not be cut by periodical violent storms, 31-683 
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Each is free to follow its own path and is not bound by another, 28-274 

I lead and have to make the path so that others may follow with less difficulty, 35-423 

It is possible to be satisfied with another path and intermediary partial fulfilment, 28-

275 

Nervous debility would be especially dangerous in Sri Aurobindo’s path of Yoga, 35-

530 

No path of Yoga is easy, 35-262 

Sri Aurobindo’s path of Yoga is a very difficult one – Others are much easier, 35-543 

The goal of the path is the divine beatitude, 15-516 

The image of the chariot, of the journey, of the path, in association with Pushan, 15-

488 

The path need not be cut by periodical violent storms, though it is so for a great many, 

35-257 

The path of Laya or Nirvana is difficult in the extreme to most, 31-683 

The path of the Truth created by the Angirases and followed by the hound Sarama, 15-

202 

The progress towards the higher self-knowledge – The steps on the path, 21-725 

There is always the image of the path and the journey – The goal is the felicity, 15-495 

There is no other way and it is no use hankering after a more comfortable path, 31-127 

There is one path, first, a conversion inwards, next, an ascension and a turning down, 

35-300 

This path – He is sure of the psychic call and of his readiness to go through to the end, 

35-540 

This path has neither the same aim nor the same method as the ordinary Yoga, 35-529 

This path of Yoga requires not only capacity for sadhana, but a psychic call, 35-566 

To cleave to the path means to follow it without leaving it or turning aside, 29-213 

Whether X or Y is able or willing to follow the path is a personal question, 35-426 

You find the path dry precisely because you have not yet touched the fringe of it, 31-

627 

Path 

Faith in the Path leading to the goal even when the goal is very far off, 28-345 

The name of Aryaman – The God of the Path, 15-514 

The Path I had opened – Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Chaitanya etc. opened theirs, 35-426 

The Path in the Veda is always the path of this Truth, 15-488 

The Path is a constant making and building – The highest triple world of the Deva, 15-

508 

There is a Path, there is a constant progress, there is a goal, 15-507 

Those who wish to enter on to this Path must be prepared for great difficulties, 35-123 

path of Yoga 

A written or traditional teaching on the path of Yoga – The freedom of variation, 23-56 

paths 

In our system there are not multiple paths of interconnection, 35-300 

The three paths are really one – When they reach the goal, 17-201 

We should have the courage now to leave the paths which the mighty dead have trod, 

17-202 

Patiala case 
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The Patiala case has developed a real objective, the destruction of the Arya Samaj, 8-

402 

patience 

A constant trust and patience must be cultivated, 29-32 

A great patience and steadfastness is needed, 29-111 

A Yoga like this needs patience, because it means a change of the nature, 29-113 

By having patience under all kinds of pressure you lay the foundations of peace, 29-

114 

Determination is needed and a firm patience, 29-110 

In all Yoga, the first requisites are faith and patience, 23-244 

In the integral Yoga there must be an integral faith and an unshakable patience, 23-244 

Patience and firm resolution are necessary in every method of sadhana, 29-215 

Patience and single-minded perseverance with a faith that remains firm, 29-110 

Patience is needed, for it is a very big change that has to be made, 29-110 

Patience is our first great necessary lesson, 13-209 

This Yoga needs an inexhaustible perseverance and patience, 29-116 

patriot 

First, the inflexible will of the patriot and man of sincere heart and thorough action, 1-

655 

Heaven awaits the patriot who dies for his country – The thought of self away, 6-889 

No self-respecting patriot will enter or remain in the Government educational service, 

6-388 

The after results of self-sacrifice – The patriot dying and the Christian martyrs, 19-44 

The highest reward for which a patriot can hope – Not merely serving but suffering, 6-

399 

The imperative duty of every patriot to resist such arbitrary orders, 6-338 

The patriot is consumed with the passion to serve his country, 6-1062 

The patriot lives for his country because he must. He dies for her because she demands 

it, 6-870 

The patriot should have something worth saying before he ventures to speak, 6-3 

When a man is suffering for his country. no patriot has a right to vent on him a dislike, 

6-407 

patriotic poetry 

Patriotic poetry, war poetry or poetry of the occasion are difficult to write, 26-261 

patriotism 

An appeal to the profession of a large and genuine patriotism – Sincere fellow-feeling, 

6-19 

Drastic measures to discourage political life and patriotic activity among the young, 6-

388 

His great song Bande Mataram – The mantra had been given. The religion of 

patriotism, 1-641, 6-319 

If a random patriotism was the cause of his crime – The despair of the statesman, 8-144 

In the Swadeshi movement for the first time patriotism became a national religion, 6-

220 

Our ideal of patriotism proceeds on the basis of love and brotherhood, 8-153 

Patriotism – The mystic compulsion of an instinctive fraternity of the India to be, 6-594 
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Patriotism has an additional stimulus in the excellence of a national civilisation, 6-511 

Patriotism will never rest satisfied till it has recovered the authority of the country, 6-

544 

Politics is itself a large part of religion and morality – The true patriotism, 6-237 

Stifling of patriotism through the instrumentality of the University, 6-385 

The bureaucracy – They desire to stop the active habit of patriotism in the young, 6-455 

The enemy of the despot is not a man, but the patriotic sentiment in men, 6-579 

The objection that in the idea of a national education patriotism has no legitimate place, 

1-419 

The psychological motive of patriotism arose in the form as the expression of its soul, 

25-555 

The schoolmaster if he teaches patriotism, or encourages to go to political meetings, 6-

387 

The tender plant of Nationalism could flower into the religion of patriotism, 6-429 

The third element must be the infusion of religious feeling into patriotic work, 1-639, 

6-318 

This is the second great service of Bankim to his country – The religion of patriotism, 

1-640, 6-318 

This sense of greatness is the main feeder of all patriotism, 6-513 

patriots 

We are not and cannot be a body of disinterested patriots, 6-53 

Paul Richard 

Paul Richard came for political purposes, 35-28 

Paul Richard is practically an Indian in beliefs, in personal culture & aspirations, 36-

196 

pauses 

In English variation of pauses is not indispensable to blank verse, 27-131 

The pauses between successive rhythmic phrases – The ending of a complete foot, 27-

484 

Pax Britannica 

The methods of the Government have convinced that the Pax Britannica is an illusion, 

6-402 

The Pax Britannica is now seen to be the cause of our loss of manliness, 6-969 

peace, 29-137, 30-451 

(1) That the silence and peace shall become a wideness, 30-392 

(2) A fundamental calm, peace and purity in the mind, vital being and all the nature, 

29-44 

(3) The presence of peace etc., all the time, 30-392 

A day must come when humanity will be ready for the reign of universal peace, 19-49 

A deep, intense or massive substance of peace and stillness, 30-465 

A peaceful state is the basis of the Yogic consciousness, 29-155 

A quiet aspiration can be as effective as an intense call – Peace is the basis, 29-124 

A settled peace and strength is the true basis, 29-149 

A solid cool block of peace pressing on the body and making it immobile, 30-465 

A universal war – Now the means found for the establishment of universal peace, 19-

49 
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After the body is accustomed to the peace, the peace itself can become dynamic, 30-

453 

Afterwards the condition of peace is quite settled in the inner being, 29-313 

An established peace in the inner being even if there is disturbance on the surface, 29-

153 

Aspiration for peace and calm and a perfect equality, 29-46 

At first the condition of calm and peace only when you sit for concentration, 29-313 

At first the peace and calm are not continuous, 30-45 

But if the peace has not come first, care must be taken, 30-328 

But this spiritual peace and joy cannot be reached without a spiritual discipline, 36-440 

By having patience under all kinds of pressure you lay the foundations of peace, 29-

114 

Calm, peace and surrender are the right atmosphere for all the rest to come, 29-124 

Detachment, silence, inner peace are certainly indispensable, 29-127 

Either the contact and the true experience or the quiet peace and aspiration, 29-156 

Enforcing the peace of the higher being in the lower parts down to the physical, 30-452 

Entire purity and peace must be established in the whole Adhar, 30-492 

Equality will be the wide foundation – A universal love, a soul of peace, 19-404 

Equanimity and peace is the first foundation of the yogic status, 29-123 

Even when there is the peace and the wideness – Imaginations about old enjoyments, 

29-151 

Feeling peace very concretely between the lobes of the brain, 29-152 

For the self-realisation, peace and silence of the mind are the first condition, 30-321 

God has made the world a field of battle – The price that God has fixed for peace, 13-

208 

If peace becomes permanent in the inner being, one part of the consciousness is free, 

29-153 

If peace is established all through, then it brings purity, 31-513 

If the peace extends into the external parts also, the whole being becomes free, 29-153 

If the peace has not come first, care must be taken not to swell oneself, 32-206 

If the peace or silence is once absolutely established, 29-150 

If you get peace, then to clean the vital becomes easy, 29-152 

In peace there is a harmony that gives a feeling of liberation, 29-148 

In the beginning the peace and calmness comes only for a short time, 29-149 

Inner peace is not its object – Only one of the elementary conditions for it, 29-27 

It comes most usually when the peace is thoroughly fixed in all inner parts, 28-92 

It is a greater and greater descent of peace that brings śama, 28-49 

It is by long sadhana that one gets the permanent peace, 29-149 

It is necessary to have peace as the first descent, 30-451 

It is not a fact that one ought not to pray or aspire for peace or spiritual joy, 31-167 

It is only on the basis of peace and calm that the true progress and realisation can come, 

32-473 

It is perfectly possible for the body to bear the peace and stillness, 30-452 

It is the higher consciousness that has a basis of peace, 28-94 

It is the same peace in the physical as in the vital, 29-152 

It is this peace and quiet that make a firm basis for the sadhana, 30-256 
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Keeping the mind without occupation is not the same thing as peace or silence, 29-145 

My own experience is not limited to a radiant peace. I know very well Ananda, 35-46 

Nature by itself is always full of peace, 29-153 

One feels the very cells sharing in that peace and wideness ‒ Even if the body is ill, 30-

403 

One saveguard is to call down first the eternal peace, calm and silence of the Divine, 

36-393 

Particularly what you must aspire for is peace in all the being, complete equanimity, 

29-46 

Passive peace – All disturbance is pushed out or outside, 29-154 

Passive peace can be there and concentrate in or behind action also, 29-154 

Peace – A condition of serenity and stillness within, 29-156 

Peace – Carries with it a sense of settled and harmonious rest and deliverance, 29-137 

Peace and movement on the basis of peace are the first to establish themselves, 30-450 

Peace and purity and equanimity once established – The rest as the Mother’s free gift, 

29-46 

Peace and purity must be got as the foundation of the consciousness, 29-155 

Peace and purity of the consciousness are the very foundation, 29-123 

Peace can be brought down into the physical, 30-453 

Peace does not remain when engaged in work because it is still confined to the mind, 

29-124 

Peace has to be brought down to the heart and navel first, 30-452 

Peace helps to purity, since in peace disturbing influences cease, 29-48 

Peace if it is strong and permanent can liberate the inner being, 29-22 

Peace is a deep quietude where no disturbance can come, 29-138 

Peace is a necessary basis but peace is not sufficient, 29-22 

Peace is a sign of mukti – Ananda moves towards siddhi, 29-157 

Peace is more positive than calm – There is also a positive calm, 29-148 

Peace is necessary for all – Light too is necessary for all, 29-123 

Peace is necessary for the higher states to develop, 29-123 

Peace is never easy to get in the life of the world unless one lives deep within, 29-154 

Peace is not a necessary precondition for the action of the will, 31-718 

Peace is the basis of the spiritual change, 29-124 

Peace is the basis, but into it must come the action of a certain Light from above, 31-24 

Peace is the basis, the foundation for the transformation, 29-123 

Peace is the first condition, but peace of itself does not bring Force, 29-155 

Peace is the true remedy. Distraction by hard work is only a temporary relief, 29-126 

Peace or calm is not Ananda, 29-157 

Peace was the very first thing that the Yogins and seekers of old asked for, 29-469, 31-

681 

Peace within and a cheerful confidence and gladness without is wanted, 31-60 

Peace, purity and calm are the first basis that has to be laid, 30-45 

Silence of the mind, peace or calm in the mind are three things that are very close, 29-

138 

Sri Aurobindo succeeded in two or three days – The inner peace and freedom, 29-406 

That peace from above can descend – A considerable progress, 30-452 
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That would probably bring the descent of the permanent spiritual peace, 30-424 

The capacity of this silence and peace is a most important step in the sadhana, 30-248 

The coming of Ananda when the mind is at peace and the heart delivered, 29-156 

The complete surrender and the complete descent of peace can do it, 30-452 

The descent of the peace is often one of the first major positive experiences, 28-180 

The descent of the spiritual calm and peace from above, 29-131 

The downflow of peace usually brings much of the static Brahman, 31-395 

The ease and peace are in the psychic and the psychic is very deep within us, 29-299 

The first thing a Yogi should have is a constant inner peace and quiet, 32-519 

The first thing to bring down is a positive, complete and enduring peace, 29-123 

The full descent of a wide peace when the mind falls silent, 29-160 

The gaining of peace makes it easier to get the experience of the pure and free Self, 30-

391 

The light and peace in the vital and physical consciousness – Always as a basis, 29-152 

The peace – Once it begins to come, it usually increases its force, 30-481 

The peace (śama) is the pure form, tamas is its degraded or perverted form, 28-49 

The peace and silence – So intense as to seize the physical mind also after a time, 29-

315 

The peace and silence must settle deep in, 29-149 

The peace and the equality are there above you, you have to call them down, 29-66 

The peace cannot be conveyed by an external cause or dependent upon it, 29-156 

The peace liberates from all dependence on outer contacts, 29-151 

The peace need not be grave or joyless, 29-156 

The peace of the higher consciousness, 29-127 

The peace settling in the system is the basis, 29-148 

The peace starts in the inner being – It overflows the outer being, 29-153 

The peace that descends from above can stop the lower action, 30-453 

The relations with the world – A principle of harmony, peace, joy and unity, 21-230 

The safest is to bring down first an absolute calm and peace, 30-326 

The second help is the growth of the inner peace, 31-275 

The sense of individuality can disappear when all is peace and wideness, 30-394 

The sense of peace, purity and calm cannot be permanent at first, 28-66 

The sign which is central to the divine consciousness – A perfect inner joy and peace, 

19-184 

The silence and peace are themselves part of the higher consciousness, 29-162 

The silence and peace are there waiting to manifest, 29-152 

The spiritual peace is something other and infinitely more than the mental peace, 35-45 

The state of vast peace and calm is the basic experience of the higher consciousness, 

30-391 

The vital becomes full of peace or of kindliness and goodwill, 31-276 

The wideness of silence and peace – Harmonising the inward and the outward, 29-154 

There can be peace in the inner being even if the surface is disturbed, 29-152 

There can be peace in the mind even when the vital is not quite at rest, 29-152 

There is a mental peace, a vital peace, a peace of the physical Nature, 29-151 

There is the vast peace and silence and in that the Force or the Will works, 29-271 

This peace and vastness as the abiding stuff of your consciousness, 29-151 
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To be full of peace, the heart quiet, not troubled by grief, not excited by joy, 29-156 

To feel quietude, peace, the force working – The true consciousness will grow, 28-100 

To feel the peace above and about your head is a first step, 29-126 

To live within in the peace and silence is the first necessity, 29-154 

Usually the first thing that descends is deep and entire peace, 30-417 

We aim at doing the peace a basis for the divine consciousness and all its dynamisms, 

35-309 

What is necessary is to bring down peace and silence and a strong equanimity within, 

35-378 

What is trying to come down in you is the silence and peace of the Self, 30-453 

When one feels this kind of silence, peace and wideness, 31-400 

When the mind is silent, there is peace and in peace all things that are divine can come, 

29-162 

When the peace is deep or wide it is usually in the inner being, 29-153 

When the peace is fully established, 29-150 

When the physical is invited to peace and cannot receive it, it brings up inertia, 29-154 

When there is the peace and the mental silence, the vital mind tries to rush in, 29-160 

When you feel the peace and force at work, it is better to allow the force to work, 29-

272 

Without samata peace is always liable to be attacked, 29-128 

You must feel everywhere the quiet consciousness of peace, 29-124 

You must learn to live in the peace behind and that «something truer», 29-125 

Peace 

As when the Peace flows into you, it is the Divine who is invading you, 29-14 

Force and Peace are two different powers of the Divine, 29-155 

If you can get back to the Peace you will have a firm ground to stand upon, 31-604 

Light, Peace, Force, Ananda constitute the spiritual consciousness, 30-449 

Not being able to remain above because the Peace could not occupy the physical, 30-

439 

Peace is the Divine static, Ananda the Divine dynamic – They are one, 12-207 

The one thing always is to let the Peace and Power work, 31-54 

The ordinary mind must fall quiet and allow the Peace and Force to work, 31-52 

The Peace and Force and Light have to be settled in the mind, the vital, the physical, 

30-484 

The Peace and Force take possession of the physical consciousness, 31-39 

The Peace or the Silence coming by a descent from above, 30-323 

The Peace, Purity and Calm of the Self must be fixed, 30-450 

There are two aspects of the Divine – The static Peace and the dynamic Force, 28-28 

When the Peace is established, this higher or Divine Force can descend, 30-327 

peace and order 

This is the only way we can find to co-operate in maintaining peace and order, 8-125 

peace descent 

The peace descent more often likes at first to be all by itself, 30-447 

peace within 

It is good that you felt the peace within and the movement in the heart, 30-463 

peaceful resistance 
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We have always advocated open agitation and peaceful resistance, 8-444 

peacock 

A peacock is the symbol of spiritual victory, 30-175 

The flute is the call of the Divine Love ‒ The peacock is victory, 30-157 

The golden peacock is the victory of the Truth, 30-175 

The peacock is the bird of victory, 30-175 

The peacock is the Bird of Victory, 30-175 

The peacock is the bird of Victory and Kartikeya the leader of the divine forces, 30-159 

The peacock signifies victory ‒ In Yoga, the divine victory, 30-175 

Peacock 

The Peacock being the Bird of Victory, 31-477 

peacocks 

The peacocks ‒ The victory of the energies of light over the energies of darkness, 30-

171 

pearl 

A pearl may be a representation of the «bindu», 30-184 

Peary 

The vulgar squabble between Cook and Peary about the discovery of the North Pole, 8-

252 

peasantry 

The Indian peasantry – Driven to the habits which disgrace the European proletariats, 

6-985 

To destroy the barriers between the educated class and the peasantry, 6-1026 

peepul tree 

The peepul tree is the symbol of the cosmic existence, 30-177 

pelting. 

To thy lover, O Lord, the railing of the world is wild honey and the pelting of stones by 

the mob is summer rain on the body (443), 12-485 

pen 

The cows are the Light and the pen in which they are hidden is the darkness, 15-155 

penal slavery 

The organisation of penal slavery is the first principle of the system, 1-496 

penal system 

The penal system – A refined and efficient organisation of the methods of savages, 1-

495 

pentameter 

A foot in the pentameter blank verse is of two syllables, 27-616 

Anapaests and dactyls can be thrown into a modern pentameter, but skilfully, 27-500 

The structure of the pentameter blank verse in Savitri is of its own kind, 27-342 

people 

It is for the good sense of the people at large to decide between these conflicting views, 

8-202 

Political activity – The work of an individual often becomes the work of a people, 6-

418 

The attempt to separate the Congress from the life of the people will be disastrous, 6-

1004 
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The first work is to revive courage in the hearts of the people, 6-1024 

The futility of half-measures to secure real and substantial rights for the people, 6-139 

The obedience owed by the people was due to the Law, the Dharma, 20-414 

The people have commenced to realise that their future must be shaped by themselves, 

6-139 

The plan of Nationalist campaign – On the basis of this potential strength of the people, 

6-520 

The possession of the Government by the people – The condition of Indian 

regeneration, 6-1067 

The potential strength of the people was the true cause of the scanty political gains, 6-

174 

The removal from the mind of the people of the least little of faith in the bureaucracy, 

6-1025 

The traditional indifference of the common people to a change of rulers, 20-438 

We have no means to make the pressure of the people felt upon the Government., 8-45 

When a people feels itself bound and subject it acquiesces in its bondage, 6-888 

people’s courts 

The idea of people’s courts was taken up and worked in some districts, 36-58 

people’s expectations 

To be free from people's expectations and the sense of obligation, 31-316 

People’s Proclamation 

In the People’s Proclamation, the first condition of a United India was created, 8-286 

The publication of the People’s Proclamation on the 16th of October, 8-286 

percept 

It is possible to affirm the reality of the percept but not of the percipient, 21-456 

Three elements – The percipient, the perception and the thing perceived or percept, 21-

456 

perception 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

Three elements – The percipient, the perception and the thing perceived or percept, 21-

456 

perception of the One 

3. The perception of the One and Divine infinitely everywhere, 30-319 

percipient 

As a solution that the percipient individual and the percept universe are unreal, 21-465 

If Brahman is not the percipient – The individual being as the percipient, 21-464 

It is possible to affirm the reality of the percept but not of the percipient, 21-456 

Three elements – The percipient, the perception and the thing perceived or percept, 21-

456 

perfectibility 

A turning of all our emotions to the Divine – The perfectibility of life, 23-166 

Therefore there is a rooted instinct or belief in perfectibility, 23-190 

perfection 

“Qualities in their evolved perfection must be harmonious one with another”, 1-76 
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A “sattwic” perfection, perfection in the form – Visible and appreciable to others, 31-

660 

A greater being means a greater power, consciousness and delight – Perfection, 18-155 

A means of liberation and perfection – Works can and have to be continued, 19-135 

A perfect perfection comes only by living in the supreme and the whole Divine, 19-581 

A perfected human world cannot be composed of men who are themselves imperfect, 

21-1058 

A quietistic release is not sufficient for the freedom of an integral perfection, 23-688 

A true perfection by a spiritual and psychic opening and refinement, 29-386 

According to our conception of divine being will be our seeking after this perfection, 

23-691 

All existence is and draws its substance from a Spirit – The law of a perfect life, 12-177 

By physical means such as sports – Only a limited and precarious human perfection, 

35-780 

Christ said, “Be ye perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect,”, 18-267 

Divine perfection, similitude to the Divine, has always been supposed part of the 

Mukti, 35-427 

Even from a siddha Yogi you cannot always expect a perfect perfection, 31-659 

Even great Yogis do not claim perfection, 31-656 

Feeling the self being to be untouched and pure, the nature remaining imperfect, 29-23 

For perfection – The Purusha as the lord of his Nature, 23-355 

For the integral Yoga perfection will mean a divine spirit and a divine nature, 23-691 

Four constituent elements of the Yoga – Purification, liberation, perfection, delight, 23-

639 

How is this to be done? – The steps towards liberation and perfection, 19-458 

If our nature is fixed in what it is, no perfection is possible in earthly life, 21-1072 

If the material universe were all man could never arrive at perfection, 23-451 

In addition, it includes a total change of the nature, a seeking for perfection, 29-207 

In no sadhana absolute sustained perfection in everything come with a rush, 31-655 

It is only siddhas for whom one can claim perfection, 29-101 

It will be an illimitable perfection capable of endless variation in its forms, 25-243 

Man’s motion, known to him or unknown, moves towards rest in a perfection, 17-485 

Not only liberation but perfection must be the aim of the Karmayoga, 23-251 

One object of Vedantic discipline is to be the perfect man, siddha – Likeness to God, 

18-267 

Only by Yoga could there come a supreme and total perfection, 35-780 

Only in an infinite perfection can there be an eternal stability, 17-484 

Only in the divine consciousness is there an entire perfection, 29-285 

Our aim, our liberation and perfection – The Purusha's possession of Prakriti, 23-436 

Our only means of true perfection – The self-effectuation of the spiritual Reality, 21-

1088 

Our Yoga beyond the mundane ideal of perfection and the religious formula, 23-619 

Perfection ‒ The total transformation down to the very subconscient, 31-595 

Perfection comes by renunciation of desires and surrender to a higher Will, 29-278, 35-

675 

Perfection for oneself is not the true ideal, 32-603 
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Perfection of all kinds is indeed good – A preparation for the secret spirit’s emergence, 

28-416 

Perfection truly spiritual – Only when founded on the awakened spiritual 

consciousness, 28-416 

Purification is an essential means towards self-perfection, 23-639 

Sadhaks and sadhikas are not supposed to be perfect, 29-101 

Some spiritual men do not seek after an outward perfection or progress, 31-656 

Spiritual experience does not immediately lead to perfection, 31-658 

Spiritual perfection and fulfilment means that the nature should be spiritualised, 29-23 

Supernature our aim in Yoga – The perfection for which we were created, 12-114 

That brings the absolute and inevitable perfection of our self and nature, 19-559 

The catholic integrality of the Gita – A divine freedom and perfection, 19-398 

The development of consciousness as the condition of perfection, 13-531 

The divine self-perfection is a conversion into and a oneness with the divine nature, 23-

623 

The essence of the integral divine perfection – Three elements, 23-622 

The foundation of the perfect unity, mutuality, harmony – The increase of power, 21-

1073 

The Gita – An integral reconciling knowledge, the wide gate to release and perfection, 

19-398 

The greater perfection includes all these powers – The fourfold spirit, 23-749 

The higher perfection of the spiritual life will come by a spontaneous obedience, 25-

243 

The labour is long before the real perfection, 13-209 

The law of life from the teachings of the Gita – Liberation and perfection, 19-211 

The law of our perfection is an adoration by our whole nature and its self-surrender, 19-

311 

The lower end of the being – A relative, yet considerable perfection can be attained, 

13-526 

The more you surrender, the more will there be the possibility of perfection, 29-285 

The mundane ideal aims at a perfection of the normal human life, 23-620 

The mundane perfection – Something outward or a more inner ideal, 23-616 

The perfect perfection lies beyond on the supramental levels, 23-810 

The perfection in the world and the body – The eternity of the Spirit, 19-593 

The perfection indicated in our language of the flowers, 29-43 

The perfection of man is the full manifestation of the Divine in the individual, 17-52 

The perfection of man lies in the unfolding of the ever-perfect Spirit, 25-243 

The perfection of species or of types is not what is aimed at – Beyond what is done, 12-

229 

The pursuit of perfection – Starting at the lower end of our range of being, 13-523 

The search for harmony – The principle of perfection in the superconscient, 21-229 

The secret of perfection whether of individual or communal being, 21-1085 

The six divisions of the fundamental elements of perfection, 23-692 

The three parts of the perfection of our instrumental nature – Till now, 23-771 

The true spiritual perfection is of the very substance of the consciousness, 31-660 
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The truest reason why we must seek liberation and why we must seek perfection, 23-

275 

The way of immortality towards perfection and likeness with the Divine, 19-424 

The way to perfection is to insist on the three mental intuitions – Two forms, 23-635 

There are many who do not even care for the perfection of the outer nature, 31-659 

There is a more absolute perfection – The status of the Purushottama, 19-433 

To arrive at freedom, mastery and perfection we have to get back to the real self, 23-

754 

To be liberated and perfect, we must return to the free spiritual consciousness, 19-431 

To master the lower self by the higher is the way of man's perfection and liberation, 19-

219 

To reach this perfection we have to become aware of the divine Shakti, 23-760 

To realise this double oneness is the condition of the integral self-perfection, 23-760 

To what perfection does it lead the soul that gets free, 19-410 

What are the essential elements – What we mean by a divine perfection, 23-616 

Works, bhakti and knowledge go together and self-perfection becomes possible, 29-217 

Perfection 

Wisdom, Strength, Harmony, Perfection – Their several attributes, 35-114 

perfection. 

The individual cannot be perfect until he has surrendered all he now calls himself to the 

divine Being (327), 12-466 

perforation 

A feeling of a covering being perforated, 30-473 

perfume 

“A beautiful perfume or justly-attempered manner”, 1-76 

“In manner resides the subtle aroma and sense of what we mean by perfume”, 1-74 

Beauty, the sole morality of the universe” – “Colour, form and perfume as elements”, 

1-58 

perfumes 

Perfumes of purity, of love and surrender (rose) etc., 30-371 

The perfumes you felt were true perfumes but not of the physical world, 30-371 

Permanent 

Most Buddhism admits a Permanent as beyond the creation of Karma and Sanskaras, 

29-433 

The Permanent of Buddhism has always been supposed to be Supracosmic, 29-434 

Permanent Settlement 

A Permanent Settlement can always be evaded by a spendthrift Government, 6-270 

persecution 

All movements are exposed to persecution, 6-980 

God is helping us with persecution. We must accept it with joy and use that help, 6-398 

In India the servants of the people are likely to be persecuted and even ruined, 6-948 

In its second period, the season of ordeal and persecution, 6-745 

So that the wheat may be sifted from the chaff – A period of persecution, 6-1058 

The danger is the temptation of securing a respite from persecution by a false 

profession, 6-1088 
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The persecution of Swadeshism – God has withdrawn from the British bureaucracy, 6-

981 

The retreat of the Conventionalists from the field of battle – The fruit of the 

persecution, 6-1058 

The sheer uncompromising spirit of Swarajism in the face of persecution, 6-616 

When a living and rising cause is persecuted – There arise the martyrs for the cause, 6-

398 

persecution. 

Thy human proneness to persecute (344), 12-469 

perseverance 

Patience and single-minded perseverance with a faith that remains firm, 29-110 

Perseverance in the path is the one rule to cling to, 29-111 

Persevere and what is still crooked will be made straight, 29-126 

The perseverance to go on till the psychic is able to dominate the other parts, 29-117 

This Yoga needs an inexhaustible perseverance and patience, 29-116 

Whatever method is used, persistence and perseverance are essential, 29-116 

Persia 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-313 

Of the Mahomedan races, not a single one is decadent – Persia, Arabia, Turkey, 8-60 

Persia where the struggle for freedom has not been sufficiently intense to purify, 8-318 

Persian mind 

The Persian psychicality is redolent of the magic of the middle worlds, 20-313 

Persian Revolution 

The Persian Revolution has settled the constitutional struggle in Iran, 8-142 

Persians 

No other people is so difficultly circumstanced as the Persians, 8-143 

persistence 

A quiet vigilant but undistressed persistence is the best way, 29-114 

Many have gone on persisting for long periods and finally prevailed, 31-203 

One must persist however long it takes, so only one can achieve, 29-114 

Persistence does not imply persistence in methods proved to be infructuous, 8-463 

Quieting of the mind, purification, humility, persistence, reliance on the Grace, 29-47 

Whatever method is used, persistence and perseverance are essential, 29-116 

You have to persist in faith and quietude and let the psychic grow more and more, 29-

114 

person 

The being or person and its impersonality or state of being are one reality, 28-482 

Person 

An infinite Person is the essence and source of all personality, 21-368 

Person and his world-material are both necessary for our present experience, 21-383 

That mystery of the supreme Person is the secret of love and devotion, 19-442 

The Ishwara – The Divine Being, the supreme Person and All-Person, 21-368 

The Person is larger than his personality, 21-1030 

The Person is the Existent, the Conscious, the Blissful, 28-156 

The Person, the various personalities and impersonality – The conciliation, 21-367 
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We can reach it through the absolute Person as well as an absolute impersonality, 23-

585 

Personae 

If the bright persona is determined, that is the sign that the being is called, 31-649 

In Western occultism they call them the good and the evil Persona, 31-648 

Two Personae, one bright, one dark, in every human being, 31-649 

personal 

The impersonal and the personal are the same truth seen from two sides, 23-581 

There is always the personal and the impersonal side of the Divine and the Truth, 28-11 

Personal 

The communion with the Personal Divine is not the complete or supreme realisation, 

28-11 

The distinction between the Personal and the Impersonal, 23-381 

The Personal by the divine nature acting through the individual soul-form, 23-382 

Personal God 

The worship of a Personal God different from ourselves – Not a secure abiding place, 

17-399 

personal relations 

A personal relation is formed when there is an exclusive mutual looking, 31-302 

About personal relations in the true spiritual life – Spiritual and psychic and not vital, 

35-705 

All personal relations to disappear in the single relation, 31-302 

All personal relations to proceed from the Divine Mother, 31-302 

All relations of that kind are to cease when one becomes a member of the Asram, 35-

730 

Any relations kept should be natural, but not intimate, 35-713 

I don’t think it is much use writing about personal relations in the true spiritual life, 31-

303 

Personal relation is not a part of the Yoga, 31-302 

Personal relations can exist if they are founded on the spiritual consciousness, 31-303 

Personal relations must be founded on the relation with the Divine, 31-303 

Some chance of a true meeting in the Divine – When both are in the true 

consciousness, 31-304 

The first necessity of both is to free yourselves from the old relations, 35-709 

The Mother has not laid stress on human fellowship between the inmates, 35-705 

The only relation permissible here is a friendly relation, 35-723 

The personal relation can be only with some, not with all, 31-304 

The rule about personal relations in this Yoga, 31-302 

To be turned wholly to the Mother – Nothing but friendly relations with the sadhaks, 

35-705 

When I spoke of personal relation I certainly did not mean pure indifference, 31-306 

With other sadhaks – A harmonious relation free from any mere vital attachment, 35-

706 

personalities 

As the evolving being develops, it accumulates its personalities, as it were, 28-543 

Each human being is composed of different personalities, 29-281 
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Every man is full of contradictions ‒ One person made up of different personalities, 31-

27 

Everybody is an amalgamation not of two but of many personalities, 28-80 

In each one of us here there may be a multitude of subordinate personalities, 23-182 

In the universe there are many lines of Force on which various personalities spring up, 

28-546 

Many personalities and each has its own demands and differing nature, 23-75 

The being as it passes through the series of its lives takes on personalities, 28-542 

The emergence of different personalities created by past lives, 28-551 

Personalities 

Divine Personalities – Qualities and consciousness-forms of her Godhead, 35-104 

Divine Personalities – Qualities and personal consciousness-forms of her Godhead, 28-

452 

The Gods are Brahman representing Itself in cosmic Personalities, 17-26 

The Mother in her cosmic power is all things and all divine Personalities, 32-67 

personality 

“The beautiful human soul will build up for itself a personality distinct and individual”, 

1-56 

A common popular blunder about reincarnation – That it is the same personality, 28-

543 

A Person or Purusha puts forward the mutable surface formation we call personality, 

28-18 

All the trend of modern thought has been towards the belittling of personality, 23-577 

How the complex personality is formed when one gets a new body, 28-542 

If a former personality is brought fully forward – Into new forms and new shapes, 28-

543 

It is the central being that incarnates, not the outer personality, 28-543 

Neither is moral personality our real self – It is only a changing formation, 18-26 

Our mental personality and life-personality could subsist in certain circumstances, 21-

854 

Personality and impersonality as two aspects – The integral knowledge, 23-578 

Personality and the very meaning of existence – An infinite conscious Being, 23-127 

Personality as a flux, character as a formed fixity of Nature’s structure, 21-1030 

Personality is only a temporary mental, vital, physical formation. It is not the self, 21-

848 

Several beings connecting themselves with the personality, 28-547 

The changing personality is not this mental person, 13-275 

The Impersonality of God and the personality of God, 12-197 

The subjective personality itself is only a formation of consciousness, 28-15 

The waking personality is only the apparent man, not the real, 17-182 

There is a rebirth of new psychic personality – Behind is the Person, 13-276 

This in its turn means the growth of individuality – Personality has memory for its 

basis, 17-288 

What would be the earthly use of repeating the same personality or character?, 28-543 

Personality 

A Being having a Personality and human relations with the human being, 23-556 
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A total spiritual experience – Personality and impersonality, 23-584 

Another dynamic Duality – Personality and impersonality, 23-126 

Brahman itself is beyond all conceptions of Personality and Impersonality, 17-43 

Knowledge and devotion – The question of the divine Personality, 23-577 

Not the finite personality, not an impersonal indeterminate, the perfect Personality, 19-

141 

Ordinarily the way of devotion begins by adoration of the divine Personality, 23-600 

Personality & Impersonality are merely different states of self-consciousness, 12-99 

Personality and Impersonality have been the two wings of his spiritual ascension, 23-

128 

The Divine Personality reveals Himself in various forms and names, 17-43 

We have to look at the divine Personality from this standpoint, 23-582 

Personality. 

I found my Krishna beyond in indefinable Personality (433), 12-484 

perversion 

A progressive manifestation – An apparent perversion of the original truth of being, 21-

425 

There arises too by a secondary ulterior effect a perversion of these highest things, 21-

406 

Perversion 

Perversion once eliminated the Divine Manifestation in Matter will be greater, 27-304 

The possibilities of perversion by inconscience and ignorance – To be eliminated, 28-

278 

perversity 

A perversity born from the Ignorance came in with Life and increased in Mind, 27-304 

pessimism 

Optimism even unjustified is still justifiable, 31-692 

Pessimism is not peculiar to the Indian mind – It is not its sole note, 20-129 

The divisions of Matter bring in the law of pain – The pessimist theory, 13-483 

The law of division as the basis of the pessimist theory of the world, 21-263 

petition 

A petition for the revocation or modification of the Partition of Bengal, 6-131 

It has been demonstrated that prayer and petition have no appreciable influence, 6-158 

Prayer, petition and protest can never be an effective method of political agitation, 6-

1085 

The Moderate method of resistance was verbal only – Prayer, petition and protest, 6-

287 

The petitionary delusion – The old gospel of salvation by prayer, 6-236 

petitioning 

A strong opposition was offered to the renewal of a petitioning policy, 6-118 

Only three possible policies, petitioning, self-development and self-help, resistance, 6-

265 

Petitioning is neither the only policy nor the best policy for us at the present juncture, 

6-173 

Petitioning will not bring us one yard nearer to freedom, 6-299 

The old party is agreed upon nothing except the sacred right of petitioning, 6-233 
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Pharisees 

The outburst of indignation in some quarters – The Pharisees and Philistines, 6-335 

phenomenon 

The Real, the Idea, the phenomenon, this is the true order of the creative Divinity, 13-

112 

philanthropy 

Altruism, philanthropy, humanitarianism – Not truly liberative from ego-sense, 23-152 

Altruism, philanthropy, the service of mankind are in themselves mental or moral, 23-

358 

Defalcation of money for “noble & philanthropic” purposes – The ego is the 

beneficiary, 36-204 

Not philanthropy or the service of humanity or all the rest, moral or idealistic, 29-217 

Philanthropy, altruism, service to mankind are represented as the true spiritual things, 

28-417 

So long as the urge is towards philanthropy, he has to follow that, 28-441 

The lesser dimensions of an ethical rule of philanthropy and beneficence, 23-162 

The next stage in Swadeshi – Old spirituality and active habit of philanthropy, 6-993 

The true object of the Yoga is not philanthropy but to find the Divine, 28-441 

Philippines 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-313 

Philistine 

The Philistine is in fact the modern civilised barbarian, 25-88 

The Philistine no longer reigns – The sensational man is trying to be mentally active, 

25-89 

Philistines 

The outburst of indignation in some quarters – The Pharisees and Philistines, 6-335 

Phillips 

A new treatment of life and human emotion – Indicative feature in Phillips, 26-200 

Four other forerunners strike great new notes – Meredith, Phillips, A. E., Yeats, 26-173 

Love and Death – Stephen Phillips had to do with it, 27-222 

Phillips’s blank verse – The object is to get free room for the play of tone, 26-179 

Stephen Phillips – Marpessa and Christ in Hades aroused my admiration, 27-348 

Philology 

Comparative Philology – It can never be a sure guide to the sense of Veda, 15-29 

Comparative Philology – The savage theory for the Vedas and for the Vedanta, 17-315 

Objection has also been made to the philological and etymological method, 1-673 

Philology – Much is to be hoped from the Indian intellect, 1-612 

Philology is an enquiry that has failed to result in the creation of a science, 17-317 

Philology is not yet a science, but rather far too largely a structure of ingenuities, 1-611 

Prof. Ranade’s article on Greek and Sanskrit – Comparative Philology, 1-607 

The error of Philology – Its preoccupation with the exterior morphology of language, 

15-50 

There is no real certainty as yet in the obtained results of Philology, 15-29 

This should be the first and central aim of any true science of Philology, 15-50 

We need not yield a servile assent to the conclusions of the philologists, 17-316 
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philosopher 

A philosopher may or may not be a poet and a poet may or may not be a philosopher, 

27-103 

Discriminative thought is the essential gift of the philosopher, 26-31 

Even in the more outward forms – The scientist, the philosopher, the thinker, 13-424 

I had only to write down in the terms of the intellect all that I had come to know, 35-70 

I never was a philosopher – I was a poet and a politician, 35-70 

If the philosopher makes his thought substance of poetry, he becomes a poet-seer, 26-

34 

It is quite impossible for me to write philosophy to order, 35-71 

The philosopher has his own domain and his own instruments, 28-399 

The philosopher must be superior to sensuousness because he has far passed the stage, 

1-222 

The philosopher sees in the dry light of the reason, 26-231 

The philosopher’s business is to discriminate Truth and put its parts and aspects, 26-34 

The philosopher’s reasoning intelligence needs direct intuition, 26-233 

The work of the philosophic mind incidentally serves sensuous and material life, 1-222 

philosophers 

Thinkers and philosophers do not have a silent mind, 31-55 

philosophic knowledge 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

philosophic song 

Philosophic song – Philosophic thought and poetic beauty, 20-370 

philosophies 

It is so too that all the conflicting philosophies and religions arise, 28-138 

That is why there is always conflict between philosophies and religions, 31-76 

The various experiences were erected into various philosophies, 29-435 

Unity is the secret of the variety of human religions and philosophies – The one Truth, 

21-727 

philosophy 

A people's philosophy – Mind's purest, largest and most general formulation, 20-107 

A philosophical system is only a section of the Truth, 31-73 

His thinking mind must be able to accept this knowledge – Philosophy, 21-894 

I owed nothing in my philosophy to intellectual abstractions, ratiocination or dialectics, 

36-113 

If one looks at all sides, there is no harm in philosophising, 31-73 

Metaphysical discussions and philosophical subtleties – Do not follow that fashion, 13-

88 

My interest in metaphysics was almost null, and in general philosophy sporadic, 36-112 

My philosophy was formed first by the study of the Upanishads and the Gita, 36-113 

Philosophy – A discovery of the basic truths, to become the guiding principles, 23-383 

Philosophy and science – A kinship with the higher work of poetry, 26-233 

Philosophy can become poetry if it carries a stamp of poetic emotion and vision, 27-

184 

Philosophy had become too much a thing of abstractions, 25-78 
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Philosophy has claimed always to take the fixation of ultimate Truth as its province, 

23-139 

Philosophy has its place – All depends on how it is done, 27-316 

Philosophy knows nothing about peace and silence or the inner and outer vital, 28-321 

Philosophy makes the mind subtle in certain directions, or ought to do so, 31-73 

Philosophy must come to perceive the Principle of all principles, 23-513 

Philosophy, intellectual expression of the Truth may remain – A means of expressing, 

28-352 

Piracy in philosophical literature – I don’t think it is worth while doing anything, 35-72 

Science, philosophy and criticism have established their use to the mass of humanity, 

1-437 

So we teach philosophy based on the national system of education, 6-814 

The beginning of Science, philosophy and spiritual knowledge, 23-314 

The constant unity between philosophy, religion and Yoga, 20-371 

The data of philosophy are the supports from which it begins in the realisation of, 23-

517 

The dharma of science, thought and philosophy is to seek for truth, 25-229 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or idea or 

philosophy, 28-411 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or philosophy, 35-96 

The emphasis on one side of spiritual experience – The schools of philosophy, 21-159 

The means is a spiritual philosophy – History in the East and in the West, 21-912 

The philosophy of Savitri – A many-sided vision and experience of all the planes, 27-

318 

The place of philosophy in poetry or whether it has any place at all, 27-93, 27-316 

The pride of the philosopher looking down on the passion of the devotee, 23-548 

The real value of philosophy for man – European and Indian philosophy, 13-244 

The religions, the philosophical systems, the modern scientific mind, 13-286 

The whole of human philosophy, religion, science – To answer the question, 23-429 

The work of spiritual philosophy in the East and of theology in the West, 25-132 

The work of these philosophers at the same time Yogins saved the soul of India, 20-371 

There is no great poet who has not tried to philosophise, 27-183 

These philosophies of the early Greeks – One can catch some Truth, 31-73 

Thus true spirituality will not lay a yoke upon science and philosophy, 25-228 

To the old style European mind philosophy means only European philosophy, 27-519 

Very little argument in my philosophy – A harmonising of a many-sided knowledge, 

35-66 

What little I knew about philosophy I picked up desultorily in my general reading, 36-

112 

Whatever philosophy the students learn in colleges, they should try to put into practice, 

6-815 

Why must we take the poem as an exercise in philosophy? A poem is not a doctrine, 

27-475 

Philosophy 

A philosophical or religious system is only a statement, 12-105 

In the first we see the revolt of Philosophy against the usurpation of religion, 12-80 
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Our originality and power has worked chiefly on the lines of Religion and Philosophy, 

1-697 

Philosophies & religions – Rather God in all His aspects and beyond aspect, 12-99 

Philosophy – Its real value is to prepare a basis for spiritual realisation, 20-36 

Philosophy alone can give light to Religion, 13-245 

Philosophy and religious thought must be the foundation, 13-146 

Philosophy and thought – A sharp curve away from rationalistic materialism, 20-70 

Philosophy has never been able to satisfy any except the intellectual few, 18-411 

Philosophy relying on her own intellectual self-sufficiency, ends by living in words, 

17-347 

Philosophy, Religion & Science have each their appointed field and dominion, 12-79 

Science, Religion and Philosophy – Each is a creation and activity of Mind, 12-288 

The business of Philosophy is to arrange logically the general modes of Sat, 12-79 

The philosopher cuts himself off from experience – The weakness of all logic, 12-9 

The questions which Philosophy has to answer – A system of metaphysics, 18-411 

This reaction is inevitable – The dogmatism of Philosophy and Science, as of Religion, 

12-82 

Three illegitimate activities of which Philosophy, Religion & Science are guilty, 12-79 

photo 

The psychic being has a form – That does not appear from the photo, 28-120 

The Sadhaks – Approaching me through the photo, 35-517 

When looking at the photo with Yogic vision – Something of the consciousness, 28-

120 

When the meditation is done with the photo, it is better done with open eyes, 29-313, 

35-517 

photograph 

The photograph is a vehicle only – You can make it a means of contact, 29-363 

photographs 

There has never been any restriction on meditation or pranam before our photographs, 

32-568 

physical 

(4) The physical, the material itself – To insist on the Light, the true will there also, 31-

389 

An entrance and permeation changing it wholly into a supramentalised physical, 28-

308 

Apart from the vital and its disturbances the physical is the chief difficulty, 32-172 

Getting out of the physical rut ‒ By being very quiet and opening oneself to the force, 

31-402 

How is it possible to perfect the mind and vital unless the physical is prepared?, 31-375 

If a poet writes from the outward physical only – More photographic than poetic, 27-14 

If the mind is freed ‒ An effect on the physical also, 31-379 

If the supramental can stand in the mind and vital, then it must stand in the physical 

also, 28-302 

In dealing with the physical and subconscient the working is always slower, 31-365 

In the physical it is inertia, obscurity, inability that come up, 31-369 
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Live centrally in the psychic and other parts and by them transform the physical, 31-

387 

The great thing is to be able to call down the Force from above into the physical, 31-

394 

The opening of the physical and subconscient always takes a long time, 31-402 

The pain, unconsciousness and dullness in the physical, 31-376 

The peace has to deepen and strengthen itself till it can take hold of the physical also, 

31-373 

The physical changes slowly ‒ By descents of calmness, purity, light and strength, 31-

403 

The physical depends on the vital at every step, 31-384 

The physical must be trained to remember and fix the right movements of 

consciousness, 31-405 

The physical, the occult and the spiritual – Different ways, 28-398 

The separate existence of the vital and physical comes to be known of itself, 31-128 

The supermind can descend into the physical only if the supramental intensity is there, 

28-303 

The supermind cannot be brought down into the mind and vital without the physical, 

28-302 

The whole physical and subconscient and everything else must do likewise, 32-146 

There can be no conquest of the other planes, so long as the physical is not ready, 28-

303 

To preserve the same physical would mean physical immortality, 28-546 

When from the mental and vital stage of the Yoga one comes down into the physical, 

31-363 

When one goes down into the physical for its change this tends to increase, 31-372 

You have to bring out the full force of the psychic into the physical, 29-299 

Physical 

The Physical is characteristically substance, 28-45 

physical after death 

The physical always dissolves and in each new life one gets a new physical formation, 

28-546 

physical basis 

The supramental will create its own physical basis, 35-294 

physical being 

In the physical being the power of past impressions is very great, 31-401 

It is necessary first to establish the entire openness of the physical being, 31-362 

Part of your physical being is still shrinking from the Light, 31-403 

The physical being is made up of two elements, the physical and the vital, 23-530 

The physical being is part of the intended manifestation, 31-381 

The spiritualisation, perfection and fulfilment of the physical being, 21-1023 

The subconscient physical being, 31-402 

What we call our physical being is only a visible projection of a physical 

consciousness, 28-204 

physical centre 

One at the bottom of the spine (muladhara, physical centre), 28-231 
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physical change 

The physical change – By a descent of the greater supramental consciousness, 31-432 

physical conscious being 

He can have an intuition of himself as a soul in body – The physical conscious being, 

23-634 

physical consciousness 

A certain inertia in the physical consciousness shuts it up in what it is doing, 29-258 

A certain inertia is in the nature of the human physical consciousness, 35-358 

A change of the physical consciousness down to the consciousness of the cells, 28-307 

A higher plane ‒ Only an influence comes down into the physical consciousness, 31-

362 

A way the physical consciousness has of slipping out of concentrated sadhana, 31-407 

After a time, the physical consciousness gets the true peace and calm in the cells, 35-

358 

All are at grips with the difficulties of the physical consciousness at present, 35-350 

All below the Muladhara is the range of the physical consciousness proper, 28-247 

An inertia of the physical consciousness, 31-373 

As for the going within, the pull of the physical consciousness is always outward, 31-

407 

As for the nervous being, it is part of the physical consciousness, 30-492 

As for the physical consciousness, that can only be converted by long spade work, 31-

110 

As the physical consciousness is now being worked upon, 31-603 

Defects of the physical consciousness – There are many, 31-372 

Everybody when he enters the physical consciousness feels as if he were unfit, 31-413 

For the change of the lower vital ‒ Bring the sadhana into your physical consciousness, 

31-159 

Here the physical consciousness has been dealt with, 31-397 

I do not believe a mantra can change the physical consciousness, 29-323 

In this condition of passivity and inertia – The forces of the physical consciousness, 28-

206 

It is due to a plunge one has to take into the sheer physical consciousness, 31-364 

It is in the outer physical consciousness that the difficulty still tries to persist, 31-385 

It is just in the physical consciousness that it is difficult to keep the fire burning, 31-369 

It is the most physical consciousness of which you have become aware, 31-368 

It is the nature of the ordinary physical consciousness to precipitate itself, 31-406 

It is the whole consciousness, mental, vital, physical also, that has to rise and join, 28-

118 

Living in the physical consciousness – Distinguishable by outward signs, 28-206 

Now this psychic being has manifested again in your physical consciousness also, 31-

386 

Part of your physical consciousness keeps the memory of the old movements, 31-409 

Passivity to the forces comes upon many when there is the descent into the physical, 

35-379 

Penetrating into the physical consciousness, 31-360 
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Some tendency to looseness, forgetfulness and inattention in the physical 

consciousness, 31-372 

Something in the vital part of the physical consciousness is drawn outward in the old 

way, 31-375 

Stomach, heart and intestine lodge the vital movements, not the physical consciousness, 

28-246 

That has happened to most in this Asram and it usually takes a long time to come out, 

35-628 

The Blue Light has entered into the physical consciousness, 30-494 

The change of the whole physical consciousness even to the most material, 28-181 

The closing of this openness by a descent into the physical consciousness, 35-628 

The difficulty has come up – The physical consciousness has to be worked upon, 28-

200 

The external physical consciousness refusing to open itself, 31-370 

The higher consciousness can come into the physical consciousness direct, 30-496 

The legs, knees, feet ‒ These indicate the physical consciousness, 31-374 

The mental being and consciousness covered over by the physical consciousness, 29-

225 

The Muladhara is the centre of the physical consciousness, 28-243 

The Muladhara is the centre of the physical consciousness proper, 28-242 

The Muladhara is the seat of the physical consciousness proper, 28-246 

The nature of the human physical consciousness, 31-372 

The nature of the obstruction of the physical consciousness, 31-390 

The neutrality of the physical consciousness, 31-394 

The obstacle which you feel is the habits of the physical consciousness, 31-403 

The only thing to do here is to get the physical consciousness open to the Power, 31-

744 

The Peace and Force take possession of the physical consciousness, 31-39 

The period of no-effort is usually when the physical consciousness is uppermost, 31-

394 

The physical consciousness ‒ It is only by the Light from above that it can be 

illumined, 31-369 

The physical consciousness – Its principal difficulty, 31-406 

The physical consciousness – No effect if the experiences are not repeated, 30-68 

The physical consciousness – Physical mind, physical vital, body consciousness proper, 

28-200 

The physical consciousness – The idea that the habit of things cannot be altered, 31-

404 

The physical consciousness ‒ The one way out is to open there, 31-395 

The physical consciousness – To get rid of or resist its habitual movements, 31-386 

The physical consciousness directly responds to physical things and physical Nature, 

28-200 

The physical consciousness directly under the control of the psychic, 30-359 

The physical consciousness feeling dull, weak, confused ‒ That must be got rid of, 31-

373 

The physical consciousness has its own reactions, 31-383 
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The physical consciousness has to become balanced, filled with the light and force, 31-

371 

The physical consciousness is constitutionally ignorant, 31-414 

The physical consciousness is inert, conservative, does not want to change, 31-360 

The physical consciousness is responsible for the return of old movements, 31-401 

The physical consciousness opens just like the rest, receives a new consciousness, 28-

206 

The physical consciousness-plane receives from the other planes, 28-202 

The physical material consciousness ‒ All that it can do is open itself, remain quiet, 31-

409 

The principle of oscillation – The sadhana is in the physical consciousness, 30-69 

The rest of the physical consciousness is near to the inconscient, 28-201 

The sadhana as a whole has come down along with us into the physical consciousness, 

35-335 

The sense of being only the body belongs to the physical consciousness, 31-379 

The total descent into the physical is a very troublesome affair, 35-335 

The usual attitude of the physical consciousness left to itself towards the Divine, 31-

414 

The working of the Force had to come down into the physical consciousness, 29-62 

There can be only an influence by the supermind, so long as the physical is not ready, 

35-354 

There is mental, vital, physical consciousness, different from the psychic, 28-118 

There is no human being whose physical outer consciousness is fit for the Yoga, 31-

413 

There is the universal physical consciousness of Nature and there is our own, 28-202 

These forces try to fall on the physical consciousness and the body, 31-374 

This condition which is native to the physical consciousness fully manifests, 31-363 

This physical consciousness has not begun to be as responsive to the higher force, 28-

215 

To develop in the physical itself a constant will for the Peace and Force from above, 

35-379 

Weakness of will is due to the influence of the physical consciousness, 31-393 

What is the real need now is the psychic opening in the physical consciousness, 35-320 

What stands in the way – The vital ego and the physical consciousness, 31-222 

When one is thrown out into the physical and external consciousness, 31-368 

When the physical consciousness has to be changed – To work in the subconscient, 31-

598 

When the physical consciousness is being changed – A resistance from the 

subconscient, 28-221 

When the sadhak comes down into the physical consciousness ‒ Opposite things, 31-

773 

When the sadhaka descends to the physical consciousness, 31-786 

When there is the working on the physical consciousness and its obstructions, 31-370 

Wherever the physical consciousness opens, the Force can overcome, 31-370 

You must consent to come down into the ordinary physical consciousness, 36-319 

Your external, physical consciousness is only a small outward part of your self, 31-370 
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Your physical consciousness does not yet know how to reject this, 31-641 

physical consciousness centre 

(1) Commanding the physical consciousness and the subconscient, 28-230 

(1) The Muladhara or physical consciousness centre, four petals, red, 28-230 

physical culture 

The perfection of the body must be the ultimate aim of physical culture, 13-521 

physical desire 

vital desire usually calls up a more physical desire, 31-491 

physical disturbance 

The physical disturbance and weakness ‒ The attack falling back on the physical 

system, 31-376 

physical education 

We must organise physical education all over the country – Strength and courage, 6-

223 

physical energies 

The physical energies concerned with the material life and its functioning, 28-167 

physical exercise 

But physical exercise can prevent a tamasic condition from prevailing in the body, 31-

398 

It is quite true that the physical exercise is very necessary to keep off the tamas, 31-398 

Neither the abstinence from nor the taking up of physical exercises – Relevance for me, 

35-781 

Physical exercise is very necessary to keep off the tamas, 35-776 

The Mother’s own physical exercise – Two hours or sometimes three in the evening, 

35-782 

The sports and physical exercises are primarily for the children of the school, 35-776 

physical exercises 

Sports and physical exercises in youth – A relative human perfection, 13-527 

Sports or physical exercises – The national aspect of the subject, 13-517 

physical inertia 

The physical inertia had been preventing the elimination of the old movements, 31-366 

These things in the physical inertia either disappear or become weak, 28-206 

physical level 

Especially, when the struggle has come down to the physical level, 31-759 

physical life 

The physical life cannot last without the body nor can the body live without the life 

force, 28-197 

The possibility of the full fullness of the vital force and the physical life on earth, 29-

482 

physical love 

There may too be a physical love awakening the emotions of the heart, 31-492 

physical man 

The lowest sub-plane of the intelligence, the physical-mental – The physical man, 21-

745 

The physical Purusha and the physical man – The being of life and the vital man, 21-

931 
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physical means 

In such cases the use of the physical means can be resorted to, 31-580 

So long as the power is not entirely there physical means need not be rejected, 31-580 

physical mental 

But it is closely connected with the mental physical, 28-182 

The physical mental or externalising mind is part of the mental consciousness, 28-182 

physical mind 

(1) Not so much to try to control or fight with or suppress it as to stand back from it, 

31-30 

(3) The throat centre for the externalising or physical mind, 28-235 

Activity of the physical mind is not a new thing, 31-30 

All the physical mind can do is to be quiet and allow the light to come into it, 31-53 

Another in the throat (physical mind), 28-231 

Be on your guard against the ideas and suggestions of this physical mind, 31-36 

Except part of the physical mind trained to deal with physical objects and affairs, 28-

201 

For the buzz of the physical mind, reject it quietly, without getting disturbed, 29-304 

I like to see the physical mind occupied in poetry and music etc., 29-354 

If the peace and silence continue to come down, they seize the physical mind, 31-39 

If the physical mind ceases to judge all things, 31-32 

If the physical mind is not supramentalised, there will be in mind a mixture of 

ignorance, 28-302 

If the psychic gets hold of the vital physical and the physical mind, 31-38 

In the human physical mind – A tendency not to understand or to misunderstand, 28-

182 

It is difficult to be withdrawn inwardly, especially for the physical mind, 31-34 

It is not by a general descent that people come out of the physical mind, 28-293 

It is only a part of your physical mind that must be converted, 31-793 

It is only the physical mind that is limited even in the most intelligent, 31-410 

It is the function of the outward physical mind to deal with external things, 28-181 

It is the nature of the physical mind not to accept anything that is supraphysical, 31-35 

It is the nature of the physical mind to be obstinate – An obstinate recurrence, 31-361 

It is the physical mind that would like everything made easy, 31-37 

It is this work that is going on in your physical mind to change it, 28-201 

It takes long for the simple and right thing to do to dawn on the physical mind, 31-35 

Now it is the physical mind that is active in you, 31-37 

Part of the head from the ears down to the neck is the seat of the physical mind, 30-206 

Perfection of the physical mind ‒ By the development of another kind of knowledge, 

31-33 

Physical mind for instance is not inert – Matter consciousness is inert, 28-210 

Physical mind, vital physical, material consciousness – The physical plane, 28-206 

Small things of the physical mind – They really belong to the smaller vital part, 31-35 

The activity of the physical mind keeps one's consciousness on the surface, 29-354 

The centre of the physical mind or externalising mind is in the subtle body in the throat, 

28-239 

The confusion and inertia ‒ In the physical mind which has not yet the Light, 31-36 
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The insistence of the physical mind and the insistence of the small desire vital, 31-37 

The larger part of the action of physical mind corresponds to that of Manas, 28-170 

The limitation of the physical mind – Believing entirely only in the physical, 21-676 

The obscurity of the external physical mind and nature, 31-34 

The outer physical mind has a certain obscurity in it, 31-34 

The peace and silence – So intense as to seize the physical mind also after a time, 29-

315 

The physical mind – The objective, the physical actuality for standard, 21-429 

The physical mind and physical vital do not respond at once to the inner consciousness, 

28-200 

The physical mind and the external vital nature – Ideas and feelings, 31-409 

The physical mind and vital physical are very near to the Inconscient, 28-201 

The physical mind can be responsive with these things but in a different way, 31-30 

The physical mind can deal only with outward things, 28-179 

The physical mind finds it difficult to believe in the reality of supraphysical things, 28-

182 

The physical mind gives a value and therefore a power to the lower vital, 31-37 

The physical mind has first to open to the higher consciousness, 28-170 

The physical mind has no reason except its whims, habits or an inclination to be 

tamasic, 28-182 

The physical mind is a prolongation of the mind proper and can act in its own sphere, 

28-189 

The physical mind is closely connected with the brain functioning, 31-35 

The physical mind is concerned with the physical things only, 28-179 

The physical mind is full of ordinary habitual and constantly recurrent thoughts, 31-30 

The physical mind is in the habit of observing things with or without use, 28-182 

The physical mind is that which is fixed on physical objects and happenings, 28-202 

The physical mind must be able to face even formidable things without fear, 30-206 

The physical mind reasons, but on the basis of external data mostly, 28-182 

The place of the mind is from the crown of the head to the throat (the physical mind), 

28-189 

The psychic can have a very great influence on the physical mind, 31-38 

The throat centre is the physical mind centre – To open the physical mind to the light, 

28-239 

The throat centre is the physical mind, the expressive externalising consciousness, 28-

240 

The true physical mind can press upon the physical vital, 28-181 

The true physical mind is the instrument of ordered action on physical things, 28-181 

The true physical mind is the receiving and externalising intelligence, 28-183 

The unsteadiness of the physical mind, 31-33 

The unsteadiness you speak of is the nature of the human physical mind, 31-33 

The vital mind and the physical mind must be controlled and transformed, 30-358 

The wideness and peace as it grows can do much to quiet the physical mind, 28-182 

There is a limit to the resistance of the physical mind and the lower vital, 31-38 

There is always a difficulty in keeping the physical mind within or silent, 31-39 
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This mechanical putting out of the thoughts ‒ Especially strong in the physical mind, 

31-31 

To deal with this mind two things are necessary, 31-30 

To enlighten the physical mind is one object of this Yoga, 28-202 

To get rid of the random thoughts of the surface physical mind is not easy, 31-39 

Until they can occupy the physical mind even, 31-36 

We have a physical mind as well as a vital mind and the mind proper, 28-202 

What it has to learn is to be quiet and to act only when the Will wants to use it, 28-181 

When the physical mind is disturbed by the vital, it is not easily convinced, 31-38 

physical motherland 

To think about our nation is first to think about our physical motherland, 6-812 

physical nature 

A constant struggle between the psychic being and the physical nature, 31-791 

By a force descending, the physical nature's normal tendency can be eradicated, 31-396 

It becomes necessary to open also the physical nature, 31-163 

Physical nature is slow and inert and unwilling to change, 31-359 

Purification of the physical nature ‒ A necessity for the supramental descent, 31-362 

The difficulty of the physical nature comes inevitably, 31-389 

The external physical nature is always full of the lower movements, 31-363 

The feeling of being driven, compelled ‒ When the physical nature is being dealt with, 

31-405 

The lower physical nature is in itself full of low and obscure desires, 31-359 

The narrowness etc. of which you complain are normal to the physical nature, 31-385 

The normal tendency of the physical nature is to be inert, 31-396 

The only way towards the transformation and fulfilment of the physical nature, 31-163 

The physical nature is intolerant, easily irritated, lacking in patience with others, 31-

385 

There is a general difficulty in the physical earth-nature, 31-359 

There still remains the obstacle of the physical nature's inertia, 31-127 

This physical nature can be replaced and changed by the psychic nature, 31-385 

physical Nature 

The godhead of physical Nature – A principle of the just return of energy, 13-392 

The reactions when the inertia of the physical Nature is resisting the Light, 31-392 

The relation of man to this physical Nature – First, obedience, then transcendence, 13-

390 

Two aspects of physical Nature – The individual and the universal, 31-361 

physical oneness 

Physical oneness at first will probably accentuate rather than diminish conflict, 20-64 

physical opening 

The physical opening needs a great quietude which replaces the tamasic inertia, 28-246 

physical outer consciousness 

What remains is the physical and outer consciousness, 31-413 

physical part 

The bringing of realisation into this inert physical part, 31-366 

physical plane 
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But something definitely gained on the physical plane is a more lasting fulfilment, 31-

365 

On the physical plane the force of a habit or habitual movement is very great, 31-365 

Physical mind, vital physical, material consciousness – The physical plane, 28-206 

The being is here on the physical plane although in touch with the mental and vital, 31-

387 

The difficulties of the divine realisation on the physical plane, 29-480 

physical prana 

We have first a body supported by the physical life-force, the physical prana, 23-647 

physical resistance 

This negation of deeper peace etc. is the very nature of the physical resistance, 31-360 

You have to face this character of the physical resistance and conquer it, 31-360 

physical sadhana 

The physical sadhana ‒ So that the physical may be a perfect instrument, 31-367 

physical Science 

Physical Science had not then arrived at the great universal generalisations, 20-124 

physical self 

The physical self poised in the principle of Matter, 23-466 

physical tamas 

Physical tamas can produce long interregnums of obscure consciousness, 30-67 

physical training 

The physical training it provides is contemptible and the moral training nil, 1-358 

physical treatment 

It is necessary often to call in the aid of physical treatment, 31-581 

physical troubles 

The physical troubles that belong to the constitution of the body ‒ The last to disappear, 

31-381 

physical unconsciousness 

The idea of being only body ‒ This physical unconsciousness will be worked out, 31-

391 

physical vital 

But also it is the small physical vital, 31-618 

It is your physical vital that still keeps the desire, 31-263 

Seeking enjoyment is the attitude of the physical vital, 28-195 

The lower vital, the physical vital and the material vital – The distinctions are 

necessary, 28-195 

The physical mind and physical vital do not respond at once to the inner consciousness, 

28-200 

The physical vital  and the vital physical are closely connected together, 28-208 

The physical vital – Turned entirely upon physical things, full of desires and greeds, 

28-195 

The physical vital is being worked upon at the same time, 31-371 

The physical vital is the being of small desires and greeds etc., 28-208 

These habits of the physical vital are almost automatic in their action, 31-256 

physical work 

Rasa of poetry, painting or physical work is not the thing to go after, 30-234 
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The idea of giving up physical work for mental self-development – Mental ego, 31-768 

physical world 

It is possible to move about in the physical world, 30-193 

physicians 

Previous to the British rule medicine was practised in India by a class of physicians, 1-

686 

The fees of the local physicians were not beyond the means of an ordinary income, 1-

687 

physico-vital envelope 

Not to exteriorise the nervous or physico-vital envelope without adequate protection, 

36-348 

physics 

A non-scientist trying to impose his ideas on physics, 28-395 

In physics you are in the very domain of the mechanical law, 28-396 

The method of knowledge in the field of physics, in psychology, in biology, 28-396 

Physiology 

Physiology – An object falls on the sense-organ, instead of mind falling on the object, 

18-306 

picketing 

University students if they take an active part in the meeting – Picketing, open 

violence, 6-387 

We advocate boycott and picketing, 6-178 

piercing of the veil 

The piercing of the veil between the outer consciousness and the inner being, 30-215 

pigeon 

The white pigeon must be Peace, 30-176 

pimples on the face 

Pimples on the face is often the result of suppressed sexuality, 31-545 

pineal gland 

The idea that the “spirit entity” is lodged in the pineal gland – A weird conception, 28-

232 

pink 

The pink is a psychic colour, 30-122 

piracy 

Piracy in philosophical literature – I don’t think it is worth while doing anything, 35-72 

Pisachas 

Asuras, as Rakshasas, Pisachas and others resemble the devils of the Christian 

tradition, 28-466 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital, 35-

104 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital 

planes, 28-452 

Devas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – A very ancient distinction, 19-470 

It is the Rakshasas, Pishachas, etc. who are ugly or evil in appearance, 28-468 

On the vital plane – Other kinds of beings, the Pisachas and Pramathas, 28-467 
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They have their cosmic field in which they exercise their function and authority, 28-

452 

pity 

Pity has to be rejected and replaced by the higher divine compassion, 23-353 

The self-pity of Arjuna and his pity for others are not the divine compassion, 19-59 

To try to rouse pity in the rulers is as unprofitable as it is unworthy of our cause, 6-509 

pity. 

Examine thyself without pity, then thou wilt be more charitable and pitiful to others 

(70), 12-431 

Human pity is born of ignorance & weakness (528), 12-497 

Not pity that bites the heart and weakens the inner members, but a divine masterful & 

untroubled compassion and helpfulness (526), 12-497 

Pity for others is not always born of love for its object (525), 12-497 

Pity is sometimes a good substitute for love (524), 12-497 

Pity may be reserved for the suffering animals (185), 12-446 

That thou shouldst have pity on creatures, is well, but not well, if thou art a slave to thy 

pity (206), 12-453 

plain 

The wide plain – The large peace and silence when one rests in the Divine, 30-370 

Planck 

It is difficult indeed to make out what Planck means in these pages, 28-510 

Planck refuting that it affects strict causality and the law of determinism, 28-511 

plane 

Each plane of consciousness has its own standard, 31-90 

The plane makes a considerable difference in the experience or realisation, 30-403 

The stuff of the gnostic or supramental plane is made of the perfect absolutes, 23-485 

planes 

A commerce between material life and the life of the other planes of existence, 21-796 

A continuous scale of the planes of consciousness – The interaction revealed, 23-877 

A double cause for the interregnum – Theories about the passage to other planes, 21-

826 

A large part of our consciousness in sleep passes into other planes, 30-260 

Above the head are seen all the planes from the overmind down to the higher mind, 28-

158 

All the planes have their own power, beauty, some kind of perfection realised, 27-71 

Another is vertical, with the Supermind-Overmind as the crucial nodus, 28-84 

At the top above the head are planes of the higher consciousness, 28-128 

But there are corresponding movements on all the planes, 28-152 

But there is a Supreme which is above all these planes and from which they come, 28-5 

But, if there are many planes, we have to possess them all for the Divine, 23-447 

Each centre of the system represents or centralises a plane of experience, 28-233 

Each of the powers of his being is in relation with its own proper plane of existence, 

21-835 

Each plane is a world or a conglomeration or series of worlds, 30-110 

Each plane is in communication with various worlds that belong to it, 28-132 

Each plane is true in itself but only in partial truth to the Supermind, 28-145 
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Each plane of consciousness contains the others in itself in principle, 28-132 

Each plane of our being – mental, vital, physical – has its own consciousness, 28-201 

Each subtle plane is a conglomeration or series of worlds, 28-402 

First, each plane, in spite of its connection with others, is a world in itself, 28-130 

In all planes the essential experience of Sachchidananda is the same, 28-134 

In all the series of the planes or grades of consciousness there are connecting 

gradations, 28-84 

In each of us there is a mental plane, a psychic, a vital, a subtle physical, 28-127 

In sleep we enter all planes and all sorts of worlds, 28-127 

In the sleep the consciousness goes into other planes and has experiences there, 31-455 

Man lives behind the veil in direct connection with supraphysical planes, 28-130 

Man, the microcosm, has all these planes in his own being, 23-630 

Men are not ordinarily conscious of either of these planes of their own being, 28-220 

Occasionally we get a dream from these planes, something more than a dream, 30-260 

Other planes of Nature – The evolution of vital, mental and spiritual consciousness, 12-

248 

Others are records or transcripts of experiences in these supraphysical planes, 28-128 

Planes – A settled poise or world of relations between the Soul and Nature, 23-448 

Planes of consciousness – Physical, ordinary vital, emotional, mental, other planes, 28-

127 

Poetry takes its start from any plane of the consciousness – Always a joy in creation, 

27-9 

The decisive part played by the higher planes in the earth-evolution, 21-833 

The Divine in its relations with ourselves and the world on the different planes, 23-460 

The Divine is everywhere on all the planes of consciousness, 28-5 

The dream-state can actually enter into other planes and worlds or into distant places, 

23-524 

The fourth of our seven planes is the supramental which is far above the head, 28-234 

The gradation of worlds or planes – A great connected complex movement, 28-129 

The higher planes are acting upon and in communication with our own plane of being, 

21-819 

The interpenetration of the planes – A fundamental part of spiritual experience, 28-359 

The involution is of the Divine in the Inconscience – Intermediate planes, 28-275 

The liberation and the many different planes of our consciousness, 23-446 

The lower planes cannot express the Spirit with its native voice as the higher planes do, 

27-22 

The parts of a poem from different planes – The overhead planes, the lower planes, 27-

8 

The same planes are situated in the consciousness of general Nature, 28-127 

The supraphysical planes are not bound to the forms like the physical, 28-457 

The theory is verifiable by inner experience – The planes of Life and Mind, 21-627 

The three lower planes are mind, life and matter, 28-234 

The universal Purusha dwells in all these planes and builds upon each a world, 23-630 

There are many planes above man’s mind – They are all spiritual planes, 29-404 

There are no planes of manifestation without forms, 28-457 

There is a life on other planes after death and before the subsequent rebirth, 21-824 
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These planes when they act in the human consciousness are much diminished, 30-405 

This world of matter is itself dependent on many planes which are not material, 12-241 

Two main orders of experience in our contact with the larger planes, 21-804 

We are all the time living and acting on other planes of consciousness, 30-217 

We are free to accept this evidence and to admit the reality of these planes, 21-818 

When we enter or contact these other planes – Connection with the worlds, 28-127 

planets 

It is quite possible for life to exist on other planets in our and other systems, 28-408 

Signs and planets only indicate a man’s character or fate – Our own wills can alter 

them, 1-760 

There is nothing essentially irrational in the mutual influences of all the planets, 1-597 

planning. 

Plan not with the intellect, but let thy divine sight arrange thy plans for thee (316), 12-

465 

plant 

In the plant the principle of rajas has struggled to the surface, but tamas is stronger, 19-

219 

The life-reaction in the metal and the life-reaction in the plant, 21-737 

The outer form-consciousness absorbed in the material object, vitally responsive in the 

plant, 21-740 

The plant soul takes a nervous-material view of its whole physical existence, 21-743 

There is much that is psychic in the plant, much that is psychic in the animal, 28-115, 

28-117 

plants 

Images of leaves and plants usually indicate vital strength or energy, 30-177 

No direct supramental action at work in plants – A sort of underlying Intuition, 28-279 

The plant world, even the animals can be much better than human beings, 28-407 

The plants are very psychic, but they can express it only by silence and beauty, 28-407 

plasticity 

A plasticity in the physical consciousness – From one concentration to another, 29-258 

All your nature must be plastic to her touch, 32-24 

Human nature – A great plasticity is needed in dealing with its complex motives, 29-

208 

If there were not this plasticity and variety Yoga would not be a living power, 29-103 

Meditative absorption during work and the plasticity of the consciousness, 29-258 

The greater the plasticity in any part of the nature, the less the resistance there, 28-190 

This tendency to be possessed by work prevents plasticity in the work, 29-258 

Three things you must have, consciousness, plasticity, unreserved surrender, 32-24 

plasticity in poetry 

If we allow plasticity, free modulations, etc., will not there be a metrical chaos?, 27-

485 

My own line of approach – The classical metres first, then plasticity, 27-485 

platform 

The high platform was evidently the level of a higher Consciousness, 30-166 

Platform 
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In Swadeshism – Three great instruments, the Press, the Platform and the students, 6-

428 

The Platform – The motive impulse created by the orator is apt to be evanescent, 6-428 

To meet the peaceful instruments of Press and platform with persecution is despotism, 

6-579 

Very effective measures have been taken against the Platform, 6-430 

Plato 

Plato believes in the soul and immortality, 27-522 

Plato brought in his eternal, ideal plane of fixed ideas, 13-238 

Plato himself held that all knowledge already was there within, 27-521 

Plato was a great writer as well as a philosopher – His thought has poetic vision, 27-

522 

Plato was trying to express the Overmind realisation – Plato had these ideas as 

intuitions, 27-519 

The ideas of the Upanishads – In Pythagoras, Plato, Neo-platonism and Gnosticism, 

20-330 

Player 

The Witness and the Player – But this poise of the spectator comes first, 30-243 

playfulness. 

It is well not to be too loosely playful in one's games (380), 12-474 

pleaders 

It is decided by the tongues of pleaders and the imagination of witnesses, 1-497 

pleasure 

As for the gospel of pleasure, it has been tried before and always failed, 27-530 

If we make pleasure the object of life, then we also make pain the condition of life, 12-

205 

Pain and pleasure are conventions of our senses, 35-263 

Pain and pleasure are currents of the delight of existence, 21-116 

Pain, pleasure and indifference – An imperfect response, 21-111 

Physical pleasure and pain – Three examples of application of the universal truth, 21-

114 

Pleasure is not Ananda – Pain is obviously not Ananda, 12-205 

The joy of the soul in the dualities is the secret of the mind’s pleasure in living, 19-192 

The wrong reception by the desire-soul – Pleasure, pain and indifference, 21-235 

pleasure. 

Men run after pleasure and clasp feverishly that burning bride to their tormented 

bosoms (357), 12-470 

There is no iron or ineffugable law that a given contact shall create pain or pleasure 

(137), 12-439 

plebiscite 

A plebiscite can only be on a single definite and supreme issue, 6-514 

There is no need of an all-India plebiscite covering the whole field of politics, 6-514 

Plotinus 

Plotinus – His philosophy was founded on yogic experience and realisation, 27-522 

Plotinus – No distinction between intellect and the consciousness beyond the 

intellectual, 27-522 
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Pluralism 

The Pantheism or Monism, is not Vedanta – The Pluralism is not the Universe, 17-398 

poem 

A poem is written with the ear listening for the needed poetic rhythm or word-music, 

27-160 

The parts of a poem from different planes – The overhead planes, the lower planes, 27-

8 

The real difference between a poem and a song, 27-160 

The value of the poem does not rise from the labour or difficulty felt in writing it, 27-

577 

Why must we take the poem as an exercise in philosophy? A poem is not a doctrine, 

27-475 

poet, 27-95 

A mastering egotism becomes the mainspring of the poetic temperament so placed, 1-

197 

A poet is not bound to confine himself to his personal experience, 27-721 

A poet or artist may be merely a medium for a creative Force, 27-110 

A poet though without spiritual experience – An expression of spiritual Truth, 27-106 

A process from within – The temperament of the poet as the reflecting medium, 26-60 

A reckless ecstasy and outpouring – Often an excellent sign in a young poet, 1-616 

Alexander of Macedon & Napoleon Buonaparte were poets on a throne, 1-198 

An artist or a poet may be the medium of a great power – In his life he may be 

ordinary, 27-676 

An artist, a literary man, or a poet – All these things can be included in sadhana, 27-719 

Each poet should write in the way suited to his own inspiration and substance, 27-568 

I am justifying a poet’s right to think as well as to see and feel – To philosophise, 27-

95, 27-318 

If a poet is a spiritual seeker, why should he describe the outer aspects of world nature, 

27-595 

If the mere poet is not a Rishi, the Rishi after all can be a poet, 27-102 

If the philosopher makes his thought substance of poetry, he becomes a poet-seer, 26-

34 

In fact there is a mixture of the two things that makes the poet, 27-110 

It is not the mass of the poet’s work that determines his greatness, 27-382 

Kalidasa does not associate incompetence, failure & tragedy with his poet-king, 1-198 

Kalidasa’s presentation of Pururavus – A poetic temperament in a heroic & royal 

figure, 1-200 

Nature now lives for the poet as an independent presence, a greater or equal power, 26-

109 

Nevertheless the modernist has perhaps restored to the poet the freedom to think, 27-

319 

On the general question of rhythm vs. substance – A poet ought to be an artist, 27-164 

On the other hand a poet with spiritual experience may be hampered, 27-106 

Pururavus is revealed – The strength of the poetic temperament but also its weaknesses, 

1-207 

The artist and the poet do it when they seek the rasa of the universal, 21-237 
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The enlightening power of the poet’s creation is vision of truth, 26-242 

The farther variation according to the vision peculiar to the mind of the poet, 26-296 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The influence of the age and the nation on the poet, 26-41 

The intelligence can also follow this trend – A spiritual artist and poet, 23-580 

The mind of the poet sees by intuition and direct perception, 26-232 

The modern poet must claim all things in heaven or earth or beyond for his portion, 26-

266 

The moving power of the poet’s creation is a passion of beauty and delight, 26-242 

The objection that the poet is a lover only of Beauty – What it means, 26-227 

The personality and style of a true poet are unmistakeable to a competent mind, 1-288 

The poet and the thinker are helpless in the affairs of the world, because they choose to, 

1-103 

The poet becomes a spokesman of the eternal spirit of beauty and delight, 26-260 

The poet can attempt to reveal – As a suggestion of greater things, 26-39 

The poet can be a seeker and lover of truth as well as a seeker and lover of beauty, 27-

43 

The poet has in him a double personality – The normal man, the seer of things, 26-260 

The poet is a much greater part of his work – The inner personality, 26-118 

The poet leaves his work rather for posterity than for the contemporary world, 27-332 

The poet oftenest prefers to go away from the obsession of a petty actuality, 26-249 

The poet or artist may be only one of many personalities in him, 27-110 

The poet represents to the human intellect the highest point of mental seership, 27-102 

The poet, the thinker, the scientist – Retirements not grim and inhuman, 31-343 

The poet’s first concern is with living beauty and reality, with life, 26-242 

The poetic temperament not invariably unfitted for practical action & regal power, 1-

198 

The poet-seer has quite another manner than the philosopher or the prophet, 26-33 

The privilege of the poet – The more intense illumination of speech, 26-17 

The prophet may have in him a poet who breaks out often into speech, 26-34 

The question of ego arises only if one turns away from the poem to the writer, 27-107 

The rhythmic word of the poet is the highest form of speech available to man, 26-14 

The roots of the poet’s personality are in the spirit of the national mind, 26-47 

The temperament of the poet lends to life and Nature its own hues, 26-60 

The theory which discourages the poet from thinking – An extreme romanticist temper, 

27-93, 27-317 

The true method of appreciation – To go straight to the poet and his poem, 26-42 

The voice of the poet will reveal Divinity to us by the inspired rhythmic word, 26-271 

To the European mind the meeting of poet & king in one man – An anomaly, 1-196 

Vision is the characteristic power of the poet – An inner sight, 26-31 

What the poet sees and feels, not what he opines, is the real substance of his poetry, 26-

134 

Yet always the poetic temperament keeps a flaw of weakness in the heart of its 

strength, 1-199 

Poet. 

O Poet, O Artist, if thou but holdest up the mirror to Nature (145), 12-440 
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poetic adequacy 

A just sufficient, a vital, an emotional or an intellectual adequacy and effectiveness, 26-

27 

The first and simplest power is limited to a clear poetic adequacy, 26-290 

poetic delight and beauty 

Ananda is the fountain of poetic delight and beauty – A supreme aesthesis, 26-259 

But he must preserve that care for a fine poetic beauty and delight, 26-266 

The beauty and delight of such a greater intuitive inspiration in the future, 26-263 

The process which comes by this aesthesis – The sources of poetic delight and beauty, 

26-259 

poetic eloquence 

Poetic eloquence belongs usually to the poetic intelligence, but can be lifted up, 27-19 

Poetic eloquence is a long way from the mantra, 27-608 

poetic excellence 

Poetic excellence – Rhythmic form, thought architecture, diction and image, 27-478 

poetic faculty 

Valmiki’s poetic faculty might open suddenly, 35-63 

poetic genius 

Poetic genius is inborn, but it takes time to come out – That is in ordinary life, 27-104 

poetic greatness 

All poetic superiority is not summed up in the word greatness, 27-40 

I was not thinking at all of superior or inferior grades of poetic greatness or beauty, 27-

39 

In poetry greatness must be beautiful, but the beautiful is not always great, 27-67 

In the mass, greatness of substance does count and gives a general superiority, 27-69 

It is not the mass of the poet’s work that determines his greatness, 27-382 

The greatest lines or passages in the world’s literature have the overmind touch or 

power, 27-80 

The greatness of poetry does not necessarily depend on the level from which it is 

written, 27-21 

There is an abiding intuition of poetic and artistic greatness, 27-665 

Too much to say that the overhead inspiration cannot bring in a greatness into poetry, 

27-48 

poetic impulse 

Many get the poetic impulse from within, but are not able to transcribe it, 27-586 

poetic intellectuality 

The work of the developed poetic intellectuality differs from the early work, 26-279 

poetic intelligence 

But the larger poetic intelligence is nearer to the Higher Mind than the ordinary 

intellect, 27-20 

Most classical poetry is fundamentally a poetry of the pure poetic intelligence, 27-21 

On the plane of poetic intelligence the creation is by thought, 27-18 

Poetic eloquence belongs usually to the poetic intelligence, but can be lifted up, 27-19 

So too one may write poetry from different planes and yet use the poetic intelligence, 

27-464 

The poetic intelligence is only a high activity of the mind, 27-20 
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poetic intonation 

A direct spiritual intonation – The inspiring word of a higher vision, 26-182 

A spiritual intonation is the secret of its melody or its harmony – A new music, 26-178 

poetic intuition 

The change is of the level or the depth of the self from which the poetic intuition acts, 

26-288 

poetic measure 

The genius of poetic measure – To accommodate its power to new needs, 26-163 

The poetic principle of measure in its essence without the limitations of a set form, 26-

168 

poetic metre 

Merely an effective language set in a vigorous or catching metrical form, 26-21 

Metre is the traditional and the right physical basis for the poetic movement, 26-19 

Metrical movement is creative sound grown conscious of this secret, 26-21 

Still there are all sorts of heights and gradations in the use of this power, 26-21 

poetic prose 

Poetic prose does not seize on and recast the spirit of the original movement, 26-164 

poetic renown 

If he has in him something else of the very greatest and best – His fame will grow, 27-

671 

It is time alone that can test the enduring power of a poet’s work, 27-670 

The general intuition does not work at once and with a mechanical accuracy, 27-666 

poetic rhythm 

A change in the spirit of the rhythm must come – The method of poetic rhythm, 26-161 

A more subtle spiritual aim – The rhythmical movement of a new importance, 26-177 

Initiating a subtle change of the word and rhythmic movement of poetry, 26-287 

Metrical rhythm is a first step – There must be a rhythmical soul-movement, 26-19 

Poetry on the contrary makes much of its beats and measures, 26-23 

Rhythm is the most potent, founding element of poetic expression, 26-177 

Rhythm is the premier necessity of poetical expression, 26-25 

So much more is heard than is said – The greatest power of poetic rhythm, 26-165 

The attempt to initiate a revolution in the method of poetic rhythm, 26-162 

The infinite life – The soul of things revealed in its very life by the rhythmic word, 26-

244 

The intensity of rhythm, which is poetry’s primal need, is lowered and diluted, 26-171 

The new age – New discoveries within the principle of the intenser poetical rhythm, 

26-171 

The voice of the poet will reveal Divinity to us by the inspired rhythmic word, 26-271 

We miss the subtler rhythmic uplift of poetic enthusiasm – A superprose rhythm, 26-

169 

When the inner ear begins to listen – A very definite and insistent rhythm, 26-23 

poetic speech 

A distinction – The various powers of the always intuitive speech of poetry, 26-289 

Each essential motive of poetry must find its own characteristic speech, 26-125 

The first elements of the heightening and intensity peculiar to poetic utterance, 26-14 

The intuitive and illuminative power – A more intense and revealing speech, 26-293 
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The natural turn of poetry – Inwardness is the triumph of great poetical speech, 26-175 

The three highest intensities of poetic speech – Of rhythm, style, soul’s vision, 26-19 

We arrive at a more uplifted range of an inspired poetic speech, 26-295 

poetic style 

A higher style of poetry – A style genuinely imaginative, but not the highest intensity, 

26-29 

The change in the poetic style – An intuitive power, intermediary of inspiration, 26-183 

The first aim of poetic style is to make the thing presented living, 26-26 

The same distinctions to be made in regard to poetic style, 26-25 

The style of such poetry corresponds usually to its substance, 26-28 

poetic truth 

The sun of poetic truth – All depends on how the poet sees or uses the light, 26-238 

Truth of poetry is not truth of philosophy, of science or of religion only, 26-230 

poetic value 

A fine poem – Its power of expression and rhythm and its force of substance and 

image, 27-624 

A poem – A perfect success from the point of view of thought, expression and rhythm, 

27-621 

Each poet has a general level, a highest level and a lower range, 27-513 

Poetry that arrives at its aim gives the reader a sense of satisfying finality, 27-501 

Rhythm and word music are indispensable, but are not the whole of poetry, 27-497 

The poetic value – An intense vision and inspiration from whatever source, 27-25 

The right of the poet to write for himself, that is to say, for the Spirit that moves him, 

27-670 

The significance and feeling suggested – A capital part of the value of poetry, 27-497 

The value of the poet – The power of his vision, speech, feeling, his rendering, 27-670 

poetic vision 

An intensity of vision and always new uplifted or inward ranges of experience, 26-39 

But the poetic vision follows necessarily the evolution of the human mind, 26-38 

The poetic vision of things is not an intellectual or philosophic view, 26-36 

poetic word 

The essential power of the poetic word is to make us see, not to make us think or feel, 

26-26 

The poetic word is a vehicle of the spirit – A change has been at work, 26-287 

poetical greatness 

But from the point of view of greatness one perfection may be said to be greater, 27-70 

Here it is a question of the perfection of the poetry, not of its greatness, 27-69 

Overhead poetry is not necessarily greater or more perfect than any other kind of 

poetry, 27-45 

Poetical perfection is not the same thing as poetical greatness, 27-39 

poetical perfection 

All perfection is not necessarily inevitability – Different grades of perfection in poetry, 

27-185 

But from the point of view of greatness one perfection may be said to be greater, 27-70 

Here it is a question of the perfection of the poetry, not of its greatness, 27-69 
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Overhead poetry is not necessarily greater or more perfect than any other kind of 

poetry, 27-45 

Poetical perfection is not the same thing as poetical greatness, 27-39 

The absolute is the absolute and the perfect perfect, whatever the origin of the 

inspiration, 27-70 

The Overmind – Whether there is anything in it superior or more perfectly perfect, 27-

70 

What do we mean by the perfection of poetry? – The quality of the thing said counts, 

27-45 

poetical translation 

But the ideal of a translation is something different from either of these, 1-250 

If we merely want to render, as literal a rendering as idiom will allow, will do, 1-250 

If we wish to give a poetical version, paraphrase & unfaithfulness become permissible, 

1-250 

In Kalidasa another very serious difficulty meets the unhappy translator, 1-246 

It is more important to get at the spirit of a poet than his exact sense, 1-239 

Literal translation from the Sanscrit is impossible, 1-257 

Poetical translation – To reproduce the image, associations & poetical beauty & 

flavour, 1-254 

Poetry can only be translated by poetry and verse forms by verse forms, 1-240 

The choice of meter is the first & most pregnant question that meets a translator, 1-241 

The nearer one approximates to it, the better the translation, 1-251 

The problem of poetical translation has constantly defied the earnest experimenter, 1-

239 

The question of fidelity – Every translator has to make his own choice, 1-250 

The question whether one may not still adhere more or less closely to the text, 1-257 

The translator’s only resource is to watch for the proper metrical mood in himself, 1-

245 

Translation – To create the same spiritual, emotional & aesthetic effect as the original, 

1-243 

poeticism 

But the modernist went too far – In trying to avoid poeticism he ceased to be poetic, 

27-95, 27-318 

poetry 

“The three elements of beauty in a perfectly beautiful poem”, 1-28 

A certain objectivity is necessary to make poetry live and the thing seen stand out, 26-

36 

A change in the spirit of poetry must bring with it a change of its forms, 26-276 

A considerable departure in all the main provinces of poetic creation, 26-276 

A deeper yogic or mystic experience in poetry – A new turn or turns of rhythm, 27-165 

A great part to play in the production of poetry, art etc. and in the action of genius, 31-

506 

A man’s poetry or art – How far a transcript of his inner mind or mental life, 27-109 

A new kind of poetry demands a new mentality in the recipient, 27-316 

A new spirit and way of seeing striving to get expression in poetry, 26-172 
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A people's art, poetry, literature – Its intuition, imagination, vital turn, intelligence, 20-

107 

A poem is the expression of a vision or an experience of some kind, 28-198 

A poetry of the joy of self, of the deeper beauty and delight of existence, 26-266 

A poetry whose task is to render truth of the Spirit, 26-128 

All art and poetry is largely dependent on the vital for its activity – Spiritual poetry 

also, 27-668 

All poetry except that of the most outward kind is intuitive, 26-288 

All poetry is an inspiration – The revelation of something that eternally exists, 12-28 

All that is written in metre is called verse. If it is written with inspiration, it is poetry, 

27-103 

All the most significant and vital work in recent poetry has borne this stamp, 26-247 

An age of reason cannot be quite favourable to great poetic creation, 26-211 

An ideal and spiritual poetry will surely appear as the last potentiality, 26-102 

An identity of word & sound, of thought & word, of sound & emotion – Poetry, 1-124 

Art and poetry – A revelation of the deepest spiritual and universal beauty, 20-36 

Art, poetry and idealism – The less visible and sensational character of its workings, 1-

436 

Art, poetry, music are not yoga, not in themselves things spiritual, 28-333 

Art, poetry, music, if transmuted, can be admitted as part of a life of yoga, 28-334 

As we can say that the truth with which poetry is touched is an infinite truth, 26-242 

Assigning value and effectiveness to poetry of a psychic or spiritual character, 29-323 

At one time poetry became creative of the life of the people, 26-264 

Beauty and Delight, most dimmed – The very soul and origin of art and poetry, 26-224 

Dreams of the right kind need no aid of imagination to be converted into poetry, 27-428 

For poetry one must have a special inspiration or genius, 27-104 

For poetry three things are necessary – Sincerity, rhythm, inspiration, 27-567 

I am expressing spiritual truth or spiritual experience through poetry, 27-260 

I like to see the physical mind occupied in poetry and music etc., 29-354 

In other times and places poetry has been more a servant of aesthetic pleasure, 26-265 

In poetry form is merely the outward expression & instrument of the spirit, 1-241 

In poetry, not only the life-soul, but the experience of the higher and wider soul, 26-15 

In the greatest art and poetry – The impersonal, the universal, the transcendent, 26-271 

In work like poetry and music – A loss of inspiration is a common experience, 29-252 

In writing poetry you have to become aware of the inspiration as it comes, 29-143 

Indignation can produce poetry – A vital revolt or a spiritual or psychic rejection, 27-

108 

Is it a fact that all kinds of poetry actually stand on an equal level?, 27-78 

It is not enough to be a dreamer, one must have the poetic faculty and some training, 

27-428 

It is not the province of poetry to justify intellectually the ways of God to man, 26-94 

It is only the few that can be trusted to discern the true value of things in poetry and art, 

27-675 

It is the seeing mind that is the master of poetic utterance, 26-290 

It is the spirit within and not the mind without that is the fount of poetry, 26-211 

It is the supreme experience at which art and poetry are trying to arrive, 23-426 
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It opens a passage between the external consciousness and the inner mind or vital, 31-

78 

Its higher office – Life more intimately beautiful, noble, great, full of meaning, 26-274 

Its highest office – The poet becomes the seer and reveals to man his eternal self, 26-

274 

Kalidasa divined from the beginning the true place of Nature in the poet’s outlook, 1-

178 

Kalidasa gathered the mind-life of the nation into his poetry at a critical moment, 1-216 

Literature, poetry, music can be as much a part of Yoga as anything else, 29-381 

Literature, poetry, science and other studies can become part of the sadhana, 27-723, 

29-290 

Modern poets tend more and more to express local & ephemeral aberrations, 1-174 

Music, art and poetry – Great educating, edifying and civilising forces, 1-448 

Music, painting, poetry and many other activities – It depends on the spirit, 35-680 

Music, painting, poetry can be used as part of spiritual development or of the work, 32-

576 

New and freer forms – If they succeed it will be by new secrets of poetic expression, 

27-419 

No poetry can be written without access to some source of Inspiration, 27-428 

No reason why poetry of a spiritual character should bring no realisation at all, 27-714 

Obscurity and unintelligibility are not the essence of any poetry – True dream-poetry, 

27-425 

Overhead poetry is not necessarily greater or more perfect than any other kind of 

poetry, 27-45 

Patriotic poetry, war poetry or poetry of the occasion are difficult to write, 26-261 

Philosophical and religious poetry too fails so often, 26-261 

Philosophy and science – A kinship with the higher work of poetry, 26-234 

Philosophy can become poetry if it carries a stamp of poetic emotion and vision, 27-

184 

Poetic genius needs experience and self-discipline as much as any other, 1-176 

Poetry – A many-stringed harmony, setting afloat vivid suggestions of form and colour, 

27-681 

Poetry – An intuitive seeing and an inspired hearing are its natural means, 26-101 

Poetry and art are born mediators between the immaterial and the concrete, 26-223 

Poetry and art had become too much cultured pursuits, ornaments of life, 25-79 

Poetry and fiction can be made the expression of the psychic or spiritual mind and 

vision, 27-628 

Poetry and music – A means of bringing the experience of love and bhakti, 29-355 

Poetry and song-writing, though they can be combined, are two different arts, 27-159 

Poetry by itself does not bring to the goal, but it can help as a means, 29-211 

Poetry can be done as a part of sadhana and help the sadhana, 27-717, 35-245 

Poetry cannot be a substitute for sadhana ‒ It can be an accompaniment only, 31-78 

Poetry cannot be a substitute for sadhana. It can be an accompaniment only, 27-711 

Poetry comes at the direct call of three powers, inspiration, beauty and delight, 26-234 

Poetry comes by inspiration – Reading helps only literary expression, 27-728 
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Poetry depends on power of thought, feeling, language – Not on abundance of images, 

27-165 

Poetry determines its own form. The form is not imposed on it, 26-13 

Poetry does not come usually through the form of dreams – Vision rather than dream, 

27-428 

Poetry does not give love and peace, it gives Ananda, intense but not wide or lasting, 

27-721 

Poetry from the sensational mind or the passive memory – Bastard poetry, 12-30 

Poetry has to give us a deeper reality of things and the outsides are only a part, 26-248 

Poetry is a means of developing the right position of receptivity, 29-328 

Poetry is a question of the right concentrated silence or seeking with the right openness, 

27-124 

Poetry is an interpreter of truth, but in the forms of an innate beauty, 26-211 

Poetry is permitted to be insane – In prose it sounds insane, 27-647 

Poetry is poetry, whatever the subject, 27-595 

Poetry like everything else in man evolves, 26-205 

Poetry may be defined as a deeper and more imaginative perception of life and nature, 

1-126 

Poetry must follow in its evolution the development of the soul of man, 26-206 

Poetry takes its start from any plane of the consciousness – Always a joy in creation, 

27-9 

Poetry will be the natural interpreter of this more inner and intuitive vision, 26-121 

Poetry written from the reasoning intellect – The classical poetry, 12-29 

Poetry, drama, fiction also are not bound to be historically accurate, 27-468 

Poetry, like all art, serves the seeking for this aesthesis, this Rasa, Bhoga, Ananda, 27-

40 

Pure poetry knocks at the subtle physical, the nervous, the vital or the psychic centre, 

27-94, 27-317 

Rasa of poetry, painting or physical work is not the thing to go after, 30-234 

Sight is the essential poetic gift – Poetry must attempt to make us see, 26-31 

Spiritual or occult poetry has to make the occult and the spiritual real, concrete, 27-512 

Spiritual thought or expression of truth in poetry – One has to be careful not to be 

heavy, 27-183 

That art or poetry is supreme – Can bring us something of the supreme tone of ecstasy, 

27-41 

The “Seasons” of Kalidasa is one of those early works of a great poet, 1-175 

The aim of poetry, as of all true art, is an interpretation on many planes, 26-27 

The approximation and the difference – The essential aim of poetry, 26-237 

The astonishing power of poetical creation towards moulding life and history, 18-386 

The characteristic trend of recent poetry – The endeavour of the Time-spirit, 26-299 

The creation of beauty in poetry and art, 25-137 

The demand for activity and realism or for a direct presentation of life in poetry, 26-

248 

The difference is not that poetry has to be understood and music or singing has to be 

felt, 27-159 

The direct psychic touch is not frequent in poetry, 27-85 
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The emotion of the external being does not make good material for poetry, 27-108 

The endeavour to leave the obvious surfaces and get deeper – The road left for poetry, 

27-413 

The expression in poetry and other forms for the Yogin – From a growing self within, 

27-717 

The function of poetry – At the same time, to serve the spirit and to illumine, 26-237 

The great bulk of the highest poetry belongs to the first of these two orders, 27-46 

The greatest poetry comes from the ideal principle – The three mental instruments, 12-

28 

The historical method does not improve our critical appreciation of poetry, 1-169 

The human being is only a channel or receptacle – From the plane of poetic creation, 

27-7 

The human mind arrives at the essential aim of poetry only by a succession of steps, 

26-27 

The intellectual temperament of a people determines the character-stamp of its poetry, 

1-213 

The introduction of a foreign word into poetry – A laborious pedantry, 36-133 

The mantra and the sacred poet – The interpretation by those who came after, 20-320 

The most genuine and perfect poetry – Without obstruction or interference, 27-5 

The native power of poetry is in its sight, not in its intellectual thought-matter, 26-36 

The natural turn of poetry – Inwardness is the triumph of great poetical speech, 26-175 

The opening in poetry is the opening of a special capacity in the inner being, 27-717 

The originating source of inspiration – The poetry may arise or descend from 

anywhere, 27-6 

The people had their share too in art and poetry, education, 20-248 

The place of philosophy in poetry or whether it has any place at all, 27-316 

The poetry must be written in the true spirit as a means of contact with the Divine, 27-

711 

The poetry must be written in the true spirit, not for fame or self-satisfaction, 31-78 

The poetry that rises up from the heart – Romantic or excessively exuberant poetry, 12-

29 

The poetry which can see all things from a higher height – More fully satisfying, 26-

225 

The power to write a great poem or compose great music – From the inner being, 28-

572 

The principle that aesthetic & intellectual pleasure is the first object of all poetic art, 1-

191 

The progress of poetry – An index of an advance of the cultural mind, 26-268 

The purification of the heart – Poetry and art are powerful agents towards that end, 1-

445 

The purification of the heart as the essential office of poetry, 1-447 

The real, the high poetry – A spiritual excitement caused by a vision in the soul, 26-17 

The rediscovery of the soul is the last stage – A self-exceeding in intuitive poetry, 26-

121 

The spirit of ordinary poetry is one of imagination and feeling, 1-126 
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The spiritual life should be the first preoccupation – Poetry or painting is subordinate, 

27-725 

The substance and language of poetry must be emotional and intuitive, 27-673 

The thought-substance of this poetry – A fusion of the Vedantic and the Sufi mentality, 

1-617 

The true essence of poetry – The stress of the soul-vision behind the word, 26-18 

The truth which poetry expresses takes two forms – Of life and of the spirit, 26-212 

The value attached by the ancients to music, art and poetry – Now almost 

unintelligible, 1-433 

The voice of poetry comes from a supermind, 26-298 

There is no general or necessary incompatibility between fiction and poetry, 27-597 

There is no reason why poetry etc. should not be part of sadhana, 31-197 

There is no reason why the poetry, etc., should not be a part of sadhana, 27-715 

There would be no danger of the power of poetry to fall into decadence, 27-48 

These are best trained by art, poetry, music, literature and sympathetic study, 1-449 

These poems of the essence of poetry refuse to be rendered in any prose equivalent, 1-

566 

This poetry is a link with the inner being and expresses its ideal – Value for the 

sadhana, 27-719 

This turn is visible in European art, poetry and general literature, 20-71 

Three elements in the production of poetry – Source, vital force, outer consciousness, 

27-5 

To alter the poise of consciousness – A need both in poetry and in Yoga, 27-22 

To do a poem, picture or music – An intensity and enthusiasm of the vital, 29-293 

To embellish life with beauty is only the most outward function of art and poetry, 26-

274 

Truth and thought and sight cast into forms of beauty – Poetry and art and music, 27-

184 

Two parts collaborate in poetry – The instrumental and the Seer-Creator within, 27-108 

Uniting with an ardent & heroic temperament poetry in life, idealism, & hero worship, 

1-199 

Virile energy is an unfailing characteristic of the best Sanskrit poetry, 1-179 

We miss the subtler rhythmic uplift of poetic enthusiasm – A superprose rhythm, 26-

169 

What the future has to give us – The discovery of the mantra in poetry, 26-10 

What then is the nature of poetry, its essential law?, 26-11 

Whatever the outward character, poetry is a self-expressive power of the spirit, 26-244 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

31-78 

Without that greater spiritual excitement – Lower levels of poetry or even prose, 26-17 

Your mind has obstructed the free flow of the poetry – A quiet mind is what you need, 

27-722 

Poetry 

Art, Poetry or Music as expression of the Divine Truth and the Divine Beauty, 32-574 

In Art and Poetry – A capacity for variable but universal delight, 21-116 

Poetry I take to be the measured expression of emotion, 1-123 
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Science has no business in the sphere of Poetry, 1-173 

The Divine – Our one concern, with Art, Poetry or Music as parts or means, 27-735 

There lies the immense value of Religion, the immense value of Art and Poetry, 25-148 

poetry of a nation 

It is that which make the poetry of a nation a power in the world’s general culture, 26-

49 

poetry of Europe 

The poetry of Europe has been a voice intensely eager and moved but restless, 26-271 

poetry of the East 

The art and poetry of the East have been the creation of a larger and quieter spirit, 26-

272 

poetry of the eighteenth century 

Eighteenth-century poetry differs from ordinary poetry in subject-matter, spirit and 

form, 1-126 

Lastly the poetry of the eighteenth century differs widely in form, 1-129 

The main characteristics of eighteenth-century poetry summed up, 1-133 

The poetry of the eighteenth century differs entirely from that of another period, 1-125 

The spirit of ordinary poetry is one of imagination and feeling, 1-127 

poetry of the future 

A distinct spiritual turn – The highest possibility of a greater coming poetry, 26-172 

A greater era of man’s living seems to be in promise – A poetry must intervene, 26-221 

A poetry largely present and futurist – The destiny of the spirit in man, 26-273 

A poetry of this kind will be in a supreme way what all art should be, 26-271 

An inspiring vision of the destiny of the spirit in man – Part of the poetry of the future, 

26-274 

It is impossible to predict the poetry of the future – Some possibilities, 26-217 

It is in the lyric that a new spirit in poetry is likely to become aware of itself, 26-277 

It is this spiritual realisation that the future poetry has to help forward, 26-307 

It will be first and most a poetry of the intuitive reason – It may rise to the Overmind, 

26-226 

It will open to and interpret other domains of our spirit – The worlds of supernature, 

26-273 

Poetry may recover something of an old sacred prestige, 26-220 

Poetry will include much common to it with philosophy, religion and even science, 26-

231 

Poetry will most find itself by the richest harmony of these five powers, 26-224 

The coming poetry – Likely a straight impact and natural body of intuitive intensity, 

26-297 

The future art of poetry – The spirit makes out of itself the form and the word, 26-281 

The future poetry has yet to step into new and yet greater ranges, 26-248 

The greatening, deepening and making normal of this kind – The poetry of the future, 

26-300 

The idea of the poet who is also the Rishi has made again its appearance, 26-221 

The ideal spirit of poetry in an age of the increasingly intuitive mind, 26-217 

The more perfectly intuitive poetry of the future – A new and higher evolution, 26-213 
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The moulds or at least the spirit and manner of poetic expression have to be recast, 26-

300 

The nations of the coming dawn – The creators of the poetry of the future, 26-308 

The poetic language – The parent of the poetry of the future, 26-304 

The poetry for which we are seeking, 26-268 

The poetry of the future – A more complete vision, the very inmost language, 26-302 

The poetry of the future can least afford to chain itself to the outward actualities, 26-

249 

The poetry of the future reconciling all these strains – The highest as its keynote, 26-

272 

The poetry of the future, if it fulfils in amplitude the promise now only hinted, 26-225 

The realm of the future poetry – A larger field of being made more real, 26-251 

The voice of a new deeper intuitive poetry can be a powerful aid, 26-270 

There may now emerge the poet-seer and seer-creator – The masters of poetry, 26-221 

They open or at least give hints of great new ways for a future poetry, 26-174 

This growth of the power of the spirit – The field of poetic discovery of the future, 26-

275 

This is what a future poetry may do, 26-252 

This poetry must bring with it a new depth of the intimacies of the soul with Nature, 

26-272 

When poetry is the Mantra – The voice of the inmost truth,  its rhythm and speech, 26-

218 

poetry of the illumined mind 

The poetry of the illumined mind is usually full of a play of lights and colours, 27-23 

poetry of the Intuition 

The poetry of the Intuition tells by a sort of close intimacy with the Truth, 27-23 

poets 

Acting as a great musician etc. – A weakness especially with artists, poets, 29-291 

Genius – The really great poets were men of high sanity, 1-270 

Many people write verse, but the poets are few, 27-103 

Many poets jot down something that comes isolated, 27-582 

Poets are mediums for a force of vision and expression that is not theirs, 27-107 

Poets are men of genius whose consciousness has attained to a higher dynamis, 27-77 

The few poets who strained towards a nearer hold upon life, had to struggle, 26-241 

Vital worlds – Attraction and danger for poets, imaginative people and some artists, 36-

355 

What the poets feel when writing is the great Ananda of creation, 27-107 

point of view 

If there are differences, try to see the other’s point of view as well as yours, 31-313 

police 

A line of demarcation is very small between the police and the habitual criminal, 6-712 

Choosing to be misled by a police – Incapacity and liability to corruption, 8-441 

Secret societies – Police methods of harassment are more likely to swell their numbers, 

8-427 

The caning of witnesses and accused by the police as a “method of examination”, 8-

163 
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The claim for Indian support to the Anglo-Indians in the Police libel case, 6-601 

The error in thinking that police violence and hooliganism are the royal road to peace, 

6-703 

The hooliganism and police outrage to which the unarmed Bengalis have been 

subjected, 6-702 

The police armed with the power of raiding the houses of respectable citizens, 8-307 

The police in despotically governed countries – Corruption, insolence and brutality, 6-

712 

The sovereign bureaucracy must itself support the police even against Anglo-India, 6-

603 

They remind us of the part the Indian police in past years in promoting riots, 6-715 

Police Bill 

The Police Bill is a provision for giving absolute power to the Police Commissioner, 8-

161 

There is a political motive behind the Bill, 8-162 

policies 

Meanwhile they will pursue their policy of isolating the movement, 6-760 

The new situation in India – Three possible policies by which it could be met, 6-327 

The only instance of a coherent policy is in East Bengal, 6-328 

policy 

That policy was only possible on conditions – The Government and the people, 8-444 

The mendicant policy – Degrading without a great irresistible national force, 6-524 

The new policy is not for those who tremble or who prefer their own safety and ease, 6-

179 

The policy to accept our subjection and wait when we are thoroughly Europeanised, 6-

157 

The policy we advocate now – The organisation of Swaraj and passive resistance, 6-

480 

There were two currents of political thought growing up in the country, 6-525 

We have been foolish enough to follow a purely mendicant policy, 6-174 

What the country wants is a pronouncement of policy – At least a lead is wanted, 6-479 

politeness 

Politeness and good society manners, 31-655 

political 

Carrying political wranglings into social life – English politicians do not. We do in 

India, 6-320 

Each nation must practise the political creed which is its temperament and 

circumstances, 6-302 

Effects of either principle in the social and political organism of two nations, 6-42 

England – Her want of political cohesion, her want of social cohesion, 6-44 

France has failed in her choice of apparatus and courted political insecurity, 6-47 

Here then two principal motors of progress – Political machinery and social temper, 6-

37 

Peoples with a sound political instinct give their proper importance to great issues, 6-

960 
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Political activity – The work of an individual often becomes the work of a people, 6-

418 

The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

The broad cast of national thought in England – Progress that runs after a political 

prize, 6-34 

The consummation of our political progress – A Congress which passed resolutions, 6-

1104 

The French people – Towards a social and not a political development, 6-36 

The introduction of social details into a political programme is contrary to all reason, 6-

371 

We choose to rate our own political increase higher than social perfection, 6-48 

political action 

Against the circulation of inflammatory literature and all wild ideas and reckless 

methods, 36-270 

But the greatest thing done in those years was the creation of a new spirit in the 

country, 36-59 

He abandoned political activity in order to devote himself to his spiritual work, 36-63 

He controlled the policy of the Bande Mataram along with that of the party in Bengal, 

36-55 

His abstention from any kind of participation in politics became complete, 36-64 

I am no longer first and foremost a politician – Another kind of work, 36-258 

I entered into political action and continued it from 1903 to 1910 with one aim, 36-255 

My political conduct has been four times under scrutiny by different tribunals, 36-269 

My politics were shaped before I came to India – In England, 36-45 

The political action of Sri Aurobindo covered eight years, from 1902 to 1910, 36-6 

There were three sides to Sri Aurobindo’s political ideas and activities, 36-47 

Twice however he found it advisable to take in addition other action of a public kind, 

36-65 

When the Ashram came into existence, he kept it free from all political connections, 

36-64 

political agitation 

Students in high schools attending political meetings or engaging in political agitation, 

6-386 

political bodies 

A body meeting once a year cannot be an effective centre of actual yearlong work, 8-

256 

We must eschew all vestiges of the old festival aspect of our political bodies, 8-256 

political days 

In my political days I preferred to remain behind the curtain, push people, 35-71 

political experience 

Nothing more real and solid was possible – Destitute of political experience, 6-202 

Were gained – The renewal of political activity in the country and of political 

experience, 6-203 

political freedom 

The hope of social reform divorced from political freedom is illogical, 6-1068 
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The political liberation of India cannot be put off to a distant date, 6-1068 

political ideals 

All political ideals must have relation to the temperament and past history of the race, 

6-1086 

political inequality 

He conceived to remove a merely political inequality and strove to uplift the burgess, 

6-60 

The minimising of purely political inequality – The middle class had the sole 

enjoyment, 6-41 

political life 

Much worse things are done in political life in the West – A feature of party 

excitement, 8-228 

The frequent ebullitions of tumult and excitement into our political life, 8-227 

The governing instrument – The disease and falsehood of modern political life, 25-296 

The people of India have developed a real political life, 8-44 

political meetings 

Political meetings when men are heated by conflict – We cannot be perfectly courteous, 

6-308 

Students in high schools attending political meetings or engaging in political agitation, 

6-386 

The schoolmaster if he teaches patriotism, or encourages to go to political meetings, 6-

387 

University students if they take an active part in the meeting – Picketing, open 

violence, 6-387 

political rights 

India has rejected reforms - Prepared to suffer sacrifices for political rights, 6-506 

political system 

An admirable political system for stability and effective administration, 20-425 

The political system of a society has to be judged by two criteria, 20-425 

political writings 

My giving my principal books to A.P.H (Arya Publishing House), 35-75 

politician 

Because he is a practical politician – Any change dictated by the necessities of the time, 

1-654 

He is in no sense a demagogue – But he is entirely a democratic politician, 1-648 

Mr. Tilak has never been an academical politician – He saw from the first, 1-652 

The political mind has limitations beyond those of the general average mind, 25-386 

The politician and the statesman act in accordance with this average general mind, 25-

386 

The practical politician has left out of account the divine, the incalculable in man, 6-

1122 

The qualities of a politician – Robustness, backbone, the will and the courage, 6-524 

The result we could expect, if the politician mind is left entirely to itself, 25-386 

There are always two classes of political mind, 1-651 

politicians 
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Born politicians – Not to outpace by too great a stride the speedily accomplishable fact, 

8-330 

The politicians reason wrongly or insincerely and have power to enforce the results, 35-

199 

politics 

“The world has accepted ruse in war and politics”, 1-484 

A member of the Asram cannot belong to a political body or do political work, 35-684 

A people's society and politics provide in their forms an outward frame, 20-107 

A rule of the Asram that any one entering it as a member must give up political 

activities, 36-413 

An abject tone of servility in politics is not “diplomacy” & is not good politics, 36-216 

Apart from politics I avoid usually racial and religious questions, 35-462 

As in politics so in commerce, we must learn and master the European methods, 8-248 

But we should never forget that politics is a work for the Kshatriya, not the Vaishya, 6-

239 

How would the change leave my view of politics and life unmodified altogether?, 35-

77 

I did leave politics because I did not want anything to interfere with my Yoga, 35-26 

I have done politics and I have supported war and sent men to it, 29-249 

I have done politics and the most violent kind of revolutionary politics, 35-770 

In any case a sadhak entering politics should work not for himself but for the country, 

36-448 

In England politics is a huge piece of humbug – A conflict of more or less sordid 

interests, 6-412 

In India politics is a conflict of principles and of mutually destructive forces, 6-423 

In politics – Divine rights, established privileges, sanctified tyrannies, 25-17 

In politics and society the forces of the old world are struggling to reseat themselves, 

13-36 

In politics the victory is to the side which can marshal the largest number, 6-126 

In the region of politics faith is the result of imagination working in the light of history, 

6-347 

It is forces that effect great political changes, not moral sentiments or vague 

generosities, 8-447 

Love has a place in politics, but it is the love for one’s country, 6-1118 

No publication of articles on controversial political subjects by members of the Asram, 

35-689 

Not to expect any remedy from political, institutional or social changes, 29-133 

Open attack, unsparing criticism, the severest satire are indispensable in politics, 6-309 

Our aim is to rise to a higher spiritual consciousness and to create from there, 35-689 

Permanent residents of the Asram must abstain from political activities altogether, 35-

682 

Politics – The peoples as group-souls meant to grow according to their own nature, 25-

257 

Politics as such has nothing to do with the spiritual life, 28-420 

Politics is concerned with masses of mankind, 6-1117 

Politics is especially the business of the Kshatriya, 6-302 
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Politics is itself a large part of religion and morality – The true patriotism, 6-237 

Politics is like that, a dirty and corrupting business, 35-200 

Politics is not only not given as a work but the discussion of politics is discouraged, 35-

684 

Politics is the work of the Kshatriya and it is the virtues of the Kshatriya we must 

develop, 6-238 

Politics itself can be a large field of absolute idealisms, 25-166 

Politics, society, economics are the natural field of interest and hedonistic desire, 20-

397 

Politics, society, economy – The spiritual aim, 20-36 

Politics, war, revolution – One cannot expect the truth there, 35-24 

Sri Aurobindo says that it is impossible for him to take up political action, 35-27 

The alteration of the social system – To mix it up with politics is to confuse issues, 6-

371 

The Asram is not concerned with politics, 35-205 

The effort at governing political action by ethics is usually little more than a pretence, 

20-397 

The ethical law coloured the political and economic, 20-406 

The modern economic view – Religion, education, science, politics and culture, 25-487 

The national genius poured itself into religion while our politics were imitative, 8-18 

The natural demoralising effect of the association cum opposition politics, 6-459 

The only exceptions to the general rule of insincerity are the novices in politics, 6-412 

The politics of the twentieth century before the people of India in their resistance, 6-

271 

The spirit which had already declared itself in our religious life entered into politics, 8-

63 

The tendency to convert politics into a huge market where statesmen chaffer for votes, 

6-9 

The victory both in war and politics – To reply to attack by taking up the aggressive, 6-

416 

The whole of politics is an interference with personal liberty, 6-1120 

There is no need of an all-India plebiscite covering the whole field of politics, 6-514 

There is no progress in politics except by the play of cause and effect, 8-359 

To get a clear insight into our position and to make the most of it – Politics, 6-53 

We are not to mix in political or social controversies and struggles, 35-211 

We have kept politics out of our scope, 35-206 

What is called politics is too rajasic, mixed with all sorts of egoistic motives, 35-683 

poltergeist 

They are akin to what are called poltergeist phenomena in Europe, 35-384 

poltergeists 

This accounts for what are called poltergeists and other well-known phenomena, 28-

570 

polyglot 

People will become more and more polyglot – Mental barriers will begin to disappear, 

27-443 

polytheism 
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About polytheism – The truth of the many forms and personalities of the One, 28-359 

Indian polytheism is not the popular polytheism of ancient Europe, 20-192 

To the logical European mind monotheism, polytheism, pantheism are irreconcilable, 

20-147 

Polytheism 

Polytheistic religions – The existence of many personalities of the one Divine, 23-583 

The Upanishads are polytheistic, yet not polytheistic, 18-417 

pond 

A river or a pond are not large enough to symbolise a plane, 30-151 

Sometimes a part of the consciousness is seen in the image of a pond, lake or sea, 30-

151 

Pondicherry 

The work to be done is not supposed to be confined to Pondicherry, 35-815 

Poona 

In his recent speech at Poona the veiled prophet has unveiled himself, 8-117 

Pope 

Pope and Dryden – A firm and straightforward expression of thought, 26-96 

popular 

Discipline as the one requisite of a popular movement, 6-784 

In popular movements the people are the only source from which authority can 

proceed, 6-783 

Our national effort must contract a social and popular tendency, 6-49 

The Congress fails, because it has never been a popular body, 6-26 

The ennobling influences of the old tongues should be popularised in modern speech, 

1-240 

The National Congress may be as national as you please, but it is not a popular body, 6-

23 

To establish the true nature of the Congress as a popular assembly, 6-738 

popular authority 

This popular authority will have to dispute every part of our national life and activity, 

6-267 

We have to establish a popular authority in rivalry with a despotic foreign bureaucracy, 

6-267 

portrait 

Here something from a vital world changes the inner vision of the face to be portrayed, 

27-688 

Portrait painting – You must find a way to express the psychic instead of the vital, 27-

687 

Studies of human figures must be done from nature, 27-689 

You can try by copying human figures from drawings, not photographs, 27-689 

portrait painting 

Portrait painting – You must find a way to express the psychic instead of the vital, 27-

687 

positive element 

The positive alone counts for the ideal and for the future, 29-387 

positives 
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The positives and the negatives of the Absolute – The truth of the Absolute, 21-394 

possessing things 

(1) If he uses them during his sadhana solely to train himself in possessing things, 31-

258 

He has learned to use things not for himself, but for the Divine Will, 31-258 

The man devoted to the spiritual aim ‒ To depend on the Divine for material things, 31-

258 

These a yogin has a right to possess or enjoy only on one of two conditions, 31-257 

possession 

(4) Do not allow any foreign personality to enter into you, 30-208 

A vital force trying to take violent possession of the body ‒ Dangerous to allow, 30-199 

All depends on the extent and persistence of the possession, 31-802 

An attempt at possession from the vital world, 36-374 

As for the interest of vital beings in possessing men, 31-806 

How a vital being takes possession of a human body without being born into it, 32-619 

It is one thing to see things and quite another to let them enter into you, 31-801 

It seems to have been an attempted invasion by force and ruse, 30-202 

No personality and no power is to be allowed to possess you, 30-199 

Phenomena due to a possession or influence – No relation to the true occult powers, 28-

578 

Philanthropic sympathy with those possessed by vital forces is most dangerous, 32-324 

The cure rapid if the boy himself develops a will in his mind to changepo, 36-376 

The first attempt of the possessing entity is to separate the person from his psychic, 31-

801 

The intruding Force wants space to work free from control, 30-311 

There are means which can come to his help and effect a complete cure, 36-375 

There is no reason why you should allow them to enter into you and possess you, 31-

801 

To feel sympathy with those possessed by vital forces is most dangerous, 31-802 

To observe the experience without accepting any occupation of the being, 30-200 

Very often that leads to the invasion by vital powers or presences, 30-306 

possessiveness 

Feelings of possessiveness and jealousy ‒ The remedy is not to break off, 31-308 

possibilities 

A certain number succeed in precipitating their results from the supraphysical, 28-131 

A possibility for a corresponding movement of manifestation in the physical world, 28-

130 

In life, on the other hand, all is a play of possibilities, 28-29 

In the sphere of the Spirit are only the eternal truths. There are no possibilities, 28-29 

So that the possibilities of life here may become the complete realities, 28-29 

Something more is needed to turn that latent possibility into a dynamic potentiality, 28-

130 

possibility 

The infinite possibilities alone give its true & full value to every human or cosmic 

action, 17-515 

The unrealised possibility is as much a part of Fate as the actual event, 17-515 
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Possibility 

Possibility is the material out of which God is constantly throwing up the finite 

actuality, 17-514 

potatoes 

There is no sin at all in eating onions, potatoes, etc., 31-434 

potentialities 

Something more is needed to turn that latent possibility into a dynamic potentiality, 28-

130 

The potential truths are truths of the power of being in itself and in things, 23-838 

poverty 

Industry can only become beautiful if poverty and the struggle for life are eliminated, 

8-249 

Poverty and misery are results of the imperfect working of the human mind, 28-437 

Poverty has never had any terrors for me nor is it an incentive, 35-22 

The condition of the poorer classes in this country – The solution, 6-985 

The economical side of this poverty – A moral side is even more important, 6-985 

poverty. 

Boast not thy riches, neither seek men's praise for thy poverty and self-denial (351), 12-

469 

Poverty & trouble will always return on man in society, so long as the mind of the race 

is subjected to egoism (198), 12-448 

Poverty is no more a necessity of organised social life than disease of the natural body 

(196), 12-448 

Study also & strive that there may be no poor for thy assistance (191), 12-447 

The acceptance of poverty (195), 12-448 

The existence of poverty is the proof of an unjust & ill-organised society (193), 12-447 

The many strive after competence or riches, the few embrace poverty as a bride (346), 

12-469 

When thou hast got rid of material poverty (197), 12-448 

power 

All power comes from the Divine – More usually misused than used rightly, 29-187 

Human power is mere weakness when measured with the will of the Eternal, 6-878 

I have never told you that the power that works here is absolute at present, 35-494 

Power can be everywhere, on any plane, 30-459 

Power can give anything else, but not happiness, 28-194 

The most usual form of power is control over things, persons, events, forces, 32-610 

The three forces, power, wealth, sex, are most generally misheld and misused, 32-10 

There is in this condition more a sense of having power than real power, 30-31 

Power 

But the new and completer light would bring also a new and completer power, 21-1100 

Divine Manifestation – Truth is in the mind, Love in the heart, Power in the vital, 27-

699 

In any case the Divine Power is working always behind, 31-662 

It is not, unless it is supramental Force, a Power that acts without conditions and limits, 

35-479 

It is the most favourable condition for the Divine Power to descend, 29-267 
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New powers of consciousness have been known to develop, 21-1079 

None of these oppositions is more constant than that of Power and Love, 13-156 

Nothing supernatural or miraculous in an evolution of yet unevolved powers, 21-1078 

Power as a natural concomitant of the growth of consciousness and knowledge, 21-

1076 

Power is the capacity born of the Force – Strength is energy consolidated and stored, 

28-26 

Power means strength and force, Shakti, which enables one to face all that can happen, 

28-26 

So long as one does not get the settled experience of the Divine Power, 29-236 

That state in which the Divine Power takes the place of the ego and directs the action, 

29-266 

The characters of the new powers of consciousness – A conscious unanimism, 21-1076 

The correlation of Knowledge and Power – New powers of consciousness, 21-1074 

The exclusive worship of one of its principles – Knowledge, Love, Power and Unity, 

13-155 

The one thing always is to let the Peace and Power work, 31-54 

The Power can do everything, change everything, 31-721 

The Power removes what has to be removed or changes what has to be changed, 29-

196 

The Power with its help and inner working is always there with you, 31-796 

The powers of consciousness would be not only normal but indispensable, 21-1080 

The quietude of the consciousness necessary before the Power can act, 29-267 

The same Power and the same Knowledge act through both of us, 36-392 

The thing to be gained also is the bringing in of a Power of Consciousness, 29-400 

The word Power – Whatever or whoever exercises a conscious power in the cosmic 

field, 28-452, 35-104 

To be able to receive the Divine Power and let it act – Three necessary conditions, 29-

266 

Power and Peace 

At first the Power and Peace only press, touch, invade at places, 30-444 

power of healing 

A native power of healing should be carefully guarded from any wrong element, 28-

579 

power of hearing 

The faculty to see or hear the Devata of their worship and to receive constant 

directions, 30-104 

power of inner sense 

Develop this power of inner sense and all that it brings you, 30-90 

power of the Truth 

I certainly hope to bring down an effective power of the Truth, 28-295 

power of vision 

A power of true inner vision helping to enter into touch with the Divine, 30-94 

All other powers like this of vision should be developed without attachment Voir 

Anybody with a predisposition can develop the power of seeing visions like that, 30-95 

At a later stage the power of vision becomes important, 30-100 
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Seeing images of subtle scenes and objects can become a power of vision, 30-93 

Sometimes it wakes up of itself and becomes abundant, 30-104 

The faculty of vision ‒ Many have it in an elementary way without doing any Yoga at 

all, 30-96 

The faculty to see or hear the Devata of their worship and to receive constant 

directions, 30-104 

The non-visionary ‒ Can have decisive spiritual experiences or the realisation, 30-96 

The opening of vision must be allowed to develop, 30-94 

The power of occult seeing is there in everyone, 30-97 

The power of seeing is of importance and can be of great help in the Yoga, 30-91 

This faculty is a useful one in Yoga and it can be allowed to develop, 30-93 

This faculty of vision need not be discouraged, 30-255 

This power of vision has its use, though one has not to be attached to it, 30-96 

This power of vision is sometimes inborn and habitual even without any effort, 30-103 

This power of vision is very important for the Yoga, 30-91 

When the sadhana progresses, one almost always gets the power of vision, 30-97 

When the subtle vision is well developed ‒ The precise and full seeing lasts longer, 30-

110 

powers 

A higher power – To use it in the right way, without egoism, selfishness, vanity or 

pride, 28-580 

A seeking for occult powers is looked on with disfavour, 28-574 

A sincere heart is worth all the extraordinary powers in the world, 28-577 

All divine powers are the powers of the Mother – It works in each according to his 

nature, 27-574 

All these and a multitude of other powers are concealed in our subliminal being, 23-

895 

An opening of new powers in all the senses – All sensation becomes Ananda, 23-870 

Four elements to be considered – The electorate, the body, the election, the powers, 8-

322 

It is forbidden to use powers from mere vital motives, 28-571 

No amount of powers can be a surety against wandering from the Truth, 28-574 

No harm in yogic powers that come naturall and are not used for a wrong purpose, 28-

580 

Occult powers are not indispensable, but if they are needed they will come, 28-577 

Occult powers belonging to the mental, vital and subtle physical – Not our object, 28-

573 

Occult powers divorced from spiritual experiences – Not Yogis of a high plane, 28-572 

Phenomena due to a possession or influence – No relation to the true occult powers, 28-

578 

Supraphysical experiences and powers – Something perfectly natural and credible, 35-

227 

Supraphysical experiences and powers have always seemed to me something natural, 

28-572 

Supraphysical or supernormal powers have to be used on purely spiritual lines, 28-575 
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The aṣṭasiddhis as obtained in the ordinary Yoga are vital powers or mental siddhis, 28-

571 

The idea that true Yogins do not or ought not to use such powers, 28-571 

The power to help towards unalterable inner calm, strength and felicity, 36-440 

The power to write a great poem or compose great music – From the inner being, 28-

572 

The way to do this and the way to call down the higher powers is the same, 36-300 

There are fuller, greater powers belonging to the supramental planes, 23-542 

There are Yogins who have great powers and also a big ego, 31-239 

These powers and experiences belong, first, to the vital and mental planes, 23-542 

Those who can live in the true divine consciousness – Powers are their normal way, 28-

571 

Those who possessed well developed occult powers – Healthy and well poised, 28-578 

With the Truth all the necessary powers will come as the Divine's, 28-574 

Yogic powers should never be used for egoistic purposes or vital desires, 28-580 

Powers 

In a sense the four Powers of the Mother may be called her Emanations, 35-105 

Nature is still in evolution and new Lights and Powers have to be brought down in her, 

35-501 

These are Powers, for they have their cosmic field in which they exercise their 

function, 35-104 

These four Powers are the Mother’s cosmic godheads, permanent in the world-play, 35-

105 

Powers and Personalities 

“Powers and Personalities” simply describe different aspects of the same being, 28-452 

Powers of darkness 

The Powers of darkness – The Lords of obscurity, falsehood, death and suffering, 28-

464 

Powers of Darkness 

A rajasic or sattwic ego still holds them – Those serving the Powers of Darkness, 23-

250 

practical 

Humanity divides itself between the practical man and the idealist, 13-113 

practical ignorance 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 

The cosmic and the practical ignorance – The conditions for their dissolution, 21-769 

practical man 

The practical man avoids error by refusing to think at all, 12-12 

practice 

In art and music – Knowledge of technique and long assiduous practice are needed, 27-

695 

Pradhana 

The noumenon of energy-substance constitutes Pradhana, original matter, 17-268 

Pradyumna 
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God in His fourfold manifestation – Srikrishna, Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, 1-

532 

Pradyumna – Love is His manifestation. Sweetness and delight are His attributes, 1-532 

Pradyumna is the Vaishya – He is the universal philanthropist, 1-532 

The Dwapara is full of Pradyumna – He prepares the love, 1-533 

pragmatic idea mind 

The action which corresponds in the supermind to that of the pragmatic idea mind, 23-

846 

The pragmatic idea mind – The whole turn is towards action and experience, 23-842 

pragmatic mind 

By itself this pragmatic mind can give us no firm foundation and no fixed goal, 23-671 

pragmatism 

The next stride of the Upanishad – The quarrel between pragmatism & quietism, 17-

483 

The strife between quietism and pragmatism – The symbol of an unaccomplished 

harmony, 17-483 

pragmatist 

Man combining in himself the idealist and the pragmatist, 13-116 

The fact is the realisation of a Truth in Power – The pragmatist, 13-112 

praise 

Praise and blame – The human nature is sensitive to these, 31-352 

Praise of what is right or well done and criticism of errors and mistakes, 29-286 

So with people’s want of encouragement or praise for all they do, 32-621 

You should not be troubled or moved by the praise or blame of others, 32-417 

praise. 

If I cared even for your praise, O ye saints, if I cherished my reputation, O ye prophets 

(441), 12-485 

If men praise or hiss thee, know that they too are masks (249), 12-457 

Not to cull the praises of men has God made thee His own (248), 12-457 

Prajna 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Brahman Prajna or Avyakta of the Trance Universe of Unmanifestation, 18-365 

In the Universe of Causal Matter as the Cause, Self and Inspirer – Prajna, 18-360 

Isha is the triple Being, Prajna, Hiranyagarbha, Virat, 17-176 

Prajna or Ishwara = the Superconscient Spirit, Master of all things, 28-37 

Spirit in this state of Sleep is called Prajna, the Wise One, 17-230 

The next state of Spirit, evolved out of Prajna, is the pure psychical or Dream State, 17-

230 

The Self that contains all these things involved in it is Prajna, 23-341 

The Sleep Condition or Prajna is a selection from the wider Universal Consciousness, 

17-126 

Prâjna 

Parabrahman in the state of Avyakta Purusha is known as Prâjna, the Master of Prajnâ, 

18-398 

prājña 
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prājña – The Self that supports the Deep Sleep State or Causal consciousness T, 28-38 

Prajnana 

A vaster action of the Sanjnana and of Prajnana, Ajnana and Vijnana, 18-56 

Prajnana is the consciousness that cognizes all things as objects, 15-295 

The apprehending consciousness, Prajnana – The division of the Purusha and the 

Prakriti, 21-175 

prajñāna 

The supramental intelligence stresses more the objectivity – Prajñāna, 23-863 

Prajñāna 

Prajñāna is the consciousness which holds an image of things before it as an object, 18-

51 

Prakriti 

As Prakriti, He is swifter than the mind, 17-124 

But in manifestation the self takes two aspects, the Purusha and Prakriti, 28-33 

But Prakriti is not sufficient to explain the origin of the universe – Purusha or Spirit, 

17-258 

Development is determined by the kṣara puruṣa, but conducted by Prakriti, 13-54 

Energy and action and the results of action, Prakriti and Karma, 12-297 

Everything comes from the Divine, but the lower Prakriti is the power of the Ignorance, 

32-61 

Evolution, spiritual, psychical, material, is the result of Purusha and Prakriti, 17-244 

Existence is composed of Prakriti & Purusha – Soul and Nature, 12-194 

If the gunas are quiescent, then Prakriti ceases to act, 28-47 

In the Ignorance, it is the mental, vital, physical Prakriti that acts, 28-111 

Isha is a double being as Purusha-Prakriti, 17-176 

It is a mistake to identify the Mother with the lower Prakriti and its mechanism, 32-62 

It is more difficult for the Prakriti to separate itself from outer action, 28-45 

It is not that Purusha = quiescence and Prakriti = action, 28-46 

It is Prakriti or Nature that acts – The Divine does not compel people to do anything, 

28-43 

Nature – The condition of the Prakriti will become illumined by the transformation, 35-

85 

Nature herself is only a power of Spirit, Prakriti the force of the Purusha, 19-574 

Nature in the world – There is an original and originating Supreme Prakriti, 19-370 

Nature is power of the spirit – She is Prakriti, she is Maya, both are Shakti, 23-627 

Nature, Prakriti, is in her essence his spiritual power, self-power, 19-348 

Out of this one method of Prakriti the whole evolution of the phenomenal world arises, 

17-228 

Prakriti – World-existence in relation to consciousness and force of consciousness, 21-

110 

Prakriti and Nature are the same thing – The gunas are modes or processes of Nature, 

28-46 

Prakriti divides itself into an inner Force that is free and the outer Prakriti, 28-45 

Prakriti is a name given to the Force that works out everything, 28-43 

Prakriti is an inertly active Force, but within her is One that knows, Purusha, 23-98 

Prakriti is His creative force making matter & its forms through motion, 17-124 
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Prakriti is mechanical, but by being reflected in Purusha – Consciousness, 19-71 

Prakriti is Nature-power – Nature acts by three principles, modes or qualities, 21-364 

Prakriti is only the executive or working force – The Power behind Prakriti is Shakti, 

28-44 

Prakriti is the conscious power of the Spirit, 28-405 

Prakriti is the creation of the mighty Shakti, the Shakti of the Eternal, 17-129 

Prakriti is the Force that acts. A Force may be in action or in quiescence, 28-46 

Prakriti is the interplay of three fundamental modes, three qualities, gunas, 19-252 

Prakriti or Nature is the origin, the material and the agent of evolution, 17-258 

Prakriti the Female, Nature, evolves the material of phenomenal existence, 18-395 

Prakriti with its three gunas is only the lower Prakriti, 19-80 

Prakriti works containing the knowledge, the mastery, the delight of the Purusha, 23-98 

Purusha imparts activity to Prakriti without becoming itself active, 17-267 

Purusha watches the motion and the drama – Prakriti is the motion and the drama, 17-

225 

Purusha, the inactive, Prakriti, the active – The Soul and the Energy, 19-71 

Self in its dealings with the Cosmos is a dual entity – Purusha and Prakriti, 17-244 

So long as one is not conscious of the Force working through one – The Prakriti, 32-

244 

The action of Prakriti proceeds upon the principle of selection leading to development, 

17-226 

The distinction between Purusha and Prakriti is according to the Sankhya System, 28-

82 

The duality of Purusha and Prakriti – Its importance for the Yoga of Knowledge, 23-

427 

The experience of Purusha-Prakriti is of immense pragmatic importance, 21-363 

The fundamental characteristic of Prakriti as soon as it manifests is eternal motion, 17-

259 

The Gita explains the mechanism of Prakriti and the self-representations of Maya, 19-

154 

The immersion in Prakriti and the progressive emergence – The modes of Prakriti, 23-

99 

The Ishwara and the multiplicity of the One in the Jiva – Shakti, Maya or Prakriti, 12-

194 

The Jiva, as has been seen, is the meeting-place of the play of Prakriti and Purusha, 23-

768 

The Jiva, the inferior Prakriti and the separative ego – The three gunas, 19-372 

The lower Prakriti – All energies and qualities are powers of the Godhead, 19-371 

The lower Prakriti is the ordinary consciousness of man, 28-43 

The mechanical appearance of the force of Prakriti to our ordinary mind, 23-752 

The Mother here is not this lower Prakriti, but the Divine Shakti, 32-224 

The necessity for positing another force than Prakriti, 17-259 

The Power of self-aware existence, Chit and its Shakti, that is Prakriti, 23-435 

The Prakriti can be psychicised and spiritualised and the gunas yet remain, 28-48 

The Prakriti has been accustomed to impose its own way on the Purusha, 28-41 

The Prakriti itself is divided into the lower and higher, 28-44 
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The Purusha in men is normally passive not active. It is the Prakriti that is active, 28-40 

The Purusha is Ishwara, the Prakriti is His shakti, 12-195 

The relation between the Purusha and Prakriti, 23-752 

The Sankhya by a supreme and final generalisation arrived at the principle of Prakriti, 

18-353 

The secret thing – The relations between soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 19-557 

The separation of the Purusha from the Prakriti – The way to get still more deeply 

inward, 21-939 

The supreme Prakriti is the integral conscious-power of the supreme Being, 19-267 

The three aspects of the power of Consciousness – Maya, Prakriti, Shakti, 21-339 

Then the Prakriti also is not disturbed by the action of the gunas, 28-46 

There is a constant movement (Prakriti) and a constant silence (Purusha), 28-42 

There seems to be a dual being in us, Soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 23-753 

This it is easiest to do by a separation between the Prakriti and the Purusha, 23-343 

This mystery is founded on the secret of the supreme spiritual Prakriti and of the Jiva, 

19-558 

Time, Space, Condition, this is Prakriti, 17-268 

We have to begin with a dualism of the thing and its shadow, Purusha & Prakriti, 18-

394 

We must transfer the allegiance from the lower Prakriti to the Supreme Divine Shakti, 

28-41 

What is meant by Prakriti or Nature is the outer or executive side of the Shakti, 28-44 

When all is quiescent there is still the Prakriti, but the Prakriti at rest, 28-46 

pralaya 

“One out of all and all out of One” – The theory of a periodic pralaya, 13-231 

The theory of a periodic conflagration – A process of evolution and involution, 13-236 

Pralaya 

In the Knowledge the law is that of a constant unfolding without any Pralaya, 28-293 

Pralaya, the end of a cycle of aeons, is only a momentary pause, 19-421 

Pramathas 

On the vital plane – Other kinds of beings, the Pisachas and Pramathas, 28-467 

prana 

A range of independent vital or pranic experiences can be opened, 23-871 

In the end this life power is transformed into the type of a supramentalised prana, 23-

734 

Pranayam is the mastery of the vital force – The prana, 1-505 

Pure will and desire – The prana transformed into an obedient instrument, 23-659 

The nerve system – What moves in them is prana, the life principle, 18-307 

When prana has developed a sufficient intensity – Thought becomes possible, 18-307 

Prana 

A distinction between the physical Prana and the psychical Prana, 23-348 

A Prana free from desire and a satisfied life-soul – Enjoyment and possession, 23-703 

All existence owes its life and various activity to Matariswan and its energy Prana, 17-

256 

An increasing vital or dynamic force of Prana indefinite, almost infinite, 23-34 

For the purposes of physical evolution Will evolves Prana or vital energy, 17-237 
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Matariswun is the Principle of Life, the universal and all pervading ocean of Prana, 17-

127 

Prana & Anna, Vitality and physical form are, spiritually, the Waking-State, 17-239 

Prana is the agent of Will in all physical evolution, 17-237 

Prana is the great vital energy breathing and circulating through all existence, 17-252 

Prana manifests itself in five vital powers – Prana, Samana, Vyana, Apana and Udana, 

17-237 

Prana receives its perfect development in animal life, 17-241 

Prana represents in the flux of phenomenal things the force of the Lord, 18-66 

The conquest of the Prana confirms the perfect health, vigour and vitality, 1-505 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

The nose is the passage of the Prana and the Prana is the support of the vital physical, 

28-245 

The Prana – The life-force whether viewed in itself or in its functionings, 18-63 

The Prana is a force also for the mental and spiritual action, 23-733 

The Prana is a universal energy present in every particle and active in every stirring, 

18-66 

The Prana is vital or nervous force which bears the operations of mind and body, 18-65 

The Prana of the Upanishads is the life-energy with a fivefold movement, 18-63 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-355 

Then there is the life-force, the Prana, 18-19 

This Prana supports and occupies all forms – It acts in all material forces, 18-63 

Through this process Prana ends where activity ceases, 17-255 

prānā 

Vital means prānā – It is the life-force and desire-force in a man, 28-185 

pranam 

The pranam – The consciousness must be surrendered and quiet to receive, 32-534 

Pranam 

It is very necessary not to take the attitude of Pranam to others, 32-567 

Mother has not fixed places for anyone in the morning Pranam, 32-561 

Nobody is to be bowed down to except myself and the Mother, 32-567 

Nobody should ever be asked to come for Darshan or Pranam or meditation, 35-520 

Pranam – What most people do is simply to pull vital force from the Mother and live 

on it, 32-565 

The idea of not coming to Pranam is a hostile suggestion almost always, 32-559 

The object of the Pranam – Spiritual help or influence, 36-538 

The object of the Pranam is not a formal or ritual daily homage to the Mother, 32-530 

The permission for Pranam and meditation cannot be given to people from outside, 32-

566 

The Pranam (like the soup in the evening before) has been very badly misused, 32-563 

The sadhaks ought to be concerned at Pranam with only their own spiritual reception, 

32-533 

There is no obligation on European visitors to make the pranam, during darshan, 35-

522 

To try to receive within is always the true thing, whether through meditation or pranam, 

32-563 
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What is the Pranam for? – That people might receive in the most direct and integral 

way, 32-563 

While making the Pranam he should aspire to be open to the Mother’s influence, 32-

567 

prāṇamaya puruṣa 

The vital or dynamic being – Prāṇamaya puruṣa, 17-33 

prānāmaya puruṣa 

In the animal the prāṇamaya puruṣa is the leader of mind and body, 28-114 

Pranamaya Purusha 

The vital is the Pranamaya Purusha spoken of in the Taittiriya Upanishad, 28-111 

Pranas 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

Pranava japa 

Pranava japa is supposed to have a force of its own, 29-324 

pranayam 

I did four or five hours a day pranayam – The flow of poetry came down, 35-237 

No use doing asanas or pranayam, 29-439 

Pranayam – If done haphazardly it may lead to the raising of obstructions, 29-327 

Pranayam is safe only if one knows how to do it and is on guard against its dangers, 29-

439 

Pranayam 

A different way of Yoga – It does not include Asanas and Pranayam, 35-557 

It is not safe to do Pranayam except under the directions of a guru, 29-440 

It is not safe to do Pranayam without guidance by one who is expert, 29-440 

Pranayam done in one’s own strength may do immense mischief, 1-509 

Pranayam is the mastery of the vital force – The prana, 1-505 

The art of breath-regulation or Pranayam, 17-253 

The asanas are one means for control of the body, as is Pranayam for the life-forces, 

29-439 

The first condition of Pranayam is the suspension of conscious physical activity, 17-

253 

The Pranayam of the Hathayoga does not lead to purity, but to force and intensity, 1-

509 

The second outstanding fact is the peculiar effect of Pranayam on mental activity, 17-

254 

pranayama 

About pranayama or japa – The running of the name in the breath, 30-16 

Pranayama and asana do not necessarily root out sexual desire, 31-511 

Pranayama 

Asana used by the Rajayoga – The results of Pranayama and of the mantra, 23-540 

Pranayama deals more directly with the subtler vital parts, the nervous system, 23-534 

The exercises of Pranayama are the familiar mechanical means, 23-756 

The operations of our physical life – The Hathayogin by Pranayama, 18-64 

The practice of Pranayama and mantra in Hathayoga – The Tantric philosophy, 23-538 

The real energy of our being is awakened by the practice of Pranayama, 23-538 

prāṇāyāma 
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By āsana and prāṇāyāma – The control of the body and the vital functions, 23-36 

The chief processes of Hathayoga – āsanas and prāṇāyāma, 23-34 

pranic energy 

This mind force can be made to act upon the pranic energy, 23-756 

pranic force 

An unbounded pranic force and a superior will-power acting in the body, 23-732 

pranic mind 

The psychic prana, pranic mind or desire soul too calls for its own perfection, 23-734 

pranic power 

The use of this pranic power in place of the body-bound energy, 23-755 

pranic shakti 

We can come to be aware of the sea of pranic shakti around us, 23-733 

pranic Shakti 

The body-bound energy and the pranic Shakti – Still a lower formulation, 23-756 

prarabdha karma 

He will be careful not to leave the world until his prarabdha karma is worked out, 17-

209 

pratyaksha 

Pratyaksha – The things about which we gather data are brought into our ken, 17-337 

prayer 

All prayer rightly offered brings us closer to the Divine, 29-367 

All sincere prayer receives its answer – Prayer is an aspiration, 6-937 

Another early religious motive – The approach through prayer, 23-566 

Aspiration, call, prayer are forms of one and the same thing and are all effective, 29-

106 

Both prayer and faith are powers towards realisation which have been given to man, 

29-366 

Divine justice and the idea of moral good and evil – Prayer and propitiation, 23-554 

If you cannot meditate, pray. Offer all you do to the Mother and pray to her, 32-159 

Not prayer insisting on immediate fulfilment, 31-197 

Prayer and aspiration do not conflict with surrender, 29-365 

Prayer is only a particular form given to that will, aspiration and faith, 23-567 

Prayer that is itself a communion of the mind and heart with the Divine, 31-197 

The fact of praying and the attitude it brings itself opens you to the higher Power, 29-

367 

The power and sense of prayer – The will, aspiration and faith of man, 23-566 

The prayer must well up from the heart on a crest of emotion or aspiration, 29-226 

The spiritual truth which is behind prayer – The conscious interchange, 23-567 

When one is a sadhak the prayer should be for the inner things belonging to the 

sadhana, 32-314 

Your prayer will surely be answered, 31-697 

prayers 

As for the prayers – It itself opens one to the higher Power, 31-321 

Prayers for help in resolving worldly problems, 29-366 

Prayers should be full of confidence and without sorrow or lamenting, 29-367 

Some prayers are answered, all are not, 29-366, 35-14 
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prayers. 

People mock at the savages who beat their gods when their prayers are not answered 

(60), 12-430 

preconceived ideas 

If thou wouldst have humanity advance, buffet all preconceived ideas, 13-200 

predestination 

Predestination and chance are words that obscure the truth by their extreme rigidity, 28-

561 

Spiritual predestination – All souls can come to salvation, 19-473 

Without being either blindly arbitrary (predestination) or capriciously decisive 

(chance), 28-561 

predetermination 

It is not a rigid predetermination, but it is not a blind inconscient Chance either, 28-563 

preface 

A preface seems like a recommendation or advertisement – The fashion nowadays, 27-

602 

preference 

Vital and mental preference loosing their force – The spiritual will, 23-724 

preferences 

Not to have personal preferences or, having them, to submit to the Mother’s Will, 32-

410 

prehistoric 

Indications of a great spiritual tradition negate the theory – A prehistoric development, 

15-27 

prehistoric humanity 

Only in the Veda do we find the key to this imagery – A prehistoric humanity, 15-191 

premature descent 

But the third, the supramental change does not admit of any premature descent, 21-966 

premature movement 

A premature movement, before the tranquillising purification of the outer nature, 21-

938 

premature opening 

An aperture before the psycho-spiritual change can be attended with dangers – 

Premature, 21-944 

premature pulling down 

Dangers, if the psychic mutation has not taken place, of a premature pulling down, 21-

948 

premises 

A danger of the premises and assumptions being erroneous and vitiating the 

conclusion, 1-501 

Modern Science insists on all the premises being thoroughly proved – Experiment, 1-

501 

What is the best way of teaching the boy to think correctly from premises, 1-408 

preparation 

A premature stimulation may push him towards something for which he is not yet fit, 

35-544 
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As for leaving all it would be premature to do so before one is sufficiently advanced, 

35-552 

As for the work, it is a means of preparation, 29-242 

But the main need is a certain preparation of the consciousness, 30-40 

Controlling the sex and other rajasic movements is a good preparation, 31-179 

If he comes here in an unripe state, he is likely to meet more serious difficulties, 35-578 

In the first movement of self-preparation – The period of personal effort, 23-87 

In this preparation many things are useful, 30-40 

It is for this reason that a previous preparation and long purification are necessities, 23-

829 

It is necessary first to purify and prepare the nature, 29-226 

It is no use coming here before one is ready, 35-825 

Most have to go through a long preparation before they can get anywhere near it, 29-

126 

One has to prepare oneself for a long time in order to become fit, 35-557 

One must be ready to accept the necessity of years of preparation and purification, 29-

47 

Others have to prepare themselves outside, 35-586 

Otherwise all that can be done is only to make some preparation in this life, 29-36 

Pauses of preparation and assimilation between two movements, 30-63 

Prepare the mind and heart till things begin to flow into them, 31-198 

Previous effort and preparation have their value, 19-335 

Some preparation for the integral Yoga by Bhakti and self-dedication through Karma, 

35-544 

The calm and peace of mind – The best preparation and foundation of this Yoga, 35-

581 

The difficulty, the struggle were only the period of preparation necessary, 31-193 

The first necessity of preparation is the purifying of all the members of our being, 23-

309 

The preparation in the inner being is being done for you in dhyāna, 29-298 

The preparation is usually full of vicissitudes, 30-442 

The preparation of the whole lower Nature by the divine working, 23-46 

The second – The preliminary work of preparation of the ordinary mentality of man, 

15-79 

The Vedantic experience – The most thorough-going and radical preparation, 29-502 

There is first a preparation within even for many years before such experiences, 30-33 

This sadhana – Not without a fairly long period of preparation and purification, 30-304 

Those who come here unprepared break down after a time and can go no farther, 35-

594 

To do the work one has to do with a quiet mind ‒ The best way to prepare oneself, 31-

132 

To others a more or less prolonged period of purification and preparation comes first, 

30-32 

To prepare – To cultivate calm, balance, simple sincerity and a quiet and firm 

aspiration, 35-569 

To prepare by taking all life and all work wherever as an offering to the Divine, 35-574 
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Two stages in the Yoga – One of preparation and one of the actual intensive sadhana, 

35-551 

Very usually the first preparation is to work on the mind and vital and physical nature, 

30-458 

preparatory consciousness 

A surer guidance can come even in this preparatory consciousness, 30-443 

prepositional phrase 

The attack upon my use of the prepositional phrase, 27-333 

prepositions 

The use of prepositions is one of the most frequently debated things in the language, 

27-640 

Presence 

The Presence may remain long after the one who has brought it has left his body, 29-

365 

The word Presence – The sense and perception of the Divine as a Being, felt as present, 

28-454, 35-106 

present 

The partisans of the past, of the present, of the future, 13-131 

The present is a convention or only a constant movement out of the past into the future, 

28-404 

The present is a middle stage in which the human intelligence is used, 21-736 

The true thinker – The great divine movement as a whole, past, present, future, 13-131 

Whoever fails to take advantage of the present is losing us the battle of life, 6-895 

president 

No president should stifle freedom of speech and liberty of opinion, 6-848 

President 

In one he is the spokesman of the nation issuing a manifesto on its behalf, 6-997 

In this secondary capacity he is master of the deliberations of the Congress, 6-998 

Instead of an autocratic and influential President we should have a Chairman, 8-258 

It is necessary to provide against the party use of the President’s authority, 6-998 

Let us know when a man becomes President of a Conference or Congress session, 6-

783 

Not till a public confirmation – The President designated by the Reception Committee, 

6-784 

That his decision be subject to an appeal to the whole House, 6-1000 

That the address of the President after delivery be open to formal discussion, 6-999 

That the President be governed by definite rules of procedure, 6-999 

The conception of the President as a Russian autocrat and the assembly as the slave, 8-

242 

The misuse of the Presidential authority to prevent the passing of resolutions, 6-997 

The present method of election of a President is wholly unsatisfactory, 6-996 

The President or Chairman of a body does not sit there to make his own will the law, 6-

255 

The ruling of the President – According to the recognised rules of debate, 8-242 

The voice of the people finds its opportunity in the criticism of the President’s address, 

6-997 
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There are two aspects of the Presidential position, 6-997 

To ensure harmonious working between the two parties – The choice of a President, 6-

996 

Presidentship 

The Presidentship is a function of considerable importance, 6-766 

The Presidentship is in our view much more a position of responsibility and service, 6-

765 

press 

The extraordinary demoralisation of the Anglo-Indian press has been evident, 6-152 

Press 

A campaign against the liberty of the Press – Press prosecutions may be expected, 6-

481 

Anglo-India desires to share the sovereignty through the Press, 6-603 

Anglo-India is a determined enemy of the freedom of the Indian Press, 6-602 

In Swadeshism – Three great instruments, the Press, the Platform and the students, 6-

428 

No direct attempt has yet been made to silence the Press, but it will be done, 6-430 

The Press by itself can only popularise ideas, it cannot impart that motive impulse, 6-

428 

To meet the peaceful instruments of Press and platform with persecution is despotism, 

6-579 

What Anglo-India is fighting for is not the independence of the Press, 6-602 

What Anglo-India is fighting for is the independence of the Anglo-Indian Press, 6-602 

pressure 

(2) The pressure on the head and the movements within it, 30-466 

A difficulty in bearing the pressure of the atmosphere up to the end, 35-568 

A pressure of the Force on the Adhar ‒ A feeling of heaviness in the head, 30-470 

Constant physical nearness creates a pressure of the highest force, 32-498 

For some the Force here would be too strong for a permanent stay – A pressure, 35-572 

For the sadhaks, the only thing given is help, not a pressure, 32-368 

Here – A pressure in the atmosphere for concentration in the sadhana and for change, 

36-411 

Here it was not the physical body that was being directly pressed, but the subtle body, 

32-130 

If an inner communication has been established, a silent pressure can be effective, 29-

281 

If the pressure is too great, the remedy is to widen the consciousness, 30-473 

If there is a resistance, it is felt as a weight and a pressure, 30-445 

It comes in various forms, vibrations, currents, waves, a shower like rain etc., 30-469 

It is not good to come here prematurely – The pressure of the Power here may disturb, 

35-576 

It is not the pressure from above that creates difficulties – A strong resistance to 

change, 35-639 

Nearness acts automatically as a pressure, 32-501 

Pressure and throbbing and electric sensation are only signs of the Force working, 30-

483 
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Pressure, throbbing, electrical vibrations are all signs of the working of the Force, 30-

469 

Struggle would be no less severe but more so here as the pressure is greater, 35-580 

The action of the Force does not always create pressure, 30-473 

The demand and pressure of the Force that is acting here is great, 35-567 

The Force presses first on the head, 30-446 

The heaviness in the head due to the pressure is pleasant and not harmful, 32-534 

The numbness and the feeling of being about to lose consciousness – Due to the 

pressure, 32-129 

The pressure does not “bring” a resistance, 30-482 

The pressure is that of the Divine Force, 30-470 

The pressure is usually felt only when the Force is acting to create an opening, 30-472 

The pressure means that it is working to open the mind and its centres, 30-474 

The pressure of something that negates the Yoga – The resistance to Yoga, 35-610 

The pressure of the Divine Power gives you the sense of joy and living fullness, 30-472 

The pressure of the Force when it is entering the mind or vital or body, 35-115 

The pressure of the higher consciousness has come down upon the resistances, 30-471 

The pressure of the Mother's Force felt in meditation, 30-469 

The pressure on the head is the pressure of the Mother’s force, 32-210 

The pressure on the whole body perhaps for some modification or change, 30-251 

The pressure you felt on the head – The coolness etc. you felt, 30-472 

The sense of pressure deepening sometimes into a feeling of headache, 30-482 

There is a pressure here – The struggle probably made still more acute, 35-577 

There is no necessity of feeling pressure, 30-473 

Those called upon must live in the Asram under the direct pressure, 35-575 

To be bodily close to the Mother imposes a constant pressure for progress, 32-497 

Too young and raw and ill-balanced to bear the pressure for change in the Asram, 35-

605 

Unsafe for children to undergo spiritual pressure when their minds are not yet ripe, 35-

739 

Usually the pressure of the forces in the Asram is too strong for young children, 35-738 

Usually, there is at first a pressure from above on the head, 30-457 

When the Force comes down one at first feels a pressure, 30-469 

When the resistance disappears, the pressure is no longer felt, 30-470 

When there is the pressure of sadhana, the ego is obliged to show itself, 35-813 

Yoga is only for those who have brains and bodies strong enough to bear the pressure, 

35-564 

pressure from the Divine 

A question of time and of acquiescence in the pressure from the Divine, 31-631 

pressure of a force 

You received a pressure of a force so strong that it made your head shake, 30-310 

pressure of the Force 

When the pressure of the Force works an activity of different forces is set in play, 30-

309 

pressure on the head 

A weight or pressure on the head ‒ The pressure of the Mother’s Force, 30-471 
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The pressure of the Force on the head always comes at the beginning, 30-470 

The pressure on the head is a sign of the descent and working of the Force, 30-470 

prestige 

The prestige of the English – Threats cannot keep prestige, 6-569 

previsions 

An instance of a dream of exact physical prevision, 31-457 

Ordinarily such previsions come in inner vision but not in sleep, 31-457 

pride 

A clinging element of pride and spiritual ambition – Never any real surrender, 36-367 

A kind of pride or vanity – They hide their defects from themselves, 31-242 

All ambition, pride and vanity must disappear from the thoughts and the feelings, 32-

382 

In your spiritual aspiration a clinging element of pride and spiritual ambition, 32-143 

One who has ego and pride cannot realise the Highest, 28-505 

Pride in their sadhana and attachment to the supposed greatness of their experiences, 

31-243 

Pride is only one form of ego – Every action of man is full of ego, 31-241 

Pride or ego or a serious flaw somewhere – They are unable to deal with these, 31-241 

The instinct of domination and the pride of the instrument, 29-282 

This faith must be purified from all touch of rajasic egoism and spiritual pride, 23-780 

When strength comes down, personal ambition and pride have to be kept far away, 31-

491 

priest. 

Demanded of the priest voluntary simplicity of life, purity, learning and the gratuitous 

instruction of the community (192), 12-447 

priests 

We cannot say that there were no priests in the Vedic age, 29-418 

primitive 

The primitive community is stationary, 17-288 

prince. 

Demanded of the prince war, government, protection of the weak & the giving up of 

his life in the battlefield (192), 12-447 

princes 

We know how helpless the princes are in the face of an Anglo-Indian Resident, 8-292 

principle 

“Some guiding principle which should modify and harmonize our actions “, 1-18 

“Some indicating tendency by which we may arrive at a principle of life”, 1-23 

“The great principle of the universe is beauty”, 1-44 

“To take the guiding principle of the universe” – “The perfect aim”, 1-33 

Each principle can be modified by the subordinate manifestation of the others, 15-373 

The highest principle of conduct – To apply the principles governing the universe, 1-40 

The sevenfold principle of existence and the significance of the word go, 15-123 

Principle 

In the Veda the three highest worlds are the triple divine Principle, 15-372 

Principle of Life 
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Matariswun is the Principle of Life, the universal and all pervading ocean of Prana, 17-

127 

principle. 

Men in the world have two lights, duty and principle (247), 12-457 

principles 

A man who abandons his principles has always been said to turn his coat, 6-755 

An apparently personal question often conceals one of essential principle, 6-766 

Only clear principles and unambiguous conduct can secure implicit obedience, 6-785 

Other principles intervene and make the order of the worlds yet more complex, 15-372 

Seven principles of existence and seven Puranic worlds correspond to them, 15-372 

That thought again is established in the seven rivers, the seven principles of being, 15-

182 

The number of the principles variously stated – The full number is seven, 15-98 

The presence of the seven principles is essential to all cosmic being, 13-486 

To agree is easy if we are willing to sacrifice our principles, 6-1053 

Printer 

The miscarriage of justice – The unjust British law makes the Printer responsible, 6-

697 

prison 

Primitive method of treating political prisoners practised by a Moorish Sultan, 8-251 

The brutality and callousness of the treatment of political prisoners in Indian jails, 8-

194 

The prison system of the European nations is only a refined and systematised savagery, 

8-195 

This is the European prison system and it is inflicted on all alike, 1-497 

prison. 

God took me to a prison and turned it into a place of meditation and His trysting-

ground (47), 12-428 

private property 

“The prevalence of crimes against property will accelerate the day of abolition”, 1-40 

“The system of private property conduces to the comfort of the few”, 1-40 

The wants of the vital instincts made the institution of private property inevitable, 1-

433 

Priyumvada 

His wife , Priyumvada perished, like Eurydice, by the fangs of a snake, 36-130 

In this story of Ruaru and Priyumvada. Love and Death are the real actors, 36-131 

Ruaru and Priyumvada are types and ideals, 36-132 

problems 

The problems can only be solved by conquering the kingdom within, 8-26 

proceedings 

In the proceedings, elements of useless ornament and redundance must be purged out, 

8-257 

professional men 

Professional men may be intellectuals but they need not be, 31-17 

profitable 

“What conduces to happiness valued as profitable”, 1-38 
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The nature of happiness is just as disputable as the nature of profit, 1-38 

This system – “Whatever is profitable, is good, whatever is the reverse, is evil”, 1-35 

prognostications 

Prognostications of that kind should not be lightly thought or spoken, 32-592 

programme 

United action is only possible in so much of the programme as all are agreed upon, 6-

514 

progress 

A great progress should only spur one on to a greater progress, 31-694 

A wrong movement across to stop or delay the progress, 31-771 

After a good experience or a decisive progress, 31-770 

An attack, sudden and violent, as often comes when one is making full progress, 31-

771 

Concern yourself with your own progress – Leave others to do the same, 31-250 

European progress – There run through it two principles of motion, political and social, 

6-33 

For progress – A spiritual atmosphere is more important than outer conditions, 29-140 

Here then two principal motors of progress – Political machinery and social temper, 6-

37 

I shall attempt to differentiate by living instances the two principles, motors of 

progress, 6-34 

If one opens, if one surrenders, then as soon as the nature is ready, progress will come, 

32-481 

Is it at all true of France? The first step towards progress was a purification by blood, 6-

29 

It cannot permanently deflect the progress, 31-771 

One should certainly not overestimate one’s progress, but not underestimate it either, 

31-184 

Progress admittedly does not march on securely in a straight line, 20-81 

Progress and not unmoving status is the necessary and desirable law of his life, 25-175 

Progress beyond a certain point seems to have been denied by fact and event, 27-73 

Progress depends largely on recognising what has to be changed, 31-242 

Progress depends on how they answer to the Mother’s love or protection, 32-116 

Secular movement in cycles, perpetually self-repeating, yet perpetually progressing, 

12-385 

That England is that country which has best prospered in its aspirations after progress, 

6-30 

That this sort of vicarious effort has invariably been the original step towards progress, 

6-27 

The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

The characteristic energy of pure Mind is change – Perfectibility and progress, 23-21 

The complete and integral value of a culture – The true sense of progress, 20-385 

The errors of life and progress are less fatal than the errors of decay and reaction, 8-232 

The Hindu explanation – A series of cycles of which the net result is progress, 12-383 

The inner spiritual progress does not depend on outer conditions, 29-140 
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The lower forces always attack when they see that a sadhak is making much progress, 

31-770 

The modern scientific or the ancient Hindu standpoint on progress, 13-19 

The opposition we create between conservation and progress, 13-128 

The personal concentration for progress brings difficulties and resistance, 32-481 

The requisite for national progress, national reform – Free thought and action, 6-266 

The spirit of darkness resents fiercely all progress made, 31-32 

The spiritual and psychic consciousness – The beginning of the true progress, 31-121 

The very idea of progress is an illusion to some minds – An uneven progress, 20-80 

These ages have insisted on progress, freedom and on the cult of humanity, 13-187 

Things always come in the way when one wants to progress in the sadhana, 31-269 

Those two distinct principles on which progress may be said to move, 6-38 

What is needed by each for his spiritual progress is the one consideration, 31-290 

Whatever stands in the way of spiritual progress, must be a falsehood, 31-777 

When a progress has been made the hostiles attack in a fury, 31-770 

When that cooperation is complete, the progress can be rapid enough, 31-32 

You must be especially on your guard when you are making a progress, 31-770 

progress. 

Reaction perfects & hastens progress by increasing & purifying the force within it 

(339), 12-468 

The human race always progresses most when most it asserts its importance to Nature, 

its freedom & its universality (202), 12-449 

progression 

That progression of humanity is the working out of a Thought in Life, 13-140 

progressive mind 

The progressive mind – At its noblest when it strives to elevate the whole race, 23-25 

The spiritual life and the material, to the exclusion of the progressive mind, 23-28 

progressive Mind 

The element of the progressive Mind was now wanting – A forced contact, 23-29 

proletariate 

But with that proletariate resides our sole chance in the future, 6-50 

I assert as our first and holiest duty, the elevation and enlightenment of the proletariate, 

6-51 

That vast unhappy proletariate about which everybody talks and nobody cares, 6-48 

The proletariate among us is sunk in ignorance and overwhelmed with distress, 6-50 

The vast and ignorant proletariate blotted out the accumulated oppression, 6-29 

Yet the proletariate is the real key of the situation – A very great potential force, 6-60 

proletariats 

The Indian peasantry – Driven to the habits which disgrace the European proletariats, 

6-985 

pronounciation 

What is current English? – Englishmen of equal education pronounce in different ways, 

27-634 

propaganda 

A mental propaganda is unrealisable and hopelessly out of place, 35-815 

I don’t believe in advertisement except for books etc., and in propaganda, 35-71 
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It is far from my purpose to propagate any religion new or old for humanity, 35-696 

People are not hauled or called here, they come of themselves by the psychic instinct, 

35-694 

Propaganda is perfectly useless for us, 35-691 

Publicity of the kind suggested would be disastrous – Vulgarisation and corruption, 35-

819 

Resident sadhaks shall not engage in any kind of public or propagandist activity, 35-

690 

Secondly, a propaganda to convert the whole nation to the ideal of independence, 36-47 

They need not try to oppose the convictions of others, who are not following this way, 

35-814 

To pull people, especially very young people, into the sadhana is not wise, 35-691 

Writing to his friends to come here would be propaganda, which we must avoid, 35-

692 

You must not write to all these people encouraging them in the idea of coming here, 

35-690 

prophecy 

As for prophecy, some of their predictions come true to the letter, others do not, 28-517 

It does not follow that the power of prophecy is unreal, 28-517 

prophet 

An Avatar is not at all bound to be a spiritual prophet, 28-491 

The prophet announces the Truth as the Word, the Law or the command, 26-33 

The prophet may have in him a poet who breaks out often into speech, 26-34 

Prophet 

The call for a human intermediary, the Avatar and the Prophet or Teacher, 23-65 

prophetic 

Essentially the poet’s value lies in his poetic and not in his prophetic power, 27-103 

prophets 

Spiritual teachers and prophets are at the greatest Vibhutis, but not Avatars, 28-493 

The prophets and the Avatars – Always for the one purpose, to call us to God, 12-116 

propitiation 

Divine justice and the idea of moral good and evil – Prayer and propitiation, 23-554 

proportion 

“Harmony as its general effect and proportion as the ulterior cause of the harmony”, 1-

58 

“We described beauty as harmony in effect and proportion in detail”, 1-44 

“We described proportion as a regular variety”, 1-45 

Beauty – “Calling the general effect harmony and the ulterior cause proportion”, 1-27 

prose 

Poetry is permitted to be insane – In prose it sounds insane, 27-647 

These poems of the essence of poetry refuse to be rendered in any prose equivalent, 1-

566 

Three defects – Failure of rhythm, style too laboured, prose-structure in the form, 27-

477 

Why should poetic inspiration wait for the results of the prose – No obstacle, 27-598 

prose poetry 
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Prose poetry or free verse, if it is to be effective, must be very clear-cut in each line, 

27-136 

prose rhythm 

A certain kind of prose rhythm – There is a nobler level having a certain poetic power, 

26-166 

Prose rhythm aims characteristically at a general harmony, 26-23 

prose style 

Prose style carries speech to a much higher power than its ordinary use, 26-16 

Reason and taste are rightly the supreme gods of the prose stylist, 26-16 

The first aim of prose style is to fix an object before the appreciating intelligence, 26-

26 

prose styles 

Prose styles achievements – In French literature, Voltaire, Flaubert or Anatole France, 

27-548 

proselytism 

As for the people who want to draw others to the Yoga – If they draw themselves, 31-

325 

prose-writers 

French is the greatest store-house of fine prose among the world’s languages, 27-548 

Prose-writers – As for Bengali, Bankim, Tagore and Sarat Chatterji, 27-548 

prosody 

As for foreign influences – Most of the elements of English prosody from outside, 27-

162 

English prosody is neither syllabic nor quantitative – It is simply English prosody, 27-

144 

Feet longer than the three syllable maximum can be brought in English prosody, 27-

135 

The technical study of prosody is not at all indispensable, 27-117 

protection 

(2) Ask for the protection before you sleep or meditate, 30-208 

A call for protection is always permissible. The removal of fear is part of the sadhana, 

32-316 

A protection and a zone of quietude and light accompanying you everywhere, 32-185 

A solid mind, a solid nervous system and a steady psychic flame – The only safeguard, 

35-340 

A sure guidance and protection will be present throughout, 23-180 

An unjust assessment of the expenses for protection and justice – The taxpayers, 6-517 

First this immediate call on the Mother’s protection, 32-289 

For someone else with psychic power to keep a wall of protection, 36-338 

He said, “My protection is still with you and you shall not fear”, 8-7 

If in addition the protection is denied and the justice withheld, 6-517 

If we do not go for protection to the executive, we must have a system of self-

protection, 6-283 

If we mean to be Swadeshists and Swarajists, we must rely in future on self-protection, 

6-444 

If you have not this, then you have need of constant protection and guidance, 36-371 
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In moments of trial faith in the divine protection and the call for that protection, 29-101 

In the vital world – The one sufficient protection is to call the Mother, 32-311 

It is better not to go in this way unless one has physically present protection, 30-208 

It is folly to raise the cry of Swadeshi and yet to expect protection from the bureaucrats, 

6-345 

Justice and protection is the main object for which States exist, 6-517 

Knocking against a wall of protection the force put out may recoil on the sender, 32-

321 

Not to exteriorise the nervous or physico-vital envelope without adequate protection, 

36-348 

Obedience – If one was to do the opposite, one immediately goes out of the protection, 

35-674 

Protection will be given, but depression must be put aside, 31-188 

Psychic sensitives require a constant protection and guidance, 36-338 

The best possible conditions for the protection of the sadhaks from certain forces, 32-

305 

The grace and protection are always with you, 31-724 

The habit of taking refuge in the protection of the Mother and myself, 32-100 

The more your faith, sincerity and surrender, the more grace and protection with you, 

32-8 

The Mother extends the divine love and protection to all, 32-355 

The Mother puts her protection round all the sadhakas – The circle of the protection, 

32-304 

The necessity of organised self-protection, 6-226 

The need of immediate protection – Only when the vital being goes out of the body, 

36-363 

The people can expect no protection from the alien bureaucracy, 6-261 

The power of the Name and the protection – To those who call from the heart, 32-308 

The vital consciousness is full of false formations and many confusions, 30-207 

There can be no question of our withdrawing protection and help, 35-333 

There is a general protection around all, but most go out of it by their attitude, 32-306 

There ought to be someone in the group who during the meditation protects the circle, 

36-340 

There should be the development of a higher Force which will protect, 32-306 

To protect ourselves against and repel opposition during the work of development, 6-

300 

To shake off the superstitious habit of praying for protection to the British authorities, 

6-223 

Tranquillity – Not the protection of the citizen but the security of the Government, 6-

221 

Using the Mother’s name and having her protection, you should fear nothing, 31-472 

We cannot and ought not to expect protection from our natural adversaries, 6-219 

What you have to do is to go with full protection until you get mastery, 31-446 

When we are in close contact with the Divine, a protection can come, 29-177 

You are right in feeling that the protection and grace are always there, 31-544 

Protection 
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One should not expect too much from the Divine Protection, 31-725 

The Divine’s Protection is surely with you, since it sustains you through all, 31-725 

The lion is the attribute of the Goddess Durga – The Mother’s power of Protection, 32-

69 

There is a stage in the growth of a nation when Protection is necessary, 1-712 

We need Protection to enable our industries to reach their growth, 1-712 

protestant 

Two tendencies, catholic and protestant – The intellect as the sole surviving power, 21-

904 

Providence 

Providence – The constantly active Self-Knowledge of cosmic Existence and cosmic 

Will, 17-513 

Some think it presumption to believe in a special Providence, 13-208 

Whatever happens in the Divine Providence is for the best, 28-528 

provinces 

So with backward provinces – It is important to Nationalism that these should awake, 

6-796 

The provincial unit has remained the highest expression of the nation-building in India, 

6-909 

Provinces 

The organisation of the Provinces if not of the whole country, 8-160 

psyche 

Many elements in us, many formations can be mistaken for the psyche, 21-929 

The influence of the psyche – A feeling for all that is true and good and beautiful, 21-

927 

The true emotive soul, the real psyche in us, is not a desire-soul, 23-649 

psychic 

A more swift and visible progress by bringing the psychic to the front, 29-139 

A part of the mind, of the vital, of the body can be influenced by the psychic, 28-107 

A perfect rapport with the Mother – The psychic can do much in that direction, 35-458 

A sense of the good, true, beautiful, the Divine, is its privilege, 28-59 

All movements and experiences of the soul would in that sense be called psychic, 28-

576 

An expectancy for the spiritual feeling or direction through the psychic, 29-261 

Anyone who could psychicise his poetry would get a unique place among the poets, 27-

85 

As for the psychic not being in front, the change cannot be brought about all at once, 

28-108 

As the individual evolves the psychic grows in him and manifests as the psychic being, 

28-105 

Aspire for the growth of the psychic and its control of the rest of the nature, 30-305 

Atma is not the same as psychic, 28-108 

Awakening means the conscious action of the psychic from behind, 32-162 

But the psychic can be active even in the individual consciousness, 30-277 

But the true representative is the psychic, our inmost being, 28-59 

By becoming more conscious there and going deeper one can reach the psychic, 28-94 
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By psychic I mean something different from a purified mind and vital, 28-112 

Cheerfulness – The happiness of the psychic that has found its way, 31-173 

First the unveiling of the soul – Not complete without a psychic new creation, 12-370 

For the actions to be psychic, the psychic must be in front, 29-263 

Glimpses of the psychic working that is going on all the time, 31-34 

I use the word psychic for the soul as distinguished from the mind and vital, 28-576 

If centred consciously around the psychic then the mental and vital parts survive, 28-

545 

If it can be maintained in front or even consciously felt – The stages become safe, 32-

188 

If the heart centre is fully opened and the psychic is always in control, all is safe, 32-

214 

If the psychic gets hold of the vital physical and the physical mind, 31-38 

If the psychic is active – An automatic test for the universal forces, 30-340 

If the psychic is fully in front – There could only be at most an upsetting on the surface, 

32-470 

If the psychic were liberated, there would not be all this stumbling in the Ignorance, 28-

85 

If this central being is the psychic, there is no great difficulty, 28-80 

In order to be constantly aware of the psychic ‒ To do things from within, 30-345 

In ordinary life, the psychic action is very much veiled – It needs some kind of Yoga, 

27-86 

In the ordinary consciousness, the psychic acts according to the laws of the Ignorance, 

28-122 

In the psychic, on the other hand, there are two aspects, behind and in front, 28-58 

In Yoga the psychic becomes conscious of its aim and turns inward to the Divine, 28-

104 

In your psychic there is the true aspiration and love, 31-33 

It is our inmost being and supports all the others, mental, vital, physical, 28-59 

Its characteristic power is to turn everything towards the Divine, 30-465 

Its direct action becomes normal only at a high stage of development or by yoga, 28-59 

Live centrally in the psychic and other parts and by them transform the physical, 31-

387 

Love and devotion depend on the opening of the psychic and for that the desires must 

go, 32-475 

Love, joy and happiness come from the psychic, 28-106 

Once the psychic consciousness governs or the higher consciousness descends, 31-267 

One can receive forces from above through the psychic even before the veil is broken, 

30-387 

One of the principal aims of the yoga is to find the psychic, 28-111 

Or you have to bring the psychic in front, and the psychic will purify the vital, 35-96 

Psychic – I have made a special use of it, relating it to the Greek word psyche, 35-142 

Psychic in the language of this Yoga is confined to the soul, 30-105 

Quietude, peace and silence in the heart are necessary to reach the psychic, 30-465 

Stick fast to the resolution to make the Yogic change, to awake the psychic fully, 31-

190 
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The calm of the inner being and the light of the psychic, 30-450 

The central being is above the Adhara – The psychic is the soul, 28-60 

The centre of the psychic is behind the heart, 30-197 

The chitta and the psychic part are not in the least the same, 28-104 

The concentration in the heart is what brings about the opening of the psychic, 29-310 

The crudity of the unregenerated vital prevents the psychic from remaining at the front, 

32-514 

The direct psychic touch is not frequent in poetry, 27-85 

The function of the psychic – It has to work on each plane, 30-340 

The fundamental experiences ‒ The unveiling of the psychic and the self-realisation, 

30-434 

The heart centre where is the emotional being with the psychic hidden behind it, 28-

129 

The ideas and feelings of the newborn psychic nature, 30-384 

The inner being is the inner mind, inner vital, inner physical with the psychic behind, 

28-93 

The inner consciousness – The inner mind, inner vital, inner physical and the psychic, 

28-85 

The intuitive consciousness is quite different from the psychic, 28-120 

The liberation of the psychic and the realisation of the true Self ‒ Both are necessary, 

31-238 

The more the psychic spreads in the outer being – That is the best way, 29-315 

The opening of the psychic within and the descent from above, 31-236 

The other place – The joining is of the psychic being to the higher consciousness, 30-

383 

The place of the psychic is deep within the heart, 30-340 

The power of the psychic, however, can act upon the mind and vital and body, 28-103 

The psychic – Asking only for love and surrender and union with the Divine, 32-473 

The psychic – Once it is awake, it always reemerges from obscuration, 32-188 

The psychic – Taking the experience of life through its outer instruments, 30-337 

The psychic and the higher mind and higher vital need quietude to come forward, 29-

139 

The psychic becoming awake and active – Giving the right attitude, 29-95 

The psychic can be connected with anything that gives room for love or bhakti, 35-459 

The psychic can be strong enough to make the preliminary clearance, 30-388 

The psychic can have a very great influence on the physical mind, 31-38 

The psychic can manifest things by itself inwardly or in its own plane, 30-342 

The psychic cannot lose its consciousness in the enjoyment of experiences, 30-351 

The psychic does not suffer like the vital or body, but it has a psychic sorrow, 28-108 

The psychic does not watch and observe like the mental being, 28-63 

The psychic feels and knows spontaneously in a much more direct and luminous way, 

28-63 

The psychic grows and evolves in the form of the psychic being, 28-104 

The psychic had formerly been constantly in action in the mind and vital, 31-385 

The psychic has been there even before the human began, 28-119 

The psychic has indeed the quality of peace, but that is not its main character, 30-465 
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The psychic has only to give a slight push for the ego to fall away in each field, 31-234 

The psychic has two aspects – The soul principle itself and our psychic personality, 27-

84 

The psychic in control of the vital – Doubts and revolts not possible or rapidly rejected, 

32-361 

The psychic influences the consciousness from behind, 28-111 

The psychic is a different matter – The time of its opening varies with different people, 

28-237 

The psychic is a spark come from the Divine which is there in all things, 28-105 

The psychic is a spark of the Divine, 28-107 

The psychic is constantly in contact with the immanent Divine, 28-102 

The psychic is deep within in the inner heart-centre behind the emotional being, 28-122 

The psychic is in direct relation with the transcendent Divine and leads upwards, 28-

102 

The psychic is its projection here and from within supports our whole evolution, 28-60 

The psychic is not above but behind – Its seat is behind the heart, 28-59 

The psychic is not that part which is in direct touch with the supramental plane, 28-102 

The psychic is often seen as a deep well or abyss into which one plunges, 30-341 

The psychic is realised as the Purusha behind the heart, 28-106 

The psychic is the central being in the evolution, it represents the Jivatman, 28-56 

The psychic is the individual being which comes down and travels from birth to birth, 

32-178 

The psychic is the individual being which feels the experiences and grows by them, 28-

106 

The psychic is the soul in evolution – The Atman is the self above the evolution, 28-

107 

The psychic is the soul or spark of the Divine Fire supporting the individual evolution, 

28-113 

The psychic is the soul that develops in the evolution, 28-105 

The psychic is the soul, the divine spark animating matter and life and mind, 28-104 

The psychic is the spark of the Divine involved here in the individual existence, 28-104 

The psychic is the support of the individual evolution – It is connected with the 

universal, 28-122 

The psychic is there behind the emotional surface, deep behind the heart-centre, 29-351 

The psychic is what has come down here to offer all things for transformation, 28-32 

The psychic must be strong enough to compel the vital and physical, 31-795 

The psychic part of us is something that comes direct from the Divine, 28-103 

The psychic puts its pressure not on the Divine, but on the nature, 31-259 

The psychic so long as it is veiled must express itself through the mind and vital, 29-28 

The psychic so standing in front can also extend its influence everywhere, 30-340 

The psychic stands behind the inner mind, inner vital and inner physical, 28-94 

The psychic urge alone can change the mental and vital, 31-160 

The psychic when it departs carries with it the heart of its experiences, 28-544 

The psychic will awaken and turn to the Divine all the rest of the nature, 30-345 

The psychic will get rid of the vital bonds without all this sternness and trouble, 29-383 

The soul and the psychic are the same, 28-119 
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The soul or psychic assumes the form of a developing psychic individual, 28-58 

The soul or psychic essence is the Purusha entering into the evolution and supporting it, 

28-33 

The tone of the psychic is different from that of the overhead planes, 27-84 

The unification of the psychic and the higher consciousness is indispensable, 30-382 

The union of the consciousness above with the awakened psychic being, 30-382 

The word “soul”, as also the word “psychic”, is used very vaguely, 28-103 

The word psychic has been used in English to mean anything, 28-110 

The word psychic used in English – It brings confusion and error, 28-114, 28-116 

There is a difference between the psychic and the self, 28-106 

There is also the intervention of the psychic, 31-87 

There is an inner being and an inmost being which we call the psychic, 30-236 

There is mental, vital, physical consciousness, different from the psychic, 28-118 

There is the true psychic and there is the psychic opening to other worlds, 36-371 

This power is the Purusha upholding the Prakriti – Centrally in the psychic, 28-73 

To become quiet and quietly to call back the true psychic state – The best way, 31-745 

To develop the psychic within and bring down the higher consciousness, 31-237 

To live in the inner consciousness – To bring the inmost psychic into the front, 29-20 

To reach the hidden seat of the psychic one has first to pass through these things, 28-94 

Unless a great clarity from the psychic or from the thinking mind above comes, 31-38 

What I mean by the psychic – This is not the sense in ordinary parlance, 12-368 

What is the real need now is the psychic opening in the physical consciousness, 35-320 

When it acts – A modification in the manner which belongs to the mind, vital or 

physical, 28-108 

When the mind and vital have been changed ‒ The psychic is ready to come forward, 

31-8 

When the psychic comes to the front it invades the mind and vital and body, 32-162 

When the psychic intensifies its influence, this love for the Mother becomes strong, 32-

463 

When you meditate you open to the psychic, 29-299 

Why the psychic is not strong – In the background during a thousand lives, 30-362 

Without the psychic no true transformation is possible, 35-152 

Yogic thought comes from the psychic and the higher consciousness, 31-9 

You have to bring out the full force of the psychic into the physical, 29-299 

Psychic 

“Psychic” in the sense in which it is used commonly by people has no definite 

meaning, 28-109 

In the language of our Yoga “Psychic” refers always to the inner soul, 28-109 

psychic acceptance 

By that psychic acceptance the soul opens, the mind clarifies, the vital is purified, 32-

472 

The inmost being, the psychic, accepts without question, because it has faith, 32-472 

psychic ascent 

If the psychic goes up it may be also to join its source in the central being, 30-433 

The psychic being and other parts can go up to join the higher consciousness there, 30-

433 
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psychic aspiration 

But constantly the vital demand is being taken for the psychic aspiration, 31-161 

The psychic aspiration always respects the judgment and will of the Mother, 32-519 

psychic attitude 

Develop the psychic attitude and there will be no difficulty for your approaching her, 

32-515 

One grows by faith and surrender and the joy of pure self-giving – The psychic attitude, 

32-465 

That is why the intervention of a psychic attitude is so helpful, 29-386 

The mental and vital attitude becoming more and more of a psychic character, 30-358 

The psychic attitude ‒ An effect not only on oneself but on the relations with others, 

31-302 

The psychic attitude is that which can make the progress simple, happy and easy, 30-

340 

The psychic attitude towards food and outward things, 30-377 

What must be permanent is the psychic awakening, the psychic condition and attitude, 

30-344 

psychic awakening 

Awakening of the psychic being is a different thing from its coming to the front, 30-

354 

psychic being 

(2) To call to the divine Mother to enter there and purify and unveil the psychic being, 

29-45 

A coming of the influence of the psychic being to the front., 32-188 

A constant fire – When one is always inside consciously living in the psychic being, 

29-62 

A distinction has to be made between the soul in its essence and the psychic being, 28-

116 

A distinction to be made between the soul in its essence and the psychic being, 28-114 

A psychic being arrived at the soul's freedom and immersed in the Divine, 28-541 

A true mastery and transformation of the vital movements – The psychic being, 35-725 

A vital and physical being without a clearly evolved psychic being behind it, 28-116 

All depends on the psychic awakening, our response to her and our growing surrender, 

23-184 

All human incarnations or births have naturally a psychic being, 28-547 

All that is needed is for your psychic being to come forward, 31-786 

All this is assisted by the work of the psychic being in the heart centre, 30-327 

As the evolution proceeds the soul puts forward and develops a psychic being, 21-926 

As the individual evolves the psychic grows in him and manifests as the psychic being, 

28-105 

Because the psychic being is open to them directly and they come first there, 30-324 

But it calls down also this transcendent Love and Beatitude to deliver this world, 23-

156 

By liberated psychic being, I mean that it is able to come forward, 28-112 

Emerging, it may still admit the human forms and movements, but on condition, 23-

156 
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Faithfulness is one of the first characteristics of the psychic being, 30-367 

First, the psychic being as a portion of the Divine seated in the heart, 29-497 

First, to be conscious of one's psychic being behind the heart, 29-160 

For the transformation the awakening of the psychic being also is indispensable, 28-65 

If he keeps his psychic being awake and in front, it will always protect him, 31-447 

If one goes to it, it is felt often as if one were going into a deep well, 30-341 

If the divinity is there in man, it can break through its coatings – The psychic being, 35-

428 

If the psychic being is always at the front difficulties are greatly lessened, 30-312 

If the psychic being is strong, it makes itself felt, 36-381 

If the psychic being is weak, the other parts take advantage of it, 36-381 

If you can open in the psychic being – At each step the actual truth, 31-105 

In Supermind, the psychic being can unite itself with the original Delight, 21-244 

In the first long stage of its immature existence it has leaned on earthly love, 23-155 

In the psychic being one gets the sense of oneness, but not any unification, 31-302 

In this Yoga, the psychic being is that which opens the rest of the nature, 32-161 

Is the `mental being' the same thing as the `psychic being'?, 13-433 

It evolves till it has recovered its full psychic essence and united itself with the Self, 

28-33 

It is a state which comes when the psychic being is awake and prominent, 29-352 

It is by the heart's aspiration to the Divine that the psychic being gets free, 30-363 

It is necessary for those drawn – To come here for the wakening of the psychic being, 

35-575 

It is not possible to distinguish the psychic being at first, 30-236 

It is the psychic being alone that turns to the Truth directly, 31-8 

It is the psychic being who each time creates a new mind, vital and body for himself, 

28-241 

It is the psychic inmost being that replaces the ego, 28-124 

It lifts the being towards a transcendent Ecstasy, 23-156 

It plunges the nature inward – The attraction of the Divinity within, 23-156 

Lastly, the psychic being refuses to be deceived by appearances, 36-381 

Life through the psychic being – The best condition for the spiritual realisation, 30-196 

Make the inner heart and the psychic being your centre, 32-145 

Mind, vital, the physical consciousness can be transformed by its influence, 28-188 

More especially, the development of the psychic being, 30-33 

Next, the mind and the life-impulse must be instruments – The psychic being leading, 

23-177 

No union of one’s psychic being with another’s, 35-150 

Not sex exactly is present in the psychic being but the masculine and feminine 

principle, 28-548 

Nothing is impossible in the nature if the psychic being is awake, 31-89 

Now this psychic being has manifested again in your physical consciousness also, 31-

386 

On condition you allow your psychic being, the soul in you, to awake fully, 31-126 

On what depends the realisation of the psychic being ‒ A relation with the Divine, 30-

360 
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Once the psychic being is awake, it is bound to recover control, 32-370 

Once the psychic being is sufficiently developed, it is free to choose its own rhythm, 

28-533 

One has to struggle to the psychic being behind and bring it forward, 31-690 

One is unevolving above Nature, the other evolves a psychic being in Nature, 28-61 

Open the psychic being to the direct guidance of the Mother’s light and power, 31-501 

That can only be worked out by the psychic being, 28-106 

That is how one encourages the growth of the psychic being and overcomes the ego, 

32-413 

That was why the word psychic being has to be used, 28-112 

The “central being” – Above, it is the Jivatman, below, it is the psychic being, 28-61 

The aspiration of the psychic being – The opening of the whole lower nature, 28-65 

The aspiration of the psychic being is for the transformation of the mind, life and body, 

35-149 

The best way is to live in the psychic being, for that is always surrendered to the 

Mother, 32-145 

The central being is the being in its original self, the psychic being is in the becoming, 

35-127 

The centre of the psychic being is behind the centre of the emotional being, 28-188 

The consciousness of the psychic being, 30-338 

The contribution of the psychic being to the sadhana, 30-339 

The development of the psychic being to take the place of the false soul of desire, 23-

153 

The devotion of the heart and the increasing activity of the psychic being, 31-643 

The difference between the evolving soul (psychic being) and the pure Atman, 28-536 

The difficulty will be reduced by awakening the psychic being in you, 31-114 

The full connection of your mind and vital with your psychic being, 30-471 

The guidance of the psychic being during the transition – The law of the sacrifice, 23-

178 

The individual psychic being which it puts forth assumes the imperfection of Nature, 

28-33 

The infant in the Mother’s arms is the symbol of the psychic being, 32-161 

The inmost psychic being stands in its own closeness to the Divine, 31-189 

The inner mental or vital Purusha – A step towards unveiling the psychic being, 30-239 

The Jivatman – A central being above of which the psychic being is the representative, 

28-98 

The Jivatman, spark-soul and psychic being are three different forms of the same 

reality, 28-64, 35-148 

The most important help to it is for the psychic being to grow within, 31-275 

The natural attitude of the psychic being – There is a difference even in identity, 28-61 

The observing mind and mind master of the sanction – The liberated psychic being, 23-

353 

The one thing you are concerned with is that you have a soul, a psychic being, 28-109 

The opening of the heart centre releases the psychic being, 30-325 

The other way is that of the psychic being – The Divine Force, 29-82 
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The pressure by the soul towards the Divine through a sacred love, joy and oneness, 

23-155 

The psychic behind often felt as if deep down somewhere or rising out of a depth, 30-

341 

The psychic being – The manifestation from life to life of the soul-consciousness, 28-

113 

The psychic being after it has shed its vital and other sheaths – In the psychic world, 

35-121 

The psychic being alone can bring with it the full power of the spirit in the act, 23-166 

The psychic being and consciousness are not identical, 28-118 

The psychic being and the Divine Presence in the heart are quite different things, 28-

102 

The psychic being can at first exercise only a concealed and partial and indirect action, 

21-239 

The psychic being can by sadhana become dominant and freely use its instruments, 28-

65 

The psychic being can take control of the centres that are already there, 28-241 

The psychic being cannot go back to the inferior animal consciousness, 28-550 

The psychic being cannot take up more than one body, 28-541 

The psychic being coming down into the human consciousness and body ready for it, 

28-541 

The psychic being coming to the front and staying there is the decisive movement, 32-

465 

The psychic being does not merge in the Jivatman, it becomes united with it, 28-450 

The psychic being does the same for all who are intended for the spiritual way, 28-478 

The psychic being enters into the body at birth and goes out of it at death, 28-67 

The psychic being evolves, so it is not the immutable, 28-114 

The psychic being has a form – That does not appear from the photo, 28-120 

The psychic being has to develop its surrender in detail, 30-345 

The psychic being imposes on life the law of the sacrifice of all its works, 23-179 

The psychic being in the old systems was spoken of as the Purusha in the heart, 28-112 

The psychic being is a conscious form of that soul growing in the evolution, 28-57 

The psychic being is a spiritual personality put forward by the soul – caitya puruṣa, 28-

64 

The psychic being is behind the heart-centre, 28-237 

The psychic being is called in Sanskrit the Purusha in the heart or the Chaitya Purusha, 

28-82 

The psychic being is concealed in the depths behind the heart-centre, 28-106 

The psychic being is especially the soul of the individual evolving, 28-114 

The psychic being is evolutionary, not like the Jivatman, prior to the evolution, 28-56 

The psychic being is formed by the soul in its evolution, 35-148 

The psychic being is more developed in some, but the soul-principle is the same in all, 

28-119 

The psychic being is not the fulfiller of desires, 28-123 

The psychic being is quite different from the mind or vital, 28-103 

The psychic being is the central being for the purposes of the evolution, 28-98 
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The psychic being is the developing soul consciousness, 28-118 

The psychic being is the same in the evolution, it is the spark of the Divine there, 28-60 

The psychic being is the soul developing in the evolution, 28-82 

The psychic being is the soul evolving in the course of birth and rebirth, 28-118 

The psychic being is the soul or spark of the Divine developing a form of itself, 28-107 

The psychic being is the soul within that experiences life and develops, 28-108 

The psychic being is the Soul, the Purusha in the secret heart, 28-110 

The psychic being is the soul-form or soul-personality developing, 28-110 

The psychic being is this which goes out and returns, linking a new life to former life, 

28-112 

The psychic being is veiled by the surface movements, 28-115, 28-116 

The psychic being may be described as the Purusha in the heart or the caitya puruṣa, 

28-104 

The psychic being not only helps openly, when it is strong and in front, but can govern, 

30-339 

The psychic being or the emotional being has no feelings against anyone, 29-281 

The psychic being passes through a slow development and formation, 21-928 

The psychic being realises at this stage its oneness with the true being, the Self, 28-65 

The psychic being stands behind all the others – Its force is the true soul-power, 28-188 

The psychic being stands behind mind, life and body, 28-538 

The psychic being stands behind the manifestation in life and supports it, 28-61 

The psychic being strong does not necessarily mean that it is in full control of the vital, 

32-361 

The psychic being wanting to concentrate the mind on the Divine, 30-374 

The psychic being whose place is deep inside behind the heart-centre, 32-469 

The psychic being's choice at the time of death fixes the next formation, 28-532 

The psychic comes forward of itself – Love and aspiration or mind and vital made 

ready, 35-748 

The psychic grows and evolves in the form of the psychic being, 28-104 

The right track until the psychic being is fully awake and in front, 30-263 

The Self or Atman and the soul or psychic being – Both realisations are necessary, 28-

97 

The soul comes down into the evolution and evolves a psychic being, 28-105 

The soul comes from the Divine into the evolution – As the psychic being it evolves, 

28-31 

The soul evolves through it all a being of itself which we call the psychic being, 28-537 

The soul is not limited by any form, but the psychic being puts out a form, 28-119 

The soul or psychic being is a spark of the Divine that grows and evolves, 28-105 

The soul, the psychic being, is in direct touch with the divine Truth, 30-337 

The special work of the psychic being, 30-340 

The true soul of man is not there, it is in the true invisible heart – The psychic being, 

23-150 

The true soul, the psychic being, must be given its leading place, 23-175 

The two different beings you feel are the psychic being and the external being, 28-121 

There can be no conversion without the awakening of the psychic being, 30-344 
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There can be no psychic being in a God who does not need one for his existence, 28-

450 

There is a growing psychic being supported on the psychic and expressing itself, 28-

119 

There is and can be no psychic being in a non-evolutionary creature like the Asura, 28-

450 

There is developed a psychic individuality, the psychic being, 28-103 

There is first the psychic being, 31-386 

There is individuality in the psychic being but not egoism, 28-124 

There is the divine spark, the soul – It takes a long time to arrive at the psychic being, 

28-117 

There is within a psychic being which is pure of all defects, 30-24 

This danger can only be countered by the opening of the psychic being, 23-138 

This the psychic being can easily, swiftly, deeply feel if it is fully awake, 32-153 

Three realisations ‒ Of the psychic being, of the cosmic Self, of the supreme Divine, 

30-320 

Through bhakti and aspiration you have to bring forward the psychic being, 31-120 

To become aware of the psychic being or the central Purusha is more difficult, 28-63 

To follow scrupulously a strict guidance or have the psychic being prominent, 30-300 

To live in the inner psychic being in union with the Divine, 30-345 

Usually when one sees anybody’s psychic being in a form, it is bigger than one’s 

thumb, 28-95 

Very often the form taken by the vital or psychic or mental being is very different, 28-

132 

We become aware of the psychic being within us and it comes forward, 28-60 

What will bring towards the goal is the growth of the psychic being, 29-211 

When awakened, the psychic being gives true Bhakti for God or for the Guru, 36-380 

When one rises from the psychic being below to the Jivatman above, 35-127 

When the psychic being awakens you grow conscious of your own soul, 36-379 

When the psychic being is awake, it begins to take hold of the rest of the being, 30-344 

When the psychic being is in front and influencing the whole action, 29-85 

When the psychic being is in front, then also to get rid of desire becomes easy, 31-265 

When the soul begins to develop a psychic individuality – The psychic being, 28-118 

When there is the full consciousness, Jivatman and psychic being join together, 28-57 

When your psychic being comes forward – The true knowledge, 31-54 

Wherever you are, we shall always be near to your psychic being, 31-791 

With the psychic being constantly in front and acting as an intermediary, 31-362 

Within the evolution itself the Jivatma is represented by the evolving psychic being, 

28-68 

Psychic Being 

In this Yoga, one can realise the Psychic Being – A first transformation, 35-176 

psychic bhakti 

The psychic bhakti is made up of love and self-giving without demand, 32-477 

The psychic bhakti, the true vital love are the real moving forces, 29-344 

psychic Bhakti 

Psychic Bhakti does not make any demand, it makes no reservations, 36-380 
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psychic body 

The arrangement of the psychic body – The chakras and the Kundalini, 23-537 

psychic centre 

Difficulties in the way of one's going deep inside into the psychic centre, 30-203 

Going inside into the psychic centre ‒ One feels peace and sweetness, 30-341 

If you are thus rising from the psychic centre, so much the better, 30-339 

If you continue with all sincerity, the psychic centre is likely to open of itself, 35-578 

The consciousness of the psychic centre, 30-345 

Until the conscious linking with the psychic centre is done – No supramental descent, 

28-109 

psychic change 

1. The psychic change so that a complete devotion can be the main motive, 30-319 

Everything is dangerous in the sadhana or can be, except the psychic change, 30-338 

The psychic change – The blossoming of the inner love, joy, bhakti, 31-628 

The psychic change of the nature first ‒ The purification of the heart, 30-41 

What is needed now is all should make this psychic change their main object, 31-385 

psychic coming forward 

By sadhana the psychic being can be more and more brought forward, 30-355 

Even when the psychic is in front ‒ Likely to be mental and vital difficulties, 30-363 

Get the psychic being in front and keep it there, 30-333 

Getting the psychic in front – Only when you are sufficiently advanced, 30-361 

If there is the will to surrender in the central being, the psychic can come forward, 30-

361 

It is not necessary to make an effort to bring your psychic being to the front, 30-361 

It is your psychic being which came in front or else it is the true vital being, 30-356 

Nothing done in the past or present can prevent the psychic from coming forward, 30-

361 

Now that the vital mind is quiet the psychic is pressing to come forward, 30-358 

Once the psychic has been in front it can always return with comparative ease, 30-364 

Or the psychic must come forward and change the nature, 30-23 

The aspiration for the psychic being to come forward as the leader, 30-381 

The best means of bringing forward the psychic being, 30-360 

The coming forward of the psychic being from behind, 30-304 

The coming forward of the psychic is another matter, 30-373 

The coming in front of the psychic – The psychic discernment, 30-352 

The descent from above into the heart can help the psychic to come forward, 30-361 

The direct relation with the Divine ‒ When the psychic being grows and comes 

forward, 30-360 

The mere burning of the fire does not show that the psychic is coming forward, 30-373 

The psychic being coming in front ‒ To psychicise the whole consciousness, 30-355 

The psychic being in front ‒ Within the protection and moved by the Mother’s force, 

30-356 

The psychic comes forward of itself, 30-361 

The psychic comes to the front ‒ Before the realisation of the Divine or after it, 30-360 

The signs of the psychic’s coming forward ‒ An entire consecration and dedication, 30-

356 
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There is no approved method of bringing forward the psychic being, 30-360 

This can only be done perfectly if the psychic comes forward, 30-30 

To bring the psychic forward ‒ Selfishness and demand must be got rid of, 30-361 

What is meant by the psychic's coming to the front, 30-354 

When it comes to the front it invades the mind and vital and body and psychicises, 30-

354 

When peace is established in the heart ‒ Possible for the psychic being to come 

forward, 30-386 

When the psychic being comes forward all is happiness, the right attitude, 30-355 

When the psychic being comes forward and controls and changes the nature, 30-385 

When the psychic being comes in front, there is an automatic perception, 30-356 

When the psychic being gets in front – A fundamentally smooth action, 30-357 

When the psychic comes forward and leads and governs, 30-358 

When the psychic comes forward, then one begins to see clearly and rightly", 30-359 

When the psychic is in front or active and the mind and vital consent ‒ The intensity, 

30-61 

When the psychic is in the front, the sadhana becomes natural and easy, 30-357 

psychic condition 

A combination of all these three approaches creates a spiritual or psychic condition, 21-

937 

Freedom from all ties and entire and sole turning to the Mother ‒ A psychic condition, 

30-368 

The psychic condition is being gradually prepared as a basis for the sadhana, 30-367 

psychic connection 

There is also a psychic connection which is individual – A special relation with each, 

32-507 

psychic consciousness 

All depends on getting the psychic consciousness and putting its light into this vital 

part, 32-346 

Keep the psychic consciousness in the front, then it will be much easier, 31-147 

The advantage of being in the psychic consciousness is that you have the right 

awareness, 32-153 

The awakening of the psychic consciousness and its control over the rest, 30-344 

The psychic consciousness in you coming in and replacing the ordinary one, 30-219 

The psychic consciousness makes it easy to go on in faith, 31-38 

The range of the psychic consciousness – Broad lines and main features, 23-875 

The true psychic consciousness in some fullness, 30-385 

psychic contact 

As the sadhak returns to the outside world, the psychic contact may easily get covered, 

35-575 

The psychic contact brings true perception and true feeling, 29-362 

psychic control 

The most effective force for this is the psychic control along with steady rejection, 31-

237 

psychic conversion 

The psychic conversion ‒ The consciousness turned towards the light, 30-365 
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psychic discernment 

If the psychic puts forth psychic discernment there is no danger, 30-364 

The coming in front of the psychic – The psychic discernment, 30-352 

psychic element 

Lastly, there is in the highest or deepest kind of love the psychic element, 29-340 

One begins to come into conscious touch by the growth of the psychic element, 28-63 

The psychic element and the spiritual element – Two sides of the same thing, 29-340 

psychic emergence 

By the keeping of the mind and vital still for the descent and for the psychic to emerge, 

30-387 

The psychic being emerges slowly in most men, even after taking up sadhana, 30-363 

Your physical ill-health prevented the emergence of the psychic from completing itself, 

30-364 

psychic entity 

A double psychic entity – The surface desire-soul and a subliminal psychic entity, 21-

234 

A fourth human principle, the soul – The desire-soul and the true psychic entity, 21-278 

Dangers of an opening without any full emergence of the soul, the psychic entity, 21-

942 

Not the unborn Self or Atman it is yet its deputy in the forms of Nature, 21-238 

The desire-soul and the psychic entity – To bring to the surface is not enough, 13-478 

The mixed capacity can be cured by going still deeper behind it to the psychic entity, 

21-559 

The psychic entity is covered up by the play of the desire-mind, 23-351 

The psychic entity manifests itself as the central being, the guide and ruler – The 

results, 21-941 

The true secret is to help him to find his deeper self, the real psychic entity within, 25-

33 

This veiled psychic entity is the flame of the Godhead always alight within us, 21-238 

psychic experience 

Psychic experience has its own characteristic forms, 28-188 

The psychic experience – The increase of the psychic qualities, 30-338 

psychic experiences 

Your will aided by the Mother's force and your inner psychic experiences, 30-25 

psychic feeling 

But there can also be a special psychic feeling for one or another, 31-302 

Develop the psychic feeling which distinguishes the truth from the falsehood, 32-466 

One can have a psychic feeling for all beings – It does not depend on sex, 31-301 

The psychic feeling in sadhana which presses towards the growth of bhakti, 30-348 

There is a fundamental psychic feeling which is the same for all, 31-302 

This psychic feeling creates happiness and harmony, 32-463 

psychic feelings 

Only the psychic feelings that come from the deeper heart within are not vital, 31-121 

psychic fire 

A psychic fire within into which all is thrown with the Divine Name upon it, 23-165 

Agni is the psychic fire, it is not the Divine Presence, 30-374 
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Becoming conscious that the fire can burn out all impurities, 30-369 

If it is in the heart it may be psychic fire, 30-373 

It opens the earth, the physical consciousness to the Divine Light, 30-369 

Offering to the psychic fire is not contrary to the worship of the Mother, 32-137 

The central fire is in the psychic being, but it can be lit in all the parts of the being, 30-

369 

The fire one feels within ‒ The fire of sacrifice, self-offering, of aspiration or of 

tapasya, 30-368 

The fire which you feel in the chest must surely be the psychic fire, 30-368 

The fire you saw was the fire of the psychic being, 30-369 

The fire you saw was the psychic fire of purification and tapasya, 30-369 

The great fire of purification and concentration, 30-369 

The heat is the result of the psychic fire burning away obstacles, 30-370 

The psychic fire in the deeper heart is lighted in the mind, the vital and the physical 

body, 27-85 

The psychic fire increases as the psychic grows within, 30-368 

The psychic fire is individual – A fire of aspiration or personal tapasya, 30-373 

The psychic fire is not the psychic being, it is something proper to it, 30-368 

The psychic fire is the fire of aspiration, purification and tapasya, 30-368 

The psychic fire may burn in the vital, 30-373 

The psychic fire which all must pass through so as to reach the Mother, 30-369 

To be directly conscious of the psychic fire, one must have the subtle sense active, 32-

611 

When it burns in the heart it is the fire in the psychic, 30-373 

psychic flame 

The psychic being in the heart may manifest first as this psychic flame, 30-368 

psychic force 

The psychic force trying to open the mental and vital lid which covers the soul, 30-341 

psychic fragrance 

The beautiful scent that you get is a subtle or psychic fragrance, 30-371 

psychic heart 

One has to follow the dictates of the deeper psychic heart within, 29-89 

psychic human love 

There is a psychic human love – The right and best way of love and bhakti, 29-341 

psychic in the physical 

The remedy ‒ Aspiration steady and unchanging, the psychic in the physical, 31-360 

psychic individual 

It develops in the course of the evolution a psychic individual or soul individuality, 28-

118 

The soul or psychic assumes the form of a developing psychic individual, 28-58 

psychic influence 

Movements of the vital under the psychic touch, 30-367 

The deep plunge into the psychic and the emergence of the psychic influence, 30-357 

The inner vital when it is full of the psychic influence, 31-121 

The psychic influence tries to bring the truth of the soul, 30-367 

When the psychic touches there is an intensification of love, 30-367 
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psychic intensity 

Psychic intensity ‒ Only when one lives centrally in the psychic, 30-378 

psychic joy 

The psychic joy ‒ A feeling of joy, intense but calm and pure, 30-374 

This psychic joy communicates itself to the mind, the vital and the body, 30-374 

psychic light 

If once the psychic light and happiness ‒ It is not easy for other forces to cloud, 31-184 

The colour of the psychic light is according to what it manifests, 30-132 

psychic longing 

If sorrow there must be – Only the psychic longing for the true thing to come, 29-474 

psychic love, 29-336, 29-346 

A psychic love towards all is also emerging, 30-358 

If it is the true psychic love, then faith goes with it, 32-466 

If there is the entire faith, then the psychic love becomes soon awake, 32-466 

In the human relation the psychic love gets mixed up with other elements, 31-307 

Psychic love can have a warmth and a flame more intense than the vital, 31-307 

Psychic love comes usually to be employed as a cover and excuse, 31-308 

Psychic love is a form taken by divine love in the human being, 29-336 

Psychic love is based on self-giving, 29-348 

Psychic love is distinguished by an essential purity and selflessness, 31-301 

Psychic love is quite satisfying, and it can change even the vital love, 29-336 

Psychic love never gets its true satisfaction till it turns to the Divine, 31-302 

Psychic love or feeling for all can exist without this realisation, 29-337 

Replacing true psychic love by the vital kind full of demand, ego, jealousy, revolt etc., 

35-463 

The Divine Love is based upon oneness – The psychic derives from the Divine Love, 

29-336 

The love for the Divine of which I speak is not a psychic love only, 29-339 

The psychic has its own more personal love, bhakti, surrender, 29-337 

The psychic love is essentially a permanent soul-sympathy which is not attached, 31-

316 

The soul’s love and joy come from within from the psychic being, 29-336 

The spiritual or psychic love for all ‒ The radiation of the union with the Divine, 31-

304 

The vital love offered by many to the Mother instead of the psychic love, 32-475 

Universal love is always universal – Psychic love can individualise itself, 29-337 

When in the vital love is changed into a form of the psychic love, 31-301 

When the selfish element is rejected, one can feel the true psychic or divine love, 31-

300 

When there is no demand or desire, only love and self-giving, that is the psychic love, 

29-336 

When there is the movement of psychic love in the heart, 31-491 

psychic mind 

Psychic mind and mental psychic are the same thing practically, 28-177 

When the mind is turned towards the Divine and the Truth – A psychic mind, 28-177 

psychic movement 
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Bhakti and love are part of the psychic movement, a large part of it, 30-362 

The psychic movement and the endeavour to detect and remove the ego, 29-210 

Two movements, the psychic and the spiritual ‒ Neither is complete without the other, 

30-383 

psychic new birth 

If there is a refusal of the psychic new birth, there will be a failure in the sadhana, 30-

338 

If there is refusal of the psychic new birth, there will be a failure in the sadhana, 32-161 

psychic opening 

(3) On the psychic opening, 30-319 

A psychic opening means the removal of the veil and the increasingly direct action, 30-

347 

By an increased psychic opening they will lose their hold, 31-124 

Devotion and inner consecration are the best way to open the psychic, 30-384 

For the opening, concentration on the Mother and self-offering to her, 30-321 

Get the full psychic opening in the most external physical consciousness, 29-114 

Get the psychic opening in the most external physical consciousness, 32-201 

He can be rescued only by a complete and permanent psychic opening, 30-348 

I was not wrong in pressing for the psychic opening as the only way out, 30-350 

If desire is rejected and there is a steady aspiration, the psychic opens of itself, 30-349 

Love, bhakti, surrender, the psychic opening are the only short cut to the Divine, 35-

743 

That condition is the beginning of psychic opening, 32-222 

That condition is the beginning of the psychic opening, 31-191 

The condition of an entire opening of the psychic being, 30-349 

The descent of the higher consciousness through the mind opens the psychic, 30-352 

The experience of the opening of the psychic, 30-322 

The human defects of the Guru do not matter when there is the psychic opening, 29-

201 

The inner being and the psychic in you are opening and the psychic is influencing all, 

30-351 

The opening of the heart-lotus is most important for the unveiling of the psychic, 30-

351 

The opening of the psychic done direct ‒ It is most effective then, 30-352 

The psychic being shows itself ‒ The first change to be made, 30-347 

The psychic opening makes a more satisfying and rapid progress possible, 30-347 

The psychic opening through the heart – Connection with the individual Divine, 30-327 

The quietude of the mind and the psychic opening – Greater things can come, 30-45 

To believe in the Mother's action encourages the opening of the psychic, 30-373 

What is lacking is the full opening of the psychic being behind the heart, 30-384 

When it is found difficult to do it direct, the change begins from above, 30-352 

When the direct opening of the psychic centre is easy, 30-352 

When the psychic being can be fully open, 30-349 

When there is the full psychic state or opening, then experiences begin to come, 30-348 

When there is the psychic opening ‒ The things most obstinate in the nature can 

change, 31-715 
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psychic openness 

There lies the difference between straining and pulling and psychic openness, 31-192 

psychic Person 

The psychic entity grows till it is able to come forward into the front, 21-240 

The psychic Person puts forward a psychic personality which develops, 21-239 

psychic personality 

As this experience grows it manifests a developing psychic personality, 30-337 

The psychic has two aspects – The soul principle itself and our psychic personality, 27-

84 

psychic phenomena 

An immediate, intimate and accurate knowledge – The “psychic phenomena”, 21-556 

This demand is irrational and illogical – The process of the psychic phenomena, 21-803 

psychic plane 

The psychic plane – A realm of peace, joy and oneness, 28-124 

There is a psychic plane behind the emotional which influences all the others, 28-127 

psychic plasticity 

What was meant by “plasticity within” – The psychic plasticity, 30-350 

psychic poetry 

Poetry essentially psychic can have a strong vital element, 27-17 

psychic prana 

The combination with the psychic prana creates in us the sensational desire-soul, 23-

647 

The fourfold perfection of the psychic prana, 23-735 

The grand deformation which the psychic prana contributes to our being, is desire, 23-

656 

The nervous action of the psychic prana on the emotions – Fear, anger, love, 23-649 

The proper action of the psychic prana – A quite legitimate human enjoyment, 23-655 

The psychic prana, pranic mind or desire soul too calls for its own perfection, 23-734 

psychic pressure 

With the psychic pressure this remnant of resistance will pass, 31-138 

psychic principle 

Soul or psychic term is double as every other cosmic principle in us, 21-233 

psychic purity 

The colour of the psychic light is according to what it manifests, 30-132 

psychic Purusha 

The true being is the inner and especially the inmost, the soul, the psychic Purusha, 28-

217 

psychic push 

The only reality is the occult psychic push behind, 29-30 

psychic qualities 

The psychic experience – The increase of the psychic qualities, 30-338 

psychic realisation 

The psychic realisation is not one of dissolving like a drop of water in the sea, 29-337 

What the psychic realisation does bring is a psychic change of the nature, 29-499 

What the psychic realisation does bring is a psychic change of the nature purifying it, 

35-172 
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psychic region 

That on the back must be a direct pressure on the psychic region, 28-238 

psychic relations 

Purely psychic relations between man and woman – Sex could not intervene, 31-306 

psychic sadness 

The psychic sadness is a quite different thing, 36-381 

The psychic sadness is of a purifying and not a depressing kind, 30-375 

There is a psychic sadness, but this is a sweet and quiet sorrow, 30-465 

psychic seeds 

The psychic seeds or sparks – The Infinite throwing itself out in infinite variety, 28-522 

psychic self 

The inmost psychic self in you has already in it the Yogin and the bhakta, 30-218 

psychic sense 

The psychic, when it acts as the main power – An inherent psychic sense, 30-382 

psychic senses 

An indirect, a representative range of psychical experience – The psychic senses, 23-

875 

psychic sensitives 

In the present circumstances the proper line is to postpone this psychic development, 

36-338 

Psychic sensitives require a constant protection and guidance, 36-338 

psychic sorrow 

A psychic sorrow – The soul feels how strong is the resistance in the world, 30-374 

Psychic sorrow is a spiritual movement, 30-375 

The psychic does not suffer like the vital or body, but it has a psychic sorrow, 28-108 

The vital took it up perhaps ‒ Otherwise there is nothing disturbing in a psychic 

sorrow, 30-375 

There is a psychic sorrow – But psychic tears need not be sorrowful, 30-375 

There is the psychic sorrow and the head also aches, 30-374 

psychic state 

The true consciousness and the psychic state – The one thing needful for you, 28-101 

psychic suggestion 

The mind must follow the psychic suggestion and keep itself open to the Mother, 31-

132 

psychic sweetness 

The psychic sweetness flowing into the system, 30-462 

psychic transformation 

A “psychic transformation” of the nature – A psychisation of the nature, 30-380 

A resistance ‒ An opening in the spiritual mind but not a sufficient psychic change, 30-

384 

If you have the psychic transformation it facilitates immensely the other, 30-380 

It is not the psychic but the mind that gets raised and transformed, 30-381 

Psychic – The conversion of our whole present nature into a soul-instrumentation, 21-

924 

That is why we insist on the psychic transformation – For that does change the nature, 

35-365 
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That is why we insist on the psychic transformation as the first necessity, 31-617 

The psychic change is of the utmost importance, 30-381 

The psychic is the change that comes from within, 30-380 

The psychic is the first of two transformations necessary, 30-380 

The psychic transformation with the spiritual also well under way already, 29-335 

What is called in this yoga the psychic transformation, 29-307 

psychic truth 

Get the habit of simple straightforward psychic truth engraved in the vital, 31-104 

psychic turn 

The psychic turn, faith, perfect and simple confidence and reliance, 29-487 

psychic urge 

But sometimes it is also the mind and vital under the stress of a psychic urge, 29-28 

psychic vision 

The true spiritual or psychic vision – A small portion and instrument of the Divine, 31-

798 

There is also a psychic vision by which one can see the forms of the Gods, 30-105 

We speak of the inner vision or the subtle sight, not the psychic vision, 30-105 

psychic way 

The quiet psychic way is the easiest and simplest and most direct way, 31-192 

psychic weeping 

Only the psychic weeping does not open the door to these forces, 30-376 

Psychic weeping, a weeping from the soul deep within, does not cause a fall, 32-512 

This weeping has no strain or suffering in it, it is something very deep and quiet, 32-

512 

psychic world 

A being of a psychic world cannot get fused into the soul of a human being on earth, 

28-539 

A Jivanmukta does not take rest in the psychic world before taking birth again on earth, 

28-541 

A soul can go straight to the psychic world if the psychic is in front at the time, 28-536 

Finally the soul or psychic being retires into the psychic world, 28-535 

The condition of the souls that retire into the psychic world is entirely static, 28-539 

The guardians of the psychic world are not human souls, 28-541 

The psychic being after it has shed its vital and other sheaths – In the psychic world, 

35-121 

The psychic world cannot be one among the other worlds, 28-538 

There are other beings, guardians of the psychic world, 28-539 

There is a psychic world – A place of rest for the soul between two incarnations, 28-

124 

When it enters the psychic world, it begins to assimilate the essence of its experience, 

28-532 

psychic yearning 

As for the heart longing for the Divine there need be no sorrow or disturbance, 30-377 

The psychic yearning brings no reaction of dissatisfaction or disturbance, 30-377 

The weeping that comes from the psychic being – Psychic yearning and aspiration, 30-

376 
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The yearning of the heart may be there but it should not disturb the peace, 30-376 

psychical 

India believes in and has the key to a psychical world within man and without him, 8-

55 

psychical body 

The soul keeps even after death this mental or psychical body, 23-537 

psychical consciousness 

Faculties can be brought to the surface by the waking of the psychical consciousness, 

23-895 

The awakening of the psychical consciousness enables us to become aware, 23-877 

The lower ranges of the psychical consciousness are subject to dangerous influences, 

23-896 

The psychical consciousness is that of what is now often called the subliminal self, 23-

893 

The psychical consciousness is transformed and finally taken into the supermind, 23-

882 

The supramental transformation of the psychical consciousness and sense, 23-880 

psychical ether 

The subtle matter of the mental or psychical ether – Transcriptions or impresses, 23-

876 

psychical phenomena 

The trend of knowledge – Psychical phenomena, 18-57 

psychical prana 

To get rid of desire is the one firm indispensable purification of the psychical prana, 

23-657 

psychical sciences 

Physical knowledge and new and old psychical sciences and results, 20-36 

psychical sense 

The power of seeing by the psychical sense images of all things in time and space, 23-

894 

The supramental transformation of the psychical consciousness and sense, 23-880 

psychical sight 

The psychical sight receives characteristically the images in the subtle matter, 23-876 

psychicisation 

Psychicisation is not enough – It is only a beginning, 35-154 

Psychicisation means to live, act and do sadhana for the sake of the Divine, 30-363 

The preliminary work – Psychicisation and spiritualisation of the being and nature, 28-

290 

The upward conversions cannot be secure if the lower nature is not psychicised, 35-118 

psychic-mental 

They can be called the psychic-mental, the psychic-vital, the psychic-physical, 28-107 

psychic-physical 

They can be called the psychic-mental, the psychic-vital, the psychic-physical, 28-107 

psychic-vital 

The psychic-vital seeks after the Divine, but it has a demand in its self-giving, 28-108 

They can be called the psychic-mental, the psychic-vital, the psychic-physical, 28-107 
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psychisation 

A “psychic transformation” of the nature – A psychisation of the nature, 30-381 

Between psychisation and spiritualisation there is a difference, 30-380 

Complete psychisation brings entire openness to the Higher Consciousness, 30-382 

For most sadhaks, the psychisation would be a big change that is quite enough for 

them, 35-285 

Psychisation can bring about or embrace most of the great spiritual realisations, 35-285 

Psychisation is not enough, it is only a beginning, 29-399 

Psychisation means the change of the lower nature, 30-380 

psycho-analysis 

For a psychologist, the child remembering his stay in the womb – It is an extravagance, 

27-528 

Freud’s craze for going back into his mother’s womb – Suggestions by psycho-

analysis, 35-9 

The “aberration” – Cubist and surrealist painting, modernist poetry, psycho-analysis, 

27-529 

The psycho-analysis of Freud is the last thing that one should associate with Yoga, 31-

612 

These psycho-analysts try to scrutinise spiritual experience, 31-615 

They look from down up and explain the higher lights by the lower obscurities, 31-615 

psychological experience 

Psychological experience – A double action, mixed or dependent, pure or sovereign, 

21-68 

psychological ignorance 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 

The psychological ignorance – A limitation to the waking self, 21-761 

psychological knowledge 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

psychology 

A complete psychology must be a complex of the science of mind, 12-305 

A complete psychology must be a compound of science and metaphysical knowledge, 

12-305 

A direct experiential and experimental psychology seems to be demanded, 12-319 

Again the whole method of Yoga is psychological, 23-517 

An ordinary psychology will be of no help to us, 23-623 

Beyond mind psychological experience finds the supermind, 12-311 

d) Only by Yoga process – A direct inner psychological instrumentation, 12-323 

How far the development of mentality can go – A capital questions of psychology, 12-

309 

Indian psychology – Justified by all the latest psychological discoveries, 20-116 

It is an ignorant psychology that reduces everything to the sex-motive, 31-493 

Modern psychological experiment and observation – Two different lines, 13-178 

Modern psychologists mixing up psychology and physiology, 12-319 

Modern psychology – A truth which the ancients already knew, 18-54 

Modern psychology – Limited and fundamentally inconclusive, 12-322 
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Modern psychology is an infant science, at once rash, fumbling and crude, 31-613 

Modern psychology marching to the very truths arrived at by the ancient Rishis, 12-130 

Modern psychology will be led perforce on to the path followed by the ancient, 13-182 

Modern Science and psychology – No such separate entity as mind or soul, 23-536 

Psychological enquiry in Europe is only beginning and has not gone very far, 28-173 

Psychological investigation upon this line done by our remote forefathers, 13-180 

Psychology as a continuation of physiology, 13-178 

Psychology deals with mind and consciousness – Their actual workings, 31-73 

Psychology has made an advance in the realm of Mind, 13-177 

Psychology is the knowledge of consciousness and its operations, 12-305 

Psychology is the science of Consciousness, 12-318 

Psychology is the science of consciousness – A world of occult phenomena, 12-316 

Psychology leads to the perception of the one soul and one mind, 23-514 

Psychology may begin as a natural science, but must end in a metaphysical enquiry, 12-

306 

Science cannot deal with knowledge – Psychology at present is not a science, 12-232 

Still, psychological self-knowledge is only the experience of the modes of the Self, 23-

304 

The ancient Rishis were able to see that God dwells within & over Nature, 12-131 

The knowledge at which psychology arrives in its largest generalisations, 12-313 

The method of knowledge in the field of physics, in psychology, in biology, 28-396 

The old European system of psychology – The vices of the old system persist, 12-315 

The phenomena of psychology – A man dreaming, stunned or in trance, catalepsy, 12-

129 

The psychological existence of the ordinary man – A crude inward existence, 23-75 

The whole psychology of Vedanta depends upon this double scale, 12-313 

This defect has so long kept European psychology in the status of a pseudo-science, 12-

316 

Truths which western psychology still ignores or refuses to acknowledge, 18-55 

Vedantic psychology – The idea and intuition of a higher reality than mind, 12-311 

Vedic psychologists – No difference of essential law in the physical and the psychical, 

12-315 

What I mean by Yogic psychology – The nature and movements of consciousness, 12-

322 

Psychology 

The possibility of a cosmic consciousness in humanity admitted in modern Psychology, 

21-24 

Psychology of Social Development 

The “Psychology of Social Development” – The evolution of human society, 13-108 

psycho-physical 

A psycho-vital or psycho-physical Yoga will not be safe for you until you have this, 

36-373 

I am now considering whether homeopathy has any psycho-physical basis, 31-584 

If one can strike at their psycho-physical root, one can cure, 31-583 

psychotherapy 

Faith-healing and psychotherapy are also facts, 31-561 
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psycho-vital 

A psycho-vital or psycho-physical Yoga will not be safe for you until you have this, 

36-373 

public meeting 

Take for instance the new ordinance to restrict the right of public meeting, 6-410 

The Coercion Ordinance directed against public meetings, 6-461 

The leaders should immediately hold the prohibited meetings as a challenge, 6-411 

The Ordinance restricting the right of public meeting, 6-406 

public opinion 

Trampling on public opinion without silencing its expression is mere madness, 8-422 

public pronouncement 

A rule not to make any public pronouncement – The Cripps affair was an exception, 

35-68 

publication 

As for past writings, I never take the initiative for publication in papers, 35-67 

As to the Foreword, I had made a strict rule not to publish anything of the kind, 35-68 

I do not attach much importance to the publication or non-publication of my poetry, 27-

359 

I don’t agree at all with not publishing because you won’t be understood, 27-672 

I have forbidden myself to write anything for publication for some time, 35-67 

publicist 

The duty of the publicist is to seek to brace the nerves of the martyrs, 6-509 

publicity 

I do not find publicity for its own sake desirable, 35-72 

publishing 

We do not respect official secrets, when public interests demand it, but publish them, 6-

145 

pulling 

Desire leads to pulling down the force, 29-275 

It is certainly a mistake to bring down the light by force, to pull it down, 29-61 

It is not that the pulling and straining and tension can do nothing, 31-192 

People are always pulling vital force from each other though not consciously, 32-565 

Pulling – When one is open and too eager and tries to pull down the force, experience 

etc., 32-223 

Pulling comes usually from a desire to get things for oneself, 29-61 

Pulling down the Light into an active mind – The action of the Light may get 

deformed, 32-264 

The difference between straining and pulling and a spontaneous psychic openness, 32-

222 

The right kind of meditation – Inner rest, quiet opening, not eager or desperate pulling, 

32-221 

There lies the difference between straining and pulling and psychic openness, 31-191 

pulling down 

It is certainly a mistake to bring down the light by force, to pull it down, 30-481 

Let the Force come in ‒ Not pull it down, but aid its entry by full aspiration and assent, 

30-480 
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punctuality 

In work there must be a rule and discipline and as much punctuality as possible, 29-277 

punishment. 

God loves entirely when He punishes cruelly (242), 12-456 

Punjab 

Passive Resistance is being boldly carried into effect in the Punjab, 6-337 

The West also preserves its tradition – Punjab, Gujarat & Sindh, the Mahrattas, 1-153 

Purana 

The religious writings, Purana and Tantra – Simplicity and directness, 20-355 

The stream of religious poetry flows separately in Purana and Tantra, 20-356 

Puranas 

I will take this Puranic theory as a working hypothesis – A great Vedic age, 17-313 

The philosophical writings and the religious poetry of the Puranas and Tantras, 20-369 

The Puranas and Tantras contain the highest spiritual and philosophical truths, 20-374 

The Puranas are essentially a true religious poetry, 20-375 

The Puranas are the religious poetry peculiar to this period, 20-372 

The Puranas carried forward the appeal to the intellect and imagination, 20-373 

The Puranic account supposes us to have left behind the last Satya period, 17-311 

Puranic religion 

The psycho-spiritual inner life of Puranic and Tantric religion and Yoga, 20-209 

Puranic religions 

The Puranic religions – A new form and extension of the truth of the ancient culture, 

20-372 

Purano-Tantric culture 

The Purano-Tantric was the second stage, 20-215 

Pure Being 

Pure Being is the affirmation by the Unknowable of Itself as the free base of all, 21-33 

pure ideative mind 

The pure ideative mind – The highest reach of the intellect, 23-843 

pure mentality 

Still even this pure mentality does not escape from the original error of mind, 21-181 

The pure mentality – Sometimes mistaken for the pure spirit, 21-181 

pure reason 

Pure reason deals with ideas, concepts, the essential nature of things, 31-14 

The pure reason is quite another thing, but only a few are able to use it, 31-14 

purety. 

Only the soul that is naked and unashamed, can be pure and innocent (350), 12-469 

purgative 

That no child under 12 months should be given a purgative, 32-593 

purgatives 

She also disapproves of the excessive use of purgatives, 31-585 

purification 

(2) A purification so that the psychic being (the soul) may govern, 30-45 

A certain amount of purification is indispensable for going on, 30-40 

A certain amount of purification is necessary before there can be any realisation, 29-46 
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A premature movement, before the tranquillising purification of the outer nature, 21-

938 

A purification of this part by the descent of the higher consciousness is a necessity, 31-

518 

A total purification – Ethics and the Spirit's purity beyond good and evil, 23-644 

All sincere and sustained effort of purification has its result, 31-137 

But first there must be the opening, a purification, a fixed quietude, 29-62 

Experience has to begin long before perfect purification, 29-382 

First, all the lower consciousness has to be purified and made ready, 30-404 

For the external vital an outer discipline is necessary for the purification, 31-107 

Four constituent elements of the Yoga – Purification, liberation, perfection, delight, 23-

639 

Get your vital purified and calm ‒ Nothing abnormal like not sleeping, not eating, 30-

34 

I have always had realisation by meditation first and the purification started afterwards, 

35-230 

If there are any disturbing results, all should be turned towards a purification, 29-317 

In proportion as we are purified, the true being within declares itself more clearly, 23-

274 

It has been seen that a most effective way of purification is to draw back, 23-767 

It is for this reason that a previous preparation and long purification are necessities, 23-

829 

It is necessary first to purify and prepare the nature, 29-226 

Most indeed have a long journey of purification and tapasya to go through, 29-352 

Not until the whole of the adhara has been fundamentally and patiently purified, 36-378 

One element of this consecration must be a self-purifying, 23-573 

One must be ready to accept the necessity of years of preparation and purification, 29-

47 

Or you have to bring the psychic in front and the psychic will purify the vital, 31-112 

Perfect purification is the basis of the perfect siddhi, 30-33 

Purification – Rejecting all that is egoistic or of the nature of rajasic desire, 29-46 

Purification – The removal of all aberrations, disorders, obstructions, 23-530 

Purification and a basis of calm are the first necessary steps in the spiritual life, 29-46 

Purification and concentration as the right arm – Renunciation is the left arm, 23-326 

Purification and consecration are two great necessities of sadhana, 30-41 

Purification from sex, from desires and demands, from depression, 29-46 

Purification in front along with concentration, 31-232 

Purification is an essential means towards self-perfection, 23-639 

Purification of the heart ‒ By psychological, non-mechanical processes, 30-42 

Purification of the heart brings the divine touch and in time the divine presence, 35-619 

Purification of the nature is not what I mean by transformation, 29-403 

Purification of the nature is the first aim to be achieved, 35-551 

Purification of the vital is usually considered to be a condition for successful sadhana, 

31-107 

Purification, to make the whole mental being a clear mirror, 23-515 

Purifying the heart means a pretty considerable achievement, 30-43 
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Quieting of the mind and purification of the nature are what you must have, 29-47 

Quieting of the mind, purification, humility, persistence, reliance on the Grace, 29-47 

Realisation by meditation first and the purification afterwards, 30-40 

Stumbles, failures, etc. in the work of self-purification and change, 31-188 

The aspiration must be for entire purification, 29-46 

The dangers of the unregenerated vital and the necessity of purification, 31-284 

The difference between mental or moral control and a spiritual purification, 31-265 

The first necessity – The purification of the working of the instruments, 23-643 

The insistence on purification does not mean that I condemn true feeling, 29-357 

The love of the Mother purifies both heart and body, 32-482 

The mind and heart, enlightened, have been formed into a purifying instrument, 15-355 

The most important thing for purification of the heart is an absolute sincerity, 30-43 

The one thing needful – The power and purification of the soul, 13-90 

The preliminary purification before Yogic experiences may extend to 12 years, 30-33 

The psychic change of the nature first ‒ The purification of the heart, 30-41 

The purification in the psychic fire – The emergence of the psychic being, 23-165 

The purification necessary before the understanding can fulfil rightly its part, 23-312 

The purification of one instrument depends on the purification of all the others, 23-654 

The purification of the instruments – A preparation for spiritual liberation, 23-674 

The purification of the intermediary parts, 23-659 

The purification of the vital takes a long time, 31-136 

The purified mental and emotional consciousness – The pure mental being, 15-356 

The Soma-wine is pressed out by the pressing-stone, purified through a strainer, 15-354 

The two (purification and manifestation) go on progressing side by side, 30-40 

Their purification, not their destruction is the aim in view, 23-12 

These impulses must lose their force of recurrence by rejection and purification, 30-492 

This “state of grace” is often prepared by a long tapasya or purification, 29-195 

This purification is made just in order that no trouble may occur in the future, 31-736 

This purification spells an entire equality of the nervous being and the heart, 23-313 

This sadhana – Not without a fairly long period of preparation and purification, 30-304 

To cast out of us the ego idea is not possible until the purification of the instruments, 

23-677 

To others a more or less prolonged period of purification and preparation comes first, 

30-32 

Transformation is made possible by purification, 30-43 

Trying to bring down occult powers into an unpurified mind, heart and body, 30-42 

Unless the adhar is made pure, 30-34 

When the heart is purified, other things which seemed impossible before become easy, 

29-48 

Without purification it is not possible to live always in the Brahman consciousness, 35-

304 

purification. 

If you leave it to God to purify, He will exhaust the evil in you subjectively (245), 12-

457 

purity 
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(2) A fundamental calm, peace and purity in the mind, vital being and all the nature, 

29-44 

A certain fundamental purity in this respect is needed in order to approach Mira, 36-

331 

An inner purity and sincerity is one's best safeguard, 30-263 

Entire purity and peace must be established in the whole Adha, 30-492 

Equality of the mind and heart and a clear purity and calm strength – The foundation, 

36-289 

How can he be pure – His actions are moved by three things, desire, vanity and self-

will, 29-49 

If peace is established all through, then it brings purity, 31-513 

Inner and outer purity – Purity in the consciousness and purity in the conduct, 29-49 

It is only purity of the consciousness that can give an entire truth and correctness, 30-35 

Not a negative but a positive purity – The purity of the instrumental nature, 23-643 

Only the self and the psychic being remain always pure, 29-49 

Ordinarily, purity is used to mean freedom from sexual passion and impulse, 29-48 

Peace and purity and equanimity once established – The rest as the Mother’s free gift, 

29-46 

Peace and purity must be got as the foundation of the consciousness, 29-155 

Peace and purity of the consciousness are the very foundation, 29-123 

Peace helps to purity, since in peace disturbing influences cease, 29-48 

Peace, purity and calm are the first basis that has to be laid, 30-45 

Purity and concentration are two aspects of the same status of being, 23-317 

Purity is to accept no other influence but only the influence of the Divine, 29-48 

Purity means freedom from soil or mixture, 29-48 

Purity or impurity depends upon the consciousness, 29-48 

Purity, strength and beauty are separate powers of the Divine, not separate strata, 28-

162 

The Christian virtue of purity, the Pagan virtue of endurance – At the very root, 17-282 

The purity throws off the sexual suggestions, 31-513 

The second condition is an increasing purity and calm of the inner consciousness, 36-

295 

The sense of peace, purity and calm cannot be permanent at first, 28-66 

There is a force of purity in the very substance of the being, 31-512 

To be free from false ideas, wrong feelings, desires, demands etc. is to be pure, 29-49 

To keep the heart warm and open, not dried up or closed ‒ Spiritual purity, 31-513 

Vital purity is very necessary, 31-794 

What is ordinarily called purity – A negative whiteness or the God-content, inaction, 

23-643 

What you need now is calm in the mind, the purified vital being and in the physical, 

36-373 

When your heart is turned to the Mother and satisfied with her love –Your heart is 

pure, 29-49 

Purity 

The Divine Purity is a more wide and all-embracing experience than the psychic, 29-48 

The Peace, Purity and Calm of the Self must be fixed, 30-450 
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purity. 

Purity is in thy soul, 12-461 

I trembled before his utter purity (31), 12-426 

Purna Yoga 

A statement and justification of the Purna Yoga, 29-373 

What Purna Yoga means, 29-373 

Purnayoga 

It is only India that can discover the harmony – Only by Purnayoga, 13-73 

purple 

“And griefless countries under purple suns” – Purple is a light of the vital, 27-300 

Purple is the colour of vital power, 30-124 

purple light 

Both purple and crimson are vital lights, 30-133 

Purple is the colour of the vital force – Crimson is usually physical, 30-133 

Purple light is a light of vital power, 30-132 

purpose 

If there is any purpose, it also comes by and in the process of inspiration, 27-323 

Purpose means the intention, the object in view towards which the Divine is working, 

32-610 

The great rule of life is to have no schemes but one unalterable purpose, 6-893 

Thus I cannot tell you for what purpose I admitted the repetition of the word, 27-323 

Purpose 

An overruling Purpose is raising India once more from the dead, 6-905 

Pururavus 

A sapping of vigour has been going on in Pururavus during his romantic passion, 1-207 

For Urvasie he leaves his human wife, earthly fame & desire, 1-203 

Kalidasa’s presentation of Pururavus – A poetic temperament in a heroic & royal 

figure, 1-200 

Pururavus is revealed – The strength of the poetic temperament but also its weaknesses, 

1-207 

Pururavus is the poet’s second study of kinghood – He differs from Agnimitra, 1-196 

Sensuousness & imagination in Pururavus – Against the ascetic idealism, 1-208 

Separated from Urvasie – Madness is hardly the condition of Pururavus, 1-205 

Such a man was alone fit to aspire to & win the incarnate Beauty of the Opsara, 1-203 

The fundamental Pururavus is not the king and the hero but the poet & lover, 1-196 

Purush 

“The legend of Purush, the son of Prithivi and his journey to the land of Beulah”, 1-44 

Purusha 

Atman, Ishwara, Purusha, the fundamental determinates of the absolute Existence, 21-

329 

But in manifestation the self takes two aspects, the Purusha and Prakriti, 28-33 

But Prakriti is not sufficient to explain the origin of the universe – Purusha or Spirit, 

17-258 

But to be the observing Purusha is a first step, 29-263 

By development of the inner will the Purusha can become active, 28-40 

By itself the Purusha is impersonal, 30-244 
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Ego-sense is a mechanism of Prakriti, Purusha is the conscious being, 28-114 

Evolution, spiritual, psychical, material, is the result of Purusha and Prakriti, 17-244 

Existence is composed of Prakriti & Purusha – Soul and Nature, 12-194 

In the individual also there is the individual Purusha, 30-288 

In the same way we can become aware of it as the Purusha, separate from Prakriti, 21-

361 

Isha is a double being as Purusha-Prakriti, 17-176 

It is for you as a conscious being (Purusha) to choose whether you shall do or not do, 

28-41 

It is not that Purusha = quiescence and Prakriti = action, 28-45 

It is to the Male aspect of Himself that the word Purusha predominatingly applies, 18-

395 

Prakriti works containing the knowledge, the mastery, the delight of the Purusha, 23-98 

Purusha imparts activity to Prakriti without becoming itself active, 17-267 

Purusha is able by the power of its nature to take whatever poise it may will, 23-628 

Purusha is the conscious Being who supports all the action of Nature, 28-40 

Purusha is the Soul or Spirit side of the being as opposed to the Nature side, 28-40 

Purusha is the support of all Nature's works, but he is not himself the doer, 23-215 

Purusha may take any principle of being as the immediate head of his power, 23-629 

Purusha or soul is spirit cognizant of the workings of its nature, 23-627 

Purusha watches the motion and the drama – Prakriti is the motion and the drama, 17-

225 

Purusha, the inactive, Prakriti, the active – The Soul and the Energy, 19-71 

Purusha, the Self as originator, witness, support and lord – A more personal aspect, 21-

362 

Self in its dealings with the Cosmos is a dual entity – Purusha and Prakriti, 17-244 

Self-conscious existence is the essential nature of the Being. That is Sat or Purusha, 23-

435 

The answer by the Gita – The triple status of the Purusha and the Jiva, 19-78 

The conception of Purusha – He is not only the Witness, but the Lord and Knower, 19-

77 

The distinction between Purusha and Prakriti is according to the Sankhya System, 28-

82 

The duality of Purusha and Prakriti – Its importance for the Yoga of Knowledge, 23-

427 

The emergence of the Purusha is the beginning of liberation, 30-244 

The experience of Purusha-Prakriti is of immense pragmatic importance, 21-363 

The Jiva, as has been seen, is the meeting-place of the play of Prakriti and Purusha, 23-

768 

The Purusha by drawing back is able to take two other poises, 23-634 

The Purusha can at last act upon the Prakriti, 23-758 

The Purusha has to universalise himself – The unity with the universal spirit, 23-641 

The Purusha in men is normally passive not active. It is the Prakriti that is active, 28-40 

The Purusha in the ordinary nature of man is covered up, 30-244 

The Purusha is Ishwara, the Prakriti is His shakti, 12-195 

The Purusha is really unmoving – The motionless & silent spectator, 17-125 
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The Purusha is that which sanctions or refuses, 28-44 

The Purusha is the Self in its pure impersonal-personal status of a Spirit, 21-366 

The Purusha is there on all planes – Mental, vital, physical, the psychic being, 28-67 

The Purusha still individualises and it is still he who exists, 21-384 

The Purusha supports on each plane the formation of the personalities on that plane, 

28-108 

The Purusha, the Real Man in us and in the world, is really unmoving, 17-225 

The relation between the Purusha and Prakriti, 23-752 

The same Brahman now asserted more objectively as the Lord, the Purusha, 17-41 

The seat of the immanent Divine, the hidden Purusha – In the mystic heart, 23-149 

The secret thing – The relations between soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 19-557 

The separation of the Purusha from the Prakriti – The way to get still more deeply 

inward, 21-939 

The soul or psychic essence is the Purusha entering into the evolution and supporting it, 

28-33 

The three terms of the Self-existence – Brahman, the Reality is Atman, Purusha, 

Ishwara, 21-338 

The triple Purusha – The poise of the Soul in its relations with Nature, 19-228 

There is a constant movement (Prakriti) and a constant silence (Purusha), 28-42 

There is a Purusha or essential being for each plane of the consciousness, 28-41 

There is one Purusha, 28-40 

There is something within us which is free and lord – The soul or Purusha, 13-49 

There seems to be a dual being in us, Soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 23-753 

This it is easiest to do by a separation between the Prakriti and the Purusha, 23-343 

This power is the Purusha upholding the Prakriti – Centrally in the psychic, 28-73 

We have to begin with a dualism of the thing and its shadow, Purusha & Prakriti, 18-

394 

We must transfer the allegiance of the Purusha to the Supreme Divine Shakti, the 

Mother, 32-62 

When all is active, there is still the Purusha behind the active Nature, 28-46 

When the Atman is individualised, it is called the Purusha or sometimes the Jivatman, 

28-62 

When the Purusha wants to get back his mastery, he needs a lot of tapasya, 30-342 

Purusha Consciousness 

The realisation of the Purusha Consciousness is a means of liberation, 28-42 

Purusha in Mind 

The Purusha in Mind wants to get away from the limitations of Mind and Life, 35-251 

Purusha in the heart 

The Purusha in the heart or Antaratman is in fact the psychic being, 29-499 

Purusha Will 

Afterwards there must be the action of the Purusha Will, 29-263 

Purusha-Prakriti 

On another line of approach, another Duality – Soul-Nature, Purusha-Prakriti., 23-122 

Purushas 

Just as the mental, vital and subtle physical Purushas do put out a form, 28-119 

The three Purushas – The akṣara, the kṣara, the Purushottama, 13-52 
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These three Purushas are described in the the Gita – The highest Purusha, 13-52 

Purushottam 

Purushottam, the Being who is beyond the highest, that is, beyond Turiya, 18-289 

The best or highest knowledge goes beyond the triple Brahman to the Purushottam, 18-

289 

Purushottama 

A descent of the consciousness of the Purushottama – We should have the Avatar, 19-

163 

A highest bhakti – The culmination in the revealing bhakti for the Purushottama, 19-

537 

A highest truth and dharma in the Purushottama – The divine way of being, 19-483 

A personal relation of the Purushottama to the human being especially near, 19-375 

Adhiyajña, the Lord of works and sacrifice, the Purushottama, 19-292 

And he who receives our surrender is no limited Deity but the Purushottama, 19-542 

Beyond is the Purushottama of the Gita, the Para Purusha of the Upanishads, 35-84 

By knowledge, devotion and works, the soul is taken up into the Purushottama, 19-86 

From him the soul came forth into the play of Nature's mutations, 19-294 

In the form and body of the mutable being inhabits the Purushottama, 19-294 

In us also, in our depths the Purushottama always is, 19-483 

It is by her that all the Gods are manifested, and even the supramental Purushottama, 

35-107 

Love and devotion, unified with both works and knowledge – The Purushottama, 19-

234 

Para Purusha or Purushottama is containing and enjoying both, 17-32 

Purushottama and Parashakti – Both eternal, inseparable and one in being, 29-448 

Purushottama of the Gita is the supreme being, 28-133 

Supermind is not the Purushottama consciousness, 28-133 

The divine Purushottama possesses for ever this immortal eternity, 19-422 

The double fulfilment, the reconciliation is to be sought in the Purushottama, 19-144 

The Gita's doctrine of sacrifice – The idea of the Purushottama is the key, 19-135 

The guidance of the divine Self, the Ishwara, the Purushottama, 23-759 

The highest and real truth of existence is the supreme Soul, Purushottama, 23-754 

The ineffable eternal multiplicity of the Purushottama – The supreme Person, 19-442 

The Jiva is a portion of the Purushottama – The Swabhava and the Swadharma, 19-519 

The knowledge of the Purushottama is the perfect knowledge of the Brahman, 19-290 

The more secret thing – The reconciling truth of the divine Purushottama, 19-558 

The Purushottama – A supreme Person and apparent vast Impersonal that are one, 19-

550 

The Purushottama – The supreme goal of the soul’s movement in Time, 19-296 

The Purushottama – To Him we offer everything as a sacrifice, 19-123 

The Purushottama consciousness is the consciousness of the Supreme Being, 29-444 

The Purushottama displays the Para Prakriti, 19-293 

The Purushottama is beyond the personal and impersonal and reconciles them, 19-535 

The Purushottama is both Akshara and Kshara, and yet he is other, 19-441 

The Purushottama is greater than the Akshara, 19-440 

The Purushottama, as higher even than the still and immutable Brahman, 19-91 
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The Purushottama, inhabiting all existences as the secret Ishwara, controls the Nature, 

19-232 

The Purushottama, the same being in two aspects – The supreme Soul is the Ishwara, 

19-230 

The real goal of the Yoga is union with the divine Purushottama – The highest step, 19-

132 

The three Purushas – The akṣara, the kṣara, the Purushottama, 13-52 

The transcendent Divine who can be both of the others at once – The Purushottama, 19-

577 

The two aspects of the Brahman – In both the Purushottama manifests himself, 19-117 

The two necessities to attain to the status of the Purushottama, 19-294 

The union of the soul with the Purushottama, not only with the immutable Self, 19-234 

The vision of the Purushottama – The Kshara, the Akshara and the Unmanifest, 19-440 

The whole-knower unites the Kshara and the Akshara in the Purushottama, 19-448 

There is a more absolute perfection – The status of the Purushottama, 19-433 

This dualism is not the whole philosophic creed of the Gita – The Purushottama, 19-

455 

Three eternal poises – The mutable, the immutable, the Purushottama, 19-125 

To do works as an offering to the Purushottama, this is the solution offered, 19-37 

To him even after liberation the sacrifice of works in Nature continues to be offered, 

19-132 

To him the soul returns through immutable self-existence to the highest status, 19-294 

To these two the Gita adds yet another, the supreme, the Purushottama, the Lord, 19-79 

To unite the personal and the impersonal in the Purushottama, 19-443 

We get back to the idea of the Purushottama – Continuation of works and bhakti, 19-

239 

We have to look through its silence to the Purushottama, 19-132 

What is the divine nature? – Not the Akshara, not the Kshara, the Purushottama, 19-

140 

Pushan 

Pushan is the enricher of our sacrifice, 15-486 

Pushan is the guardian of the shining thoughts that seek the supreme felicity, 15-487 

Surya as Pushan, the Increaser – The increase which Pushan gives, 15-486 

Surya is Pushan, fosterer or increaser – Surya is Yama, the Ordainer or Controller, 17-

73 

The Creator becomes the Increaser, Savitri becomes Pushan, 15-292 

The happy state of the soul that Pushan gives removes from it all sin and evil, 15-487 

The image of the chariot, of the journey, of the path, in association with Pushan, 15-

488 

The Light comes by the Dawn and by the Sun of whom Pushan is a form, 15-144 

The Sun – Surya the Illuminator, Savitri the Creator, Pushan the Increaser, 15-287 

Thus Pushan shall lead us to the light and bliss which Surya Savitri creates, 15-488 

pyramid 

The pyramid is usually a symbol of aspiration, 30-181 

Pythagoras 
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The ideas of the Upanishads – In Pythagoras, Plato, Neo-platonism and Gnosticism, 

20-330 

Qualified Monism 

Monism, Qualified Monism and Dualism – Three truths, 17-24 

Qualitied 

The Qualitied and the Qualitiless Brahman in Indian philosophy, 23-379 

qualities 

“Qualities in their evolved perfection must be harmonious one with another”, 1-76 

Prakriti is Nature-power – Nature acts by three principles, modes or qualities, 21-364 

These three qualities of Nature are evidently present and active in all human beings, 

19-430 

When the three qualities are not in an equalised condition, 28-47 

qualities required 

Patience, quiet endurance, calm resolution are the qualities required, 31-760 

Qualitiless 

The Qualitied and the Qualitiless Brahman in Indian philosophy, 23-379 

quality 

“A quality must possess form, express itself in action or it will not be a virtue”, 1-71 

The mental, the vital, the physical existence are all subject to the limitations of quality, 

19-426 

quality of a sadhak 

The quality of a sadhak – One great spiritual realisation direct and at the centre, 30-37 

quantitative 

A natural English quantitative verse – Not a rigid imitation of Greek and Latin models, 

27-750 

In quantitative verse one has to take account of all such dwelling or weight of the 

voice, 27-746 

In The Bird of Fire I abandoned the quantitative element, 27-251 

It is perfectly possible to acclimatise the quantitative principle in English, 27-141 

It is what I am trying to do with quantitative efforts in English, 27-143 

My quantitative system is based on the natural movement of the English tongue, 27-

748 

The Classical quantitative conventions are not reproducible in English metre, 27-746 

The difficulty of transferring the classical quantitative system into English, 27-484 

The metre of Trance came to me just as I finished the Bird of Fire – Quantitative 

trimeter, 27-246 

The quantitative metre of Trance is suited only for a very brief lyrical poem, 27-239 

The relations possible between stress value and unstressed quantitative values, 27-747 

The theory of voice-weightage as determining quantitative sound-value, 27-757 

Weight by stress and weight by long dwelling – Of equal value in a quantitative verse, 

27-747 

quantitative metre 

Accent cannot be ignored in English rhythm – In my attempts at quantitative metre, 27-

143 

Whether it is possible to have ease of movement in this kind of quantitative metre, 27-

147 
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quantities 

In the In Horis Aeternum I did not follow any regular scheme of quantities, 27-251 

Quantities and quantitative feet in Greek and Latin are clear-cut settled things, 27-484 

Read in the ordinary way with the natural stresses and quantities, 27-253 

quantity 

I have admitted two kinds of quantity, stress weight, weight of natural syllable quantity, 

27-757 

I treat stress as equivalent to length and give quantity as well as stress a metrical value, 

27-746 

In English quantity is loose, uncertain, plastic, 27-484 

Modern languages – Their rhythm rests on intonation and stress, not quantity, 27-148 

Stress and quantity must both be considered, 27-137 

The classical languages (Sanskrit, Greek, Latin) – Quantity was the life of their rhythm, 

27-148 

Three different weights, accent weight, stress weight, quantity weight, 27-757 

quantum theory 

The free-will affair and the new discoveries grouped round the quantum theory, 28-511 

quarrelling 

Quarrels and clashes are a proof of absence of the Yogic poise, 32-444 

The Mother takes no sides in any quarrel or antagonism or dispute, 32-398 

Union and solidarity are indispensable ‒ Aversion and quarrelling are unyogic, 31-288 

quarrelling with God. 

When He found out His mistake, the quarrelling stopped, for I had to submit to Him 

entirely (436), 12-484 

quarrels 

All quarrels proceed from egoism, 31-348 

Quarrels and clashes are a proof of the absence of the Yogic poise, 31-347 

Quarrels and jealousy spring from the possessive instinct, 31-246 

Quarrels, cuttings are not a part of sadhana, 31-347 

quarrelsomeness 

Anger and quarrelsomeness always tend to spoil the liver, 31-571 

Quarrelsomeness and self-assertion and indiscipline go ill with Yogic calmness, 35-800 

Quarrelsomeness opens to all sorts of forces of the vital plane and their attacks, 31-571 

Queen 

The barefaced hypocrisy of our enthusiasm for the Queen-Empress, 6-14 

question 

It is the question of the relation that the Upanishad makes its starting-point, 18-26 

The answer – The Truth behind Mind, Life, Sense is the Lord, 18-23 

The eternal question has been put – The human soul can no longer be satisfied, 18-22 

questioning 

It is the physical mind that raises all these questions, 31-52 

Sceptical questioning or in a pure spirit of contradiction ‒ Error or a lasting incertitude, 

31-204 

The real knowledge and understanding – If you stop questioning with the physical 

mind, 31-52 

questions 
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A question may arise when oneness – What farther need of enjoyment & action?, 17-

422 

The Isha Upanishad undertakes to answer them all, 17-376 

The pre-Buddhistic Hindus answered the question in a different sense, 17-372 

The problem resolves itself into a few primary & fundamental questions, 17-375 

The supreme importance of the question is apparent, 17-372 

Three questions at the very beginning confront us, 17-340 

Two essential questions – The essential relation, the practical aspect of the relation, 17-

378 

quick mind 

A quick mind is often unstable, 31-24 

Quiescence 

The Quiescence and the Movement are equally one Brahman, 17-86 

quiet 

(2) A gradual and progressive quieting of the mind, 29-225 

A pure mind means a mind quiet and free from useless or disturbing thoughts, 29-49 

A quiet mind – The true being within observing but not carried away, 29-150 

A quiet mind does not involve itself in its thoughts or get run away with by them, 29-

161 

A quiet mind is a mind that does not get disturbed, is not restless, 29-141 

A quiet mind is what is necessary, 29-160 

A quiet mind makes consciousness easier, 29-144 

A quiet mind, heart and vital waiting and aspiring for the contact and the Presence, 29-

155 

Doing nothing with the mind is not quiet or silence, 29-144 

Especially in the beginning the one great necessity is to get the mind quiet, 29-106 

First aspire and pray to the Mother for quiet in the mind, purity, calm and peace, 29-

142 

If you make your mind quiet, the experience will come, 30-44 

If you want the divine life, you must remain absolutely unexcited and quiet, 29-120 

It is easier to have a quiet mind with things that come in passing on the surface, 29-142 

It is in the quiet mind that the true observation and knowledge come, 29-143 

It is this peace and quiet that make a firm basis for the sadhana, 30-256 

Keep a quiet mind and a constant contact with myself and the Mother, 29-144 

Many prefer to go on slowly letting the mind quiet down little by little, 29-303 

One must get the power to quiet the mental and vital, 30-239 

Only in the quiet mind and being can the supramental Truth build its true creation, 29-

147 

Quiet – A condition in which there is no restlessness or disturbance, 29-137 

Quiet and calm have to be increased to be a firm basis for the love and Ananda, 29-141 

Quiet does not mean inert and tamasic, 29-144 

Quiet is rather negative, 29-137 

Quiet means to keep the inner quietude and keep turned to the Mother, 29-138 

Remain quiet, open yourself and call the divine Shakti, 29-125 

The first step is a quiet mind – Silence is a farther step, 29-141 

The first thing needed is quiet in the mind, 29-141 
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The mind has first to be made quiet and open to the higher consciousness, 29-142 

The neutral quiet so dissatisfying to the vital eagerness of the sadhak, 30-14 

The settling down of a natural peace and quiet in the nature, 29-308 

The way to realise is through a quiet mind and a vital free from desires, 29-44 

To be calm, undisturbed and quiet, 29-126 

To keep hold on quiet persistently will prevent the serious disturbance, 30-60 

To quiet the mind in such a way that no thoughts will come is not easy, 30-321 

To quiet the surface mind and begin to live within, 29-6 

To remain quiet within, firm in the will to go through – One of the first things, 29-140 

To work but quietly so as to have a steady progress is the right way, 29-143 

What is necessary ‒ A certain quiet of the inner mind or a quietude of the heart, 30-44 

While quiet surroundings are desirable, the true quiet is within, 29-140 

quiet and peace 

You must not ask to come here until you have acquired a stable quiet and peace, 31-

791 

quiet mind 

The experience of the quiet mind is one that can easily be broken, 30-423 

quiet vital 

The quiet vital ‒ A quiescence of the ordinary rajasic movements of the nature, 31-115 

quietening 

The means to quieten the physical consciousness ‒ To detach oneself, 30-445 

quieting 

Quieting of the mind and purification of the nature are what you must have, 29-47 

Quieting of the mind, purification, humility, persistence, reliance on the Grace, 29-47 

The quieting of the mind makes meditation effective, 35-619 

quietism 

An absolute impersonality would seem to impose an equally absolute quietism, 19-546 

How practically inner quietism brings about the pure impersonal self, 19-532 

Inner quietism and meditation – Yet there must be no abandonment of the active life, 

19-534 

The next stride of the Upanishad – The quarrel between pragmatism & quietism, 17-

483 

The strife between quietism and pragmatism – The symbol of an unaccomplished 

harmony, 17-483 

quietist 

The quietist, the ascetic – Cannot see any possibility of perfection in life and action, 

19-142 

quietistic 

The error of the quietistic ideal contains the very principle of world-destruction, 19-143 

The weakness of the kinetic religions and the weakness of a quietistic spirituality, 19-

339 

quietness 

(1) An entire quietness and calm of the mind and the whole being, 30-45 

Call for a calm quietness in the vital and physical and a Force in you, 29-139 

Feeling the Mother’s Force working while in a state of quietness, 30-44 

It is quietness and inwardness that enable one to feel the Presence, 30-379 
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It is the quietness in which the Force can act, 29-127 

Learning languages and quietness of the mind – Do you mean one must do nothing?, 

27-731 

Quietness in itself, knowing or unknowing, is to be valued, 31-29 

Quietness is when the mind or vital is not troubled, restless, 29-137 

Silence is always good, but I do not mean by quietness of mind entire silence, 29-160 

The quietness is quite as much a fact as the outer confusion, 31-714 

The reason why quietness is not yet fixed and anger returns, 31-268 

quietude 

(2) To practise quietude and concentration in this separateness, 31-30 

1. Quietude, equality – Not to be disturbed by anything, 29-266 

A basis of firm quietude and equanimity with a steady aspiration, 29-135 

A greater power comes to one in the quietude and silence of a mind, 29-159 

A quiet mind and a quiet vital are the first conditions for success in sadhana, 31-167 

A quieted mind and a persistent aspiration in the heart are the two main keys, 31-740 

All quietude of the mind makes good conditions for the receptivity to act, 29-143 

All the physical mind can do is to be quiet and allow the light to come into it, 31-53 

An increasingly stable quietude and silence of the mind, 30-232 

An inner quietude is the first condition of a secure sadhana, 29-138 

But first there must be the opening, a purification, a fixed quietude, 29-62 

By bringing quietude and calm into the whole being – A steady progress, 31-576 

Everyone has these alternations – In the intervals there should be quietude, 30-59 

First developing the sattwic qualities and the inner meditative quietude, 30-257 

For that the mind must be quiet and a direct feeling and intuition take its place, 31-51 

For the mind to be quiet, the vital must be quiet, free of desires etc., 31-127 

Here, what comes as the basis is a quietude of the being, 29-359 

I insist on quietude at the very least and patient confidence, 31-721 

If the whole mind remains quiet and detached observing the vital movement, 31-127 

If you have not got quietude, you can always aspire first, 29-53 

If you want to get back your faith and keep it, you must first quiet your mind, 32-212 

If your mind were more quiet – More chance of knowledge coming down, 31-51 

In itself this emptiness and quietude ‒ A very advanced and desirable condition, 30-77 

In sadhana the mind has to be quiet, fixed in aspiration towards the Divine, 31-28 

It is a mistake to take quietude for callousness, 31-28 

It is an inner silence and quietude in which all experiences happen, 36-300 

It is by quieting the mind that you will become able to call the Mother and open to her, 

32-163 

It is easier to have a quiet mind with things that come in passing on the surface, 35-245 

It is in the quiet mind that the experience comes, 31-198 

It is necessary to replace this condition by the true quietude, 31-136 

Keep the quietude and do not mind if it is for a time an empty quietude, 29-145 

Look at things naturally and quietly, then only you can have quiet and peace, 31-782 

One can be quiet, happy, cheerful without being all that in a light or shallow way, 31-

279 

One has to refuse them, aspiring for the complete mental quietude, 31-28 

Quietude – One can work and remain quiet within, 29-254 
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Quietude and surrender are the first things to be established – The full contact must 

come, 29-362 

Quietude first – With it confidence in the Mother’s Force that is working on you, 32-

199 

Quietude followed by an upward openness is better than the effort which sways, 29-140 

Quietude is the proper basis for work, not restlessness, 29-284 

Quietude of mind, becoming aware of the Force, opening to it, 29-143 

Quietude of the mind – Separation of the inner Purusha from the outer Prakriti, 29-160 

Secondly, to keep the mind quiet, not to allow it to be too active, 31-273 

So long as the outer mind is not quiet, it is impossible for the intuition to develop, 31-

51 

The aspiration for quietude in the mind and the realisation of the Self above, 29-7 

The coolness and complete quietude come as a result, 30-370 

The first result of it is an entire quietude, 30-240 

The first thing a Yogi should have is a constant inner peace and quiet, 32-519 

The greater the quietude, the greater the energy that can be received, 29-155 

The Higher descends when you have a receptive quietude in the various planes, 36-301 

The mind and the vital must give up for the full quietude to come, 31-37 

The mind can then easily pass on that quietude and receptivity to the body, 31-565 

The mind has simply to remain quiet and concentrated and leave the Power to act, 32-

529 

The mind has to be quieted and transformed, not made indolent and useless, 31-61, 35-

749 

The more one concentrates, the more this quietude and silence increases, 30-224 

The ordinary mind must fall quiet and allow the Peace and Force to work, 31-52 

The outer parts do not ordinarily go beyond a certain measure of quietude, 29-153 

The psychic and the higher mind and higher vital need quietude to come forward, 29-

139 

The quieting of the mind often useful as a first step is not sufficient, 36-364 

The quietude and silence and the sense of happiness in it, 29-148 

The quietude must deepen so that the psychic may come out in the physical, 29-114 

The quietude of the consciousness necessary before the Power can act, 29-267 

The quietude of the mind and the psychic opening – Greater things can come, 30-45 

The quietude of the mind is needed for the feeling of the presence of the Mother, 30-

117 

The sadhak has to keep his quietude and faith and equanimity in all conditions, 29-135 

The state of emptiness and quietude and absence of reactions is a great step, 29-141 

The state of quietude and openness is favourable to the higher consciousness, 28-322 

The test of capacity is to be able to quiet the mind, 31-28 

Through the quiet mind you can call down the descent, 31-741 

To feel quietude, peace, the force working – The true consciousness will grow, 28-100 

To have quietude and allow the Divine Force to work – The best method, 31-746 

To have the quietude and calm somewhere behind or in a passive way is helpful, 29-

140 

To quiet your mind means to stop thinking about the things that disturb you, 31-28 

To remain quiet within, to hold on to the faith is the one way, 31-724 
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Try to keep the quietude, not allow depressing or disturbing thoughts or feelings, 31-

564 

What is most important is to get down the quietude into all the being, 31-84 

When lightness, quietude, etc. ‒ Something has opened to the psychic consciousness, 

30-472 

When the mind becomes quiet, one can feel the Divine Mother supporting the life, 32-

143 

When the mind thus falls quiet, all sorts of repetitive thoughts begin to rise up, 31-28 

When the quietude comes down from above or comes out from the psychic, 31-275 

When the quietude comes, then the wideness also begins to come, 30-54 

You can mix normally with people keeping as much as possible an inner quietude, 29-

46 

You must learn quietude, desirelessness, simplicity and surrender, 29-139 

You should try to get a constant will for quietude, 31-33 

Your meditation is lacking in quietude, you meditate with a striving mind, 31-198 

quinine 

Some she disapproves of altogether, e.g. quinine, 31-585 

The unfavourable reactions of quinine are admitted by medical opinion, 31-585 

Rabindra 

Rabindra has absorbed the whole spirit of Vaishnav poetry – New and modern, 1-565 

Rabindranath 

The work of Rabindranath still largely holds the present – Ways for the future, 20-29 

race 

“If race divergences result from origin, and origin is heredity, is not heredity real? », 1-

80 

As for unity of race – Race and nationality are two totally different things, 6-667 

Race still counts and would enter in as an element, but only as a subordinate element, 

25-432 

The influence of heredity, race, caste and family – A very big stamp in most cases, 28-

521 

There is no divergence between the races in India as to make their union an 

impossibility, 6-668 

race-sense 

Race-sense may be removed by the closer intercourse, 25-503 

Racine 

In Racine, there is an unfailing perfection – Shakespeare’s is the greater poetry, 27-69 

Poets like Lucretius, Euripides, Calderon, Corneille, Hugo, Racine – Into the third row, 

27-369 

Racine does not touch the superhuman level of creation, 27-69 

Radha 

Radha is the personification of the absolute love for the Divine, 29-494 

The coming of sex on seeing the image of Krishna and Radha, 29-494 

The desire of the soul for God – The lyrical love cycle of Radha and Krishna, 20-379 

The Radha love is not based upon any such thing as a joyless God, 29-14 

The Radha Shakti – Not this minor form, but the full Power of Love and Ananda 

above, 32-73 
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Radha Shakti 

The Radha Shakti – The full Power of Love and Ananda above, 35-116 

railing. 

To thy lover, O Lord, the railing of the world is wild honey and the pelting of stones by 

the mob is summer rain on the body (443), 12-485 

railway 

The railway line is a symbol of rapid progress, 30-162 

The railway train at full speed means rapid progress, 30-162 

The railway-journey is always in vital dreams a symbol of a journey or progress, 31-

482 

railway trip 

Nowadays we would liken Yoga to a motor-ride or a railway-trip, 30-137 

rain 

The descent as of a drizzling rain ‒ A way of descent of the higher Consciousness, 30-

475 

The rain is the symbol of the descent of Grace or of the higher consciousness, 30-149 

rain of flowers 

The rain of flowers means a plenty of the psychic qualities and movements, 30-370 

rainbow 

The rainbow is the sign of peace and deliverance, 30-149 

rains 

The state of bliss that is the other shore of the purifying rains, 15-217 

raising up the lower movements 

The process of raising up the lower movements is inevitable, 31-614 

rajas 

Dominated by rajas, man flings himself into the battle, 19-53 

Emerging, the embodied being becomes more and more subject to rajas, 23-99 

Force of half-conscious desire, Kinesis, which is rajas, which is the law of Life, 28-42 

If we call in rajas again, there is again subjection, 23-237 

Rajas – Attraction of liking and longing, 19-429 

Rajas as her power of active seeking ignorance enlightened by desire and impulsion, 

19-427 

Rajas becomes a self-effecting initiating sheer Will of the spirit, 23-689 

Rajas becomes tapas, the tranquilly intense divine force, 28-47 

Rajas has its strongest hold on the vital nature, 23-684 

Rajas is replaced by a self-possessed power and illimitable act of force, 23-241 

Rajas is the degraded or perverse form of Tapas, 28-49 

Rajas is the force of kinesis, 23-232 

Rajas is the principle of kinesis, passion, endeavour, struggle, initiation, 23-683 

Rajas when unchastened turns to egoism, self-will and violence, 23-686 

Rajas, kinetic passion, has to be replaced by tapas, the spiritual force, 28-48 

Rajas, the principle of creative endeavour and motion, 19-428 

Tamas is the degradation of śama, as rajas is the degradation of Tapas, 28-50 

The disciplining of rajas was effected by a strict moral discipline, 1-374 

The guna of rajas, the mode of action, desire and possession, 19-372 
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The increasing complexity of the community – The growth of individuality and of 

rajas, 17-289 

The mode of rajas, the way of passion and action and the thirst of desire, 23-233 

The rajasic man is the lover of novelty, progress and reform, 17-290 

The removal of tamas, the disciplining of rajas and the awakening of sattva, 1-373 

They then change into the divine rest and peace and the divine energy or Tapas, 28-47 

You cannot drive out rajas and tamas, you can only convert them, 28-47 

Rajas 

Ahańkāra seen to be of three kinds, rajasic, tamasic and sattwic, 13-83 

Rajas – A will of the spirit in movement, 19-465 

Rajas increases with the intensity and rapidity of the reactions of Will, 17-289 

rajasic 

Everything depends on the nature of his faith – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-481 

Tamasic, rajasic and sattwic intelligence – The limitation of mind by personality, 21-

643 

The action of the three modes of Nature – A tamasic, rajasic or sattwic action, 19-254 

The history of rajasic communities is necessarily brief, 17-294 

The leading, rajasic or sattwic, that departs from the Shastra in the individual, 19-479 

The mind in its attempt to get away from the rajasic selfish ego – Just the opposite, 28-

428 

The rajasic movements are likely to create more trouble than the sattwic ones, 28-427 

The tamasic, the rajasic and the sattwic mind – The sattwic mind must be developed, 

19-592 

The vital plane acting in man – The rajasic man and the Rakshasa in nature, 23-469 

There is also in human nature a sattwic element and a rajasic or kinetic element, 31-632 

rajasic action 

Rajasic action is that which a man undertakes under the dominion of desire, 19-501 

rajasic doer 

The rajasic doer of action on the contrary is one eagerly attached to the work, 19-502 

rajasic ego 

As there is a rajasic ego so there is a tamasic ego responsible for the Man of Sorrows, 

27-461 

The attitude of surrender – The rajasic ego was suppressed in the vital, 31-227 

The rajasic ego is puffed up with pride and self-esteem or stubbornly asserts itself, 31-

798 

The tamasic ego – The reaction to a disappointment in the rajasic ego, 31-227 

Three obstacles to overcome in the vital ‒ Lust (sexual desire), wrath and rajasic ego, 

31-227 

Vital suggestions coming insistently always – Appeals to the rajasic ego, 31-227 

When the inertia rose and the energy of will receded, it began to try to come in, 31-227 

rajasic equality 

The equality of a rajasic kind, 19-195 

rajasic force 

Rajasic force and vehemence – The calm spiritual strength is a hundred times stronger, 

35-47 

rajasic giving 
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All action involves a giving of what we are or have – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-490 

rajasic happiness 

Rajasic happiness – Sattwic happiness, 19-505 

rajasic knowledge 

The rajasic knowledge follows the bent of ego and desire, 19-500 

rajasic nations 

The history of rajasic nations is a bundle of biographies, 17-297 

rajasic sacrifice 

The sacrifice offered by the rajasic man – The three signs of the sattwic sacrifice, 19-

486 

rajasic tapasya 

Rajasic energisms – Undertaken from motives of egoistic will and pride, 19-488 

rajasic understanding 

The rajasic understanding – A reason of the ego and a will of desire, 19-503 

rajasic vairagya 

The tamasic vairagya, the rajasic vairagya, the sattwic vairagya, 29-390 

rajaso-sattwic 

We have not evolved even the rajaso-sattwic community, 17-297 

rajaso-tamasic 

Communities which linger in the rajaso-tamasic stage have a better chance of survival, 

17-295 

Rajayoga 

Concentration in the science of Rajayoga – The principle is to intensify absorption, 12-

24 

In Rajayoga – The mind, 23-609 

It has to go into the trance of Samadhi – Rajayoga and other systems of Yoga, 23-395 

Patanjali’s science is not the pure Rajayoga – It allows an element of the Hatha, 1-507 

Rajayoga fixes its eyes on the citta – It seeks first to purify and to tranquillise, 23-35 

Rajayoga insists first on a moral purification of the mentality, 23-538 

Rajayoga is of three kinds – With effort, with little effort, and without effort, 1-508 

Rajayoga selects the mental being in its different parts as its lever-power, 23-33 

The aims of Rajayoga – The preliminary movement, 23-35 

The first condition in Rajayoga – The troubles and pleasures of the body fall away, 1-

507 

The importance of Samadhi in the systems of Rajayoga and Hathayoga, 23-528 

The preliminary movement of Rajayoga is a careful self-discipline, 23-36 

The processes of the Rajayoga are mental and emotional, 1-507 

The pure Rajayogin dispenses with the physical practice of Asana, 1-507 

The Rajayoga has taken refuge in the forest and the cavern, 1-509 

The Rajayogin by mastering the mind can master both the body and the prana, 1-508 

The verses on Rajayoga – The processes which lead to Samadhi, 19-238 

The Yoga of the Gita is not the Yoga system of Patanjali, a method of Rajayoga, 19-69 

When he rises above the body, he abandons Hathayoga and rises to the Rajayoga, 1-

507 

Rajayogic concentration 

From purification to Samadhi – The Rajayogic concentration has several stages, 23-319 
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Rajputs 

The Rajputs preserved longest the heroic & chivalrous tradition of the Bharatas, 1-153 

Rakshasa 

One has either to avoid the Rakshasa or overcome him, 31-762 

The Rakshasa is not an altruist – Napoleon knew not what love was, 1-519 

The vital plane acting in man – The rajasic man and the Rakshasa in nature, 23-469 

To be friendly with the Rakshasa is not prudent, 31-762 

What it does see readily is only the life of the ego – The Rakshasa, the Asuric nature, 

19-326 

What then is there in the Rakshasa that makes him necessary? – He is force, 1-520 

Rakshasas 

Asuras, as Rakshasas, Pisachas and others resemble the devils of the Christian 

tradition, 28-466 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital, 35-

104 

Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – Of the mentalised vital, middle vital and lower vital 

planes, 28-452 

Devas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas – A very ancient distinction, 19-470 

It is the Rakshasas, Pishachas, etc. who are ugly or evil in appearance, 28-468 

On the lower vital plane – The Rakshasas represent violent passions and influences, 28-

467 

Sometimes they possess men, sometimes they take birth in a human body, 28-466 

The Asuras and Rakshasas etc. do not belong to the earth, but to supraphysical worlds, 

28-465 

They have their cosmic field in which they exercise their function and authority, 28-

452 

Rama 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

As for the Avatarhood, I accept it for Rama, 28-490 

At that rate Rama would be undivine and Krishna would be undivine, 28-474 

Cowardice is the last thing that can be charged against Valmiki's Rama, 28-493 

I did not admit that Rama was a blind Avatar, 28-494 

Rama is the Divine accepting and glorifying a mould of the human mental, 27-205 

Rama knew very well but refused to be talkative about his avatarhood, 28-495 

Rama or Krishna – A power for the inner living and the spiritual rebirth, 19-170 

Rama spoke always from the thinking intelligence, 28-498, 35-410 

Rama was a mental man – What he did was done with the greatness of the Avatar, 28-

498, 35-408 

Rama was not blind, not unconscious of his Avatarhood, 28-496 

Rama was the Avatar of the sattwic human mind, 28-494 

Rama's business – An order proper to the sattwic civilised human being, 28-491 

The absence of Rama would leave a gap, 28-490 

The Northerner prefers Rama – The Northerner is the mental, moral and social man, 

27-204 

Translations substituting Krishna for Rama, 27-204 

What Rama stood for has dominated the reason and idealising mind of man, 28-492 
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When I spoke of the gap that would be left by his absence, 28-493 

Why should Rama not have kāma as well as prema?, 28-496 

Ramakrishna 

An unintellectual mind bringing down the Knowledge ‒ Ramakrishna, 31-19 

As Avatars – Rama and Krishna, Buddha, Ramakrishna, Chaitanya, 28-485 

As for Sri Ramakrishna, the manifestation in him was more many-sided, 28-486 

Buddha had a more powerful vital than Ramakrishna, 28-501 

Buddha, Shankara, Ramakrishna – None had any idea of transforming the body, 29-407 

Chaitanya, Ramprasad, Ramakrishna – I do not find in them the reconciliation, 29-477 

Even Ramakrishna himself had habits of speech ‒ Which Vivekananda rates, 31-659 

It was to give mukti that Ramakrishna came, not to impose a new bondage, 1-552 

Krishna's, Ramakrishna's, Chaitanya's, Buddha's – All were spirituals, 29-414 

Ramakrishana was an uneducated man, yet his expression of knowledge was perfect, 

35-162 

Ramakrishna – That it was the sins of his disciples which constituted the cancer, 28-

559 

Ramakrishna and Vivekananda – A very wide synthesis of past spiritual experience, 

20-25 

Ramakrishna brought once more the Vedantic method of experience & inner revelation, 

17-588 

Ramakrishna could do from the divine realisation the divine work, 29-220 

Ramakrishna himself got it after a few months, but what months!, 29-468 

Ramakrishna himself never thought of transformation or tried for it, 29-407, 35-163 

Ramakrishna Paramhansa – Such an example cannot be generalised, 23-41 

Ramakrishna spoke constantly from a swift and luminous spiritual intuition, 28-499, 

35-410 

Ramakrishna stressed the danger of sex and greed of money for the spiritual life, 35-

717 

Ramakrishna was certainly quite as much an Avatar as Christ or Chaitanya, 28-501, 35-

162 

Ramakrishna was nonintellectual – His expression of knowledge was perfect, 31-19 

Ramakrishna was not thinking of the future nor consciously preparing for it, 32-36 

Ramakrishna’s earlier period was that of one seeking God, not aware from the first, 28-

496 

Ramakrishna's Yoga was turned only to an inner realisation of the inner Divine, 29-479 

That is what Ramakrishna taught by His life and sadhana, 1-552 

Ramakrishna Mission 

About the Ramakrishna Mission – The error of all organised religious bodies, 36-179 

Ramakrishna Mission, 

The alarm which a movement like the Ramakrishna Mission awakes in the rulers, 6-

621 

Ramakrishna. 

Thus said Ramakrishna and thus said Vivekananda (157), 12-442 

What was Ramakrishna? (158), 12-442 

Ramana Maharshi 

Maharshi considers the Descent as superfluous and logically impossible, 35-172 
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Maharshi is not in the supermind, 35-171 

Maharshi is very much of a Vedantist, 35-170 

Ramana Maharshi – His method is that of Adwaita Knowledge and Moksha, 32-333 

Ramana Maharshi discouraged his disciples from having any occult dealings, 28-566 

Ramana Maharshi has experienced certain eternal truths by process of Yoga, 35-170 

Ramana Maharshi is a great Yogi and his realisation very high on its own line, 31-773 

Ramana Maharshi is more of a Yogi than a Rishi, 35-169 

Ramana Maharshi’s technique of self-realisation – Methods of Jnana Yoga, 29-496 

The Maharshi – Concerned more with a liberated action than with transformation, 29-

499 

The sadhana practised under the Maharshi’s instructions, 29-496 

This possibility of descent does not seem to be admitted in the Maharshi’s thought, 29-

499 

Ramanuja 

A thousand years later, Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhwa – Logic covers the whole field, 

17-573 

No decline but a continued vigour – Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhwa, 20-369 

Ramanuja – A reconciliation in Visishtadwaita, a modified Monism, 17-202 

Shankara and Ramanuja and Madhwa differing in their interpretation of the Upanishad, 

17-202 

Ramatirtha 

Ramatirtha’s realisations were more mental than anything else, 29-500, 35-165 

Ramayana 

In the Ramayana we have an idealised picture of such a settled universal empire, 20-

435 

The diction of the Ramayana is shaped in a more attractive mould, 20-351 

The Mahabharata and Ramayana – Instruments of popular education and culture, 20-

346 

The Mahabharata and Ramayana are Itihasas of this kind on a large scale, 20-345 

The Mahabharata and the Ramayana – Two epics not like any other, 20-344 

The Mahabharata is a far greater creation than the Iliad, the Ramayana than the 

Odyssey, 27-367 

The Mahabharata, Iliad, Ramayana – What their heroes were in themselves, 28-490 

The Ramayana – A grandiose picture of the struggle of incarnate God and Titan, 26-86 

The Ramayana – The ethical and the aesthetic mind of India have fused, 20-349 

The Ramayana gives us the picture of an entirely moralised civilisation, 1-158 

The Ramayana remains on the face of it the work of a single mind, 1-157 

The Ramayana, the grandest and most paradoxical poem in the world, 1-158 

Ramprasad 

Chaitanya, Ramprasad, Ramakrishna – I do not find in them the reconciliation, 29-477 

rancour 

One should be generous in nature and free from all rancour, 31-276 

Raphael 

Another picture, Raphael’s “Vision of the Knight” – It is beauty that is expressed, 1-

458 

rasa 
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It is only when one is liberated that one can get the real rasa, 30-234 

Merely having a rasa is not a sufficient reason for keeping things, 31-496 

The true rasa is when they are part of the working of the Divine Force, 30-234 

rate of increase 

Only countries backward in development and education keep up the old rate of 

increase, 8-294 

rationalism 

Either India will be rationalised and industrialised or she will be the leader, 20-65 

India alone has till now refused rationalism, commercialism and economism, 20-65 

It was the rationalising of the occidental mind which made the gulf so wide, 20-106 

Or the race has to turn to the intellect for rescue – An age of rationalism, 25-227 

Rather the language of mysticism than of rationality, 17-323 

The formula of European civilisation – A rational and utilitarian culture, 20-67 

The view of modern scientific rationalism – Intelligence itself inert & mechanical, 12-

123 

Two constant articles of faith of the rationalist – An error containing a truth, 25-121 

Rationalism 

In Buddhism & modern Rationalism, the negation is corrected, 17-500 

In Rationalism – A reaffirmation of Him in the disguise of a blindly purposeful Nature, 

17-500 

Rationalism got rid of the human perception of a psychic life in us & outside us, 17-

503 

Rationalism subjects all beliefs & opinions to the test of logic from observed facts, 17-

156 

The culmination of materialistic Rationalism and a Monism of Matter, 17-526 

The culmination of pure idealistic Rationalism & the Monism of mind, 17-532 

The culmination of Vitalistic  Rationalism and a Monism of the Life-Energy, 17-528 

The idea belongs both to ancient Buddhism and modern Rationalism, 17-495 

The revolt of Rationalism against the tyranny of the creeds & the Churches is justified, 

17-346 

To the modern rationalist the whole world is simply a working out of material Force, 

17-495 

rationalists 

The orthodox, the heterodox, the ascetics, the rationalists, the Theosophists, 12-60 

rationality 

Shall we deny God? Rationality demands that we should, 8-86 

We cannot allow the cry of expediency and rationality to kill the faith and force, 8-95 

Ravana. 

As the shortest way, his soul hurled itself against God in a furious clasp of enmity 

(509), 12-495 

If I cannot be Rama, then I would be Ravana, 12-455 

ray in front 

The ray in front opens it to the cosmic consciousness, 30-143 

ray upwards 

The ray upwards opens the being to the Truth as it is above mind, 30-143 

rays 
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The sense of “rays” is indisputable – The recovery of the lost or stolen cows, 15-124 

The seven rays or cows are Aditi the infinite Mother, Prakriti or Shakti, 15-98 

These rays are, again, the seven brilliant horses of the sun, 15-182 

reaction 

A long era of repression and reaction has opened the eyes of the Indian people, 6-502 

In India, the various Governments openly and deliberately enforce reaction, 6-113 

Is reaction to be allowed to persecute local and disorganised forces of nationalism?, 6-

260 

The errors of life and progress are less fatal than the errors of decay and reaction, 8-232 

The forces of reaction have seen that the fire of the new spirit is the beginning, 6-259 

Reaction 

Reaction is never intelligent and never imaginative, 6-705 

The wisdom, the strength of the servants of Reaction turns naturally to their opposites, 

6-706 

Reaction. 

Reaction perfects & hastens progress by increasing & purifying the force within it 

(339), 12-468 

reactions 

The difference between your inner feelings and your surface reactions, 29-280 

readiness 

By readiness, I did not mean capacity but willingness, 29-27 

One must not enter on this path unless one is sure – The psychic call and the readiness, 

29-27 

reading 

A good intelligence can improve itself by reading, 31-70 

A man may have read much and yet be mentally undeveloped, 31-70 

But such reading about procreation has to be avoided, if there is any vital reaction, 31-

65 

I do not know whether the peace and joy will stand over-reading, 27-727 

I do not think you should stop reading, 31-62 

I don’t think it would be advisable not to read at all, 31-62 

If one lives in the inner consciousness, there is little or no need of reading, 27-728 

In reading such books as a book on zoology ‒ A very external consciousness, 31-65 

In reading these books on spiritual life you get into touch with the Force behind them, 

31-63 

Intelligence does not depend on the amount one has read, 31-70 

It depends upon the nature of the things read whether they are helpful or not, 31-63 

It is not reading that brings the contact, it is the will and aspiration in the being, 27-731 

It is permissible to read light literature at times ‒ Keep the consciousness behind free, 

31-63 

poet can feel himself stimulated after reading – The reading stimulates his inner being, 

27-726 

Poetry comes by inspiration – Reading helps only literary expression, 27-728 

Reading and mental development can only be subordinate things, 31-60 

Reading and study – Useful to acquire information and widen one's field of data, 31-70 
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Reading and study are not themselves the best means of entering the Yoga, 27-728, 29-

246 

Reading can be made helpful, 31-63 

Reading can be only a momentary help to prepare the mind, 27-729 

Reading does not take one inwards in any real sense, 31-61 

Reading for the improvement of the mental instrument as part of the sadhana, 31-64 

Reading good books can be of help in the early mental stage, 31-63 

Reading interfering with the pressure or activity of the higher consciousness, 31-64 

Reading or letter-writing etc. ‒ They must be done as part of the sadhana, 31-61 

Reading ought not to absorb the consciousness, 31-64 

The inability to read books or papers – Getting the tendency to go inside, 31-68 

The only way to separate oneself from mental activities such as reading, 31-64 

The reading must learn to accommodate itself to the pressure of sadhana, 31-64 

The reading of books of a light character may act as a relaxation, 31-66 

The real knowledge does not come by reading, 31-60 

To read what will help the Yoga or what will be useful for the work, 31-63 

To read with the clear intention of furnishing your mind with knowledge, 31-64 

When the passion for reading or study seizes hold of the mind, 31-62 

Writing and reading absorb the mind and fill it with images and influences, 27-727, 31-

77 

You can at the beginning offer your reading to the Divine and at the end again, 31-64 

You have not to make the mental consciousness separate from the reading, 31-65 

You have to be the Witness watching it reading or writing or talking, 31-65 

reading novels 

If novels touch the lower vital or raise it, they ought not to be read by the sadhak, 27-

730 

Reading novels is always distracting if you are deep in sadhana, 27-730 

reading poetry 

If you read the best writers, observe their way of writing and absorb their influence, 27-

607 

If you want style and expression – To read good styles and impregnate oneself, 27-627 

Poetry that arrives at its aim gives the reader a sense of satisfying finality, 27-501 

Reading and listening with the inner ear to get the right rhythm and the right poetic 

style, 27-605 

Real 

From our ascending point of view we may say that the Real is behind all that exists, 21-

126 

The Real, the Idea, the phenomenon, this is the true order of the creative Divinity, 13-

112 

real Man 

The fourth is the poise of being in Supermind – The real life of the real Man, 21-225 

The real Man will be entirely self-aware by his full unity with the Self-existent, 21-226 

real-idea 

Not abstractions, but the very substance of ideas and truths – The real-idea, 23-845 

Real-Idea 
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In Supermind, they are not divided – The Real-Idea, an effective self-awareness, 21-

138 

The Supermind is the Truth or Real-Idea, inherent in all cosmic force and existence, 

21-281 

realisation 

(2) The object sought after is not an individual achievement of divine realisation, 29-

400 

A concrete realisation does not usually come in the first years, 29-112 

A few great souls may attain realisation more swiftly, 31-627 

A first touch of the realisation of all being One, 30-399 

A purely sedentary subjective realisation is only a half realisation, 29-232 

A realisation by growth from within, not by the Divine Grace, 29-169 

A realisation would be of the Mother’s presence within, her force doing the work, etc., 

32-276 

A substantial and dynamic realisation in all the being is necessary, 29-424 

A touch of realisation is enough, 31-56 

A very decisive experience and realisation, 30-426 

After a fundamental realisation ‒ A development of this consciousness of realisation, 

30-6 

All the states of higher realisation can be attained even in full activity, 30-250 

All things are already realised in Brahman, 17-26 

Also you begin to realise the one Force and you can use it or let it use you, 29-502 

Any means whatsoever are good – One gets the initial realisation of the Divine, 29-490 

At a certain stage of the sadhana – Realisation of some aspect of the Divine, 30-48 

But only when the realisation is constant in the waking state ‒ It is truly possessed, 30-

253 

But realisation can only take place when the inner being is awake, 30-212 

Disabling limitations into our inner realisation of God and the practice of a divine life, 

1-589 

Ego-tendency in the human nature when some realisation comes, 30-31 

Experiences culminate in the realisation that is enduring and complete, 35-241 

First, the sadhana personal and collective necessary for the realisation, 35-784 

I was not only to understand intellectually but to realise what Srikrishna demanded, 8-5 

If one has the faith or the will to go through one enters into the divine realisation, 31-

686 

If the higher plane becomes part of your consciousness, it is a realisation, 30-5 

In Kashmir, I got my second realisation of the Infinite long before I started Yoga, 35-

235 

It is not at all necessary to go to the supramental planes to realise the self, 35-303 

It is possible to have the realisation of the Divine in all and the Divine everywhere, 29-

502 

It is the essence of the highest realisation and the condition of a perfect self-finding, 30-

230 

Knowledge gained in Divine realisation is the conscious experience of the Truth, 31-56 

My object is a realisation on the physical plane, 29-479 

Nobody can have the supramental realisation who has not had the spiritual, 29-413 
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One who wants to realise the self – By separating himself from mind, life and body, 35-

306 

Realisation & experience are alone of essential importance, 12-105 

Realisation by itself does not necessarily transform the being as a whole, 29-398 

Realisation comes by intuition and inner experience, 31-634 

Realisation is when something for which you are aspiring becomes real to you, 30-5 

Realisation is when the Truth becomes a settled part of the consciousness, 30-5 

Repetition of the experience leads to a fuller and more permanent realisation, 30-5 

Saying that spiritual realisation can be done by strength only, 29-172 

Some realisation by a sort of pressure of the mind or the heart or the will, 29-169 

The difficulties of the divine realisation on the physical plane, 29-480 

The Divine can be realised on any plane according to the capacity of that plane, 29-412 

The dynamic realisation when the higher consciousness comes into the vital, 29-305 

The four things on which the realisation has to be based, 30-319 

The fundamental realisation at which the seeker of the Yoga must arrive., 12-344 

The man who has the realisation – Feeling the Divine behind the disguise, 29-502 

The mental realisation of the one self does not bring the ending of grief, 29-424 

The old Yogas proceed from realisation of self to Nirvana or some Heaven, 35-305 

The personal realisation of the Divine may be with Form, without Form, 28-135 

The realisation of God in self with the eye on the body, 1-503 

The realisation of God in self with the eye on the heart and mind, 1-503 

The realisation of God in self with the eye on the spirit, 1-503 

The realisation of self and of the cosmic being are essential steps in our Yoga, 32-334 

The realisation of the Divine is the one thing needful, 35-784 

The realisation of the Self – A very difficult stage, 29-415 

The realisation of the Self and of the impersonal Sachchidananda is only a step, 30-393 

The realisation of the Spirit long before the overmind or supermind, 29-413 

The service and the realisation are both necessary for a complete Yoga, 29-232 

The spiritual realisation is as much the aim of this yoga as of any other, 29-416 

The spiritual realisation is as much the aim of this Yoga as of any other, 35-302 

The spiritual realisation is obviously easier to do than the supramental, 29-413 

The spiritual realisation is of primary importance and indispensable, 28-576 

The spiritual realisation of which the mental is only a preliminary or a shadow, 19-358 

The true foundation of the spiritual life and realisation ‒ Three elements, 30-320 

The true rule of self-realisation is a progressive comprehension, 21-41 

The Upanishad takes care first to insist that you must realise the presence of the Lord, 

17-199 

The whole life and several lives more are often not enough to achieve realisation, 35-

303 

Then it is usually spoken of as the Atman – The realisation of the silent Self, 30-236 

Then you begin to realise the Light, Bliss and Beauty behind all, 29-502 

There are a thousand ways of approaching and realising the Divine, 29-497 

There are certain stages in the realisation, two of which are indicated in these slokas, 

17-401 

There are many planes above man’s mind – On all of them the self can be realised, 35-

304 
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These three philosophies – Three different roads to the realisation of God, 17-97 

Thinking how great a realisation is this and how great a sadhak, 30-31 

This realisation of Atman or silent Brahman – The whole aim of many Yogas, 30-393 

Three different things – Conversion, inner realisation, transformation, 35-664 

To be ourselves liberated from ego and realise our true selves is the first necessity, 21-

653 

To realise God in the universe is the object of our existence, 17-95 

Two things especially are needed for the life-realisation to take form, 36-419 

When all the being lives in the solid realisation, then the desires fall away, 29-425 

When Light settles in you that is a realisation, 30-87 

When this unity has been realised by the individual, he becomes perfect, 17-31 

Realisation 

Realise also that the Realisation must come first, not the satisfaction of claim and 

desire, 32-461 

Realise also that the Realisation must come first, the work to be done, 29-339 

realisation of the One 

The realisation in the mind of the One – A certain freedom in the mind, 31-367 

realisations, 35-285 

A concrete realisation is that which makes the thing realised more real, dynamic, 35-

240 

A great dynamic difference in one's way of dealing with the three possible realisations, 

28-8 

A realisation of the personal Divine or of the impersonal Brahman or of the Self, 35-

241 

All three symbols & realisations are supremely helpful &, in a way, necessary, 17-403 

Atman, Brahman, Ishwara – On this triune aspect depend all our spiritual realisations, 

17-408 

Beyond mind and vital and body ‒ The great lasting fundamental realisations, 30-198 

Brahman, Atman, Ishwara – Three grand realisations here about the Absolute 

Existence, 17-401 

But here in this manifest universal existence we do perceive certain realisations, 17-402 

By the method of Yoga they rose to three crowning realisations, 18-355 

Distinct spiritual realisations may at first seem contrary to each other, 21-401 

First. – To realise the one divine Self in all existences and all existences in the Self, 17-

409 

His second realisation was that of the cosmic consciousness in the Alipore jail, 36-94 

In his next verse the Rishi gives us a higher & completer realisation, 17-416 

In the realisation of Atman by itself there is a danger, 17-405 

It is not even enough that we should realise the Brahman except as the Atman & 

Ishwara, 17-407 

Nobody can have the supramental realisation who has not had the spiritual, 35-282 

One can also regard all beings as souls dependent upon the One Divine, 35-176 

One can get partial realisations of the Self or Spirit or the Divine on any plane, 29-413 

One must realise self first – Only afterwards can one realise the supermind, 35-305 

Only some undefinable Reality was perceived as true – This realisation was not lost, 

35-259 
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Our realisation is a realisation of identity by attitude, not of absolute identity by nature, 

17-415 

Realisation of Self and love of the personal Divine are two different movements, 35-

255 

Realisations are the essence of knowledge – Not mental thoughts without experience, 

31-56 

Realisations are the reception in the consciousness and the establishment there, 30-38 

Realisations of a kind on the mental spiritual plane even if the vital is still impure, 30-

398 

Sri Aurobindo came to realise the dynamic side of the Brahman, the Ishwara, 35-259 

Sri Aurobindo had already realised in full two of the four great realisations, 36-94 

Such, then, are some of the practical fruits of the realisation of God as the Self, 17-414 

The endeavour to arrive at one of the great positive realisations, 29-236 

The first realisation he had while meditating with Lele, at Baroda in January 1908, 36-

94 

The fundamental realisations in the Yoga, 30-319 

The idea of the Great Illusion bars the road to the dynamic realisation in the world, 35-

307 

The other two realisations – On his way to the supreme Reality and the higher planes, 

36-94 

The realisation of all things as God or Brahman – Our real self is cosmic, 23-371 

The Rishi of the Isha wishes us to realise all three, 17-408 

The Self or Atman and the soul or psychic being – Both realisations are necessary, 28-

97 

The three fundamental realisations, 23-118 

The vast foundation of a greater divine Knowledge – Other realisations there are, 23-

118 

There is a realisation in which all beings are moving in the one Self, 35-176 

There is another in which all are vividly realised as the Self, the Brahman, 35-176 

These are the characteristic realisations of the Overself familiar to the Vedanta, 35-176 

These realisations and others which followed upon them – We can always rise, 35-259 

This high realisation is attained through direct ideal knowledge, 17-419 

Three realisations ‒ Of the psychic being, of the cosmic Self, of the supreme Divine, 

30-320 

We have to realise the Self everywhere, but also that this Self is Brahman & the Lord, 

17-405 

We perceive the Brahman, that which extends itself here in space & time, 17-402 

We realise that it is our true Self & the true Self of everything – We call it the Atman, 

17-402 

realism 

A close and minute psychological observation – A door of escape from realism, 26-119 

Its stumbling-block is a falsity which pursues both its idea and its method, 26-115 

Our idealism is always the most rightly human thing in us – A spiritual realism, 25-242 

Out of objective realism – A pronounced and conscious subjectivity, 26-116 

Realism – A child of romanticism perverted by a pseudoscientific preoccupation, 26-

114 
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Realism – If it dominates, then poetry must decline and cease, 26-209 

Realism – Tringing out of the external truth of things, not the perverse romanticism, 

25-139 

Realism ends, indeed almost begins, by an exaggeration and overstressing, 26-114 

Realism is sometimes an inverse, sometimes a perverse romanticism, 26-7 

The demand for activity and realism or for a direct presentation of life in poetry, 26-

248 

The illusion of realism – Each artist is a creator of his own world, 27-112 

The quarrel between idealism and realism, 26-9 

The spiritual path needs a certain amount of realism, 28-444 

realistic art 

Realistic art cannot give us a scientifically accurate presentation of life, 26-37 

reality 

There is one sole reality and there can be no other, 12-185 

Reality 

A concept of Reality and of Knowledge enveloping the cosmic and the Absolute, 21-

662 

A supracosmic Reality, but also the secret truth underlying the whole manifestation, 

21-686 

All turns round the question “What is Reality?”, 21-489 

Some sole and supreme Reality in whose presence things existed only as forms, 28-358 

The consciousness of the Reality – But our idea and sense of Reality vary, 21-660 

The Mind is seeking for such a Reality and testing each thing from Matter upwards, 21-

680 

The Transcendent, the universal, the individual – All are the one Reality, 12-185 

realms 

Mind has its own realms and life has its own realms just as matter has, 28-132 

reason 

All attempts to deny and slaughter the reason are reprehensible, 17-346 

All systems have been a partial and confused application of reason to life, 25-108 

And you must get rid of an exaggerated insistence on the use of reason, 31-634 

Beyond it there is a reason, a highest action of the buddhi – The highest reason, 23-652 

Both are essential to the completeness of the human reason, 1-387 

But the reason is not able to relate the human soul to the Eternal as it should be related, 

18-409 

But the reason of man is bound to arrive at a reflection of the Light that surpasses it, 

25-123 

By this inherent characteristic, the age of reason must always be an age of progress, 25-

195 

Here it would seem that reason has its legitimate part to enlighten, purify, rationalise, 

25-133 

His reason helps him to progress, grow, enlarge himself, 25-122 

How reason gets her first real chance of an entire self-development, 25-195 

Human reason has a double action, mixed or dependent, pure or sovereign, 21-66 

If reason is to play any part, it must be an intuitive rather than an intellectual reason, 

25-135 
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Intellectual reason unenlightened by spiritual knowledge tends to deny and destroy, 25-

134 

It is here that the reason comes in – Self-conscious and rationally discriminative, 25-

137 

It is reason, the faculty that can discriminate as objects, that first attempts, 18-424 

Man needs both faith and reason so long as he has not reached a greater knowledge, 28-

349 

Man's highest accomplished range is the life of the reason, 25-84 

Many hard things have been said about materialism – Science and reason, 13-184 

Nor can reason found a perfect life for man or a perfect society, 25-123 

Not a mental or intellectual – A spiritual and supramental reason, 21-343 

Our reason is not our spirit's greatest essential power – A transitional instrument, 12-

164 

Our reason must become plastic and open to larger states and possibilities, 21-346 

Reason and spirituality become wider and more effective on the mass, 25-187 

Reason can in its nature be used and has always been used to justify any idea, 25-121 

Reason can indeed make itself a mere servant of life, 25-110 

Reason cannot be the last and highest guide – Where are we to find this, 25-173 

Reason cannot deliver us. The day of our freedom dawns when we transcend reason, 

18-426 

Reason has been the helper, instructor, elevating friend, civiliser of mankind, 25-104 

Reason has indeed a part to play, but that part is secondary and subordinate, 25-132 

Reason has proposed to take up all this physical and vital life and perfect it, 25-164 

Reason is a half-enlightened Ignorance seeking for truth, 12-256 

Reason is a necessary light-bringer – Science is a right knowledge of processes, 13-186 

Reason is an imperfect light with a large but still restricted mission, 25-120 

Reason is an insufficient guide for humanity in the great endeavour, 25-124 

Reason is the sovereign power by which man has become possessed of himself, 25-105 

Reason is unable to deal with life in its complexity or in its integral movements, 25-110 

Reason may again determine to found itself securely on the facts of life, 25-110 

Reason must be overpassed or surpass itself and become a passage to the Divine, 25-

165 

Reason must proceed by hypothesis – There is room enough for all three methods, 13-

287 

Reason using the intelligent will is the highest developed faculty of man, 25-102 

That higher principle seems to be the human faculty of reason and intelligent will, 25-

101 

That his own reason is right – To justify to man his action and the faith in him, 25-121 

That the collective human reason will arrive at purity – A reflection of the Light, 25-

122 

The characteristic power of the reason in its fullness is a logical movement, 23-851 

The dealings of reason with the suprarational and the infrarational, 25-127 

The excess of the reason only makes life artificial and rationally mechanical, 23-851 

The first of the instruments going beyond physical experience is the pure reason, 21-66 

The first thing that this discriminating reason effects is to put each detail in its place, 

18-425 
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The human reason is an individual action quite unreliable, 32-603 

The idea of pure mental impersonality in the human reason is an exploded superstition, 

27-532 

The intellectual reason and the intelligent will cannot deal with life as its sovereign, 25-

112 

The life of the reason and intelligent will – Between that upper and this nether power, 

25-128 

The limitations of the reason when it is confronted with the religious being of man, 25-

129 

The mental reason proceeds with labour from ignorance to truth, 23-482 

The normal experience of the reason is not applicable to these higher truths, 21-387 

The operation of the logical reason is the same in all these fields of its data, 23-853 

The peculiar character of our age is the divorce between reason and faith, 13-439 

The progress of the reason as a social renovator and creator, 25-193 

The reason can never truly succeed in dealing with conscious life, 25-215 

The reason cannot arrive at any final truth, 25-122 

The reason cannot be successfully the absolute ruler of mind and life, 23-851 

The reason cannot succeed in giving a perfect law to the other estates of the realm, 25-

114 

The reason has to be led beyond, but by its own means and in its own manner, 19-264 

The reason in different men comes to different, opposite or incompatible conclusions, 

28-323 

The reason is an intermediary between the life mind and the supramental intuition, 23-

850 

The reason itself is only a special kind of application of suggestions, 23-797 

The reason mechanises in order to arrive at fixity of conduct and practice, 25-214 

The reason of man struggling with life becomes either an empiric or a doctrinaire, 25-

110 

The root of the difficulty – The real sovereign is another than the reason, 25-112 

The sphere of reason in the creation of beauty and its appreciation, 25-137 

The subjection of reason to the rule of a vital and physical practicality, 25-111 

The thought is composed of two separate sides, judgment or reason and imagination, 1-

436 

The whole difficulty of the reason in trying to govern our existence, 25-110 

Theology in vain denies the right of reason to speak in matters of spiritual truth, 18-409 

There is a greater reason in all the operations of the Infinite, 21-343 

Two attitudes of reason faced with the phenomena of the religious life, 25-129 

Vaguely it is felt that there is some greater godhead than the reason, 25-105 

We have to carry still farther the conflict between the normal and the higher reason, 21-

389 

What replaces the reason in the supramental transformation, 23-849 

When it attempts a higher action reason separates itself from life, 25-111 

Reason 

A Reason prepared to accept the data of spiritual experience as valid per se, 28-365 

A strain of spiritual thought in India which admits Reason as a supreme judge, 28-365 
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Is it possible that Reason is not supreme and infallible? – She has made a greater mess, 

27-556 

Reason and Science can only help by standardising, 21-1091 

reason of State 

The continuance of British rule – Reasons of State held to be of supreme authority, 6-

533 

The reason of State can well be used to justify every utmost atrocity, 6-533 

reason. 

God takes the word out of my mouth and the lips say something else at which reason 

trembles (3), 12-423 

I learned that when reason died, then Wisdom was born (6), 12-423 

Inspiration exceeds reason more perfectly than reason exceeds the knowledge of the 

senses (2), 12-423 

Reason adapts itself to the faith or argues out a justification of the instincts (258), 12-

458 

Reason divides, fixes details & contrasts them (8), 12-424 

The only business of reason is to arrange and criticise the perceptions (259), 12-458 

The thing seen is simply true & neither folly nor reason (4), 12-423 

To the reason it is always true that the earth moves round the sun, 12-434 

Until Wisdom comes to thee, use the reason for its God-given purposes and faith and 

instinct for theirs (260), 12-458 

reasoning 

Each reasons according to his mental constitution and mental preference, 35-197 

The experience of reasoning and its errors should be given to the mind, 1-409 

The faculties of memory, judgment, imagination, perception, reasoning must be 

trained, 1-370 

The power of reasoning, of comparison and differentiation and of expression, 1-359 

The training of the logical reason must necessarily follow the training of the faculties, 

1-408 

The usual practice is to train the logical reason by teaching the science of Logic, 1-409 

There are three elements necessary to correct reasoning, 1-408 

rebel 

“God appoints the man who rebels and refuses to prolong unjust authority”, 1-485 

rebirth 

A continuation of a long past connection – That is what rebirth means, 13-365 

A double process, a physical evolution and a soul evolution – Birth and rebirth, 21-858 

A great difference – The old theories affirm, the modern denies rebirth as a part, 21-

777 

A prevalent idea that freedom from physical rebirth is the sole aim of liberation, 23-268 

A rebirth of the Person into a new formation of the personality, 21-828 

An evolving universal Life – Pythagorean transmigration or the Indian idea of rebirth, 

21-780 

And the soul in rebirth assumes a new mind, life and body, 28-115 

As regards the stage at which the soul returning for rebirth enters the new body, 28-539 

But what if rebirth were in truth a ladder of the soul's ascension, 13-303 

But why a succession of human births and not one alone?, 21-792 
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Cases of an almost immediate rebirth, even with a detailed memory of the past life, 28-

535 

Higher altitudes of the intermediary existence between death and rebirth, 23-462 

If there is the evolution of a conscious individual, then there must be rebirth, 29-396 

If this view is correct, rebirth and the after-life assume a different significance, 21-835 

India must be reborn, because her rebirth is demanded by the future of the worldrebirth, 

6-84 

Is it then the Self that incarnates and reincarnates?, 13-274 

It is through something supraphysical that we are likely to get the greater truth, 13-288 

Men think crudely about such a matter as rebirth, 13-270 

Rebirth – A progress to some great act and high display of the Divinity, 13-316 

Rebirth – The same people often meet again and again on earth in different lives, 35-

121 

Rebirth – The Vedantist admits an identical, a self, other than my personality, 13-272 

Rebirth and Karma – Related truths needed for each other's completeness, 13-358 

Rebirth and the circumstances of the new life as a reward or punishment, 28-539 

Rebirth and the progress of the soul by ascent from grade to grade, 21-877 

Rebirth as an occasion and means for a spiritual evolution fills in every hiatus, 13-297 

Rebirth exists as a means for the evolution of the spiritual being in Nature, 21-849 

Rebirth is an indispensable condition for any long duration and evolution, 21-858 

Rebirth is an indispensable machinery for the working out of a spiritual evolution, 21-

784 

Rebirth is for the modern mind no more than a speculation and a theory, 13-259 

Rebirth is the continuity of that self-effectuation in the individual, 13-366 

Rebirth is the only possible machinery for such a soul evolution, 13-294 

Some cases of immediate rebirth with full memory in human forms also, 28-550 

The absence of any memory wrongly taken as a disproof of the actuality of rebirth, 21-

851 

The acceptance of rebirth if there is such a thing as a soul evolution, 13-288 

The ancient view of evolution, heredity and rebirth – A soul evolution, 13-284 

The argument of the reincarnationists that their theory accounts for all the facts, 13-263 

The attachment to the escape from rebirth, 23-268, 23-270 

The births of the soul are the series of a constant spiritual evolution, 13-355 

The Buddhist denied any real identity – It is Karma that incarnates, 13-272 

The conditions of the future birth are determined fundamentally at the time of death, 

28-539 

The earlier statements of the truth of rebirth – A stamp of inadequacy, 13-297 

The ethical argument of the reincarnationist, 13-264 

The idea of evolutionary rebirth – A clue to the problem of ourselves, 13-295 

The old idea of rebirth errs by an excessive individualism, 13-365 

The one fundamental question of the past of the individual being and its future, 13-289 

The possibility of a prolongation of the ascending line of rebirth – A certitude, 21-793 

The preparation determines the circumstances of the new birth, 28-534 

The psychic being at the time of death chooses what it will work out in the next birth, 

28-532 

The repeated birth of the same individual – An ascending unity, 13-315 
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The soul does not go back to the animal condition, 28-534 

The soul preserves the impression of what was essential in its past lives, 28-116 

The soul when it returns to birth – The essential elements of its experiences in life, 28-

535 

The terms – Transmigration, metempsychosis, reincarnation, rebirth, 13-259 

The theory of rebirth is almost as ancient as thought itself, 13-259 

The true foundation of the theory of rebirth, 13-267 

There are cases in which there is a rapid rebirth of the exterior being, 28-116 

There is a rebirth of new psychic personality – Behind is the Person, 13-276 

There is no rule of complete forgetfulness in the return of the soul to rebirth, 28-536 

This idea of universality – In any future significance of rebirth and karma, 13-366 

This then is rational and philosophical foundation for a belief in rebirth, 21-793 

To be born again means to revive the Brahma within us – A spiritual process, 6-86 

When there is a new birth one brings all that is necessary, 28-541 

Whether the process of rebirth is not quickly successive, 21-824 

Whether, humanity once attained, this succession of rebirths still continues, 21-791 

Rebirth and Karma 

One reason why I have not yet allowed the publication of “Rebirth and Karma”, 35-98 

recantation 

Recantation meant a diminution of the moral force of the movement, 6-912 

Recantation was the alternative which old persecutors offered, 6-911 

Today also an apology or recantation would fatally injure the moral force, 6-912 

Reception Committee 

A foolish rule – The local Reception Committee has to elect the President, 6-724 

Not till a public confirmation – The President designated by the Reception Committee, 

6-784 

The Reception Committee is not an elected body but is constituted on a money basis, 6-

724 

reception hall 

The reception hall is for visitors – It should not be made a place of public worship, 35-

703 

Reception Room 

The prohibition against sadhaks prostrating when visitors are in the Reception Room, 

35-703 

receptivity 

3. Receptivity – The power to receive the Divine Force, 29-266 

Even to make expression a vehicle of a superior power helps to open the consciousness, 

27-723 

Get free from the obscure hesitation to open and let the force do its work, 27-720 

Nothing pleases the Mother better than to see her children receiving what she has to 

give, 32-463 

Poetry is a means of developing the right position of receptivity, 29-329 

The art of allowing things to come through and recognising the one right thing, 27-12 

The higher energy and receptivity ought to come by intensity of the consciousness, 31-

431 

The mind drawn back upon itself to receive the Presence, 30-491 
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The more one is cheerfully open to her, the more one is likely to receive, 32-560 

The sole thing necessary is an entire or at least a dominant will to receive, 27-719 

The vital receiving directly and transforming immediately into kinetic energy, 30-491 

There comes also a receptivity to the Force, 29-234 

This element intervenes and makes a curtain of non-receptivity, 29-201 

To allow the psychic and the mind to develop the necessary condition of receptivity, 

29-328 

To be able to receive the higher consciousness while doing external things, 30-493 

To receive the Force a certain receptivity in the consciousness is needed, 35-489 

To try to receive within is always the true thing, whether through meditation or pranam, 

32-563 

What is standing in the way – You must get rid of this clinging to the past self and life, 

27-719 

What the Guru can do for the sadhak depends upon the latter’s receptivity, 29-191 

record 

This survival of all experience in a mighty & lasting record – All that can come, 18-309 

recrudescence 

The end of a stage of evolution is usually marked by a recrudescence, 13-33 

rectangle 

The rectangle indicates something partial and preliminary, 30-102 

recurrence 

A hostile pressure is organising a habit in the body of recurrence at a fixed time, 31-

555 

The body consciousness expects the recurrence – The expectation helps it to come, 31-

555 

This habit of fixed recurrence gives a great force for any illness to persist, 31-555 

red 

“Red” depends on the character of the colour, 30-124 

It is very red when it is acting on the vital, 31-270 

Red indicates always some kind of Force or Power, 30-133 

Red is the colour of rajas, black is the colour of tamas, 30-134 

Red is the colour of the physical, 30-133, 32-280 

red and gold 

Red and gold mean truth and power joined together, 30-163 

red colour 

The red colour was the sign of Power, 30-370 

red diamond 

The red diamond is the Mother's consciousness in the physical, 30-144 

red fire 

It is very red when it is acting on the vital, 30-147 

The red fire is the fire of renunciation and tapasya, 30-147 

red gold light 

“Red gold” is rather the light of the Truth in the physical, 30-131 

Orange or red gold is supposed to be the light of the supramental in the physical, 30-

131 

red horse 
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The white horse may be the sattwic mind and the red horse the vital rajas, 30-162 

red light 

The red light is the Power sent down to change the physical, 30-183 

red Purusha 

The red Purusha may be the power of the true physical, 30-133 

red sun 

The red sun is a symbol of the true, illumined physical consciousness, 30-144 

red-crimson 

Two red-crimson lights – Supramental Divine Love, supramental physical Force, 35-

342 

redress 

Anglo-Indian vagaries – We trust the sufferer will seek redress, 6-112 

referendum 

The House of Lords – Putting the rejection of the Budget in the form of a referendum, 

8-345 

reflection 

One can get the experiences of a higher plane by reflection or some partial descent, 30-

410 

The transcendent planes reflected on the higher planes of consciousness, 30-410 

reform 

But no measure coupled with provisions disastrous to the future of the nation, 8-237 

No reform would be acceptable which did not ensure popular control, 6-502 

The manifesto is silent with regard to the practical methods to bring about real reform, 

8-358 

The manifesto of the Moderate leaders in Calcutta – The shortcomings of the reform, 8-

357 

The Nationalist party is not opposed to all acceptance of reform, 8-237 

The requisite for national progress, national reform – Free thought and action, 6-266 

This so-called reform has no room for any real political education for the people, 6-138 

Reform 

Special Mahomedan representation – An essential feature of the Reform Scheme, 8-287 

The claims of the Reform Scheme to be a measure of popular self-government, 8-329 

The clauses of the Reform Bill itself were a sufficient guide to open our eyes, 8-381 

The Reform Scheme is the second act – It will complete the work of the Partition, 8-

288 

reformation 

Reformation – Only when the Government is indigenous and all classes have a place, 

6-272 

Reformation 

The evolution of Europe determined less by the Reformation than by the Renascence, 

25-19 

The Reformation in Europe and the French Revolution were crises of this character, 19-

169 

reformer 

Orthodox and reformer lose themselves in details – Principles determine details, 12-53 

reforms 
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A consideration of the suggested reforms, 6-536 

Another reason was that he speaking against the reforms, 8-102 

If the Moderates accept the reformed Councils – The end of the Anti-Partition 

agitation, 8-238 

India has rejected reforms - Prepared to suffer sacrifices for political rights, 6-507 

Mere administrative reforms are looked upon with suspicion by the Nationalist party, 

6-466 

The first is the question of the acceptance or rejection of the present reforms, 8-157 

The Moderate critics implied charge of breach of faith about the reforms, 8-380 

The much-talked-of reforms which are said to pave the way for self-government, 6-496 

The Nationalist Party might accept real reforms giving real power or control, 36-86 

The Nationalist party refuses any reform which does not begin self-government, 8-213 

The patent fact that if we accept the reforms, we accept the Partition, 8-238 

The reforms – Alleviations of our condition for the renunciation of our national future, 

6-500 

The reforms – She separate electorate and special privileges for one community, 8-236 

The reforms – The educated classes are excluded, except in infinitesimal degree, 8-337 

The reforms give no control, therefore the reforms must be rejected, 8-180 

The reforms give to the people not the slightest real share in the government, 8-103 

Those reforms are burlesque – They evade a settlement of the real question, 6-497 

Under English rule, reforms are almost invariably slow and gradual, 6-506 

Reforms 

A Moderate legend – The Reforms as the foundations of representative self-

government, 8-431 

An argument advanced in favour of the Reforms is a measure of local self-government, 

8-235 

The Moderates – Supporting by participation the Reforms which they condemned, 8-

419 

The Reforms – Nothing can be expected from persistence in Moderate politics, 8-372 

The Reforms – The Act and the Regulations have one origin, one object, one policy, 8-

432 

The Reforms are purely a diplomatic move to strengthen the Government, 8-393 

The unmasking of the Reforms – A blow even to the Loyalist Hindus, 8-351 

refusal 

The refusal of Arjuna proceeded from the ego sense in him, 19-551 

regeneration 

The spirit in which we are to set about the regeneration of our national life – Two 

ideals, 8-92 

regional languages 

The later poetry of the regional languages does not give itself up to a curious opulence, 

1-616 

regularity 

“Man must be not merely original but regular in his originality”, 1-45 

“We will take some form of harmony and inquire how regularity enters into it”, 1-46 

Calligraphy – “The words and letters must exhibit a regular variety”, 1-47 

Regulations 
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The Reforms – The Act and the Regulations have one origin, one object, one policy, 8-

432 

reincarnation 

A common popular blunder about reincarnation – That it is the same personality, 28-

543 

A gradual spiritual progress and evolution – The truth of reincarnation, 20-159 

How is this human mind and body created? – The doctrine of reincarnation, 19-166 

It is a line of consciousness and not a personality that reincarnates, 28-547 

It is the central being that incarnates, not the outer personality, 28-543 

Nothing in the nature is carried over in the next incarnation except the essence, 28-544 

The doctrine of reincarnation enormously enhances the value of effort and action, 20-

128 

The idea of reincarnation is disputed by the Western scientific mind, 28-554 

The long-current belief about reincarnation and the after-death sojourn, 21-835 

The popular ideas which derive from the religions that admit reincarnation, 21-826 

The terms – Transmigration, metempsychosis, reincarnation, rebirth, 13-259 

Three questions on the subject of reincarnation which it is necessary to elucidate, 21-

824 

rejection 

A constant positive growth can help in the rejection of all that has to be rejected, 31-

742 

A determined rejection of the inward as well as the outward movement, 31-517 

A foreign influence ‒ Always reject it, when it comes, even if you feel strongly its 

touch, 31-788 

A resolute and persistent effort of will can enforce in the end the rejection, 31-532 

A steady and quiet rejection of the lower forces and a quiet and steady calling down, 

31-707 

An entire rejection and a complete turning to the Divine are the way to meet them, 31-

787 

As for the things in our nature that are thrown away from us by rejection but come 

back, 28-219 

Aspiration, rejection, the remembrance of the Mother and surrender – The main means, 

32-137 

Aspiration, self-consecration, rejection of all that comes in the way – Indispensable, 

32-137 

By constant rejection, the force of recurrence finally dwindles, 31-361 

Cutting off – A determined rejection of the inward as well as the outward movement, 

35-720 

Desires have not merely to be suppressed, but to be rejected from the nature, 31-265 

Detect first what is false or obscure in you and persistently reject it, 32-4 

Discrimination and rejection are necessary accompaniments, 32-149 

Hostile forces ‒ It is better to proceed by a quiet rejection and growth in consciousness, 

31-745 

If it is steadily persisted in, the rejection will succeed in the end, 29-65 

If one aspires sincerely and rejects what has to be rejected, 29-64 

If you find it difficult to reject in the sense of throwing away ‒ Refuse assent, 31-273 
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It is better to reject and dismiss, 31-266 

It is the entire inner rejection of the sex-pulls and vital pulls that is necessary, 31-516 

It is the power of rejection put into speech, 31-94 

It proceeds by a process of combined detachment and rejection, 31-503 

It would be better to reject without any violent feeling, 31-294 

Naturally, without rejection nothing can be done, 31-742 

Not the rejection of the activities and powers that can be made instruments, 29-388 

One can reject best by bringing in the positive psychic and spiritual forces, 29-64 

One cannot be perfect in discrimination at once or in rejection either, 32-225 

One stands back from them, rejects them and calls in the Mother's Force, 30-490 

One’s own part is to aspire and open oneself and to reject ego, desire, 35-818 

Only desire, egoism, restlessness and other wrong movements have to be rejected, 30-

100 

Refusal to indulge the suggestions of desire is also a part of the rejection, 31-264 

Regard these things as something foreign which you have to reject, 30-63 

Reject all suggestions of uncontrolled desire or anger, 31-277 

Reject the lower experiences and concentrate on a fixed and quiet aspiration, 29-65 

Reject these movements and call on the Divine Power to remove them, 31-746 

Rejected even from there it goes into the subconscient, 28-219 

Rejection alone cannot succeed – Rejection and inner experience and growth, 30-25 

Rejection is the way to get rid of anger and sex desire, 31-273 

Rejection of wrong movements, frank confession of defects are helpful to it, 31-191, 

32-222 

Renunciation of life cannot be the goal of life nor rejection of the world the object, 23-

328 

The action of this force once rejected will disappear in time, 30-202 

The control being not a mere suppression but an inner and outer rejection, 31-266 

The difference between suppression and an inward essential rejection, 31-265 

The effort demanded of the sadhak is that of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 31-

676, 32-139 

The effort should be to reject the restlessness and its suggestions altogether, 29-65 

The energy should not be directed solely to rejection – The positive replacement, 35-

760 

The firm will of rejection must be there, but not any wrestling or struggle, 30-490 

The most effective force for this is the psychic control along with steady rejection, 31-

237 

The personal effort is a triple labour of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 32-6 

The practice of rejection prevails in the end, 29-66 

The principle of the Yoga is rejection, 29-65 

The Rajayogic method of rejection and substitution as symptoms of a curable disease, 

1-391 

The rejection of desire is essentially the rejection of the element of craving, 31-264 

The rejection should be quiet, firm, self-assured, decisive, 31-294 

The steady, long and persistent rejection of all feelings that contradict samata, 29-131 

Then more an automatic rejection of such movements and less need of tapasyā, 31-708 

These impulses must lose their force of recurrence by rejection and purification, 30-492 
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These things rise in order that they may be met and cast out and finally rejected, 31-706 

This attitude makes the rejection, the confession easy, spontaneous, entirely complete, 

32-222 

To get rid of these – A process of constant rejection and remoulding, 31-238 

To reject steadfastly the wrong workings, 29-86 

To replace vairagya by a firm and quiet rejection of what has to be rejected, 29-388 

Two last stages of rejection – The subconscient, the environmental consciousness, 31-

602 

We have to reject the lower nature, deliver our consciousness from it, 29-442 

When the higher vital too rejects it, it sinks and takes refuge in the lower vital, 28-219 

When the lower vital too rejects it, it sinks into the physical consciousness, 28-219 

When things are rejected – Into the environmental consciousness or the subconscient, 

28-220 

When this kind of thing comes, there has to be a quiet rejection in the being, 30-140 

When what the thinking and willing mind rejects is strongly supported by the vital, 28-

219 

Whenever something disturbs you have to reject the thing that disturbs, 29-66 

Without persistent rejection liberation from the ego cannot be done, 31-237 

You have only to aspire, to keep yourself open to the Mother, to reject all that is 

contrary, 32-154 

You must get the power to reject them, 31-778 

relation of sadhaks 

The natural feeling of one sadhak to another should be kindliness and good feeling, 31-

303 

The relation of sadhaks with each other, one of goodwill and friendly feeling, 31-297 

relations 

It would found all relations upon the common spiritual unity, 21-1046 

The human nature when it makes relations with human beings – Turmoil in the vital, 

32-185 

The right relation and action or reaction of each upon each in every circumstance, 21-

1046 

You must learn to resume natural relations with people in the physical world, 36-319 

relations with others 

Affinities – All relations with others must be relations in the Divine, 31-290 

At a certain stage with or without apparent reason human relations begin to pall, 31-

286 

Human physical relations are necessarily temporary, 31-292 

Human relations must not interfere with the turn to the Divine, 31-295 

In that new consciousness there would be a new basis for relations with others, 31-287 

In the human relation the psychic love gets mixed up with other elements, 31-307 

Old vital relations and outer movements and contacts, 31-294 

Only when the Divine is found the true relations with others can come, 31-283 

Progress in her consciousness has disturbed the old relation with external surroundings, 

31-294 

Relations after taking up Yoga – Based more and more on the basis of sadhana, 31-291 

Relations which are part of the ordinary vital nature in human life, 31-283 
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Relations with people outside the circle of the sadhaks, 31-289 

The sadhaks – Their personal relations should have the Divine for their centre, 31-289 

To bury the past episode and its mistakes and return to normal undisturbing relations, 

31-350 

To leave any other relation till all relations can be founded in the Divine, 31-316 

Until the vital has been purified, illumined ‒ A vital mixture in these relations, 31-283 

Yogic relations with others should come only when one lives in the Divine, 31-290 

relative standards 

Hinduism admits relative standards, a wisdom too hard for the European intelligence, 

20-149 

relatives 

A relative is generally a symbol of some element of the hereditary nature, 30-161 

In these dreams the parents or relatives – The old nature, 30-161 

Mother, sister or other relatives ‒ Usually symbols of forces of ordinary nature, 30-161 

Seeing relatives in dreams is the impression left by the past life, 30-161 

relativities 

Behind all relativities there is this Absolute which gives them their being, 21-398 

Our practical dealings with life – That which exceeds and reconciles all relativities, 21-

398 

relativity 

Our knowledge, perception and experience of things must be relative, 28-397 

relaxation 

A relaxation brings back to the “ordinary” consciousness – This can be avoided, 29-316 

First there should be sufficient periods of rest and silence, even of relaxation, 36-348 

The consciousness – That in concentration and that which it takes in relaxation, 29-316 

reliance, 32-199 

But reliance upon God must not be made an excuse for indolence, 29-87 

Reliance – Dependence on another for something, based on trust, 29-88 

Two ways of doing Yoga – One by knowledge, the other by reliance on the Mother, 32-

200 

religion 

“In whatever way men come to me” – The whole truth about God & religion, 12-88 

“Is religion an infallible test of duty, because it is the very law of God?”, 1-14 

A certain pre-eminence of religion as the normal state except in brief periods, 25-173 

A constant tradition of liberty of religious practice and complete freedom of thought, 

20-188 

A narrow religious spirit often oppresses and impoverishes the joy and beauty of life, 

25-176 

A people's religion – Its upward will and the soul's aspirations, 20-107 

A philosophical or religious system is only a statement, 12-105 

A religion of sorrow and suffering and the gospel of the vanity of things, 25-179 

A religion therefore which claims to be eternal, must answer to the intellect, 18-412 

A religion which does not base its dogma and practice upon a living sense of Truth, 25-

16 

A religious temperament, the most outward form of spirituality, 23-24 

A spiritual religion – Not what is ordinarily called a universal religion, 25-577 
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A total difference of outlook on religion – The fixed intellectual belief, 20-180 

A way to be opened that is still blocked, not a religion to be founded, is my conception, 

35-696 

An idealistic notion or a religious belief or emotion is something quite different, 29-29 

An organised religion and the idea of a society governed or sanctioned by religion, 21-

1095 

Another delusion asks us to seek our regeneration through religion, 6-237 

Another thing, which is only another name for faith, is selflessness, 6-827 

Asia is the cradle of every great religion – Offshoots of one eternal religion of India, 6-

890 

Behind every exoteric religion there is an esoteric Yoga, 23-460 

Each religion has helped mankind, 13-211 

Each religion or way of approaching the Divine contributing its own element of the 

truth, 35-699 

Each religion really erects a different personal Deity, 23-381 

Either it views the whole thing as a mass of superstition or it patronises religion, 25-

130 

Ethics and religion especially have an attitude of almost complete hostility, 25-162 

Even if, as modern Science insists, religion started from animism, 21-726 

Every ethical ideal and every religious ideal – On its philosophical foundation, 17-218 

Faith, works and pious observances – The three elements of European religion, 1-491 

He must know the hidden Power or Powers that control the world – Religion, 21-894 

Here our religion parts company with Science – The highest term is the spirit, 13-21 

Hinduism is in the first place a non-dogmatic inclusive religion, 20-147 

How then can religion have fared, and especially all those social institutions?, 1-719 

I may expose, too, the weaknesses and narrownesses of an existing form of religion, 

12-43 

If a change is to be made, it can only be for an inner spiritual reason, 28-413 

If you embrace this religion of Nationalism, you will have to meet tremendous forces, 

6-830 

In a sense religion should be the dominant thing in life – But as the cult of spirituality, 

25-177 

In his childhood he drew back from religion altogether – A short period of atheism, 36-

106 

In ordinary religion this adoration wears the form of external worship, 23-572 

In politics religion has often thrown itself on the side of power, 25-177 

In reality, the European has not succeeded in getting rid of religion from his life, 8-21 

In the end the spirit in the religion has become a thin stream choked by sands, 25-264 

In the past, as a result, the coming of a new religion for a new universal order, 25-263 

In the West, the religious spirit was rationalised, secularised and almost annihilated, 

20-140 

In this necessity is the justification of Religion, 12-115 

Indian culture – Stamping religion with the essential ideal of a real spirituality, 20-185 

It is coming back in Socialism and in whatever form – The law of idealistic aspiration, 

8-21 
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It is far from my purpose to propagate any religion new or old for humanity, 28-411, 

35-696 

It is she who must send forth from herself the future religion of the entire world, 6-84 

It is the light of which the religious spirit and the spirituality of man is in pursuit, 25-85 

It is this process that has taken place in the evolution of religion, 21-895 

It will be said that this is an old discovery under the name of religion, 25-225 

Its first essential work is to confirm and make real the subjective sense of an Infinite, 

23-458 

Its intention is to make not only Islam but all spirituality and religion ridiculous, 32-

110 

Much of our religion and many of our social institutions – Nothing of their old vigour, 

1-719 

No religion yet has been able to spiritualise mankind, 13-211 

Once the soul of the nation awake in religion – All spiritual and intellectual activities, 

8-63 

One may be a very religious man yet not spiritual, 28-417 

One thing has happened in Bengal, and it is this, that Bengal is learning to believe, 6-

820 

Ordinary religion is a sacrifice to partial godheads other than the integral Divinity, 19-

332 

Outward religion – An outward deity and an external beatitude, 19-330 

Philosophies & religions – Rather God in all His aspects and beyond aspect, 12-99 

Philosophy and religious thought must be the foundation, 13-146 

Popular religions tend naturally to be dualistic – Development is fettered, 12-340 

Real religion, spirituality, idealism, altruism, self-devotion cannot be got rid of, 8-22 

Religion – In its truly revealing side of intuitive being and experience, 26-234 

Religion – Kept within the bounds of the practical reason and an earthly intelligence, 

20-142 

Religion alone can give, except for a few, effective power to Philosophy, 13-245 

Religion and daily life are, in the European opinion, two entirely different things, 1-491 

Religion and knowledge are to the European absolutely and eternally unconnected, 1-

491 

Religion can conquer the natural instincts and desires of man, 18-411 

Religion cannot be changed for some personal, social or worldly convenience, 28-413 

Religion is always imperfect because it is a mixture, 28-412 

Religion is beginning to realise that spirituality is the common bond of all religions, 25-

551 

Religion is the first attempt – Religion is not knowledge, but a faith and aspiration, 23-

458 

Religion is the first native, if imperfect form of the spiritual impulse, 20-178 

Religion is the seeking after the suprarational – Reason may well be insufficient, 25-

136 

Religion itself has shown its power of survival and is undergoing an evolution, 21-900 

Religion means, in ordinary practice, living according to authority, 1-492 

Religion must address its appeal to the whole of our being, 20-147 

Religion must take too each man where he stands and spiritualise him, 20-147 
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Religion was left aside, an impoverished system of belief and ceremony, 20-141 

Religion when it identifies itself only with a system may become a retarding force, 25-

177 

Religion’s real business is to prepare man’s mind, life and bodily existence, 21-897 

Retrogressions when the world, abandoning religion, plunges into materialism, 17-159 

So too religion has often supported a rigid and outworn social system, 25-177 

Society called in the aid of a spiritual force rapidly growing in its midst, religion, 17-

293 

Spirituality has often entered into humanity – Leaving the thing called religion, 1-436 

Teaching the dogmas of religion – Religion has to be lived, not learned as a creed, 1-

392 

The adoration becomes an inner worship – The religion becomes a Yoga, 23-572 

The aim of religion may include a social change, 23-617 

The Asram has nothing to do with Hindu religion or culture or any religion or 

nationality, 35-701 

The creation of the early forms of religion - Occultism and spiritual experience, 21-898 

The deepest heart, the inmost essence of religion is suprarational, 25-131 

The development of religion in India – Proper to an experimental evolution, 21-897 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or idea or 

philosophy, 28-411 

The dominance of the ignorant vital being – In the realm of interests, ideas, religion, 

21-645 

The enemy of all real religion is human egoism, of the individual, of class and nation, 

25-567 

The errors of religion are caused by the very nature of that inferior stuff, 21-897 

The essence of religion must be the ideal in every school which calls itself national, 1-

392 

The European is proud of his success in divorcing religion from life, 8-21 

The Europeans think that to fear God is a noble part of religion, 1-493 

The example of Japan – Sources of inexhaustible strength were drawn from religion, 6-

86 

The excessive and premature claim by religion to determine the truth – Faith, 21-896 

The false socialisation of religion – The cause of its failure to regenerate mankind, 25-

225 

The falsehood of the old social use of religion is shown by its effects, 25-225 

The final aim of religion and ethics, 17-282 

The first is initial & elementary – The preoccupation of human religions, 12-339 

The historic insufficiency of religion as a guide and control of human society, 25-176 

The indictment against religion in its premiss had much to justify it, 25-175 

The insistence on things objective in religious history, 25-38 

The method of religion in India – The method of evolutionary Nature herself, 21-904 

The modern economic view – Religion, education, science, politics and culture, 25-487 

The most prejudicial charge that can be brought against any religion, 20-137 

The movement of religious freedom in Europe – Atheism and secularism, 25-18 

The national genius poured itself into religion while our politics were imitative, 8-18 

The old religions in their social as apart from their individual aspect, 25-225 
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The old religious cultures – The faults of a certain narrowness and exclusive vision, 13-

188 

The religion to which the World-Spirit moves – In Hinduism we find the basis, 8-26 

The religion which does not separate life in any smallest detail from religion, 8-12 

The religious aim – The self-preparation for another existence after death, 23-617 

The religious ideal looks, not only beyond this earth, but away from it, 23-620 

The religious thinking of Europe is accustomed to rigid impoverishing definitions, 20-

191 

The remedy is to make the life of the nation a religion in a high spiritual sense, 20-39 

The results in India – The religion the most in consonance with the purpose of Nature, 

21-906 

The root of this evil is not in true religion itself, but in its infrarational parts, 25-176 

The second aspect of our religion is the absolute denial of the idea of one’s separate 

self, 6-828 

The self-respect of the nation is our religion, self-sacrifice is our only action or duty, 6-

860 

The spirit which had already declared itself in our religious life entered into politics, 8-

63 

The synthesis of religious aspiration and scientific faculty as a beginning, 13-439 

The task of religion and spirituality is to mediate between God and man, 20-196 

The tendency to unification and State authority – Against it, a religious sense, 25-452 

The theory that the earliest religion is a worship of outward Nature-Powers, 15-6 

The third thing, which is again another name for faith and selflessness, is courage, 6-

828 

The twin motives, fear and interest – The evolution of the religious instinct, 23-553 

The unity of spiritual existence is the basis of all true religion and true morality, 17-182 

The Vedantic religion claims to be the eternal religion because it satisfies, 18-412 

The vital and material man must accept a religious and social and ideal dharma, 19-569 

The Western recoil from religion was an opposite error, 25-179 

The whole of human philosophy, religion, science – To answer the question, 23-429 

The world has no use for religious bodies which exclude courage, justice and 

patriotism, 8-415 

The world moves to a new synthesis of religious thought and experience, 13-6 

There are two aspects of religion, true religion and religionism, 25-177 

This is the justification of the cruder elements of religion, 23-558 

This predominance of religion has been attacked and rejected by modern Europe, 25-

174 

To be a good, unselfish and religious man is the lower dharma, 1-493 

To get at this as a spiritual presence is the aim of religion, 25-155 

To the Indian mind the least important part of religion is its dogma, 20-180 

To understand and appreciate the work done by religion for humanity, 21-895 

True religion is spiritual religion, that which seeks to live in the spirit, 25-177 

Two attitudes of reason faced with the phenomena of the religious life, 25-129 

Uniformity of religion is a psychical impossibility, 6-372 

Unity is at once the justification of all religion & morality and the culmination, 17-161 

Utilitarianism, except force & fear, has no sanctions to replace those of religion, 17-153 
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We may fix the genuine minimum of religion – To know God, to love and to serve him, 

1-493 

We must first get God – This necessity is the imperative justification of religion, 12-

338 

What is this that has happened in Bengal? – A new religion, 6-819 

What the European understood by religion, had to be got rid of and put out of life, 8-22 

When the soul claims freedom, equality, brotherhood – The inner meaning of religion, 

25-570 

Religion 

But it is not only in Religion that we were great, 1-697 

How we shall arrive at real knowledge and a well-founded Science of Religion, 15-28 

I speak of religion, not of a creed, church or theology – Rather forms of religiosity, 12-

115 

Man is bound to develop the superman – Utility of Faith & Religion, 12-111 

Our originality and power has worked chiefly on the lines of Religion and Philosophy, 

1-697 

Philosophy, Religion & Science have each their appointed field and dominion, 12-79 

Religion becomes a mystic sanction for the ethical motive and discipline, Dharma, 25-

11 

Religion holds that God is not only impersonal but personal, 8-110 

Religion itself had become fixed in dogmas and ceremonies, sects and churches, 25-79 

Religion strove to subordinate and reconcile the lower to the higher, 23-140 

Religion, putting Veda away follows the impulses of the undisciplined heart, 17-347 

Science, Religion and Philosophy – Each is a creation and activity of Mind, 12-288 

The business of Religion is to arrange the personal relations of Sat, 12-79 

The entering into relations with the One is the object and function of Religion, 17-43 

There lies the immense value of Religion, the immense value of Art and Poetry, 25-147 

This position contains the whole real quarrel between Science and Religion, 8-110 

This reaction is inevitable – The dogmatism of Philosophy and Science, as of Religion, 

12-82 

This truth comes most easily home to us in Religion and in Art, 25-147 

Three illegitimate activities of which Philosophy, Religion & Science are guilty, 12-79 

religion of country 

There is a deeper factor – There must be a sort of religion of country, 25-562 

religion of humanity 

A new idea of group-aggregation – The growth of the religion of humanity, 25-547 

A religion of humanity may be intellectual and sentimental or else spiritual, 25-564 

A sort of intellectual religion of humanity – To create the single nation of mankind, 25-

573 

A spiritual religion of humanity – Not what is ordinarily called a universal religion, 25-

577 

A spiritual religion of humanity is the hope of the future, 25-577 

It accomplished rapidly many things which orthodox religion failed to do effectively, 

25-566 

Still in order to accomplish all its future it has to make itself more imperative, 25-567 

The aim of the religion of humanity was formulated in the eighteenth century, 25-568 
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The intellectual religion of humanity already to a certain extent exists, 25-564 

The saving power needed is a new psychological factor – The religion of humanity, 25-

576 

The unity of the human race – Secured if the religion of humanity spiritualises itself, 

25-571 

There would be needed a religion of humanity or an equivalent sentiment, 25-563 

Whether a purely intellectual and sentimental religion of humanity will be sufficient, 

25-568 

religion. 

You can get hold of God sometimes and give him a satisfactory beating (60), 12-430 

Religion. 

How much hatred & stupidity men succeed in packing up decorously and labelling 

“Religion”! (241), 12-456 

religionism 

European atheism is for the most part a shallow reaction against a shallow religionism, 

27-531 

Idealising intellectualism and religionism are all that is left of spirituality in Europe, 

28-418 

Religionism entrenches itself in ceremonies, creeds or systems, 25-178 

religions 

A feature essential to the right understanding of almost all the ancient religions, 20-200 

A great thing would be done if all these God-visions could embrace, 13-211 

All religions are a little off-colour now – The need of a larger opening of the soul, 28-

485 

All religions are true in their own way and degree – The paths to the One Eternal, 20-

181 

All religions have some truth in them, but none has the whole truth, 32-109 

As for the religious difficulty – It is idle to say that the difficulty is insuperable, 6-668 

From this need arise the religions of love and works – Even Buddhism and Mayavada, 

19-339 

Giving up the outer forms of the old religions – By the Hindus as by the Mahomedans, 

35-700 

Giving up the outer forms of the old religions – It is done here, 28-411 

In most other religious systems, a standard imperative on all – Only a few can comply, 

20-220 

It is so too that all the conflicting philosophies and religions arise, 28-138 

Later religions proclaimed an ideal law as his word and scripture, 25-618 

No restriction to inward worship – Old forms of the different religions may fall away, 

35-704 

Not the limited personal God of religions – This Ishwara is not Brahman in Maya, 19-

342 

Religion – If a change is to be made, it can only be for an inner spiritual reason, 35-189 

Religions at best modify only the surface of the nature, 28-413 

State religions are an expression of this endeavour – An artificial monstrosity, 25-460 

That is why there is always conflict between philosophies and religions, 31-76 

The ancients saw the vital heavens as the highest – Most of the religions also, 27-300 
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The coming of so many religions to India was part of her spiritual destiny, 35-700 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or philosophy, 35-96 

The later religions endeavour to fix the type of a supreme truth of conduct, 23-203 

The motives at the basis of religions, 23-553 

The old religions were organic systems founded on ideas which were coherent, 15-28 

The older religions erected their rule of the wise, a complex Shastra, 23-203 

The origin of this divine fear in some of the primitive popular religions, 23-562 

The personal God of the European religions is a Person in the human sense, 23-381 

The religions, the philosophical systems, the modern scientific mind, 13-286 

The weakness of the kinetic religions and the weakness of a quietistic spirituality, 19-

339 

The world's greater religions – The demands of the normal mind of man, 19-568 

These religions cannot effect a complete victory, end flatly in a compromise, 19-568 

They degenerate very soon into a routine of worship and fixed dogmas, 28-414 

This truth is instinctively recognised by all the great religions, 17-187 

Unity is the secret of the variety of human religions and philosophies – The one Truth, 

21-727 

What has happened to the “religions” and is the reason of their failure, 35-71 

religiosity 

First a certain kind of religiosity which is not the pure spiritual temperament, 21-914 

I speak of religion, not of a creed, church or theology – Rather forms of religiosity, 12-

115 

Not a church, creed or theology, for these things are all outward religiosity, 12-338 

On one side an excessive religiosity – On the other a too world-shunning asceticism, 

20-39 

religious 

A division between religious emotions and mundane feelings, 23-151 

A narrow religious spirit often oppresses and impoverishes the joy and beauty of life, 

25-176 

But religious emotion itself is too constantly invaded by vital movements, 23-151 

No splitting up on a religious or an ethical basis – What accepts or rejects, 23-185 

Some kinds of Asuras are very religious, very fanatical, strict about ethical conduct, 28-

466 

religious being 

The ethical is like the aesthetic and the religious being a seeking after the Eternal, 25-

154 

The limitations of the reason when it is confronted with the religious being of man, 25-

129 

religious community 

The religious community – The struggle between Church and State is absent, 20-420 

religious cult 

The variety of religious cult – Truths of an intermediate supraphysical existence, 20-

195 

religious culture 

A sign of a superior religious culture – A perfect liberty of thought and of worship, 20-

186 
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religious education 

To neglect moral and religious education altogether is to corrupt the race, 1-390 

religious ethics 

“Religious ethics would be a mere expression of will on the part of Society”, 1-17 

religious intolerance 

Religious liberties – Normally no place for religious oppression and intolerance, 20-

393 

religious liberties 

Religious liberties – Normally no place for religious oppression and intolerance, 20-

392 

religious liberty 

The doctrine that the State is under no obligation to recognise the religious liberty, 25-

511 

Values – The liberty of the individual, the right to national liberty, freedom of thought, 

36-456 

religious life 

The religious life is turning or trying to turn towards the Divine, 28-419 

The spiritual life, the religious life, the ordinary life are three quite different things, 28-

419 

religious literature 

Religious literature inspires only the religious-minded, 27-730 

religious mould 

Life cast in a religious mould – The influence of a religious conception of life, 20-218 

religious sects. 

The quarrels of religious sects are like the disputing of pots (54), 12-429 

religious teaching 

It is necessary to speak a word of religious teaching, 1-392 

Teaching the dogmas of religion – Religion has to be lived, not learned as a creed, 1-

392 

religious thought & experience. 

Shun all lowness, narrowness & shallowness in religious thought & experience (100), 

12-434 

religious work 

Religious work can be merely external and vital in its nature or influence, 29-248 

remedies 

Illness – The chief reliance should be on the inner will and secondly on simple 

remedies, 36-297 

remedies. 

If all remedies were really and in themselves efficacious and all medical theories 

sound, how would that console us for our lost natural health and vitality? (395), 12-

476 

The healthiest ages of mankind were those in which there were the fewest material 

remedies (391), 12-475 

Why not rather seek to discover Nature's direct all-powerful remedies? (401), 12-477 

remedy 

The only remedy is to cease from shutting their eyes on unpleasant facts, 8-442 
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remedy. 

The same remedy in its nature kills one & cures another (389), 12-475 

remembering 

By the higher force meeting the lower forces – The habit of forgetfulness disappears, 

32-226 

The constant remembering of God and lifting up of our works to him, 19-403 

remembering the Mother 

Aspiration, rejection, the remembrance of the Mother and surrender – The main means, 

32-137 

It is by the constant remembrance that the being is prepared for the full opening, 32-

167 

It is only by an inner development that you can remember in the midst of work, 32-258 

Remember the Mother and, though physically far from her, try to feel her with you, 32-

185 

The outer nature, when it is at ease, feels no necessity of remembering the Mother, 28-

91 

To be always remembering the Mother – A considerable progress, 30-369 

To remember the Mother always and to offer up to her all that comes is the thing to do, 

32-185 

To remember the Mother during work, one starts by a mental effort, 32-258 

What is necessary at the beginning is to remember the Mother as much as possible, 32-

186 

remembrance 

All that is indispensable on your part is the consent and the remembrance, 13-86 

As for the dedication, remember and pray in connection with the work, 29-271 

If one can in addition remember the Mother in the work – Still farther, 29-242 

If you can't as yet remember the Divine all the time you are working, 29-214 

Keep open to the Mother, remember her always and let her Force work in you, 29-109 

The good condition of openness and the constant remembrance, 30-457 

remembrance in work 

First, if one practises remembering the Mother and offering the work, 29-259 

It is not at first easy to remember the presence in work, 29-258 

The remembrance and consciousness in work have to come by degrees, 29-259 

remonstrance 

The man who remonstrates. This was the note of our political energies in the past, 6-

202 

remorse 

Exaggerated feelings of remorse and despair, 31-737 

Remorse, repentance is certainly better than indifference, 31-188 

You must not carry a scruple or a remorse or any kind of backward pull or attraction, 

35-727 

Renaissance 

That depends a good deal on what we mean by the word Renaissance, 20-3 

Renaissance in India 

A first question – Whether at all there is really a Renaissance in India, 20-3 

Renascence 
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The evolution of Europe determined less by the Reformation than by the Renascence, 

25-19 

The insufficiency of the aesthetic view of life – Italy of the Renascence, 25-100 

renascence in India 

To judge the possibilities of the renascence and the scope that it may take, 20-12 

rendering 

A rendering of the Vedantin’s Prayer – A quite sufficient nobility and power, 27-227 

renewal of the body 

A body weak or sick can renew itself, recover its vitality, 31-558 

It is only if one is old beyond fifty-five or sixty that the renewal becomes difficult, 31-

558 

renunciation 

A slight defect of renunciation vitiates the purity and effectiveness of the sacrifice, 17-

453 

All that we have renounced to Him – The material and medium of a divine enjoyment, 

17-458 

An absolute inner renunciation of the desire of things – Called becoming Brahman, 19-

530 

By doing works with a steady practice of the inner renunciation, 19-240 

Concentration and renunciation are needed in the three paths of Yoga, 23-335 

Enjoyment is to be reconciled then to renunciation & even wedded to it, 17-451 

Everything in the world has to be renounced and yet you have to enjoy, 17-380 

How far shall this renunciation go? – The tradition and the Integral Yoga, 23-326 

Let us examine successively this renunciation and this enjoyment, 17-452 

No refuge in quietistic renunciation – The real refuge is the delight-filled equality of 

mind, 17-521 

Purification and concentration as the right arm – Renunciation is the left arm, 23-326 

Real integral enjoyment depends upon an absolute renunciation of desire, 17-85 

Renunciation – An inner sacrifice to the Master of the world, the Lord, 17-453 

Renunciation according to a long established tradition – Many causes, 23-326 

Renunciation is an indispensable instrument of our perfection, 23-326 

Renunciation must be for us merely an instrument and not an object, 23-329 

Renunciation of all in desire is the condition of the free enjoyment of all, 17-18 

Renunciation of life cannot be the goal of life nor rejection of the world the object, 23-

328 

Selflessness then is the real & only law of renunciation, 17-191 

Taken by itself this path would seem to lead to the complete renunciation of works, 19-

129 

The external renunciation is not the essential, but even that is necessary for a time, 23-

333 

The first movement that is common to both paths of inner and of outer renunciation, 

19-528 

The inner renunciation is preferable to the physical renunciation, 17-469 

The man who renounces the little he can call his own for the good of others, 17-109 

The physical renunciation of works – Not the only way, nor the better way, 19-106 
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The psychological foundation of the ideal of renunciation – Kshara and Akshara, 19-

529 

The real renunciation is not the fleeing from works, but the slaying of ego and desire, 

19-129 

The renunciation demanded – Not of the thing itself, but of the attachment, the demand, 

17-381 

The renunciation demanded is an entire liberation of the spirit from any craving, 17-18 

The sattwic principle of renunciation – Freedom from Karma, 19-496 

The spirit of inner renunciation is the first mental condition, 19-497 

The truth that has to be symbolised is selflessness in God, not renunciation, 17-470 

The Upanishad tells us that we must enjoy by renunciation, 17-108 

Thou shalt not have the greed of desire in thy heart – The effect of the call to 

renunciation, 17-469 

To the man who has renounced, God gives Himself in return for his renunciation, 17-

456 

Under the name of renunciation, sacrifice to God remains its whole spirit and teaching, 

17-455 

We are to renounce every least or greatest detail of phenomenal existence, 17-452 

We shall find that in inwardly renouncing everything we have lost nothing, 23-334 

What shall be its nature? – An inward renunciation, 23-329 

Yoga of works – The true renunciation is the inner rejection of desire and egoism, 19-

86 

You are not asked necessarily to give up the objects of your enjoyments physically, 17-

109 

renunciation. 

All renunciation is for a greater joy yet ungrasped (94), 12-433 

How can I renounce what He took from me by force and gave back to me against my 

will? (407), 12-481 

Only by perfect renunciation of desire or by perfect satisfaction of desire (95), 12-433 

repellent. 

I hunted through the world for the ugly and the repellent, but I could no longer find 

them (20), 12-425 

I saw the attractiveness of the repellent (21), 12-425 

repentance 

For the sadhak however it is not repentance but recognition of a wrong movement, 32-

617 

Remorse, repentance is certainly better than indifference, 31-188 

The place of repentance is in its effect for the future, 32-617 

repetition 

The force of repetition that comes up from the subconscient, 31-146 

The principle of mechanical repetition is very strong in the material nature, 31-148 

repetitions 

After all every poet writes always in the same style, repeats the same vision of things, 

27-594 

As to the repetition of the indefinite article “a” – When some effect has to be produced, 

27-293 
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I see no objection to the recurrence of the same or similar image – Words, epithets, 

ideas, 27-97, 27-320 

In mystic poetry also repetition is not objectionable – It is resorted to by many poets, 

27-97, 27-320 

In Savitri – Multiplications of a vowel, syllabic assonances, purposeful repetitions, 27-

284 

It is desirable not to repeat oneself – To widen oneself (or one’s receptivity) always, 

27-595 

Its rule does not apply to poets like Homer or Valmiki or other early writers, 27-96, 27-

319 

One cannot substitute one word for another in this kind of poetry – Repetition or not, 

27-312 

Recurrence – The conventions of a past order cannot apply to a new poetry spiritual, 

27-100 

Repeating oneself sometimes, provided it is done with a difference, 27-596 

Sameness of expression in spiritual poems – It does not appear monotonous, 27-594 

The law against repetitions has no value in the technique of a mystic poem of this kind, 

27-290 

The law prohibiting repetition – This rule aims at a certain kind of intellectual 

elegance, 27-96, 27-319 

The repetition of adjective and noun – To create a large repetitive movement, 27-294 

This kind of repetition I have used largely in Savitri, 27-320 

Thus I cannot tell you for what purpose I admitted the repetition of the word, 27-323 

replacement 

We have to do it by a process of removal by replacement, 1-510 

reporter 

We have given given room for our reporter to vindicate his truthfulness, 6-257 

repression 

A long era of repression and reaction has opened the eyes of the Indian people, 6-502 

A period of repression, ever increasing, has been the result, 6-174 

A policy of firm repression coupled with concessions might be temporarily effective, 6-

327 

A policy of Russian repression would be strong and courageous but unwise, 6-327 

A policy of unflinching repression will alienate the whole educated community, 6-758 

Almost every form of Russian repression except the taking of life has been attempted, 

6-522 

Anti-Swadeshi repression – To put down Swadeshi under the forms of law, 6-604 

Any fresh development of Nationalism they are prepared to meet by ruthless 

repression, 6-760 

Every feature of Russian repression can be justified by the plea of State necessity., 6-

534 

Here in India we lag behind because there is that despotism and repression, 6-671 

Here no coercion or repression could interfere, 8-16 

In Egypt, in India, in Ireland the Government is bracing itself to a policy of repression, 

6-495 
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It is foolish to think that a nation once risen will be stopped by mere physical 

repression, 8-37 

It is only through repression and suffering that this maya can be dispelled, 6-1035 

It is quite possible that the order “do not hesitate to shoot” may go out, 6-522 

One aspect of these years has been a series of repressions, 8-33 

Organised repression – The result of an ignorant and unreasoning alarm, 8-270 

Repression cannot for ever continue, for it will bring anarchy into the country, 8-41 

Repression is nothing but the hammer of God that is beating us into shape, 8-38 

Repression proceeds from a consciousness of instability or unsoundness, 6-577 

Repressive measures will only add to our endeavours to serve the causr, 6-565 

Ruling by mere repression and terror after the moral bases of supremacy are gone, 6-

401 

The country will escape repression – By a high courage, fortitude and endurance, 8-41 

The mixed policy of repression and kindness was the thing he feared most, 8-104 

The nation is cowering in silence under the terror of repressive laws, 8-412 

The policy of the bureaucracy is not an unmixed and fearless policy of repression, 6-

757 

The readiness to use repression belongs not to British character especially, 8-270 

We have had many other forms of repression besides these deportations, 8-37 

Repression 

Repression refuses to allow us to cut the ground from under the feet of Revolution, 8-

444 

Revolution paralyses our efforts to deal peacefully but effectively with Repression, 8-

444 

reproach 

There should be no anger, vehement reproach or menace, 29-280 

reproaches 

Reproaches against the sadhak when he remains firm in his path, 31-315 

reproductive method 

It is not at all certain that the hereditary method will be used for the reproduction, 28-

315 

The reproductive method of the supramental is more likely to be psychological, 28-315 

repulsion 

Experiencing a recoil of disgust after the act and repulsion from the partner, 31-485 

Repulsion and shrinking are a bad way of getting rid of things, 36-326 

reputation. 

If I cared even for your praise, O ye saints, if I cherished my reputation, O ye prophets 

(441), 12-485 

resentment 

Resentment and wounded feeling ‒ And the vital’s habit of self-esteem, 31-247 

residence 

The rule of the Asram to admit for residence only people who come with permission, 

36-412 

resignation 

A period of resignation and endurance to assimilate all contacts – The stoical period, 

23-226 
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If the humility and resignation are firmly founded in the heart ‒ Other things like trust, 

31-184 

Resignation – An entire surrender of the whole being to God, 19-208 

Resignation, the ego’s submission to the divine will, is a spiritual movement, 30-375 

The Christian virtue of faith and resignation, the Pagan virtue of courage, 17-284 

The three steps towards divine peace – Endurance, indifference, resignation, 19-190 

resistance 

(4) Unfortunately, there is the resistance, a very obscure and obstinate resistance, 29-

386 

A guerrilla warfare accompanied by general resistance and revolt might be effective, 

36-47 

A resistance as soon as the vital or the physical begin to be worked upon directly, 35-

608 

A resistance in the mind, in the vital nature, in the physical consciousness, 31-668 

A resistance which refuses to yield to the mind’s will or the soul’s aspiration., 35-502 

A second preoccupation is the lightening of the heavy resistance of the Inconscient, 35-

368 

Accompanied by a resistance in the physical mind, 31-208 

An organized aggressive resistance – Assassinations, riots, strikes and agrarian risings, 

6-277 

An uneasiness of that kind is always due to a resistance somewhere, 30-487 

But defensive resistance within limits, if not feasible or ineffectual, 6-296 

But even in this new spirit of resistance in the people there is no lack of regard for law, 

6-123 

But though no longer passive, it is still a defensive resistance – Repelling attack, 6-295 

Defensive resistance – The last chance of escaping the necessity of extremism, 6-280 

Determined repression met by determined resistance, 6-111 

Especially in the physical parts there is this resistance – The tamasic element, 31-632 

Even if it takes the offensive it does not by that mere fact become aggressive resistance, 

6-295 

Foreign rule cannot build up a nation – Only the resistance to foreign rule can weld, 6-

357 

Fresh vigour and self-confidence to the people in their resistance to the Partition, 6-111 

If the pressure from above is continuous, the resistance gets exhausted at last, 30-489 

If there is a growth of unconsciousness and inertia, it is because of the resistance, 28-

405 

If there is resistance, then it is natural that it should take more time, 31-32 

If there were no resistance there would be no headache, 30-482 

In everyone there is something that resists ‒ That is no reason for giving up, 31-667 

In the material half-conscious or subconscient is the bed-rock of the resistance, 31-366 

In the nature the resistance takes certain characteristic forms, 31-152 

It is in the physical that the resistance has to be overcome, 29-41 

It is in the subconscient that the resistance is all massed together, 35-341 

It is not the pressure from above that creates difficulties – A strong resistance to 

change, 35-639 

It is the nature of the pressure which determines the nature of the resistance, 6-278 
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It is the resistance of the lower parts that brings in trouble and disturbance, 31-668 

Obscurations due to some resistance in the nature – More serious causes of delay, 31-

661 

Obviously we shall have to fall back on the third policy of organised resistance, 6-269 

Only three possible policies, petitioning, self-development and self-help, resistance, 6-

265 

Organized national resistance has three courses open to it, 6-276 

Organized resistance in subject nations – A radical change of the system of 

government, 6-272 

Our defensive resistance – Mainly passive in the beginning, active whenever 

compelled, 6-301 

Our policy is self-development and defensive resistance, 6-300 

Our self-development – Only by organized national resistance, passive or aggressive, 

6-276 

Peaceful resistance calls for more universal endurance and suffering, 6-279 

Reservations in the mind, the vital, the internal physical, 30-36 

Resistance may be of many kinds – Aggressive or defensive whether passive or active, 

6-299 

Sadhana – Because the things of the lower nature offer an obstinate resistance, 30-487 

Self-development and defensive resistance – The standing-ground of the new spirit, 6-

302 

Some resistance almost at every point to the descent of the higher consciousness, 28-

190 

The action of others upon us – The resistance for the total good of all existences, 19-

210 

The cause of the abatement of energy or zeal ‒ Some resistance somewhere, 31-144 

The difficulties are not likely to cease until the material resistance has been conquered, 

35-348 

The essential difference between passive or defensive and active or aggressive 

resistance, 6-281 

The feeling of resistance may be the result of the effort at response, 30-487 

The greater the plasticity in any part of the nature, the less the resistance there, 28-190 

The human vital and physical external nature resist to the very end, 29-28 

The mere effort at self-development, unaided by resistance, will not materially help us, 

6-275 

The Moderate method of resistance was verbal only – Prayer, petition and protest, 6-

287 

The moment coercion of this kind is attempted, active resistance becomes a duty, 6-294 

The normal resistance of the lower Nature and the action of the Hostiles are different, 

35-137 

The one true object of all resistance, passive or active – A free popular Government, 6-

274 

The present difficulties – The result not of the descent, but of the resistance to it, 35-

354 

The pressure of something that negates the Yoga – The resistance to Yoga, 35-610 

The resistance became suddenly active under the pressure, 31-710 
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The resistance is not always an intentional one ‒ Parts of human nature, 31-667 

The resistance of material Nature is a sign of something that has still to be conquered, 

35-336 

The resistance of Nature to the Divine Will, 31-668 

The resistance of the habitual external and physical nature, 31-408 

The resistance of the mind and the Prana – A frequent obstacle in the Yoga, 31-638 

The resistance to the call of the True, the Good and the Beautiful, 31-668 

The resisting elements remain quiescent – Afterwards they rise up, 30-52 

The restlessness is due to a resistance of the lower consciousness, 30-488 

The sadhak becomes restless under the Force only if he resists it, 30-446 

The second cause is some resistance, 31-662 

The vital mind or physical mind ‒ It is these usually that resist, 30-446 

The vital tries to resist the call to change – Revolt or opposition, 31-208 

There is a resistance that has to be fought out or worked out, 31-630 

There is for a long time a resistance from some layer of the physical, 30-489 

There is, moreover, the resistance of the Universal Nature, 31-668 

This resistance disappears altogether only when one reaches an advanced stage, 31-407 

Three paths – Petitioning, self-development by self-help, organized resistance, 6-299 

Under the pressure of the Force the resistance recedes lower and lower down, 30-488 

Very often when one thinks a particular resistance is finished ‒ It surges up again, 31-

146 

We preach defensive resistance mainly passive at present, but active whenever needed, 

6-296 

We would universalize and extend the policy of defensive resistance, 6-300 

Whatever resistance there is in the outer being will go, only it takes time, 31-694 

When the vital resists the change from the human into the divine consciousness, 29-476 

When there is some difficulty or resistance in some part of the nature, 29-273 

When this comes up and shows itself – The resistance at its root, 31-367 

Without organized resistance we could not take more than a few faltering steps, 6-299 

Your habitual movements in the vital make a violent resistance, 31-125 

resistances 

A centre may be opened and still there may be resistances in that part of the nature, 28-

242 

It is best not to struggle with the resistances but to stand back from them, 31-746 

It is usual for these resistances to rise up, for they have to manifest themselves, 31-746 

Resistances in sadhana ‒ Forces that don’t want men to find the Divine, 31-667 

The pressure of the higher consciousness has come down upon the resistances, 30-471 

The resistances dealt with by the psychic or by the enlightened mental will, 31-630 

resisting 

A moral, peaceful revolution only passively resisting the adversary, 6-525 

resolution 

A fixed resolution of the higher vital and the mind and the psychic being, 31-208 

A resolution means the will to try to get a thing done by the given time, 29-118 

Fix upon your mind and heart the resolution to live for the Divine Truth, 31-713 

The Force produces no definite and lasting fruit unless there is the will and the 

resolution, 31-720 
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The resolution, to be a real resolution, must be there always, fixed, 31-713 

When you make a resolution, all that stands in the way does rise up, 32-201 

resolutions 

In view of these defects – Draft resolutions and amendments to bring forward, 8-210 

Our public resolutions – Self-reliance, self-respect and a manly expression of opinion, 

8-211 

Some resolutions beyond the scope of the assembly by their local character, 8-209 

These draft resolutions – Undignified effusiveness, prolixity or argumentativeness, 8-

209 

Resolutions of the Congress 

The plea that the Resolutions of the Congress are not binding upon the Conference, 6-

254 

The Resolutions of the Congress – The minimum reforms which the people agreed, 6-

254 

Respect for human life. 

Respect human life as long as you can, 12-455 

respiration 

In reality the maintenance of respiration is not necessary to the maintenance of life, 17-

252 

response 

It is only a general question of the response of the Divine and to the Divine, 35-494 

The repetition of the response to lower vibrations does not increase the difficulty, 31-

759 

The response-giving mechanism, 31-405 

Response 

The Divine Response can come early or it can come late, 29-173 

responses 

The first responses of the Divine come rather as a touch, a pressure or it is a voice, 29-

175 

responsibility 

The implication is that man has no responsibility for his action, 31-799 

The passing away of such a man should make felt the almost religious responsibility, 1-

660 

rest 

Even then, unless the body itself is open, sufficient rest is absolutely necessary, 32-258 

How is rest to be attained? – The heart is the meeting place of God and the Soul, 6-889 

If the body also can absorb the Force – Extraordinary things, even then rest is 

necessary, 32-258 

It is necessary to see that the body has sufficient food, sleep and rest, 31-429 

Rest is absolutely necessary for the body and still more for the nervous system, 31-439 

Take care to rest enough – To rest well is not tamas, 31-440 

The body needs sufficient rest in order to be able to bear the pressure of sadhana, 31-

449 

The real rest – The inner life founded in peace and silence and absence of desire, 31-

753 

The Spirit is eternally at rest even in the midst of action, 29-155 
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There must be sufficient sleep and rest, not in excess but not too little, 31-382 

restlessness 

A form that the resistance in the physical easily and often takes, 31-400 

As for the other symptoms – The restlessness of the nervous being, 31-804 

Quietude is the proper basis for work, not restlessness, 29-284 

So long as the mind is restless, it is not possible to get at the inner Truth, 29-126 

The attempt of the old Ignorance to bring back the vital restlessness, 31-390 

The meaning of the knots – Death, weakness, pain and grief, restlessness, limitations, 

13-205 

The old restlessness is there in the body struggling to remain, 31-400 

The old restlessness which was lying dormant rose up as a resistance, 30-490 

The restlessness at night when you felt the Force, 30-490 

The restlessness comes because the physical has the habit of receiving it, 31-401 

The restlessness is due to a resistance of the lower consciousness, 30-488 

The restlessness of the vital kicking against vacancy of the consciousness, 30-424 

To put right the thoughts and suggestions that bring restlessness, 30-254 

When the restlessness and confusion come, you must immediately offer it up, 31-379 

result 

The result might have been otherwise or the same result spring from some other cause, 

17-512 

There must be no attachment to the work or the result, no vanity or arrogance, 32-13 

What in any given working of result selects the eventuality? – Is it Chance? Is it Fate?, 

17-512 

result. 

Not result is the purpose of action, but God's eternal delight in becoming, seeing and 

doing (330), 12-466 

resurgence 

Now that lesson is learned, and the time for our resurgence is come, 6-708 

We have narrowly escaped by the resurgence of the soul of India in Nationalism, 8-20 

resurrection 

The dogma of the resurrection of the body attests to this last demand, 21-853 

retaliation 

Misconduct on their part will not cease till we learn to retaliate, 6-391 

retardation. 

When thou art able to see how necessary is retardation to the last rapidity (134), 12-438 

retirement 

All his time and energies are occupied by his own work, 35-38 

An entire retirement can only be a personal case, 29-381 

Entire physical retirement is seldom healthy ‒ A comparative retirement is often 

helpful, 31-341 

Entire retirement is seldom found to be helpful, 31-93 

I doubt whether an entire retirement is very healthy except for certain people, 31-341 

I have adopted a rule of life which prevents me from appearing in public, 35-36 

If some find that retirement is the best way of giving oneself to the Higher, 31-343 

In 1926, Mother took up the work completely when I retired, 35-29 

In his retirement Sri Aurobindo kept a close watch and actively intervened, 36-65 
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In the absolute retirement one lives a purely subjective life, 31-326 

It is needed only in rare cases and with certain temperaments for a time, 31-340 

It is not a physical retirement that is needed, but an inner detachment, 31-339 

It is the same with everything else – Excessive retirement, 31-437 

Most cannot stand retirement, 31-339 

Mother does not at all approve of the idea of complete retirement, 35-660 

My objection to retirement ‒ Many have “gone morbid” by it or gone astray, 31-339 

My retirement had a purpose and that purpose must first be fulfilled, 35-35 

My retirement is necessary for the inner work, 35-35 

Not a retirement, but a cessation of social visits, 31-339 

Not the satisfaction of these vital clamours nor, either, an ascetic retirement, 31-160 

Retirement in the sense of all meditation without work is not suitable to this sadhana, 

31-341 

Retirement is not necessary for passing from one plane to another, 31-340 

Retirement is not to be imposed on anyone as a principle, 31-343 

Safer to combine some activity of outer life with retirement if any is made, 35-660 

Sri Aurobindo for the last few years does not see anybody, not even his disciples here, 

36-250 

That can only be an individual case and a temporary retirement, 29-216 

The danger in these retirements, 31-342 

The danger of too complete retirement and why it turned out to be harmful, 31-341 

The disadvantage of too complete a retirement is that it makes the person one-sided, 

31-327, 32-138 

The impulse to retire comes from some push to concentrate within, 31-340 

The only exception to his rule of seclusion – Giving instructions and receiving report, 

35-533 

There is not much utility in complete outer silence or absolute retirement, 31-93 

Where the retirement is helpful and fits the mind or the nature, we approve it, 35-679 

retirements 

The poet, the thinker, the scientist – Retirements not grim and inhuman, 31-343 

retiring 

To develop equanimity and egolessness – Not by retiring into oneself, 35-262 

retrogression 

A modern superstition – Everywhere an advance and nowhere a retrogression, 12-380 

return 

As for coming back, many who have gone out have come back, others have not, 35-628 

Not to return to the place and surroundings where you had the breakdown, 36-306 

The necessity exists and is often felt of a return to the place of the central influence, 35-

575 

revelation 

In the Upanishads the whole method is suprarational – Intuition and revelation, 17-323 

On the question of revelation, Dayananda was perfectly logical, 1-674 

Revelation – What is determined behind the play of potentialities and actualities, 23-

902 

Revelation is a part of the intuitive consciousness, 28-163 

Revelation is greater than inspiration, 27-99 
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Revelation, inspiration, intuition, intuitive discrimination, were the capital processes, 

17-551 

Suggestive intuition, intuitive discrimination, inspiration and revelation, 23-815 

Tapas is the very foundation of the method of revelation & intuition, 17-567 

This movement of illumination descending from above to us below – Sruti or 

revelation, 18-429 

Revelation 

A rendering of Revelation in another language – An adaptation of the idea in the poem, 

27-227 

Revelation. 

Revelation is the direct sight, the direct hearing or the inspired memory of Truth (98), 

12-434 

revelatory mind 

The intuitive, inspired and revelatory mind – Only a preparatory stage, 23-903 

reverence 

Even awe and reverence for the divine Power are a sign of distance, 23-566 

The Bhakta feels reverence for the Loved – His own comparative unworthiness, 28-370 

There is a deeper self-reverence possible, a true emotion, 28-370 

review of the past 

This review of the past is a very good sign, 31-610 

revisions 

Savitri – Successive revisions to lift the general level towards Overmind poetry, 27-275 

The real finality only comes when all is felt as a perfect whole, 27-275 

revolt 

A guerrilla warfare accompanied by general resistance and revolt might be effective, 

36-47 

Afterwards there came the partition of Bengal and a general outburst of revolt, 36-50 

All that is obscure, egoistic, self-centred in the vital being rose up in revolt, 31-223 

Depression or revolt to be got rid of at once ‒ There are three ways, 31-735 

For the first time – Revolt for purely political reasons, 6-383 

He agreed to the starting of a paper, Yugantar, which was to preach open revolt, 36-50 

He took advantage of the Swadeshi movement to popularise the idea of violent revolt, 

36-50 

Rajas predominating there is revolt, tamas predominating there is depression, 31-178 

Revolt and impatience mean always that there is a part which does not submit, 36-229 

Revolt like everything else has its uses in the play and is even necessary, 23-225 

The constant recurrence of depression and despair or of doubt and revolt, 30-365 

The inward revolt is of many kinds, it may take many forms, 31-142 

The outward revolt is the refusal of discipline and obedience, 31-142 

The psychic in control of the vital – Doubts and revolts not possible or rapidly rejected, 

32-361 

The vital tries to resist the call to change – Revolt or opposition, 31-141, 31-208 

This it does sometimes by open self-assertion and revolt, 31-152 

To revolt because there is delay and difficulty does not help, 31-672 

When the habit of depression or revolt has been formed, they cannot be got rid of at 

once, 32-300 
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You must throw this black poison of dissatisfaction and revolt, 31-789 

revolt. 

I rose through sorrow and indignation & revolt to an infinite knowledge and a settled 

peace (495), 12-493 

revolution 

A delusion – The idea that a great revolution can be worked out without sacrifices, 6-

1070 

A great social revolution is necessary, 6-905 

A synthesis in the future – A great political, moral and social revolution, 13-10 

Amidst the confused struggle of a revolution – This guiding star of hope and truth, 6-

559 

An economical revolution is inevitable, 6-905 

In India – No intellectually idealistic political progress or revolutionary experiment, 20-

402 

India should be capable of unsparing revolution – The Avatar descends and leads, 8-

457 

It is a spiritual revolution we foresee and the material is only its shadow and reflex, 8-

24 

It is necessary to create a centre of thought and knowledge – Revolutionise the brain, 1-

367 

Keeping the wilder forces of revolution in harness was the solidarity of the movement, 

6-1080 

Only the self-abnegation which follows the course of the revolution will continue, 6-

869 

Politics, war, revolution – One cannot expect the truth there, 35-24 

Revolution, bare and grim, is preparing her battlefield – A mighty new-creation, 6-

1072 

Revolutionary ideas – An instinct of national self-preservation, 6-557 

The Gita – The necessity for crises such as strife, war or revolution, 19-48 

The inner justification of the great revolutionary movement, 25-382 

The Moderate leaders ask that the revolution shall ask for their permission, 6-868 

The note of revolution in the quarrel with the Lords is now ringing louder in England, 

8-343 

The spiritual revolution waits for its hour – The next cycle of our humanity, 13-211 

The world knows three kinds of revolution – The triple change, 13-210 

Unknown to men the social revolution prepares itself, 12-54 

War and violent revolution can be eliminated if we get rid of the causes, 25-601 

We ourselves belong to a party of peaceful revolution, 8-327 

What is happening is the first stage of a revolution, 6-1080 

Where there is the most revolutionary spirit, there has been the most oppression, 6-383 

Revolution 

A tremendous disintegration has taken place – Revolution rises, 8-434 

An organised party of armed Revolution in Indian politics is now a recognised factor, 

8-434 

Repression refuses to allow us to cut the ground from under the feet of Revolution, 8-

444 
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Revolution paralyses our efforts to deal peacefully but effectively with Repression, 8-

444 

The true secret is in the formula of the great Revolution, 1-547 

revolution. 

While the soul within remains defectively organised, there will always be outward 

unrest, disorder & revolution (197), 12-448 

revolutionary 

At Cambridge he delivered many revolutionary speeches, 36-32 

His idea was to capture the Congress – To make it an instrument for revolutionary 

action, 36-52 

If the Congress could not be captured – A central revolutionary body could do this 

work, 36-53 

It is equally a mistake to think of Mr. Tilak as by nature a revolutionary leader, 1-648 

Self-help, non-cooperation and organisation for revolutionary action as effective 

policy, 36-75 

So long as he was in Bengal he maintained a secret revolutionary activity, 36-71 

Sri Aurobindo included the Swadeshi idea in the scope of his revolutionary work, 36-

51 

The idea was to establish revolutionary propaganda and recruiting throughout Bengal, 

36-49 

The Indian peoples generally have nothing or very little of the revolutionary temper, 1-

649 

revolutionary movement 

Starting and carrying on a revolutionary movement for independence, 35-23 

revolutionary party 

In Indian politics – Terrorist outrages and an armed and militant revolutionary party, 8-

439 

The preaching of the new revolutionary party is familiar to human imagination, 8-436 

The rise of a revolutionist party makes our policy yet more impossible, 8-444 

revolutionism 

Impolitic severity may transfer allegiance to the militant revolutionism, 8-442 

revolutionists 

The revolutionists know this well and they have played their game with great skill, 8-

437 

revolutions 

In the East the great revolutions have been spiritual and cultural, 13-134 

It is thus that established authority creates violent revolutions, 8-131 

Questions, not of taxation, but of the economic life – The revolutions of the future, 25-

450 

Revolutions are distracting things, but they are often good for the human soul, 26-58 

These revolutions carry in them a premature light and an element of quick unripeness, 

26-100 

Revolutions 

Revolutions are always full of surprises, 6-893 

revolutions. 

Revolutions hew the past to pieces and cast it into a cauldron (238), 12-456 
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The world has had only half a dozen successful revolutions (239), 12-456 

reward 

There must be no demand for fruit and no seeking for reward, 32-12 

To do anything for a reward is contrary to the rule of Yoga, 29-233 

rewarding 

The principle of rewarding distinguished public services, 6-947 

rhetoric 

A rhetorical style should be avoided, 27-608 

Avoid rhetorical turns and artifices – An Indian using them kills his poetry, 27-567 

Obscurity, artifice, rhetoric have to be avoided – For the rest follow the inner 

movement, 27-568 

There is not more ucchvāsa in Bengali poetry than in English – Rhetoric, 27-177 

rheumatic pains 

Some constipation, headaches, rheumatic pains ought not to be so difficult to bear, 31-

549 

rheumatism 

It is no use stopping work because of rheumatism, 31-572 

rhyme 

Blank verse is the most difficult of all English metres – The absence of rhyme, 27-129 

Certain effects of ancient languages – An equivalent in English by the aid of rhyme, 1-

248 

If you want rhyme and metre you must put them there, 27-605 

It is also no objection to a rhyme that it is “hackneyed”, 1-249 

It is in my view a serious error to regard metre or rhyme as artificial elements, 27-118 

Mental poetry – One word for the other for the sake of rhyme, rhythm or metre, 27-298 

Modern languages in their metrical forms need the help of rhyme, 27-129 

Modernist poets rhyme anything with everything – Crime is crime even if fashionable, 

27-156 

The coming of the rhyme is a part of the inspiration, 27-155 

The growing form of free verse – Metre and rhyme are said to be played out, 26-162 

The oldest & most often used rhymes are generally the most beautiful, 1-249 

The right use of imperfect rhymes is not to be forbidden because of occasional, 1-249 

The second question is the use of rhyme – In the Sanscrit there is no rhyme, 1-248 

The spiritual value of rhyme – A harmony maintained by subtle recurrences, 26-20 

Two critical superstitions – Of the perfect rhyme and of the original rhyme, 1-249 

rhymes 

Imperfect rhymes are regarded in English metre as a source of charm, 27-155 

Imperfect rhymes can be freely but not too freely used, 27-155 

Modernism admits very imperfect rhymes, 27-156 

rhythm, 27-479 

A deeper yogic or mystic experience in poetry – A new turn or turns of rhythm, 27-165 

A subtly balanced rhythm – The main principle, 27-484 

A turn to a more intimate and directly or fully intuitive speech and rhythm, 26-288 

Accent cannot be ignored in English rhythm – In my attempts at quantitative metre, 27-

143 
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English metre is simple – The management of the rhythm makes a more difficult 

demand, 27-127 

Everything depends on the combination of words and the suggestive sound rhythm, 27-

612 

Inspiration itself seems hardly so much a matter of ideas or feeling as of rhythm, 1-243 

Mental poetry – One word for the other for the sake of rhyme, rhythm or metre, 27-298 

Modern languages – Their rhythm rests on intonation and stress, not quantity, 27-148 

More often it is the power of the rhythm that awakes something not ordinarily there, 

27-47 

Next, a mastery over language and a faculty of rhythm perfected by a knowledge, 27-

567 

On the general question of rhythm vs. substance – A poet ought to be an artist, 27-164 

Poetry has a rhythm, just as music has, though of a different kind, 27-159 

Reading and listening with the inner ear to get the right rhythm and the right poetic 

style, 27-605 

Rhythm and word music are indispensable, but are not the whole of poetry, 27-126, 27-

497 

The classical short long is not a sufficient notation for the system of the English 

rhythm, 27-479 

The exact word or turn, the exact rhythmic movement needed is all-important in poetry, 

27-609 

The metrical basis on which English rhythm depends – Three elements, 27-142 

The rhythm – I am entitled to revive even a past or archaic form if I choose to do so, 

27-639 

The rhythm – You use your intellect too much where you should train your ear, 27-629 

The rhythm helps something else to come out through the medium of the words, 27-

159 

The same outer technique can produce successful or unsuccessful rhythms, 27-125 

There is a rhythm in everything unheard by the physical ear, 30-283 

There is an inspiration of language and there is an inspiration of rhythm, 27-605 

Three defects – Failure of rhythm, style too laboured, prose-structure in the form, 27-

477 

Two factors in poetic rhythm – The technique and the secret soul of rhythm, 27-124 

rhythm in Savitri 

No laxity or diffusiveness in the rhythm or in the metrical flow anywhere, 27-342 

rhythmic expression 

A rhythmic expression which would depend not on feet but on lengths and stresses, 27-

232 

rhythmic phrases 

A coincidence of feet and rhythmic phrases – Will not monotony be inevitable?, 27-485 

The pauses between successive rhythmic phrases – The ending of a complete foot, 27-

484 

rhythms 

Overhead poetry can bring in new rhythms and a new intensity of language, 27-80 

rib 

The 3rd or 4th rib would indicate a region which belongs to the vital nature, 30-251 
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Ribhu 

Ribhu, the eldest, begins to shape by his thoughts and works the forms of immortality, 

15-338 

The three Ribhus are Ribhu, Vibhu and Vaja – Their special nature and function, 15-

338 

Ribhus 

Another work of the Ribhus is to restore youth to the aged Parents, Heaven and Earth, 

15-340 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

The hymn is an affirmation of the power of the Ribhus made for the divine Birth, 15-

339 

The Ribhus are able to divide to each god his sacrificial share, 15-341 

The Ribhus are called to fashion for man the things of immortality, 15-342 

The Ribhus are human faculties aspiring to become divine and immortal, 15-338 

The Ribhus are rays of the Sun. They are artisans of Immortality, 15-337 

The Ribhus are the sublimated human energies who assist the gods – Their works, 15-

339 

The Ribhus, human powers who have attained to immortality and help mankind, 15-

381 

The second work of the Ribhus is to fashion the chariot of the Ashwins, 15-339 

The third work of the Ribhus is to fashion the cow who gives the sweet milk, 15-340 

The three Ribhus are Ribhu, Vibhu and Vaja – Their special nature and function, 15-

338 

They have attained to the condition of godhead – Their function is to aid Indra, 15-337 

rich men 

Khulna is a poor district and the few rich men it possesses are absentees who care little, 

6-700 

Richard Hughes 

The poem of Richard Hughes, the Limber Horses, is inspired from the vital world, 27-

433 

riches. 

Boast not thy riches, neither seek men's praise for thy poverty and self-denial (351), 12-

469 

Rig 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

Rig Veda 

The idea of the supermind in the Rig Veda and in the Upanishads, 29-444 

The interpretation of the Angiras myth – The spiritual significance of the Rig Veda, 15-

245 

The light we have is sufficient to illuminate the main imagery of the Rig Veda, 15-182 

The Rig Veda – The preparation in mind and body and fulfilment of the godhead, 15-

79 

The Rig Veda in the modern translations, before myself reading the Veda, 15-36 

The Rig Veda is arranged in ten books or Mandalas – The first Mandala, 15-59 
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The Rig Veda is one in all its parts – The unity of spiritual experience, 15-58 

The whole Rig Veda is a triumph-chant of the powers of Light, 15-231 

right 

In a higher consciousness these distinctions disappear – Then the infinite good and 

right, 28-423 

It is usually supposed that the left is the side of power, the right of knowledge, 28-247 

Not arbitrary systems but freedom to construct – The truth, the right, the vast, 23-845 

The beliefs with regard to right and wrong, beauty and ugliness etc. are necessary, 28-

423 

Right 

It is called in the Veda the Truth, the Right, the Vast, 17-29 

The fundamental truth of being, satyam – Also Ritam, the spontaneous Right, 15-475 

This Truth is the body of Surya – It is described as the True, the Right, the Vast, 15-

474 

right consciousness 

When one is in the right consciousness – Everything in harmony with the Truth, 30-228 

right hand 

The faculties of the right hand are comprehensive, creative and synthetic, 1-387 

The intellect is divisible into two important classes – Right hand and left hand, 1-387 

The right hand – Contemplation, creation, imagination, that see the truth, 1-438 

To the right hand belong Judgment, Imagination, Memory, Observation, 1-387 

right of a free press 

The right of a Free Press, the right of free public meeting, the right of association, 8-67 

The right of public meeting and the right of a free press and the right of free 

association, 8-125 

right of association 

A few words about the general right of association in India today, 8-67 

The right of a Free Press, the right of free public meeting, the right of association, 8-67 

The right of public meeting and the right of a free press and the right of free 

association, 8-125 

Then comes the right of association to strive towards the common object, 8-68 

right of free speech 

The right of free speech ensures the power of spreading the idea, 8-67 

right of public meeting 

- The right of a Free Press, the right of free public meeting, the right of association, 8-

67 

The right of public meeting and the right of a free press and the right of free 

association, 8-125 

The right of public meeting brings men together. That is another force, 8-68 

right shakti 

The right condition of the powers of the intelligence, heart, vital mind and body, 23-

729 

right thinking 

Right thinking should commence in the field of consciousness already attained, 15-263 

right thought 
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Right thought – Effective when followed by vision, by experience, by realisation, 23-

303 

righteous wrath. 

When I hear of a righteous wrath, I wonder at man's capacity for self-deception (52), 

12-429 

righteousness. 

Watch the too indignantly righteous (292), 12-462 

rights 

Both rights and duties are European ideas – Dharma is the Indian conception, 6-932 

Nothing is a right till it has been purchased by sacrifices, 6-589 

Right and citizenship have behind them a sacred tradition of sacrifice, 6-555 

The exercise of legitimate rights may lead to a breach of the peace, 8-263 

The rights of free speech and free meeting – Once reckoned among blessings, 6-969 

The word “right” has no meaning in a subject country – Only where the people are free, 

6-554 

Three rights particularly cherished by free nations, 8-67 

Rig-Vedic hymns 

Some translations of the Rig-Vedic hymns – These translations are provisional, 35-98 

riots 

The best way to bring about a riot is to remove the leaders, 6-962 

The riots afforded an excuse for taking advantage of powers provided for the coercion, 

6-718 

They remind us of the part the Indian police in past years in promoting riots, 6-715 

Rishi 

A peculiar figure was the Rishi – The Dharma with a spiritual significance, 20-388 

A Rishi is one who sees or discovers an inner truth and puts it into the mantra, 27-103 

A Rishi may be a Yogi, but also he may not, 27-103 

If the mere poet is not a Rishi, the Rishi after all can be a poet, 27-102 

Poetic intuition and illumination is not the same thing as Rishi intuition and 

illumination, 27-103 

The hero, the Rishi, the saint, are the natural fruits of our Indian soil, 1-637, 6-315 

The Rishi had acquired these faculties by a progressive self-culture, 15-10 

The Rishi is not great by what he was himself but by what he has expressed, 1-637, 6-

315 

The spiritual man who can guide human life – The ancient Indian idea of the Rish, 25-

180 

Whoever is open to the action of these faculties, is the Rishi or Kavi, sage or seer, 15-

65 

Yet the Rishi or Yogi can drink of a deeper draught of Beauty and Delight, 27-102 

Rishies 

The Rishi was in that age the head of the human world, 36-134 

The Rishies were inspired thinkers – The energy of their personalities was colossal, 36-

135 

The Rishies won their knowledge by meditation – Through inspiration to intuition, 36-

134 

Rishis 
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Not safe always in the ascription of the Vedic poems to their respective Rishis, 15-18 

The great Rishis are powers of the divine Wisdom – The four eternal Manus, 19-347 

The knowledge held by the Rishis was not given to everyone, 29-419 

The names of the Rishis are also given, wherever necessary, their significant value, 15-

392 

The Rishis are the seers of a single truth and use in its expression a common language, 

15-58 

The Rishis took the frame of their symbolic imagery from the material life, 27-14 

ritam 

Three essential attributes of the Vedantic conception of vijnana – Satyan, brihat, ritam, 

17-543 

Ritam 

It is the true being, the true consciousness, the true delight of existence, 15-241 

The causal Idea is called Ritam, the True in movement, 15-288 

The fundamental truth of being, satyam – Also Ritam, the spontaneous Right, 15-475 

The Truth-consciousness, Ritam Brihat, afterwards known as Vijnana or Mahas, 15-98 

The Vedic Ritam is a spiritual as well as a psychological conception, 15-241 

rites 

It is really for the vital part of the being that śrāddha and rites are done, 28-535 

Rites and ceremonies may purify and prepare the mind and fit it for one of the paths, 

17-203 

Shraddha and rites – To help the being to get rid of the vital vibrations, 35-130 

river 

A river or a pond are not large enough to symbolise a plane, 30-151 

The association of a river with the poetical inspiration – Also in the Greek mythology, 

15-92 

The river represents some movement of the consciousness, 30-151 

rivers 

From this idea of the oceans arose the concept of the Vedic rivers, 15-503 

In the Veda it is question of seven rivers always associated together, 15-93 

Oceanic Varuna is king of all these waters – The rivers journey to the truth of Varuna, 

15-503 

Saraswati is at the same time one of the seven rivers of the early Aryan world, 15-92 

Such then is the sense of the Vedic symbol of the seven rivers, of the Waters, 15-121 

That thought again is established in the seven rivers, the seven principles of being, 15-

182 

The connection between the Vedic rivers and psychological states of mind, 15-90 

The downflowing of the seven rivers – The sevenfold principle of our being, 15-202 

The rivers in the lower world are nourished by the descending higher sweetness, 15-

120 

The seven rivers are conscious currents – The seven worlds, 15-98 

The streams are the seven rivers poured down the hill by Indra after slaying Vritra, 15-

178 

The Veda speaks constantly of the waters or the rivers, 15-109 

There the seven rivers, the sisters, work no longer separated, 15-121 

These rivers flow not upon earth, but in heaven, 15-113 
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These waters are the seven rivers released by Indra from the hold of Vritra, 15-112 

They are prevented by Vritra the Besieger, the Coverer from flowing down, 15-113 

Rivers 

The connection between the finding of the Cows and the outflowing of the Rivers, 15-

201 

The Rivers that arise from the ocean – The seven Cows or the seven Lights, 15-123 

The Seven Rivers, the Waters – The seven Mothers or the seven fostering Cows, 15-

123 

robbers 

The robbers are, as in the Veda, vital beings who come to steal away, 30-162 

Robespierre, 1-515 

Like Robespierre Napoleon was the hand of destruction – Unlike him, of construction, 

1-517 

Robespierre was empty of genius – He believed in the Revolution with a rigid fidelity, 

1-516 

The Revolution was also great in its men – Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre and 

Napoleon, 1-513 

When Danton demanded that the Terror should cease, Robespierre would not hear, 1-

516 

rocks 

Rocks = the physical (most material) being, 32-280 

Rolland 

Rolland is an idealist who takes interest in spiritual mysticism, 27-551 

Roman Empire 

The advantages and disadvantages of unity illustrated by the Roman Empire, 25-283 

The Roman rule succeeded in blotting out the sense of separate nationality, 25-315 

They tended to destroy the smaller units they assimilated, as did imperial Rome, 25-

368 

Romans 

The Romans – The side not of beauty but of force governed by law, 17-219 

romantic 

Hugo – His novels like his dramas are “romantic”, 27-550 

The present trend is against the romantic treatment of life, 27-550 

There is a greatness or sublimity that is epic – Another is more of a romantic type, 27-

370 

romantic poetry 

Romantic poetry could be genuine in the early nineteenth century, 27-503 

romantic poets 

It may be noted that the greater romantic poets did not shun thought, 27-94, 27-317 

romanticism 

Romantic art and poetry – To bring out what is striking and individual, 25-139 

Romanticism of the modern type now makes its first appearance, 26-104 

That is the secret of the failure of modern romanticism in Germany and France, 26-208 

The first breadth – A naturalism and a flamboyant or many-hued romanticism, 26-112 

The poetry that rises up from the heart – Romantic or excessively exuberant poetry, 12-

29 
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The pure romanticism of the life-spirit is also no longer possible, 26-208 

Romanticism 

Madhu Sudan’s first great poems first sounded the note of Romanticism, 1-113 

Rome 

Ancient Rome – A strong affinity to the Anglo-Saxon temperament, 6-40 

At first the Romans were inclined to repose an implicit trust in machinery, 6-40 

In Athens and in Rome - Cleisthenes and Tiberius Gracchus, 6-30 

Republican Rome – The self-mastery of a definite ethical type, 25-97 

Romesh 

Romesh was a smart imitator of English poetry of the second or third rank, 27-446 

Romesh Dutt 

Romesh Chandra Dutt is dead at the height and summit of his career, 1-676 

Romesh Dutt had achieved a high distinction among the men of his own generation, 1-

676 

The one art Romesh Dutt possessed was the art of the journalist and pamphleteer, 1-

678 

room 

A closed room would be some part of the physical nature, 30-161 

Your stay in this room is the very opportunity that is given you for the inner change, 

35-763 

rose 

Rose of God – The rose is used as symbolic of the divine intensities, 27-256 

The red rose is the flower of love and surrender, 30-179 

The rose is among the first of flowers, 28-408 

White rose = pure spiritual surrender, 30-180 

rose colour 

The rose colour of the psychic coming out, 30-147, 31-270 

Rose of God 

Bird of Fire and Rose of God ought to be included in any selection made, 27-360 

I did not rewrite Rose of God or the Sonnets except for two or three verbal alterations, 

27-272 

Rose of God – The rose is used as symbolic of the divine intensities, 27-256 

Rossetti 

Rossetti and Morris take refuge in mediaevalism as they saw it, 26-159 

The mediaevalism and aesthetic mysticism of Rossetti, 26-155 

rosy 

Deep red is the Divine Love – Rosy is the psychic love, 30-133 

rosy light 

The rosy light is that of love, 30-132 

rowdyism 

If rowdyism is a sign of unfitness for liberty, there is no country so unfit as England, 8-

353 

ṛtam 

It is satyam, truth of being. It is in its action ṛtam, right. It is bṛhat, the universal truth, 

15-65 

ṛtaṁ 
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The significance of “Truth” – The truth, the right, the vast, satyam ṛtaṁ bṛhat, 15-64 

Ruaru 

In this story of Ruaru and Priyumvada. Love and Death are the real actors, 36-131 

Ruaru and Priyumvada are types and ideals, 36-132 

The story of Ruaru is told in the very latest accretion-layer of the Mahabharata, 36-129 

Rudra 

A vision of Rudra descending from the heavens – The God of might and wrath, 18-292 

An action of Rudra the Terrible towards perfection and divine light and completeness, 

19-390 

Balarama is the Kshatriya – He is Rudra, 1-532 

Christ and Buddha have come and gone, but it is Rudra who still holds the world, 19-

386 

For the upward movement of Brahmanaspati's formations Rudra supplies the force, 15-

346 

Our outer life in obedience to our ego – The unseen Power as insistent Rudra, 25-620 

Rudra – Born of the tree that is in the waters, waters from which the world rises, 18-

292 

Rudra is the Deva or Deity ascending in the cosmos, 15-344 

Rudra is the father of the vehemently-battling Maruts, 15-344 

Rudra, the Violent and Merciful, the Mighty One, presides over the struggle of life, 15-

382 

The deity of this hymn is Vishnu the all-pervading – A connection with Rudra, 15-344 

The people see Rudra as a mass of brilliance, scarlet-ringed and crested with blue, 18-

292 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati preside over the indispensable conditions, 15-491 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati, the Vedic originals of Vishnu-Shiva-Brahma, 15-345 

Rudra power 

I have dropped using the Rudra power – Himsa has its inconvenience, 35-47 

ruggedness in poetry 

Poetry is rugged when it is rough in language and rhythm, 27-169 

rule 

In the ordinary life a personal, social or traditional constructed rule is the guide, 23-273 

Man bounded by his mind and will has need of a law and rule, a fixed system, 19-526 

They cannot be turned into a mental ideal or an external rule – Their generalisation, 23-

204 

rule of life 

The first rule of life is that man must live the highest life of which he is capable, 6-928 

The great rule of life is to have no schemes but one unalterable purpose, 6-893 

There is no higher law of conduct than truth, 6-928 

ruler 

The king rules because he gives protection, deals justice, helps his people, 6-955 

When the ruler wilfully falls short of the ideal – Demoralisation, loss of power, 6-955 

rulers 

Nowhere have the rulers reduced their subjects to so complete a material helplessness, 

6-1014 

rules 
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A rule of the Asram not to give inner information of the Asram life to people outside, 

35-685 

Fixed rules – In matters of the inner development and the sadhana it is impossible, 29-

276 

Fixed rules have also to be made for the management of material things, 29-276 

Fixed rules have to be made for the management of material things, 32-345 

Here in fact rules are much less rigid than in any European organisation, 35-755 

Not one common set of rules in inner things that can apply in detail to all seekers, 35-

678 

Obedience – If one was to do the opposite, one immediately goes out of the protection, 

35-674 

Order and organisation has to be there and it cannot be done without rules and 

discipline, 32-578 

Rules are indispensable for the orderly management of work, 29-277, 35-754 

Rules are intended to help the vital and physical to come under the discipline of 

sadhana, 35-674 

Rules are made for the proper harmony and convenience of the work, 35-754 

Rules are necessary but they are not absolute – The ear must be the judge, 27-165 

Rules like not reading newspapers, eating a fixed diet, keeping only a few things, 29-

383 

Standards and rules are temporary constructions – The divine freedom, 23-208 

The Asram, not being a public institution, has no prospectus or fixed set of rules, 35-

676 

The importance of obedience – To guard against certain influences and their dangers, 

35-675 

The Rules and Regulations of the Asram, 35-677 

They will observe strictly the discipline and rules of achar and purity, 6-90 

When there is some great betrayal or a violent breach of the main rules of spiritual life, 

32-546 

running away 

The running away in dream is a symbol of the inertia in part of the being, 30-163 

ruse 

“The world has accepted ruse in war and politics”, 1-484 

Russell 

As for Russell’s logic, a dry and strong or even austere logic is not a key to Truth, 27-

534 

I refuse to accept the men you name, with the exception of Russell, as serious thinkers, 

27-541 

Russell – A strong and acute thinker on philosophy and science, 27-533 

Russell – The beauty of character of an atheist does not prove that spirituality is a lie, 

27-530 

Russell is not a great scientist – Jeans and Eddington are in the front rank, 27-532 

Russell’s ideal man – Interested in externals for their own sake, 27-559 

Russell’s opinions as those of Jeans or Eddington – Uncompromising materialism, 27-

532 

Russia 
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Germany and Russia among European nations have taken a leading place, 1-628 

How the two rival principles work out, can be seen by the example of Russia itself, 25-

535 

In Russia the marxist system of Socialism has been turned almost into a gospel, 25-205 

In Russia, the principle of government by force brought in a contradictory element, 25-

533 

One led by Russia and Red China and on the other side a combination of peoples, 25-

590 

Russia – By some view of this kind, the effort of the finite spirit and of the universe, 1-

629 

Russia is different – Unlike the others it has lingered in mediaeval religionism, 28-329 

Socialism is most insistent now in England, Germany & Russia, 1-522 

The Russian explanation of the recent trend to spirituality and mysticism, 28-328 

The vital and physical case for a strictly united Russia was overwhelming, 25-536 

This is the spectacle watched in Russia – The summoning of the Duma was a triumph, 

6-277 

What Russia is trying to do on the communistic basis, 28-330 

Russian mysticism 

It is only when this phase is exhausted that Russian mysticism can revive, 28-329 

Russian revolution 

The Russian revolution – A certain sign of a new phase of civilisation, 25-673 

Russian Revolution 

Hatred rising from below to strike at tyranny from above, that is the Russian 

Revolution, 8-296 

Sacchidananda 

In the first aspect, Vidya or true Knowledge, He is Sacchidananda, 17-176 

Just as Sacchidananda is Triune, so the Personal & Impersonal God are Biune, 17-428 

Sacchidanandam 

Brahman itself is not visible, nameable or definable except as Sacchidanandam, 18-401 

sacerdotalism 

Brahminical civilisation cannot truly imply any domination of sacerdotalism, 20-107 

Sachchidananda 

A triune Existence-Consciousness-Bliss, Sachchidananda, 21-99 

Above all worlds of manifestation – Sachchidananda and the ineffable Absolute, 21-

335 

By having experience of the Sachchidananda – At a much later stage, the supramental, 

28-136 

Facing, enduring and conquest – Equality and the Sachchidananda consciousness, 21-

117 

Sachchidananda and its higher Nature – Mind, life and body are the lower nature, 17-33 

Sachchidananda can be experienced below the supermind, 28-13 

Sachchidananda creating by the power of His divine Knowledge-Will, 21-581 

Sachchidananda is the One with a triple aspect, 28-13 

Sachchidananda is the term for which the human consciousness is seeking, 21-49 

Sachchidananda may either remain self-contained or posses the universe, 17-34 
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Sachchidananda moving towards a universal, self-existent and objectless delight, 21-

106 

Sachchidananda through one or other aspect of his triune divine nature, 23-424 

That into which we merge ourselves is Sachchidananda, 23-412 

The full dynamic truth of Sachchidananda – Grasped by the Supermind, 28-135 

The higher half of universal existence, Sachchidananda – The lower half, 17-33 

The pure self and the Self in its essential modes, primarily as Sachchidananda, 23-391 

The seven principles of the manifest being of Sachchidananda, 23-421 

The Supreme is manifest in her for ever as the everlasting Sachchidananda, 32-15 

The supreme Sachchidananda is not a world, it is supracosmic, 28-14 

The trinity of Sachchidananda – The three inseparable divine terms, 23-386 

The Will of Sachchidananda can act in the Knowledge or the Ignorance, 28-136 

There is an unbridgeable chasm if we seek mentally to realise Sachchidananda, 23-394 

There is no plane beyond Sachchidananda, 28-14 

These three, Sat, Chit and Ananda are Brahman – It is all we need to know, 12-85 

Two kinds of realisation of Self or Sachchidananda – The integral Yoga, 23-391 

We have to realise Sachchidananda, the true self of ourselves and of all, 23-390 

Sachchidananda state 

One arrives at a pure Sachchidananda state of complete rest, light and silence, 31-443 

sacrifice 

A delusion – The idea that a great revolution can be worked out without sacrifices, 6-

1070 

A joyous sacrifice to the Divine as the true spirit of spiritual sacrifice, 32-97 

A large elucidation of the meaning of sacrifice, 19-113 

A perfectly explicit and detailed interpretation of the meaning of the sacrifice, 19-119 

A sacrifice of life and works – The ascetic form and the complete consecration, 23-573 

A slight defect of renunciation vitiates the purity and effectiveness of the sacrifice, 17-

453 

A symbol of the solidarity of the universe – The sacrifice of the Purusha, 23-106 

After liberation, to whom then is the sacrifice offered and with what object?, 19-130 

Agni is called to the sacrifice – Agni as the divine guest, 15-66 

All must be done as a sacrifice – The Yogin's distinction from other men, 23-142 

All sacrifice is a way towards the attainment of the highest, 19-121 

All true love and all sacrifice are Nature’s contradiction of the primary egoism, 23-107 

All your life must be an offering and a sacrifice to the Supreme, 32-12 

An outward foundation on the mind of the physical man – A physical sacrifice, 20-199 

Because of this ignorance whose seal is egoism, he ignores the law of sacrifice, 19-126 

But in Yoga works had a much wider significance – All life as sacrifice, 19-89 

But the highest only comes when the sacrifice is no longer to the gods, but to the one, 

19-118 

Desireless works with sacrifice as the only object, without any thought of ego, 19-111 

From that work proceeds the principle of sacrifice, 19-117 

How then shall we continue to act at all? – Action done as a sacrifice, 23-104 

If one has nothing outward to sacrifice, one has always oneself to give, 28-434 

If the sacrifice is simply the ceremonial sacrifice, there is nothing more, 19-115 

In man himself the gods are conscious psychological powers – The sacrifice, 15-493 
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In the spiritual sense, however, sacrifice has a different meaning, 28-433 

It is declared that the giver and receiver of the sacrifice are all the one Brahman, 19-

120 

Life – A constantly enlarging sacrifice culminating in a perfect self-giving, 19-126 

Man by the right use of their mental action in the inner sacrifice can become immortal, 

15-66 

Man can achieve by right sacrifice and by the all-creative and all-expressive Word, 15-

377 

Most men desiring the fulfilment of their works, sacrifice to the gods, 19-147 

Most often, the sacrifice is done unconsciously, egoistically and without knowledge, 

23-107 

Nations do not prosper without self-sacrifice, 6-860 

Offer, first, all your actions as a sacrifice to the Highest and the One, 19-572 

One must be prepared to sacrifice everything without reserve, 29-15 

Our sacrifice is the offering of all our gains and works – The liberating Word, 15-377 

Pain and struggle in offering oneself to the Divine – The sacrifice is still mental, 28-

433 

Renunciation – An inner sacrifice to the Master of the world, the Lord, 17-453 

Sacrifice has a moral and psychological value always, 28-432 

Sacrifice is the law of the world and nothing can be gained without it, 19-122 

Sacrifice means an inner offering to the Divine and the real spiritual sacrifice is joyful, 

28-434 

Sacrifice offered to the Ishwara leads to the great liberation, 19-112 

Sacrifice to the gods was from the earliest times the central idea of the Hindu religion, 

17-455 

Secondly, the readiness to sacrifice and face suffering with a firm courage, 1-656 

Spiritual union and self-giving in the Gita – The vulgar conception of sacrifice, 23-108 

That freedom can be won only by struggle and sacrifice, 6-677 

The acceptance of the law of sacrifice – All are linked together by a secret Oneness, 

23-106 

The action done with self-knowledge and as a sacrifice to the Divine, 19-593 

The ancient system of sacrifice in Greece and in India – A psychological significance, 

13-246 

The character of this action – The three main elements of sacrifice, giving and askesis, 

19-484 

The effective sacrifice by a continual resort to the divine Will and Wisdom, 15-67 

The essence, object and method of the sacrifice – The marvellous return inevitable, 23-

109 

The first step is to consecrate all our works as a sacrifice to the Divine, 23-247 

The general characteristic of the sacrifice is the advance of all to the divine goal, 15-

189 

The Gita's doctrine of sacrifice – The idea of the Purushottama is the key, 19-134 

The Gita's theory of sacrifice is stated in two separate passages, 19-114 

The idea of sacrifice and the connecting truth of God and the world and works, 19-124 

The image of this sacrifice is sometimes that of a journey or voyage, 15-377 

The indispensability of sacrifice to the success of a cause, 6-676 
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The journey of the sacrifice is also a battle, 15-242 

The law of sacrifice – The profound idea of the world-wide law, 23-106 

The life of the individual must be the sacrifice for the life of the nation, 6-1031 

The Lord of the Sacrifice – A many-sided experience, 23-114 

The means of sacrifice are various, the offerings are of many kinds, 19-121 

The object of the sacrifice is to win the higher or divine being, 15-243 

The one entirely acceptable sacrifice is a last and highest and uttermost self-giving, 23-

110 

The recipient and the manner, the form and the spirit of the sacrifice, 23-109 

The religious institution of sacrifice governs the whole society, 25-7 

The sacrifice is an arrangement, a distribution of the human activities and enjoyments, 

15-279 

The sacrifice with knowledge to the supreme Godhead is much more difficult;, 19-147 

The secret or mystic sense of the old Vedic “sacrifice”, 23-417 

The seeker has to regard all his action as a sacrifice to the Lord of works, 19-457 

The self-respect of the nation is our religion, self-sacrifice is our only action or duty, 6-

860 

The spiritual sacrifice is joyful and not painful in its nature, 28-433 

The ultimate achievement of the sacrifice, 23-130 

The universal law of sacrifice is the sign that the world is of God and belongs to God, 

19-126 

The whole life turned into a conscious sacrifice – The self-giving to the Eternal, 23-111 

The whole process of the universe is in its very nature a sacrifice, 15-278 

There are gradations in the range of the forms of sacrifice, 19-122 

There is no sacrifice for the man who gives up something which he does not value, 28-

432 

This is the great sacrifice, the holocaust of Prakriti, the sacrifice of the Divine Mother, 

32-17 

This new birth and self-building is the true nature of the sacrifice, 15-493 

This sacrifice is therefore at once works and adoration and knowledge, 19-329 

Thus the Gita dwells on the ancient Indian system and idea of sacrifice, 19-6 

To be unattached to your labour – Make of all you do a sacrifice to the Master, 19-587 

To fill India with the Nationalist faith – One must recognise this necessity of sacrifice, 

6-677 

To make one’s body a lyre of agonies is not an ascetic discipline or a spiritual sacrifice, 

27-403 

To recover this lost wealth the sacrifice has to be performed, 15-141 

To what gods shall the sacrifice be offered?, 15-379 

Under the name of renunciation, sacrifice to God remains its whole spirit and teaching, 

17-455 

We are asked to impose on the intelligence and will the attitude of sacrifice, 19-531 

We must return for a moment to the fundamental Hindu idea of sacrifice, 17-455 

What we have not renounced has no worth – Sacrifice is the great revealer of values, 

12-144 

Whether our sacrifice, giving and askesis are tamasic, rajasic or sattwic in nature, 19-

485 
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Without suffering there can be no strength, without sacrifice there can be no growth, 8-

38 

Without the moral force of self-sacrifice, God within us cannot grow, 6-825 

Sacrifice 

Saraswati upholds the Sacrifice, the offering of the activities to the divine, 15-100 

The ascent to the divine Life is the human journey, the acceptable Sacrifice, 21-48 

The will of the great Sacrifice, the descent of the Divine itself into the Inconsience, 28-

258 

sacrifice of animals 

To sacrifice animals to Kali – Useless and therefore inadvisable, 28-414 

sacrifice of knowledge 

The sacrifice of knowledge does not mean that you make yourself a fool, 28-433 

sacrifice of works 

“the sacrifice of works” does not mean that you give up all works, 28-433 

sacrifice. 

Limit not sacrifice to the giving up of earthly goods or the denial of some desires & 

yearnings (362), 12-471 

Sacrifice, but for the sake of God and humanity, not for the sake of sacrifice (224), 12-

455 

sacrifices 

But the sacrifices of the Vedavadins are offerings of desire, 19-89 

sadhak 

A sadhak must become conscious and lay himself before the light, reject and change, 

35-439 

A sadhak should not have demands, 35-761 

Conditions – The will, receptivity, assent, self-opening and surrender of the sadhak, 35-

479 

Each sadhak has his own way and his struggles and difficulties, 32-394 

Each sadhak has to be dealt with according to his nature, his capacities, his real needs, 

32-116 

Each sadhak has to push the adverse force out of contact with his being, 28-465 

Every sadhak has a good amount of defects and imperfections, 32-293 

If she had not done that, not a single sadhak would have been able to practise this 

Yoga, 32-586 

If you are a sadhak, then you do not accept the play of the lower nature, 32-63 

It is perfectly possible for a quite human sadhak to get to such a poise, 32-358 

No sadhak, whoever he or she may be, can stand for us in our place or speak for us, 32-

112 

Physical closeness and contact can be a severe ordeal for the sadhak, 32-484 

Such as an act of sexual intercourse or when the sadhak has become pointedly hostile, 

32-546 

The Divine takes up a sadhak when it is the Divine Force that works out all the Yoga, 

32-331 

The first rule of Yoga is that the sadhak must be content with what comes to him, 32-

382 

The hostile forces always try to spoil the sadhana of each sadhak, 28-465 
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The Mother’s consciousness has to come down in each sadhak, 32-287 

The Mother’s victory is, essentially, the victory of each sadhak over himself, 32-331 

The necessities of a sadhak should be as few as possible, 35-759 

The sadhak cannot expect people to flatter his failures or mistakes or indulge his 

foibles, 32-621 

The sadhak is one who is getting or still trying to get realisation, 30-6 

The sadhak must become free from vital desire and spiritually master, 35-760 

This restless mind and unquiet vital – The human nature from which every sadhak 

starts, 32-195 

Whatever is done by the Mother is for the good of the sadhak and the sadhana, 32-352 

sadhaka 

A sadhaka ‒ Doing sadhana to attain union with the divine consciousness, 30-6 

sadhaks 

A cause of the general inability to change which at present afflicts the sadhak, 35-365 

A certain number here have contact with the cosmic consciousness, 35-666 

A change in the inner attitude of the sadhaks can make the external conditions easier, 

32-43 

A clash between sadhaks – To regard things from a general and impersonal standpoint, 

35-801 

A greater confidence in the Mother than in the statements or interpretations of sadhaks, 

32-362 

All the ugly things become at once prominent – That people may see and reject them, 

35-364 

As for the self-imposed renunciation of desire, only a few ever think of it, 35-661 

At present I am only trying to prevent people from making hysterical subconscient 

asses, 35-356 

Courage and unalterable confidence are the first necessity of the Sadhaka, 36-340 

Each sadhak has a nature or turn of nature of his own, 35-474 

Every sadhak has by nature certain characteristics which are a great obstacle, 35-625 

For most sadhaks, the psychisation would be a big change that is quite enough for 

them, 35-285 

For the advance to be general or swift, the attitude of the sadhaks must change, 35-331 

For the sadhaks, the only thing given is help, not a pressure, 32-368 

For those who are ready for an intensive sadhana turning their back on all attachments, 

35-601 

For those who, though not ready, yet recognise fully the aim and open themselves, 35-

601 

Here owing to many sadhaks an atmosphere of extreme vital difficulty has been 

created, 35-636 

Here there are at least a few who have started one or two of the three transformations, 

35-667 

If the sadhaks had been a less neurotic company, it could have been done quietly, 35-

340 

If the sadhaks had been different, the work in the physical would have been much 

easier, 32-167 
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If we have to deal with the sadhaks like a tribunal of justice, no sadhana could be 

possible, 32-115 

In the course of the Yoga, collectively, as each plane is dealt with, all its difficulties 

arise, 35-601 

It is for this that we are here in the body, and that the sadhaks are in the Asram near us, 

32-86 

It leads in the minds of the sadhaks to a vain and often egoistic romanticism, 28-278 

Jealousy and hatred rampant among the sadhaks, 35-740 

Keeping the sadhaks as much as possible out of contact with the outer world, 35-812 

Most of the Asram work is done by a few people, while others do a little only, 35-752 

Most of the sadhaks seem to think that they are entitled to waste, destroy, spoil, use 

freely, 35-765 

Most sadhaks have too much egoism and lack of faith and obscurity and self-will, 32-

620 

Mother has to come down towards the lower consciousness of the sadhaks, 32-93 

Only those who are taking the Yoga seriously are making any progress, 35-661 

Others should receive the same power & light, 36-212 

Our own force acts in this play of forces to help the sadhak, 35-333 

Our sole duty to the sadhaks is to take them towards their spiritual realisation, 32-115 

Patience and equanimity and good feeling for all are the first needs of the sadhak, 35-

752 

People in this Asram are all ego-centric and they do not realise their ego-centricity, 35-

663 

People in this Asram judge from outward appearances whether a man has progressed, 

35-609 

Permanent members of the Asram should put their property at the disposal of the 

Mother, 35-683 

Sadhaks outside practising Yoga who have started without asking even for acceptance, 

35-552 

The best possible conditions for the protection of the sadhaks from certain forces, 32-

305 

The defects of my chief friends & helpers may retard my own development, 36-212 

The demand of the sadhaks (so many) is to keep everything on the human level, 35-45 

The earth consciousness being largely represented by the sadhaks here, 35-645 

The hostile forces are no more necessary if the sadhaks open to the Light, 35-643 

The hostile forces suggesting partiality – Their aim is to separate the sadhak from his 

soul, 35-445 

The hostile forces were only kept up by the sadhaks opening themselves to them, 35-

340 

The idea that all sadhaks must be aloof from each other and at daggers drawn, 31-288 

The majority of the sadhaks have not the mentality needed for workman’s work, 35-

758 

The mistaken attitude of the sadhaks – Full of movements contrary to the Yoga, 32-47 

The Mother and I have to give nineteenths of our energy to the sadhaks, 35-333 

The Mother by the very nature of her work had to identify herself with the sadhaks, 32-

586 
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The Mother cannot manifest because she has to keep on a level with the sadhaks, 32-70 

The Mother in order to do her work had to take all the sadhaks inside her personal 

being, 32-586 

The Mother puts her protection round all the sadhakas – The circle of the protection, 

32-304 

The sadhaks accept myself and the Mother and must be guided by us, 32-98 

The sadhaks have plenty of weaknesses and wrong movements – The play of forces, 

35-705 

The sadhaks have to learn to refrain from indulgence of excess in any direction, 32-378 

The sadhaks must rise on the lower vital and physical plane, 32-48 

The sadhaks of the Asram – The influence of the hostile Forces was on them, 35-642 

The sadhaks should not admit these hostile forces and need not, 35-327 

The spiritual sadhaka is entitled to receive help from others, 36-308 

The talk about “advanced” sadhaks is a thing I have always discouraged ‒ The vital 

ego, 31-223 

The training of others to receive this Sadhana and prepare themselves as I have done, 

36-261 

The whole idea of great sadhaks and imitation of them is in fact a mistake, 32-406 

The work can only succeed if I find noble and worthy helpers, 36-231 

There are half a dozen people here perhaps who live in the Brahman consciousness, 35-

667 

Those who come after may have the way made very easy for them, 36-231 

Those who join me at the present stage, must share in my burden, 36-231 

Those who, even if not capable as yet, can dedicate themselves entirely, 35-602 

To be turned wholly to the Mother – Nothing but friendly relations with the sadhaks, 

35-705 

To deal with a few exceptional types would hardly solve the problem, 35-599 

Whatever faults are there in the sadhaks must be removed by the Light from above, 35-

601 

Why do we bear resistance and obloquy and harsh criticism from the sadhaks?, 31-199 

Why so many people are in this gloomy condition, dull and despondent, 35-366 

With other sadhaks – A harmonious relation free from any vital attachment, 32-323 

sadhaks and publicity 

The internal affairs of the Asram and the sadhaks should not be spoken of to visitors, 

35-686 

sadhaks' relationships 

To be turned wholly to the Mother – Nothing but friendly relations with the sadhaks, 

32-486 

sadhana 

A condition in which the sadhana is going on all the time in work and rest, 32-156 

A constant sadhana is necessary if one wants to go quickly, 31-664 

A greater, purer and firmer basis for the sadhana has to be established, 31-120 

A mixture of desire even in the endeavour of sadhana, 29-60 

A quiet and even basis for sadhana whether in progress or in difficulty, 31-114 

A quiet mind and a quiet vital are the first conditions for success in sadhana, 31-167 

A strong and widening vital is helpful as a support to the practice of sadhana, 27-590 
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A.G and Mira – Both influences are necessary for the complete sadhana, 36-329 

About the outside affairs – The sadhana has the greater importance, 30-467 

An absolute sincerity of total surrender – The Divine Grace in charge of the sadhana, 

35-107 

An artist, a literary man, or a poet – All these things can be included in sadhana, 27-719 

An intensive and concentrated sadhana once begun has to be persistently continued, 35-

604 

As for the idea that the sadhana raises up things of the kind, 28-420 

As the sadhana progresses, one begins to live more and more in this inner being, 28-89 

Beginners who are not open and have not a fit Adhar, yet want to do the sadhana, 32-

211 

But the action of the sadhana is applied sometimes separately to each part, 31-10 

But this way – The taking up of the sadhana by the Divine becomes a sensible fact, 29-

71 

Did you imagine that sadhana would cease to be necessary for anybody?, 28-313 

Doing the sadhana for that and not purely and simply for the sake of the Divine, 30-31 

Each man will approach the sadhana in his own way, 29-208 

Each one has his own way of doing sadhana and his own approach to the Divine, 32-

398 

Each sadhak has his own separate sadhana, his own difficulties, 31-630 

Egoism is the greatest danger of the Sadhana and is never spiritually justifiable, 36-372 

Everything should be done from the point of view of Yoga, of sadhana, 35-750 

First, the sadhana personal and collective necessary for the realisation, 35-784 

Fits of despair and darkness are a tradition in the path of sadhana – Unnecessary, 35-

376 

For your sadhana ‒ Quietness, sincere peaceful aspiration, openness to the Mother, 31-

431 

Formerly her sadhana was mainly on the vital plane, 30-236 

Genius is a gift of Nature. By sadhana it is different, one can do it, 27-104 

His sadhana is between him and the Divine ‒ No one else has a part in it, 31-630 

How what is needed for progress in sadhana is gained best, 31-59 

I have dropped myself thousands of times during the sadhana, 35-374 

If there were no conditions at all in Yoga, then there would be no need of sadhana, 29-

86 

In matters of the inner development and the sadhana – Impossible to map out a plan, 

32-345 

In sadhana mental or moral control has to be replaced by spiritual mastery, 28-421 

In the beginning of the sadhana you need nothing more, 31-63 

In the complete Sadhana there are two powers necessary – Masculine and feminine, 36-

340 

In the early stages of the sadhana – Not to leave everything to the Divine, 29-85 

It can only be prevented if one breaks away or throws up the sadhana, 31-364 

It does not matter with what motive you or anyone began the sadhana, 30-343 

It is better to make this change of consciousness the first object of the sadhana, 29-9 

It is necessary to establish a number of centres for training in this sadhana, 36-332 
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It is only by sadhana that one could go beyond the limits natural to the lower-end 

means, 35-138 

Literary activity – Any activity can be taken as part of the sadhana, 27-711 

Literature, poetry, science and other studies can become part of the sadhana, 27-723 

Meditation and works and bhakti make up the foundations of the sadhana, 28-344 

Mental realisations and ideas rising to interfere with the sadhana, 28-404 

Neither can be got unless there is a real and very serious spirit and reality of sadhana, 

35-282 

Not by any physical or external impulsion or pressure that sadhana can be enforced, 31-

349 

Nothing can be worse for the sadhana than to give play to ignorant vital movements, 

32-566 

Now the sadhana seems to have gone inward into the psychic being, 30-237 

One has to go on steadily with the process of the sadhana, 29-118 

Physical nearness to the Mother is indispensable for the fullness of the sadhana, 32-493 

Poetry can be done as a part of sadhana and help the sadhana, 27-717 

Poetry cannot be a substitute for sadhana. It can be an accompaniment only, 27-711 

Progressive sadhana is enormously helped by an assured faith and confidence, 31-692 

Remaining psychically open to the Mother – That is the central secret of the sadhana, 

32-154 

Sadhana – Because the things of the lower nature offer an obstinate resistance, 30-487 

Sadhana is necessary and the Divine Force must lead each one according to his nature, 

35-708 

Sadhana means a slow laborious work of self-change in most cases, 27-722 

Sadhana means the psychic and the spiritual transformation of the nature, 31-78 

Sadhana must be done quietly without this constant struggle and disquietude, 31-745 

Sadhana must be the main thing and sadhana means the transformation of the nature, 

27-711 

The action of the Force does not exclude tapasya and the need of sadhana, 29-187 

The aim of the sadhana is to become a conscious and perfect instrument of the Mother, 

32-243 

The change from the sadhana on the vital to the sadhana on the physical level, 35-274 

The descent of the sadhana from the mind into the vital, 31-742 

The development of the mind is a useful preliminary for the sadhak, 27-731 

The difference – The pressure of a Force created by the sadhana, 31-361 

The Divine does the sadhana first for the world and then in others, 32-40, 32-329 

The entire gathering up and turning of the whole life and nature is indispensable, 27-

713 

The first stages of the sadhana are with almost everybody ego-centric, 31-229 

The forces that stand in the way of sadhana, 29-150 

The higher ways of the sadhana, 32-145 

The idea that the sadhana is done by the Divine rather than by oneself, 29-81 

The lack of this turning towards the one aim – The defect in so many here, 27-712 

The lack of this turning towards the one aim – The majority of the sadhaks here, 27-

712 

The methods of sadhana – Very great differences in detail and arrangement, 29-208 
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The movements of the sadhana should be kept to oneself, 31-476 

The need of sadhana – In order to overcome unprecedented obstacles, 1-536 

The one thing by which she can enter into the sadhana, 31-345 

The one thing that is most needed for this sadhana is peace, calm, especially in the 

vital, 32-458 

The only necessity in this sadhana is to open yourself to the Divine Force, 35-448 

The only thing ‒ Union with the Divine alone is the true central object of sadhana, 30-

343 

The outer being does not care for the sadhana unless it gets something by it, 31-183 

The play of cosmic forces – Not always apparently in favour of a smooth sadhana, 28-

564 

The principle of all sadhana is to fix the will not on desires but on the realisation only, 

32-492 

The progress of the sadhana is for most an alternation between peace and struggle, 35-

635 

The psychic foundation of sadhana on the consciousness of complete surrender, 29-73 

The real sadhana is for the Divine – One cannot give it up, 29-240 

The sadhana has now and for a long time past come down to the Inconscient, 31-617 

The sadhana here gets broken and has to be picked up again with effort., 32-370 

The sadhana is done by the Mother according to the truth and necessity of each nature, 

32-329 

The sadhana of India, tapasya, jnanam, shakti, must make us free and great, 8-464 

The sadhana of inner concentration consists in three elements, 29-225 

The sadhana that has been going on here – The creation had to be postponed, 35-275 

The sadhana very often does refuse to go on except under certain conditions, 35-373 

The sadhana will do itself under the light of the intuition, 31-51 

The triple foundation of the sadhana, 30-320 

The two necessities of the sadhana – To go inward, to open upward, 30-383 

The up and down movement – The course followed by the nature in the sadhana, 35-

372 

The vital has also to participate in the sadhana, 32-471 

The way to succeed in sadhana is to refuse to be discouraged, 31-748 

The worst thing for sadhana is to get into a morbid condition, 35-372 

Then only can the sadhana on the vital plane be safe, 31-690 

There are three stages of the sadhana, 30-331 

There are three stages of the sadhana, psychic change, the higher levels, the 

supramental, 32-93 

There are two main things to be secured as the foundations of sadhana, 30-321 

There can be no sadhana without realisations and experiences, 32-330 

There is no reason why the poetry, etc., should not be a part of sadhana, 27-715 

There is no reason why the sadhana should stop for a single day or need rest, 32-560 

There is only one sadhana for all parts, 31-10 

There should be sufficient concentration to create in your mind a sadhana atmosphere, 

35-382 

Therefore there is a sadhana to be done, there is a resistance to be overcome, 29-186 

This inner expression makes the writing of poetry a part of sadhana, 27-10 
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This is not a sadhana of emotional and egoistic bhakti, but of surrender, 35-543 

This poetry is a link with the inner being and expresses its ideal – Value for the 

sadhana, 27-719 

Those who are doing sadhana live on the physical plane in order to transform it, 31-361 

Those who are preparing for sadhana – They will one day do it, 31-361 

Those who do not do sadhana live on the physical plane not to transform it, 31-361 

Three rules of the Sadhana which are very necessary in an earlier stage, 36-371 

To begin sadhana – At first but sit in meditation for a short time every day, 32-152 

To develop your inner realisation till it can take up all the feeling and outer action, 27-

736 

To do the sadhana for the sake of the Divine is the true attitude, 29-87 

To learn to give that full assent is the whole meaning of the sadhana, 29-171 

To pull people, especially very young people, into the sadhana is not wise, 35-691 

To receive the Divine’s Will and follow it is the true attitude of sadhana, 32-46 

Two stages in the Yoga – One of preparation and one of the actual intensive sadhana, 

35-551 

Very often these things have an importance for the sadhana, 31-472 

We must exceed the individual – The first aim of our sadhana, 12-360 

We must transcend the universe – The second aim of our sadhana, 12-360 

What I had in view when I spoke of a systematic sadhana, 29-235 

What I meant by intensive sadhana, 29-236 

What is important now is to get the true consciousness from above, get rid of the ego, 

35-600 

What matters is the sadhana and besides it nothing else matters, 35-711 

What this Yoga and sadhana mean is a one-pointed concentration of all the being, 35-

572 

When both are present and act upon each other in the being – Most perfect sadhana, 36-

341 

When one does sadhana, the inner consciousness begins to open, 28-89 

When people do sadhana, there is a higher Nature that works within, 31-251 

When they practise sadhana it is first in the vital plane that they find themselves, 31-

101 

Without sadhana the object of Yoga cannot be attained, 29-231 

Without the assent of the vital it is difficult to do sadhana, 31-197 

Without the whole mind success is hardly possible in sadhana, 29-237 

Yoga is union with the Divine, sadhana is what you do in order to unite with the 

Divine, 32-135 

You can do the sadhana if you cleave to it, 31-408 

Sadhana 

I give only Sadhana to those who are called from within to my way of Yoga, 31-46 

sadhana centres 

For the present these centres will be not for external work but for spiritual training, 36-

333 

It is necessary to establish a number of centres for training in this sadhana, 36-332 

My aim is to create a centre of spiritual life – Bringing down the higher consciousness, 

36-441 
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The atmosphere of Calcutta cannot be a good environment for a Sadhana centre, 36-

351 

sadhana in the mind 

Your sadhana has been up till now in the mind, 31-123 

sadhana in the physical 

Being able to solve the problem of the subconscient in the sadhana, 35-344 

Inertia is a natural result of the consciousness’s descent into the physical, 35-347 

It is with the subconscient that the sadhana is now concerned in the Asram itself, 35-

342 

The effort to bring it down into the physical is on the contrary quite recent, 35-359 

The main difficulty in the general sadhana is now in the physical, 35-341 

The resistance of material Nature is a sign of something that has still to be conquered, 

35-337 

The sadhana as a whole has come down along with us into the physical consciousness, 

35-335 

The sadhana is now in the subconscient where lies the root of all the difficulties, 35-

343 

The sadhana itself has come down into the depth of the physical and subconscient, 35-

353 

When one goes down into the physical for its change, this tends to increase, 35-358 

sadhana in the vital 

Now the sadhana seems to be descending into the vital to clear and change it, 31-123 

sadhana negative means 

The negative means of sadhana are useful for their object which is to get away from 

life, 29-23 

sadhana on the vital plane 

Your former sadhana was mostly on the vital plane, 31-120 

sadhana outside 

“Dedication of life” is quite possible for some without their staying here, 35-584 

A sadhana in close inner contact with the Force that comes from here, 35-572 

In those outside none of the three transformations seems to have begun, 35-667 

It is not necessary for everybody to be at Pondicherry or physically near the Mother, 

35-574 

sadness 

Cheerfulness as the best condition – Not a constant depression and sadness, 31-202 

I do not know that sadness has the power to cure the dryness in the vital, 31-136 

Sadness in itself has no power to cure what is wrong ‒ A firm quiet persistent will, 31-

180 

The descent of the Silence is not usually associated with sadness, 35-357 

The sadness you speak of is not psychic, 31-378 

There is a psychic sadness – A sweet and quiet sorrow, not distressing, 35-357 

sadrishya 

Three kinds of salvation are relative & partial – Salokya, sadrishya, sayujya, 17-207 

safeguard 

One-mindedness, surrender, faith, true love, sincerity, humility can be a safeguard, 31-

675 
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safeguards 

One safeguard is to call down first the eternal peace, calm and silence of the Divine, 

36-393 

The second is to remain entirely detached even from the most absorbing experiences, 

36-393 

The third safeguard is to follow implicitly the instructions of the spiritual guides, 36-

393 

There are only three safeguards for the disciple, 36-393 

There must be certain safeguards, 36-348 

safety 

Our only safety is to push on beyond the mind to a Truth-consciousness, 12-355 

saffron 

Saffron meant purification, 30-180 

sage 

Even the saint and the sage continue to have difficulties, 31-633 

The calm philosophic equality of the sage, 19-198 

The mind of the sage, at first the high mental thinker, then the spiritual sage, 21-935 

The signs of the man whose soul is turned towards wisdom – The sage, 19-414 

Saguna 

In a realistic Adwaita Saguna and Nirguna are equal aspects of the one Reality, 29-394 

It is the Mother who manifests the Saguna or the Nirguna Ishwara, 32-64 

sahasradala 

(1) The sahasradala which centralises spiritual mind, higher mind, intuitive mind, 28-

235 

The centre at the crown must be part of the sahasradala, 28-236 

The sahasradala commands all between the ordinary mind and the supermind, 28-235 

The thousand-petalled lotus, sahasradala, above, at its highest opens to the intuition, 

28-230 

To dwell in that centre, one needs to have overpassed the mind, 28-235 

sahasradala padma 

Above the head extends the higher consciousness centre, sahasradala padma, 28-235 

The sahasradala padma – The higher intuition, illumined mind and overmind pass, 28-

235 

Sahasrara 

All that comes from above the Mind uses the Sahasrara for its transit, 28-236 

saint 

Even the saint and the sage continue to have difficulties, 31-633 

The agitated Life-Will – Even the saint and the Yogin cannot be sure, 23-172 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The hero, the Rishi, the saint, are the natural fruits of our Indian soil, 1-637, 6-315 

Through the heart – The devotee, the saint, 21-936 

sale of  books 

Sri Aurobindo’s publications cannot be given free, they are sold, 35-73 

salokya 

Three kinds of salvation are relative & partial – Salokya, sadrishya, sayujya, 17-207 

salvation 
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A solitary salvation leaving the world to its fate was felt as almost distasteful, 36-107 

But if he can purify his spirit of desire, salvation is already in his grasp, 17-193 

Nor is individual salvation the end, 17-59 

Often, we see this desire of personal salvation overcome – The liberated soul, 23-269 

The desire of personal salvation overcome – A passage in a letter of Swami 

Vivekananda, 35-94 

The desire of personal salvation, however high its form, is an outcome of ego, 23-269 

The salvation of the individual lies in his universalising himself, 13-121 

To rise beyond the desire of personal salvation is necessary, 23-269 

Whether this gospel of individual salvation is all the message, 18-95 

Sama 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

śama 

Inert śama is śama still mixed with tamas – A quietude that has no force of action, 28-

50 

samadhi 

«Samadhi» – The consciousness goes inside in a deep stillness and silence, 30-248 

An experience gained in samadhi prolonged into the waking state, 29-200 

For the individual consciousness, there is samadhi, 12-212 

For this Yoga the classifications of samadhi in Vedanta are not so important, 30-252 

From the deep samadhi of complete trance, 30-252 

If you went inside and lost consciousness of the outer world ‒ A kind of samadhi, 30-

222 

Immersion in Sachchidananda is a state one can get without Samadhi, 30-253 

In samadhi the inner mental, vital, physical are separated from the outer, 30-249 

It is a state of inner immobile silence that one gets in Samadhi, 30-249 

It is not necessary to be in samadhi to be in contact with the Divine, 30-250 

Samadhi has to be made more and more conscious, 30-250 

Samadhi is a help for reaching the inner depths of the consciousness, 30-248 

Samadhi is not barred from this Yoga, 32-41 

Samadhi means a state in which one is not awake and aware of outward things, 30-249 

The kind of samadhi one has depends on the nature of the physical consciousness, 30-

252 

The old Yogins when they went above the spiritual mind passed into samadhi, 35-286 

The starting of the body in a kind of sleep of samadhi ‒ Something touches, 30-256 

There are many kinds of samadhi and many sorts of experience in each kind, 30-249 

Trance in English is usually used only for the deeper kinds of samadhi, 30-250 

When one goes into the inner being, the tendency is to go inside – Samadhi, 30-323 

Samadhi 

A richer and profound meaning for the terms concentration and Samadhi, 23-320 

But one cannot continually remain in this trance – Putting off the body, 23-395 

By means of the Yogic trance, the direct as opposed to a reflecting experience, 23-526 

From purification to Samadhi – The Rajayogic concentration has several stages, 23-319 

It has to go into the trance of Samadhi – Rajayoga and other systems of Yoga, 23-395 

Nirvikalpa Samadhi is only the result of a long sadhana, 29-316 
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Samadhi assumes a great importance in the Yoga of knowledge, 23-528 

So long as the mind remains in a pure passivity – A sort of waking Samadhi, 23-397 

The awakening of the kuṇḍalinī and the Samadhi, 23-36 

The double utility of the Yogic trance, Samadhi, in the integral Yoga, 23-526 

The dream-state can actually enter into other planes and worlds or into distant places, 

23-524 

The importance of Yogic trance, of Samadhi – Not an aim, but a means, 23-519 

The meaning we shall give to the term Samadhi – A certain self-gathered state, 23-321 

The results obtained by Samadhi – Swarajya and Samrajya, 23-36 

The soul which has risen to the divine Samadhi – A reversed condition of things, 23-

322 

The trance becoming complete – Departure from life in the state of Samadhi, 23-521 

The utilities of meditation and contemplation – Samadhi and self-perfection, 13-446 

The verses on Rajayoga – The processes which lead to Samadhi, 19-238 

This fixity of the buddhi – That to which the Gita gives the name of Samadhi, 19-101 

Yogic trance at the moment of putting off the body – Irrational that without return, 23-

396 

samādhi 

Samādhi is the only way of uniting solely with the Brahman beyond existence, 35-307 

Samain 

Albert Samain’s Pannyre aux talons d’or and Flecker’s translation of it, 27-406 

Samaj 

Every Samaj must have its Shastra, written or unwritten, 8-457 

The action of the Samaj in accepting the resignation by Lala Lajpat Rai, 8-414 

Samana 

Prana manifests itself in five vital powers – Prana, Samana, Vyana, Apana and Udana, 

17-237 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

samata 

A certain samata in these matters is needed in order to get the firm poise, 31-314 

A perfect samatā even in the cells of the body and in every vibration is necessary, 30-

395 

As for the inconveniences, you should take them as a training in samata, 31-313 

Complete samata is dependent on three things, 29-131 

Do action in yoga. The first element is samata – The work which you are given to do, 

8-50 

Faith, surrender and samata have to be put into every part and atom of the being, 29-

102 

On the basis of samata an understanding Force can be used, 29-244 

Samata – The ego-sense may disappear or it may remain in a subtilised form, 29-133 

Samata does not mean the absence of ego, but of desire and attachment, 29-133 

Samata is difficult, vairagya is easy, only damnably gloomy and uncomfortable, 35-374 

Samata is to face an attack without being disturbed and to reject it calmly, 29-133 

Samata means a wide universal peace, calm, equanimity, an equal feeling of all, 29-130 

Without samata peace is always liable to be attacked, 29-128 

Samata 
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Yogic Samata is equality of soul, 29-129 

samatā 

The power to bear is only a first step or a first element of samatā, 29-135 

Samitis 

We want now Samitis for giving help and light to the masses, 6-987 

saṁjñāna 

Saṁjñāna is the conscious being’s contactual awareness of its own substance, 23-865 

The mind itself is only the characteristic instrument of sense, saṁjñāna, 23-864 

The supramental sense is a contacting of existence – Saṁjñāna, 23-864 

Saṁjñāna 

Saṁjñāna is the contact of consciousness with an image of things, 18-51 

sample room 

The samples should be carefully classified and arranged on a clear system, 6-99 

sample-room 

I propose a permanent sample-room of Swadeshi articles procurable in the local 

market, 6-97 

The sample-room should be begun on a modest scale and gradually enlarged in its 

scope, 6-97 

Samrajya 

A double purpose – Swarajya, subjective empire, Samrajya, outward empire, 23-37 

The ideal of Yoga takes up this aim of Swarajya and Samrajya – A spiritual basis, 23-

702 

Samrat 

The Swarat, independent, self-possessed and self-ruler, can most be the Samrat, 20-49 

saṁsāra 

One may remain in the ordinary life as a field of action, 28-422 

saṁskāras 

On the path of Yoga, two ways to get rid of our evil saṁskāras or associations, 13-34 

Samyama 

Samyama is a process of pressure on the consciousness – The secret Truth is released, 

35-308 

Sanatkumar 

Sanatkumar is, I believe, one of the four mind-born sons of Brahma, 30-159 

Sanatsujatiya 

According to the “Sanatsujatiya”, the teaching, the zeal, the Guru and time, 13-87 

sanction 

A certain freedom – The power of sanction and control inherent in the spirit, 23-758 

As he proceeds in this knowledge, he will be able to become the giver of the sanction, 

23-230 

By the entire consent, there is a general sanction – Not an active determination, 23-433 

If the attitude of the upholder is fully accepted – The active giver of the sanction, 23-

433 

The determinism is not complete – Free will and the sanction of the Purusha, 23-637 

The determinism of Nature or Force – Yet, the soul's sanction is needed for the play, 

23-236 

The master of Nature whose sanction is necessary, 23-345 
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The observing mind and mind master of the sanction – The liberated psychic being, 23-

353 

Then as the master of the sanction the Purusha withdraws his past sanction, 23-355 

This refusal of sanction need not mean a struggle with the lower Prakriti, 30-247 

sańgha 

The Avatar establishes the sańgha, the fellowship, 19-173 

The real sańgha of this teaching is all humanity, 19-174 

Sanhitas 

In the Sanhitas there is the seed of the Upanishadic method, 17-568 

Sanhitas are Karmakanda – The praise & invocation of the gods, 17-566 

Sanjnana 

A vaster action of the Sanjnana and of Prajnana, Ajnana and Vijnana, 18-56 

The basis of universal Sanjnana – All action of sense is the same in essence, 18-58 

sańkalpa 

The sańkalpa of ātmasamarpaṇa – To put yourself into God's hands, 13-85 

Sankhya 

A distinction of the utmost importance – Sankhya and Yoga, 19-68 

A fundamental working in three qualitative modes – The Sankhya system, 23-683 

But it is a fact that Agni is the basis of forms as the Sankhya pointed out long ago, 35-

386 

Every Upanishad has in it an element of Yoga as well as an element of Sankhya, 18-

421 

For a varied and detailed knowledge of all this world – In the terms of the Sankhya., 

19-413 

In the Gita the Sankhya and Yoga – No real difference in their teachings, 19-7 

In the terms of the Sankhya psychology – Three types of mental individuality, 21-642 

Kapila had laid down the method called Sankhya or the law of Enumeration, 18-353 

Sankhya goes by knowledge and renunciation, the Yoga by works without desire, 19-

82 

Sankhya has been admitted for the separation of the soul from the lower nature, 19-355 

Sankhya is the analysis of the principles of our being – Two original principles, 19-71 

Sankhya led to entire passivity and the renunciation of works, 19-81 

Sankhya proceeded by knowledge and through the Yoga of the intelligence, 19-81 

Sankhya, the analysis, by the discriminating perception, of the fundamental principles, 

17-570 

Srikrishna unites the Vedanta philosophy with the philosophy of Sankhya, 8-48 

The current Sankhya philosophy and the teaching of the Gita, 19-227 

The distinction between the Sankhya way of knowledge and the Yoga way of works, 

19-86 

The five efficient causes of works as laid down by the Sankhya, 19-497 

The Gita starst from the notions of the Sankhya philosophy and yet exceed them, 19-

267 

The Gita unites the subjective practice of the Sankhyas with the practice of Yoga, 19-

109 

The identification of Sankhya with Jnanayoga and of Yoga with the way of works, 19-

84 
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The psychological order of the Sankhya – Buddhi, ego, Manas and the senses, 19-96 

The realisation of this status is the basis of the ancient Sankhya philosophy, 23-402 

The Sankhya also is a Yoga, but it proceeds by knowledge, 19-70 

The Sankhya analysis of the dual principle in our nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 19-216 

The Sankhya and Vedanta elements were always combined, 29-437 

The Sankhya by a supreme and final generalisation arrived at the principle of Prakriti, 

18-353 

The Sankhya explanation – Prakriti is inert without the contact of Purusha, 23-753 

The Sankhya method was adopted by those who followed the path of knowledge, 19-84 

The Sankhya of the Gita is not the system of the Karikas, 19-69 

The Sankhya Purusha is the giver of the sanction, but a passive sanction only, 19-227 

Two views of the universe – Modern Science or Sankhya, and the Upanishads, 18-36 

Vedanta, Sankhya, and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna – The Hindu religion, 18-

421 

Why should Sankhya bring in an element of pluralism? – The many Purushas, 19-74 

Sankhyas 

The explanation by the Sankhyas, 21-88 

The fivefold operation of conscious-force in movement – The Sankhyas, 18-59 

The passively luminous Soul of the Sankhyas and their mechanically active Energy, 

21-9 

The philosophy of the Sankhyas – The pragmatic truths, 21-363 

Sannyasa 

Indulgence of desire is no more part of this Yoga than it is of Sannyasa, 35-761 

Renunciation is the way to this perfection – Tyaga is better than Sannyasa, 19-530 

Sannyasa does not take away attachment, 29-384 

Sannyasa in the terminology means the laying aside of desirable actions, 19-494 

The crucial distinction of Sannyasa and Tyaga – The historical confusion, 19-493 

The painful process of outward Sannyasa is an unnecessary process, 19-185 

The transference of all our works to the Master and his Shakti is the real Sannyasa, 19-

495 

The true Sannyasa of action is the reposing of all works on the Brahman, 19-185 

The Yoga I am practising has not the ghost of a connection with Sannyasa, 36-173 

Tyaga is action with a renunciation of desire and that too is the real Sannyasa, 19-494 

sannyāsa 

Sannyāsa is the renunciation of life and action and of the threefold modes of Nature, 

19-55 

The inward and the outward renunciation, tyāga and sannyāsa, 19-185 

Sannyasa. 

Sannyasa has a formal garb and outer tokens, 12-435 

Vivekananda, exalting Sannyasa, has said that in all Indian history there is only one 

Janaka (103), 12-435 

Sannyasi 

One cannot find fault with the Sannyasi lost in his laya or the bhakta lost in his ecstasy, 

30-402 

To be a Yogi, a Sannyasi is not the object here – The object is transformation, 36-367 

Sannyasin 
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The Sannyasin – This solution, though admitted, is not preferred by the Gita, 19-232 

The Sannyasin insisting on pure Spirit as the reality, the relative as a dream, 21-20 

Sannyasins. 

In all the lakhs of ochre-clad Sannyasins, how many are perfect? (104), 12-435 

There have been hundreds of perfect Sannyasins, because Sannyasa had been widely 

preached and numerously practised (105), 12-435 

Sanscrit 

As Sanscrit literature ceased to be universally read and understood – The decline, 1-319 

Because the echoes of that literature still lasted, the nation struggled to assert itself, 1-

320 

Few great Sanscrit poems employ the same metre throughout, 1-246 

Literal translation from the Sanscrit is impossible, 1-257 

The note of Sanscrit poetry is always aristocratic – The great spirits, 1-319 

The Sanscrit – A language in which one word is naturally capable of several meanings, 

18-259 

The second question is the use of rhyme – In the Sanscrit there is no rhyme, 1-248 

Sanskrit 

“In Sanskrit each consonant letter (akṣara) is supposed to make a separate syllable”, 27-

149 

But if it is to survive, Sanskrit must get rid of the curse of the heavy pedantic style, 1-

613 

He did not learn Sanskrit through Bengali, but in Sanskrit itself or through English, 36-

44 

His labour was simplified by a fine and original use of his Sanskrit knowledge, 1-92 

I learnt Sanskrit by reading the Naladamayanti episode in the Mahabharat, 35-12 

No English version can reproduce the majesty of the Sanskrit rhythms and the colour, 

1-569 

Sanskrit – One of the most perfect and wonderfully sufficient literary instruments, 20-

314 

Sanskrit ought still to have a future as a language of the learned, 1-612 

Sanskrit poetry keeps a certain background of massive restraint, 1-616 

Sanskrit written in the classical style – The rhythm grave, lofty, wide and deep, 27-617 

Sanskrit, although not devoid of popular elements, is essentially an aristocratic speech, 

20-377 

The ancient and classical creations of the Sanskrit tongue – In the front ramk, 20-314 

The classical Sanskrit – An artistic and highly cultured type of poetic creation, 20-357 

The common origin of Greek and Sanskrit is apparent – Not common ethnic origin, 1-

611 

The great classical age of Sanskrit culture was the flowering of this intellectuality, 20-

13 

The power of the Greek language to make compounds – The Sanskrit compound, 1-610 

The question – How to learn and make use of Sanskrit and the indigenous languages, 1-

421 

Sanskrit drama 

It is an art that was produced by and appealed to a highly cultured class, 20-366 

The Sanskrit drama type – Kalidasa, Bhasa, Bhavabhuti, 20-365 
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Sanskrit linguals 

The Sanskrit linguals should be marked as absent in the Greek, 1-608 

Sanskrit quantity 

Bengali metre and Sanskrit quantity are two quite different things, 27-152 

Santayana 

George Santayana – The poetic power and vision are there with a borrowed technique, 

27-410 

Sarama 

Dakshina, Ila, Saraswati and Sarama – The four faculties of the Truth-consciousness, 

15-73 

Dawn comes as Dakshina, the pure intuitive discernment, or as Sarama, the intuition, 

15-331 

In this hymn also the action of Sarama is precisely that of the Intuition, 15-214 

Sarama going straight to the Truth by the path of the Truth, 15-214 

Sarama is not the inspiration, not the revelation, 15-211 

Sarama is not the word of the revelation, the Teacher of man like the goddess Ila, 15-

211 

Sarama is some power of the Light and probably of the Dawn – The intuition, 15-211 

Sarama the heavenly hound has to find out the cows in the cave of the Panis, 15-141 

Sarama, the Intuition, hound of heaven who descends into the subconscient, 15-381 

The ascent of the divine powers in man – Sarama is a power of the Truth, 15-220 

The entry into the supreme planes above – The part of Sarama in this work, 15-216 

The path of the Truth created by the Angirases and followed by the hound Sarama, 15-

202 

The shining herds are discovered by Sarama, forerunner of Indra, 15-243 

Two constant features of the Angiras legend – Sarama and the Panis, 15-211 

What the Veda itself says of Sarama applies exactly to the intuition, 15-211 

Who are Dakshina and Sarama, 15-195 

Sarameya dogs 

The two Sarameya dogs, messengers of Yama, in the hymn X.14, 15-221 

These Sarameya dogs have the essential characteristics of Sarama, 15-222 

Saraswati 

As Saraswati represents the truth-audition, so Ila represents the truth-vision, 15-96 

Brihaspati is the father of the Word, the Maruts its singers, Saraswati its inspiration, 

15-144 

Dakshina, Ila, Saraswati and Sarama – The four faculties of the Truth-consciousness, 

15-73 

Ila, Mahi or Bharati and Saraswati are associated together in a constant formula, 15-94 

Lakshmi is usually golden, not white. Saraswati is white, 30-156 

Saraswati – The inspiration that proceeds from the plane of the supra-mental Truth, 15-

101 

Saraswati brings the Truth-consciousness and illumines with it all our thoughts, 15-101 

Saraswati is at the same time one of the seven rivers of the early Aryan world, 15-92 

Saraswati is not only connected with other rivers but with other goddesses, 15-94 

Saraswati is the current which comes from the Truth-principle, the Ritam or Mahas, 15-

99 
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Saraswati is the goddess of the Word, the goddess of a divine Inspiration., 15-91 

Saraswati is the stream of the Word or inspiration of the Truth, 15-243 

Saraswati is the Word, the inspiration that comes from the Truth-consciousness, 15-95 

Saraswati upholds the Sacrifice, the offering of the activities to the divine, 15-100 

Saraswati, its streaming current and the word of its inspiration, 15-381 

Saraswati, the divine Word, who represents the stream of inspiration that descends, 15-

90 

The relation of Saraswati to her most immediate connections among the gods, 15-97 

The relations of Saraswati as the Vedic river to her six sister streams, 15-97 

Sarat Chatterji 

Prose-writers – As for Bengali, Bankim, Tagore and Sarat Chatterji, 27-549 

Saratchandra – Much fineness of mind and refinement of the vital nature, 27-549 

sari 

A fine sari or a palace are expressions of the principle of beauty in things, 32-596 

Sarojini Naidu 

Sarojini is different. Her work has a real beauty, 27-446 

Sarojini Naidu has at best a strange power of brilliant colour and exquisite melody, 27-

446 

sarvaṁ brahma 

Its first step must be to realise the Self as the All, sarvaṁ brahma, 23-401 

Sat 

Being in Sat is one in multiplicity – Our business is to dissolve the mental ego, 12-100 

Our ancestors sought to know Sat first – The moderns follow another thought, 12-77 

Sat and Asat – They permit each other, both are eternal, 21-32 

Sat and Asat as the last antinomy through which we look up to the Unknowable, 21-39 

Sat indicates the supreme and universal existence in its principle, 19-491 

Sat is the divine counterpart of physical substance, 17-28 

Sat means good and it means existence, 19-491 

Sat, Chit-Tapas and Ananda – A superconscious existence, 17-28 

Spirit is Sat, Chit, Ananda – A triune basis of all conscious being, 17-68 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-354 

The Supreme is Pure Being, Absolute Existence, SAT, 18-366 

These three, Sat, Chit and Ananda are Brahman – It is all we need to know, 12-85 

sat puruṣa 

The pure divine Self – Sat puruṣa, 17-33 

satire 

Dryden and Juvenal have made something like genuine poetry out of satire, 27-158 

Satire is more often than not a kind of half-poetry, 27-158 

satirical poetry 

Satirical poetry, for instance, has often been considered as inferior in essential quality, 

27-78 

Satish Mukherji 

I knew Satish Mukherji as a very able and active organiser, 35-25 

satsanga 

The theory of satsanga – Company always has an effect, but it may be less or more, 35-

437 
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sattva 

Dominated by sattva, man seeks in the midst of the strife for a principle of law, 19-53 

The removal of tamas, the disciplining of rajas and the awakening of sattva, 1-373 

sattwa 

An exclusive resort to sattwa would seem to be the way of escape, 23-237 

Arriving through the sattwic guna one can pass beyond the gunas, 19-504 

Beyond the culmination of sattwa – The spontaneous working of the spiritual Tapas, 

19-502 

But sattwa as a social force has not yet liberated itself, 17-294 

Emerging yet farther, the embodied being liberates sattwa, 23-99 

Even a high predominance of the sattwic principle does not constitute freedom, 19-222 

Finally sattwa also changes into the divine Light, 28-47 

Force of sattwic Prakasha, which is the law of Intelligence, 28-42 

If one rejects the ego and rajas, sattwa can prevail in the nature, 31-237 

In our yoga sattwa is replaced by equanimity and by the psychic transformation, 28-424 

Sattwa – A cause of light and illumination, 19-428 

Sattwa as her power of possessing and harmonising knowledge, 19-427 

Sattwa becomes jyotiḥ, the authentic spiritual light, 28-47 

Sattwa becomes the self-existent light of the divine being, 23-689 

Sattwa has its strongest hold in the mind, 23-685 

Sattwa is replaced by an illumination and a spiritual bliss, 23-241 

Sattwa is the force of equilibrium, 23-232 

Sattwa is the principle of assimilation, equilibrium and harmony, 23-683 

Sattwa itself does not give the highest or the integral perfection, 23-687 

Sattwa produces a higher type – The mind of reason and balance, 23-686 

Sattwa, as a conscious governing strength, exists only in India and China, 17-296 

Sattwa, the principle of understanding knowledge and of according assimilatios, 19-428 

The anterior development of the predominance of the highest sattwic quality, 19-507 

The Deva nature is distinguished by an acme of the sattwic habits and qualities, 19-471 

The guna of sattwa, the mode of light and poise and peace, 19-372 

The mind renounces its sattwic limitations and opens to an essential light and peace, 

23-240 

The mixture of the dharmas – The sattwic ideals are subject to imperfection, 19-545 

The mode of sattwa, the turn of Nature that is full of light and poise, 23-234 

The passage through sattwa is the ordinary idea of yoga, 28-424 

The sattwic quality is a first mediator between the higher and the lower nature, 19-469 

To develop sattwa till it becomes full of spiritual light and calm and happiness, 19-469 

We must rise high above the three gunas to the supreme Self – Through the sattwa, 19-

223 

Sattwa 

Ahańkāra seen to be of three kinds, rajasic, tamasic and sattwic, 13-84 

Sattwa – The light and bliss of the Spirit – The unity of the three sources of the gunas, 

19-466 

sattwic 

A largely representative sattwic Man – Husband and lover, son, brother, father, friend, 

28-491 
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A perfect type of the sattwic man – Still it cannot by itself be called spirituality, 28-424 

A sattwic man can have a strong passion and strong anger, 28-495 

By sattwic man I do not mean a moral or an always self-controlled one, 28-495 

Everything depends on the nature of his faith – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-481 

First developing the sattwic qualities and the inner meditative quietude, 30-257 

If the sattwic light is so strong in him as to bring him to its own culminating point, 19-

481 

It is necessary to keep the sattwic quietude, patience, vigilance, 30-257 

Tamasic, rajasic and sattwic intelligence – The limitation of mind by personality, 21-

643 

The action of the three modes of Nature – A tamasic, rajasic or sattwic action, 19-254 

The difficulty of the sattwic man – Sometimes as sticky as the rajasic difficulties, 28-

427 

The leading, rajasic or sattwic, that departs from the Shastra in the individual, 19-480 

The sattwic principle of renunciation – Freedom from Karma, 19-496 

The tamasic, the rajasic and the sattwic mind – The sattwic mind must be developed, 

19-592 

The true sattwic community exists only as an Utopia or in the Golden Age, 17-297 

There is also in human nature a sattwic element and a rajasic or kinetic element, 31-632 

There is no such thing, I suppose, as a purely sattwic man, 28-495 

sattwic action 

Rajasic action is that which a man undertakes under the dominion of desire, 19-501 

sattwic doer 

The sattwic doer – No longer the personal doer of the act, but a spiritual channel, 19-

507 

The sattwic doer is free from all this attachment, this egoism, 19-502 

sattwic ego 

The sattwic ego, when it sufficiently subtilises, becomes even easy to transcend, 19-

281 

sattwic giving 

All action involves a giving of what we are or have – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-490 

sattwic happiness 

Rajasic happiness – Sattwic happiness, 19-506 

sattwic knowledge 

The sattwic knowledge puts in the right place each step, 19-500 

sattwic nations 

The history of sattwic nations would be the story of the universal human self, 17-297 

The sattwic nation will endeavour to arrive at a living and healthy stability, 17-297 

sattwic nature 

Those who are of a highly sattwic nature escape the invasion or attacks, 31-794 

sattwic sacrifice 

It is executed with a mind fixed on the idea of the thing to be done as a true sacrifice, 

19-487 

It is offered to the gods without any reservation, 19-487 

The sacrifice offered by the rajasic man – The three signs of the sattwic sacrifice, 19-

487 
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The sattwic sacrifice is dictated by the effective truth, 19-487 

The sattwic sacrifice is not the highest ideal – The immortal dharma, 19-487 

sattwic tapasya 

Sattwic tapasya and the transcendence into the energy of the supreme nature, 19-489 

Three kinds of sattwic askesis – Physical, of speech, mental and moral perfection, 19-

489 

sattwic understanding 

The sattwic understanding sees in the right place, right form, right measure, 19-504 

sattwic vairagya 

The tamasic vairagya, the rajasic vairagya, the sattwic vairagya, 29-389 

sattwic will 

The slaying of rajasic desire and the exclusion of sin – The sattwic will has to govern, 

19-280 

Satya 

Jana = Ananda world, Tapah = World of Chit-tapas, Satya = World of Sat, 28-39 

The Puranic account supposes us to have left behind the last Satya period, 17-311 

The Satya is full of Srikrishna – Full of might and wisdom, 1-533 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

satyā 

The same idea with the use of the word satyā – The Dawns happy and true, 15-132 

Satya Loka 

There is a level corresponding to the Satya Loka in the head, 29-325 

Satya Yuga 

In the Satya Vishnu descends among men as Yajna, the spirit of adoration and sacrifice, 

18-263 

The four Ages – If each Satya has its Kali, equally does each Kali prepare its Satya, 12-

55 

Satya Yugas 

The ages when that is accomplished are the legendary Satya or Krita Yugas, 23-30 

Satyakama 

Satyakama was one of the great Vedantic teachers – But his birth is the meanest 

possible, 18-266 

The story of Satyakama is full of sidelights on early Vedantic teaching, 18-265 

The story of Satyakama Jabala occupies five sections in the Chhandogya Upanishad, 

18-263 

satyam 

It is satyam, truth of being. It is in its action ṛtam, right. It is bṛhat, the universal truth, 

15-65 

The fundamental truth of being, satyam – Also Ritam, the spontaneous Right, 15-475 

The significance of “Truth” – The truth, the right, the vast, satyam ṛtaṁ bṛhat, 15-64 

Three essential attributes of the Vedantic conception of vijnana – Satyan, brihat, ritam, 

17-543 

Satyam 

Satyam, Truth or Reality – The subjective idea of existence viewed objectively, 18-371 

The causal Idea is called Satyam, the True in being, 15-288 

Satyayuga 
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For the Satyayuga to return, we must get back the Brahmatej, the spiritual force, 8-19 

It is the work of the Kali Yuga to destroy everything to establish another Satyayuga, 

18-264 

The Satyayuga is a period of the world in which a harmony is created, 13-72 

We look forward to a new Satyayuga, 17-339 

savage 

“It is useless to look for unalloyed nature in the savage”, 1-41 

Even the savage has a theory of life and a religion, 25-185 

In the early evolution of man, the obscuration of tamas – The savage, 17-287 

The savage is perhaps the degenerate descendant of a previous civilisation, 23-14 

The savage is the creature and slave of his environments, 17-288 

The savage is, as a rule, calmly cruel – The root of the practice of torture, 17-287 

savages 

Savages have the idea of time, 28-403 

Savitri 

A union of strength and silence – One of the most prominent characteristics of Savitri, 

27-291 

I am very much taken up with Savitri – I am revising and revising without end, 27-270 

I attempted the single-line blank verse base on a large scale in Savitri, 27-509 

I used Savitri as a means of ascension – As a field of experimentation, 27-272 

If I had to write for the general reader I could not have written Savitri at all, 27-315 

In Savitri – Multiplications of a vowel, syllabic assonances, purposeful repetitions, 27-

284 

In Savitri – Whatever comes receives the breadth of largeness of the Above, 27-272 

Let us meditate on the most auspicious (best) form of Savitri, 35-831 

Meredith had its effect in the formation of my poetic style – Not absent from Savitri, 

27-221 

My general aim for Savitri – All should be lifted to or towards overhead level, 27-288 

Revisions in Savitri – Apart from the quality of new lines, the combination with others, 

27-273 

Savitri – A sort of poetic philosophy of the Spirit and of Life, 27-279 

Savitri – An exhaustive exposition of its world-vision or world-interpretation, 27-340 

Savitri – An expression of the boundless and innumerable riches that lie hidden, 27-357 

Savitri – I made about ten versions of the first cantos, 27-262 

Savitri – Its expression aims at a certain force, directness and spiritual clarity and 

reality, 27-317 

Savitri – Its length is an indispensable condition for carrying out its purpose, 27-340 

Savitri – Nobody ever spoke of supermind plane poetry, 27-186 

Savitri – Successive revisions to lift the general level towards Overmind poetry, 27-274 

Savitri – Where justified, several of the freedoms established by the modernists, 27-31 

Savitri is a work by itself unlike all the others – I am altogether rewriting it, 27-211 

Savitri is blank verse, each line a thing by itself and arranged in paragraphs, 27-276 

Savitri is not supramental poetry – Only a symbol of things occult and spiritual, 27-271 

Savitri is represented in the poem as an incarnation of the Divine Mother, 27-276 

Savitri is spiritual poetry cast into a symbolic figure, 27-282 
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Savitri is the record of a seeing, of an experience which is not of the common kind, 27-

343 

Savitri was in intention a sort of symbolic epic of the aim of supramental Yoga, 27-261 

Savitri was originally written as a narrative poem, 27-277 

Savitri, the first book – Nothing shall fall below the minimum height fixed for it, 27-

261 

Sita, Draupadi, Savitri, Damayanti – These are familiar to us as ideals, 8-451 

Sometimes it takes me months to get the right form of a line, 27-275 

Surya is the Creator or manifester, Savitri, who transforms Life into the Immortality, 

17-78 

The Divine Savitri is the word that rises from the transcendental stillness, 27-291 

The later mystical work and Savitri belong to the future, 27-349 

The philosophy of Savitri – A many-sided vision and experience of all the planes, 27-

318 

The structure of the pentameter blank verse in Savitri is of its own kind, 27-342 

The whole of Savitri is, according to the title of the poem, a legend that is a symbol, 

27-341 

This chiselling – Poetry only, not prose. And in poetry only one poem, Savitri, 27-213 

This kind of repetition I have used largely in Savitri, 27-320 

This passage brought in something in Savitri’s relation with the human world, 27-291 

This view and experience of things enabled me to write The Life Divine and Savitri, 

35-234 

Whatever language, whatever terms are necessary, it uses without scruple, 27-318 

You can’t take that as a model – It is too difficult a rhythm-sculpture to be a model, 27-

276 

Savitrie 

An appreciation of it – The Nala & the Savitrie, which are no parts of the Mahabharata, 

1-311 

The Savitrie is a maturer & nobler work – Some glow of the same youth and grace, 1-

311 

Sayana 

Either the Veda is what Sayana says, the European scholars say, or else it is indeed 

Veda, 1-668 

One of these is the traditional interpretation of the Indian scholar Sayana, 15-4 

Reservation about Sayana's method or his results – The ritualistic formula, 15-20 

Sayana – Almost the last great work of the kind left to us by the classical tradition, 15-

19 

Sayana and Yaska supply the ritualistic framework of outward symbols, 15-33 

Sayana gives to words variable significances and obliterates shades and distinctions, 

15-39 

Sayana seeks continually to force the sense of the Veda into that narrow mould, 15-20 

Sayana, however, insists on a purely ritual interpretation, 15-61 

Sayana's work is yet indispensable for opening the antechambers of Vedic learning, 15-

23 

Some invaluable aids for the recovery of the lost secret – Yaska and Sayana, 15-17 

The merely ritual, mythological, polytheistic interpretation of Sayana collapses, 1-671 
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The most unfortunate result of Sayana's commentary – The ritualistic interpretation, 

15-23 

sayujya 

Three kinds of salvation are relative & partial – Salokya, sadrishya, sayujya, 17-207 

scandal 

Truth is far above this false gossip and scandal ‒ Care only for the Divine’s opinion, 

31-89 

scansion 

In ordinary English scansion no account is taken of naturally short and long syllables, 

27-135 

scarlet 

The people see Rudra as a mass of brilliance, scarlet-ringed and crested with blue, 18-

292 

The scarlet denoting violent passion of anger or desire, the blue, piety or religion, 18-

292 

sceptical seeker. 

There is hope for the sceptical seeker & self-convinced atheist (150), 12-441 

scepticism 

A spirit of scepticism and denial stands in the way, 28-271 

An age of strong materialism and scepticism is followed by profounder seekings, 23-

458 

Faith, doubt and scepticism – Without faith nothing decisive can be achieved, 19-204 

Nature compels man to revolt against the tyranny of a negative scepticism, 17-563 

Scepticism and unbelief compel a religion to purify gradually what is crude or false, 

23-555 

Scepticism could not satisfy – An attempt to deny or stifle a truth, 21-7 

Scepticism is natural but not justifiable, 30-90 

The sceptics against the validity of spiritual and supraphysical experience, 28-332 

When scepticism had reached its height – The time for spirituality, Sri Ramakrishna, 6-

977 

Without being sceptical no spiritual progress is possible, 6-977 

scepticism. 

Fear, distrust & scepticism are there, sentinels of Nature, to forbid the turning away of 

our feet from her ordinary pastures (5), 12-423 

God, the world Guru, is wiser than thy mind. Trust Him and not that eternal self-seeker 

& arrogant sceptic (465), 12-488 

The sceptic mind doubts always because it cannot understand (466), 12-488 

schemes 

The great rule of life is to have no schemes but one unalterable purpose, 6-893 

scholars 

People who live a retired mental life (scholars, thinkers etc.), 31-383 

scholarship 

Scholarship does not necessarily create a strong and developed mind, 31-70 

school 

The essence of religion must be the ideal in every school which calls itself national, 1-

392 
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schoolmasters 

The schoolmaster if he teaches patriotism, or encourages to go to political meetings, 6-

387 

schools 

Educational boycott of the schools controlled by the Government, 6-282 

Government threatening all Government or aided or affiliated Colleges and Schools, 6-

385 

If we do not send our boys to schools of the Government, we must have schools, 6-283 

In all Government schools – Full control full control over the conduct of the pupils, 6-

113 

Private schools and colleges – To break off connection with the Government 

University, 6-388 

schools of Yoga 

The principle of the schools of Yoga and the point of contact, 23-33 

The specialised schools of Yoga – The principle of exclusive concentration, 23-73 

sciatica 

If you cannot get rid of the sciatica by inner means, 31-590 

Sciatica affects the movement of the muscles through the nerves, 31-589 

Sciatica is a thing which yields only to inner concentrated force, 31-589 

The sciatica cannot resist the Force quietly and persistently applied, 31-590 

When you are entirely open the Force can act on the sciatica, 31-590 

science 

A parallel imaginative movement in poetry to the intellectual movement – Science, 26-

111 

A physical science is a knowledge of physical processes, 12-305 

A scientific knowledge & control of the forces of mind may become possible, 17-587 

All science is a contradiction of the sense view or superficial appearances, 28-174 

For physical science consciousness is a temporary phenomenon, 28-19 

If science is to turn her face towards the Divine it must be a new science, 28-382 

Literature, poetry, science and other studies can become part of the sadhana, 27-723 

Philosophy and science – A kinship with the higher work of poetry, 26-233 

Physical science has its limits and cannot exceed its limits, 12-306 

Physical science must necessarily to its own first view be materialistic, 13-191 

Physical science tries to explain away the scientifically inexplicable, 30-89 

Science has to go on and consider life and mind, 13-192 

Science is not a statement of the truth of things, but only a language, 28-233 

Science sees consciousness only as a phenomenon which emerges, 28-23 

Science, philosophy and criticism have established their use to the mass of humanity, 

1-437 

Scientific enquiry passes beyond the domain of the physical senses, 28-383 

Some knowledge of science will be most useful to you, 31-75 

Spiritual seeking does not depend on the theories or discoveries of science, 28-392 

The attempt to thrust metaphysical conclusions into scientific facts, 28-392 

The conflict between religion and science never arose in India, 28-392 

The dharma of science, thought and philosophy is to seek for truth, 25-229 

The essential significance – The theory of science carries us no step farther, 13-319 
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The field of physical science has been now definitely marked off and limited, 28-382 

The gates of escape to get away from the limitations of physical science, 13-193 

The generalisations of science as the basis for any sound metaphysical thinking, 28-399 

The humanities, mathematics & science are the three sisters in the family of 

knowledge, 1-361 

The major question is not merely what science we learn, but what discovery we shall 

do, 1-421 

The modern economic view – Religion, education, science, politics and culture, 25-487 

The question about science and spirituality is now out of date, 28-381 

The synthesis of religious aspiration and scientific faculty as a beginning, 13-439 

The Western mind is still burdened with its scientific vision of the universe, 1-588 

The whole of human philosophy, religion, science – To answer the question, 23-429 

There is too a pure intuitive science which comes into the field, 26-233 

Thus true spirituality will not lay a yoke upon science and philosophy, 25-228 

Western science – But we must not be blind to the achievements of our forefathers, 6-

815 

Science 

All metaphysics come to shipwreck – Science becomes a baffled and impotent thing, 

18-340 

At the same time Science has put at his disposal many potencies – The ego, 21-1090 

But Science does not admit the existence of soul, 1-546 

But Science has encouraged the economic barbarism – Commercialism, 25-79 

Even in its negative work the materialism of Science had a task to perform, 25-78 

Even Science – Conclusions which only repeat truths of the Veda and Vedanta, 20-71 

Even the discoveries of physical Science have been elevated into a creed, 19-3 

If metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 28-

378 

Improvement in agriculture is necessary – Science is our great hope, 1-703 

In Europe and in modern times this has taken the form of physical Science, 25-28 

In the modern era we see Science in revolt against religion and Metaphysics, 12-80 

Many hard things have been said about materialism – Science and reason, 13-184 

Material, mental and spiritual preoccupations – The modern spirit and Science, 21-

1088 

Metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 35-

90 

Modern Science – Two cardinal errors, 17-159 

Modern Science and psychology – No such separate entity as mind or soul, 23-536 

Modern Science confirms in the domain of Matter the conceptions in the Vedanta, 21-

16 

Modern Science has attempted to base upon physical data its study of Soul and Mind, 

25-5 

Modern Science has made it its business to investigate the physical world, 17-228 

Modern Science insists on all the premises being thoroughly proved – Experiment, 1-

501 

Occultism and the beyond – Truths which a future Science may rediscover, 23-454 

Philosophy, Religion & Science have each their appointed field and dominion, 12-79 
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Physical Science – Now what we call Matter is only a mass of phenomena of Energy, 

12-279 

Physical Science tried to subject everything to itself and its processes, 28-393 

Reason and Science can only help by standardising, 21-1091 

Reason is a necessary light-bringer – Science is a right knowledge of processes, 13-186 

Science – A knowledge of the world which throws an added light on the spirit, 20-36 

Science – Never dream that we have come to the last of her unveilings, 18-379 

Science – Resolving all things into mere images of the great cosmic ether which alone 

is, 18-379 

Science – Te first thing that strikes us is the importance of the quantitative aspect, 19-

425 

Science – Unscientific in attempting to range things above the material level, 17-156 

Science and Art and the knowledge of Life ended by emancipating themselves, 23-140 

Science and Industry in which we are deficient and in which Europe excels, 1-698 

Science at its limits is compelled to perceive the infinite – Physical, psychic sciences, 

23-513 

Science attempts to explain supraphysical phenomenon by physical fact, 13-277 

Science cannot deal even intellectually in any adequate way with ultimate truths, 35-90 

Science could no longer claim to decide what was the real reality of things, 28-400 

Science deals effectively with phenomena and process and the apparent play of forces, 

28-378 

Science gives us the measures and process of things within the physical limit, 12-181 

Science has attempted to move towards a control of mind and life processes, 21-908 

Science has enlarged for good the intellectual horizons of the race, 25-77 

Science has equipped culture with the means of self-perpetuation, 25-77 

Science has failed still more completely – The intellect does not control the conduct, 

18-411 

Science has no business in the sphere of Poetry, 1-173 

Science has no instrumentation or process of knowledge to judge spiritual experience, 

28-379 

Science is only at the beginning of these experiments to prolong life, 28-312 

Science itself nowadays is neither materialistic nor idealistic, 28-392 

Science must end by showing us that body, vitality, mind, buddhi are all images, 18-

380 

Science on the road which Vedanta on a different plane has already trod before it, 18-

351 

Science started on the assumption that the ultimate truth must be physical and 

objective, 28-380 

Science studying & utilising the processes of Prakriti will be able to create material 

life, 17-128 

Science swept away all the ancient beliefs as so many «superstitions», 28-388 

Science takes her stand upon two means of knowledge only – Observation, inference, 

17-348 

Science, denying Veda altogether, makes man a materialist, 17-347 

Science, Religion and Philosophy – Each is a creation and activity of Mind, 12-288 

Scientific thought repeating very ancient Indian generalisations, 20-116 
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The attempt to govern and organise human life by verifiable Science, 25-20 

The beginning of Science, philosophy and spiritual knowledge, 23-313 

The business of Science is to arrange the particular forms & movements of Sat, 12-79 

The completion of Science means the unveiling of Maya, 18-381 

The enormous change which the latest developments of Science have brought about, 

28-392 

The European scientific observer – The monism of gross Matter, 18-347 

The false notions of materialistic Science on the relations between mind and body, 23-

346 

The formulae of Science do not disclose the intrinsic how or why, 21-313 

The growth of modern Science has created new ideas and tendencies, 25-56 

The idea that Science can explain the fundamentals of existence, 28-392 

The labour of the individual thinker in man – The impulsion of Science, 25-109 

The larger generalisations of Science – Formulas already discovered, 20-331 

The latest trend in scientific knowledge is significant of a freer future, 21-18 

The materialism of Science is a very different thing from the old barbarism, 25-77 

The nature of evolution according to physical Science, 12-231 

The outer knowledge Science organises takes its real and very limited place, 28-331 

The poetic side of the same tendency upon the intellectual – Science, 26-109 

The religions, the philosophical systems, the modern scientific mind, 13-286 

The same conclusion by modern Science as by intuition and experience, 21-89 

The scientist refuses to deal with anything but a narrow and limited circle, 12-11 

The view so long pressed on us by physical Science, 12-291 

Theosophic attempts to square physical Science with Yoga – Pseudo-science, 28-388 

This position contains the whole real quarrel between Science and Religion, 8-110 

This potent influence – A parallelism between ancient Vedantism and modern Science, 

18-345 

This reaction is inevitable – The dogmatism of Philosophy and Science, as of Religion, 

12-82 

Three illegitimate activities of which Philosophy, Religion & Science are guilty, 12-79 

Two views of the universe – Modern Science or Sankhya, and the Upanishads, 18-36 

Ultimate truth even on the physical plane seems to recede as Science advances, 28-380 

Vedantic Evolution and Monism – Different from European Science, 18-347 

What have those, who have acquired Science, been able to do for India, 6-81 

Science. 

Science is chiefly useful to the God-lover & the God-knower (504), 12-494 

Science talks and behaves as if it had conquered all knowledge (112), 12-436 

The wonders of physical Science as the playthings of babies (110), 12-435 

This is not according to my Shastra or my Science, say the men of rule, formalists 

(363), 12-471 

sciences 

Physical and psychic sciences – The Divine in the world and the ways of the Spirit, 25-

256 

The ancient races were far more advanced in the physical sciences than is recognised, 

15-32 

The development of new and the recovery of old mental and psychic sciences, 25-78 
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The perfection of the physical sciences as a field for the training of the mind, 25-78 

The Yogin’s aim in the sciences for knowledge, in the practical sciences, in the Arts, 

23-142 

scientific knowledge 

Scientific, psychological, philosophic, ethical, aesthetic or practical knowledge, 19-203 

scientific laws 

Scientific laws only give a schematic account of material process of Nature, 28-385 

scientific method 

It is doubtful whether the scientific method will bear great fruit in the things of mind, 

17-585 

It is wholly unsuited to the investigation of the things of the spirit, 17-585 

scientific mind 

The scientific mind does not lead very far in spiritual life, 31-75 

The scientific mind refuses to leave anything unclassed, 28-394 

scientific spirit 

The faculties of the reason freed from thought-sensations – The scientific spirit, 12-23 

scientist 

Analytic observation is the natural genius of the scientist, 26-31 

Even in the more outward forms – The scientist, the philosopher, the thinker, 13-424 

The great advantage of the scientist over the metaphysician – Near to facts, 17-338 

The poet, the thinker, the scientist – Retirements not grim and inhuman, 31-343 

The scientist proceeds by the intellectual reason but with a microscopic scrutiny, 26-

232 

scientist. 

A man came to a scientist and wished to be instructed (151), 12-441 

scientists 

A man can be a great scientist but his mind and ideas negligible in other things, 28-394 

Now the scientists recognise the limits of their sphere, 28-392 

The desire of the occultists and the spiritists to satisfy the physical scientists is absurd, 

28-387 

The scientist pronouncing on the strength of his discoveries that there is no God, 28-

396 

The scientist’s brain – A faculty of observing and analysing and drawing conclusions, 

28-394 

What is the use of trying to convince people who are determined not to believe?, 28-

387 

scorn. 

Krishna laughs at thy more foolish scorn (296), 12-463 

When thou findest thyself scorning another, look then at thy own heart and laugh at thy 

folly (297), 12-463 

scorpions 

Scorpions and usually snakes also are symbols of harmful energies, 30-171 

Snakes and scorpions always indicate attacks or threats of attack, 30-173 

Scotchman 

England as an Empire – Since the Scotchman became a member of the British nation, 

6-1006 
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Scotland 

Wales, Scotland and the North are for the new age, 8-429 

scripture 

The Divine Truth is greater than any religion or creed or scripture or philosophy, 35-96 

Scripture 

“He armed untruth with Scripture and the Law” – “he quoted Scripture and Law”, 27-

302 

A received written Shastra – Prescribed methods taught in a Scripture or a tradition, 23-

55 

Even the greatest Scripture – The sadhaka will use, but never bind himself, 23-55 

In approaching an ancient Scripture, such as the Veda, Upanishads or Gita, 19-4 

Nor shall you say of any Scripture that it alone is all-sufficient, 19-92 

Still the letter of the Scripture binds and confuses, 19-92 

The standards of truth in the interpretation of the Scripture, 12-36 

Scripture. 

It is in the interpretation the heart and reason put upon the Scripture that error has her 

portion (99), 12-434 

Men bring what they have in themselves and see it reflected in the Scripture (481), 12-

490 

scriptures 

An independent scrutiny of the ancient scriptures and forms of Indian thought is 

needed, 1-570 

The world abounds with scriptures – Bigoted exclusions and vain wranglings, 19-3 

Scriptures 

Real truth, spiritual influence and actual help – What Scriptures were written to give, 

19-5 

Repudiation of the Vedavada – Scriptures unnecessary for the man who knows, 19-87 

The Scriptures are guides, not substitutes for thought and experience, 12-33 

Scriptures. 

Not because God spoke it, but because the soul saw it, is the word of the Scriptures our 

supreme authority (98), 12-434 

scruple 

You must not carry a scruple or a remorse or any kind of backward pull or attraction, 

35-727 

sculpture 

Egypt, Greece, India take the premier rank in this kind of creation, 20-287 

Some arts cannot be done well without technical knowledge, e.g. painting, sculpture, 

27-117 

The immense educative force of music, painting and sculpture not duly recognised, 1-

449 

The sculptor must express always in static form – Eternity seizes hold of time, 20-302 

The sculptural art is static, self-contained, necessarily firm, noble or severe, 20-287 

sculptures 

A certain difference distinguishes the southern bronzes from the stone sculptures, 1-583 

In the earlier stone sculptures it is the majestic concentration of the Deity, 1-584 

sea 
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A sea in tumult ‒ Usually a vital upheaval or a period of strain and stress and struggle, 

30-150 

If it was crimson – The sea of the physical consciousness and physical life, 30-221 

If it was purple red – The sea of the vital consciousness and the vital life-force, 30-221 

Many levels of consciousness which appear as skies or else as seas, 30-149 

Of this Horse of the Worlds, the sea is the brother & the sea is the birthplace, 18-287 

Sometimes a part of the consciousness is seen in the image of a pond, lake or sea, 30-

151 

The sea is a symbol of a plane of consciousness, 30-173 

The sea is also often symbolic, 30-94 

The sea is the same being with a universalised consciousness, 30-151 

The sea is the sea of the vital nature whose flood is pursuing you, 30-140 

The sea of the subconscient in the heart within is the place of rising, 15-104 

The sea of the superconscient, goal of the rivers of clarity, of the honeyed wave, 15-104 

The sea to the Indian imagination is a symbol of life, 27-347 

The sea with the sun over it is a plane of consciousness lit by the Truth, 30-150 

sea of red colour 

What was meant by the sea of red colour and stars, 30-221 

secession 

Boycott is secession – We threaten to secede industrially, educationally, politically, 6-

954 

The happiness which America began to enjoy after her secession from the British 

Empire, 6-552 

seclusion, 30-244 

A retirement into seclusion gives free scope for this kind of action, 30-313 

A total seclusion may lead to morbidity and much error, 31-343 

Before my arrest, a call had come to me to put aside all activity, to go into seclusion, 8-

5 

Remaining isolated at other times does not seem to me necessary, 31-342 

Seclusion ‒ Not desirable unless one has already a great inner strength and poise, 30-

228 

Seclusion is justified only by some special activity, 23-25 

Solitude and seclusion are helpful, sometimes almost necessary to the beginner, 36-295 

Second World War 

Fighting for the Divine against the threatened reign of the Asura, 36-464 

If the war goes against them seriously & they have to withdraw their troops from India, 

36-218 

It is hardly possible that after the war the old order of things can survive unchanged, 

36-459 

Our contribution to the War Fund – As an expression of our entire support, 36-453 

The first was in relation to the second World War – On the side of the Allies, 36-65 

The victory of Great Britain in this war is to the interest of humanity including India, 

36-460 

The war as a fight between two forces, the Divine and the Asuric, 36-465 

The working towards freedom was clear already before the War, 36-460 

This is the Mother’s war – It is the forces behind the battle that have to be seen, 36-463 
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secrecy 

Secrecy is perfectly admissible and usual in spiritual matters, 35-24 

The question of the secrecy of the Subjects Committee proceedings, 6-257 

The secrecy of the sitting is a feature which ought not to be continued, 6-1012 

secret 

The Secret Cabal which is managing affairs in defiance of all rule and practice, 6-160 

Through this third and most dynamic dual aspect of the One – The deepest secret, 23-

126 

secret knowledge 

The secret knowledge – Of which the results are described in the last Canto, 27-329 

secret societies 

Secret societies – Police methods of harassment are more likely to swell their numbers, 

8-427 

We cannot allow the movement to become an affair of secret societies and terrorism, 6-

1024 

secret society 

Societies of young men were to be established with various ostensible objects, 36-49 

Sri Aurobindo joined the secret society – Purpose was to prepare a national 

insurrection, 36-71 

The Secret Society did not include terrorism in its programme, 36-51 

Secretary 

The Maharaja – There was no appointment as Secretary except once in Kashmir, 36-38 

Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State does not represent India or stand for her interests, 6-413 

secrets 

We do not respect official secrets, when public interests demand it, but publish them, 6-

145 

What we object to is the secretiveness – Why to keep this new proposal from the 

public?, 6-145 

sectarian 

God’s work least of all should be in a spirit of partisan and sectarian antagonism, 1-587 

Sectarian walls are a mistake, an accretion, a mental limiting of the Truth, 28-480 

The snag in the worship of Guru or Avatar is a sectarian bias, 28-480 

sectarianism 

All sectarianism, all fanaticism must be shunned, 23-66 

secular literature 

Secular literature appeals to the idealistic mind or the emotions or the aesthetic 

element, 27-730 

secularism 

A centralisation of the common life under a secular or a national head, 25-377 

By an inevitable process we reach the atheistic or agnostic cult of secularism, 20-142 

In the West atheism and secularism were its inevitable and predestined goal, 25-19 

Reason, science, progress, freedom, humanity were the ideals – Secularism, 13-186 

The secularist centuries cleared the way for a collective advance, 13-189 

The tendency to secularism is a necessary consequence of the cult of life and reason, 

20-140 
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What will remain from the labour of the secularist centuries, 13-195 

sedition 

I have been twice accused of sedition, 36-269 

If these things are sedition, then we are undoubtedly seditious and will persist, 6-170 

Many of us are already breaking, it appears, the law relating to sedition, 6-288 

Mere confusion in dealing with the general disease – Sedition as an instance, 6-328 

Sedition – Limited to illegal and violent means, lawless opposition and revolution, 8-

404 

Sedition – The offence is that of exciting contempt and hatred against the Government, 

6-328 

Sedition-hunting is being practised on a large scale in the Punjab, 8-321 

Strong criticism of the Government is sedition – Of an official, a policeman, 

Christianity, 8-406 

The law is in a state of dangerous uncertainty – Sedition and social boycott, 8-207 

The natural and legitimate method by which a modern government meets sedition, 6-

578 

The opposition to the Convention Congress may seem a sign of seditious feeling, 8-321 

The paper could not be characterised as seditious, 6-688 

The preaching of national independence is not in itself seditious, 6-884 

To present the strong defence of an impeccable administration to its attacks, 6-578 

Whether what we write is seditious or not depends on the vagaries of a Magistrate, 6-

885 

seeing 

A superficial seeing which receives momentarily an image of the Being seen, 29-363 

Seeing is of many kinds, 29-363 

The reception of the living image of the Divine in one of his forms into oneself, 29-363 

The seeing outside oneself in a more or less subtle physical or physical way, 29-363 

seeing of lights 

The frequent seeing of lights – A sign that the seer has a latent capacity, 30-94 

seeing of oneself 

What the Mother spoke of was not analysis, but a seeing of oneself ‒ Observation, 31-

26 

seeking 

Intense love is possible before realisation ‒ The love and joy and ardour of seeking, 30-

8 

The love and seeking without any concrete experience, 30-8 

The seeking of the Divine for the sake of the Divine and without any tinge of ego, 30-

230 

seer 

The Illumined Mind – The fulfilment for the seer and the illumined mystic, 21-981 

The light of Surya is the body of that divine vision – The name of seer, 15-480 

seerhood 

But seerhood brings with it not only the far vision but the far hearing, 15-480 

Seers 

The idea of the human being “becoming” the seven Seers in his own being, 15-208 

The seven divine Seers as the supreme ordainers of the world-sacrifice, 15-208 
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Seer-Will 

The combination which humanity most needs – The divine Seer-Will, 13-117 

The Messiah or Avatar is nothing but this, the divine Seer-Will, 13-118 

self 

All is in the self ‒ When identified with the universal self all is in you, 30-395 

All is in the self. When identified with the universal self , all is in you, 28-31 

As the one silent self of all he is the non-doer, and Nature alone is the doer, 19-317 

Besides the gods, there is our self – It must direct its gaze to its own supreme Self, 18-

94 

But in manifestation the self takes two aspects, the Purusha and Prakriti, 28-33 

By self is meant the conscious essential existence, one in all, 28-30 

In the experience of Yoga the self or being is in essence one with the Divine, 28-33 

In the self or pure existence there is no time or space, 30-397 

In the silence of the self there is no time, 30-398 

The self is the Divine itself in an essential aspect, 28-30 

Man tries to get through self to the Supreme by denying or getting rid of the Mother, 

36-400 

Mind and body are not our real self, 18-25 

Neither is it the memory that constitutes our real self, 18-25 

Neither is moral personality our real self – It is only a changing formation, 18-26 

Neither is the ego-function our real self, 18-25 

Neither is the totality of that mutable conscious becoming our real self, 18-26 

One may be aware of the silent static self without relation to the play of the cosmos, 

28-32 

The discovery of the occult forces and the discovery of man’s soul and spiritual self, 

28-266 

The experience of the true self, 30-394 

The individualised self is only the universal experienced from an individual centre, 28-

31 

The means of the knowledge – To get back to the gods in Nature and the self, 18-85 

The mental realisation of the one self does not bring the ending of grief, 29-424 

The obscure nature as an instrument which has to be put into tune with the self, 31-700 

The other entity which represents the Brahman in the cosmos is the self of man, 18-76 

The pure self is unborn, does not pass through death or birth, 28-536 

The question of the truth of the self – Individual or collective or universal, 25-59 

The seeking for God is also, subjectively, the seeking for our highest self, 25-146 

The self as experienced by man is not the ultimate experience, 36-400 

The self feels always its unity with the Divine and is always the same, 28-105 

The self is more than universal or individual mind, life and body, 23-338 

The self is the Atman above which is one in all, remains always wide, free, pure, 32-

178 

The self is the Atman above which is one in all, untouched by the action of life, 28-106 

The self must find and enter into the one Self of all individual existences, 18-88 

The self then of every man, every animal and every object is God, 17-432 

The self which we have to perfect is the divine self manifested, 12-194 

The self, Atman, is in its nature either transcendent or universal, 28-55 
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The Spirit is the consciousness above mind, the Atman or self, 28-105 

The spirit or self is the same always, 28-105 

The vital being mistaken for the self – Its satisfaction as the first aim of life, 25-79 

The whole play of Nature takes place in the self, in the Divine, 28-30 

There is a difference between the psychic and the self, 28-106 

Three steps of the self-achievement of the spiritual knowledge of self, 21-653 

To be above the mind one must first realise the self above the mind and live there, 30-

429 

What one feels first in the silence is the pure existence of the self, Sat Brahman, 30-392 

You must remain always aware of the self, 31-700 

Self 

A complete silence makes realisation of the Self more possible ‒ On the Higher Mind, 

30-397 

A glimpse of the realisation of the true Self which is independent of the body, 30-393 

A Self capable in its very unity of cosmic differentiation and multiple individuality, 21-

384 

Atman represents itself differently in the sevenfold movement of Nature, 17-32 

Brahman is, subjectively, the Self – Everything that changes is becomings of the Self, 

17-31 

But this realisation is at first in the static condition of the Self only, 30-453 

By full entry into this wideness of the Self – Cessation of mental activity, 29-413 

First, one becomes aware of the silent Self above, 30-323 

For the realisation of the Self and the spiritual transformation of the nature, 30-248 

If the experience of Self imposes silence and frees the psychic, the ego disappears, 30-

29 

In everything that exists symbolically there are Self and Nature, 12-109 

In Nature all things are becomings of the one Self of all, 17-31 

It is what is called the realisation of the Atman (the Self), 30-391 

Man can arrive through mind and beyond mind at the Self, 25-64 

Man can become aware of his unborn Self long before rising to Supermind, 28-66 

My own first experience of the Self – Long before I knew even what Yoga was, 35-232 

One can get partial realisations of the Self or Spirit or the Divine on any plane, 29-413 

One can realise the Self, the Brahman or the Ishwara without going into the overhead, 

28-69 

One has first to become aware of the Self and acquire the cosmic consciousness, 30-

396 

One may be aware of the silent static self without relation to the play of the cosmos, 

35-255 

Our primary aim in knowledge must be to realise our own supreme Self, 23-342 

Realisation of Self and love of the personal Divine are two different movements, 35-

255 

Second, the one Self, Brahman, Divine – The silent Self in all and dynamic too, 29-497 

Self, when one becomes aware of it, is felt as something self-existent and eternal, 28-55 

That immutable Self is our witness and supporter – Action of Nature is still possible, 

19-342 

That was my own first complete realisation of the Nirvana in the Self, 28-32, 35-255 
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That which inhabits the forms is Self and Lord of the Movement, 17-352 

The Atman is the Self or Spirit that remains above – The same being in all, 28-111 

The beginning of the realisation of the universal Brahman-Self in the mind, 30-10 

The centre which opens directly to the Self is above the head, 30-325 

The contact with the peace of the Self and with the Power of the Mother, 30-428 

The Cosmic Spirit or Self contains everything in the cosmos, 28-30 

The Cosmic Spirit or Self contains everything in the cosmos ‒ The Self is more, 30-396 

The essential “I” sense disappears – The realisation of the one universal Self, 30-395 

The essential Self or Atman becomes for the manifestation the Jivatman, the central 

being, 28-56 

The feeling of the Self as a vast peaceful Void is the negative aspect of Nirvana, 29-

431 

The first basis is the peace and wideness and realisation of the Self, 30-391 

The first most ordinary result is a discovery of a vast static and silent Self, 21-291 

The first result is the silence and peace of the Self, 30-417 

The gaining of peace makes it easier to get the experience of the pure and free Self, 30-

391 

The highest spiritual Self is not behind but is above, 30-325 

The immutable Self calm, silent and stable, was only a first step, 19-337 

The individual Self is usually described as a portion of the Transcendent and cosmic 

Self, 28-55 

The liberation of the psychic and the realisation of the true Self ‒ Both are necessary, 

31-238 

The one supreme Self is the essentiality of all these individual existences, 18-76 

The outer nature ‒ Not to rise into the higher Prakriti before you realise the Self, 30-

391 

The real Self is not anywhere on the surface but deep within and above, 30-325 

The realisation of the Self and of the impersonal Sachchidananda is only a step, 30-393 

The relation of Self and soul and Nature – The seeker of Godhead in that integrality, 

19-456 

The Self as containing and immanent – All things as the very Divine, 19-315 

The Self as the one Existence who is both the Soul of all and the Nature of all, 23-340 

The Self free from all embodiment is only one aspect of the Divine Reality, 28-395 

The Self gives peace or a universal Ananda, 28-106 

The Self has no separate place – It is it everywhere, 28-106 

The Self has two aspects, passive and active – The inactive Brahman, the Cosmic 

Spirit, 32-60 

The Self is a subjective aspect of the Brahman – The Ishwara is its objective aspect, 35-

165 

The Self is always perfect, whether inactive or participating in action, 17-45 

The Self is at once one in all and many, 28-60 

The Self is Brahman or the Lord within each of his creatures, 17-181 

The Self is essentially universal, 30-394 

The Self is everywhere and one can get anywhere some glimpse, 28-70 

The Self is felt as either universal or a universalised individual the same in essence, 28-

31 
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The Self is felt either as universal, one in all, or as universalised individual, 30-394 

The Self is in the microcosm what Sacchidananda is in the macrocosm, 17-181 

The Self is met first on the level of the Higher Mind, but it is not limited to one station, 

30-397 

The Self of man is not his body, not his life, not his mind – Self-exceeding, 25-73 

The Self or Atman and the soul or psychic being – Both realisations are necessary, 28-

97 

The Self or Atman is inactive, Nature (Prakriti) or Shakti acts, 28-32 

The Self, Atman – Freedom and impersonality are the character of the Self, 21-362 

The silent all-pervading Self is only one side – The Ishwara is one with the Brahman, 

19-342 

The spirit is the Self that is not affected by the evolution, 28-105 

The theory that one has to know the Self, what one does in life do not matter, 30-398 

The transcendent Self in man is the same as the transcendent Self in the Universe, 18-

360 

The true Self as something greater even than mind – The Self in the world, 25-62 

The truth that there is a free Self within us, 19-226 

The truth that there is a real Self within us which is the master of all, 19-226 

Then it is usually spoken of as the Atman – The realisation of the silent Self, 30-236 

There are many Yogis satisfied with having the inner experience of the Self, 29-417 

There is first the distinction between the Self and the individual being in Nature, 19-

264 

There is no distinction between the Self and the spirit, 28-105 

There is no such thing as emptiness – The pure experience of the Self, 35-260 

There is only one Self of things, one soul in multitudinous forms, 17-353 

This infinite and eternal Self of things is an omnipresent Reality, 23-115 

This Self has two aspects, 30-326 

This Self is in me, it is also in you and every other being and in all it is the same Self, 

17-181 

This wide consciousness not dependent on the body – The Atman or Self, 30-275 

To realise the Self is to realise the eternal freedom of the Spirit, 21-362 

We can call it the Divine Grace, the Self within, the flowering of the inner being, 35-

231 

We feel the Self as one in all ‒ But also we feel it as above all, transcendent, 30-326 

We look into ourselves and all things and become aware of it there – A Self, 18-21 

We must know the Self as no other than the Supreme Soul, the Lord of Nature, 23-340 

What then is the relation between the Supreme Self and man?, 18-360 

When one becomes aware of the Self calm, silent, wide, universal ‒ No ignorance, 30-

391 

When one identifies with the Self, that is the release of the Self, 30-391 

When the consciousness merges in the Self – Unconscious of the body, 35-388 

self of waking 

A state of superconscience, a status of sleep-self, the dream-self, the self of waking, 21-

466 

self-abandonment 

Self-abandonment will alone give salvation, 6-1031 
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The perfect sense of self-abandonment must be felt by Bengal for the Mother, 6-1030 

self-abnegation 

Only the self-abnegation which follows the course of the revolution will continue, 6-

869 

self-advertisement 

Absence of self-seeking and self-advertisement – A standard of public etiquette, 6-128 

self-analysis 

Psychological self-analysis and self-observation – An effective introduction, 23-303 

self-assertion 

Quarrelsomeness and self-assertion and indiscipline go ill with Yogic calmness, 35-800 

The function of the Congress – To gather the life of the nation for national self-

assertion, 6-959 

The question which divides us is as to the nature and extent of that self-assertion, 6-959 

self-conquest 

An opportunity of self-conquest, 31-693 

self-consecration 

A sincere self-consecration – The work given by the Mother done as an offering to her, 

27-728 

Aspiration, self-consecration, rejection of all that comes in the way – Indispensable, 

32-137 

The effective fullness of our concentration – The measure of our self-consecration, 23-

85 

The first necessity is an entire spirit of self-consecration in our works, 23-221 

The general principle of self-consecration and self-giving is the same for all, 29-103 

There must be a complete and effective self-consecration – Single-mindedness, 23-69 

self-control 

All self-control conserves the energy and conservation always brings with it increase, 

1-372 

Here you have to replace the mental and outward control by an inner self-control, 35-

673 

If you remain vigilant with the increase of the Force self-control will come, 31-279 

One condition of the mastery over the life forces is a necessary self-control, 13-405 

Self-control in the vital and right order in the material – An important part of the ideal, 

35-764 

The difference between suppression and self-control, 31-266 

self-criticism 

A readiness for unsparing self-criticism and vigilant openness to the Light, 36-379 

If you do not want criticism or correction ‒ Self-criticism and self-correction, 31-242 

Judgment and criticism can only come when he has cooled down, 27-593 

People who are self-critical, anxious for perfection have interrupted visits from the 

Muse, 27-12 

Self-depreciatory criticism – Better get rid of it, 27-13 

self-deceit. 

There is a great deal of diplomacy and still more of self-deceit (293), 12-462 

self-deception 

An organised self-deception is thus added to an organised self-ignorance, 21-552 
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Calling on God to do everything and save one all the trouble is a self-deception, 35-107 

This theory is a source of any amount of self-deception and wilful self-indulgence, 30-

246 

self-dedication 

It is self-dedication from within that is the best means of entering the Yoga, 29-246 

Self-dedication does not depend on the particular work you do, but on the spirit, 29-246 

To make from the beginning a central resolve and self-dedication, 29-73 

self-defence 

A certain amount of self-defence is necessary, 31-338 

Our present means of self-defence are inadequate – A pressing need, 6-444 

Self-defence by these inner means may become strong, 31-564 

self-denial. 

Boast not thy riches, neither seek men's praise for thy poverty and self-denial (351), 12-

469 

Self-denial is a mighty instrument for purification, 12-470 

self-depreciation 

Free yourself from all exaggerated self-depreciation, 31-763 

Humility is needful, but constant self-depreciation does not help, 28-429 

Self-depreciation and depression ‒ The usual play of the vital and the ego, 31-226 

Struggling and confusion and harassing self-depreciation is the wrong way, 30-348 

self-determination 

A complex system of self-determined and self-governing communal bodies, 20-422 

A complex unity based on a diversity based on free self-determination, 25-540 

A name was given to this new principle – The idea of self-determination, 25-435 

A right idea of self-determination may help to the discovery of this higher law, 25-628 

A sound basis of international law and order – The principle of self-determination, 25-

660 

An egoistic self-determination or a modified individualism, is not the true solution, 25-

632 

Self-determination reconciles the ideas of liberty and the idea of law, 25-628 

Self-determination viewed from the subjective standpoint, 25-631 

The beginning of a great self-determination not only in the external but in the spiritual, 

1-660 

The principle of an organically self-determining communal life, 20-408 

The principle of self-determination is the condition of the better order of the world, 25-

603 

The principle of self-determination once so loudly asserted is now openly denied, 25-

669 

The removal of war and the recognition of the right of self-determination, 25-543 

We have to start from the self-determination of the free individual, 25-630 

What the principle of self-determination really means, 25-626 

self-development 

It is idle to talk of self-development unless we first evolve a suitable central authority, 

6-267 

No national self-development is possible without organized political strength, 6-265 
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Only three possible policies, petitioning, self-development and self-help, resistance, 6-

265 

Opposition of the bureaucracy to the national self-development will be offered, 6-269 

Our policy is self-development and defensive resistance, 6-300 

Self-development and defensive resistance – The standing-ground of the new spirit, 6-

302 

Self-development and such a scheme of passive resistance are supplementary, 6-283 

Self-development will not easily be suffered to advance to its goal, 6-299 

The attempt at self-development by self-help is necessary – Whether peacefully or not, 

6-268 

The mere effort at self-development, unaided by resistance, will not materially help us, 

6-275 

The policy of self-development and self-help was incorporated, 6-224 

Three paths – Petitioning, self-development by self-help, organized resistance, 6-298 

To develop ourselves into a self-governing nation, 6-300 

We advocate an organised system of self-development, 6-179 

We would extend the policy of self-development to every department of national life, 

6-300 

self-devotion 

The first element must be complete self-sacrifice and complete self-devotion, 1-639, 6-

317 

self-discipline 

For the lower vital and the outer being self-discipline is indispensable, 31-159 

The second element must be self-discipline and organisation, 1-639, 6-318 

self-distrust 

All paralysing self-distrust has to be discouraged, 23-779 

Suggestions of self-distrust and incapacity which have no meaning, 29-32 

The depression, the self-distrust, the readiness to despair are the only cause, 29-34 

This feeling of doubt and self-distrust and hopelessness about oneself, 31-556 

self-distrust. 

Fear, weariness, depression, self-distrust and assent to weakness are the instruments by 

which He destroys what He created (377), 12-473 

self-effacement 

And Prince Ito had the ancient Asiatic gift of self-effacement, 8-301 

self-esteem 

A very strong self-esteem and a self-righteous spirit which stand in the way of 

perfection, 31-242 

Self-esteem, depression, etc., when they are driven out may lodge in the subconscient, 

28-214 

self-exceeding 

An ascending scale in manifestation – The power of self-exceeding, 19-375 

Man has not reached his own highest heights of self-exceeding, 19-375 

The self-exceeding of the sattwic nature – The spiritual joy, the absolute Ananda, 19-

506 

The uniqueness of this Form – The way to absolute spiritual self-exceeding, 19-395 

self-finding 
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It is the essence of the highest realisation and the condition of a perfect self-finding, 30-

230 

self-forgetful knowledge 

A mind of self-forgetful knowledge – The consciousness of universal mind, 23-887 

self-fulfilment 

Being still natural in the world, to transcend Nature internally is our fulfilment, 12-337 

Self-fulfilment is a result – The aim is not the greatness of the individual, 23-281 

The upward movement is the means towards self-fulfilment in this world, 12-109 

There is an individual self-fulfilment, a collective, a cosmic & an extra-cosmic, 12-191 

Three states of attainment – Touch with God, indwelling in Him & becoming He, 12-

338 

What matters in the universe is the play of the All & its ultimate self-fulfilment, 12-191 

self-giving 

A divine love and unity – The culmination in the complete and unreserved self-giving, 

23-108 

A will of entire self-giving opens wide all the gates of the spirit, 19-334 

All can be done by the Divine if one gives oneself to the Divine, 29-69 

An attitude of simple trust or direct unconditional self-giving – Things can be gained, 

35-242 

An entire faith, opening, self-giving to the Mother are the one condition necessary, 32-

157 

Ananda is the result, but it is done not for the result, but for the self-giving, 29-13 

But each has his own way of consecration and self-giving, 29-103 

Faith, reliance upon God, surrender and self-giving are necessary, 29-87 

In return the Divine Mother also gives herself, but freely, 29-338 

Life – A constantly enlarging sacrifice culminating in a perfect self-giving, 19-126 

One can have self-giving of the nature and reach by it the Brahmic condition, 29-79 

Only when the self-giving is complete there comes the finality of the Yoga, 12-367 

Seek union with the Mother’s consciousness through self-giving and surrender, 32-145 

Self-giving and self-dedication of your inner and outer being to the Divine alone, 31-

179 

Self-giving brings a positive freedom, 29-78 

Self-giving free from demand – When there is the full opening of the psychic, 30-348 

Self-giving in fact means a change from ego-centricity to God-centricity, 31-229 

Self-giving is the character of both bhakti and live – Both are necessary in the Yoga, 

29-356 

Self-giving or surrender is demanded of those who practise this Yoga, 32-140 

So long as there is not an unreserved self-giving – Dark periods and difficulties, 30-35 

The being giving itself simply and unquestioningly to the adoration of the Divine, 31-

233 

The Divine gives itself to those who give themselves, 35-837 

The Divine gives itself to those who give themselves to the Divine, 29-67 

The feeling of the child and of the self-giving is psychic, 28-124 

The general principle of self-consecration and self-giving is the same for all, 29-103 

The means is a self-giving of all our nature to the Divine, 23-89 

The more one gives of oneself in all ways, the better for the sadhana, 29-214 
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The one entirely acceptable sacrifice is a last and highest and uttermost self-giving, 23-

110 

The secret of success in Yoga – There should be an entire self-giving, 23-71 

The self-giving itself is a profound Ananda, 29-13 

The true love for the Divine is a self-giving, free of demand, full of surrender, 29-338, 

32-461 

The vital and physical should both give themselves in the true way, 29-339 

The vital can be as absolute in its unquestioning self-giving as any other part, 29-339 

The whole life turned into a conscious sacrifice – The self-giving to the Eternal, 23-111 

There must be an aspiration from the heart and a giving up of all yourself, 29-47 

This self-giving means not to ask for anything but the constant contact or union, 36-441 

To become like a child giving oneself entirely – The psychic in control, 29-76 

To give oneself is the secret of sadhana, not to demand and acquire, 29-345 

To the soul that wholly gives itself to him, God also gives himself altogether, 23-110 

When the mind and vital give themselves – Whatever the Mother does with them, 32-

253 

With the opening there must be the full self-giving to what comes down, 29-109 

self-government 

Certain moral qualities necessary to self-government – Unity and strength, 6-279 

Colonial self-government as an ultimate goal was objectionable – The creed, 6-1084 

Effective self-government is the one thing which the Congress should insist on, 6-170 

Merely to temper absolute bureaucratic power – Enemy of Indian self-government, 6-

466 

Self-government – An independent people possessing the power of control, 6-553 

Self-government – The Govt is going to do that in case of absolute necessity, 36-217 

Self-government is necessary for the full deployment of national strength, 6-365 

Self-government must inevitably be the first step towards complete autonomy, 6-170 

So long as self-government is not conceded – Passive resistance as the only peaceful 

path, 8-126 

The “Moderate” Indian politician aspires to self-government within the Empire, 6-209 

The aid of the Indian people means the concession of self-government to India, 36-220 

The Congress has declared self-government on colonial lines to be its demand, 6-207 

The doctrine that India is not fitted for self-government – Diversities of creeds and 

castes, 6-168 

The object of the national movement – Popular self-government, 6-253 

We are opposed to any accommodation with the Government – Self-government, 6-159 

What we seek is to evolve self-government – Some measure of administrative control, 

8-375 

Self-Government 

The Moderate opinion – An intermediate condition, Colonial Self-Government, 6-358 

self-help 

A movement of self-help and passive resistance, peaceably and within the law, 8-224 

A strict regard to law in a peaceful policy of self-help and passive resistance, 8-160 

A system of co-operation to proceed with the work of self-help and national efficiency, 

8-160 
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Both mendicancy and self-help plus passive resistance are new methods in history, 8-

119 

But it has rejected insurrectionary violence – Self-help and passive resistance, 8-187 

Only three possible policies, petitioning, self-development and self-help, resistance, 6-

265 

Our methods are those of self-help and passive resistance, 8-153 

Passive resistance and self-help can alone advance the country at the present stage, 6-

1085 

Self-help and passive resistance are methods to which modern nations are turning, 8-

119 

The attempt at self-development by self-help is necessary – Whether peacefully or not, 

6-268 

The necessity of prevention of famine by self-help – The suspension of grain-export, 6-

226 

The new party is agreed on a policy of self-help and at least passive resistance, 6-233 

The policy of self-development and self-help was incorporated, 6-224 

Three paths – Petitioning, self-development by self-help, organized resistance, 6-298 

We have said that by self-help, by passive resistance we can achieve independence, 8-

124 

self-hurters 

Those who fall from this development are self-hurters, or self-slayers, 17-385 

self-indulgence 

This theory is a source of any amount of self-deception and wilful self-indulgence, 30-

246 

To indulge in a bout of gross material self-indulgence was a quite imbecile solution, 

35-673 

selfishness 

Selfishness and the reaction of unselfishness are both of them to be put aside, 28-428 

Selfishness arises from the preoccupation with your own individual existence, 17-140 

To get rid of selfishness and ego – Selfless service of the Divine and merging the ego, 

28-428 

selfishness. 

Meanness & selfishness are the only sins that I find it difficult to pardon (231), 12-455 

Men slay to serve a selfish end, coldly (229), 12-455 

Selfishness is the only sin (114), 12-436 

Selfishness kills the soul. Destroy it (225), 12-455 

Very usually, altruism is only the sublimest form of selfishness (226), 12-455 

self-justification 

4. A dangerous habit of constant self-justification, 31-154 

For it is the habit of the vital to make a mask of the mind's arrangements, 31-104 

Self-justification in a quarrel keeps the thing going, 31-348 

Self-justification is always a sign of ego and ignorance, 31-348 

Self-justification is unwillingness to recognise a mistake, 29-54 

The vital is irrational (even when it uses the reason to justify itself), 31-103 

The vital mind when it wants to rid itself of the blame for difficulties, 31-104 

You must get rid of this vital reaction of wounded feeling, self-justification, 31-248 
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self-knowledge 

Our self-knowledge and world-knowledge – Limitation and imperfection, 21-549 

Self-knowledge is the foundation of the complete Yoga, 12-344 

Self-knowledge of all kinds is on the straight path to the knowledge of the real Self, 23-

303 

The first beginning of real self-knowledge – You feel separate from the nature, 28-120 

The first condition of the Yogic consciousness and self-knowledge, 28-120 

The self-knowledge to which we have to accustom our mentality, 19-418 

self-laudation 

Public opinion should forbid this habit of self-laudation in our leaders, 6-128 

There is a limit to hero-worship and to self-laudation, 6-127 

selflessness 

Another thing, which is only another name for faith, is selflessness, 6-827 

Selflessness then is the real & only law of renunciation, 17-191 

self-mastery 

Not the impulses – The Gita enjoins abstention from evil-doing, and self-mastery, 19-

218 

One has a real, a spiritual as opposed to a merely mental or moral self-mastery, 28-63 

The difficulty of self-mastery – The senses brought utterly under control, 19-100 

self-observation 

It is necessary for you to be conscious, and to put your self-observation before us, 32-

119 

Psychological self-analysis and self-observation – An effective introduction, 23-303 

self-offering 

A self-offering of the human to the divine and a descent of the divine into the human, 

15-67 

For the opening, concentration on the Mother and self-offering to her, 30-321 

He must offer himself to the Divine and call for the help and the guidance, 29-104 

It is quite sufficient if there is the firm and constant will towards faith and self-offering, 

29-98 

Keep the attitude of confidence and self-offering and the result will appear, 30-33 

Of course there must be the habit of self-offering too or turning all to the Divine, 30-

345 

Offer yourself more and more, 29-104 

Pain and struggle in offering oneself to the Divine – The sacrifice is still mental, 28-

433 

Put your will always on the side of the Truth, offer yourself entirely to the Divine, 29-

104 

The pain, the struggle, is not the essential character of the spiritual self-offering, 28-433 

The surrender to be made complete by the growth of the psychic self-offering, 29-77 

To offer one’s being to the Divine to mould it as He wills, 30-15 

self-opening 

By a right passivity one opens oneself to something greater than one's limited self, 29-

108 

In this Yoga the whole principle is to open oneself to the Divine Influence, 29-106 

It is only by faith, aspiration and surrender that self-opening can come, 29-20 
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It is quite different from the movement of self-opening that succeeds, 31-704 

One has only to aspire sincerely and keep oneself as open as possible, 29-55 

One has to suppose the Mother’s force everywhere around and call it in, 29-55 

One has to wait a sort of receptive self-opening and calling-down condition, 27-275 

The Mother’s Peace is above you – By aspiration and quiet self-opening it descends, 

32-135 

The object of the self-opening, 29-106 

The real fitness comes by the soul’s call and the power to open oneself, 29-33 

To open yourself to the descent of the higher consciousness, 30-37 

self-pity 

The self-pity of Arjuna and his pity for others are not the divine compassion, 19-59 

self-pity. 

Self-pity is always born of self-love (525), 12-497 

self-possession 

The first need at the present moment is courage – The second is self-possession, 6-398 

self-realisation 

For the self-realisation, peace and silence of the mind are the first condition, 30-321 

Self-realisation – The whole life and several lives more are often not enough, 29-415 

Self-realisation is the sense of individual and of social development, 25-73 

The advantage of self-realisation preceding the cosmic consciousness, 30-279 

The first movement of self-realisation is the sense of unity with other existences, 17-35 

The fundamental experiences ‒ The unveiling of the psychic and the self-realisation, 

30-434 

This self-realisation first and foremost and the work only as its expression, 36-237 

Self-realisation 

The development of the Self-realisation or of the cosmic consciousness, 30-279 

You are seeking for Self-realisation – but what is that Self if not the Mother’s self?, 32-

60 

self-respect 

Self-respect and a sense of superiority are two very different things, 31-243 

self-righteousness 

A very strong self-esteem and a self-righteous spirit which stand in the way of 

perfection, 31-242 

This often generates a kind of pride and self-righteousness, a “sattwic” egoism, 31-660 

self-righteousness. 

Self-righteousness is the worst enemy of virtue (46), 12-428 

self-sacrifice 

A man capable of self-sacrifice has the stuff in him of a future and higher humanity, 8-

137 

A nation capable of a national act of self-sacrifice ensures its future, 8-137 

Every act of the new Nationalism has been a call for suffering and self-sacrifice, 8-140 

How different is the Hindu outlook from the Western – Self-sacrifice, 17-186 

Self-sacrifice at its highest is an acknowledgment of the law of Life by death, 19-44 

Self-sacrifice has been a gradual growth in humanits, 8-137 

The first element must be complete self-sacrifice and complete self-devotion, 1-639, 6-

317 
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The first human state – A man is ready to sacrifice himself for the family, 8-137 

self-seeking 

Absence of self-seeking and self-advertisement – A standard of public etiquette, 6-128 

self-slayers 

Those who fall from this development are self-hurters, or self-slayers, 17-385 

self-vision 

In the true self-vision we see only harmonies and disharmonies, 31-26 

Your intellectual-ethical version of the inner self-vision, 31-26 

self-will 

Obedience to the divine Will, not assertion of self-will, is the very first mantra, 36-228 

The self-will of the mind was a great obstacle, 30-211 

This self-will means an egoism in the mind which attaches itself, 23-330 

semblance. 

Thy human proneness to ignore the reality even while thou art worshipping its 

semblance (344), 12-469 

seminal energy 

Turning the seminal energy into ojas ‒ Done by the descent of the Force and its 

working, 31-508 

seminal force 

There is part of the seminal force that is used for health, strength, youth etc., 31-506 

Semites. 

The Semites have afflicted mankind with the conception of a God who is a stern & 

dignified king & solemn judge & knows not mirth (477), 12-490 

Semitic 

In the Semite intellect is subordinated, 17-561 

The Christian or Semitic conception, the popular religious notion, has never been mine, 

28-356 

The philological division of the Old World into the Aryan, Semitic & Mongolian 

peoples, 17-561 

The Semitic idea (common in Europe) – God as a terrible gentleman upstairs, 27-529 

The Semitic tradition supports the theory of trigunic development, 17-299 

Semitic apologue. 

Our parents fell, in the deep Semitic apologue, because they tasted the fruit of the tree 

of good and evil (520), 12-496 

Semitic Eden. 

The Semitic Eden was well enough, but Adam & Eve were too grown up (476), 12-490 

sensation 

Sensation is much nearer the physical than emotion, 28-194 

sensational man 

The Philistine no longer reigns – The sensational man is trying to be mentally active, 

25-89 

Yet even the sensational man has begun to undergo a process of transformation, 25-91 

sensational mind 

Still the proper action of the sensational mind is not emotion, 23-650 

The receptive sensational mind is the nervous mental basis of the affections, 23-661 

sensational thought-mind 
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In addition there is a first resulting thought-element – The sensational thought-mind, 

23-664 

sense 

A rapid process by which we sense an image and a slower process of the intellect, 18-

51 

Each sense is the Divine in his dynamic conscious force, 19-273 

Our sense must reflect and be the creation of this supreme Sense, 18-53 

Sense is not or does not appear to be fundamental – It is only an instrumentation, 18-48 

The basis of universal Sanjnana – All action of sense is the same in essence, 18-58 

The essential contact is the mental without which there would not be sense at all, 18-50 

The quality of Nature in things – The sensory consciousness of the Jiva, 19-272 

The spiritual sense of things gives their being to the psychical and physical sense, 18-

61 

The supramental being will take up, transform and supramentalise the sense, 23-884 

This conception does not fall in with our ordinary theories about sense, 18-48 

What in its essence is the thing we call sense?, 18-49 

Sense 

Our sense must reflect and be the creation of this supreme Sense, 18-53 

The supreme Consciousness operates by a supreme Sense, 18-61 

We shall see that this must be so – The supreme Mind and supreme Sense, 18-53 

sense of humour 

I am not aware that highly evolved personalities have no sense of humour, 31-174 

Sense of humour? It is the salt of existence, 31-174 

Sense of our senses 

Some intellectual conception of the Sense of our senses, 18-61 

sense-mind 

An action of the sense-mind which is superior to the particular action of the senses, 18-

56 

Interfered with by the life-energy, it becomes an instrument for pleasure and pain, 23-

351 

Man beyond the animal range – A mind no longer involved in the sense-mind, 23-665 

The proper function and the confusion created by the life-energy, 23-351 

The sense-mind must be stilled and taught to leave the function of thought, 23-314 

We must first purify the buddhi of all that makes it subject to the sense-mind, 23-667 

sense-organs 

In the physical evolution of gross matter the sense-organs – Of supreme importance, 

17-236 

senses 

A mastery of the senses is the first condition of the true soul-life, 19-255 

After seeking God through the spirit and through action – Through the senses, 1-236 

All senses appear to be instrumentations of the mind-consciousness, 18-54 

All the other senses undergo a similar transformation – The hearing and touch, 23-869 

An opening of new powers in all the senses – All sensation becomes Ananda, 23-870 

Another cause of the inefficiency of the senses is insufficient use, 1-402 

The direct cognisance of the objects of sense without the aid of the sense-organs, 21-69 
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The inherent spirituality of the Hindu nature finally revolted against the life of the 

senses, 1-164 

The mind and the senses can accept the illusory view as the practical truth, 13-176 

The perfection of the senses must be one of the first cares of the teacher – Six senses, 

1-397 

The practical values given us by our senses and by the dualistic sense-mind, 21-58 

The senses become the instruments of sense-mind, 19-97 

The senses depend on the unobstructed activity of the nerves, 1-397 

The senses feeling the universal or divine beauty or presence in things, 30-280 

The sovereign action of the sense-mind can be employed to develop other senses, 21-69 

The true activity of the senses – To record the divine or true appearance of things, 28-

207 

The two things that are needed of the senses are accuracy and sensitiveness, 1-397 

We reach God through the senses, as our ancestors through the intellect and emotions, 

1-216 

senses. 

To the senses it is always true that the sun moves round the earth. This is false to the 

reason (102), 12-434 

sensitiveness 

A certain excess of sensitiveness in the vital nature, 29-278 

A raw and unreasonable sensitiveness ‒ One of the most persistent obstacles of many, 

31-211 

Excessive sensitiveness or quickness of temper – Occasions of clash and quarrel, 29-

278 

Most sensitiveness is the result or sign of ego, 31-211 

One has not to cure oneself of one's sensitiveness, 31-212 

Only the excessive emotional sensitiveness has to be overcome, 29-350 

Over-sensitive brooding on past blows to the vital is an unhealthy sensitiveness, 31-384 

Personal feeling and sensitiveness are a constant part of human nature, 29-131 

Sensitiveness is a matter of temperament, not a question of strength or weakness, 31-

210 

Some are psychically and vitally sensitive and responsive, 31-210 

The portion below the navel is the lower vital – Feeling the condition of others, 31-212 

Vital sensitiveness is neither good nor bad, 31-211 

sensuous 

Everything that is sensuous India has been fused and poured into one perfect mould, 1-

238 

The work of the philosophic mind incidentally serves sensuous and material life, 1-222 

sensuousness 

The philosopher must be superior to sensuousness because he has far passed the stage, 

1-222 

There is indeed a spiritual passion, a spiritual, not a physical sensuousness, 1-619 

sentence in Savitri 

A strong close for the line and a strong close for the sentence, 27-342 

The sentence consists usually of one, two, three or four lines, 27-342 

sentence lengths 
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Whether there is the right distribution of sentence lengths, 27-274 

sentimental 

In writing anything about vital love, avoid anything that descends into the sentimental, 

27-181 

sentimentalism 

Another in which the mind enjoys – A less violent and more superficial sentimentalism, 

29-352 

Feeling emotion – That is not sentimental but emotional, 31-210 

Get rid of sentimentalism and turn all your purified feelings towards the Divine, 31-210 

To indulge in the emotions is what is called sentimentalism, 29-351 

When the consciousness indulges in joy and sorrow, that is called sentimentalism, 29-

352 

sentiments 

It is forces that effect great political changes, not moral sentiments or vague 

generosities, 8-447 

separateness 

1. Detach yourself from this vital-physical as something not yourself, 31-113 

Another is to separate yourself from this vital restlessness and melancholia, 31-181 

Detach yourself from the habitual movement of the mind, 31-47 

It takes time to establish this attitude of separateness, 31-86 

Remain as separate as possible from these movements and let the Force work, 31-119 

The idea of separateness, of limitation, this alone is our stumbling block, 17-385 

The Yogi arrives at a sort of division in his being, 31-658 

separation 

(3) A sense of being something separate from all that happens, 30-241 

A sort of double mind, one a quiet witness, the other meant for surface dynamism, 35-

245 

As an example the practice of the separation of the Prakriti and the Purusha, 29-235 

Next, this separation of the Purusha from the Prakriti, 29-160 

Quietude of the mind – Separation of the inner Purusha from the outer Prakriti, 29-160 

The sense of separate being and concentration behind the frontal consciousness, 30-238 

The third way is one of the two ways towards Yoga by works, 29-211 

To separate the two parts of the mind, the active part and the quiet masterful part, 35-

243 

Usually it is in the inner mental that this separation first happens, 30-236 

You have to separate yourself from the mind also, 29-304 

separatism 

A vigorous diversity and strong group-individualism – The old separatism, 25-520 

At the same time we shall have to find a cure for the separative sentiments, 25-523 

But what would prevent the spirit of separativeness – The religion of humanity, 25-546 

separative consciousness 

The human being lives in a separative consciousness, 28-184 

separativeness 

The moment the soul leans towards the mental limitation – Spiritual separativeness, 23-

678 

To get rid of spiritual separativeness – The way proposed for the integral Yoga, 23-678 
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serf 

The spirit of the serf which governed our agitation in pre-Swadeshi days, 6-151 

serf. 

Demanded of the serf labour for the rest & material havings (192), 12-447 

serfdom 

The two great problems of economic serfdom and the subjection of woman, 25-362 

seriousness 

Whatever seriousness is necessary must come of itself from within, 31-174 

Why on earth should people not be serious if they want?, 31-174 

seriousness. 

It is well not to be too grimly serious in one's life and works (380), 12-474 

serpent 

The golden serpent in the Muladhara ‒ Of the transformed physical consciousness, 30-

172 

The serpent is a symbol of force, very often a hostile or evil force of the vital plane, 30-

173 

The serpent is the symbol of energy, 30-170 

The serpent symbolises an energy good or bad, divine or undivine, 30-172 

The serpent with the hood over the head generally indicates future siddhi, 30-173 

The serpent with the six hoods is the Kundalini Shakti, 30-172 

Serpent 

The Serpent is the Energy from above answering to the Serpent Kundalini, 30-171 

The Serpent is the symbol of energy, especially of the Kundalini Shakti, 30-171 

serpents 

Serpents are energies – Those of the vital are usually evil forces, 32-280 

Serpents indicate always energies of Nature and very often bad energies, 30-170 

The two serpents interlaced are the two channels in the spine, 30-172 

servant of God. 

The servant of God was born in Judaea, but he came to maturity among the Arabs. 

India's joy is in the servant-lover (415), 12-482 

service 

One part which has the feeling of service is in the vital, 28-124 

Service is work done for the Mother’s purpose and under her direction, 29-246 

Service without claiming reward or success and without attachment to wealth or fame, 

28-336 

Some kind of activity and service to the Divine is also a very necessary element, 29-

380 

The service and the realisation are both necessary for a complete Yoga, 29-232 

service of mankind 

Where and when did Buddha say «The service of mankind», 29-430 

service to others 

The object of Yoga is not service to others – But to serve the Divine Shakti, 35-728 

You speak of leading a higher life in order to fit yourself for service to others, 35-728 

servitude 

Nothing more easily leads to national death and decay than a prosperous servitude, 6-

239 
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seven 

The number of the principles variously stated – The full number is seven, 15-98 

The number seven plays an exceedingly important part in the Vedic system, 15-97 

seven Angirases 

The fighters are certainly the seven Angirases, 15-227 

seven ecstasies 

The seven ecstasies – Seven levels of Ananda are meant, 27-256 

seven rays 

It is these three by whom the seven rays of the Angiras-knowledge are raised to ten, 15-

227 

several 

Here several have had the Vedantic realisation – Bhakti realisation also, 35-666 

severity 

But a calmly forceful severity of thought and speech is sometimes indispensable, 31-94 

To discourage anybody is wrong – But severity has sometimes to be used, 29-281 

sex 

A fact – Sex suppressed in outward action but indulged in other ways, 31-503 

A man vitally or physically “in love” is an instrument in Nature’s machinery, 31-486 

A physical Ananda born of Brahmananda ‒ The sexual is a coarse degradation, 31-490 

A suppressed sexuality which could not find satisfaction – Contributed to neurasthenia, 

35-720 

About sex and Yoga – My teaching has been clearly written in the Bases of Yoga, 35-

721 

All lust, the sexual act and the outward dragging impulse have to be thrown away, 36-

331 

An Ananda from above can come down to replace the animal sex-reaction, 31-488 

An occasional indulgence keeps the sex desire simmering, 32-401 

Any “sublimated” sex relation can derail the sadhana, 35-724 

Any excessive familiarity of touch between men and women has to be avoided, 35-719 

Before you go to sleep – A strong will against any sexual suggestion in sleep, 36-326 

But all recognition of the sex principle could not be excluded from a divine life, 13-543 

But is sex really based on love or sex-love based on sex-instinct?, 31-492 

Choosing between the Divine Peace and Ananda and the pleasure of sex, 31-496 

Difficulties of human relationship take a stronger form when the root is sexual, 31-519 

Europe and America are full of free sex indulgence, 35-720 

For some sex is more difficult to conquer than anger, for some greed, 31-271 

Here all sex indulgence inner or outer is considered undesirable, 35-718 

I have never said that sex, anger, jealousy etc. were easy to overcome, 31-198 

If the personal Overself is all that is wanted sex and other things are permissible, 31-

494 

If the sex is active – An obstacle to the establishment of the higher consciousness, 31-

514 

If you can exclude sex from the waking thought and consciousness ‒ In sleep, 31-521 

If you read about these sexual things in novels, 31-521 

In the spiritual consciousness – Men and women without the least reference to sex, 35-

712 
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In this way of Yoga ‒ An absolute mastery of the sex-movements and an entire 

abstention, 31-495 

In this Yoga the position is that one must overcome sex, 31-542 

Inactivity is an atmosphere in which sex easily rises, 31-522 

Is sex-instinct an expression of the spiritual feeling of the One in all?, 31-492 

It can allow to indulge sex or withhold indulgence, 31-494 

It is always difficult to get rid of sex when it has had a strong hold on the system, 31-

513 

It is an ignorant psychology that reduces everything to the sex-motive, 31-493 

It is in these two ways that liberation from sex is possible, 31-518 

It is not that it is not possible to keep the love pure of sex-desire, 31-490 

It is the vital that gives to the play of sex its intensity and power, 31-516 

It is when one mixes up sex and spirituality that there is the greatest havoc, 31-502 

Many women dislike the sex-sensation, even hate it, 31-496 

Married people may be living here – Complete cessation of marital activities, 35-722 

Men have departed from Nature and use it for pleasure mainly, 31-485 

Not able to look at a woman or a picture of a woman without getting sexual sensations, 

35-715 

Not sex exactly is present in the psychic being but the masculine and feminine 

principle, 28-548 

Not the necessary inner force or intensity of the spiritual call to overcome instincts, 35-

714 

One must give up the sex-satisfaction, 31-494 

Oneness with all expressed through embracing and kissing ‒ The sex-instinct with all, 

31-491 

Physical sex action is a blow aimed at the very soul of the Mother’s work, 32-402 

Physical tamas by its laxity gives more opportunities for the play of sex etc., 31-395 

Ramakrishna stressed the danger of sex and greed of money for the spiritual life, 35-

717 

Rejection is the way to get rid of anger and sex desire, 31-273 

Seminal force not sexually spent can always be turned into ojas, 31-490 

Sex – The prolongation of the race and a voluntary creation of bodies, 13-547 

Sex (occult) stands on a fair level of equality with ambition etc. – Danger, 35-718 

Sex always increases when the vital physical is indolent, unoccupied or without tone, 

31-522 

Sex and sexuality and all that springs from sex and testifies to its existence, 13-543 

Sex and this Yoga cannot go together, 31-494 

Sex can become at any moment a disturbing, upsetting and deforming force, 31-502 

Sex has to be got rid of and overcome before there can be siddhi in this Yoga, 31-494 

Sex indulgence as a part of the aim and method of the sadhana – Bring down vital 

Forces, 35-136 

Sex is a degradation or distortion of the Ananda Force, 31-488 

Sex is one of the strongest things in man’s nature, 31-497 

Sex is purely irrational, a power of the inferior, animal nature, 31-497 

Sex is strongly connected with the physical centre but also with the lower vital, 31-518 

Sex sometimes gets a singular intensity just before it goes, 31-514 
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Sex stands as a strong barrier to the realisation and spiritual progress, 31-495 

Sex, for instance, is a movement of general Nature seeking for its play, 31-486 

Sex-satisfaction is not a necessity, 31-496 

Spiritual experiences and progress without any entire cessation of the sex-activity, 31-

502 

Such as an act of sexual intercourse or when the sadhak has become pointedly hostile, 

32-546 

Taking up the sexual rasa and turning it towards the Divine ‒ A risky method, 31-496 

The association of touch with sex is vital-physical, 31-540 

The idea of the new European mystics that the indulgence of sex is the way, 31-493 

The idea that by fully indulging the sex hunger it will be finished – A deceptive 

pretence, 32-401 

The idea that this desire of the heart hungering to love women is not sex-desire, 31-491 

The less the higher consciousness is met by the sex force the better, 30-484 

The mental will, the settled descent of the higher consciousness – Liberation from sex, 

35-719 

The Mother is pressing for the sex trouble to go out of the sadhaks, 32-401 

The movement of self-existent psychic or spiritual love ‒ Free from all taint of sex, 31-

491 

The obligatory importance of the overcoming of the sex instinct and impulse, 13-543 

The power itself has to be kept and transformed into the true force and Ananda, 36-331 

The relation has to be limited as it is because sex immediately trots into the front, 35-

712 

The sex and other lower forces are attacking, 35-638 

The sex exists for its own satisfaction, 31-487 

The sex exists in itself, 31-487 

The sex impulsions can be got rid of without Tantric practices, 35-722 

The three forces, power, wealth, sex, are most generally misheld and misused, 32-10 

The two main obstacles here – The mechanical mind and sex-movements, 30-494 

The vital affection and the vital physical sex-emotion are entirely close, 31-490 

The vital is conscious of sex in the approach, 31-538 

The vital physical and physical urge of sex does not ask for beauty or love, 31-498 

There are numbers of women who dislike sex and there are very few men, 31-534 

There are people outside the Asram who have got free from the sex without seclusion, 

31-517 

There is no “delight” in the sex-affair, 31-488 

There is no place for the sexual impulse and its desires in spiritual life, 35-713 

These three together in the body can leave no room for sex, 31-514 

This hunger can only go by a radical psychic rejection or a full spiritual opening, 32-

401 

To keep yourself fully open to us – To throw out the sex obsession, 35-721 

To think too much of sex even for suppressing it makes it worse, 31-511 

Under no pretence whatever is sex to be indulged by anyone practising this sadhana, 

35-722 

What has this Yoga got to do with sex and sex-contact?, 31-494 

What is real love? Get clear of all the sentimental sexual turmoil, 31-491 
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When one drives sex from the mind and conscious vital and physical ‒ The 

subconscient, 31-519 

sex at rebirth 

If there is a change of sex, it is only part of the being, 28-548 

The births follow usually one line of sex, 28-548 

The presence of feminine traits in a male – Not necessarily a past feminine birth, 28-

549 

The question whether a man can be reborn as a woman or a woman as a man, 28-548 

There are only stray cases quoted for variations of sex, 28-549 

Usually, a soul follows continuously the same line of sex, 28-539 

sex centre 

The lowest centre at the bottom of the spine is the sex centre, 28-243 

The sex centre is the physical centre – Governing the physical consciousness, 28-244 

sex feeling 

The sex feeling – Two reasons as to why it rose when you were using the name, 30-462 

sex poetry 

There is room for sex poetry if it is felt as truth and rendered with beauty or power, 27-

439 

sex suggestions 

Detach yourself from the sex suggestions even when having them, 31-511 

sex troubles 

Sex troubles ‒ To dissociate quietly and to reject steadily without being moved, 31-510 

sex vibrations 

If a person gives sex vibrations or is an appropriator of vital energy, 31-332 

sex-act 

An error too, although the physical sexual action is to be abandoned, 31-500 

Any physical act of the kind is not allowed – Also any subtler form is ruled out, 31-499 

But the physical act remains abhorrent to them, 31-493 

This combination can exist along with a dislike for the physical act, 31-493 

To regard the sex-act as an offering might easily lead to the sanctification of desire, 31-

498 

sex-appeal 

All women have not the sex-appeal, but some force of sex-pull there is in most, 31-536 

Certain people have the sex-appeal as they now say in Europe, 31-536 

sex-centre 

Imagining an inward reproduction is part of the transformation of the sex-centre, 31-

500 

Only the bringing down of the supramental Light, Power and Bliss can change it, 31-

501 

The end of the spine is the place of the physical centre which is also the sex-centre, 28-

243 

The sex-centre and its reactions can be transformed, 31-488 

The transformation of the sex-centre is needed for the physical siddhi, 31-501 

sex-desire 

Discourage memory or imagination on things that excite the sex-desire, 31-523 

sex-difficulty 
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The vital sex-difficulty is the hardest to get rid of – The vital form of the impulse, 31-

516 

sex-dreams 

It takes refuge in the subconscient and comes up in the form of dreams, 31-528 

Night-dreams are involuntary upsurgings of the sex-impressions, 31-525 

One can after a time eliminate the sex-dreams and emissions., 31-527 

Remedy for sex-dreams, 31-525 

Sex-dreams ‒ If the conscious vital is cleared, they will dwindle away, 31-529 

Sex-dreams or discharges without dreams – Rising up of old dormant impressions, 31-

528 

The dream kind is not so much to trouble about, unless it is frequent, 31-525 

The pressure from the kidneys or the intestines bringing dream of sex-tendency, 31-529 

Two kinds of sex-dreams, 31-524 

When it does not prevent the dream, it very often awakes the consciousness, 31-531 

sex-energy 

Sex-energy misused turns to disorder and disintegration of the life-energy, 31-505 

The sex-energy is in its real nature a fundamental energy of Life, 31-504 

sex-force 

In this Yoga an absolute necessity – A complete mastery over the sex-force, 31-502 

The sex-force is physical Nature’s main means of reproduction, 31-487 

When there is tamas of any kindk, it is much easier for the sex-force to act, 31-522 

sex-gland 

Many scientists consider sex-gland a base of productive energy, 31-507 

sex-imagination 

Dangerous for the sex-imagination to come lying in bed half-awake, 31-522 

sex-impressions 

Night-dreams are involuntary upsurgings of the sex-impressions, 31-525 

The sex-impressions in the heart can be got rid of, 31-525 

sex-impulse 

Hurting the flesh is no remedy for the sex-impulse, 31-512 

If the physical centre is also freed, then the sex-impulse ceases, 31-519 

Inhibition of the sex-impulse would not be permanently effective in itself, 31-506 

The elimination of the sex-impulse takes time, 31-542 

The removal of the sex-impulse opens up to the Divine considerable regions of the 

being, 31-511 

The sadhak has to turn away entirely from the invasion by the sex-impulse, 31-489 

The sex-impulse – It is difficult to be free from it entirely, 31-504 

The sex-impulse can be got rid of only when a higher consciousness comes down, 31-

514 

The sex-impulse can very well accommodate itself to a reduced diet, 31-512 

The sex-impulse exists for its own sake and it uses the person as an instrument, 31-486 

The sex-impulse is certainly the greatest force in the vital plane, 31-505 

The sex-impulse is deeply rooted in the subconscient – Difficult to get rid of it, 31-521 

The sex-impulse is the chief difficulty in your way, 31-514 

The total elimination of the sex-impulse is one of the most difficult things, 31-504 

The trouble of the sex-impulse is bound to dwindle away if you are in earnest, 31-509 
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To master the sex-impulse, 31-500 

Turn away the conscious mind and vital from the sex-impulse entirely ‒ The first step, 

31-521 

sex-indulgence 

Here all sex-indulgence inner or outer is considered undesirable, 31-540 

sex-instinct 

All these vital disturbances proceed from suppressed sex-instinct, 31-543 

sex-movement 

Sex-movement ‒ To let it drop off quietly by lack of support and assent, 31-510 

The sex-movement is a force in itself, 31-487 

The terrestrial sex-movement – For purposes of procreation, 31-485 

sex-pull 

All women have not the sex-appeal, but some force of sex-pull there is in most, 31-536 

Nature brought in the love on the basis of sex-pull, 31-490 

The sex-pull has become rampant everywhere, 31-488 

The sex-pull is that of a general force which uses the individual for its purpose, 31-536 

sex-pulls 

It is the entire inner rejection of the sex-pulls and vital pulls that is necessary, 31-516 

sex-push 

Celibacy is one thing and freedom from sex-pushes is another, 31-542 

The sex-push is not merely the impulse to the act as the push to possess and be 

possessed, 31-534 

The sex-push must also be overcome, 31-542 

sex-response 

In the vital physical the “sex-response” lingers long – A few get rid of it easily, 31-518 

There is always room for harm so long as the sex-response is not eliminated, 31-518 

sex-sensation 

Sex-sensation may begin anywhere, 31-488 

The sex-sensation ‒ It comes up from the subconscient in sleep, 31-520 

The sex-sensation is the chief obstacle to the experience becoming frequent, 30-443 

sex-suggestions 

The physical is at once responsive in the most material way to sex-suggestion, 31-519 

sex-tendency 

The one serious matter is the sex-tendency – That must be overcome, 31-510 

sex-thoughts 

Indulgence in sex-thoughts is just the thing that ought not to be done, 31-522 

sex-trouble 

The sex-trouble ‒ So long as it can get the consent of the mind and the vital will, 31-

515 

sexual abstinence 

As for the method of mastery, it cannot be done by physical abstinence alone, 31-503 

Sexual abstinence, if it is genuine, is beneficial, 31-503 

sexual act 

Experiencing a recoil of disgust after the act and repulsion from the partner, 31-485 

The mere vital movement is not directly interested in touching or the sex-act, 31-540 

sexual complexes 
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The exaggeration of the importance of suppressed sexual complexes, 31-613 

sexual desire 

An error perilous – To accept the sexual desire as a part of the sadhana, 31-500 

By giving up contact sexual desire can be reduced to dream and imagination, 31-523 

Pranayama and asana do not necessarily root out sexual desire, 31-511 

Sexual desire ‒ A purely physical wave, if the nervous being can be got to reject it, 31-

519 

That is the last stage after which it can be thrown out of even the environmental Nature, 

31-519 

sexual desires 

The sexual desires – The subconscient still retains the old movements, 31-520 

The sexual desires and impulses take refuge in the subconscient, 31-526 

sexual dreams 

Putting a will against sexual dreams or emission on the subconscient before sleeping, 

31-449 

Sexual dreams do easily occur during sleep by day, 31-444 

sexual imagination 

The sexual or erotic imagination representing itself as spiritual truth, 31-523 

sexual impulse 

In most men the sexual is the strongest of all the impulses of Nature, 31-524 

Regard the sexual impulse as a mistake and wrong movement of the lower nature, 31-

508 

Reject it entirely, not by struggling with it, but by drawing back from it, 31-508 

The sexual impulse has taken refuge in the subconscient, 31-530 

The sexual impulse is instinctive and irrational, 31-487 

The sexual impulse is perfectly natural – For the purpose of procreation, 31-485 

sexual impurity 

Such things as sexual impurity must disappear also, 31-289 

sexual indulgence 

An occasional indulgence keeps the sex-desire simmering, 31-495 

But only when there is either secret indulgence of a perverse kind, 31-503 

This is true only when there is no true giving up of the sexual indulgence, 31-506 

sexual instinct 

Doctors think satisfaction of the sexual instinct is necessary for the health, 31-505 

sexual movement 

To be conscious of the sexual movement is the first step, but by itself it is not enough, 

31-508 

sexual movements 

The sexual movements which you have recently felt in sleep or in waking, 31-786 

sexual pleasure 

Sexual pleasure ‒ Mind perverts the original intention of Nature, 31-485 

sexual reactions 

Sexual reactions can be avoided – The sexual element, 31-512 

sexual relation 

Still worse – The form of a sexual relation or a sexual enjoyment, 31-499 

sexual suggestions 
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The crude vital-physical that returns upon you ‒ Sexual suggestions, 31-518 

The purity throws off the sexual suggestions, 31-513 

There are two places into which the suggestion of sex can retire, 31-516 

sexual thoughts 

Liberation from sexual thoughts and desires ‒ By a rejection aided by the Divine 

Power, 31-513 

sexual urge 

The sexual urge is something that tries to take complete hold, 31-518 

sexual weakness 

A past of sexual weakness ‒ To consecrate entirely to the Divine is the true atonement, 

31-537 

sex-urge 

A state of tamasic inertia of the mind and body is always favourable to the sex-urge, 

31-522 

sex-vampirism 

Sex-vampirism is a different matter – Eating up the other’s vital, 31-336 

sex-waves 

When that comes, then sex-waves either cannot approach or they pass, 31-512 

sex-weakness 

The right attitude about the sex-weakness, 31-510 

Shabdam 

Shabdam has three elements, the word, the meaning and the spirit, 12-33 

Shacountala 

In Europe the Shacountala is the one poem of Kalidasa known and appreciated, 1-237 

The Shacountala and the Cloud Messenger are the ne plus ultra of Hindu poetic art, 1-

262 

Shacuntala 

Shacuntala is a beautiful poetic creation, not an exemplar of feminine conduct, 8-451 

Shakespeare 

1st row Homer, Shakespeare, Valmiki – Each is a sort of poetic Demiurge, 27-368 

As for Napoleon, Caesar and Shakespeare, not one of them was a virtuous man, 28-505 

Goethe goes much deeper than Shakespeare – But he was not a greater poet, 27-367 

His is not a drama of mere externalised action, for it lives from within, 26-80 

Homer and Shakespeare – No greater essential poetic force and beauty, 27-367 

In Racine, there is an unfailing perfection – Shakespeare’s is the greater poetry, 27-69 

It is this sheer creative ānanda of the life-spirit which is Shakespeare, 26-79 

Mind taking up physicality and life – The poetry of Homer and Shakespeare, 26-207 

Napoleon, Caesar, Shakespeare were great men – They had defects of character and 

vices, 28-506 

Shakespeare – Hues as a mental substitute for the inspiration of the illumined mind, 27-

37 

Shakespeare – Shut from two Paradises, the mind of a child and the heart of a mother, 

1-230 

Shakespeare – The impulse towards an utterance of the creative life-power within, 26-

88 

Shakespeare – The intuitive mind at work through and behind the life vision, 26-185 
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Shakespeare and Byron are the only two great names of English poetry, 26-49 

Shakespeare and Marlowe can be looked at in their separate splendours, 26-73 

Shakespeare finds it difficult to attune himself to the simplicity of childhood, 1-230 

Shakespeare is a poet of the vital inspiration, Homer of the subtle physical, 27-26 

Shakespeare stands out as quite unique in his spirit, method and quality, 26-78 

Shakespeare stole deer, Napoleon lied freely, Caesar was without scruples, 28-506 

Shakespeare was not an intellectual or philosophic thinker nor a mystic one, 27-393 

The Indian vision of the world and existence was vaster and fuller than Shakespeare's, 

20-279 

The inspiration in Shakespeare always comes through the vital, 27-390 

The two sides of the national mind welded in Shakespeare, 26-70 

The use of many epithets massed together in passages from Milton and Shakespeare, 

27-344 

This vital surge in Shakespeare’s language – An expression of life and of life-mind, 27-

392 

We feel obliged to accept his defects – The first among dramatic poets, 26-80 

Shakespeare. 

I find in Shakespeare a far greater & more consistent universalist than the Greeks 

(146), 12-440 

Shakespeare never condescended to a copy, a photograph or a shadow (148), 12-441 

Shakespeare sought it more successfully by universalising the rarest individual details 

of character (147), 12-440 

shaking of the body 

Shaking of the body sometimes happens when the Force is coming down, 30-481 

shakti 

The sadhana of India, tapasya, jnanam, shakti, must make us free and great, 8-464 

Shakti 

“It is Shakti that has gone forth and entered into the people” – The uprising has come, 

8-11 

A nation is a mighty Shakti, composed of the Shaktis of all the millions of units, 6-83 

A universal mind consciousness – A higher formulation of the Shakti, 23-756 

Behind it is the living Consciousness and Force of the Divine, the divine Shakti, 28-44 

Bhakti is the leaping flame, Shakti is the fuel, 6-82 

Four steps of the Divine Shakti, 35-112 

Here too there are three things present – The Shakti, the Ishwara, the soul, 23-769 

In each atom of the being there is an Energy, a Shakti, 28-26 

In India, we have abandoned Shakti and are therefore abandoned by Shakti, 6-80 

In the present age, the Mother is manifested as the mother of Strength. She is Shakti, 6-

79 

In the second stage the individual doer disappears – All is done by the Shakti, 23-769 

It is through the Cosmic Shakti that the Divine creates, 28-26 

Nature is power of the spirit – She is Prakriti, she is Maya, both are Shakti, 23-627 

Our bhakti cannot live and work for want of shakti, 6-82 

Our knowledge is a dead thing for want of shakti, 6-81 

Power means strength and force, Shakti, which enables one to face all that can happen, 

28-26 
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Prakriti is only the executive or working force – The Power behind Prakriti is Shakti, 

28-44 

Secondly, the universal Shakti must be realised in its supramental workings, 23-763 

Shakti is the self-power of Divine Being hidden by the modes of its own workings, 17-

507 

Shakti is the universal energy which moves the stars, made individual, 8-464 

The action of the divine Shakti has to replace our imperfect will and energy, 23-755 

The Conscious Force that upholds us and the universe is the Divine Shakti, 35-111 

The divine Shakti will reveal herself as the power of the Purushottama, 23-760 

The essential problem about Force, about Movement, about Shakti, 21-86 

The formulations of the universal Shakti in the various forms of her power, 23-755 

The Ishwara and the multiplicity of the One in the Jiva – Shakti, Maya or Prakriti, 12-

194 

The one and dual Supreme manifests as the Supreme Shakti, 36-399 

The question through what medium is the divine Shakti to act – The supermind, 23-784 

The race has a mighty will-power which comes from the long worship of Shakti, 1-365 

The Self or Atman is inactive, Nature (Prakriti) or Shakti acts, 28-32 

The Shakti is the power of the Divine manifesting itself as a universal force, 23-762 

The three aspects of the power of Consciousness – Maya, Prakriti, Shakti, 21-340 

The widest natural action of the Shakti combines all these methods, 23-807 

The working of the Shakti within us – The universal forces of Mind and Life, 23-183 

To divinise the perfected nature we have to call in the divine Power or Shakti, 23-693 

To which action of the Shakti we can leave the burden of our activities, 23-756 

We have to call the Shakti with the Ishwara in her or behind her, 23-740 

We must transfer the allegiance from the lower Prakriti to the Supreme Divine Shakti, 

28-41 

We need a nucleus of men in whom the Shakti is developed to its uttermost extent, 6-

88 

What is meant by Prakriti or Nature is the outer or executive side of the Shakti, 28-44 

Shakti of the physical nature 

The Shakti going up from the Muladhara must be the Shakti of the physical nature, 30-

433 

shame. 

Shame is a badge of weakness and the proof of ignorance (83), 12-432 

Shankara 

A first step by Shankara – A distinction made between two orders of reality, 21-471 

A thousand years later, Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhwa – Logic covers the whole field, 

17-573 

According to both Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya of the individual, 35-

312 

According to Buddha and Shankara liberation means laya of the individual, 29-457 

Afterwards there came the lofty illusionism of Shankara, 20-127 

Buddha, Shankara, Ramakrishna – None had any idea of transforming the body, 29-407 

His philosophy, though not new in its materials, is new in the whole effect it produces, 

1-605 

How could Shankara recognise dynamism?, 29-451 
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How then could I accept Mayavada and the logic of Shankara, 29-453 

I do not think that Shankara’s rational intellect could penetrate far into the Upanishads, 

18-274 

If that is Shankara’s philosophy, it is to me unacceptable and incredible, 29-392 

In the Mayavada of Shankara, Buddha, the rationalist, completes his work in India, 17-

574 

In the philosophy of Shankara – A strong intellectual reason, 21-477 

It is now being said even of Shankara that there was another side of his doctrine, 29-

434 

Many adwaitins want to show that Shankara was not so savagely illusionist, 29-449 

No decline but a continued vigour – Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhwa, 20-369 

Of course Shankara must have meant Mayavada, 29-450 

One has to be careful in attributing any opinion to Shankara, 29-450 

Shankara – Karma in the sense of Vedic rites & ceremonies are not the way to Mukti, 

17-113 

Shankara – The explanation of cosmic existence, 21-478 

Shankara and Ramanuja and Madhwa differing in their interpretation of the Upanishad, 

17-202 

Shankara and Vivekananda were Vibhutis, 28-486 

Shankara applied rigorously the analytical method of the intellectual reason, 1-606 

Shankara asserts the real existence of the Atman, but admits the absolute rule of 

Karma, 17-497 

Shankara believed himself to be establishing the real sense of the Vedantic philosophy, 

1-605 

Shankara built up by his intuitions and reasonings a third position which reconciles, 17-

497 

Shankara gives a quite unexpected and out-of-the-way interpretation of the verse, 17-

211 

Shankara has permitted himself departures from the attitude of subjection to the text, 

17-365 

Shankara has protected the Upanishads from the practical oblivion, 18-273 

Shankara saw that the mystery of the world must be ultimately suprarational, 21-481 

Shankara substituted knowledge of real self for Buddha’s knowledge of non-self, 17-

498 

Shankara surely stands or falls by the Mayavada, 29-450 

Shankara takes apah in a somewhat unusual and peculiar sense – Actions, 17-252 

Shankara’s system has been more fatal to the activities of the divine power & joy in 

life, 17-499 

Shankara’s wordless, inactive Self and his Maya of many names and forms, 21-9 

Shankara's conception of the undifferentiated pure Consciousness, 29-447 

Shankara's theory destroys itself – The explanation of the universe, 29-392 

The Gods fled to Shankara where he abode in the mountains – The great ascetic Spirit, 

1-211 

The great world-negating religions and philosophies – Buddha and Shankara, 21-432 

The Isha especially, it seems to me, is vitiated by the defects of his method, 17-367 
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The method of Darshana, the way of Shankara and Buddha – Speculative and logical, 

17-558 

The object of the Gita was to make Arjuna act, i.e. fight – Not Shankara, 27-524 

The philosophy of Shankara, his theory of Maya – A powerful imprint, 20-240 

The reaction against Buddhism – The Vedantic form popularised by Shankara, 19-84 

The Scripture interpreted by Shankara wholly in the light of Adwaita, 17-202 

The Shankara idea of the Supreme – The Vedanta Adwaita (Mayavada), 29-447 

The Shankara knowledge is only one side of the Truth, 29-448 

Vedanta is usually identified with the strict Monism – Shankara’s synthesis, 13-10 

Yet, the dominant sense of our later Indian spirituality – The conclusion of Shankara, 

17-501 

Shankara. 

Three times God laughed at Shankara (306), 12-463 

Shanks 

The sonnet of Edward Shanks, Phoebus – Very imperfect but by no means negligible, 

27-431 

shastra 

By shastra it means the knowledge which regulates karma, 1-551 

Its watchword is not kriya, but karma, not shastra, but jnanam, not achar, but bhakti, 1-

551 

Yet it accepts kriya, shastra and achar, not as ends, but as means, 1-551 

Shastra 

A received written Shastra – Prescribed methods taught in a Scripture or a tradition, 23-

55 

All Shastra is the outcome of past experience and a help to future experience, 23-57 

By Shastra we perceive that the Gita means the law imposed on itself by humanity, 19-

6 

Every Samaj must have its Shastra, written or unwritten, 8-457 

Her third period elaborated into detail the first simpler formulation of the Shastra, 20-9 

No written Shastra can be more than a partial expression of the eternal Knowledge, 23-

55 

Shastra – An outcome of intellectual, ethical, aesthetic, social and religious culture, 19-

477 

The action controlled by Shastra – The assent of the being, his faith, 19-477 

The Dharma fixed in the Shastra is the right thing to observe, the true rule of action, 

20-226 

The exceptional man, spiritual, inwardly developed, is not bound by that Shastra, 19-

480 

The leading, rajasic or sattwic, that departs from the Shastra in the individual, 19-479 

The older religions erected their rule of the wise, a complex Shastra, 23-203 

The Shastra – Any systematised teaching and science for each department of life, 20-

224 

The Shastra is a means – The supreme end is the freedom of the spirit, 19-475 

The Shastra must therefore first be observed – The habit of self-control, 19-475 

The Shastra of Integral Yoga – An infinite liberty in the receptive human soul, 23-57 

The supreme Shastra of the integral Yoga – The eternal Veda secret in the heart, 23-53 
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Shastra. 

Act according to the Shastra rather than thy self-will & desire (366), 12-472 

This is not according to my Shastra or my Science, say the men of rule, formalists 

(363), 12-471 

Shastras 

In India, we attached a superstitious importance to maintaining the mould of our 

Shastras, 8-456 

shaved head 

Fastings, shaved head, sleep without the mosquito net? – No and no again, 29-382 

Shaw 

All that I deny to Shaw is a constructive and creative mind – A criticism of life, 27-543 

As for his pose of self-praise – A humorous pitch of burlesque and extravaganceShaw, 

27-537 

As to his position in literature, he will take some place but not a very large place, 27-

537 

Shaw has constructed nothing large, but he has criticised most things, 27-541 

Shaw in comparison with Wells or Chesterton or Russell as a thinker, 27-540 

Shaw is a keen and forceful intellect but his ideas do not make him a mystic, 27-539 

Shaw was one of the keenest and most powerful minds of the age – An originality, 27-

542 

The English mind never understood Shaw and yet allowed itself to be captured by him, 

27-536 

The Shavian assertiveness is not offensive – Full of a smiling self-mockery, 27-542 

This kind of humour was brought in by two Irishmen, Shaw and Wilde, 27-534 

sheaths 

Man, for instance, has, besides his gross physical body, subtler sheaths or bodies, 28-

130 

One is concentric, a series of rings or sheaths with the psychic at the centre, 28-84 

The inner being is made up of sheaths – Sheaths is simply a term for bodies, 28-212 

The life-world enters into relations with us through other sheaths of our being, 23-454 

These five sheaths – The material of three bodies, gross physical, subtle and causal, 21-

273 

You can only distinguish the different sheaths either by intuition or by experience, 28-

212 

Shelley 

As regards Keats and Shelley – None had any dramatic genius, 27-377 

Blake, Shelley, Wordsworth were first explorers of a new world of poetry, 26-103 

But Shelley was not a spiritual poet and the Skylark is not a spiritual lyric, 27-399 

He has not the symbols or the thought-forms to make their spirit near to men, 26-143 

He has on the one hand, one feels, been a native of the heights to which he aspires, 26-

140 

In addition he possesses the intellectual equipment possible in his age, 26-141 

In Shelley the idealism and spiritual impulse rise to almost giddy heights, 26-105 

In Shelley’s Skylark – The romantic attitude towards love, 27-397 

Shelley – A sovereign voice of the new spiritual force, 26-140 

Shelley – Bringing the light, beauty and truth of the ideal super-world, 27-400 
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Shelley – The essential something he has felt behind the song of the skylark, 27-399 

Shelley and Keats – Perhaps the two most purely poetic minds in English tongue, 26-

145 

Shelley is the bright archangel of this dawn, but he sings half concealed, 26-145 

Shelley never got through the idealising mind to the spiritual experience, 27-399 

Shelley, Keats and Wordsworth – Not among the greatest creators, 27-369 

Shelley, Wordsworth, Keats – None had the dramatic gift, 27-378 

Shelly did get something of an essence of ideal light, truth or beauty, 27-399 

There is in him too a limitation which prevents the perfect self-expression, 26-141 

shield 

The shield means protection, 30-183 

Shiva 

All the three Gods are often spoken of as creating the universe, even Shiva, 28-459 

Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva – Three Powers and Personalities of the One Cosmic Godhead, 

28-459 

Isha is triple again as Shiva, Brahma, Vishnu, 17-177 

Recognising Krishna's flute, the call of Christ, the dance of Shiva, 29-492 

Shiva is the Eternal's Personality of Force, 12-208 

Shiva is the Lord of Tapas. The power is the power of Tapas, 28-460 

Shiva on the way is the Power that pours the light but also scrutinises the sadhak, 30-

155 

There is no particular connection between Shiva and the Overmind, 28-459 

To the Vaishnavas Vishnu is the Supreme as Shiva is to the Shaivas, 30-155 

When he lets him pass, then is the rush of new and higher experiences, 30-155 

Shiva-Rudra 

Shiva-Rudra, the destroyer and healer, the auspicious and terrible, 15-346 

Shogun 

The party struggle whether Shogun or Mikado should be leader and sovereign in Japan, 

6-232 

short syllables 

All unaccented syllables are treated as short, all accented syllables as long, 27-135 

In ordinary English scansion no account is taken of naturally short and long syllables, 

27-135 

short vowels 

Short vowels even with two consonants after them are treated as short, 27-745 

Shraddha 

Shraddha and rites – To help the being to get rid of the vital vibrations, 35-130 

shrinking 

Repulsion and shrinking are a bad way of getting rid of things, 36-326 

Things also will cause no kind of shrinking in us, 17-412 

Shudra 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra – In practice, birth became the basis, 20-170 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The qualities of the Aryan, 1-

391 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The social ideals of the age, 6-

1096 
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The four types of the Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, 23-742 

The life of the nation – The life of the Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra, 

8-19 

The Shudra, whose dharma is humility, contentment, service, obedience?, 6-237 

The unregenerated Shudra is born for service rather than for free labour, 23-747 

The well-developed – The instinct of toil and the capacity of labour and service, 23-747 

Work and service – The Shudra, 23-746 

Shushna 

Shushna afflicts us with his impure and ineffective force, 15-378 

shyness 

As for shyness etc., it should be got rid of, 31-310 

As for shyness, there are two kinds, 31-213 

Siam 

1906 – 07 full of events – China, Japan, Philippines, Siam, Afghanistan, Persia, Egypt, 

6-313 

siddha 

One object of Vedantic discipline is to be the perfect man, siddha – Likeness to God, 

18-267 

siddhi 

When something gets settled, then it is part of the siddhi, 30-5 

siddhis 

An awareness of the life-plane in us above the physical – Occult powers or siddhis, 23-

463 

Four parts of the siddhi – Roughly, moral, mental, physical & practical, 36-173 

In the Vijnana they are neither occult nor siddhis, but the normal play of its nature, 23-

496 

It adds to the four physical siddhis, the five psychical, 1-505 

Many Yogins of the Vedantic school follow both siddhis and the final emancipation, 

28-573 

Mental or vital occult power can only bring siddhis into the individual life, 28-308, 35-

109 

Occult powers or siddhis of a much rarer or subtler kind, 23-464 

The action of occult laws and forces or siddhis need be no part of spiritual experience, 

28-573 

The aṣṭasiddhis as obtained in the ordinary Yoga are vital powers or mental siddhis, 28-

571 

The body becomes a perfected instrument – The Hathayogic siddhis, 23-533 

The habit of a denunciation and holy horror of the Yogic siddhis, 12-14 

The practice and use of occult powers in Rajayoga – The siddhis, 23-541 

The question of the existence of the Siddhis – The true temper is to inquire, 12-14 

The second object was to conquer physical nature – Four physical siddhis, 1-504 

Use of the siddhis – The Rishis, the Siddhas, Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, Socrates, 12-15 

What I am attempting is to establish the normal working of the siddhis in life, 36-181 

Yogic siddhis are neither miraculous nor marvellous nor supernatural, 12-16 

siddhis. 
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The disciples of the saints and the prophets abused me and said, “He is hunting after 

siddhis.” (439), 12-484 

sides of the body 

The two sides of the body – Of consciousness and knowledge and of force and action, 

28-247 

sight 

A supramental vision that needs the support of no image – The character of sight, 23-

832 

The “sight” ‒ Not a sense vision but an experience in the inner consciousness, 30-105 

Sight 

Two primary faculties of the “truth-conscious” soul are Sight and Hearing, 21-133 

significance 

The significance and feeling suggested are a capital part of the value of poetry, 27-126 

signs 

Signs and planets only indicate a man’s character or fate – Our own wills can alter 

them, 1-760 

silence 

(1) That the silence and peace shall become a wideness, 30-392 

«Samadhi» – The consciousness goes inside in a deep stillness and silence, 30-248 

A calm or silence can support or produce action, 35-346 

A calm or silence which can support or produce action, that is what I have had, 28-150 

A greater power comes to one in the quietude and silence of a mind, 29-159 

A profound and unthinking silence is the only attitude to adopt towards the Absolute, 

12-94 

A silent mind is the first step towards true knowledge, 29-159 

A silent mind is the result of Yoga ‒ The ordinary mind is never silent, 31-55 

A spiritually substantial or concrete consciousness of stillness and silence, 28-358 

A union of strength and silence – One of the most prominent characteristics of Savitri, 

27-291 

An entire silence and inactivity of the mind cannot come at first, 30-473 

An increasingly stable quietude and silence of the mind, 30-232 

An inner calm and silence must be the foundation, 36-364 

An inner silence in which all activities can take place without disturbing, 35-749 

As for calm and silence, there is no need of the supramental to get that, 28-150 

Both force and bliss or either can descend into the silence, 30-454 

Calm and silence – One can get it even on the level of Higher Mind, 35-346 

Cessation of thought and other vibrations is the climax of the inner silence, 31-55 

Detachment, silence, inner peace are certainly indispensable, 29-127 

Doing nothing with the mind is not quiet or silence, 29-144 

Even if thoughts come across this silence, they do not disturb it, 30-454 

Feeling the silence as empty ‒ One is accustomed to associate existence with thought, 

30-80 

For the self-realisation, peace and silence of the mind are the first condition, 30-321 

How the average mind regards silence – Becoming a fool, 35-437 

If the peace or silence is once absolutely established, 29-150 
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If there is absolute silence within it is quite natural that the thoughts should fall off, 29-

158 

In a more outward sense the word silence – A great stillness of the mind, 29-163 

In complete silence there are either no thoughts or thoughts coming from outside, 29-

138 

In the condition of absolute inner silence – All got itself done without any thought, 35-

260 

In the entirely silent mind there is usually the static sense of the Divine, 29-158 

In this silence one perceives, but the mind is not active, 30-453 

In your trend towards silence there is a tendency to draw back the energy, 31-394 

It can be called down, but that is not always safe, if the outer nature is not yet ready, 

27-527 

It does not follow that when there is silence, everything is bound to come, 30-454 

It is also in the silence of the mind that it is easiest for knowledge to come, 31-56 

It is an inner silence and quietude in which all experiences happen, 36-300 

It is in the inner silence of the mind that true knowledge can come, 29-159 

It is in the silence of the mind that the strongest and freest action can come, 31-55 

It is in the silent mind that the true consciousness can be built, 29-149 

It is in the thought that comes in a quiet or silent mind that there is power, 29-159 

It is not easy to get into the silence – It is easier to let the silence get into you, 36-300 

It is not possible for the spontaneous silent condition to last always at once, 29-162 

It is really an inner silence that is needed, 31-93 

It is the spirit that feels a release in the silence, 30-80 

It is the wideness and silence of the being which makes transformation possible, 30-454 

It must be fulfilled and replaced by a sense of large silence and freedom, 30-240 

Keeping the mind without occupation is not the same thing as peace or silence, 29-145 

One in which all is silent and there is no thought, feeling or movement, 29-163 

One is static, a condition of wide peace, freedom, silence, 30-326 

One saveguard is to call down first the eternal peace, calm and silence of the Divine, 

36-393 

Ordinary human minds, Europeans especially, are alarmed at silence, 31-55 

Realisation can come in the silence which remains but ceases to be blank, 30-80 

Silence – A state in which either there is no movement or a great stillness, 29-137 

Silence is a state of the consciousness which comes of itself from above, 29-159 

Silence is always good, but I do not mean by quietness of mind entire silence, 29-160 

Silence is good, but absolute silence is not indispensable, at least at this stage, 29-161 

Silence is indispensable, but also there is needed wideness, 12-256 

Silence is the absence of all motion of thought or other vibration of activity, 29-137 

Silence means freedom from thoughts and vital movements, 29-158 

Silence need not bring lassitude ‒ There is all possible strength in silence, 31-394 

Silence of the mind, peace or calm in the mind are three things that are very close, 29-

138 

Silence usually does not come except after a long discipline of self-purification, 27-527 

Silencing the mind at the time of writing should be sufficient – Even its falling quiet, 

27-585 

The absence of thought is quite the right thing, 30-233 
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The absolutely silent state prepares the other and supports it when it comes, 29-163 

The active silence is that in which there is a great force that goes out, 29-163 

The capacity of this silence and peace is a most important step in the sadhana, 30-248 

The descent of the higher silence, the silence of the Self or Atman, 30-453 

The emptiness, silence and peace are the basic condition for the spiritual siddhi, 30-81 

The first silence ‒ Silence alone with no emotion or other inner activity, 30-454 

The first step is a quiet mind – Silence is a farther step, 29-141 

The full descent of a wide peace when the mind falls silent, 29-160 

The inner silence and peace have first to be established, 30-233 

The mind falling into silence and then imposing the same silence on the vital nature, 

29-437 

The mind falls gradually quiet or silent of itself or else silence begins to descend, 29-

161 

The mind must learn to be silent and let the knowledge come, 31-54 

The more one concentrates, the more this quietude and silence increases, 30-224 

The next step – Cessation of the flow of thought, the inner mind's silence, 30-14 

The next step is for calm and silence in the outward consciousness, 29-162 

The passive silence is that in which the inner consciousness remains at rest, 29-163 

The peace and silence must settle deep in, 29-149 

The quietude and silence and the sense of happiness in it, 29-148 

The silence and calm of the higher consciousness pressing down into the body, 30-454 

The silence and peace are themselves part of the higher consciousness, 29-162 

The silence and peace are there waiting to manifest, 29-152 

The silence can remain when the blankness has gone, 30-80 

The silence in the head and heart and the emptiness are both necessary and desirable, 

30-278, 30-397 

The silence in which all is quiet and one remains as a witness, 30-233 

The silence is a fit vessel for anything from above, 30-454 

The silence of the mind and vital – A stillness of the mental and vital substance, 29-158 

The silence of the mind does not of itself bring in the supramental consciousness, 29-

267 

The silence of the mind to which he had come by his meditation for 3 days with Lele, 

36-111 

The silent inner consciousness can be covered over by disturbance, 29-162 

The thinking mind has to learn how to be entirely silent, 31-54 

The true activity of the consciousness can come without disturbing the silence, 29-162 

The turmoil of mental (intellectual) activity has to be silenced, 31-54 

The usual way, the easiest, is to call down the silence from above you, 35-247 

The wideness of silence and peace – Harmonising the inward and the outward, 29-154 

There are periods when silence becomes imperative, 35-46 

There are two great forces in the universe, silence and speech, 13-57 

There is a silence behind life – We can hear clearly the voice of God, 12-88 

There is no real incompatibility between the creative power and silence, 27-590 

There is the vast peace and silence and in that the Force or the Will works, 29-271 

There should be a basis of entire calm, peace and silence, 30-490 

Thinkers and philosophers do not have a silent mind, 31-55 
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This silence and emptiness must grow, so that the higher consciousness can come, 30-

278 

This silence of the ordinary mind-mechanism is necessary, 30-259 

To live within in the peace and silence is the first necessity, 29-154 

Trance – The silence of the mind and vital which is fully extended to the body also, 30-

248 

What is necessary is to bring down peace and silence and a strong equanimity within, 

35-378 

What you need is the inner silence and the solid strength and force, 31-214 

When the mind is silent, there is peace and in peace all things that are divine can come, 

29-162 

When there is the peace and the mental silence, the vital mind tries to rush in, 29-160 

Silence 

A contradiction between the aloof divine Silence and the all-embracing divine Action, 

23-256 

All the movement of the universe is supported on the Silence behind the cosmos, 29-

163 

It is from the Silence that the peace comes, 29-163 

The descent of the Silence is not usually associated with sadness, 30-464, 35-357 

The Peace or the Silence coming by a descent from above, 30-323 

There can be an action in the Silence, 29-163 

To still the mind absolutely is not so easy ‒ Usually only by the descent of the Silence, 

30-454 

silence keeping 

If the views are likely to upset, shock or bewilder, the better way is silence, 35-64 

silence the mind 

To silence the mind it is not enough to throw back each thought as it comes, 31-335 

silent 

(2) The extension of the silent consciousness upwards as well, 30-392 

silent Brahman 

The vastness, the overwhelming calm and silence – The Atman or the silent Brahman, 

30-393 

This realisation of Atman or silent Brahman – The whole aim of many Yogas, 30-393 

silent Purusha 

In all men there is this silent Purusha, 30-234 

silliness 

People are exceedingly silly ‒ The abysses of silliness of which its mind is capable, 31-

25 

silver temple 

The silver temple is that of the spiritualised mind, 30-124 

silvery way 

The silvery narrow way upward is the path of the spiritual consciousness, 30-153 

simplicity 

I do not mean that we should dispense with simplicity, but let it be a wise moderation, 

1-696 

The sense of the need of simplicity and transparency, 30-14 
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There can be a supreme beauty of simplicity and there can be the opposite, 27-168 

You have to clear them out and look at the simplicity of the Truth, 31-193 

You must learn quietude, desirelessness, simplicity and surrender, 29-139 

simplicity in poetry 

A poetry which expresses things simply and easily – Among the greatest things, 27-194 

Poetry can be great or perfect even if it uses simple or ordinary expressions, 27-195 

sin 

Freedom from attachment to inaction and to action, to virtue and to sin, 23-332 

He has passed even beyond that distinction of sin and virtue, 19-182 

Limitation in self-existence, in knowledge, in force, in delight – The original sin, 23-

680 

No place for sin – All sin is an error of the will, a desire and act of the Ignorance, 23-

495 

Sin consists not at all in the outward deed, but in an impure reaction, 19-181 

Sin is a violation of the purity of the divine Right and Truth, 15-504 

So long as the difference between I and you exists, evil & sin cannot cease, 17-140 

The conception of sin – Ignorance, 15-504 

The first necessity in our works is to get clear of the sin of the vital ego, 19-282 

The indulgence of individual desire in disobedience to a general law is the origin of sin, 

17-301 

The slaying of rajasic desire and the exclusion of sin – The sattwic will has to govern, 

19-280 

This idea exaggerates the importance of the sense of sin, 23-563 

To hold that felicity we have to become free from sin and evil, 15-489 

sin. 

At first whenever I fell back into sin, I used to weep and rage against myself and 

against God for having suffered it (462), 12-487 

The eternal word of our Lover and Master, “I will free thee from all sin and evil, 12-

461 

Do thy lower members still suffer the shock of sin and sorrow? (279), 12-461 

My lover took away my robe of sin and I let it fall, rejoicing (482), 12-491 

Sin & virtue are a game of resistance we play with God (69), 12-431 

Sin is a trick & a disguise of Krishna to conceal Himself from the gaze of the virtuous 

(483), 12-491 

Sin is that which was once in its place, persisting now it is out of place (66), 12-430 

The sense of sin was necessary (68), 12-430 

There is no sin in man, but a great deal of disease, ignorance and misapplication (67), 

12-430 

sincerity 

(1) A complete sincerity and surrender in the being, 29-43 

A central sincerity and a fidelity to the Divine are the two necessary conditions, 29-43 

A central sincerity is not enough except as a beginning and a base, 29-52 

A central sincerity, a fundamental humility also save from much danger, 30-300 

A fundamental sincerity, a will to go through and a readiness to be guided, 29-33 

A total sincerity is needed for the aspiration to be fulfilled, 29-414, 35-283 

All depends on a complete sincerity and an integral consecration and aspiration, 29-76 
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All need vital sincerity, it is the most difficult to have and the most needful, 29-53 

All sincere aspiration has its effect, 29-51 

An inner purity and sincerity is one's best safeguard, 30-263 

By sincerity Mother meant being open to no influence but the Divine’s only, 32-164 

Establish a sincere will in the vital ‒ Do not allow personal desires and demands, 31-

109 

First, there must be emotional sincerity and poetical feeling, 27-567 

If the sadhak is sincere, there is bound to be devotion, 29-53 

In Yoga the one thing that counts in the end is sincerity and with it the patience, 31-661 

It is not sincerity to express only what the adverse forces suggest, 29-52 

It is perfectly true also that if a man is sincere, he will reach the Divine, 29-116 

Let your sincerity and surrender be genuine and entire, 32-8 

Make a point of being perfectly sincere in looking at these vital movements, 31-105 

One cannot become altogether thus entirely sincere at once, 29-51 

One cannot succeed unless one is wholly sincere and one-pointed in the effort, 29-380 

Sincere is simply an adjective meaning that the will must be a true will, 29-50 

Sincerity – To allow no part of the being to contradict the highest aspiration, 29-50 

Sincerity and straightforwardness – Write from the inner heart of emotion and vision, 

27-568 

Sincerity comes by having first the constant central aspiration or will, 31-646 

Sincerity especially is indispensable to the spiritual endeavour, 29-42 

Sincerity means more than mere honesty, 29-50 

Sincerity means to accept only the Divine impulses, 29-50 

Sincerity means to accept the Divine influence only and not that of lower forces, 29-50 

So long as there is complete sincerity, the Divine Grace will be there, 29-53 

So long as there is complete sincerity, the Divine Grace will be there and assist, 32-225 

That is why we insist so much on sincerity in the Yoga, 29-54 

The central sincerity is sufficient for an aspiration to be entertained, 29-414 

The central sincerity is the first thing and sufficient for an aspiration to be entertained, 

35-283 

The measure of the soul’s sincerity – Its aspiration towards the higher life, 29-55 

The one condition is an absolute central sincerity in all the parts of the being, 36-379 

There is one indispensable condition, sincerity, 29-50 

This opening and change needs an absolute sincerity, 35-276 

To be absolutely sincere, straightforward, open, is not an easy achievement, 29-51 

To be entirely sincere means to surrender yourself more and more to the Divine 

Mother, 29-51 

To make anyone fit for the Mother’s grace – A perfect sincerity and a truthful 

openness, 32-164 

To perceive one’s own weaknesses is one result of sincerity, 29-53 

Sindh 

The West also preserves its tradition – Punjab, Gujarat & Sindh, the Mahrattas, 1-154 

Sindhu 

The goal, explained to be all honey, is the Sindhu, the superconscient ocean, 15-106 

sinful. 

When I knew nothing, then I abhorred the criminal, sinful and impure (132), 12-438 
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singing 

About the singing – You sing your best only when you forget yourself, 29-294 

As for your singing – What form it takes must depend on what you find within, 29-294 

As for your singing – What form it takes must depend on what you find within you, 27-

737 

I do not see any necessity for giving up singing altogether, 29-294 

Singing – You must not allow it to interfere with your painting which is your main 

work, 27-737 

The singing must come from the soul within and it must be for the Divine, 27-736, 29-

294 

single-mindedness 

Become single-minded ‒ The difficulties of the mind and vital will be overcome, 31-

674 

Sinn Fein 

What he planned was very much the same as afterwards in Ireland, the Sinn Fein, 36-

52 

sinner 

Even the greatest sinner is saved if he turns to adore and follow after the Godhead, 19-

474 

sinner. 

Behold, O Pharisee, God in the sinner, sin in thy self purifying thy heart, 12-491 

To hate the sinner is the worst sin (51), 12-428 

sinners 

Many sinners are people who are preparing to turn to the Divine, 28-424 

sins 

Our sins are the misdirected steps of a seeking Power that aims at perfection, 23-246 

sisters 

There the seven rivers, the sisters, work no longer separated, 15-121 

Sita 

Sita, Draupadi, Savitri, Damayanti – These are familiar to us as ideals, 8-451 

sitar 

Sitar – One instrument is enough, 27-738 

The sitar – It is hard work if you want really to learn and otherwise it is not much use, 

27-738 

sixth sense 

The development of the sixth sense – A place in the training of the human instrument, 

1-399 

The manas or sixth sense is in itself a channel like the nerves – Subject to disturbance, 

1-398 

The use of the mind as a sixth sense – Receiving from others or sending to others, 23-

878 

We speak of the mind as a sixth sense, but in fact it is the only true sense organ, 23-864 

skill in works 

And yet he does not cease from work and action – Yoga is skill in works, 19-103 

Skill in works – When there is the opening in the physical mind and the body, 29-285 

Yoga is the true skill in works – The result may seem to be defeat and failure, 19-180 
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skin diseases 

Skin diseases have much to do with sexual desires, 31-545 

skull 

(1) The lid of the skull opening – The mental being has opened to the Divine Light, 30-

120 

sky 

The clear sky would indicate perhaps the mental part cleared of obscurities, 30-175 

The experience of being taken up into the sky is a very common one, 30-196 

The higher consciousness in any of its levels is seen usually as a sky or ether, 30-148 

The sky in the heart ‒ The opening of the heart to the higher consciousness, 30-148 

The sky is a symbol of mind very often, 30-146 

The sky is a symbol of the mental consciousness or other consciousnesses above, 30-

148 

The sky is always some mental plane, 30-146 

The sky usually symbolises a plane of consciousness mental or higher, 30-148 

Skylark 

I objected to your criticisms and cutting up of the Skylark, 27-397 

skys 

Many levels of consciousness which appear as skies or else as seas, 30-149 

slain. 

Who shall slay thee, O soul immortal? (284), 12-461 

slave of humanity. 

To be universally loved, 12-495 

slavery 

A temporary makeshift was invented to replace slavery, called free labour, 1-434 

Slavery means to the European the permanent extinction of all the nobler possibilities, 

6-585 

The lowering effect of slavery – The verdict of the civilised world on Indian politics, 6-

586 

The old arrangement of a mass of slaves and a select class or classes broke down, 1-

434 

slavery. 

Is unfit for greatness and freedom, the man who has never been a slave to another 

(309), 12-464 

slayer. 

Canst thou see God in thy torturer & slayer even in thy moment of death or thy hours of 

torture? (540), 12-499 

slaying. 

Canst thou see Him in that which thou art slaying, see & love even while thou slayest? 

(540), 12-499 

He who will not slay when God bids him, works in the world an incalculable havoc 

(227), 12-455 

Men slay out of uncontrollable anger, hatred or vengeance (229), 12-455 

sleep 

(2) To become progressively more conscious in sleep, 31-530 

(3) To bring to bear the waking will and aspiration on the body in sleep, 31-530 
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8 hours of sleep at night is all right, 31-440 

A large part of our consciousness in sleep passes into other planes, 30-260 

A long unbroken sleep is necessary, 31-442 

About the sleep ‒ When one has confidence in the Mother, felt as if in her lap, 30-463 

All sleep is full of dreams ‒ Why should night or day make any difference?, 31-455 

As a matter of fact the whole sleep is full of dreams, 31-443 

Asserting one’s will in sleep ‒ A matter of accustoming the subconscient to obey, 31-

449 

At night, you have to pass into sleep in the concentration, 31-451 

Becoming conscious in sleep – You have to start by concentrating before you sleep, 31-

451 

Before you go to sleep – A strong will against any sexual suggestion in sleep, 36-326 

Both for fevers and for mental trouble sleep is a great help, 31-440 

By not sleeping enough you weaken the forces of the physical consciousness, 31-438 

Coming out of a conscious sleep, 31-452 

Consciousness in sleep ‒ With the growth of the true consciousness in the waking state, 

31-450 

Dream or sleep consciousness converted into conscious sadhana, 31-450 

Feeling the Mother’s presence during sleep follows the presence in the waking state, 

32-188 

First, the sleep-mind must become conscious of what it is doing in sleep, 31-449 

From waking through a succession of states of sleep consciousness, 31-443 

Get your vital purified and calm ‒ Nothing abnormal like not sleeping, not eating, 30-

34 

If the body is told to sleep only 2 or 3 hours it may even break down, 31-441 

If the sleep becomes conscious even for a time ‒ Sadhana of itself can go on, 31-445 

If the sleep is of the better kind, one may wake up in a good condition, 31-448 

If there is much activity of sadhana in the day – It extends into the sleep state, 31-445 

If you can be always conscious in waking ‒ Easier to be conscious in sleep, 31-450 

If you feel the need of sleep you ought to sleep, 31-445 

In bad health (I am not speaking of acute illness) it can extend to 9, 31-440 

In ordinary sleep the consciousness in the body – The subconscient physical, 31-446 

In ordinary sleep we do not become aware of the worlds within, 30-260 

In sleep one easily loses the consciousness of the day, 31-445 

In sleep one enters into places of the vital world in which there are dangers, 31-468 

In sleep we enter all planes and all sorts of worlds, 28-127 

In sleep you can become vividly aware of things beyond this field, 31-456 

In the sleep part of the consciousness goes out to other planes of being, 31-473 

In the sleep that mind is not there and there is no control, 31-452 

In the sleep the consciousness goes into other planes and has experiences there, 31-455 

In the sleep what holds the body is the subconscient, 31-449 

In this Yoga we insist on regular sleep, rest, food, 31-437 

It is a great mistake not to take sufficient sleep, 31-441 

It is a mistake to deny to the body food and sleep, 31-448 

It is better to be conscious in sleep, if one can, 32-614 

It is better to continue the sleep when you feel sleepy, 31-441 
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It is better to go to sleep and make it a discipline to become conscious in your sleep, 

31-448 

It is more the lack of sleep that is responsible – Also the excess of struggle, 31-767 

It is necessary to see that the body has sufficient food, sleep and rest, 31-429 

It is no use wanting to be conscious in sleep, 31-451 

It is the want of sleep itself that brings the symptoms of uneasiness, 31-439 

Meditation before sleep can certainly have an effect, 31-451 

Most people move most in the vital in sleep, 31-474 

Never believe that there is anything wrong in sleeping well and deeply, 36-307 

No Yoga can be done without sufficient food and sleep, 31-437 

Often a pull to go inside and pursue the development even when there is no need of 

sleep, 30-261 

Often after sleep one finds one’s consciousness has gone down, 31-446 

Once one is in full sadhana, sleep becomes as much a part of it as waking, 31-444 

One arrives in sleep at a state in which there is absolute rest and silence, 31-442 

One can assimilate spiritual experience in sleep also, 31-439 

One way to do the last is to make a suggestion to the body, before sleeping, 31-530 

Ordinarily such previsions come in inner vision but not in sleep, 31-457 

Perhaps it is best not to go to sleep straight in the ordinary way, but to meditate, 32-457 

Perhaps you get your ten minutes before the first waking ‒ The true sleep, 31-442 

Poetry in sleep – Concentrate in the will to remember before going to sleep, 27-583 

Pressure to sleep comes, 31-440 

Reading a novel before going to bed ‒ Consequently the sleep was heavy, 31-444 

Sadhana can go on in the dream or sleep state as well as in the waking, 31-444 

Six hours of sleep is the absolute minimum, it can go up to seven hours, 31-441 

Sleep and waking are determined by the mind’s waking condition or its cessation, 31-

452 

Sleep cannot be replaced, but it can be changed, 31-448 

Sleep is necessary ‒ Broken rest is not good, 31-439 

Sleep is necessary for the body just as food is, 31-437 

Sleep must become a concentrated going inside away from the outer waking state, 31-

451 

Sleep usually brings a falling down to a lower level, 31-445 

Something of the inner self grows in the sleep itself, 30-261 

The consciousness goes into another plane of existence during sleep, 31-474 

The depression coming on you in sleep – Due to one of two causes, 31-452 

The desire to fall into sleep – This must not be encouraged in waking hours, 30-261 

The feeling of having enough sleep when one wakes at night, 31-442 

The feelings and movements of the past returning at night in sleep, 31-131 

The few minutes one passes in this rest are the real sleep which restores, 31-442 

The normal allowance of sleep is said to be 7 to 8 hours except in advanced age, 31-

440 

The object of sleep is the body's rest and the renewal of the vital-physical force, 31-448 

The ordinary period of sleep most people give themselves is 8 hours, 31-440 

The persistence in sleep of things rejected in the waking consciousness, 31-530 

The right way is to transform the sleep and not suppress it, 31-438 
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The sadhana using a conscious will in sleep as well as in waking, 31-450 

The sleep before 12 is supposed to be the best, 31-443 

The sleep consciousness, 31-450 

The sleep in which there is a luminous silence or else Ananda in the cells, 31-447 

The state between sleep and waking or which is neither sleep nor waking ‒ Not a 

dozing, 30-141 

The subconscient remains in the body during sleep, 31-474 

The suggestion comes that food or sleep etc. are not necessary, 31-430 

The survival of the evil habits in sleep is a thing of common experience, 36-365 

The tendency to sleep is really a tendency to go inside, 30-370 

The waking consciousness and this which is awake in sleep are not the same, 30-261 

The Yogis who minimise their sleep succeed only after a long tapasya, 31-441 

There are just ten minutes of the whole into which one enters into a true rest, 31-442 

There are stories told of people living without sleep or food, 31-438 

There is no reason at all why intensity of sadhana should bring insufficient sleep, 31-

445 

There must be sufficient sleep and rest, not in excess but not too little, 31-382 

They call that a dreamless sleep, 31-443 

This kind of sleep can replace the ordinary subconscious slumber, 30-261 

This kind of vital coming to the Mother all the sadhaks have in their sleep and dreams, 

32-290 

Three-and-a-half hours of sleep is far too little, 31-438 

To do the sadhana here, you must sleep well and eat well, 31-438 

To get rid of the subconscient in sleep ‒ To change gradually the character of the sleep, 

31-447 

To keep yourself awake is not permissible, 31-449 

To learn how to become more and more conscious in sleep itself, 31-438 

To make sleep more and more conscious is the one permanent remedy, 31-445 

To remain conscious at night, train yourself to make your sleep conscious, 31-448 

To sleep well the vital and physical and mind also must learn how to relax, 31-444 

To sleep without a burdened stomach is obviously more healthy, 31-443 

Unconsciousness in sleep is quite usual, 31-449 

What sufficient sleep is depends on the need of the body, 31-437 

What they call sound sleep is a plunge into a complete subconscience, 31-443 

When one is in the physical consciousness – The sleep of the subconscious kind, 31-

459 

Why the terms waking, dream, sleep are applied, 28-37 

You are more conscious in your sleep than in your waking condition, 31-450 

You can become conscious in sleep – Then the night can be utilised, 31-448 

You can pray or will before sleeping to be conscious in sleep, 31-449 

You must eat well, sleep well and build up a strong body, 36-319 

You must not try to avoid sleep at night, 31-448 

You must put a conscious will before going to sleep that they should not come, 31-606 

You should have continuous sleep at night and sufficient, 31-439 

You should not jump up from sleep. Rise quietly and take a little time, 31-444 

You should remember the Mother and open to the Force before sleeping, 31-446 
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sleep by day 

Many people can’t stand afternoon sleep, 31-444 

Sexual dreams do easily occur during sleep by day, 31-444 

Sleep Condition 

The Dream Consciousness is surrounded by the Sleep Condition or the Causal Body, 

17-105 

The Sleep Condition or Prajna is a selection from the wider Universal Consciousness, 

17-126 

This Sleep Condition is again surrounded by Brahman, 17-105 

sleep consciousness 

When this growth of the inner sleep consciousness begins, 30-261 

sleep emissions 

Any physical contact of a sexual or other kind may produce an emission, 31-529 

It is a mistake to make so much of emissions – Everybody has them, 31-530 

One can after a time eliminate the sex-dreams and emissions., 31-527 

Putting a will against sexual dreams or emission on the subconscient before sleeping, 

31-449 

Sex-dreams or discharges without dreams – Rising up of old dormant impressions, 31-

528 

The discharges ‒ First, to get rid of this reaction of despondency and weakness, 31-531 

The problem of emission ‒ A quite usual phenomenon when one stops sexual activity, 

31-528 

There is no inevitable necessity for a dream emission making the body weak, 31-531 

They come up in sleep as dreams and involuntary sleep emissions, 31-526 

sleep in meditation 

A tendency to fall asleep while meditating ‒ The result of the attempt to go above, 30-

253 

The tendency to fall asleep during meditation disappears gradually in two ways, 30-253 

sleep state 

Three different states (Waking, dream, sleep – Gross, subtle, causal), 28-82 

Sleep State 

Consciousness in causal matter – They called the Sleep State, 17-248 

Spiritual life – Consciousness in the Sleep State on causal matter, 17-248 

sleep world 

My warning against allowing the sleep world to encroach on the waking hours, 30-263 

Sleeper in the Mother 

Out of ether a force is selected – Vaiou or Matariswun, the Sleeper in the Mother, 17-

126 

sleepiness 

But at first the mind takes it for a pressure to go to sleep, 29-319 

Idea of sleep – You go inside into a sort of samadhi but are not conscious there, 29-320 

Sleepiness during the day ‒ The attempt of the higher consciousness to descend, 31-445 

Sleepiness is the physical tamas trying to push itself into the place of the calm, 28-50 

The deep sleep that comes – The tendency to go deep inside brings it, 29-321 

The impulse towards this “going inside” – Simply falling into the usual sleep, 29-320 

The physical being translates insideness (samadhi) into a sense of sleepiness, 29-320 
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The sleep does come like that when one tries to meditate. It has to be dealt with, 29-319 

The sleepiness is a stage which everybody goes through, 29-319 

The tendency to fall asleep during meditation is a common obstacle, 29-320 

The tendency to sit and be perfectly quiet and this pressure of sleep, 29-319 

This sleep disappears gradually in two ways, 29-320 

sleep-samadhi 

To turn the sleep that comes into a kind of sleep-samadhi, 30-76 

sleep-self 

A state of superconscience, a status of sleep-self, the dream-self, the self of waking, 21-

466 

sleep-state 

The sleep-state – Corresponding to the supramental plane proper to the gnosis, 23-520 

The sleep-state and the state of Sachchidananda – The image of sleep, 23-525 

To the physical mind a sleep, it is to our subtler consciousness a greater waking, 23-

525 

Waking state, dream-state, sleep-state and fourth state of the Self in the Upanishads, 

21-443 

Sleep-State 

As soon as the Sleep-State appears, Spirit surrounds itself with causal matter, 17-233 

Bliss is, spiritually, the Sleep-State and operates absolutely in the Causal body, 17-235 

slow mind 

A slow mind that takes slowly but holds on to what it has got, can be slow but sure, 31-

24 

slumber 

The other hours – A deep slumber into the mental, vital or other planes, 31-447 

small things 

Do not allow yourself to be worried or upset by small things, 31-693 

Why get excited over these small things or let them disturb you?, 31-693 

smallness. 

There is nothing small in God's eyes, 12-466 

smallpox 

I myself had a slight attack of smallpox in Baroda soon after I came from England, 35-

14 

smell 

A reaction of uneasiness after smelling food ‒ An acute consciousness and 

sensitiveness, 31-425 

The feeding by smell is a well known thing ‒ This would not produce the uneasiness, 

31-425 

smells 

Also there is a particular smell that goes with different states of the vital-physical, 30-

113 

Every man has a different smell, 30-113 

Subtle smells ‒ A common feature of occult experience, 30-113 

Subtle smells and tastes – Simply an opening of the inner consciousness, 30-113 

The smell coming from a person ‒ Something in the person’s vital-physical, 30-113 

What has the dirtiest smell is sex, 30-113 
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smile 

A smile or any movement of the woman can be the starting-point, 31-535 

smilelessness 

It is long since my laughter has been continuous and uncontrolled, 35-52 

My smilelessness – The man who always jokes, 35-51 

smoking 

Drinking and smoking have an effect ‒ The substance and quality of the energy, 31-331 

Smoking is only a morbid craving of physical desire, 31-436 

smriti 

Smriti is nearest to intellect action and forms the link between vijnanam & prajnanam, 

18-430 

Three words are used of illumined thought, drishti, sruti & smriti, 18-429 

snake 

A snake is a bad symbol only when it comes from the vital or other lower plane, 30-171 

The snake form is a symbol of Energy, 30-126 

The snake indicates an energy, sometimes a good one, more often a bad one, 31-472 

The snake indicates some kind of energy always, 30-170 

The snake is simply a symbol of Energy or Power, 30-156 

snake of Vishnu 

They can also indicate luminous or divine energies like the snake of Vishnu, 30-171 

snake-rope image 

The snake-rope image cannot be used to illustrate the non-existence of the world, 29-

457 

snakes 

Scorpions and usually snakes also are symbols of harmful energies, 30-171 

Snakes and scorpions always indicate attacks or threats of attack, 30-173 

snow 

The snow – The consciousness in a condition of purity, silence and peace, 30-149 

So’ham mantra 

It is the “cosmic consciousness” that comes by this mantra, 29-325 

The So’ham mantra leads to the realisation of one Being everywhere, 29-324 

social 

Education on a national scale is an indispensable precondition of our social 

amelioration, 6-681 

Effects of either principle in the social and political organism of two nations, 6-42 

England – Her want of political cohesion, her want of social cohesion, 6-45 

England and America have most systematically neglected their social development, 6-

45 

England has concerned herself too little with social development, 6-47 

Here then two principal motors of progress – Political machinery and social temper, 6-

37 

Our national effort must contract a social and popular tendency, 6-49 

Our society will have to undergo a reconstruction which may amount to revolution, 8-

65 

Socially we have initiated a feeble attempt to revivify the very basis of our society, 6-

1104 
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The belief – Moving toward political, social, economical, moral, intellectual progress, 

6-1104 

The doctrine that social & commercial progress must precede liberty is a fourth lie, 6-

1107 

The French people – Towards a social and not a political development, 6-36 

The introduction of social details into a political programme is contrary to all reason, 6-

371 

The preference of a fine development of social character to a sound political 

machinery, 6-37 

The principle of reorganisation ought to and inevitably will assert itself socially, 6-680 

The scheme to turn the social divisions of the community into political divisions, 6-779 

The social ideal is naturally limited to peoples distinguished by a rare social gift, 6-37 

We choose to rate our own political increase higher than social perfection, 6-48 

What France has produced by her steady, logical pursuit of a fine social ideal, 6-43 

social boycott 

It is necessary to mete out in such cases the penalty of social excommunication, 6-292 

Passive resistance – The necessity of the social boycott as its natural concomitant, 6-

292 

The law is in a state of dangerous uncertainty – Sedition and social boycott, 8-207 

The misuse of a necessary instrument is no argument against its discriminating use, 8-

207 

The social boycott is a weapon absolutely necessary for the enforcement, 8-172 

They must be prepared to boycott persons guilty of deliberate disobedience, 6-293 

Third canon of passive resistance – Social boycott against persons guilty of treason, 6-

292 

This case – An intimate connection with the question of social boycott, 8-206 

We are aware of the grave consequences of the misuse of the social boycott, 8-206 

We believe that social boycott involving no violence or direct coercion is perfectly 

legal, 8-207 

social change 

The complete social change must come first in spirit, afterwards in form, 36-246 

social compulsion 

The exaggeration – The principle of social compulsion was clearly inevitable, 25-217 

social controversies 

We are not to mix in political or social controversies and struggles, 35-211 

social democracy 

I believe in something which might be called social democracy, 36-256 

Social democracy – Need not be confused with Communism, 36-524 

Social Democracy 

If a democratic polity and machinery – The result will be Social Democracy, 25-204 

social development 

A healthy social development is more likely to occur in a free India, 6-371 

social Dharma 

The function of the political sovereign and of society – The social Dharma, 20-405 

social equality 
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Caesar – A sane policy of social equality enforced by the fixed will of a despotic ruler, 

6-41 

social forms 

Many of our present social forms are a drag upon our progress in the present hour, 36-

274 

social institutions 

How then can religion have fared, and especially all those social institutions?, 1-719 

Much of our religion and many of our social institutions – Nothing of their old vigour, 

1-719 

social interchange 

A crowd of people engaged in purely social interchange, 31-331 

social law 

A social law is an advantage when man is crude, a disadvantage to the adult spirit, 23-

195 

After surrender, his social impulses and judgments will be used for their exhaustion, 

23-210 

If any social law is obeyed or disregarded – The law of the Spirit, 23-211 

The social law – The sadhaka will abandon this also to the Divine Will, 23-210 

social life 

The disadvantage of a free jolly outward social life without restrictions ‒ Externalised, 

31-327 

The social life free from autocratic interference – The change from within, 20-393 

There has been a stream of social life, more and more muddied and disturbed, 8-18 

social order 

In the social order – An equally stereotyped reign of convention, 25-17 

social reform 

No attempt to effect social reform for its own sake has any chance of success, 6-1069 

The hope of social reform divorced from political freedom is illogical, 6-1068 

The political movement could not afford a premature association of the social reform, 

1-650 

This character of Mr. Tilak’s mind explains his attitude in social reform, 1-650 

social reformers 

Our social reformers might have revolutionised our society with small friction, 8-456 

social relations 

Social relations cease once one takes to the spiritual life, 31-293 

social rules 

When one comes to an Asram to do Yoga, one leaves social rules, caste, 35-703 

social self-dispersion 

Undesirability of too much talk, loose chat and gossip, social self-dispersion, 31-248 

social state 

The rigidity of such a social state would greatly surpass that of its Asiatic forerunner, 

25-22 

social structure 

The outer social structure which it built for its approach is another matter, 35-703 

social system 
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The alteration of the social system – To mix it up with politics is to confuse issues, 6-

371 

socialism 

An inevitable stage – The father of the modern idea of the absolutist socialistic State, 

25-460 

Democracy, socialism, pacificism are to a great extent its by-products, 25-565 

Neither capitalism or orthodox socialism as the right solution for the world’s future, 35-

222 

That is the importance of democracy, also of socialism – A first crude attempt, 25-446 

The crucial question of the form and conditions of the new State socialism, 25-404 

The emergence of socialism was the inevitable result contained in the State idea, 25-

505 

The Nationalist insists on the democratic distribution of function at which socialism 

aims, 6-680 

The opposite idea of State socialism – A very mechanical slavery of the individual, 25-

624 

The same power is now being used for the gradual introduction of a modified 

socialism, 8-296 

The transition from democratic individualism to democratic socialism, 25-200 

Three successive stages are possible, individualistic, socialistic, anarchistic, 25-193 

Socialism 

A new force has entered European politics – The irresistible advance of Socialism, 8-

312 

A new idea in the progressive mind of humanity – Modern Socialism, 25-345 

An enormous increase in the strength of the socialistic idea, 25-672 

But Socialism itself might evolve a cooperative Socialism, 25-592 

Democratic Socialism still clings to the ideal of political freedom, 25-345 

For the present, a division between the two systems, capitalistic and socialistic, 25-592 

If it is only a material change, it may aggravate the mechanical burden of humanity, 25-

678 

India will find out the secret of order which Socialism in vain struggles to find, 6-906 

It is coming back in Socialism and in whatever form – The law of idealistic aspiration, 

8-21 

Socialism – Away with the democratic basis of individual liberty, 25-200 

Socialism – The organisation of the society by its own conscious reason and will, 25-

204 

Socialism and Capitalism now look each other in the face all over Europe, 25-672 

Socialism is most insistent now in England, Germany & Russia, 1-522 

Socialism is the complete expression of this idea, 25-461 

Socialism may bring in a greater equality and a closer association, 25-678 

Socialism means the socialisation of the common life – An international Socialism, 25-

502 

Socialism promises to be the master of the future, 25-488 

Socialism, bound up with the progress of internationalism – A greater sincerity, 6-717 

Socialistic democracy is the only true democracy – The development of humanity, 6-

684 
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The already developed systems – Not really Communism but rigid State Socialism, 25-

592 

The evolution of a socialistic society and the resurgence of Asia – The direction, 25-

678 

The extension of Socialism to all the nations – Perhaps still the most likely outcome, 

25-591 

The fulfilment of Hinduism will include democracy and Socialism, purifying them, 6-

685 

The great modern tendency of the perfectly organised socialistic State, 25-347 

The great political question of the future is likely to be the challenge of Socialism, 25-

502 

The progress of the socialistic idea – A realisable programme, 25-346 

The result to which this points is an ordering of society by a rigid Socialism, 25-21 

The rift between the Labourites and the Liberals – The future is with Socialism, 6-124 

The Socialist hopes to create a breathing space in which to realise the dignity, 1-547 

The true nature of socialism – The shifting from liberty to equality, 25-200 

The two predestined forces of the future, socialism and the Asiatic resurgence, 25-677 

This is Democracy, this Socialism, this Anarchism – Evolution proceeds relentlessly, 1-

435 

Without Socialism democracy would remain a tendency that never reached its 

fulfilment, 6-684 

Socialism. 

All the practical schemes of Socialism invented in Europe are a yoke, a tyranny and a 

prison (321), 12-465 

Socialism in Europe is likely to be the rule of the official and policeman (341), 12-468 

Socialism is the protest of the human soul against the despotism of a plutocratic 

democracy (340), 12-468 

Socialist party 

For the Socialist party this is the right policy – Their independent attitude, 8-315 

socialistic State 

The central defect of a socialistic State – The rise of anarchistic thought, 25-212 

society 

A people's society and politics provide in their forms an outward frame, 20-107 

A society founded upon spirituality will be different in two essential points, 25-222 

Caste, situation of women, form of society – These things must be decided, 12-53 

Family, society, country are a larger ego, they are not the Divine, 28-438 

In politics and society the forces of the old world are struggling to reseat themselves, 

13-36 

In society he finds a less intimate but a larger expansion of himself and his instincts, 

25-160 

In the end, however society tends to die by its own development, 25-223 

Laws and institutions of a society are the framework it builds for its dharma, 25-457 

Life in society – Domestic and social, economic, political, 25-158 

Machinery is of great importance, but only as a working means – Social renovation, 13-

5 

Modern society has discovered a new principle of survival – Modern progress, 25-224 
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No society dominated by the denial of the life dynamism can flourish, 25-163 

Not to expect any remedy from political, institutional or social changes, 29-133 

Only the society itself can determine the development of its own dharma, 25-456 

Politics, society, economics are the natural field of interest and hedonistic desire, 20-

397 

Politics, society, economy – The spiritual aim, 20-36 

Society – A principle of vital satisfaction, vital necessity and utility, vital efficiency, 

25-155 

Society – Its instinct is to translate into an external social compulsion upon its units, 

23-198 

Society became more artificial and complex, less free and noble, 20-176 

Society everywhere is pitiless in punishment of slight departures from its code, 8-457 

The attempt at a rational ordering of society can never arrive at perfection, 25-215 

The function of society – The right satisfaction of the vital, economic and other needs, 

20-404 

The life of the society – A cycle of birth, growth, youth, ripeness and decline, 20-396 

The life of the society as a great framework and training ground, 20-406 

The modern European idea of society is founded upon this vital dynamism, 25-157 

The new turn – In education, in dealings with the criminal, in the view of society, 25-

45 

The normal human society – A radical defect somewhere, 25-222 

The normal society treats man essentially as a physical, vital and mental being, 25-222 

The object of all society, 25-65 

The organisation of human society tends to develop the altruistic element in man, 13-20 

The radical defect – Society has neglected the spiritual element, 25-224 

The social principle of Hinduim – The organisation of brotherhood, 12-57 

The society is essentially economic in its aims and in its very nature, 25-162 

The true and full spiritual aim in society – A large liberty as the law, 25-227 

There are necessarily three stages of the social evolution, 25-184 

Two impulses, individualistic and collective – Family, society and nation, 25-159 

society. 

Perfecting their environment by the machinery of government and society (343), 12-

468 

So also, until mankind gives all it has to God, never shall there be a perfected society 

(327), 12-466 

sociological theory 

The sociological theory – Ethics begins by the exigencies of the social existence, 25-

151 

The sociological theory supposes ethics to be no more than a system of formulas, 25-

149 

sociology 

History and sociology on man’s historic and prehistoric evolution, 25-291 

In history and sociology attention has been concentrated on the external data, 25-5 

Sociology – Souls to be rescued, souls growing, souls grown, 25-257 

Sociology does not help us – History teaches us nothing, 25-279 

Socrates 
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In Socrates the Purusha has begun to emancipate itself, 28-513 

Use of the siddhis – The Rishis, the Siddhas, Jesus Christ, Joan of Arc, Socrates, 12-15 

Soham Gita 

The Swami has now published a philosophical poem called the Soham Gita, 8-196 

Soham Swami 

Shyamakanta Banerji the famous athlete has taken the name of Soham Swami, 8-196 

solar plexus 

The solar plexus has to be satisfied – Until it is, revision after revision has to continue, 

27-274 

soldier. 

O soldier and hero of God, where for thee is sorrow or shame or suffering? (278), 12-

460 

solidarity 

There can be a psychic and spiritual solidarity created useful for the divine work, 35-

816 

Union and solidarity are indispensable ‒ Aversion and quarrelling are unyogic, 31-288 

solitude 

I have usually discouraged any kind of complete solitude, 29-488 

It may be better to vary solitude with some sort of its opposite, 29-380 

Solitude and seclusion are helpful, sometimes almost necessary to the beginner, 36-295 

Those who practise Yoga often seek refuge in solitude from these difficulties, 31-338 

To be capable of solitude and to have the Ananda of solitude can be helpful, 31-339 

solitude. 

The love of solitude is a sign of the disposition towards knowledge (118), 12-436 

solution 

A solution by the descent of the highest Powers of consciousness, 28-255 

solutions 

Throughout the human ages we seek an escape or a remedy – All our solutions fail, 17-

476 

Soma 

Agni is also, like the Soma, an indispensable element of the sacrifice, 15-147 

Agni, Indra, Brihaspati, Soma are all described as winners of the herds of the Sun, 15-

243 

For the whole bliss of Soma to be established perfectly – The twin Ashwins, 15-381 

He protects the births of the gods against the undivine hosts, 15-358 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 

Of that beatitude Soma is the representative deity, 15-380 

Soma in his impersonal manifestation in the human being's conscious experience, 15-

357 

Soma is the delight, beatitude, Ananda inseparable from the illumined state, 15-193 

Soma is the Gandharva, the Lord of the hosts of delight – The plane of the Ananda, 15-

358 

Soma is the god of the Wine and the Ashwins its seekers, finders, givers, drinkers, 15-

144 

Soma manifests above as the vast and divine seat that the God in man conquers, 15-359 
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Soma manifests here as the offering and as the Deva, 15-359 

Soma releases the divine light from the sense mentality, 15-194 

Soma turns from the divine manifestation to the divine Person, 15-357 

The divine Person – Soma appears as the supreme Personality, 15-357 

The Soma is the immortal delight of existence, 15-243 

The Soma-plant yields the divine essence – An offering to the divine Powers, 15-260 

The supreme Deva – Thus Agni, Indra, Soma are hymned as the supreme Deity, 15-354 

The yield of the cow, the ghṛta, and the yield of the Soma plant are connected, 15-193 

Usually the Soma is the strength to conquer – Sometimes the Light brings the Soma, 

15-147 

Soma wine 

The Soma wine – As the Intelligence feeds upon it, an ecstasy of inspiration, 15-262 

The Soma wine – The replacing of our sense-enjoyment by the divine Ananda, 15-80 

The Soma wine was the symbol of the divine or spiritual Ananda, 29-420 

These impelling forces are born evidently of the drinking of the Soma wine, 15-84 

This wine of Soma represents the intoxication of the Ananda, 15-74 

Soma-plant 

The Soma-plant yields the divine essence – An offering to the divine Powers, 15-261 

Soma-wine 

So strained, the Soma-wine comes pouring into all the members, 15-355 

The drinking of the Soma-wine as the means of strength, victory and attainment, 15-

184 

The offerings – The Soma-wine and the clarified butter in the sacrifice, 15-42 

The Soma-wine is pressed out by the pressing-stone, purified through a strainer, 15-354 

The symbolical character of the Soma-wine, the wine of delight, 15-86 

Soma-Wine 

The Cow, the Horse, the Soma-Wine are the figures of this triple sacrifice, 15-80 

Son 

The Son or supreme Prakriti become Jiva of the Gita descends as the divine Man, 19-

163 

song 

A song is written with a view to be set to musical rhythm, 27-160 

A song need not have a less intricate metre than a poem, 27-160 

Poetry and song-writing, though they can be combined, are two different arts, 27-159 

The difference is not that poetry has to be understood and music or singing has to be 

felt, 27-159 

The real difference between a poem and a song, 27-160 

songs 

I cannot agree that nursery rhymes or folk songs are entitled to take an important place, 

27-161 

Songs of the Sea 

In the Songs of the Sea – A rendering into English of the Bengali poem Sagar Sangit, 

27-346 

sonnet 

A sonnet is a poem of fourteen iambic pentameter lines with a particular arrangement, 

27-612 
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However there have been attempts at an irregular sonnet rhyme-sequence, 27-157 

Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Keats are the greatest sonnet writers in English, 27-

612 

The building of the thought in the sonnet must be very carefully worked out, 27-612 

The two regular sonnet rhyme-sequences – The Shakespearean and the Miltonic, 27-

157 

Sons 

The two Sons perfect in their birth from of old support the law of our action, 15-513 

sophism 

A man who abandons his principles has always been said to turn his coat, 6-756 

The phrases of the sophist only seem to mean something, 6-754 

Sophocles 

Vyasa could very well claim a place beside Valmiki, Sophocles beside Aeschylus, 27-

369 

sorrow 

A gospel of sorrow is dangerous because sorrow if indulged becomes a habit, 29-431 

A relapse to sorrow, self-distrust, despondency and weakness is a recoil, 31-190, 32-

221 

A sorrowful or despondent mood is not the proper condition, 31-208 

Grief and sorrow ‒ Things that rise from the subconscient, 31-607 

Hardly a fact – Sorrow in order to make the soul seek the Divine, 31-202 

I object to the gospel of sorrow, 31-190 

If sorrow there must be – Only the psychic longing for the true thing to come, 29-474 

In the man whose Self has become all creatures, what delusion can be or what sorrow, 

17-145 

Joy is a vital feeling, like its opposite, sorrow, 31-177 

Not to be the slave of vital joy or sorrow is a condition one has to pass through, 31-177 

Sorrow confuses the mind, depresses the vital force, darkens the spirit, 31-190 

Tamasic indifference is one thing and the absence of sorrow is another, 31-180 

The feeling of sorrow is probably a response of the vital in you, 30-371 

The force of sorrow ‒ An attempt of something of the old consciousness to come back, 

31-180 

The vital enjoys the drama of life and takes a pleasure even in sorrow and suffering, 

31-178 

There is no real reason why delight should necessarily be followed by sorrow, 31-177 

sorrow. 

Do thy lower members still suffer the shock of sin and sorrow? (279), 12-461 

I rose through sorrow and indignation & revolt to an infinite knowledge and a settled 

peace (495), 12-493 

Mankind have wearied of strength and joy and called sorrow and weakness virtue 

(288), 12-461 

soul 

A distinction has to be made between the soul in its essence and the psychic being, 28-

116 

A distinction to be made between the soul in its essence and the psychic being, 28-114 

A divination within – This voice of the soul is not what we call conscience, 23-154 
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A line of the world energy – The upward growth of the soul in light and truth, 13-425 

A preliminary distinction – The true soul and the unpurified vital nature, 23-151 

A soul in him standing back from the mind and life and body, seeing and controlling, 

21-886 

An all-embracing delight is possible by bringing the real soul to the surface, 21-237 

An unbroken continuity in Nature – The assumption of form by a secret soul, 13-314 

At a certain stage the soul is able to come forward – Its character, action and will, 23-

155 

Behind all the veils of his nature, the soul in man also is master, not slave, 17-305 

Behind each and all there is the soul which is the spark of the Divine, 28-114, 28-116 

Each soul is a partial being of this self-existent One, 19-456 

Every soul is not awake and active – Nor is every soul turned directly to the Divine, 28-

121 

Here too there are three things present – The Shakti, the Ishwara, the soul, 23-769 

In this lower manifestation this eternal portion of the Divine appears as the soul, 28-56 

Is it not possible that the soul itself has accepted and chosen these things?, 28-524 

It develops in the course of the evolution a psychic individual or soul individuality, 28-

118 

The true soul of man is not there, 23-150 

It is only when the life turns towards the Divine that the soul can truly come forward, 

23-154 

It is true of every soul on earth that it is a portion of the Divine Mother, 32-61 

Its action is like a searchlight showing up all that has to be changed in the nature, 23-

155 

Its character is a one-pointed orientation towards the Divine or the Highest, 23-155 

Its will is for the divinisation of life, the expression through it of a higher Truth, 23-155 

Nevertheless all the time the soul itself is aware of being one with God and lord of 

Nature, 17-524 

Often the false soul or desire-soul is intended by the words `soul' and `psychic', 28-103 

Ordinarily people make no distinction between the soul and the mental-vital, 28-109 

People mean different things when they speak of the soul, 29-28 

Purusha or soul is spirit cognizant of the workings of its nature, 23-627 

Soul or psychic term is double as every other cosmic principle in us, 21-233 

The ascent of the human soul to the supreme Spirit is that soul’s highest aim, 36-553 

The awakening to spiritual knowledge – The supreme status of the soul, 19-420 

The central being and the soul are both in different ways portions of the Divine, 28-60 

The coming to the front of the soul and the growth of a Divine Presence, 23-133 

The concession of an animal soul existence and of its past subhuman births, 13-312 

The conscious embodied soul is the spark of the divine Fire, 19-14 

The desire-soul and the psychic entity – To bring to the surface is not enough, 13-478 

The discovery of the occult forces and the discovery of man’s soul and spiritual self, 

28-266 

The European mind, for the most part – Never beyond the formula of soul + body, 28-

109 

The human soul – When it is full of light and heat, it is said to be alive, 6-888 
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The identity of the Lord and the soul in mutable Nature – The eye of knowledge, 19-

446 

The individual soul followed the course of the universal nature and evolution, 13-310 

The Jivatma and the soul are the same, but in two different statuses, 28-107 

The Jivatman, spark-soul and psychic being are three different forms of the same 

reality, 35-148 

The non-materialistic European idea makes a distinction between soul and body, 28-

176 

The psychic is the soul, the divine spark animating matter and life and mind, 28-104 

The real soul emerges and takes the place left vacant by the desire-mind, 23-353 

The relation of Self and soul and Nature – The seeker of Godhead in that integrality, 

19-456 

The Self or Atman and the soul or psychic being – Both realisations are necessary, 28-

97 

The soul and the life are two quite different powers, 28-123 

The soul and the psychic are the same, 28-119 

The soul as the mental-vital consciousness remaining always the same, 28-176 

The soul can come forward and control the nature, 21-934 

The soul comes down into the evolution and evolves a psychic being, 28-105 

The soul comes from the Divine into the evolution – As the psychic being it evolves, 

28-31 

The soul does not move, but motion of Nature takes place in its perfect stillness, 17-

353 

The soul has to draw back Self in order to become capable of self-knowledge, 19-457 

The soul in a state of lightness and fluidity is compared to wind and water, 6-887 

The soul in evolution is only a power for the evolution, 28-105 

The soul in man, a portion of this Divinity, shares his nature, 19-574 

The soul in Nature, this enjoyer of our mutable existence, is the Purushottama, 19-445 

The soul in the heart of every being is the secret knower of the field, 19-417 

The soul ineffably drawn towards the object of its adoration, 29-12 

The soul is a spark of the Divine Spirit which supports the individual nature, 28-123 

The soul is a spark of the Divine which comes down into the manifestation, 35-148 

The soul is a spark of the Divine which enters into the manifestation of the self, 28-64 

The soul is always pure, but the knowledge and force in it are involved, 28-118 

The soul is described as a spark of the Divine Fire in life and matter, 28-117 

The soul is not a compound but an integer, a thing in itself, 29-394 

The soul is not limited by any form, but the psychic being puts out a form, 28-119 

The soul is other and greater than its outer instrumentation of mind, life and body, 21-

925 

The soul is something that comes down into birth and passes through death, 28-537 

The soul is the same descended into the evolution and developing its consciousness, 

28-107 

The soul itself acts under the conditions and by the agency of Nature, 28-121 

The soul may seem to forget its freedom, but the freedom is there, self-existent, 17-431 

The soul of man could not grow into the likeness if it were not one with the Divine, 19-

424 
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The soul of man, one with God, has the same transcendency and the same freedom, 17-

437 

The soul or psychic assumes the form of a developing psychic individual, 28-58 

The soul or psychic being is a spark of the Divine that grows and evolves, 28-105 

The soul or psychic essence is the Purusha entering into the evolution and supporting it, 

28-33 

The soul or spark is there before the development of an organised vital and mind, 28-

118 

The soul, representative of the central being, is a spark of the Divine, 28-57 

The soul's complete emergence, 21-934 

The word “soul”, as also the word “psychic”, is used very vaguely, 28-103 

The word soul has various meanings according to the context, 28-449 

The word soul is very vaguely used in English, 28-112 

The word soul may mean the psychic being in an evolutionary creature like man, 28-

449 

The word soul may mean the Purusha supporting the formation of Prakriti, 28-449 

The word soul may mean the spark of the Divine which has been put into Matter, 28-

449 

Theories of existence which accept the individual soul, but not soul evolution, 13-291 

There is the divine spark, the soul – It takes a long time to arrive at the psychic being, 

28-117 

There may be zigzag movements in the evolution of the soul, 28-534 

Third, I am a soul developing and persisting in the paths of the universal Energy, 13-

337 

When the soul begins to develop a psychic individuality – The psychic being, 28-118 

Where in this evolution does the thing we call soul make its first appearance?, 13-314 

Within is the soul supporting an inner mind, inner vital, inner physical, 30-325 

Soul 

Soul and Nature are the dual cause, a passive Consciousness and an active Energy, 19-

72 

Soul and Nature are two eternal lovers – The soul fulfils itself in Nature, 13-328 

The relations of Soul and Nature – The secret knower of the field, 19-416 

The Soul and Nature are only two aspects of the eternal Brahman, 19-417 

The triple reality of the Soul embodied in Nature – Spiritual liberation, 19-410 

The truth of a supreme Soul of whose supreme nature the world is a derivation, 19-390 

There seems to be a dual being in us, Soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, 23-753 

soul force 

By soul force, the force of destruction may get a more formidable impetus, 19-386 

soul individuality 

It develops in the course of the evolution a psychic individual or soul individuality, 28-

118 

soul of body 

Our soul of body one with the universal soul of physical Nature, 23-641 

soul of desire 

The mixture of the emotive heart and the sensational vital creates a soul of desire, 23-

150 
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The soul of desire is a separative soul of ego, 23-175 

soul of life 

Our soul of life one with the universal Life-soul, 23-641 

soul of mind 

Our soul of mind one with the universal Mind, 23-641 

soul power 

The Indian mind still believes that soul power is a greater thing than will-force, 20-254 

soul-force 

But when we get nearer to our inner selves – The force of the soul itself, 23-750 

Every time we use soul-force we raise a great force of Karma against our adversary, 

19-42 

The Godhead in Nature represents itself as a fourfold effective Power – Soul-force, 23-

742 

The influence of the Purusha represents itself in nature as soul-force, 23-740 

The Yoga of self-perfection brings out this soul-force, 23-750 

We will use only soul-force? – Even soul-force, when it is effective, destroys, 19-42 

When the spirit in us is free, then what was behind this soul-force comes out, 23-742 

soul-forces 

Brihaspati dispelling all the darknesses – The powers of the Word, the soul forces, 15-

322 

soul-power 

All power is in the end one, all power is really soul-power, 23-611 

Only by developing soul-power that he can reach perfection, 23-631 

Soul-power as the instrument – The possibility of a synthetic Yoga, 23-611 

Soul-power 

The conscious Soul-power brought forward as the leading agency in the nature, 15-323 

souls 

Formed souls enter only into formed organisms, 28-119 

Nature is concerned with the spiritual development of the souls, 28-523 

The souls informing them are but one Spirit individualised in forms and forces, 17-435 

sound 

A sound does sometimes come with a particular descent, 30-477 

An opening – A loud sound and the sensation of the opening of the head, 30-478 

Sound can convey significance or reproduce the natural atmosphere of a thing seen, 27-

755 

The sound comes when the inner consciousness is opening or preparing to open, 30-

112 

sounds 

Others are merely the sounds of the other planes, 30-111 

Some sounds have a connection with sadhana, 30-111 

Sounds come very commonly when the inner or subtle consciousness is awake, 30-112 

Sounds in the ear indicate a pressure to open the inner consciousness, 30-112 

Sounds or voices – An inner hearing other than that of the external ear, 30-112 

Subtle sounds are the signs of a working going on to prepare something, 30-112 

Such subtle sounds are very frequently heard by those who practise Yoga, 30-431 

The sound is a sign of the opening of the consciousness, 30-431 
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The voices and sounds and impression of X being there – A confused activity, 30-140 

When the mind becomes quiet, there are certain sounds that are heard, 30-111 

sound-significance 

The object is sound-significance filling out word-significance, 27-274 

soup ceremony 

The Pranam (like the soup in the evening before) has been very badly misused, 32-563 

The soup – A means by which the sadhak might receive something from the Mother, 

32-568 

South Africa 

British new Colonial policy – The federation of Australia and of South Africa, 8-59 

South of India 

The scholastic, logical and metaphysical South, 18-263 

southern bronzes 

A certain difference distinguishes the southern bronzes from the stone sculptures, 1-583 

Southern bronzes – For the most life and rhythm predominate in the form, 1-584 

Southern nations of India 

The searchingly logical, philosophic & scholastic temperament of the southern nations, 

1-153 

sovereign 

The sovereign was the guardian and administrator of the Dharma, 20-404 

space 

A relation between objects in different regions of space correlated to each other, 28-402 

Each space may at any point meet with another, 28-402 

Ether and material space are different names for the same thing, 12-245 

In the self or pure existence there is no time or space, 30-397 

In the subtle physical plane there are many layers of consciousness – Each its own 

space, 28-402 

Several subtle objects occupying the same space, and yet they may not be in relation, 

28-402 

Space is an extension of the substance of consciousness, 12-245 

The Infinite can be in a point and not only in extension of space, 28-402 

What is space after all but an extension of conscious being, 28-401 

Space 

A limitless Awareness translated into a movement in Time, Space & Causality, 17-394 

All things in Space and Time as the One Brahman, 17-30 

And of Space too we do not know what it is, 12-298 

Behind – The will of the Self in its dealings with Time and Space and Causality, 21-

528 

Divisible Time and Space subsist because they are upheld by God's view, 12-142 

If such an Existence is, it must be infinite with regard to Time and Space, 21-81 

If there were not the factor of Time or the factor of Space or if Time alone were real, 

21-143 

In any case, there is a different Time and Space for each status of our consciousness, 

21-376 

Knowledge and Will creating a world of relations in Time and Space, 21-154 

Our mental view of Time and Space is determined by the idea of measure, 21-142 
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Space is the flesh constituting materially this body of Time – The full idea of the 

Horse, 18-279 

Space is the self-conceptive extension of the one Being, 21-584 

That moves in the conception of Time, Space & Causality & That does not move, 17-

396 

The development and progress of the world – Time and Space and Causality, 21-142 

The divine Supermind sees the whole extension of Time and Space, 21-144 

The pure movement of Conscious-Force which constitutes Space and Time, 21-143 

The Reality timeless and spaceless – Space and Time, 21-375 

The universe in measurable Space and Time – Brahman here with the face of Maya, 

23-120 

The view of Supermind on the successions of Time and the divisions of Space, 21-143 

The world is an extension in Time and Space and a development by causality, 21-153 

There are different orders of Time and Space, 28-403 

Time and Space are not limited, they are infinite – An extension of consciousness, 28-

403 

What Space in the material world and Time could be, 21-375 

When we go behind physical space – This extension is spiritual and not material, 21-

376 

Spaceless 

The Spaceless Eternal is not one indivisible infinity of Space, 28-403 

Spain 

Bigoted Clericalism has been the ruin of Spain, 8-295 

The circumstances augur a reverse for Spain as the Italian overthrow in Abyssinia, 8-

192 

The Spaniard invading Morocco – It does not promise any Spanish expansion in Africa, 

8-192 

Spanish 

At St Paul’s, he spent some time over learning Italian, some German and a little 

Spanish, 36-28 

Spanish literature 

In the work of Calderon & Cervantes – All that need interest in Spanish literature, 1-

146 

spark 

This spark of Divinity is there in all terrestrial living beings, 28-64 

sparks 

Any well-formed illumined thought can be seen as a spark of light, 30-120 

Sparks or movements of light – Forces in the consciousness or around it, 30-120 

Your bells, your sparks – I had the same experience hundreds of times, 35-235 

spark-soul 

The Jivatman, spark-soul and psychic being are three different forms of the same 

reality, 28-64 

Speaker 

The Speaker is as much bound by the rules of the House as any member, 8-242 

speaking 

God had given me a word to speak and a work to do, 8-4 
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In speaking there should be always a sort of instinctive defence, 31-80 

It is quite imperative for someone to speak out – I charge the Congress with 

inadequacy, 6-21 

The patriot should have something worth saying before he ventures to speak, 6-3 

You have to learn not to allow the speaking to alter your condition or else to recover it, 

31-80 

speculation 

An experiential method is the first necessity, not a speculative & logical method, 17-

583 

In the acquisition of knowledge, speculation & logic are not used, 17-567 

The method of Darshana, the way of Shankara and Buddha – Speculative and logical, 

17-558 

The substitution of speculation for revelation and verbal logic for actual experience, 

17-559 

The substitution of the logical & speculative method for the intuitional & experiential, 

17-566 

speech 

(1) To speak always with a conscious control and only what is necessary, 31-87 

(3) To keep the tone of speech and the wording very quiet and calm and uninsistent, 

31-87 

A subtle conscious force in the word – Different degrees of the force of speech, 26-289 

A turn to a more intimate and directly or fully intuitive speech and rhythm, 26-288 

An imaginative reference to people’s tongues being cut out for speaking, 6-133 

And it is best not to speak of these things to the indifferent or the hostile, 31-95 

Brahman is not expressed by speech, but speech is itself expressed by Brahman, 18-32 

Complete truth of speech is very important for the sadhak, 31-86 

Control of the speech is very necessary, 31-88 

Control of the speech is very necessary for the physical change, 31-85 

Controlling the speech needs a constant vigilance, 31-86 

Hastiness of speech and action is a matter of temperament, 31-95 

Human speech is only a secondary expression and at its highest a shadow, 18-33 

In addition, assistance by the organs of action – The hand, for instance, the speech, 1-

387 

In fact, speech is creative – The theory of the Mantra is that it is a word of power, 18-

30 

It is at the same time difficult to bring the speech under control, 31-86 

It is in speech itself that the speech must change, 31-93 

It is the external mind that speaks, 31-85 

It would be better to get full control of the speech, 31-85 

Next, let us examine the relation of human speech to sound in general, 18-30 

Not being able to do without speech – A disability from the spiritual point of view, 31-

81 

Not to be under the control of the impulse to speech – Part of Yogic self-control, 31-88 

Outer speech belongs to the externalising mind, 31-80 

Speak only what can help things to be smooth again, 31-87 

Speech and writing are necessary to the acceptance and spread of the idea, 8-175 
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Speech can only be controlled if you separate yourself and are able to observe it, 31-85 

Speech comes from the throat centre, 28-239 

Speech in the past – More an expression of the vital in man than of the mental will, 31-

88 

Speech is in most people largely automatic and not under their control, 31-86 

Speech is usually only the expression of the superficial nature, 29-159 

Speech with the vision of Truth in it – Revelatory and inspired speech, 29-464 

The consciousness no longer wants this outward-going thought and speech, 31-82 

The seeing speech – Different grades of its power of vision and expression of vision, 

26-290 

The speech must come from within and be controlled from within, 31-85 

The Tantriks locate these forms of speech in different chakras, 29-464 

The value of speech would seem to be only representative and not creative, 18-30 

There must be a control over thought and speech, 31-94 

To be sparing in speech is helpful, 31-86 

To control speech is to stand back from the speech impulse and observe it, 31-85 

To minimise speech is sure to be helpful both for right action and for inner sadhana, 

31-84 

To stand back means to become a witness of one's own mind and speech, 31-86 

To throw oneself out too much in such speech wastes the energy, 29-159 

Speech 

The very striking phrase, Speech of our speech – A Speech beyond ours, 18-29 

speeches 

Arguments and speeches do not win liberty for a nation, 1-642 

The hour for speeches and fine writing is past – Let them hear your war-cry, 6-395 

Speeches of Sri Aurobindo 

Regarding Speeches of Sri Aurobindo – The law of sedition is exceedingly elastic, 35-

76 

Spender 

A poem by Stephen Spender – This kind of writing touches only the surface of the 

vital, 27-436 

Spenser 

Shakespeare is an exception – Spenser and Marlowe are poets of a high order, 26-73 

Spenser – Farther away from the actuality of life to a purely imaginative creation, 26-

88 

Spenser, the poet of second magnitude of the time – The Faerie Queene, 26-83 

Sphinx 

The Sphinx is a symbol of the eternal quest, 30-182 

spider 

It may mean for you success or successful formations, 30-176 

The image of the spider in the Upanishads is used for the Brahman, 30-176 

spine 

From the bottom of the spine downward are the layers of the physical consciousness, 

28-129 

It is through the spine that in the Tantric sadhana the Kundalini rises, 28-232 

The feeling in the spine is due to a very slight flow of the current of the Shakti, 32-210 
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The sensation in the spine – A sign of the awakening of the Kundalini Power, 30-420 

The spine is the main channel of the descent and ascent of the Force, 30-420 

The spine is the support of the centres, 28-232 

Spinoza 

Spinoza’s conception of God – The European type of monism is usually pantheistic, 

35-122 

spirit 

Its struggle is to impose the law of that individuality on the plasm of matter, 1-267 

The Jivatman or spirit is the eternal true being of the individual, 28-64 

The spirit and the mind are two different things and should not be confused together, 

28-174 

The spirit is covered or concealed by the activity of mind, vital and the body, 28-105 

The spirit is the Self that is not affected by the evolution, 28-105 

The spirit or self is the same always, 28-105 

The spirit too comes into the womb with an individuality already determined, 1-267 

There is no distinction between the Self and the spirit, 28-105 

Spirit 

If there is an ascending series in the scale of substance from Matter to Spirit, 21-268 

One Supreme Entity transcending the distinction between Spirit and Matter, 17-268 

Original consciousness, as distinct from Matter, is termed Spirit, 17-266 

Since we admit both Spirit and Matter, we have to find a truth that can reconcile, 21-29 

Spirit and Matter are not entirely different and separate entities, 17-268 

Spirit and Nature – The play of these two principles is the Life of the universe, 17-25 

Spirit containing, supporting and pervading Prakriti is the cause of the Universe, 17-

269 

Spirit is lord of its movement, one, immutable, free, stable and eternal, 17-17 

Spirit is the noumenon or sense of the real Self persisting throughout all obscurations, 

17-269 

The Atman is the Self or Spirit that remains above – The same being in all, 28-111 

The characteristic law of Spirit is self-existent perfection and immutable infinity, 23-21 

The characteristics of true Spirit can be determined – Three such characteristics, 17-

266 

The Divine is the Spirit and Master of our own being within us, 28-7 

The sharp division between Spirit and Matter has no longer any fundamental reality, 

21-254 

The Spirit dwells multitudinously in the multiplicity of His mansions, 17-17 

The Spirit is the Atman, Brahman, Essential Divine, 28-56 

The Spirit is the consciousness above mind, the Atman or Self, 28-105 

The Spirit is the supreme Being in his infinite consciousness, 19-269 

The supreme truth of the Spirit and man’s material existence have to be reconciled, 36-

552 

Through Spirit and not through Matter – Likely to get nearest to the Supreme Reality, 

17-269 

Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit are the five suns of poetry, 26-222 

spirit communications 

Mother said that it was not good to try to meet the dead, 32-583 
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The true attitude is to examine the phenomena of spirit communications, 13-39 

The vexed question of spirit communication – It is a matter of evidence, 13-43 

spirit guides 

Not much confidence can be placed in communications from spirit guides on other 

planes, 28-568 

spirit in sense 

In Horis Aeternum – A spirit in sense catches the eternal out of the perishable hours, 

27-251 

Spirit of the Time 

In all movements, it is the Spirit of the Time who expresses himself, 13-29 

spirits 

A contact with such a plane of spirits can be harmful and spiritually dangerous, 28-567 

The ghost or spirit who turns up at séances is not the psychic being, 28-569 

spiritual 

All contacts with self, the higher consciousness, the Divine above are spiritual, 28-576 

The inner, the spiritual, is perfectly true and real to you when you open yourself to it, 

31-370 

The physical, the occult and the spiritual – Different ways, 28-398 

The spiritual message is that the universal self is one – An essential oneness, 8-55 

The spiritual or suprarational is always turned at its heights towards the Absolute, 25-

127 

Spiritual 

“Spiritual” has nothing to do with the Absolute – Experience of the Absolute is 

spiritual, 28-576 

spiritual age 

A spiritual age of mankind will aim to diminish the need of external compulsion, 25-

258 

The kingdom of God within – A spiritual age would be the result, 25-256 

Then only will the real, the decisive endeavour begin – A spiritual age of mankind, 25-

254 

Two conditions for the spiritual change – This has never yet happened, 25-247 

spiritual being 

It is necessary first to posit the spiritual being as distinct from the mental being, 21-885 

The culmination of the process – The consciousness of the spiritual being, 21-947 

The necessity of the passage to the spiritual and supramental being and lif, 21-1070 

We may live in our natural being or in our greater and spiritual being, 19-253 

spiritual body 

The highest worlds affect us through the causal or spiritual body, 23-456 

spiritual casualties 

Sex, with ego and rajasic greeds and desires – Main causes of the spiritual casualties, 

31-502 

spiritual change 

Contact with the Divine, liberation of the Self and the spiritual change, 31-686 

It is this spiritual change that is the cause of most of the struggles and difficulties, 31-

686 

Our object is a spiritual change and not merely an ethical control, 29-405 
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The spiritual change is the change of the whole consciousness, 30-380 

spiritual consciousness 

An association of the spiritual consciousness with the vital leads to nothing, 29-478 

It is the development of the spiritual consciousness in the human body that matters, 28-

395 

Light, Peace, Force, Ananda constitute the spiritual consciousness, 30-449 

My spiritual consciousness and knowledge at that time was as nothing to what it is 

now, 35-77 

The first thing is to break into the spiritual consciousness ‒ Afterwards one can 

explore, 30-401 

The higher or spiritual consciousness contains or supports all the higher planes, 30-401 

The planes from the Overmind to the Higher Mind are of the spiritual consciousness, 

28-158 

The spiritual consciousness ‒ You realise the Divine, the Self, the cosmic oneness, 30-6 

The spiritual consciousness is all light, peace, power and bliss, 36-440 

The spiritual consciousness is that in which we enter into the awareness of Self, 30-271 

The spiritual consciousness which is in contact with Sachchidananda, 30-399 

Unity is in the spiritual consciousness, 30-399 

spiritual control 

The spiritual control replacing that of mental tapasya, 31-384 

spiritual culture 

A different sense and direction to all the aims of human life – Spiritual culture, 20-36 

A spiritual culture must recognise that all is manifestation and creation of the Spirit, 

20-197 

Its aim must be to draw all men and all life and the whole human being upward, 20-197 

The characteristic sign of a spiritual culture – The living of an inmost spiritual life, 20-

197 

The sign of an age-long, a real and a still living and supremely spiritual culture, 20-186 

What we mean by a spiritual culture and the application of spirituality to life, 20-37 

spiritual destiny 

All who cleave to the path steadfastly can be sure of their spiritual destiny, 31-635 

But confidence in the Divine and a faith in one's spiritual destiny are needed, 29-42 

Have faith in your inner being and its spiritual destiny, 31-652 

Keep faith in your spiritual destiny, 31-501 

One's spiritual destiny is then the divine election which ensures the future, 28-510 

Our spiritual destiny means to find your true self and become part of the Divine, 35-

108 

The experience comes as a decisive intimation of the spiritual destiny, 30-432 

The external vital nature convinced of the imperativeness of its spiritual destiny, 35-

611 

The spiritual destiny always stands, 29-31 

When someone is destined for the Path all circumstances help in one way or another, 

29-30 

spiritual element 

The psychic element and the spiritual element – Two sides of the same thing, 29-340 

spiritual emancipation 
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We in India fight for that freedom without which no spiritual emancipation is possible, 

6-611 

spiritual evolution 

A spiritual evolution is the central motive – The next product of the evolution, 21-856 

A spiritual evolution is the link needed for the reconciliation of life and spirit, 21-704 

A theory of spiritual evolution – From the visible process of physical evolution, 21-868 

An integration by spiritual evolution, 21-708 

Mind and mental humanity would remain as one step in the spiritual evolution, 21-998 

Rebirth is an indispensable machinery for the working out of a spiritual evolution, 21-

784 

Spiritual evolution and the mutations which the soul undergoes in its passage, 21-824 

The emergence of the soul – The decisive steps of the spiritual evolution in Nature, 21-

887 

The method and the result of the conscious spiritual evolution, 21-770 

The spiritual evolution obeys the logic of a successive unfolding, 21-966 

The spiritual evolution of Nature is still in process – A collective spiritual life, 21-918 

The spiritual evolution of the individual – The stages in the emergence, 21-915 

The true significance of the spiritual evolution in man or the value of spirituality, 21-

916 

spiritual existence 

A concern for what is eternal, not entirely aloof from the transient, 23-26 

spiritual experience 

A Reason prepared to accept the data of spiritual experience as valid per se, 28-365 

A spiritual experience cannot be proved in the same way as physical facts, 28-325 

About the testing of spiritual perceptions and experiences, 28-384 

All spiritual experience is a substantial experience, 30-12 

But once experienced they become living stuff of the consciousness, 28-378 

But still the seers and mystics did not hesitate to formulate their experience, 28-367 

Elements in the dynamics of spiritual experience if a divine work has to be done, 28-9 

For the spiritual experience there is something behind, 28-10 

If it were not so, all account of spiritual truth and experience would be impossible, 28-

367 

If metaphysics has no right to intervene in spiritual experience, neither has Science, 28-

378 

If one is blind, it is quite natural to deny light – But Light exists for all that, 28-324 

In that way the freedom of spiritual and mystic experience is preserved, 28-365 

Nothing of all this can be really grasped except by the actual spiritual experience, 28-

73 

Of this experience an expression of some kind into thought ought to be possible, 28-

366 

One has to arrive at spiritual knowledge through experience, 28-357 

Science has no instrumentation or process of knowledge to judge spiritual experience, 

28-379 

Spiritual experience can do without thought, but it can do with thought also, 28-358 

That a spiritual experience cannot be taken as a truth unless it is proved, 28-325 
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That spiritual experience is itself of the Beyond-Mind, ineffable and unthinkable, 28-

365 

That the generalisations based on spiritual experience are irrational, 28-325 

The final line of the soul's progress towards which the others are pointing, 21-913 

The fundamental truth of spiritual experience is one, 21-920 

The human mind will pass to spiritual and supraphysical experience, 28-332 

The intellectual mind as the standard and judge of spiritual experience, 28-341 

The interpenetration of the planes – A fundamental part of spiritual experience, 28-359 

The only way to test spiritual experience – To develop an intuitive discrimination, 28-

383 

The sceptics against the validity of spiritual and supraphysical experience, 28-332 

The spiritual experience ‒ A change in the stuff of the consciousness, 30-12 

The spiritual experience is more than the mental, 30-11 

This strenuous thinking does not become dynamic for spiritual experience, 28-354 

To doubt the experience on that account would be irrational in the extreme, 28-339 

Yoga is not a thing of ideas but of inner spiritual experience, 28-321 

spiritual experiences 

Expecting permanence of the initial spiritual experiences from the beginning, 28-339 

Spiritual experiences can fix themselves in the inner consciousness and alter it, 28-273 

The decisive experiences cannot be brought if the mind is always interposing, 28-339 

spiritual force 

If spiritual force exists, it must be able to produce spiritual results, 29-179 

It does not follow that a spiritual force must succeed in all cases, 29-181 

It is idle to try to prove that such and such a result was the effect of spiritual force, 29-

187 

Spiritual force – The spirit is not limited by physical things or by the body, 29-184 

Spiritual force can produce mental results, vital results, physical results, 29-180 

Spiritual force has its own concreteness, 29-183 

spiritual garb 

The worst suggestions when this spirit of desire is dissimulated in a spiritual garb, 31-

160 

spiritual head 

An arrogance which made him pose as a spiritual head leading people to me, 31-349 

spiritual history 

The spiritual history of mankind and especially of India as a constant development, 28-

411 

spiritual imagery 

But spiritual imagery is usually simple and clear, 27-99 

spiritual individual 

A universalised spiritual individual who is a centre of the transcendent Being, 21-1028 

spiritual knowledge 

One has to arrive at spiritual knowledge through experience, 28-357 

Spiritual knowledge consists of experience and a direct knowledge, 29-198 

The beginning of Science, philosophy and spiritual knowledge, 23-314 

The essence of spiritual knowledge is an intrinsic self-existent consciousness, 21-1060 

The spiritual knowledge – The true knowledge of the field and of the knower, 19-414 
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There are two kinds of knowledge, mental knowledge and spiritual knowledge, 29-198 

This kind of knowledge is fundamentally a consciousness and not a thought, 28-357 

spiritual life 

A spiritual life cannot be founded on a moral basis – On a spiritual basis, 28-422 

All spiritual life is in its principle a growth into divine living, 21-1054 

As one enters the spiritual path, the old  predetermined destiny begins to recede, 28-509 

Beings and forces of the vital plane – This is one of the chief dangers of the spiritual 

life, 28-575 

By entering the spiritual life one opens to a new force which can change one’s destiny, 

35-58 

Coming out from behind the veil – The beginning of the true spiritual life, 28-537 

For the spiritual life to give and not to demand is the rule, 29-9 

In all spiritual life, the complete mastery of these things is demanded, 28-420 

In spiritual life the seeking for the Divine takes precedence of everything, 31-293 

In the spiritual life the Divine Being must be alone the Lord, 23-209 

It is only if one turns to the spiritual life that one has to get rid of vital desires, 31-260 

It is possible for the spiritual life in the world to change the material life, 23-27 

So long as a man has that faith, he is marked for the spiritual life, 29-93 

Spiritual life – The rising from the lower into the higher nature, 19-410 

The compatibility of a complete human action and a complete spiritual life, 19-564 

The main difference in this respect between the ordinary and the spiritual life, 28-421 

The only outlet for the individual is his inner spiritual or religious life – Mainly for 

men, 35-736 

The spiritual life – May use this outward existence for the benefit of the individual, 23-

27 

The spiritual life also can return upon the material and use it, 23-26 

The spiritual life does not need, for its purity, to destroy interest in all things, 23-144 

The spiritual life is not a thing that can be formulated in a rigid definition, 31-656 

The spiritual life is only for those who have a single-minded or else a dominant turn, 

35-546 

The spiritual life of India is the first necessity of the world’s future, 6-611 

The spiritual life proceeds directly by a change of consciousness, 28-419 

The spiritual life, the religious life, the ordinary life are three quite different things, 28-

419 

The tendency to leave the family and social life for the spiritual life, 28-439 

There must be a fixed will for the spiritual life, 31-715 

Things may be there and yet there need not be any spiritual life behind it, 28-425 

This it can only do entirely by universalising itself – The spiritual life, 23-431 

To find the Divine is indeed the first reason for the spiritual life, 29-5 

We do not consider marriage advisable for one who desires to come to the spiritual life, 

31-544 

When it is done, then you will be truly ready for the complete spiritual life, 31-159 

spiritual man 

If the evolution of the spiritual man is a close and an exit – Nothing more, 21-922 

Stages and variety of individual formations in the evolution of the spiritual man, 21-

921 
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The gnostic individual would be the consummation of the spiritual man, 21-1007 

The intention in Nature – To develop out of the mental being the spiritual man, 21-884 

The mental man has not been Nature’s last effort – The spiritual man is her supreme 

effort, 21-750 

The spiritual man has evolved, but not the supramental being, 21-923 

The spiritual man is the sign of this new evolution, 21-750 

What matters in a spiritual man's life is what he was and did within, 28-479 

spiritual mind 

(1) The sahasradala which centralises spiritual mind, higher mind, intuitive mind, 28-

235 

Its central station is very usually felt above the head, 28-158 

The spiritual mind is a mind which, in its fullness, is aware of the Self, 28-158 

spiritual Mind 

Beyond ths spiritual Mind is the higher experience of the supermind, 21-242 

spiritual mind-consciousness 

The merging into the spiritual mind-consciousness is part of the spiritual 

transformation, 28-235 

spiritual motive 

It is only what is done sincerely with a sound spiritual motive that is proper to Yoga, 

31-348 

spiritual movement 

Two movements, the psychic and the spiritual ‒ Neither is complete without the other, 

30-383 

spiritual objectivity 

The attempt at mystic spiritual poetry of the kind demands a spiritual objectivity, 27-

282 

The spiritual objectivity – About epithets, images, resources of sound significance, 27-

283 

spiritual opportunity 

A spiritual opportunity is not a thing that should be lightly thrown away, 29-31 

spiritual path 

The spiritual path far more easy and safe than if one begins the other way, 29-6 

The spiritual path is not a field of competition or a race, 29-213 

spiritual philosophic poetry 

Spiritual philosophic poetry – A many-sided vision and experience of all the planes, 

27-95 

Whatever language, whatever terms are necessary, it uses without scruple, 27-95 

spiritual planes 

The spiritual planes from higher mind to Overmind are accessible to the old sadhanas, 

28-273 

spiritual poetry 

All art and poetry is largely dependent on the vital for its activity – Spiritual poetry 

also, 27-668 

If a poet is a spiritual seeker, why should he describe the outer aspects of world nature, 

27-595 

Imaged spiritual poetry needs not only the fit writer but the fit audience, 27-463 
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In spiritual poetry the vital element adopts a turn which may not go home to many, 27-

668 

Poetry uttered with the spiritual clarity may be compared to sunlight, 27-98 

The attempt at mystic spiritual poetry of the kind demands a spiritual objectivity, 27-

282 

The highest spiritual poetry – A certain directness and spiritual clarity and reality, 27-

94 

spiritual possibility 

This spiritual possibility – A ray of hope into the darkness of our fallen existence, 28-

254 

spiritual power 

If the bureaucracy has all the material power, the democracy has all the spiritual power, 

6-610 

Spiritual power in the present creates material power in the future, 6-610 

spiritual realisation 

A mental or vital sense of oneness – Not a spiritual realisation of oneness, 30-11 

In spiritual realisation there are two quite opposite forms, 31-302 

Spiritual realisation can be had on any plane – The Supermind is something 

transcendent, 28-274 

The mental perception of the Divine – Not the spiritual realisation, 30-11 

The spiritual realisation is more concrete – An identity in one's very substance, 30-11 

To have peace, calm, silence, wideness ‒ A spiritual realisation, not a mental 

realisation, 30-11 

spiritual reason 

The spiritual reason is a power of light of the Ishwara, but not the very self-power, 23-

822 

The spiritual reason is lifted and broadened into a greater representative action, 23-823 

spiritual sage 

The mind of the sage, at first the high mental thinker, then the spiritual sage, 21-935 

spiritual search 

The spiritual search passes beyond the domain of scientific or rational enquiry, 28-383 

spiritual seeking 

Tree notions about spiritual seeking, 29-347 

spiritual sense 

The spiritual sense, saṁjñāna, is capable of knowing all things whatsoever, 23-865 

spiritual state 

Having reached the spiritual state, it may pass out of the terrestrial manifestation, 28-

537 

Spiritual subjects 

Spiritual subjects can lend themselves to poetic handling, 27-674 

spiritual substance 

One can arrive at unity only by feeling all things as one spiritual substance, 30-399 

spiritual success 

There are always two elements in spiritual success, 31-720 

Two elements in spiritual success – One’s own steady will and the Power that helps, 

32-123 
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spiritual teachers 

Ancient Avatars except Buddha – Not standards of perfection or spiritual teachers, 28-

494 

Besides the great solitaries, we have the great spiritual teachers – Their effort, 23-27 

Spiritual teachers and prophets are at the greatest Vibhutis, but not Avatars, 28-493 

spiritual training 

Spiritual self-training and exercise – The only effective preparation for religious living, 

1-392 

spiritual transformation 

Nothing short of its full descent can effect the full spiritual transformation, 30-415 

Spiritual – The descent of a higher Light, Knowledge, Power, Force, Bliss, Purity, 21-

924 

The merging into the spiritual mind-consciousness is part of the spiritual 

transformation, 28-235 

The process of the spiritual transformation – The three motions, 21-947 

The spiritual is the change that descends from above, 30-380 

The spiritual transformation must intervene – An opening into what is above us, 21-943 

This is what is called in this yoga the spiritual transformation, 30-415 

What I mean by the spiritual transformation is something dynamic, 30-415 

What is called in this yoga the spiritual transformation, 29-307 

spiritual truth 

That spiritual truth may be true in itself, but any statement of it is liable to error, 28-366 

spiritual values 

Until new spiritual values are discovered, no great enduring creation is possible, 27-386 

spiritual vision 

The experience and knowledge by spiritual vision, 23-833 

The spiritual vision must always give the sense of something vivid, living and concrete, 

27-99 

spiritual way 

The psychic being does the same for all who are intended for the spiritual way, 28-478 

spiritualisation 

Between psychisation and spiritualisation there is a difference, 30-380 

Spiritualisation and the descent of the higher consciousness is not enough, 29-399, 35-

154 

Spiritualisation brings about a subjective transformation, 29-404 

The first touch of spiritualisation must be followed by a further change, 21-968 

The preliminary work – Psychicisation and spiritualisation of the being and nature, 28-

290 

To spiritualise mind and life and the body – The spirit brought down lower, 13-431 

spiritualism 

Spiritualism glorified under the name of psychical research? – That is not a science, 28-

399 

The next world as depicted by the spiritualist “guides” and other séance communicants, 

28-569 

spiritualistic séances 

Automatic writings and spiritualistic séances are a very mixed affair, 28-568 
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Usually these séances – A rapport with a very low world of vital beings and forces, 28-

568 

spirituality 

A book by Mr. H. G. Wells – A profession of faith in spirituality as the one lever, 1-

585 

A decisive turn of mankind to the spiritual ideal may not be impossible, 25-221 

A false or imperfect idea of spirituality – But the hidden meaning of Spirit and Nature, 

13-581 

A fourth age – Moral, intellectual and material development should be spiritualised, 1-

166 

A perfect type of the sattwic man – Still it cannot by itself be called spirituality, 28-424 

A society founded upon spirituality will be different in two essential points, 25-222 

A spiritual change can alone be the sanction and the foundation, 25-670 

A spiritual life that shall take up all human activities, 13-510 

A spiritual or spiritualised anarchism nearer to the real solution, 25-219 

A spiritualised society can alone bring individual harmony and communal happiness, 

25-182 

A subjective age may stop very far short of spirituality, 25-249 

Above the buddhi are other faculties now broadly included in the term spirituality, 1-

436 

Above this intellectual utility of Art – Its service to the growth of spirituality in the 

race, 1-450 

All would change if man could once consent to be spiritualised, 13-210 

An ascetic or other-worldly spirituality feels an insurmountable denial, 23-169 

An occidental idea of spirituality – The opposition of the standpoints, 20-122 

Brahmatej is spirituality, a force and energy – That within us which rules the world, 8-

21 

But the root of the matter was the dwindling of the spiritual impulse in its broadness, 

20-39 

Every part of human life has to be taken up by the spiritual, 25-266 

First – The preparation of the natural external man for spirituality, 20-211 

Great events in Asia have a spiritual significance – A great age of spirituality, 12-394 

Hindus have to do for humanity the spiritualisation of the race, 6-977 

If a man is spiritual, he does not need to be always “doing” something, 29-264 

In spirituality we must seek for the guidance, 25-181 

In spirituality would lie our hope for perfection – A divine guidance of the race, 25-182 

It is an error to think that spirituality is a thing divorced from life, 13-12 

It is the light of which the religious spirit and the spirituality of man is in pursuit, 25-85 

It is when one mixes up sex and spirituality that there is the greatest havoc, 31-502 

Its intention is to make not only Islam but all spirituality and religion ridiculous, 32-

110 

Man’s urge towards spirituality is the inner driving of the spirit within him, 21-878 

Mankind to be spiritualised must become the psychic and the true mental being, 25-253 

Mental idealisms, ethical strivings, aesthetic finenesses – Put as things spiritual, 28-417 

Mr. Wells’ claim – A new practical spirituality in which all mankind can become one, 

1-585 
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On spirituality in art and poetry or in political and social life, 20-32 

One may be a powerful occultist or do marvels of asceticism and yet be not spiritual, 

28-417 

One may be a very religious man yet not spiritual, 28-417 

One principal reason of the failure of past attempts to spiritualise mankind, 25-253 

Other things, mental, aesthetic, vital, are often misnamed spirituality, 28-270 

Our only hope of resurgence was in some strong spiritual impulse to renovate us, 6-

1107 

Philanthropy, altruism, service to mankind are represented as the true spiritual things, 

28-417 

Real religion, spirituality, idealism, altruism, self-devotion cannot be got rid of, 8-22 

Reason and spirituality become wider and more effective on the mass, 25-187 

Religion is beginning to realise that spirituality is the common bond of all religions, 25-

551 

Religion is the first native, if imperfect form of the spiritual impulse, 20-178 

Someone quite ignorant and low in the social scale can manifest a great spirituality, 35-

409 

Spiritual aims and methods are not easy or natural, 35-461 

Spirituality – A bursting of the human moulds in order to reach beyond them, 28-425 

Spirituality – As of a lofty intelligence, rational will, limited beauty and moral good, 

20-142 

Spirituality – Human aspiration towards divine knowledge, love and joy, strength, 1-

450 

Spirituality as a high effort of the emotions, will and reason, towards the finite, 20-121 

Spirituality as something remote from earthly life, different from it, hostile to it, 25-178 

Spirituality can be and in its fullness must be all-inclusive, 20-34 

Spirituality has often entered into humanity – Leaving the thing called religion, 1-436 

Spirituality is in its essence an awakening to the inner reality of our being, 21-889 

Spirituality must not belittle the mind, life or body or hold them of small account, 20-

34 

Spirituality respects the freedom of the human soul, 25-181 

The attitude towards spirituality – Customary ideas, 23-23 

The average man – We must evoke the spiritual in him, 6-880 

The difficulty to bring home the spiritual consciousness to the natural man, 20-196 

The feeling that there is no other solution than the spiritual cannot but grow, 21-1097 

The higher perfection of the spiritual life will come by a spontaneous obedience, 25-

243 

The ideas and the instruments which this spirituality will take to deal with, 20-26 

The ideas of Indian resurgence, spiritualisation of the world, awakening of the East, 6-

1000 

The importance of the spiritual ideal for India and for humanity, 20-74 

The impulse towards self-exceeding and human progress – The stress of spirituality, 

21-874 

The Indian culture even tried to turn the whole of life towards spirituality, 20-178 

The Indian view of life – A challenge to develop a spiritual modernism, 20-108 

The mind and intellect must develop so that the spirituality of the race may rise, 25-188 
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The next stage in Swadeshi – Old spirituality and active habit of philanthropy, 6-993 

The return to an ancient secret – The whole life elevated into spirituality, 25-241 

The Russian explanation of the recent trend to spirituality and mysticism, 28-328 

The solution of the problem which spirituality offers is by an inner change, 21-917 

The spirit and aim of Indian culture – Spirituality as an element of superiority, 20-118 

The spirit's bliss entering into relations – Free spirituality, 19-189 

The spiritual aim demanded a pervadingly religio-philosophic culture, 20-178 

The spiritual idea governed, enlightened all the other life-motives, 20-166 

The spiritual urge – A most powerful force for the development of the human whole, 

20-313 

The task of religion and spirituality is to mediate between God and man, 20-196 

The tendency towards the search for spirituality was a pre-war phenomenon, 28-329 

The true significance of the spiritual evolution in man or the value of spirituality, 21-

916 

The West mistakes for spirituality a preference for living in the mind and emotions, 20-

196 

They endeavoured to spiritualise at once the material man by a sort of rapid miracle, 

25-253 

This can come only by a spiritual change, 25-680 

Those who will recognise a spiritual evolution as the great need of the human being, 

25-265 

Thus true spirituality will not lay a yoke upon science and philosophy, 25-228 

To live inwardly and outwardly the divine life is what is meant by spirituality, 25-262 

To superimpose the spiritual life on the mental, vital and physical nature, 25-240 

Truth is the foundation of real spirituality and courage is its soul, 19-45 

What it is we mean by a renaissance governed by the principle of spirituality, 20-33 

What true spirituality means – Why we have failed in life and gone under, 20-38 

What we mean by a spiritual culture and the application of spirituality to life, 20-37 

When does spirituality flourish best – The Indian spiritual thought, 20-10 

When scepticism had reached its height – The time for spirituality, Sri Ramakrishna, 6-

977 

Whether the spiritual view of life – The best lead to mankind, 20-109 

Without being sceptical no spiritual progress is possible, 6-977 

split 

How can we say that this sudden split has not been brought about by God’s design?, 6-

856 

Nothing is left but to separate before difference of opinion degenerates into civil war, 

6-793 

The Midnapore Conference – The secession because of the conduct of the President, 6-

792 

Who were really desirous of the split and with what motives it was engineered, 6-928 

split consciousness 

States of split consciousness are only different states of one personality, 17-104 

spoken word 

Truth does not insist on a blind adherence to the spoken word, 32-359 

spondee 
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In the ordinary spondee the greater ictus is on the second syllable, 27-328 

Reversed spondee – The first syllable highly stressed and the second stressed but short, 

27-328 

There are equal spondees with two heavy stresses, 27-328 

spontaneity in poetry 

All poetry is not necessarily spontaneous, 27-596 

sports 

By physical means such as sports – Only a limited and precarious human perfection, 

35-780 

Sport belonged to what I called the lower end of things, 35-138 

Sports and physical exercises in youth – A relative human perfection, 13-527 

Sports or physical exercises – The national aspect of the subject, 13-517 

The connection between spirituality and sports, 13-525 

The importance of sports for our national life and for humanity's future, 13-520 

The Mother could never intend that sports should be the sole or the chief 

preoccupation, 35-778 

The Mother does not want anybody to take up the sports if he has no inclination, 35-

778 

The Mother does not want you or anybody else to take to sports if there is no 

inclination, 35-783 

The sports and physical exercises are primarily for the children of the school, 35-776 

The younger sadhaks are allowed, not enjoined or even recommended, to join in sports, 

35-776 

There is no a priori ground why sports should be excluded from the life of an Ashram, 

35-777 

There is no need for anyone to take up sports as indispensable for Yoga, 35-779 

square 

A square is a symbol of the truth beyond the mind, 30-186 

A square means that some kind of creation is in process, 30-102 

In my experience the square symbolises the supermind, 30-138 

When you see a square, that is a symbol of complete creation, 30-103 

Sraddha 

Sraddha, not blind but using sight spiritual, can become omniscient, 1-536 

śrāddha 

It is really for the vital part of the being that śrāddha and rites are done, 28-535 

Replace the śrāddha by a long meditation, 28-414 

The śrāddha – Once on this path there is no meaning in it any longer, 28-414 

Those who perform the śrāddha have not either the knowledge or the occult power, 28-

414 

śravas 

śravas means literally hearing – The knowledge which comes by inspiration, 15-63 

Sri Aurobindo 

Another reason was that he was speaking against the reforms, 8-102 

Aurobindo Ghose was informed that he was qualifying for deportation, 8-101 

For similar reasons he is unable to engage in journalistic works, 8-461 
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His return as Professor and not as Principal was also due to his own unwillingness, 6-

984 

I am trying to bring down centrally a new consciousness and power, 28-290 

Intimidation only made him persist in doing his duty more obstinately, 8-102 

Rumours of deportation of Sj. Aurobindo Ghose – He publicly opposes the Reforms, 8-

395 

Sj. Aurobindo Ghose requires freedom from disturbance for his Sadhan for some time, 

8-461 

Sri Aurobindo came to realise the dynamic side of the Brahman, the Ishwara, 29-407 

The National College – Srijut Aurobindo Ghose sent in his resignation spontaneously, 

6-984 

The novelty of Sri Aurobindo's message as compared with the Hindu tradition, 29-445 

Sri Aurobindo and love 

Where I have once loved, I do not cease from loving, 36-148 

Sri Aurobindo and sorrow 

God has seen good to lay upon me the one sorrow that could still touch me to the 

centre, 36-148 

Sri Aurobindo as a child 

Aurobindo as a child spoke English and Hindustani only, 36-15 

Aurobindo grew up in entire ignorance of India, 36-15 

Sri Aurobindo in his father’s house already spoke only English and Hindustani, 36-25 

Sri Aurobindo as a critic 

The critic grew in me by Yoga like the philosopher, 27-220 

Sri Aurobindo’s eye 

I am persuading my eye, but it is still red and sulky and reproachful, 35-468 

I am surprised that I have any eye left at all after the last two or three years of work, 

35-468 

Sri Aurobindo’s light 

Sri Aurobindo’s light – The basic condition is to get rid of all other mental influences, 

35-516 

Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga 

Sri Aurobindo’s Yoga is the joint creation of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, 32-82 

Sri Aurobindo's action 

A.G acts directly on the mental and on the vital being through the illumined mind, 36-

329 

Sri Aurobindo's appearance 

People came when I was in black depression – Nothing of that came out, 35-52 

People get a sense of calm and immobility from my appearance, 35-50 

Sri Aurobindo's biography 

A fortiori anything personal and private about me is also taboo, 35-687 

Sri Aurobindo's blank verse 

In my blank verse, I have minimised or exiled pauses and overflows, 27-218 

Sri Aurobindo's childhood 

My childhood’s agonies in an English Nonconformist chapel, 35-10 

Sri Aurobindo's Collected Poems 
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I allowed the publication of the Collected Poems because I judged them worth 

publishing, 27-358 

The Collected Poems, when the fashion of anti-romanticism has passed, may survive, 

27-351 

The earlier work forming the bulk of the Collected Poems belongs to the past, 27-349 

Sri Aurobindo's colour 

Pale blue may be my colour, but very brilliant in its own shade, 35-515 

Sri Aurobindo's comments 

I do not like to write anything discouraging for those whom I cannot help to do better, 

27-625 

When I cannot positively encourage a young and new writer, I prefer to remain mum, 

27-626 

Sri Aurobindo's culture 

As for gaps in the culture, the gaps are vast and many, 27-218 

Sri Aurobindo's education in England 

My education in England was badly neglected – The musical gap is one of the lacunae, 

35-10 

Sri Aurobindo's father 

In all my fourteen years in England I hardly got a dozen letters from my father, 36-147 

Sri Aurobindo's library 

My library is mainly composed of my own and the sadhaks’ works, 35-40 

Sri Aurobindo's light 

Whitish blue is specially called my light, 35-516 

Sri Aurobindo's mantra 

In certain states of consciousness the double Name may have a special effect, 35-826 

The only mantra used in this sadhana – That of the Mother or of my name and the 

Mother, 35-825 

Sri Aurobindo's method 

It is out of a silent mind that I write whatever comes ready-shaped from above, 27-217 

My own method is not to quiet the mind but to turn it upward and inward, 27-214 

Sri Aurobindo's mystical poems 

The mystical poems – There is much inequality as between the different poems, 27-352 

Sri Aurobindo's poems 

My smaller poems are written off at once – Changes are very rapidly done, 27-213 

Sri Aurobindo's poetry 

Meredith, especially his Modern Love had some influence on me, 27-349 

Romantic poets of the Victorian Age had influence – Arnold, Tennyson, Swinburne, 

27-349 

Some influence of most of the great English poets and of others in my poetry, 27-219 

Stephen Phillips – Marpessa and Christ in Hades aroused my admiration, 27-349 

The flow of poetry came down while I was doing pranayam, not some years afterwards, 

27-459 

The influences – Only such as every poet undergoes before he has entirely found 

himself, 27-221 

Sri Aurobindo's sadhana 
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I had accepted the rule of following the inner guidance – An absolute law of the being, 

36-90 

My sadhana – I fought out the difficulties of the mind and vital first, 35-653 

My sadhana was not founded upon books but upon personal experiences, 36-98 

On the basis of Vedic knowledge to establish a Yogic sadhana, 36-178 

The divine knowledge & power should manifest perfectly in at least one man in India, 

36-212 

The principle of his sadhana – To rely wholly on the Divine and his guidance, 36-94 

This became the whole foundation and principle of Sri Aurobindo’s sadhana, 36-91 

Sri Aurobindo's sleep 

If I go to sleep at 9 or 10 a.m. I may sleep beyond 12, 35-469 

Sri Aurobindo's sonnets 

I am dissatisfied with a number of poems which I perpetrated, mostly sonnets, 27-270 

I did not rewrite Rose of God or the Sonnets except for two or three verbal alterations, 

27-272 

Sri Aurobindo's style 

My style was fed on my reading which was not enormous – For the rest it is Yoga, 27-

215 

Sri Aurobindo's teaching 

My present teaching is that the world is preparing for a new progress, a new evolution, 

36-225 

The message is there, for those who care to understand. It has really three parts, 36-225 

The teaching of Sri Aurobindo starts from that of the ancient sages of India, 36-547 

To reexplain the Sanatana Dharma to the human intellect from a new standpoint, 36-

177 

Sri Aurobindo's technique 

I have tried to develop old forms into new shapes instead of being gloriously irregular, 

27-218 

Sri Aurobindo's work 

A personal declaration of the aims and ideals conceived in my childhood and youth, 

36-475 

A work of spiritual, social, cultural and economic reconstruction, 36-258 

All who have the work in hand must be of the spirit and work from the self outward, 

36-237 

First – He was finding out the spiritual path and laying the foundations of his sadhana, 

36-529 

I am developing powers for bringing down the spiritual on the material plane, 36-283 

I am no longer first and foremost a politician – Another kind of work, 36-258 

I am now getting a clearer idea of that work, 36-177 

I have gone far enough to be able to undertake one work on a larger scale, 36-261 

In our work we have to fix our relations with three different kinds of people, 36-240 

India may well play a large part and take a leading position – These dreams, 36-478 

Last – The full work in India and abroad which will be very wide, 36-529 

My aim is to create a centre of spiritual life – Bringing down the higher consciousness, 

36-441 
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My own policy would be different from both the Mahatma’s and  Tilakite Nationalism, 

36-334 

My work is one of spiritual creation not of physical destruction, 36-394 

Second – Creating a nucleus of spiritual workers and a number of institutions basis, 36-

529 

Sri Aurobindo’s work has to pass through three stages, 36-529 

The active half remains. It is then that in the One we must see the Master and His 

Power, 36-290 

The aspect of an assured solution of the problems of the present and the future, 36-236 

The idea was “work” for the country, for the world, finally for the Divine, 36-85 

The second part of my work is – The practice of Yoga by an ever increasing number, 

36-210 

The time is approaching when I shall have to take up a large external work, 36-332 

The work can only succeed if I find noble and worthy helpers, 36-231 

This self-realisation first and foremost and the work only as its expression, 36-237 

What is necessary for the full divine power working out its will in its instruments, 36-

212 

Whatever work we attempt beyond our internal powers and knowledge is likely to fail, 

36-287 

When the Unity has been well founded, the static half of our work is done, 36-290 

Work as regards India – To reconstitute her cultural, social and economic life, 36-279 

Sri Krishna 

Bhakti for Sri Krishna and the sense of the divinity of the Mother go perfectly together, 

32-337 

Sri Ramakrishna 

Of all these souls Sri Ramakrishna was the last and greatest, 6-979 

When scepticism had reached its height – The time for spirituality, Sri Ramakrishna, 6-

978 

Srikrishna 

God in His fourfold manifestation – Srikrishna, Balarama, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, 1-

532 

If Hinduism is to last – The religion which Srikrishna announced & Vyasa formulated, 

1-332 

Srikrishna contains all the others – Might and Wisdom are His gunas, 1-532 

Srikrishna is the Brahmin served by the Kshatriya, 1-532 

The Satya is full of Srikrishna – Full of might and wisdom, 1-533 

sruti 

There is the vak or sound symbol of the truth – The revelation of the vak is sruti, 18-

430 

Three words are used of illumined thought, drishti, sruti & smriti, 18-429 

Sruti 

A submissive acceptance of the text of the Sruti in its simple and straightforward sense, 

17-330 

The actual sense of separate words in Sruti – The acceptance of their natural sense, 17-

333 

The initial tapasya necessary before we are fit to approach the Sruti, 17-330 
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The Sruti with the conflict of so many philosophical schools to be solved, 19-89 

Therefore the Vedas are justly called Sruti or revelation, 17-102 

This movement of illumination descending from above to us below – Sruti or 

revelation, 18-429 

śruti 

For the truth-consciousness there are corresponding faculties, – dṛṣṭi, śruti, viveka, 15-

65 

St. Augustine 

In St. Augustine’s Confessions, there are several capital and common errors, 28-173 

St. Paul 

St. Paul referring to some luminous body in its own space and substance, 28-308 

What kind of visions help one’s spiritual growth ‒ St. Paul’s vision as an example, 30-

96 

stability 

A world of stability in constant motion, of sameness in spite of change, 12-200 

All stability is a fixed equilibrium of rhythm, 17-352 

Stability is indeed the first necessity, 29-124 

The principle of Brahman manifest in us – The principle of transcendent self-stability, 

17-487 

We are driven to look within for a principle of eternal stability, 17-486 

stages 

A calm patient steady progress through many intervening stages, 30-297 

In the early stages one has often to do a great amount of clearance work, 35-125 

One has to go by stages, and to reach and be conscious on the higher planes, 30-406 

The earlier stages is all I deal with in books, 35-154 

The later stages of the Yoga, I have not made public at present, 35-154 

Two stages in the Yoga – One of preparation and one of the actual intensive sadhana, 

35-551 

staircase 

The staircase is a very usual symbol – The acceptance and call to the ascent, 32-282 

Stalin 

Stalin was not so much the vital as the physical mind working out details, 35-204 

stammering 

Stammering is commonly a physico-nervous impediment and is perfectly curable, 31-

588 

standardisation 

A rigid standardisation could not be the law of the spiritual life, 21-1104 

standards of conduct 

A standard of conduct may be temporary – In the end, a transcendent divine Good, 23-

192 

Four main standards of human conduct, 23-192 

Higher temporary standards of conduct and the belief in perfectibility, 23-191 

Standards and rules are temporary constructions – The divine freedom, 23-208 

There are successive standards in the growth of the individual and the collectivity, 23-

192 

standing back 
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An attempt to cloud the consciousness ‒ Stand back, remain quiet and prevent, 30-238 

Another method is to stand back detached – An inner Being within us, 29-8 

By so standing back it will be easier also for you to find a quiet poise in yourself, 31-

741 

Detach means that the Witness in oneself has to stand back, 30-239 

It is by standing back from these forces that one gets freedom, 30-238 

It is quite possible for one part of the mind to stand back, 31-21 

Stand back to feel the help – Not this obsession of these surface movements, 31-268 

The first thing is for the mental being to stand back, refuse to accept, 31-792 

The proper thing is to stand back from these thoughts, voices or suggestions, 31-42 

There must also be a detachment of the consciousness – It can stand back, 31-404 

This standing back, detaching oneself is the easier way, 29-161 

To stand back from the feeling of suffering, anguish and apprehension, 31-141 

standpoint 

A clash between sadhaks – To regard things from a general and impersonal standpoint, 

35-801 

star 

A star means creation, the triangle a triple principle, 30-140 

The star changes into a sun when there is the descent of the Light, 30-146 

The star in such a context indicates the promise of the new being, 30-102 

The star is always a promise of the Light to come, 30-146 

The star signifies a creation or formation or the promise or power, 30-146 

The star within it – Piercing through the knots of the inner darkness, 30-139 

starry light 

The starry light is the same Light acting as a suffused Power, 30-119 

stars 

Stars are formations of light on that plane, 30-148 

Stars in such visions indicate points of light or of higher experience in the 

consciousness, 30-146 

Stars indicate points of light in the ignorant mental consciousness, 30-146 

The stars indicate beginnings or promises of Light, 30-146 

The three stars are a symbol of Divine Grace in the mind, life and body, 30-162 

State 

A great question must be settled, who is to be the State?, 25-454 

A real suppression or oppression by the relentless mechanism of the State, 25-211 

A State, a sovereign power has to be superimposed to see that the Dharma is observed, 

20-404 

Absolutism and the suppression of liberties – The reviving idea of the State, 25-380 

And worse, the tendency to mechanisation is the inherent defect of the State idea, 25-

213 

Government by the organised State – Always government by a number of individuals, 

25-210 

It is quite immaterial to the principle what form the State may assume, 25-293 

Its real utility of the State – Providing for the cooperative action of the individuals, 25-

300 

Objectivism takes an external and mechanical view – The idea of the State, 25-58 
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The business of the State, , so long as it continues to be a necessary element, 25-301 

The cult of the State and the effacement of the individual, 25-49 

The deadly tendency to develop, in place of a living people, a mechanical State, 20-400 

The democratic State – Unity and uniformity are its principal trend, 25-460 

The first want of a subject people is the possession of the State, 6-1067 

The German gospel has two sides, the cult of the State and of international egoism, 25-

52 

The ideal of a State – Of freemen for mutual help and human advancement, 1-495 

The ideal of the perfectly organised State, 25-345 

The nation or State – A political character is necessarily added to the social life, 25-162 

The service of State and community as the only absolute rule of morality, 25-50 

The State egoism in its inner life – In ancient times and in modern times, 25-299 

The State is bound to act crudely and in the mass – State-governed education, 25-301 

The State is the masterful but arbitrary and intolerant science and reason of man, 25-

462 

The State principle leads necessarily to uniformity, regulation, mechanisation, 25-505 

The State sometimes comes in to aid it – As often it stands in the way, 25-297 

The State was an instrument of coordination and of a general control, 20-405 

The tendency to unification and State authority – Against it, a religious sense, 25-452 

This, then, in principle is the history of the growth of the State, 25-462 

Thus the State becomes the head of the law, 25-453 

State idea 

In modern times the State idea is dominating the thought and action of the world, 25-

294 

One asserts the State idea at the expense of the individual, 25-292 

The emergence of socialism was the inevitable result contained in the State idea, 25-

505 

The nation idea and the State idea do not everywhere coincide, 25-534 

The State is not what the State idea pretends that it is, 25-297 

What is this State idea – A collective egoism with a ruling class or body, 25-296 

State necessity 

Every feature of Russian repression can be justified by the plea of State necessity., 6-

534 

State of Sleep 

By this Turiya Atman there is conceived Avyakta, the unmanifestation, State of Sleep, 

17-229 

Spirit in this state of Sleep is called Prajna, the Wise One, 17-230 

State religion 

There was no exclusive State religion and the monarch was not the religious head, 20-

393 

statement 

A general statement, too, true in itself, cannot be applied to everyone alike, 32-349 

statements 

All poets have lines which are bare and direct statements and meant to be that, 27-287 

States General 

The Commons – A sort of States General of the Realm, 6-945 
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statesman 

Cavour had the greatest gift of a statesman – To recognise that events were wiser, 8-

186 

Prince Ito had a genius equal to that of any statesman in history, 8-300 

The politician and the statesman act in accordance with this average general mind, 25-

386 

static 

Static and dynamic in reality always go together, 28-26 

static release 

The static release is only a beginning, a first step in the Divine, 29-427 

status 

Eternal status and eternal dynamis are both true of the Reality, 21-476 

steamer 

Aeroplane, steamer and train – A rapid progress or forward movement, 30-162 

The steamer symbolises a new movement of the Yoga, 31-477 

sternness 

About grimness and sternness – I am not demonstrative or expansive in public, 35-48 

Nothing in me grim, stern, ferocious or even marble, 35-50 

sternum 

The psychic and emotional centre – The base in front in the middle of the sternum, 28-

241 

The sternum holds the psychic and emotional centre, 30-469 

sthūla consciousness 

vaiśvānara – The Self that supports the Waking State or sthūla consciousness, 28-38 

stiffness 

The feeling of coldness of the body, like the immobility and stiffness, 30-220 

There is often a stillness, a pleasant numbness, a stiffness of the limbs, 30-215 

stilling 

The stilling of the emotive mind – Even the mental thought has to be stilled, 19-242 

We must learn to still the mind – We become aware of the Self within us, 19-255 

stilling the mind 

Direct efforts to still the mind are a difficult method, 29-315 

Stilling the mind altogether – The most direct and powerful discipline, 23-324 

stillness 

A deep, intense or massive substance of peace and stillness, 30-465 

A spiritually substantial or concrete consciousness of stillness and silence, 28-358 

A still mind is one in which these subtler disturbances too are no longer there, 28-363 

Anything higher than the reason set free to work by the stillness of the whole mind, 12-

24 

For bringing this pure stillness of the mind there are more ways than one, 35-246 

For instance, by the descent from above of a great spiritual stillness, 35-246 

It is not, for instance, only by an effort of the mind itself – An ordinary process, 35-246 

It is perfectly possible for the body to bear the peace and stillness, 30-452 

Or again one may start a mental process and yet may pull down an overmind influx, 

35-246 

Silence is akin to what is meant by stillness, 29-138 
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Stillness of the mind means, first, the falling to rest of the habitual thought movements, 

28-362 

The descent from above of a great spiritual stillness imposing silence, 28-361 

The descents that stiffen the body into a concentrated stillness, 30-15 

The Divine Savitri is the word that rises from the transcendental stillness, 27-291 

The exact nature of this brightness, clearness, stillness, 28-361 

The mind’s brightness, clearness, stillness – No idea of calling metaphor to my aid, 28-

362 

The process by which the mind makes itself ready for the reflection of the higher Truth, 

35-246 

The pure stillness of the mind is always the required condition, 28-360 

The stillness in the meditation when there has been sufficient purification, 30-489 

There is nothing mind can do that cannot be better done in the mind's stillness, 12-255 

There is often a stillness, a pleasant numbness, a stiffness of the limbs, 30-215 

This stillness of the mind is not peculiar to India – Inspiration, 12-26 

Two kinds of stillness, helpless or sovereign – The calm of the Yogin, 13-57 

Unless and until the mind is stilled and opens itself, sadhana cannot reach its goal, 28-

337 

When the personal mind is still, whatever mental action is needed is taken up, 31-55 

When there is sometimes stillness and sometimes mechanical thoughts, 30-494 

stillness of the body 

So is the stillness and rigidity of the body, 30-16 

stillness. 

When thou sittest alone, still & voiceless on the mountaintop (120), 12-437 

Stoic knowledge 

The Stoic knowledge – A supreme freedom and a supreme mastery, 19-206 

stoicism 

A period of resignation and endurance to assimilate all contacts – The stoical period, 

23-226 

Stoicism 

A Stoic discipline might lead to insensibility and an inhuman isolation, 19-197 

The Gita – Its first description of equality is that of the Stoic philosopher, 19-195 

The Stoic self-discipline crushes desire and passion, 19-195 

stomach 

Get rid of the bad temper and the stomach will be more at ease, 31-271 

If the peace and power have come down into the stomach and below ‒ A great 

progress, 31-256 

Stomach, heart and intestine lodge the vital movements, not the physical consciousness, 

28-246 

The healing of the nervous pain in the stomach does not depend on more or less eating, 

31-573 

The pressure translated by the heaviness in the stomach has to be got rid of, 31-60 

The stomach = the dynamic vital centre, exposed to wrong desires, vital ego etc., 28-

246 

The uprush of the consciousness from the pit of the stomach, 30-196 

stomach acidity 
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Stomach acidity and colic ‒ There is absolutely no reason why it should not be cured, 

31-567 

stone 

The stone indicates the material Nature, 32-275 

stone-throwing 

About the occult phenomenon of the stone-throwing – These occult phenomena are 

real, 35-387 

These stone-throwing incidents and similar occurrences happen frequently in India, 35-

384 

stoniness 

The feeling of stoniness is very usually a first impression in the body of the stillness, 

30-477 

When it comes down fully then there is the “still statue” feeling at first, 30-454 

story 

Story – A tragic end for the sake of a forceful ending is inartistic, 27-628 

storytelling 

A fact-to-fact storytelling can be very poetic, 27-614 

straightforwardness 

Straightforwardness means simply to be honest with oneself and with the Divine, 29-54 

strain 

Not then a strain of mental activity, but a restful opening to the Force, 31-193 

Pain in the head and physical strain are due to resistance, 30-483 

straining 

If your body is aching after the work ‒ It may be that you are straining the body, 31-

382 

It is not that the pulling and straining and tension can do nothing, 31-192 

Straining and concentration are not the same thing, 29-315 

The body feels more and more strained and finally asserts itself, 31-382 

The body must be trained to work, but not strained beyond its utmost capacity, 31-382 

The straining to recover the experience was not the right thing to do then, 30-384 

The weakness of the body – Unduly strained in obedience to rajasic vital impulses, 29-

272 

There can be an action with a will in it in which there is no strain or effort, 29-316 

There lies the difference between straining and pulling and psychic openness, 31-191 

stream 

The stream which you feel coming down on the head and pouring into you, 30-475 

streams 

The seven streams or currents or forms of movement of the one conscious existence, 

15-117 

The streams are the seven principles of conscious being in their divine fulfilment, 15-

178 

The streams are the seven rivers poured down the hill by Indra after slaying Vritra, 15-

178 

strength, 30-451 

A centre of strength – Possible for the national self-consciousness to crystall, 6-621 

A continual defence and waiting on the enemy’s movements is weakening, 6-416 
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A struggle – Every lawful means of pressure and every source of moral strength, 8-153 

A union of strength and silence – One of the most prominent characteristics of Savitri, 

27-291 

As we put from us the pre-occupation of bodily desires and interests – Spiritual force, 

6-88 

Delusions may give you strength & comfort for a while, but after all they break down, 

17-148 

Equality of the mind and heart and a clear purity and calm strength – The foundation, 

36-289 

Get strength first, get independence and all things will be added unto, 6-379 

God brings other forces to fight against the strength which He Himself has inspired, 6-

825 

If we proceed with the faith then in the very act of trial the strength will come, 31-454 

It is a triple strength we shall have to seek, mental, material and moral, 6-67 

It is the strong heroic soul that reaches God, 17-189 

Martyrdom may be a strength and inspiration to their countrymen, 6-509 

Neither is our teaching a mere gospel of brute force – The strength of a great idea, 6-

625 

No national self-development is possible without organized political strength, 6-265 

Nothing can be done by the weak and so nothing is given to the weak, 8-277 

Only conscious strength, only organized courage can afford to be calm and patient, 6-

936 

Our business is to develop our own strength so that we may get the sovereignty, 6-603 

Our hope of a moral and spiritual strength to place India in the head of the new world, 

8-188 

Our spiritual and moral strength lies in our own religion and ideals, 6-93 

People have commenced to grow into a vivid consciousness of their own strength, 6-

132 

Power is the capacity born of the Force – Strength is energy consolidated and stored, 

28-26 

Purity, strength and beauty are separate powers of the Divine, not separate strata, 28-

162 

Rajasic force and vehemence – The calm spiritual strength is a hundred times stronger, 

35-47 

Recover the source of all strength in yourselves and all else will be added to you, 8-28 

Self-government is necessary for the full deployment of national strength, 6-365 

Strength attracts strength, firm and clear-minded courage commands success and 

respect, 8-190 

Strength spiritual is the one inexhaustible and imperishable source of all the others, 6-

82 

Strength will be a security against “anarchy, rapine, desecration and bloodshed”, 6-427 

Strength, manhood, a bold heart, a clear brain in its treatment of the Cretan difficulty, 

8-189 

Strong and straight dealing can dispense with the methods of dissimulation and 

intrigue, 8-190 
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Swaraj –The organization of the independent life of the country into centres of strength, 

6-1047 

That only by struggle could our strength be educated to action and victory, 6-525 

That strength we must train in every citizen for our private protection, 6-223 

The avatar of strength will follow the avatar of love, 6-986 

The brain is impotent without the right arm of strength – Holding up-to-date arms, 6-

251 

The bureaucracy has taken care to destroy every centre of strength not subservient, 6-

1015 

The enthusiast for liberty turn suffering into strength, 6-611 

The example of Japan – Sources of inexhaustible strength were drawn from religion, 6-

86 

The first element of strength – Defencelessness will perpetually invite attack, 6-226 

The great outburst of national strength which the Partition has evoked, 6-158 

The insistence on personal strength or weakness as the determining factor, 31-454 

The one thing wanting, which we must strive to acquire before all others, is strength, 6-

82 

The plan of Nationalist campaign – On the basis of this potential strength of the people, 

6-520 

The policy of the Congress should have been to gather together all elements of 

strength, 6-126 

The potential strength of the people was the true cause of the scanty political gains, 6-

174 

The purpose and imagination of unity and strength is rooted in the hearts and minds, 8-

177 

The right source of strength – The acquiescence and support of the people, 6-953 

The sanguinary outrage at Jamalpur – Our strongest man should be himself on the spot, 

6-129 

The spirit within is the true source of strength – Spiritual energy, 6-87 

The strength is in yourself and the way to find that strength has been laid down of old, 

17-147 

The strength is the next thing that has to come down after the peace, 30-451 

The strength of our position is moral, not material, 8-151 

The strength of the movement measured by the strength of feeling and purpose, 8-14 

The strength to attain the end – By seeking the eternal source of strength in ourselves, 

8-25 

The strong and brave alone can climb up to God, 17-195 

The true centres of strength come nearest to the ideal of love and justice, 6-941 

There is a common voice among you spreading dismay and weakness, 6-68 

They should seek rather the resurrection of our own national strength and greatness, 6-

591 

To be weak is miserable, 6-598 

To fix the calm and strength is the main thing now ‒ Experiences will come fast 

enough, 30-44 

To get strength we must adore the mother of strength in order that She may help us, 6-

85 
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To improve the mental force of the race will be our first object, 6-67 

To measure our strength with the bureaucracy is the purpose of the Nationalist 

movement, 6-469 

To organise the nation means to make all its elements of strength efficient, 6-631 

Truth alone is a sure & everlasting rock of rest, an unfailing spear of strength, 17-148 

Try to realise the strength within you, try to bring it forward – The leader is within, 6-

830 

We cannot get strength unless we adore the Mother of strength, 6-87 

We have started a great industrial movement – The way of all unless we acquire 

strength, 6-81 

We must organise physical education all over the country – Strength and courage, 6-

223 

We should organise and make our whole potential strength effective for self-defence, 

6-630 

What strength will help India to shake off the weaknesses? – A superhuman ideal, 6-

1016 

With such Siren song do you slay the hearts of those who have still force and courage, 

6-69 

Without strength and courage, no nation can rise, 8-277 

Without suffering there can be no strength, without sacrifice there can be no growth, 8-

38 

Strength 

Wisdom, Strength, Harmony, Perfection – Their several attributes, 35-114 

strength. 

Divine strength grows by the prodigality of its self-expenditure (533), 12-498 

Human strength is exhausted by its own effort (533), 12-498 

stress 

Accent is disregarded for metrical purposes except when it coincides with stress, 27-

749 

Even in stress there are kinds, true and fictitious, major and minor, 27-137 

I have admitted two kinds of quantity, stress weight, weight of natural syllable quantity, 

27-757 

I treat stress as equivalent to length and give quantity as well as stress a metrical value, 

27-746 

Stress and quantity must both be considered, 27-137 

Stress is a high tone – To ignore it is fatal to any metrical treatment, 27-745 

In my theory, 27-749 

The relations possible between stress value and unstressed quantitative values, 27-747 

The whole indispensable structure of the lines depends upon stress, 27-233 

Three different weights, accent weight, stress weight, quantity weight, 27-757 

stresses 

A rhythmic expression which would depend not on feet but on lengths and stresses, 27-

233 

Full value must be given to the true stresses – No fictitious stresses, 27-233 

Read in the ordinary way with the natural stresses and quantities, 27-253 

The fixed number of stresses in each line and part of a line, 27-243 
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The noun “empyrean” is given two alternative pronunciations, each with a different 

stress, 27-638 

strides 

In the space created by the three strides Vishnu has established all the worlds, 15-346 

In this hymn the greatness of Vishnu's three strides is celebrated, 15-347 

That goal is Delight, the last of Vishnu's three strides – There dwells Vishnou, 15-349 

The three strides – Earth, heaven and the triple principle, the supreme stride, 15-347 

Vishnu supplies the necessary static elements – He has taken three strides, 15-346 

strife 

Anger and strife are in the nature of the human vital, 31-275 

Inertia, tamas injures much more than can the rajasic principle of strife, 19-43 

Ours is a sadhana which involves also action – Even if it means war and strife, 35-219 

The Gita – The necessity for crises such as strife, war or revolution, 19-48 

This is not to say that strife and destruction are the alpha and omega of existence, 19-45 

Through all the strife and clash and confusion, he is driving to some transcendence, 19-

45 

Strife 

Death, Desire and Strife – The triple mask of the divine Life-principle, 13-473 

Death, Desire and Strife are the trinity of divided living, 21-209 

strike 

A strike as an effective protest against the arrest for alleged participation in a riot, 6-

520 

An educational strike or a general refusal to abide by the circular, 6-498 

Strike, in magisterial eyes, means Swadeshi and Swadeshi means sedition, 6-153 

The Circular - We have expressed ourselves in favour of an educational strike, 6-487 

strikes 

In modern society strikes and lockouts are its form of civil war, 25-657 

The idea of organising Labour Unions to suppress strikes – Unconscious humour, 6-

114 

strong vital 

A strong vital is one that is full of life-force, 28-196 

A strong vital may have a good physique, but as often it has not, 28-196 

But if it can do so, it becomes an admirable instrument for the Divine Work, 28-196 

It is often difficult for such a vital to surrender itself, 28-196 

structure 

There must be a very careful building of the structure, 27-509 

struggle 

(2) One must not get into the habit of constant struggle, 29-80 

A certain class of minds shrink from aggressiveness as if it were a sin, 6-1117 

A constant struggle between the psychic being and the physical nature, 31-791 

A fight for the domination of the national mind, 6-664 

A legitimate and lawful struggle for the recovery of freedom, 6-545 

A new stage begins in the struggle between democracy and bureaucracy, 6-384 

A struggle – Every lawful means of pressure and every source of moral strength, 8-153 

A struggle as long as the vital and physical being are not surrendered, 29-76 

A struggle between a strong Govt.. & an organized nation, 6-74 
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A struggle by social & intellectual agencies & under conditions of law – Victory, 6-74 

A struggle for the support of the country and the control of the Congress, 6-150 

A struggle has begun between two great forces which must go on, 6-258 

A struggle put to the arbitration of armed force – The chances are with the Govt, 6-74 

A struggle when the Force comes down – Such a result is not inevitable, 30-489 

A temporary absence from the Asram for relief from the struggle is a different matter, 

31-773 

Amidst the confused struggle of a revolution – This guiding star of hope and truth, 6-

559 

Another unity – Cannot come until a perfect comradeship in struggle, in suffering, 8-

286 

Between the two, dharma and adharma, there is perpetual battle and struggle, 19-172 

Catastrophic upheaval is the sign of a struggle on the inferior plane, 31-760 

Emancipation through struggle, sacrifice, slaughter, if necessary, 6-348 

From any idea of open struggle with the bureaucracy they shrank with terror, 6-274 

Getting into another consciousness – Not be touched by the outward discord and 

struggle, 32-350 

God brings other forces to fight against the strength which He Himself has inspired, 6-

825 

God’s law makes strife the straight rough way to peace and enmity the father of union, 

6-628 

I have told you that that is not the way and only prolongs the struggle, 31-744 

If a struggle is forced on you you must meet it with calm and courage, 31-745 

In the actual life of man we can make no real step forward without a struggle, 19-42 

In the condition of mind described, rest from the inner struggle seems necessary, 35-

607 

In the contrary case, there must be struggle and endeavour, 29-84 

In the fight with brute force the spirit, the idea is bound to conquer, 6-494 

In the inner struggle the enemies are within, in the individual, 19-174 

In Turkey, the character of the party of freedom – A lesson to all struggling 

nationalities, 8-189 

In Yoga there is the period of struggle and difficulty, 31-625 

It is a vain dream to accomplish easily what other nations have won by struggle, 6-299 

Liberty given us by utter self-devotion, by bitter struggle and terrible sacrifices, 6-625 

Much of the struggle in our being is due to this composite existence – An evolution, 

23-388 

Not necessary to proceed through a big personal effort, disturbance and struggle, 31-

746 

Only one “solution” of this kind of struggle – To reject these vital suggestions, 31-159 

Or if there is a struggle between descending and adverse forces in the body, 30-487 

Other cultures are led by a different conception – The principle of struggle, 20-57 

Our idea of the struggle for Swaraj is that it is the commandment of God, 6-835 

Our position – An immediate struggle for national liberty which we must win at any 

cost, 6-333 

Political unity can be prepared by men joining in a common struggle, 6-763 

Sadhana must be done quietly without this constant struggle and disquietude, 31-745 
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So long as any loophole is left for peaceful effort, we will not renounce the struggle, 8-

374 

Struggle would be no less severe but more so here as the pressure is greater, 35-580 

That freedom can be won only by struggle and sacrifice, 6-677 

That only by struggle could our strength be educated to action and victory, 6-525 

The acuteness of the struggle is due to the vehemence of the attack, 31-130 

The aspect of a struggle and a battle mounting into crises such as Kurukshetra, 19-48 

The conditions of a struggle for popular rights – The foreign character of the ruling 

caste, 6-953 

The Darwinians – The struggle for life is the law of evolutionary existence, 19-41 

The difficulty, the struggle were only the period of preparation necessary, 31-193 

The earthly world preoccupied with the dualities is for man a world of struggle, 19-336 

The European mind gives the first place to the principle of growth by struggle, 20-92 

The fight has to be fought out to the end and the resort to law is a superstition, 6-134 

The firm will of rejection must be there, but not any wrestling or struggle, 30-490 

The Gita is the best answer to those who shrink from battle as a sin, 6-1117 

The idea is that we must be rich before we can struggle for freedom, 6-238 

The initial condition of recovering our liberty meant a peril and a gigantic struggle, 6-

1107 

The law of struggle is the first law of existence in the material universe, 20-57 

The lower forces seldom yield the ground without a struggle, 31-636 

The old struggle of Deva and Asura, represented in the terms of human life, 20-348 

The only result will be to more fiercely embitter the struggle, 6-703 

The outer struggle – Between the Dharma and the Adharma in the human collectivity, 

19-175 

The physical mind refusing to take the trouble of the labour and struggle, 31-722 

The present bitterness of the struggle is largely due to the disregard of these conditions, 

6-233 

The present struggle is a contest between the intellectuals of India and the alien 

officials, 6-649 

The principle of struggle, conflict and competition still governs – No real concert, 20-

63 

The progress of the sadhana is for most an alternation between peace and struggle, 35-

635 

The sharp, salutary pangs of a resolute struggle for liberty, 6-236 

The sooner the struggle now commences, the better for India and for the world, 6-1070 

The struggle between the veiled true being within and the outer nature, 31-663 

The struggle is bound to increase in its intensity – But for us there is no choice, 6-127 

The struggle is more felt because of the intensity of the struggle, 28-420 

The struggle of limited forces must rise into a mutually helpful trial of strength, 21-209 

The struggle to realise our ideal must bring with it temporary strife, 6-635 

The underlying unity of the universal being assumes the aspect of struggle, 23-640 

The universal being through this apparent struggle is working out its purpose in man, 

23-640 

The way becomes smooth and open, a progressive development and not a struggle, 35-

641 
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The wrong idea that it is the Yoga which creates this struggle, 31-651 

Then there comes the leaping of the great name to light – The struggle of the idea to 

live, 6-745 

There is a period, more or less prolonged, of internal effort and struggle, 23-60 

There is a pressure here – The struggle probably made still more acute, 35-577 

There is always a struggle going on between the forces of Light and the opposing 

forces, 31-771 

There will be much struggle and unrest and suffering, 31-688 

This kind of acute struggle comes very often to a sadhak, 31-692 

This last current plunged the Bengali nation into a struggle with the bureaucracy, 6-525 

Truth and bold straight dealing – Our wisest policy in our struggle with the alien, 6-115 

Two decisive incidents – The struggle for Indian liberties compulsory on the 

Nationalist, 8-372 

Under certain circumstances a civil struggle becomes in reality a battle, 6-278 

What now appears as a struggle may well be the first necessary step, 20-93 

World-existence and human existence proceeding by struggle and slaughter, 19-40 

You might be subjected to a severer internal struggle if you come permanently at once, 

35-579 

struggle for life 

And the material means of Nature? Not the struggle for life only, 13-174 

Beyond the struggle for life by mutual devouring and the survival of the fittest, 21-216 

Industry can only become beautiful if poverty and the struggle for life are eliminated, 

8-249 

The first and the middle terms – The struggle for life and the Darwinian theory, 21-211 

The struggle for life – Individualistic and collective self-assertion, 25-157 

The struggle for life corrected by the need and instinct of association, 25-167 

The struggle for life, the phenomena of heredity, a slow and gradual evolution, 13-170 

struggle of life 

Creation does not so appear now because the stuff of life is made up of a struggle, 23-

164 

struggles 

The things that would minimise and shorten the struggles and difficulties, 29-487 

There is no use in inviting these struggles, 31-744 

What is needed to pass through struggles is sincerity and perseverance, 31-744 

struggling 

A struggling effort brings only a minimum result at the price of much confusion, 31-

745 

It is more effective than struggling all the time down below with the lower forces, 31-

745 

Struggling and confusion and harassing self-depreciation is the wrong way, 30-348 

students 

Finally, it is sought to strike out of the hands of Nationalism the rising generation, 6-

431 

In Swadeshism – Three great instruments, the Press, the Platform and the students, 6-

428 

Self-reliance is the basic principle we diligently try to impart to a student, 6-816 
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Students in high schools attending political meetings or engaging in political agitation, 

6-386 

The bureaucracy – They desire to stop the active habit of patriotism in the young, 6-455 

The Carlyle Circular – Its natural effect would have been an universal students’ strike, 

6-453 

The mission for which this college was created – The nucleus of the new India, 6-656 

The National Council authorities forbidding their students to attend a national festival, 

8-173 

The participation of students in politics – The promise of a new generation of Indians, 

6-456 

The students have been the active missionaries of Swadeshism, 6-429 

University students if they take an active part in the meeting – Picketing, open 

violence, 6-387 

We have to fill the minds of our boys from childhood with the idea of the country, 6-

455 

Whatever philosophy the students learn in colleges, they should try to put into practice, 

6-815 

Work for the industrial progress of the country – To train Indian students, 6-607 

studies 

Literature, poetry, science and other studies can become part of the sadhana, 27-723, 

29-290 

study 

A well-trained intellect and study are two different things, 31-69 

If the sadhana were active then study could be done in the spare time, 31-69 

Reading and study – Useful to acquire information and widen one's field of data, 31-70 

Reading and study are not themselves the best means of entering the Yoga, 27-728, 29-

246 

Studies which will make him useful in life ‒ To be useless is not a qualification for 

Yoga, 31-71 

Study cannot take the same or a greater importance than sadhana, 31-69 

Study is of importance only if you study in the right way, 31-69 

To study without caring much for the form or for mere academic success, 31-71 

When the passion for reading or study seizes hold of the mind, 31-62 

Whether studies will be of any use for a life of sadhana, 31-71 

studying poetry 

In order to acquire the of language – Study the more subtle and delicate writers, 27-607 

stumble 

A stumble does not mean that one is unfit, nor does prolonged difficulty, 29-113 

stumbles 

My Yoga does not approve of taking stumbles and difficulties too seriously, 31-177 

stumbles of the past 

One has not to regret the stumbles of the past but look with a quiet eye, 31-610 

stumblimgs 

If we stumble, it is to learn in the end the secret of a more perfect walking, 23-246 

stumblings. 

By Thy stumblings the world is perfected (446), 12-485 
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The higher nature watches over the stumblings of his lower mortality (205), 12-453 

style 

Good poetry can be written in a very simple style, 27-606 

No coordination between the differences of style and the different planes of inspiration, 

27-186 

Reading and listening with the inner ear to get the right rhythm and the right poetic 

style, 27-605 

The one fit style for the Mantra – That intensity belongs to no particular style, 26-30 

The power of style – The kind of power and the intensity of achievement, 26-25 

The rich style has this danger that it may drown the narration, 27-614 

There is a force of vital style, a force of emotional style, a force of intellectual style, 

26-28 

Three defects – Failure of rhythm, style too laboured, prose-structure in the form, 27-

477 

stylisation 

Stylisation is permissible and a recognised form of art, 27-147 

The only question is how much of stylisation Bengali poetry can bear, 27-147 

subconscient 

A rushing up of the subconscient – Old thoughts, interests or desires, 31-605 

A sudden change in the subconscient ‒ Only the Supramental could do, 31-595 

All that one does and thinks leaves its trace in the subconscient, 28-221 

All that our consciousness meets is registered in subconscient memory, 28-225 

All that we do, feel or experience in life leaves an impression in the subconscient, 31-

606 

Aspire and will for the higher consciousness to come fully into the subconscient, 31-

520 

Asserting one’s will in sleep ‒ A matter of accustoming the subconscient to obey, 31-

449 

Below the feet is the subconscient, just as above the head is the superconscient, 28-223 

By bringing the Mother’s Light into the subconscient this can be dispelled, 31-459 

Chronic or repeated illnesses are mainly due to the subconscient, 28-216 

Dreams in which old vital movements occur arise from the subconscientç, 31-459 

Erased from the subconscient and thrown out of the circumconscient – Finished for 

ever, 28-221 

First effects of the light penetrating and changing the subconscient, 31-612 

From there rise irrational and ignorant instincts, impulsions, memories, etc., 30-154 

How much of the ordinary natural being lives in the subconscient physical, 31-605 

How we can become aware and in control of our subconscient nature?, 21-763 

If consciousness and light is not brought into the subconscient, there can be no change, 

31-611 

If it is the subconscient, you must be on your guard against all negative feelings, 35-

342 

If the subconscient is emptied – Prepared to be an instrument of the Truth, 31-611 

If the thought of the Mother is fixed in the conscious hours ‒ Into the subconscient, 31-

449 

In dealing with the physical and subconscient the working is always slower, 31-365 
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In our Yoga we mean by the subconscient that quite submerged part of our being, 28-

216 

In the material half-conscious or subconscient is the bed-rock of the resistance, 31-366 

In the subconscient – An obscure mind, an obscure vital, a most obscure material, 31-

596 

In the subconscient, a dark knowledge by identity is the basis, 21-564 

It is in the Yogic consciousness that one feels the seat of the subconscient below the 

feet, 31-600 

It is only by bringing the higher light and force into the subconscient that it can change, 

28-243 

It is only if the mind is silent that the subconscient can be empty, 31-611 

It is the higher Force working in us that will open the subconscient to itself, 31-600 

It is the main support of death and disease and the last fortress of the Ignorance, 28-226 

It is the subconscient that is active in the ordinary dreams, 31-456 

It is usually what is called the subconscient that comes up then, 31-452 

It is with the subconscient that the sadhana is now concerned in the Asram itself, 35-

342 

Memory of things is stored in the subconscient (mind, vital and physical) as 

impressions, 28-224 

Men have all of them a subconscient plane in their own being, 30-154 

Not so much rejected as suppressed by mental control ‒ Into the subconscient, 31-602 

Otherwise the subconscient forces have free play and gain power, 35-382 

Our nature can be changed in spite of the conservative resistance of the subconscient, 

28-219 

Past memories ‒ The impressions left in the subconscient physical, 31-607 

Patala is a name for the subconscient – Many incoherent dreams come from this plane, 

28-222 

Rejected even from there it goes into the subconscient, 28-219 

Self-esteem, depression, etc., when they are driven out may lodge in the subconscient, 

28-214 

So long as there is not the Supramental change down to the subconscient, 31-595 

Sometimes also one goes low down into the subconscient, 31-455 

Subconscient – What is below the ordinary physical consciousness, not what is behind 

it, 28-223 

Superconscient and subconscient are only relative terms, 28-16 

That order reaches the subconscient, 31-610 

The approach of the higher consciousness to the subconscient, 30-497 

The attempt to bring a great general descent produced a great ascent of subconscient 

mud, 35-356 

The awakening in the subconscient is now the great and urgent necessity, 35-362 

The change of the subconscient is most important for our Yoga, 31-595 

The conscious parts have to be prepared first – Afterwards the subconscient, 31-609 

The dark wells of the subconscient are deep, 31-608 

The dream – A rising up of past formations or impressions from the subconscient, 31-

606 

The enlightened physical can act on the subconscient directly and completely, 31-598 
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The environmental consciousness and the subconscient are two quite different things, 

28-215 

The field of the subconscient proper is below the feet, 28-243 

The habit of strong recurrence is largely due to a subconscient support, 28-220 

The higher consciousness once established goes down into the subconscient, 28-221 

The human mind lives largely in impressions rising up from the subconscient, 31-603 

The idea that one should let what rises from the subconscient go on, 31-602 

The impressions of the subconscient fade out slowly – Not renewing them does help, 

35-381 

The Light comes from above to pour down into this subconscient, 28-222, 30-154 

The loss of consciousness when the subconscient is being worked upon, 31-598 

The material consciousness is for the most part subconscient, 31-598 

The mood that came on you comes up from the subconscient, 31-607 

The Mother’s consciousness brought down into the body can penetrate the 

subconscient, 28-221 

The ocean of the subconscient underlies – The creation ejected into the subconscient, 

15-307 

The opening of the physical and subconscient always takes a long time, 31-402 

The outer being and physical consciousness's response to the subconscient, 31-597 

The outer consciousness goes down into this subconscient when we are asleep, 31-599 

The past things fall back into it not as memories, but as impressions, 28-225 

The physical and subconscient live in the external with the inner being covered up, 31-

597 

The quiescent part is subject during sleep to impressions ‒ Subconscient emergences, 

31-479 

The real seat of the subconscient is below the body, 28-242 

The rising of old habitual thoughts, feelings, impulses from the subconscient, 31-603 

The subconscient – Below the level of mind and conscious life, 21-762 

The subconscient and the superconscient are two different formulations of the All, 21-

71 

The subconscient can support good habits as well as bad, 31-600 

The subconscient dealt with when the other parts are sufficiently open and changed, 31-

608 

The subconscient governs mostly the lower vital and physical exterior consciousness, 

28-217 

The subconscient has many more fears in it ‒ Than admitted by the waking 

consciousness, 31-608 

The subconscient has to be cleared of old movements before there can be a change, 28-

221 

The subconscient has to be illumined and made a support, 31-611 

The subconscient influences the body, 31-599 

The subconscient is a concealed and unexpressed inarticulate consciousness, 28-220 

The subconscient is a cosmic as well as an individual plane, 28-221 

The subconscient is a suppressed and obscure seed state, 28-225 

The subconscient is below the waking physical consciousness, 31-596 
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The subconscient is best dealt with ‒ The opening to what comes down from above, 31-

608 

The subconscient is symbolised in the Veda by the cave of the Panis, 28-222 

The subconscient is the basis of our material being, 28-220 

The subconscient is the cause why people say character cannot be changed, 28-226 

The subconscient is the main support of all habitual movements, 28-243 

The subconscient is to be penetrated by the light and made a bed-rock of truth, 31-612 

The subconscient is too vague to have a centre – It has a level, below the feet, 28-244 

The subconscient is universal as well as individual – Different parts or planes, 28-225 

The subconscient lies in between this Inconscient and the conscious mind, life and 

body, 28-226 

The subconscient material plane still opposes the entrance of the Divine Light, 31-598 

The subconscient must admit into itself the higher consciousness, 31-612 

The subconscient must be trained to give up its old responses and take on the new, 31-

600 

The subconscient retains the impressions of all our past experiences of life, 28-220 

The subconscient, where does it begin, how is it related to our surface being, 21-578 

The submental and the subconscient which appears to us as if it were inconscient, 21-

581 

The subsiding of the surge of subconscient thoughts and movements, 31-602 

The superconscient, not the subconscient, is the true foundation of things, 31-616 

The universal forces act very often through the subconscient, 30-290 

The whole physical and subconscient and everything else must do likewise, 32-146 

The whole struggle in the general sadhana is now in the subconscient, 31-598 

There is a close connection between the subconscient and the physical and lower vital, 

31-598 

There is a subconscient action of the chitta which keeps the past impression of things, 

28-173 

There is also a subconscient below the feet, 31-599 

There is always a great deal to do in the subconscient, 31-611 

There is no subconscient centre. Its plane is below the feet, 28-244 

They descend into the subconscient or the environmental consciousness, 31-779 

Things can rise from the subconscient and take shape in the conscious part, 28-218 

This subconscient must be clearly distinguished from the subliminal parts, 28-216, 28-

217 

This subconscient must be clearly distinguished from the subliminal parts of our being, 

31-596 

Three occult sources of our action – The superconscient, the subliminal, the 

subconscient, 28-218 

To be completely secure ‒ The higher consciousness down to the subconscient, 31-520 

To dwell solely on the subconscient and the aspect of imperfection creates depression, 

28-217 

Two last stages of rejection – The subconscient, the environmental consciousness, 31-

602 

Until the material and the subconscient aspire – No lasting change in them, 31-598 
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Vanity in the subconscient ‒ Normal reactions remain there after they have been 

rejected, 31-608 

Vital and physical weaknesses can easily come when the subconscient is being dealt 

with, 31-609 

What happens in sleep – Normally, formations from the subconscient, 21-438 

What is happening is a great uprush of the subconscient, 31-603 

What rises must be impressions left in the subconscient which can rise in sleep, 31-606 

What we mean in our yoga by the subconscient, 31-596 

Whatever is suppressed in the conscious mind remains in the subconscient being, 36-

365 

When one goes deeply and crassly into the subconscient, 31-447 

When something is thrown out it very usually goes down into the subconscient, 28-243 

When the physical consciousness has to be changed – To work in the subconscient, 31-

598 

When the physical consciousness is being changed – A resistance from the 

subconscient, 28-221 

When things are rejected – Into the environmental consciousness or the subconscient, 

28-221 

Subconscient 

The Subconscient is the basis of much of the lower activities, 28-218 

subconscient after death 

The subconscient is an instrument for the physical life and disappears after death, 28-

546 

The subconscient is formed for this life only and is not carried with it, 28-551 

subconscient memory 

Subconscient memory is a memory of impressions, 28-224 

subconscient physical 

In full grips with the subconscient physical, 31-396 

In ordinary sleep the consciousness in the body – The subconscient physical, 31-446 

subconscious 

All the past impressions which usually remain in the subconscious rose up in a mass, 

31-603 

But the lower vital subconscious is no more than a restricted portion, 31-613 

But to begin by opening up the lower subconscious is to invite trouble, 31-613 

The real subconscious is a nether diminished consciousness close to the Inconscient, 

21-236 

The subconscious in us is the extreme border of our secret inner existence, 21-439 

The subconscious is a fact of our mentality, 12-294 

We may more justly call it the submental – The true subconscious is the Inconscient, 

21-579 

What the subconscious keeps is a mass of impressions, 28-224 

When it ceases for a time, then it is the subconscious that is there on the surface, 31-

452 

subconscious being 

Below even our most obscure physical consciousness is a subconscious being, 23-181 

subconscious belt 
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It is only the subconscious belt that is chaotic in its dream-sequences, 27-427 

The surrealist dream-experiences – They penetrate only the subconscious belt, 27-427 

subconscious mind 

A large part of our physical action is directed by the subconscious mind, 18-55 

The subconscious mind loses nothing of what the senses bring to it, 18-54 

Subhas Chandra Bose 

Our feelings at that time against Subhas and his association with the Axis, 35-201 

Subhas Chandra Bose – All this insistence upon action is absurd, 35-194 

The Mother and I were very angry against Subhas for having brought the Japanese, 35-

201 

subject 

Brahman is His own subject and His own object – The two aspects are inseparable, 17-

47 

subject nation 

A subject nation does not prepare itself by gradual progress for liberty, 1-652 

A subject nation to recover and survive – By reestablishing its own centres of life, 6-

1047 

Foreign rule is naturally opposed to the development of the subject nation, 6-365 

In the struggles of a subject nation – The larger interest can only be viewed in prospect, 

8-140 

That is the only way to perpetuate a conquest, to kill the soul of the subject nation, 8-

300 

The belief that a subject nation can acquiesce in subjection and yet progress is a lie, 6-

1107 

The choice by a subject nation of the means it will use is determined by circumstances, 

6-277 

The idea that mitigations of subjection constitute freedom is another lie, 6-1107 

The members of a subject nation cannot have any moral obligations as citizens, 6-674 

subject nationality 

In a subject nationality, to win liberty for one’s country is the first duty of all, 6-302 

subject people 

Its presence must make for the disorganization and decay of the subject people, 6-369 

The first want of a subject people is the possession of the State, 6-1067 

subjection 

In the inferior self-poise, our status is that of a separate soul – A condition of 

subjection, 17-523 

Subjection, seated in the sense of non-possession, is the second element to be 

eliminated, 17-480 

subjective age 

A subjective age may stop very far short of spirituality, 25-249 

Here the first essential sign must be the growth of the subjective idea of life, 25-248 

Such an evolution is that which a subjective age makes at least possible, 25-183 

The most advanced tendencies of a subjective age – Man is a developing spirit, 25-125 

The signals must be there that are precursors of a subjective age, 25-248 

The subjective turn may have time and freedom to evolve, 25-206 

The succession of the individualistic age of society to a subjective age, 25-23 
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The transition from the rationalistic and utilitarian to a greater subjective age, 25-29 

This is an ideal law – The very business of a subjective age to find the ideal law, 25-72 

We shall see the true purpose and conditions of a subjective age of humanity, 25-34 

subjective experiences 

A subjective experience belonging to a higher plane of consciousness Voir 

Purely subjective experiences – No definite value for the actual manifestation, 30-22 

Subjective means that the Truth is experienced within, 30-22 

To enter the Supermind, subjective experience is not sufficient, 30-23 

subjective intuition 

With the return to subjective intuition – The vision of the worlds beyond, 26-123 

subjective object 

Whether what one sees or hears is a mental formation or a real subjective object, 30-27 

subjective sense 

Must a subjective sense of things be necessarily a vain imagination?, 30-27 

subjective stage 

Germany was a nation preparing for the subjective stage, 25-40 

The subjective stage of human development is a critical juncture, 25-44 

subjective things 

Subjective things can be as real as objective things, 30-27 

subjectivism 

A distinction between a true and a false subjectivism, 25-43 

In the subjective return inward, the potentiality of a perfect self-creation, 25-63 

Modern subjectivism – The result of an increasing force of intellectualism, 26-117 

Subjectivism proceeds from within – The point of view of a self-consciousness, 25-58 

The nascent subjectivism mostly in the self-consciousness of the nation, 25-33 

The new subjectivism – Rehabilitating the religious and spiritually idealistic element, 

26-121 

The possibility of a mental and psychic subjectivism emerging out of vitalism, 25-251, 

25-252 

The principle of subjectivism entering into human thought and action, 25-57 

The search for the self – A new possibility for subjectivism, 25-62 

The subjectivism of certain nations as the sign and precursor of a general change, 25-39 

The true secret can only be discovered in an age of mental subjectivism, 25-254 

This is the reason why the subjective periods – The most fruitful and creative, 25-63 

subjectivity 

A growing subjectivity in relation to the whole of life and Nature, 26-117 

Only in the turn inwards, towards a greater subjectivity, is there a better hope, 25-224 

Out of objective realism – A pronounced and conscious subjectivity, 26-116 

The whole view and sense of existence has deepened into a greater subjectivity, 26-194 

Subjects Committee, 6-1009 

The changes which we would suggest for the democratisation of the Subjects 

Committee, 6-1012 

The election of the Subjects Committee must be regulated by democratic 

representation, 6-1009 

The first attempt to democratise the Congress – The Subjects Committee, 6-966 
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The method of discussion in the Committee is at present hampered by irregularities, 6-

1012 

The Subjects Committee – First approach towards the democratisation of the Congress, 

6-1009 

The Subjects Committee only widened the basis of the Congress oligarchy, 6-966 

sublimation 

The attempt at sublimation has its dangers, 31-504 

subliminal 

A subliminal self including a superconscient in us as well as a subconscient, 21-93 

All these and a multitude of other powers are concealed in our subliminal being, 23-

895 

Behind our mind, our life, our conscious physical – A subliminal consciousness, 23-

182 

Below is the vast Inconscient – Behind is a whole subliminal kingdom, 12-317 

For the subliminal is still a movement of the Knowledge-Ignorance, 21-555 

It is true that the subliminal in man is the largest part of his nature, 31-613 

Our subliminal self – An inner mind, an inner vital being, a subtle-physical being, 21-

442 

Sometimes these subliminal compositions are rubbish – It depends from what source, 

27-583 

Subliminal – All the parts of the being which are not on the waking surface, 28-223 

The dream-consciousness in the subliminal, 21-440 

The role of subliminal forces cannot be said to be small, 28-223 

The subliminal being has also a larger direct contact with the world, 21-555 

The subliminal can do things the physical cannot do, e.g. solve a problem, 30-194 

The subliminal is a consciousness larger than our surface existence, 21-236 

The subliminal realm of inner existence – The inner being's direct consciousness, 21-

442 

The subliminal self – Rather a secret intraconscient and circumconscient, 21-580 

The subliminal self, our lower subconscient and upper superconscient ends, 21-577 

The subliminal, which comprises the inner being, 21-581 

The vital is part of what European psychologists sometimes call the subliminal, 30-194 

This subconscient must be clearly distinguished from the subliminal parts, 28-216 

This subconscient must be clearly distinguished from the subliminal parts of our being, 

31-596 

Three occult sources of our action – The superconscient, the subliminal, the 

subconscient, 28-218 

Two different kinds of action of the subliminal mind and life, 23-874 

subliminal being 

For the entry into the subliminal being may result in serious dangers and disaster, 21-

553 

This knowledge proper to the subliminal being is not complete, 21-559 

subliminal cognition 

The character of the subliminal cognition and how it is related to true knowledge, 21-

559 

subliminal consciousness 
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The Upanishads declare that the Mind in us is infinite – A subliminal consciousness, 

18-55 

subliminal memory 

Exact images are retained by the subliminal memory, 28-223 

Subliminal memory can hold all things, even those which the mind cannot understand, 

28-224 

subliminal mind 

We can perceive an occult or subliminal mind and higher planes of consciousness, 21-

322 

subliminal self 

Psychic science calls this hidden consciousness the subliminal self, 28-203 

The psychical consciousness is that of what is now often called the subliminal self, 23-

893 

The subliminal self or inner being is a projection from these higher planes, 21-569 

subliminal sense 

The action of the subliminal sense can be confusing or misleading, 21-556 

sublimity in poetry 

There is a greatness or sublimity that is epic – Another is more of a romantic type, 27-

370 

submental 

The submental and the subconscient which appears to us as if it were inconscient, 21-

581 

We may more justly call it the submental – The true subconscious is the Inconscient, 

21-579 

submission 

A spiritual humility and sense of submission and dependence is necessary, 30-353 

By constant submission, we create in ourselves that image of the divine Will, 15-282 

Not merely a passive submission, but an active self-giving to the Divine, 19-209 

Not to have personal preferences or, having them, to submit to the Mother’s Will, 32-

410 

Opening – A spiritual humility and sense of submission and dependence is necessary, 

32-163 

Resignation, the ego’s submission to the divine will, is a spiritual movement, 30-375 

Submission to the Divine increases and greatens the being, 32-621 

The sign of right action is the increasing and finally the complete submission, 17-81 

The two keys of the gates of Immortality – Knowledge and submission to the Lord, 17-

81 

The way of submission – A way of the temperament and heart, 23-713 

This submission will be no longer a resigned acquiescence but a glad acceptance, 23-

228 

You should make the submission and surrender sincere, real and complete, 32-141 

sub-nations 

But India has also been throughout a congeries of diverse peoples, lands, sub-nations, 

36-499 

There had grown up a natural system of subnations with different languages, 36-500 

subordination 
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A fixed arrangement involving subordination and discipline in each worker, 32-442 

To learn subordination and cooperation is necessary for all collective work, 32-426, 35-

756 

sub-rajaso-tamasic 

The farthest advance made by human evolution is the sub-rajaso-tamasic stage, 17-297 

substance 

A series in the scale of Matter – What is between material and pure substance?, 21-269 

A substance of mind, of pure dynamic life-energy – Spirit itself is pure substance, 21-

255 

An ascending scale of substance from Matter to Spirit – Each the basis of a world, 13-

485 

An ascending series of principles of relations between sense and Substance, 21-255 

Behind the Matter that we sense are other subtler degrees of physical substance, 12-248 

Being, consciousness, force, substance descend and ascend a ladder, 21-272 

Everything is a «substance», even peace, consciousness, ananda, 29-152 

If there is an ascending series in the scale of substance from Matter to Spirit, 21-267 

In fact, there are different planes of substance, gross, subtle and more subtle, 28-386 

Life and mind may manifest themselves in another relation to substance, 21-268 

On the general question of rhythm vs. substance – A poet ought to be an artist, 27-164 

Other states even of Matter and an ascending series of the gradations of substance, 13-

484 

Substance – Determination of form and substance would always be necessary, 21-283 

Substance and being are the same thing – In the creation, two aspects of the Spirit, 28-

14 

Subtler grades of substance behind the gross body – The possibilities, 21-274 

The condition – An ascending series of the divine gradations of substance, 21-265 

The gradations of substance correspond to the ascending series of principles, 21-269 

The noumenon of Energy, of motion, mutability, multiplicity, generates substance, 17-

268 

The terms of ancient psycho-physical science – The grades of our substance, 21-273 

Two conditions about artistry – Not too exterior, substance not left behind, 27-118 

substitution 

The Rajayogic method of rejection and substitution as symptoms of a curable disease, 

1-391 

substratum ego 

It is imperative to get rid of the fundamental ego-sense also – The substratum ego, 23-

360 

subtamasic 

In the older races and nations the subtamasic stage of social culture was of long 

duration, 17-293 

subtle action of Agni 

A subtle action of Agni will be able to do the action, 35-293 

The subtle action of Agni is at present for perfecting and transformatory, 35-293 

subtle body 

A rushing of Force into the subtle body which the physical records and feels the effect, 

30-496 
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A strong and rapid heartbeat ‒ A shaking and vibration of the subtle body, 30-193 

After death, the soul goes out in a subtle body, 35-120 

All illnesses pass through the nervous or vital-physical sheath of the subtle body, 31-

563 

Any reflection from the subtle body into the physical would be felt as tangible, 30-497 

Behind the gross physical sheath – A subtle body and a spiritual or causal body, 23-695 

Experiences in the subtle body can be quite as intense as those of the body, 30-497 

Here it was not the physical body that was being directly pressed, but the subtle body, 

32-130 

In man also as in the larger Cosmos – A causal body, a subtle body, a gross body, 17-

233 

In the individual it becomes a mental soul, living in a mental or subtle body, 23-470 

In the subtle body there are centres proper to each level of the being, 29-306 

It goes out in the subtle body and goes to different planes of existence for a short time, 

28-531 

Man has a subtle body in which he goes out of the gross visible body at his death, 35-

82 

People on this land with their good and bad desires – Part of its subtle body, 6-812 

The centres are all in the subtle body ‒ Corresponding parts in the gross physical, 30-

496 

The gross body begins to acquire something of the nature of the subtle body, 23-533 

The mental sheath or subtle body and the life sheath or vital body, 23-454 

The native seat of the vital is in the vital sheath of the subtle body, 35-82 

The physical nerves are extended into subtle nerves in the subtle body, 28-211 

The subtle body penetrates and is interfused with the gross body, 28-232 

The subtle body, singly composed of the mind sheath or mental vehicle, 23-16 

There are nerves in the subtle body, 28-211 

What one feels recorded in the physical body may be only in the subtle body, 30-496 

With the evolution of the Dream-State matter evolves from the causal into the subtle, 

17-233 

subtle consciousness 

taijasa – The Self that supports the Dream State or subtle consciousness, 28-38 

subtle domains 

In all the subtle domains the physical is reproduced with a change, 30-193 

subtle environmental physical atmosphere 

A subtle environmental physical atmosphere – Illness coming through it, 28-205 

subtle force 

A willed use of any subtle force, spiritual or mental or vital, 29-183 

subtle matter 

Behind that subtler universe there looms the undetermined universality of things, 18-

380 

Beyond ether – A quite different substance, they called subtle matter, 17-247 

In the universe of subtle phenomena the difference from the Supreme Self is less acute, 

18-362 

Mental life – Consciousness in the Dream State on subtle matter, 17-248 

The basal conception for Mind in this subtle Universe is Dualo-Monistic, 18-362 
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The Dream-State operates in a world of subtle matter finer than gross physical matter, 

17-230 

This universe is only a selection from a far vaster universe built out of subtler matter, 

18-379 

subtle physical 

A subtle physical object – A camera would not be able to detect it, 30-109 

If seen with the eyes shut, it would be no longer a subtle physical form, 30-110 

In the subtle physical plane there are many layers of consciousness – Each its own 

space, 28-401 

The case of the gross physical object and its subtle counterpart, 28-402 

The inner subtle physical can also be in direct touch with the cosmic forces, 28-91 

The subtle physical is closest to the physical, and most like it, 28-131 

The subtle physical is difficult to realise without definite experience, 28-211 

The true being mental, vital or subtle physical has always the greater qualities of its 

plane, 35-126 

The use of occult powers – Materialisation and the subtle physical Matter, 13-549 

There is a subtle physical also with a subtler consciousness, 28-211 

This subtle physical vision comes easiest between light sleep and waking, 30-110 

subtle physical heavens 

There are the subtle physical heavens, the vital heavens, the mental heavens, 28-199 

subtle physical plane 

Some are scenes or events of the subtle physical plane, 31-456 

subtle physical sheath 

The subtle physical sheath – The symptoms of illness, fever or cold for instance, 28-

205 

subtle process 

The body of the future race – The subtle process will be more powerful than the gross, 

35-293 

subtle seeing 

Subtle seeing can come in afterwards as a powerful aid to experience, 30-93 

subtle smells 

There is also the sense of subtle smells, 30-101 

subtle state 

Gross can be reduced to the subtle state and the subtle brought into the gross state, 35-

385 

subtle wandering 

But this is rare ‒ The subtle wandering is on the contrary a frequent phenomenon, 30-

193 

subtropical 

The races inhabiting the tropical and subtropical regions as disinherited, 1-696 

subvital 

Below this sub-animal being, there is at a further depth the subvital, 23-388 

success 

For success in the outward field – The power to transmit calmly a Force, 29-244 

Outward struggles, troubles, calamities – So long as one insists on success, 29-241 

Success depends on the inner being and to the inner being all is possible, 35-131 
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Success or failure depends, first and always, on your keeping in the right attitude, 29-

242 

The greatest force for success is a right concentration of energy – A moral element, 13-

405 

The happenings and the aims of existence – Success and failure, 23-726 

The man who abandons a cause which is right because it is denied success, is 

despicable, 8-463 

The power to command success may no longer be there, 29-233 

Why should the Divine be tied down to succeed in all his operations?, 35-404 

With a divided and wavering will one cannot hope for success in anything, 29-238 

success. 

Care not for time and success (265), 12-459 

In our ignorance we are like children proud of our success (461), 12-487 

Men hunt after petty successes & trivial masteries from which they fall back into 

exhaustion & weakness (358), 12-470 

Men labour only after success (307), 12-464 

suddhi 

When you have calm, peace of mind, firm faith, equality – Suddhi is founded, 36-230 

Sudra 

Aniruddha is the Sudra, 1-532 

Through four soul-stages a man must pass – Sudra, Vaishya,  Kshatriya , Brahmin, 17-

195 

suffering 

A stamp of imperfection and disharmony – Evil, suffering, all deficiencies, 21-405 

A world strongly marked with the stamp of inadequacy, suffering, evil, 28-253 

All being Sachchidananda, how can pain and suffering at all exist?, 21-101 

Another unity – Cannot come until a perfect comradeship in struggle, in suffering, 8-

286 

Death, suffering, evil, limitation – The creations of a distorting consciousness, 21-56 

Desire is the badge of subjection with its attendant discord and suffering, 17-18 

Disappointed vital desire must bring about suffering, 31-204 

For the soul in its ascendance, grief and suffering should be only an incident, 31-196 

If anarchy and suffering are the necessary passage, he is ready to bear, to expose to 

them, 6-1112 

If we suffer, it is because something in us has to be prepared, 23-246 

Ignorance, imperfection and suffering – Their real cause and their place, 21-412 

It is also largely responsible for most of the suffering and disease of mind or body, 28-

203 

It is not a supra-cosmic Deity who has imposed evil and suffering on creatures, 28-256 

It is only through repression and suffering that this maya can be dispelled, 6-1035 

On no theory of an extracosmic moral God, can evil and suffering be explained, 21-102 

On this foundation – To consider the problem of imperfection, suffering and evil, 21-

416 

Pain and suffering are necessary results of the Ignorance in which we live, 31-204 

Secondly, the readiness to sacrifice and face suffering with a firm courage, 1-656 

Something in the vital likes suffering and clings to it for the sake of the drama, 31-200 
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Sometimes pain and suffering are means by which the soul is awakened, 31-670 

Souls when they enjoy the sweets of the world forget to look upwards to the 

Paramatma, 6-1035 

Suffering – The vital takes it as part of the play of life, 31-178 

Suffering as a limitation of consciousness – The All-Delight of the universal being, 21-

420 

Suffering is not inflicted as a punishment for sin or for hostility, 31-670 

The claim of the body for immunity and serenity and for deliverance from suffering, 

21-1025 

The constant denials by the All of the ego's attempt – Death, error, suffering, 17-57 

The divine existence – The abolition of ego and the transcendence of the dualities, 21-

60 

The efficient cause of the suffering and ignorance of this world, 28-256 

The great efficacy of suffering in rousing the spirit from slumber, 6-1034 

The idealist’s question – Why should inadequacy, limit and suffering come across?, 35-

122 

The prevalence of evil and suffering here and the experience of that which is free, 35-

181 

The root of all suffering, ignorance and evil, 23-679 

The root-problem – The phenomenon of pain and suffering in the process, 21-105 

The suffering is simply a natural consequence of past errors, 31-670 

The thing in you which enjoys the suffering and wants it is part of the human vital, 31-

178 

The vital – Something in it takes pleasure in sorrow and suffering of all kinds, 31-178 

The vital enjoys the drama of life and takes a pleasure even in sorrow and suffering, 

31-178 

The Yogi can bear the whole world’s suffering in himself and yet not falter, 31-674 

There is no need of suffering. Refuse it when it comes, 31-671 

There is no reason why suffering should be indispensable for making progress, 31-671 

We advance by suffering, & water the tree of our growth with our blood & tears, 17-

474 

When one meets one’s own suffering with fortitude, there is an ascetic discipline, 27-

403 

Without suffering there can be no strength, without sacrifice there can be no growth, 8-

38 

suffering. 

As for suffering, it will come to thee surely in His providence as often and as much as 

is needed for thee (501), 12-493 

Distrust the man who has never failed and suffered (308), 12-464 

I sought to heap blows on myself & multiply suffering in all my members (496), 12-

493 

I swore that I would not suffer from the world's grief and the world's stupidity and 

cruelty & injustice (495), 12-492 

If I had not failed & suffered, I would have lost my life's supreme blessings (176), 12-

445 
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Now I find that had I not so suffered, I would not now possess this capacity of delight 

in my mind, heart and body (494), 12-492 

Suffering makes us capable of the full force of the Master of Delight (500), 12-493 

The soul cares not for the mind & its sufferings (523), 12-496 

When I see others suffer (26), 12-426 

When thou art able to see how necessary is suffering to final delight (134), 12-438 

sufferings 

One can make physical sufferings a means of purification, 31-549 

Physical sufferings are due to attacks of the forces of the Ignorance, 31-549 

Sufferings and difficulties – Even these came from the Divine, 32-603 

The idea of your going to Calcutta for a fortnight for relief from your sufferings, 31-

200 

Whatever sufferings come on the path, are not too high a price for the victory, 31-674 

Sufism 

Sufism only repeats the Upanishads in another religious language, 20-330 

What is kept is Vedanta and Yoga – One with Sufism and with the Christian mystics, 

28-412 

What is kept of Hinduism is Vedanta and Yoga – One with Sufism and Christian 

mystics, 35-701 

suggestion 

A suggestion afterwards of loss of power and of consciousness and a fall, 31-466 

A suggestion is not one's own thought or feeling, but comes from outside, 31-556 

If it is recognised as a suggestion, then it can be more easily got rid of, 31-556 

The best method of suggestion – Personal example, daily converse and the books read, 

1-390 

The first rule of moral training is to suggest and invite, not command or impose, 1-390 

The suggestion or touch has to be thrown off at once, 31-558 

suggestion of weakness 

The suggestion of weakness comes to the subconscient part, 31-556 

suggestions 

(2) Never to say yes to the suggestions and impulsions of the old movement, 31-389 

(3) To put no belief in the reality of such formations – Only suggestions, 31-468 

A false suggestion of the adverse forces made in order to create a disturbance, 32-549 

A vital violence which suggests always a catastrophic breaking of the personal 

sadhana, 32-319 

All these suggestions are very familiar – The reactions too are always the same, 31-160 

Always refuse your assent to these forces and their suggestions and movements, 31-776 

Anything that suggests to you to keep or cling to any impurity or imperfection, 36-372 

At the same time they put in suggestions to the mind, 31-790 

Do not allow these suggestions to prevail, 31-777 

Do not take all ideas and suggestions as true, any voice or thought-message as final, 

36-371 

Feelings, suggestions of depression, wanting to die, are the workings of an adverse 

Force, 31-789 

Felt as suggestions, or a touch or as movements in the atmosphere, 31-780 

Hostile suggestions – Of going away, of unfitness and failure, of madness, 32-320 
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How is it that any part of you gives any value to the suggestions?, 31-131 

Ideas of breakdown and personal frustration are wrong suggestions, 32-148 

Ideas, suggestions, feelings that bring back the cloud, the confusion and the revolt, 31-

711 

If an adverse Force comes, one has not to accept and welcome its suggestions, 31-799 

If the body itself were truly conscious, then the suggestions could be detected, 31-556 

If their vital is very unquiet, they accept the suggestions of this Force, 32-372 

If you attach no value to the suggestions – There may be the inertia, 31-131 

Indirect attacks are done through covert suggestions, half-truth, half-falsehood, 31-776 

Many receive suggestions from vital forces through the brain, 31-778 

Not to listen to the hostile voices that suggest failure or impatient vital haste, 29-94 

Only one “solution” of this kind of struggle – To reject these vital suggestions, 31-159 

Recognise these things as suggestions of a Force adverse, 32-100 

Refuse steadily all the suggestions whether against yourself or against the Mother, 32-

320 

Refuse to accept the adverse forces and suggestions that try to disturb the system, 32-

318 

Reject all suggestions of uncontrolled desire or anger, 31-277 

Sometimes suggestions from outside, 30-308 

Such suggestions must be firmly rejected at once, 31-272 

Suggestions – The mere ravings of the vital Force that attacks the mind, 32-490 

Suggestions of self-distrust and incapacity which have no meaning, 29-32 

Suggestions that try to raise up your egoism, 36-372 

Suggestions thrown on sadhaks and intended to produce depression, 29-34 

The coming of suggestions is not a proof that the help is not there, 31-798 

The hostile suggestions must be regarded without interest, with indifference, 31-783 

The idea of not coming to Pranam is a hostile suggestion almost always, 32-559 

The processus – Suggestions, vital downfall or upheaval, the impulse to withdraw, 32-

487 

The subconscient can receive suggestions from Forces outside, 31-560 

The suggestions by the hostile force – The impulse to get away from the Asram, 35-606 

The suggestions it makes to the minds of its victims are always the same, 31-785 

The suggestions of hostile influences which attack all Sadhakas in this Yoga, 36-371 

The suggestions of the hostile forces – They enter through the physical mind, 31-778 

The suggestions that create illness or unhealthy conditions of the physical being, 31-

560 

The usual suggestions of the Ignorance in the physical consciousness, 31-373 

The worst suggestions when this spirit of desire is dissimulated in a spiritual garb, 31-

160 

There also begin to come in suggestions from the vital planes, 30-302 

These experiences are often of little value, trivial and full of misleading suggestions, 

30-198 

These suggestions are natural to the ignorant physical or body consciousness, 31-412 

These suggestions were of a very shifting and changeful character, 30-310 

They help to combat adverse suggestions in the mind, vital, body consciousness, 31-

559 
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Vital suggestions coming insistently always – Appeals to the rajasic ego, 31-227 

Vital suggestions, the physical mind's mechanical recurrences, 29-304 

What has to be attained is not to accept the suggestions, 31-798 

What is there in you is the capacity for response to these suggestions, 31-779 

What you perceive as suggestions or voices, are felt by people to be thoughts, 31-42 

When one listens to the suggestions, then things begin to appear like that, 31-412 

When the old movements or suggestions or voices come, 31-696 

When the suggestions come ‒ From wrong vital Forces, 31-777 

You will have to have constant reliance on the Mother and reject the suggestions, 31-

412 

suggestive intuition 

Suggestive intuition, intuitive discrimination, inspiration and revelation, 23-815 

suicide 

A violent exit by suicide is an act of excessive egoism, not of freedom, 31-752 

An impulse to commit suicide can come from two sources, an old impression, an 

invasion, 31-748 

Asuric or godless worlds to which the suicide is condemned, 17-212 

By doing that you would bring trouble to the Asram, 31-749 

Despair is absurd and talking of suicide quite out of place, 31-748 

Dropping the body ‒ One comes back with the same difficulty to solve, 31-747 

Even if I knew that all was going to collapse tomorrow, I would not think of suicide, 

35-53 

Even suicide is merely a frenzied revolt against limitation – It is without knowledge, 

18-369 

It is no use taking refuge in suicide or the shortening of your life – The Asuric worlds, 

17-121 

Many cases of suicide – One remains surrounded by the forces of suffering and 

turmoil, 28-535 

Suicide ‒ The same difficulties again with probably less favourable circumstances¸, 31-

748 

Suicide – The Upanishad addresses a solemn warning, 17-210 

Suicide as a willed withdrawal from life ‒ A most astounding statement, 31-752 

Suicide is an absurd solution, 31-747 

Suicide is never the right thing to do, but its psychic consequences can be mitigated, 

31-753 

Suicide is no solution ‒ It only injures the life of the soul, 31-748 

Suicide is no solution of any spiritual problem or difficulty, 36-424 

Suicide is not only a weak and unmanly evasion, but it is worse than useless, 31-750 

Suicide is the worst way that anyone could take to get out of a spiritual difficulty, 31-

749 

Suicide only brings one back to life with the same difficulties in worse conditions, 29-

174 

Suicide solves nothing – The same difficulties to be faced in worse conditions, 35-620 

The Asuric idea of self-destruction is entirely false and a suggestion of the hostile 

force, 31-802 
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The Gita has never said that suicide can under any circumstances lead to Nirvana, 31-

750 

The idea of suicide is always a sign of these Asuric formations, 32-101 

The idea of suicide ought never to be accepted, 31-206 

The suicide after death goes through a hell of misery and when he is reborn, 32-101 

The thought of committing suicide ‒ In the next life all becomes not better but worse, 

31-749 

Those who slay themselves go down into the nether world of gloom, 17-123 

Throwing away the life does not improve the chances for the next time, 31-747 

suicides 

There is the same tendency with suicides at a particular place, 31-800 

sun 

(4) The sun you saw overhead and the piece of golden light, 30-256 

In the Upanishad the sun is the symbol of the supramental Truth, 29-423 

Sun = The higher Truth Light, 30-146 

The disc of the sun indicates the supramental consciousness, 30-144 

The finding and recovery of the Cows and the finding and recovery of the sun, 15-149 

The recovery of the lost sun is the recovery of the sun of Truth, 15-202 

The sun is the Divine Truth, 30-179 

The sun is the eye of this great Force, the wind is its life-breath, Fire is its open mouth, 

18-278 

The sun is the symbol and power of the inner or higher Truth, 30-94 

The sun is the symbol of Light and Truth, 30-482 

The sun is the symbol of the concentrated light of Truth, 30-142 

The sun is the symbol of the Divine Truth, 30-165 

The sun is the symbol of the higher Truth, 27-518, 30-139 

The sun is the symbol of the Supermind, 30-142 

The sun rising is the direct light of the Divine Truth rising in the being, 30-143 

The twelve-petalled lotus and the twelve-rayed sun, 30-370 

The white sun indicates the purity and peace of the Divine Consciousness, 30-144 

Sun 

Associated with the Herds, the Dawn and the Sun are the Waters, 15-146 

His rays are supramental activities of revelation, inspiration, intuition, discernment, 15-

287 

It is the symbol of Supermind but the Truth may come down into the other planes, 30-

143 

The action on the heart was the pressure of this Sun, 30-143 

The cows of the Dawn, the cows of the Sun are a symbol for Light, 15-124 

The discovery of the Sun dwelling in the darkness – The recovery of the cows, 15-195 

The golden Sun is the Light of the Truth on the higher planes, 30-143 

The images of the Sun and its rays, of Dawn and day and night and the life of man, 15-

289 

The legend of the lost Sun and the legend of the lost Cows are one, 15-154 

The Light comes by the Dawn and by the Sun of whom Pushan is a form, 15-144 

The recovery of the Sun found by Indra and the Angirases in the cave of the Panis, 15-

244 
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The secret thing in the cave is the hidden Sun, the secret Light of our divine existence, 

15-195 

The Sun – Surya the Illuminator, Savitri the Creator, Pushan the Increaser, 15-287 

The Sun indicates Truth directly perceived in whatever plane it may be, 30-143 

The Sun is the divine Truth-Light on whatever plane of consciousness, 30-142 

The Sun is the Illuminer in the sense of the Lord of Knowledge, 15-166 

The Sun is the light of the Truth, 30-145 

The Sun is the Truth from above, in the last resort the supramental Truth, 30-142 

The Sun is the Truth-Light of the One Existence, 30-142 

The Sun means the formed Light of the Divine Truth, 30-119 

The Sun means the inner truth, 30-142 

The Sun stands universally for the supramental Light, the divine Gnosis, 30-137 

The Sun symbol, for instance, is usually dynamic, 30-102 

The Sun that arises by her coming is the Sun of the superconscient Truth, 15-244 

The white Sun is the Sun of the Mother’s consciousness, 30-143 

This is the finding of the Sun that was dwelling in the darkness by the Angirases, 15-

154 

This is the rising of the Sun which was lost in the obscurity, 15-130 

This Sun being a symbol of the divine illumining Power, 15-150 

sun of blue light 

The sun of blue light which is the light of a higher mind, 30-482 

sun of white light 

The sun of white light ‒ That Force in its origin and fullness of manifestation, 30-125 

sunlight 

In the physical sunlight becomes golden red or in the mental golden yellow, 30-130 

Sunlight = Light of Truth, 32-280 

Sunlight is the direct light of the Truth, 30-130 

The sunlight is the light of the Truth itself, 30-129 

When sunlight gets fused into the vital, it takes the mixed colour, here gold and green, 

30-130 

sunlit path 

The sunlit path can be followed by those who are able to practise surrender, 31-685 

The sunlit path can only be followed if one has acquired the psychic turn, 31-618 

The sunlit path is not altogether a fable – For those able to follow, 29-472 

Their path becomes sunlit and may even be straightforward and easy, 31-685 

Then the sunlit path would seem less impossible, 31-618 

There is a sunlit path as well as a gloomy one and it is the better of the two, 31-173 

Those who put an entire and sincere confidence in her are able to follow the sunlit path, 

32-96 

sunlit road 

A sunlit road not only towards but through love and Ananda, 31-628 

sunlit way 

The dark and the sunlit way – The superiority of the second over the other, 29-471 

The sunlit way may be an illusion but a way without typhoons surely is possible, 31-

683 

sunny path 
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Sunny path or grey one, the one thing wanted is that you should push through, 29-113 

suns 

But there are also suns of a similar colour above, 30-143 

There are different suns in the different planes each with its own colour, 30-143 

sun-treatment 

It is better to take the sun-treatment for the eyes if you give up your spectacles, 31-588 

superconscience 

In that luminous superconscience there lie the ranges of the supermind and the spirit, 

23-790 

The superconscience – The ascent, widening and integration, 21-765 

There is then a superconscience as well as a subconscience and inconscience, 21-581 

Superconscience 

Two states of being – Superconscience and Inconscience, 12-235 

superconscient 

As the real seat of the higher consciousness (superconscient) is above the body, 28-243 

As there is a superconscient above the head, 31-599 

Below the feet is the subconscient, just as above the head is the superconscient, 28-223 

In the superconscient, we can trace the original power of knowledge, 21-564 

Just as the higher consciousness is superconscient to us, 28-220 

Superconscient and subconscient are only relative terms, 28-16 

The external consciousness, the inner consciousness, the superconscient, 28-37 

The role of the superconscient has been to evolve slowly the spiritual man, 28-223 

The subconscient and the superconscient are two different formulations of the All, 21-

71 

The superconscient in us is one with the self and soul of the world, 21-236 

Three occult sources of our action – The superconscient, the subliminal, the 

subconscient, 28-218 

superficiality 

Superficiality, unreality of thought & deed thus became the stamp of all our activities, 

6-1105 

The false appearance of breadth covering an almost miraculous superficiality, 6-1101 

superiority 

As for the sense of superiority, that is a little difficult to avoid, 28-431, 32-113 

Ideas of superiority and inferiority are not of much use or validity, 31-243 

In dealing with others you should not allow any sense of superiority, 31-248 

Self-respect and a sense of superiority are two very different things, 31-243 

superman 

After man or out of him must be born the superman, 12-266 

Coming to this yoga merely with the idea of being a superman, 29-21 

Our purpose in Yoga – The type of the superman to evolve by our Yoga, 23-91 

The consciousness of the superman may be absolute, 27-74 

The step from man towards superman is the next approaching achievement, 12-157 

The true superman – The last product of the progressive self-manifestation of God, 12-

102 

Thy work and the aim of thy being is to become the divine superman, 12-150 

To want to be a superman is a mistake, it only swells the ego, 29-57 
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Superman 

As for the Superman, that is the conscious being whose emancipation is complete, 28-

514 

The ideal of the Superman is apt to be resented by average humanity, 13-151 

superman. 

As man emerged out of the animal, so out of man the superman emerges (162), 12-443 

If thou keepest this limited human ego & thinkest thyself the superman (140), 12-439 

Nietzsche saw the superman as the lion-soul (141), 12-439 

Who is the superman? (139), 12-439 

supermanhood 

A narrow presentation and a travesty – The gospel of true supermanhood, 13-151 

Man's road to spiritual supermanhood – A greater Truth behind mind and life, 25-244 

Some delegation shall descend – A Gnostic supermanhood is the next victory, 12-158 

Supermanhood – A certain absolute of all that is essential in man, 13-155 

Supermanhood is at bottom a self-becoming, 12-264 

Supermanhood is for us a self-exceeding, 12-264 

This must not be confused with past and present ideas of supermanhood, 21-1104 

supermind 

A greater deeper organising force and knowledge – Supermind or gnosis, 13-432 

A simplicity in the complexity – The transformation of mind to supermind, 23-848 

As we envisage it, it must manifest in a few first and then spread, 28-288 

But the supermind is by definition a Light that cannot be distorted, 32-605 

First, what is the universal gnosis or divine supermind, 23-785 

If we follow the line leading to the supermind – An increasing affirmation, 35-84 

In fact, a supermind is already here but it is involved, 13-560 

In the supermind, a unification and harmonisation of all the divine Powers, 29-466 

In the supermind, consciousness is existence eternally aware, 28-136 

It is not for personal greatness that I am seeking to bring down the supermind, 35-281 

It is only in the supermind that the full Truth consciousness comes into being, 29-404 

It is the supermind we have to bring down, manifest, realise, 28-291 

It is very unwise for anyone to claim prematurely to have possession of the supermind, 

28-303 

Its first effect on mankind would be to open a sort of realised gradation, 28-282 

Mind can develop supermind, 28-272 

Mind is impotent to change life – Supermind will transform mind, life and body, 12-

158 

No sadhak can reach the supermind by his own efforts, 28-304 

Nobody can be aware of the supermind without opening the higher reaches in him first, 

35-308 

One become intuitively conscious – To know about the overmind and the supermind, 

28-151 

One brings down the supermind into the earth Nature through his own consciousness, 

28-292 

One can enter into supermind only at the very end of the sadhana, 28-304 

One must realise self first – Only afterwards can one realise the supermind, 29-405 

Only the supermind can be a true mediator and interpreter, 31-5 
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Supermind action is direct, spontaneous – It produces a perfect harmony and beauty, 

27-699 

Supermind is a level of consciousness above all that can be called mind, 12-259 

Supermind is something beyond mental man and his limits, 12-158 

The descent of the supermind is a long process, 28-287 

The difference between mind and supermind, 12-157 

The error of thinking that one is already in possession of the supermind or in touch with 

it, 32-249 

The full power of the consciousness is supermind or gnosis, 12-164 

The fundamental nature of this supermind and the distinction from the mind, 23-786 

The idea of the supermind in the Rig Veda and in the Upanishads, 29-444 

The intellectual mind cannot even realise what the supermind is, 29-376 

The material world has evolved life, mind – It is now trying to evolve supermind, 28-

129 

The original nature of supermind is the self-conscience and all-conscience, 23-799 

The point where there is the first possibility of the transition from mind to supermind, 

15-278 

The question is how far the perfected human being can build up in himself supermind, 

23-785 

The questions about the supermind cannot be answered profitably now, 28-289 

The real, final and integral order can only be founded by the spiritual supermind, 23-

796 

The rising above mind to supermind and the descent of the supermind into the nature, 

28-292 

The stages of the transition from mind to supermind, 23-825 

The supermind alone can transform the lower nature, 28-133 

The supermind can do all that the mind does – Its power of representation, 23-827 

The supermind cannot be brought down into the mind and vital without the physical, 

28-302 

The supermind creates an intermediate intuitive mentality and lifts up and transforms, 

23-855 

The supermind has also a power of representation – Not of the intellectual kind, 23-827 

The supermind has nothing to do with passing into a blank, 28-136 

The supermind in an individual – A delegation gradual and at first imperfect, 23-799 

The supermind in its action is a thing of unity and harmony and inherent order, 23-829 

The supermind is a different order of consciousness far removed from the mental, 28-

282 

The supermind is directly truth-conscious – The mind is a power of the Ignorance, 23-

788 

The supermind is that Light of which the Vedic mystics got a glimpse, 35-84 

The supermind knows most completely not by thought but by identity, 23-831 

The supermind organises matter, life, mind and reason – The intuition, 23-793 

The supermind reverses the whole order of the mind's thinking, 23-844 

The word supermind (which I invented) has been taken up by several people, 35-142 

The words supermind and supramental were first used by me, 28-144, 35-142 

There are many stages in the transition from mental overmind to supermind, 28-154 
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There can be only an influence by the supermind, so long as the physical is not ready, 

35-354 

There will be first a new race representing the supermind, as man represents the mind, 

32-32 

This new principle would evolve its own forms and powers in the terrestrial order, 28-

282 

What else but the supermind can determine its own basis?, 28-307 

What is being done is meant to prepare the manifestation of the supermind, 32-92 

When the transition to supermind takes place, the powers of the Buddhi do not perish, 

23-653 

Supermind 

A general description of the passage from Overmind to Supermind, 21-1001 

A manifestation of the Supermind and its truth-consciousness is inevitable, 13-561 

A principle of active Will and Knowledge superior to Mind and creatrix of the worlds, 

21-130 

A sharp distinction between Overmind and Supermind becomes imperative, 28-149 

A transition to Supermind and a descent of Supermind must intervene, 21-989 

Absolute certitude about all things can only come from the supermind, 30-405 

An intermediate link, the Supermind – Time, Space and Causality, 21-153 

Between the Supermind and the human mind are a number of ranges, 28-147 

But in Supermind all being is consciousness – The Idea that is a reality, 21-138 

By the Supermind is meant the full Truth-consciousness of the Divine Nature, 28-146 

Each plane is true in itself but only in partial truth to the Supermind, 28-145 

Growing into the Supermind – After a long process, 28-146 

I am trying to make it absolute and it is for that that I want the Supermind to intervene, 

35-494 

If Supermind descends upon the earth, it will bring necessarily the divine life, 13-560 

If we follow the line leading to the supermind – The domain of the supreme Nature, 30-

143 

In our system, Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 

28-83 

In Supermind, knowledge, force and being are not self-divided as in the mind, 21-139 

In the Supermind – A comprehending and an apprehending consciousness, 21-133 

In the Supermind knowledge and will are one, 28-151 

It is only by the descending Supermind that it can be liberated upon earth, 13-560 

It is only the supermind that has an absolute freedom from error, 30-408 

Mind becomes pure Intuition – Intuition into Overmind, Overmind into Supermind, 28-

146 

Mind in its origin is itself a power of Supermind – The reason of the decline, 13-572 

Now supermind is to descend so as to create a supramental race, 30-416 

One cannot get into the true Supermind unless one has first objectivised the overmind, 

35-143 

One has to know about Overmind and Supermind but there should be no ambition, 30-

406 

Proceeding from it – A Supermind, a Gnosis and levels of ascending consciousness, 

23-254 
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Spiritual realisation can be had on any plane – The Supermind is something 

transcendent, 28-274 

Supermind has an indivisible knowledge, while Overmind proceeds by union in 

division, 28-134 

Supermind is a dynamic and not only a static Power, not only a Knowledge, but a Will, 

28-137 

Supermind is a far-off thing and people need not think of it at all, 30-387 

Supermind is a totally different power. It has a whole-vision and an essential vision, 

28-281 

Supermind is between the Sachchidananda planes and the lower creation, 28-133 

Supermind is involved and subconscious in Mind, 21-200 

Supermind is not merely a step higher than Overmind – It is beyond the line, 35-353 

Supermind is not merely a step higher than Overmind – It is it beyond the line, 28-146 

Supermind is not organised in the lower planes as the others are, 28-146 

Supermind is not the Purushottama consciousness, 28-133 

Supermind is one plane of the Divine Nature. The Divine is Sachchidananda, 35-87 

Supermind is synthetic only in the lowest spaces – Supermind is unitarian, 35-144 

Supermind is the first power of the Supreme which one meets across the border, 30-142 

Supermind is the Knower possessing knowledge because one with it and the known, 

28-137 

Supermind is the real creative agency – Svabhāva and svadharma, 21-186 

Supermind is the self-extension – Creation as a movement between two involutions, 

21-137 

Supermind is unitarian, has never divided up, so it does not need to piece together, 28-

150 

Supermind lends itself to the action of the inferior instruments, 23-625 

Supermind will supramentalise fully mind, life and body, 28-281 

The character of Supermind – Not to arrive at knowledge but to possess it, 13-588 

The conception of the Supermind in the Veda, 21-132 

The Cosmic Spirit contains the Supermind, but it keeps it above, 28-31 

The descent of the Supermind would not necessarily be known by everybody, 28-291 

The distinction between the Supermind and the Overmind has not been made in the 

Arya, 28-148 

The first operative principle – The all-comprehensive Supermind, 21-146 

The full dynamic truth of Sachchidananda – Grasped by the Supermind, 28-135 

The hidden Overmind and Supermind must in the end fulfil themselves, 21-302 

The Indian systems did not distinguish between Overmind and the Supermind, 28-83 

The Indian systems did not distinguish between the Overmind and the Supermind, 35-

298 

The life of the mental being could be harmonised with the life of the Supermind, 13-

566 

The nearer the descent of the Supermind – The greater will be the difficulties, 32-295 

The necessity of a descent of the Supermind into the terrestrial formula, 21-989 

The next step of the evolution must be towards the development of Supermind, 36-547 

The Overmind and Supermind states are something yet higher than this, 29-413 
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The Overmind has to be reached and brought down before the Supermind descent, 28-

155 

The perfect and natural condition of consciousness – Supermind, 21-1054 

The Supermind – The will there works out spontaneously the unmixed Knowledge, 28-

136 

The Supermind can act directly on everything if it is brought down, 28-279 

The Supermind coming down – Will change nothing in a man if he clings to the ego, 

28-293 

The Supermind is by definition a greater dynamic activity than mind or Overmind, 28-

150 

The Supermind is necessary for manifesting the Divine on earth, 28-12 

The Supermind is the divine Gnosis which creates, governs and upholds the worlds, 21-

277 

The supermind is the One Truth deploying and determining the manifestation, 28-147 

The Supermind is the total Truth Consciousness, 28-149 

The Supermind is the Truth or Real-Idea, inherent in all cosmic force and existence, 

21-281 

The Supermind is the Truth-consciousness. Below it there intervenes the Overmind, 

28-148 

The Supermind then is Being moving out into a determinative self-knowledge, 21-154 

The supermind transfigures – Our normal consciousness and subliminal self, 23-841 

The Supermind, not a subconscious Mind, has created the material universe, 21-187 

The supreme and universal Supermind is the divine Wisdom and Power, 23-792 

The three poises in the principle of Supermind itself, 21-156 

The truth of unity in Supermind – Divine Knowledge and divine Will are one, 21-147 

There is no possibility of shooting up suddenly to the Supermind – Step by step, 35-648 

Things that to the mind are opposites – It takes in each its essence and joins them, 28-

281 

This progression is possible – Supermind must intervene to reveal Mind to itself, 18-45 

This Supermind contains all the forms of itself which its conscious force creates, 21-

145 

Till the Ignorance is removed there are only reflections of the Supermind, 28-31 

To go into the supermind is impossible for the human mind, 30-406 

Towards some idea of the Supermind by comparison and contrast, 21-131 

We have to regard therefore Supermind as the nature of the Divine Being in its action, 

21-141 

What would be the consequence for humanity of the descent of Supermind, 13-568 

Supermind Force 

Direct Supermind Force – Only when the whole being has accepted, 35-351 

Supermind in the physical 

If the Supermind comes down into our physical – It has come down into matter, 35-349 

The present preparation is going on to bring down the Supermind into the physical, 35-

348 

Supernals 

In our system, Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 

28-83 
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supernatural. 

The supernatural is that the nature of which we have not attained (84), 12-432 

To believe in the supernatural is also a sort of wisdom (85), 12-432 

supernature 

Nature moves toward supernature, Yoga moves towards God, 12-121 

supernormal 

The abnormal abounds in this physical world, the supernormal is there also, 28-346 

superstition 

There is such a thing as superstition – A fixed blind belief without any ground, 28-390 

Without tapasya there can be no Veda – The place of truth is taken by superstition, 17-

309 

superstition. 

Superstition arises from the mind's wrong understanding of these reflections (16), 12-

425 

superstitions 

Science swept away all the ancient beliefs as so many «superstitions», 28-388 

supplicating 

If we are indeed to renovate our country, we must no longer hold out supplicating 

hands, 6-10 

supply 

The second condition of a successful boycott – A genuine and sufficient supply, 8-399 

suppression 

A part of the nature had been lying suppressed but not definitely dealt with, 31-607 

An attitude not of forceful suppression, but of detachment and equality – About desire, 

35-772 

Desires have not merely to be suppressed, but to be rejected from the nature, 31-265 

Forceful suppression stands on the same level as free indulgence, 31-419 

Suppression with inner indulgence in subtle forms is not a cure, 31-266 

The control being not a mere suppression but an inner and outer rejection, 31-266 

The difference between suppression and an inward essential rejection, 31-265 

The difference between suppression and self-control, 31-266 

The objects of desire ‒ Not forceful suppression but detachment and equality, 31-419 

There is a distinction implied too between coercion and suppression and control, 19-

218 

Whatever is suppressed in the conscious mind remains in the subconscient being, 36-

365 

supracosmic 

As the supreme supracosmic Godhead he originates all, but is above all, 19-317 

I mean by the supracosmic Reality the supreme Sachchidananda who is above, 28-137 

It is as the supracosmic Godhead that he is not in existences, 19-318 

Supracosmic, universal, individual existence – The one Godhead, 19-316 

The perception that there is something supracosmic – The life of the ascetic, 21-702 

The supramental and the supracosmic are not the same, 28-137 

supracosmic consciousness 

kūṭastha – The Self in the supracosmic consciousness, 28-38 

supracosmic view 
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In the supracosmic view of things the supreme Reality is alone entirely real, 21-694 

supra-intellectual 

The supra-intellectual is the field of a spontaneous automatic action, 27-217 

Supra-intelligence 

Mind & Supra-intelligence with reason as an intermediate link are the Dream-State, 17-

235 

The next evolutionary form of Will is Buddhi or Supra-intelligence, 17-235 

Supra-Intelligence 

As Mind is involved in Prana, so is Supra-Intelligence involved and latent, 17-243 

supramental 

A descent of the supramental has become not only possible but inevitable, 35-326 

A divine supramental consciousness and power would mean an immense change, 28-

442 

Aspiring for the supramental Truth – A long preparation and development, 35-111 

By having experience of the Sachchidananda – At a much later stage, the supramental, 

28-136 

Everybody will not be able to take advantage of the presence of the supramental Power, 

28-290 

First through the individual the supramental becomes part of the earth consciousness, 

28-299 

For any full manifestation on the physical plane the supramental is indispensable, 29-

478 

For the supramental to take up the body – The full change in the mind and the vital, 28-

302 

From higher mind through illumined mind, intuition and overmind up to the 

supramental, 28-85 

I cannot object if anybody wants the supramental. But there are the conditions, 29-414 

I don’t see why the supramental should need a general carnage for its appearance, 35-

210 

I have never said that I am supramental – I am bringing down the supramental, 35-297 

I know that the supramental descent is inevitable – I have faith that the time can be 

now, 35-322 

I mean by the supramental the Truth-Consciousness whether above or in the universe, 

28-137 

If one lives in the transcendence and the cosmic – By the supramental consciousness, 

28-134 

If the supramental can stand in the mind and vital, then it must stand in the physical 

also, 28-302 

If the supramental descent is decreed, nothing can prevent it, 28-287 

If the supramental principle came down – Transmuting but not abolishing the earth 

order, 28-284 

Intellectual speculations about the results of the introduction of a supramental principle, 

28-280 

Into the earth consciousness has to come the supramental creation, 35-278 

It is in a supramental cognition beyond that we are left to seek for an answer, 21-327 

It is not intended to supramentalise humanity at large, 28-289 
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It is only if the supramental Power came fully down that things could be altered, 35-

479 

It is supposed that the supramental Light and Force is to descend, 35-642 

It is the supramental alone that can transform the material being, 30-388 

It might do that if it were the pure supramental Force in its native action, 35-502 

Its fundamental character is knowledge by identity, 28-137 

Living in the Brahman consciousness is only the first step for the supramental descent, 

35-668 

Much less troublesome conditions once the supramental is established in Matter, 28-

296 

Nobody can have the supramental realisation who has not had the spiritual, 35-282 

Not very useful to forecast the results of the descent of a supramental consciousness, 

28-280 

One who has not lived the truths of Overmind cannot reach the supramental Truth, 28-

145 

Only the supramental Force works absolutely, because it creates its own conditions, 35-

500 

Only the supramental is all Knowledge – All below that is Ignorance, 28-144 

Only the supramental would be able to establish some perfect harmony and rhythm, 28-

142 

Peace, balance, an unshakable supramental poise and sanity first, 35-275 

People mistake inferior movements for the overmental or supramental, 30-408 

Secondly, to bring down the supramental consciousness on earth, 29-21 

Speculation on the results of the manifestation of a new supramental principle, 28-281 

Supramental consciousness, light and energy alone can truly transform, 28-405 

The aim of bringing down the supramental was there long before, 35-359 

The creative process here could be greatly modified by the supramental principle, 28-

284 

The descent of the supramental – It will be at first for the few, not for the whole earth, 

35-280 

The descent of the supramental consciousness ‒ There must be no premature attemp, 

30-496 

The descent of the supramental is an inevitable necessity in the logic of things, 28-287, 

35-357 

The descent of the supramental means only that the Power will be there, 28-290 

The descent of the supramental would end all the difficulty, 35-320 

The earth-consciousness has to gain by the descent of the supramental principle, 28-

291 

The fourth of our seven planes is the supramental which is far above the head, 28-234 

The highest or true Vijnana is the supramental plane – Only at the end of the sadhana, 

28-144 

The influence of the supramental principle would fall upon the life of the Ignorance, 

21-1101 

The next step is to get into contact with the higher planes above spiritual mind, 35-669 

The object of the Yoga is to bring down the supramental consciousness on earth, 28-

296 
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The only creation for which there is any place here is the supramental, 31-161 

The supramental action can only be achieved after a long discipline of Yoga, 28-304 

The supramental and the supracosmic are not the same, 28-137 

The supramental cannot be achieved except by a long sadhana, 30-144 

The supramental cognition is not the final truth of things, 21-334 

The supramental consciousness is not yet down in the material, 35-325 

The supramental has a greater mastery of things and power of harmonisation, 28-292 

The supramental is a truth and its advent is in the very nature of things inevitable, 35-

334 

The supramental is not inconsistent with a full vital and physical manifestation, 29-482 

The supramental is self-existent Truth Consciousness, self-effective Truth Power, 28-

150 

The supramental principle will be established in the evolution by the descent, 28-277 

The supramental will create its own physical basis, 35-294 

The tendency of unification is the basis of the supramental consciousness, 29-485 

The ultimate achievement needs the action of the supramental consciousness and Force, 

35-154 

The Vedic Rishis tried to rise to the supramental plane, but they did not bring it down, 

35-278 

The words supermind and supramental were first used by me, 28-144, 35-142 

There is no complete Truth below the supramental, 28-144 

To establish the principle of the supramental consciousness in the earth-evolution, 28-

289 

To possess securely the Light and the Force of the supramental being is the main 

object, 36-291 

To seek the supramental for oneself by one’s own means is a folly, 32-137 

To speak of «receiving power from the supramental when we are not conscious», 28-

301 

To talk about the supramental and think of bringing it down in oneself, 29-22 

To think of being supramental before the psychic and spiritual change is an absurdity, 

29-22 

Until the conscious linking with the psychic centre is done – No supramental descent, 

28-109 

Until the process is complete it cannot be said that “I am supramental”, 35-297 

Vedanta finds that Life & Matter are developments of a supramental Something, 17-

533 

We are not acting from supramental consciousness until the quarrel with Matter is 

settled, 35-499 

We are trying to bring down the supramental into the physical plane, 35-321 

We can attempt to form an idea of the general principle of the supramental existence, 

21-1007 

We have to transform the earth consciousness by bringing in the supramental principle, 

28-290 

What will happen when the supramental comes down is a matter for the supramental, 

28-292 

Supramental 
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If the Supramental had descended into the sadhaks, there would be helps and 

progresses, 35-787 

None is bound to seek after the Supramental consciousness if his tendency is 

elsewhere, 28-274 

The descent of the Supramental can hasten things, 28-292 

The Divine begins to be manifest in the Supramental without disguise or veil, 28-12 

The Supramental – Intuition would become a greater and more developed force, 28-291 

The Supramental – Mind itself will be influenced as life has been influenced, 28-291 

The Supramental as a power and established consciousness in the midst of the rest, 28-

295 

The Supramental is a higher level of consciousness than the mind, 28-144 

The Supramental is not organised in the body so there is no separate centre for it, 28-

236 

The Supramental when it descends – Love on the vital and physical as well, 29-344 

The Supramental will establish a perfection, a harmony, a Truth-creation, 28-295 

There need not be catastrophes when the Supramental descends, 28-292 

What the Supramental will do the mind cannot foresee or lay down, 28-294 

Supramental beauty 

Supramental beauty is the highest divine beauty manifesting in Matter, 27-699 

supramental being 

A new physical nature which is to be the habitation of the supramental being, 28-308 

Earth is the place of evolution – The supramental being on earth, 35-280 

It is not likely to be the supramental being and supramental body, 28-155 

Supermind would create a harmonic unity with the still surviving mental world, 21-

1005 

The appearance of a supramental being as the natural and inevitable conclusion, 21-264 

The necessity of the passage to the spiritual and supramental being and life, 21-1070 

The supramental being – Acting in the creative light and power of the Transcendence, 

21-1010 

supramental beings 

There will be a race of supramental beings as there is a race of mental beings, 28-277 

supramental body 

It is not likely to be the supramental being and supramental body, 28-155 

supramental change 

An indirect working which prepares the lower planes for the supramental change, 28-

301 

Another necessary condition for the supramental change, 21-965 

That the change may arrive – The call from below and the sanction from above, 32-26 

The fullness of the supramental change is not possible if the body remains as it is, 28-

310 

The supramental change is a thing decreed and inevitable in the evolution, 32-26 

The supramental change is the ultimate stage of siddhi, 28-299 

These are the main conditions of preparation for the supramental change, 30-334 

supramental consciousness 

The only aim is to bring down the supramental Consciousness into the world, 29-422 

supramental creation 
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The supramental creation – A physical and external manifestation, 31-162 

supramental descent 

Many steps have to be taken by the seeker before the supramental descent is possible, 

36-548 

The supramental descent – The best conditions for anybody who can open to it, 35-791 

The supramental descent is necessary for a dynamic action of the Truth, 28-310 

The supramental descent must create the opening from below – A response from 

below, 35-108 

The supramental descent would not dispense with the necessity of sadhana, 28-312 

supramental Descent 

The Adhar has to be steadily prepared for the supramental Descent, 28-301 

Supramental Descent 

A thing has been done which had long failed to accomplish itself, 35-360 

I am personally near the goal, 35-366 

Something came down at that meditation which had not come down before, 35-362 

The dawn of the Supramental Descent – A Force came down full of an intense white 

light, 35-361 

supramental force 

When a direct or almost direct supramental force is taking up the consciousness, 29-85 

supramental Force 

I am putting forth all my efforts to bring down the supramental Force, 29-472 

Its reign here means for those who accept it the straight and thornless path, 29-472 

Not the direct supramental Force was acting, but an intermediate and preparatory force, 

35-319 

supramental influence 

A touch or influence of the supramental is not the same thing as supramentalisation, 

28-302 

The supramental influence must come first – The supramental transformation 

afterwards, 28-302 

supramental inspiration 

How to expect a supramental inspiration to come down here?, 27-27 

supramental knowledge 

The conversion of the thought method – The supramental knowledge, 23-839 

supramental life 

Change and progress are not excluded from the supramental life, 28-311 

supramental love 

The supramental love – The free physical meeting of the embodied Divine, 29-483 

Supramental nature 

Supramental nature – So far as a mental account can be given, I have done it in the 

Arya, 35-87 

supramental observation 

There are three possible movements of this kind of supramental observation, 23-858 

supramental overmind 

Mental overmind, intuitive overmind, true overmind and supramental overmind, 28-

154 

What you call supramental overmind is still overmind, 28-154 
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supramental perfection 

The supramental perfection means that the body becomes conscious, 28-305 

supramental poetry 

A supramental self would produce or inspire supramental poetry – My own is not that, 

27-574 

supramental power 

The working of the supramental power – Changing the physical wholly, 35-109 

supramental principle 

It is simply to introduce the supramental principle in the earth consciousness, 28-298 

supramental race 

In the supramental race itself – The variation of its degrees, 21-1006 

supramental reason 

The first well-organised action of the supermind is the supramental reason, 23-855 

The process of the development – A farther step toward the supramental reason, 23-818 

The ranges of knowledge above the supramental reason, 23-861 

The supramental reason can do the first work of this transformation, 23-820 

supramental seeing 

Sight, for example – Altered under the influence of the supramental seeing, 23-868 

supramental sense 

A fourth action by a uniting contact – The supramental sense, 23-864 

A supramental sense – The contact of consciousness with its objects, 23-862 

supramental thought 

It differs from the intellectual thought – A greater spiritual concreteness, 23-835 

supramental transformation 

A succession of self-transmutations at the summit of which lies the Supermind, 21-972 

If the supramental transformation is complete – Death is no longer necessary, 28-310 

Supramental – The ascent into the supermind and the transforming descent, 21-924 

The conditions before the supramental transformation can become possible, 21-963 

The participation in the action of Supernature and the supramental transformation, 21-

962 

The supramental transformation to complete the first spiritual change, 21-951 

The turning of the spiritual towards the supramental transformation commences, 21-

972 

supramental Will 

The transcendental Will for us is the supramental Will, 29-263 

supramental word 

A supramental word to express the higher knowledge, vision or thought, 23-836 

supramental Yoga 

Other smaller aims there are – The object of supramental Yoga combines all, 12-364 

The aim of the supramental Yoga, 12-366 

The goal and the crown of the supramental path of Yoga, 12-364 

The supramental Yoga – An ascent towards God and a descent of Godhead, 12-169 

The supramental Yoga is a path of integral seeking of the Divine, 12-366 

The supramental Yoga is at once an ascent and a descent, 12-364 

supramentalisation 
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As for the conquest of death, it is only one of the sequelae of supramentalisation, 28-

312 

Others can so become who are ready for it, when they are ready for it, 35-283 

Supramentalisation – If it is not done in myself, it cannot be done in others, 35-283 

The object of supramentalisation is a step in the spiritual evolution on the earth, 29-408 

The progressive supramentalisation of the Overmind is the first immediate 

preoccupation, 35-368 

There is further the supramentalisation, 30-387 

Transformation cannot be complete unless it is a supramentalisation, 29-399 

supraphysical 

All physical things are the expression of the supraphysical, 28-559 

Cognisance of realities of the material world and supraphysical realities of another 

world, 21-21 

Research into the supraphysical must evolve with appropriate means and methods, 21-

676 

Supraphysical ranges of experience – The worlds beyond exist and exercise their 

influences, 21-22 

suprarational 

The spiritual or suprarational is always turned at its heights towards the Absolute, 25-

127 

supraterrestrial view 

The idea and feeling of a soul and spirit in us – The supraterrestrial view, 21-701 

The supraterrestrial aspiration cuts short the fulfilment of the being, 21-705 

The supraterrestrial existence is also a truth of being – Other planes of consciousness, 

21-706 

The supraterrestrial or other-worldly view, 21-698 

Supreme 

But there is a Supreme which is above all these planes and from which they come, 28-5 

The Supreme does give Himself in the way proper to our mentality, 18-75 

We may speak of the Supreme as a lover, a musician, a child, a poet, 13-201 

supreme Divine 

Three realisations ‒ Of the psychic being, of the cosmic Self, of the supreme Divine, 

30-320 

supreme Light 

There are many lights. All are not and all do not come from the supreme Light, 30-117 

supreme vision. 

To the reason it is always true that the earth moves round the sun, 12-434 

Surat 

Great issues were involved in that historic struggle at Surat, 6-1071 

The breaking up of the Congress at Surat was God’s will, 6-1028 

The Delegates’ Fund – To send a number of delegates to the Congress at Surat, 6-802 

Surrealism 

Surrealism – A dream-consciousness of a lower type (incoherent and often ugly), 27-

429 

Surrealism – An attempt of the European mind to grope after a deeper truth, 27-425 
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The Dream Consciousness – The surrealists seem to be trying to force the subliminal, 

27-425 

surrealist art and poetry 

Surrealist art and poetry – Let us have the figures, visions, sequences, designs of 

dreams, 27-418 

surrealist painting 

The “aberration” – Cubist and surrealist painting, modernist poetry, psycho-analysis, 

27-529 

surrender 

(1) A complete sincerity and surrender in the being, 29-43 

(1) There must be no tamasic (inert, passive) surrender to the Mother, 29-79 

A clinging element of pride and spiritual ambition – Never any real surrender, 36-367 

A complete surrender is not possible in a short time, 29-72 

A constant insistence on one main idea, the self-surrender to the Master of our being, 

23-723 

A double process of Tapasya and increasing surrender, 29-82 

A giving up of all the action of the nature into the hands of the divine Power, 23-619 

A progressive surrender to let the Divine Power do with us whatever is needed, 12-169 

A spirit of surrender to the Divine and for the purposes of the divine Work, 29-384 

A struggle as long as the vital and physical being are not surrendered, 29-76 

A surrender by any means is good, but obviously the Impersonal is not enough, 29-79 

A surrender without reserve or question to the guidance of the helper, 29-202 

A tamasic surrender refusing to fulfil the conditions is a deception, 32-7 

A time comes in spiritual development – The surrender must be without reservations, 

19-560 

Active surrender is when you associate your will with the Divine Will, 29-79 

Active surrender means to fight against your imperfections and weaknesses, 36-403 

All depends on the psychic awakening, our response to her and our growing surrender, 

23-184 

Also, complete and total surrender is not so easy as some seem to imagine, 30-57 

An absolute sincerity of total surrender – The Divine Grace in charge of the sadhana, 

35-107 

An inert passivity is constantly confused with the real surrender, 32-5 

And either to live in the one immutable self or else to make a complete surrender, 23-

765 

Another greater step after the surrender of our instrumental ego to the Divine Shakti, 

23-251 

As for surrender, everyone has his own first way of approach towards it, 30-57 

As for the surrender it is not inconsistent with the witness attitude, 30-245 

Aspiration, rejection, the remembrance of the Mother and surrender – The main means, 

32-137 

Both true reason and bhakti – Demanding implicit faith and surrender, 35-240 

But everybody can't be of that turn, and surrender is difficult, 31-618 

But the question between witness attitude and surrender does not arise, 30-245 

By this conscious surrender of mind, life and senses we may hope to know, 18-84 

By this surrender there comes also a calm and happy mastery of self and nature, 29-77 
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Call in the Divine Power to help your will, aspiration and surrender, 29-59 

Calm, peace and surrender are the right atmosphere for all the rest to come, 29-124 

Complete surrender can best come by a complete love and bhakti, 30-57 

Consecration and surrender – A resultant entire transformation and free transmission, 

23-92 

Devotion and surrender used as a means of fulfilling desires and demands, 35-109 

Even a faltering faith and a slow and partial surrender have their force, 29-96 

Eventually, it is the psychic growth that makes this surrender too possible, 30-58 

Extending surrender to the obscurer parts of the physical and the subconscient, 29-72 

Faith and surrender – It is the simple people who do most easily, 32-212 

Faith and surrender are the only right attitude, 31-5 

Faith, reliance upon God, surrender and self-giving are necessary, 29-87 

Faith, surrender and samata have to be put into every part and atom of the being, 29-

102 

For most it is necessary to grow through Tapasya into surrender, 29-82 

How self-surrender can be reconciled with self-mastery – The Jiva, 23-767 

Identification with the vital demands or outcrie diminishes the surrender, 29-74 

If it makes its surrender, it is easier for the mind, vital and physical to surrender, 28-61 

If one gets some habit of true surrender, then all this is not necessary, 31-686 

If the ego is gone and the full surrender is there, there should be no obstacles, 31-233 

If the psychic manifests, it will ask you to surrender to the Mother, 29-78 

If the Purusha is surrendered, then all the other beings can be offered to the Divine, 32-

613 

If there is a true self-surrender and an absolute unegoistic faith – Success is certain, 19-

571 

If there is complete surrender, difficulties are no longer felt as a burden or obstacle, 29-

197 

If there is no surrender, there can be no transformation of the whole being, 29-79 

If there is not a complete surrender, it becomes mere tamasic passivity, 29-83 

In surrendering to the Guru, it is to the Divine in him that one surrenders, 35-396 

Instead, a fulfilment of the Divine through the individual – The self-surrender, 23-766 

It is a much greater ecstasy to be thus surrendered and possessed by the Divine, 29-77 

It is never too early to make the complete surrender, 29-74 

It is only for those who surrender to the Divine and obey implicitly the directions, 29-

467 

It is the outer man who has to open, to surrender and to change, 35-276 

It is the psychic coming forward that brings the force of surrender, 29-77 

It is this outer man who has to open, to surrender and to change, 29-80 

It must be at every step a free surrender, 29-68 

Its highest mystery of absolute surrender to the Divine is the central secret, 23-95 

Keep yourself open to the Mother in the right attitude of surrender and you will receive, 

32-154 

Let your sincerity and surrender be genuine and entire, 32-8 

Love also can come by surrender or grow with it from an imperfect to a perfect love, 

28-385 
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Love, bhakti, surrender, the psychic opening are the only short cut to the Divine, 35-

743 

Make your surrender true and complete, then only will all else be done for you, 32-4 

Necessary and beautiful elements of our greatest perfection – Self-surrender, 23-748 

No complete surrender is possible without the psychic opening, 29-76 

No surrender to the psychic being is demanded, the surrender is to the Divine, 29-77 

Not enough to surrender in the higher consciousness, with no peace or purity in the 

lower, 29-72 

Of the three the most important is surrender – Trust and confidence, 31-676 

Of the three the most important is surrender – Trust and confidence and patience, 32-

139 

Once he has the ideal of the direct surrender, he has to find the direct Guidance, 29-238 

Only by discrimination one can make a true surrender to the Divine in the heart, 29-68 

Only by surrender to the Divine can the way become easy, straight, swift and safe, 12-

170 

Outer obstacles cannot prevent the inner surrender unless they are supported, 29-69 

Passive surrender is when everything is left entirely to the Divine, 29-79 

Quietude and surrender are the first things to be established – The full contact must 

come, 29-362 

Resignation – An entire surrender of the whole being to God, 19-209 

Seek union with the Mother’s consciousness through self-giving and surrender, 32-145 

Self-giving or surrender is demanded of those who practise this Yoga, 32-140 

Self-surrender at first through love and bhakti more than through Atmajnana, 29-78 

Self-surrender is to give up yourself and all that is yours to the Divine, 29-67 

Self-surrender to a supreme transmuting Power is the key-word of the Yoga, 12-365 

Self-surrender to the Mother – Our means and our refuge, 12-171 

Some may find it necessary to surrender the external activities first, 29-71 

Some people start with a genuine and dynamic will for a total surrender, 29-84 

Surrender – There must be the push for a radical and total change, 29-80 

Surrender and demands don’t go together, 29-74 

Surrender and love-bhakti are not contrary things, they go together, 29-78 

Surrender by true love is the most powerful, simple and effective of all, 28-384 

Surrender cannot be made at once – But one must have the will to surrender, 29-69 

Surrender in some part of the being or in all parts of the being, 29-73 

Surrender is from within, opening and giving mind, vital, physical, all to the Mother, 

32-347 

Surrender is giving oneself to the Divine, 29-67 

Surrender is impossible so long as ego or vital demand and desire are cherished, 29-76 

Surrender is not easy, it is resisted by a large part of the nature, 29-69 

Surrender is the best way of opening, 29-106 

Surrender is the main power of the Yoga but it is bound to be progressive, 29-207 

Surrender is the means of fulfilment, 29-75 

Surrender means to be entirely in the Mother's hands, 29-67 

Surrender means to consecrate everything in oneself to the Divine, 29-67 

Surrender must be luminous, active, 29-79 

Surrender of course, but surrender is not a thing that is done in a day, 29-83 
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Surrender of the mind, life and body to the Higher Consciousness is indispensable, 29-

448 

Surrender to the Divine and the Shakti – The Divine is above Universal Nature, 35-110 

Surrender to the Divine in form, as the Guru, is more dynamic, 35-396 

Surrender to the formless Divine leave the being subject to the gunas and ego, 35-396 

Surrender to the formless Divine would leave parts of the being subject to the gunas, 

29-194 

That is why we insist on surrender in this yoga, 29-75 

The “baby cat” people – A surrender to the Guru or the Divine, 29-196 

The absolute consecration of the individual to the Divine – Perfect self-surrender, 23-

86 

The absolute surrender must be not only an experience in meditation, but a fact, 29-73 

The best way is to live in the psychic being, for that is always surrendered to the 

Mother, 32-145 

The complete surrender of all parts, especially of the whole vital, is certainly difficult, 

31-110 

The completeness and fullness of the consent constitutes the integral surrender, 31-154 

The core of this inner surrender is trust and confidence in the Divine, 29-70 

The difficulty in the lower vital being – No idea even of what true surrender is, 31-151 

The difficulty is to make a true and complete surrender, 29-81 

The Divine as the Master of all and the need of surrender, 28-67 

The Divine knows better than we can know – Implicit faith and surrender, 31-5 

The effort demanded of the sadhak is that of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 31-

676, 32-139 

The essence of surrender is to accept whole-heartedly the influence and the guidance, 

29-67, 32-143 

The human vital does not like to be controlled or dominated by another – To surrender, 

32-147 

The inner surrender of all our actions to the Divinity within us, 19-458 

The mischievous suggestion of an inert passivity to all influences as the true surrender, 

35-665 

The more you surrender, the more will there be the possibility of perfection, 29-285 

The necessity of faith – The egoistic mind and life must surrender to the Divine, 19-310 

The only conditions – A total surrender down to the most physical consciousness, 12-

373 

The only thing I insist upon is some faith, inner surrender and opening, 29-382 

The ordinary vital is never willing to surrender – The true inmost vital is different, 29-

74 

The path of surrender is indeed difficult, 29-213 

The personal effort is a triple labour of aspiration, rejection and surrender, 32-6 

The principle in view is a self-surrender for a divine living, 23-613 

The principle of surrender and union in the mind and heart, 29-72 

The progressive surrender of our will is the secret of Karma Yoga, 12-351 

The progressive surrender of the ego to the Beyond-ego – Three stages, 23-46 

The psychic being has to develop its surrender in detail, 30-346 
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The psychic condition of surrender and to bring down the Mother’s consciousness, 29-

77 

The psychic foundation of sadhana on the consciousness of complete surrender, 29-73 

The psychic surrender in the physical, 29-77 

The sign of the full surrender of the nature into the hands of the Divine, 29-82 

The soul's self-giving to the Divine by an inner surrender, 29-131 

The substitution of the divine action only when the self-surrender is complete, 23-86 

The sunlit path can be followed by those who are able to practise surrender, 31-685 

The surmounting of those vital desires and the complete surrender to the One, 31-264 

The surrender cannot be absolutely complete in the beginning, but it can be true, 29-72 

The surrender is not sure, there is no absolute certitude of the guidance, 23-138 

The surrender must be to the Mother – Not even to the Force, but to the Mother herself, 

29-78, 32-147 

The surrender must be total and seize all the parts of the being, 32-3 

The surrender of action – The best foundation and the three stages, 13-80 

The surrender of desire and attachment, self-will and self-action, ego-sense and 

personality, 17-454 

The surrender of the vital is always difficult, 29-74 

The surrender of the whole being to the light and power from the Supernature, 21-963 

The surrender to be made complete by the growth of the psychic self-offering, 29-77 

The surrender to the Divine – The liberation from all dharmas, 19-593 

The surrender to the Divine must not be turned into an excuse, 29-87 

The total surrender of all our actions to a supreme and universal Will is the way, 23-

213 

The true movement is a pure aspiration and an ardent surrender, 29-473 

The unreserved surrender of your inner and outer being, 32-24 

The vision of God everywhere and in all things and in all happenings, the surrender, 

13-86 

The vital can make the absolute surrender as well as cause all trouble possible, 31-106 

There can be devotion and surrender on the higher spiritual planes, 29-78 

There has never been here any real surrender, any giving up of yourself, 32-143 

There would be necessary too a total surrender of the lower consciousness, 21-956 

This can only be done by more and more surrender and aspiration, 31-163 

This complete self-surrender must be the chief mainstay of the sadhaka, 23-723 

This surrender will be not only to a divine Will, but to a divine Wisdom and Love, 23-

228 

Three things you must have, consciousness, plasticity, unreserved surrender, 32-24 

To be enjoyed by the Divine is to be entirely surrendered, 29-77 

To rise to or obtain the descent of the Supermind can be done by surrender to the 

Divine, 35-135 

To surrender and to receive with joy whatever the Divine gives, 29-75 

To surrender to the Mother means that you stop giving yourself to other forces, 32-148 

True surrender begins when there is the true self-offering, 29-68 

Two necessities of Yoga – A deeper faith and vision and an integral surrender, 23-72 

Vital surrender is precisely the first condition of any benefit from our help, 35-602 

We must devote our actions to God & through that rise to complete surrender, 1-326 
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We shall attain to a true freedom by surrendering our conscious will to the Divine, 23-

97 

What I meant by surrender was this inner surrender of the mind and vital, 29-70 

What is harmful is to surrender to something in yourself which flatters your ego, 35-

397 

What surrender means – Of personal ideas, desires, attachments, urges to action, 28-

385 

When risen into the higher Self, one makes the complete surrender to the Divine, 29-

442 

When the psychic awakes, it can bring a sudden and true surrender, 29-84 

When the psychic being and the heart and the thinking mind have surrendered, 29-72 

When there is a perfect equality – A surrender to the Highest and not to desire or ego, 

19-587 

When we have surrendered completely to God, God may give all that is truly needed, 

35-762 

Where the surrender can become absolute – A divine gnostic consciousness, 12-367 

Without this double movement, the danger of a tamasic or a rajasic surrender, 29-442 

Yogic experience shows that surrender can also be made by the mind and will, 28-385 

You are always expecting the Mother to do it – The spirit of tamasic surrender, 29-80 

You can get the full surrender only by degrees, 29-73 

You must learn quietude, desirelessness, simplicity and surrender, 29-139 

You should make the submission and surrender sincere, real and complete, 32-141 

surrounding 

What is supremely important is what I make of all this surrounding present, 13-364 

surroundings 

A power of adaptation and harmonisation of the surroundings is necessary, 31-699 

Do not be troubled by your surroundings and their opposition, 31-124 

The importance to the mind in its early stage of self-culture of fine social surroundings, 

1-98 

survival 

Those are the fittest for survival who develop most the law of association and of love, 

21-216 

Surya 

By the revelation of the vision of Surya the true knowledge is formed, 17-73 

If Surya is the creator, whence comes this falsehood of our mortal existence?, 15-478 

Indra makes Surya the light of the Truth rise in heaven and dispel the darknesses, 15-

474 

Luminous vision and luminous creation are the two functions of Surya, 15-477 

Surya and Agni – Two lines of knowledge and action which lead to the supreme vision, 

17-68 

Surya embodiesis the light of the Truth rising on the human consciousnes, 15-477 

Surya enlightens the mind and the thoughts with the illuminations of the Truth, 15-289 

Surya follows, sunlike, the march of the Dawn, 15-291 

Surya is Pushan, fosterer or increaser – Surya is Yama, the Ordainer or Controller, 17-

73 
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Surya is the Creator or manifester, Savitri, who transforms Life into the Immortality, 

17-78 

Surya is the Lord of the supreme Sight, the vast Light, or the true Light, 15-95 

Surya is the seer, the revealer, 15-290 

Surya is the supreme Light of the truth – A higher Light, the highest Light, 15-479 

Surya is the symbol of the Divine Light, the Divine Truth, ultimately of the Supermind, 

35-308 

Surya releases the divine light from the pure reflective mentality, 15-194 

Surya represents the illumination of the Ritam rising upon the mind, 15-73 

Surya was a god of a higher moral & spiritual function, 17-321 

Surya, the Sun, is the master of that supreme Truth – Up to the highest Beatitude, 15-

380 

Swar and Surya are different from each other but closely connected, 15-150 

The finding of Surya and the finding or conquest of Swar, the world of Surya, 15-149 

The light of Surya is the body of that divine vision – The name of seer, 15-479 

The substance of Swar is a great light and that light is the light of Surya the Sun, 15-

150 

The Sun – Surya the Illuminator, Savitri the Creator, Pushan the Increaser, 15-287 

This brilliant Surya is made by the godward will of man – TheYoga of his being, 15-

479 

This gnosis, Vijnana, is the Vedic Truth, the self-vision and all-vision of Surya, 17-72 

This Truth is the body of Surya – It is described as the True, the Right, the Vast, 15-

474 

Through Surya we have the first principle of progress from mortality to immortality, 

17-76 

Thus by the action of Surya we arrive at the light – Surya's godliest form of all, 17-74 

To prepare that new birth and new creation for man is the function of Surya, 15-481 

To understand entirely the place and function of Surya – The seven worlds, 17-68 

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – These four are the powers of the Truth of Surya, 15-

381 

We can only arrive at the true Truth, if Surya works in us, 17-72 

Suryā 

Suryā, daughter of the Sun, Lord of the Truth, mounts their car as their bride, 15-83 

Surya Savitri 

Bhaga is Savitri the Creator – The divine creation of the fourfold Savitri, 15-517 

He shall uphold all the worlds of our existence – The far-extended life, 15-490 

Savitri by the Truth is the Creator, 15-288 

Savitri is the creator of the Right, he is the creator who creates the Truth, 15-489 

Savitri shall release us into higher states of life, 15-489 

Surya Savitri is the Creator – In that creation, four effective Puissances, 15-301 

Surya Savitri, the Creator – The second or divine creation, 15-480 

The result of the procession of the shining dawns is the creation of Savitri the Creator, 

15-489 

The Sun – Surya the Illuminator, Savitri the Creator, Pushan the Increaser, 15-287 

Sushupti 

The parallel between Vijnana or Karana Jagat of the Upanishad with Sushupti, 28-38 
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suspension 

A suspension of sadhana – Time and seasons vary, 30-62 

Even the best sadhaks have these periods of suspension of the sadhana, 30-67 

There are always lulls of this kind ‒ One must remain quiet, aspire steadily, 30-63 

suṣupti 

In the suṣupti, the absence of dreams, the consciousness is in the heart centre or behind 

it, 28-64 

Sutras 

The Sutras or aphorisms became the basis of ratiocinative commentaries, 20-343 

svabhāva 

It manifests also as the essence of all quality of Nature – Svabhāva, 19-271 

Supermind is the real creative agency – Svabhāva and svadharma, 21-187 

Svabhāva, the spiritual way and law of being of the soul in the supreme Nature, 19-292 

The essential power of the becoming – Swabhava, the individual self-nature, 19-271 

svadharma 

Supermind is the real creative agency – Svabhāva and svadharma, 21-187 

svādhiṣṭhāna 

The abdominal centre, svādhiṣṭhāna, governs the lower vital, 28-230 

svara-vṛtta 

The svara-vṛtta was not recognised as a serious or poetic metre before Tagore, 27-150 

Svarloka 

Svarloka is the highest region of the dyuloka, 28-39 

swabhava 

Dharma is action governed by the swabhava, the essential law of one's nature, 19-275 

Dharma or Law is action as decided by the nature of the thing – Swabhava, 13-48 

That essential power is the swabhava of the Jiva, 19-279 

The swabhava which leads you to work is determined by the three gunas, 8-50 

Swabhava 

Her Karma is determined by Swabhava, the law of self-becoming of the soul, 19-228 

Nature as Swabhava governs Karma and actively unrolls the cosmic becoming, 19-293 

Our nature here – The Swabhava is looking for self-expression and self-finding, 19-521 

Our Swabhava is our own real nature. That is our truth of being, 19-519 

Swabhava and Swadharma – Whatever a man's work and function in life, 19-519 

The essential quality in its spiritual power constitutes the Swabhava, 19-273 

The inherent truth and principle of the self of each Jiva, that is the Swabhava, 19-293 

The soul or Jiva, if he would be divine – The pure action of his Swabhava, 19-272 

The surface consciousness – Nature shapes each creature according to its Swabhava, 

19-553 

The Swabhava – One thing in the highest nature, another in the lower nature, 19-520 

The Swabhava follows the law of this strain and develops the other three powers, 19-

523 

To follow the Swadharma, to develop the Swabhava is the right walk and procedure, 

19-520 

Swadesh Bandhab Samiti 

The work of the young men’s association in Barisal, the Swadesh Bandhab Samiti, 8-

75 
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This Swadesh Bandhab Samiti carried organisation to a perfection, 8-77 

Swadeshi 

A taint of Swadeshi in any case seems to double and treble the guilt, 6-153 

All are agreed, that without Swadeshi there is no hope for the people of India, 6-981 

All Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education movements are objectionable, 8-205 

Bengal in the fervour of the Swadeshi movement began to seek for its own strength, 6-

127 

Boycott, Swadeshi, Arbitration, National Education, were the hope of the future, 8-434 

By raising the cry of Swadeshi and Swaraj, then, we forfeit the protection of the law, 6-

222 

He took advantage of the Swadeshi movement to popularise the idea of violent revolt, 

36-50 

Herein lies the true significance of national education, boycott, Swadeshi, arbitration, 

6-1036 

I propose a permanent sample-room of Swadeshi articles procurable in the local 

market, 6-97 

If you have not the courage of self-sacrifice, then do not talk of Swadeshi, 6-844 

In the Swadeshi movement for the first time patriotism became a national religion, 6-

220 

It is folly to raise the cry of Swadeshi and yet to expect protection from the bureaucrats, 

6-345 

Its most important practical item was Swadeshi plus Boycott, 36-57 

On their fidelity to Swadeshi, to boycott, to passive resistance – The hope of salvation, 

8-106 

People have accepted Swadeshism in total disregard of the quality and price, 6-861 

Sri Aurobindo included the Swadeshi idea in the scope of his revolutionary work, 36-

51 

Strike, in magisterial eyes, means Swadeshi and Swadeshi means sedition, 6-153 

Swadeshi and boycott are the way to the goal of Swaraj, 6-840 

Swadeshi goods – Goods produced in India through European enterprise and capital, 8-

443 

Swadeshi is a direct attack on that exploitation of India by the British merchant, 6-222 

Swadeshi is the preference for articles produced by Indian labour in India itself, 6-837 

Swadeshi means independence, it means freedom – It does not mean rebellion, 8-40 

Swadeshi meant an actualising of the national self-consciousness and the national will, 

1-653 

Swadeshi without boycott can bring no safe and permanent national gain, 6-276 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-538 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education – Differences of opinion on the last two, 6-224 

Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education are merely aspects of great ideas, 6-1000 

The Congress has recognised the Swadeshi movement in its entirety, 6-208 

The idea of Swadeshi has entered into the very marrow of our thought and feeling, 8-

397 

The leaders of the new party – The policy of Swadeshi and Boycott, 6-164 
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The Mahomedan hooligans are allies of Anglo-India in its fight against Swadeshi, 6-

392 

The meaning of Government Swadeshi – To provide a field for English capital, 6-133 

The new methods were first tried in the great Swadeshi outburst, 6-274 

The next stage in Swadeshi – Old spirituality and active habit of philanthropy, 6-993 

The resolution about Swadeshi was also found greatly pruned down, 6-850 

The spirit of the serf which governed our agitation in pre-Swadeshi days, 6-151 

The Swadeshi – To assert the national individuality in every branch of national activity, 

8-15 

The Swadeshi movement – We must ensure that the movement is sustained, 6-96 

The Swadeshi movement has developed two distinct parties in the country, 6-149 

The Swadeshi movement was idealist but it was perfectly practical, 35-19 

The Swadeshi, the boycott, the violent unrest in Bengal – The weapons of men, 6-193 

The theory – The riots as the result of Mahomedan indignation at the Swadeshi 

Boycott, 6-346 

These young men – To help the progress of Swadeshi, by love, by persuasion, 8-77 

Three kinds of Swadeshi – The third kind of Swadeshi depends upon the boycott, 6-838 

To replace foreign by indigenous in the objects of daily use is the life-breath of 

Swadeshi, 8-165 

We cannot have the industrial boycott without Swadeshi, 6-283 

We in Bengal have no intention of giving up Swaraj, Swadeshi, Boycott, 6-479 

We must lay fast hold on the triple unity of Swadeshi, Boycott and Swaraj, 6-472 

Swadeshism 

In Swadeshism – Three great instruments, the Press, the Platform and the students, 6-

428 

The bureaucracy will wage war on Swadeshism on the plea that it leads to disorder, 6-

484 

The students have been the active missionaries of Swadeshism, 6-429 

Swadharma 

If we turn the action of the Swadharma into a worship of the inner Godhead, 19-524 

Swabhava and Swadharma – Whatever a man's work and function in life, 19-519 

The inner Swadharma is not bound to any outward social or other form of action, 19-

524 

The law of action determined by this Swabhava is our Swadharma, 19-519 

The spiritual significance and power of the following of the Swadharma, 19-514 

There is a way of the self-being – A general and an individual Swadharma, 13-380 

To follow the Swadharma, to develop the Swabhava is the right walk and procedure, 

19-520 

Swami Yogananda 

Swami Yogananda – Suited to the practical mentality of an American public, 36-387 

The work of Swami Yogananda is not only elementary but can hardly be the true thing, 

36-389 

swan 

Both the goose and the swan are symbols of the beings in a man, 30-174 

The swan is a symbol of the soul on the higher plane, 30-174 

The swan is the Indian symbol of the individual soul, the central being, 30-172 
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The swan is the liberated soul, 30-174 

Swan 

The opening of the lotuses – The spiritual being (the Swan) can manifest, 30-179 

swans 

The horses change into swans – These are the birds that awake with the Dawn, 15-332 

Swapna 

As the Hiranyagarbha world with Swapna and things subtle, 28-38 

Swar 

All this is a means towards the opening up of the other worlds – Swar, 15-139 

Bhu = Physical, Bhuvah = Vital, Swar = Mental, Mahat = Vijnana, 28-38 

Indra is the head of these gods, lord of the light, king of the luminous heaven, Swar, 

15-144 

Indra represents Mind-Power – His special realm is Swar, 15-73 

Indra, lord of Swar, the luminous intelligence, is our chief helper, 15-286 

She brings into existence in us Swar, the concealed luminous mind, 15-297 

Still, it is in the image of Swar that the goal is concretely figured, 15-495 

Swar and Surya are different from each other but closely connected, 15-150 

Swar being a symbol of the world of the divine Truth, 15-150 

Swar is a heaven concealed from our vision by a certain darkness, 15-152 

Swar is that plane of mental consciousness which directly receives the illumination, 15-

74 

Swar is the heaven of the supramental Truth, of the immortal Beatitude, 15-152 

Swar is the name of a world alluded to as a world beyond heaven and earth, 15-150 

Swar is the name of a world or supreme Heaven above the ordinary heaven and earth, 

15-149 

Swar is the plane of the Truth above the the ordinary mental and physical being, 15-202 

Swar, the solar world, is the world of the divine Truth and Bliss, 15-166 

The birth of the Sun and the Dawn as the condition of seeing or attaining to Swar, 15-

152 

The field of the Cows won by Indra is the wide world of Swar, 15-223 

The ideas of the Vast, of the Truth and of the solar light of the world of Swar, 15-132 

The light which is its substance and constituent reality, is the light of Truth, 15-152 

The luminous Mind of Swar is the goal sought by the Vedic thought, 15-191 

The luminous supramental heaven of Swar, 15-474 

The substance of Swar is a great light and that light is the light of Surya the Sun, 15-

150 

The waking world & the dream self and the sleeping – Bhurloka, Bhuvar & Swar, 18-

258 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

They describe the pure mental consciousness as heaven – Swar is the summit, 15-288 

This is the world of Swar, to which the Angirases have found the path, 15-242 

This world is described as one of vast light and of a wide freedom from fear, 15-151 

Thus received and purified these powers of the Wine rise to the world of Swar, 15-357 

To the Vedantic thinkers the universe was a harmony of worlds – Bhur, Bhuvar, Swar, 

18-280 

When the Navagwas become the Dashagwas the world of Swar is conquered, 15-177 
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Winning the world of Swar and the enjoyment of mental and physical being lifted, 15-

182 

Swaraj 

Another condition of Swaraj is that we should awaken the political sense of the masses, 

6-1049 

Another way of obtaining Swaraj is to seek aid from a neighbouring nation, 6-834 

But for the hope of Swaraj we should never have done what we have done, 6-874 

By raising the cry of Swadeshi and Swaraj, then, we forfeit the protection of the law, 6-

222 

Government will not give us the true rights of Swarajya even by degrees, 6-857 

Her old industrial life will not allow of Swaraj in commerce and industry, 6-905 

History shows the fate of nations without Swaraj, 6-834 

How then can we live Swaraj?, 6-1031 

If we are to organize Swaraj we must base it on the village, 6-1048 

If you want to acquire Swarajya, try for it now, 6-858 

Nationalism has to win Swaraj for India and the Swaraj shall be a Swadeshi Swaraj, 6-

1039 

Nothing should distract us from the mighty ideal of Swaraj, national and pan-Indian, 6-

910 

One way of gaining Swaraj is to implore the sovereign, but he won’t give it, 6-834 

Our idea of the struggle for Swaraj is that it is the commandment of God, 6-835 

Our ideal is that of Swaraj or absolute autonomy free from foreign control, 8-152 

Our ideal of Swaraj involves no hatred of any other nation nor of the administration, 8-

152 

Swadeshi and boycott are the way to the goal of Swaraj, 6-840 

Swadeshi, Boycott, Arbitration, National Education – To attain independence, Swaraj, 

6-539 

Swaraj as a sort of European ideal will not awaken India, 6-1086 

Swaraj as the fulfilment of the ancient life of India is the true Swaraj for India, 6-1086 

Swaraj had the merit in his eyes of making definite and near the one thing needful, 1-

653 

Swaraj is essentially needed, and is to be gained by our own exertions, 6-834 

Swaraj is the direct revelation of God to this people – A freedom vast and entire, 6-874 

Swaraj is the necessary condition of her work, 6-906 

Swaraj is the organization of national self-help, national self-dependence, 6-1048 

Swaraj means administration of affairs in a country by her own people, 6-833 

Swaraj means the fulfilment of our national life, 8-40 

Swaraj –The organization of the independent life of the country into centres of strength, 

6-1047 

Swaraj, finally, is impossible without unity – Unity is of the heart and springs from 

love, 6-1050 

The basis of our claim to Swaraj is not that the English bureaucracy is bad, 8-408 

The establishment of Swaraj means the elimination of the British bureaucrat, 6-222 

The ideal of Swaraj cannot be accomplished by a nation bound to forms, 6-905 

The meaning of Swaraj is the spiritual condition of the soul which attains to Mukti, 6-

840 
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The organization of Swaraj can only be effected by a host of selfless workers, 6-939 

The path to Swaraj can never be safe, 6-480 

The policy we advocate now – The organisation of Swaraj and passive resistance, 6-

480 

The sole object with which we advocate passive resistance is Swaraj or national 

freedom, 6-298 

We advocate the struggle for Swaraj, 6-572 

We have to travel towards this ideal of absolute Swarajya, 6-858 

We in Bengal have no intention of giving up Swaraj, Swadeshi, Boycott, 6-479 

We must lay fast hold on the triple unity of Swadeshi, Boycott and Swaraj, 6-472 

We should be prepared to undergo hardships in the struggle for Swaraj, 6-835 

Swarajism 

The sheer uncompromising spirit of Swarajism in the face of persecution, 6-616 

Swarajya 

A double purpose – Swarajya, subjective empire, Samrajya, outward empire, 23-37 

The ideal of Yoga takes up this aim of Swarajya and Samrajya – A spiritual basis, 23-

702 

Swarat 

The Swarat, independent, self-possessed and self-ruler, can most be the Samrat, 20-49 

Swarga 

Swarga has nothing to do with the question of physical transformation on earth, 29-407 

Swargalok 

Swargalok is the condition of bliss in the subtle body, 17-122 

Swargaloka 

Swargaloka is the condition of bliss in the subtle body, 17-213 

Swarloka 

Swarloka, the world of free, pure and luminous mentality, 17-71 

Swayambhu 

The Poet, the Thinker, the Pervading Presence, these three are the Swayambhu, 17-165 

swaying 

The swaying is due probably to the body not being habituated to receive the Force, 30-

481 

The swaying motion takes place when the body is not accustomed to the descent, 30-

481 

swaying of the body 

Swaying of the body when the Peace or the Force begins to descend upon it, 30-481 

swaying sense 

After travelling long in a boat I had the swaying sense of it after coming off it, 35-13 

swiftness. 

Stride swiftly for the goal is far (313), 12-464 

Swinburne 

Heredia and Swinburne – An excess of the word over the substance, 27-384 

Lines from Swinburne – “A lyre of many faultless agonies”, 27-401 

Romantic poets of the Victorian Age had influence – Arnold, Tennyson, Swinburne, 

27-349 

Swinburne – A high-pitched cry of revolt or a revolutionary passion, 26-159 
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Swinburne had to lash himself into a strained violence of passion, 26-241 

Swinburne has a fire and passion and vehemence of song, 26-155 

Swinburne meant a glorification of sadistic passion, 27-402 

Swinburne’s early lyrical poems exercised some power upon me, 27-221 

swooning 

As for the impression of swooning – A first condition of dream trance, 30-16 

sword 

The golden sword was the sword of Truth which will destroy the difficulties, 31-34 

syllable values 

There are several syllable values intermediate between the long and the short, 27-479 

syllables 

All unaccented syllables are treated as short, all accented syllables as long, 27-135 

But by convention the “ism”, “rhythm” are treated as a single syllable, 27-636 

symbol 

A living symbol and a mental allegorical symbol are not the same thing, 27-90 

A symbol expresses a living truth or inward vision or experience of things, 27-89 

A symbol is the form on one plane that represents a truth of another, 30-137 

A symbol must always convey a sense of reality to the feeling (not the intellect), 27-92 

Everything is a symbol of some higher reality, 30-137 

In mystic poetry the symbol ought to be the natural body of the inner truth or vision, 

27-90 

Symbol-links between the seen and the unseen and significance of the mediating 

figures, 27-416 

The night-sky with the moon (spiritual light) and the stars is a well-known symbol, 27-

491 

The same symbol may also express many different ideas, 30-138 

The symbol is legitimate in so far as it is true, sincere, beautiful and delightful, 23-164 

The symbol may be only a significant mental construction or only a fanciful invention, 

28-483 

symbolic 

A poem can no doubt be symbolic and mystic at the same time, 27-90 

Occult and symbolic are not the same thing, 28-483 

symbolic dreams 

A symbol dream on the vital plane – It is difficult to interpret these, 31-476 

These are symbolic dreams, but the exact meaning varies Voir 

symbolic stage 

The symbolic stage of this evolution is predominantly religious and spiritual, 25-11 

symbolism 

Every poet can use symbols in his own way – Not any fixed mathematics of 

symbolism, 27-92 

Mallarmé was the creator of symbolism – Beyond intellect to pure sight, 27-382 

The symbolism hid realities of psychological experience and perception, 15-307 

There is a considerable difference between symbolism and allegory, 27-89 

symbolist poetry 

In the more deeply symbolist, still more in the mystic poem, the mind is submerged, 

27-91 
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symbols 

(1) Conventional symbols, such as the Vedic Rishis formed with objects, 30-137 

(2) What we might call Life-symbols – Derive naturally from our day-to-day life, 30-

137 

(3) Symbols that have an inherent appositeness and power of their own, 30-137 

(4) Mental symbols, instances of which are numbers or alphabets, 30-138 

Cult, ceremony and outward symbols – A living symbol of some truth of the soul, 23-

163 

Every poet can use symbols in his own way – Not any fixed mathematics of 

symbolism, 27-92 

Fire, lights, sun, moon are usual symbols and seen by most in sadhana, 30-142 

In a poem which uses conceptual symbols the mind is more active, 27-91 

Occult imagery usually fixes itself to a system of symbols, 27-99 

Symbols may be of various kinds, 27-90 

Symbols to the mind ‒ But in the inner experience they have a reality, 30-138 

The animals of these symbols belong not to earth but to Wonderland, 27-92 

The same with the symbols in Yoga as with images in mystic poetry, 30-138 

The separate images are very usual symbols of the inner experience, 27-517 

There are, however, different kinds of symbols, 30-137 

sympathy, 6-898 

Awaking sympathy – By showing that we have something to give, not by mendicancy, 

8-193 

Benevolence and sympathy – Values of love at a higher intensity of their movement, 

28-369 

It is dangerous to sympathise with someone who has gone wrong, 31-321 

Our Moderate friends persist in trying to resurrect the phantom of British sympathy, 6-

591 

The legend of British sympathy misled us for a century, 6-567 

The one problem before us is how to turn sympathy into an effective impetus, 8-446 

To feel sympathy with those possessed by vital forces is most dangerous, 31-802 

True sympathy is the true liberal sentiment – Rare in the so-called Liberal party, 6-548 

symptoms 

A special insight is needed that looks through the symptoms and not merely at them, 

32-594 

I have always heard that homeopathy cures the disease by curing the symptoms, 35-509 

I myself cure more often by attacking the symptoms than by any other way, 35-509 

There is a possibility that you can strike at the cause through the symptoms, 35-510 

syntheses 

One of the great spiritual syntheses in which Indian spirituality has been rich, 19-8 

The past syntheses as a starting-point – The importance of the Gita among them, 19-10 

The past systheses – The Vedic, the Upanishads, the Gita, the Tantric, 19-9 

synthesis 

A highest Yoga synthetic and integral directing Godward all the powers of our being, 

19-145 

A synthesis of mind and heart and will in the one self and spirit, 19-325 

The Gita as a spiritual synthesis – It avoids every rigid determination, 19-8 
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The necessity of a new and larger synthesis, 19-10 

This is the synthesis of the Gita, 19-86 

This turning bases the Gita’s synthesis of knowledge and works and devotion, 19-324 

Synthesis 

What is the Synthesis needed at the present time?, 13-439 

synthesis of Yoga 

A complete aim for our synthesis of Yoga, 23-29 

If our aim be a transformation, a synthesis becomes necessary, 23-45 

The basis provided by Nature and the synthesis of Yoga, 23-31 

Synthesis of Yoga 

The “Synthesis of Yoga” – A synthetical view of the principles and methods, 13-108 

The last chapters of The Synthesis of Yoga – The name “overmind” had not been 

found, 28-148 

System of National Education 

My System of National Education – The book is only a series of preliminary essays, 

35-77 

systems 

All systems have been a partial and confused application of reason to life, 25-108 

Correlations between one system of spiritual and occult knowledge and another, 28-82 

In our system, Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 

28-83 

The Indian systems did not distinguish between Overmind and the Supermind, 28-83 

The systems vary, each constructs its own schema and technique, 28-83 

systems of occult knowledge 

The systems vary, each constructs its own schema and technique, 35-298 

systems of Yoga 

The ancient systems are expressed in terms which are no longer accessible, 23-57 

systems. 

All systems are in their nature transitory and incomplete (75), 12-431 

Genius discovers a system. Average talent stereotypes it till it is shattered by fresh 

genius (77), 12-431 

To systematise practical knowledge and codify it is necessary but fatal (74), 12-431 

T.B. 

In Europe certain diseases have greatly increased – Influenza, T.B. and venereals, 31-

555 

T.B. is the result of a strong psychic-vital depression, 31-586 

tactics 

In the twilight of the Subjects Committee all sorts of tactics are employed, 6-257 

Tagore 

His later development – A tangible hope of a fusion into something new and true, 28-

418 

Prose-writers – As for Bengali, Bankim, Tagore and Sarat Chatterji, 27-549 

Tagore belonged to an age which had faith in its ideas, 27-386, 28-417 

Tagore mentalises, aestheticises, sentimentalises the things of the spirit, 27-385 

Tagore’s translations of his lyrics – Nothing but a rhythmically poetic prose, 26-163 

The brief poem Duhkhabhisar, by Sj. Rabindranath Tagore, 1-565 
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The works of Bankim Chandra Chatterji and Tagore illustrate this transition, 20-21 

What Tagore or others think or say does not matter very much after all, 35-692 

taijasa 

taijasa – The Self that supports the Dream State or subtle consciousness, 28-38 

Taijasa 

Hiranyagarbha or Taijasa (the Luminous) = the Spirit in the inner planes, 28-37 

Spirit in the Dream- State is called Taijasa or Hiranyagarbha, the Shining Embryon, 17-

230 

Taittiriya 

The Taittiriya takes for its subject the Anandam Brahman – A gospel of eternal Bliss, 

17-370 

Taj 

The Taj is the eternal dream of a love that survives death, 20-284 

talent 

By itself the intelligence can only achieve talent – Genius is suprarational, 25-138 

talion 

A second line – A certain element of the law of the talion, 13-407 

The law of the talion is no just or ethical rule when applied by man to men, 13-408 

talk 

It is no use being moved by the talk of others, 31-95 

Talk is more external than writing, 31-80 

Undesirability of too much talk, loose chat and gossip, social self-dispersion, 31-248 

talked 

Thinking over what was talked – The mind should be free to shut off, 31-95 

talking 

A something silent within that looks at outer talk and action, 31-93 

About not talking of others and criticising them with the ordinary mind, 31-88 

Absolute silence and looseness of talk are two extremes, 31-92 

But on the other hand it is not good to be too much shut up in oneself, 31-84 

Everyone who lives much inside tends to feel too much talking a fatiguing thing, 31-82 

If one keeps the inner silence even when among the friends, that is the real thing, 31-94 

If the peace is very strong within, talking does not cloud it, 31-94 

In talking one has the tendency to come down into a lower consciousness, 31-80 

It is always helpful to limit a little unnecessary talking, 31-84 

It is better not to talk with others except when necessary, 31-342 

It is no use giving up talking altogether, 31-93 

It is quite possible for one person to get depressed by talking with another, 31-333 

It is something very external that takes pleasure in light talk, 31-84 

Not speaking or contacting when one is in the intensity of the peace is one thing, 31-

342 

Stages in the sadhana when one has to go inward and silence is very necessary, 31-81 

Talk of the usual kind does very easily disperse or bring down the inner condition, 31-

82 

Talking about old things or excessive speaking ‒ Control to develop, 31-280 

Talking about sadhana also comes under the category, 31-83 

Talking about spiritual things when one is full of imperfections, 31-92 
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Talking cannot be always avoided, 31-81 

Talking has a very exhausting effect for the inner energies, 31-82 

Talking means a vital interchange, 31-333 

Talking of an unnecessary character tires the inner being, 31-82 

The consciousness is thrown out in light talk and laughter, 31-81 

The disturbance in talking to people ‒ They throw their own vibrations upon you, 31-

333 

The fact that you feel weak when talking with people, 31-83 

There should be no useless talking or mere chat, still less anything untrue, 31-83 

These small movements such as useless talking ‒ The most difficult of all to change, 

31-36 

To remain aloof from the talk ‒ The detachment is the first necessary condition, 31-81 

To speak simply and easily with others, keeping the inner consciousness, 31-81 

Usually however such talk about others disperses the consciousness, 31-94 

With the quietude in the lower vital nature – This tendency can be conquered, 31-84 

You have to be the Witness watching it reading or writing or talking, 31-65 

You should avoid much talking with others, 31-83 

talking about somebody 

Talking about somebody may very well have an effect on him, 31-334 

tamas 

Dominated by tamas, man seeks only somehow to survive, 19-53 

Force of subconscious tamas, Inertia, which is the law of Matter, 28-42 

In the early evolution of man, the obscuration of tamas – The savage, 17-286 

Inertia, tamas injures much more than can the rajasic principle of strife, 19-43 

Inertia, tamas, is the mistranslation of the divine śama, 28-49 

It is quite true that the physical exercise is very necessary to keep off the tamas, 31-398 

Opening oneself to the Mother’s consciousness – In time the tamas too will change, 28-

49 

Physical tamas can be removed only by the descent and the transformation, 31-398 

Steps should be taken to throw out tamas and bring strength and force, 31-383 

Tamas – Inertia and ignorance, 19-429 

Tamas as Nature's power of nescience, 19-427 

Tamas becomes śama, the divine quiet, rest, peace, 28-47 

Tamas brings in all the ignorance, inertia, weakness, incapacity, 23-686 

Tamas has to be replaced by śama, the luminous quietude and peace, 28-48 

Tamas has to be transformed into śama and then filled with tapas and jyotih, 28-50 

Tamas in the spiritual being becomes a divine calm, 23-689 

Tamas is inertia of nescience and inertia of inaction, a double negative, 19-430 

Tamas is replaced by a divine peace and tranquil eternal repose, 23-241 

Tamas is strongest in material nature and in our physical being, 23-684 

Tamas is the degradation of śama, as rajas is the degradation of Tapast, 28-50 

Tamas is the force of inconscience and inertia, 23-232 

Tamas is the principle and power of inertia, 23-683 

Tamas, the principle of inertia, is a passive and inert nescience, 19-427 

The atom and the plant – The supremacy of tamas, 19-219 

The body conditioning the physical mind insists no longer on its tamasic inertia, 23-240 
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The guna of tamas, the mode of darkness and inertia, 19-372 

The mode of tamas, the way of inertia, 23-233 

The peace (śama) is the pure form, tamas is its degraded or perverted form, 28-49 

The physical always is more tamasic than the rest of the being, 31-398 

The removal of tamas was effected by the discipline of moral purity, 1-374 

The removal of tamas, the disciplining of rajas and the awakening of sattva, 1-373 

The tamas of the physical ‒ Call down persistently the Force from above, 31-396 

The task of turning physical tamas into spiritual rest and peace, 35-379 

There should be no yielding to the tamas, 31-398 

They then change into the divine rest and peace and the divine energy or Tapas, 28-47 

You cannot drive out rajas and tamas, you can only convert them, 28-47 

Tamas 

Ahańkāra seen to be of three kinds, rajasic, tamasic and sattwic, 13-83 

Do not yield to the Tamas ‒ The more you yield, the more it will stick, 31-706 

Tamas – The Spirit's eternal principle of calm and repose, 19-465 

tamasic 

Everything depends on the nature of his faith – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-481 

Tamasic, rajasic and sattwic intelligence – The limitation of mind by personality, 21-

642 

The action of the three modes of Nature – A tamasic, rajasic or sattwic action, 19-254 

The tamasic, the rajasic and the sattwic mind – The sattwic mind must be developed, 

19-592 

tamasic action 

Tamasic action is that done with a confused, deluded and ignorant mind, 19-501 

tamasic ahankara 

The tamasic ahankara creates diffidence, despondency and in some people inertia, 31-

225 

tamasic doer 

The tamasic doer of action is one who does not put himself really into the work, 19-502 

tamasic ego 

As there is a rajasic ego so there is a tamasic ego responsible for the Man of Sorrows, 

27-461 

By tamasic ego – The ego of weakness, self-depreciation, despondency, unbelief, 31-

798 

The tamasic ego – The reaction to a disappointment in the rajasic ego, 31-227 

The tamasic ego accepts and supports despondency, weakness, inertia, 31-225 

When one yields to tamas one indulges the tamasic ego, 31-228 

tamasic equality 

Tamasic equality is a generalisation of Nature's principle of jugupsā, 19-193 

The tamasic equality can be made a powerful starting-point, 19-193 

tamasic giving 

All action involves a giving of what we are or have – Tamasic, rajasic, sattwic, 19-490 

tamasic happiness 

There is a tamasic happiness founded in inertia and ignorance, 19-505 

tamasic knowledge 

The tamasic ignorant knowledge does not know in fact what it is doing, 19-499 
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tamasic nations 

The history of tamasic nations is a record of material impacts, 17-297 

tamasic sacrifice 

The tamasic sacrifice is work which is done without faith, 19-485 

tamasic surrender 

That is not tamasic surrender – There is a great difference between the two, 31-676 

tamasic tapasya 

Tamasic tapasya is that which is pursued under a clouded and deluded idea, 19-488 

tamasic understanding 

The tamasic reason is a false, ignorant and darkened instrument, 19-503 

tamasic vairagya 

The tamasic vairagya, the rajasic vairagya, the sattwic vairagya, 29-390 

Tamil 

At Pondicherry he took up the study of Tamil, but he did not go very far, 36-96 

Sri Aurobindo never wrote a single sentence even of Tamil prose, 36-96 

Tanmatra 

Tanmatra is only the basis of matter, 28-51 

Tantra 

In Tantra, the lord of the Yoga is Prakriti, not the Purusha, 23-43 

In the Tantra – A complete psycho-spiritual and psycho-physical science of Yoga, 20-

376 

In the Tantra the centres are opened and Kundalini is awakened by a process, 29-460 

Is the wisdom of the Vedanta and Tantra a small and trifling thing?, 29-416 

Tantra, a synthetical system, starts from a principle and a force of Nature, 23-42 

Tantric discipline is in its nature a synthesis – A bolder and larger system, 23-611 

The experience of the Mother being the Supreme is the Tantrik experience, 32-55 

The past systheses – The Vedic, the Upanishads, the Gita, the Tantric, 19-9 

The power of the mantra, the six chakras and the Kundalini Shakti – The Tantra, 23-

538 

The religious writings, Purana and Tantra – Simplicity and directness, 20-355 

The stream of religious poetry flows separately in Purana and Tantra, 20-356 

The Tantric overcoming of imperfection is more individual, not collective, 29-465 

The Tantric system – One of the greatest attempts yet made to embrace the whole of 

God, 1-575 

The Tantric tradition leans on the Shakti or Ishwari aspect, 29-443 

The Tantrik tradition leans on the Shakti or Ishwari aspect, 32-56 

The Tantriks locate these forms of speech in different chakras, 29-464 

The two, Vedantic and the Tantric truth unified, can arrive at the integral knowledge, 

32-57 

There is a Tantric knowledge behind the process of transformation in this Yoga, 29-460 

This is the psycho-physical method systematised in the Tantra, 30-420 

Though religious evolution must not necessarily follow the line laid down by the 

Tantra, 1-572 

Veda and Vedanta are one side of the One Truth – Tantra is another, 29-459 

Tantras 

In the Tantras – An immense and complex body of psycho-spiritual experience, 20-374 
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The philosophical writings and the religious poetry of the Puranas and Tantras, 20-369 

The Puranas and Tantras contain the highest spiritual and philosophical truths, 20-374 

Tantric practices 

Any suggestion about Tantric practices must certainly be a trick of the vital, 31-494 

Tantric religion 

The psycho-spiritual inner life of Puranic and Tantric religion and Yoga, 20-209 

Tao 

The Tibetan Nirvana – Very much like the Tao of Laotse, 35-317 

Taoism 

That reconciliation was equally the sense of the Taoist thinkers, 19-547 

The coincidence of Taoism with the Gita – The Gita adds a more mystic sweep, 19-548 

Tapah 

Jana = Ananda world, Tapah = World of Chit-tapas, Satya = World of Sat, 28-39 

tapas 

Tapas is the very foundation of the method of revelation & intuition, 17-567 

Tapas 

An Existence which reserves Its Tapas in passivity and gives Itself in activity, 21-594 

Beyond the relative aspect of status and kinesis – An apparent absence of Tapas, 21-

592 

By this Will, Tapas or Chit-Shakti, the worlds are created, 17-69 

If Ananda is the creator and begetter of all becoming, its method is Tapas, 23-44 

In each case it is Tapas that is effective, but it acts in a different manner, 21-615 

It is the integral Tapas of an integral consciousness in an indivisible Existence, 21-592 

Rajas is the degraded or perverse form of Tapas, 28-49 

Tapas is the character of the passive and the active consciousness of Brahman, 21-593 

Tapas is the divine counterpart of this lower nervous or vital energy, 17-29 

The action of the causal Idea brings out by Tapas, 15-288 

The eventual omnipotence of Tapas and the infallible fulfilment of the Idea, 23-44 

The origin must be sought for in some self-absorbed concentration of Tapas, 21-601 

The soul in Sat, in Tapas, in Ananda, in Mahas, in Manas, in Prana, in Annam, 17-354 

The spiritual will is the Tapas or enlightened force of the conscious being, 23-791 

The static consciousness and the more dynamic opening – Tapas present in both, 21-

593 

There are other worlds of Tapas on the other planes below, 28-39 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

tapasya 

An effort of the will which has to be sustained is not pulling ‒ The necessary tapasya, 

30-53 

Dhyana, tapasya and aradhana are all parts of sadhana, 29-215 

Grace is more effective than tapasya, 29-172 

It would be dangerous to assume that no tapasya and no endeavour is needful, 29-172 

Most indeed have a long journey of purification and tapasya to go through, 29-352 

No other strength and tapasya are then needed, but this alone, 29-69 

Something else in you was inclined to a hard desperate tapasya, 31-192 

Strict tapasya – Very useful and helpful and in many cases indispensable, 31-324 

Tapasya – When the will and energy are concentrated and used to control, 29-81 
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Tapasya is the concentration of the will to get the results of sadhana, 29-215 

Tapasya is the materialisation in ourselves by spiritual means of the divine energy, 8-

464 

Tapasya of one kind or another is not avoidable, 29-173 

The action of the Force does not exclude tapasya and the need of sadhana, 29-187 

The aspiration towards freedom – A few resorted to tapasya to wake a higher Power, 6-

938 

The method of dry or hard tapasya – Some to whom it is natural and necessary for a 

time, 28-343 

The sadhana of India, tapasya, jnanam, shakti, must make us free and great, 8-464 

The tapasya had its effect – The necessary conditions began to be created, 6-938 

There is a tapasya that takes place automatically as the result of surrender, 32-612 

They can be counted among the things to which one can reach by tapasya, 35-359 

This “state of grace” is often prepared by a long tapasya or purification, 29-195 

To injure the body by excessive physical tapasya is forbidden in this Yoga, 35-775 

We are the descendants of those who performed tapasya for the sake of spiritual gain, 

8-38 

What is needed now is a band of spiritual workers – Tapasya, 6-939 

When the Purusha wants to get back his mastery, he needs a lot of tapasya, 30-342 

Without tapasya there can be no Veda – The place of truth is taken by superstition, 17-

308 

Tapasya 

A double process of Tapasya and increasing surrender, 29-82 

For most it is necessary to grow through Tapasya into surrender, 29-82 

The Divine Will behind all the Tapasya and receiving it and bestowing the fruit, 29-82 

tapasyā 

Aeschylus’ manner has in it the strength of tapasyā and cannot be called ucchvāsa, 27-

181 

In his language – A sense of tapasyā, of concentrated restraint in his expressive force, 

27-180 

Tapoloka 

The original Tapoloka in which the principle is Chit and its power of Tapas, 28-39 

taste 

Another method is to find all things good to the taste without attachment to any, 31-425 

It is no part of this Yoga to suppress taste altogether, 31-424 

It is possible to get rid of taste, 31-425 

Taste is no more a guilty thing than sight or hearing, 31-425 

Taste is not a bondage, if there is no attachment, 31-425 

tastes 

Subtle smells and tastes – Simply an opening of the inner consciousness, 30-113 

Tat 

Tat, That, indicates the Absolute, 19-491 

tattvas 

The twenty-four tattvas, the twenty-four cosmic principles, including buddhi, 19-72 

The Vedic classification of the fundamental principles, the tattvas, of existence, 15-97 

taxation 
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A burden of taxation which the people no longer find bearable, 6-517 

Questions, not of taxation, but of the economic life – The revolutions of the future, 25-

450 

The Government – Opportunities to tax the people and thus cripple their resources, 6-

581 

The question of taxation as the first vital point in a conflict for the power of the purse, 

25-450 

taxes 

But the refusal to pay taxes is a breach of legal obligation and a direct defiance, 6-285 

Passive resistance – In Europe its more usual weapon is the refusal to pay taxes, 6-283 

The refusal to pay taxes is a logical result of the attitude of passive resistance, 6-284 

The refusal to pay taxes is the strongest and final form of passive resistance, 6-284 

We do not propose at present to refuse the payment of taxes legally demanded, 6-301 

taxpayers 

An unjust assessment of the expenses for protection and justice – The taxpayers, 6-517 

tea 

With a thing like tea, the strongest and easiest way is to stop it, 31-419 

teacher 

That one should not become a teacher to others until one has the full authority, 29-200 

The man who gives only mental knowledge is not a Guru but only a teacher, 29-198 

Teacher 

Teaching – The wise Teacher will not seek to impose himself or his opinions, 23-66 

The call for a human intermediary, the Avatar and the Prophet or Teacher, 23-65 

The supreme Guide and Teacher is the inner Guide, the World-Teacher within us, 23-

61 

The Teacher in the Gita unveils knowledge and is also the Master of works, 19-19, 19-

20 

The Teacher of the integral Yoga, 23-66 

teachers 

On establishing a Teachers’ Training Class and issuing books in the vernacular, 8-388 

The necessity of providing teachers trained in an entirely new system of instruction, 8-

388 

teaching 

The academical problem of teaching so many subjects in so short a time, 8-388 

The first attention of the teacher must be given to the medium and the instruments, 1-

394 

The first principle of true teaching is that nothing can be taught, 1-384 

The first thing the teacher has to do is to accustom the pupil to concentrate attention, 1-

404 

The instruments of knowledge – A system of teaching natural, easy and effective, 1-

383 

The intellect gains by the intellectual activity of teaching, 30-51 

The old system was to teach one or two subjects well and then proceed to others, 1-393 

The perfection of the senses must be one of the first cares of the teacher – Six senses, 

1-397 

The practice of teaching by snippets – A subject is taught a little at a time, 1-393 
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The second principle is that the mind has to be consulted in its own growth, 1-384 

The student ought to be accustomed to catch the sights, sounds, etc., around him, 1-402 

The third principle of education is to work from the near to the far, 1-384 

We must have courage – Teaching by snippets must be relegated, 1-395 

teaching of Yoga 

No “instruction” given. It is an Asram for spiritual life, 35-595 

The Asram is not a training school – A number of disciples are living here, 35-596 

The Yoga done here is conducted not by verbal instruction but by special methods, 35-

597 

There are no “students” of Yoga, 35-560 

This Asram is not intended for religious teaching, but for the practice of Yoga, 35-599 

This is a Yoga which does not depend upon verbal instructions or anything outward, 

35-597 

This is not an “institution” for practical teaching of Yoga, 35-593 

Yoga is not taught as in a school. There are no set formal instructions, 35-593 

teaching Yoga 

In teaching Yoga to another one becomes to some extent a master with disciples, 30-51 

tears 

Tears from the inner psychic being ‒ An aspiration and devotion in the soul, 30-375 

There is no harm in the tears of which you speak ‒ They come from the psychic being, 

31-733 

technical knowledge 

Some arts cannot be done well without technical knowledge, e.g. painting, sculpture, 

27-117 

technique 

A new art of words written from a new consciousness demands a new technique, 27-

100 

A new attempt cannot be hampered by old ideas of technique, 27-282 

Art for Art’s sake? – Is it meant that the technique, the artistry is all in all?, 27-119 

Art means a technique and technique has to be developed, 27-734 

But technique is a means of expression – There is something to express or to discover, 

27-120 

Factors by which blank verse can be built up – Each poet finds his own technique, 27-

130 

If the inspiration is the right one, then I have not to bother about the technique, 27-273 

If the substance is adequate, the attention to technique can only give it greater beauty, 

27-118 

In art and music – Knowledge of technique and long assiduous practice are needed, 27-

695 

Just as technique is not all, so even Beauty is not all in Art, 27-122 

Many poets have little knowledge of metrical or linguistic technique, 27-117 

The same outer technique can produce successful or unsuccessful rhythms, 27-125 

Two factors in poetic rhythm – The technique and the secret soul of rhythm, 27-124 

teeth 

The falling of teeth – The disappearance of old or fixed mental habits, 30-163 

Tejah 
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The pure igneous condition of matter – Tejah, light and heat energy, 17-250 

telepathy 

A species of thought perception analogous to telepathy, 23-524 

Increasing evidence by new-born forms of scientific research – Telepathy, 21-22 

telephone 

As for the telephone and cinema – Mankind was not ready for these discoveries, 28-

400 

telling about coming death 

That she is not going to live ‒ Such a thing should not be told, 31-558 

temperament 

“Blood as the seed of temperament and temperament as the root of character?, 1-82 

“Temperament is largely due to race, or, in another phrasing, varies with the blood”, 1-

81 

Differences in variation of temperament – According to our nature we seek God, 17-

457 

The different races of this country have preserved their basic temperaments, 1-153 

The intellectual temperament of a people determines the character-stamp of its poetry, 

1-213 

The normal ordinarily developed man possesses it as temperament and character, 23-

741 

The temperament also is delivered from all leash of straining and desire, 13-124 

The temperament of the nation – The Malavas were Westerners, 1-152 

temperate 

A theory that originality, enterprise and leadership belong to the temperate regions, 1-

696 

temple 

The temple is the symbol of spiritual aspiration, 30-181 

The temple means religious feeling, worship, adoration, consecration, 30-181 

We will build a temple to the white Bhawani, the mother of strength, the Mother of 

India, 6-87 

We will have a math with a new Order of Karma – Yogins attached to the temple, 6-88 

temporal 

All that we see as temporal is not other than the Eternal, 12-186 

temporal ignorance 

Original, cosmic, egoistic, temporal, psychological, constitutional, practical ignorance, 

21-681 

The temporal ignorance – Our life in the body between a single birth and death, 21-766 

We are ignorant of our existence in Time except the small hour which we remember, 

21-584 

temptation. 

God guides best when He tempts worst (242), 12-456 

I found that it was God who was tempting me (458), 12-487 

I hated the devil and was sick with his temptations and tortures (459), 12-487 

If God did not take upon Himself the burden of tempting men (243), 12-457 

Suffer yourself to be tempted within (244), 12-457 
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The mediaeval ascetics hated women and thought they were created by God for the 

temptation of monks (302), 12-463 

tendencies 

The process of Nature for getting rid of a tendency or association, 13-33 

The small tendencies, rajasic-vital have to be removed, 31-510 

Tennyson 

But he brings an artistic decorative quality which is new in English poetry, 26-154 

I have no great consideration for Tennyson, 27-378 

Romantic poets of the Victorian Age had influence – Arnold, Tennyson, Swinburne, 

27-349 

Tennyson – The representative English poet of his time, 26-151 

Tennyson voices the conventional English mind, 26-159 

terrestrial aim 

For the terrestrial aim of our being, the nature and scope of our ideals, 21-698 

terrestrial existence 

A continual evolution is the whole meaning of terrestrial existence, 12-252 

All terrestrial existence is the slow surge of a hidden Consciousness, 12-241 

The progressive manifestation of a Spirit or Being – The aim of terrestrial existence, 

12-224 

terrestrial view 

The first terrestrial nature of humanity, 21-701 

The terrestrial ideal - The good it has accomplished and its limitations, 21-704 

Terrible 

An action of Rudra the Terrible towards perfection and divine light and completeness, 

19-390 

It is this last aspect of him which he puts forward at the moment – The Terrible, 19-381 

terror 

As for the objection in regard to Dravidian architecture to its massiveness, 20-281 

Nervous reaction of irrational terror – A weakness incompatible with the Yoga, 31-469 

Terror 

When Danton demanded that the Terror should cease, Robespierre would not hear, 1-

516 

terror. 

Krishna laughs at thy most foolish terror (296), 12-463 

terrorism 

Ruling by mere repression and terror after the moral bases of supremacy are gone, 6-

401 

Terrorism still lives, but it is being slowly ground to pieces – It is our only enemy, 36-

170 

That position – Maintained either by hypnotising the people or terrorising them, 6-380 

The bureaucracy is compelled to fall back on the only other alternative, terrorism, 6-

380 

The prolongation of terrorism is undesirable in the interests of the country, 8-331 

The Secret Society did not include terrorism in its programme, 36-51 

We cannot allow the movement to become an affair of secret societies and terrorism, 6-

1024 
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Where there is sporadic repression of a severe kind – An act of terrorist reprisal, 8-382 

Terrorism 

Assassinations are not the work of a widespread Terrorist organisation, 8-381 

But the outbreak of Terrorism compels us to restrict our circle of passive resistance, 8-

208 

In Indian politics – Terrorist outrages and an armed and militant revolutionary party, 8-

439 

Lumping all political agitation into one category – Terrorism, 8-394 

Mr. Gokhale justifies Government repression – That Nationalism and Terrorism are 

one, 8-117 

Terrorism is never extinguished except by the removal of its causes, 8-423 

Terrorism thrives on administrative violence and injustice, 8-131 

That way is barred by the legislator and the Terrorist, 8-438 

The charge that the Gita has been misused as a gospel of Terrorism, 8-452 

The condemnations of Terrorist outrage are nowadays universal throughout the 

country, 8-427 

The delusion that the Terrorist activities have a great organisation at their back, 8-129 

The Gossain murder – The demonstrations were not an approval of Terrorism, 8-427 

The Government that terrorises from above – The reign of lawless force, 8-131 

The Indian Terrorist seems to be usually a man fanatical in his determination and 

daring, 8-426 

The misapplication of the word Anarchists to the Indian Terrorists, 8-451 

The only way – The Nationalist party as a force clear from Moderatism and Terrorism, 

8-272 

The worst forms of political crime – The creation of the authorities, 8-213 

Their confusion of Nationalism with Terrorism – Ignorant and prejudiced, 8-443 

This party has two sides, the propaganda and the Terrorist activity, 8-436 

To get rid of the disease – Give hope in a peaceful and effective means of progress, 8-

382 

To paralyse public agitation is to foster Terrorism, 8-423 

To silence Nationalism means to help Terrorism, 8-382 

We totally reject the resolution on the Terrorist outrages, 8-212 

When the peaceful expression will no longer be penalised, Terrorism will vanish, 8-426 

terza rima 

The terza rima metre seems to me to reproduce the atmosphere of the Cloud 

Messenger, 1-247 

tests 

Tests are applied not by the Divine but by the forces of the lower planes, 31-761, 32-

322 

The idea of tests also is not a healthy idea and ought not to be pushed too far, 31-760 

The Mother is helping you to rise beyond the necessity of tests and difficulties, 32-322 

The Mother is not testing you but rather helping you to rise beyond, 31-761 

The tests that come are from the hostile forces, 31-761 

tests. 

He who would win high spiritual degrees, must pass endless tests and examinations 

(271), 12-460 
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Teutonic 

Something too thick and heavy in the strength and depth of the Teutonic composition, 

26-53 

Teutonic nations 

The taciturnity of the Teutonic nations – What has saved the English mind, 26-53 

The Bird of Fire 

In The Bird of Fire – The image only with the content suggested in the language, 27-

384 

In The Bird of Fire I abandoned the quantitative element, 27-251 

The Book of the Divine Mother 

Finally, he aspires for a universal realisation – The Book of the Divine Mother, 27-330 

The Book of the Traveller of the Worlds 

Next, the ascent as a typical representative of the race – The second book, 27-330 

The Defence of Indian Culture 

The Defence of Indian Culture is an unfinished book, 35-139 

The Future Poetry 

The Future Poetry – If it is to be published, it should be in England, 35-102 

The Future Poetry also cannot be published as it is, 35-139 

The Future Poetry started initially with a review of a book of Dr. Cousins’s, 36-114 

The Ideal of Human Unity 

The Ideal of Human Unity has to be revised before it is ready for reprinting, 35-98 

The Ideal of the Karmayogin 

The Ideal of the Karmayogin – These are reprints and I have not revised, 35-77 

The Life Divine 

The central idea in the explanation of the universe put forward in The Life Divine, 35-

92 

The explanation of the universe put forward in The Life Divine, 29-394 

The philosophy of The Life Divine is a realistic Adwaita, 35-91 

The philosophy of The Life Divine is such a realistic Adwaita, 29-393 

This view and experience of things enabled me to write The Life Divine and Savitri, 

35-234 

The Lines of Karma 

Regarding “The Lines of Karma” – The book is unfinished, 35-98 

The Mother 

It has been clearly stated in The Mother that personal effort is necessary, 35-110 

Reciting The Mother silently, the Gita – Help the mind to get into the psychic attitude, 

35-102 

The main part of this book, The Mother, was written independently and not as a letter, 

36-115 

The Mother – Not a philosophical or practical exposition of Yoga, 35-102 

The Mother and the Lights only touch on various elements in the sadhana, 35-96 

The Riddle of This World 

Hinted at in The Riddle of This World – The descent of the soul into the Ignorance, 35-

117 

The Riddle of This World – The book can be clear to those far enough in experience, 

35-117 
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The Rishi 

The Rishi is poetry as well as spiritual philosophy, 27-230 

The Secret of the Veda 

The publication of The Secret of the Veda as it is does not enter into my intention, 35-

140 

The Synthesis of Yoga 

It was intended to suggest a way, but this was never written, 35-96 

The Synthesis of Yoga – At the time, the name “overmind” had not been found, 35-144 

The Synthesis of Yoga is being revised and largely rewritten for publication, 35-93 

The Synthesis of Yoga remains unfinished – Not the more recent developments, 35-82 

The Synthesis of Yoga was not meant to give a method for all to follow, 35-96 

The Yoga and Its Object 

The Yoga and Its Object expresses things that belong to the early stages of my sadhana, 

35-83 

The Yoga of the King 

First, his own spiritual self-fulfilment as an individual – The Yoga of the King, 27-330 

theism 

A theistic explanation of existence starting from an extra-cosmic Deity, 21-317 

Sachchidananda at once impersonal and personal – The dualistic and theistic views, 21-

689 

The harmonisation of the pantheistic, theistic and transcendental terms, 19-345 

The immanent presence of the divine government – The theistic seeing, 19-350 

Theism 

A vague abstraction of spiritual existence – Theism or a rationalised Christianity, 20-

141 

The monotheism of the Veda – By no means the modern Theism, 15-32 

The Upanishads are Theistic, yet not Theistic, 18-416 

Theist. 

He has seen the shadow of God and clutched at it (33), 12-427 

theocracy 

A fullness of man's being in the individual and the race – The inner theocracy, 25-231 

An inevitable attempt – The rationale of absolutism, aristocracy and theocracy, 25-459 

Sometimes this religious sense develops a theocratical element in the society, 25-452 

theology 

I speak of religion, not of a creed, church or theology – Rather forms of religiosity, 12-

115 

Not a church, creed or theology, for these things are all outward religiosity, 12-338 

The temporary necessity of Churches & theologies – The disadvantages, 12-339 

The work of spiritual philosophy in the East and of theology in the West, 25-132 

Theology 

The old philosophical spirit was torn to pieces – Theology usurped her place, 12-81 

Theology in vain denies the right of reason to speak in matters of spiritual truth, 18-409 

Théon 

Théon was merely the Mother’s guru in occultism, 32-37 

theory 

A theory is nothing else than a support for the mind, a practical device, 29-454 
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Theosophists 

The orthodox, the heterodox, the ascetics, the rationalists, the Theosophists, 12-61 

Theosophy 

I wish to write in no narrow and intolerant spirit about Theosophy, 12-67 

If Theosophy is to survive, it must first change itself, 12-71 

Misstatements of Indian truth – The phenomenon of the Theosophical Society, 12-66 

Not to reject or criticise adversely because Theosophy has a foreign origin, 12-67 

The better mind of India revolts – Theosophy cannot hope to conquer the West, 12-70 

The dogmas, the cosmogony, the philosophy, the theocratic organisation, 12-68 

The prejudice which ridicules Theosophy because it concerns itself with marvels, 12-67 

Theosophic attempts to square physical Science with Yoga – Pseudo-science, 28-387 

Theosophists have failed to see what Theosophy rightly is and what it is not, 12-73 

Theosophy – Some knowledge mixed with much error and imagination, 35-318 

Theosophy is not Brahmavidya, but Devavidya, 12-74 

There is much truth in Theosophy. There are also considerable errors, 12-70 

things 

All things are the Divine because the Divine is there, but hidden not manifest, 28-6 

All things are the results of a Shakti, energy or force, 29-179 

If the Yogi uses them during his sadhana solely to train himself in possessing things, 

35-759 

Mastery implies in it the right and careful utilisation of things, 29-289 

Mastery implies in it the right and careful utilisation of things and also a self-control, 

35-764 

Material things are not to be despised, 29-287 

Mother believes that physical things have the Divine Consciousness underlying them, 

32-580 

Peace, purity and silence can be felt in all material things, 29-153 

Physical things have a consciousness within them, 29-288 

Physical things have a consciousness within them which feels and responds to care, 32-

378 

Physical things have a life and value of their own, 29-287 

Rules like not reading newspapers, eating a fixed diet, keeping only a few things, 29-

383 

That things have an individuality of their own and ought to be properly treated, 32-580 

The rough handling and careless breaking or waste and misuse of physical things, 29-

288 

There is a consciousness in each physical thing, 29-288 

Wanton waste, spoiling of physical things, misuse of service and materials, 29-288 

We must have a respect for physical things and use them rightly, 29-288 

When the mind goes out to things, it is not with the sense of the Divine in them, 32-334 

thinker 

Even in the more outward forms – The scientist, the philosopher, the thinker, 13-424 

The frequent disorder in the man of genius, poet, artist, thinker, saint or mystic, 23-830 

The future triumph of the thinker – To govern the external by the internal truth, 23-199 

The intellectual thinker who (sometimes or partly) mysticises, 28-368 

The labour of the individual thinker in man – The impulsion of Science, 25-109 
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The poet and the thinker are helpless in the affairs of the world, because they choose to, 

1-103 

The poet, the thinker, the scientist – Retirements not grim and inhuman, 31-343 

The present triumph of the thinker – The rule of reason rather than blind custom, 23-

198 

The thinker – A fixed internal standard or a self-formed ideal of absolute qualities, 23-

198 

thinkers 

People who live a retired mental life (scholars, thinkers etc.), 31-383 

Thinkers and philosophers do not have a silent mind, 31-55 

thinking 

At bottom all human thinking is some sort of perception, 17-349 

Mere knowledge and the Lila – It is not true that because I think, I am, 12-8 

The best relief for the brain is when the thinking takes place outside the body, 35-388 

The way out lies not in cessation of thinking, but in another kind of thought mind, 26-

246 

thinking intelligence 

The fourfold perfection of the thinking intelligence, 23-738 

thinking mind 

Get back into touch with physical realities, act with a plain practical mind, 36-313 

The thinking mind with most men is only an instrument of the vital, 28-179 

The true thinking mind can stand above the vital movements, 28-179 

The true thinking mind does not belong to the physical, it is a separate power, 28-179 

The vital mind and the thinking mind – Dissatisfaction, unrest and incertitude, 21-431 

There is no reason why one should not receive through the thinking mind, 31-13 

You have tried to get rid of the thinking mind, instead of perfecting and enlightening it, 

36-318 

thinking Mind 

The Mind proper – Three parts, thinking Mind, dynamic Mind, externalising Mind, 28-

177 

third eye 

A third eye does open there in the centre of the forehead, 28-239 

Yoga experience often begins with some opening of the third eye, 30-93 

third war 

If the third war does come, it is likely to precipitate as inevitably a further step, 25-580 

thirst 

The absence of hunger and thirst and the eating only for maintenance of the body, 31-

427 

The heat and thirst may be due to some struggle in the body, 31-380 

Thomson 

Natural Description – The first to break away from Pope were Thomson & Dyer, 1-135 

The Gray school exhausted itself almost as quickly as the Thomsonian school, 1-140 

Thomson fixed his eye on the object, but he could only see the outside of it, 1-178 

Thomson’s Seasons 

It is precisely similar in its aim to Thomson’s Seasons, 1-178 

thoroughness 
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Thoroughness means to do whatever you do completely, thoroughly, 29-278 

thought, 1-438 

(4) The sudden cessation of thought and all movements, 30-467 

A kind of thought that springs out as if it were a body or form of the experience, 35-

252 

How a thought rejected by one person gets picked up by another, 31-40 

I am justifying a poet’s right to think as well as to see and feel – To philosophise, 27-

318 

It is in the thought that comes in a quiet or silent mind that there is power, 29-159 

It may be noted that the greater romantic poets did not shun thought, 27-317 

Meanwhile the thought is the highest man has really attained, 1-436 

Nevertheless the modernist has perhaps restored to the poet the freedom to think, 27-

319 

Spiritual experience can do without thought, but it can do with thought also, 35-252 

The cessation of thought – So the higher faculties of the mind can work, 12-23 

The normal thought-action of the mind as constituted of a triple motion, 23-842 

The theory which discourages the poet from thinking – An extreme romanticist temper, 

27-317 

The thinking is not intellectual but intuitive or more than intuitive, 27-317 

The thought is composed of two separate sides, judgment or reason and imagination, 1-

436 

There must be a control over thought and speech, 31-94 

Thought is an instrument for becoming – Man's unshakable faith in himself, 13-200 

Thought is not the giver of Knowledge but the “mediator”, 31-48 

Thought stands as an indispensable aid to our realisation of that which we pursue, 23-

289 

Thought too in the supramental action is a different thing, 23-856 

Thought-waves, thought-seeds or thought-forms are of different values, 31-40 

To refer our thought and action to the Lord secret in the heart-lotus, 23-805 

To refer our thought and action to the veiled truth of the Divinity above the mind, 23-

805 

Truth cannot be attained by the mind's thought, 12-255 

Yogic thought comes from the psychic and the higher consciousness, 31-9 

Thought 

Thought is not the giver of Knowledge but the “mediator”, 27-255 

thought control 

To turn all actions into worship cannot be done by thought control only, 31-46 

thought reception 

The faculty of receiving the thoughts of others – Need not be a mere source of trouble, 

28-577 

thought sensations 

A process consists in bringing about passivity of the restless flood of thought 

sensations, 1-400 

Thought the Paraclete 

Some lines in Thought the Paraclete describe the spiritual planes, 27-352 

The poem describes Thought in the stage when it is undergoing transformation, 27-256 
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Thought the Paraclete is a vision or revelation of an ascent through spiritual planes, 27-

255 

thought. 

A thought is an arrow shot at the truth (71), 12-431 

thought-formation 

A power of conscious thought-formation can be acquired or come by sadhana, 31-457 

The capacity of conscious thought-formation is a special power and uncommon, 31-457 

thought-mind 

It cannot do rightly because it is pinned to the limitations of the life-energy, 23-352 

The stilling of this thought-mind – Part of the most effective disciplines of Yoga, 23-

670 

The thought-mind – Messages and illuminations from the divine Oracle, 23-351 

thought-power 

To increase thought-power in poetry – To open from within or grow from within, 27-

576 

thoughts 

All these thoughts and influences come really from universal Nature, 31-42 

All thoughts really come from outside, but one is not conscious of their coming, 29-302 

Another is to look at the thoughts as not one's own, 29-301 

But to sit above the whirlpool of his thoughts, is less facile, 31-43 

If the difficulty in meditation is that thoughts of all kinds come in, 29-301 

If the thoughts are not regarded as one’s own ‒ To look at them from a silent mind, 31-

21 

If the thoughts attack too much and trouble, you could stop, 29-303 

If thoughts come up from within these must be permitted, 31-9 

It is better to watch and separate oneself from the thoughts, 29-302 

It is quite possible for thoughts to pass without disturbing the silence, 29-158 

It is the thoughts of the outer mind that have to be refused, 31-9 

No struggle or wrestling with the thought, but a quiet self-separation and refusal, 29-

304 

One can establish a control over one’s thoughts as well as over one’s acts, 31-334 

One can stop thinking –There are a number of ways, 29-302 

One of them is to look at the thoughts but not to give any sanction, 29-301 

Our thoughts come to us from a vast mental space or ether, 30-258 

Paying too much attention to mechanical thoughts, 29-315 

Realisations are the essence of knowledge – Not mental thoughts without experience, 

31-56 

Separate yourself from the thoughts, feel them as coming from outside and reject, 29-

158 

Since 1908 it is always in the wideness generally above the head that the thoughts 

occur, 35-259 

The consciousness no longer wants this outward-going thought and speech, 31-82 

The constant recurrence of trivial thoughts is the nature of the mechanical mind, 29-314 

The control of one’s thoughts is necessary for the Yoga, 35-243 

The control of one's thoughts is necessary, 31-43 

The control over the thoughts, 31-47 
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The first thing to do is to realise that the thought-flow is not yourself, 29-303 

The next thing is to exercise a control and reject the thoughts, 29-303 

The old habit of the mental consciousness that it goes on receiving the thoughts, 29-302 

The physical mind is full of ordinary habitual and constantly recurrent thoughts, 31-30 

The recurrence of the experience of the receding away of thoughts, 30-259 

The recurrence of the external thoughts and feelings is making a strong obstruction, 31-

43 

The stream of continual thinking is the first normal obstacle, 29-303 

The stream of thoughts can be got rid of in two ways, 29-225 

The stream of thoughts is what we call the activity of the mind, 29-225 

The Yogi sees that thoughts come from the universal Mind or universal Nature, 31-44 

There are also a number of thoughts of all kinds that have no interest, 31-9 

There are in fact several ways. My own way was by rejection of thought, 35-247 

There is a third, an active method – The thoughts have to be thrown away, 29-301 

This going out of the mind and this siege of thoughts is a difficulty ‒ Everybody has, 

31-31 

This mechanical putting out of the thoughts ‒ Especially strong in the physical mind, 

31-31 

Thoughts and feelings are passing from one human being to another all the time, 30-

242 

Thoughts are not the essence of mind-being – Only an activity of mental nature, 30-258 

Thoughts are of the mind, emotions are of the heart, desires are of the vital, 28-167 

Thoughts is quite possible without words, 31-47 

Thoughts must be felt as outside things altogether, 31-335 

Thoughts that are of the nature of a direct seeing in the consciousness, 28-358 

To get rid of the random thoughts of the surface physical mind is not easy, 29-142, 31-

39, 35-245 

Why should not one be master of one’s own mind and thoughts, 31-45 

You are not manufacturing your own thoughts, but rather thoughts occur in you, 31-41 

Thoughts 

The seven Thoughts, for instance, are Mind applying itself to each of the seven planes, 

15-98 

thousand petalled lotus 

The “thousand petalled” lotus ‒ The seat of the higher consciousness, 30-179 

The thousand petalled lotus – The consciousness of each has to rise to that level, 32-32 

thousand-petalled lotus 

(7) Commanding the higher thinking mind and the illumined mind, 28-231 

(7) The thousand-petalled lotus above the head, blue with gold light around, 28-230 

One above, the thousand-petalled lotus, communicating with the greater mind planes, 

30-197 

The centre is the thousand-petalled lotus just above the head, 28-236 

The thousand-petalled lotus – The whole mind full of a divine light, joy and power, 23-

596 

The thousand-petalled lotus is above the head. It is the seventh and highest centre, 28-

235 
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The thousand-petalled lotus, sahasradala, above, at its highest opens to the intuition, 

28-230 

threats 

Thus the threats of the Anglo-Indian Press have hardly any terror for us., 6-248 

three Cabbalistic supernals 

My difficulty in correlating them with the three Cabbalistic supernals, 35-299 

three persons 

Indra finds or comes to know three persons by entering among the bright cows, 15-227 

It is these three by whom the seven rays of the Angiras-knowledge are raised to ten, 15-

227 

three Supernals 

Ananda, Supermind and Overmind might be called the three Supernals, 35-299 

three times 

Its time consciousness – It will have the knowledge of the three times, 23-886 

The vision of the three times – The spontaneous self-fulfilling truth of the spirit, 23-792 

throat 

(3) Throat = centre of externalising mind, 30-468 

A third in the throat which is the externalising mind, 28-128 

All between the centre in the throat and the centre in the heart is a joining place, 28-240 

Another in the throat (physical mind), 28-231 

In the dream state – The centre of the externalising consciousness is in the neck 

(throat), 28-64 

In the throat ‒ The obstruction of a formation of obscure force in the physical mind, 31-

562 

Its activity is always one of the chief difficulties of the sadhana, 28-128 

One in the throat (the outward-going or externalising mind), 30-197 

The centre of the physical mind or externalising mind is in the subtle body in the throat, 

28-239 

The difficulty in the externalising mind the centre of which is in the throat, 30-458 

The neck and throat and the lower part of the face belong to the externalising mind, 28-

246 

The neck or throat is the seat of the physical, externalising or expressive mind, 30-469 

The throat centre is the physical mind, the expressive externalising consciousness, 28-

240 

The throat is the centre of the externalising mind – Deals with outer and physical 

things, 28-128 

throat centre 

(3) The throat centre for the externalising or physical mind, 28-235 

(5) Commanding all externalisation of the mind movements and mental forces, 28-231 

(5) The throat centre, sixteen petals, grey, 28-230 

Speech comes from the throat centre, 28-239 

The throat centre is the centre of the physical mind, the external will and the 

expression, 28-239 

The throat centre is the externalising (physical) mind, 28-240 

The throat centre is the physical mind centre – To open the physical mind to the light, 

28-239 
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The throat centre is the physical mind, the expressive externalising consciousness, 28-

240 

The throat centre, viśuddha, governs the expressive and externalising mind, 28-230 

throbbing 

Pressure and throbbing and electric sensation are only signs of the Force working, 30-

483 

Tibet 

In passing, Tibet as a gate opening to India, 36-507 

Tibetan Nirvana 

The Tibetan Nirvana – Very much like the Tao of Laotse, 35-317 

Tibetans 

The Tibetans indulge widely in occult processes, 28-386 

The Tibetans indulge widely in occult processes – That goes beyond mere magic, 35-

385 

tiger 

The tiger – If fierce and hostile, it may be a form of an adverse force, 30-167 

The tiger is some force that appears hostile – Anger, passion, desire etc., 32-127 

Tilak 

A great worker and creator – Judged also by the greater work he made possible, 1-659 

Because he is a practical politician – Any change dictated by the necessities of the time, 

1-654 

He is no dogmatic reactionary, 1-650 

His people beheld in him the spirit of Maharashtra embodied in a great individual, 1-

647 

His powerful literary gift has been given up to a journalistic work, 1-643 

In a free India he would probably have figured as an advanced Liberal statesman, 1-649 

It is equally a mistake to think of Mr. Tilak as by nature a revolutionary leader, 1-648 

Lokamanya Tilak has passed away – He brought to his work extraordinary qualities, 1-

658 

Moreover, though M. Tilak has ideals, he is not an idealist by character, 1-649 

Mr. Tilak – His career, his place in Indian politics are a self-evident proposition, 1-642 

Mr. Tilak has never been an academical politician – He saw from the first, 1-652 

Mr. Tilak, like all men of pre-eminent political genius, belongs to this greater order, 1-

651 

Mr. Tilak’s life – The reason of his immense hold on the people, 1-643 

Mr. Tilak’s name stands already for history as a nation-builder, 1-657 

My own policy would be different from both the Mahatma’s and  Tilakite Nationalism, 

36-334 

On the wider national field also Mr. Tilak has rare qualities which fit him, 1-647 

The first is his entirely representative character as a born leader for the sub-nation, 1-

646 

The landmarks of Mr. Tilak’s life – Also in the history of his province and his country, 

1-644 

The nomination of Mr. Tilak was a crucial point for three separate reasons, 6-737 

The qualities which have supported him have been comparatively rare in Indian 

politics, 1-646 
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This character of Mr. Tilak’s mind explains his attitude in social reform, 1-650 

Two facts of his life and character have to be insisted on as of special importance, 1-

655 

Two follow the lines or the methods of European research – Tilak and Aiyar, 15-31 

Yet is Mr. Tilak a man of various and no ordinary gifts, 1-643 

Tilottama 

This was at first sought in Tilottama – But this was too much of a fancy, 1-220 

time 

In the self or pure existence there is no time or space, 30-397 

In the silence of the self there is no time, 30-398 

Opportunities are now lacking for showing my genius for lolling, 35-54 

The idea of time may be a mental construction, but the sense of it may not be, 28-403 

Time 

A limitless Awareness translated into a movement in Time, Space & Causality, 17-394 

All things in Space and Time as the One Brahman, 17-30 

Behind – The will of the Self in its dealings with Time and Space and Causality, 21-

528 

Conceiving in terms of Time the genesis of things in the Eternal, 21-391 

Divisible Time and Space subsist because they are upheld by God's view, 12-142 

If such an Existence is, it must be infinite with regard to Time and Space, 21-81 

If there were not the factor of Time or the factor of Space or if Time alone were real, 

21-143 

If we go behind Time – Time observation and Time movement are relative, 21-377 

In any case, there is a different Time and Space for each status of our consciousness, 

21-376 

In the first realisation of silence in the higher consciousness there is no Time, 30-398 

Knowledge and Will creating a world of relations in Time and Space, 21-154 

Not Matter but Time, a mental circumstance, is the body of this force, 18-278 

Our mental view of Time and Space is determined by the idea of measure, 21-142 

Taking refuge in the concept of Time to reconcile the contradictions, 21-399 

That moves in the conception of Time, Space & Causality & That does not move, 17-

396 

The development and progress of the world – Time and Space and Causality, 21-142 

The divine Supermind sees the whole extension of Time and Space, 21-144 

The first source and the primary relations lie beyond our mental divisions of Time, 21-

400 

The ideal attitude of the sadhaka towards Time – Patience and energy, 23-68 

The pure movement of Conscious-Force which constitutes Space and Time, 21-143 

The real self – Capable of both the mobility in Time and the immobility basing Time, 

21-527 

The Reality timeless and spaceless – Space and Time, 21-375 

The relation of Time to the timeless Spirit – Eternity is the common term, 21-374 

The universe in measurable Space and Time – Brahman here with the face of Maya, 

23-120 

The view of Supermind on the successions of Time and the divisions of Space, 21-143 

The world is an extension in Time and Space and a development by causality, 21-153 
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There are different orders of Time and Space, 28-403 

There is an Eternity which is independent of Time, 28-402 

There is no impossibility in the co-existence of a Timeless Eternal and a Time Eternity, 

21-379 

Time and Space are not limited, they are infinite – An extension of consciousness, 28-

403 

Time is not necessarily cancelled out of existence by timeless Eternity, 21-474 

Time is to the Intuition an extension of consciousness in which happenings are 

arranged, 28-403 

Time presents itself to human effort as a resistance, a medium or an instrument, 23-68 

Time too is eternal, Time is eternity in extension and movement, 12-196 

Timelessness and Time are two terms of the eternal existence, 28-403 

To the ego time is a tyrant or a resistance, to the Divine an instrument, 23-68 

What Space in the material world and Time could be, 21-376 

time consciousness 

It can be subliminal as well as of the mental waking consciousness, 28-404 

It can either take its station in the time consciousness or live in the timeless, 23-886 

Its time consciousness – It will have the knowledge of the three times, 23-886 

The physical regulated time consciousness belongs mainly to the waking state, 28-404 

The possibility of another kind of time consciousness than we have at present, 23-890 

The variations relating to the time consciousness and time knowledge, 23-889 

time lacking 

I wanted leisure for concentration on other more important work than correspondence, 

35-746 

If I could only get time for immortal productions every day!, 35-39 

If the sadhaks had been a less neurotic company, it could have been done quietly, 35-

340 

The Supramental descent is delayed because I am all the time occupied with dramas, 

35-339 

time schedule 

2.30 to 5 or 6 a.m., 35-470 

Correspondence – From 8.0 to 12 p.m. (minus one hour), again from 2.30 to 7 a.m., 35-

469 

Evening correspondence from 7 or 7.30 to 9 – 10 to 12 correspondence, 35-470 

From 4 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. afternoon correspondence, meal, newspapers, 35-470 

I don’t sleep on Sundays – I climb mountains of outside letters which have 

accumulated, 35-471 

I have to spend 12 hours over the ordinary correspondence, numerous reports, etc., 35-

466 

I work 3 hours in the afternoon and the whole night up to 6 in the morning over this, 

35-466 

If I go to sleep at 9 or 10 a.m. I may sleep beyond 12, 35-469 

It takes me 11 hours to deal with all that correspondence, 35-465 

The Mother and I have to give nineteenths of our energy to the sadhaks, 35-333 

time sense 

Then the  ordinary time sense disappears or becomes purely external, 28-404 
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time vision 

Time vision is the perception of the cosmic movement of things from state to state, 30-

290 

timeless 

Our present mind trying to enter into the timeless, 23-885 

The timeless Infinite and the Infinite in time – The same truth, 23-885 

Timelessness 

Timelessness and Time are two terms of the eternal existence, 28-403 

timidity 

The timidity – Something subconscient in the lower vital nature, 31-463 

Tintoretto 

Some of the most famed pieces of Tintoretto – A failure of spiritual sympathy, 20-263 

Tiphareth 

Tiphareth is certainly the psychic, not the emotional only, 35-299 

tiredness 

Feeling tired and heavy ‒ A passing symptom of the attempt of peace to come down, 

30-485 

Titan 

God and Titan, Deva and Asura are indeed close kin in their differences, 13-152 

The Titan – A tangible mastery and a sensational domination, 13-153 

There will be a real Titan grasping at the earth for his own instead of the sham, 1-562 

Titan. 

The saint and the angel are not the only divinities, 12-454 

Has thy effort succeeded, O thou Titan? (508), 12-494 

The Titan's four strides to immortality (518), 12-496 

Titanism 

A Life-power that sees nothing beyond itself can only add Titanism or demonism, 25-

251 

Europe is not great enough of soul to indulge itself in with the true ancient Titanism, 1-

561 

Titans 

The little godlings and Titans are something else, supraphysical beings of other planes, 

28-360 

The little godlings and Titans are supraphysical beings of other planes – Not Godheads, 

35-120 

The Titans or Asuras of the Veda are souls of mere undisciplined might, 17-386 

Titans. 

The old writings call the Titans the elder gods (222), 12-455 

The Titans are stronger than the gods (133), 12-438 

tobacco 

Tobacco is associated with tamas and incense sticks with adoration, 30-186 

toe 

Knee to toe = the field of physical material consciousness, 30-477 

toleration 

Next they tried the effect of a general attitude of “sympathy” and calm toleration, 6-429 
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Toleration and respect for the ideals and institutions of other sections of the 

community, 6-169 

tongue 

The language, the tongue in which the poem comes – No real difficulty, 27-8 

To be original in an acquired tongue is hardly feasible, 1-107 

torture 

Physical torture – According to physical capacity, 1-496 

The savage is, as a rule, calmly cruel – The root of the practice of torture, 17-287 

The torture is sometimes of the mind not of the body, 12-46 

torture. 

Canst thou see God in thy torturer & slayer even in thy moment of death or thy hours of 

torture? (540), 12-499 

Who shall torture thee, O God ever-joyous? (284), 12-461 

The self-torture of the old monks & penitents was perverse & stupid, 12-493 

Torture. 

God is a great & cruel Torturer because He loves (28), 12-426 

Toru Dutt 

Toru Dutt and Romesh of the same ilk prove nothing, 27-446 

totalitarian mysticism 

Totalitarian mysticism may not be able to carry out its menace, 25-206 

totalitarianism 

If a non-democratic polity and machinery – Totalitarianism, 25-205 

Totalitarianism seems to be the outcome of Socialism – A revolutionary mysticism, 25-

204 

totality 

The gnosis sees parts in relation to the totality and in one vision with it, 23-483 

Totemistic 

What are the Animistic, Totemistic, Naturalistic and superstitious beliefs, 17-311 

touch 

Any excessive familiarity of touch has to be avoided, 31-541 

At a higher stage, it is indifferent to touch or not to touch, 31-541 

Avoidance of touch is best so long as there is the sex-response to touch, 31-541 

Casual touching has to be avoided also if it actually creates the sex-impulse, 31-541 

In ordinary society people touch each other more or less freely, 31-540 

It is a vital-physical consciousness that gives so much importance to the touch, 31-540 

The association of touch with sex is vital-physical, 31-540 

The mere vital movement is not directly interested in touching or the sex-act, 31-540 

Touch is vital-physical, 31-540 

Touch may be neutral or it may imply interchange of forces, 31-541 

touching 

Touching and caressing ‒ You should repel it always with the utmost firmness, 31-341 

Tower of Babel 

The legend of the Tower of Babel speaks of the diversity of tongues as a curse, 25-514 

township 

The townships were also autonomous and self-governing bodies, 20-419 

The village community and the township – An organic life of their own, 20-419 
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Trade Union 

The Trade Union movement threatens the tyranny of British Capital over Indian 

Labour, 6-127 

tradition 

Ancient tradition believed in a golden age of mankind, 25-634 

The ancient tradition of humanity – The social state was preceded by another, 25-291 

The Mother does not believe in tradition – Art should always develop new forms, 27-

734 

traditions 

At the beginning of all human traditions there is this ancient memory, 15-191 

The old traditions are still strong with many, 28-414 

tragedies. 

The only tragedies are the soul's failures (211), 12-453 

The tragedies of the heart & the body are the weeping of children over their little griefs 

(212), 12-453 

tragic end 

Story – A tragic end for the sake of a forceful ending is inartistic, 27-628 

train 

Aeroplane, steamer and train – A rapid progress or forward movement, 30-162 

training 

By a progressive training the body may be made more capable of work, 31-382 

Neglecting the training of the three great manipulating faculties, 1-359 

Painting – Technique cannot be acquired without a sound training, 27-693 

The first mistake – The training of the storing faculty memory and the storage of facts, 

1-359 

The mind can be sure only after a very long training in each particular action, 29-285 

trance 

Abiding realisations in Yoga not in trance but by a persistent waking sadhana, 31-552 

All conditions are used in this Yoga – One need not insist on complete trance, 30-252 

Experiences in trance have their utility for opening the being and preparing it, 30-253 

He can reach them only in a deep inner condition or trance, 30-411 

Not conscious of your inner being – More difficult to be conscious in trance, 30-411 

Only the violent breaking of a trance might have a bad result, 31-550 

The double utility of the Yogic trance, Samadhi, in the integral Yoga, 23-526 

The external consciousness can also go up, but then there is a complete trance, 30-250 

The medium trance is of a different kind, 30-256 

The trance becoming complete – Departure from life in the state of Samadhi, 23-521 

The weakness lies in its excessive reliance on abnormal states of trance, 23-37 

There is not much utility for the complete trance in this sadhana, 30-250 

Trance – Both the physical functionings and the outward mental may be suspended, 21-

193 

Trance – The silence of the mind and vital which is fully extended to the body also, 30-

248 

Trance in English is usually used only for the deeper kinds of samadhi, 30-250 

Trance is a going inside away from the waking state, 30-252 

Trance is not essential – By itself it cannot lead to the change of consciousness, 30-250 
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Trance is not the essential sign – Equality is the great stamp of the liberated soul, 19-

101 

Trance or samādhi is a way of escape, 31-639 

Trance 

In Trance, using the pure form only – The use of rhyme to prevent monotone, 27-485 

The metre of Trance came to me just as I finished the Bird of Fire – Quantitative 

trimeter, 27-245 

The quantitative metre of Trance is suited only for a very brief lyrical poem, 27-239 

trances 

Trances and experiences have their value, 30-13 

tranquillity 

Quiet, calm and peace can all be described as tranquillity, 29-138 

Tranquillity – Not the protection of the citizen but the security of the Government, 6-

221 

transcendence 

The trinity of self-manifestation – Individuality, universality and transcendence, 21-786 

Transcendence 

The Divine is not here alone. There is a Beyond, an eternal Transcendence, 23-254 

transcendent 

The absolutely transcendent would be beyond all planes altogether, 28-10 

The knowledge of the divine Purusha luminous in his transcendent eternity, 19-537 

The transcendent Absolute is also what to us is non-existence, 28-14 

The transcendent would mean the Sachchidananda planes and the supramental as a 

link, 28-10 

Three terms of the one existence, transcendent, universal and individual, 21-401 

Transcendent 

A Transcendent who is beyond all world and all Nature is the Source, 23-254 

All the upper hemisphere can be spoken of as Transcendent, 32-53 

The object is this Transcendent, manifest in the individual and the universe, 23-298 

The Transcendent as a descending and uplifting Power or Love, 28-373 

The Transcendent possesses itself always and controls the other two, 21-401 

The Transcendent, the individual, the cosmic being are powers of consciousness, 21-

389 

The Transcendent, the Universal, the Individual – The first of the Trinities, 23-259 

Transcendent Mother 

The Transcendent Mother is what is termed the Adyā Shakti, 35-106 

transcendent self 

To get into the transcendent self can be the way to liberation called Nirvana, 30-326 

transcendent Shakti 

The one original transcendent Shakti, the Mother stands above all the worlds, 32-14 

transcendental 

The harmonisation of the pantheistic, theistic and transcendental terms, 19-345 

Transcendental 

The distinction between the Transcendental, the Cosmic, the Individual Divine, 28-8 

transform 

A descent of the Divine to transform all the energies of the mind, life and body, 31-119 
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transformation 

A definite stage in the movement towards transformation, 30-411 

A foundation for the new consciousness – Transformation will become possible, 30-

392 

A movement, not of liberation into Nirvana, but of liberation and transformation, 30-

433 

A sort of separation of the mental Purusha and Prakriti ‒ No transforming effect, 30-

398 

A total perfection cannot be unless the body too undergoes a transformation, 13-521 

A transformation by a change of the informing consciousness, 23-149 

A transformation of the body is needed for a total transformation of the nature, 13-537 

A transformation of the life of the Ignorance into the divine life, 21-770 

A transformation of the mind and life and very body is indeed the change, 13-532 

A transformation of the whole consciousness and the whole nature, 12-371 

Afterwards the positive work of the transformation can be undertaken, 30-43 

Afterwards there will be a farther transformation by the supramental, 32-32 

An association is not enough, a transformation is indispensable, 29-478 

An entire transformation can only come by the full emergence of the law of the Spirit, 

21-733 

An integral transformation is the integral aim of the Being in Nature, 21-756 

And then to live in its light and allow the light to transform the whole nature, 29-36 

As the transformation increases, the gunas change more and more, 28-48 

Buddha, Shankara, Ramakrishna – None had any idea of transforming the body, 29-407 

But that need not transform the instrumental being, 35-142 

But the transformation (by its power) of the lower including the physical nature, 31-420 

But this is an incomplete individual transformation, 29-404 

But to divinise the human consciousness entirely needs a long time, 30-440 

By this raising of the inner life we can transform our whole outward-going existence, 

23-512 

By transformation I mean a change of consciousness radical and complete, 29-398 

Calling in the Mother’s Force and Light for transformation, 31-702 

Chaitanya's example was very much the first step in the transformation, 29-478 

Eight years is a very short time for transformation, 31-738 

For the realisation of the Self and the spiritual transformation of the nature, 30-248 

For transformation the Descent is necessary and that is the second thing you are 

feeling, 30-426 

For transformation, the difficulty has to be rejected by all the parts, 31-720 

Four elements in this transformation – What I mean by the psychic, 12-368 

Here the test is transformation of the nature, psychic, spiritual, finally supramental, 35-

666 

How and by what steps is this most difficult transformation to be effected?, 19-462 

How much they have to bear of the difficulties of the transformation, 32-45 

I use transformation in a special sense – A change radical and complete, 35-153 

If it is to be a transformation, there is only one way, one path, 28-84 

If the lower is transformed, there is nothing lower to pull downward, 30-423 
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If the Presence of the Divine is established, the transformation proceeds naturally, 29-

24 

If the transformation of the body is complete, that means no subjection to death, 28-289 

If there is no surrender, there can be no transformation of the whole being, 29-79 

If you desire this transformation, put yourself in the hands of the Mother, 32-24 

If you keep on aspiring for transformation and not for escape ‒ The transformation, 31-

750 

In our Yoga it is only the first stage – The growing which we call transformation, 30-

393 

In so stopping short they lost the secret of transformation, 28-83 

In the psychic transformation there are three main elements, 30-332 

In this Yoga a complete transformation of the nature is aimed at, 31-686 

In this Yoga, a first transformation, a second, a third, 29-497 

It has come up for a first or preliminary transformation – The necessary change, 31-366 

It is a certitude that the complete transformation of the nature will take place, 29-404 

It is a putting on of the spiritual consciousness dynamic as well as static, 30-415 

It is a very favourable stage in the transformation, 30-213 

It is as the realisation progresses, that the transformation takes place, 31-601 

It is on the surface that the transformation is done, 30-230 

It is only some yogas that aim at a transformation of any kind, 28-289 

It is the beginning of the transformation and there is nothing in it to fear, 30-276 

It is the difficulty of the human nature in getting transformed, 31-665 

It is then possible for the psychic being to effect the full transformation, 30-393 

It is this that makes transformation so long and difficult a process, 31-639 

My own ideal is transformation of the outer nature, 31-659 

Next, the reception of that which transcends, for the transformation, 23-58 

No absolute transformation of the whole being, whole consciousness and whole nature, 

27-75 

No other way by which the transformation and unification can come, 31-340 

No transformation is possible unless it changes, 31-218 

Nobody can transform human nature if he does not know what human nature is, 32-120 

Not a combination or a compromise – All life must be transformed, 23-186 

Not a rejection of the powers of Life, but an inner transformation, 29-384 

Not in their entirety will cosmic Mind, Life and Matter be transformed, 28-290 

Of course a certain preliminary transformation is necessary, 28-307 

Of immense importance for a Yoga which aims at the transformation, 30-218 

One can be free in soul, but to transform the external nature more is needed, 30-22 

One only illumined, the other transformed and uplifted into a greater supernature, 23-

252 

Only by raising it up to unity with some spiritual power – To transform vital nature, 13-

396 

Only by the supramentalisation of the consciousness can the final transformation be 

made, 35-135 

Opening – The ray of the Light and the working of the Force for the transformation, 

35-475 

Our whole conscious being in contact with and to be transformed by the Divine, 23-45 
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Overmind – The integral transformation is not likely to be in its power, 27-76 

Perception is not enough to transform the nature, 29-424 

Psychic transformation ‒ The being is remoulded into the nature of the psychic, 30-331 

Ramakrishna himself never thought of transformation or tried for it, 29-407 

Rising into a higher consciousness is the right way towards transformation, 31-143 

Spiritual transformation ‒ The being is spiritualised, 30-331 

Spiritualisation brings about a subjective transformation, 29-404 

Sri Krishna never set out to arrive at any physical transformation, 29-407 

Supramental Spirit to work itself out in matter must go through a process of 

transforming, 35-338 

Supramental transformation ‒ The being is supramentalised, 30-331 

That is not the transformation that must come in by the supramental change, 28-274 

The access of all to the transformation of the lower into the spiritual nature, 19-335 

The active transformation of the physical – Not without the supramental descent, 30-

453 

The burning of the Agni in various parts of the being prepares for transformation, 30-

373 

The chief stumbling-block in the transformation of the outer consciousness, 28-203 

The descent of Peace, Force or Power, Light, Ananda ‒ That transform the nature, 30-

449 

The evolution of the nature – A transformation of the mind, life and body, 13-522 

The external nature has to be transformed, 29-24 

The full stable basis for the transformation, 30-402 

The full transformation by the divine supramental Gnosis, 23-184 

The full transformation is the result of union with the divine consciousness, 29-24 

The idea of a transformation of the body occurs in different traditions, 28-308 

The Ignorance does not want the transformation of the nature, 28-289 

The inner transformation cannot be brought about by physical means, 31-432 

The integral transformation must embrace fully the dynamic being, 21-995 

The liberation of the spirit is necessary, but the transformation is also possible, 28-295, 

35-290 

The lower parts of the being must be made to consent to their own transformation, 21-

970 

The nature of the physical transformation – I carefully avoided that ticklish subject, 35-

292 

The nature of the transformation that is to be accomplished in the Yoga, 31-717 

The necessity of Supermind for the transformation of the lower nature, 23-422 

The object of the integral Yoga – A transformation of life in its very principle, 23-176 

The object of the Yoga is the transformation of terrestrial beings, not of the Asuras, 35-

648 

The only real difficulty which took decades of spiritual effort – The transformation, 29-

407 

The only way towards the transformation and fulfilment of the physical nature, 31-163 

The perfect transformation – The mind, life and body entirely divine and 

supramentalised, 28-297 
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The principle of this Yoga is a psychic and spiritual transformation of all the parts, 35-

585 

The process of ascension and descent for the labour of transformation, 23-132 

The process of the transformation – The opposition of the universal forces, 23-133 

The process of transformation under the pressure of a diviner Life from above, 23-181 

The psychic and spiritual transformation must come first, 29-408 

The psychic being in front and the Higher Consciousness descends ‒ The 

transformation, 30-464 

The psychic transformation is not all that is needed – A spiritual transformation, 21-240 

The psychic wants the higher consciousness to come down and occupy and transform, 

30-433 

The radical transformation needs the descent of a supramental power and nature, 28-

135 

The spiritual transformation proper – One rises above the mind and lives there, 30-332 

The state of the being after this supramental transformation, 23-883 

The supermind alone can transform the lower nature, 28-133 

The supramental is necessary for the transformation of terrestrial life and being, 29-

405, 35-305 

The supramental Power will bring about a divine transformation, 12-170 

The supramental transformation – The principal conditions, 23-738 

The supramental transformation – The Supermind becomes the governing power, 30-

332 

The supramental transformation is not the same as the spiritual-mental, 29-414 

The supramental transformation supravitalises the vital – A dynamics of the spirit, 23-

872 

The supramental truth-consciousness – The principle of transformation, 13-537 

The transformation – The working out of a spiritual evolution, 28-297 

The transformation can take place by a comparatively swift conscious change, 21-956 

The transformation comes by the descent of the Force, Light, Knowledge, Ananda, 30-

451 

The transformation might take place by stages – The way would be open to all, 13-537 

The transformation of the external being is the most difficult part of the Yoga, 31-207 

The transformation of the gunas is necessary for the perfection of the nature, 28-48 

The transformation of the nature is something more that Chittashuddhi, 29-208 

The transformation of the physical consciousness to prepare it for the supramental 

change, 35-334 

The transformation of the sense, 23-867 

The transformation replacing the old superficial self and its movements, 29-354 

The transformation to which we aspire must be allowed to come by stages, 31-432 

The transformation we seek – The psychic being controlling and changing the nature, 

30-387 

The transformation which is the object of our Yoga would not take place, 30-246 

The transformed mind and life and body – A sufficiently transformed Nature, 35-116 

The very principle of our Yoga is that of a transformation, 35-332 

The vital must wholeheartedly call for the peace and transformation, 31-184 

The whole mental, vital and physical nature has to be transformed, 29-422 
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The work of transformation will no longer be so hard and painful, 31-114 

There are different statuses of transformation, psychic, spiritual, supramental, 29-414 

There can be no transformation of the being in an insensitive consciousness, 31-211 

There is a Tantric knowledge behind the process of transformation in this Yoga, 29-460 

There is still the dynamic transformation of the instrumental being to achieve, 31-362 

There must be realisation before the aim of the transformation is possible, 30-331 

There will be at once an inner revelation and an outer transformation, 12-372 

These developments and transformations are possible in the terrestrial consciousness, 

35-402 

These modifications in the inner substance make transformation possible, 30-349 

They do not believe in transformation, 28-289 

This can be done only by the triple transformation, 21-924 

This experience, the summit of the old Yogas ‒ A beginning of spiritual 

transformation, 30-24 

This is what we call the transformation, 30-355 

This sadhana is a Yoga of transformation of the human consciousness, 31-696 

This transformation cannot be done individually in a solitary way only, 35-649 

This Yoga aims at the conscious union and the transformation of the nature, 29-412 

Those who are doing sadhana live on the physical plane in order to transform it, 31-361 

Those who do not work for the Mother’s sake do not get transformed at all, 32-250 

Three different things – Conversion, inner realisation, transformation, 35-664 

Three kinds or stages of transformation, psychic, spiritual and supramental, 31-504 

To allow the force of the Divine to flow and to do the work of transformation, 29-106 

To be a Yogi, a Sannyasi is not the object here – The object is transformation, 36-368 

To become aware of defects is necessary for the transformation, 31-207 

To have a quite smooth transformation, no revolts, no attacks, no falls, 31-629 

Transformation – The lower vital and the body must also be changed, 30-252 

Transformation cannot be complete unless it is a supramentalisation, 29-399 

Transformation is made possible by purification, 30-43 

Transformation is not a result or object of the Yoga of Knowledge, 29-500 

Transformation is not the central object of other paths as it is of this Yoga, 29-403, 35-

174 

Transformation means that the higher consciousness or nature is brought down, 30-423 

Two signs of the transformation from the Ignorance to a liberated consciousness, 23-

147 

Usually it is the peace that descends first ‒ The beginning of the real transformation, 

30-444 

We have supposed that there is a farther intention – A transformation of Nature, 21-923 

We have to transform the earth consciousness by bringing in the supramental principle, 

28-290 

What I mean by the spiritual transformation is something dynamic, 29-403, 35-174 

What is needed to do the transformation, 19-575 

When the psychic and spiritual join together, then the transformation can be complete, 

30-426 

Without the psychic no true transformation is possible, 35-152 

Transformation 
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In Nirvana or Transformation – A clear mental indication along with the image, 27-384 

transformations 

In this Yoga, one can realise the Psychic Being – A first transformation, 35-177 

In those outside none of the three transformations seems to have begun, 35-667 

The consciousness ascending and a descent – The third or supramental transformation, 

35-177 

There are two transformations in this Yoga, 30-385 

We realise the Ishwara-Shakti which descends – The second transformation, 35-177 

transition 

A guiding law of spiritual experience – Three periods in the transition, 23-138 

It takes time to make the transition from one state of consciousness to another, 30-219 

The condition you describe is a period of transition and change, 31-287 

The guidance of the psychic being during the transition – The law of the sacrifice, 23-

178 

The need of a concentration for the transition – To accept or repel an activity, 23-144 

The rule applying to works in the transition from the lower to the higher nature, 23-139 

transitory change 

This is a transitory change – Afterwards the two consciousnesses together, 30-224 

translation 

A blank incomprehension – The device of an interpretative translation, 15-364 

A rendering of Revelation in another language – An adaptation of the idea in the poem, 

27-227 

A translation from a translation – Not usually an accurate translation in good style, 35-

100 

A translation of God – The Divine does not scorn to descend even into the lowest 

forms, 27-228 

A translator is not necessarily bound to the exact word and letter of the original, 27-199 

How can all that be turned over into another language, 27-250 

It is not enough to translate – The symbolic image have frequently to be rendered, 15-

364 

It is quite legitimate to translate poetic prose into poetry, 27-200 

It is your translation, only made for your personal use – We have not seen it, 32-622 

Literal translations more completely betray than those that are reasonably free, 27-199 

Poetry can be translated admirably into prose – Why not prose into poetry?, 27-200 

The English Bible is a translation, but it ranks among the finest pieces of literature, 27-

206 

The purpose of the Upanishad cannot be served by a translation, 18-170 

The whole of the Veda is in such images – A translation has to be an interpretation, 15-

365 

To bring home this inner sense in a translation we translate interpretatively, 15-367 

To translate the Veda – Not a literal English rendering, not an interpretation, 15-363 

Translation is more difficult than original writing, 27-584 

Two ways of rendering a poem from one language into another – Strictly, freely, 27-

205 

translations 

Tagore’s translations of his lyrics – Nothing but a rhythmically poetic prose, 26-163 
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Translations substituting Krishna for Rama, 27-204 

transliteration 

The chaotic system of transliteration which Mr. Gangoly has adopted, 1-579 

transmetrisation 

Is the right metre then the metre of the original? – Transmetrisation is a false method, 

1-245 

transmigration 

An evolving universal Life – Pythagorean transmigration or the Indian idea of rebirth, 

21-779 

The terms – Transmigration, metempsychosis, reincarnation, rebirth, 13-259 

Whether there is any necessity for the life in other worlds or for transmigration, 21-827 

transparency 

The sense of the need of simplicity and transparency, 30-14 

Transubstantiation 

The remarkable rite of the Eucharist and the doctrine of Transubstantiation, 18-165 

Transvaal 

The attitude taken by the Moderate Convention towards Transvaal Indians and Bengal, 

8-383 

The Indians in the Transvaal – Claiming treatment as human beings and equality, 8-347 

The Indians in the Transvaal – Methods similar to those of the constitutionalists, 6-110 

The one favourable factor in favour of the Transvaal Indians is their own spiritual 

force, 8-349 

The oppression on the Indians in the Transvaal, the repression in Bengal, 8-383 

The practical aspect of the struggle in the Transvaal and the possibility of help from 

India, 8-347 

The Transvaal Indians are fighting humanity’s battle in the pure strength of the spirit, 

8-347 

trātak 

If one practises trātak, it is pretty certain to come out sooner or later, 30-97 

trāṭak 

The Yogis in India very often use the method of trāṭak, 30-90 

travel 

The restriction against foreign travel – An obstacles in the way of commercial success, 

1-701 

treason 

Any act of compromise with the bureaucrats in Bengal is an act of treason, 6-719 

Are men traitors who have exposed themselves for the sake of their country?, 6-781 

Third canon of passive resistance – Social boycott against persons guilty of treason, 6-

292 

We must be prepared for opposition from self-seeking and treacherous countrymen, 6-

291 

treatment 

Carelessness in following the treatment ‒ I would recommend you to give it a full 

chance, 31-584 

tree 

The tree is life in a new creation, 30-140 
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The tree is the standing image of the universe, 30-174 

trees 

The rays which you saw the trees giving out are there always, 30-122 

trembling 

The trembling and the heat come from a resistance, 30-438 

Treta 

The Treta is full of Balarama – Full of great wars and mighty sacrifices, 1-533 

Treta Yuga 

In the Treta the old perfect order begins to break – Vishnu as the warrior and ruler, 18-

264 

triangle 

A triangle is the symbol of mind, life, body, 30-186 

Of the triangle, too, there are different explanations, 30-138 

The triangle may indicate Sachchidananda principle, 30-140 

tribunals 

Subordinating the judiciary to an executive – The independence of the tribunals, 25-

453 

Trinities 

The Transcendent, the Universal, the Individual – The first of the Trinities, 23-260 

Trinity 

Christian Trinity is not very far off from my individual, cosmic and transcendent 

Divine, 35-89 

Christianity insists on a triple Godhead or Trinity, 28-376 

Not very far off from my trinity of the individual, cosmic and transcendent Divine, 28-

376 

The Catholic authorised explanation of the Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, 28-8 

triple Path 

As actually practised it chooses one of the three parallel paths exclusively, 23-38 

In the integral view of things these three paths are one – The results, 23-40 

It is indifferent to mental and bodily perfection and aims only at purity, 23-38 

It seizes on certain central principles, the intellect, the heart, the will, 23-37 

The difference from Rajayoga – The aims and defects of the triple path, 23-37 

The threefold character of the union and the triple Path, 23-131 

The triple Path of devotion, knowledge and works, 23-37 

The triple Path of Works, of Love and of Knowledge uses will, heart or intellect, 23-33 

triple way 

Concentration of the thought, the heart, the will – This is the triple way of the Yoga, 

23-81 

In the triple way – The three main powers of the mental soul-life, 23-610 

Trita Aptya 

Trita Aptya who on the third plane of existence consummates our triple being, 15-382 

triune supernal 

In the ancient Indian system there is only one triune supernal, Sachchidananda, 35-298 

triune way 

The three steps are Karmayoga, Jnanayoga, Bhaktiyoga – The triune way, 19-38 

This triune way – The means to rise into the supreme spiritual nature, 19-590 
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trochaic rhythm 

In order to learn the trochaic rhythm – To write at first strictly regular trochaic metres, 

27-603 

trochee 

Both trochee and anapaest are surely quite natural to the language, 27-141 

Trochees are admissible in an iambic line as a modulation – Not in the last foot, 27-604 

tropical 

The races inhabiting the tropical and subtropical regions as disinherited, 1-696 

Trotsky 

The man who saved Bolshevism in history was Trotsky who organised the Red Army, 

35-204 

trouble 

An individual or a nation cannot rise to its full height except through trouble and stress, 

6-248 

troubles 

The bodily and other troubles – The faltering in your resolution to conquer the vital, 

31-264 

Troy. 

The siege of Troy created Hellas (41), 12-427 

True 

This Truth is the body of Surya – It is described as the True, the Right, the Vast, 15-

474 

true being 

Find in place of ego the true being, 30-333 

The outward disturbances cannot touch the true being, 28-98 

The psychic is the true being here, 28-97 

The true being is the inner and especially the inmost, the soul, the psychic Purusha, 28-

217 

The true being may be realised in one or both of two aspects, 28-97 

The true being mental, vital or subtle physical has always the greater qualities of its 

plane, 28-98 

When the true being is discovered, the utility of the ego is over, 28-97 

true consciousness 

But there is a true being and a true consciousness that is there in us hidden, 31-737 

It must come down below the head and take full possession, 28-100 

Once established, the true consciousness holds the ego-forces outside, 28-100 

One begins to open to the true consciousness – The Mother’s universal Consciousness, 

28-100 

Remain fixed in the sunlight of the true consciousness, 31-712 

The one thing to do is to quiet yourself and get back into the true consciousness, 31-

738 

The true consciousness – One is spiritually in union with the Divine, 28-99 

The true consciousness and the psychic state – The one thing needful for you, 28-101 

The true consciousness descends or expands slowly conquering each layer, 31-726 

The true consciousness does not look at things from the ego, 28-99 
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The true consciousness growing within gives the power to be free from the vital forces, 

28-99 

The true consciousness, psychic and spiritual, is a sign of the psychic opening, 28-99 

The true Yogic consciousness – Not touched by the outer being, 28-99 

This vast consciousness above the head was the true consciousness, 28-100 

To feel quietude, peace, the force working – The true consciousness will grow, 28-101 

When you are in the true consciousness, then you see that everything can be done, 31-

723 

true inner being 

The true inner being – The true mental, the true vital, the true physical, 28-98 

true mental 

The true inner being – The true mental, the true vital, the true physical, 28-98 

True mental, true vital, true physical being means the Purusha of that level, 28-86 

true mental being 

In the same way there is too a true mental being, a true physical being, 28-185 

Our true mental being, true vital being, true physical being remain behind, 28-111 

The true mental being is not the same as the inner mental, 28-86 

The true mental being, the true vital being, the true physical being, 28-59 

true mind 

Sometimes, the true mind, the true vital, the true physical consciousness, 28-204 

true overmind 

Mental overmind, intuitive overmind, true overmind and supramental overmind, 28-

154 

true Person 

I have written of it as the true Person, 30-394 

true physical 

The true inner being – The true mental, the true vital, the true physical, 28-98 

true physical being 

In the same way there is too a true mental being, a true physical being, 28-185 

Our true mental being, true vital being, true physical being remain behind, 28-111 

The true mental being, the true vital being, the true physical being, 28-59 

True mental, true vital, true physical being means the Purusha of that level, 28-86 

true physical consciousness 

Sometimes, the true mind, the true vital, the true physical consciousness, 28-204 

true vital 

It is the true vital that is in contact with the Divine, 28-186 

Only by losing ego and having the sense of the Infinite can one experience the true 

vital, 28-187 

Sometimes, the true mind, the true vital, the true physical consciousness, 28-204 

The emergence of the true vital which is strong, wide, at peace, 31-111 

The energy of the true vital being in the ordinary ignorant vital ‒ Desire, 31-112 

The true inner being – The true mental, the true vital, the true physical, 28-98 

The true vital consciousness is one in which the vital makes full surrender, 28-186 

The true vital is capable of receiving the movements of the higher consciousness, 28-

186 

The true vital is different, calm and strong and a powerful instrument, 31-112 
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The true vital is in the inner consciousness, the external is in the surface personality, 

28-186 

True mental, true vital, true physical being means the Purusha of that level, 28-86 

You have to quiet and purify the vital and let the true vital emerge, 31-112 

true vital being 

Our true mental being, true vital being, true physical being remain behind, 28-111 

The true mental being, the true vital being, the true physical being, 28-59 

There is behind all the vital nature in man his true vital being concealed and immobile, 

28-185 

true. 

I know that the opposite of what I say is true, but for the present what I say is still truer 

(541), 12-500 

trust 

Confidence and trust are aspects of faith and results of it, 29-88 

Of the three the most important is surrender – Trust and confidence, 31-676 

Trust – The feeling of sure expectation of another's help, 29-88 

Trust is the mind’s and heart’s complete reliance on the Divine, 29-88 

truth 

Not arbitrary systems but freedom to construct – The truth, the right, the vast, 23-845 

On certain levels of the Overmind, the distinction between truth and beauty is still 

valid, 27-44 

On that level truth and beauty not only become constant companions but become one, 

27-44 

Practical truth was the temperament of the old Aryan morals, 1-665 

Spiritual thought or expression of truth in poetry – One has to be careful not to be 

heavy, 27-183 

The poet can be a seeker and lover of truth as well as a seeker and lover of beauty, 27-

43 

The unwillingness to tell the whole truth, the wish to conceal or justify things is 

common, 32-463 

There is nothing unattainable by truth, love and faith – Stand upright, 6-1036 

Truth and beauty – There can be an aesthetic response to truth also, a joy in its beauty, 

27-43 

Truth and thought and sight cast into forms of beauty – Poetry and art and music, 27-

184 

Truth in speech and truth in thought are very important, 29-126 

What is truth to the mind, may be only partial truth to a higher consciousness, 31-90 

Truth 

“Let us have Truth as she is by dispassionate inquiry”, 1-524 

As for ultimate Truth, it is veiled but there, 28-381 

Divine Manifestation – Truth is in the mind, Love in the heart, Power in the vital, 27-

699 

First of all, there is undoubtedly a Truth one and eternal, 19-4 

God – Some great Soul and Self of Truth and Good and Beauty in the world, 25-155 

Is the rejection of Christ's truth the fate of all truth? – Truth does really exist, 12-76 

It is called in the Veda the Truth, the Right, the Vast, 17-29 
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It is the soul in us which turns always towards Truth, Good and Beauty, 21-632 

Mankind has been attempting to discover that Truth by inadequate means, 12-78 

One who dare not look Truth in the face and speak out boldly what he thinks, 6-116 

Secondly, this Truth expresses itself in Time and through the mind of man, 19-4 

The ideas of the Vast, of the Truth and of the solar light of the world of Swar, 15-132 

The nature and conditions of Truth – OM Tat Sat, and All is Brahman, 12-77 

The significance of “Truth” – The truth, the right, the vast, satyam ṛtaṁ bṛhat, 15-64 

The Upanishad has defined the Eternal as the Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, 18-157 

Then the Lord of Truth orders all the human energies in the terms of the Truth, 15-289 

This Truth is the body of Surya – It is described as the True, the Right, the Vast, 15-

474 

Truth and Light are equivalent words even as Darkness and Ignorance, 15-473 

Truth is an infinitely complex reality – Some minds feel this complexity, 12-12 

Truth is not logical but contains logic – The fundamental conception of logic, 12-10 

Truth is truth of the infinite and eternal, truth of being, and truth of becoming, 18-157 

Truth was the master-word of the Vedic teaching, 1-665 

Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit are the five suns of poetry, 26-222 

Truth, Good and Beauty – That which they represent has to come, 21-934 

truth. 

A distorted mask of truth and wisdom (62), 12-430 

A truth that can easily be exaggerated (183), 12-446 

The whole truth about any object never touches the one & only subject & object of 

knowledge, God (535), 12-498 

Truth. 

God is infinite Possibility. Therefore Truth is never at rest (79), 12-432 

truth-consciousness 

A truth-consciousness with an inherent knowledge and a power of true existence, 13-

558 

An entry or approach into what might be called a truth-consciousness self-existent, 13-

533 

The truth-consciousness is something much higher than buddhi, 29-425 

Truth-consciousness – Its power of spiritual truth of being will determine all, 13-536 

Truth-consciousness 

In the second hymn as in the first, the conception of the Truth-consciousness, 15-79 

The conception of a Truth-consciousness supramental and divine, 15-68 

The contrast between our mental consciousness and the Truth-Consciousness, 21-138 

The Truth-consciousness is a being of consciousness and knowledge, 13-588 

The Truth-Consciousness must emerge here and in Mind, as Mind has emerged, 18-39 

The Truth-Consciousness that informs and governs all things, 21-145 

The Truth-consciousness, Ritam Brihat, afterwards known as Vijnana or Mahas, 15-98 

Truth-Consciousness 

But there is a Truth- Consciousness, not static only and self-introspective, 35-251 

But there is a Truth-Consciousness, not static only but also dynamic, 29-455 

The Truth-Consciousness can only manifest when ego and desire are overcome, 30-287 

There is, says the Veda, the Truth-Consciousness and an eternal Bliss-consciousness, 

18-38 
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truthfulness 

This time you must insist on a complete truthfulness in the whole being, 31-711 

Truthfulness means first truth-speaking ‒ The deepest truth of which one is conscious, 

31-89 

Truth-plane 

There is above the mind a Truth-plane, a plane of self-luminous, self-effective Idea, 23-

388 

truths 

There are truths of various kinds and they are not all beautiful, 27-703 

truths. 

Let me know also the truths which the Avatar cast not forth into speech and the prophet 

has omitted from his teachings (157), 12-442 

There are many profound truths which are like weapons dangerous to the unpractised 

wielder (536), 12-498 

truth-soul 

The truth-soul does not arrive at self-oblivion – An eternal self-possession, 23-502 

truth-speaking 

But falsehood is not the right way to conceal things that have not to be told, 31-92 

If you want to be an instrument of the Truth, you must always speak the truth, 31-90 

It is always permissible to keep silence or evade a reply, 31-91 

It is not the fact that if a man is not lying, all he says happens, 31-92 

The impulse to speak what is untrue or at least to twist the truth is very general, 31-89 

The truth need be told only when it helps the person spoken to ‒ Otherwise silence, 31-

92 

This does not mean that you must tell everything to everybody, 31-90 

This inward control and the resolution of truth-speaking, 31-89 

To speak falsehood is another matter. Even in jest it should be avoided, 31-91 

Truthfulness means first truth-speaking ‒ The deepest truth of which one is conscious, 

31-89 

Useless or not, untruth should be avoided, 31-90 

Uttering as truth what one believes or knows to be false, 31-90 

Uttering as truth what one conscientiously believes to be true, but is not true, 31-90 

What is said must be true and there must never be any intention to deceive, 31-91 

You can ask for a reduction, but not support your demand by a false statement, 31-91 

You ought not to have said or written what was a lie, 31-89 

tuberose 

The tuberose flowers – The flower of the new creation, 32-127 

tunnel of water 

The tunnel of water must be the vital physical, 30-167 

Turiya 

Purushottam, the Being who is beyond the highest, that is, beyond Turiya, 18-289 

The sole existence of the Turiya Brahman is the basis of the Adwaita philosophy, 18-

401 

The Turiya beyond is the consciousness of our pure self-existence, 23-520 

Turiya Atman 
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By this Turiya Atman there is conceived Avyakta, the unmanifestation, State of Sleep, 

17-229 

Spiritually, the beginning of all things is the Turiya Atman, 17-229 

Turkey 

In Turkey, the character of the party of freedom – A lesson to all struggling 

nationalities, 8-189 

Of the Mahomedan races, not a single one is decadent – Persia, Arabia, Turkey, 8-60 

Strength, manhood, a bold heart, a clear brain in its treatment of the Cretan difficulty, 

8-189 

The army in Turkey which stands for free institutions, is the greatest guarantee, 8-289 

The circumstances of Turkey demand the first attention to military and naval 

efficiency, 8-290 

The question between Greece and Turkey will have eventually to be fought out, 8-191 

The Turk a is a soldier and statesman and the Greek is a merchant and intriguer, 8-191 

turn of language 

Even if the idea is strange, one can by the turn of language acclimatise it, 27-201 

New or unusual or bold turns of language are necessary to keep the language alive, 27-

252 

The distinction between European and Indian tongues – The turn of the language, 27-

201 

Turner 

The writer, W. J. Turner, is a very clever manipulator of words – There is no sincerity, 

27-439 

twin children 

The ancestral thought with its twin children, slayers of darkness, 15-193 

The twin children are spoken of elsewhere in connection with the Angirases, 15-192 

Twins 

The hymns addressed to the two shining Twins – Their symbolism, 15-328 

two worlds 

A time must come for every seeker when he is thus aware of living in two worlds, 30-

262 

tyaga 

The true spirit of India – A splendid capacity for bhoga and tyaga, 8-450 

Tyaga within, bhoga without – Ananda, the divine delight of the purified soul, 8-450 

Tyaga 

Renunciation is the way to this perfection – Tyaga is better than Sannyasa, 19-530 

The crucial distinction of Sannyasa and Tyaga – The historical confusion, 19-493 

Tyaga is a mental and spiritual renunciation, 19-494 

Tyaga is action with a renunciation of desire and that too is the real Sannyasa, 19-494 

tyāga 

The inward and the outward renunciation, tyāga and sannyāsa, 19-185 

typal principle 

The typal principle cannot be the foundation of an ideal human society, 25-126 

typal stage 

The second stage, the typal, is predominantly psychological and ethical, 25-11 

This typal stage creates the great social ideals – The idea of social honour, 25-11 
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typal worlds 

A typal world – Some ruling principle manifests itself in its free and full capacity, 12-

236 

All that manifested has already been arranged in typal worlds or planes, 12-236 

The other worlds are typal worlds, each fixed in its own kind and type and law, 28-288 

The typal worlds do not change, 12-219 

tyranny 

To deny that right of free speech and free meeting is an act of tyranny, 6-462 

U.N.O. 

In the constitution of the U.N.O., a strong surviving element of oligarchy remained, 25-

582 

The League of Nations and the U.N.O. – The defects and the dangers, 25-579 

ucchvāsa 

Aeschylus’ manner has in it the strength of tapasyā and cannot be called ucchvāsa, 27-

181 

There is not more ucchvāsa in Bengali poetry than in English – Rhetoric, 27-177 

Udana 

Prana manifests itself in five vital powers – Prana, Samana, Vyana, Apana and Udana, 

17-237 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

ugly. 

I hunted through the world for the ugly and the repellent, but I could no longer find 

them (20), 12-425 

To feel & love the God of beauty and good in the ugly and the evil (50), 12-428 

ukase 

If the ukase is to be passively resisted, the opposition must be offered in concert, 6-470 

The real point at issue – A frontal in preference to a flank attack on the coercion ukase, 

6-470 

This may be done either by twisting a perfectly legal act or by executive order or ukase, 

6-290 

Ukase would always be one of the methods the Government must instinctively resort 

to, 6-338 

ultimatum 

An ultimatum should never be presented unless one is prepared to follow it up, 6-286 

It would be in the nature of an ultimatum from the people to the Government, 6-285 

ultra-terrestrial world 

Three objects beyond death – Earth, ultra-terrestrial world, the Supreme, 17-66 

Uma 

Indra pursues – From Uma, the supreme Nature, the gods must learn their own truth, 

18-83 

unanimism 

The French poets, influenced by Whitman, have given the name of unanimism, 26-197 

unanimity 

A unanimity of this kind can only be maintained by a compression of all freedom, 21-

1094 

Nations had been made free not by a scrupulous pursuit of unanimity or of unity, 6-769 
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Unanimity is not unity but merely an affectation of unity, 6-1052 

unbelief 

Scepticism and unbelief compel a religion to purify gradually what is crude or false, 

23-555 

uncleanness 

Some people do get disgusted with the body for its uncleanness, 29-438 

The idea that the body is an unclean thing – That the mind is everything, 29-438 

underfeeding 

An underfeeding ‒ There comes a strong eagerness or necessity for eating largely, 31-

429 

By underfeeding one may get emaciated, but that is not a healthy state, 31-426 

So often when one has tried to live on too little food ‒ Enormously rapacious for food, 

31-441 

understanding 

If both or all grow in consciousness, then there arises a mutual understanding, 31-323 

undertones 

Rhythmical overtones and undertones – More a matter of the inner than the outer ear, 

27-125 

undignified words 

Objection to undignified words and images – Only when the effect is uncouth or trivial, 

27-182 

undivine 

The affirmation that all is a divine manifestation, even what we call undivine, 21-407 

The distinction between the divine and the undivine has an insistent value, 21-404 

The issue by an escape – An undivine manifestation in the Divine Existence, 21-424 

We can discover the divine Reality behind that which we call undivine, 21-421 

unease 

The unease you felt was because of the unaccustomed nature of the movement, 30-385 

uneasiness 

A stage when any wrong thought or feeling or movement brings an ache or uneasiness, 

31-374 

An uneasiness of that kind is always due to a resistance somewhere, 30-487 

As for the uneasiness or feebleness there when you talk loudly etc., 30-483 

If the uneasiness causes depression or vital dissatisfaction, it is not the psychic, 30-378 

It is the want of sleep itself that brings the symptoms of uneasiness, 31-439 

The psychic makes you uneasy when you do the wrong thing, 30-378 

The uneasiness created by the psychic is not depression, 30-378 

The uneasiness is simply a reminder to you to be more vigilant in future, 30-379 

Uneasiness when not feeling the touch of the Divine Presence, 30-379 

uneasiness. 

The force of soul in thee meeting the same force from outside cannot harmonise the 

measures of the contact (138), 12-439 

unfaith 

On the contrary, an attitude of depression or unfaith prolongs the difficulties, 31-665 

unfavourable conditions 

One has not to accept, unnecessarily, unfavourable conditions, 31-338 
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unfitness 

Do not allow ideas of unfitness to gain on you or even to occupy your mind, 31-666 

No sadhak ought ever to indulge thoughts of unfitness and hopelessness, 29-34 

Not unfit because you want the Ananda, 29-9 

The suggestions that you are not fit and that you must go back to the ordinary life, 31-

712 

The wrong idea that this division in the nature is the sign of an unfitness, 31-651 

There is no unfitness causing the cessation of experience, 29-34 

Thoughts of unfitness for Yoga are the usual suggestions ‒ The hostile forces, 31-778 

You should never listen to these suggestions of unfitness or anything else that denies, 

30-343 

Your alleged or inferred unfitness is a delusion, an imagination of this vital part, 29-

475 

unhappiness 

Fear and unhappiness will not give you self-control, 31-280 

Fear attracts the object of fear ‒ Unhappiness weakens the strength, 31-279 

It is a mistake to think that by fearing or being unhappy you can progress, 31-279 

The unhappiness is not necessary or inevitable in the sadhana, 30-379 

Unhappiness, dullness, obscurity ‒ A natural result of yielding to egoism, 31-348 

unification 

A unification of the human race on political, administrative and economic lines, 25-355 

An eventual unification or at least some formal organisation seems inevitable, 25-574 

How the unification of the human race is likely to be attempted – The effective force, 

25-427 

If the old natural device of an external unification by conquest is no longer possible, 

25-496 

In any political, administrative and economic unification of the race, 25-427 

In unification of life an assimilation is possible – An association of units, 25-367 

Nature may develop a new grouping or balance the trend towards unification, 25-524 

One of the chief factors with which international unification will have to deal, 25-489 

Other possibilities of the unification of mankind by political and administrative means, 

25-337 

Such an inner change could alone give some chance of durability to the unification, 25-

547 

The consequences of a unification of mankind as dreamed of nowadays, 25-283 

The effect of unification on the springs of human life and progress, 25-405 

The ideal unification of mankind would be a system of free and natural groupings, 25-

428 

The inevitable practical last end of unification by the principle of the State, 25-505 

The more foreign the rule, the greater has been its force for the unification, 25-308 

The possibility of a unification of mankind by political and administrative means, 25-

405 

The practical necessities of any system of yet loose unification, 25-639 

The problem in the unification of human aggregates, 25-368 

The problem of the unification of mankind – Three doubts to deal with, 25-304 

The three possibilities by which may proceed a unification of mankind, 25-642 
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The unification by a single forceful imperial domination is improbable, 25-343 

Three questions about the principle of unification in outward and mechanical aspects, 

25-410 

Under what conditions the process of unification is possible, 25-335 

Unification would proceed practically by the use of force and compulsion, 25-407 

Where the sense of local distinctness was most acute – A unification more difficult, 25-

364 

uniformity 

A centralised government to create and ensure a uniform administration, 25-440 

A dominant uniformity – Minor variations as a starting-point for the dissolution, 25-

413 

A rational, ordered, strict uniformity replaces a loose oneness, 25-462 

But uniformity is not the law of life – The necessity of free natural groupings, 25-513 

Everywhere unity seems to call for and strive to create a greater or less uniformity, 25-

440 

How far uniformity is either healthful to the race or necessary to unity, 25-411 

In the unifying process – The struggle of order and uniformity against liberty, 25-409 

Man is tempted always to substitute uniformity for real unity, 25-423 

Significant examples of the power of this trend towards uniformity in modern times, 

25-439 

The advantages of uniformity for a well-ordered social and economic life, 25-442 

The democratic State – Unity and uniformity are its principal trend, 25-460 

The development of a central authority and of a growing uniformity, 25-462 

The growth of uniformity arises from the need of a close internal organisation, 25-442 

The human intelligence aims naturally at unity and uniformity of administration, 25-

443 

The principle of liberty offers a natural obstacle to the growth of uniformity, 25-409 

The uniformity of mankind is not an impossible eventuality, 25-412 

There would be an increasing uniformity, even perhaps a universal language, 25-466 

Under foreign rule a peculiar kind of uniformity of condition is attained – Inferiority, 6-

373 

Unity does not mean uniformity and the removal of all differences, 6-372 

Until we can arrive at that perfection, the method of uniformity has to be applied, 25-

425 

union 

Our spiritual destiny – The union of the soul with the Divine, 23-587 

The elements of the inner union, not only in the spirit and self but in the nature, 32-454 

The only safe thing is to concentrate on the inner union foremost and altogether, 32-

484 

To make the union with the Divine the cardinal aim is the proper attitude, 32-137 

What we mean by union – To contact, to assimilate, to become, 12-332 

When the higher consciousness will descend, a closer union will become possible, 32-

206 

When there is a certain opening of the heart – You find the eternal union there, 32-191 

union with the Divine 

It is equally important for those who want that union with the Divine, 30-218 
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union with the Mother 

The more the union with the Mother increases, the better for the sadhana, 32-190 

Union with the Mother is much more than to feel the Mother’s presence, 32-190 

United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom ranged into two adverse parties on a great revolutionary issue, 8-

429 

United States 

A central government tends to concentrate power – Even in the United States, 25-440 

The examples of the British colonies and the United States of America, 25-516 

The life of the United States alone strives to become a great cultural existence, 25-516 

The United States are the example of such an aggregate, 25-312 

United States of Europe 

Objections to the idea of a United States of Europe, 25-351 

Such a federation must necessarily be tightened – Towards a United States of Europe, 

25-351 

The United States of Europe and the international life, 25-350 

unity 

A conscious spiritual and cultural unity – The indispensable condition for unity, 20-430 

A life of unity, mutuality and harmony born of a deeper and wider truth, 21-1092 

A new perfected collective life – Unity, mutuality and harmony, 21-1070 

A real spiritual and psychological unity can allow a free diversity, 25-425 

A spiritual and psychological unity – Liberty would have no perils and disadvantages, 

25-426 

A task difficult until the possession of a spiritual and psychical unity, 25-66 

An eternal soul which has to find and make effective its unity with the eternal Spirit, 

13-353 

Another unity – Cannot come until a perfect comradeship in struggle, in suffering, 8-

286 

As we arise above mind to the supermind – Harmony and unity, 23-830 

Because of this unity there is the possibility of contact, interchange, interpenetration, 

18-418 

Can this practical unity be accomplished by acquiescence in foreign rule?, 6-373 

Harmony between unity and diversity – A real spiritual and psychological unity, 25-

425 

His discovery of the unity of the three categories, man, God and Nature, 21-725 

His unity with Nature, with God and with other beings, and of God and Nature, 21-725 

How to create unity among us? – Only through the call of our Mother, 6-1036 

If an organised political unity is to be achieved – Not secession on account of opinions, 

6-961 

In India under British rule, we are both socially and politically far more disunited, 6-

373 

Nations had been made free not by a scrupulous pursuit of unanimity or of unity, 6-769 

One can arrive at unity only by feeling all things as one spiritual substance, 30-399 

Political unity can be prepared by men joining in a common struggle, 6-763 

Political unity is certainly a necessary condition of independence and greatness, 6-768 
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Real unity cannot come to the race, until man is one in heart and spirit with man, 25-

662 

Spiritual experience shows us that the unity of the Divine is there at the very base, 28-

262 

Such agreement is not unity. It is sacrificing the soul of the nation, 6-1053 

Swaraj, finally, is impossible without unity – Unity is of the heart and springs from 

love, 6-1050 

That law is that all things are one, but each has its own law of variation, 25-63 

That we should effect the unity before we try to be free, 6-372 

The basis and fulfilment of the rule of life are found in the experience of unity, 17-14 

The conditions of individual and social perfection are the same, freedom and unity, 25-

662 

The conscious unity of the three, God, soul and Nature, in his own consciousness, 21-

729 

The foundation of the perfect unity, mutuality, harmony – The increase of power, 21-

1073 

The human intelligence aims naturally at unity and uniformity of administration, 25-

443 

The only solution in India – To present an united front while fighting among ourselves, 

6-232 

The practice of unity – A common effort to accomplish one all-absorbing object, 6-373 

The prevalence of a dead and lifeless unity is the true index of national degradation, 6-

721 

The prevalence of a living unity is the index of national greatness, 6-721 

The principle of diversity in unity governs all of them, 18-418 

The purpose and imagination of unity and strength is rooted in the hearts and minds, 8-

177 

The real aim of Nature is a true unity supporting a rich diversity., 25-424 

The recovery has come about through the sense of political unity, 6-1030 

The relations with the world – A principle of harmony, peace, joy and unity, 21-230 

The sense of the country is in favour of an attempt to restore unity, 8-232 

The sentiment of unity – The sense of a community in something dear and precious, 6-

373 

The spiritual and cultural is the only enduring unity, 20-430 

The supreme power of the principle of unity would not as yet be there, 21-989 

The true unity with others ‒ In the unity in the Divine Consciousness, 31-283 

The unity is the greater truth, the multiplicity is the lesser truth, 19-270 

The unity of all things near & far, subjective & objective, 17-397 

The unity of God and man and Nature and all that is in Nature, 21-728 

Then and only then will that unity become possible which can create a nation, 6-1055 

They always want the Nationalists to compromise by an appeal in the name of unity, 6-

720 

Third object – The effectuation of the meaning of the divine unity with all beings, 23-

613 

This growing unity is mainly due to the attempt of the bureaucracy to put down by 

force, 6-664 
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Three essential truths of existence to realise, God, freedom, unity, 25-255 

True national unity is the unity of self-dedication to the country, 6-722 

Unity – Not a featureless but a conscious and diversified oneness, 25-259 

Unity does not mean uniformity and the removal of all differences, 6-372 

Unity in race, religion or language – Helpful to the growth of a nationality, 6-642 

Unity is a means and not an end in itself, 6-762 

Unity is in the spiritual consciousness, 30-399 

Unity is the secret, a complex, understanding and embracing unity, 13-157 

Unity of ideas and methods is only possible if the whole nation is inspired by one spirit, 

6-763 

Unity of opinion and action is certainly not indispensable, 6-769 

Unity, harmony, mutuality – The law of the supreme and universal Truth of things, 21-

1035 

We have been severely attacked for marring the unity of the national movement, 6-179 

You cannot realise freedom and unity unless you realise God, 25-255 

Unity 

The exclusive worship of one of its principles – Knowledge, Love, Power and Unity, 

13-155 

The sense of Unity – A knowledge reconciling all differences in the One, 23-375 

Unity is at once the justification of all religion & morality and the culmination, 17-161 

Unity will be the law, difference will be for the various enjoyment of that unity, 23-378 

unity in diversity 

The principle of unity in diversity has always been normal to India, 36-501 

unity. 

Turning mind and heart & body into the image of his universal unity (488), 12-492 

universal 

A universal Being which fulfils itself in the world and the individual and the group, 25-

60 

Supracosmic, universal, individual existence – The one Godhead, 19-316 

The knowledge too of the Divine extended in the universe, 19-537 

The one supreme and universal and individual Godhead – The perfect way, 19-321 

The universal acts – The soul of the individual is a portion of the All-Soul, 13-379 

The universal is as real or even more real than the individual, 18-95 

There is no difference between the terms “universal” and “cosmic”, 30-267 

Three terms of the one existence, transcendent, universal and individual, 21-401 

Universal 

The Transcendent, the Universal, the Individual – The first of the Trinities, 23-259 

universal being 

The opening into the wider being which is universal, 30-270 

universal consciousness 

If a man is really insensible he is not living in the full universal consciousness, 13-453 

The universal consciousness – Also many stages, 13-454 

universal Divine 

The Witness Spirit as one side of the cosmic Self – A universal Divine as the other, 23-

255 

universal energies 
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It is still worse to try to draw these lower universal energies from those around you, 30-

289 

Many personalities in us – The openness and subjection to universal energies, 23-76 

When the universal energies come into touch with the Divine Force ‒ A transformation, 

30-288 

When they are not in touch with the Divine Force ‒ They are powers of the Ignorance, 

30-288 

universal Energy 

A distinction between the Divine Force from above and the inferior universal Energy, 

30-288 

universal force 

The thoughts, feelings etc. of others – Waves of the universal force, 31-601 

universal Force 

The universal Force of the Divine is the one Energy that alone exists, 23-253 

universal forces 

All attempt at transformation of the being is a fight with universal forces, 36-365 

But it is here that the hostility in the universal (lower) forces comes in, 31-767 

If the psychic is active – An automatic test for the universal forces, 30-340 

In a certain sense grief and pain may be said to be universal forces, 30-287 

It is often through the subliminal centres that the universal forces come in, 30-290 

One can live in contact with the Divine even amidst the universal forces, 30-288 

Pain and misery are perhaps rather the result of the action of universal forces, 30-287 

The process of the transformation – The opposition of the universal forces, 23-133 

The universal forces act very often through the subconscient, 30-290 

The universal forces move by their own force, 30-287 

They may remain and come back on the being from the surrounding universal forces, 

36-365 

Universal forces means all forces good or bad, favourable or hostile, 30-287 

Yet all the time the universal forces are pouring into him without his knowing it, 28-

213 

universal love 

It has to be held within as a condition of the consciousness, 31-305 

It is only the static immutable universal Love that can apply equally to all, 31-305 

One conscious of the Divine’s Love before one has oneself the universal love, 29-338 

So long, the expression of the all-love is not advisable, 31-305 

Universal love is always universal – Psychic love can individualise itself, 29-337 

Universal love is not personal, 31-305 

Universal love is the spiritual founded on the sense of the Divine everywhere, 29-346 

universal mind 

A mind of self-forgetful knowledge – The consciousness of universal mind, 23-888 

universal Mother 

The Mahashakti, the universal Mother, works out and enters into the worlds, 32-15 

universal nature 

There is the universal mental, the universal vital, the universal physical nature, 30-270 

universal Nature 

The anger comes from outside – It is a rush of force from the universal Nature, 31-271 
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The general Powers in universal Nature try to keep up the resistance, 31-664 

The universal Nature tries to bring them back or bring in new and similar things, 31-

361 

universal Power 

The individual energy does not belong to the individual, but to the one universal Power, 

30-288 

universal Prakriti 

The play of universal Prakriti with the universal Purusha watching behind it, 30-288 

universal Purusha 

The play of universal Prakriti with the universal Purusha watching behind it, 30-288 

universal Self, 30-396 

To get into the universal Self is to be liberated from ego, 30-326 

What you saw in the vision was the universal Self or spirit, 30-278 

universal vital 

In the universal vital – A deceptive attraction and an exhilarating rush of power, 30-285 

universal vital Nature 

An old movement returning from the universal Nature, 31-145 

Doubt, depression, sadness, hostility towards the Mother ‒ The universal vital Nature, 

31-145 

It is the vital that is invaded by something foreign from the universal Nature, 31-145 

universalisation 

A dynamic universalising of consciousness without the experience of the Self, 28-141 

The consciousness can see the world in oneself – That is universalisation, 30-273 

The universalisation may be more on one plane of consciousness than on another, 28-

141 

universalised I 

Afterwards, an experience of another kind of I, but it is a universalised I, 30-394 

universalism 

A new idea of human universalism or collectivism for the race, 25-57 

universality 

An infinite being who acts universally with emphasis on an individual formation, 23-

491 

An intimate universality is part of the glory of spiritual perfection, 13-366 

Another change is a turn towards universality in place of the opposing dualities, 27-42 

The movement of universality by itself cannot prevent the vital from disturbing, 30-452 

The nations are being drawn into a common universality with whatever differences, 27-

444 

The trinity of self-manifestation – Individuality, universality and transcendence, 21-786 

This idea of universality – In any future significance of rebirth and karma, 13-366 

Universality is impossible so long as we feel ourselves an individual mind, life, body, 

23-490 

universe 

A cosmos or universe is always a harmony, otherwise it could not exist, 30-282 

An ineffably infinite Godhead – The phenomenon of a boundless universe, 19-312 

An integral consciousness – It does not abolish the universe or the individual, 21-660 

Brahman self-extended in Space and Time is the universe, 17-28 
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Each universe is only one rhythm out of an infinite number of possible movements, 17-

352 

Even if a phenomenal reality, still the world is a manifestation of Brahman, 21-482 

It is the energy, the action, the movement of consciousness that creates the universe, 

28-22 

The explanation of the universe put forward in The Life Divine, 29-394 

The idea that all the rest of the universe must be a waste is a human idea, 28-394 

The meaning of the universe – The progressive revelation of a great Reality, 21-47 

The simple truth that God is veiled in the material universe seems to be hidden, 1-588 

The universe and the individual are necessary to each other in their ascent, 21-50 

The universe is a manifestation of God – The universal laws, 12-221 

The universe is a rhythmic vibration in infinite existence, 17-351 

The values that are given to the universe by our own limited human consciousness, 21-

421 

The Western mind is still burdened with its scientific vision of the universe, 1-588 

There are vital, mental and spiritual ranges behind the material universe, 28-394 

Universe is a diffusion of the divine All, the individual its concentration, 21-50 

We have to take the universe as it is and find out the way to conquer, 28-464 

Universe 

Spirit containing, supporting and pervading Prakriti is the cause of the Universe, 17-

269 

universes 

There are even many universes. Ours is only one of many, 28-132 

universities, 36-271 

The old system opens only the doors of a few offices and professions overcrowded, 36-

272 

The system prevailing in our universities is one which ignores the psychology of man, 

1-368 

University will find its function and fulfilment, 36-502 

Universities 

The social effect I should like the Colleges and Universities of India also to exercise, 1-

354 

University 

Stifling of patriotism through the instrumentality of the University, 6-385 

The future University must be one built up by the organising power of India’s own 

sons, 6-896 

The Government University will perish and a National University be developed, 6-388 

The idea of a National University to get a Royal Charter to confer degrees, 6-932 

The intellectual part of education – The Indian University system confined to this, 1-

358 

The Universities as an instrument for stifling the growth of political life, 6-385 

The University Coercion Circular, 6-406 

The whole Calcutta University has been placed under the heel of the Executive 

authority, 8-166 

To sever connection with University and take education into their own hands, 6-406 

Unknowable 
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An Unknowable in a double aspect of Personality and Impersonality, 17-40 

An unknowable Reality which translates itself here into different systems of values, 21-

14 

First as an ineffable high transcendent Unknowable – The Source of all things, 23-117 

Its answer to the problem is that That is precisely the Unknowable, 18-74 

Parabrahman, the Highest, and that which is higher than the highest, the Unknowable, 

18-365 

Sat and Asat as the last antinomy through which we look up to the Unknowable, 21-39 

The beginning of Wisdom is to renounce the attempt to know the Unknowable, 12-191 

The doctrine of the Mystics recognises an Unknowable – The Deva or Godhead, 15-

370 

The Unknowable and other kinds of Knowledge, 21-15 

The Unknowable is beyond our grasp – Beyond Existence and Non-existence, 18-92 

The Unknown is not the Unknowable, 21-15 

Thus I know the Brahman manifest as the Self and the Lord – Not the Unknowable, 18-

77 

Unknown 

The Unknown is not the Unknowable, 21-15 

unmanifest 

The unmanifest immutable – The soul attaining to it has escaped out of the cycle, 19-

298 

Unmanifest 

Mental formulas expressing the mind's approach to the Unmanifest, 12-189 

The Unmanifested Supreme is beyond all definition and description by mind, 12-189 

unpleasantness 

All unpleasantness should be faced with the spirit of samatā, 31-344 

unpopularity 

Is unpopularity with a section to be a bar against filling the Presidential chair?, 6-148 

unreality 

A farther distinction has to be made in our conceptions of unreality, 21-497 

But still unreality is a fact of cosmic existence – Distinctions have to be made, 21-495 

unrest 

The Swadeshi, the boycott, the violent unrest in Bengal – The weapons of men, 6-193 

unrest. 

While the soul within remains defectively organised, there will always be outward 

unrest, disorder & revolution (197), 12-448 

unselfishness 

Another kind of egoism that prides itself on its own unselfishness and altruism, 28-428 

How can the Karmayogin escape from covetousness and desire? – By unselfishness, 

17-185 

Selfishness and the reaction of unselfishness are both of them to be put aside, 28-428 

Unselfishness is a self-enlargement and self-fulfilment – It is in the nature, 17-185 

Unselfishness is not the only thing to be aimed at, 28-428 

unsteadiness 

The unsteadiness of the physical mind, 31-33 

The unsteadiness you speak of is the nature of the human physical mind, 31-33 
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up and down 

It is only after one reaches a certain height that it changes into an oscillation, 35-372 

The rhythm of up and down is fairly general, 30-58 

The up and down movement – The course followed by the nature in the sadhana, 35-

372 

The up and down movement is common to all ways of Yoga, 30-57 

Yoga is a building up of a new consciousness and is full of ups and downs, 30-58 

Upanishad 

I did not learn the idea of the supermind from Veda or Upanishad, 28-309 

Men ceased to study Veda and Upanishad for the sake of Veda or Upanishad, 17-307 

The purpose of the Upanishad cannot be served by a translation, 18-170 

The Upanishad asserts the ultimate Brahman to be, although inexpressible, realisable, 

18-359 

The Upanishad too describes the cosmos as a universal motion and becoming, 13-228 

The word Vedanta, the word Upanishad – A systematisation of Vedic Knowledge, 17-

319 

Upanishads 

And yet the Upanishads declare that Brahman is the one true object of knowledge, 18-

359 

But in the jail I had the Gita and the Upanishads with me, 36-98 

But the modern theory – To approach the Upanishads from a different standpoint, 17-

320 

Clear grammatical connotation and the general usage of the Upanishads or of the Veda, 

17-332 

Even in India the old knowledge of the Upanishads has been lost, 28-110 

Every Upanishad has in it an element of Yoga as well as an element of Sankhya, 18-

421 

In approaching an ancient Scripture, such as the Veda, Upanishads or Gita, 19-4 

In the Upanishads – Ignorance, Avidya, is the knowledge of the divided Many, 21-508 

In the Upanishads – The essential relations of God & the world, 17-339 

In the Upanishads ¬– The Self becoming, containing, inhabiting all existences, 21-166 

In the Upanishads the whole method is suprarational – Intuition and revelation, 17-323 

In the Upanishads there is the seed of the later philosophical & intellectual method, 17-

568 

It goes back to the original Vedanta of the Upanishads, 19-340 

Many of the Upanishads are similarly written round symbols, 18-167 

None of us understands more than a little of the Upanishads, 17-362 

Not the method of the Upanishads – An intellectual statement of the truths of being, 19-

264 

The Brahmanas and the Upanishads are the record of a powerful revival, 15-13 

The early Vedic religion and the Upanishads did not deny life, 20-240 

The great Upanishads – The unity of universal existence in the transcendental Being, 

18-424 

The idea of the supermind in the Rig Veda and in the Upanishads, 29-444 

The idea of transcendental Unity, Oneness & Stability – The basal idea of the 

Upanishads, 18-350 
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The ideas of the Upanishads – In Pythagoras, Plato, Neo-platonism and Gnosticism, 

20-330 

The knowledge of the Brahman is the one grand and general subject of the Upanishads, 

18-311 

The metrical forms of the Upanishads are made up of four half lines each clearly cut, 

20-334 

The metrical Upanishads – Beyond the symbolism to the overt expression, 20-338 

The past systheses – The Vedic, the Upanishads, the Gita, the Tantric, 19-9 

The philosophy of the Upanishads – Its practical importance, 18-345 

The plan and structure of their thought – A perfection of supra-intellectual cohesion, 

18-434 

The plenary inspiration of the Upanishads in word as well as in thought, 17-333 

The principle of which every Upanishad is an exposition – God & the World, 17-377 

The rhythm and metre of the Upanishads demand their place in the interpretation, 17-

365 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

The thought of the Upanishads supposes great origins anterior to itself, 15-5 

The Upanishads – A free transcendent and cosmic vision and experience, 20-373 

The Upanishads – A wider & sounder view of God in the world & His purpose in 

action, 17-504 

The Upanishads – Psychological experience and observation we no longer possess, 18-

305 

The Upanishads – The creation of a revelatory and intuitive mind, 20-333 

The Upanishads – The revelation of the soul of Veda, 15-14 

The Upanishads – Their theme is the One who is Many, 17-368 

The Upanishads are at once Scripture, philosophy and seer-poetry, 18-433 

The Upanishads are Jnanakanda – The Truth of Brahman & the fundamental principles, 

17-567 

The Upanishads are not a revolutionary departure from the Vedic mind, 20-334 

The Upanishads are Pantheistic, yet not Pantheistic, 18-416 

The Upanishads are polytheistic, yet not polytheistic, 18-417 

The Upanishads are rational, consistent and homogeneous, 18-358 

The Upanishads are the supreme work of the Indian mind, 20-329 

The Upanishads are Theistic, yet not Theistic, 18-416 

The Upanishads are Vedanta – In a higher degree even than the Vedas, 20-331 

The Upanishads are works of inspiration, not of reasoning, 17-370 

The Upanishads demand of us to raise ourselves through Surya or pure Idea into 

Ananda, 17-460 

The Upanishads give their clue to the psychological and philosophical ideas, 15-33 

The Upanishads have a common field – Each has its own peculiar province, 17-370 

The Upanishads have made it their business to see Brahman in many aspects, 18-416 

The Upanishads is the expression of the truth of highest spiritual knowledge, 20-342 

The Upanishads, a large crowning outcome of the Vedic discipline and experience, 20-

203 

The Upanishads, source of profound philosophies and religions – Science, 20-330 
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The utterances of the Upanishads arrange themselves and fall into a perfect harmony, 

18-357 

The Veda, Upanishads, Brahmasutras or the Gita – A synthetic and intuitive manner, 1-

605 

The Vedas and the Upanishads as the fountain-head of all Indian culture, 20-341 

The writers of the Upanishads handle their metres largely on Vedic principles, 17-334 

Their real work was to found Vedanta rather than to interpret Veda, 15-15 

There is nothing like them in ancient, mediaeval or modern creation, 18-433 

They are inspired poems – Philosophy and poetry met together and mingled, 18-349 

They are the accents of the divine Gnosis – A revelatory word direct and impersonal, 

18-434 

They have their parts of science, of psychology, their cosmogony, theogony, 

philosophy, 17-369 

This conception of the sevenfold form – The very kernel of the doctrine in the 

Upanishads, 17-442 

This is the secret of the Upanishads and their undying fruitfulness, 18-349 

Two great periods of Upanishadic thought – The Isha belongs to the Vedic group, 17-

83 

Two views of the universe – Modern Science or Sankhya, and the Upanishads, 18-36 

We need not expect in the Upanishads a full statement or reasoned treatises, 18-348 

We see this succession in the Upanishads and the subsequent Indian philosophies, 21-

75 

upheaval 

Catastrophic upheaval is the sign of a struggle on the inferior plane, 31-760 

Upper Chamber 

An Upper Chamber more and more a mere tool of the Conservative leaders, 8-344 

upper hemisphere 

The upper hemisphere – The Divine existence-consciousness-bliss, 30-332 

uprising 

That uprising comes in as a reaction to the working, 31-636 

upward 

If the movement is upward, then we may persist in absolute confidence, 8-463 

There are two movements of humanity, upward and downward, and both are 

irresistible, 8-462 

Urvasie 

Kalidasa’s conception of Urvasie – A beautiful and radiant woman deeply in love, 1-

222 

The essential idea of her is a natural, frank & charming womanliness, 1-222 

The Hindu mind created a legend – Naraian opening his thigh took from it Urvasie, 1-

221 

The Urvasie of the myth is the Spirit of imaginative beauty in the Universe, 1-203 

This method is employed with conspicuous beauty & success in the Urvasie, 1-216 

Urvasie is a poem I am not in love with – Lacking in originality and life, 27-224 

Urvasie is written on the epic model. Baji Prabhou is not epic in style or rhythm, 27-

615 

Urvasie’s finest characteristic is her sincerity in passion and affection, 1-224 
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usage 

Neither feeling nor logic can stand against usage, 27-656 

usefulness 

In sadhana the question of the usefulness of work does not arise, 29-240 

Usha 

All this action and movement are made possible by the coming of Usha, the Dawn, 15-

171 

Constantly the idea of the Truth is associated with this luminous goddess Usha, 15-484 

Like all the leaders of the Path, Usha is a destroyer of enemies, 15-485 

The advent of Usha is frequently associated with the idea of the Truth, the Ritam, 15-

131 

Usha as the mother of the Cows is a power of the supreme Consciousness, Aditi, 15-

131 

Usha gives the riches we seek and leads man on the divine path, 15-485 

Usha herself is the Truth and the mother of Truths, 15-244 

Usha is opulent in the riches of the Light and the Power of the Truth, 15-171 

Usha is the divine Dawn, 15-244 

Usha is the divine Dawn and not merely the physical, 15-166 

Usha is the divine illumination and Dakshina is the discerning knowledge, 15-194 

Usha is the leader not only of happy truths, but of our spiritual wealth and joy, 15-135 

Usha is the medium of the awakening, the activity and the growth of the other gods, 15-

295 

Usha, the Dawn – At once a worker in the great victory and its luminous result, 15-243 

Usha, the dawn of the illumination of the Truth, must bring the joy and the beatitude, 

15-133 

Ushanas Kavya 

Ushanas Kavya is the Rishi of the heavenward desire born from the seer-knowledge, 

15-240 

Ushas 

Ushas or Dawn to the early thinkers was the impulse towards manifest existence, 18-

278 

utilitarian ethics 

Good, not utility, must be the principle and standard of good, 25-149 

Such was the system of utilitarian ethics discovered in the nineteenth century, 25-149 

Utilitarian ethics – It is true that the highest good is also the highest utility, 25-149 

utilitarian model 

The basis of morality – “The utilitarian model”, 1-35 

This system – “Whatever is profitable, is good, whatever is the reverse, is evil”, 1-35 

utilitarianism 

The formula of European civilisation – A rational and utilitarian culture, 20-67 

The hedonistic element in utilitarianism is an imperfect & blundering effort, 17-150 

Utilitarian hedonism – By doing good to others, a rarer and deeper pleasure, 17-149 

Utilitarianism did good in its time, but it was not true, and could not last, 17-148 

Utilitarianism gets a partial & confused view of the truth, 17-151 

Utilitarianism is impotent to give any sound and helpful guidance, 17-149 

Utilitarianism, except force & fear, has no sanctions to replace those of religion, 17-152 
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Uttama 

The Uttama possesses both the immutable unity and the mobile multiplicity, 19-79 

Uttama Purusha 

But the highest goal of man is fulfilment in the Uttama Purusha, the Lord, 17-53 

Vaiou 

Out of ether a force is selected – Vaiou or Matariswun, the Sleeper in the Mother, 17-

126 

vairagya 

A mental, a moral, a spiritual vairagya – Mayavada, 12-137 

A rajasic or tamasic vairagya instead of the sattwic kind, 29-474 

But once the turn made, a perpetual vairagya is not needed, 31-202 

I have objected in the past to vairagya of the ascetic kind and the tamasic kind, 29-388 

I quite acknowledge the utility of a temporary state of vairagya, 29-388 

If the thirst for the Eternal mingle in vairagya – The necessary impulse, 17-198 

Its vairagya can become sattwic and decisive, 31-299 

Samata is difficult, vairagya is easy, only damnably gloomy and uncomfortable, 35-374 

The spiritual element of vairagya is the turning away from the selfish desire, 17-198 

There are many kinds of vairagya, some true, some false, 17-197 

There is the sattwic vairagya, but many people have the rajasic or tamasic kind, 29-389 

To replace vairagya by a firm and quiet rejection of what has to be rejected, 29-388 

Vairagya has come to mean many things – Of the strong man, of the weakling, 17-110 

Vairagya in the sense of dissatisfaction with life as it is is perfectly admissible, 29-389 

Vairagya is certainly one way of progressing towards the goal, 29-387 

Vairagya is itself a vital movement – Vairagya is the reverse side of vital desire, 29-455 

Vairagya is the turning of the soul to its salvation, 17-196 

Vairagya means a positive detachment from things of this life, 29-387 

Vairagya, a painful breaking of the vital ties may be necessary and many go through 

that, 31-202 

World-weariness accompanied by a thirst for the Eternal, that is the real vairagya, 17-

196 

Vaisheshika 

Vaisheshika, the physical analysis of the form or matter, 17-570 

Vaishnava bhakti 

No incompatibility between Vaishnava Bhakti and my supramental yoga, 29-494 

The tradition of later Vaishnava Bhakti is an attempt to sublimate vital impulses, 29-

478 

Vaishnava sadhana 

Something in you was harking back to one kind of Vaishnava sadhana, 31-192 

Vaishnava school 

The Vaishnava school emphasising the personal felicities, 29-485 

Vaishnava way 

I cannot say much about the Vaishnava idea of the form of Krishna, 29-486 

There is the other Vaishnava way which swings between yearning and despair, 29-488 

Vaishnavas 

The poetry of the Vaishnavas – The turning of all the human emotions Godward, 20-

378 
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Vaishya 

A dharmarājya of the half-penitent Vaishya is not to be the final consummation, 25-617 

Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra – In practice, birth became the basis, 20-170 

Nor was the old Vaishya type needed by the new dispensation, 6-1100 

Pradyumna is the Vaishya – He is the universal philanthropist, 1-532 

Skill, self-spending, mutuality, enjoyment – The Vaishya, 23-745 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The qualities of the Aryan, 1-

391 

The Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra – The social ideals of the age, 6-

1096 

The four types of the Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra, 23-742 

The life of the nation – The life of the Brahmin, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya, the Shudra, 

8-19 

Through four soul-stages a man must pass – Sudra, Vaishya,  Kshatriya , Brahmin, 17-

195 

vaiśvānara 

vaiśvānara – The Self that supports the Waking State or sthūla consciousness, 28-38 

Vaisvanor 

Spirit in the Waking State is called Vaisvanor, the Universal Male, 17-230 

The Waking Consciousness Virat or Vaisvanor – From the wider Dream 

Consciousness, 17-126 

Vaja 

The sense of Vaja – Substance & plenty in the sense of wealth and possessions, 18-285 

The three Ribhus are Ribhu, Vibhu and Vaja – Their special nature and function, 15-

338 

Vaja, the youngest, supplies the plenitude of the divine light and substance, 15-338 

Vajin 

He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to the Gandharvas, Aswa to men, 

18-283 

vak 

There is the vak or sound symbol of the truth – The revelation of the vak is sruti, 18-

429 

Vala 

That which is hidden in the lair of Vala is said also to be hidden in the waters, 15-195 

Their chief is Vala, a demon whose name signifies probably the“encloser”, 15-140 

There are Vala and the Panis, miser traffickers in the sense-life, 15-378 

Vritra is the personification of the Inconscient, Vala, of the subconscient, 15-322 

valley of death 

The valley of death through which our way lies to the promised land, 6-704 

valley of the shadow of death 

The period of slow emergence is the valley of the shadow of death, 23-220 

Valmekie 

The Titanic impulse was strong in Valmekie, 1-334 

Valmekie had also dealt with a great period, but in a poetic and dramatic manner, 1-332 

Valmekie has a more humanely moral spirit than Vyasa, 1-324 
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Valmekie has drawn for us both the divine and anarchic in extraordinary proportions, 

1-335 

Valmekie’s approach to politics is imaginative, poetic, made from outside, 1-323 

Vyasa – A comparison with Valmekie in epical rhetoric, 1-321 

Vyasa in fact stands at the opposite pole from Valmekie, 1-306 

Vyasa is less broadly human than Valmekie – A wider & more original thinker, 1-322 

Vyasas’s character-drawing is more epic, less psychological than Valmekie’s, 1-322 

Valmiki 

1st row Homer, Shakespeare, Valmiki – Each is a sort of poetic Demiurge, 27-368 

But as poets Vyasa and Valmiki are not inferior, but also not greater, 27-368 

The work of Valmiki – An agent in the moulding of the cultural mind of India, 20-350 

Valmiki was looking back to an ideal past – Vyasa, forward to an ideal future, 1-159 

Valmiki, Vyasa and Kalidasa are the essence of the history of ancient India, 1-156 

values 

Among the greater values – The things against which the new Force is most aggressive, 

36-456 

One force denies the established values, social, political, ethical, spiritual, altogether., 

36-456 

The only ethical values admitted are those of dominant Force and service of the State, 

36-456 

The values which the mental being holds for supreme and effective, 13-413 

Values – The liberty of the individual, the right to national liberty, freedom of thought, 

36-456 

vampire 

In all humans (even if dominated by a vital being or vampire force), there is a psychic, 

28-197 

It is possible for one person to drain another’s vital forces – The vampire, 31-331 

vampirising 

Vampirising is a special phenomenon, 31-335 

vampirism 

A sign of vampirism – A tired feeling, an after-effect on the whole, 31-335 

vanity 

1. A certain vanity and arrogance and self-assertive rajasic vehemence, 31-152 

All ambition, pride and vanity must disappear from the thoughts and the feelings, 32-

382 

Ambition and vanity have to be pushed out, before one is far on the path, 31-239 

It is a vanity, but it is not humbug, unless he does not believe in it, 31-240 

People who live in the vital and have much vanity ‒ The idea that they have attained, 

31-240 

Vanity in the subconscient ‒ Normal reactions remain there after they have been 

rejected, 31-608 

Vanity is one of the things most difficult to get rid of, 31-240 

When vanity is there on a big scale, 31-240 

variation 

That law is that all things are one, but each has its own law of variation, 25-63 

variations 
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Do not be disturbed or discouraged by these variations or this delay, 30-69 

The deeper knowledge which reconciles distinctions in the unity behind all variations, 

21-396 

There is no definable reason for it being at a particular time, 30-69 

These variations are inevitable ‒ Until three things are sufficiently established, 30-65 

variations during the day 

Often the period of intense activity is limited to a particular part of the day, 30-68 

Periods in the day ‒ The consciousness needs time for rest and assimilation, 30-69 

Results in particular parts of the day ‒ In others that condition is not there, 30-68 

These variations in the consciousness during the day are common, 30-69 

variety 

“A dominant idea governs the variety of types” – “The inborn qualities and powers”, 1-

51 

“Examples of the dominant principle regulating variety in a design”, 1-49 

“We described proportion as a regular variety”, 1-45 

Calligraphy – “The words and letters must exhibit a regular variety”, 1-47 

If there were not this plasticity and variety Yoga would not be a living power, 29-103 

Varna 

But birth is not and cannot be the sole test of Varna, 20-172 

In practice we find that birth became the basis of the Varna, 20-171 

varṇa 

The word varṇa as the hue of the Aryan thoughts, true and full of light, 15-228 

Varṇa would come to mean almost the nature or else all those of that particular nature, 

15-226 

Varnas 

Indian culture – The double system of the four Varnas and the four Asramas, 20-170 

Varuna 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-125 

Knowledge or Truth is the agent which purifies and liberates – Varuna is the purifier, 

15-505 

Mitra and Varuna are able to enjoy the use of a vast effective will-power, 15-77 

Mitra and Varuna are seers of Swa, proclaim the vast Truth and uphold our action, 15-

513 

Mitra is possessed of a purified judgment. Varuna destroys all hurters or enemies, 15-

76 

Oceanic Varuna is king of all these waters – The rivers journey to the truth of Varuna, 

15-503 

Shaping our life by the Ideal – Varuna, the severe Lord of Truth, meets us, 25-620 

The bliss of Mitra and Varuna has to increase in us, 15-513 

The great triad, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, with Bhaga as a consummating fourth, 15-

496 

The Kingship of great Varuna is an unbounded empire over all being, 15-505 

The Lord of the Dawns is Varuna, soul of vastness and purity, 15-297 

The perfected fullness depends especially on Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman, 15-491 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 
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The word Varuna – An embracing and illuminating Infinity, 15-500 

Varuna – A vast purity and clear wideness destructive of all sin and falsehood, 15-380 

Varuna – The infinite oceanic space of the divine soul and its ethereal purity, 15-497 

Varuna acts as the guardian of the Truth rather than constitutes it, 15-509 

Varuna and Mitra are invoked to accomplish a richly luminous thought, 15-75 

Varuna and Mitra are shown to us working in the full sense of their Truth, 15-77 

Varuna in the Veda is always characterised as a power of wideness and purity, 15-76 

Varuna is a manifestation of the one God's active omniscience and omnipotence, 15-

508 

Varuna is described as a vast thinker and guardian of the Truth – The luminous cows, 

15-506 

Varuna is the leader on this path – A march of the waters, a journey of the sun, 15-507 

Varuna is the oceanic surge of the hidden Divine as he rises in the soul, 15-504 

Varuna of the Veda is at once King of the highest covering ether and all oceans, 15-501 

Varuna represents largeness, right and purity, 15-302 

Varuna represents the principle of pure and wide being, Sat in Sachchidananda, 15-301 

Varuna reveals what dark Vritra's obsession had withheld and obscured, 15-500 

Varuna the King has his foundation in the all-pervading purity of Sat, 15-497 

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga cast the glory and protection of their divine gaze, 15-

491 

Varuna, Mitra, Bhaga, Aryaman – Emanations of Surya Savitri, 15-300 

Vatruna is the King who strikes down evil and delivers from sin, 15-504 

vāsanā 

The word vāsanā means usually the idea or mental feeling rising from the chitta, 28-

172 

vast 

Not arbitrary systems but freedom to construct – The truth, the right, the vast, 23-845 

Vast 

It is called in the Veda the Truth, the Right, the Vast, 17-29 

The ideas of the Vast, of the Truth and of the solar light of the world of Swar, 15-132 

This hidden Truth is the Vast – The wideness of the higher being, 15-474 

This Truth is the body of Surya – It is described as the True, the Right, the Vast, 15-

474 

vastness 

This peace and vastness as the abiding stuff of your consciousness, 29-151 

Vasudeva 

The complete truth of existence according to the Gita – All is the Divine, Vasudeva, 

19-456 

To know Vasudeva as all and live in that knowledge is the secret, 19-323 

Vayu 

A complex energy of consciousness is to be the result of Vayu's movement, 15-313 

A glad movement of already illuminated vital energies is invoked in the form of Vayu, 

15-310 

Indra and the Maruts and the Ribhus, Vayu, Agni, Soma and the Ashwins are agents, 

15-491 
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Indra and Vayu have been called upon by the thought to perfect the nervous mentality, 

15-75 

Indra is the master of mental force, Vayu of nervous or vital force, 15-310 

It is said in the Veda that Vayu is he who brings down Agni from Surya, 17-78 

Matariswan is the philosophical expression for Vayu, the aerial principle, 17-255 

The domain of Vayu – All the vital and nervous activities of the human being, 15-309 

The force of the vital breath is propelled by Vayu, it is formed by Agni – The agents, 

18-20 

The Maruts, the thought-forces, are more important to the Rishis than Vayu himself, 

15-310 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 

The pure aerial or gaseous – Vayu, Wind or Air, 17-250 

The three gods Indra, Vayu, Agni approach the Brahman, 18-81 

Vayu and Indra are cosmic godheads presiding over the action of cosmic principles, 28-

458 

Vayu is always associated with the Prana or Life-Energy, 15-74 

Vayu, Master of life, links them together by the mid-air, the region of vital force, 15-

382 

Vayu, the Lord of Life, has comparatively few hymns in the Rig Veda, 15-309 

Vayu, the nervous activity, is only a first condition of the emergent Mind, 15-309 

Vayu’s horses are to attain their normally complete general number, 15-312 

We find Indra, Master of Mind, and Vayu, Master of Life, coupled together, 15-310 

Vayu Matarishwan 

Vayu represents the cosmic Divine on the vital plane, 18-82 

Veda 

A double interest to take up the Veda in the original for the first time, 15-38 

A hypothesis on a basis that clearly emerges in the language of the Veda itself, 15-34 

A principle of thought-development in the arrangement of the Vedic hymns, 15-60 

A profound spiritual culture is what we shall expect in Veda & Vedanta, 17-315 

A progressive obscuration and loss of the Veda as the law of the human cycle, 15-12 

A sharp practical division came into being between Veda and Vedanta, 15-15 

Always the hymns of the Veda confirm each other – The same terms and ideas, 15-78 

Among all the materials of our past the Veda is the most venerable and the most potent, 

1-668 

An interpretation of Veda must stand or fall by its central conception, 1-669 

By discovering the early Vedantic interpretation of Veda – A great illumination, 17-

330 

Clear grammatical connotation and the general usage of the Upanishads or of the Veda, 

17-332 

Dayananda finds in the Veda the law of life given by God to the human being, 1-671 

Dayananda finds in the Veda the secrets of creation and law of Nature, 1-671 

Dayananda perceived that our true original seed for a radical new birth was the Veda, 

1-665 

Either the Veda is what Sayana says, the European scholars say, or else it is indeed 

Veda, 1-668 
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Harmony, synthesis is the law of the Veda, not discord & a disjection, 17-569 

He started study of the Veda at Pondicherry, 36-44 

How its real character of the Veda can best be understood, 20-321 

I did not learn the idea of the supermind from Veda or Upanishad, 28-309 

I refuse, therefore, at this stage, my assent to the European idea of Veda and Vedanta, 

17-319 

In approaching an ancient Scripture, such as the Veda, Upanishads or Gita, 19-4 

In its esoteric, as well as its exoteric significance, it is the Book of Works, 15-11 

In the Veda – The Fathers who have gone before and discovered the supraphysical 

worlds, 28-554 

In the Veda – The One that becomes, contains, inhabits all, 21-166 

In the Veda there is no idea or experience of a personal emanation or incarnation, 29-

420 

Is there at all or is there still a secret of the Veda?, 15-3 

It is established beyond question that the cows of the Veda are symbolic cows, 15-157 

It is only Veda that can give us a complete insight into Vedanta, 17-320 

Man climbing out of Death into divine Life – Veda & Vedanta, 17-525 

Men ceased to study Veda and Upanishad for the sake of Veda or Upanishad, 17-307 

Only in the Veda do we find the key to this imagery – A prehistoric humanity, 15-191 

Our theory – The Veda is intended for spiritual enlightenment and self-culture, 15-33 

Religion, putting Veda away follows the impulses of the undisciplined heart, 17-347 

Rendering it straightforwardly according to its own phrases and images, 20-321 

Science, denying Veda altogether, makes man a materialist, 17-347 

Several new senses for a fair number of fixed technical terms of the Veda, 15-48 

Such are some of the principal images of the Veda, 15-384 

That it is a book of ritual and mythology and that it is a book of divine knowledge, 1-

668 

The basis for a sure and sound hypothesis of the sense of Veda, 15-34 

The central conception of the Veda – The conquest of the Truth and of Immortality, 15-

241 

The evidence of the Upanishads themselves – To shed their light on the Veda, 17-328 

The formula, “the Veda for the priests, the Vedanta for the sages.”, 15-15 

The Gita does not deny the validity even of the Vedic sacrificial works, 19-90 

The high moral and spiritual significance of the Vedic gods and the Vedic religion, 17-

327 

The hymns of the Rig Veda – Ignorance is in its origin a dividing mental knowledge, 

21-506 

The idea of the Divine was already possessed by our Vedic forefathers, 15-353 

The image of the Cow as a key to the sense of the Veda, 15-138 

The importance of the inner meaning of the Veda and the Vedanta, 17-341 

The interpretation of the Veda is hampered by many human irrelevancies, 12-34 

The largest reserves about the interpretation of the Veda by ancient scholars, 15-18 

The merely meteorological and naturalistic European interpretation collapses, 1-671 

The merely ritual, mythological, polytheistic interpretation of Sayana collapses, 1-671 

The method of interpretation – The psychological theory of the Veda, 15-39 

The necessity of a sound and secure philological basis for the interpretation, 15-48 
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The perfect truth of the Veda can only be recovered by revelation and experience, 17-

551 

The persistent and all-pervading habit of symbolism in the Veda, 15-161 

The ritual and mythological sense of the Veda – The inner sense of the Veda, 15-139 

The sages of the Veda and Vedanta relied upon intuition and spiritual experience, 21-

75 

The Sanhita of Vyasa substantially as it was arranged, 15-17 

The secret of the Veda, even when it has been unveiled, remains still a secret, 15-369 

The secret symbolism of the ancient Vedic mystics had been long forgotten, 19-119 

The sublime and sacred reputation of the Veda – Not in the current interpretations, 15-5 

The substance of the Veda, 15-139 

The text of the Veda which we possess has remained uncorrupted, 15-17 

The use of these words with a psychological import should be admitted in the Veda, 

15-41 

The Veda – To the ritualistic idea, a book of mythology and sacrificial ceremonies, 20-

319 

The Veda already contains in the seed the Vedantic conception of the Brahman, 15-353 

The Veda began to pass from the hands of the priest into the hands of the scholar, 15-

16 

The Veda does celebrate the divine Law and man’s aspiration to fulfil it, 1-674 

The Veda does hymn the one Deity of many names and powers, 1-674 

The Veda does purport to give us the law of the cosmos, 1-674 

The Veda is the creation of an early intuitive and symbolical mentality, 20-319 

The Veda is thus the spiritual and psychological seed of Indian culture, 20-342 

The Veda must be interpreted as a whole if it is to have a coherent meaning, 15-110 

The Veda perceives several kingdoms – The powers of the higher worlds support, 17-

535 

The Veda possesses the high spiritual substance of the Upanishads, 15-370 

The Veda reveals God, the law of Nature, the relations of the Soul to God and Nature, 

1-674 

The Veda thus understood stands out as a sublime and powerful poetic creation, 20-326 

The Veda, Upanishads, Brahmasutras or the Gita – A synthetic and intuitive manner, 1-

605 

The Vedantic Rishis – In possession of the system of their Vedic predecessors, 17-321 

The Vedantic thinkers positively believed that they were proceeding on a Vedic basis, 

17-325 

The Vedic hymns are chanted to the One Deity under many names, 1-670 

The Vedic hymns recognise one Godhead revealed in many aspects, 15-352 

There are those who come to the Veda with a preconceived and established opinion, 

12-35 

There has always been this double and incompatible tradition about the Veda, 1-668 

There is no indication in the Veda to support the theory of a recent Aryan invasion, 15-

26 

There is, says the Veda, the Truth-Consciousness and an eternal Bliss-consciousness, 

18-38 

This conception of Dayananda’s is the explicit statement of the Veda itself, 1-670 
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Thus there emerged in my mind the Scripture of a great and antique religion, 15-47 

To deny Veda in order to give reason a supremacy is to restrict our evolution, 17-347 

To get back to the full affirmation we have to return to the ancient Veda, 17-500 

To the Vedic Rishis there was only one universal Deva – The whole Dev, 15-347 

To those who came after them the Veda was a book of the supreme knowledge, 20-320 

To translate the Veda – Not a literal English rendering, not an interpretation, 15-363 

Truth was the master-word of the Vedic teaching, 1-665 

Veda & Vedanta are a guide to life for the individual, for the nation & for all humanity, 

17-375 

Veda & Vedanta ceased to be guides to knowledge, 17-307 

Veda contains other truths of a science the modern world does not at all possess, 1-673 

Veda is the creation of an age anterior to our intellectual philosophies, 15-10 

We may surmise that our actual Sanhita represents the close of a period, 15-12 

What is it but a revelation of divine Truth? – An infallible Scripture, 1-674 

What then do I seek? – Not science, not religion, not Theosophy, but Veda, 12-62 

When the Indian mind turned to review the sense of Veda, 15-13 

While the later philosophies are books of Knowledge, the Veda is a Book of Works, 

15-370 

Within us is all Veda and all Vedanta, within us is God & perfected humanity, 17-340 

Veda. 

When the light of Veda has dawned in thy soul, then even that divine lamp thou 

needest not (368), 12-472 

Vedanta 

A profound spiritual culture is what we shall expect in Veda & Vedanta, 17-315 

A sharp practical division came into being between Veda and Vedanta, 15-15 

Against this sublime Trinity of the Vedanta – The appearances of that world, 12-85 

Ancient Vedanta seized this message of the Intuition, 21-74 

Comparative Philology – The savage theory for the Vedas and for the Vedanta, 17-315 

For the Vedanta all phenomenal existence is determined by Shakti or Prakriti, 17-494 

I refuse, therefore, at this stage, my assent to the European idea of Veda and Vedanta, 

17-319 

In later Vedanta, the limited ego as the essential condition for the existence, 21-63 

In Vedanta, therefore, the true & early Vedanta – The practical freedom of the soul, 17-

505 

Is the wisdom of the Vedanta and Tantra a small and trifling thing?, 29-416 

It is only the Vedanta and Patanjali and the later Bhakti Yoga that are still alive, 29-416 

It is only Veda that can give us a complete insight into Vedanta, 17-320 

Man climbing out of Death into divine Life – Veda & Vedanta, 17-525 

Metre as an element of the rhythm is of some importance to the Vedantic interpreter, 

17-334 

Not the Vedantic view of the one Self, impersonal and universal and transcendent, 29-

429 

Science on the road which Vedanta on a different plane has already trod before it, 18-

351 

Such a solution in the ancient Vedanta – The nature of Brahman as Sachchidananda, 

21-63 
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The ancient Vedanta as the best previous foundation of that which we seek now, 21-72 

The ancient Vedantic theory of cosmic origin, 21-100 

The Asad Brahman, Nirvana are only a part, a side of Vedantic truth, 17-342 

The disadvantages of the intellectual & logical method for the interpretation of 

Vedanta, 17-575 

The European theory – A stumbling block to the proper approach to Vedanta, 17-319 

The final perceptions of Vedanta – The whole process & labour of consciousness, 12-

85 

The first conclusion of Vedanta – The Brahman in this Universe is One, 18-405 

The formula, “the Veda for the priests, the Vedanta for the sages.”, 15-15 

The fourth conclusion of the Vedanta – Brahman contains the phenomenal Universe, 

18-406 

The fundamental conception of Vedanta – The Brahman, 12-181 

The fundamental doctrine of the Vedanta – Verily all this is the Brahman, 17-371 

The ignorant censure of Vedanta as an immoral doctrine, 17-284 

The importance of the inner meaning of the Veda and the Vedanta, 17-341 

The joy of that reconciliation dwells in the Immortality to which the Vedanta is our 

guide, 17-444 

The main conceptions of the earlier Vedanta remained, 21-76 

The orthodox Vedantic idea is that all is here an inextricable mixture of good and evil, 

35-180 

The principle of the Vedanta is to make no compromise with the inner enemy principle, 

17-465 

The sages of the Veda and Vedanta relied upon intuition and spiritual experience, 21-

75 

The Sankhya and Vedanta elements were always combined, 29-437 

The second conclusion of Vedanta – Brahman pervades this Universe & possesses it, 

18-405 

The teaching of the Vedanta – Adwaita, Vishishtadwaita, Dwaita are true, 13-66 

The third conclusion of Vedanta – Brahman is the Absolute Transcendental Existence, 

18-406 

The totality of Vedantic knowledge consists of several processes, 17-570 

The truth of Vedanta and the truth of evolution, 21-122 

The two, Vedantic and the Tantric truth unified, can arrive at the integral knowledgea, 

32-57 

The universal nature of Brahman the Eternal is the beginning and end of the Vedanta, 

17-101 

The Upanishads are Vedanta – In a higher degree even than the Vedas, 20-331 

The utility of Vedanta for life, for man’s individual and racial evolution, 17-341 

The Vedanta – Not the annihilation of Being, but utter fullness of Being is our Nirvana, 

18-363 

The Vedanta – Two other worlds, the dream world, the sleep world, 18-347 

The Vedanta affirms three terms, Being, Comprehension and Delight, 12-84 

The Vedanta divines the whole course of Evolution – The inward facts of the soul, 18-

347 

The Vedanta is above all a rule of life, a law of being, 17-343 
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The Vedanta is the reaffirmation of Veda or Brahmavidya, 17-339 

The Vedantic explanation of our conscious existence, 17-525 

The Vedantic religion claims to be the eternal religion because it satisfies, 18-412 

The Vedantic Rishis – In possession of the system of their Vedic predecessors, 17-321 

The Vedantic thinkers positively believed that they were proceeding on a Vedic basis, 

17-325 

The Vedantic view of the universe – The course and movement of the world, 21-118 

The Vedantic writers dwelt on the innate & on the concealed meaning of words, 18-284 

The whole aim and spirit of the Vedanta is to annul, to kill, to root out the ego-sense, 

17-465 

The word Vedanta, the word Upanishad – A systematisation of Vedic Knowledge, 17-

319 

These opening lines or passages of the Vedanta are always of great importance, 18-258 

This potent influence – A parallelism between ancient Vedantism and modern Science, 

18-345 

Veda & Vedanta are a guide to life for the individual, for the nation & for all humanity, 

17-375 

Veda & Vedanta ceased to be guides to knowledge, 17-307 

Vedanta – Its consistent search is for spiritual truth and spiritual standards, 17-468 

Vedanta does indeed teach that virtue and vice, good and evil are relative terms, 17-284 

Vedanta does reject the lower self of desire as a motive to action and virtue, 17-284 

Vedanta embraces, harmonizes and yet overtops and exceeds all other moralities, 17-

284 

Vedanta has been used to replace the little personal by the large impersonal being, 19-

355 

Vedanta is merely an intellectual assent, without Yoga, 18-421 

Vedanta is usually identified with the strict Monism – Shankara’s synthesis, 13-10 

Vedanta, Sankhya, and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna – The Hindu religion, 18-

421 

Vedanta, the direct perception of the fundamental reality, 17-570 

Vedantic Evolution and Monism – Different from European Science, 18-347 

What is the nature of the truth that the Vedanta sets out to teach, 17-340 

Within us is all Veda and all Vedanta, within us is God & perfected humanity, 17-340 

Vedanta. 

O soul of India, return to the fulfilment of an older & mightier Vedanta (361), 12-471 

The Vedanta is God's lamp to lead thee out of this night of bondage & egoism (368), 

12-472 

Vedanta says rather, “Man, thou art of one nature & substance with God” (201), 12-449 

Vedantic Art 

Vedantic Art – The Vedantic motive and conventions are new to the European mind, 8-

448 

Vedantic Art reveals spirit, essential truth, the soul in the body, 8-449 

Vedantic experience 

The Vedantic experience – The most thorough-going and radical preparation, 29-502 

Vedantic Monistic 

In line with the Vedantic Monistic view that there is no true separate individual, 29-429 
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Vedantic sadhana 

A very common thing to have this feeling or realisation in the Vedantic sadhana, 29-

500 

Vedantic seers 

The Vedantic seers renewed the Vedic truth – The saving power of spirituality, 20-205 

Vedantin’s Prayer 

A rendering of the Vedantin’s Prayer – A quite sufficient nobility and power, 27-227 

The Vedantin’s Prayer – Its austerity and elevation of thought and feeling, 27-228 

Vedantins 

By works the Vedantins understood the sacrificial system, 19-89 

The Vedantins lived at the highest in the spiritualised higher mind, 35-146 

We have not known the harmony which the early Vedantins practised, 17-374 

Vedantism 

Vedantism was inclined to regard the gods as powers opposed to our salvation, 19-112 

Vedas 

Comparative Philology – The savage theory for the Vedas and for the Vedanta, 17-315 

The secret or mystic sense of the old Vedic “sacrifice”, 23-417 

The Vedas and the Upanishads as the fountain-head of all Indian culture, 20-341 

The Vedas as a plenary revelation of religious, ethical and scientific truth, 15-32 

The Vedas as the hymnal of an early, primitive and largely barbaric society, 15-25 

The Vedas hold more knowledge than the Vedanta – We have ceased to understand, 

17-361 

The Vedic hymnology as a half-superstitious, half-poetic allegory of Nature, 15-25 

Vedavada 

But the sacrifices of the Vedavadins are offerings of desire, 19-89 

Repudiation of the Vedavada – Scriptures unnecessary for the man who knows, 19-87 

The distinction between the Vedavada and the Brahmavada in the Vedanta itself, 19-86 

The pragmatic mind of the Vedavadins and the idealism of the Brahmavadins, 19-87 

Vedic age 

The Vedic age was followed by a great outburst of intellect and philosophy, 28-267 

Vedic culture 

The early Vedic was the first stage, 20-215 

Vedic deities 

The Vedic deities represent each some essential puissance of the Divine Being, 15-379 

Vedic forms 

A gradual fading out of the prominent Vedic forms and the substitution of others, 20-

208 

Vedic godheads 

All the Vedic godheads are in their external character powers of physical Nature, 20-

201 

Vedic gods 

Life is the condition from which the Will and the Light emerge – The Vedic Gods, 17-

78 

The preoccupation of the Vedic gods – Carrying man to the Truth-consciousness, 15-88 

Vedic hymns 

The Vedic hymns as the symbolic gospel of the ancient Indian mystics, 15-246 
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Vedic India 

In the India of Vedic times – The record of spiritual self-discovery, 28-267 

Sometimes this minority – An enormous influence as in Vedic India, Egypt, Atlantis, 

28-265 

Vedic interpretation 

One or two features which bear directly on the subject of Vedic interpretation, 15-51 

The corner-stone of Vedic interpretation is securely founded, 15-157 

Vedic knowledge 

To enter passively into the thoughts of the old Rishis – The method of Vedic 

knowledge, 18-274 

Vedic mystics 

The supermind is that Light of which the Vedic mystics got a glimpse, 35-84 

Vedic poetry 

Another mentality than ours – The way that we must interpret the Vedic poetry, 20-326 

The character of Vedic poetry – The Word discovering the Truth, 20-323 

Vedic prosody 

It is easy to resolve the formal text into the original harmonies of Vedic prosody, 15-18 

Substantially, not in its present written form – Vedic prosody differed, 15-17 

Vedic religion 

The early Vedic religion and the Upanishads did not deny life, 20-240 

The Vedic religion accepted also the form in which early man expressed his sense, 20-

199 

The Vedic religion in its external or exoteric side, 20-199 

The Vedic religion took the natural sense and feeling of the physical man, 20-199 

Vedic Rishis 

I can't say whether any of the Vedic Rishis attained the supramental plane, 29-417 

The Eleusinian mysteries – The same mystic knowledge as by the Vedic Rishis, 29-420 

The mystic doctrine and practice of the Vedic Rishis – Into the later systems of Yoga, 

29-420 

The Rishis felt the actual presence of the gods above, near, around or in them, 29-421 

The Vedic Rishis gave a psychic function to the godheads worshipped by the people, 

20-200 

The Vedic Rishis held the truths and methods not to be disclosed to the unfit, 29-417 

The Vedic Rishis seem to have looked to an ascent into a divine luminous world, 29-

423 

The Vedic Rishis tried to rise individually to the supramental plane, 29-376 

The Vedic Rishis tried to rise to the supramental plane, but they did not bring it down, 

35-278 

What the Vedic Rishis did not do – Many instances can be given, 35-301 

Vedic rite 

The outward Vedic rite is a powerful symbol – The real sacrifice is the inner oblation, 

19-328 

Vedic sacrifice 

On condition that we should admit the symbolic character of the Vedic sacrifice, 15-41 

The connection between the Vedic sacrifice and a certain state of mind and soul, 15-90 

The conquest of the Light is only part of the great action of the Vedic sacrifice, 15-144 
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The Vedic sacrifice is a symbol – To grow by giving is the universal law, 15-278 

Three features of the Vedic sacrifice, omitting for the moment the god and the mantra, 

15-42 

Vedic sacrifices 

By works was understood the ritualistic observation of the Vedic sacrifices, 15-22 

Vedic scripture 

The inner sense, the esoteric meaning hidden in the Vedic scripture, 20-200 

Vedic synthesis 

The past systheses – The Vedic, the Upanishads, the Gita, the Tantric, 19-9 

Vedic times 

The Vedic times were an age in which men lived in the material consciousness, 27-14 

Vedic words 

A sufficient basis for a moral certainty about the significance of Vedic words, 15-53 

Vedic worlds 

The Vedic worlds with the corresponding psychological planes of consciousness, 15-45 

Vedic. 

O soul of India, restore the hidden truth of the Vedic sacrifice (361), 12-471 

Vedism 

Vedism worshipped the Devas, the gods, with sacrifice, 19-112 

vegetarianism 

Vegetarianism is another question altogether, 31-433 

Vegetarians, for instance, can be as sensual and excitable as meat eaters, 31-434 

veneration 

The feelings of awe and veneration – Scepticism and unbelief, 23-555 

venereals 

In Europe certain diseases have greatly increased – Influenza, T.B. and venereals, 31-

555 

vengeance. 

Destruction is grandiose, but it loses caste when it proceeds from vengeance (210), 12-

453 

In my ignorance I thought anger could be noble and vengeance grandiose (209), 12-453 

Men slay out of uncontrollable anger, hatred or vengeance (229), 12-455 

Verlaine 

Mallarmé, Verlaine and others used to be classed as impressionist poets, 27-424 

vernacular 

On establishing a Teachers’ Training Class and issuing books in the vernacular, 8-388 

vers libre 

The modern tendency of vers libre – Needing supreme rhythmical achievements, 26-20 

versatility 

Versatility – To give expression to it is an intellectual mistake, 1-104 

Versatility is one condition of genius, 1-103 

verse 

All that is written in metre is called verse. If it is written with inspiration, it is poetry, 

27-103 

Vibhu 
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The three Ribhus are Ribhu, Vibhu and Vaja – Their special nature and function, 15-

338 

Vibhuti 

A Vibhuti is supposed to embody some power of the Divine, 28-485 

An Avatar or Vibhuti have the knowledge that is necessary for their work, 28-478, 32-

90 

An extraordinary manifestation – The Avatar is at the same time the Vibhuti, 19-160 

As for the Vibhuti, the Vibhuti need not even know that he is a power of the Divine, 

32-90 

But still the Vibhuti is not the Avatar – There must be the inner consciousness, 19-161 

Each Vibhuti draws his energies from one of the Personalities predominantly, 32-74 

For the rest of the time it is the Divine working as a Vibhuti, 32-91 

Men of a stronger force have in them something of the Vibhuti, 23-741 

The Avatar holds himself back and manifests as a Vibhuti in many lives, 35-401 

The Avatar is a special manifestation – The rest of the time, as a Vibhuti, 28-485 

The dynamic omnipresence of the divine Power – The theory of the Vibhuti, 19-371 

The Vibhuti need not even know that he is a power of the Divine, 28-478 

This great Vibhuti in forty years created a nation’s greatness, founded an Empire, 8-

301 

Vibhuti, Avatar are not concerned with morality or immorality, 28-489 

vibhūti 

The human vibhūti is the hero of the race's struggle towards divine achievement, 19-

160 

vibhutis 

All things are powers of his manifestation, vibhutis of this universal Soul and Spirit, 

19-362 

Even the holiest of vibhutis have a contempt for the ordinary law and custom, 1-518 

The vibhuti comes for work, to help man on his way, the world in its evolution, 1-520 

There are great spirits who are only using the human body – We call them vibhutis, 1-

518 

Vibhutis 

A trait of the cosmic man and many Vibhutis, men of action, 28-495 

As for the lives in between the Avatar lives – As Vibhutis to aid the lesser transitions, 

28-487 

Each Vibhuti draws his energies from the Four divine personalities of the Mother, 35-

113 

In a special sense Vibhutis – The highest power and manifestation, 19-362 

Spiritual teachers and prophets are at the greatest Vibhutis, but not Avatars, 28-493 

The Beings of the higher planes can manifest in more than one human body – Vibhutis, 

28-541 

The Mother’s Vibhutis would normally be feminine personalities, 35-113 

The utmost heights of human attainment – Special Vibhutis, 19-364 

Vibhutis of the Ishwara – In them also, as in all, the Mother’s force would act, 35-113 

Vibhuti-Yoga 

The Vibhuti-Yoga, an indispensable yoga, 19-361 

Vibhwa 
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Vibhwa gives pervasiveness to this working, 15-338 

vibration 

A remote image of the creative Word – Vibration of sound has the power to create, 18-

30 

Let us suppose that behind all forms there has been a creative vibration of sound, 18-30 

This universe of vibration is full of the Spirit, 17-95 

Vibration is the original movement of the Infinite, 12-198 

vibrations 

Different vibrations produce matter, life & mind. The unvibrating Brahman contains it 

all, 18-419 

Pressure, throbbing, electrical vibrations are all signs of the working of the Force, 30-

469 

The disturbance in talking to people ‒ They throw their own vibrations upon you, 31-

333 

The Hindu idea of the cosmos reduces itself to a harmony of eternal vibrations, 17-95 

Thought-vibrations which end in the indirect creation of actions and of forms, 18-31 

Vibrations are either of a Force or a Presence, 30-474 

vicāra 

The method of intellectual reflection, vicāra, to right discrimination, viveka, 23-38 

vice 

Vice and virtue have nothing to do with darkness or light, truth and falsehood, 28-423 

Vices are simply an overflow of energy in unregulated channels, 28-424 

vice. 

I have forgotten what vice is and what virtue (30), 12-426 

Virtue & vice were made for thy soul's struggle & progress (188), 12-447 

What is vice but an enslaving habit and virtue but a human opinion? (347), 12-469 

When men see one who is too high for vice or virtue (37), 12-427 

vices. 

Be not disgusted by men’s open or secret vices (294), 12-462 

vicissitudes 

In the life of the sadhak all vicissitudes are part of the path, 31-670 

Victorian age 

An age of an imaginative, artistic intellectualism – Little poetic enthusiasm, 26-148 

An imaginatively intellectual basis of speech down to the end of the Victorian era, 26-

187 

It is the most unlovely and uninspiring period of the English spirit, 26-150 

The epoch associated in England with the name of Victoria, 26-148 

Victorian poetry 

The Victorian poetry suffers by the dull atmosphere in which it flowered, 26-151 

victory, 31-760 

Each victory gained over oneself means new strength to gain more victories, 31-694 

If one wants the victory of the Divine, one must achieve it in oneself first, 28-443 

It is the whole life and the whole nature in which there must be the divine victory, 30-

366 

On what depends victory in this effort, 12-373 
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The highest wisdom will lie not in escape, but in the urge towards a victory here, 28-

253 

The victory in the material plane would decide everything for good and all, 35-323 

This does not mean that the power of victory is not to be acquired, 29-241 

Vidya 

All manifestation proceeds by the two terms, Vidya and Avidya, 17-51 

Brahman embraces in His manifestation both Vidya and Avidya, 17-54 

Brahman is Lord of Vidya and Avidya, the twin powers of His Energy, 17-52 

By Avidya man passes beyond death, by Vidya he enjoys immortality, 17-56 

By Vidya one may attain to the state of the Akshara Purusha or of Chit in Sat, 17-53 

In later Vedanta – Vidya alone is Knowledge, Avidya is pure Ignorance, 21-509 

The consciousness of Unity is called Vidya, 17-51 

The Lord has determined all things – His double power of Vidya and Avidya, 17-63 

The office of Vidya is not to destroy Avidya but to draw it towards itself, 17-55 

The paths of Vidya and Avidya have each their legitimate gains, 17-53 

The power of Shakti of Brahman is twofold – Vidya & Avidya, 17-167 

The purpose of the Lord – Not by following Vidya alone or Avidya alone, 17-52 

Thus Avidya becomes one with Vidya – By Vidya man enjoys Immortality, 17-58 

Vidya or Science is Parabrahman’s power of shaking off His own imaginations, 18-378 

Vidyapati 

This lyrical form – Two poets who used the Bengali tongue, Vidyapati and Chandidas, 

20-379 

vigilance 

By this control and vigilance supported by the Force, you can prevent, 31-280 

For the rest a quiet vigilance not to consent to the confusion and restlessness, 29-127 

Grace is all right, but there should also be care and vigilance, 29-119 

If they see that the sadhak is losing his vigilance, then they slowly begin to rise, 31-709 

If you remain vigilant with the increase of the Force self-control will come, 31-279 

Not careless, but always on your guard, sober, vigilant, 29-120 

One ought not to worry, but also one ought not to be negligent, 31-711 

The mental being must be there, silent but vigilant, impartial but discriminating, 31-42 

The rest is the will to transform oneself and the vigilance to perceive and reject, 31-222 

The vigilance is very necessary, 29-119 

There must be a certain quiet vigilance even in the passivity, 29-119 

There must be a sufficient vigilance on the sadhak’s side to refuse it, 31-710 

Vigilance should not be relaxed until there is the full Light, 29-119 

Vigilance, discrimination, control cannot be abandoned till the complete victory, 29-

119 

vigilant 

Things do not come if the consciousness is vigilant or the psychic in front, 31-709 

vijnana 

Illumination is called in the Rigveda mahas and in the Vedanta vijnana, 18-428 

That truth to which vijnana itself is the door, is Brahman as Sacchidananda, 17-419 

The evolution of vijnana out of mind is inevitable, 17-548 

The path of our evolution is to exceed mind also and arrive at the vijnana, 17-546 
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Three essential attributes of the Vedantic conception of vijnana – Satyan, brihat, ritam, 

17-543 

What is the practical value of this conception of vijnana?, 17-544 

What is this vijnana? – A plane of consciousness above mind, 17-419 

Vijnana 

A vaster action of the Sanjnana and of Prajnana, Ajnana and Vijnana, 18-56 

Knowledge is the first principle of the Vijnana, determining the other powers, 23-488 

The higher divine is linked to the lower mortal existence by the causal Idea, Vijnana, 

17-29 

The highest or true Vijnana is the supramental plane – Only at the end of the sadhana, 

28-144 

The Lord appears first as Kavi, the Wise, the Seer – The Idea, the Vijnana, 17-48 

The parallel between Vijnana or Karana Jagat of the Upanishad with Sushupti, 28-38 

The right relation and action of Purusha and Prakriti are found in the Vijnana, 23-496 

The three powers of the Vijnana – The mental Purusha ascending into them, 23-485 

The Truth-consciousness, Ritam Brihat, afterwards known as Vijnana or Mahas, 15-98 

The Vijnana is a direct and divine as opposed to an indirect and human knowledge, 23-

481 

This gnosis, Vijnana, is the Vedic Truth, the self-vision and all-vision of Surya, 17-71 

Vijnana is comprehensive knowledge containing, penetrating into things, 15-295 

Vijnana is the divine counterpart of the lower divided intelligence, 17-30 

Vijnana is the principle that bridges the gulf between the pure & the figured Brahman, 

17-542 

We arrive, now, at higher states of being – Vijnana, 17-539 

vijñāna 

An error, of the mystics, identifies vijñāna with the consciousness of the Infinite, 23-

476 

One error of intellect-bounded thinkers takes vijñāna as synonymous with the reason, 

23-476 

The large embracing consciousness takes into itself – Vijñāna, 23-863 

Vijñāna 

Vijñāna is the original comprehensive consciousness, 18-51 

vijnanam 

The Vedantists call this principle by the name, vijnanam, 17-345 

vijñānamaya puruṣa 

The ideal being or great Soul – Vijñānamaya puruṣa or mahat ātman, 17-33 

Vikram and the Nymph 

Vikram and the Nymph is the second, in order of time, of Kalidasa’s three extant 

dramas, 1-194 

Vikramorvasie 

My rendering of Kalidasa’s Vikramorvasie – Kalidasa’s play is romantic, 27-347 

vilification 

Party passion tries to ascribe all the violence and vilification to one side – Inevitable, 6-

160 

village 
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Beyond the family comes the community and the next step – Our village community, 

8-138 

Each village was within its own limits autonomous and self-sufficient, 20-419 

If we are to organize Swaraj we must base it on the village, 6-1048 

Part of our programme is to recreate village organization, 6-909 

The British destroyed the separate life of our village communities, 6-909 

The lost village community as a living unit necessary to the natural life, 20-434 

The old organization of the Indian village – They have stood in the way of national 

unity, 6-907 

The organization of our villages – As parts of a single national unity, 6-910 

The village community and the township – An organic life of their own, 20-419 

We must make the nation what the village community was of old, 6-910 

village Samiti 

Self-help and self-dependence depend for their organisation on the village Samiti, 6-

1049 

The village Samiti bring us back the sense of community, 6-1050 

The village Samiti is the seed of Swaraj, 6-1047 

To awaken the people, this work again depends on the village Samiti, 6-1049 

Vina 

Vina ‒ Harmony, 30-185 

vindictiveness 

Anger, vindictiveness and antipathy – God uses them for His purposes, 8-63 

Vindictiveness, with or without a real cause for it, is even worse than anger, 31-276 

violence 

A nation is entitled to attain its freedom by violence, 36-48, 36-73 

All vital violence in speech or action is rajasic and unyogic, 31-277 

An inner psychic or spiritual change is not brought about by violence, 31-276 

Another question is the use of violence in the furtherance of boycott, 6-1120 

But it has rejected insurrectionary violence – Self-help and passive resistance, 8-187 

But no personal anger, no violent language or violent actions are needed, 8-412 

Freedom is the fulfilment of our separate national existence – Not the use of violence, 

8-40 

I do not believe in crude and violent external means for a spiritual work, 36-394 

I have supported justifiable violence on justifiable occasions, 28-436 

If the Nationalists stand back – The disappearance of the movement or a violent 

activity, 8-373 

Non-violence is better than violence as a rule – Violence may be the right thing, 28-435 

Nothing can spiritually justify individual violence done from any vital motive, 35-99 

Nothing can spiritually justify individual violence done in anger or passion, 31-277 

The Essays on the Gita – The violence is part of the ordered system of social life, 31-

277 

The morality of the Kshatriya justifies violence in times of war, and boycott is a war, 6-

1121 

The only means without bringing on a violent conflict – Passive resistance and boycott, 

8-45 

The people broke out into violence only after the removal of the leaders, 6-963 
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The question is whether the violence is justifiable and the occasion justifiable, 28-436 

The strong and calm example of their leaders – The removal of that led to violence, 6-

936 

The suitable course – To dissociate from all forms of violence, 8-213 

The use of violence to change the physical, 31-371 

University students if they take an active part in the meeting – Picketing, open 

violence, 6-387 

Violence in ordinary Nature does not justify violence in spiritual work, 31-277 

Violence is unrighteous when used wantonly or for unrighteous ends, 6-1121 

Violence makes mental egoism and vital passion and fury or else cruelty the rulers, 31-

277 

War, violence, the use of force to maintain freedom for the world – The old command, 

35-219 

When things violent or fearful take place let no one be alarmed or discouraged, 6-248 

violet 

“Violet” is the colour of benevolence or compassion – Of the Divine Grace, 30-128 

The violet is the light of Divine Grace and Compassion, 30-128 

Violet is the colour or light of Divine Compassion, so also of Krishna’s grace, 30-128 

Violet is the radiance of Krishna’s protection, 30-157 

violet light 

The violet light is that of the Divine Compassion, 30-123 

viraha 

The pure feeling of viraha is psychic, 29-359 

Viraha is a transitional experience on the plane of the vital seeking for the Spirit, 29-

359 

Virat 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Brahman Virat, Master of the Waking Universe, 18-365 

But the becoming of Virat is always the becoming of the self-existent Lord, 17-49 

In the universe of gross matter as the Ruler, Guide, Self and Helper – Virat, 18-360 

Isha is the triple Being, Prajna, Hiranyagarbha, Virat, 17-176 

The Paribhu, called also Virat, extends Himself in the realm of eventualities, 17-49 

The realm of Virat would seem to be that of a Law and Predetermination, 17-49 

The Self that becomes all these forms of things is the Virat or universal Soul, 23-341 

The Waking Consciousness Virat or Vaisvanor – From the wider Dream 

Consciousness, 17-126 

Virat is the outer manifestation – The Divine is more than this outer manifestation, 28-

37 

Visva or Virat = the Spirit of the external universe, 28-37 

Virat Purusha 

The Lord pervades the universe as the Virat Purusha, 17-34 

Virgil 

2nd row Dante, Kalidasa, Aeschylus, Virgil, Milton – 3rd row Goethe, 27-368 

Virgil – A kind of wistful vision of things across great distances in space or time, 27-

388 
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Virgil is not in the least a mystic poet, 27-373 

Virgin Mary 

The extraordinary legend of the Virgin Mary & all that followed from it, 18-165 

virtue 

“A quality must possess both form and colour, or will not be a perfect virtue”, 1-73 

“A quality must possess form, express itself in action or it will not be a virtue”, 1-71 

“Virtue – The perfect evolution by the human being of the inborn qualities and 

powers”, 1-19 

“Virtue as the perfect evolution by the human being of the inborn qualities and 

powers”, 1-66 

But virtue comes to the natural man by a struggle with his pleasure-seeking nature, 25-

150 

Even on a higher plane the sense of virtue is very largely aesthetic, 1-442 

Freedom from attachment to inaction and to action, to virtue and to sin, 23-332 

He has passed even beyond that distinction of sin and virtue, 19-182 

Human virtue – “The evolution by the human being of the inborn qualities and 

powers”, 1-59 

The ethical aim in Yoga is different from that of the external idea of virtue, 23-564 

The moral law or the ideal – A free soulhood will replace human virtue, 23-212 

The virtue that demands a reward and needs a penalty – No true law, 13-415 

To be a virtuous man, a good husband, son, father, a good citizen, etc.?, 28-424 

Vice and virtue have nothing to do with darkness or light, truth and falsehood, 28-423 

Virtue – “The evolution of the inborn qualities and powers native to our humanity”, 1-

53 

virtue. 

Be not deceived by men's shows of virtue (294), 12-462 

Even our greatest and purest virtue is as vileness before the divine nature of God (545), 

12-500 

I have forgotten what vice is and what virtue (30), 12-426 

That good is not our ethical virtue which is a relative and erring light in the world, 12-

500 

Let not thy virtues be such as men praise or reward (233), 12-456 

Real virtue and morality (50), 12-428 

Sin & virtue are a game of resistance we play with God (69), 12-431 

The evil done by self-righteous or self-regarding virtue (355), 12-470 

The harm sometimes done by the virtuous (186), 12-447 

The sense of virtue helps us to cherish our sins in secret (69), 12-431 

Then my lover plucked at my robe of virtue, but I was ashamed and alarmed (482), 12-

491 

To exalt one virtue, – compassion even, – unduly above all others (184), 12-446 

Virtue & vice were made for thy soul's struggle & progress (188), 12-447 

What is vice but an enslaving habit and virtue but a human opinion? (347), 12-469 

When men see one who is too high for vice or virtue (38), 12-427 

virtues 

“By the virtues of a man we shall have to mean the inborn qualities and powers”, 1-52 

virtues. 
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Ponder over this world's virtues (291), 12-462 

Vishishtadwaita 

The teaching of the Vedanta – Adwaita, Vishishtadwaita, Dwaita are true, 13-66 

Vishnu 

As the Ruler & Ordainer – The great male Trinity, Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara, 17-

163 

Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva – Three Powers and Personalities of the One Cosmic Godhead, 

28-459 

In this hymn the greatness of Vishnu's three strides is celebrated, 15-347 

Isha is triple again as Shiva, Brahma, Vishnu, 17-177 

Narayana is usually taken as a name of Vishnu, 30-155 

That goal is Delight, the last of Vishnu's three strides – There dwells Vishnou, 15-349 

The deity of this hymn is Vishnu the all-pervading – A connection with Rudra, 15-344 

The psychological powers – Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Brihaspati, Vishnu, Vayu, 28-

459 

The supreme step of Vishnu, his highest seat, is the triple world of bliss and light, 15-

346 

The Vedic Vishnu is the origin of the Puranic Narayana, Preserver and Lord of Love, 

15-347 

These are the two, Vishnu of the movement here, the bliss-enjoying Deva there, 15-350 

To the Vaishnavas Vishnu is the Supreme as Shiva is to the Shaivas, 30-155 

Vishnu is the Eternal's Personality of Consciousness, 12-208 

Vishnu is the vaster existence which then takes possession of our consciousness, 15-

474 

Vishnu of the vast pervading motion holds in his triple stride all these worlds, 15-383 

Vishnu or Narayana in this image is the Lord of the waters of Space and Time, 30-156 

Vishnu sleeping after the pralaya on the snake Ananta upon the ocean of sweet milk, 

15-107 

Vishnu sleeps in the periods of non-creation on the coils of the Infinite, 15-107 

Vishnu stands at the goal – His is the wide universal movement, 15-349 

Vishnu supplies the necessary static elements – He has taken three strides, 15-346 

Vishnu the same Deva or Deity helping and evoking the powers of the ascent, 15-345 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati preside over the indispensable conditions, 15-491 

Vishnu, Rudra, Brahmanaspati, the Vedic originals of Vishnu-Shiva-Brahma, 15-345 

Vishwadevas 

The third movement, addressed to the Vishwadevas, all the gods or the all-gods, 15-87 

vision 

(1) Seeing through the physical eyes but by the subtle physical consciousness, 30-109 

Afterwards this vision opens and one begins to see figures and scenes and people, 30-

99 

Feeling and vision are the main forms of spiritual experience, 30-7 

In short, vision is a great instrument though not absolutely indispensable, 30-93 

It may come as a vision or may come as a close feeling of his presence, 30-104 

Nothing has to be done to develop the images seen in vision, 30-101 

Often by the power of this subtle vision the sadhak can see the image of the Divine, 30-

99 
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Ordinarily, however, with most people the inner vision comes first, 30-88 

Others present actualities seen by the vision in a symbolic figure, 30-102 

The colours are only a sign that the inner vision is open, 31-279 

The experience and knowledge by spiritual vision, 23-833 

The field of vision is a mixed world, 30-95 

The form can be there, if the vision develops, but only as one element, 30-96 

The higher consciousness can come down without any breaking through vision, 30-88 

The Infinite is in all things and can be seen through them when the vision opens, 30-88 

The internal vision – A knowledge-vision in which the Self is real and concrete, 23-304 

The spiritual vision can take on mental forms – Also a spiritual hearing and touch, 23-

834 

The vision of the higher planes or the idea of what they are can be had, 30-88 

There comes a condition in which, with the eyes closed, you begin to see, 30-99 

Vision and hallucination are not the same thing, 30-95 

Vision in trance is vision no less than vision in the waking state, 30-101 

Vision is something seen in the conscious state. which is not of the physical plane, 30-

87 

When one begins to see ‒ The more ill-defined and imprecise figures lasting longer, 

30-110 

When you see Light, that is vision, 30-87 

vision of writing 

The vision of writing is also frequent on the mental plane ‒ It can embody many things, 

30-106 

vision-mind 

The vision-mind in us is part of the inner being – Its scope is vast, extraordinary, 27-16 

visions 

A second is the seeing of circles of light or colour round objects, 30-90 

A vision of the man and the fire at his feet – A vision of the God Agni, 30-155 

All sorts of “inspirations” come, visions, perhaps “voices”, 30-313 

All that can be seen with closed eyes can be seen with open eyes also, 30-108 

At a particular stage it may be accompanied by an abundance of visions, 30-264 

By going deep in meditation one person may see visions, 30-88 

Distinguishing visions from dreams of a deeper origin by the nature of the impression, 

30-101 

Each vision or dream has to be taken by itself, 30-101 

Even symbolic visions are real in so far as they are symbols of realities, 30-103 

Every vision cannot translate itself in a corresponding physical fact, 30-92 

How far these will influence the life or realise themselves in it ‒ It depends, 30-92 

I also discourage some from having any dealing with visions and voices, 28-566 

In some subtle physical plane men see the gods according to their own ideas, 30-109 

It depends on the nature of the symbolic vision, 30-102 

It is only at the beginning that concentration is necessary to see colours, 35-236 

Many now see the lights and colours around the Mother and her subtle luminous forms, 

35-328 

One can see visions either with open or closed eyes or both, 30-108 

Seeing Buddha, Ramakrishna, Vivekananda, Shankara frequently in vision, 30-104 
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Seeing of colours is a third initial experience, 30-90 

Sometimes a vision accompanies an experience, 30-87 

Subjective visions can be as real as objective sight, 30-103 

That does not mean that visions and voices have no value, 28-566 

The faculty of occult vision – Difficulty with people who live mainly in the intellect, 

35-236 

The faculty to see or hear the Devata – The necessity of a Guru in such cases, 35-170 

The first sign – The seeing of «sparkles» or small luminous dots, shapes, etc., 30-90 

The genuine visions and the true voices have their place, 30-88 

The visions between the eyebrows are not imaginations, 30-93 

The visions which come in the earliest stages of sadhana, 30-100 

There is nothing extraordinary in seeing a person whom one has never seen, 35-383 

These first seeings are only an outer fringe, 30-90 

These lights and visions are not hallucinations, 30-93 

They can have considerable importance ‒ The first Yogic consciousness, 30-91 

Things inside can be seen as distinctly as outward things, 30-99 

This faculty is one of the elementary powers of the inner sense and inner seeing, 35-

383 

Usually the visions precede realisation, in a way they prepare it, 30-88 

Visions and voices – It is a progress in the development of the consciousness, 32-292 

Visions and voices are effective only if one has faith already, 32-292 

Visions and voices are not meant for creating faith, 30-95 

Visions and voices are only a small part of that vast realm of occult experience, 28-566 

Visions are not indispensable – They are a help when they are of the right kind, 30-95 

Visions are of all kinds, 30-100 

Visions are one key to contact with the other worlds or with the inner worlds, 30-92 

Visions are unreal only when these are merely imaginative mental formations, 30-103 

Visions come from all planes and are of all kinds and different values, 30-91 

Visions come under the head of experiences, unless they fix themselves, 32-276 

Visions do not come from the spiritual plane, 30-87 

Visions of human figures ‒ There is no reason to fear them, 30-97 

Visions that reveal occult workings or help the spiritual growth, are another matter, 30-

95 

Visions which are real can help the spiritual progress, 30-91 

Visions, voices – A proof of opening of the inner consciousness and also they help, 32-

293 

Voice or vision – It is possible for a false guidance to come, 35-170 

What kind of visions help one’s spiritual growth ‒ St. Paul’s vision as an example, 30-

96 

When I first began to see inwardly (and outwardly also with the open eye), 35-235 

When the colours begin to take definite shapes in one’s visions, 30-102 

Your visions are not mental images but significant symbols, 30-100 

Visishtadwaita 

Ramanuja – A reconciliation in Visishtadwaita, a modified Monism, 17-202 

The Self that is One and the Self that is Many are both of them real – Visishtadwaita, 

18-403 
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visitors 

The Mother charges visitors for accommodation and food because she has expenses, 

32-581 

viśuddha 

The throat centre, viśuddha, governs the expressive and externalising mind, 28-230 

Visva 

Visva or Virat = the Spirit of the external universe, 28-37 

vital 

(3) There must be something in the vital itself that insists on its true aspiration, 31-389 

A habit of the human vital – Grief, anger, vexation etc. or any disturbance, 31-140 

A poem by Stephen Spender – This kind of writing touches only the surface of the 

vital, 27-437 

A pure, simple, quiet, well-balanced vital is necessary for this Yoga, 30-34 

A strong and widening vital is helpful as a support to the practice of sadhana, 27-590 

A vital element in the poetry of such a writer gets him his public, 27-670 

All art and poetry is largely dependent on the vital for its activity – Spiritual poetry 

also, 27-668 

An enthusiasm of the vital to do any poem, picture or music of a creative kind, 27-734 

As for mind and vital, they are everywhere, 28-211 

As for the contact with the Mother in the vital ‒ The vital has to give itself to her, 31-

116 

Be careful about vital movements and formations, 31-108 

Below it there is much that is also sub-animal and merely vital, 23-388 

But the vital does often attach itself to the spiritual ideal for some gain of its own, 31-

110 

But the vital is there and always pressing on the mind and heart, 31-690 

Certainly it is better if the vital is brought to the true movement, 31-112 

Desires are only waves from outside – There can be a vital without desire, 35-134 

Even in ordinary life the vital has to be controlled, 31-106 

Even the vital and popular elements in the work may have different values, 27-671 

For it is the habit of the vital to make a mask of the mind's arrangements, 31-104 

If the vital is purified and subjected to the psychic, then the vital gives intensity, 29-60 

If you want the Divine and the inner life, the old vital moorings must be cut, 31-108 

If your will is strong and stiff, always, the vital however obstinate is bound to yield, 31-

107 

In its outer form in the Ignorance the vital generates the desire soul, 28-111 

In Yoga one uses the inner will and compels the vital to submit itself, 31-105 

Inspirations for painting – All art comes through the vital, 27-686 

It is not easy to compel the vital, though it can be done ‒ Easier to persuade it, 31-110 

It is only when this vital is transformed that there can be a divine life, 31-116 

It is the true Ananda and there is nothing in it of the old vital nature, 31-121 

Mind and vital are two different processes of one consciousness, 28-185 

Mind and vital, whatever anybody may say, are not the same, 28-175 

One can get the perception “I am That” while the vital is still untransformed, 35-128 

Or you have to bring the psychic in front, and the psychic will purify the vital, 35-96 

Peace, calm, equanimity in the emotional being and the rest of the vital, 31-114 
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Support it on the psychic and on the peace and wideness that comes from above, 31-

142 

The descent of Shakti before the vital is pure and surrendered has its dangers, 35-545 

The difficulty of the vital giving up ‒ It draws back because it is disappointed, 31-299 

The external vital nature convinced of the imperativeness of its spiritual destiny, 35-

611 

The liberation of the whole vital part ‒ Not a thing that can be done easily or at once, 

31-111 

The lower vital – At the upper end a mastery and control, at the lower end a right use, 

35-474 

The mind or higher vital speaking to the lower so as to enlighten it, 30-195 

The obedience of the vital to the psychic and the higher mind, 31-118 

The one effective way is to bring the light down always in the vital, 31-110 

The opposition of the vital is never reasonable, even when it puts forward reasons, 31-

103 

The others about sense of feeling dignity, self-respect (of the ego) ‒ Of the vital, 31-

392 

The preferences and impulses of the vital, 35-677 

The separate existence of the vital and physical comes to be known of itself, 31-128 

The spirit itself if it wants to manifest in matter must use the vital, 31-116 

The supramental transformation supravitalises the vital – A dynamics of the spirit, 23-

872 

The true being mental, vital or subtle physical has always the greater qualities of its 

plane, 35-126 

The true vital is capable of receiving the movements of the higher consciousness, 35-

127 

The true vital is in the inner consciousness, the external is that which is instrumental, 

35-126 

The vital – It kicks and cries whenever its desires are not satisfied, 31-138 

The vital – When difficulties become strong, it sinks and lies supine, 31-139 

The vital always prefers to cover its movements from the Light, 31-104 

The vital and the mental too are separated from the Truth by the Ignorance, 28-57 

The vital can be a good instrument, but it is a bad master, 31-106 

The vital can make the absolute surrender as well as cause all trouble possible, 31-106 

The vital can rise to the head in two ways, 31-113 

The vital controlled and transformed by the Intuition, 31-120 

The vital energy must be placed under the government of the Divine, 31-117 

The vital has also to participate in the sadhana, 32-471 

The vital has not to be killed or destroyed, but purified and transformed, 31-106 

The vital has strength, ardour, enthusiasm, self-confidence, generosity, the victor spirit, 

31-112 

The vital has to be carefully distinguished from mind – The vital is the Life nature, 28-

168 

The vital has to be controlled and not allowed to do what it likes, 31-108 

The vital is a good instrument but a bad master, 31-106 

The vital is an indispensable instrument, 31-112 
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The vital is as excellent an instrument as it is a bad master, 31-106 

The vital is indispensable for the divine or spiritual action, 31-284 

The vital is irrational (even when it uses the reason to justify itself), 31-103 

The vital is restless, full of desires, always falling into dejection and disappointment, 

31-253 

The vital is the Pranamaya Purusha spoken of in the Taittiriya Upanishad, 28-111 

The vital is to become entirely pure and able to contain the divine love, 31-516 

The vital must purify and ennoble itself in the light of the psychic being, 29-348 

The vital part of us has to be purified by the psychic touch, 28-194 

The vital proper is the life-force acting in its own nature, 28-194 

The vital started in its evolution with obedience to impulse and not reason, 31-103 

The vital wants the things of ordinary life, sex, rich food, enjoyments of all kinds, 31-

261 

There are in the vital itself two kinds of love, 29-342 

There can be no life and no manifestation here on earth without the vital., 28-197 

There is a right part of the vital which must be used, 31-142 

This little mind, vital and body is only a surface movement and not our “self”, 30-324 

This part of the vital – Restless, desiring, eager, despondent, unstable, 31-142 

To begin with the vital is a hazardous affair, 31-690 

To clear the vital, you must get out of it all compromise with falsehood, 31-104 

Vital means prānā – It is the life-force and desire-force in a man, 28-185 

What we know of the vital in us is only the outer vital, a surface activity, 28-204 

When one is in the vital one is full of energy and enthusiasm and passion and force, 28-

206 

When the vital being has been touched by the psychic, 31-121 

When the vital not only touches the psychic but fuses with the higher mind, 31-118 

Where the vital comes in is in the impatience for result and dissatisfaction, 29-60 

Without the vital there is no life-force of creation or manifestation, 31-106 

You have to quiet and purify the vital and let the true vital emerge, 35-96 

You must aspire for the Light and the true Consciousness to come down into the vital, 

31-119 

vital affection 

The nature of human vital affection – It is all selfishness disguised as love, 31-297 

vital after death 

For most people when they die the vital dissolves after a time, 28-546 

Spiritual development makes it easier to retain the developed mental or vital after 

death, 28-545 

The vital for instance survives for a time, then breaks up and dissolves, 28-545 

When the vital gets broken up, some strong movements of it – Into animal forms, 28-

550 

vital attacks 

If you can get rid of that, the violence of the vital attacks is only a stage, 31-140 

vital being 

Behind this outer life soul of desire there is in us an inner and true vital being, 23-175 

In all humans (even if dominated by a vital being or vampire force), there is a psychic, 

28-197 
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No longer the mistake of identifying yourself with the mental or with the vital being, 

36-379 

One has to become aware also at the same time of one's own true vital being, 30-284 

So also can the vital – Organised by and centred around the true psychic being, 28-535 

The breaking up of the surface vital into the true or inner vital being, 30-195 

The vital being and its life-force and their drive towards self-affirmation, 21-646 

The vital being and the life-force in man are separated from the Divine Light, 31-117 

The vital being is made up of desires and executive forces – The desire-soul, 28-123 

The vital being is not the I – The ego is mental, vital, physical, 28-111 

The vital being is not what is known as the Atman, 28-111 

The vital being with the life-force in it is one of these ends, 31-116 

There are four parts of the vital being, 28-187 

These three make the domain of the vital being, 30-196 

Very often the form taken by the vital or psychic or mental being is very different, 28-

132 

We can become the vital being and draw up the physical self into that, 23-462 

When there is this death of desire and this calm equal wideness – The true vital being, 

23-178 

vital being coming forward 

When the true vital being comes forward, it is something wide and strong, 30-356 

vital beings 

But they do not make friends with the Light, 28-468 

It is only other types like the vital beings that have not a psychic being, 28-547 

Some of the vital beings are very intelligent, 28-468 

Sometimes there are particular vital beings that attach themselves to a man, 28-468 

Vital beings have no evolved or evolving psychic being and they dread to incarnate, 

28-468 

Vital beings prefer to get hold of human beings and make them their instruments, 28-

468 

vital bhakti 

If there is vital bhakti governed by the psychic, these defects disappear, 29-358 

The vital bhakti is egoistic, usually full of claims and demands on the Divine, 29-358 

The vital bhakti is made up of the will to be possessed by the Mother and serve her, 32-

477 

Vital bhakti is usually full of desires and demands, 29-358 

vital body 

In the individual it becomes a vital soul living in a vital body, 23-468 

It is possible to enter into touch with physical things although in the vital body, 30-207 

The life in itself has a separate existence and a separate body of its own, the vital body, 

28-197 

The mental sheath or subtle body and the life sheath or vital body, 23-454 

The vital sheath, a vital body sensitive to impacts of another kind, 23-872 

vital change 

And through them receive the higher consciousness which will change the vital nature, 

31-120 

Now the sadhana seems to be descending into the vital to clear and change it, 31-123 
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Peace, faith, calm strength in the vital being itself is the thing to be established, 31-125 

The experiences – The beginning of the change in the vital, 31-123 

The mind quieted the vital disturbance, but did not change the vital nature, 31-123 

The submission of the vital to the psychic, 31-120 

The vital can take part in a movement but it must be subordinated to the psychic, 31-

120 

The vital may get psychicised or spiritualised, 31-122 

When any vital element is compelled to change but not yet willing, 31-138 

When the vital is to be changed it always gives constant trouble, 31-138 

You have to put your inner will and the Mother’s light on the vital so that it shall 

change, 31-137 

vital charm 

The sense of one’s own vital charm is the usual vanity of the lower vital, 31-524 

vital connection 

There is a vital connection generally – The psychic is comparatively rare, 28-548 

vital conscious being 

He can have too an intuition of himself as a soul of life – The vital conscious being, 23-

634 

vital consciousness 

It is the whole consciousness, mental, vital, physical also, that has to rise and join, 28-

118 

The vital consciousness is full of false formations and many confusions, 30-207 

There is mental, vital, physical consciousness, different from the psychic, 28-118 

You have left yourself only with a vital consciousness, 36-318 

vital consecration 

Vital consecration is to offer all the vital nature and its movements to the Divine, 31-

113 

Vital consecration means offering and making sacred to the Mother, 31-113 

vital contact 

Intimate vital contact with another person ‒ A great interference for the spiritual aim, 

31-333 

vital descent 

The vital descent cannot prevent the supramental, 28-297 

vital descents 

What previous vital descents have done as in the history of Christianity, 28-297 

What previous vital descents have done is to falsify the Light that came down, 32-605 

vital desire 

Lust or vital desire is the one thing that must not be allowed to come in, 31-491 

Vital desire and its enjoyment and dissatisfactions and uneasinesses go together, 31-

253 

vital desire usually calls up a more physical desire, 31-491 

vital dfficulty 

It is not possible to avoid the difficulty – You have to go through and conquer it, 31-

113 

vital difficulties 

But in fact one gets often projected into the vital difficulties at an early stage, 31-742 
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Vital difficulties are the common lot of every human being and of every sadhak, 31-

629 

You may have mental knowledge and yet be impotent to face vital difficulties, 31-126 

vital difficulty 

As for the offering of the actions to the Divine and the vital difficulty it raises, 31-113 

Once the vital being has come forward and shown its difficulty, 31-125 

The first result is that the difficulty of the vital has shown itself, 31-123 

There are three things you can do to alleviate and shorten the difficulty, 31-113 

vital dissatisfaction 

For the dissatisfaction of the vital, the only remedy is rejection, 31-139 

vital disturbance 

A fixed and definite choice in the mind can always oppose to the vital disturbance, 31-

141 

Disturbance in the vital will come but the acuteness can disappear, 31-141 

vital dreams 

Vital dreams have their own coherence, 31-476 

vital dryness 

Dryness comes usually when the vital starts non-cooperation, 31-135 

I do not know that sadness has the power to cure the dryness in the vital, 31-136 

If the vital does not cooperate there is either dryness or a neutral state, 31-135 

It is the resistance of the vital that takes the form of this dryness, 31-134 

The feeling of loneliness, dryness ‒ When the vital part is disappointed, 31-136 

The feeling of the desert comes because of the resistance of the vital, 31-134 

vital ego 

An excuse for indulging and magnifying the vital ego, 31-223 

Others before you have entered into this whirl of the vital mind and ego, 31-224 

The talk about “advanced” sadhaks is a thing I have always discouraged ‒ The vital 

ego, 31-223 

The unregenerate vital ego stands most in the way of the transformation, 31-223 

The vital ego gets furious when it is pressed to change, 29-75 

Then the vital ego can take it up and give it a wrong application., 35-128 

What stands in the way – The vital ego and the physical consciousness, 31-222 

vital egoism 

Once the universality is established – No secure fortress for the vital egoism, 31-225 

vital energies 

The vital energies – 1st emotional vital, 2nd the central vital, 3rd the lower vital, 28-

167 

vital energy 

It is possible for the vital energy to increase beyond the ordinary limits, 31-117 

The vital energy of a cultured man and of one who is rough and ignorant, 31-330 

Vital energy is an invaluable gift of God without which nothing can be done, 32-420 

vital exchange 

The vital exchange is there, but people are not aware of it, 31-329 

vital excitement 

There must be no vital excitement in your seeking or your aspiration towards the 

Mother, 32-473 
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vital expansiveness 

A very strong and expansive vital as opposed to a strong self-contained one, 31-327 

Mixing with people, laughing and joking with them is a kind of vital expansiveness, 

31-326 

Some have the expansive tendency of the vital, others have the concentrative, 31-327 

vital feelings 

Evil vital feelings should be abandoned, 31-289 

vital force 

The possibility of the full fullness of the vital force and the physical life on earth, 29-

482 

Vitality means life-force ‒ Even sadhana needs that vital force, 31-106 

vital forces 

An attack of the nervous centres and on the nervous being by contrary vital forces, 31-

804 

The vital forces come because they were freely permitted in the past, 31-787 

The vital forces want neither liberation nor transformation, 31-770 

These dreams are quite symbolical of the vital forces that come and attack you, 31-463 

Things that come in dreams to frighten – Impressions thrown by small vital forces, 30-

195 

When the vital forces or beings throw an influence, 31-776 

vital fragments 

The fragments of a dead person are of his vital sheath which falls away after death, 28-

548 

These formations [vital fragments of a dead person] are different, 28-548 

vital habits 

If the vital is left to do what it likes, it will always go after its old habits, 31-137 

The abrupt and decisive breaking is the easiest and best way for vital habits, 31-108 

vital heavens 

There are the subtle physical heavens, the vital heavens, the mental heavens, 28-199 

vital indecision 

Those who can't choose, have the vital indecision, 31-213 

vital Influence 

A vital Influence always acts by disturbing the mental, vital or physical balance, 28-

578 

vital influences 

Vital influences are always coming out from people, 31-328 

vital instability 

A want of steadiness ‒ A restlessness in the vital and a sort of ardent hastiness, 31-213 

Failure in whatever one tries to do – A certain instability in the lower vital, 31-213 

Vital instability rises from a lack of control and too much impulse, 31-213 

vital interchange 

A human vital interchange cannot be a true support for the sadhana, 31-333 

As for the stimulus of the vital interchange, it is true of the vital life, 31-332 

Ordinary vital interchanges are of a slight character, 31-331 

Some vital interchange unless one rejects what comes from the other, 31-329 

The utility of knowing the effects of a vital interchange, 31-330 
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There is always an interchange of vital forces going on between people, 31-328 

There must be absolute abstention from all vital interchange with others, 31-499 

There must be nothing of this interchange between sadhaks, 31-265 

This fact of vital interchange ‒ Ideas, feelings etc. are like the “waves” of science, 31-

336 

What men call by that name – A vital interchange, 31-265 

When the psychic is active – Always more lost than gained by vital interchange, 31-

332 

vital interchanges 

You must keep your body free and pure and reject all vital interchanges with men, 31-

333 

vital joy 

Vital joy is much better than vital depression at any rate, 31-184 

vital liberated 

If you bring down the peace into your vital, it will be liberated, 31-114 

vital life 

A vital life is all that human existence is as it is ordinarily envisaged, 31-102 

vital love 

(1) One who approached the Divine with an untransformed vital love – The vital world, 

29-347 

A vital love of this kind cannot be made a foundation for divine love, 29-343 

An application of human vital love in all its principal turns to the Divine, 29-478 

If the emotions of the heart are awakened, then it becomes vital love, 31-492 

If the love is absolute and complete and there has never been any vital demand, 29-348 

It is the ordinary nature of vital love not to last or, if it tries to last, not to satisfy, 31-

298 

The psychic bhakti, the true vital love are the real moving forces, 29-344 

The vital love between persons has to be rejected because it draws away, 32-463 

The vital love offered by many to the Mother instead of the psychic love, 32-475 

There is a vital love, a physical love, 31-492 

There is another way of vital love which is more usually the way of human nature, 29-

342 

There is no harm in the vital love provided it is purified from all insincerity, 32-473 

Vital (so-called) love brings only suffering and disappointment, 29-349 

Vital love ‒ After the first vital glow is over, the incompatibility of the two egos 

begins, 31-299 

Vital love is based on desire and the sense of claim or sense of possession, 29-348 

Whatever may be the glamour of a vital love ‒ Not the great thing one imagined, 31-

298 

vital man 

Life-Force seems to be more dynamic and effective than Mind – The vital man, 21-

1075 

The life-mind, the obscurer life-soul and the inner life-mind – The vital man, 21-747 

The physical Purusha and the physical man – The being of life and the vital man, 21-

932 
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The vital man can develop a higher mentality – An imperfect spiritual realisation, 23-

469 

vital mind 

Above the heart is the vital mind, 28-193 

Either from the vital mind or from little entities attached to the physical mind, 28-192 

In sadhana it is exceedingly important not to allow this power to do what it likes, 28-

180 

It acts in a random and excessive way, 28-191 

It must quiet down and be replaced by a higher action in yoga, 28-191 

Talking in one’s mind to another person is very common with the vital mind., 28-192 

The function of the vital mind – To plan or dream or imagine what can be done, 28-179 

The vital mind and the mechanical fall silent when complete peace and silence, 28-183 

The vital mind and the physical mind must be controlled and transformed, 30-358 

The vital mind and the thinking mind – Dissatisfaction, unrest and incertitude, 21-430 

The vital mind has no sense of proportion or measure, 28-192 

The vital mind is a mind of dynamic (not rationalising) will, action, desire, 28-191 

The vital mind is always imagining and thinking and planning what to do, 28-191 

The vital mind is always occupied with emotions, passions, desires, 31-30 

The vital mind is that part of the vital being which builds, plans, imagines, arranges, 

28-190 

The vital mind is usually energetic and creative even in its more mechanical rounds, 

28-183 

The vital mind uses thought for the service not of reason but of life-push and life-

power, 28-190 

The vital mind when it wants to rid itself of the blame for difficulties, 31-104 

To comply with the vital mind in this condition is the worst way to meet the difficulty, 

31-224 

Very often either the vital mind can rush in or else a kind of mechanical physical, 28-

180 

Vital mind proper is a sort of mediator, 28-177 

We have a physical mind as well as a vital mind and the mind proper, 28-202 

vital Mind 

The vital Mind is limited by the vital view and feeling of things, 28-178 

vital mind imaginations 

The source from which these imaginations come – Incoherent thought, 28-192 

The vital mind imaginations – It has to be got rid of, as the basis is ego, 28-192 

The vital mind imaginations – To be detached and indifferent is the best, 28-192 

Vital mind imaginations and activities about things and work, 28-191 

vital mixture 

A vital mixture does very easily get into the sadhana, if one is not careful, 31-322 

My warning about not allowing any vital mixture in your sadhana, 31-122 

The vital mixture, the obstructions, revolts, etc. of the vital, 31-284 

vital moods 

What makes people hesitate to help you is your subjection to vital moods, 32-301 

vital movement 

If the whole mind remains quiet and detached observing the vital movement, 31-127 
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It depends on what is meant by a wrong or unnecessary movement of the vital, 31-129 

When a special pressure is put on a vital movement ‒ A resistance, 31-136 

vital movements 

(2) It is only the unregenerated lower vital movements that can be got rid of-, 31-143 

A true mastery and transformation of the vital movements – The psychic being, 35-725 

All the ordinary vital movements are foreign to the true being, 31-252 

Certain vital movements ‒ These ignorant forces care nothing for truth or reason, 31-

119 

If you want a true mastery and transformation of the vital movements, 31-126 

In my Yoga all vital movements must come under the control of the psychic, 29-466 

In such a way that the vital movements will not be able to break the inner peace, 31-

138 

It is accustomed to get the pleasure and strength of life from the vital movements, 31-

139 

Make a point of being perfectly sincere in looking at these vital movements, 31-105 

My insistence on rejection of all untransformed vital movements, 31-305 

Old vital movements which you used to have and which you have been throwing out, 

31-146 

The exacerbation of certain vital movements is a perfectly well-known phenomenon, 

35-376 

The exacerbation of certain vital movements is well-known in Yoga, 31-140 

The natural movements of the vital are frequently breaking out, 31-119 

The vital movements are always more difficult to deal with than the pure mental, 31-

127 

These ignorant vital movements originate from outside – Anger, desire, sex etc., 30-

214, 31-274 

These obscure and useless vital movements that torment you, 31-144 

Turn steadily on them the light of the true consciousness, 31-119 

vital nature 

If man's vital nature is quieted, the major difficulty is gone, 31-127 

The physical mind and the external vital nature – Ideas and feelings, 31-410 

When the Mother is accepted even by the lower vital nature – One of the biggest steps, 

32-337 

vital Nature 

Man's relation with vital Nature – First to be one with it, then to know and direct it, 13-

394 

The struggle for possession of the vital Nature on earth, 28-197 

vital non-cooperative 

There are two conditions in which the vital becomes non-cooperative, 31-138 

vital part 

The vital part of us normally exists after the dissolution of the body for some time, 28-

117 

vital physical 

A resistance especially in the vital physical indicated in the stomach attacks, 31-375 

A vital physical or nervous envelope – The adverse forces trying to break through it, 

28-205 
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As for the vital physical readmitting the forces of disturbance, 31-377 

Desires and dissatisfactions in the vital physical, 31-376 

If the psychic gets hold of the vital physical and the physical mind, 31-38 

In its lowest parts (vital-material) it is the agent of pain, physical illness etc., 28-209 

It is the vital physical that receives these suggestions and obeys these desires, 31-256 

Physical mind, vital physical, material consciousness – The physical plane, 28-206 

The nervous part of the being is a portion of the vital –It is the vital-physical, 28-194 

The physical mind and vital physical are very near to the Inconscient, 28-201 

The physical vital  and the vital physical are closely connected together, 28-208 

The small things go with difficulty because they belong to the vital physical, 31-375 

The vital physical forces can be received from anywhere by the body, 28-209 

The vital physical governs all the small daily reactions to outward things, 28-208 

The vital physical is below the physical mind, but above the material, 28-209 

The vital physical is between the two lowest centres, 28-240 

The vital physical is entirely irrational in its action, 28-201 

The vital physical is the nervous being, 28-208 

The vital physical is the vehicle of the nervous responses of our physical nature, 28-202 

The vital physical proper is the nervous being giving vital reflexes to contacts of things, 

28-178 

There is the mental physical, the vital physical, the material physical, 28-210 

This vital physical is the agent of most of the lesser movements of our external life, 28-

203 

We have a vital-physical part in us, the nervous being, as well as the vital proper, 28-

202 

vital plane 

A contact with the forces and beings of the vital plane is attended with great dangers, 

28-575 

A formation or suggestion of outer forces on the vital plane, 31-466 

A whole vital plane connected with the life-world or desire-world is hidden in us, 23-

468 

Above the material universe, there is a vital plane, a mental plane, 28-166 

An experience of something that took place on the vital plane, 31-465 

Beings and forces of the vital plane – This is one of the chief dangers of the spiritual 

life, 28-575 

Dreams of the vital plane, 31-461 

Dreams of the vital plane – The vital plane takes up the spiritual experience, 31-466 

Experiences on the vital plane – They may have symbolic elements, 31-472 

For the vital plane also it is possible to rise to a certain spiritual greatness, 23-469 

He must understand that the vital plane is different from the physical, 30-207 

If it is in the vital – Into the vital plane and its experiences, 29-306 

If properly seen and coordinated, what is experienced in the vital plane has its value, 

28-191 

In dreams on the vital plane – A deviation from the norm of the physical fact, 31-460 

In the vital plane there are all kinds of things, helpful and dangerous, 30-304 

It is here we have to realise and what happens in the vital plane is only a help, 28-197 

Many are records or transcripts of experiences on the vital plane, 31-456 
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Many sadhaks open the vital plane before the mental and psychic are ready, 31-124 

Most things happen in the vital before they happen in the physical, 28-197 

On the vital plane also, in its own right alone, a perfect perfection is impossible, 23-470 

On the vital plane things good and bad, pleasant and unpleasant ‒ Close to each other, 

31-467 

One becomes too directly aware of the vital plane, its worlds, its beings, 30-284 

Purely vital poetry can be very remarkable – The poets of the vital plane, 27-16 

The descent of the Force into the vital plane becomes after some time necessary, 31-

690 

The dream was of a kind one often has in the vital plane, 31-463 

The dreams you describe are very clearly symbolic dreams on the vital plane, 31-463 

The vital plane – Things can be done which can't be done now on the physical, 30-194 

The vital plane acting in man – The rajasic man and the Rakshasa in nature, 23-468 

The vital plane where all kinds of dangers occur until you get courage to face them, 32-

305 

Then only can the sadhana on the vital plane be safe, 31-690 

There is no utility in such experiences on the vital plane, 30-305 

These things are meetings on the vital plane, 30-194 

Without this vital plane there would be no art, poetry or literature, 30-194 

vital planes 

Visions of the vital world and the vital planes, 30-107 

vital pleasure 

Mere vital pleasure has no longer any interest, 31-121 

vital poetry 

In vital poetry the appeal to the vital thrill is dominant, 27-17 

Purely vital poetry can be very remarkable – The poets of the vital plane, 27-16 

vital Powers 

A descent of fierce and dark vital Powers which seek to possess the human world, 28-

269 

vital Presence 

An undesirable vital Presence producing a vital joy ‒ Not apparent here, 30-200 

vital pulls 

It is the entire inner rejection of the sex-pulls and vital pulls that is necessary, 31-516 

vital push 

She may not have the sex-feeling towards you, but a certain kind of vital push, 31-535 

vital reaction 

A vital reaction means a response of the vital to the touch or pressure, 31-129 

vital reactions 

Most disturbances of the consciousness are due to vital reactions, 31-129 

The ideal condition is that of a calm, clear, strong vital free from the reactions, 31-129 

vital realm 

Experiences are in the vital realm – Some are likely to be false formations, 30-195 

vital relation 

Friendship need not be a vital relation, 35-136 

It is not advisable to meet anyone you cannot meet without such a vital relation, 31-298 

Re-establishing in another way a vital relation, 31-294 
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Trying to reject a past vital relation, 31-294 

vital relations 

In a life of sadhana there is no room for vital relations, 31-299 

In this Yoga – No place for vital relations or interchanges with others, 31-499 

No vital relations with anyone ‒ Magnificent, if you can do it, 31-338 

vital resistance 

The resistance and the contrary suggestions come from the vital nature, 31-136 

The vital tries to resist the call to change – Revolt or opposition, 31-141 

vital restlessness 

For the spiritual life, the first thing to be avoided is vital restlessness, 31-132 

If you reject the restlessness of the vital always, the whole being will be at peace, 31-

134 

It is mostly when the sadhana condition is interrupted that the vital becomes restless, 

31-133 

The bitterness you feel is that of a restless and dissatisfied vital, 31-132 

The struggle between the mind and psychic and the restless vital, 31-133 

When your lower vital is restless or else your physical mind comes uppermost, 31-134 

vital revolt 

Egoistic insistence and vital revolt are insuperable obstacles to the descent, 31-162 

Tell the vital that complaining and revolting only hampers, 31-142 

The way out is not to excite the physical by any vital revolt and outcry, 31-163 

vital self 

The vital self poised in the principle of Life, 23-468 

vital sense 

The results – The universal life energy and the perfection of the vital sense, 23-874 

The supermind takes up this vital consciousness and vital sense, 23-873 

The vital sense in us becomes powerful, intense, capable of bearing all vibrations, 23-

873 

vital sensitiveness 

Vital sensitiveness comes inevitably in the full opening of the being to the universal, 

32-96 

vital sheath 

After a time the vital sheath disappears – The last to dissolve is the mental sheath, 28-

535 

As soon as one is tired of these and able to go beyond, the vital sheath is dropped, 28-

529 

The fragments of a dead person are of his vital sheath which falls away after death, 28-

548 

The natural seat of the vital is in the vital sheath of the subtle body, 28-242 

The supermind in its descent awakens, if not already wakened, the vital sheath, 23-872 

When the gross body falls away, the vital and mental sheaths still remain, 28-115 

vital sincerity 

Vital sincerity is the one-pointed will in the vital to be transformed, 31-113 

vital soul 

In the individual it becomes a vital soul living in a vital body, 23-468 

vital strength 
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In Yoga that strength must be replaced by the Divine Force that comes from the 

Mother, 32-386 

The absence of the rajasic vital strength in which men live, 32-386 

vital suggestions 

The resistance and the contrary suggestions come from the vital nature, 31-136 

The usual suggestions that come to all under the stress of the vital condition, 31-130 

vital sympathy 

By the vital sympathy you get into contact and receive or also you may give, 31-321 

vital thought 

Vital thought expresses vital movements, the play of vital forces, 28-179 

vital ties 

Vairagya, a painful breaking of the vital ties may be necessary and many go through 

that, 31-202 

vital trouble 

Losing patience only prolongs the vital trouble, 31-138 

vital urge 

The vital urge became the preoccupation of the race, 21-759 

vital vehicle 

His gross body – The material or food sheath and the nervous system or vital vehicle, 

23-11 

The gross body, doubly composed of the food sheath and the vital vehicle, 23-16 

vital visions 

Dreams or visions on the vital plane, 30-107 

These visions are the result of contact with a certain field of forces in the vital world, 

30-107 

Visions of the vital world and the vital planes, 30-107 

vital weakness 

The elimination of the vital weakness will be only a matter of a little perseverance, 31-

653 

vital world 

A pressure on the vital world due to the preparing Descent from above, 28-297, 32-604 

A vital world of creative art and beauty, 27-15 

Dreams sent from the vital world – Three things she must develop, 31-468 

In a vital world life would be free to organise itself, 12-253 

In much of today’s literature and art – The adverse vital world, 27-433 

In sleep one enters into places of the vital world in which there are dangers, 31-468 

In the vital world – The one sufficient protection is to call the Mother, 32-311 

It is again a world of things dark, dangerous and horrible, 28-128 

It is also a world of powers and passions, lusts and desires, 28-128 

The beings of the vital world appear with animal heads or features, 30-108 

The forces and beings of the vital world have a great influence on human beings, 28-

128 

The vital world is on one side a world of beauty, 28-128 

The vital world usually dominates by influence not by descent, 28-297 

The vital world where there are all the types and forms of things that happen here, 31-

461 
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There are two things that must be acquired in these passages through the vital world, 

32-289 

There can be no unbridgeable gulf between the material existence and this vital world, 

23-453 

There has been the descent of the vital world into the human, 32-604 

You say you go to very bad places – You go into the vital world, 31-446 

vital World 

The world of word-music is a province of the World of Beauty – Part of the vital 

World, 27-17 

vital worlds 

Connection with the lower vital worlds can easily bring disturbance and unrest, 30-23 

Deams of flying ‒ The vital being goes out in sleep and moves about in the vital 

worlds, 31-461 

Vital worlds – Attraction and danger for poets, imaginative people and some artists, 36-

355 

vitalism 

A rapid turning of the current of thought – Vitalism and a new Intuitionalism, 25-30 

Bergson is, I believe, a vitalist with a strong perception of Time, 28-374 

Mentalism and vitalism are now perfectly possible as hypotheses, 28-393 

Neither is the Life ourself – The basis of vitalism is a delusion, 23-295 

Something of the kind has been happening – A predominant surface vitalism, 25-250 

The first tendency was an increasing psychological vitalism, 25-30 

The possibility of a mental and psychic subjectivism emerging out of vitalism, 25-251 

Theories of vitalism, idealistic tendencies of thought now arise, 13-171 

This natural materialism or materialised vitalism is a form of self-restriction, 21-757 

Vitalism – Man regards himself as a profound, vital Will-to-be, 25-61 

vitalistic 

Elements stigmatised as an ascetic pessimism by the vitalistic thought of Europe, 20-

129 

The vitalistic exaggerations are the opposite defect of Western culture, 20-131 

vital-physical 

The desires of the vital-physical in the subtle physical consciousness, 31-256 

The vital-physical action – In its origin between the Muladhara and the centre just 

above, 28-212 

viveka 

For the truth-consciousness there are corresponding faculties, – dṛṣṭi, śruti, viveka, 15-

65 

The method of intellectual reflection, vicāra, to right discrimination, viveka, 23-38 

Vivekananda 

I was hearing the voice of Vivekananda speaking to me for a fortnight in the jail, 36-98 

Ramakrishna and Vivekananda – A very wide synthesis of past spiritual experience, 

20-25 

Shankara and Vivekananda were Vibhutis, 28-486 

The desire of personal salvation overcome – A passage in a letter of Swami 

Vivekananda, 35-94 

The extract about Vivekananda is about the Divine in the world, 28-442 
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Vivekananda – In the jail, giving me the first insight into the Intuition plane, 35-264 

Vivekananda accepted Shankara’s philosophy with modifications, 29-450 

Vivekananda had his own opinions about certain things which can be questioned, 35-

164 

Vivekananda was a great Vedantist, 35-163 

Vivekananda was the first visible sign to the world that India was awake to conquer, 8-

62 

Vivekananda was the leading exemplar and the most powerful exponent, 20-22 

Vivekananda. 

And what was Vivekananda? (158), 12-442 

Thus said Ramakrishna and thus said Vivekananda (157), 12-442 

vocation 

To find your vocation and keep to it is a simple and solid rule of life, 1-105 

voice 

An inner voice is a voice only – It may give the direction, but not the force, 30-309 

But he seems to feel this other voice as if outside him, 30-199 

Each Force of the mental, vital, physical plane may equip itself with a voice, 30-311 

The “double” voice is a frequent phenomenon, 30-199 

The voice brings a vibration of force, 31-77 

To reject the intellect and its action and to listen for the voice, 23-804 

Voice 

It is possible to have a guiding Voice, but it is also easy to make a mistake, 30-309 

voice. 

Not to have heard the voice of God and His angels is the world's idea of sanity (531), 

12-497 

voices 

All sorts of “inspirations” come, visions, perhaps “voices”, 30-313 

Anybody can get “voices” – All sorts of beings invade with their voices, 30-308 

As for voices, there are many voices, 30-311 

At last he began to get voices and inspirations which he declared to be ours, 30-312 

Do not take all ideas and suggestions as true, any voice or thought-message as final, 

36-371 

Good or bad voices depends on what they say and on the quarter from which they 

come, 30-308 

I also discourage some from having any dealing with visions and voices, 28-566 

I don’t find it a noble voice at all, it is the voice of the usual defeatist suggester, 35-375 

If conflicting voices try to tell you what to do or not to do, 30-112 

In other cases they come from beings who are hostile to the sadhana, 30-308 

One hears the voice or the thought speaking inwardly and one answers inwardly, 35-

134 

Sounds or voices – An inner hearing other than that of the external ear, 30-112 

That does not mean that visions and voices have no value, 28-566 

The faculty to see or hear the Devata – The necessity of a Guru in such cases, 35-170 

The genuine visions and the true voices have their place, 30-88 

The voices and sounds and impression of X being there – A confused activity, 30-140 

There are also wrong voices and experiences, 30-97 
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There are many voices, and all are not divine ‒ This may be only a voice of desire, 30-

308 

These indications of time and these voices were not commands from the Mother, 30-

309 

These voices are sometimes one's own mental formations, 30-308 

This kind of manifestation (hearing voices) comes very often at a certain stage, 30-308 

Visions and voices – It is a progress in the development of the consciousness, 32-292 

Visions and voices are effective only if one has faith already, 32-292 

Visions and voices are not meant for creating faith, 30-95 

Visions and voices are only a small part of that vast realm of occult experience, 28-566 

Visions, voices – A proof of opening of the inner consciousness and also they help, 32-

293 

Voice or vision – It is possible for a false guidance to come, 35-170 

What you perceive as suggestions or voices, are felt by people to be thoughts, 31-42 

voices. 

Leap not too quickly at all voices (268), 12-459 

void 

By “void” is meant emptiness clear of all contents except existence, 30-81 

The void is the condition of the Self, free, wide and silent, 30-81 

Void 

This supreme Night is termed a greater darkness – A conception of Void or Asat, 17-53 

voidness 

A state of voidness ‒ As if you had no body, but were spread out in the vastness of 

space, 30-78 

The usual result of voidness is to quiet down any vital tumult, 30-77 

The voidness is the basic condition into which the higher consciousness can flow, 30-

77 

The voidness is the best condition for a full receptivity, 30-77 

There is no reason why the void should be a dull or unhappy condition, 30-78 

Voidness can come from anywhere, mind, vital or from above, 30-78 

Voidness may be of different kinds, 30-78 

volition 

Will must be clearly distinguished from volition, 17-234 

Voltaire 

Prose styles achievements – In French literature, Voltaire, Flaubert or Anatole France, 

27-548 

Some purely critical minds have become immortals, Voltaire for instance, 27-541 

volunteer 

The volunteer movement, now in a rudimentary state, has to be developed and 

perfected, 6-1026 

volunteer groupings 

The idea of volunteer groupings had a stronger vitality, 36-58 

volunteers 

At first it was a temporary union of young men for a temporary cause – The volunteers, 

8-73 

vomiting 
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A descent of the force cannot possibly produce nausea and vomiting etc., 31-552 

vote of money 

But public vote of money to a leader introduces new questions of propriety, 6-948 

In modern times the State – A pension or annuity or a vote of money, 6-948 

Leaving it to the representative of the New Spirit to deal with their gift, 6-949 

The first question is whether the public ought to be allowed to give a purse, 6-949 

The second question is whether the leader should accept the purset, 6-949 

The vote of money is usually given to a distinguished man who is above want, 6-948 

votes 

The tendency to convert politics into a huge market where statesmen chaffer for votes, 

6-9 

Vrishabha 

The Purusha is in this early pastoral imagery the Bull, Vrishabha, 15-98 

Vritra 

The companion legend of Vritra and the waters – The three hypotheses, 15-246 

The enemy, Pani, Vritra of the hymns is a purely psychological conception, 15-105 

The same root had given an appellation for the adversary Vritra, 15-500 

Varuna reveals what dark Vritra's obsession had withheld and obscured, 15-500 

Vritra – The power that obstructs the impulsion of the Truth in us, 15-202 

Vritra and his associated demons appear to be Dasyus in the spiritual sense, 15-246 

Vritra is the personification of the Inconscient, Vala, of the subconscient, 15-322 

Vritra means the opponent, obstructer or enfolding coverer, 15-140 

Vritra, the Serpent, is the grand Adversary – He obstructs with his coils of darkness, 

15-378 

Vritra mythus 

The two principal parables of the Veda – The Angiras legend and the Vritra mythus, 

15-241 

Vritras 

The Dasyus, Panis and Vritras, cannot be human enemies – The hymn I.33, 15-235 

The Vritras are especially associated with the withholding of the waters, 15-224 

vulgar. 

I saw the nobility of the vulgar (21), 12-425 

vulgarisation 

The “vulgarisation” of knowledge – I prefer to do solid work and leave that to others, 

35-72 

vulgarity in poetry 

The word vulgar – Used for coarse and crude expressions of the sensual, trivial or ugly, 

27-182 

Vyana 

Prana manifests itself in five vital powers – Prana, Samana, Vyana, Apana and Udana, 

17-237 

The five Pranas – Prana, Apana, Samana, Vyana, Udana, 18-19 

Vyasa 

Another poet whose style breaks continually into the pure gold of Vyasa’s work, 1-310 

As Vyasa progressed in years, his personality developed towards intellectualism, 1-319 

But as poets Vyasa and Valmiki are not inferior, but also not greater, 27-368 
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Certain great poetical styles extraordinarily bare and restrained – The style of Vyasa, 1-

291 

Here we have the very morning of Vyasa’s genius, 1-311 

His dealings with nature – His treatment is always puissant and direct, 1-313 

His peculiar appeal to humanity – A poem of worldwide as well as national 

importance, 1-334 

His peculiarly disinterested art never seeks out anything striking for its own sake, 1-321 

His restrained & quiet when he handles the miraculous., 1-311 

His very subject is one of practical ethics, the establishment of a Dharmyarajya, 1-324 

If Hinduism is to last – The religion which Srikrishna announced & Vyasa formulated, 

1-332 

In another respect also the Nala helps us materially to appreciate Vyasa’s genius, 1-313 

It was left for Vyasa to create epically the human divine and the human anarchic, 1-335 

Strength and a fine austerity are then the two tests – Some touch of Vyasa, 1-310 

The art of Vyasa unfitted him to voice fully the outward beauty of Nature, 1-316 

The Gita is attributed to the sage Vyasa, the contemporary of Krishna, 27-372 

The Mahabharata of Vyasa, originally an epic of 24,000 verses – Afterwards enlarged, 

36-127 

The original poet, the Krishna Dwaipayana, and not the other Vyasa who enlarged it, 1-

303 

The peculiar nature of the style of Vyasa immensely lightens the difficulties of 

criticism, 1-288 

The wideness of the man’s intellectual empire is evident – The presence of the Rishi, 1-

323 

To the temperament of Vyasa the Titanic was alien, 1-334 

Tradition attributes it to Krishna of the Island called Vyasa, 1-341 

Valmekie has a more humanely moral spirit than Vyasa, 1-324 

Valmiki was looking back to an ideal past – Vyasa, forward to an ideal future, 1-159 

Valmiki, Vyasa and Kalidasa are the essence of the history of ancient India, 1-156 

Vyasa – A comparison with Valmekie in epical rhetoric, 1-321 

Vyasa – His description of emotion far excels his description of things, 1-317 

Vyasa could very well claim a place beside Valmiki, Sophocles beside Aeschylus, 27-

369 

Vyasa develops his higher ethic which is the morality of the liberated mind, 1-330 

Vyasa does not write with a view to sublimity or with a view to beauty, 1-316 

Vyasa had a high ethical aim and an august imperial idea – Vyasa’s imperialism, 1-323 

Vyasa has made himself the poet of the highminded Kshatriya caste, 1-320 

Vyasa in fact stands at the opposite pole from Valmekie, 1-306 

Vyasa is interested in human action in relation to a large political background, 1-323 

Vyasa is less broadly human than Valmekie – A wider & more original thinker, 1-322 

Vyasa is preeminently a poet of action – Krishna is his authority, 1-324 

Vyasa is profoundly interested in ideas, in metaphysics, in ethical problems, 1-159 

Vyasa is the most masculine of writers – Deficient in femineity, 1-304 

Vyasa’s epic was national – The temperament and ideals of the Aryan nation, 1-332 

Vyasa’s ethical speculation – A basis of customary morality and a higher ethic, 1-328 

Vyasa’s has the air of a more intellectual, reflective & experienced stage, 1-321 
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Vyasa’s knowledge of character is not so intimate, emotional and sympathetic, 1-322 

Vyasas’s character-drawing is more epic, less psychological than Valmekie’s, 1-322 

What was the special work which Vyasa did for his country, 1-333 

Whether the Bhagavadgita is the work of Vyasa – Nothing to disprove his authorship, 

1-326 

Vyom 

The ethereal condition of matter – Akash or Vyom (sky), 17-249 

waking 

If the waking is less abrupt the memory remains at least of the last dream, 31-475 

Some train themselves to remember when they wake, 31-475 

The connection between the two states of consciousness at the time of waking, 31-475 

This can sometimes be avoided by not coming out abruptly into the waking state, 31-

475 

To get back the thread of the progress – Some concentration after rising, 31-451 

Very often the inner consciousness lasts for a few seconds even after waking, 31-452 

Why the terms waking, dream, sleep are applied, 28-37 

You need not meditate at once after waking in the morning, 31-451 

waking consciousness 

No sufficient bridge between the inner and the waking consciousness, 30-253 

The knowledge translated into mental values – The stuff of our waking consciousness, 

17-356 

Then from the beginning these openings can come through the waking consciousness, 

30-17 

This waking consciousness which the subliminal and the subconscient throw up, 21-

581 

Waking Consciousness 

The Waking Consciousness Virat or Vaisvanor – From the wider Dream 

Consciousness, 17-126 

waking mind 

Our waking mind and ego are only a superimposition upon an inner being, 21-576 

waking state 

But only when the realisation is constant in the waking state ‒ It is truly possessed, 30-

253 

In the waking state you are conscious only of a certain limited field, 31-456 

The same experiences – It is also necessary in the waking state, 30-323 

The waking state – The consciousness of the material universe, 23-520 

Three different states (Waking, dream, sleep – Gross, subtle, causal), 28-82 

Waking state, dream-state, sleep-state and fourth state of the Self in the Upanishads, 

21-443 

You can then have the same in the waking state as in that which you call sleep, 30-255 

Waking State 

Consciousness acting on gross matter – The name of the Waking State, 17-248 

His vital and physical functions – Consciousness in the Waking State on gross matter, 

17-248 

Spirit in the Waking State is called Vaisvanor, the Universal Male, 17-230 

vaiśvānara – The Self that supports the Waking State or sthūla consciousness, 28-38 
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Waking-State 

live of which it is the creature, 17-239 

The Waking-State has overlaid and obscured the Dream-State, 17-232 

When the Waking-State is evolved that matter concentrates into that gross physical, 17-

233 

Wales 

Wales, Scotland and the North are for the new age, 8-429 

walk 

A brisk long walk is always very healthful, 35-776 

walking 

Walking or standing all day when I used to meditate while walking, 35-29 

wall of the ego 

The wall you feel is indeed the wall of the ego, 30-262 

walls 

The walls with the spaces between indicate the different parts of the being, 30-181 

want 

Need and want are not the same thing, 31-257 

war 

“The world has accepted ruse in war and politics”, 1-484 

A universal war – Now the means found for the establishment of universal peace, 19-

49 

A war destructive within certain carefully fixed limits, 19-51 

A worldwide conflagration far from helping would be a serious hindrance to my work, 

36-394 

Covert war and the weapon of commercial pressure, boycott or blockade, tariffs, 25-

491 

Economic unity and political separativeness – War was only a matter of time, 25-489 

Fighting for the Divine against the threatened reign of the Asura, 35-212 

For the regulation and minimising of war, for the limitation of armaments, 25-388 

I have done politics and I have supported war and sent men to it, 29-249 

If peace is still to be a covert war, how is the physical shock to be prevented?, 25-490 

In relation to other States, the effective law is still that of war, 25-50 

Indian civilisation – The aim to minimise the incidence and disaster of war, 19-51 

It is war of this kind and under these conditions that the Gita had in view, 19-51 

It was an error to suppose that the war was or could be the salutary crisis, 25-670 

Nietzsche's insistence upon war as an aspect of life and the ideal man as a warrior, 19-

41 

One illusion incidental to this hope is the expectation of the passing of war, 25-607 

Ours is a sadhana which involves also action – Even if it means war and strife, 35-219 

Politics, war, revolution – One cannot expect the truth there, 35-24 

Science making war physically impossible – No commercial advantage by war, 25-609 

Science to make war impossible – We forget that Science means a series of surprises, 

25-610 

Scientific warfare has not made war impossible, it has only changed its character, 25-

610 

So long as life and mankind are what they are, there can be a righteous war, 36-461 
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So long as national egoisms live and are held sacred, war will be always a possibility, 

25-478 

So long as war does not become psychologically impossible, it will remain, 25-610 

Such a disarmament would be essential to the assured cessation of war, 25-483 

That the extension of commerce would be the extinction of war, 25-607 

That the growth of democracy would mean the growth of pacifism and the end of war, 

25-607 

The centralising effect of war and militarism – A commonplace of history, 25-441 

The character of modern war – National defence carried to a national suicide, 19-50 

The commercial advantage to be gained by war and conquest as an illusion, 25-609 

The difficulties are too great – How war can be abolished, 25-389 

The elimination of war and the settlement of differences by peaceful means, 25-541 

The elimination of war is one of the cherished ideals and expectations of the age, 25-

600 

The evolution of the Life Divine – Not depending on the passing away of war, 36-115 

The Gita – The necessity for crises such as strife, war or revolution, 19-48 

The Gita was composed at a time when war was a necessary part of human activity, 19-

48 

The hour for speeches and fine writing is past – Let them hear your war-cry, 6-395 

The inner causes of war and the accumulating Karma of successful injustice, 25-602 

The Kurukshetra example – A traditional instance of the war between two world-

forces, 36-466 

The Mother – The war as a fight between two forces, the Divine and the Asuric, 35-215 

The shock of war have been rendered intolerable – The prevention of war, 25-490 

The sword of the warrior is necessary to the fulfilment of justice and righteousness, 6-

1121 

There has been almost continuous war in the world, 28-437 

There remains the objection that all War is evil and no war can be supported, 36-461 

This is the Mother’s war – It is the forces behind the battle that have to be seen, 35-211 

To lay down one's arms in a state of war is to invite destruction, 20-59 

War and conquest are part of the economy of vital Nature, 28-436 

War and destruction in our life here in its purely material aspects, 19-42 

War and destruction in our mental and moral existence, 19-42 

War and violent revolution can be eliminated if we get rid of the causes, 25-601 

War is a dangerous teacher and physical victory leads often to a moral defeat, 25-52 

War typifies and embodies physically the aspect of battle and struggle, 19-52 

War, it was hoped at one time, would eliminate itself by becoming impossible, 25-601 

War, said Heraclitus, is the father of all things, War is the king of all, 19-40 

War, violence, the use of force to maintain freedom for the world – The old command, 

35-219 

War 

A small volume in Bengali, “The Modern Science of War”, 6-710 

The Kurukshetra example – A traditional instance of a War between two world-forces, 

35-216 

War as a result of a combination with a falsely enlightened vitalistic motive, 25-32 

War Fund 
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Our contribution to the War Fund – As an expression of our entire support, 36-453 

war of classes 

The evolution may be broken in upon by the long-threatened war of classes, 25-403 

War Purvas 

The War Purvas contain much of the original epic – A great political catastrophe, 1-291 

warmth in the heart 

A feeling of warmth in the heart, 30-372 

warrior 

“The warrior too is needed and not only the poet and lover”, 1-478 

warriors 

We cannot say that there were no warriors in the Vedic age, 29-419 

wars 

A stupendous military organisation tends to make sure the final advent of large wars, 

25-480 

waste 

But waste to a certain extent continues and is almost inevitable, 32-379 

In the organisation of work there was formerly a formidable waste, 32-379 

Misuse of service and materials due either to vital grasping or to tamasic inertia, 35-

763 

Most of the sadhaks seem to think that they are entitled to waste, destroy, spoil, use 

freely, 35-765 

Our ideal was a life well-organised, free from waste and tamas and disorder, 35-765 

The objection – The element in Nature's operations envisaged as a waste, 21-96 

To have a higher standard than is current is not necessarily waste, 32-379 

Wanton waste, spoiling of physical things, misuse of service and materials, 29-288 

water 

A big expanse of water is symbolic of a plane of consciousness, 30-151 

The flowing of water from the peak indicates some flow from above, 30-152 

The soul in a state of lightness and fluidity is compared to wind and water, 6-887 

Water is the symbol of a state of consciousness or a plane, 30-150 

Water 

The liquid or fluid state – Water, 17-251 

waters 

A formless expanse of waters covered over in the beginning by darkness, 15-501 

In It Matariswan ordereth the waters, 17-274 

In this true Self of Parabrahman Matariswan ordereth the waters, 17-270 

Oceanic Varuna is king of all these waters – The rivers journey to the truth of Varuna, 

15-503 

Rudra – Born of the tree that is in the waters, waters from which the world rises, 18-

292 

That which is hidden in the lair of Vala is said also to be hidden in the waters, 15-195 

The companion legend of Vritra and the waters – The three hypotheses, 15-246 

The divine waters brought down from the heights of our being by Indra, 15-119 

The idea of the human life purified by the waters of the Truth and the Infinity, 15-210 

The psychological significance for the whole symbol of the Vedic waters, 15-94 

The sevenfold waters thus rise upward and become the pure mental activity, 15-120 
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The Veda speaks constantly of the waters or the rivers, 15-109 

The waters that rise from the ocean and flow into the ocean, 15-111 

The word apah naturally and usually signifies “waters”, 17-256 

These are the waters of the Truth and the Bliss that flow from the supreme ocean, 15-

113 

These waters are the seven rivers released by Indra from the hold of Vritra, 15-112 

This divine Power is found by the gods visible in the sevenfold waters of the Truth, 15-

119 

Waters 

Associated with the Herds, the Dawn and the Sun are the Waters, 15-146 

Earth and Heaven and the divine Waters provide the field or shape the material, 15-491 

So is Agni, Fire, a selection from Matariswun and the Waters a selection from fire, 17-

128 

Such then is the sense of the Vedic symbol of the seven rivers, of the Waters, 15-121 

The coupling of the luminous Cows and the Waters – They were secret symbols, 15-

210 

The Seven Rivers, the Waters – The seven Mothers or the seven fostering Cows, 15-

123 

The seven Waters are the Mothers from whom all forms of existence are born, 15-123 

These seven powers of Chit are spoken of by the Vedic Rishis as the Waters, 17-30 

These Waters are the same as those of Vamadeva's hymn, of Vasishtha's, 15-117 

waves 

Whatever comes from above can come like that in waves, 30-475 

waves of colour 

The waves of colour mean a dynamic rush of forces, 30-102 

way 

A different way of Yoga – It does not include Asanas and Pranayam, 35-557 

A new way extremely difficult and under certain conditions it may be dangerous, 35-

556 

A way to be opened that is still blocked, not a religion to be founded, is my conception, 

35-696 

Each religion or way of approaching the Divine contributing its own element of the 

truth, 35-699 

Each sadhak must be left to himself and the Mother to find his right way, 29-223 

For us the straight course is always to keep on one's way, 31-645 

It is not coercion that is the way, but an inner change – By a higher consciousness, 35-

474 

My way is to go inward, to open by aspiration and once one is conscious to give 

oneself, 36-441 

One way is that in which one leaves everything else to follow the Divine alone, 31-289 

Pain and suffering and struggle and excesses of despair are natural on the way, 31-681 

Sri Aurobindo’s way of Yoga is of a special character, 35-555 

The most effective way if one could get the things done by the Power behind, 31-729 

The obstacles and difficulties in the way of success are formidable, 35-529 

The other way is to go forward from where one is, 31-289 
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The way becomes smooth and open, a progressive development and not a struggle, 35-

641 

There are many things belonging to older systems that are necessary on the way, 36-

549 

There need not be only one way to the realisation of the Divine, 29-212 

Those who come after may have the way made very easy for them, 36-231 

Way 

It took me four years of inner striving to find a real Way, 35-239 

It took me ten more years of intense Yoga to find the Way, 35-239 

I have opened the Way, 35-421 

The Avatar is one who comes to open the Way for humanity to a higher consciousness, 

28-476 

way of action 

The steps on the way of action, 19-586 

way of knowledge 

The way of knowledge is to turn the understanding, the intelligent will upward, 19-129 

Those who lay a predominant stress on knowledge – A devotion and a self-offering, 

19-327 

way of the psychic 

There is also the way of the psychic – The way is sunlit, 31-669 

way of the Self 

First that of the Self, calm, equality – Then there is a division in the being, 31-669 

way of works 

The way of works too turns into an adoration and a devotion of self-giving, 19-328 

Way of Works 

His high aspiration – The union through a perfect surrender of the will, 12-349 

The Way of Works is as great as the Way of Bhakti or the Way of Knowledge, 12-349 

way to knowledge 

The other way, which is the way to knowledge, is the meditation in the head, 29-210 

ways 

Each must go by his own way and his own nature to his own goal, 29-495 

If you run about on many ways, that will bring not wideness but confusion, 29-144 

There are a thousand ways of approaching and realising the Divine, 29-497 

There are many ways of opening to this Divine consciousness or entering into it, 36-

441 

There are two ways to meet all that, 31-669 

weak vital 

A weak vital has not the strength to turn spiritually, 28-196 

weakness 

A weakness of the vital force in him which would stand very much in his way, 35-552 

Active surrender means to fight against your imperfections and weaknesses, 36-403 

Do not torture your mind by always dwelling on your weakness, 36-306 

If you accept your weakness, 31-708 

In no case flee to solitude and inaction as a coward and weakling, 17-195 

It is not the weak in spirit to whom the Eternal gives himself wholly, 17-189 
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Not the weak and the coward can climb up to God, but the strong and brave alone, 17-

110 

One should then seek out this weakness in oneself and correct it, 31-780 

Something in the vital physical is pleased with becoming more weak and ill, 31-567 

That disunion and weakness are ingrained characteristics of the Indian people, 6-358 

The insistence on personal strength or weakness as the determining factor, 31-454 

The meaning of the knots – Death, weakness, pain and grief, restlessness, limitations, 

13-205 

The weakness of his vital nature, the inefficient helplessness of his nervous being, 31-

698 

The weakness of India in the past – The political depression and nullity of the mass, 6-

365 

This sort of giddiness and weakness and disturbance ought not to take place, 30-481 

Weakness of the body also is tamas, 31-567 

When some weakness comes up you should take it as an opportunity, 31-734 

When the soul is meant to go forward and there is an external weakness, 31-699 

weakness of the body 

The weakness of the body has to be cured, not disregarded, 31-382 

weakness. 

Believe that all weakness is strength hiding itself from its own vision (532), 12-497 

Mankind have wearied of strength and joy and called sorrow and weakness virtue 

(288), 12-461 

Think this when thy members would fain make love with depression and weakness 

(285), 12-461 

weaknesses 

If you have faults and weaknesses, hold them up before the Divine, 29-104 

It is not good to dwell too much upon weaknesses, 31-739 

One must not be distressed or depressed by perceiving the weaknesses, 31-737 

The weaknesses – One has to see them as the play of nature, 31-702 

weak-willed man 

The weak-willed man is governed by his vital and physical impulsions, 28-513 

wealth 

A singular tendency for wealth to seek him who has ceased to seek wealth, 17-191 

All wealth belongs to the Divine and those who hold it are trustees, not possessors, 32-

10 

The few with wealth, position and fame claiming the monopoly of political life, 6-1004 

The footed and hoofed wealth and the field or pasture of the Cow, 15-195 

The fullness of that luminous wealth is the Path and the birth of the Immortality, 15-

240 

The Karmayogin, merely touching the wealth that comes to him, pour it out, 17-191 

The poor output of wealth is no doubt an indisputable fact, 6-198 

The three forces, power, wealth, sex, are most generally misheld and misused, 32-10 

Their wealth is indispensable to the human fulfilment, 15-240 

This wealth – The figures of “Go”, the cow, “aśva”, the horse, “hiraṇya”, gold, 15-135 

Wealth, success, and certain outward signs of respectability had become the tests, 6-

1101 
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weariness. 

Fear, weariness, depression, self-distrust and assent to weakness are the instruments by 

which He destroys what He created (377), 12-473 

wearisomeness. 

When I read a wearisome book through and with pleasure (48), 12-428 

When I was asleep in the Ignorance, I foubd the company of holy men wearisome (47), 

12-428 

weekly paper 

The assertion of free choice as the principle of marriage, 36-248 

weeping 

As for weeping ‒ Nothing against the tears that come from the inner aspiration, 30-362 

The weeping that comes from the psychic being – Psychic yearning and aspiration, 30-

376 

Weeping brings in the forces that should be kept outside, 30-376 

weight 

Natural length in English depends on the dwelling of the voice giving a weight, 27-746 

Three different weights, accent weight, stress weight, quantity weight, 27-757 

Weight by stress and weight by long dwelling – Of equal value in a quantitative verse, 

27-746 

well 

The first result is the breaking open by force of the well, 15-178 

This secret well of honey is drunk by all those who are able to see Swar, 15-178 

This well of honey covered by the rock must be the Ananda or divine beatitude, 15-178 

well-known people 

It is only recently that the Asram has got “prestige”, 35-695 

One man who earnestly pursues the Yoga – More value than a thousand well-known 

men, 35-691 

Running after those who come from outside especially if they are well-known, 35-692 

The prestige of an institution claiming to be a centre of spirituality lies in its 

spirituality, 35-693 

The Spirit cares not a damn for fame, success or bigness in those who come to it, 35-

694 

What Tagore or others think or say does not matter very much after all, 35-692 

Wells 

A book by Mr. H. G. Wells – A profession of faith in spirituality as the one lever, 1-

585 

Wells is a super-journalist, super-pamphleteer and story-teller, 27-541 

West 

All can pass who are drawn to that Truth – From the East or from the West, 29-41 

East and West – The shock of the oriental and occidental mentalities, 26-304 

East and West could be reconciled in the pursuit of the highest and largest ideal, 36-553 

East and West have always met and mixed more or less closely, 36-551 

East and West have the same human nature, a common human destiny, 36-551 

East and West have two ways of looking at life – Opposite sides of one reality, 13-327 

Europeans are in the habit of saying that the West is progressive, the East stationary, 6-

54 
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From the West we seek to import scientific knowledge, apparatus, efficient 

organisation, 6-93 

In the mind of the West, a war between religion, philosophy and science, 20-115 

In the West the physical mind is too dominant, 31-8 

In the West, the religious spirit was rationalised, secularised and almost annihilated, 

20-140 

It is not the Hindu outlook or the Western that fundamentally matters in Yoga, 29-38 

Men began both in the East and West to intellectualise knowledge, 28-353 

No essential difference between the spiritual life in the East and in the West, 29-37 

Religion in relation with reason and life – Divergence between the East and the West, 

20-138 

Study the past to know what knowledge you can get and add what the West can teach, 

1-720 

The civilisation of the West is now in process of dissolution, 1-422 

The fusion of the old Eastern and the new Western knowledge, 21-122 

The gulf between East and West, India and Europe is less profound, 20-69 

The immense superiority of our own religion, ethics and social ideals to the Western, 6-

93 

The inwardness of the difference between the West and India, 20-122 

The message of the East to the West is a true message – But the danger, 13-144 

The message the West brings to the East is a true message – But the danger, 13-145 

The nations of the West are not all progressive but they are all in that state of fluidity, 

6-54 

The Science of the West has discovered evolution as the secret of life, 36-552 

The West and the East – The time has now come to unite life and the spirit, 13-509 

The West has developed materially and on the surface, 6-575 

The West has got itself pushed into nearing paths of thinking and discovery, 20-116 

The West mistakes for spirituality a preference for living in the mind and emotions, 20-

196 

The Western intellect presents us with the strivings of the mind, life, moral will, 28-426 

The Western mind is still burdened with its scientific vision of the universe, 1-588 

Western thinkers have arrived at the idea of an «Other beyond Thought», 28-352 

Western thought has sought after a theory of things, not after realisation, 28-354 

What is a nation? – To the West the nation is the country, 6-1115 

Will she arise re-asserting against the callow civilisation of the West – Her salvation, 1-

167 

West of India 

The West of India has always been noted for its practical, soldierly, commercial bent, 

18-263 

Western 

We have here the key to an important difference between Vedantic & Western thought, 

17-468 

Western art 

The difference is that the Western artist is led to insist on the physical first, 1-625 

Western civilisation 

The Western civilisation is proud of its successful modernism, 20-81 
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Western civilisation has been intellectual, rational, secular and even materialistic, 20-

205 

Western culture 

The flowering of the mental and vital ego is the West's cultural ideal, 20-145 

The vitalistic exaggerations are the opposite defect of Western culture, 20-132 

Western mind 

The difference between the typical Western and the typical Indian mentality, 20-127 

The emphasis of the Western mind is on life, the outer life above all, 20-139 

The normal Western mind – To live from below upward and from out inward, 20-74 

The Western mind confronted with Indian religion, thought and culture, 20-143 

The Western mind is arrested and attracted by the form, confines the soul in the body, 

20-270 

The Western mind lays an enormous stress upon force of personality, 20-144 

The Western outlook of asceticism and other-worldliness, spirituality and religion, 20-

143 

The Western temperament is rajasic, kinetic, pragmatic, active, 20-145 

Western nations of India 

The Western nations of India have always been material, practical & sensuous, 1-153 

Western religion 

Western religion – Creed, moral code, observances and ceremonies, organisation, 20-

191 

Western world 

The result was the birth of a new Europe and the modernisation of the Western world, 

6-311 

Westerners 

The ability of many Westerners to practise Indian yoga, 29-37 

Those of the occidental nature – From the dominant trend of the European mind, 29-39 

Your conclusion of the impossibility of the Yoga for a non-oriental nature, 29-36 

what others say 

It is no use listening to what people say or to suggestions, 31-314 

Listening to what people say or to your own wrong imaginations, 31-314 

When you are doing sadhana, you have not to care what others want or think or say, 

31-314 

what others say or do 

It is not good to allow yourself to be upset so much by what others say or do, 31-314 

what others think 

It is not what others think of you that matters, but what you are yourself, 31-313 

wheel 

As the wheel was surging upwards it must be the fire of aspiration rising, 30-185 

The wheel indicates the higher consciousness in its dynamic action, 30-183 

The wheel is the sign of an action of Force, 30-185 

white 

The Horse is Power ‒ White is pure, 30-166 

The Mother’s special colour is white, but all the other colours are hers also, 32-264 

White indicates a force of purity, 30-124 

White indicates the purified or spiritual consciousness, 30-165 
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White is the colour of the light of the divine consciousness, 30-124 

White is the Divine Power of purity, 30-121 

White is the Mother's light, 30-185 

white blue light 

The white blue light may be that of the Mother's consciousness, 30-126 

white Cow 

The white Cow is the pure Consciousness in which there is the Light, 30-165 

white fire 

The pure white fire is that which contains in itself all the colours, 30-109 

The white fire is the fire of aspiration, 30-147 

white flower 

The white flower of mental victory indicates the step towards it, 30-370 

white horse 

The white horse may be the sattwic mind and the red horse the vital rajas, 30-162 

white light 

The bright white and whitish blue are the Mother’s light and mine, 30-125 

The forces that come with white light are usually those of purity and peace., 30-124 

The pale blue light is mine, the white light is the Mother's, 30-125 

The white light and the illumining of the heart by the light, 30-124 

The white light is a manifestation of pure divine force, 30-173 

The white light is that of the Pure Conscious Force, 30-125 

The white light is the light of the Mother (the Divine Consciousness, 30-123 

The white light is the Mother’s light ‒ Of the Force of the Divine Consciousness, 30-

125 

The white light is the Mother’s light descending from the heights, 32-531 

The white light of the Mother’s consciousness and a flame of it descended into you, 30-

121 

White light indicates the divine consciousness, 30-124 

white Light 

The white Light is the Mother’s ‒ It is seen only when the inner (Yogic) eye is open, 

30-125 

whitish blue 

There are two pale blues ‒ Whitish blue is known as Sri Aurobindo’s light, 30-126 

Whitish blue like moonlight is known as Krishna's light or Sri Aurobindo's light, 30-

126 

whitish blue light 

The bright white and whitish blue are the Mother’s light and mine, 30-125 

The pale whitish blue light is “Sri Aurobindo’s light”, 30-126 

The whitish blue light is known as Krishna's light, also as Sri Aurobindo's light, 30-185 

Whitish blue is known as Sri Aurobindo's light or sometimes Sri Krishna's light, 30-

126 

Whitish blue is Krishna’s light or mine, 30-126 

Whitish blue is Sri Aurobindo's light, 30-126 

whitish moonlight blue 

There is the whitish moonlight blue of Krishna’s light ‒ Lavender blue of devotion, 30-

128 
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Whitman 

The French poets, influenced by Whitman, have given the name of unanimism, 26-197 

The most considerable representatives of this free form – Carpenter and Whitman, 26-

163 

Whitman – His aim is to make a great revolution in the whole method of poetry, 26-

165 

Whitman arrives at some first profound sense of the greater self of the individual, 26-

196 

Whitman consciously and largely foresaw and prepared the paths, 26-195 

Whitman found refuge in a revolutionary breaking out into new anarchic forms, 26-241 

Whitman writes with a conscious sense of his high function as a poet, 26-196 

wideness 

(1) That the silence and peace shall become a wideness, 30-392 

A sign of the wideness of the mental consciousness, 30-275 

Allow the consciousness quietly to develop and widen, 30-333 

An opening of the emotional being into the wideness of the Universal Divine, 30-276 

At the beginning the experience of wideness comes only from time to time, 30-277 

But there is also often a wideness of opening to the universal existence ‒ Not free, 30-

403 

Even when there is the peace and the wideness – Imaginations about old enjoyments, 

29-151 

How the Divine’s wideness manifests itself, 30-274 

In Yoga experience the consciousness widens in every direction, stretching to infinity, 

30-275 

Into the wideness the Divine’s peace, love, light and joy can pour and fix themselves, 

30-274 

It is the wideness and silence of the being which makes transformation possible, 30-454 

Like everything else, peace, Light, Power, so wideness descends, 30-461 

One feels the very cells sharing in that peace and wideness ‒ Even if the body is ill, 30-

403 

Silence is indispensable, but also there is needed wideness, 12-256 

The consciousness in a state of wideness can receive any amount of force, 30-495 

The emptiness and wideness in the brain is a very good sign, 30-275 

The experience of the wideness with many roads opening ‒ The higher consciousness, 

30-402 

The inner wideness ‒ Outward things went on of themselves without engaging interest, 

30-276 

The sense of individuality can disappear when all is peace and wideness, 30-394 

The state of wideness and of quietude unaffected by anything that happens, 30-491 

The wideness comes when one exceeds or begins to spread out, 30-277 

The wideness is that of the higher consciousness, 30-491 

The wideness of the true self, of the true mental, vital, physical being also, 31-211 

The wider the consciousness expands, the more it can receive, 30-274 

The wider your consciousness becomes, the more you will be able to receive, 29-125 

When the quietude comes, then the wideness also begins to come, 30-54 

Whiteness of the wideness means that it is the pure consciousness, 30-402 
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Wideness and calmness are the foundation of the yogic consciousness, 29-125 

Wideness by itself is not sufficient, 31-794 

Wideness does not come because the consciousness is not yet free from the body, 30-

461 

Wideness is a sign of the extension of consciousness out of the ordinary limits, 30-402 

Wideness is felt as if a great substantial vastness full of power, 30-274 

Wideness is necessary for the working of the higher consciousness, 30-402 

wideness of light 

The wideness of light you saw was the wideness of the true consciousness, 30-370 

widening 

The presence of the Mother in all can be felt when one begins to have the widening, 32-

288 

The usual mental means to widen the consciousness ‒ Oneself as spreading out, 30-445 

The widening of the consciousness beyond the body ‒ The cosmic consciousness, 30-

273 

Widening ‒ The consciousness widens to meet the cosmic consciousness, 30-273 

widening of the consciousness 

The widening of the consciousness so as to be in touch with the universal Infinite, 30-

273 

widow remarriage 

The real point is not the taking over of this or that formal detail – Widow remarriage, 

20-47 

Wilde 

As for Wilde – There was always a strain of insincerity, but he was a marvellous artist, 

27-378 

This kind of humour was brought in by two Irishmen, Shaw and Wilde, 27-534 

will 

A will that is not strong is a great hindrance to sadhana, 31-717 

As is the nature of his ego, so will be the nature of its will, 19-573 

By development the will becomes fit to merge into the Mother’s will, 31-717 

Call in the Divine Power to help your will, aspiration and surrender, 29-59 

Either a single-minded faith or a fixed will can give the open road to the Yoga, 29-445 

Faith and will turned towards all that is highest – To reach the supreme perfection, 19-

492 

First, the inflexible will of the patriot and man of sincere heart and thorough action, 1-

655 

His personal will becomes subordinate to the sense of the supreme Will, 13-124 

Human will, aspiration and faith are powers and forces, 23-567 

If the spirit is willing, the weakness of the nature is obliged eventually to yield, 31-715 

If the will is not strong enough, then the greater Will behind must be called in, 31-717 

If there is a constant use of the will the rest of the being learns to obey the will, 31-716 

In certain things his will also may be needed as an instrument of the Force, 31-721 

It is essential that we should distinguish between pure will and desire, 23-658 

It is the conscious will that matters, for it is that that prevails in the end, 31-195 

Knowledge and will have naturally to be one before either can act perfectly, 28-151 
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Knowledge and will, the fundamental determinates of the absolute consciousness, 21-

329 

My will is the first instrument of my Fate, 13-158 

Of this Power a secret spiritual will and soul-faith in us is the individual instrument, 23-

290 

One can always use the will. The idea that you cannot is only a suggestion of the 

inertia, 31-720 

Only when your own will has been put on the side of the Truth, 31-721 

Or one can rely on the Divine with a constant will and aspiration, 31-722 

Peace is not a necessary precondition for the action of the will, 31-718 

So long the mental will is necessary, 31-720 

Strength is necessary and also detachment and the will to overcome, 31-715 

The dealings of our will with Karma and consequence in the light of this truth, 13-353 

The ethical mind, the aesthetic mind, the mind of knowledge, the will are perfected, 23-

669 

The Force can bring forward and use the will, 31-722 

The Force produces no definite and lasting fruit unless there is the will and the 

resolution, 31-720 

The habit of using the will to compel the other parts of the nature, 31-716 

The higher action does not preclude a use of the will, 31-720 

The indolence of the will which does not want to make a sustained effort, 31-719 

The moment's will and act – An immensely increased meaning and importance, 13-354 

The pure will undeformed by desire and the calm inner will of delight, 23-659 

The will acts of itself when the mind and vital agree as in the case of a desire, 31-716 

The will grows by a steady use, like the muscles, and grows strong, 31-715 

The will is in its own nature a force or energy, 31-718 

The will of the ego cannot be free – The inward will we find to be a free will, 13-354 

The will of the higher self once at work infallibly brings about the necessary 

conditions, 6-938 

The will ought to be the chief agent in controlling the activities of the nature, 31-716 

There can be no persistence or insistence without will, 31-717 

There is a consciousness other than mind and vital – The true will belongs to that, 29-

263 

There is no such thing as an inert passive will, 31-718 

There is only one way if you cannot exert your will ‒ It is to call the Force, 31-721 

This being we are is or can become whatever it has the faith and will to be, 23-733 

Weakness of will is a first result of coming down into the physical consciousness, 31-

393 

Weakness of will is due to the influence of the physical consciousness, 31-393 

What is in the will of being, expresses itself in karma and consequence, 13-356 

What you express here is not a lack of understanding, but a lack of will, 31-719 

When the being is troubled, it is often the business of the will to impose quiet on it, 31-

718 

When you have to use the will for the sadhana, you have not the same persistence, 31-

716 

Will and aspiration are needed to bring down the aid of the Divine Force, 31-721 
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Will and knowledge are the two functions of the Buddhi, 19-96 

Will is the pressure of a conscious force on Nature, 29-57 

Will is will whether it is calm or restless, 31-718 

Will must be clearly distinguished from volition, 17-234 

With a divided and wavering will one cannot hope for success in anything, 29-238 

Will 

As there is a Light, so there is a secret Will tending towards Love and Harmony, 17-77 

Consciousness and Will is there with which we can come into inner contact, 29-176 

In man we render these terms by Will and Faith, 23-44 

It is only in the supermind that Awareness, Will, Force are always one, 28-25 

It is the Will that is the chief effective agent of the inner sacrifice, 15-77 

It needs a quiet mind to know the Divine Will, 29-263 

Law of Nature & succession of cause & effect – The process of fulfilment of a Will, 

17-520 

Life is the condition from which the Will and the Light emerge – The Vedic Gods, 17-

78 

The agent of this becoming – Self-conscious Will that becomes what it sees, 17-69 

The Divine Will behind as the master of universal Nature, 19-498 

The energy which dictates the action or prevents a wrong action is the Will, 31-718 

The essentiality of the divine Will is that in it Knowledge and Force are one, 17-80 

The flames of the Will, the divine Force burning up in the soul, 15-333 

The immanent divine Will – Works done after the way of the divine nature, 19-585 

The real power is a divine spiritual Will – The sources of the gunas in their purity, 19-

464 

The Upanishad solemnly invokes the Will to remember – The true Willl, 17-80 

There is the vast peace and silence and in that the Force or the Will works, 29-271 

There must be a Will and a Force that make the consciousness effective, 28-24 

Three things necessary to make men invincible – Will, Disinterestedness and Faith, 1-

536 

To the Will Past, Present and Future are but one moment, 17-273 

What the universal Will beyond all mentality decides & works out determines event, 

17-521 

When the mind is pure and the psychic prominent – One feels the Divine Will, 29-263 

Will creates effects in a way the Mind cannot comprehend, 17-272 

Will is also omnipresent – It can throw itself into all in whom it comes into contact, 1-

536 

Will is omnipotent, but it must be divine will, selfless, tranquil, at ease about results, 1-

536 

Will is the cause of Causation and the disposer of Effect, 17-272 

Will is the first necessity, the chief actualising force, 15-283 

Will uses memory to link together and direct the activities towards the goal, 17-79 

Will, Karma and consequence are the three steps of the Energy, 13-351 

Will in life 

To some this godhead is Life itself or a secret Will in life – In fact, the soul itself, 25-

106 

Will of life 
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At the centre we meet a stronger Will of life – A soul of human or Titanic desire, 23-

171 

Will of realisation 

The Will of realisation is that of the Transcendent Divine, 29-90 

will to live 

A gospel of the will to live, of the worship of the ego is the gospel of the Asura, 19-569 

Matter and life – The gospel of the will to live or of a vital and material perfection, 19-

565 

will to progress 

A quiet concentration of will to progress could be very helpful at this stage, 35-378 

will. 

See God and do His will, 12-469 

will-force 

If we have a will or strong mental desire that something should happen – A will-force, 

28-560 

Will-in-Life 

A certain predominant Will-in-Life has the appearance of something impure, 23-171 

Another Will-in-Life there is, but this is a smaller part of the vital nature, 23-171 

It is impossible to regenerate the Will-in-Life without the supramental levels, 23-174 

will-power 

It is not the right kind of will-power if it increases fatigue, 31-718 

Lack of will-power is the suggestion that has been enforced on you, 31-719 

The only way to develop the true will-power, 31-716 

wind 

The soul in a state of lightness and fluidity is compared to wind and water, 6-887 

The sun is the eye of this great Force, the wind is its life-breath, Fire is its open mouth, 

18-278 

Wine 

Thus received and purified these powers of the Wine rise to the world of Swar, 15-357 

wisdom 

Our highest wisdom – No permanent solution of the problem of existence, 18-153 

The most practical and concrete and utilitarian wisdom, 23-384 

The signs of the man whose soul is turned towards wisdom – The sage, 19-414 

The wisdom of the liberated man – The oneness with the divine Self, 19-352 

Wisdom 

Delight of being is the infinite privilege of the eternal Wisdom, 18-156 

Wisdom, Strength, Harmony, Perfection – Their several attributes, 35-114 

Without indomitable Faith or inspired Wisdom no great cause can conquer, 8-463 

wisdom. 

A distorted mask of truth and wisdom (62), 12-430 

Wisdom is what the eye of divine vision sees in the spirit (1), 12-423 

Wisdom. 

I learned that when reason died, then Wisdom was born (6), 12-423 

When Wisdom comes, her first lesson (73), 12-431 

Wisdom conceals her achievements for a long time in a thoughtful and mighty silence 

(111), 12-436 
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Wisdom looks behind the veil and sees (7), 12-424 

Wisdom unifies, marries contrasts in a single harmony (8), 12-424 

Wisdom, as she walks, hears her solitary tread echoing on the margin of immeasurable 

Oceans (112), 12-436 

wish 

What you are speaking of is a passive wish, 31-718 

withdrawal 

A complete cessation of work and entire withdrawal is seldom advisable, 29-216 

A stage in the withdrawal ‒ In which all movements become superficial and empty, 30-

239 

Inner withdrawal is always much better than physical withdrawal, 31-338 

On the other hand complete withdrawal carries one to another extreme, 31-337 

The release would seem to be most easily compassed by a withdrawal from life, 23-690 

The tendency to withdraw from the material existence and reject it, 23-26 

To live in the self is the proper object of withdrawal, 31-341 

Withdrawal from the outer or lower consciousness into the inner is not in itself egoistic, 

31-230 

withdrawing 

How are you going to find the right external relations by withdrawing altogether, 31-

340 

No withdrawing from a single essential position that has once been occupied, 6-479 

Withdrawing into a one-sided subjective existence within – A wrong path, 32-248 

witness 

A sort of double mind, one a quiet witness, the other meant for surface dynamism, 35-

245 

This method succeeds most when the writer can write as a witness of his movements, 

35-451 

To observe the movements as a witness without being discouraged or disturbed, 31-747 

Witness 

He must watch the executive Nature-Force at work within him and understand, 23-230 

The detached Witness is delivered from the illusion of the lower egoistic Nature, 23-

238 

The Divine appears in one view as an equal, inactive and impersonal Witness Spirit, 

23-255 

The Divine can stand back from his energy and observe it at its work – The Witness, 

28-24 

The freedom of the impersonal Witness and the control of the Master, 23-238 

The mental being can be the free Witness and Master in its own house, 31-44, 35-244 

The Witness and the Player – But this poise of the spectator comes first, 30-243 

You have to be the Witness watching it reading or writing or talking, 31-65 

witness attitude 

(1) A sort of witness attitude ‒ Taking no active interest or pleasure, 30-241 

A mechanical action of Nature to be observed as by a disinterested witness, 30-239 

As for the surrender it is not inconsistent with the witness attitude, 30-245 

But the question between witness attitude and surrender does not arise, 30-245 

By liberating from the ordinary Prakriti, it makes easier the surrender, 30-245 
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It is meant for self-knowledge and, in our Yoga, as a convenient station, 30-246 

It is this attitude that gives the greatest calm, peace, samata, 30-243 

One of the first things the Force does is to establish the witness attitude, 30-245 

The attitude of the witness seeing it all and observing in its unfolding, 30-243 

The Purusha above is not only a Witness ‒ The giver (or withholder) of the sanction, 

30-246 

The same witness look on the movements of Prakriti in others is a very great help, 30-

245 

The Witness ‒ Not carried away by thoughts and feelings, but looks at them, 30-242 

The Witness ‒ The power of stopping thinking altogether and only looking, 30-243 

The witness attitude ‒ A beginning which makes it easy for the full detachment to 

come, 30-241 

The witness attitude – Not a convenient means for disowning the responsibility, 30-246 

The witness attitude ‒ Not necessarily involves an external seclusion, 30-244 

The witness attitude ‒ The sign of a strong inner foundation in the consciousness, 30-

243 

The witness consciousness ‒ By a constant repetition and development of the 

experience, 30-246 

The Witness Purusha above and the lower Prakriti allowed to have its own way, 30-246 

witness consciousness 

It is quite possible for the witness consciousness to follow these happenings, 31-473 

witness Purusha 

There is also in you behind the mind the being who observes, the witness Purusha, 28-

121 

Witness Purusha 

Witness Purusha is a pure consciousness who watches Nature, 23-633 

Witness Spirit 

The Witness Spirit as one side of the cosmic Self – A universal Divine as the other, 23-

255 

witnesses 

Evidence was given by the witness according to police dictation, under fear of the 

police, 6-531 

It is decided by the tongues of pleaders and the imagination of witnesses, 1-497 

Stringent rules prevent collusion between the police and the witnesses, 6-530 

The evidence of the watch-witnesses is suspect – The police witnesses, 8-331 

woman 

An uncompromising declaration of the divinity of woman completing the Vedantic, 1-

571 

He saw what was lovely and noble in Hindu woman, her woman’s soul, 1-110 

Ideas of the vital plane - That in a relationship the woman should surrender to the man, 

31-545 

So too the subjection of woman was once an axiom of social life, 25-631 

The relation between man and woman, as between the Purusha and Prakriti, 25-8 

The two great problems of economic serfdom and the subjection of woman, 25-362 

women, 1-222 

A number of women can love with the mind, the psychic, the vital (the heart), 31-493 
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An asexual friend ‒ Some women can be, 31-537 

An attraction to women ‒ Something has to be dealt with in the physical consciousness, 

31-497 

Both methods giving up contact with women and keeping it, have their disadvantage, 

31-539 

But this was mainly for men. Women had little chance of such an escape, 28-440 

Caste, situation of women, form of society – These things must be decided, 12-53 

Contact with women without feeling or thinking about sex, 31-538 

If the vital admires all beautiful things, not women only, without desire, 31-524 

In a religious institution men and women are not usually allowed to live together, 31-

538 

Indian education of women as well as of men was rich and comprehensive, 20-126 

Kalidasa’s characterisation of women – Even the slightest have some personality, 1-

209 

Kalidasa’s conception of Urvasie – A beautiful and radiant woman deeply in love, 1-

222 

Many women dislike the sex-sensation, even hate it, 31-496 

One must be able to look on the woman and feel to her as to a human being only, 31-

538 

Renunciation of contact with women ‒ For all who drag the sex-idea into their 

relations, 31-539 

The best condition for meeting others, especially women, 31-540 

The mental excitement when a man meets a woman, 31-538 

The proper means is to train the mind and vital to meet women without thought of sex, 

31-539 

The tendency to physical chastity in women is not abnormal, it is fairly common, 31-

492 

The vital needs something to hook itself on to ‒ Women are the wrong things, 31-524 

There are numbers of women who dislike sex and there are very few men, 31-534 

Women are seeking in more numbers the same freedom of escape as men, 28-440 

Women in ancient India were not denied civic rights, 20-411 

You can have right relations with women only when you can forget sex, 31-538 

women in sadhana 

In the ashram women have not applied usually on the ground of an unhappy marriage, 

35-737 

It was rather the idea that they had felt the call and must leave all to follow it, 35-737 

Once one is open to the Divine, women are no less able than men to become strong, 35-

735 

women. 

If a woman has tempted thee, is it her fault or thine? (303), 12-463 

it was only when I became a woman and served my Master and Paramour that I knew 

love utterly (411), 12-481 

The mediaeval ascetics hated women and thought they were created by God for the 

temptation of monks (302), 12-463 

There are two ways of avoiding the snare of woman. One is to shun all women and the 

other to love all beings (304), 12-463 
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word 

Behind the idea and force and word there is what is called the spirit, 31-48 

God had given me a word to speak and a work to do, 8-4 

In early language the word was a living thing with essential powers of signification, 1-

673 

It is rarely however that the inspired word comes direct and unaltered, 26-298 

The Divine Savitri is the word that rises from the transcendental stillness, 27-291 

The word has a graduation of its expressive powers of truth and vision, 26-289 

The word is a sound expressive of the idea – The principle of the Mantra and of japa, 

27-7 

The word is plunged first into our intuitive depths and emerges imperfectly, 26-298 

The word is the inspired speech expressing the thought-illumination, 15-243 

This divine word is the thought by whose truth the Angirases bring the Dawn, 15-167 

Word 

A remote image of the creative Word – Vibration of sound has the power to create, 18-

30 

Brahman expresses by the Word a form or presentation of himself, 18-29 

But it is especially the Word that the Angirases possess, 15-184 

In the Vedic system the Word was the creatrix – An absolute expression of Truth, 18-

29 

Man can achieve by right sacrifice and by the all-creative and all-expressive Word, 15-

377 

Ordinarily, the Word from without, representative of the Divine, is needed, 23-54 

Our sacrifice is the offering of all our gains and works – The liberating Word, 15-377 

That Word is creative in a deeper and more original sense than human speech, 18-29 

The same idea of the original creative Word – The same ancient Vedic system, 18-31 

The Supermind using the Word is the creative Logos, 18-32 

The usual agency of this revealing – The Word from within or from without, 23-54 

The Word – Effective not only in our inner life but upon the outer physical world, 15-

271 

The Word has its seed-sounds, its forms, its rhythms – Life itself is a rhythm of God, 

18-32 

The Word has power – If it is an inspired word it has still more power, 29-322 

The Word has power. If it is an inspired word it has still more power, 27-714 

The Word is a power, the Word creates – The mantra, 15-270 

This, then, is the supreme Word, Speech of our speech, 18-32 

word form 

The ideas in the universal Mind take word-form in the mind when they enter, 31-47 

words 

It is possible to a great extent to restore the past history of individual words, 15-53 

The meanings actually possessed by words – The lost senses of words, 15-53 

The mental faculties should first be exercised on things, afterwards on words and ideas, 

1-406 

The mind must have some development of the faculty of dealing with words before, 1-

408 

The number of meanings for a single word and of words for a single idea, 15-54 
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The poet who uses them indifferently – His eye upon words rather than upon the object, 

27-298 

To notice the word, to compare the form, to distinguish shades of sense, sentences, 1-

407 

Words are living growths of sound with certain seed-sounds as their basis, 15-51 

Words have evolved into fixed symbols of precise intellectual significances, 15-52 

Wordsworth 

Blake, Shelley, Wordsworth were first explorers of a new world of poetry, 26-103 

But still one of the seer-poets Wordsworth is, a seer of the calm spirit in Nature, 26-136 

Shelley, Keats and Wordsworth – Not among the greatest creators, 27-369 

Shelley, Wordsworth, Keats – None had the dramatic gift, 27-378 

Some shadow of this vision, experience and becoming – Poems of Wordsworth, 23-306 

Wordsworth – A much higher poetic mind than Byron’s, 26-134 

Wordsworth – A vivid and very personal sense of a spirit or infinite in Nature, 27-376 

Wordsworth drowns his genius at last in a desolate sea of platitude, 26-131 

Wordsworth forces his way into this new realm, but finally sinks, 26-105 

Wordsworth is simple and direct – Keats aims at word-magic, 27-377 

Wordsworth saw Nature and he saw man near to Nature, 26-134 

word-value 

Into this word-value there enter the elements of association, sound and aesthetic beauty, 

1-257 

Such closeness is imperative, but it must be a closeness of word-value, 1-257 

work 

(1) The work brings you to a lower as well as outer consciousness, 29-257 

(2) The work brings you out, but the realisation remains behind (or above), 29-257 

(2) To do all work as a sacrifice without any egoistic motive, 29-44 

(3) The work makes no difference, for the realisation remains, 29-257 

A certain amount of work is necessary for the proper balance, 29-126 

A full concentration in the work if it is to take the place of meditation, 29-222 

A great many people find sadhana through work the easiest of all, 29-218 

A less intensity of consciousness during work, 32-244 

A man doing in the right way and in the right spirit the work dictated to him, 35-770 

A part of the being that has utsāha for the work, another that feels the quietude, 29-259 

A sincere self-consecration – The work given by the Mother done as an offering to her, 

27-728 

All ideas of ego, all association of egoistic feelings with the work must disappear, 32-

253 

All the totality of work finds its completion, culmination, end in knowledge, 19-200 

All work can be done if it is done according to the dharma, 29-249 

All work done for the Divine is equally divine, 29-247 

All work done for the Divine should be made perfect – An altogether fit offering, 27-

601 

All work done in that spirit and with that consciousness becomes Karmayoga, 32-254 

All work done in that spirit can be made a means for the sadhana, 29-216 

All work given you must be felt as the Mother’s and done with joy, 29-273 

All work here must be done in a spirit of acceptance, discipline and surrender, 30-302 
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An integral work for the sake of the Divine in yourself and in all creatures, 19-589 

Any work can be done as a field for the practice of the spirit of the Gita, 29-238 

Any work in the outside world can be taken as a field of exercise for perfection, 36-421 

As for the work one does, there is no higher or lower work, 32-252 

As for the work, it is a means of preparation, 29-242 

Aspiration and will of consecration calling down a greater Force to do the work, 29-

215 

Be able or learn to live inwardly even in the work and to do all from within, 29-224 

Combining the inward condition with the attention to the outward work, 29-254 

Disinterested work in Yoga means desireless work done for the Divine as an offering, 

29-231 

Do action in yoga. The first element is samata – The work which you are given to do, 

8-51 

Do not let your mind go back on a work that is finished, 29-287 

Do not let your mind labour in anticipation on a work that has to be done, 29-287 

Doing work in the right attitude to keep up the sadhana during work, 35-748 

Each of the men who stand before the country today has a work set for him to do, 6-

974 

Each work should be offered to the Mother so as to keep the attitude a living one, 32-

247 

Every Yogin must devote whatever work he may be doing to the Eternal, 17-200 

Feeling the inner working behind even in spite of full work, 29-255 

Finally, whatever work a man does can be turned Godwards, 19-517 

For the work simply aspire for the Force to use you, 31-62 

For the work simply aspire for the Force to use you – The instrument, 27-729 

Free, perfect and blissful whatever may be the form and determination of the work, 19-

460 

Get the pure knowledge of Brahman within you and show it forth in selfless work, 17-

130 

God had given me a word to speak and a work to do, 8-4 

He said to me, “If you stood aside or slept, the work would still be done”, 8-9 

Here in the Asram work is only a field of practice for the spiritual change of the nature, 

36-421 

Here some first work will be undertaken and institutions founded on a small scale, 36-

430 

Here the work is of value only as a field for spiritual self-culture, 35-751 

How the consciousness must work when it lives in the Divine, 29-256 

I don’t think any attempt should be made to turn inwards during work, 29-253 

If one trains oneself, one will be ready to work directly for the Divine, 29-241 

If too much work is done the quality of the work deteriorates, 29-275 

If you are not sure about the work, remain quiet, 29-262 

If you can't as yet remember the Divine all the time you are working, 29-214 

In that way many have come to do what God bade them do, 6-827 

In the work itself one must become fit to be a perfect instrument of the Mother, 29-246 

In work there must be a rule and discipline and as much punctuality as possible, 29-277 

It is a Force that comes and pushes to work, 29-270 
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It is a work of collaboration in which each is free to organise his work as he thinks best, 

35-756 

It is necessary to fix dates for the organisation of the work – A certain plasticity, 35-

757 

It is not necessary to work all the time, 29-224 

It is perfectly possible to do work in an entire emptiness, 29-255 

It is the external mind that gets absorbed in the work, 29-257 

It is the spirit or consciousness in which the work is done that matters most, 29-236, 

36-446 

It is unprofitable to do any work in a spirit of vital demand and unrest and impatience, 

29-239 

Many find it easy to think of the Mother when working, 29-218 

Many have had major realisations through work, 29-224 

Men usually work and carry on their affairs from the ordinary motives, 29-233 

Once the mental silence is attained – Some vision and intuition regarding the work, 29-

263 

One can both aspire and attend to the work and do many other things, 29-256 

One feels a consciousness not limited by the work, a consciousness behind, 29-257 

One has to be able at least to take a steady calm interest in the work always, 29-251 

One has to learn in it three things, equality, desirelessness, dedication, 29-240 

One may have ego about the work even if the work itself comes from the Mother, 32-

260 

One must be able to do the same work always with enthusiasm, 29-248 

Openness in work means the same thing as openness in the consciousness, 29-262 

Our work should be according to the truth within us, 19-525 

Outer work – Only preparatory until we are inwardly and spiritually ready, 36-232 

Outside work is just what is necessary to keep the equilibrium of the nature, 35-742 

Personal feelings ought not to be allowed to come into the work or disturb it in any 

way, 32-443 

Personal or family work is not part of the divine Work unless it is dedicated to the 

Divine, 35-753 

Physical work can be done with the most external part of the mind, leaving the rest 

free, 32-259 

Remember to let your mind work only when its action is needed, 29-287 

Sadhana and work done disinterestedly as part of the sadhana, 29-231 

Some cannot meditate and progress through work only – Each has his own nature, 35-

748 

That harmony & oneness of divine calm & divine work is man’s ultimate experience, 

17-492 

That is one great utility of work that it tests the nature, 29-241 

The abandonment of the attachment to the fruits and to the work itself, 19-432 

The aim must be the Divine and the work can only be a means, 29-212, 35-743 

The deeper your knowledge & feeling of the Spirit within you the greater your work, 

17-129 

The feeling that all the life and the work are the Mother's, 29-233 

The first message said, “Go forth and do my work.” – To help to uplift this nation, 8-10 
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The first rule is to do the work that should be done without any desire for the fruit, 23-

102 

The first work is to revive courage in the hearts of the people, 6-1024 

The Force does the work and the body feels no strain or fatigue before or after, 32-257 

The formation of a commune for the sake of a particular “work” is not the true ideal, 

36-408 

The greater the difficulties that rise in the work the more one can profit by them, 32-

420 

The ideal state for work, 29-268 

The inability to continue in communion while doing work, 29-260 

The individual has yet to fulfil God's work in the universe, 17-59 

The line of life and work – The three tests for the Yoga of the Gita, 36-446 

The Mother does not think that it is good to give up all work and only read and 

meditate, 32-247 

The Mother’s presence is there in both concentration on her and the work, 32-253 

The necessity of subordinating the personality and doing the work for the Divine, 32-

441 

The next work is to give a stronger impetus to the boycott, 6-1024 

The only work that spiritually purifies, 29-232 

The pain, burning, restlessness, weeping and inability to work which you feel, 29-273 

The protection and upraising before the world of the Hindu religion – The work before 

us, 8-11 

The push or force put into the work may decline, 29-233 

The rasa in the work comes when there is the dynamic descent of the Power, 29-251 

The result of meditation can be obtained by work, 29-224 

The sadhana could not be done without work or by mere solitary meditation, 29-239 

The spiritual effectivity of work depends on the inner attitude, 29-242 

The third thing to be done is to spread National Education, 6-1024 

The three tests for the need to change the line of life and work, 29-236 

The vital delight in the work is a necessary element for the work itself, 29-251 

The will of the higher self once at work infallibly brings about the necessary 

conditions, 6-938 

The will to use the energies as a work for the Divine must replace ambition, 27-598 

The work and proper function of each human being corresponds to his type of nature, 

19-509 

The work here is a field and an opportunity for the Karmayoga part of the integral 

Yoga, 35-750 

The work insists on complete service, fearless service and honest service, 6-1059 

The work is done by the Lord through his Nature, it is no longer personal, 19-200 

The work must be free and desireless, done in a perfect equality, 19-589 

The work she has to do now is to organize life in the terms of Vedanta, 6-1086 

The work was meant as a service to the Divine and as a field for the inner opening, 35-

752 

The worker should use his work as a means for growing spiritually, 32-414 

There are several sadhaks who have advanced very far by work alone, 29-222 

There is a great power at work to help India, and we are doing what it bids us, 6-826 
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There is no opposition between work and sadhana, 29-209 

There must be no attachment to pleasant, desirable, lucrative or successful work, 19-

496 

There must be no attachment to the work or the result, no vanity or arrogance, 32-13 

Think of your work only when it is being done, not before and not after, 29-287 

Those who do not work for the Mother’s sake do not get transformed at all, 32-250 

Those who do work for the Mother in all sincerity, are prepared by the work itself, 32-

247 

Thoughts of sadhana can go on very well along with work, 29-253 

To be able not to work is also necessary, 29-274 

To be able to work with full energy is necessary, 29-274 

To be ready to do any work that is needed, not only the work he prefers, 29-248 

To do both meditation and work and dedicate both to the Mother is the best thing, 32-

251 

To do the work as a sadhana for getting rid of the defects, 29-241 

To go entirely inside in order to have experiences and to neglect the work – 

Unbalanced, 32-246 

To keep the sadhana of work for the Divine helps the integrality of the sadhana, 29-240 

To learn subordination and cooperation is necessary for all collective work, 32-426, 35-

756 

To work all the time is excessive, unless there is need, 29-275 

Turning inwards during work – A sort of stepping backward, 29-256 

We have a great work to do and cannot afford to be negligent and half-hearted, 6-787 

We have our work to do and cannot wait for ever, 6-764 

What gives the force and joy of the work is not physical but vital, 29-251 

What has to be done is to make the object of the work the Divine alone, 35-813 

What is of first importance is the inner attitude in which the work is done, 29-271 

What is the one thing needful? – This conviction within that the power will do its work, 

6-826 

What matters is not the nature of the work, but the spirit in which it is done, 29-240 

What should happen during work is a going inside in a wakeful condition, 29-255 

When doing this work you had the Force in you and the right consciousness, 29-273 

When one is concentrated within, the body can go on doing its work by the Force, 29-

254 

When people remember all the time during work (it can be done), 29-214 

When you feel the peace and force at work, it is better to allow the force to work, 29-

272 

When you work call the Mother’s Force to support you and do the work through you, 

32-217 

Whether any work or what work is left after liberation and to what purpose, 23-264 

With a particular kind of work, there is nothing big or small, 29-247 

With that poise, in that freedom we have to do the “work that is to be done,”, 19-36 

Without work the nature does not really change – There is the test of the change, 32-

252 

Work alone is not the object – Work is a means of sadhana, 29-231 
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Work as a sadhana – Without insistence on one’s personal ideas and personal feelings, 

32-245 

Work can be of two kinds, 29-216 

Work continues so long as the body gross or subtle continues, 17-205 

Work done as an offering to the Mother becomes itself a part of the sadhana, 32-438 

Work done for the sake of the Divine alone and at the command of the Divine, 29-232 

Work done in the increasing Yogic consciousness is a means of realisation, 29-221, 35-

744 

Work done in the right way and with the consciousness open to the Force is sadhana, 

29-231 

Work done with the right attitude is the easiest means for that, 29-226 

Work for the Mother done with the right concentration on her is as much a sadhana, 32-

252 

Work has to be done as an offering, without vital egoism or assertion of self-will, 32-

432 

Work is a necessary part of this Yoga, 32-248 

Work is necessary – All work helps provided it is done in the right spirit, 29-218 

Work is not only for work’s sake, but as a field of sadhana, 29-239, 32-419 

Work is to be done by the Divine, not with the ego, 36-407 

Work itself must be taken as part of sadhana, 29-231 

Work must be done with the necessary inner consciousness, 31-382 

Work must be done with the right attitude and in the right consciousness, 29-221 

Work that is a field of experience used for the sadhana, 29-216 

Work that is a realised expression of the Divine, 29-216 

work done in the world 

Still one must take it as a training and do it in the spirit of karmayoga, 35-753 

Work here and work done in the world are of course not the same thing, 35-753 

work or not work 

The impartial condition towards work or not work – The faculty of work remains, 30-

491 

work outside 

In work done outside, the ego remains often concealed, 35-813 

work to be done 

Then only can we know what is the work the Self or the Divine demands from us, 29-5 

work. 

Imperfect capacity & effect in the work that is meant for thee is better than an artificial 

competency & a borrowed perfection (329), 12-466 

worker 

By consecration of the will, the selfless worker – A combination of the three, 21-937 

Even if the idea of the separate worker is strong in you, 32-12 

Every artist or worker – An instrument of manifestation, 29-269 

Know thy nature to be the worker and thy own nature and All-Nature to be thyself, 13-

164 

Nature is the worker – She shapes out a fully conscious being, 13-164 

The Divine Shakti must be known and felt above and within us as the sole worker, 23-

223 
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The signs by which the Gita distinguishes the the divine worker, 19-179 

The spiritual position of the personal worker – The action of the Divine Will, 23-190 

The universal Mother, Prakriti-Shakti, is the one and only worker, 23-214, 23-215 

Worker 

In thy works there are always the Master, the Worker and the Instrument, 13-163 

Know thyself next as the Worker, 13-164 

workers 

The organization of Swaraj can only be effected by a host of selfless workers, 6-939 

These workers must breathe the strength of the spirit – From the spiritual guides, 6-940 

working 

A perfect perfection in working is only possible after supramentalisation, 32-255 

A relative good working is possible on the lower planes if one is in contact, 32-255 

workmen 

In dealing with paid workmen – An entire equanimity would be the best attitude, 35-

757 

The majority of the sadhaks have not the mentality needed for workman’s work, 35-

758 

To be angry and speak harshly to the workmen injures both the work and the sadhana, 

35-757 

Unnecessary work only in order to keep the men employed – Not the Mother’s 

principle, 32-378 

works 

A division of works – Those nearest to the sacred flame and those least illumined, 23-

141 

A means of liberation and perfection – Works can and have to be continued, 19-135 

Action binds no more than inaction, if we are free from attachment to our works, 17-

491 

Actions are not inconsistent with the soul’s freedom – Man is not bound by works, 17-

86 

All active existence must be a sacrifice of works offered by Prakriti to Purusha, 19-125 

All depends on the spirit in our works and their orientation, 12-349 

All good works are Sat, for they prepare the soul for the higher reality of our being, 19-

492 

Bondage is not the result of works, & liberation is not the result of cessation of works, 

17-384 

But in Yoga works had a much wider significance – All life as sacrifice, 19-89 

By doing works with a steady practice of the inner renunciation, 19-240 

By works done for sacrifice, eliminating desire, we arrive at knowledge, 19-123 

By works done in self-knowledge and God-knowledge we are liberated, 19-123 

By works the Vedantins understood the sacrificial system, 19-89 

By works was understood the ritualistic observation of the Vedic sacrifices, 15-22 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-126 

Desireless and unattached works are the first secret of perfection, 19-109 

Desireless works with sacrifice as the only object, without any thought of ego, 19-111 

Doing works from within – What one has to learn to do, 29-220 

Even works or meditation cannot succeed unless they are done in the right spirit, 31-79 
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Every kind of works may be used as a means before liberation or after liberation, 23-

268 

From the abandonment of works to their acceptance with a new spirit, 23-135 

From the Purusha in Prakriti, from this Brahman with qualities, proceed all the works, 

19-117 

His works are not his at all, but are coming through him from the Supreme Existence, 

23-229 

How are we to deal with life and works as they now are?, 23-134 

I am only giving works its due place as a means of realisation, 29-224 

Immediately the problem presents itself of works and the cessation from works, 17-381 

In thy works there are always the Master, the Worker and the Instrument, 13-163 

It is He who has become all things and beings – The justification of works, 17-41 

Know thy works to be made for thee and be delivered from thy personality, 13-165 

Life as an act of adoration to the Supreme by the spirit in one’s works, 23-162 

Man does works for the sake of the Divine only, without attachment or desire, 19-118 

Men hanker after complete absorption because they feel that works are a bondage, 17-

208 

No abandonment of works and life altogether – A period may be necessary, 23-185 

Our works are part of an indivisible cosmic action, 23-188 

That this is the drift of the meaning becomes clearer – Works are to be done, 19-240 

The action of the doer of works in Yoga and man’s normal attitude, 23-188 

The constant remembering of God and lifting up of our works to him, 19-403 

The conversion of the spirit and body of our works is necessary, 23-92 

The division of works into a triple order – How the rule applies to each, 23-139 

The doing of works and a full acceptance of the term of physical life, 17-19 

The first necessity is an entire spirit of self-consecration in our works, 23-221 

The Gita is constantly justifying works as a means of spiritual salvation, 29-249 

The greatest skill in works of Yoga – The delight of existence, 13-125 

The idea of works, in the thought of the Gita, is the widest possible, 13-120 

The justification of works and of the physical life, 17-14 

The justification of works upon the conception of Brahman or the Self as the Lord, 17-

40 

The opposition between works and knowledge – Only of the egoistic mental character, 

17-90 

The reconciliation between the two extremes – The three kinds of works, 19-115 

The reply – “Doing verily works here one should wish to live a hundred years”, 17-382 

The role of action – Works can be made one spirit with knowledge, 19-585 

The sacrifice of works continues, conducted not by ourselves, but by Nature, 19-130 

The truth of works – The universal law of sacrifice and the experience of life, 19-125 

The works of the Karmayogin are works done with knowledge and without desire, 17-

204 

The works of which the Upanishad speaks – After you have realised that all is 

Brahman, 17-112 

The Yogin's skill in works – An increased force, subtlety and perfection, 13-125 

There is no stage of the sadhana in which works are impossible, 29-216 

Three means of salvation – By knowledge, by faith & love, by faith & works, 17-192 
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Thus can he utterly renounce to the supramental Shakti his works as well as the fruits, 

23-231 

Thus, the third movement of the Upanishad is a justification of life and works, 17-63 

To attain to the divine birth and to do divine works as a means, as an expression, 19-

177 

To do works as an offering to the Purushottama, this is the solution offered, 19-37 

To him even after liberation the sacrifice of works in Nature continues to be offered, 

19-132 

What is it, after all, to which the denial of salvation by works amounts?, 17-202 

When he is actually mukta, the terror of Maya and her works cannot abide with him, 

17-208 

When we start from works as our way of access and our line of contact, 23-545 

When you have got this Jnana, you will then be able to do works without desire, 17-199 

While ascending the hill of Yoga – Works are the cause of nirvana in the Brahman, 19-

240 

Works are a bondage when they are done out of desire or for the sake of the ego, 12-

349 

Works are a needed element – To be able to fulfil the Divine in life, 23-92 

Works are directed to the realisation of the divine Conscious-Will, 23-424 

Works do not cease except by union with the actionless Sacchidananda, 17-207 

Works done in this spirit are quite as effective as bhakti or contemplation, 29-217 

Works done with desire cannot lead to salvation, but only to continued bondage, 17-

203 

Works need not necessarily cease after the attainment of the Eternal, 17-205 

Works prompted by desire, lead to nothing but the fulfilment of desire, 17-114 

Works without desire cannot prevent salvation or lead to fresh bondage, 17-204 

Works without desire not only do not prevent salvation but help towards salvation, 17-

204 

Yet freedom is possible – Our works cease to bind or trouble us with their reactions, 

19-256 

Your works must be godlike if they are done without desire or attachment to their 

fruits, 17-199 

works of love 

When we come to the works of love a certain perplexity is likely to intervene, 23-161 

works. 

Tangled is the way of works in the world (338), 12-467 

The path of works is in a way the most difficult side of God's triune causeway (371), 

12-472 

This is the wonder of the way of works that even enmity to God can be made an agency 

of salvation (372), 12-472 

workshop 

The workshop is probably a symbol of the activity of the ordinary nature, 30-181 

world 

“I saw a world stripped of beauty” – “Joyless faces and awkward limbs”, 1-474 

“Let love embrace the world and silence the eager soul of strife with kisses”, 1-476 

“We go down to make the world once more a place of beauty, song and delight”, 1-474 
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A Divine Presence and a Divine Will is behind all that happens and leads the world, 

28-462 

A free Asia and in Asia a free India must take the lead – For the world’s sake, 6-572 

A world – Some poise of the relations of Purusha and Prakriti, Soul and Nature, 23-466 

A world is a condition of the Jivatman, 17-122 

A world is not a place but a condition of the Jivatman, 17-213 

A world is primarily a formation of consciousness, 15-288 

A world strongly marked with the stamp of inadequacy, suffering, evil, 28-253 

All world is a movement of the Spirit in itself and is mutable and transient, 17-16 

Anything, however paradoxical, seems possible in the present perturbed world, 31-691 

But there can be too the descent of the Spirit and its powers into the world, 36-553 

Either India is rising again to fulfil the function – To influence the world’s civilisation, 

8-92 

For a varied and detailed knowledge of all this world – In the terms of the Sankhya., 

19-413 

God and none else has made this world in his being and so he has made it., 19-382 

God has a work for His great and ancient nation to save the whole world, 6-832 

I am not trying to change the world all at once but only to bring down something into 

it, 35-290 

If ancient India would perish – A diminution of the world's riches, 20-73 

In the earth-consciousness the first steps towards a new and diviner world order, 13-

565 

In the world outside there are much worse symptoms, 31-619 

India must be reborn, because her rebirth is demanded by the future of the world, 6-84 

Indian Spiritual Culture is the future power that might dominate the world, 36-513 

It is the diffusion of the Self-existent that we call the world, 17-42 

It is the same thing with the guidance of the world-movement, 29-178 

Its happenings have sometimes a great effect on this world, 30-194 

Its sole aim – The expression of the divine in us and the keeping together of the world, 

23-206 

One has to see what the world is without becoming bitter, 28-443 

Our hope of a moral and spiritual strength to place India in the head of the new world, 

8-188 

Secondly, for help to the world to move towards that, and to live in the Light, 35-784 

So long as they open themselves to that influence, it works on them as on the world, 

35-642 

So the best way is to grow within so that they may be ready for the new world, 31-691 

The conflict of European and Asiatic culture – A peril for India and the world, 20-55 

The difficulties are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 31-619 

The difficulties themselves are general in the Ashram as well as in the outside world, 

35-367 

The divine life – To work for the progress of the world Godwards, 19-245 

The essence of the world is motion, 17-424 

The Force is not working directly on the outside world at present, 35-590 

The freedom, unity and greatness of India have now become necessary to the world, 8-

23 
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The hostile force – A place in the world where men do not seek the Divine, 35-641 

The injunction of the Gita about the keeping together of the world, 23-272 

The life, the work developing here in the Asram has to deal with the world problem, 

35-656 

The material world is a transitory and changing whirl of motion, 17-180 

The misery of the world or the activity of the Asuras is also irrelevant, 31-728 

The new world whose coming we envisage is to be made from within, 36-498 

The outer world is a different matter, 35-639 

The phrase about the value of the world – A progressive value, 28-326 

The place where you were in a dream is a world of fact and reality, 30-194 

The present era – The hope of the world lies in the re-arousing in the East, 13-138 

The protection and upraising before the world of the Hindu religion – The work before 

us, 8-11 

The psychical vision of Nature and the world, 15-501 

The purpose that the hostile beings serve in the world, 35-656 

The relations with the world – A principle of harmony, peace, joy and unity, 21-230 

The sooner the struggle now commences, the better for India and for the world, 6-1070 

The Spirit manifest as Intelligence is the basis of the world, 13-65 

The spiritual life of India is the first necessity of the world’s future, 6-611 

The sure fulfilment of God's decree – All things that are done in this world, 13-31 

The value of Eastern Thought and Eastern Art to the world is altogether incalculable, 1-

576 

The world appears at the overmind level as the One Divine with a thousand aspects, 28-

156 

The world is a Conscious Energy one with Being that creates it, 21-25 

The world is a cyclic movement of the Divine Consciousness in Space and Time, 17-22 

The world is a partial and developing manifestation of Brahman, 35-86 

The world is only a play of his being, knowledge and delight, 13-77 

The world moves to a new synthesis of religious thought and experience, 13-6 

The world was not ready, nor is it even now ready for the fullness of the practice, 1-512 

The world-impulse & the human aspiration are one movement, 12-121 

There are many dismal spectacles in the world, 31-672 

This is a time of trouble for the whole world, 31-691 

This world is not in its reality a sum of things but one unalterable transcendental 

integer, 18-418 

This world of our battle and labour is a fierce dangerous world, 19-381 

To aryanise the world – In order to do this, she must first re-aryanise herself, 6-84 

To realise that ideal, to impart it to the world is the mission of India, 6-1017 

To us the world is only a minor term in God’s absolute & limitless existence, 17-398 

Two objects – To attain the Supreme and to be for ever for the good of all the world, 

18-97 

We should erect a temple to Bhawani – Helping to create a nation, to aryanise a world, 

6-89 

Whatever nation now is the first to solve the problems will lead the world, 8-457 

With India rests the future of the world – When materialism thinks to triumph, 6-890 

world event 
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A spiritual and occult working supplies forces and can watch over a world event, 35-

496 

World of Beauty 

The world of word-music is a province of the World of Beauty – Part of the vital 

World, 27-17 

world of Knowledge 

The world of Knowledge is composed of several planes – Inspiration comes from one, 

28-164 

world order 

The maintenance of the world order – It may be developing, 35-86 

world. 

All world is nothing but arrangement of the Soul's seeing (154), 12-442 

For myself imaged to my fancy as the world (178), 12-446 

I think I have a right to insist on God giving Himself to me in the world as well as out 

of it (431), 12-483 

God has so arranged life that the world is the soul's husband, 12-487 

See what the world really is and what God. Have done with vain and pleasant 

imaginations (87), 12-432 

The infinite blindness with which we cast a shadow of our ego over the whole world & 

call that the universal being (537), 12-498 

The philosophers who reject the world as Maya (430), 12-483 

The whole world is my seraglio (426), 12-483 

world-battle 

The command to action given to the protagonist of the world-battle, 19-384 

world-crisis 

In these times of world-crisis I have had to be on guard and concentrated all the time, 

35-37 

world-culture 

A common world-culture is a probable outcome, 25-503 

world-empire, 25-340 

If either the old ideal of a single world-empire be an accomplished fact, 25-337 

Previous failure was not a proof of the impossibility of the imperial dream, 25-339 

The possibility of the conquest by a single dominant people or empire, 25-588 

The theoretical possibility of a world-empire imposed by a single nation, 25-337 

The unification by a single forceful imperial domination is improbable, 25-343 

world-enigma 

The key of the world-enigma – A movement of involution, emergence and release, 21-

122 

world-knowledge 

Our self-knowledge and world-knowledge – Limitation and imperfection, 21-549 

Our world-knowledge is therefore a difficult structure – Narrow and imperfect, 21-548 

world-religion 

In Hinduism we find the basis of the future world-religion, 13-6 

worlds 

“The other world is made of the texture of our mortal character”, 1-486 
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About the transformation of the lower worlds ‒ We need not concern ourselves at 

present, 30-342 

All the non-evolutionary worlds are worlds of a type limited to its own harmony, 28-

198 

Also – The soul may linger for a time in one of the created annexes of the other worlds, 

21-830 

An ascending scale of substance from Matter to Spirit – Each the basis of a world, 13-

485 

At the summit – Worlds of infinite existence, consciousness, force and bliss, 32-15 

But here where we dwell are the worlds of mind and life and body, 32-16 

But how were these other worlds created, by what force, by what instrumentality?, 21-

810 

By a developing power of Yoga he can become aware of these concealed worlds, 23-

630 

Creations of the physical world, of vital, psychic or mental worlds beyond us, 23-876 

Each plane is in communication with various worlds that belong to it, 28-132 

Each subtle plane is a conglomeration or series of worlds, 28-402 

Elements against any invariable priority of the other worlds to the material existence, 

21-812 

First, each plane, in spite of its connection with others, is a world in itself, 28-130 

In sleep we enter all planes and all sorts of worlds, 28-127 

In the Veda the three highest worlds are the triple divine Principle, 15-372 

Its primary notion was that of a hierarchy of worlds, 20-201 

Life & mind are sometimes believed to descend into this world from another, 18-302 

Life & mind might descend from such worlds, rousing the latent life & mind in matter, 

18-302 

Man can house in himself the Gods, form within himself vast and luminous worlds, 15-

377 

My purview includes both worlds, the spiritual and the material, 29-375 

Nearer to us are the worlds of a perfect supramental creation, 32-16 

Other principles intervene and make the order of the worlds yet more complex, 15-372 

Otherwise it is the worlds farthest removed from the Sun – Trans-mortal darkness, 17-

387 

Seven principles of existence and seven Puranic worlds correspond to them, 15-372 

Seven principles of subjective consciousness as seven objective worlds, 15-45 

Seven worlds in principle, five in practice, three in their general groupings, 15-373 

Such help from the worlds of life & mind was necessary because of the difficulty, 18-

303 

Supraphysical ranges of experience – The worlds beyond exist and exercise their 

influences, 21-22 

The dream-state can actually enter into other planes and worlds or into distant places, 

23-524 

The earth contains the possibilities of all the other worlds, unrealised but realisable, 21-

707 

The Godhead has built this universe in a complex system of worlds, 15-371 

The gradation of worlds or planes – A great connected complex movement, 28-129 
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The highest worlds – The supramental worlds and the causal body, 23-456 

The lower worlds and the higher worlds penetrate each other, 29-423 

The Mahashakti, the universal Mother, works out and enters into the worlds, 32-15 

The old Vedantic Yogins saw seven worlds, seven states of consciousness, 17-442 

The other worlds are typal worlds, each fixed in its own kind and type and law, 28-288 

The passage of death – The worlds are essentially soul-conditions, 18-71 

The physical is not the only world. There are others that we become aware of, 28-127 

The powers of Mind have in the greater Mind-world their fullness of self-nature, 21-

814 

The pressure of the life-world enables life to evolve and develop here, 21-811 

The pressure of the mind-world evolves and develops mind here and helps us, 21-811 

The pressure of the supramental and spiritual worlds is preparing to develop here, 21-

811 

The principle and process of the passage to other worlds, 21-824 

The range of what we can call consciousness – The existence of other worlds, 21-95 

The seven principles or terms of existence – The sevenfold world of the Puranas, 12-

100 

The Supermind is the divine Gnosis which creates, governs and upholds the worlds, 21-

277 

The system of the worlds and the functions of the gods, 15-44 

The universal Purusha dwells in all these planes and builds upon each a world, 23-630 

The utility of psychic experiences and knowledge of the invisible worlds, 36-337 

The Veda perceives several kingdoms – The powers of the higher worlds support, 17-

535 

There are also real worlds of mind and vital worlds – One may pass through these, 28-

535 

There are seven worlds – Satya, Tapas, Jana, Mahas,  Svar, Bhuvah, Bhuh, 17-354 

These other worlds are not evolutionary, but typal, 21-814 

These worlds are prior to the physical universe – Two contributions by man, 21-820 

This amounts to the revelation to man of new worlds or new states of existence, 15-179 

This material world appears to us as the sole actual universe – Other worlds, 12-240 

To the Vedantic thinkers the universe was a harmony of worlds – Bhur, Bhuvar, Swar, 

18-280 

To what worlds do we then journey?, 17-386 

Traditional accounts of other-worldly existence – Life-states, mental, spiritual-mental, 

21-814 

What are Mind and Life – There should be worlds of Mind and worlds of Life, 21-801 

When we enter or contact these other planes – Connection with the worlds, 28-127 

Whether there is any evidence of the existence of such other worlds?, 21-801 

worlds beyond 

The life in worlds beyond, like the life upon earth, is a means, not an object, 17-67 

Worlds beyond may be favourable or unfavourable to the future development, 17-67 

world's master. 

The worst of Hells, being abandoned of God, is to be the world's master (510), 12-495 

World's master. 
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To be master of the world would indeed be supreme felicity, if one were universally 

loved (512), 12-495 

World-Spirit 

The significance of the vision of the World-Spirit, 19-382 

world-state 

Whether a centralised world-state or a world-union of free nationalities, 25-437 

World-State 

A bourgeois World-State is not a probable consummation, 25-471 

A centralised World-State would signify the triumph of the idea of uniformity, 25-575 

A world-parliament could only be the instrument of a unitarian World-State, 25-546 

A World-State implies a strong central organ of power, 25-465 

Even here the World-State would demand a greater centralisation and uniformity, 25-

499 

It might lead to a comparatively painless aggregation in a World-State, 25-402 

It will be necessary to build, eventually at least, a true World-State, 25-583 

Only a true elastic World-State or a union of free peoples – A sound world-order, 25-

588 

Questions of culture and race in the World-State, 25-503 

Some such unity is possible in the place of an organised World-State, 25-506 

The account of gain and loss which would result from a unified World-State, 25-507 

The creation of a World-State – The source of law and the final power, 25-483 

The creation of a World-State is the one logical and inevitable ultimate outcome, 25-

585 

The form of a World-State – Doubts and difficulties for the moment insoluble, 25-474 

The possible conversion of a loose union into the form of a World-State, 25-465 

The ultimate result must be the formation of a World-State, 25-594 

The World-State – The taking up and the regulation of the whole life of the peoples, 

25-574 

The World-State would need the concentration of all force in its own hands., 25-484 

There is no other conclusion than the formation of a centralised World-State, 25-490 

Two alternative possibilities – A World-State or a world-union, 25-463 

world-union 

A progressive world-union for unity in diversity – How is all this to be done?, 25-523 

A world-union of free peoples would be a step in the right direction now, 35-217, 36-

467 

A world-union of this kind would have the greatest chances of long survival, 25-594 

A world-union seems at first sight the most practicable form of political unity, 25-465 

Large continental combinations might be a stage in the formation of a world-union, 25-

589 

Still, certain very important results must make in the end for a free world-union, 25-529 

The necessity and inevitability of some kind of world-union, 25-594 

The result would then be a single human people with a free association, 25-506 

The third dream was a world-union forming the outer basis of a fairer life for mankind, 

36-479 

Two alternative possibilities – A World-State or a world-union, 25-463 

Whether a centralised world-state or a world-union of free nationalities, 25-437 
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worry 

The habit of the mind when troubles come to worry about them, 31-23 

worrying 

The difficulty results from your always worrying with your mind about things, 29-284 

worship 

A practical worship of the Divine in the act, 23-163 

A symbol of worship in the form of the act, 23-163 

A worship to the Divine wherever he manifests or wherever he hides his godhead, 23-

160 

Absence of all forms is not the rule of the sadhana, 29-364 

External worship can bring the greatest possible completeness to the adoration, 29-364 

In ordinary religion this adoration wears the form of external worship, 23-572 

In the formless also we worship God – But it seems to us that God scorns nothing, 1-

573 

It is better not to take away the support that may still be there for the faith, 29-365 

It is from the development of worship that the Yoga of devotion starts, 23-552 

No restriction to inward worship – Old forms of the different religions may fall away, 

35-704 

Old forms which persist although they have no longer any value, 29-364 

Only by penetrating into the esoteric sense of this worship can we understand, 20-201 

Physical means can be and are used in the approach to divine love and worship, 29-342 

The adoration becomes an inner worship – The religion becomes a Yoga, 23-572 

The fundamental character of the rites, ceremonies, system of cult and worship, 20-147 

The prohibition against sadhaks prostrating when visitors are in the Reception Room, 

35-703 

The reception hall is for visitors – It should not be made a place of public worship, 35-

703 

The transformation of religious worship into the Yoga of pure Bhakti, 23-553 

The way of Bhakti is supposed often to be inferior because it proceeds by worship, 23-

548 

There is no restriction in this Yoga to inward worship and meditation only, 29-364 

To mental forms mental worship may be offered, and this is the higher way, 1-573 

Where external worship changes into the inner adoration, real Bhakti begins, 23-549 

Worship done as part of meditation or with a true aspiration can be spiritually effective, 

28-420 

wounded feeling 

Resentment and wounded feeling ‒ And the vital’s habit of self-esteem, 31-247 

You must get rid of this vital reaction of wounded feeling, self-justification, 31-248 

wrath 

He can have no wrath or hatred – But a universal friendliness and compassion, 19-183 

The rajasic ego and the threefold doors of Hell – Desire, wrath and greed, 19-474 

writing 

A Yogi writes only what the inner Will and Word wants him to express, 27-727 

Speech and writing are necessary to the acceptance and spread of the idea, 8-175 

The use of your writing is to encourage the growth of the inner being, 29-291 
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The use of your writing is to keep you in touch with the inner source of inspiration, 31-

77 

The writing floating before the eyes ‒ Often seen by sadhaks, 30-188 

To cease writing altogether might be a doubtful remedy, 27-22 

What is the origin of the different methods of writing?, 13-448 

Writing – The mental work is a preparation, 27-723 

Writing – This kind of total absorption and possession by it was not good, 29-292 

Writing a novel – The subject matter belongs mostly to the outer consciousness, 29-292 

Writing and reading absorb the mind and fill it with images and influences, 27-727, 31-

77 

Writing by itself on ordinary subjects has the externalising tendency, 31-77 

Writing the book – You must be master of what you do and not possessed by it, 29-291 

You have to be the Witness watching it reading or writing or talking, 31-65 

writing a novel 

The subject matter of a novel belongs mostly to the outer consciousness, 27-725 

Writing a novel means then going out of the inner state of experience, 27-725 

writing English 

Indians have naturally in writing English a tendency to be too coloured, 27-627 

One ought to have in writing English a style capable of going to the point, 27-627 

writing French poetry 

To write French poetry – You have to learn the principles and rules of French prosody, 

27-606 

writing on the forehead 

The writing on the forehead – Something that is fixed in you in the vital plane, 30-194 

writing poetry 

All the minutiae must be fine if the whole is to be exquisite, 27-609 

Every poet – His work is done in an exalting excitement of the vital mind, 27-593 

How are you to arrive at the rapture and the glory if you don’t write?, 27-589 

If you write poetry, it should be at the service of the Divine – To help you to grow, 27-

445 

One should not give up writing whenever the writing is not always of the highest grade, 

27-592 

Some acquire the capacity of writing regularly – Others only when the push comes, 27-

590 

The periods of sterility – An incubation, a work of opening going on in the inner being, 

27-591 

The poem when it is finished – It is better always to read it aloud once, 27-592 

The power of feeling instinctively the value of what you write, 27-592 

This inner expression makes the writing of poetry a part of sadhana, 27-10 

To stop writing for a few days – It is sometimes well to do so at times, 27-590 

When you are writing poems or composing you are in contact with your inner being, 

27-716, 27-718 

When you have written a poem – Put it in your desk, leave it there for a while, 27-591 

Writing improves with practice provided one has the faculty, 27-589 

Your writing – To keep you in touch with the inner source of inspiration and intuition, 

27-719 
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writing to the Mother 

In the act of beginning to write you enter into contact with the Mother and the Force, 

32-365 

The experience of being with the Mother and speaking to her when one is writing to 

her, 32-365 

The main object of writing – To create a constant connection and invite her presence, 

32-365 

To write as you do is helpful for opening oneself and for receiving the precise touch, 

32-366 

written word 

The written word can have a special power of its own, 31-77 

wrong 

The beliefs with regard to right and wrong, beauty and ugliness etc. are necessary, 28-

423 

The origin and nature of error, falsehood, wrong and evil in the individual –, 21-646 

The problem of falsehood and error, wrong and evil, of their necessity and utility, 21-

619 

wrong action 

(3) Something within you may warn when you are going to do the wrong action, 29-

261 

wrong consciousness 

When there is the wrong consciousness – All kinds of disharmony, 30-228 

wrong force 

Either thoughts or vibrations or some pressure of wrong force can be felt, 31-778 

wrong movement 

A condition of inner progress – To recognise a wrong movement in any part of the 

nature, 29-131 

The proper way to deal with a wrong movement is to look quietly at it, 31-184 

To observe calmly the wrong movement and to set it right inwardly, 31-188 

When one has a wrong movement, all one has to do is to recognise it and reject it, 32-

446 

wrong movements 

All these movements come from outside or are suggested by adverse forces, 31-272 

But do not be always thinking of your defects and wrong movements, 31-701 

In your dealing with your difficulties and the wrong movements that assail you, 31-741 

It is necessary to observe and know the wrong movements in you, 31-701 

The phrase “wrong movements” ‒ Hurtful to spiritual progress, 31-129 

To be always observing faults and wrong movements brings depression, 31-701 

To be conscious of the wrong movements, but not preoccupied with them only, 31-700 

To get rid of wrong movements – Bring down a settled peace and equanimity, 31-707 

wrongful 

A perfectly legal action becomes illegal when done in combination – At least wrongful, 

8-204 

In the judgment, a nice distinction between illegal, non-legal and wrongful acts, 8-204 

Yajna 
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Vedanta, Sankhya, and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna – The Hindu religion, 18-

421 

Yajur 

The Rig, Yajur, Sama & Atharvan, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, the Upanishads, 17-

102 

Yajur Veda 

The Yajur Veda – Poetry and religious emotion become powerfully fused, 26-236 

Yama 

Surya is Pushan, fosterer or increaser – Surya is Yama, the Ordainer or Controller, 17-

73 

Yama in the Rig Veda seems to have been originally a form of the Sun, 15-221 

Yaska 

Sayana and Yaska supply the ritualistic framework of outward symbols, 15-33 

Some invaluable aids for the recovery of the lost secret – Yaska and Sayana, 15-17 

Yaska – The etymologist does not rank with the lexicographer, 15-19 

Yaska gives as a lexicographer the various meanings of Vedic words, 15-19 

year 

It is in the year that the recovery of the lost Sun and the lost cows is effected, 15-177 

It now becomes clear that the year is symbolic, the months are symbolic, 15-177 

yearning of the heart 

The yearning of the heart – The vital is taking advantage of it, 30-377 

Yeats 

A clearer totality in the two great Irish voices –Yeats and A.E., 26-203 

A.E. as a man and a seer was far superior to Yeats – Spiritual-mental heights, 27-416 

Four other forerunners strike great new notes – Meredith, Phillips, A. E., Yeats, 26-173 

Yeats - A veridical and flawless transcript of the vision and atmosphere of faeryland, 

27-416 

Yeats – His great artistry in language and verse in which he is far superior to A.E., 27-

416 

Yeats – This spiritual intonation is the very secret of all his subtlest melodies, 26-181 

Yeats’ contact, unlike A.E.’s, is not so much with the sheer spiritual Truth, 27-431 

Yeats’ poetic expression of things occult, 27-415 

yellow 

A certain kind of yellow is supposed to indicate the buddhi, 30-122 

Gold = the Truth, Yellow = the mind, Green = the vital energy, 30-186 

Yellow in the indication of forces signifies the thinking mind, buddhi, 30-122 

Yellow is the colour of the light of the thinking mind, 30-124 

yellow light 

Yellow is light of the mind ‒ Golden is light from above the mind, 30-131 

Yellow is the light of mind growing brighter as one goes higher, 30-131 

Yellow is the thinking mind, 30-131 

Yellow Peril 

Japan and China – A terror is in their hearts of the European races, the Yellow Peril, 6-

989 

yellow red 

This yellow red may indicate some plane of the Overmind, 30-130 
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yoga 

The real knowledge of yoga comes of itself from within, by the touch of the Divine, 27-

729 

The yoga we practise is not for ourselves alone, but for the Divine, 13-71 

Yoga 

A capacity for poetry or anything else – Yoga has power to develop capacity, 27-453 

A distinction of the utmost importance – Sankhya and Yoga, 19-68 

A sort of belief in many minds that the practice of Yoga is inimical to the health, 31-

550 

A Yoga of divine Power – Being, becoming and the supreme Godhead, 19-312 

According to the point of contact will be the type of the Yoga that we practise, 23-33 

After Sankhya, another poise in Yoga – The freedom from all bondage to works, 19-94 

All can do some kind of Yoga according to their nature, if they have the will to it, 29-

31 

All human Yoga is done on the heights or levels of the mental nature, 12-362 

All life is a vast Yoga of Nature – The basis for a synthesis of Yogic methods, 23-6 

All Yoga aims at oneness – One must enter the consciousness of the Divine, 12-360 

All Yoga has one supreme object, a permanent liberation of the consciousness, 12-363 

All Yoga is a seeking after the Divine, a turn towards union with the Eternal, 19-337 

All Yoga is only a means by which we can come first to some kind of union, 19-555 

All Yoga is tapasya and all siddhi of Yoga is accomplishment of godhead, 12-334 

All Yoga strives towards union with the One Eternal and Infinite, 12-332 

Alternations are not created by Yoga or by the effort after perfection, 31-650 

Anybody can do that – In Yoga we make the division complete, that is all, 28-24 

Brahmajnana, Yoga & Dharma are the three essentialities of Hinduism, 12-64 

But before attaining God man can enter into relations with God – Yoga, 12-5 

But if one has the will to Yoga, the born Yogi prevails as soon as he gets a chance, 27-

716 

But meanwhile the seers of ancient India had perfected the method of Yoga, 18-355 

But that is the ordinary rule, by Yoga one can manifest what is concealed in the being, 

27-104 

By Yoga – The power of transcending the physical self, 23-462 

By Yoga is meant the selfless devotion of all the inner as well as the outer activities, 

19-70 

By Yoga Varuna is born in us, Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga – The son of our works, 13-125 

By Yoga we become aware of this inner and inmost being, 28-20 

By Yoga, man acquires likeness, union or identification with God, 13-21 

By Yoga, one can become conscious of these forces, intervene consciously in the play, 

28-562 

Certain wrong ideas about Yoga are dangerous, 29-22 

Everyone has many personalities in him and many of them are not Yogic at all, 27-716 

Four constituent elements of the Yoga – Purification, liberation, perfection, delight, 23-

639 

How unexpected Yogic capacity reveals itself, 27-718 

I have described the difficulties of Yoga at their worst, 31-688 

If not the soul's fervour, there can be little surety in the difficult path of Yoga, 12-155 
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If one does not grow out of ego and the vital absorption at once – No incapacity for 

Yoga, 27-715 

In all Yoga there are three essential objects to be attained by the seeker, 31-686 

In the Gita the Sankhya and Yoga – No real difference in their teachings, 19-7 

In the past developments of Yoga, a specialising and separative tendency, 23-9 

In the Yoga consciousness, things come through from behind the veil with ease, 27-605 

In Yoga one becomes conscious of their movements and their causes, 31-650 

In Yoga poetic originality can come by an opening from within, even if it was not 

there, 27-104 

It can only be done by Yoga – Self-consecration and soul-contact with the Divine, 19-

101 

It is not the Yoga or the effort after perfection that creates this condition, 31-650 

It is part of Yoga to become conscious of the great complexity of our nature, 28-79 

It is the psychic and the mind and the higher vital usually that join for the Yoga, 31-767 

Joys and pleasures are not the object of Yoga, 31-166 

Men apply their obscure mental state to this Light – Their Yoga, 15-289 

Men need not be extraordinary beings to follow Yoga, 28-478, 35-418 

Nothing intrinsically hidden about Yoga – Yoga must be revealed to mankind, 13-13 

Once one has entered the path of Yoga – To go to the end whatever difficulties arise, 

32-294 

One can discover the driving consciousness only by occultism and Yoga, 28-396 

One must learn to go forward on the path of Yoga, 29-213 

Our means is Yoga, 18-423 

Partial systems do not cover the whole being and nature – The complete Yoga, 12-335 

Practising the Yoga – To be in contact with right Influences only is very important, 27-

687 

Reading and study are not themselves the best means of entering the Yoga, 27-728 

Sankhya goes by knowledge and renunciation, the Yoga by works without desire, 19-

82 

Self-knowledge is the foundation of the complete Yoga, 12-344 

That is why there exists the Yoga, 28-356 

That necessitates a negative element in the Yoga, 29-386 

That Yoga is full or perfect which enables us to fulfil entirely God's purpose, 12-359 

The aim and method of the synthesis – The true and full object and utility of Yoga, 23-

8 

The aim of Nature is also the aim of Yoga – Great and dangerous processes, 12-121 

The aim put before itself by Yoga is God – Its method is tapasya, 12-335 

The ascent of the human consciousness through the process of Yoga, 23-887 

The assertion of a higher than the mental life – Indian philosophy and Yoga, 23-15 

The common object of all Yoga is to pass into the Reality, 12-331 

The conquest of the emotions and the intellect by the spirit – The future Yoga, 13-21 

The difference between Yoga and hypnotism, 13-25 

The distinction between the Sankhya way of knowledge and the Yoga way of works, 

19-86 

The dread Law of the Way is there and none can abrogate it, 12-156 

The final aim of the Yoga here is to bring down the supramental Truth, 32-98 
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The firm winning of this inalienable spiritual bliss is Yoga, it is the divine union, 19-

242 

The first business of Yoga is not to make geniuses at all, but to make spiritual men, 27-

724 

The first process of Yoga is to open the inner being – To live in his soul and purify, 36-

548 

The fulfilment and moulding of our life and being – Only by Yoga, 18-421 

The full Yoga means a fourfold path, 31-687 

The generalisation of Yoga in humanity must be the last victory of Nature, 23-30 

The Gita unites the subjective practice of the Sankhyas with the practice of Yoga, 19-

109 

The great fundamental discoveries of Yoga – The contradiction of materialism, 13-15 

The identification of Sankhya with Jnanayoga and of Yoga with the way of works, 19-

84 

The methods of Yoga are different from the methods of the lower knowledge, 23-514 

The name may be limited to certain applications for specific and definite ends, 12-19 

The object of all Yoga – The Master of our works is the truth of our being, 23-243 

The object of Yoga is a change of consciousness and union with the Divine, 35-541 

The one easiest method of Yoga is that of bhakti, reliance, self-giving, 29-353 

The passage from the lower to the higher Nature is the aim of Yoga, 23-44 

The passage through sattwa is the ordinary idea of Yoga, 28-424 

The perfect & comprehensive Yoga is that which embraces rather than selects, 12-342 

The possibility of a more kinetic Yoga – Three stages in this kinetic movement, 23-768 

The principal thing in the Yoga is to trust in the Divine Grace at every step, 32-166 

The principle of Yoga – Ordinary Yoga and synthetic Yoga, 23-609 

The progress of the Yoga – From the mental ignorance to a perfect knowledge, 23-776 

The psychological discipline of Yoga can be used to that end, 36-548 

The psycho-physical science of Yoga, 23-536 

The question involved is also this – A man can become a new man by Yoga, 35-405 

The real goal of the Yoga is union with the divine Purushottama – The highest step, 19-

132 

The result of this Yoga – In all states, the Yogin will be in Yoga with the Divine, 19-

244 

The right view of life and of yoga – A sound and rational synthesis of Yogic methods, 

23-6 

The sadhak of the Yoga comes out of the trouble and struggle, 31-650 

The secret of success in Yoga – There should be an entire self-giving, 23-71 

The secrets of Yoga, 12-350 

The supreme Godhead is the fulfilment of all relations – The divine Yoga, 19-344 

The third outstanding fact of Yoga – In its later stages it overpasses mental activity, 17-

254 

The Truth or Reality to which we arrive by Yoga, 12-331 

The very object of Yoga is a change of consciousness, 29-352 

The very reason why Yoga has to be done, 31-672 

The very spirit of Yoga is to make normal the exceptional experience, 23-595 

Imagine not the way is easy, 12-155 
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The way of Yoga followed here – An exceedingly difficult aim and difficult Yoga, 29-

19 

The whole art of Yoga is to get that contact and get from it into the inner being itself, 

27-716, 27-718, 31-78 

The whole of life is the Yoga of Nature – The Yogin and the natural man, 23-45 

The work of the Yoga itself is difficult, not easy, 31-672 

The wrong idea that it is the Yoga which creates this struggle, 31-651 

There are always two ways of doing the Yoga, 29-82 

There are two conditions in the Yoga, 29-163 

There are two paths set for the feet of the Yogin, withdrawal and perfection, 12-96 

There is no real Yoga possible if we do not become aware of all this inner being, 28-

204 

This brilliant Surya is made by the godward will of man – TheYoga of his being, 15-

479 

This happens only too often in Yoga – A magnified ego, 23-249 

To awaken to the revelation of him in all these ways together is man's divine Yoga, 19-

344 

To be one with the Eternal is the object of Yoga, 12-332 

To each stage of his evolution – A particular type of Yoga, 1-503 

To open them and make them awake and active is one aim of Yoga, 30-325 

Two ways of doing Yoga – One by knowledge, the other by reliance on the Mother, 32-

200 

Vedanta, Sankhya, and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna – The Hindu religion, 18-

421 

Vedanta is merely an intellectual assent, without Yoga, 18-421 

We can only know this greater truth by living it, that is to say by Yoga, 19-250 

What do we mean by the word Yoga?, 12-329 

What is a perfect technique of a world-changing or Nature-changing Yoga?, 28-294 

What Nature aims at in a slow evolution, Yoga effects by a rapid revolution, 23-29 

What we call Yoga – So long at least as we are mental beings, 12-361 

Whatever way is followed, the thing to be done is to be faithful and go to the end, 29-

71 

When you practise Yoga, the consciousness opens, 31-472 

Why many Americans want Yoga – It may make them successful in all they undertake, 

27-552 

Work, bhakti and meditation are three supports of Yoga, 29-209 

Yoga – A new, higher, wider mode of consciousness, the God-consciousness, 13-119 

Yoga and knowledge as the two wings of the soul's ascent, 19-200 

Yoga and the knowledge of the higher planes and worlds and possibilities, 23-460 

Yoga as the effective movement of Nature herself in all her processes, 12-108 

Yoga cannot be taught in schools and classes, 36-389 

Yoga for man is the upward working of Nature liberated from slow evolution, 12-108 

Yoga has been admitted for the self-surrender of the will, mind, heart, 19-355 

Yoga has four powers and objects, purity, liberty, beatitude and perfection, 12-93 

Yoga held to be quite sufficient the inner renunciation of desire, 19-81 
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Yoga in its practice may be either perfect or partial, either selective or comprehensive, 

12-337 

Yoga is a consummate & self-conscious natural process, 12-108 

Yoga is a means by which one arrives at union with the Truth behind things, 12-327 

Yoga is a passage into a higher wider deeper consciousness, 12-330 

Yoga is a seeking (not a mental searching), 30-357 

Yoga is an endeavour, a tapasya – It is not a mere miracle, 29-81 

Yoga is an eternal fact of process based on the very nature of the Universe, 12-18 

Yoga is communion with God – All men are potentially capable of it, 13-11 

Yoga is directed towards God, not towards man, 28-442 

Yoga is itself nothing but a well-tested means of opening up these greater realms, 20-

114 

Yoga is not a thing of ideas but of inner spiritual experience, 28-321 

Yoga is scientific to this extent that it proceeds by subjective experiment, 28-380 

Yoga is that by which man attempts to pass into a greater spiritual consciousness, 12-

327 

Yoga is the application, by whatever means, of Vedanta to life, 18-423 

Yoga is the contact of the finite with the Infinite – Man moves upward to God, 12-333 

Yoga is the means Nature holds in reserve for the accomplishment of her end, 12-121 

Yoga is the realisation of one’s capacity of harmony, communion or unity with God, 1-

503 

Yoga is union with the Divine, sadhana is what you do in order to unite with the 

Divine, 32-135 

Yoga means union – The whole object of Yoga, 12-334 

Yoga means union with the Divine, 30-422 

Yoga must be done not for oneself but for the sake of the Divine, 29-45 

Yoga offers us the knowledge & possession of the truth of forms mental & material, 

17-588 

Yoga proceeded by works and the transformation of the active consciousness, 19-81 

Yoga proceeds by conscious union, the conscious being is its instrument, 23-556 

Yoga proceeds on the opposite view that the ultimate Truth is spiritual and subjective, 

28-380 

Yoga through the mind or the heart or the will or the vital force or the body, 12-360 

Yoga uses divine means in order to rise to divinity, 12-334 

Yoga, on the other hand, proceeds by works, 19-70 

Yoga, says the Gita, is skill in works, 13-119 

Yoga, the psychological basis of experience, experiment, practical analysis, synthesis, 

17-570 

Yoga-siddhi best attained by the combined working of four great instruments, 23-53 

Yogic method becomes selective or even it becomes partial as well as selective, 12-341 

Yoga and Its Object 

Yoga and Its Object represents an early stage of Sri Aurobindo’s sadhana, 35-82 

Yoga experience 

It is a fact that Yogic experience runs everywhere on the same lines, 28-381 

The doubt about the value of Yoga experience to achieve ultimate truth, 28-380 

The point that the Yoga experience coloured by the individuality of the seer, 28-380 
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The value of the experience is doubted because it is subjective, not objective, 28-380 

Yoga force 

If Yoga is a reality, there must be such a thing as Yoga-force or spiritual force, 29-179 

yoga of Bhakti 

The four movements of the more intimate yoga of Bhakti, 23-571 

Yoga of bhakti 

A Yoga of bhakti for the self-exceeding of the emotional, aesthetic, hedonistic man, 20-

230 

The way of integral Yoga of bhakti – A multiple and an all-embracing relation, 23-601 

Yoga of Bhakti 

A perfect and complete delight in the Divine is the meaning of the way of Bhakti, 23-

590 

In the Yoga of Bhakti it is the emotional nature that is made the instrument, 23-561 

Yoga of devotion 

It is from the development of worship that the Yoga of devotion starts, 23-552 

Ordinarily the way of devotion begins by adoration of the divine Personality, 23-600 

The conditions so that there may be at all any possibility of a Yoga of devotion, 23-557 

The way of devotion in the integral synthetic Yoga, 23-593 

The way of love and delight thus universalised, personalised, raised to its intensities, 

23-605 

The way of love is more imperatively all-embracing than any other, 23-588 

This state of freedom can come in the Yoga of works, of knowledge, of devotion, 23-

242 

When we start on our journey by the path of devotion, 23-547 

Yoga of Devotion 

Devotion selects the emotional and aesthetic powers of the soul, 23-610 

Here too, the exclusive result is not inevitable – Two correctives, 23-39 

In the Way of Devotion we may remain intimately in one world of bliss, 23-276 

The aim, method and results – An absorption of another kind in the Transcendent, 23-

39 

The integral Yoga of Devotion proceeds through seven stages, 12-347 

This path, too, as ordinarily practised, leads away from world-existence, 23-39 

Universal delight and universal love – The summit of the path of Devotion, 23-425 

Yoga of knowledge 

A Yoga of knowledge for the self-exceeding of the thinking intellectual man, 20-230 

In the traditional path of knowledge – The goal is the Transcenden, 23-318 

Oneness as the aim and in a way the whole aim of our Yoga of knowledge, 23-437 

The culmination of the path of knowledge, 23-298 

The essence of the Yoga of knowledge – The spiritual turning of the buddhi, 19-533 

The ordinary Yoga of knowledge – Possessing all the planes for the Divine, 23-446 

The way of knowledge may very soon become exclusive, 23-588 

This state of freedom can come in the Yoga of works, of knowledge, of devotion, 23-

242 

Yoga of Knowledge 

But we must now turn more particularly to the actual steps of the Path of Knowledge, 

23-335 
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In the Way of Knowledge we may plunge into the Transcendence, 23-275 

Knowledge selects the reason and the mental vision, 23-610 

The end of Yoga of Knowledge – To what it leads, 23-511 

The method of Knowledge may lead to an active conquest of the cosmic existence, 23-

38 

The object of the Yoga of Knowledge – Not merely peace, but fulfilment, 23-384 

The path leads to the rejection of the phenomenal worlds and the final immergence, 23-

38 

The Path of Knowledge aims at the realisation of the unique and supreme Self, 23-38 

The traditional Way of Knowledge proceeds by elimination and rejects, 23-291 

Yoga of Nature 

All life is a Yoga of Nature seeking to manifest God within itself, 23-47 

Yoga of perfection 

The Yoga of perfection, so far as we have been considering it, 23-784 

Yoga of self-perfection 

The second part of the yoga of self-perfection – The instruments, 23-729 

The Yoga of knowledge, love and works – Extended into a Yoga of self-perfection, 23-

614 

The Yoga of self-perfection brings out this soul-force, 23-750 

There are four members of this second part of the sadhana of self-perfection, 23-729 

This power of the soul is of the utmost importance in the Yoga of self-perfection, 23-

628 

What are the conditions and means of the Yoga of self-perfection, 23-615 

yoga of the Buddhi 

By this greater yoga of the Buddhi – The Eternal is fulfilled in the individual, 19-354 

Yoga of the buddhi 

But the Yoga of the buddhi, the intelligence, is first enjoined on Arjuna, 19-95 

Yoga of the King 

The Yoga of the King – I intended the repetition of the word “Yoga”, 27-329 

Yoga of works 

A Yoga of works for the self-exceeding of the active, dynamic and ethical man, 20-230 

A Yoga of Works is an indispensable element of an integral Yoga, 23-92 

The other way of beginning the Yoga of works is by doing them for the Divine, 29-211 

The spirit of the Yoga of works as it is indicated in the Gita, 29-237 

The third way is one of the two ways towards Yoga by works, 29-211 

The way of works may lean towards an entire impersonality, 23-589 

This state of freedom can come in the Yoga of works, of knowledge, of devotion, 23-

242 

Yoga of Works 

But here too the exclusive result is not inevitable, 23-40 

But in the Way of Works a divine way of works is the natural outcome, 23-276 

The Path of Works and its aims, method and results – The exclusive result, 23-39 

The possibility of a divine action – The fulfilment of the path of Works, 23-425 

Works, action selects for its instrument the will of the doer of works, 23-610 

Yoga shakti 

A force accompanies the growth of this new consciousness – The Yoga shakti, 32-192 
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The Yoga shakti is here asleep and coiled up in all the centres of our inner being, 32-

192 

The Yoga shakti, coiled up and asleep in all the centres of our inner being, 30-422 

To this Force we have to open ourselves, to the power of the Mother, 30-422 

Yoga Shakti 

There is a Yoga Shakti lying coiled or asleep in the inner body, not active, 30-421 

Yoga-force 

How is the physical mind to know that the results were that of the Yoga-force?, 29-182 

The Yoga-force is always tangible and concrete and has tangible results, 29-182 

To direct the Yoga-force on things and persons is the position of the Yogi, 29-243 

Yogamaya 

By this same Yogamaya – The return of our consciousness to the Divine, 19-156 

In the ordinary birth Yogamaya is used by the Divine to envelop and conceal itself, 19-

156 

Yoga-Vasishtha 

The Yoga-Vasishtha, a book written with a remarkable occult knowledge, 29-439 

Yogi 

A man who sets out to be a Yogi or Guru and has no spiritual consciousness – False, 

35-483 

A Yogi has a right to possess or enjoy only on one of two conditions, 35-759 

A Yogi is one who is already living in some kind of oneness with the Divine, 30-6 

A Yogi too may be a Rishi, but also he may not, 27-103 

The Yogi goes still farther – Even while in mind in a way, he gets out of it and free, 35-

243 

The Yogi goes still farther ‒ He is not only a master, he gets out of it, 31-44 

The Yogi is one who is already established in realisation, 30-6 

Yet the Rishi or Yogi can drink of a deeper draught of Beauty and Delight, 27-102 

Yogic attitude 

The Yogic attitude – Calm, detachment, equality, universality, the psychic element, 29-

134 

Yogic consciousness 

A description of the constituents of the Yogic consciousness, 35-132 

A foundation on which one can develop the Yogic consciousness, 30-32 

A yogic consciousness with all its deeper movements develops, 28-239 

In the Yogic consciousness one is aware of forces and of the conscious being behind, 

32-192 

In the Yogic consciousness one is aware of the conscious being behind the forces, 30-

422 

It is only then that a real Yogic consciousness begins, 30-212 

Its opening is often the beginning of the Yogic consciousness, 28-238 

The beginning of the outgoing of the Yogic consciousness in its dynamic action, 31-

118 

The first condition of the Yogic consciousness and self-knowledge, 28-120 

The Yogic consciousness ‒ It has increased in intensity, but it must also in duration, 

30-234 
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There is a certain state of Yogic consciousness in which all things become beautiful, 

27-120 

This is the fundamental truth from which the Yogic consciousness starts, 13-122 

To develop the Yogic consciousness – To universalise the being in all the planes, 29-20 

To live within is part of the Yogic consciousness – A very real and considerable 

advance, 28-90 

With the Yogic consciousness – An easy opening to realisation and experience, 30-32 

yogic control 

Yogic control can come in one of two ways or by their combination, 31-46 

Yogic force 

The working of the Yogic force – Many customary illnesses have passed away from 

me, 35-40 

Yogic Force 

Yogic Force – Its potency for artistic or intellectual things, 27-215 

Yogic knowledge 

The outworks of Yogic knowledge prepare for a new order of knowledge, 8-310 

Yogic life 

A Yogic life means a life in which one tries to follow the aim of Yoga in all details of 

life, 35-603 

Yogic methods 

All life is a vast Yoga of Nature – The basis for a synthesis of Yogic methods, 23-6 

For the particular utilities – A penetrative eye on the different methods of Yoga, 23-9 

Methods of Yoga are special psychological processes – Some principal faculty, 23-7 

The method – The harmony of our inner and outer activities and experiences, 23-8 

Yogic methods are formed upon a knowledge confirmed by regular experiment, 23-7 

Yogic peace 

If satisfaction in the experience is to be the test, Yogic peace wins by a hundred 

lengths, 27-676 

The man of the world knows only vital excitement and pleasure – Not Yogic peace, 27-

676 

Yogic relations 

Having between a man and a woman the free and natural Yogic relations, 31-306 

Yogic Sadhan 

As for Yogic Sadhan it was not I exactly who wrote it, 35-78 

The Yogic Sadhan does not give any real idea of the nature of this Yoga, 35-598 

The Yogic Sadhan is not Sri Aurobindo’s own writing, 35-82 

The Yogic Sadhan is not Sri Aurobindo’s writing – Only communicated to him, 35-79 

There is no necessity of following the methods suggested in that book, 35-82 

Yogic schools 

The synthesis of all principal Yogic schools can not easily be found, 23-41 

Yogic state 

Each person arriving to a certain perfection of the Yogic state becomes a force, 32-423 

Yogin 

All must be done as a sacrifice – The Yogin's distinction from other men, 23-143 

In history the eye of the Yogin sees not only the outward but the enormous forces, 27-

109 
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In the Yogin’s vision – All is the Divine, but some things are more divine than others, 

27-121 

Only two great deaths – To die in self-forgetting action and to die as the Yogin dies, 8-

301 

The action of the Yogin will not be as the action of the ordinary man, 13-58 

The agitated Life-Will – Even the saint and the Yogin cannot be sure, 23-172 

The God-lover who can do this may well be declared to be the supreme Yogin, 19-246 

The ideal Yogin is engaged in doing good to all creatures, 13-10 

The knowledge of the Yogin – Delivered from enslavement to the dualities, 13-58 

The last state of the mind of the Yogin – The essential condition during life, 19-297 

The true Yogin withdraws the Will beyond Supra-Intelligence entirely into itself, 17-

255 

The universal Will and Intelligence of Nature is working through the Yogin, 23-405 

The working of the ordinary man and the working of the Yogin, 13-120 

The Yogin discovers behind what the object appears to be the something More that it 

is, 27-121 

The Yogin is different within from what he is outside, 13-59 

The Yogin sees God in all things, not only in all beings but in all events, 13-62 

The Yogin will act as the supreme Power acts and creates – The spiritual life, 23-143 

The Yogin’s aim in the sciences for knowledge, in the practical sciences, in the Arts, 

23-142 

Two kinds of stillness, helpless or sovereign – The calm of the Yogin, 13-58 

Yogins 

Many Yogins of the Vedantic school follow both siddhis and the final emancipation, 

28-573 

There are Yogins who are satisfied with a happy calm immobility, 31-176 

There are Yogins who have great powers and also a big ego, 31-239 

Yogis 

A very few great Yogis have really changed their outer nature, 29-405 

Occult powers divorced from spiritual experiences – Not Yogis of a high plane, 28-572 

Other Yogis use rough or violent speech to keep people at a distance or to test them, 

28-573 

There are Yogis who behave as if they had no control over themselves, 28-572 

Yogis can live for 200 or 300 years or more, 28-313 

young 

In all civilised countries young men are freely permitted to take part in politics, 8-168 

In the young, the forward, we find no loss of courage or faith, 8-115 

The future belongs to the young – Brave, frank, clean-hearted, courageous and aspiring, 

8-168 

The loss of education and a career – The menace over the guardians and young men, 8-

167 

The young men to abstain from an activity which is both their right and their duty, 8-

169 

Their want of interest in the chief national activity – A mark of degeneration, 8-168 

youth 
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It has turned the training ground of our youth into a means of restraining progress, 8-

167 

The misleading and intimidation of the youth as means of thwarting the movement, 8-

167 

The rising generation of young men are the wheat which will remain, 6-1082 

Yugantar 

He agreed to the starting of a paper, Yugantar, which was to preach open revolt, 36-50 

Zero 

Our mind out of its own incapacity has created the conception of a Zero, 12-188 


